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BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT FIRE

Part 1

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1975

CON.GRFSS OF TIlE UNITED STATES,
.JOINT CommirTmrEE .N A7,TO.%fIC ENERGY,

Wah.;fngton.. D.C.
The Joint Committee met at 1o a.nt. pursuant to call, in room S-407

the Capitol. Senator .loseph M. Montova. presiding.
Present: Senatons Montova. Baker. and Case: and Representatives

Price, Young. Horton. and Anderson.
Also present: George F. Murphy, Jr.. executive director: .James 1i.

Graham. assistant( director: Willam .J. Parler. committee counsel
Norman P. Klug anti Stephen .J. Lanes. technical consultants; and
James K. As.selstine. assistant counsel.

OPENING REMARKS BY SENATOR MONTOYA

Senator MONTOrY. The Joint Committee will be in order.
The committee meets this morning to receive testimony on the cir-

cumstances surrounding the fire which occurred on March 22. 1975, at
the TVA's Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. located near Athens. Ala.

Ili the development of'our Nation's civilian nuclear power program.
the paramount consideration should and must be nuclear safety. I
believe that we have had anl excellent safety record, as witnessed b, the
fact that no one has been killed or injured in a nuclear accident at ti
commercial pow,.rlplant. However. the fire at Browns Ferry is a strik-
ing example of how thimlilig call and do go wrong. In this connection.
we want- to examine three. basic issues:

First. the factors that caused the firc to get out of control and the
response to it.

Second. tlie impl)rt of tlihe fire on the nuclear reactors at the site and
how n11ny ,4f the defenses in depth were breached.

And(,t'iird. tle relationship of this accident to our nationwide
iIi(']Caer p"wer lpro•ra mi.

As I umhderstany it. ihe fire began bv the 1154 of all almost -rimitive
inspet.tion t,,chliie of holding a candle close to a hole wlich coll-
talined flaminahlee material. The initial attempt to beat out the flames
was made by using a flashlight. When that failed. rags were used to
attem Tt to stifle the flaimes. And when that effort was unsuccessful.
one o the mien attempted to actiate the carbon dioxide fire control
system. only to find that the l)ower had been cut off arid a metal plate
had heen placed over the Co, controls so they could not he immediately
activated. This became the genesis of the disabling of the multi-
million-dollar plant.

(1)
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I might say parenthetically that I wonder what odds Dr. Rasmussen
might assign to such a chain of events occurring at one of the Nation's
newest nuclear facilities.

On the broader issue of whether or not the fire could have resulted

in the loss of effective control over the nuclear reactors, even more
disturbing questions must be explored today. We would particularly
like to find out which systems were available for cooling the reactors
and which were not available at various times during the fire.

In this connection, there are indications that there may have been a
period of several hours after the start of the fire when only one nor-
mally operating system capable of supplyir g cooling water was avail-
able to remove the heat that continued to.generated after the control
rods were inserted to shut down the reactors.

The scope, magritude, and implications of this fire are of consider-
able importance fo, the development of commercial nuclear power in
the United States. The direct cost of the fire is estimated at about $10
million. The indirect cost of providing replacement power may run
as high as $10 million per month.

The information presented to the committee raises serious ques-
tions concerning the quality of the regulatory review and inspection
system. Prior to issuing a license to operate a nuclear power reactor,
the NRC must find that "the facility authorized has been constructed
and will operate in conformity with the application as amended
in conformity with the provisions of this act and the rules of the
Commission* * *"

Serious questions appear to be raised regarding compliance with the
foregoing by the following:

a. The final design of the reactor which was approved apparently
did not meet regulatory requirements.

b. The inspection procedures apparently did not reveal that certain
aspects of the plant did not meet regulatory requirements.

r. Apparently the regulatorY review process (lid not require effec-
tive emergency procedures either on the part of the applicant's on-
station personne or steps to insure that coordinated actions would be
taken by State and local officials.

We have reports of the Nuclear Regullator. Commission.' the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority.2 and the Nuclear Energy Liability and
Property Insurance Association (NELPIA). 3 which we will include
in the record of today's proceedings. together with other related
documents.

Our first witness today will be Chairman William Anders and his
staff of the NRC. followed by TVA Chairman Wagner and his asso-
ciates. and Aubrey V. Godwin. who will be representing the State of
Alabama.

Before we proceed any further I would like to have incorporated
in the record at this point an opening statement by Senator Baker who
is attending another committee meeting and is unable to be here with
us this morning at the opening of this session. The statement will be
made a part of the record at this point.

I S.e Appendix 6.
S.e Appendix 7.

a t Appendix R.
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[The prepared statement of Senator Baker follows:]

STATEMENT BT SENATOR BArn

I want to thank the witnesses who are appearing before the committee today
for their participation in the development of the record on a very important
subject. I look forward particularly to learing from representatives of the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority which has lokg served the people of my State and
region.

As a member of the Joint Committee and one of the congressional representa-
tives of the area served by TVA, I personally visited and inspected the Browns
Ferry site after the unfortunate fire. I am therefore looking forward to hearing
and reviewing the testimony to learn how the details of the preliminary investi-
gation compare with the impressions I may have formed on the basis of my visit
to the site. I want to recognize and express my admiration for the devoted and
heroic efforts of the TVA and other personnel who fought the fire under the most
difficult circumstances and shut down the plants under extreme and extraordi-
nary conditions and did so without any off-site damage to property or injury to
people.

I am sure that there will be explanations in the hearing which would be viewed
either as passing the buck for the cause of the fire and its regrettable economic
consequences, or as Monday morning quarterbacking. But I would hope that the
record which will be developed at these hearings will clearly show that the ulti-
mate objective of them Is to learn for the future by the experiences of the past.
Certainly in an area such as nuclear reactor safety, it Im important that all
channels of commuication-with the Executive Branch, the nuclear industry, the
Joint Committee, interested States and interested members of the public-be
used so that nuclear power can continue to be developed safely and reliably.

Senator Mo.NTOYA. Mr. Young, do you wish to make a statement?
Representative You-xo. Mr. Chairman, you prefaced your opening

statement by naturally saying what you understood the facts to be.
I just want to say that you gave a very graphic description of what
I understand the facts to be, too. I just'wanted to ask. Chairman An-
ders, is that your understanding of those facts generally speaking?

Mr. A.N-DES. The facts as portrayed by Senator Montoya generally
reflect my understanding of the situation. Some of the conclusions the
Senator expressed which were drawn from those facts might be dis-
cussed further. The purpose of our being here today is to bring out
the facts that we have found to date and to suggest to you some of
the conclusions that are emerging with regard to improving our own
regulatory process that the Senator mentioned.

Representative YOUNG. I appreciate that and I understand that to
be correct. I wanted to be sure we were getting off with a common
understanding of the facts as they did occur, separate and apart from
the conclusions that might be reached.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONnYA,. You may proceed. Mr. Anders.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM A. ANDERS, CHAIRMAN, ACCOM-
PANIED BY DR. EDWARD A. MASON, COMMISSIONER; DR. DON-
ALD F. KNUTH, DIRECTOR OF OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND EN-
FORCEMENT; BENARD C. RUSCHE, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION; AND DR. STEPHEN H.
HANAUER, TECHNICAL ADVISOR TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOR OPERATIONS

Mr. A.vDERS. Chairman Montoya and members of the committee,
first I would like to introduce the other members of the Nuclear Reg-
ulatory Commission and the staff who are with me at the front table.
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I have on my left Commissioner Mason, whozi you have met before.
I have on m•y right Dr. Don Knuth, who is the Director of our Office

of Inspection and Enforcement-that part of our organization con-
ducting the investigation.

On his right is Mr. Benard Rusche, who is Director of the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

And on my far left is Dr. Steve Hanauer. who is Chairman of the
Special Revilew Group which we will talk about here a little later.

Gentlemen. I plan to present a very brief overview of the fire that
occurred at TVA Browns Ferry Units 1 and 2 located near I)ecatur,
Ala. Members, of the NRC staff will follow my remarks with additional
details of the fire inspection and subsequent NRC actions. In general.
We would plan. with your permission. to summarize the more volumi-
nous and detailed remarks submitted for the record if you wish.

Senator 'MONTOYA. Your statement will be made part of the record
if there is no objection and you may proceed to summarize your state-
ment in any way that you wish.

Mr. AN--t)Rs. Mr. (Chairman. as for our more detailed and technical
statements, they atre quite voluminous. We would. plan to summarize
them if that is all right with you.

Senator MONTOY.A. Withoult objection. you may do so.
Mr. A-,iwais. In summary, the fire started about noon on .March 22.

1975. b'v workers using a candle to test the effectiveness of an air seal
around electrical cable penetrations between the cable-spreading room.
which is located below the control room. and the Unit 1 secondary con-
tainnient building. Air flow through the seal resulted in the fire spread-
ing along the insulation on the cables into an adjoining e(ipfment
room of the Unit 1 secondary containment building. The fire burned
in electrical cable trays for approximately 7 hours until it was
ext inguished.

Both operating reactors were manually shut down shortly after the
fire started.'We will have more detailed information on that from Dr.
Kniuth as we go along.

I)Dmage to certain electrical power and control cables prevented the
use of normal and sone backup cooling syst-ums. including ECCS
components. which, of couirse. were not needed to perform their (lesign
mission. However. the reactor core was adequately cooled at all times.
and thus. there %4as no damage to the nuclear fuel nor release of radio-
activity asa restlt of the fire.

D)amage wa-s prinmirily to certain electrical cables, and was localized
in an area roughly 41) b 20 feet in an equipment room within the
Unit 1 secondarv containhment building. Outside this area, there was
essentially no other damage. though some equipment required cleaning
as a result of soot. There was no fire or soot damage within the pri-
mary containment of the reactor.

Tihe Nuclear Regulatory Commission immediately initiated an ex-
tensive investigatory program, part of which has been completed.
which we are here to report to you today.

Other elements are still leing carried out and we will be talking
;ibout those.

I might add. Senator, that shortly after the fire I went down to the
Browns Ferry site to get a firsthand view of the situation and also to
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insure that our in 'est igation was proceeding adequately. I might also
note that Senator Baker was there with me.

NRC INVESTIGATION ACTIVITIES

Now. our investigatory prograin consists of three major and essen-
tially parallel efforts.

The first of these was an investigation to determine what happened
ati the Browns Ferry nuclear plant. This investigation was conducted
1) the Office of Inspect ion and Enforcemnent with the assistance of out-
side experts. It considered the events leading to the fire. the firefighting
efforts, the sequence of operational events, and problems experienced
with the reactors, the interaction between the two reactors. and the re-
sponse of TVA, State. and local authorities.

This phase of the three-pail effort has been completed and sum-
marized in a report published ,Julv 2-5. This report has been made pub-
licly available and widely dist ributed.

In addition. shortly after the fire, two bulletins were issued to
licensees of.all operaiting plants to assure t]hat they were aware of the
Browns Ferry fire and that their attention was dlirected to areas of
concern based" on the initial evaluation of the fire. D)r. Knuth. Director
of our Office of Inswection and Enforcement will present additional
details of this infvestigat io01 and related actions.

The second effort is being performed by the Office of Nuclear Reac-
tor Regnilation and has as its objective to'assure that a safe plant con-
figuiration was attained and maintained subsequent to the. fire.

Additionally. this effort is to assure safety during equipment re-
mooval and to approve design changes for restoration of these plants to
operational status by TVA. The first part of this objective has been
attained. and the last part is currently under waV. Mr. Rusche. Direc-
tor of our Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. will further describe
the status of the licensing effort to restore these two reactors to an op-
eratingcondition after you finish with I)r. Knuth.

The third effort concerns that of ia special review group established
to evaluate tihe results of tle varionis investigations and other input in
order to develop aplpropriate recoomnendations concerning improve-
ments of a generic natture tit NR( techniial requirements. policies. and
p roced u res.

I |night add that in contrast to the fire investigation which was
focused upon the Bron-s Ferry units iM Alabanma. this phase of the in-
vesfigatiion is fo,.used backward and Mtrospet.tively on tihe tNuclear
Regnilatory Comninission itself.

This effort is well iinder way anti miost of the techninal evaluation of
the callses of the fire and suhs'iieiit events have bf-en completed. I ex-
pect their report do•'iliieting these recomittiiendattions to be publishIed
in early Novemnber. Dr. Ilananier. the chairman of tihe S'pecial Review
Grouip. will discusso the progress and dir-ection of this effort in more
detail as our last witnes.s today.

AskS I noted, two of the.se lmajor efforts., the licensing activity and
the generic review aie not vet comnplete and therefore the views at
this time must be soliewliat*general and tentative in nature. But, we
can state now that there was no niclear fiul¢. damage nor radiological
eonse(iueiece-s as a res.ult of this fire and that the safety niarginis in-

t' S Aprwridli 3 for Intpp'rtinn huiil-tinq.
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herent in the Browns Ferry reactors were sufficient to protect public
health and safety-although they were not adequate to prevent
localized damage within the plant and loss of generating ca acity.

'We believe that this unfortunate and serious occurrence as shown
that the reliance on the defense-in-depth concept is sound for the pro-
tection of public health and safety. It is also our view that such a fire
at another nuclear plant is unlikely, and even if one would occur, pub-
lic health and safety is not likely to be affected.

Further, both the likelihood and consequences of any future fire
shouhl be reduced as a result of this fire investigation ana related cor-
rective actions. In this regard, our studies of this fire and its implica-
tions is expected to re.,ult in a determination that some additional
plant measures and changed NRC practices are needed, as will be
discussed in subsequent NRC testimony. Based upon the results of
work to date. staff has concluded that there is no need for NRC to
suspend or restrict operation at other nuclear powerplants.

Mr. Chairman. I would like to now introduce Dr. Knuth who will
present further details concerning the investigation and actions by
the Office of Inspection and Enforcement which he heads. As I said
earlier, he will be followed by Mr. Rusche and Dr. Hanauer.

[The formal statement of (;hairman Anders follows:]

STATFMENT OF WILLIAM A. ANRa, CHAIRMAN, '.. Nu(I.EAR REGULATORY
C.OM M ItsBION

Mr. Chairman. and members iof the Committee, let me first Introduce the other
Comnismosioners and the memlbrs of the staff who are with me.

I will present a very brief overview of the fire that occurred at TVA's Browns
Ferry Units i and 2 located near Decatur, Alabama. Members of the NRC staff
will follow my remarks with additional details of the fire insp'ction and sub-
sequent NRC actions. In general, we would plan with your permission to sum-
marize the more voluminous and detailed remarks submitted for the record.

The fire wa,' started abut noon on March 22. 1975. by workers using a candle
to test ihe effectivenesm of an air seal around electrical cable penetrations between
the cable spreading room, which Is located below the control room. and the Unit
1 sectndary containment building. Air flow through the seal resulted in the fire
spreading along the Insulation on the cables into an adjoining equipment room of
the Unit 1 secondary containment building. The fire hurned in electrical cable
trays for approximately seven hours until it was extinguished.

Both to-erating reactors were manually shutdown shiortly after the fire started.
Damage to certain electrical power and control cables prevented the use of nor-
mal and some backup cooling systems. Including ECCS components, which, of
course. were not needed to perform their design mission, However. the reactor
core was adequntely cooled at all times, and thus, there was no damage to the
nuclear fuel nor release of radioactivity as a result of the fire. Damage was pri-
marily to certain electrical cables, and was lo-alized in an area roughly 40 ft. by
20 ft. in an eluipmient room within the Unit I specondary containment building.
Outside this area. there was essentially no other damage, though some equipment
required cleaning as a result of Root. There was no fire or soot damage within
tho primary containment of the reactor.

The NRC immediately initiated an exten.lve investigatory program, part of
which has tben completed. Other elements are still being carried out. The pro-
gram consists nf three major parallel efforts.

The first of these was an Investigation to determine what happened at the
Browns Ferry nuclear plant. This Investigation was conducted by the Office of
Insrection and Enforcement with the assistance of outside expert-e. It considered
the events leading to the fire. the fire fightlhg efforts, the sequence of operational
events and problemm experlenced with the reactors, the Interaction between the
two reactors, and the response of TVA. state and local authorities. This phase
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of the three-part effort has been completed and summarized In a report pub-
lished July 2.5. This report has been made publicly available and widely distrib-
uted. In addition, shortly after the fire, two bulletins were Issued to licensees of
all operating plants to assure that they were aware of the Browns Ferry fire and
that their attention was directed to areas of concern based on the initial evalua-
tion of the fire. Dr. Knuth, Director of our Office of Inspection and Enforcement
will present additional details of this investigation and related actions.

The second effort is being performed by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula-
tion and has as its objective to assure that a safe plant configuration was attained
and maintained subsequent to the fire. Additionally, this effort is to assure safety
during equipment removal and to approve design changes for restoration of these
plants to operational status by TVA. The first part of this objective has been
attained, and the last part is currently underway. Mr. Rusche. Director of our
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, will further describe the status of the
licensing effort to restore these two reactors to an operating condition.

The third effort concerns that of a Special Review Group established to evalu-
ate the results of the various investigations and other input in order to develop
appropriate recommendations concvrning improvements of a generic nature In
NRC technical requirements, policies, and procedures. This effort is well under-
way with most of the technical evaluation of the causes of the fire and subsequent
events completed. s expect their report documenting these recommendations to be
published In early November. Dr. Hanauer. the Chairman of the Special Review
(roup. will discuss the progress and direction of this effort in more detail.

As I noted, two of these major efforts, the licensing activity and the generic
review are not yet complete and therefore the views at this time must be some-
what general and tentative in nature. But. we can state now that there was no
nuclear fuel damage nor radiological consequences as a result of this fire and that
the safety margins inherent in the Browns Ferry reactors were sufficient to pro-
tect public health and safety-although they were not adequate to prevent
localized damage within the plant and loss of generating capacity.

We believe that this unfortunate and serious occurrence has shown that the
reliance on the defense-in-depth concept is sound for the protection of public
health and safety. It is also our view that such a fire at another nuclear plant
is unlikely, and even if one would occur. public health and safety is not likely
to be affected. Further. both the likelihood and consequences of any future fire
should be reduced as a result of this fire Investigation and related corrective
actions. In this regard, our study of this fire and its implications are expected to
result in a determinatiom that some additional plant measures and changed NRC
practices are needed, as will be discussed in subsequent NRC testimony. Based
upon the results of work to date, staff has concluded that there is no need for
NRC to suspend or restrict operation at other nuclear power plants.

Let me now introduce Dr. Knuth who will present further details concerning
the Investigatlon and actions by the Office of !nspectian and Enforcement. which
he heads, lie will 1e followed by Mr. Rusche. Director of our Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation. the group involved in assuring the safe design of the Browns
Ferry reactors and approving the needed plant modifications, and then by Dr.
Ilanauer. Chairman of the Browns Ferry Special Review Group. who will discuss
the generic Implications.

Senator M,•mYA, Chairman Anders. may I ask you just three or
four questions before we proceed with Dr. Kn'uth.

Now, are there iny fundamental changes in design criteria or safety
approaches called for as a result of this fire ?

CIHAN-YS r.XPVYTED

Mr. Axmwns. Mr. Chairman. as I surrpested in my testimony and as
will be discussed and summarized a little more graphically by the
following speakers,. we would expect some changes in design criteria
as well as operational procedural changes to be identified for the.
Nuclear Regiflatory Commission and our licensees.

When you use the term "fundamental." it seems to imply that we
would expect to cause forced outages of the various plants that we
license. We would not expect our required changes to be of that
fundamental nature.
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On the other hand, our analysis is not yet complete and we reserve
i he right to change our mind if more data emerge.

LENGTH OF IN-VET1OATION

Senator MONTOYA. Now, the fire occurred, as I understand, in March
,,f this year.

Mr. ANDERS. March 22.
Senator MON'ToYA. And you state that the investigation is still going

on. Now, why has it taken so long to conduct this investigation and
why hasn't NRC concluded it and come up with some definite
recommendation?

Mr. ANDERS. Without seeming to be argnimentative, Mr. Chairman. I
woUld say that this investigation is moving along very rapidly-soie
would suggest possibly too rapidly. This is a very complicated tech-
nology. These units are intricately designed. This fire. though very
simple in its initiation, is very interwoven with the control and emer-
gency and operational circuitry and electrical control of the reactor.

If one compares this investigation with others that I have been
familiar with in the past-say in the aircraft investigation field-they
take much longer.

We had a rather basic policy decision to make initially in the (Com-
mission as to how we would conduct the investigation. Should we-
in the pursuit of the imore traditional approachL-say nothing until
we had not only investigated the facts at the site of the accident; and
then, drawn from these facts, to go through the considerably more diffi-
cult process of establishing to what the facts pertain-that is the kind
of work Dr. Hanauer is doing--or should we make our findings avail-
able in a step-wise manner because of the interest in this event? Be-
cause of this accident's potential significance we felt we should break
from the more normal anti traditional approach and come out in this
three-phase manner.

We believe that the investigation is moving along very efficiently
and we would hope that the significant activity that Dr. Hananuer has
under way would be out forthwith. but we will not rush it in the
sense of moving too rapidly and drawing improper conclusions from
a very complicated situation.

Senator MONTOYA. Well, do you have a time frame that you can tell
us about within which you will complete the investigation?

Mr. A-nr.Rs. As I suggested in my testimony, we would expect to
have Dr. Ilannuer's report to us in early to mid Novemzber. On the
other hand, it. is quite difficult to unravel the various complicated fac-
tors that were involved. As I think you will see as we get into the
descript ion of the event, it is quite complicated indeed.

Senator Mox'roY,-. Isn't it of the essence that you expedite this
investigation?

Mr. ANDr)as. Certainly.
Senator MONTOYA. And make certain recommendations. Because

ivhat affects Browns Ferry will affect other reactors in the country.
Mr. AN.DERS. Yes, certainly. Of course. some recommendations are

already apparent. Mr. Chairman, and we are expediting this aspect.
Senator MoN-IoTA. Are you passing on some of these recommenda-

t ions to other peopleI
Mr. AND-mis. Yes. We are, of course, feeding all information which
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develops into our licensing group which Mr. Rusche heads. That in-
formation is feeding back into his analysis of the repair of Browns
Ferry reactors and of course into other actions and licensing activities
that they perform, as well as being used by Dr. Knuth's inspection and
enforcement organization, which maintains cognizance over the op-
erating reactors.

Senator MONTOYA. Now, which specific recommendations are you
sending out to these other people, to these other reactor licensees
throughout the system, throughout the United States?

Mr. AN.DERS. There have been two bulletins released in addition to the
report and we would expect more direction to be released as the generic
process that I)r. Hanauer is conducting unfolds.

Senator MO1N'TOYA. All right.
Would you submit a digest of those new instructions and recommen-

dations for the record i
Mr. ANDERS. Yes, sir, Dr. Knuth, who will be testifying as soon as

you like, has some of that information included in his prepared testi-
mony which he has submitted for the record. If that is inadequate, we
will certainly develop it further.

Senator 'MONTOTA. Also please include the very specific things that
you recommend in addition to the digest.

Mr. ANDER-S. Yes, sir.
[Information subsequently received follows:]

The information and recommendations provided to operating plants relative
to the Browns; Ferry fire are contained in the following Office of Inspection and
Enforcement Bulletins which are enclosed for the record:

IE Bulletin No. 75-04. Dated March 24, 1975.
YE Bulletln No. 75--04A, Dated April 3. 1975.

In addition, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has issued changes to
the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Technical Specifications as a result of the fire-
related safety analyses. These changes are detailed in Attachments 2 and 3 to
Mr. Ben Ruse.he's prepared testimony.

NELPIA REPORT

Senator MONTOYA. NOW, the Nuclear Energy Liability and Property
Insurance AssociationI condlucted an internal investig-ation of the
Browns Ferrv fi,'e. and their report 2 makes somne strong recomnmenda-
tions for preventing and controlling the impact of future cable fires.

Would NRC comment as to what impact, if any, this report is having
on its review of the situation?

.Mr. ANDERS. Yes. Could I have Mr. Rusche answer that because he
was more closely involved.

Senator MONTOTA. Sure.
Mr. RuSciE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We have had the opportunity to review the report to which vou

referred. I can't recall immediately. I believe there are some 3., to 40
recommendations made in the report. We certainly have sttidied those
recomnmendations carefllv and I believe as vou'hear" m\y testimony
and if von have the opportunity to review in 'detail the wN ritten testi-
monv we l),'epared for the record, I think you will see that we have

.•-. .ppendix :1. this volume.
•-P- A'z lP.\ ,nIlx k for NELIIA rq.port.
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concluded that some 20 or more of their recommendations clearly de-
serve adoption. On our own analysis we have included those kinds of
recommendations in the studies and licensing effort we have made for
Browns Ferry so we certainly have used the report. I might add that
we have not had the report available for a long time.

Senator MONTOYA. Now, were you in this type of work checking
these reactors before ERDA came into being and before the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission came into being ?

Mr. ANDERS. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Rusche was brought onto the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 3taff at the senior position he now
holds after the reorganization. He comes from an extensive nuclear
engineering management and environmental background. Dr. Knuth.
whose organization actually conducted the reactor inspections, was
with the Atomic Energy Commission prior to that time.

Senator MONTOYA. Now, the initial inspection of the TVA plant
was made on July 17 to 18, 1967. This is from Dr. KP uth's testimony.
As of March 20,1975. before the fire, 78 AEC or NRC inspections had
been performed at Unit 1, 73 at Unit 2 and 58 at Unit 3.

.NELPIA CRrITQUE

Now, the reports of these inspections are publicly available and they
document the inspection findings, items of noncompliance identified
and the resolution of enforcement actions that were taken. I would
like you to amplify upon these and also comment on your inspections
in light of the report of the Nuclear Energy Liability and Property
Insurance Association and more specifically their particular and well-
noted critique which is as follows:

1. The cable spreading room (CSR) at Browns F. rry was considered to be
poorly designed from an operational and fire protection standpoint.

2. The congestion in this CSR was inexcusable.
3. Such a mrssive array of cable trays in the absence of aisles avoids any

realistic fire-fighting effort while subjecting firemen to possible injury or even
loss of life.

4. Unless automatic fixed fire extinguishment is provided to protect against the
hazardi inherent In these rooms, a loss beyond imagination should be anticipated.

To overcome such a catastrophe a first-class, designed end approved, automatic
fire protection system is needed.

Now then. there are some recommendations with respect to design
which I will not go into at this point. In light of the many inspec-
tions that were conducted, in fact I have a number here, 209 inspec-
t ions-

Representative YOUNG•. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. That was prior
to the fire?

Senator Mo.NTOY1A. That is right, prior to the fire.
Now. why didn't these inspections detect these deficiencies and why

was something not done by way of enforcement, of any recommenda-
tion that you might have made in response to any findings pursuant
to these inspections?

Dr. KN.r-umn. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Knuth from the Office of Inspection
and Enforcement.

I would like to try. to answer that question specifically. I do have,
of course, the data and the background summarized in my testimony
as to the part of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement. Our phi-
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losophy in the inspection arena is to examine the performance of licen-
sees to insure that they are meeting regulatory requirements as im-
posed by the regulations and license conditions that appear in the
technical specifications of the license.

Our philosophy is to take a sampling of selected areas for an in-
spection, and to do an in-depth inspection in those areas to find out if
the licensee is adhering to the requirements.

Senator MO.NTOYA. ILet me ask you this question at this point then.
Do I understand from your testimony that you are saying that the
inspection system is strictly designed to make sure that the people
who are operating the reactor are complying with the regulations
then in force which you have promulgated and which they are subject
to?

Dr. K-x'--rH. Yes. sir.
Senator MONTOYA. Now, shouldn't your inspection be extended be-

vond this sphere to find out what defects exist that are not covered
by the regulations?

Dr. K.,t-rii. Yes.
Senator .MO.NfT OYA. Did you find any defects during your inspections

that might have called for stringent, enforcement measures on your
part ?

Dr. K.NrLii. Our inspection history of the Browns Ferry and other
plants during this period of time show that we did inspect against the
cable separation criteria. We selectively sampled certain areas of the
cable routing to make sure that the circuits were separate and met
the separation criteria, but iii our sampling program that was in effect
at the time of Browns Ferry we did not specifically look at fire pro-
tection equipment.

The fire protection inspections, of course, in commercial nuclear
powerplants are done by NELPIA and insurance companies who do
look at fire protection ancd they are looking at it mainly from the aspect
of property damage and protecting property.

Senator MO.,NTOyA. Are you going to continue to depend on their
inspections or are you going to provide for in-house inspection by the
NRC?

Dr. KLrr!. Let me justo continue with my other thought. In the
case of Browns Ferry. they are self-insured. In that the NELPIA fire
underwriters did not inspect their plant, they are self-inspected as a
Government agency.

To respond to your second area, in our inspection program which
we now have before us. yes, we have included selective sampling of
fire protection equipment as part of our routine program but again it
is a selective sample. It is our philosophy again to make sure that
licensees are doing their job in management-in exercising their man-
agement responsibility-so it is an in-depth insection.

Mr. AnF..ts. The sliort answer is yes. Mr. Chairman.
Representative HoRTo.N-. Mr. Chairman. on that subject would you

yield?
Senator MONTOTA. Yes.
Representative Hoenro.x-. I just really have one question to ask on

that subject with regard to the recommendations as to the cable fire.
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Has there been a recommendation that we eliminate the inspection
of these types of leaks by candles?

Mr. AN-DERS. Yes.
Dr. KN uri H. Yes.
Representative HoRro,. Could somebody spell that out for 'is

briefly?
Dr. KNUTIt. Yes. We issued a bulletin I essentially the first working

day after the day of the fire, the 24th, which did indicate tile cans'' of
the fire was by a candle. In our bulletin we emlphasized tile control of
fires not only from candles but from welding opt rat ions. cutt Iing oper-
;itions, whe-ever you miight initiate a fire. They should he a parit of
the procedure for the close control--work permit conttrol-of the
11se; of open flames.

tE, t(.\(;l.: ] N.•I'Ec"I'( 'N T'm " I N IQI" l-:s

Representative HORTON. 1tOW (1do No inspect these tyv)es of leaks
now ? I wouldl think with all of the technology we have. we o•ight to beable tdo devise soinethinig better than :a liglted vaniidle.

Dr. KN'ITrl. Yes. There are smoke generators. Tlhre are a lot of
cehn iques ava ilable that CIO not use all Opeln flamle.

Rei)r.-entative ThalIe',. "It has been re.oilniieilided ).v NRC?
l)r. KNUTIJ. Xes. sii'.
Representative HORTON. Thank you. Mr. Chairnmn.
Representative PRic'. But up to this tinie has the use of candles

been a general practice ?
Dr. KT.-'Trir. In the utility industry i7, general the use of a candle

for detecting air leaks into condenselrs was a fairly common practice.
I believe there were a number of utilities that. usedl this technique not
only in checking the condensers for vacuum but checking leakage in
other areas. I would not say it was common but it wias not an uncom-
mon practice.

Mr. AN.nDERS. Mr. Chairman. just to pin down the fundamental ques-
ion that. you asked about, that is whether we are evaluating onr proce-

(lures. I don't believe I fully answered. Indeed. we are doing that. In
addition. I want to make it ci'•.r that our present inspection philos-
ophy. the one that. has been used for years and has been developed by
the inspection and enforcement staff. follows from the approval of the
reactor design and of the utility's proposed quality assurance system
by our licensing section. Once that approval is made and the plant is
1 oi.vised for const rmt ion. thle 1iceuisee's fillalit as, :sil s a ic ,vs t i ii is set
up and operating, our inspector's main task under the philosophy we
o)le'ate( is to inspect that qii;Ilitv assuran(epr cess.

Now. adhlit iomall '. in t heir i uswet ions of the plant which arc foe'i.e I
on the utilitv's quaiiity assurance management as opposed to quality
a.surance product. the inspectors do witness activities and look for

inusual situations in the plant..
In the past we have relied on the independent fire insur.ance under-

\ritve s as thli rd part y inspectors to reviewv tih lireli.,ht itg ,.,iii ,jt t1ilt
A1141 firehigdhting pi*lcedIn ll-es. As ID. Knllth has 1iientiolletd. the TVA\

I See Appendix 3.
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as I ,(f-insmrer (lid not have this outside activity. As I, resiult of our
revievw of this fire. we have expanded our present inspection activities
to iilchi(e firelightivr pro'edures and equipl)nent in all plants. We
have the hasic question of just how much we should do in this area vis-a-
vis the third party fire insurance underwriters to implement our over-
all mission of protecting public health and safety.

Senator MONTOYA. Yes, but are you going to rely strictly on them
when we have a national responsibility of your organization to under-
take whatever inspection might be necessary even though it might be to
inspect the inspection activities of private industry?

Mr. ANDoERS. Well, certainly we would not do it strictly that way.
Senator. and that is what I meant by saying that. we have expanded
our present activities to include a more thorough inclusion of the fire-
fighting equipment and procedures. Just what the appropriate balance
between the NRC activity and the very highly qualified activity of
tile fire ilillit rwritel'. wvireý they a't uallv do tlheir ii..l5 ecttiO1 is some-
thing that we want to think about more 'and possibly talk to you more
as we proceed to strike that balance.

Of course, the problem here is that those third-party investigators
were not ini\'ol\-('l w'it}h TV.A 1,lants becalise TVA is self-i nsllred.

IEI..xY IN Us. 41F .VATER

Rlepre-esentativye ANwItsoxN. Mr. ('hairman. nmay I ask a question at
this polint .•

I have read the charge that this fii-e could have been epit out ii '20
Ilillilit es. b it that it biltited for" 6 hours beca use the people who were
figiting, tle fietire insisted o onl using. I think it was. carbon dioxide and

Iieliliv.al.- andi that had they used water as was recolifileinded aull to
u'lit.-i tile hia lt Silwr.'i Ptendent wo01lld not give hiis consent initially.
tlh;it it wodt h have been put owt. as I say. very promiptly.

Were thliere lut i-tct ioluis in the event of fitir that retiiili'etl this plant
,Z11il eri it e tei to take this at Ivrent I rr-pou ie -isositionl that lie d*i .

Mr. ANDEiRaS. Mi'. A nder'sout. thliose fact'ors are anIMont t he i fo llat iOn
we Itlaliedl t, bI'ring, out ill a little illore Strnictilreel wayv by the oral

]heIrpIse;Statie ... A :Sa•.N. I al)l)reCiate that. but we stein to have
W"Illdtered off ill the area of asking all kinds of questions so I tilhoighlt
it woln11 not be ina ppropriate ill view of the fact that we are talkingr
a I o, it thiis genlerxal subject of criteria for" fightingl fires.

.r. A\1i1a,. let tiie give you at least a partial answer to your
,luestion. (0)uir inxvestigaturs in thir report, laid out the facts anil t iine
seCpuence of the fire dauuiage. this report noted that water was used oil
the firme at approximatelv 6 or 7 hours after it started and it wentt olut.
On)e vouil usion von could draw from this is that water should have
been uise'l on the fire earl ,r. The licensec's considerations of why water
'Vas 11Wt ,sed or was i i, is best asked of themll. It was. as I un1delr-
st aiil, I. ;i a tlwaIh-e' •,.ii,,_gl ting agrent in their procedtures. As I
tM le-srtanli it. their m.,o iern at the tinme was that possible ahlitiona].
shorting of elect m'i,'a 1 t-ontr-ol cables li ight have occuirred duringe tle
mor0e ,'riti,'.tI enrly p)hiase of tle fi-e t vwhen the plant was being shit
flowni a• d ,.OOled down.
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So whether it was right or wrong, may not be answered since we will
never see the alternate course in history. Some people have one view,
some have another. I would be reluctant to draw a conclusion based on
the information I have seen so far.

Representative AN-DERSON. But you say subsequent witnesses are
going to address themselves.

Mr. AN-DRS. Yes, and I would be-
Representative AN-DERSON. It seems to me pretty basic that your

licensees have some knowledge as to how they fight one of these fires.
Mr. ANDERS. Yes. Personally I don't. think there was any unaware-

ness that water is generally not used in fighting electrical fires. The
question is what is more important at the time, putting out the fire
quickly and possibly exposing your system to more shorting by the

resence of water or getting the system shut down and letting the fire
urn a little bit. longer .
Representative ANDERSON. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONTOYA. Did you have any instructions with respect to the

use of water and in what circumstances it could be used?
Dr. KN,-uTH. No, we do not have instructions in our own internal or-

ganization that requires licensees to use or not use water. It is a decision
that the licensee makes.

Senator MO.TOTA. WVhv don't youI
Mr. AN.DE.Rs. Mr. Chairman. there is an infinite combination of events

associated with problems in firefighting and our policy has generally
been to support the various rules of good practice established by such
organizations as the Fire Underwriters, and the American Society of
Electrical Engineers.

Senator MON-TOYA. What is their position on that ?
Mr. Rr-sc-ji. Mr. Chairman. I doubt tflit the particular organiza-

tions to which you refer make a specific recommendation that is appli-
(-able to every case. We are looking, into this, however, in the re-
view of the restoration of the plant considering design features and I
will discuss these in my testimony. but we are going to recommend and
require that Browns Ferrv have water available for fighting fires in
this area as well as in the adjacent room in the reactor building.

Senator Mo-,TroyA. Does the Insurance Underwriters Association
that we have mentioned heretofore agree with that recommendation?

Mr. Ruscim:. I believe that is so.

ILAý%NMMABILITY OF POLYUR-TI TANE

Senator CASE. Mr. Chairman, since we are on this question I wish you
would comment on why this material is used since it is highly flam-
inmble.

Mr. A.N-DERS. One of the things that Dr. Hanauer's group is review-
ing is just what information is available regarding fire retarding and
fire insulation material and to compare that against our specifications
which may possibly be inadequate in that respect.

Senator Mo-r-)Y'A. Well. following Senator Case. it would appear
rhat previous lessons in fire prevention relative to the use of polyure-
lhane have not been learned by your organization and this raises con-

rern over whether other matters are improperly handled.
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Now, specifically the AEC reported in a health and safety bulletin
in December 1963'that foamed polyurethane fires are difficult to con-
trol. Recommendations made then seem directly applicable to Browns
Ferry but there is no evidence that they had ever been considered by
Nile.

Now, the 1963 incident report pointed out the need for (a) a better
appreciation of polyurethane fire risks by all personnel involved, (h)
smoke ejecting equipment and additional portable breathing equip-
ment, (c) prompt notification of the fire department in case of any
small fire and (d) consideration of attaching polyurethane so that I't
can be removed more easily in case of fire.

Now. what comment do you have on that?
Mr. ANDE.Rs. Well. the report recommendations in this area stand

and I support them. I would point out that this material can perform
a difficult mission in the sense of sealing intricate flow paths around
control cables going into reactor containment and therefore has merit
for use there. The question is, is such merit for use outweighed by the
points that you have raised and as mentioned in that report?

TVA was required to test the particular material that had been
proposed by the designers--that is foamed polyurethane.

They were also required to put a fireproof coating over this material.
This s'pecification did not approve. as I understand it. the use of sheet
polyurethane or rags or whatever in stuffing the air flow paths in order
to prevent the flow temporarily.

In retrospect, there was at least one aspect of this test which was not
adequate and that w-as that it was not conducted under the similar air
flow conditions. So at least there was an attempt to ascertain whether
the points made in that report. were completely applicable to this job
of insulating or packing the passageway for the cables.

This whole subject, of course, is under review by Dr. Hanauer's
group.

Senator MON.TYA. There have been previous incidents where fires
cccurred with respect to cables. We had in Peach Bottom Unit No. I
in February 1. 1965. a cable fire that was started as a result of sparks
from a welding operation. In San Onofre Unit No. 1 there were two
fires in 1968 and both involved cable trays. In the Peach Bottom fire.
polyurethane was involved.

Now. in light of those occurrences, why wasn't something designed
or promulgated by way of regulation to establish a better design for
the containment of these cables?

Mr. A'nrR.S. Mr. Rusche can comment in detail on the design of
the containment or cables and plans to in his summary.

I might say. though. that the requirements of the NRC criteria
which'were received from the AEC. does take into account fire con-
siderat ions and of course certain firefiaht ing systems.

I might add. though. before I pass the nuestion to Mr. Rusche to an-
swer in detail. that the record of fires in the nuclear industry has been
quite good. This is an extremely sensitive area of the facility with
massive amounts of wiring. This industry has been operating success-
fully for years and Browns Ferry represents the most serious fire by
a -ood measure that has occurred to date. I think it would be unreal-

"Set Appendix 12.
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istic to expect that you would not have fires in electrical cabling
whether it would be ini a nuclear or nonnuclear plant.

Mr. Rusche. do vou have anything to add ?
Senator MoNxm;YA. I want to add also the cable fire in the Salem

Unit No. I nuclear plant. That was in April 1974.
Now, in light of all these. I)r. Knuth. just tell us why there were

really no precaut ionary measures taken to warn p)eolle operating
reactors on how to handle t Ie.vse fires.

Let's also take into consideration that Voil are now talking to this
subject after 209 inspections--r-after 209 inspections-and after these
three and perhaps mlore fir)O ',,es.

D)r. K-Nui-H. Yes. Well. I would answer lb saying that the fact that
the fires oc-curred, the fact that certain materials were involved in these
fires were widely publicized at the time of the fires. They were sent by
way of what were called reactor operating experliene documents hack
in those days to make known that the fires had occurred.

Of course, the cable separation criteria were established to separate
the redundant systems into separate systems. partly as a consequence of
these fires.

Now, in hindsight you canl say another one ocurreil hbut those are
the facts.

Senator MoNTroYA. Well. pleae provide for the record at this point
just exactly What Non1 have done by wav of increasing your precan-
tionarv me'asulres and by way of adv:ising'the industry as to what to do
under'these circumstarices aznd imore especially what to do when you
are faced with cable using a polyurethaine inner sheath.

Now. would you supply for the record just exactly what you did
during these years when these fires were occurring an*I what regula-
tions you promulgated: what changes of desigfn you recommended.
what advice you gave to the indiistry: and what enforcement pro-
cedures vou launched to we to it that your recommendations were
carried throum h.

[ Informat ion later supplied follows :1
The results of previous cable tray fires. starting with the Peach Mtft.tui 1 fire

and the San Onofre fire in 1W.61 undV 1. reslovetively. were reviewed and con.id-
ered byr the NRC staff in the formulaltimi of staff i)',itiopns (on .-- iqaration and isoln-
tioll criteria which were then anljoiedl to onKoing and subh,*quent reviews. Review
efforts were also directe! top asuring that existing inlulstr standards were
being applied. e.g.. thmt camle amln'avity and1(1 derating were in anroNrdarnee i-ith
IPCEA Insulated Power (Camle Encineeers Asso,,ciation i .anot-daris mid that over-
Ityad and lihort circuit protection were in act-ordainee " ith thie Natioiali Elec-triv
(Code. Additional Information requirements addressing nblie installatioms were
develop.pd 331 lisue'd ill t te forth si IInf,,rmaitiOm Gilide 2 11971 ) and the Staulanrd
Format a id Content of Safety Analysis Rej.,)rts for Nuclear Power Plaants ( Ovto-
her 1K.2). coneiirrenltv. NRC staff efforts were direettl tooward. further devel-
iolleTlt and refinement of cable selparitionl amnd1 isolation criteria. These efforts
'uhninjnated in the issue of Regulatry (;Guides 1.75 -Febrilary 1974) and 1 ..e
(June 1W74) alnd IEEE Standards. 3.3-1974 and 3.q.4-1974 which tire preselntly
being npplie-d. The lroi-wns Ferry fire hlas shiowTn that the. criteria and l--tandnrds
develoe-d as a re.mlt of Iprevimis fire eXvperinenes were n14 t ad"eljuate. Efforts are
underway to uipgrad.- these 'rit.erin and standard.,z.
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Dr. MAsO.N. If I may comment.
"'he practice has been to make flammability tests on single wires.

Even before the Browns Ferry fire we had concerns as to whether the
configuration of a number of wires and cables to provide the same
assurance against ignition and then later flammability and we have
te-sts under way now to do this.

So, in addiftion to the directives that have been given to licensees
for some time. we could have been concerned about this but our insula-
tiolns are variously classified under various categories of flammability
rating. By hindsight greater assurance against fires of this type.
especdaled when put Into these packed configurations and trays, is
needed. and we are looking at that in addition to the formal orders
we are giving.

Senator MN()-roY.%. ((ongressllan Price.
Representative IRict'. Most industrial organizations have continu-

ing prograrins on fire pretxention, and on how to handle a fire when
you (10 have one. Is there any such program in any of the nuclear
complexes?

I)r. KNUTI'. Yes. In fact. the TVA did have such a program in that
their plant protection force was charged with fighting fires and they
'on lcted ~periodic drills in lire fighting. So, to answer your" question.

yes. the nuclear powerp)larnts do have training sessions and they do
have s..essions on various classes of fires and what to use to extinguish
them.

Senator MOSTOY.N. I would like to ask I)r. Knuth this question.
Did your inspectors ever inspect this room where the fire br 'e out

before the fire took l)lace ?
I)r. K.,'-rli. Yes. ()Our inspectors inspected the room and as part of

the inspect ion procedu rest hey looked for cable separation. As a result
of previous fires. critera setting minimum separation were established
for re itindant cables supply'ing safety equipment. and pla rt of our in-
sI)ection 1programn wats to inspect to make sure that the separation
criteria that were requ i'red of the licenses were being met.

Steator MoI)NTIiy.\'. How iinny times did your inspectors enter into
this room ?

I)r. KN.,TI1. I will have to supply tihte answer for the record. I don't
know ljow lnianv ti nes they entered the rvom.'

Senator .Mo.NTOYA. Will yvou SIIpplV a copy- of the inspection report
t;iirnsiiaiir to) their enltering• th|e room.

I)r. K.NI'TH. Yes. sir.2

Ni.•'| hon jAdiIts-I the Comnnilttei that rernrds are not maintained of vtitr to wpeefti
I,.-ati,,n, within a plant. hut NRC oatlmat-.q there were a minimum of ot-out 10 vicits "*to
th.•-, rr-a,*.'" They were unable to provide the .1*ific numlier if times that NRC insitector,
rsitte the roe.n prior to the fire-.

B2 R-il '.n Informntion provide-d by .NRr. there are no ••tecific Inspection reports avall.
able 'n thit enhil- spreadinc room where the fire hepan. I howprer. N*RC7 has provided "37
rel-,rti, of Ins'.ection. condueted orver the pi-riod of September 11069 through Jnnuary 1975
that .ni-lode Information ri.iated t,, cphip.. Diup to their voiinl noii- nature, these reports
hav'e ri-t e•en ineluded in this i.ril t. hut are )i-nmr r.talned for public Inwpecth-n In the
J,,Ilt (i-mnmitt-' ftlies.
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Senator NIONTOY.A. And also any recommendations that you might
have pursuant to such inspection.

Dr. KxTrrH. Yes, sir.3

Senator CASE. Mr. Chairman, on that question it is my understand-
ing that there is not any redundancy in this matter of cable separating
rooms. Is this not a matter which ought to be very carefully recon-
sidered as to desirability, as to cost and as to feasibility ? We are sup-
posed to be protected by redundancy in these plants.

Mr. ANDERS. Yes, Senator. There are criteria for cable routing re-
lated to the question of redundancy. Of course, if you have a combined
control room for two units, then you have to have. by definition, a
combined cable spreading room to spread the cables out into not only
one unit but also to separate the two units as the cables flow out.

Senator CASE. Is that done?
Mr. AN.%,DERS. That is the situation at Browns Ferry. There is a com-

bined control room and underneath that room the cables go out to the
various units. Now. there are criteria to separate the control circuits
of each individual unit. the redundant control circuits of Unit 1 and
the redundant control circuits of Unit 2. If these circuits come together
it causes not only interlocking of the two units but may also involve
the interlocking of the redundant systems of either one of them.

Senator CASE. So that is redundancy.
Mr. AN.DERS. Yes. though it is reduced somewhat in that regard.
As part of the investigation that Dr. Hanauer's group is conducting,

our criteria will be reviewed to see if they are adequate to provide
the kind of safety required where redundancy is reduced to some
degree.

Senator CAsE. I would ask. Mr. Chairman, that when the report is
made to us finally, it go into this very specifically.

Mr. A.-,rDEFRS. It will.
Senator CASF. Including what it would cost to retrofit new plants in

the country with separate cable spreading rooms for each reactor
unit.

Mr. AN DE-Rs. We will include our estimate of what the cost is. I would
expect it to be a massive cost.

Senator CASE. This would be a massive disaster. too. if you don't
have true redundancy right through it.

Mr. ',ANDERS. Yes. sir. The principle of redundancy is one I feel rea-
sonably familiar with and it is certainly something that one should
work toward. However. I cannot think of any operational system that
can be completely redundant through all the systems.

Our job will be. of course, to try to reduce the exposure to single
point failure in nuclear powerplants as we do in other high technology
systems.

'NRC did not lt6t any otweiflc rpreommendatIonp made pursuant to Inspection of the
eab)0 "preading rooom. They advimd the Committee that "Spe!cilf reeommendatlons to. or
requIromee-rt on. Iieenpee4 r",4ulting from thee Inotpoetionx are dieu-•ed In the In.•Pection
retpwrtp and atenclated transrmittal eorrer,•ondenee with TVA."

The reader I, referred to page 1I0 for the ptecific Information provided by NRC in
resps ncm tto Senator .Montoya'* quetiono on this mnatter.
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Senator CASE. I think everybody thinks that even if you are no,
redundant once or twice or three times that you still have defenses ii.
depth.

Mr. AN-DERS. Certainly in some cases you are. Where you have to re-
duce the concept of redundancy, you have to provide other safetN
systems.

Senator CAsE. I do think this is a very important factor and I arr.
sure that we will get a full report on it.6including the whole question
not only of cost but the feasibility of other methods that are used if
redundancy doesn't exist.

Mr. ADERs. Yes, sir, I am certainly in sympathy with that thought

RALSMUt'SSE.- REPoirT

Senator (CAsE. Then another point. Again. I know that we ar(
jumping in on you ahead of time but most of us are pretty darn busy
and we want to have the questions answered for the record.

The Rasmussen report on reactor safety assumes that this is going
to play a large role in safety. This plant came pretty close to melt
down but the local civil defense director didn't learn about it until 2
days later. The local sheriff said he only learned about it 2 days after
it was out. I think this is not good to say the very least and I would be
glad to know what your plans are to avoid them in the future.

Mr. AN-DERS. Senrtor, I don't want to sound argumentative but I
would disagree with your statement that it came pretty close to melt
down. Regardless of that-

Senator CASE. Quite regardless of that, and you can call it a trivial
thing but in any event the same thing would have been true if it had
been a much more major thing.

Mr. ANDERS. Our system. in my mind, should provide for adequate
alerting of local authorities and'State authorities for an event or an
accident of this kind. We are prepared to discuss it more fully with
you. There are members of both groups here. not only TVA but the
local autiborities.

Dr. Knuth. maybe you would like to add a couple of points to
Senator Case's question.

Dr. K~iZTr. Yes. The Al:tbama aut',ori:ies will be here later this
afternoon. The notifications that die occu, ,re documented in our
investigation and in our wriit'r. te'-timory stating who was notified
and the time scale. We did. as you indierie, find that there were, in our
view. some lapses and it could have proceeded better, but on the other
hand. the people who made the decision to make the call didn't at the
time they made the call believe that there was going to be a release of
radioactivity. It was a precautionary call and indeed hindsight shows
there was not a release of radioactivity. However. they were calling
people and we do see the need for improvement.

Senator CASE. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
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S.1nator NI, ,.1'-,,V.. I )r. Kutliih. eYo I,,:. Iy prot'et'tI wit Nh01, or itielleiint.
If it Is aIl right. we will in.lrt y'our statemn111lt in the t•ecord. You may
proc'eed to s-inimn ize your :stitement and then we will ask you some
questions unless the members here have other questions at this point.

Represt-ntative A w .Ersn. I will defer.
Represent itative Yt.G. Mr. ('hairnlIall. yvo coVe rd in -ol'r pre ilolls

question.s te lt major points I was 'oiicerneld wit i. I wa. glad to see tile
c'haiaiIrunIIn 'orrect tile re'ord with regard to this major aspect of tlie
Illet dlown I ':t lis. I lon't think the e'v'or, a :t th1is point belars out the

Ylipot h.iesis t hat :Il nlelt down iilea rH" v cm' 'Ir re, 1.
Stv'ito .0,'MEYA. I' , h.Knuti.yon n', ia lproc.'el.

STATEMENT OF DR. DONALD F. KNUTH. DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE

OF INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT. NRC

)1-. l.KtNIl--..r. (Iiairlian ,Jsl ndivilliers of tile ,o.mi,,ittev. tlu1iii.
t1e Ilext feyw nliinutes. I will briefly .,-imli iizt' thos-. aspects of the

Brown., Fern" fire 'v, whiclh arv ,uider thle sop, of resitl sibilit v of tile
Office of I:islseet.ion and Enforcenment. It shoid( Im, notedl that' •veumse
of its ver\v lint illre. oil\" inivestig aion v'olivelit rtel 1iii1iiil" on! tlhe neia-

tiva .lect s of t liee fit1iand so. tiherefore, will this testitiiollV.
Tilt- hiistoricall l backgromid of' tilie Browns Ferry \lilclear PIlanit - the

chiroliologv of eVeiits off tW day of lhe fitr,: iill tIV actiioniS of tile Of)ice
of I• uspection studn Enforemient are .et forth in gre:iter detail in miv

Vrit en li ateilient aniid lithe ilive.stigiitioi retl ort. I I,0•i 4)f whi,-h havye

1beein preyviomi.ly iwro'itled to tlite conitiittee.
Thie Browns Ferrv N.tilei'hlr Plant. located on) thie northIi shore of

WIViteler LI ake. whi.ii i, patri't of thw reTliivt•sSvv River. li'lr I )ecat lii'.
A.Iit.. is mVneWl and op'eratied liv tlie Teliiiess,. V-, alle A itt 1 iorit "

I11NA,\ ).. 1ie hlhilit ',ilirises thri'e loiiilfr \%:Ite(,* r('ictlors. .iesiieked bY
li, (G;ejit',nl F1"hctrit'. 0). lf-tli+ ilil u. isinld sit 3.:•!9 ii,,liesiwitts. tlier-
iisil. slid cal prodlie approxiuiinitelv 1 .l101 iiit,0,aiwnitts of clecthric pimwT.

:it d,1ei!_rvn e.piipsi't iv.
In MN1ii.h cf ili. viiear. aili extvli.x-iv p\i'.i'nii , lIiiitlerw:iv for Ire-

(a il <Ii llll h, v ie pelletll. iot ls bet eell it Ilie cnhhl. i,' i l I o Ite
h4'iiuit))i t,,, I 'g illitot r1ool0 i for I nit l ,--1  2 iu'd iii,- s.•,oiidlirv conli iln-
iiieiit I,liihini i i. "fit'h ree•,:i lii i t)l er-at ion isvo ,x-lxets .ailiti i.," lpieceS+ tif

Iulastic 1lK viXiI.i-thal, . foallii 2lili1 e:ch :'fl''cu'tI esililt' iIlelletliviltii. fol-
h''',c It *v i"inintllatioil of ,it iter liquid ml sl•n r 'v-tvja' liOlvireltylisie
fosilil. A fiulal Ste'pi inlvolvt.rl :jiplli oti'i of si fire-I'csis . ilt iilt'ri'il|.

Tilt met hod us"d by T'.A to cihek tilte fftt't'tiviess of tlie sealing,
op ieraion \%0:Is to hold a It iitht', en i'tI he uier:lit. thni 'itionii 01)i1l!iii'!
•,, see if air flow from tile cval ie spreadi uii roouii lii the .,'coiit'v

1'10l1tIiliilieiit mi ldi e,, ,-xistedl. If tle- ope.Iiuiln w .S lilh T full\" 4e:Ileo.
til Ic h r e pri.ssiiire ill tlie. s.qto.l liir '<il'* iiliefit liit ildih ln, wotil h aiilise
:1 tls if i lipd tei ll.miidl7 suiil thtui+ enlis t' tIl' e liml' fisit' to Il,
dtflect't i towrIl ophenin.

()it .N:ur'h 2-!.. while lihtl I "iit;i I f ind 2 -,ert o' ,,u's':tiiti, lit 100 lel'celt

of rai ted 1 OWPi'. tIiis leak-Che.kit'c iiig techliit \ue wis ill ise ill cnIoniie.t ion
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with the re.-.aling operation. The flame of the candle used was pulled
stronigl into the opening and ignited a fire within the penetration at
approxminteayv 1 :1.5 p.m. Prompt attempts to extinguish the fire |o-
call"v were uinsnceessful. The fire was detected by plant personnel ill
the'secondary containnient building only a few minutes after it was
iginited. 1tow'ever. fire-fighting efforts exe' ted ill the secondary contain-
ment building were frustrated by the inaccessibilitv of the fire. the
dense smoke a1n1( the limited availability of breathing- apparatus for
use by personnel tightinjg the fire. TVA "has stated that water wias not
used on the fire during the initial fitrefigtitig efforts becauseI ef con-
Cernl |bout personjinel injuryAr from electricall •hock and possible ad verse
iIpct)onoet 01l oplit uing s'stems.

A det-ision was made abowt 45 nminuites after the fire stw,'te(d to iniiti iytc
operatio~n of tile carbon dioxide fire extinguishingr system installed in
tilet cable sprealing rotom. Sollie telr)iary difficulty was encountered
in initnition of that systei. but this difficulty did not have significant
implact on t lie lilt i inmatte otltcouie of fire fighting activities. The installed
carbon dioxide s'st i'm wNas not effective in exting,,uishing the fire and
by this time tile :overingls on cables in the penetration had beeni ignited
1'1id the fite, h1Id binetd through flite l)eiet'ration into tle secondarv
continimnent buildinlg.

Thc fire i]i the citIle spr'eadin-h r'tool was extingiuished about 4 :30
P.nM. i llt for a period of alIout 31,,., holi'rs there was little or no coor-
liunati in of effort to figiht thlie fire M the secondary eontiailllen" 6llihlt-
inig. Shortl" after I o'clo-k. as.zistan te was reqiutestdc of tile local fit,
departmient fr'om At.\ieu. Alit.: they arrived at the plant about 1 :30.
Thie. Atiens Fire ('hiief reconimended that water be used to figlit tile
fire a Iolit hitlf al hlior after arri ving vt the scelle. Permission to Ilse
wi'er to fight tile fire was gi'vemi liv TV.n n-n geriemllpit 1 Pt\%een 5.-:31)
aid ; pi,. Anl.out 7 o'clock water was directed at the fire. After a
Period i-f a•I•i)it 15 ininutes. there were no filtt'her obsel'vati tins of
lmmriirnir. The fire wa'•,s dcccl red to lie ext iniisslted :it 7.:45 p.m. In0 our
opliiill . th (hidt'htiv i ill tlh decision to use water in titg tle fire
contr niltted si.'niri,.artlv to the extent of the (litu-'k, M1inctrred1.

'The fire d(tumta.,e extende'd froni tile oilit of i,..,ition in the cable
pelnet I'l t ion I one direction it few feet into the cable spreading room
and in the opposite dir(ection along the cables ahowut 40 feet into the
se'ondaryv contali nmuient livildin(g. All I0i cable trays in tile penetration
and over I J.( IM cabl,' were aiftfected. includin,,g cal]es in 26 trays in thesecondaryu- cointaiinneli ut nihldingz.

E:vrv-rs OF TIIE FIRE

Let uts now rezero tlit' clock and consider the hifh lights of tie effects

of t lie fitr Ol 0Jirat ion of I 'lit 1.
InI thie comnmon ewlit ro! roont for- "nits I .1l1d "2. tile coWt ro0l room oper'-

atons were notified of the fire aboult o2l minutes after the fire st:trted.
A.bolit .i iinminutes lateri. thlie Iflit I opel'rator llot t, alln'iiiololls beilav io
of controls and ins( riunentation for systems designed to prnovide enier-

e iicvV 'oolJi~g of the. reactor core. About 10 ml mut('s later. the inin
rt'cir-evilr,' tinng Iuitn lS oni Il'nit 1 Stoppled oT)eriltinig and the op-rator int-
ined iately ,mitut down the U'nit I reactor by activating the control rod
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drive system, and he verified that all control rods had been fully
inserted.

Shortly after 1 o'clock, the normal methods of providing high pres-
sure coolhng water to the core became unavailable. TVA used one of two
electrically driven pumps readily available in the control rod drive
system to provide somewhat over 100 gallons of water per minute to
the vessel. This was insufficient to maintain the required water level
in the reactor vessel.

As the pressure in the Unit 1 reactor coolant system increased as a
result. of steam produced by radioactive decay heat in the core, the re-
lief valves opened automatically to release steam, thus preventing over-
pressurization of the reactor coolant system.

When system pressure was reduced sufficiently, low pressure pumps
were operated to maintain water level in the reactor vessel. This mode
of core cooling was successful until about 6 p.m., when control was
lost for the four operating relief valves. This caused these. relief valves
to close, resulting in repressurization of the reactor coolant system.
Because of this repressurization, the low pressure pumps could not
continue to supply water, and the operator chose to rely on one control
rod drive system pump as the source of coolant injection for a period
of about 4 hours untiltemporary modifications re-established the ca-
pability to open the four affected relief valves and reduce system
p ress u re.

About 13 hours after the fire started, temporary repairs were made
which permitted cooling of the pressure suppression pool, and normal
means of cooling the I nit 1 reactor core were restored by about 4:10
a.m. on March 23.

The effect of the fire on lTnit 2 operation was less pronounced. The
Uhnit 2 control operator shut down the reactor manually at approxi-
mately 1 o'clock when numerous alarms occurred, most of which were
associated with loss of d.c. power. and verified that all control rods
has been inserted fully. Since there were no major problems en-
countered in cooling the U!nit 2 reactor, I will not repeat the sequence
of events of 17nit 2 .set forth in my written statement.

The Browns Ferry Emergency Plan was activated at about 1 o'clock
when it became clear that operation of the Units I and 2 reactors had
been affected by the fire. At that time. it was not known whether or
not there would be offsite con.equences as a result of the fire. Actually,
there were none, as we later determined. Although we later identified
some deficiencies in the execution of the plan, they did not contribute
to the effects of the fire.

The Atlanta Regional Office of the NRC's Office of Inspection and
Enforcement was notified of the fire shortly after 4 p.m. on March 22.
Inspectors from the Regional Office were dispatched promptly to the
Browns Ferry site. The Regional Office immediately notified NRC
Headquarters, and key members of the NRC's Offices of'Inspection
and Enforcement. Nuclear Reactor Regulation and Public Affairs
were assembled. Other cognizant Federal agencies were alerted and
contact was maintained with the Regional Office and NRC inspectors
at the Browns Ferry site. An investigation was initiated immediately
by the Atlanta Office. The field investigation required 280 man-days of
eiTort. It was completed and a detailed report thereon, dated July 25,
1975, was prepared and released publicly on July 30.
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Shortly after tha Browns Ferry fire, the Office of Inspection and
Enforckement prepared and distributed to all power reactor licensees
a bulletin (75--04) and supplement (75-04A) I requesting generalized
information on policies an dprocedures relating to work control prac-
tices at operating plants, particularly as they relate to fire prevention.

Senator Mo,,TOYA. Mr. Murphy has a question at this point.
Mr. MTURPiuY. Dr. Knuth, was there any onsite radiation above nor-

mal level?
RADIATION LEVELS

Dr. Kx-rL'. There was no radiation that was above limits. The high-
est radiation that I am aware of that occurred was airborne activity
which reached about 35 percent of the allowable maximum permissible
concentration inside the reactor building but the direct radiation levels
were not above normal, no, sir.

Mr. Mr-Rpny. The reason why I asked the question was in your
report it says that. at 6:35 p.m. health physicists reported to the CECC
that the radiation levels in Unit 1 control room were increasing and
that somne of the individuals in the room did not have respirators. You
went on to say the director, CECC was recontacted at 6:50 p.m. and
advised that the turbine building activity levels were increasing.

Subsequently there is a statement on the following page that the
CECC related that radiation levels had dropped below mask
requirenients.

Dr. KuTriK. I believe the radiation levels increased in the control
room but they were at a low level. They did not exceed the maximum
concentrations allowable in any of the spaces inside the reactor build-
ing or the control room.

Mr. M.,IURPHY. Are you going to describe the various fans and offsite
radiation detection devices t at were not operable or samples that
were not obtained?

Dr. K.,,-rTi. I had not planned to go into that detail. It is a part of
our written investigation report and I could refer you to the age of
the report for these details. It is in section II of our detailedreport
and it is in about 10 pages of discussion.

Mr. Mumi•iy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The information later supplied follows:]

During the course of firefighting activities, radiation moniioring of personnel
Involved was provided using portable, hand-held beta-gamma instruments to sur-
vey the work areas, and normal film badging and dosimeters. In addition, post-
event whole-body counting of potentially affected personnel was conducted. This
particular aspect of the event was handled in a straightforward application of
routine radiation control procedures In effect at the Browns Ferry plant. There
were no problems asociated with direct radiation affecting the workers.

The Unit 1 reactor building (secondary containment) ventilation system was
Inoperable as a result of the fire from about 12:45 p.m. until about 4:00 p.m. The
U'nit 2 system was inoperable from about 2:00 p.m. until about 9:00 p.m., when
it was restored to operation. During the period when the reactor building ven-
tilation systems were out of service, "grab" samples of air in the working area
were taken approximately each hour. Ana;yses of these samples indic-ated the
presence of Rubidium-XS (a daughter produtt of Krypton.88 with a 17-minute
half-life) in concentrations of about 3.5% of levels permitted by NRC regulations.
No other radioisotopes were detected. It should be noted that the requirement
for use of self-contained breathing apparatus was dictated by the presence of

2 Sec Appendix 3 for Inspection bullettno.
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noxio,. and toxic combustion products--not by any need for protection from
airborne radioactivity.

Smear samples taken in the work. area showed no surface radioactive con-
tamination as a result of the fire.

Samples taken hourly from tMe reactor zone stack effluent revealed a maximum
release rate of slightly over 9,")0 wicrocuries per second (compared to a Tech-
nieal Specitication limit of 130.000 microcuries per second). Particulate anr.
charcoal filter samples were also well below limits set forth in the Technical
Slecifications. Air particulate samples were taken from the plant environs; they
revealed nothing in excess of results of routine eiivironmental monitoring.

Further details are avaihlble in the NRC Investigation Report ( Section J.
pages 1-13 through I-1S).

Senator 'MONTOYA. If the members have any questions as we go
along. I would allow such questions.

Representative ANDERSON.,. At this time?
Senator MON-TO•A. At any stage of his presentation or the sunilmarv.
Representative AN.DFRSON. I have a couple of questions and I think

they are fairly brief, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MONTOVA. All right.

TIMING OF REACTOR SHU lTDOWN-

Relre.sntat ive A. kDERSON. In examining the chronology of this fire,
the thing that is amazing to Iie. if that is the proper word to use. is
why these reactors continued apparently to operate at full power for
a fill] 45 minutes after the fire was discovered. Have new operating
procedures since been put into effect that would call for the immediate
shutdown ill the event of the discoverv of a fire in the control room ?

Dr. KNU-rii. The l)rocedures that are in effect do require that the
operator immediately shut down a reactor when lie has a safety con-
cern for the continued operation of the plant. In this particular case.
the fire started in ai room underneath the control room and the oper-
ators actually were not aware of the location of the fire or tile specifics
of it until some 20 minuites after the fire was initiated.

Any situation where somnething anonmolous is occurring and tihe

light. are appearin,,, Ot'"colinlng oni i 1dicaIting SOllietlimg i going
w'on,. r.equllil.es evaluation. In this particulari cas-', the operator did

'lot elect to shut downv t lie reactor: it was a de'ision ihe made.
Agaill. in hindsight 'oll n.v question that but thev are inst 'ucted

that if there is a concern for safety" tilw plant is to be, shut down and
luit in a s;afe ilode.

Representative A NIEllsoN. It s•ellis to Illie that is an awfully loose
criterion. If the operator has a iconlcii- tor safetv. lie is Ilistriucted to
shut down tile )latit. Obviously niol)bod caii tell, I siiu)l)ose. the niornlent
a siall fire starts whliet her it is rgoing to_ just.5li0(ler and remiain a

Small blaze or whether it is going to become a liarger fire. I would
ihmilk, and realizing somewhat as 1 (10 tle Colns-equlences of shulting

down a reactor, that it is expensive and loss of power Call have certain
.'Oiseq eleleices to be sulre. But given tile subject matter that we are deal-
ingi with here I just find it incredible that an opIerator would be linilel"
halit verv loose. broad general guideline.

Well. if Volt feel there is a safety problem. shutl down the reactor.
Or when yoil have a fire in a strategic plal('e-yol say righlt uilder
tile contl'rol roomli-it seemis to ine that that olught to giYe al' reason-

able person -'ause for concern aind Yet for 4-5 linlites thiings colntinliued

to plUmp away.
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Mlr. .\ ANI'tVS:rn. M1r. A114 I, Ii. let ine make a Ie;I ral r.iititelit. if I
Tv he mild b1 oiIldowiu to II~ "tle enral voliliiielit tha~t Dri. hiutitli

liilie. Tll gt.ellerd Ili(lle t hat w' hve It all opt-4 itiWS andicI il(sfles

01f pilants. is thlt tleir fo-el.lost rispol.il)ili is to protect the l(-"IIbII
,eahihl alld ' -ýa fetv and th.\ e sh,•hl 11(1 a' 4-ose.rvat i v.I'. Part of tie

prohIle. as wt. look Iback ni thi- ev.t.t, is that it is tlE) .t pist U fitllestioll
#4' tilth- ,.i.-jlobImkini! IP1rT5• It the ,litOr eh.\',. libt al.-o the infor-
Illati on that ie. has lpestIltevd to 1i1i1i a.11 i,41 .etld tle informal tion-

I)elItVSelItatiVV ANIDI-ER.N. IH I' I(hIl't Er.1 aIv Inftlr'tlltioll f or
whatý--- ) lliniltes., 2- mlllltett' .

Mr. A.,\.x * i.."'Tha Is a 1 ielhp l prt olf the liroblhili. ;.iid we smlold'l
fovu's on tilt, Olperatort"s .'actli¢lo after that. This l1"W colltes dow\n to

solmi 21) to 25 nilimltes.
You 1ll.!t kevp in riiiid that rea,'tors are ,e.igned to be interltocked

Wvit li anll amazing blanket of automat it" shutdown systemns. W•ient these
-\'stehIs s.lis, that there. Is . Potelittial. even a -V Ilill]l) lpotntital.
ir s,* i II olre, V:,lsa I • Iintial eveilt. ItheV will shi lt" thIe react.or d(own
a iltollnitU'Wa liv. s" , It t's Ill otItvck .ssa rI lv folVlow tdhat for am . fire alyV

pla'e it wvollzl Ix. ;wIdv'isable to, sl+it l,'i whel l .tilt first oi,,e of infor-
hIlation was prea--vjtetI-,- I v-hi ,rtaiiglv ill ret roSpe,'t it d'os from tIis
Olle'.

We ;i+.. of course. toi ig, look into our ,riterNa w*itll respect to
diatl point.

]h-l resVutati-..e A-NDERsO,'N. Is SOhIlehol lv -'oil)" to ,h1esc. i , to iIs thele
wvhat the trit er. -' iii thit tol ro<iii for slhutting. dolwn tilt-
,o•,trol room ill tilthe eveit of a fire Is tilat control roo vol ,.osidnred a
criticatl :i'ta So that if von h'ave at fire. ;iwliere Ill tilhe \iit'it\ this
act,'tes I ertain tri~t-r.s. I would like -.I better un1h-rs.tandinj. I
think. of t hat.

I )r. * K NUr-l . Yes. the.re are11 g(elhera I requiremnents thiiat we are en ii -
I Iierati andtl hat Iua ye1,, (,Ill luerat ed here. Thiere .tt1(v deta i l

hrlorcedllr(es th:it U plant ,)lv.t'ator has to olwlratte he tula.chiine within.
Tlese are written ) ti*v t -ll n cotill ,"v alldl do4) indiite' whIat til. expecteld

pt'.•ol. of aln opetiat"or s.hould lbe for variouls tv a-s of 4-lnrlene•t'S.
lot 0111Y" for fires. I ('Cl %%-;atit ito minimihzle the ti.ev't buntI think on-.

of tile 4riti, is that we lhadIl ill :. I ilvPpstigtioht was tllit the opera-
tor ,ohlld have ShuIt tile lt down mor prmoritlv. ult ;l•riill thlat is
20_-20 1-) hindIsight.

)FIRFFI• I IITI N'I; ]EFFOR•ITS'

liplrresucitati-e .A\NO)-•:ntswi. The other '1nest lot I h.ve ,I.als with a.
stateieut that voil mah lle. Ir. K1ruth1. i1n VOil r tts imohlv that there was
little or no .oor 'di ntionl of effort to figh the. ti.r. As l'have briefly vr-
viewed tile cirontolo hN it dOes seent to iiu. that that is almost t tinder-
StatehIonllt onl Vour part.

More- iipo'rtantlv ait this s.tare. are there flow mandatory require-
nieuits by the ('Commtnission that ill a planlt of this kind we hav e whiat
hack in tlhe( davys wwin- I wIs goillug to .ra: 11111lU t* school we called fire
drills that yOu pu t lpeoiple tiirough_. plrod .Iures petixl i,'allv. so that if
son iethlii ur "lappl11s they don't takv this d sioi :u, e.. haphuziid series
of rv.sponses that Sezin to have ux(ciurred h'('re at tlie Brownis Ferry
plant ?

lI)r. KNUTI-. Yes. I Will r"Spolld to that. Ar. .\ncihrson. In the see-
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ond bulletin-75;--NA--)Ile of the itekils (liscussed was the ability and
the response of firefighting members when operations were being con-
ducted which could be considered-I will riot say hazardous but I
will say could result in a fire--and it (lid require tihe operators of
pIants to develop adequate lro('e, luires to ah'le(iately nioiiitor Z11141 Ipo-
vide adequate fire protection when they were engaged in activities of
this nature.

I2:QU R IIIEM "NTS "-I'12 ENiF I-IE- 'Y DIZII.12;

Representative A .iw AFso-x. But I am still not quite sure that Vou
answered my question. Is there ait requi reiiienit that p)eriodiCallY they
actually go through the motions of doing these thing-s? Now, obviously
volt can't anticipate every type of eiirgerncy maybe buit I would
think there would be sonit value it iniandating that people involved
in the operation of one of these plantsi•e iodieally actually go through
tHe motions of carryving out thelir assigned fund ion of what thev are
suliposed to do in repcw-ting a fire or ill actling in tle event of an
emergency.

D)r. KNUTII. Y-s. I can answer" that this way. There are require-"
meidts that the ieensee exerciseh his emergency procedries and there
are requirtenient:. that lie (to it oil a Ispecific basis. One of the lroce-
dures is for fires. but I don't believe it is down to the specifics that he
must simulate a fire and exercise that on a given time frame. There
are general requirements that list emergencies to be simulated and
we inspect to find out if lie is doing that.

Representative AWDFRSO.•. Will vou give some thought to the sug-
gest ion that I think maybe having these people actually con(ldut drills
from time to time would be a very uiseful device and impressing Upon
them the seriousness of this wvhtole matter and also preparing them
mentally and otherwise for the jot) of actually executing their as-
si)gned role should such a n et)er._ýen(y develop ?

Mr. AxnEs. Mr. Anderson. let me try to put it in perspective, the
main question is a;11e those items in our specific regulations?

RepIresentative ANDERsON. That is what I am trying to get to. yes.
Mr. AN-ERYs. My understanding is they are not. My understanding

further is that that very point is being reviewed in some depth at the
monient and that additional measures have been taken to shore that
up. The fact of the matter is. though. that all nuclear and nomnuclear
utilities and TVA in this case have had an extensive fire prevention
program including drills.

As to the adequacy of it and as to the aspect or the charge or com-
ment here, if vou will. about the coordination of the fire. I understand
that TVA has a different view of that. and I think you should hear
from them on that point.

Representative A.-,-naRso.N. I have one other little question to follow
on Senator Case's questions on this separation of cables.

Now. I have been informed that it is impossible perhaps to totally
.e•parate all of these cables and still operate from a single control
rooti, 1)ut- inl that event whlat t lhleght. if iiny. I)r. Knith.. haiis lwvi
given to the possibility of inerting the atmosphere. using inert gases
in that atmosphere where these cables necessarily must be brought
together which would render it impossible to have a conflagration of
this kind?
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D)r. KNItrli. I woild like to have either Mr. Rusclie or D)r. 1Hanauli
coninlent oni that since that is part of their ongoing studies in this
rega rd.

Mr. Ru•cim:. Mr. Anderson. I would like tfo comment that we hav'.
in the review 4,f the efforts to restore the plant given serious considera-
tion to methods that will iiiil)rove the separation. but I agree with yon
that we know of no practical method for absolute separation in a corn-
mon control room. The objective is to provide separation that is ade-
iplate to allow time for detection systems and corrective systems to
function.

If \oi recall, in the testimony that :'ou have heard from Chairmanl
.\lid(er. and fromu I)r. Knuth there was and is a CO. system which
has as its functimn that very purpose. to inert the atmosphere in the
rooni. We are. as von will hear me testify later on, going to require
the TVA to make that system automatically a functioning system.
It is now a remote functioning system. That. coupled with other detec-
tion and correction systems, we believe will achieve the objective I
have smid that vou are seeking.

Represent ati ;e ANDERSON. One other question. This whole concept
that you have of defense in depth is based very heavily, if I under-
stand it correctly, on the use of computers. What happens. though. if
-on get a fire in the computer? How do you put that out ? How do you

control that ?
Mr. AxirEts. I think that is a misconception. Mr. Anderson. The

defense in depth goes to all aspects in design of the plant.
Representative AN r)rsoN. I will rephrase my question. But cer-

tainly that is an important tool in connection with the operation of
the reactor. the computer.

Mr. A-xomis. Well. of course, as we move into the more sequenced
movements involving different systems of the react or, whether a com-
l)uter is uitsd or not. then you come into exposures to possible failure
of ilutero. m,,,.ions like wi. saw here and then voni must take an
additional ui-ans such as firefighting procedures. to give you the kind
(-f defense in depth you need from this kind of a system.

ReIpresentative AkNDR1soN. But in this whole study that vou say is
ong,0ng is any ('cosideration being given to that problem of the
po~siilh, fire in" a computer and how you would control it?

Mr. Its( if:. May I con imiient.
I %\-oil]( like to comment first that in TVA and in general the com-

1)•,ter functions as an operational tool and is not a primar-y safety
deVi,'e. It val' initiate anniiiwiators and 1pr,•r-ide information to the
operators for the purpose of evaluating system conditions. It is not
the primary sensor for producing corrective action and that is clearly
the ease in TVA.

Now. in this case. it is the concept of defense in depth. not only
redunndanvy as we have heard discussed by Senator Montova and
others within a particular system but it is' the array of electrical.
::ue"MnrIcal. aHM hydraulic devices which also contribute to the de-
fense in depth. The systems that are required to initiate safety
corrective actions are independent of the computer and it is this comn-
hinatioin of both reduhdancv and multiplicity of types of ý.vstemq
that really comprise the defense in depth concept.

Representative AN.DERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I•FrEN'I'i.\.l.'•I FA ';I II O M .\.1 .\I'

Sen..ator MN1.r•YA. Mi. Mur phy. doi you have a question .
Mri-. Mi-t'jiv. Thank -on. Mr. ('.lidriali.
Dr. Knuth. in follow"ing up on what Congressman Anderson just

m•lentioned. the inoperable equipment as I understand it. was very
kriefly. the high pressure coolant injection system, reactor core isohi-
ti, reactlinor. re'tr feelwatelr Plumsll.. control rod dlrive puliip1s and
ittlder tilt, low pressure systems, the residual heat renloval, core Spray.

,'Olldet)stite and 0onlldenlsate booster pumps. condensate pumps, standby
o oolaint supplies, residual heat removal unit crosstie and several other

,,Oll)ponents. There were also two pieces of equipment that were avail-
Ahid on a nonstandard system operation and they were the reactor
,,MT isolation cooling and the standby liquid control.

Now. in light of this and ill light of sonme taped recordings that
we Ihav'e here that tihe TV.A lA )eoIdte lOn'idh( in a .1 al)lpendix where one

INt indivii lua s sanvs. "'We have sonme thing-s ,* t of extrenie. we are
T vyinig to reestablish control.*' and at another place. "This situation in
I nit I right now is still not gool. the only way we are putting water
n5 is v'Oll l' rod drive."

In light of thes thins ,umhl yItll the cOmlmii1itt'ee how close you
were to ,aima,,ing tilt fuil or luavin.a si, .ilific.ant probllehm ?

Mr. A mwns. Mr..Murphy. I think that \\wo1ld bIc a more appropriate
,juestion fo "r Mr. l isclie if tIiat wo hl Ice all right with \you.

'Dr. Kimlit hi could review the facts.
Mr. R'uscim. MEr. Muri dl. Mr. Chalirmun. I wvonld like to comilment

first. Whecn omeit' attelllits to assess tle closeness ito .• e , cimagre • oll
should keel) in mind the very importanlt factorI liht the fission 1roceSS
was shut off Ic" the insertiol0 of t ha' rods and the shutdown of the
,'.atitor. I thin -k there is a tendtlncvv \wile" one atnt ciis Ito evaahmte this
lo.'ness of nlppri',-li ton d1:1nti ge in 01t it in :a sho rt tinieframe which

is tile timefiafrall• in whiil m,,st reactolr Sn't saft'tV studies are done.
I would lik,, to deharlv" iindicate that in the first place whein yon

.v':iliunte this we nre in n dHiMl'rent time ,on' PteXt. not iinntes but houirs.
:alnd in f;i.t teli of hrnir' in solnw ,roses.

I believe that ill a:ddition to the on, ',ontrol rod drive punip that
You inintitiid was avA:il de. thlr'e wre, in addlition two others that
Were a Va:alake anid ,.lidd hIave. iR" r•,hltivetlv stiraiit forwaid manu:al
,l)'ratioll. Iv een mlade av ailable to pr'ovide water for tile core.

Mr. MtrPi m. I thlink I tIeltioi4 that some e qumlilneit was avai il-aid,'.ilsilig I-lSt :tndnrd svsteiins 0 eralt ions.

Mr. Rv.c-,,w . I would iike to say nonstandlird does not imply heroic'.
it is not soliethinli tll is done m',cln t a rilv or ever, y d1.v. Clearilv. oil
:• t111e 5 '.IE thlie illt( wer ,ouhl himi. 'I 'en added to lhe core wve1 11efore
:Pinv o-casion for real eed oc.lOnrr'ed. I thlink thle :ssesnient that we
have nmahe is thlit tlerv wvas 1m: iilt:inledt a supply of water :11111 there
was maintami-ned a relnv al of steni amid or -water" ti hronghoiit the course
of the event and that thle core did not approach damage.

Mri': Mini'-iy. p,,pe'ifie:ll1y. how milny systeclis we(re you downi to.
jiit to-lea. lieth record ?

Mr. Rusri'i-. I believe a:t one point, if vOn i%-ill acept the :-,ystevis
that voil ,.s'-r ildl, there were three cont•rol rod drive pnumps. These.
I gleS. c.omuiprise albut five water injt'ion systems at high pressure.
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NO"-. if the systein wei-r reIlu-ed to 1,, iVs.- ur1ye. t here were addi-
t ionaIl SvSielis tfl]at .ouild ha-v i,,.-en lIrwotIht to k:IIr.

Ther-e wveore Iwo hvllenis ill pr, ovlini ,.oolaw to lthe cvire, of course.
(h)ie is to '-..t Nva l " into Ili, i.-i '-.. Tilt' otlelli- iS to iv'eli iO\e ste:ikm oil" water
fi-olli lie cmv to ,i) (IC1:iisgre tjt,, lie:It. There WNis :'.Vlihllabh lilrou,01z the
relief valves anid tflootigi lilt. s;•'et va \ val(s--optir:|t I l., at different
Ti11n14s Ill sequIllence. AIs wvel ;a- si altilitioial sit'aili dtu drazin valve
w~i~vi. was I rOi|zhlt ill tf) se-v i-t, e:al"v ill Ill- he rolihl 1C, lece of pres-
s|riliZation. I pllan to (iS'lss Hint Ill oin • oi a l elaiil i|iv tei.- telInoIIV.

Nh".MNiv'lmuiy. Tll, b asis folr nI v ql Ievsion is ti:_,mv '4. li-owns Ferry
Nui.ha|- Plant Unit No. I in li,. sta:tlleilet b VI, Mr. (;ilhehanid. Assistant
M:ainage, of Power. 1-VA.

It i'e~ii'I" shows on tit. 1,h1:rt th:l: thlle s's Ill uithl" low iWressllre-
:Is fat- as I .all deterl(lie ill •if thIieii \'ve "Iieltl il le to high
!'ravtol o',ssel v Ii-essu.ii .'A And it silnws onI liv bi,_) j lv-t;.Ivl S-SStemS the
h]_-dl plr.-silri, ,.oohlll int ,1ject ion out. tit rea,'to, feed puinips out and the
1t1-,.0ol ,orv isolat ion .-o.lii,,_,l ll ,i alldlx liqluid ,-,m1 I'ol avaiilhlll using
Iilils,.tandalld systemll ojpel'It lolls.

As vyil poinitedl oUt. l i.gg,,y -td "'he-oilc- and tilnt is the
reIson" ii for iiyv a lest 101i.

Il otilller wvolads. ta: kj iH :1" ll tilt :additional words that You USe.
if \-oi were to take tblie worst' case. holiw main- systels---oni, three ?
Wihat is it ?

Mr. lw .- e I I. There- \'ei-c thlve vout i-ol -loal ii1-P iI' imps and the
Sditiditilio:1 coolanlt sstvsltl and t lie standl,- liquid colitrol system that

M1111e 1'.a ilahle to inject wVater.
M.NI. AN.YlIs. BuT in r'gzar( to thile (plestion of w'-hether it was a near

ilpproavhl to (:inugei. we luIst emphasize that the time factor-s in this
.kin1d of .1 situ.ation are v'er lolr :111(id Tlie oljjort iiitv for actions
sil-h I.,s to 1i1ia1u a|.Ilv depr-essii-iz,, 0," c'rsSvN e Vother O lml pups certainly
w"as ther"e.

Mr. Mtim-ti. Well, not to pi-ohon,, tilis. hot 1 ] lieve it would appear
that. oil a tinme setieice bet weeni is2- anld 1 I o,.ock. w-hi|ii.i was tile tiie
of ..,e;It est piressulie. at 130110 u-ire-isely it looks to Ime by reading the
i-ha1rt t hlat voll a ie dtown to tlhl-el-.

Mr. A.\.,-:10s. Yes.
'Mr. Munrum-. Is your answei- yes .
Mrl'. AN•ERS. Cer'tailylv.
Mr. Muiuri. Thank V*o0|.
Mi\-. ANw:its. And thi-e opportunity to depressurize ind get into tile

other pal-i of the i tchar-t.
Mr. Mi ai•i. I inst didn't want any olbfuscation.
Mr. Rurs'T. Mr. Chairman. to a-void any obfuscation may I point

Out tlhr-ee is not tile correct answer-. Th,.re y-i -re thil-(e cl ontrol r-od drive
pumps wliinch were each capablie in add ition to tlihe other two systems.

Mi-. Mrai. So tihe aInswer- is five?
Mr. Rus5ciI. Five.
Mr. MURI'IlY. All right.
St'llentor M,,NTOYA. '¶lou TIav 1 pro-ed with your statemient. Doctor.
I)r. KN'VT1I. Yes. Retiirnin 'now to my oral suinmar'v. as I indicated.

the two bulletins were sent to the li(cnslees requesting( enernlized in-
foi-niation oll poliies :and p)rotcedulres relatin- to work control practices
at operating plants. parti-ularly as they relate to fire prevention.

iq-1F'% 0 - -.5-
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The objective of courst, was to ensure that all operating plants were
aware of the llrowns Ferry event and that their attention was directed
to areas of concern bas•,d on our initial evaluation of the fire.

Senator MfONTOVA. Would you submit the exact communication you
sent out for the record ?

l)r. KNUTH. Yes, sir. we will.
Most responses to t lie bullet ins have described the overall procedures

and review system for handling work which could affect safety. All
responses from licensees are publicly available in the NRC's public
doclimelit rooii.

Special inspections have been made by NRC inspectors at all of the
other operating I)lants to determine what requirements exist for
com1partment boundary fire harriers and Seals at electrical cable
penetrations and the extent to which the facilities conform to these
requirements. The results of these special inspections are available
to the public in the NRC's public document room.

Based on the information received in response to the bulletins and
on the nature and require(d rectification of the deficiencies discovered
(huring the special inspections conducted as a result'of the Browns
Ferry fire. we concluded that there was sufficient assurance of continu-
ing protection of public health and safety that no immediate NRC
action to suspend or restrict operation at other nuclear power plants
was warranted.

Mr. Chairman. this does complete my oral summary. We do have
a numlbr of slides, about 30. which show" what happened on the (day of
the fire. and if the commnittee would desire we could go through them.
They are all a matter of record as exhibits to my written testimony.

[The formal statement of Dr. Donald F. Knutli follows:]

STATEMENT OF DR. DONATD F. Kxrru. DIRE(-roR. OFFICE OF INSPECTION AND
ENFOi-'EMENT. t'.S. NrcLF-AR REOUvLA'ToRy C~OvasxoON

This statement presents a brief historical background concerning the Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant : describes the chronology of events on the day of the fire:
and summarizes the actions, taken by the NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforce-
ment as a result (f the fire. The findings and conclusions of the Inspection and
Enforcement staff inwolved in our investigation are set forth in the Summary
of the publicly available Investigation Report. It should be borne in mind that
our investigatitn highlights negative aspects of this event, based on the perspec-
tive Of hindsight. The positive aspeets of the licensee's reaction are not included
in Our report. Copies of our Investigation Report have been previously supplied
to the Committee. This statement does not repeat our findings and conclusions.

The Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. located an the north shore of Wheeler
Lake. which is part of the Tennessee River. near Decatur. Alabama (Exhibit 1)
is owned and operated by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). The plant
comlprises three boiling water reactors designed by the General Electric Com-
pany. Each unit is rated 3293 megawatts. thermal, and can produce approxi-
niately 1100 megawatts of electrical power at design capacity.Applications for construction permits for Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
(RFNP). Units I and 2. were filed with the AEQ on July 1. 1966. Construction
permits were issued tiy the AEC for these units on May 10. 1967. and construc-
tion wau started (on September 9. 19%7. The application for the Unit 3 conxtruc-
tHin permit was filed on July 13. 1967. and the permit was issued on July 31.
196%.

Preoperatlonal testing of T'nit 1 began in early 1971. Operating Licen.e No.
DPR-13 was issued by the AEC on June 26. 1973. and Initial criticality, that is.
the first self-sustaining chain reaction. was achieved on August 17. 1973. Low

S pee appenlix 3.
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power and physics tests were completed and the unit attained commercial
operation status on August 1. 1974. Approximately 6.!MJO.000 megawatt hours
of electric power had been generated by Unit I at the time of the fire on March
22. 1975.

Preoperatlonal testing of Unit 2 began in early 1973. Operating License No.
DPR-52 was issued on June 29. 1974. and initial criticality was achieved tn
July 20. 1974. Following low power and physics testing, the unit was placed
in commercial operation on March 1. 1975. Approximately 2.500.000 megawatt
hours of electric power had been generated by Unit 2 at the time of the fire.

The initial inspection of the BFNP by the AEC's Division of Compliance was
made on July 17-1. 1967. As of March 20. 1975. 78 AEC or NRC inspections
had been performed at Unit 1; 73 at Unit 2; and 5$ at Unit 3. The reports of
these Inspections are publicly available: they document the insliction findings.
items of noncompliance identified and the resolution of enforcement actions that
were taken.

In March of this year, preparations were underway for removal of a temnpo-
rary wall that had Ieen erected to isolate construction assiciated with Unit 3
from operational activities involving Units 1 and 2. The licensee anticipated
that possible increases in the leak rate from the secondary containment building
as a result of removal of this temporary wall, combined with unrelated leaks
through cable penetrations installed in the containment wall.s for Units 1 and
2. might result in total leakage exceeding acceptable limits. The plossibility of
such leaks through cable penetrations was associated with post-construction
modifications made on Units 1 and 2 that involved changing cable runs or install-
Ing new cables, and an extensive program was underway for resealing lenetra-
tions through the wall between the cable spreading room. lo(.a:,d beneath the
control room for Units 1 and 2 and the secondary containment building for Units
1 and 2. Exhibit 2 shows the general locxation of the cable spreading room in
relation to other portions of the facility.

The sealing operation Involved stuffing pieces of plastic (polyurethaneI foam
and. in some cases, other materials. Into each affected cable penetration, followed
by installation of either liquid or spray-tylpe polyurethane foam against the
previously installed foam sheet dam. The liquid or spray-type foam expands to
fill any remaining openings against air flow through the penetration. A final
step involved applikation of a fire resistant material over the expanded foam.

The method used by TVA to check the effectiveness of the sealing operation
was to hold a lighted candle near the penetration opening to see if air flow
from the cable spreading room to the secondary containment building persisted.
If the opening was not fully sealed, the lower pressure in the secondary contain-
ment building would cause a draft through the opening and thus cause the
candle flame to be deflected toward the opening. The use of an open flame to
test for air leakage in checking condenser vacuum has been a relatively common
practice in the utility Industry.

On March 22. while both Units 1 and 2 were operating at 10O' of rated power.
this leak checking technique was In use in connection with the s.aling operation.
and led to ignition of either the expmnded foam or the polyurethane foam sheet
installed In the first step of the operation. The flame- of the candle used was
pulled strongly Into the opening and ignited a fire within the penetration
(Exhibit 3: Fire and Fire Fighting') at approximately 12:15 p.m. Prompt
attemptoS to extinguish the fire loally were hampered by the difficult access to
the initial flame location and the chimney effect of the air flow through the pene-
tration. These attempts were uncuccessful. The fire wx-as detected by plant
personnel in the secondary containment building (Exhibit 4: Fire and Fire
Flghting I only a few minutes after it w-as ignited. However. fire fighting efforts
exerted in the secondary containment building (Exhibit 5: Fire and Fire Fight-
Ing) were frustrated by the inaccessibility of the fire--20 to 30 feet above the
floor and accessible only by ladder-the dense smoke, and the limited( availability
(Exhibit 6: Fire and Fire Fighting V (f breathing apparatws for use by personnel
fighting the fire. Water was not used on the fire during the:e initial fire fighting
efforts (Exhibit 7: Fire and Fire Fighting) for fear of personnel injury from
electrical shock and to avoid pocssible adverse impact on operating s stems.

A decision was made about 45 minutes after the fire s:tarted (Exhibit R: Fire
and Fire Fighting i to Initiate operation of the fire extinguishing system installed

T Ia aumbaouent r•fcrenPet to Ihlbitt,. the reador wilt he dlrected to additional detaila
relating to the.it a9etpetet: Fire and Fire F'Lhtingr. Unit 1 Oppratlone and Unit 2 Operatioi..
whieb oeeurrvd coneurrvntly during the- time pieriod discu.s.ed.
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in the cable spq~reading rootm. Some temporary difflculty was encountered in initas-
tion of the installed ,-arbon dioxide system (Exhibit 9: Fire and Fire Fighting)
because metal plates that bad been installed behind the breakout glass at the
flantiul initiation stations to prevent inadvertent actuation during construction
activit-les bad not been removed, and because power to the electrical initiation
stations had been di.comnected as a persoanel safety measure w !'.- men were
woiirking in the cable spreading nrxmi. P'ower was restored tc the electrical system
and the car(on dioxide system was placed in operation within about ten minutes.
but it wa,4 not effective in extinguishing the fire which by this time had ignited
the covering of cables in the penetration f.nd had burned through the penetration
into, the secnmdary containment building. The temls'rary difficulty in initiating
oqwr'atlon of the camron dioxide systý-in dots not aiolwar to have had significant
imiact on the outcome of fire fig-h'ng activities.

Foir a periodi of about 31/ hours. fromn shortly after 1:00 o'clock (Exhibit 10:
Fire and Fire Fighting i until about 4 :30. there wws lit-tle or no directed, organ-
ized effort to fight the fire in the secondary containment building although some
•'poradi individual effort. may have been nmade. and the fire in the cable spread-
iwr roomn was fought separately. Shortly after 1 :00 oclock (Exhibit 11: Fire
and "ire Fighting) the locael fire deimrrnent from Athens, Alabama (ten miles
frwon the site) was called for assistance. The Athens fire trucks arrived at the
Plant alout I :30. The Athens Fire Chief recommiended that water be used to fight
the fire about half an hour after he arrived at the scene (ExhibIt 12: Fire and
Fire Fighting).

Fire fighting continued in the cable spredling room throughout the afternoon
and by 4 :30 the fire there had been put out ( Exhibit 13 : Fire and Fire Fighting).
Permnision to use water to fight the fire in the secondary containment building
was given (Exhilbit 14: Fire and Fire Pighting) between 5:30 and 6:00 p.m.
About 7 :00 o'clock water was used on the fire by two men who wedged the
nozzle of the fire hose in a ipoition to direct water on the fire after which they
left the "cene. Fifteen minutes later, two men returned to the scene and found
no further evidence of burning, The fire was declared to 1be exting'ul.-hed at 7:45
p.m. The delay in the decis.ion to ume water in fighting the fire contributed
significantly to the extent of the damage incurred.

The fire damage extended frota the point of ignition in the cable penetration
In one direction a few feet into the cable spreading roont and in the opposte
(hroction along the cables about 40 feet into the .tecondary comtainment building.
All ten cable trays in the penetration and over 1600 cables were affected. In-
cluding cables in 26 trays in the secondary containment building.

Exhibit 15 depiits, In simplified form. s.me important BWR systems. Through-
out this and other statements reference will be made to ECOS. the eniwrgency
co.,re "wding system. This frequently used term involves a number of independent
sytems: the Low Pressure Coolant Inje•tion I.PCI) st.stern (LPCI is actually
'me mole of operation of the Residuml Heat Removal (RHR| system) : the Core
Spruty system: the Hfigh Pressure Coolant Injection fHPCI i system: and the
Automatic Depressur.'zatlon system, which operate" to open the relief valves
automatically tinder certain conditions and releases steam to the pressure sup-
prefion Iool.

Other systems, not normally cons4dered as FX"S are also available to provide
sources of coonling water to the reactor core. Imter in this statement, reference
will be(- made to the control rod drive system pumps. which provide high pressure
water top olperate the hydraul. c.ontrol rod drives during normal operation. In
the process of doing so. they also pump water into the reactor vesel.

Let us now "'rezero•" the clock and consider the effects sof the fire on operation
of Unit 1.

In the eoumnbon contriol roiom for Units I and 2. the control room operators
were notified cif the fire aliout twenty minutes after the fire started. About five
niinutes later I Exhibits ( and 7: U'nit I Operations). the Init I operator noted
a111not1)1s behavio:r of ('.ntrijs and instrnmentation for systems designed to
provide emergency (willng of the reactor core. About ten minutes later (Ex-
hilbit 8 : Unit I Olerations). the main recirculating pumps on I'nit I shut down
and the operator manually shut down the Unit I reactor andt verified that all
cmtrol rodos had been fully Inserted. This stopped the chain reaction and elimi-
nated nuclear fission is a direct source of heat although beat generation in the
core continued as a result of the radioactive decay of fiss'r,n lproduts in the
reactor fuel. The principal concern for the safety of the plant following shut-
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down Of tile reactor was to provide continuous cfooJling of tile fuel to' remove
this decay heat.

As tile water level in the reattor vessel dropped as a result of the reduced
boiling in the core, the feedwater puimnps. designed to provide high pressure
water to the reac-tor vessel. increased their flow rate, as designed. and raised the
water level to, lith. point that the operator elected to shut down two 'if tht-ui as
well as the ll'IC and RCI(" steam-driven pumps. which had started on the Iow-
water level si•nal. to, prevent overfilling the vessel.

Khortly after I :00 oceloc'k i Exhibit 9: Unit I Operations ). the main Ste-am
isolation valve* .'l, eAl. This action shut off the steam to4 the wain curdlenser
thus eliminating this means of rejecting dec'ay heat. The closing of the inain
steal isolation valves also caused the loss of the ro-inaining steafi-driven feed-
water pump providing high-prtessure feedwater to the eore. The norzna! iaethohls
of providing high pressure coofling water to the ('ore were Umavailable due toe
hlss of electrical equlipment and Instrumentation caused by tile fire. 'VA used
one of two electrIcally-driven pu+mp readily availaloie in the cotitrol rod d"rive
system lExhibit. it): Unit I (O)prations) to provide somewhat over 1W0 gallons
o'f water per minute to tile vessel.

As the pressure in the Unit I reactor co+laint system inctrea';ed as a result of
steam prolduced boy the decay heat in the core, the relief valves opened auto-
niatically to release steam to the pressure suppression pool thus preventing over-
pressurization of tile reactor coolant system.

When it became apparent that the Unit 1 reactor coolant level could not lie
main tained at high pressure using imnly the CR1r puitmp (Exhihit 11: 'l'nit 1

Operations). the operator elected to reduc.e thle pressure in the reactor c"'olant
systepu by olening the relief valves to release additional steam from the reac'tor
vessel to the pressure suppression Iooo1. When system pressure was reduced
sufficiently, low pressure piumps were ojperated to maintain water level In the
reactor vessel ( Exhibit 12: Unit I operations). This riode of core ecooling was
successful until about 6:00 p.m., when control was lost for the four relief valves
that had been operable up to that piolnt IExhibit 14 : Un!t I OIwrations). "rhis
caused these relief valves to close, permitting repressurization of the reactor
coolant system. Because oif this repressurizatiin, the low pressure jiumls could
not continue too supply water and the operator chose to rely On one control rod
drive system pump as the source of coolant injectiOn for a period of about four
hours Exhibit 16: Unit I Operations) until temporary modifications reestab-
lished the capability to olen the four affected relief valves and reduce system

ireissure. An additional slare control rod drive system liump was also available
for use. Suhseqient analysis has shown that other mnethods were also availab!e.

Attempts were ctntinueol to establish more conventional methods of providing
cooling of the reatctor •ore and the water in the pressure suppression pool. About

13 hours after the fire started, temporary repairs were made which lermittedi
cooling of the pressure suppression piool and normal means of coo•ling the Unit I
reactor core were restored by al•sut 4 :10 a.m. om March .3.

Let us again turn hack the clock to consider Unit 2.
The effe-t ot the fire oin Unit 2 operation was less prnnonnc-ed. The Unit 2

eontr-l Operator shut down the reactor manually forty-five ininutes after the
fire started, when numerous alarms Occurred,. mnost of which were associatel
with loss of DC power (Exhibit 9: Unit 2 0lprations). He verified that all
control rods had been inserted fully and shut down the feedwater pumps when
the water level in the reactor increased to the designated level for suc-h action.
About three minutes later, the Unit 2 main steam isolalion valves .losed aute-
niatieally. The Unit 2 control operator successfully initiated operati-n oif systems
de.igned to supply high pressure water to the core ( Exhibit 16: Unit 2 (Era-
tionsý. For a period of about 45 minutes. the loss of some electrical supply
panels caused the loss of manual control of the Unit 2 relief valves as well as
the loss of certain other motor-olperated valves (Exhibit 11 : Unit 2 fperatiOns i.
The relief valves continued to opterate to prevent overliressurizijag the Unit 2
reactor coolant system during this lpriod. About 2:10 the reactor c,,lant systemn
pressure began to drop. probahly as a result of a relief valve failing to clo.se
after Opening automatically Exhtiht 12: Unit 2 Olprntionis). AppIroxianntely
five minutes later, control of the relief valves was restored and controlled d1-
pressurization of the reactor coolant system was continued. After depressuiriza.-
tion. low pressure pumps were used to provide eooling water too th,. Unit 2
reactor core (Exhibit 13 : TInit 2 Operations). By about 6:30. conditions on Unit 2
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were stabilized (Exhibit 14: Unit 2 Operations). Normal means for cooling the
i'ore were reestablished about 10:45 p.m.

The Browns Ferry Emergency Plan was activated at about 1:00 o'clock when
it became clear that operation of the Units 1 and 2 reactors had been affected by
the fire. At that time, it was not apparent that no offsite consequences were to
result from the fire, as we now know was the case. Communication among the
various groups and agencies involved in coping with this event could have been
better than it was. Some deficiencies in performance of emergency plan functions
were identified in our investigation, but inasmuch as no offmite release occurred,
these did not contribute directly to the effects of this event.

The Atlanta Regional Office of the NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement
was notified of the fire shortly after 4 00 p.m. on March 22. Inspectors from the
Regional Office were dispatched promptly to the Browns Ferrey site. The
Regional Office immediately notified NRC Headquarters, and key members of the
NRC's Offkmes of Inspection and Enforcement, Nuclear Reactor Regulation and
Public Affairs were assembled. Other cognizant federal agencies were alerted and
contact was maintained with the Regional Office arvI NRC inspectors at the
Browns Ferry site. An investigation was initiated immediately by the Atlanta
Office. The field investigation required 280 man-days of effort. It was completed
and a detailed report thereon, dated July 25, 1975, was prepared and released
publicly on July 30. Copies of the Investigation Report have been previously fur-
nished to the Committee.

As a result of our investigation, we took enforcement action in the form of a
Notice of Violation to the licensee, TVA. on July 29, 1975. This Notice of Viola-
tion is publicly available. It identifies those items we believe to require corrective
action. In accordance with our standard practice, TVA was given twenty days
to respond to the Notice of Violation. TVA requested, and was granted, an exten-
sion of that period to September 2. We have received TVA's response and we are
evaluating it. TVA takes exception to some of our findings and points out some
parts of our report which they believe contain factual errors. If our evaluation
confirms that there are errors in our report, the record will be corrected.

It is perhaps appropriate to note parenthetically that the purpose of our en-
forcement action known as Notices of Violation, such as the one issued to TVA,
is not punitive but rather corrective. Indeed, our entire enforcement program has
as its aim the correction of deficiencies rather than punishment of offenders, al-
though punitive sanctions are available as a means of reinforcing our concerns.
when such action is necessary. We do not believe that the use of the more severe
sanctions is warranted in this case.

Shortly after the Browns Ferry fire, the Office of Inspection and Enforcement
prepared and distributed-to all licensees a Bulletin (75-04) and supplement
( 75,-04A) requesting generalized information on policies and procedure,, relating
to work control practices at operating plants, particularly as they relate to fire
prevention. Specific information on certain safety questions raised by the Browns
Ferry experience was also requested. The objective here was to ensure that all
operating plants were aware of the Browns Ferry event and that their attention
was directed to areas of concern based on our initial evaluation of the fire.

Most of the responses to the bulletins that have been received have described
the overall procedure and review, system for handling work which could affect
safety. All responses from licensees are publicly available in the NRC's Public
Document Room. Typically, such work requires written procedures spelling out
hazards, precautions or prohibitions, and requiring various levels of review and
approval.

Construction and modification work in operating plants is generally handled
quite formally, requiring engineering and safety committee review and approval
and Plant Superintendent approval. Higher management approval may or may
not he required. Maintenance activities are generally handled somewhat less
formally, using job orders or trouble tickets. Usually, general maintenance pro-
cedures whichhave previously been reviewed and approved at the various levels
are followed. Such activities also require approval of the responsible foreman.
the shift operating supervisor, and sometimes the department supervisor, Chief
Engineer or Plant Manager.

Special inspections have been made by NRC inspectors at all of the other 51
operating plants to determine what requirements exist for compartment bonndary
fire barriers and seals at electrical cable penetrations and the extent to which
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the facilities conform to these requirements. The results of each of the spe-viC
inspections are available to the public in the NRC's Public Document Room.

Forty-thrti,. of the plants had construction specifications establishing detailed
reoluirenients for fire barriers, including thirty-nine plants which are committe•,
by their Safety Analysis Reports to install fire barriers. These requirements varin.
in complexity from multilayer barriers with non-flammable insulation. sheathjiui
and fire retard'tnt to simple fiberglass packing around the cables. For the remain
Ing eight plants no documented fire barrier requirements were available. Thre.
of these were found to be* well protected by tire barriers.

D)eviations from fire barrier requirements were found in varying degrees aT
thirty-eight of the plants. These included mi.sing barriers. improlper construc-
tion, impropler materials, and barriers that had been opened for one reason or
another or had deteriorated to some degree. tut which had not ween repaired
Most of the devlations were from construction specifications, although twel.-
,)f the plants also had deviations from commitments made in their Safet%
Analysis Reports. At twentv-three of the plants the deviations were few ini
ntlilner, 10 or less tout Of up to 2000 l 1.at ions) or of a minor nature. The remain-
ing sixteen had numerous deviations with some plants having 20% or more of
the required barriers deficient in some manner. Where appropriate, action to
enforce requirements has been taken based on findings of the special inspections
and completion of corrective action Is being verified by our inspectors.

Based on the Information received in response to the Bulletins and on the
nature of the deficiencies discovered during the special inspections conducted as
a result of the Browns Ferry fire. we concluded that with the additional pro-
cedural controls implemented by those licensees at whose facilities deficiencies
were identified, there was sufcient assurance of continuing protection of public
health and safety that no immediate NRC action to suspend or restrict opera-
tion at other nuclear power plants was warranted. The extent to which any new
or changed NRC criteria or practices that may arise from this event will be
applied to presently licensed plants will be determined when such criteria are
developed.
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A• .• )lop .

F.oV t ft,

FxHlIBIT 1(;

Senator N1,xr.N- oý. Iflow lim,m will t his take?..\. 9. Amwts.. ,enat., if I Iay r. we als have Mr. Rus,'he and D.r.
llaaet who hlliv, sluniari,,s o'f their It'stimolly and it dh, illds Oil

YOMr tirleh .

,"iiator .MONT(,I.A. Well. We are 1,oing to go on ti tis a fternilt. biut
I would like to ask D)r. Kmnith a few questions.

Mr. A--iwns. There are about 2_1 minutes of slides.
Sen1tfot .•'IlNT0IY.\. I would like to ask Yoni a few (qutest ion. o01 YV011t

I I' Vl\ and \'oum- statement. Dr. Knittl.
I)r. Ku. Yes. sir.
Senator .|NToNT,,.\. No w. It is ver" :ivppareint t hat there was no ,hti nite

list I.lct ion as to what to ,do in thi's -kindl of an evinvrgenivy elther fromn
the oilerrte.s r from N-R("' Inr thlis would not have ovem rlim , of at
Ieast the extent of the damiage wothld not have taken plac*e.

Now. there Were appa)rently dISlisaglpen t(ets on how to proX'ced.
wvlthetr or riot to m. tihe wate(. Thiere were further cOmlvl 'ation11 1)"
virtum. of pool traijiiiig audl (.111 i py lp'Jt. very hiad response. and by the
diflimnllitv iII g1_1aining a,'<'ess tol the affected area.

Hlowiever. titere was no letiea ('1Oilj)onent t t<( tilt- -ileit aci nt fire-
fightingf Was cond mieted wIt t ho ihe presence of t ra, It I t toll

Nowv. can voil Slx'ctdte how af-cihdent reao'ere acti'ities itt have
been a f'ecte i if a ntclear event had taken place

Now. I will ask von another question itis athi' e context.
Ate Utilities pr-eparvedl to take necetsau-V ci illlmterlmmleasillmes whell o)-

, ratiing personntel t helnsel yes Might !e sul)ject to radiation exposures?
D)r. K.Nt'TiI. It 5 :1 ver V diffilcult question to answer. I will have to

start off I)\" P)utting i iin tile context that tilth eneren'v respollns'of a
utility in response to any elmier-gey'V. or ac(iihent Sit at ion is i art of a

l)roce(lnre which is maintained by tihte mtility. The ti ilitv is required as
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iart of its Iit-ense t,) develop an e iroe'IvIC plan in confor'niaive Willi
A.pi,vt-lidx E of part 7,11 of our renlatltions.

US. ill' WATER IN FIREI;IMITING;

Sena.Itor M, 'NTI.\. Was I tlhere an emlir VglCv plar in this parli iul hi
,'ase anli did it call for tlhe us of water.f

D,)r. K'NI-trL. There wis ;111 eer,_ecy p)l ani I 410oiit believe th e
iii nual for Birowvns Ferry tihey Were operatingr 11ier reuired the ulse
of w'ater i ut I tdo not-

• 'nlator M.INTI)YA. I)id it prohibit it :
I)Dr. KNt1TII. NO. it lid not prdhibit lie use of wVtelr.
Mr. AINDESi . It 4i11 i allow it-it (l11l not lu-ohllit it. S'nattor. e Vell

Will the fa.'t that the NiN(" is r-e,\iewinl the rine e'tvenlt ionl iat-'a iII
1li0ii1e :idil illore deptlh. I 0lo1iib that we wvill find it advisable to ,,t ,dolwii
lo tiliel(, spci ith* v of reutliii lrlii or niot ret 1iii riiig wite for this kind otf
P11ri i'ii ii" evenll. We .41lio1Mi allt ,w Simite veleivill iof julltliiviit h\ .I pople
oil tilt- s' lle.

Seiiltor Mt.1'NT,,.YA. Mr. A.nders. Whiiat I anit t i'vilg to detelol.p `0; ia
tlit're1 nli" specific a tiut hiorizat ioll )i" ilis.truit loil for tilte ise(, Of water in
this t pvile of ai sit nation ?

M8tr. A NDEiRlS. I is iliV iljn\.l rlStaiiti i ng thlit tIhe TV.A lirocdure-
Stel-it Or .,)'NTtYA. III t he Miinii -of Ili~r l'lis't tit is.
D)r. KNUTHi. Y(s. sir'. It WIS alit liorize, i. it Was !lot pr-ecludled.

) )r. Nk..•,\'. I t hink oile oiil t Ihat shlicuild be hi-ouhI Out is' illn Aoi11%
fi i-ehgit i nhg iiiSta 1lat i(a;si tili-e are fixed nozzles. In t ie absenie of fixed
liozzles i TVA's plhint they were -eluit.llit to insttriic-t t hat tIheIl hand

*i i\ the tire. bec, s Vlie ojliei'11or1.. Volhi libe injured.
Now. thtat iS aI ji idgliienlt (all ItiiP it ias approved Or pjiiltlited bly

thle in:iiual. Tilt plant 5ithpe-rintendent alnd I thiink TVA. as the Chair-
iii i .; ii Salali- iIr"tetstetl hiere. \.loio s lh l ask themn about tI is.. In
Il.is jiitlgiii4,lip lie ll4 i4 lnot w'ish to take wviiat lie -onsidereeed to be t hiese
risks. Lat er till ;ifte't lIeh oiport unity iall beell pirovided to verify that
the ca'llehs haidl been 41e-elhetrified. \\witer. lising hand-held nozzles. wIS
prll('iilit t ed.

Now. oilr julgilient is- that plerhaps. it couhld have lbeen wueil soonier
1uiit it was not that there -as a latck of interest. let's sayl. in usilng vzItir.
there wis a ciieonsidtered jiditineiit oil the part of TVA. I think the\
oulhi better liro\vi(he thei-reasons for delivin \\"-ter.

S-;enlator Mo.TT)Y.\. Will voil be ii little illore specifi,' and State for
tle record tinder wshat .ir1-4-unSitlanlces .o vmid the itnst riiet ions fi-o111 TV A
1)o4 tr'i;gereth to liSe watier il1 that sitiiation.? Is it the presence of al
nozzle close by or what ?

Dr.'M.\soN. 'No. Some of the factors are. as I understand them. the
evabluait ioll q0 f the t-nillh-s--iire tlevY apt to be flooded or Is the water alpt
to dllatiln ofl'. Are the cahnles elect rified or not. What is the class of fire.

It was deenied that tite corlli)iist ion of this insuilation Would permit
the iise of water. There aire other 4lisses of fire in Wliich the regila<.-
lions, ns I iinitlerstaitind tieit wtiiulclnod lino have perliiitted W-ater.

S4'Iiito-r MtO.NiTOry.A. livh wV s there Ile.itinc" .V ?
Mr. A.t.i:ws. There are two i-reasons that TVA- has brought forth.

One. tile da:ngeir to pe.-sonlel fighting the fire and two. the Concern that
the ils(e of wiater at the early stage tf the event miglht compound the

5 -S f)- 7 ., - 4
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:rT,,blem of cont rolling the reactor if water miright short out or increase
I e interconnect 1o01 of ables.

Senator 'MONTOY.\. Well. in other words. %\ere they right in waiting?
Mr. .\.m::ts. They were right in the ,ene that thern was no rad*1-

,',rive release and t'here was no core (121111.1g1. Whether the fire could
a,1ve been put out sooner with the same results in a shorter period of
,e can uever ix fully determined but our investigators expressed

-,tch a view in their re prt.
Senator .Mo'NT4 'I,. Which is what. that the fire coul(d have Iween put

.,)It earlier ?
Mr. Aminmus. The report suggests that the fire could have been put

.It earlier without ad'ven., ct.`4e(11lences blit per'sonallv I am not suire
hut we havte looked into all the facets involved to lae aile to make tiat

*4atement as conclusively as it was made. That aspeet is also part of
She onlgoing review.

Y;enator MONTOYA. HIasn't tile statement leen ainde by some in your
:Pgenc\ and by others that the fire could have been pIit ;ut earlier and
It woul lhave caused less damage than actually occurred ?

Mr. Axkmus. That p)sition tends to be reflec'ted in the report. Mr.
('hairman. I pesonally would not make the statement quite as Specific
as that sounds,-but tfiat's a matter of professional judtgment.

Senator MNoINxYA. What statement would you make then ?
Mr. ANMnRS. I would say the procedures taken by TVA, which

includes areas where we ha•.e recommended improvements, in fact did
not result in a cote damage or radiation leaks. I eIlieve that sooner
act ion and mnore ,oordinated firefight ing proce(dulres and (ome increased
aivailability of equipment probably coumd have reduced the time the
fire burned.

Senator MoNry.Now. in what depth does NRC review and np-
prove a reactor licensee's own onsite emergeney procedures?

Mr'. Ruscim. 'Mr. Chairman. in the course of our review of appli-
r'ants we ,heterniinel that onsite and offsite einerg•ency procedures aire
developed according to a published manual that NRC has provided.
Our requirements are that their procedures comply with the contents
,f this manual, and we had done that for TVA 'and that continues
ro be the case.

Senator MN.ONTOyA. But von didn't have anything for this situation
in you, manual. (lid you?

\h'. RusciE. The'manual that I am referring to?
Senator M•ION'TOY.. Requi ring t he use of water.
Mr. RuscuE. That is correct.
Senator MON'TOYA. "Y'o didn't ?
'Mr. Ruscu't:. We didn't.
Senator lo.A"ONrTOYA. D)o you have it now ?
'Mr. Ru-scitm. The nuiaum'al has to do with the concept and scope of

tlie plan. not the details of the procedure.
Senator 5Nh.-T(•Y.\. Would you give us the content of that for the

record.
Mr. Rt-scimu. We Will do that.
[The following material was later submitted :1

NRC requirements are set forth in the Code of Federal Regulations. Chapter 1.
Title 10. Part :-A. Appendix R. This Appendix establishes the information regard-
ing plans for coping with emergencies to be contained in the Preliminary Safety
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Analysis Report and the Final Safety Analysis Report in license applications. It
also establishes the minimnum requirements for emergency plans.

Appendix E was published in 1970. The staff evaluated the Browns Ferry emer
gency planning program against these requirements and found it acceptable. Thi-
finding was presented In the Safety Evaluation Report of June 26, 1972.

More detailed guidance to applicants is provided in the NRC Standard Review
Plan. Section 13.3. "'Emergency Planning-. A copy of this document is attached.

[Attachment follows:]
U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION.

REGULATORY STANDARD REVIEW PLAN.
I)IRECTroATE OF LICENSING.

SEe"ro.- 13.3--EmERGENCT PLANNING

REVIEW RESPON SISIUTrES

Primary-Industrial Security and Emergency Planning Branch (ISEPB)
Secondary-None

i. Areas of rerif-c
The applicant's emergency planning. as des-.ritled in his safety analysis repoJrt

ISAR). is reviewed Ity ISEI1B. This review of this section of the SAR involves
evaluation of evidence of prelimiiary iplanning I in the preliminary safety analysis
report. IPSAR fr substantive evidence of planning fin the final safety analysis
report. FSAR, for emergency preparedness directed primarily at situations
involving real or potential radiological hazards.

At the PSAR stage the review covers each of the seven sub-parts A-G of 10 CFR
Part 50. Appendix E. Part I1. Particular attention is given to the follo-ving areas.
applicable to the sub-parts indicated.

With respect to sub-part B. the deslignation by the Governor of the state in
which the facility is to 1w located of an agency that has the primary responsibility
for planning for radiological emergency response in the (publicp environs of the
plant is verified and evidence of the arrangements that have been made by the
applicant with this agency for the preparation of coordinated emergency response
plans In the environs of the facility Is reviewed.

With respect to sub-part C. one of the protective measures considered is the
evacuation of persons from the exclusion area and from potentially affected
vectors of the environs. An analysis of the implications for evacuation of the
moost severe design basis accident postulated is reviewed to assure that it includes
explicit findings or information neet;,ary for emergency planning.

With respec.t to sub-part E. the review includes a determination that at least
two off-site hospital facilities are identified, with evidence that preliminary con-
tacts have established agreements and potential capability to receive and treat
individuals affected by radiological emergencies.

At the FSAR stage, a comprehensive emergency plan document is reviewed.
The emergency plan should demonstrate implementation of the objectives- and
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E. Parts 1, III, and IV.

II. Acceptance criteria
At the PSAR stage, this section is considered acceptable (1) if it conforms to

the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix E. Part 11. (2) If the emergency
planning information, submitted in accordance with section 13.3 of Revision 2 of
the "Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power
Plants," is consistent with facility design features, analyses of postulated acci-
dents, and characteristics of the proposed site location, and (3) if it provides
reasonable assurance that appropriate protective measures can be taken in the
event of a serious accident within and beyond the site boundary.

ISEPB considers that the last of the above is .satisfied if preliminary planning
and analysis shows that there is reasim to expect that the emergency plans for
the facility can he designed to meet, at minimum, the following objectives, based
upon calculated radiological dose consequences of an airborne release following
the most serious design basis accident:

1. Completion of evacuation of persons within the exclusion area within two
hours from the onset of release. In this connection. ISEPB considers that the
required assurance cannot he given if non-plant related activities, e.g. recreational
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activitiC.•, are gil*rnmitte! anvywhi-r wilhin the em-lusion area where siting di'se

gosideli.ie- of I0 C'FR P'aart 104) mnight lw r'.:'ched tin les. than two, homrs, as shown
1hY chlclllati~m.

2. C'oumillet iol of evacillit llin tif l.rt Ninso withiti 45 s4ectors lit the elivirill.n heyieid
th it ex|lusiom riiltius haeeundri ry within twi hourms frmi the onset ,if release, or

within lhe tiui'.s cac'tlate.<d as it fmicti-in lif dlistanclie for a postential docse tit reach

tle ulelr litiiit of thi-. range f prohetective aictioin guide levels t? lie adt)pttll as

wra rran It i g e-vactlal iil cii as linre ,h•t'l i f.i llll.llrrc for the general public. whichever Is

Ia rger at eatlh distance ecm sideredl. ISEPIlB v',,usiders that the mininiunm range lit
:af''t-litablh dislat lees wvitliitl which this deterniinattion is to, le made is thel distan,-e

at which tith. re.ferenceld Imrcitective netaion guide level is reaeli-el In S lieurs fro1ia

I lie' ille si't 4i) reliense.
3.. (',1ltilhll (if initiall nccie lle.t assessmrienlt IcasIr re•.. ihirlujing dose pr(ecjp-
eh alll And riolifficarioll Ito o0f.site authbrities within fifteet-ii uinuti's air withi'a the"

,a10h'.1la ted tim i lit which the dlee a It tihe exclu'-imi radius w-elmd relch tile l,,wer

limit 4)f thi. range of pr,,te.ct'ive, actitin giide, levels to I..l adoilited I fair evacuatifi I.

whichlvevr Is larger.
At t h' i"SA.tI sti Ia .ge, lh*" cirgaimiza ti, ii amid e'linet elit f ii gentirlily lic'*'lit;ii le

e'ImiergeiceIxV plan for a niuelear lmwer lhlnut to, imipjlemnent the retalulrenients of 10

'YR Part 5I0. Ali['tidix F. Paitrt% III Ia rid i1. is given in Alalendix A to this stan d-

irch review plan.
MI. Rericir prveccdurrit

At the I'SAR staige. tIlie review consists eti ani evaluratioi uit thle infuirmnatitm
4histelt redhy eu'einalris•i tit this infrmatiflln with the fopregoing Acceptanct,
Criteria. The reviewer sh,,tld deterlilii that all of these criterias are satisfied.
txercisinig his jut%,dgmlent is te ithe reasonailienctss and adeollicy tit the qualitative.
fietors invwlvedl, in the light tit einiergency planning obljectives.

The reviewe'r should gain familiarity with tine prje osed site, including the
exclusion area. low lapulatirin z(ne. demogwraphy, and land use factors, wlth the

,iml-sed plarnt design and layout, arid with the calemnlatedl 14 i consequences of
design basils aecidents postullated iy the applicant. To this end the reviewer
sl.-n'ld exaninie relevant sections if tihe PSAR. Itarticularly Chapters 1.0. 2.0 and
15.0. This information may Ile supplemented hey the use of United States (;eo-
logical Survey grid maps. romd maps, and a Itersonal visit to the site. of the
reviewer.

With res.iect to the applicant's palYis and findings relative to emnergency
Ielaniinlg fur e'vacualitfn the reviewer sharld ass-zess the credibility and adequacy
lif timle facters piresented hIy the applicant in the light (if emergency ,iperations
Jierie~nc%, arid shcihld analyze them tee determine that the time estimates osr
:lll--itioris foir seoluential lactins are, ceamsislent with the ohejectives rind criteriat
<,.t firth int It aheove. In anddilltm he shomld assiure that ealh'ilatiienal mll.thibos and
;sSlrili~titia ise-l hey the ajeleNlcant foir dose projecionsll.,ý are genetrally consistent
WVill thoSE' follynd W-e• taNl?• l len tbie staff foir pturperses uf d*-ionstrating eon-
fernmarmen with 10 ('FR Part 100 siting criteria. ("uInsultatiecn with tither niemliers
oIf th.. staff muay he neclessary tIo gain this assurancn.

For easess in whic.h the reviewver determhir-es that there are site-related pomlia-
lion. road network, or land use factar-s. er uniqiue accident considerations which
pire'sent loptential prolelenis ftir ernmrgeircy planning, lie ninny develop and reconi-
meand indevlcjenent techniqules tia d,'ternmine certain acceptahle elrmerrency plays
dlesign tbjectivi's fo-r that site.

At tie FKAR stage'. the review consists #of a eareful examinatiin of the apilli-
vant's enlierge'ney plan. The requiremnt!,nts lat 10 ('FR Part 50. Aijwendix E. Parts

I I an1d IV. and the elements of esnwi.gercy lalanninig set forth in .Alitendlix A
tN, this standard review pila a should lIe used as chec'klists for detailesd cmeliarisons
W ith the aplilica nt's pllan.

IT'. Etalutiorn findings
At the conclusions of the PSAR stage review, i finding of acepptahility tit the

applicant's defined low pIopulation zone with reslect lo tile definitiomn in 10 ('FR
§O0 .3ghe. shorll flu' trnnsmittefl to tile Accident Analysis Branch.

The evaluation finding fo~r this section at thef ISAR stage shoarld lee sihesta) -
tinily equivalent to) the following statement :
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"The applicant has describled his preliminary plans for coping with emergencies.
Al onsite Emergency Coordinator will direct the inplementation of the Emer-
gency Plan in accordance with detailed written emergency procedures. Initial
contacts and arrangements have been made with the following agencies: (listing
ty name). The (identity of state agency) has been identified as having primary
responsibility for radiological emergency planning in the environs of the proposed
facility.

"In-plant monitors will provide the first indication of a radiological emergency.
Provisions will Ile made for surveys by portalile metrrs and air sampling devices
on a timely basis. The plant control room has been designed for cortinous 4.acn-
pancy and will be the principal emergency control center. One alternate center
will be designated. Emergency kits will be stored at the primary assembly area.
Decontamination facilities and a first aid roonm will be provided. Arranigernents
have been initiated with area hospitals to treat contaminated injury e.s4's. All
plant personnel will receive training in emergency procedures and periodic drillm
will be conducted.

"Analyses have been performed to confirm the practicability of taking protec-
tire measures, including evacuation, within and beyond the site tbmndary during
the expected life.me of the plant, and appropriate criteria have b)en identified
for the dIesimrla ,f am na-elit-lttile e.mergen'y plat n.

"We have reviewed the applicant's preliminary plans for coping with emer-
gencies and consider that they meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50. Ap-
pendix E, and are acceptable."

The evaluation finding for this section at the FSAR stage should be suhbtan-
tially equivalent to the following:

"The applicant has formulated -ad submitted an Emergency Plan which de-
scribes the program for coping with emergencies within and beyond the site
boundary. The plan includes a description of the organizational control extending
fro I' tilhton-site emergen(y orcanin.ttim to oiff-s-ile agencies. slorcific enierg.ncy
measures to be taken as Indicated by defined accident assessment techniques. in-
'luding Itrottective nmeasures. for ]wr',lms subiject to potentially excessive radio-
logical exposures. and facilities and supplies needed for coping with emergencies.
Including redundant communications equipment. The plan also describes arrange-
ments made for providing necessary medical attention for persons with contami-
nated injuries, and provisions for maintaining an adequate emergency prepared-
ness posture throughout the expected lifetime of the plant through training.
exercises, and drills.

"The plan ha. been determined to be acceptably coordinated with the radiolog-
ii':t res,•son."Aa lilnning elf thle fstatt. t an.,n,- and ageney idenitifleatin i ).

"We have reviewed the applicant's Emergency Plan and consider that it meets
the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix E. is responsive to the specific
requirements of the staff, and provides an adequate basis for an acceptable state
of emergency preparedness. Details and procedures to implement the Emergency
Plan require inspection and evaluation by the Directorate of Regulatory Opera-
tions prior to the issuance of an Operating License."

M,,qitt-atiins or additimns t,, this statement may lIe necessary to highlight fea-
tures of the review of emergency planning which are unique to the plant or site
In question.

V. Referevces
1. Appendix A, "Emergency Plans for Nuclear Power Plants". attached hereto.
2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E. "Emergency Plans for Production and Utiliza-

tion Facilities".
3. Regulatory Guide 1.70. "Standard Format and content of Safety Analysis

Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," Rev. 2.

APPENDIX A-STANDARn REVIEw PLAN 13.3

E.MERGEYCY PLAN•R FOR XVCLEAR POWER PLANT'S

Regulatory concern for emergency planning is directed primarily at situations
involving real or potential radiological hazards. Such hazards may.place the
health and safety of one or more persons in jeopardy. Emergency planning
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should aim to diminish the degree of jeopardy by preparing for timely action
on the part of individuals who constitute a coordinated emergency organization.
Although it is not practicable to develop a completely detailed response procedure
for every cotneivalhle type of emergercy situation. advance planning can create a
high order of preparedness and assure an orderly and timely deci.ion-making
process at times of stress as well as the availability of equipment. supplies and
essential services.

An important eleme.t, :'I emergency planning for nuclear power plants is the
recognition of a need lo ce with a very broad spectrum of potential conse-
quenches. Federal. state, and lotal agencies as well as the applicant-licen.see have
responsible roles to polay In both the planning and the implementation of enter-
gency preparedness procedures. Federal Interagency responsitilitles for nuclear
Incident planning have Iben set forth in a Federal Register notice of January 24,
1973. toy tlie formier Offiet of Emergency Preparedne.ss tnow the Federal Disaster
Assistance Administration). To a large extent. these responsibilities are directed
toward a coordination of effort to provide assistance to state and local govern-
menits in their planning. This policy is lbas-d ulon the recognition that state and
l1cal gflvt-rznnlints have the ne*essary authority to implement emergency meas-
ures in their jurisdictions. Although federal agencies can and will respond toi
emergencies arising from nuclear lm"wer plant autivities if neres.z-ary. stuch
respmonse should Iw regarded primarily us Imckup and not a substitute for respfn-
sible action hy licensees and state and local governments.

lit the prelaration of ani emergency plan for a specific nticlear power plant.
the applicant shomld ie guided by the following criteria to clarify the scope.
content, and purpose of the document which describes the plan. The emergency
plan should incorporate sufficient detail so that other particilating organiza-
tions and agencies with related plans may review it and determine that they are
coordinated effectively with one another. Detail which can reasonably be expected
to change from time to time. e.g., names and telephone numbers, equipment and
supplies inventory lists, or step-by-step procedures or check lists which may be
altered as a result of exporience or test exercises. should not be incorporated
in the plan. The document Itself should not be considered as a primary working
document to be used during an emergency. Implementing procedures document.%
keyed to the plan, should be available for this purpose. The latter documents
should not be necessary for licensing review. However. they should be available
for inspection by the Commission's Directorate of Regulatory Operations, and
should be transmitted. if applicable, to appropriate state or local agencies.

The plan document should also clarify its --cope relative to interfacing plans
and prowedures within the operating organization. e.g.. emerger.cy and off-normal
operating procedures within the plant, radiation protection lprogram and proce-
dures, and security plans. "

Although a part of the final safety analysis report, it is reconimended that the
plan be prepared as a separate document.

Branch rccomt wndatioms
A. Each applicant's emergency plan should include provisions for handling

4-wergencies both within the site of his plant and in the elivirons of the site.
Responsibility for planning and Implementing all emergency measures for per-
sons within the site boundaries rests with the licensee. Planning and implemen-
tati4in of emergency measures in the environs of the site arising from onsite
activities should be coordinated with local, county. ;tate, and federal agencies
having emergency responsibilities and should be described in the applicant's
emergency plan. Such planning should generally be increasingly definitive in Its
provisions for emergency measures as the regions of consideration get closer to
the site and the plant itself.

B. The "cope and content of a nuclear power plant emergency plan should
loe substantially equivalent to that outlined in the following section, entitled
"'Organization and Content of a Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Plan".
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ORGANIZATION AND CONTENT OF A NUCLEAR POWER PI.ANY,
EM E1v; ENCY I'!AN

CON TENTS

DEFINITIONS
1.0I.'op and Applicability
2.0 Summary of Emergency Plan
3.0 Emergency Conditions

3.. Classification System
3.2 Spectrum of P'ostulated Accidents

4.0 Organizational Contrtd of Emiergencies
4.1 Normal Operating Organiiz-,,n
4.2 Onsite Emergency Organization

4.2.1 )Direction/Coordinatis'n
4.2.2 Plant Staff L'mergency Assignments

4.3 Augmentation of Onsite Emergency Organization
4.3.1 Headquarters Support
4.3.2 Local Services Support

4.4 Coordination with Particiliating Agencies
5.0 Emergency Measures

5.1 Activation ,f Emergency Organization
5.2 Assessment Actions
5.3 Corrective Actions
5.4 Protective Actions

5.4.1 Protective Cover. Evacuation. Personnel Accountability
5.4.2 Use of Protective Ejluipuient and Supplies
5.4.3 Contamination Control Measures

5.5 Aid to Affected Personnel
5.5.1 Emergency Personnel Exposure Criteria
5.5.2 Decontamination and First Aid
5.5.3 Medical Transportation
5.5.4 Medical Treatment

6.0 Emergency Facilities
6.1 Emergency Control Centers
6.2 Communications Systems
6.3 Assessment Facilities

6.3.1 Onsite Systems and Equipment
6.3.2 Environ.s Monitoring Facilities and Equipment

6.4 Protective Facilities
6.5 First Aid and Medical Facilities

7.0 Maintaining Emergency Preparednes
7.1 Organizational Preparedness

7.1.1 Training
7.1.2 Drills

7.2 Review and Updating of the Plan and Procedures
7.3 Emergency Equipment and Supplies

8.0 Recovery
9.0 Appendix

OROANIZATION AND CONTENT OF A N•CLEAt PowER PLANT EMERGENCY PLAIN

(In the following, the decimal notation identifies recommended major subject
headings for the organization of an emergency plan document. The text. including
portions identified by alphsbetic notation, gives specific guidance or recommenda-
tions as to the content of the section or sub-section.)

For clarity, certain terms are employed with specific definitions as follows:

Definition'
Assessment actions-means all of thosie actions taken after an accident has

occurred which are collectively necessary to make decisions to implement specific
emergency measures.

Corrective actions-means emergency measures taken to ameliorate or termi-
nate an emergency situation at or near the source of the problem.
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Pro'tective atcti.nSais-ineapuls those etmlergen.cy ineasures tnken after an at'vident
or an Untaltrohlled release of radilontive, materials has otccurred, for the purp"•se
of preventing ir nI.iniitlizing rnitliologietil texpobsutrs to persions whihh wutld ie
likely to tCCtur if the aletion.os were not taken.

l',alat ion-at-risk--uiealns those ipersons for w'hoina protective actions atre oir
wo,,ilhl be taken.

.- ffe.teil persibns-lneans peon•is wVlho halve been radiologicallv eXposed ,or

physically iijia red as at result of tit .itcident. to it degr*ee rei4liirilng scoial attenl-
tion as i tli vidals e*.g.. et*i ninatijo, first a id. or niedical services.

Retivery act iails-a•ent anIts act l on' itons takeln po~st-eitrgetl(y too restorc- prolp-
ln.rty to its pre-einergentcny (4 lition as nearly its Ifowsible.

l'ritete<live a<ttion guides--nieans projetetoitt rali'olgic:al dlste. or d(ost cotultnit-
lIent. vlliS to individvlals ini t the getneral limtlaition which warraPlit protective.
;wtiuin full-iiing at C('ltatinillatinrg eVenlt.

-llergeniy act ion levels-N-lieans radihlogical dlose rattes. slpecific c' mntaml nation
levels oif alirb~ornle. watterlbortie. or surfaa•e-deptisitel convetltlrlatimis i of raidisi-
activity. oir specific instnument r.adins. which nmay lit' used Ito prescrilbe specific
tillergn'lcv ltleastireS.

1.0 SCOPI' A ND APeIJ'CABII.ITY

This set-tion of tie plant shauld definet liet unit. plant. station, or area to which
ltie plan is atpjlica file, and a siumatry of its inter-relationships with I I its
linplt'nt-ttilg liriwc reus. 42) platnt operatting. rali4d)lgi(-Ul contr(ol. and 'idius-
trial security lrt-.tlurie. 43) otiher eitnergen|cy pdlans 4f the comnpapniy. e.g.. :a r
oiverall eorlor-ate plan. ittid 14) entelrgtency plants 4f other iarticipating agelncies.

l~articalarly the responsible state agenvy.

•.!O SlMMARY OF VI*.\lrEGr-XVY PLAN

This should describe the key elements of overall entergency plannting logic
incorlminilting graded1 tnmergency .lassiticatioins of increasing severity and their
relationshipa to the particlipting status of onsife and offsite lit-rsonnel and
:ageitcies.

3.0 .\ft:KGFNCY ('OXI)ITXONS

.1 Ctas•*iftrrition. System
An emergency plan shotuld characterize several classes of enitergency sittlll-

tions. The system of classifi-atioitn employed should consist of mntually exclusive
grouings (to avold ambhiguity ) hut should cfover the entire spectnim of Iiss-ibile
sitlulations. Each class should incorporate 11 ) a slx4eific einergenvy organization
alerting and mmolbilization ptrocedure. and 12) a set of predefiniel preliminary
a ctitns to hle taken by de..ignattel emierg.ency organization i•ir.sonnel. Snceinct
descriptive rat her than numaerical or :lphaffetical classification designatio.ns are
rec,•nlatnetded to give better immediate clies to personnel as to the sco.tpe and
character of the situation.

An acceptable classification scheme is described below in qualitative terms.
This part of the emergency plan should descrilbe the criteria for recognizing
and declaring each class. including specific emergency action levels for the last
three cla&sses.

(a) Pcrkonnel Entergrcry.-A-eoiden ts or ocfcurrences onsite may require enter-
gency treatment of individuals. This classification applies to situations- which
harve no potential for escalation to more severe emergency conditions. There
may be no effect on the plant. nor does it necessarily involve immediate openitor
action to alter plant status. A pwrsonnel emergency does not activate the entire
plant emergency organization but may activate teams such as first aid. It may
al.so require slecial l4cal services such as ambulance adt( medical.

Ihlllcmentitlg procedures for the handling of this class off emergency may
also 1w incorporatedI in the plant's radiation protection procedures and general
industrial safety procedures.

Included in this class are injuries which may be complicated l'y contamination
problems. or excessive radiation exposuires to onsite personnel.

The recognition of this class of emergency is primarily a judgment matter
for plant staff supervisory or management personnel. Its importance as part of
the classification .,cheme rests to some extent on its "negative" information
content, viz. that the incident giving rise to an emergency is restricted in its
scope of involvement. This section of the plan should designate the classification
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criteria, and enumerate discrete accident situations which would give rise to
the use of this class.

(b) D'in-rgency A.1rt.-Sloecific situations may arise that (-an be recognized
as creating a hazards potential that was previously non-existent or latent. In
and of itself the situation has not yet caused damage to the plant nor harm to
piersonnel and does not necessarily reluir-. an immediate change in plant ,pier-
ating status. Inherently. then. this is a situation in which time is available to
take precautionary ani ccnstructive step, to prevenit the realization of an avci-
dent and to mitigate the consequences should it occur. An etuergency alert
situation may be brought on by either ian-imade or natural phenomena.

Emergency alert condlition.S imply a rapid transitionu to a state of readintes!
by the plant personnel. the- jl.w-s!ie cessai.ma,' of certain routine function.- or
activities within the plant which are not immediately essential, and ps-4il1le
prec-utionary actions which the secific , situation way require. Examples of
situations which might he placed in this class are: threats to or breaches of
plant security mnealsures suich as bomb threats or civil disturbance: severe natural
phenomena in the plant enviro,nment such its flo,,ds. earthquakes. tsunamis, hur-
ricanes, or tornadoes: emergency situati.ns such as tires at adjacent facilities:
release of a toxi( or noxiuis gas in or near the plant : or flotollng ,,ffsite c.aused
lhy malfunction or failure in sonie lprt of the plant exoling water system. This
section of the enmergency plan zhouhl identify slecitic candidate siinations for
emergency alerts and the quanlitative criteria that would guide the descision
to implement each. Qualitative criteria should 1e added for other candidate situ-
ations to guide the decision of wi-site supervisory lpersonnel.

9-' Plant ( .'niti Eme-gcnv'y.-This class incorporates physical occurrences
within the plant requiring full plant staf emergency organizatior response. The
initial information and assessinent indicates that it is very unlikely that an
offsite hazard will lie created. However. substantial ilbodification of plant operat-
ing status is a highly prdiahle corre(-tive action if this has not already taken
place boy the actions of automatic prootective systems. Although it is judged that
the emergency situation can Ie corrected ant( contitrolled boy the plant staff.
notification oIf corporate headquarters staff to put thema on an alert status is
prudent. In turn. notification of appropriate offsite agencies as to the nature and
extent ,f the incident is :advisalile. Evacuation of the plant is not anticipated in
this class although protective evacuations or isolations of certain plant areas
Way lie necessary.

Examples of %;tuations which might fall into this class are those accidents
which have heen a-al'::i in the FSAR as events which are predicted to have
no radiological ciriseqt-!es offsite. Fires. explosions or explosive gas releases, or
in-plant flooding condit i•,z. may also fall into, this class.

Activation levels for di-claring plant eme.rizencies should Ie based upoin the
re-ognition of an ilnlnuediate need to implement iti-plant eliergency nmeasures It)
protect or provide aid to affected persons in tlie plant and too mitigate the CInse-
quellses (if dauagze to plant equiptient. coupht-d with a lasitive observation that
(a I effluent and other radIiologic-al ioninitor' do no(t in(licate tile lo.ssibility of
a site emergency. and t 1-) there is no, appallrent boreach of any fuel cladding.
primary system boundary, or contaiinn•ent. This se-tion should describe the alarm
conditions or combinati,,ns Of alarm conditions and the emergency action levels
for initiahing a plant emergency and their hases.

(d .Site ( Stati'on i Epnterqcnvy.-This class involves an nncontrodled release
of radioactive materials into the air. water. or ground to anl extent that initial
infornmation and assessmeltt indicates that protective actions offsite way be
desirable. Mohilizatiomn and readiness of offsite emergen-y organizations is pru-
dent. P'rotective actions are likely to include evacuation of planit areas other than
control rooms and enieriency station.s, anid should include provisions for evacUa-
tion of construction lerslnnel during those lperiods when additional units are
undler construction oni li t. sail e site. Assessment actions will include monitoring
of the environment.

Situations which art- likely to fall int,, this class include those accidents
analyzed in the FSARi whi-ch are predicted too have .mall to miode-rate releases at
the exclusion radius. It slhiuld lie anticipated that site emergencies would not
normally lie preceded hoy a plant emergency although this evolution should not
he excludel.

Eiiergency action levels declaring a site emergency should be defined in terms
of instrument readings or alarms in the control ro'm. To avoid false alarms or
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to minimize their frequency of occurrence, the levels may be defined s) as to
require corroborating evidence from two independent sources having input to
the control room. Indications front effluent monitors should be included. Site
emergencies should also be declared on the basis of evidence of apparent
breaches in fuel cladding, primary system boundaries, or containment when
otherwise a plant emergency would be declared. The bases and criteria used to
define the instrument alarm levels should he described. Suitable criteria would
be protective action guide values at a security fence, or exclusion area or site
lvoundary and the bases would show how the effluent monitor readings relate
to such values. Protective action guides selected for this purpose should be
below the siting guideline values of 10 CFR Part 100 and should have the con-
currence of state authorities. Federal agency guidance is available to assist in
the selection of ac-vptable protective action guides.

(c) General Emergency.-This is or. occurrence characterized by offsite conse-
quences requiring protective actiou measures as a matter of prudence or necessity.
Evacuation of the site may also be necessary under extreme circumstances.
Emergency action levels for declaring a general emergency should be defined.

Two categories, short term and long term. should be recognized. The former
is guided by direct radiation or inhalation hazards, while the latter is guided
primarily by contamination hazards. General emergency action levels may be
based upon confirmatory measUrements taken in the field to the extent that it
can be shown that they can be taken and evaluated rapidly enough to permit
adequate time for the protective actions to be accomplished. The levels for severe
short term situations require definition in terms of effluent and other onsite
monitor indications. As in the previous case. the bases and criteria used to define
the relevant instrument levels should be described.

.".2 Spectrum of Postulated Accidents
Accident analysis sections of safety analysis repomrts are primarily concerned

with the design responses of a plant to postulated malfunctions or equipment
failure and include estimates of the radiological consequences of discrete acci-
dents. By contrast, emergency planning Is concerned with individual and orga-
nizational responses to the continuum of potential accident situations which must
include those discrete accidents which have been hypothesized. This section of
the emergency plan should show that each is encompassed within the emergency
characterization (classes and provide a summary analysis of their implications
for emergency planning. Implications to lie considered include:

(a) In.trumentation capability for prompt detection and continued assess-
ment. including functional applicability. range. response time. locations of sens-

ing and readout elements (including alarms), and backup or redundant capa-
bility.

h) Manpower requirements for assessment, including record keeping: for
corrective actions: for protective actions including communications require-
ments : and for aid to affected persons.

(c) The timing of and the time required for the implementation of each
emergency measure which may boe brought into play.

4.0 ORGANIZATION.AL CONTROL OF FMERGENCIES

Starting with the normal operating organization a.s a base. this section of
the plan should describe the emergency organization that would bKe activated
on the site and its augmentation and extension offsite. Authorities and responsi-
bilities of key individuals and groujw should be delineated. The communication
links established for notifying. alerting, and mobilizing emergency personnel
should be identified.

4.1 NORMAL OPERATING ORGANIZATION

Both day and night shift operating staffs (crews) should he descrited, indi-
cating clearly who I- in the immediate onsite position of responsibility for the
plant and station (n',rmally a shift supervisor) and his authority and responsi-
bility for declaring an emergency.

4.2 ONSITE EMERGENCY ORGANIZATION

This section should describe the mobilization billets of plant staff personne_
for controlling each class of emergency for both day and night shift situations.
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4.2.1 Direction/Coordination
The position title of that person who is designated to take charge of emergency

control measures onsite should be clearly identified. A specific line of succes•s for
this function should also be given. A policy statement describing the scope of
authority and responsibility vested in that role by the company (applicant)
should be included. Functional responsibilities assigned to this individual should
be described, and should include a summary of those preliminary assessment
procedures that would be followed to prescribe or guide his decision to classify
and declare an emergency.

4.2.2 Plant Staff Emergency Assignments
The plan should specify the functional areas of emergency activity to which

members of the plant staff are assigned. including an indication of how the
assignments are made for both day and niight shifts. and for plant staff mem-
bers both onsite and away from the site. Functional areas should include:

1. Plant systems operations.
2. Radiological survey and monitoring.
3. Fire fighting.
4. Rescue operations.
5. First aid.
6. Decontamination.
7. Security of plant and access control.
8. Repair and damage control.
9. Personnel accountability.
10. Record keeping.
11. Communications.

4.3 AUGMENTATION OF ONSITE EMERGENCY ORGANIZATION

This sction should describe two categories of offsite supporting assistance to
the plant staff emergency organization. These can be either directed, authorized
or requested by the company management to perform special emergency assist-
ance functions.

4.3.1 Headquarters support
Headquarters management, administrative, and technical personnel should

lie prepared to augment the plant staff, both in emergency planning and In the
performance of certain functions required to cope with an emergency. The fol-
ei1wing special functions are considered appropriate for headquarters support

and should be incorporated in the overall plan. although company policy and
organizational features may dictate variations in modes of assigning respon-
sibilities for these functions among headquarters personnel, plant staff per-
sonnel. and outside support organizations.

1. Environs monitoring.
2. Logistics support for emergency personnel, e.g.. transportation, temporary

quarters, food and water, sanitary facilities in the field, and special equipment
and supplies procurement.

3. Technical suppoi t for planning reentry/recovery operations.
4. Notification of governmental authorities.
5. Public relations and information release, coordinated with governmental

authorities, including steps taken to inform visitors to the plant or information
center, and to occupants in the environs of the site. (if how the emergency plans
provide for notification to them and how they can expect to be advised as to
what to do.

The emergency organizattion status of supporting headquarters personnel
should be specified, relative particularly to the person directing the plant emer-
gency organization.

In somt instances, companies may provide for certain emergency supporting
services to their plants by contract with private organizations. Where this is the
case. the nature and scope of the support services should be characterized here.
(The Commission may find it necessary to request evidence of the qualifications
of such contractors.) Specific services by the contractors should he identified
as such at the appropriate places in the emergency plan document.

4.3.2 Local servicea support
This section should identify the extension of the organizational capability

for handling emergencies to be provided by ambulance, medical, hospital, fire,
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and limlice organization. Evidence of the arrangements and agreements reached
with s'ch orgainiz~atinmis should he inchlth-d ini an aplpendix and referenced
here. along with references to the parts of the plan in which their functions
are primarily described.

4.4 COORDINATION WITH PARTICIPATING AGENCIES

This section should identify the principal state agency (designated state
authority) and other governmental (local, county. state, ani federal) agencies
having planning and action responsibilities for emergencies, particularly for
ralit hogiral emergencies. in the area in which the plant is lx~ated. If the bIound-
a ry line hetwt',.n two political entities. e.g.. cottlities or stale.s, lmpsses within
the ltiw population zone or approximately four miles of the site. agencies from
both entities should lie included. Subsections for each such agency should de-
scribe the following :

(a) Identity of agency.
(bi Summary of written agreement with agency which clearly defines the

authority and rcspon'sihility of the agency for emergency prteparedness plan-
ning, and for emergency response in the public domain, particularly relative to
those of the licensee and to those of other agencies. (Copies of siah agreements
should be included in an appendix, along with a copy or summary of relevant
parts of that agency's emergency plan.)

(C) Activation of agency function, including titles and alternates of both
ends of the communications links, and primary and alternate mean, of communi-
cation.

(d) The designation and location of the emergency operations (venter of each
agency.

(e) Support of the agency that may lie provided by the company emergency
organization. which may include (1) information on plant status, monitoring
results, dose predictions. (2) recommendations or requests for specific actions,
and (3) logistics support.

Typical agencies to be included here are: law enforcement agencies (not
included above, e.g., state police/highway patrol), delartments of health and
environmental protection. civil defense and emergency/disaster contrnid agencies.
AEC regional operations offices, and the AEC regional office of Regulatory Opera-
tions.

5.6 MIR.aENtCr MI( AP.,sxrR.s

Spiecific emergency measures should 1e identified in this section and related
to, action levels of criteria that specify when the ineasrmes are toi be implemented.
They should lw organized with resliet to eaicl emergency classificuition. Pre-
lailnedl action levels and v'riteria should lie designed to assist and guide. or ill

Solmine ('vases slpecitly. thile htisio un-nun king fulint1ions.

The planning represented by this sect imn should lei.d to more detailed entergenvy
loroce•lures and assignments for executing tasks by alProiriaite menlicr. of the
total emergency organization. Emergency neasures begin with the activation of
atn emergency class and its associated emniergency Iorgani.zation. The additional
nmeasures may he organized into assessmnent ac ictms. eorrective actioins. prortective
actions, and aid to affected liersons.

.I .4IrtiratifPi. of Epnerqgea!y Orgqn.izatiop,
The emergency conditions Hlassified in Section 3.1 involve the alerting or

activatioin #f progressively larger segments ,if the total emergency organiization.
This se.tion should descriie how thq- t,(- ess.;Iry emiumllnuilit.tions stelps are taken
to alert or activate emergency liersonnel under each class, including, in pmrt icular.
action levels for not ificatimn of offsite agencies.

5.2 .4Assr.xsiien t .4Artionx
Effective coiordination and direction of all elements of the emergency organiza-

tiut require continuing assessment throughout the duration of anl enerazency
situation. Asses.snient functions should lie inc,,irlirated in explicit procedures
for each emergency classification They should lie identified in this section and
may include the following:

(a) 'surveillance of control room instruments and emergency control center
monitors. radiological and meteorological, installhd. pursuant to General Desigm
Criteria 13 and 64 of 10 CFR Part 50. Appendix A.
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(b) Surveillance of containment integrity.
(c) In-plant radiological surveys.
(d) site and site boundary surveys.
(c) Environs surveys and monitoring.
1. Plume and other eftluent surveillance for short term asses-sment. Planning

should consid'-r type if tdata sought : instrument and equipment requirements:
monitoring team transportation facilities. e.g.. aircraft, boats, vehicles; methods
and accuracy of plume location; and potential use of fixed off-site monitoring
facilities.

2. Contamination surveillance. Planning should consider the timing. frequency.
and types of salmples to 1i collected, such as soil. vegetation. food. milk and water
supplies, and potential locations for reconcentration. e.g.. in air intake filters.

(f ) Data reporting, reduction and analysis.
(9) Interviewing evacuees or other witnesses of the accident.
Ih) Notification of assessment results for modification of emergency measures

in progress, if necessary.

5.3 Corrective Actions
Many emergency situations involve actions which can be taken to correct or

mitigate the situation at our near the source of the problem. This .ection should
identify those actions, such as fire control, and repair and damage control, which
would be implemented when necessary. Emergency exposure criteria for person-
nel undertaking correctivp actions should be included.

5.4. Protective Actions
This section should describe the nature of protective actions which the plan

contemplates, the protective action levels, the area involved, and the means of
notification to the population-at-risk. Protective actions to he taken offsite by
other agencies should be described.

5.$.I Protective Corer, Evaeuntion. Peraonnel Accrtruntability.-The emergency
plan should provide for timely relocation of persons to prevent or mihnilnize
exposure to direct radiation or airborne hazards. The following items should
ioe included :

1. Plant Site:
(a ) Action criteria.
(b) The means and the time required to notify persons involved. These should

include:
(1) Employees not having emergency assignments.
(2) Working and non-working visitors.
(3) Cont ractfr and construct ion personnel.

(c) Control of public access areas on or passing through site or within ex-
clusion area.

(d) Evacuation routes, transportation of personnel. and reassemhly areas, in-
cluding inclement weather and high traffic density alternatives.

(e) Missing persons check.
f) Radiological monitoring of evacuees.

2. Off-Site Areas:
(a) Action criteria including inclement weather alternatives.
(h) Company emergency organization responsibilities.
(c) Agency responsibilities,
(d) The means and the time required to notify and the expected response

of persons involved. These should include:
(1) Adjacent businesses, property owners, and tenants.
(2) Nearby schools or recreational facilities.
(3) General public. in the environs.

5.4.2 Cxe of Protective Equipment and Supplie.t-Additional protective actions
which should be considered in emergency planning include measures for mini-
mizing the effects of radiological exposures or contamination problems through
the distribution of special equipment or supplies. Measures to be considered
include:

1. Individual respiratory protection.
2. Use of protective clothing.
3. Individual thyroid protection.
For each measure which might be used, a description should be given of:
1. Criteria for issuance.
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2. Location(s) of items.
3. Means of distribution to onsite and offsite persons.

5.4.3. Contamination Control 1easurea.-Provislons should be made for pre-

venting or minimizing ingestibn of or exposure to contaminated areas or ma-
terials. (Control of in-plant contamination should be described in the facility
raliological protection procedures and need not be repeated here.) Measures for
the protection of onsite persons outside of fenced security areas and offsite
persons should include:

1. Isolation or quarantine and area access control.
2. Control of the distribution of affected commercial agricultural products.
3. Control of public water supplies.
4. Means for providing advisory Information regarding the use of poten-

tially affected home food and water supplies.
5. Criteria for permitting return to normal use.
Action levels and responsibility for execution of each measure contem-

plated should be described.

5.5 Aid to Affected Pergonncl
This section of the emergency plan should describe measures which will be

used to provide nece.sary assistance to persons injured or radiologically exposed.
The following matters should include:

5.5.l Emergency Pcrsonnel E.poaure Criteria.-Exposure limits should be
specified for voluntary entry or reentry of areas to remove injured persons and
limits for emergency personnel who may provide first aid. decontamination.
ambulance, or medical treatment services to injur*d persons.

5.5.2 Decontamination and First Aid.-Capalllites for decontaminating per-
.snnnel for their own protection and to prevent or minimize further spread of
contamination shuuld Ie Included. along with a brief description of first aM.
capabilities of appropriate members of the emergency organization.

5.5.3 Mediral Transportation.-Arrangements for transporting injured per.;nn-
nel, who may also be radiologically contaminated, to medical treatment facilities
should be specified.

5.5.4 Medical Trcatrnent.-Arrangements made for local and back-up hospital
and medical services, and the capability for radiation exposure and uptake eval-
uations should be described.

For both hospital and medical services, the plan should incorporate assurance
that the required services are not only available, but also that persons providing
them are prepared and qualified to handle radiological emergencies. Written
agreements with respect to arrangements made by the applicant, which should be
included in the appendix. would facilitate this determination.

6.0 EMERGENCY FACILITIES

This section of the emergency plan should identify, describe briefly, and give
the locations of the following categories of items.

6.1 Encrgencej Control Centers
This should include the principal and, if provided for, alternate onsite location

from which effective emergency control direction is given. One alternate offsite
location under the Jurisdiction of the applicant should also be described. Their
descriptions should also specify prevailing wind direction and evacuation routes.

6.2 ('ommniieations Svestcns
Brief descriptions should be given of both internal and external communica-

tions systems that would perform vital functions in transmitting and receiving
information throughout the course of an emergency.

6.3 Aiteasmernt Facilities

Many of the emergency measures descrilbe in Section 5.0 will depend upon the
availability of mqnitoring instruments and laloratory facilities. This section
should list monitoring systems that are to be used to initiate, emergency measures
as well as those used forcontinuing assessment. Organization of the listing should
he as follows.

6.3.1 019ite Systems and Equipment.-
1. Natural phenomena monitors, e.g.. meteorological. hydrologic, sei.mnic.
2. Radiological monitors. e.g., process, area. emergency, effluent, portable

mo-;ors and sampling equipment.
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3. Non-radlological monitors, e.g., reactor coolant system pressure, tem-
lpratures. containment pressure, temperature. liquid levels, flow rates, status
or lineup of equipment components.

4. Fire detection devices.
G..L? pi-rir•ix .monito-ring Facilitics and Equipmtent-

1. Natural phenomena monitors.
2. Radiological monitors.
3. Laboratory facilities, fixed and mobile.
Refere4pe may be made to the applicable part of the safety analysis report

for nwre detailed descriptions, if applicable.

6.4 Protecttirc Facilities
Specific facilities mentioned in Section 5.4.1 which are intended to serve a

protective function should be described, emphasizing those features of the facility
which assure its adequacy with respect to capacity for accommodating tile num-
ber of perrsons expected, and with respect to shielding, ventilation, and inventory
of supplies. Such facilities might include fallout shelters or similar areas. and
reassembly points. If design details have been provided elsewhere in the safety
analysis report, a brief summary only need be given here, along with a reference
to the detail.

C.;- Fi;st A• i and Medical Facilities
A sumnua,.y i.t--ripiioH of onsite facilities should be provided. OffsIte medical

facilities should be described in the appendix. along with the agreements provid-
ing for their use.

7.0 MAINTAINING EMERGFNCY PREPAR-ONESS

This s.ection of the plan should describe the means. to be empioyed to assure that

the plan continues to be effective throughout the lifetime of the nuclear facility.

7.1 Organ izational Preparedness
7.1.1 Training.-This section should Include a description of periodic training

programs to be given to all categories of emergency personnel. Specialized train-
ing for the following categories should be included :

1. Directors or coordinators of the plant emergency organization.
2. Personnel responsible for accident assess.ment, including control room

shift personnel.
3. Radiological monitoring teams.
4. Fire, and repair and damage control teams.
5. First aid and rescue team members.
6. Local services personnel.
7. Medical support personnel.

7.1.2 Drill,.-Periodic (at least annual) announced drills should be Incorpor-
ated in the emergency plan. These should he pre-planned simulations of accidents
to test the adequacy of timing and content of specific implementing procedures
and to test emergency equipment. Arrangements should be made for critiques
of the drills. Coordinating drills should be made with participating agencies at
least annually, testing at a minimum the communications links. An initial coordi-
nated drill with participating agencies should be planned and carried out prior
to fuel loading of the first unit at any site.

7.2 Review and Updating of the Plan and Procedures
Provision should be made for an annual review of the emergency plan and

for updating and improving procedures based upon training, drills, and changes
onsite or in the environs. Means for maintaining all coordinate elements of the
total emergency organization informed of revisions to the plan or relevant pro-
cedures should be described.

7.3 Emergency Equipment and Supplies
The operational readiness of all items of emergency equipment and supplies

should be assured. The plans and schedules for performing maintenance, sur-
veillance testing, and inventory of emergency equipment and supplies should be
described.

8.0 RECOVRY

This section should describe general plans, including applicable criteria, for
restoring property as nearly as may be lpssible to its pre-emergency status.
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P.0 APPENDIX

The append.x should include the filiwlnhg items:
1. Copies of agency agreement letters and copies or sinmnaries of interfacing

emergency plans.
2. Plots of calculated time-distanne-dose for the most serious design basis

accident as required by Revisimi 2 (if the -Standard Format and Content of
Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Phlantr l'aniis".

3. Listings by title of writtein pro-eetlures which imphleient l,. plan.
4. Listings by categnry of protective equipment and supplies.
'The written pr•. ediirus themselvyes :114 dletaihi d catalo'guing of protective

equipment and supplies should we availnble at the plant site for inslpection at
any time by a representative of lhe ('Cmmissiom's Dlireetorate of Regulatory
Operations.

Senator MION-1,,.\. 1 will ask 'hmt this question. 1)o you provide in
your manuial authorization for tleie use of water in this kind of a sitna-
tion for the fiuture?

Mr. Rtus•'iii.. Mr. ('ha.ir ilan. we neitheri- alithorize nor preclide it.
Now. in the ease of iml-tictulav sittlatitols I ai roin- to diiPss in a
few 111011lents. what we prop)oe for ' lBowns Ferry ill the particular
circumstances that exist there and I will tell von in a few moments
that We are going to re 1uire that water lKe available under the right
(i r4'11instance• for init iailt mu the cable spreadiig roomi for the return
of Browlns Fe.rv Into oerat i0n.

Mr. A.mwis. And of (f ilys 1)-. I1anauiers group is looking not only
at Browims Ferry hut hmNore importnantly at the implications of Browns
Ferry situation to all nuclear power plants and our own procedures.

Senator MONTOY.. What kind of measures have you provided for
in the event that there is radiation and personnel exposure ?

Mr. A~xmts. 11ou miean our personnel treatment and evacuation
requirements?

Senator 'MOxTOYA. Yes. If there is radiation in the environment
or an escape of radiation, what conitermeasures have vou pro)vided
for?

I)r. KNuTrl,. Two aspects. The (uIestion is if there was radiation
associated in the area where work had to be done. what would occur.
As part of the olweralting liense ther is .1 requirement that the licensee
have health physics coverage, they have fixed monitors. they have air-
borne sa ilplers and tIis type of thing, to determine the radiation levels
in a particular area where people have to ,go to do whatever they
have to do. In this particular case some of the monitors failed as a
result. of the fire. However. the per.sonnel at the site also had hand-held
equipment, they also tok -raim samplesC ill particular areas, to keep a
surveillance of what tile radioactivity levels were in buildings where
personnel were working. If a ' personl has to go into a radiation environ-
ment the proceditirs do account for establishuing what the environment
is he has to work under. and what length of timu lie is allowed to be.
in that area from a wir.sonnel protection standpoint.

So the proeeduries do allow work to lbe conducted. such as putting
out a fie or realirnin,, valves or what-have-you, in a radiation
environment.

Mr. Au•rns. They are pretty specific requirements. Senator.
Senator MON-To-v'\. Are utilities prepared to take the neeessar

coulnternieasurms when operating personnel themselves miight be sub-
jert to radiation exposure?
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D)r. K xtN1u i. Ye.s. As part of their emergency procedures if -I person
,loes r'1'eie expostire thev are r'equimrd to have WE,rking relationshiips
with I,)(a.l hospitals a:ld so forth to treat such individuals. yes.

EFFIC'IENCY OIF OP'ER.\TORS* ACTIONS

Senator MONTE,',V.. Did the plant operators generally do the right
1hiii-s during the fire to insure the health and safety of the public?
Whlrt is Yomr opinion ?

MNIr. Rusi.m:. Mr. ( 'hairman. our evaluation of tlihe safety during the
inCihunt, and following., the incident eon firnes that tile operators did in

the main take corrective actions that wvre effectiVe.
Sellator -MONTOYA. What do you mean in thie main ? What about the

other, off thlie main ? [ Laug.hter.J
Mr. RtscmiE. Let time answer your question bluintly. Yes.
S,"enaer .ME.'N,'.. Yes. what ;
Mr. Rus(-i KE. They took eorrective actions that pr)tecte( the plant

very effect ively.
*1enator Mo)ND))v.A. Then "in the main- is out of context here.
Mr. Rx'slil:. Yes.
MIr. ANDFJIRS. "Well. Senator. I would add that in a complicated event

like. this. there are p)robably several l)OS.ible variations in the course
of action, at least minor variations in dealing with such a problem.
Thte analysis that D)r. Hianauer is doing may indicate that some other
route mav have Ixeen more efficient or effective. But I would say that,
in the main. the actions they took and the sequence taken. even
though-as our report indicaes-there might have been some non-
productive activity. suen as efforts to manually position valves. in
retrospect. the net rmsult of their activity was the maintenance of a
safe plant.

•Senator .MONTIY.. What about that. Dr. IHanauer? 17hat have you
to say about this?

M1 r. A -um:aws. D)r. Hlanauer.
D)r. IIANAI-Fit. My answer is the same. Overall the actions were. I

would say. highly successful. You can go back and look at the details
of what ealch petson (lid at each moment and find a few actions that in
hindsight would have been better off done some other way, but. over-
all they did ver v well.

Senator MoX.rTO•A. -owv. what does your hindsight tell you that
shoihl have been done?

I)r. HA.,.ER. One of the principal areas where hindsight is being
exercised is time question of whether they should have put water on
the fire earlier.

Senator MONTOT.\. What does your hindsight recommend?
I)r. HIANAEtR. The review group) hindsigrht reconmmends that water

should have been put on earlier and in this respect we disagree with
the judgment of the operators.

Now. I would like to say that we are sittin- in a nice quiet room
here. We are not in a nuclear powerplant with a fire. We would not
want to imply either that we might have (lone ,.tter exposed to this
sarme stress or that. they were being silly or anything like that.
We just. now think, knowing what we do, that water would profitably
lhave been applied earlier and that perhaps the outage of equipment
could have been minimized by so doing.

59-16.5 0 - 75 -_ 5
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Senator MONTY,. Give me some other instances of where hindsight
would have pla'ed a better role.

Dr. HAXTt.n1;. Well, ainother example is the arrangements that were
available to provide for air-breathing apparatus in the very bad
atmosphere where these people had to work. It turns out that some air
canisters were mistakingly gotten from the shop where they had been
put for repair. Now that is the sort of thing that in hindsight-no,
you should not get the ones that are broken in the shop; that is counter-
productive. But it. really, in the long run. didnt hurt anything and
there were -ome that were available for use and were used and they
l)ut the fire out.

Senator MoN-roYA.- . What else?
Dr. .xx.it-r.. Well, it is very obvious you should not use candles to

detect leaks around flammable materials.
Senator CASE. W'hen was the vacuum shut off, if it was shut off, that.

drhew the candle flame into the chamber?

OPERATION OF T1YE VENTI-ATION SYSTEM

Dr. Kxt-rTi. I believe we have to check that and give an answer for
the record. Right now my best recollection is that the ventilation
system was on and off at various times during the period in question.
ft was certainly running at about 4:30 in attempts to remove smoke
so people could' get into the area again, but between the period of 1:00
and 4:00 my recollection is that it was on and off at various times, but
it may have been off the entire time.

Senator CAst. The regular ventilating system that operates in a
negative way?

Dr. KxrT*H. Yes.
'Mr. ANDERs. It is designed to insure that air goes through filters.
Senator CASE. I understand but the effect was to draw tbt candle

flame into the chamber and perhaps fan the fire.
Mr. ANDrmas. It did indeed.
Dr. 5-,ASON. Prevent the out-leakage of air.
Senator CASE. How long did it run after the fire started?
Mr. A.DrF.RS. I believe we will have tc, get that for the record. I don't

believe the flow was stopped immediately.
Dr. K-x'rui. We are going to have to get that for the record. It was

on from about 4:30 on because that was when they resumed fire fight-
ing activities. Between the period of 1:00 and 4 :30-we will have to
check the record.

Senator CAsr. Between the time the fire started ?
Dr. K.NLTH. It didn't shut off until after about 1 o'clock.
[Material later received follows:)

The Unit 1 reactor building ventilation system was inoperable from approxil
Inately 12:45 p.m. until 4 p.m.; the Unit 2 system was out of service from about
2 p.m. until about 9 p.m.. when it was returned to service.

For a short time after 4:40 p.m.. the Unit 1 reactor building ventilation system
was placed in operation in an attempt to clear smoke from the fire area. This was
stopped after about 20 minutes when it appeared that it was fanning the fire.
Routine operation of the ventilation system was initiated at about 7 pnm.

It should be noted that during the time these ventilation systems were out of
service, natural draft continued to provide a small inflow of air into the reactor
building.
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The reactor building ventilation system maintains a negative air pressure in

the secondary containment building with respect to the surrounding areas in
order to insure that leakage is into the building. A lim!t on the amount of In-
leakage is specified in the license Technical Specifications. It is appropriate to
note that the fanning effect of the draft due to the pressure differential was most
pronounced during the first few minutes of the fire.

Senator CASE. Would it not have been a good idea to shut it off and
shut that draft?

Mr. ANDERS. It was in that very first few minutes, I would wager.
where the presence of the ventilation system causing the draft played
its major negative role. That system, of course, is itself part of the
safety system. Had it not been for that draft, I would bet that the
maintenance men could have snuffed the fire out very easily. But. the
fire was drawn out of the worker's reach and into the next building.
Once that happened. the significance of the ventilation system was
reduced as far as exacerbating the fire situation.

Senator CASE. I am just wondering whether this indicates there
ought to be some kind of automatic shift.

Dr. .- ,-. That system, sir, is installed to insure that in the event
of a release of radioactivity whi,-h did not occur in this case, the leak-
age would be. through the 'filters which are installed for this purpose
so I think we would have to look very carefully before shutting that
off to be sure that the public would not be. exposed to radiation. Indeed
the fire was prolonged but the first concern was the protection of public
health and safety. so we have to go through that very carefully.

Senator CAs.. This might not happen again if you don't use open
flames.

Mr. A.-,-DEaS. One of our major actions is to reduce the use of open
flames in nuclear facilities.

Senator CASE. Mr. Chairman, I have to go. I will just leave one ques-
tion to be answered for the record if I may and that relates to the report
made by the insurance industry. This was completed some time before
the regulatory agency made its report and I would like to know why
that happened aind also whether these gentlemen here have any sub-
stantial disagreement with the recommendations of the insurance
report.

M.Ir. A.DERS. Let me note first that there is little comparison between
the nature of these two reports. Ours is a very detailed investigation, it
goes not only into the rather apparent fire causing or fire. exacerbating
situations at that particular plant. which I would expect could be
written down rather promptly but this investigation is one phase of a
very complicated three-phase review. . Just unraveling the facts on
which you must base future licensing actions is not an easy task.

A loi was happening. Some of the data recording computers dropped
off the line-these were computers that would record time sequences.
Frankly. I believe that the output of our inspection people designated
to do our report did it in a very rapid manner and. indeed. possibly ex-
posed themselves or the agency to some inaccurate conclusions which
we way revise once we have had time to review the response from the
utility itself.

Senator C.%sE. What about the question of your agreement or dis-
agreement with the recommendations in the insurance report ?

Mr. Ruscin:. Senator Case, earlier I commented. I believe, that re-
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port contains sonie 35 or 40 recommendations. In the review that we
have made so far of the TVA proposal for returning the equipment to
operat ion. we ar, III agreeIemeIt withi about 24) to 25 of :hose recoin-

mieilations and the others are under review. We have re'ached that
(ItI-IelillnatiOll not b-cause of the report. but I :jV'imug the report avail-
able was valuable to us.

Senator CAS(.. So N'our final report Will deal with these specific
recomiueflnuat ions and each one of theim l?

Mr. WR.s ii :. Well. the requirements that we are imiposinig upon
TVA for retluruniui the phlant to Op)eration will include the cousidenl-
tion of those reconminmendat ions,. and 5-4) far- t hose reconllilendlatiOll0
illchide 'ou(urrence vwith about 20 to 25 of them.

senator C.\sý:. WVill there be any documents or anything that. will let
us know with what iveconmendat ions vol agree and with what recoin-
mendations \-ou don't agree. not the TI'VA or anybody else?

Mr. RuS('iIm. To tihe best of my knowledg.. there is no such ,lovu-
sent. in existence but, we would be gla-( to give you a point by point
comparison.

Senator (C.\st. I wvouhl like to have that. Mr. Chairman.
Senator MIO.TOVA,,,'. Would y'ou SlpplV it for the record.?
Mr. Rrs,'mu+:. Yes.
Senator lXT,-,. Wouzld you supply the 25 on which you have

agreed ?
Mr. Rusn-i w s.Y es a-ssesment will tell(] to show both what we

have done and whether or not we agree with them. Obviously time ones
we hav e agreed with we have adopted.

Senator C- sE. Thank von. Mr. Chairman.
[rMaterial subsequently supplied follows:]

This comparison has been prepared on the basis of the Nuclear Energy
Liability and Property Insurance Association recommendations contained in
their report on the fire that occurred at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. As
suvh. it must be recognized that the NRC comments are specific to the Brown.,
Ferry Nuclear Plant and do riot necessarily apply to other operating plants or
4lants under construction. It should be noted. however, that the NRC staff will

consider the NELPIA recommendations during its review of these other plants
as well as in establishing criteria and standards for the review of future plants.
A. Cabhc Spreading Room (CSR) (Cable Spreading Room and similar rooms)

XELPIA recommomdatio*n
1. A CSR for each unit should be provided. Each spreading room should be

'ut off and arranged totally independent of other CSR's by a fire barrier wall of
3-hours' fire resistance rating.

2. At least one 3-foot wide, 8-foot high aisle should be provided the length and
widlth of the ('SR to Insure fire fighting access. Class A fire doors should be in-
stalled at each entrance (at least two) into the room.

NRC comwnents
The staff has reviewed the above recommendations and does not consider them

necessary for Browns Ferry. TVA has committed to (a) making the ('0C fire
extinguishment system in the ('SR automatic: (i) liberal use (if fiamastic On all
cable trays in the CSR. and (c) investigating pqSible installation of fixed
manual water spray or other alternative means of augmenting the fire extinguish-
sent capabilities. The staff feels that these conmimitument,. in addition to those
administrative changes proposed to reduce the probability of a fire. provide suffl-
cient protection in this area. Moreover. the arrangement of the Browns Ferry
CSR is such that the cost and downtime to aecomilfish such modification-s woild
not be justffied in view of the limited additional benefit that would result.
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.ELPIA rceicamlu ti'm
3. A standard installatiem nf ,ipen-head. water spray sprinklers cintrilled by

all amitotllatic deluge valve aknd lorod(..ets-edf-conleustion actuated d(Itectors sheetilil

lie prfivided in each ('81. The deluge valve shenild lIe lowated outside the reeeIi

and ,'onnected to the statiton's annunciato)r system.

NRC C~.1plielCnts
The staff is requiring that the existing manual C'O.( sy-tem bie made automlatic

and that a fire retardent material such as flamastic lie utilized liberally in this

area. In addition. TVA has oLmmamitted to, investigate th, oIIIssiliility 4if i•nstalling

manual fixed iuzzle water spirays or other alternative means for fire extinguish-

meat in the ('CS.. The staff will evaluate this study and determine the need for

addhitimial tfire extinguishmenaint systems pricer tvi pIn llt startui .

XELPIA rceottminiedatirpa

4. One-iad.hi hese c'neentiecs. (equipped with 75 ft oef IV.' wevetn ja(.ket lined

fire' hose and adjiustali'e spray nozzle shmild i1 lire vidted in the (CSR and located

at apprxNimately 100 ft intervals.
.it(" cV, nlfl.nt*

NR(C agrees with the intent eif this reve.,mmendaltieta and will require mannal

fire lirese availa bility. H-Iiwever. the s(ee.ifi, details off such an installaticn elimust

b'e carefully reviewed in (enmjunctiein with leersoinnel and critical equipment
safety.

.EI.PI.4 rcrvpu mnu'datijon

5. The concrete floor shiuhld lee pitched teo drain thle sprinkler and heise steam

discharge toe a suitable drainage facility.

.VRC comintim
NRC agrees. Suitable drainage capability will lIe privided as required based

nt installatimen of water systems.

NELPIA rccomnmcndation
6. Approved smrike anti heat venting eef the C$.R utilizing a Imiwered mechanical

exlhust system actuated hi3 lereedu'ts-ef-cnleust ion detectors should I)* provided.

.VR(' cmimcnts
The existing design is based on ntilizatict cif at ('O system as tie primary

metalas for fire extiligiishlaaent in tha (C..R. Accrcriliigly. it is nie-ess.-ary to) proevide

for iselatien ef the C'SR froen ventilatliain systenm iii tile event a fire is detected.
TVA has c(piminitted te etansuring sulc.h ise eatii en lal ad NRC hinlicre tha t such a sys-
tem is lacceptaele. Mcelificatienis oif this pll ire ach will lie v'ensiuhered. based oIil

restclutien (if Itema .3 aloove.
Norr.-lThese rece emnienulatimins are ilise) liertinent too- caide Illenerations ru iplns

and other areas where c.entl.malt ratitins tef cable exist.
NRC peositions regarding lwrminent at reas elt isidle thle C'SR are civered in detail

under Items C. I), and E .which fdllmv.

ft. ('obh. ('o,.'rtctivn

N ELPIA rJe'pi,,ncndati a'mv

1. A ri--evaluation tif 'urre•-t citlee testing requlirements shleld lie made ti)

(.tallisi the pass-fail .riteria for flaine preeleagation of "real-life' cahele tray

systenlis.
-12. As ;l liluirnhlna requirement today only those cable constructiuons that will

p.ass the current IEEE 3x:1 flame test shieuld lee used.
NOTE.-This d(oes not infer that caleles passing this test (if not require fire

lireteuttion ricer that '-ertificati,,n tef c aales passing iluere ,ealistic- tests are not
essential for tomiorrow's 'cables.

:3. WVhenever practical. cables that d(o nuit liberate copious quantities of cor-
rovsive gases shoul(l be use(d piarticularly in strategic relatively inaccessible and

highly susceptible areas.

.it(' comlirc1'nt*
The NR( staff is accepting rel)lacement cailing purchalsed to the standards

existing alt tile timle #if vonstruc.tiin. A -hange ini (-able materials is nost con-
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sidered to be necessary, by NRC. in view of measurer being taken to reduce
the probability of fire through administrative changes and to provide fire detec-

tion and extinguishment systems in areas of cabling where a fire in one divi-
sion could affect redundant safety equipment.

C. Cable Tray Protection

NELPIA recommendations

1. Cable tray systems should be protected by automatic, zoned, open-head.
water spray sprinkler systems arranged to discharge directly onto the cables
in the trays.

2. An approved fast-acting product-of-combustion type detection system should
he provided to actuate the deluge system having sectional control.

3. Adequate floor drains and curbs should be provided to safely remove dis-
charged sprinkler water. Drainage water should ne monitored for radioactive
nmaterials boefore bhing released to the environment. Curims should le provided
ariunad all floor penetrations.

4. Approved noncombustible fire stop constructions should be located in each
cable tray and spaced at maximum intervals of 10 ft. horizontally and 10 ft.
vertically. NOTE: Cable derating should be given consider'tion when installing
fire stops.

7. '-Therever practical, isolate, shield, relocate water damageabl- equipment.

2RC rommnents
NRC agrees in principle. Outside of the CSR, NRC has required TVA to meet

the above requirements where redundant engineered safety features would be
affected by direct or expmisure tires. Final details have not ytt been resolved
and minor deviations could exist. For example, although fire stops will be in-
stalled, the spacing may not necessarily agree with the NELPIA recommenda-
tiorw.

D. Indoor Hosr Connections

NELPIA rmcont wndationa
1. Fire protection equipment including hose, nozzles. standpipe valves., and

hydrants should have eompitille threads with existing eqeuipment and the local
fire department.

2. Combination spray-straight steam nozzles should be provided on each hose
connection to effectively combat Class A fires normally Inaccessible. e.g.. cable
tray fires.

3. Standpipe risers should be sealed an each floor to prevent smoke and
corrosive gases from penetrating into areas normally unexposed to the effects
of fire,

NR" ronamnents
NRC agrees. The above recommendations are to be implemented. In providing

Item D2 above, due consideration will be given to persoinnel and critical equip-
ment safety.

F. Smoke and Heat Ronrrcal

NELPIA recornrnendation".
1. Approved smoke and heat venting facilities independent of the station's

normal ventilation system should be provided throughout areas having a com-
hustihle occupancy. Each system should be actuated by products-of-combustion
detectors and arranged to contain the release of radioactive materials.

t2. The mechanical exhaust system should be powered from electrical feeders
run outside the fire area. If inside wiring is necessary, mineral-insulated metal
sheathed cable should be used.

3. Additional preventive measures outlined in the "International Guidelines
for the Fire Protection of Nuclear Power Plants" should be implemented.
Silwcfically Sections 6.1 (Extraction of Smoke and Heat) and 6.2 (Preventing
Corrosion) are applicable. .

NCR cornmments
NRC is still considering the above recommendations. The staff has snecifically

asked TVA to study means of implementing Items I and 2. There is potential
here for conflicting requirements between those ventilation features necessary
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to assure secondary containment integrity and those features which would
assist in fighting fires. The staff is considering implementing those measures
outlined in -International Guidelines for the Fire Protection of Nuclear Power
Plants.-

F. ('able Penetration

NELPIA rceomu'wndation
1. All wall and floor openings through which electrical cables or conduits

penetrate should be protected against the passage of flame and smoke by devices
and constructions approved or listed by recognized testing laboratories.

.RC comments
NRC agrees with the above protection requirements. TVA is currently con-

ducting In-house test programs to develop such a seal design and will submit a
final report for staff review and approval.

NELPIA rccommerdations
2. Temporary wall and floor openings should be sufficiently sealed with a non-

combustible material at the end of each workday to insure the fire integrity of the
wall or floor.

3. Open flames should never be used to check the installation, gas tightness
and integrity of penetration seals. Whenever protected openings are examined,
fire extinguishers should be immediateley available to those checking for openings
on both sides" of the wall.

NRC conminents
NRC agrees. These items have been corrected by revis.d plant procedures.

G. Self-Contain'd Breathing Apparati'a
NELPIA recomrnwedation

1. Self-contained breathing apparatus approved boy the United States Bureau of
Mines and described in NEPA No. 19B should be provided for all fire fighting end
control room personnel. Preferably, their service or operating life should be one
hour.

NRC comments
NRC agrees; however, the service or operating life of one hour is being

reviewed.

NELPIA rerommnedation
2. On-site reserve air supply should Ie, availalile and arranged to expediently

replenish the supply of air in each unit so that the designed service life is
available.

NRC comment
NRC agrees. TVA has prlo.osed change in the systems utilized for recharging

self-contained breathing units.
11. Ph 11,ical Indcprgndenre of Refldudant Cirruits
NELPIA recommendations

1. All redundant Class IE circuits and the equipment served by these circuits
should l• .eparated from the primary (lass IE circuits by a njininium three-hour
fire wall. This will require that a redundant cable spreading room be constructed.

2. Mineral-insulated metal sheathed cable or equivalent fire resistant cables
should be used in one of the two Class YE electrical circuits.

NRC coVPnments
NRC does not believe these actions are necessary in light of other actions taken.

f Please see responses given for Items A.I. A.2. and B.1, B.2 and B.3.)
I. ('ardox Total Floodig Spstern
NELPTA recommendation,-

1. The ventilation system in the CRS should be arranged to shut down when-
ever the Cardox system is discharged.

2. The Cardox system should be rearranged to operate automatically upon
actuation of the ionization detection system. NOTE: A one-minute delay should be
incorporated into the system to allow workers ample time to leave.
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3. A written pr,,eidure and Imermit system ,hould Ise adopted that would require
emplo.yee-s t, obitain written itermi.ssl.n to inipalr fire lirtte.tion equipment.

4. An acceptaice test tif the tire prottcted system. including a complete dis-
c-harge. shouhldIe 1Wnimi-lted wn( \vitnesed Iby the installer and authority having
jurisdiction.

5. Al investiigati,,r ilntol tile eimimtalbility omf tile ionization detectors with tile
Ijl~ietltm'i.ilmst i,'ll gelleniteil Ity tile burning(-; catile should lie made to insure
tl" the dele-t,,rs will. ill fac't. oeierate during the in-ipient stages of the fire.
.\'/•(' rymmei tx

NRC agrees. i..-ill I through 3 were pribrw•used Isy TV-A. The staff has required
items 4 and 5.

.1. ('ontrol Room i 1'R

NELPIIA rceofiml ,,ndnt ion

1. All flour ollrniigs lmteween the ('CSR :and(1 CR sh-uhl Ie- sealed airtight with :a
material that will insure the tire resistance integrity of the thcur. Olily Ipenetraitn
seals listed IWy Unld'h.writers laniratories or al tr-ved icy the Factimry Miutal.s
shonid Ie considered. Cellular 4ect-iretv. and inorganic .nssemblies as descril"e
ill the "Iinternational Guidelinies" may als, line eor.siderdl.

NRC agrees with ititenlt to s-eal ticir om-knitlms Ietw~en CSR and CR and will
relitlre seals as de-•ined al-ove or equivalent.

NELPIA rernenmmndatiro.
2. Self-conta ined lbreithinga :laqpparaitus :aliprvcei by the 'niteel States. "Fireau

oif Mines shoild loe Iiiati tl ill tile (CR to ilislirta la ,rdehrly statiom shutdowni an d
titl lnilnize lor*-ithilag llzlazatrds to lters.innel. The Sulpply shiuld lie sufficient for
the nuiiier of ol.eraitors and tihe tille it taket.s tom effet- :a s"fe hlutdown.
.VR("r' mmcent

NRC agrees.

K. .Ztnirivelli. 'rrlicml Oppting. .lechmnirtal Pcnctrcatirms

NELPIA recomirnvda tion
1. All stairwells, elevator. chutes and other verticul olenings zhould le en-

(.l..•1 In aplplroved lmiasonlry t-iwers with airtight. nlutoemnatic clohsing (Class B fire
d1oors at each olening into tile muidiuing.

NRC rnmilent
NRC is evaluating lir our rimi.Slns.e given alo•ve to items in Category E. This

recommendation will Ibe imiie!mentled tob the extent practical.

NELPI.4 rerotnc mration
2. All unpreteted verticll ola-nings betwe•n s lofor, ihistw;3s. steam etilles.

etc. ) 4:-uhld lie sealed :airtight.

NRC" cr ommtent
NRC agrees with intent. .l] eomealiigs in fire harriers- will ie sealed airtight.

Senator Moxua-.\. Now. in your opinion, were there any actions
taken by plant personnel that in retrospect may 1xe classified as having
siguificantly added to or alleviated the potential danger of the
situation?

'Mr. Rsi•ul:. Mr. ('hairman. I think we have discussed many of these
as Dr. Ilanauer mentioned a moment ao-o. There certainly are some in-
di vidual actions considered in isolation which might have been more
opt imtm. On the other hand. the total effect of the operators was quite
effective as I tried to say a tmomiienit ago. I think the operator.s under
the circumstances did an excellent job with the information they had at
hand. They protected the public health and safety which is their first
concern. I think it was an execlent combination.
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I't-NIMT' sANCTIONs

Selait,,r MONTO.N.. Now in your testimony t oV indiate that the use
of pIiitive sanctions ag-ainst. TVA is not warranited. Without mean-
ing to, question VMor judgment. could you describe the basis oin which
'oi reached thils ,.olIC ISiO. considering the imany deficiencies noted

il V, i 'ms.tigratioll report and the serious situation that resulted
Dr. KNUTI. Yes. zir. That re-fers. to tie notice of violation which

went to TVA with the release of our investignt ion report. wherein we
did enumerate the items ' of noncompliance. Based upon the response :
that we have gotten from TVA-our initial review of it and the correc-
tive action tihey" are taking-as indicated in my testintony at this time.
we do not ibelieve the more severe sanctions. s.uch as a civ'il penalty are
warranted in this case. We do not believe that that step is necessary.
We do believe that they have taken and are taking corrective action
and we d1o not plan the more severe enforcement actions. We have
already taken the first enforc-ement action.

NJRC INSlP}cTrl, NS AND .\lPPROVALiS

Senator Mwx-'r'y.%. Now apparently the installation of tile cable tray
penetration s.ealant and tile fire retardant coating had not been comn-
1pleted prior to the op~erationts o)f Units I and 2. That is reflected in your

sinspct ion report.
Now how did this manage to sliF past detection by both TVA and

the NRC?•
Dr. KN-Tii. Yes. Of course, I cannot speak to why TVA missed it

but as I indicated earlier, during the period of the construction of
Browns Ferry I nits 1 and 2. we dlid in our inspections a safl)pling of
areas, where we checked to find whether or not the licensee was meeting
his responsibility. In this particular nrspect. the fire sealing of tile
plenetration was not included in our inspec(Von s4iiple program.

Senatoir .MNTY.\. Whyv wasn't it .
I)r. KNUTII. In gene(ral the penetrations were sealed but there were

some exCep)t ions.
Mr. AN,-OERs. And in this particular cast,, it involved a rerunning

of w-ire long,, after the Plant `iiad begun opera!ion-thus it was more
like a repair.

Senator M-,,Tor.%. Well. when they deviate front the original specif-
icat ions don't they have to come to you for authorization ?

1)r. K-,I-TI. No. sir.
Senator .,NTOY.v. For approval ?
D)r. Kt-TJi. No. sir. The regulations-which I believe are 50.5.---

do. when changes are made in the facility configurations. allow theutility or cmlmany to make a. safety evaluation of the c(hangecs that
they are making and it does not require prior approval from the NRC
unless it involves q change either in the technical specifications or
involves it "signi ficant safety hazard."

Senator MONTOY.A. But do they notify you that they are doing -it
even thougLh it is not required that you give them auxthorization or
al)proval ?

.)S'#' Appendix 6.
2 S" App.ndix 14.
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~Nc'i~e IEISION I-•R SIPEC'IFI(ATI('Nt ClIANGESq

Mr. ANDERS. Senator, we have not communicated a full answer to
the first question. Let me try it.

You asked whether a ut1ility must notify us or get our permission
for a change of spx-eificatiolis. In general. for a level of specification
which directly relates to public health and safety. the answer is yes.
But in this ease we ae not talking about such a change-

Senator MONT'YA. I was talking ahout-and in fact I Ispecified and
lie so stated-under what eircumistaices there was no authorization.
Now you say that t hey do have to comne in for approval.

Mr. A.nrWs. I have'not finished. We had a pproved the use of poly-
urethane foam with the fire retardant materia over it for sealing these
reactor penetrations. The repair or upgrading of this material. if it
is done according to the original specifications--which in hindsight
themselves may have been inadequate--would not normally require a
utility to come and ask us to approve that particular maintenance
action. For some m,)difications such as a rerouting of wires, it is well
understood they are required to do a safety analysis though on their
own to insure that at least in their own mnid. that this is not a signif-
icant-

Senator 4I.•-,nv.\. Did they do that ?

Mr. ANDFR.s. In my underStanding they did not make such an anal-
ysis in this case since they did not. at the time. feel it was safety
related. We question as to whether that was a good judgment..

Senator Mo'Toy.\. Well. what do you mean you questioned it?
Mr. ANDERS. I understand that they assumed this was not a

safety-
Senator MONTOYA. Did you conclude it was bad judgment?
Mr. ANDr.Rs. It was assumned by TVA that this was not a sianificant

safety question: therefore. they did not do the safety analYsis in detail.
Q.1nt" .MoxToY.,. Apparent iy it was.

Mr. A.NDyRs. In retrospect it certainly looks like it was. Possibly
they could have asked us to agree with thlat conclusion in advance but
of course we can't turn back the clock.

Senator MoMroTA. What are you going tn do about similar situa-
tions in the future? Are. you going to leave it to the option of the man-
aging authority I?

Mr. Rt-s-civ. Mr. Chairmnn, I think the only practical way to oper-
ate such a facility is that the managing authority does have to have the
responsibility for making those judgments.

Senator MoN-ro-A. But it has to have monitoring from "NLRC, does
it not?

Mr. Rrscum,. Yes. sir.
Senator MoNrOYA. WNrhat kind of monitoring will you provide?
Mr. R's-,cmr.. It is our intent to provide the kind of monitoring that

both recognizes the potential for such events and analyzes them.
Mr. AN•-DERS. It is done on a statistical basis. We do not oversee. every-

thing that the utility does.

OPFRATION WITlIOUT PENETRATION SEAI.AN"T

Senator MowroyA. Was TVA allowed to operate without a penetra-
tion sealant?
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Dr. KNuTIr. Yes, they were allowed to operate. The technical re-
quirement was that the leakage be maintained at a specified value, and
there is leakage allowed from one comupartnint of the building to an-
other as long as they meet the requirement. I believe it was on the
order of 7.0M(, cubic feet per minute or a quarter of an inch of water
differential pressure. So. yes. they are allowed to operate with a con-
trolled leakage.

Senator MON-TOYA. Does this lend itself to an escape of radiation I
Dr. K-x-uTH. It is a design consideration that the fans are to be able

to maintain a negative pressure so that the leakage would be into this
area, where the ventilation system holds the negative pressure, and
then up the stack. So the leakage is controlled to a certain evel with the
ability to hold this negative pressure.So the answer to the question is yes, they can have leakage up to a
specified amount.' It is allowed in their license.

SenatorMor-TOTA. Who is going to determine what the amount is?
Do you have monitoring devices?

Dr. K.--rT. Yes. That is in the technical specifications for the
plants; yes.

Senator MON.TOyA. What is the degree of tolerance?
Dr. KNU=.. It is a limit. Maintain a given pressure. I believe it is

a quarter inch of water. They have to maintain at least a quarter inch
of water and that is the limit.

Senator MO',TOYA. NOW in light of the experience, what are you do-
ing now? Are you still allowing operation without the penetration
sealant?

Mr. RusciIE. Mr. Chairman. the specifications that existed before the
fire are still in existence-and I will speak to some modifications--
would not allow operation without a proper sealant. I think we have
recognized alreadly that this connection, which was the subject of the
fire. was in the process of being reconstructed and (lid not have the seal-
ant on it. The answer would be that there should be no operation unless
the specifications that are in the license conditions are met.

Mr. A E.-mms. But the key factor. Senator. is what should not be
allowed. The licensee is not allowed to operate the reactor without the
quarter inch of water pressure differential in the secondary contain-
ment. Now how you get that condition is left to their judgment. One
way is to have openings sealed. Now certainly you are going to have
to use sealing material around penetrations. It does not have to be
perfect because we do allow some tolerances. But, when the sealant is
used it should (1) be adequate and this polyurethane may not be and
(2) if polyurethane is used it should be covered with the fireproofing
material.

In this particular case where this one cable went through the one
hole in a larger sealed area. obviously the polyurethane was not suffi-
ciently covered at. that point with the fire retardant material. It was
my understanding that the workers' intention was that once they had
checked the sealing with the candle, which certainly we all agree is
not the way to do it, they would then have covered ihe polyurethane
with the fire retardant material. We then would be up to the design
or specifications that TVA proposed and that we had accepted in our
licensing review.

NRC has subsequently advised in response to this question that means are provided
to prevent the release of radiation, although there can be Inward leakage of air up to a
specified amount.
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Senator MONTOY.%. Was it not apparent that the monitoring ca-
pability was inoperable? That is reflected in your Inspection Report
M 1Ia'e 1-13 throlugh 1-18.

Dr. Kxi-rni. Are you speaking albult the radiological exposures?
.Senator M.-ONTO-•. Yes.
l)r. KNUT11. Yes: certain of the monitorin(,t equipment did beome

inoperable, particularly the stack .. onitors. l-urin,! the period of the
fire. It was restored thiat evening. Whenii the equipment (lid become
inoperable, TVA took grab samples of the radioactive material pres-
ent, in the room or oin, up) the stack and took them back to the lab-

oratory and did an analysis so they knew what it was. Yes: there was
certaiin radiation monitoring equiIpml•ent that did become inoperable
because of the fire.

Mr. AxiEns. But there were actions taken by TVA to offst that
loss.

Senator Mox-'ov.\. Now what assurances can you give us that there
was no radiation exposure in light of the delayed countermeasures
in monitoring or detection?

Dr. K.-i-ri. There are really two aspects of this. There were sam-
ples taken of the environment which were analyzed and we know
what the radioactive materials were. It was established that the con-
centrations were less than the maximuni permissible concentrations
allowed in the technical specifications. After the incident was con-
cluded, the plant health physics staff (lid determine which of the indi-
viduals were fighting the fire, and they actually checked these indi-
viduals to find out had they taken uip any radioactivity. There was
none.

They also had film badges which they monitored. The construc-
tion personnel and so forth are required to wear film badges and they
were sent off for processing and none showed exposures out of the
ordinary.

Senator MON.TOV-.\. When was this equipment rendered inoperable?
Dr. KNUTH. The radiation monitors?
Senator "MONTOYA. Yes.
Dr. KNuTl!. I believe "Zhe stack monitor was out oil the order of 9.

hours. I believe it. was restored to service at abtouti 9 o'clock. The
chronology does appear in our testimony.

Senator 'MONTOYA. It was dhurinlg the couirs-,e of the fire? That is
what I ani trying to establish. It wits during the coulrse of the fire?

Dr. K.,r-rr. Yes.
Senator 'MON•yA. All right. Now voel mleniioned that there were

quite a few inspections before this daite. Why wasn't the lack of seal-
ant detected through one of those inspections'?

Dr. KNI-TI!. Well. I believe I indicated earlier that at the time of
the previous inspections it was not. part of our inspection procedllres
to look for the fire stops in the penetrations.

Senator MONTOYA. Is it niow?
Dr. K-,TrI. Yes, it is. on a selected basis. Again we do not check

100 percent of themi but we do sample.
Senator MONTOYA. We will stand in recess until 2 o'clock this

afternoon.
[NVhlereupon. at 12 :10 p.m.. the Joint Committee recessed, to recon-

vene at 2 p.m.]
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AFTER RECESS

[The Joint Committee reconvened at 2 p.m.. Representative John
Young p)residing.]

Committee memnber present : Representatives Young, Price,
I lort-lt, Anheson : and Senator Baker.

OPENING REMARKS OF REPRESENTATIVE YOUNG

Representative Young [presiding]. The committee will come to
order.

rhis morifing we heard from the chairinan. Mr. Anders. and front
I)r. I)onald Knutth. both of the NRC.

This aftermnoo we ame running a little late. We have first -MI.
Ben11-d Rlusel'e anld I)r. Stel)hen 1lananer. In deferentce to the time
and tie obvious *probl-em that we have. I am going to s ggest that those
two witnesses might slIIIIaIIIlize. their statements for v's and then with-
out objection we will enter their written s-tatements in the record.

With that then, would you pr(weed. Mr. Rus(,lhe.

STATEMENT OF BENARD C. RUSCRE, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION, NRC

Mr. Rtsc.im:. Thank vou. Mr. Chairman.
I would like to outline the events both during and immediately fol-

lowing the event and then I will discuss briefly the actions that'NRC
has taken and plans to take in connection with TVA's recovery and
restoration activities and then close with a brief outline of our current
thinking wvith respect to the fire itself.

First let me discuss plant safety during the fire. You recall this
morning that we had a considerable amount of discussion in response
to questions of this sort so I will move fairly rapidly with your
pertm iss ion.

A detailed discussion of the means by which the TVA operators
achieved andi maintained a safe shutdown condition of the plants and
our analysis of the availabilitv of alternate means that. existed for
achlii\vill the saimei goal are described in Attachment I to my w:-itten
statement. I would like to summarize these re.ults very briefly and
note particularly that they al)pIy to Unit I and note that in all cases
the sit nat ion in IUnit 2 was more favor'able.

About 15 minutes after the fire started, the fission process was
stopped by the operator's action to rapidly insert all control rods. In
our jargon, such a rod in.sertion is called a manual scram. The effects
of the fire damage on protection circuitrv would have sublsequently
calised an automatic scram had the operator not. Pected to take action
at the time that lie did. That is. the rod system wa's\fail-safe. I would
like to empliasize that this is a key and im'portant aclion in converting
the, time response required from the operators fromn that of a few
minutes to several hours and we had some discuss.ion on that point
this mornincg.

Following shutdown of the fission proess. a reato- mutist continue to
be. cooled to remove heat produced by radiation fission product decay.
Heat removal is required for- an extended pem-iod of time after plant
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shutdown in order to prevent. fuel damage. In mediately following the
shutdown of Unit 1. She rvactor coolant svstem was being maintained
at a pressure near that of normal opeNration-tthat is, about 1,100
psig-by operation of relief valves. Because of fire damage at this
time, there was no automatically available high pressure source of
water that was of sufficient capacity to maintain the core covered with
water.

In light, of this situation, the Browns.Ferry operators decided to
depressurize the primary coolant. system by opening relief valves. As
noted in the detailed staif" analysis in Attaclhment I. alternate methods
for depressurizing the primary system were available and there was
also available manual methods for supplying cooling water at high
p re .

the reactor to the suppression pool through the four relief valves that.
could be1 operate(] from t he cont rol room. The discharged steam heated
up the water in the suppression pool as intended. Because of the large
volume of water in the pool. about 12 hours of such discharge could
be accommodated before the pool water would boil. ever, without the
cooling system for the suppression p0ol which was not available at
the time because of fire damage to its control system. Once the reactor
pressiute was reduced, low pressure pumps were used to provide an
adequate source of water for cooling the fuel. Many low pressure
pumps capable of supl1lyinL' more than enough water to keep the core
covered were available to the operators at. low reactor pressure.

Some hours later, as was brought out in the questioning this morn-
ing. the supply of comipres-.ed air that actuates the relief valves was
lost owing to contin'inz fire daumae,, exoerienced in Unit 1 and the
valves closed. Since the decay heat in the fuel continued to boil the
water in the reactor vessel an(d tile relief valves were closed, the reactor
pressure increased again to the point that additional water could not
be injected bv the low pressure pumps.

At this point two courses of action were pursued. The first involved
restoring the air supply to the relief valves so that a low reactor p~res-
sure could be reestablished. The second course of action pursnaed was
to establish a depressurizat ion path through the main steam line drain
with water iniection fror-, vontrol rod drive pump (Unit 1) and from
control rol drive pump (71nit 2).

As de-cribed in Attachment I. tile demressurization path through the
drain line was established in about 1 hour. Analyses show that a
satisfactory cooling- condition was being achieved'at that time. In
about 31/2 hours the operators restored the air supply to the relief
valves and again reduced reactor pressure sufficiently to permit opera-
tion of the low pressure pumps again. From this point on the pressure
was maintained low enough for the low pressure pumps to be effective
in injecting water.

I would like to confirm Chairman Anders' former statement that the
system was quite effective in protecting public health and safety. The
core cooling was maintained with multiple systems available. I might,
4f you would permit me to interject, say in response to Senator
Montova's question this morning we do have an early estimate of the
likelihood of such an event as estimated by our Rasmussen Study
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Group and I would like to have that provided now or at some later
time I if you prefer, sir.

Representative YouN'.. We will just have it later. Go ahead.
Mr. RusciJ.. Thank you, sir.

NRC A"I'IVITIFIS FOLOWIN(; TIlE FIRE

Let me now describe our activities following the fire. The actions
of the NRC during and immediately following the fire were directed
toward determining the exact status of Units 1 and -2 and verifying
that both units were in a safe and stable configuration.

Subsequently, the objectives of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula-
tion have been (1) to assure that a safe plant configuration was main-
tained; (2) to assure safety during renioval of fuel from Units 1 and
2; (3) to assure plant. safety during removal and restoration of fire
damaged cables and equipment; and (4) to determine that the restora-
tion and associated design changes proposed by TVA are acceptable.

Thus far three licensing actions have been taken with respect to
these objectives. The first established the conditions for maintaining
the reactor in a safe condition following the fire. The second permitted
removal of the fuel from both reactors and removal of damaged equip-
ment. The third permitted certain restoration activities such as install-
ing new cables and cable trays. Copies of these safety evaluations are
provided for the record as Attachments II, II. and IV to my written
testimony. These documents have been made available to the public
already.

Let me now turn to summarize the future actions that we see before.
us as we continue to progress with Browns Ferry. The three major
objectives of the TVA restoration program described in the NRC
Safety Evaination issued on September 2. 1975-A ttachment IV-
aRie:

1. To improve administrative actions that can prevent a fire from
occurring;

2. To use sel)aration of electrical cables. with physical barriers, as a
mechanism by which to prevent a fire from damaging redundant safety
equipment; and

3. To incorporate means to detect and extinguish a fire quickly.
The activities that remain to be accomplished by NRC to meet these

objectives before the units can be returned to an operational status are,
and I summarize again very briefly, sir:

1. Complete the review and approval of the total plant fire detection
and protection system design changes-and we discussed some of those
this morning.

2. Review and approve changes to procedures and administrative
controls relating to operation, construction and repair. communica-
tions. and emergency planning-again a subject of extensive discussion
t!lis morning. 

a c

3. Review and evaluate plant ventilation systems as they relate to
isolation and smoke control.

4. Review and approve new fire resistant materials to be used in
fire stops and seals.

See pare 94.
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5. Review and evaluate the surveillance program for the long-range
monitoring of the effects of chloride contamination of equipment and
materials. I am sure vou will recognize that the chloride contamina-
tion arose from the'combustion products of the cable covers and
inisIllation.

(1. Review and evaluate the preoperational testing program for
those systems and components Inodified or rel)hwed as a result of the
fiie.

7. Preparv and issue a tinal Safety Evaluation Report and technical
specifications upon completion of our review and evaluation of the six
items described above.

Our objective is to complete theese necessary XRC review and
approval tasks on a schedule that is consistent with TVA p)lans tore-
sumeoperation of U nits 1 atiId 2.aboutLumal-ry 1976.

Now. sir. if I may turn to the implication of the fire on other plants.
The fire at thle Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant raises the question as to
what adh1itional actions are wva.rralited at otheri nclidea r power Stations
to avoid or withstand the effects of a fire. D)r. Knuth noted in his re-
marks that after the fire. NRC issied Imlletins to each of the other
operating nuclear powerplants not ifying them of the specific circum-
Stances ass•ociated with the tire and requesting each of the licensees to
consider policies and procedures related to various construct ion art ivi-
ties. control of flammable materials. an(d (emergency actions that might
he required following a fire and to examine equipment provided to
cope with the effects of a fire.

In addition to elimiiatiin, ( deficiencies discovered as a irnIlt of these
reviews, other actions taken by licensees include the acquisition of
additional firtfighting equipme'nt. evaluations of the feasilbility of in-
stalling fixed spray systems and modifications of existing administra-
tive procedures.

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Reggulation has initiated an evalua-
tion of the implications on other plants of tile Browns Ferry experi-
ence as well as fires previouslyN reported at other nuclear facilities.
Attachment V of my written testimonyv describes all the data that we
have. in summary form. of fires that have occuredl at other nuclear
facilities. D1%. MUlana mir will ,tls,.ri1m. tlme. 2tivities of the NR( S% e'ial
Review Group which will also he making recommendations in this
regard.

Based on what we have learned to late. we expect that some im-
provements in operating, plants will be needed but that there is no need
to suspend and restrict their operat ion immediately. For these plants.
as well as for plants in an advanced state of construction, we will con-
sider measures that can he taken to imuprove the existing designs with
respect to fire prevention, separation of redundant equipment. and
fire, fizbtin,.

Powernlant desizns now in thie preliminary stages and designs
suhmitted in the future may also he suhiected to new requirements.
For thle-e new desitins our emphasis zwill be to achieve as muh separa-
tion and isolation of relund;mnt safety electrical cabling as is practica-
bl e.

Tn summary- T wish to empliasize that thie mblie health and safety
was not affected as a result of the BIrowvns Ferrv fire. althouzh the'
fire damage to the facility was more severe than we would have ex-
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pected. No radioactive release above normal operating levels was e.x-
1)erienced. In spite of the fire c1at age. there was cionsiderable remaial -
mng equipment available to keep the .*.i in a cooled and safi
colngiurat ioll.

Mr. Chairman. this concludes my very brief summarv and with Vowr
pernmssion I would like to introdiuce for the record tOhe detailed ma -
terial as yoi had previously granted. I would also like. in conclusion.
to compliment the TVA staff for their diligelnce and cooper-ation ii
the intensive effort that we have had underway as ti he have atten.ipte,
to make plans and preparations to returni the plant to service in an,
,.Veptaily Safe condition.

Thank yvo. Mr. Chairman.
Representative Yourc;. Thank Noi. Mr. Rise-he. We appreciate Vou l

statenwnt. and without objection the material will be made a part of
the record at this point.

[The p1reparedl statement follows:]

STATE.MENT Ow BtEARID C. RUlSCllE. IM IRECTOR. OTFIC(E OF Nul.EAIt REA(-tOR

RI'EGU'.ATI'IN. 1'.S. "ZICI.EAH REGIUI.ATORY 'OMMI.SIOx

I NTRI)II CI'rON

Mr. ('ha irmant and ilenillers (if the Commnaittee. The first iort eif may Iresent:i-
timli will lic a-i.ernrled witl lihe effe•ts of lhe Rr,\v.ns Ferry tire fill tie safety ,f
the facilily 41ri •g :and ilnniiiedjiztely fooll,,wiIng the eventt. Then I will lt linte Illt
:lartleells: NR(" h-as tak1ell -an1d plai top take ill 4"•-imiet'tim with TIA's re<--very aIId
resltorat ilol a'iviiii.s. I will ciese witi I-1 brief •'ntline i)f miur current thintkinrig
with resij -' top Ilahe iliili'l uimlls of this inleideitt till caicer lants.

PLANT SAFETY IDURING TilM FIRE

Iloth rinit 1 1 wll _1 2 elf tile Brriwins Ferry Station were ulcerating near fNli piliwer
at the time ia f the fire. Altlmigh lthe fire was ei4-alized it affecte!I ille ilieralolity
oif some majoir PeluiIlnelat il1 eat-h ilmlit. U nit 2 w'as sbut doiwn an1d( Wai. cailni ile cif
l-ing l i lilt1inled ill :1 safe sh utIoiali n i-in itutio iising lln irlnll 4 mililg s\'.stIiIs. III
tlie case #if I llit 1. lie-alluse #if ilie sianifii-ant losses cif emitireil 4if ilmimirtlllt efillil -
il11tnt. til l'e r1)4ar ting staff Iliadl( Ilse Oi f Il(.kl-ill ecjhil,• ll llt too lnl.illlill ilt4lhllatt'
-ooling f(llbh 'iiill; the tire.. When a ili'hleair piiwer hillit is fam-qi wih Iia sit tittioi such ai, the Briwvi's
Ferry fire, there are twoi ilajoir -i.llcerlls. One is top shut o|ff tlhe iw\\-er i•rlueliii
fromll the fission imrwless aiind the other is top remove the nu-lear heat to assiire tlha!
the reactor fuli remains c.osled at all times. A (leta•led djscussi.iiin of the mlei s
lvy which the TVA #wlieralttrs a-hievetl and maintained1 a .safe shutdown comiditim:i;
anti our analysis of the availability lif alternate mean-s that existed for achieving
tile ..alnie goal. which is a measure oit the margin of safety that existed, are
presenteol ill Attael(-hilieit I too m1y" stateliellt. I will mily sulnmarize the results at
this time. These resuilts ilpjly to) T'ilit 1. Ii ll a a.ss the situati~m irl Unit 2 wits
mlore fav4orable.

Aiotut fifteen mllinutes after tile fire started, the fission prt.esS was Stoill){d
by the operattor's at -loln 1to rapidly insert all t-•itroil rods. Ill our jargon.i such :1
ro(l inserticil is called it "manual sesraln". After detailed examinatien if the re-
actor protectimn systemll design. we have ec.nfirmed that had the roIds not Iheee
inserted miatnually. tile effects Elf the fire dlatniage poll protection circuitry would
have, caused all automatic scram. That is. the rfdl systeil was- fail safe.

Following shlmtdl•wul oif the fission ir, ves5. a reactor lilust dclltiiltle t)l 1W
cool0 to remove heat Imrciduiced Iby radiatioin fissicin lre idlttt decay. Duri-ng tile
first few hlourrs after shutdown, the devay heat level can lie ill the range-#ef 2ý'(
to 3/'- of tile heat mitput at full] lw\ver. decreasinz to ialm 117it ir after fine day
and declining very slowly after that. Heat reinoval is reiuired for all extende(d
ierlo1d of time after iplant shlitbiwln in order too prevent fuel danlage. Kiioewinig
tills. and faced with the hlss itf ni.ll'h equilmlent. the Rrow\'ns Ferry plant oper-
ators did a etnlmenlldable j,,b i f citlwiding adequate ceiiling water so) that the
reactor core remllailled cowvered with wvater at all times.

59-165 0 - -- 6
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Inmediately following tile shutdown ef Unit 1. the reacter (oaalnt systenl was
being maintained at a pressure near that of normal oearation (i.e.. about 1100
psig) lby operation of relief valves. Because of fire damage at this time. there
was no automatically available high pressure omurce elf water that was of suf-
fi:ient capacity to iaintatin the c•ore covered with water.

In light of this situation, the ellwratt-rs decided tea depressurize the primary
coolant system lay eajcning relief valves. The system normally used fear shutdown
ceaaling are shown on Figure 1. As noted in the detailed staff analysis in Attach-
tnent I. alternate inethoels for depressurizing the Iprimary system were available
and there also were available manual methods fer supplying cmoling water at

high pressure.
Following their s-elected c•inre, the olerators depresýsurized the reactor by

dise-harging steam from the reacto•r to the suppre.-.sien laeal through the four
relief valves that could lee calarated fron the ceantrol reeat (Figure 21. This
discharge heated up tile water in the sulplre-.zion iowla as intended. Because of
the large volume of water in the plipe. albout 12 hours of such discharge could be
accotmm.odlated before the piool water would lNOil. even though tile clocling system
for the suppre,ssi•n lac-cal was not available at the time. Even if the pmoal water
had oieied. the resultant steam could have laeen vented tea the atnmoasphere. On(e
the reactor pressure wals reduied. at low pressulre. ceandels-.ate pumnp was usId in
ce-njun.tioll with a conele.isate leawister puInia tta preevide an adequate sourve of
water for cesaliug the fuel. A total of three of these condensate leooster pumna
and three condensate palj•, w.'ere availalile tea the olaeratear at this time. Any
of tile voandensatte Ilauas weauhld have I*,en 'alaalale oaf supvplying more than
enough water ta keep the ea-re f-evered ( Figure 3 1. Al-see. the Unit I (otaltral rod
drive punmp supplied s.enie water tle the reactoar thraughout reaetor c-udlaown.

Some hoaurs later, the supply of conmpre.,sed air that actuates the relief valves
was least owing tea cealntinlling fire datnmage exlarieae'ed in V'nit I and the valves
closed. Since the de-ay heat In the fuel continued teo Wail tile water and since
the relief valves were closed, the reactar pressure increlased1 again to the point
(alaaint 600 psig) that additioanal water could not lee injetted by the low pressure

punills. In aliauit 31/,. hours the elwratars restared tile air supply toa the relief
valves and reducedl rea-tor pressure sutficiently tet permlit oalaratieait of tile low

lares•mire punlps again, Froam this poaint on. a stable coandition was maintained.
A.t noted in the staff analysis in Attachhment 1. even if it had net been psasible
to restore the availability of the relief valves. operatien of tile control rod drive

pumip in conjunction with pressure reductian effec.ted ay opeIning of the main
steam line (ldrlin was preaviding suifficient waiter ta keela tie coire eaovered through-
out the remainder of the incident.'

The seiluen've oaf events I have just descriled ( Figure 4) r•e•ulted froin choices
the olaratars inmde (luring tile incident. In lhoeking back fin tlie evelet, it is now
clear that a inliac-r aof tatlhe-r claai-es e('d111di have )-en nllade with eluil sucllce•Se.
I can ('cnfidently state, eased ean our study of the incident, that noat only did the
oapratoers pursue a leegi-al and effet-tive course (af ateti ien under difficIlt circum-
stances. lot that alternate methods were always avaihilale for c.•ilig the core.
although some were net available at tile toeauch of a switch. Scnie af these methods
would have required adaptation caf e+lUilanent fer these functians bay the oper-
ators. These nmethoadst are descrilaed in Attac-hniett I tea my statement.

A nuclear plant of this type has a significant amount of redundancy and flexi-
lility in various modes of operation, and even in the event of a fire that caused
loss of capability for automatic actuation of the emergency cooling e:luipment.
there remained many alternate means for maintaining a safe shutdown condition.
At no time during the event wvas therv either itmnaediate danger of damna-e to the
fuel. or danger to the public health and s"fety. Nevertheless. the Browns Ferry
fire was a serious event. It is appropariate that we take icsitive steps toe prevent
the occurrence of another fire of similar magnitude in a nuclear IMawer plant.

NRR ACTIVITIES FOLLO\VING THE BROWNS FERRY FIRE

The actions of the NRC during and inumediately following the fire, were directed
toward determining the exact status of Units I and 2, and verifying that both
units were In a safe and stable configuration.

Attachments Included with Mr. Rusche's statement appear In this volume as ap-
pendix 15.
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Subsequently, the objectives of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation have
bwen (1 to assure that a safe plant contiguration was maintained : (2) to assure
safety during removal of fuel from Units I and 2: 13) to assure plant safety
during remo;val and restutratlon of fire damaged caloles and equipment : and (4). tf,
determine that the rest-raltion and ass.wiated.. design changes propolsed by TVA
are acceptable. Thus far, three licensing actions have been' taken with respect tc
these objectives. I will briefly describe each of these actions. As each action was
approved, the staff's safety evaluation ha, been miade available to the public.
Copies of these safety evaluations are provided for the recoqrd as Attachment.,
II. III, and IV.

Plant safety after the fire
Following the fire, Units 1 and 2 were maintained in a safe and stable c,nditioit

by : (1) reconnecting power and control too soime systems lby routing cables outside
of the fire damaged zone; (2) verifying that the o)riginal cables for systems being
used were outside of the fire zone and therefore were unaffected by the tire: (3)
coinverting some systemns and coumponents to mannal control. and : t4 ) placing
some unneeded systems and components in a desired safe csmfiguration and then
disconnecting power leads to prevent the possibility of spurious operation.

Our actions were directed toward verifying'th., availability and reliatblility Of
all vital systems, including the backup systems for providing required safety mar-
gins. Our technical specialists visited the site for visual observation of operating
systems, audits of engineering work and testing performed. review of procedures
developed for operation of systems in their post-fire configurations, and the obser-
vation of a test to demonstrate the availability of onsite standby power. During
the visits, we ascertained that both cores were subcritical and that there were no
equipment malfunctions or single operator errors that could cause them to be
made critical.

Adequate core cooling was provided by the operation of one residual heat re-
moval (RHR) system. Additional systems utilizing the suppression pool as an
intermediate heat sink were also available for core cooling. Analyses were per-
formed to demonstrate that in excess of 15 hours would be available to restore
core cooling if for some unforeseen reason all cooling was interrupted. Backup
cooling systems could be placed in operation manually in less than one hour. It
was also established that the electrical energy ti oqperate the systems required
to mainta'n adequate cooling of the core could he provided by redundant offsite
and onsite power supplies.

Finally, the Technical Specification requirements in the license were amended
to reflect the changes that were necessary to account for the post-fire condition
of the plant. Certain additional controls and equipment requirements not included
in the pre-fire Technical Specifications were added to provide additional assurance
that the plant would be maintained in a safe and stable shutdown condition dur-
ing the activities associated with preparation for the restoration program.

Plant safety during fuel storage and dapnagc removal
After discussions with the staff, TVA prolpo.d to remove the fuel from the

reactor vessels in Units 1 and 2 and place it in the respective fuel storage pools
prior to start of damage removal and restoration operations. This had the effect
of (1) virtually eliminating any potential for inadvertent criticality: (2) provid-
ing a substantially greater coolant inventory than in the vessels: and. (3) re-
ducing the number of systems required to maintain the fuel in a safe condition.We reviewed the proposed plan for transferring and storing the fuel and, as
summarized in Attachment 1Il. concluded that these actions were acceptable.

We also reviewed the criteria and procedures proposed by TVA governing cable
cutting and damage removal operations. These included criteria for identification
of vital systems, identification of fire damaged cable, and measures to be taken to
preclude spurious operation of critical components. We concluded that the meas-
ures and procedures governing cable cutting and fire damage removal operations
provided adequate assurance that these operations could be performed w.thout
undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

On June 13, 1975, we issued additional changes to the Technical Specifications
and a supporting Safety Evaluation concerning fuel removal and storage and
removal of damaged electrical equipment. These documents are provided for the
record as Attachment III to my statement.
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Plant design changcs
The licensing actions I have just descriedl limited the restoration work carrie4;

out at the Browns Ferry facility to various cleatnul ola ierations and renmoval of
damaged electrical wiring and cable trays. The next step involved our review
and approval of scome proposed design featurms fur the restorati,,n of structures
and equipment damaged lay tile fire, and the preparation of the facility for re-
turning to lKwer.

The three major objectives of tile TVA restoration program for tile Brown,,
Ferry Uaits (descrilaed in the NMW" Safety Ev~l'ahti.in issutel on Sepjtenalaer 2.
1975 IAtttnhinent IV ) are:

1. To improve administrative actions that can lirex, t~t a fire front occurring
2. To use separation of electrical cables, with hlhysica' harriers. its a iazecl-hanislit

to prevent a fire froin daiziaging redatiadatnt safety efipillaent : alind.
3. To incorporate means to detect and extinguish a fir#. quickly.
Our approval authorized design changes andl inodifleztioins in twO nuajor cate-

gories:
1. Limited approval of proposed electricol design chaag'os. including cable re-

routing and further separation of divisional cables by fire a'Arriers and.
2. Limited approval of the proposed additional fire detection and fire extinguish-

ing systems.
The approval of restoiration of st.ructires and fljuiilnent daiznaged lby tihte fire

includes :
1. Alplrovai to pra'ecd with structural work including restoration of cable

tray supports. pipe suploarts. prace..ss piping. alld sulooarts of iiffected niechani-
ca) equipment :

2. Approval to replace damnaged cabling: and.
3. Approwval of the mrigrain for cleaning and testing emlls~lslXents affected loy

(combustion prdlucts from the fire.
Before discussing the design changes to the Browns Ferry facility, a brief

understanding of the lihasi designi oancelat would Ise hellpful. The electrical (lesimn
is liased on a two-division coanceplt. The fundamental design objective of the
safety systems is to insure that no single credible failure fir event can result
ill the loss of the .safery fiunction. To acoanplish this. designers have provided
reduandant stets oaf eluiaiplent. These redundant s;ets of ealuiplnent are called
"divisions.' The purl)Ose of such a atcejpt is to fsure that all safety functions
wo.uld le availahle even wvth the loss of one otf tihte two eleo'trical divisions. To
achieve this. fire inlduced faiiure. innust lie limited to oane of the electrical divi-
siosns of the safety-related eqlUilament needed for reac-tor shutdown. To assure
that a fire wamhld nat ca-ise a loss oaf Ioth electrical divisions. sonme changes in
tile de.si1n Sind (elluilanlent lay.oaut r:t the Browns Ferry units have been dcter-
ininied to Ie neces.snry.

As at prattical alternative tot cilnilllete physical indelpledence of the two elec-
trif'al divisions. TVA has prolomsed an aiveralt progrnin emblracing several ele-
nients that achieve the samine objective. The essential changes invoIved (1)
either increasing pahysica sela eration or installing fire harriers betwee'in divisi-ms
to. i sure that a fire iii one division woauld not danmage the second division prior
too extinguishmnent of the fire. and (2) providing InevIn.s to lroinl~t.y detect and
axtinauish the fire.

The desiga changes :and illarovenilents in circuit separation and res.ulting
iniprovedi fire protectiin. aliang with design improvements in fire detection sys-
tents and fire extinguishing systems jarolxased by TVA. will substantially ell-
liance the C-aalalaility of the facility to withstand fires. Our review of the safety
oif the restored facility is still iii parogre.ss and. pri,,r to return to olaaerttiOn.
additiaanal clhanges nuay hie reqouired as a result oaf our caintinuing review, or as
a retsult of the additifnwil studies that we have indicated a re needdl anal which
TVA plan.s to condluet.

Our szifety evaluatimin pertaining tf. these actiions is provided foar tile record
as Attat-hmlent IV.

FUTURE ACTIONS FOR BROWNS FERRY

The effoarts renmaininm to be accoanilishod toa restore Browns Ferry Units 1
and 2 to operational status are as follows:

1. Coinplete the review and approval of the total plant fire detectiom and pro-
te.tioan systeaa design changes and establish scheduls fair their installation.
The inajor deasign clrnges relate to,: iai The installation of a n autaniatically-
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actuated fixed spray system which was initially prolowsed by TVA to Ie manually
actuated. Areas tl be lprotected include selected cable tray runs. and certain
'alole spreading room i enetrutions; (b) The development of design-s, before
startup, of additional systems rteiuired to extend tile fixed water spray in the
facility: (re The installation of automatic calmbility to the already installed
ianutially actuated CO: system iii the cable spreading Ntum ; (d) The investiga-
tion. before startup. of the p4ossibility for the use of additional fire bearriers to
the extent reasonabl e and practicable.

". Review aid ]iaplprove changes to lprocedures alld administtative (cottrols
rt.latinv to olperation. construction and repair. colnnluni-atiolns and emergency

hlanning. The events that took place during and subseiuent to the fire identified
welkarllesses ill these lprlcediures and controls. The NRC Inslectiiin and Enfoirce-
itment rei-Imrt i.ulissees these weaknesses in detail. The objective here is to assure

that the new anid revis'i prrovedur~es and controls adeluately correct these
wt-a knesses.

3. Review and evaluate plant ventilation systems as t:!,F relate to isolation
anld smoke control. The ventilation system in the secondary c.•inent build-
ing is Ilesigned to isolate the building Ulnm an accident :•.gi.al t'o limit ally
radioactivity releases. Experience gained from the fire do.a,,0nstrated a need
to remove the dense .rmrokv that was present. This places ••.dicling requirements
on the ventilation systenis since for a release of radioactihity the system should
fail c-losoed and for a fire without such a release the .ystem should fail open.
TVA. will investigate the liossihility of modifying tho* ventilation system to
accommir0odate these diverse functions.
. 4. Review alld approve new fire resistant materials to be used in fire stops
and seals. TVA is now conducting and will souan complete a testing program for
selecting a nIew sealaut material for the peetntr:io•ns. Tilt- staff has reiuired
that a more suitable sealant lie found and used in all pentrations that were
damaged by the fire. that will le breached due to the restoration effort, and
those yet to be made in Unit 3.

5. Review aind evaluate the surveillance program for the long range monitor-
ing of the effects of chloride contamination of equipment and materials. All of
the eiluipment and components exposed to chloride contamination resulting front
the sioit and smoke front the burning cable have !wen cleaned. Surveys have
been performed to verify that acceptably low levels have Ibeen achieved. None-
theless. it is necessary to monitor these items for prompt detection of any cor-
rosion damage.

6. Review and evaluate the preoperational testing program for those systems
an(l complnents modified or replaced as a result of the fire. It is necessary to
assure that those systems and comlonents that were modified or replaced as a
result of the tire are campalble of functioning as designed. Also, the operability
of new systems. such as the water spray systein and fire detection system. must
Ive dehlMnstratt-d. TVA has submitted a general description of the procedures
which will ie used for preoperational testing of these systems and components.
Thie staff has requestedl and received additional information on these tests and
is in the pro•cess of reviewing and evaluating these test prtvedures.

7. inrepar and issue a finali Safety Evaluation Report and Technical Specifi-
ratioln.. uptsrn compiletion of our review and evaluation of the six items described
above. The rplort w'ill : au ) Numniarize tire events which led up to and occurred
after the firm i b) lh-serilve and evaluate thp plant modifications which have
becen mande: (ri Dvseriie and evaluate the changes in procedures and adminis-
trative (ontrorls which have )ween made; and. (d) Prescribe operating limitations
and rfijuirt-ments on tihte oiperation of Browns Ferry in the form of new Techni-
cal 'specifications.

Oilr objective is to complete these neces.ýary NRC review and approval tasks
on a schedule that is consistent with TVA plans to resume operation of Units
I and 2 alout January 1976.

TIl- I.MI.I(ATION OF THE BROWNS FERRY FIRE ON OTHIER PLANTS

The fire at tihe Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant raises the question as to what
additional actions are aplpropriate regarding the capability to withstand the
effects .f a fire at other nuclear power stations. Dr. Knuth noted in his remarks
that after the fire. NRC issued bulletins to each of the 51 other operating nuclear
Ipwerplant.- notifying then% of the specific circumstances associated with the
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fire, and requesting each of the licensees to consider policies and procedures
related to various construction activities, control of flammable materials, and
emergency actions that might be required following a fire, and to examine equip-
ment provided to cope with the effects of a fire.

In addition to eliminating deficiencies discovered as a result of these reviews.
licensees are taking a number of other actions that will reduce both the potential
for. and consequences of, a fire. The actions include instances in which additional
firefighting equipment is Ieing ordlered, studies are beiing performed to evaluate
the feasibility of installing fixed spray systems, and modifications are Iwing made
to existing procedures to reduce the potential for a fire and provide more effective
procedures for coping with the effects of a fire.

The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has initiated an evaluation of the
implications on other plants of the Browns Ferry exlprience. as well ns fires
reported at other nuclear facilities (Attachment V describes other significant
fires). Dr. Hanauer will describe the activities of the NRC Swpecial Review Group
which will also be making recommendations in this regard. Although the NRR
evaluation is not complete and the study group's recommendations are not yet
completed. based on what we have learned to date, we expect that some im-
provements in operating plants will be needed. For these operating plhnts. as
well as for plants in an advanced state of construction, we will consider measures
that can be taken to enhance the existing designs with respect to (1) fire pre-
vention: (2) separation of redundant equipment : and (3) firefighting. For exam-
pie. the installation of additional blrriers to prevent the spread of a fire from
one portion of the electrical system to another will he eonsidered. and Improve-
ments in the design of pwnetra.ions and fire stops will also ie evaluated. Im-
provements in spray systems, hose connections, and portable fire extinguishing
equipment also will be considered. The need for installing additional fire detec-
lion equipment will also be evaluated. Improvements in aiditIinistrative control,;
and revisions to procedures are expected to 1e needed In some of these plants.
As noted previously, many of these actions are already being taken by licensees
as the result of our bulletins.

Powerplant designs now in the preliminary stages and designs submitted in
the future. may also be subjected to new requirements. It is premature. at this
stage of our studIes, to attempt to specify in detail anticilmted additional re-
quirements. For these new designs our emphasis will he to achieve as much
separation and isolation of redundant safety electric cabling as Is practicable.
More stringent standards for material specifications and qualifications are ex-
pected to be developed. The empha.sis on firefightin- will probably result in im-
proved fire control systems within the new plnnts.

In summary. I wish to emphasize that the public health and safety was not
affected as a result of the Browns Ferry fire. although the fire damage to the
facility was more severe than we would have expected.

No radioactivity above normal operating levels was exixerienced. In spite of
the fire damage. there was considerable equipment available to keep the reactors
in a cooled and safe configuration.

Thank yon Mr. Chairman. This conch des mv prepared presentation but I
would like to introduce for the record the dtailed safety analyses and evalua-
tions. prepared hy the staff. which have formed the basis for my summary re-
mark.. I would also. in conclusion, like to coamnliment the TVA staff for their
dilfrence and cooperation in the Intensive effort I hare described to return the
plants to service in an acceptably safe condition.
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[Attachments included with Mr. Rusche's statement appear as II,pendix 15.]

Representative YOUNG. I have a whole -Aries of questions that havy
been prepared here. However, I am only going to touch on two o-
them. Mr. Rusche.

One, you have made an earlier statement that the scram, had it noi
been effected manually, would have been caused by the failure of tht
circuitry automatically.

Mr. lit'scuE. Yes. sir.
Representative YOUN.O. Mr. Rusche. is there any situation whert

that automatic scram would be negated?
Mr. R'.scnE. In our analysis, sir, we hav-e found no circumstances

in which that effect. would not have occurred as a result of fire damage
to the cables which occurred later on in the sequence. We have been
unable to identify such circumstances, and therefore the basis for my
statement that the system functions and appears to have been designed
cor1rectly fail-safe.

CABLE TRAYS INVOLVED IN PREVIOUS FIRES

Representative YOUNG. Mr. Rusche, further it appears that there
have been quite a few previous fires involving nuclear powerplants.
and unie of them involved cable trays. I would think that this would
point up wvhat we have discussed in some detail this morning with
regard to--I think Mr. Anderson was bearing down pretty heavily on
the need for routine practice sessions in this connection, and I am
going to concur with him completely. too, sort of a Navy fashion fire
dril.l that type of thing.

Mr. Rt'scmE. Yes, sir.
Representative YouNx'. I take it that you will be planning such

procedures for these plants?
Mr. Rus'siF.. That is correct. In our review of the administrative

pro'edures that TVA has proposed and will be continuing to develop,
this will be a key factor in our evaluation, and I can assure you it
will receive our first attention.

Representative Youx;(. We went on at length this morning, and I
don't mean to cover old ground or old trails, but all this business about
when you can put water on an electric fire, it seems to me that it
basically is a question of when can you turn off the. electricity.

There are problems, too, with regard to these safety features.
Mr. Rusciw. Yes.
Repr-esentative Youwxo. I have no further questions.
Does anybody else have any questions?
Represenitative PRIC.. Only. one question.
Was it unusual for the delay in notifying NRC that there was a fire?

Was that anything unusual, or is there some regulation that these
notifications are supposed to be immediate?

Mr. Rtscim. Mr. Price. if you permit me, sir, I will ask Dr. Knuth
of our staff to answer that question.

l)r. KN•iTI. The time for notification is set. forth to be immediately,
but in no case longer than 24 hours after an event. In this case, of
coture, they notified us about 4 hours after the initiation of the fire,
so, perhaps again in hindsight, we would like to have known sooner,
but on the other hand. they were busy alerting other members and
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taking the emergency action, and so we do not have any particular
quarrel with the timelines of alerting the.-NRC office.

Representative Youxo. Mr. Anderson.
Representative ANDERSON. I get the impression overall from what I

have heard that carbon dioxide'extinguishers were available, and there
was other equipment available for fighting fire in the spreader room.
but. that when the fire then spread some 40 feet into the reactor room,
that there was less equi )ment available for that purpose.

Are steps being taken to remedy that• if in fact what I have de-
scribed was a correct, description of the situation ?

Mr. RusciIE. Yes, sir. your description is correct to the best of my
knowledge. There is firefighting equipment there. In our evaluation we
have reviewed the TVA proposal to install extensive coverage for
water-sprinkler systems initially to be installed manually with design
work lresentiy underway to see if this equipment might even be mate
automatic.

In any area where there is a question about the redundancy and the
effectiveness of separation measures that might be taken, we will insist
that there be readily available installed firefighting equipment such as
water.

Representative AN-DERsoN. Thank you, Mr. Young.
Mr. RrSsci:. I might add that there was a water hose there for

manual fighting of the fire.
Representative AND.RSON. But not any automatic system?
Mr. RUSCIrE. No; no distribution system. That will be a feature of

the redesign.
Representative Yo-.,o;. Thank you. Mr. Rusche.
We will now hear from I)r. Stejhen H. Ilanauer, Technical Advisor

to Executive Director for Operations, NRC.
Dr. Hanauer.

STATEMENT OF DR. STEPHEN H. HANAUER, TECHNICAL ADVISOR
TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS, AND CHAIR-
MAN, SPECIAL REVIEW GROUP, U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

Dr. lIANAx•:. Mr. Chairman. I have a summary of my written
testinuony.

Representative YoU-No. Thank you. D)r. Haanauer. Please proceed.
D)r. IIANA.ui.t. The Special Review Group was established by the

Executive )irector for Opldrations soon after the fire to identify the
lessons learned from this event and to make recommendations for the
future in the light of these lessons. The members of the review group
are NRC employees with expertise in the various technologies in-
volved. Group members and fire experts from NASA and insurance
underwriters have visited the plant and the licensee's engineering
offices to obtain information for the group's evaluation.

I might interpolate that we have had two meetings with the fire
underwriters whose rejiort was referenced in this morning's discussion.

Our review is still underway. At the present time, we have com-
pleted most of the technical evaluation of the causes of the failures
experienced. We are reviewing the response of the licensee's organiza-
tion and the outside organizations from which TVA needed help,
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and also how outside organizations involved in the Browns Ferry
emergency planning responded to this incident. In addition, we are
reviewing the adequacy of NRC criteria and procedures and the per-
formance of our agency in the review and inspection of nuclear power-
plants. The response 'of the NRC during and after the fire is also
being examined. We are in the process of consolidating the lessons
learned and formulating our recommendations. We expect to complete
our work within the next month or two.

The Browns Ferry fire and its aftermath have shown up serious
inadequacies. In addition to the direct fire damage. there were several
kinds of failures. Some equipment did not function correctly. and,
in hindsight, some peoples actions were incorrect or at least not as
productive as they should have be,.--nother SOUbject we discussed
this morning.

There is another way of looking at the lessons of the Browns Ferry
fire. The outcome with regard to the protection of public health and
safety was successful.

The question naturally arises: How can a serious fire that involved
inoperabilitv of so many important systems result in no adverse effect
on the public health and safety? The answer is to be found in the
defense-in-depth approach used to provide safety in our nuclear
powerplants today. It provides for achieving the required high degree
of safety assurance by echelons of safety systems. The defense-in-depth
afforded in this way does not depend on the achievement of perfection
in any single system, or component, but the overall safety is hig;..

Let us now apply this perspective to fires in nuclear powerplants.
With respect to fire the defense-in-depth principle is aimed at achiev-
ing an adequate balance in:

1. Preventing fires wherever you can.
2. Fighting those fires that'occur, putting them out quickly and

limiting their damage.
.3. Designing the system so that a fire that gets started in spite of

the fire prevention program and burns for a considerable time in
spite of firefighting w'ill not prevent vital functions from being
performed.

No one of these echelons can be perfect or complete. Strengthening
any one can compensate in some measure for weaknesses, known or
unknown, in the others.

The lessons of Browns Ferry show that all th:ee lines of defense
bad gaps. andl yet the outcome of the Browns Ferry fire shows that the
overall defense-in-depth was adequate to protect the pnblic health
and safety.

We turn now to the discussion of the gaps in the lines ' defense-
the failures that occurred at Browns Ferry. They incl, ded weak-
nesses in equipment design, operating procedures and quality control.
The NRC must take its share of the responsibility for these failures.
Browns Ferry was licensed after review of the proposed design and
operation. So the lessons are for NRC as well as the industry.

Although our review is not complete, we believe that both fire pre-
vent io and firefighting should be improved- to decrease the prob-
ability of fire getting started or, having gotten started, burning for

long time. We believe that simple and effective measures are avail-
a ble to effect this improvement.
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With regard to the third element of defense-in-depth--providing
safety functions in spite of postulated fires-our review is not as far
along as it is in other areas.

We believe that the fire at Browns Ferry has revealed that some
improvements in existing plants are prudent. We expect our recom-
mendations to call for a reevaluation of each line of defense ag.inst
fire in each existing nuclear plant. This reevaluation has already
begun. Immediately after the Browns Ferry fire. the NRC issued a
l)ulletin to all licensees to review their nmaintenance and construction
procedures. their fire stop (lesiguis and their fire protection equipment
aind procedures. Licensees should now be more alert to the possibilities
of fire and better prepared to fight fires. D)ue to this greater aware-
ness of the possible causes and consequences of fires, prevent ion should
thus be improved.

As interim measures. emergency shutdown procedures, firefighting
procedures, and control of combustible material and ignition sources
are being improved. For the longer term. this should be supplemented
by those improvements in each line of defense which are revealed by a
reevahution of each plant and determined to be appropriate.

We have concluded that the Browns Ferry fire has not shown that.
present plants are unsafe, that is. while fires can cause severe damage
to plant equil)ment, the health and safety of the. public are adequately
protected. HIowever, subject to our further study and final recommen-
dations, the review group. believes that improvements may be required
in fire prevention in firefighting, and in limiting the consequences of
fires in nuclear powerplants.

Representative Yorx D. Ir. Hanauer. thank you very much for your
statement. We will include it in the record at this point.

Dr. HAN.AU. FR. Thank you.
[Prepared statement, follows:]

STATFMF.NT OF DRL S. H. IIANAUER, TECH.iYAL. ADVISOR TO TIlE ExEc'rrivE )IR(rToR
FOR OPERATIONS AND CHAIRMAN. SPECIAl. REVIEW GRoUP, U.S. NUCIEAR RECGtI.A-
T'ORY COM MISSION•

1 NTRODUC-ION

The Special Review Group was established by the Executive Director for
Operations soon after the fire to identify the lessons learned from this event
:ind to make recommendations for the future in the light of these lessons. The
members of the review group are NRC employees with expertise in the various
technologies involved. Group members and fire experts fron' NASA and insurance
underwriters have visited the plant and the licen•ee's engineering offices to obtain
information for the group's evaluation. The names of the members of the review
group are given in Attachment I to this Testimony.

We have tried not to duplicate the work of the investigation into the incident
conducted by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement or the licensing activities
(of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation described in other NR(' testimony
here today. Rather, we have used the technical information develoled by these
"ther NRC organizations. We have also made extensive use of the large amount
ofi technical information developed and made a iiable by Tenness.'e V'alley
Authority, the licensee, and Information from other s, urces.

Our review is still underway. At the present time. we have completed most
"f the technical evaluation of the causes of the failures experienced. We are
reviewing the response of the licensee's organization and the outside organiza-
tions from which TVA needed help. and also how outside organizations Involved
in the Browns Ferry emergency planning responded to this incident. In 3,ddition.
we are reviewing the adequacy of NRC criteria and procedures and the pe-r-
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formance of our agency in the review and inspection of nuclear power plants.
The. response of the NRC during and after the fire is also being examined. We
are in the process of consolidating the lessons learned and formulating our
recommendations. We expect to complete our work within the next month or two.

PERSPECTIVE

The Browns Ferry fire and its aftermath have shown up serious inadequacies.
In addition to the direct fire damage, there were several kinds of failures. Some
equipment did not function correctly, and, in hindsight, some people's actions
were incorrect or at least not as productive as they should have been. The fire,
although limited to one room in the plant, caused extensive damage to electric
power and control systems, impeded the functioning of normal and standby cool-
ing systems, degraded the capability to monitor the status of the plant, and
Vasenid both units to be out of service for many months. The history of previous
sinall fires, the apparent ease with which the fire started and cable Insulation
burned, and the many hours that the fire burned-all direct our attention to fire
prevention and fire fighting. The inoperability of redundant equipment for core
and plant cool-down suggests that attention may also be needed with regard to
adequacy ,f present separation and isolation requirements. Lapses in operating
quality assurance programs also contributed to the event.

There `s another way of looking at the lessons of the Browns Ferry fire. The
outcome with regard to the protection of public health and safety was successful.
In spite of the damage to the plant as a result of the tire. and the inoperable
safety equipment, the reactors were shut down and cooled down successfully.
Nob•dy on site was seriously injured. No member of the public was affected.
No radioactivity above normal olerating amounts was released. The nuclear fuel
was not affected by the fire. The damage to the plant is being repaired. Based
on our evaluation of the incident. we believe that even if a fire such as the one
at Browns Ferry occurred in another existing plant, the most probable outcome
would still be with no adverse effects on the public health and safety.

The question naturally arises: How can a serious fire that involved Inopera-
bility of so many Important systems result in Ito adverse effect on the public
health and safety? The answer is to be found in the defense-in-depth used to pro-
ride safety in our nuclear power plants today. It provides for achieving the
re(luired high degree of safety assurance by echelons of safety systems. The
defense-in-depth afforded in this way does not depend on the achievement of
perfection in any single system or component, but the overall safety is high.

Let us now apply this perspective to fires in nuclear power plants. With respect
to fire the defense-in-depth principle is aimed at achieving an adequate balance
in:

I. Preventing fires wherever you can.
2. Fighting those fires that occur, putting them out quickly and limiting their

damage.
3. Designing the system so that a fire that gets started in spite of the fire

prevention program and burns for a considerable time in spite of fire fighting
will not prevent vital functions from being performed.

Nc one of these echelons can be perfect or complete. Strengthening any one can
vo..:pensate in some measure for weaknesses. known or unknown, in the others.

The lessons of Browns Ferry show that all three lines of defense had gaps,
and yet the outcome of the Browns Ferry fire shows that the overall defen.se-in-
depth was adequate to protect the public health and safety.

I GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

We turn now to the discussion of the gaps in the lines of defense-the failures
that occurred at Browns Ferry. They included weaknesses in equipment design,
operating procedures, and quality control. The NRC must take its share of the
responsibility for these failures. Browns Ferry was licensed after review of the
proposed design and operation. So the lessons are for NRC as well as the industry.

Although our review is not complete. we believe that both fire prevention and
fire fighting should be improved to decrease the probability of fire getting started.
or having gotten started, burning for a long time. We believe that simple and
effective measures are available to effect this improvement.

With regard to the third element of defense-in-depth-providing safety func-
tions in spite of postulated fires-our review is not as far along as it Is in other
areas.
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We believe that the fire at Browns Ferry has revealed that some improvements
in existing plants are prudent. We expect our recommendations to call for a
reevaluation of each line of defense against fire in each existing nuclear plant.
This reevaluation has already begun. Immediately after the Browns Ferry fire,
the NRC issued a bulletin to all licensees to review their maintenance and con-
struction procedures, their fire stop designs and their fire protection equipment
and procedures. Licensees should now be more alert to the possibilities of fire
and better prepared to fight fires. Due to this greater awareness of the possible
causes and consequences of fires, prevention should be improved.

As interim measures, emergency shutdown procedures, fire fighting procedures,
and control of combustible material and ignition sources are being improved.
Licensees are, where needed, upgrading firestops. improving fire-fighting training.
tightening procedures involving ignition sources and combustible materials, an(
developing alternative cooldown methods. For the longer term. this should be
supplemented by those improvements in each line of defense which are revealed
by a reevaluation of each plant and determined to be appropriate.

BROWNS FERRY LEssONS- -MaE PREVENTION

We believe that the fire prevention lesson to be learned from Browns Ferry
i.s that large bundles of electrical cables are more flammable than most people be-
lieved prior to the fire. The use of open flames to detect leaks, the frequency of
occurrence of small fires as a part of the leak detection process, the ease with
which the cable insulation was set afire, and the spread of flames all consti-
tuted a significant fire hazard. Our combustibility tests since the fire confirm
that most cable insulation can burn and that even cables that pass various "flame
retardancy" and "non-firepropagating" tests can ignite and propagate when
grouped together in cable trays. Part of the reevaluation programs should be
the recognition that groups of cables are combustible, and steps should be taken
where needed to control this potential hazard. Cable insulation less flammable
than that used at Browns Ferry is available, as are fire resistant materials that
can be used to cover existing cables. Thus. improvements, where needed, are
practicable in existing plants as well as future plants.

Improvements in procedures including special work permits and precautions
for welding in such areas are being considered. Special control for construction
activities involving these areas may need to be improved. In critical areas, addi-
tional or improved fire stops may be prudent in such places as openings in walls,
floors, elevator shafts. Fire seals and all other fire prevention equipment may
require improved inspection and better inventories of combustible materials in
potentially hazardous areas may be needed.

The goal of these recommendations will be to reduce significantly the inci-
dence of fires in nuclear power-plants.

BROW'NS FFRRY LESSONS8-FIRMFIGHTING

While the fire in the cable spreading room was controlled by the installed
carbon dioxide system, the fire in the secondary containment building was fought
unsuccessfully with portable extinguishers using dry chemicals and carbon di-
oxide, and burned for several hours. It was then extinguished in a few minutes
r'th water. Fire fighting plans may have to be revised in the light of this and

,ich other fire-fighting experience. The present reluctance of some power plant
I.-rsonnel to fight fires with water must be considered. Additional and improved
training may be required and provision of safety equipment to protect firemen
using hoses on electrified wires may be needed. In vulnerable areas, such as cable
spreading rooms and other cable concentration areas, fixed water deluge sys-
tems may be needed. Fire detection systems specific to the cable insulating ma-
terial actually installed are being investigated. Improved periodic testing of fire
fighting equipment should be considered.

The goal of these recommendations will be to improve significantly the ca-
pability to suppress and extinguish quickly those fires that may occur.

BROWNS FERRY LESSONS---LMrINo OF CONSEQUENcES

The Browns Ferry plant Is typical in many respects of plants of its time. It
was intended to have two separated and Isolated divisions of cooldown equip-
ment. Its provisions for local control of essential equipment go beyond those of
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some other plants in that this plant was designed to accommodate safely fire
damage to the cable spreading room. Yet many items of redundant equipment
became inoperable and the local control feature was not. in general, successful.
The design of the plant, partially because of the duration of the fire, did not
provide the expected degree of protection.

Separation criteria for more recent plants are superior to those used in the
design of Browns Ferry, but further improvements may be prudent in the light
of the Browns Ferry lessons. The reexamination of each existing plant must in-
clude a reevaluation of divisional selaration of cables in the light of the Browns
Ferry experience. We now know. for example, that cables in metal conduits can be
damaged if the conduits are in the fire zone. Previous concepts of separation with-
out barriers, or with thin metal barriers, must be reexamined. Some rerouting of
cables may be necessary in some existing plarts.

The design changes that may be needed to improve the capability to limit the
consequences of fires depends on achieving a proper balance among the three ele-
ments of defense-in-depth-fire prevention, fire fighting, and limiting conse-
quences of fires.. To the extent that improvements in fire prevention and fire fight-
ing make the likelihood of extensive fires very low, and to the extent that
redundant systems are already provided, less emphasis may be needed on Im-
provements in limiting the consequences of fires.

CONCLUSIONS

We have concluded that the Browns Ferry fire has not shown that present
plants are unsafe; that is, while fires can cause severe damage to plant equipment.
the health and safety of the public are adequately protected. However. subject
to our further study and final recommendatio,;. the review group believes that
improvements may be required in fire prevention, in fire fighting, and in limiting
the consequences of fires in nuclear power plants.

ATTACHnMFxiT 1

BaowNs Fr~amy SPrci&L Rm-vEw GRouP

Chairman: S. H. Hanauer, Office of the Executive Director for Operations,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Members:

H. E. Collins, Office of International and State Programs Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

S. Levine, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
W. Minners, Division of Technical Review, Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
V. A. Moore, Division of Reactor Licensing. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
V. W. Panciera, Office of Standards Development, Nuclear Regulatory

Commission.
K. V. Seyfrit, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, Nuclear Regulatory

Commission.

Representative YOUNG. Dr. Hanauer. I have several questions here,
but Iam really going to address myself to one. I mentioned about
the Navy a minute ago and firefighting-that is, about all the fire
drills and so forth in the Navy. It has been my experience that the
ship was never more vulnerable to fire damage than when it was in
the navy yard with all sorts of torches burning and everything in a
general state of upheaval.

Dr. HANA•UER. I believe industrial experience is the same.
Representative YOt-,G. I was going to draw the parallel, Doctor.

Surely you are mindful that where there is construction going on in
these operating plants that some special attention must be given to
fire prevention under those circumstance-?

Dr. HANAU.M Yes. siir.
Representative YouxNo. And you are doing that?
Dr. HA•-ArER. We are doing that, and some of our detailed recom-

mendations which are still being drafted treat this question.
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Mr. AND-rs. As a matter of fact,.NMr. Rusche, who has the currew
responsibility of licensing plants and the repair of the TVA plan'.
has this aspect under particular review.

Mr. Ruscuir. That is certainly correct, Mr. Chairman. If you recall.
one of the areas I mentioned we were giving specific attention to wa-
the development of administrative procedures; that is. a key arezi
that needs attention and control.

I think we have a good example here in which the procedures could
have been improved, and could have been improved already at TVA.

Representative Your-.G. I appreciate that, and I also appreciate the
fact that one of your biggest problems. I suppose, is that nobody ever
expects an accident to happen to them, and so you are going to hav'*e
to ride herd on all these plants pretty constantly, or we are going to
have continual recurrence of these things.

Are there any questions?

QUALITY CONTROL EFFORTS

Representative PNIC.. Mr. Chairman. I just would like to say for
vears the Joint Committee emphasized quality control. I (on't know
"how many hearings we have had on that. Most of the equipment in•
this particular plant should have benefited over the years. So there
is a real tight quality control program: vet we find here that one of
the failures that occurred at Browns Ferry was in quality control.

Would someone address themselves to thai and tell us what type of
equipment fell into that category?

Dr. KNu-rH. Yes. This is, of'course. one of the issues that we did
highlight in our investigation report and our enforcement correspond-
ence with TVA. In the quality assurance system. adequate procedures
for controlling work in vital areas such as the cable spreading room
were not adequately evaluated; and in our view. procedures were not
detailed enough to exert quality control. There also was not sufficient
independence of the quality control people observing and witnessing
What the people were doing in the work area.

There are some of the issues that we did identify in our inspection
report and enforcement correspondence with TV A.

Representative PRicE. It would seem over the years. considering
the amount of pressure that was put into this particular area of
quality control, that you would not he finding this situation today.

Mr. A.nE~S. Mr. Price, I would say that I certainly agree with
your point about the emphasis on quality control in the nuclear indus-
trv-which stands out in this regard among other industrial activities.
The record of performance in the quality control area far exceeds
that of many activities at this same stage of development. so your
message has not been lost on the industry on the regulator. Quite
obviously, though. there are still improvements that can be made. and
you can be sure that we are taking efforts to make such improvements
on a continuing basis.

Representative PRcI.. That is all I have.
Representative You.xo,. Mr. Anderson.
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COMMON MODE FAILrRES

Representative AN.,,DERsoN. Has your special review froup in cl
nection with its analysis of this fire learned anything. aout com11
mode failures or where the failure of one system triggers the failh.
of another system. anything that. has not already been ,analyzed
that regard in some detail by the Rasmussen study.

Dr. HANAU.R. Yes and no. Yes in the sense that we have studij
the common mode failures which certainly did occur during t!
Browns Ferry fire because of redundant el'ments which were ind,
pendent and were all failed by the same thing: namely. the fire.
some instances.

No in the sense that we didn't find anything radically new.
Representative ANDERSoN. You found out that the common moi

failures are possible, in other words. but not necessarily why.
Dr. HANAUER. Of course, we already knew that. but we proved i:

all over again.
Mr. A-rDms. But that is the defense-in-depth concept.
We have with us today Mr. Saul Levine. who has been a primary

participant in the study, which has looked at statistical failure prol-
abilities. I understand that his group has reviewed this particular
incident, and you may wish to hear his views related to common mode
failures and problems of accidents with regard to fires.

Representative AN.-DERsox. That is up to the chairman. of course.
but it seems to me that. it is a question that may well be raised some-
where along the line as to whether or not this report on which we
depend very heavi---of course, whether it really took into account
the kind of failures that occurred in the Browns Ferry fire.

Mr. Chairman. would you mind if 'Mr. Ievine were to very briefly
address himself to that ?.

Representative Yorxa. Not at all
Representative ANDrSON. I know it is a long hearing.
Representative Youxo. Let Mr. Levine be recognized for that

purpose.
Mr. Lzvl.E. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have to start by talking about what we did in the drhaft version

of our study, and then I will bring you up to date with what we have
done since the fire has occurred.

In the draft portion of our study we were concerned about the
potential effects of fire in the cable spreading area or in other places
where there are large numbers of cables. We found no oodv of statisti-
cal data readily available with which to quantify the likelihood of
such fires, so we were unable to make a coherent analysis of it.

However. we did know the relative frequency of fire's in plants was
quite low. that there had been not a large history of large fires. or in
other words. there had been a small history of large fires that. said
that the probability of such a fire that. would cause extensive damage
was quite low. Further, there are, irl fact. fire-fighting systems, and
there are, in fact, design features to cope with the consequences of such
a fire by limiting the amount of damage.

S9-.165 0- 75 -- 7
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We therefore concluded that, in our opinion the like!lihood of n
fire such as this would not contribute significantly to the overall risk
of a nuclear powerplant accident.

We have another study underway now where we are going to collect
data on large fires from manv sources and try to create a statistical
model.

In lieu of having that. available, however, we have analyzed the
specific situation that occurred at the Browns Ferry plant, and we are
able to sal y, in principle, that our judgment was confirmed by the fire.
We have estimated that the likelihood of occurrence of such a fire iS
about five chances in a thousand per year. and that the likelihood that
it would cause a core to melt would be about five chances n a million
per year. This is about 10 percent. of the probability that we have pre-
dicted for the occurrence of core melt. accidents independent of consid-
eration of the contribution of a fire, so that the fire risk would not be a
•ignificant contributor to the overall risk.

Now, that conclusion, as I just stated, is spcifically applicable to
the Browns Ferry plant and therefore the analysis does not apply to
all reactors.

One would have to examine the adeuacy of fire fighting capacity
and fire prevention features at other plants to make a broader state-
ment; thiskind of a study is going forward now.

It is my view that because of certain improvements in separation
criteria in newer plants and because of the inspection of fire prevention
and fire-fighting capacity by an independent inspection group, namely.
the XELPIA group. or other similar groups. that the likelihood of
such fires in other plants is vr.bably less than at Browns Ferry and
that. our statistical study which will'be performed in a year or so will
give us a better understanding of this contribution more ex licitly.

Representative YoUxNc.. The question was suggested. when is the
Rasmussen report due out.?

Mr. IrFvx-xi. We hope to have it out by the end of October of this
year.

Representative You-,m. Any further questions?

PAPERWORK PROBLEMS

Representative Hoawrox. I am the temporary Chairman of the Com-
mission to study the possibility of eliminating paperwork or cutting
back on paperwork in the Federal Government. I was appalled at the
amount of paperwork that is here in front of us, and I can imagine
that there is quite a bit mort paperwork that has been generated as a
result of this fire.

Do you have any idea as to how much has been generated?
Mfr. ANDEPR. Well. we.ertuinly support what sounds like the thrust

of your remarks. Mr. Uornron. Any guidance you can give us on hcw to
reduce it wolild be help ,.I. I would imagine it goes into the tons. We
have not done a particui ir study on this, and as I say, tlfis is a very
complicated subject. Our licei.sing procedures and licensing amend-
ments procedures are heavily kivolved in filling out the p,inted page.
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Representative HoMM.N. I am going to ask you here ptblicly. and
from your suggestion and your willingness to cooperpte. I ho 'e already

asked, we just have a temporary staff and we are just getting ready
to tool up. The Commission is going to meet the 3d of October. and
then the Commission will be set up. I am going to ask you. if you
will assign at least some of your personnel, one or two people maybe.
to analyze this situation ana give us a report on the pal.rwiork com-
mission so we can 'et some idea.

Representative Y _or'o. On paper.
Representative Horrox. So we can get some idea as to what is in-

volved in such an investigation as this with regard to filling out forns.
I notice that there is a tremendous number of statements, and I know
from my background as a lawyer that you do have to get a lot of
statements, but I wonder if maybe there was not a little overkill here.

Mr. AYN'DERS. We never know. There might well have been but we
also want to observe that we are responsive to the Joint Committee and
to our public responsibilities.

Representative HoiRro.. You do have a lot of statements from a lot
of people here. I am not critical of what you have done. I am just
making the point that there is a lot of paperwork generated as ia result
of something like this. and we have to be very mindful of that. I think,
when we are dealing in these Federal agencies.

If you are willing to cooperate-and I am ,,oin,, to ask the staff to
be in touch with your staff-and help us witE regard to an analysis
of what has been generated as a result of this.

NIMr. Axxr ans. W•- would be most pleased to. As a matter of fact. if
you would like to extend an invitation to review not just this investi-
gation. which is a little bit atypical of our operationns. but also the
more general activities we have in our overall licensing effects. where
thepaperwork for any one plant reaches the size of truckloads.

[Information subsequently received follows:]

0
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Analysis of the Paperwork Required as a Result

of Browns Ferry Fire

NRC studles relating to the fire at the Browns Ferry station con-

slated of three separate but interrelated investigations. First. the

Office of Inspection and Enforcement investigated the facts leading

up to the fire, and actions taken at the plant during and immediately

following the fire. The Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is

reviewing the safety of the units during repair and restoration of the

two Browns Ferry units to operation. A Special Review Croup, led by

the Technical Advisor to the Executive Director for Operations, is

studying the longer term Implications for the purpose of recommending

improvements in NRC policies, procedures, and technical requirements.

With respect to much of the paperwork needed for the three

investlgations, the same documents were used by all participants wherever possible.

Reports received frou the licensee and reports prepared by NRC were

evaluated by the separate groups for their own purposes, which accounts for the

somewhat large number of copies prepared. Each document is

shown only once and is attributed to the study first requiring the

material.
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-2-

pages

Inspection & Enforcement Investigation

1K Bulletins to licensees

Licensee responses to Bulletins

1E reports of 51 plants inspected

Notice of violation to TVA

1E report of investigation

Knuth's testimony for JCAE hearing

Nuclear Reactor Regulation Investigation

8 NRR letters to TVA enclosing license
amendments, revised technical specifi-
cations, safety evaluations, etc.

Written staries of meetings vith TVA

Rusche's testimony for JCAE hearing

Final NRR Safety evaluation report
(target - Dec. 1975 - estimated)

Special Review Croup Investigation

SRG final report (not yet drafted -
estimated)

Hlanauer's testimony for JCAE hearing

Other

4 public announcements

Chairman's testimony

TOTALS

8

8(av.)

I0(av.)

8

444

4'

267

118

288

Copies

1,000

1.000

3,200

Total
Pages

8,000

8,000

32,000

400 177,600

140 6,200

64

86

140

17,100

10,100

40.300

75 65 4,800

200

9

400

140

80,000

1,300

15 5,000 75,000

6 140 840

1.500 11.775 461.240

The above count of major documents produced does not Include drafts,

internal NRC notes and memoranda, or the frequent correspondence between NRC
and TVA. As an indication of papervork relating to this investigation,
attached is a listing of 447 documents totaling approximately 3000 pages
concerning the Browns Ferry fire and its Implications for other plants, or
earlier documents on fires and electric systems at nuclear power plants which
were used in connection with the current investigations.
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APPENDIX A

DOCUMENTS RELATING TO BROWN'S FERRY FIRE AND

ITS .JWPLICATIONS FOR OTHER PLANTS *

1. October 23, 1967, ROE 67-11

2. .ebruary 5, 1969, ROE 69-4.

3. March 23, 1975, Maligram from TVA to NRC:II, Notification of fire.

4. March 24, 1975, IE Bulletin 75-04.

5. March 24, 1975, Memo Davis to Regional Director#, ZE Bulletin

go* 75-04.

6. March 24, 1975, Memorandum Chairman Anders to Cossick, Commendation
of Staff.

7. March 24, 1975, Transcript of news conference held at TVA.

8. March 24, 1975, Memorandum from S. Maple to C. Sullivan, Actions
I-- State of Alabama

9. Match 24, 1975, Plan for Continued Coverage of Browns Ferry Fire.

10. March 26, 1975, Memorandum from J. Hufham to Files, Actions by

State of Alabama.

11. Undated, Statement of Responsibilities.

12. March 26, 1975, Notification of an Incident or Occurrence No. 145.

13. March 26, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Case, Browns Ferry Investigation.

14. March 27, 1975, Memoran4um Gossick to Davis, Commendation of Staff.

15. March 27, 1975, Press Release No. 75-69.

16. March 28, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Grier, Briefing of ACRS.

17. March 31, 1975, Letter E. Garrett to NRC:II, Request for information.

18. April 2, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Moseley, Response of State/Local
Governments.

19. April 3, 1975, Memorandum Thornburg to Regional Directors, Summary

of Information.
*1•ist does not include documents *uch as the staff safety evaluation

which are already In the Browns Ferry docket files (50-259, 50-260)
.in the NRC Public Document Room.
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20. April 3, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Regional Directors, I[
Bulletin No. 75-04A."

21. April 3, 1975, IE Bulletin 75-04A.

22. April 7, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Thornburg and Cover, Commendation
of Staff.

23. April 9, 1975, Letter Moseley to Garrett, Response to inquiry.

24. Undated, Memorandum Davis to Hlanauer, Interim Plans for Browns
Ferry InvcstigaLioa.

25. April 16, 1975, Memorandum Clark to Murphy, Public Information
Response.

26. April 18, 1975, Memoranduu Davis to Regional Directors, Request
for Special Inspections.

27. April 18, 1975, Memorandum J. Ward'to Murphy, Browns Ferry
Investigation.

28. April 22, 1975, Memorandum Long to Sinkule et al., Special
Fire Inspections.

29. April 22, 1975, Memorandum Long to Cover, Schedule of
Special Inspections.

30. April 23, 1975, Note O'Reilly to Moseley, Inquiry by Philadelphia

Bulletin.

31. April 23, 1975, Letter H. Green to Murphy, Load Centers.

32. April 23, 1975, Memorandum Long to Gover, Schedule of fire
inspections.

33. April 24, 1975, Memorandum Gage to Dreher, Schedule of special
inspections.

34. April 25, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Hanauer, et al., Initial
draft information.

35. April 25, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Knuth, Events during Browns
Ferry Fire.

36. April 29, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Hanauer, et al., Draft copy
of sequence of events.

37. April 29, 1975, Memorandum Knuth to Gossick. et al., Sequence
of events during fire. 4
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38. Undated, Memorandum Long to Thornburg, Status of Systems
an of April 30. 1975.

39. May 2. 1975, Memorandum Long to Sullivan et al., Browns

Ferry Operations InspectiLns.

40. May 2, 1975, Letter Moseley to TVA.

41. May 2, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Moseley, Inspection Hiscory.

42. May 2, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Crier, Inspection Program
Conducted at Browns Fe:ry.

43. May 5, 1975, Transfer of Lead Responsibility, Cable Fire.

44. May 6. 1975, Memorandum Davis to Hanauer, et aI.. Status of
System as of April 30, 1975.

45. May 8, 1975, Memorandum Wilson to Rusche and Hanauer,
Browns Ferry Incident.

46. May 8, 1975. Memorandum C. Weaver and R. Condra to Files,
Actions by State of Tennessee.

47. May 12, 1975. Memorandum Davis to Crier, Cetieric Concern on
Utilities' Electrical Fire Fighting Capabilitieb.

48. Hay 15, 1975. Letter R. Volle to Hufhas, Actions by State of
Tennessee.

49. Undated, Memorandum Cantrell to Moseley. Recommendations re
Browns Ferry.

50. May 15, 1975, Memorandum Wilson to Cossick, Plans and Schedules

51. Hay 19, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Hanauer, Protection of fire
evidence.

52. May 19. 1975, Letter Knuth to TVA.

53. May 20. 1975, Memorandum Davis to Regional Directors,.Initial
Draft copies of reports.

54. May 21, 1975. Memorandum Wilson to Thornburg, Comments on
preliminary draft report.

55. May 21, 1975. Memorandum Wilson to Cossick, Agenda for meeting
on May 23, 1975.

0
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56. May 23, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Rusche, et al., Plans
and schedules.

57. May 23, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Crier, JCAE Hearing.

58. May 27, 1975, Memorandum Wilson to Cossick, Schedule.

59. Hay 28, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Hanauer, et &I., Initial
draft copy of information.

60. May 28, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Hanauer, et a&., Draft
of TVA and government agencies response.

61. May 28, 1975, Memorandum Thornburg to Fiorelli, Enforcement

actions.

62. Hay 30, 1975, Letter Parks to Moseley, Transmittal of report.

63. May 30. 1975, Memorandum Moseley to Davis, Inspection History
at Browns Ferry.

64. June 3. 1975, Memorandum Knuth to Jiles. Activation of FACT.
65. June 5, 1975, Memorandum Davis to Hanauer, et a&., Request for

Comments.

66. June 6, 1975, Note Wilson to Knuth, et &l., PERT Network.

67. June 9, 1975, Memorandum Wilson to Cossick, Browns Ferry Fire.

68. June 20, 1975, Memorandum Wilson to Davis, Coments on Draft
Report.

69. June 10, 1975, Note Wilson to Knuth, 1E briefing of EDO.

70. June 11, 1975, Note Wilson to Cossick, Com•ission briefing.

71. June 13, 1975, Note Knith to Cossick, Briefing.

72. June 13, 1975, Memorandum Crier to Coller. Responses to Bulleti
and Inspection Reports.

73. June 13, 1975. Memorandum Wilson to Ippolito, Comments on Draft
Document.

74. June 13, 1975, Memorandum T. Young to Murphy, Recommendation re
drills.

75. June 16, 1975, Memorandum Crier to.Davis, Inspection History at
Browns Ferry.

Ins
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Juno 16, 1975, Memorandum Thornburg to Hanauer. at &I., Draft
Report. -

June 17, 1975, Memorandum Seyfrit to Thornburg, Comments on draft

report.

June 19, 1975, Memorandum Hanauer to Davis, Comments on report.

June 25, 1975, Memorandum Moseley to Davis, Inspection History
at Brovws Ferry.

80. June 30, 1975, Memorandum Ward
Investigations.

to Murphy. Recomoendation re

81. July 1. 1975,

82.

83.

84,

85.

86.

87.

88.

89.

90.

91.

92.

July 1 1975,

May 13. 1975,
brown* Ferry.

July 1, 1975,

July 1, 1975,

July 1, 3975,

July 2. 1975,

July 2. 1975.
Inspections.

July 3. 1975.
Fire Code.

July 3. 1975.
Programs.

July 3, 1975.
Capabilities.

July 7, 1975,
Report.

Memorandum Davis to Crien at a&., Draft Report.

Memorandum Davis to Hanauer, at &L, Draft Report.

Me•orandum Davis to Hoseley. Inspection History at

Memorandum Seyfrit to Crier, Special Inspections.

Memorandum Crier to Davis, Special Inspections.

lemorandim Davis to lAnauer, Comments on Report.

Memorandum inuth to Cossick. Investigation teport.

Memorandum Davis to Regional Directors, Special

Memorandum Crier to Arlotto. Development of Unlclear

Memorandum Tripp to Rainnuth. Fire Protection Inspection

Memorandum Crier to Davis. Electric Fire Fighting

Memorandum Higginbotham to Kuhlman, Comments on

93. July 7, 1975. Memorandum Kuhlman to Davis, Comments on Report.

94. July 8, 1973, Memorandum Hoseley to Hanauer, Browns Ferry Fire
Information Request.

a
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95. July 8, 1975. Memorapdum Moseley to HLanauer, Browns Ferry Fire

lnformation Request.

96. July 9. 1975. 1emorandum V. Swan to Files. TVA Fire Test

97. July 10, 1975, Memorandum Murphy to Gower, Coments on Proposed

NotIce of Violation.

96. July 11, 1975. Nsmorand=m Moseley to Thornburg, Proposed Notice

of Ylolatlo..

W9.1 July 3. 1975. ateraondim Schwartz to Cosaick, Contact with the

State of Alabama.

100. July 30. 1975. Press Relfteae 75-50 (Region 11).
lpý

101. August 1. 1975. emrandun DavIs to Knuth, Management of Browns
troy Report.

102. August 4, 1975, Letter Moseley to TVA, 50-259/75-9, 50-260/75-9.

103. August 5. 1975. Letter TVA to Moseley.

104. August 8. 1975, Hemorandum Thornburg to Long. Comments from

C. C. Long.

105. August 13, 1975. Letter TVA to Moseley.

106. August 15. 1975. )Memorandum F. Long to Thornburg, Comments from

C. C. Long.

107. August 15. 1975. Memorandum Davis to Crier. Congressional Testimony.

106. August 19. 1975. Memorandum Fiorelli to Seyfrit. Requirements for

Penetration Seals, etc.

309. August 20, 1975. Memorandum Moseley to Davis, Fire Tests Beli&

Conducted by TVA.

110. August 20, 1975. Letter Moseley to TVA.

VAD
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APPENDIX 9

OCUWIIITf RELATING TO BROWN'S FERRY FIRE AND

ITS "DIWLICATIONS FOR OTHER PLANTS

1. March 1975 memorandum from J. Davis to Directors ot Region Offices IE
Bulletin No. 75-O "Cable Fire at Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Station.w

2. March 26, 1975 memorandum from L. V. Gossick to all NRC Employees
'Appointment or Special Review Croup.*

3. March 30, 1975 article from the Tennessee (Nashville) entitled
"You Can Blow Out Candle, but N-Power?' by Dolph Honicker.

4. April 3, 1975 aemorandum from J. Davis to Directors oa Region Offices IE
Bulletin No. 75-OA 'Cable Fire at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant.'

5. April 4, 1975 chart entitled 'Standby Auxiliary Power System.'

6. April 9, 1975 memorandum from A. Glambusso to E. Case entitled, 'Drowns
Ferry Return to Operation.'

7. April 10, 1975 memorandum from S. Hanauer to Review Group flenbers entitled
'Independence or Review.'

8. April 10, 1975 report 'InterLt Report Materials Flamnability Testing
For IJuclear Regulatory Commission.'

9. April 17, 1975 letter from B. Rusche to TVA re: NRC's views concerning
the review and approval requirements for the restoration oa fire-afrected
features at Browns Ferry I & 2.'

10. April 17, 1975 report from H. Russel TVA - Report on 'Physical Damage to
Electrical Cables and Raceways Involved in the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Fire on March 22, 1975.'

11. April 22, 1975 letter from J. Gilleland oa TVA to B. Rusche entitled,
'Material to be provided Formally for Nucliar Regulatory Com.ission
Review of the liarch 22, 1975 Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1 & 2
Fire.'

12. April 22, 1975 letter trom E. Thomas or TVA to listed distribution
entitled, 'Plan tar Evaluation, Repair and Return to Service ot BroMns
Ferry Nuclear Plant Units I & 2 (March 22, 1975, Fire) - Revisions oa
April 20, 1975.'

13. April 22, 1975 report from D. Patterson oa TVA entitled, "Safety
Analysis Oa the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units I & 2 DurinC Operation3
Related to Removal or Damaged Cabling, Cable Trays, and Conduits.'

0

En-mmt
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14. April 22, 1975 nemorandum from K. Muarphy to 2. Houston entitled,
'Inflight Radiation Mlonitoring SysteMs."

15. April 22, 1975 tests from Okonite Co. entitled,. "Tray Cable Ampacity
Tests.*

16. April 23, 1975 letter from J. Gilleland of TVA to B. Rusche entitled,
"Revision 1 to Plan for Evaluation, Repair, and Return to Service
of Browns Ferry Units I & 2 (March 22, 1975-Fire).

17. April 25, 1975 Browns Ferry Fire Inspection and Enforcement Investigation.

18. April 29, 1975 memorandum from D. Knuth to Directors entitled, "Tennessee
Valley Authority-Sequence of Events during the Browns Ferry Fire."

19. April 30, 1975 memorandum fron T. Wanbach to TVA entitled, "Sunnary of
Meeting field on April 24, 1975 at BF71P to Discuss the Safety Analysis
for Removal of Fire-Danaeed Coaponents."

20. April 30, 1975 memorandum from J. Knight to T. Ippollto entitled, "Sunnary
of AprIl 16, 1975 Mleeting on Browns Ferry Cable Fire of March 22, 1975."

21. April 30, 1975 Inatruction letter from J. Studdard entitled, "TVA Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant Operations Instruction Letter No. 33."

22. Report from TVA entitled, "Plan for Evaluation, Repair, and Return to
Service of Browns Ferry Units I & 2 (March 22, 1975)."

R3" Report from TVA entitled, "Division of Engineering Design Report No.
* DT-DED (BHP-I) (Browns Ferry Parch 22, 1975-Fire)."

4l. Appendix A to Facility Operating Licen-nes DPP-33 and 52 Technical
* Specification and Bases for Browns Ferry Nuclear Plants Units I & 2

Limestone County, Alabama.

?5. fly 1, 1975 Recovery Plan - Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Restoration
* Schedule.

?6. May 2, 1975 paper from P. J. Long entitled, "Browns Ferry Units 1 & 2
Status of Systems as of 1/30/75."

91ndicates Document. is In Docket File in NBC Public Document Room.

A-
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27. May 2, 1975 memorandum from K. Goller to AD3 entitled, WBrowns Ferry."

28. fty 3, 1975 memorandum from V. Stella to Files entitled, OBrowns Ferry."

29. May 5 1975 letter to K. Coller entitled, 'Cable Fire."

30. May 5, 1975 Draft Facility Operating Lictnzes DPR-33 and 52 Temporary
Technical Specification and Bases for B. Ferry Plant Units I & 2.

31. Hy" 7, 1975 memorandum from J. Pittaan " A entitled, "Control Rod

Position Verification."

.32. thy 8, 1975 Technical Specification Appli. bility (from trip).

33. May 8, 1975 Facility Operating Licenses DPR-33 and 52 Tenporary
* Technical Specifications and Bases for Browns Ferry I & 2. (Issued

to NRC staff on site).

34. tMY 8, 1975 memorandum from T. Ippolito to Di:tribution entitled,
*Browns Ferry Task Group Assignments."

35. Mhy 8, 1975 memorandum from T. 1. Wilson to B. Rtusc~e and S. Hanauer,
entitled "Request for Information on Fire at Br6ns Ferry In Order to
Carry out Recent AssrGnment."

36. Hay 9, 1975 letter from R. Purple to TVA issuing Amendment No. 9 &
* 6 to Browns Ferry Technical Specificaztions.

37. May 9, 1975 memorandum from B. Grimes to V. Stello entitled, "Browns
Ferry Fire."

38. May 12, 1975 memorandum from S. Hanauer to Review Group Members "Notes
from Review Group Meeting, May 9, 1975."

38a.May 12. 1975 meoorandum from N. Dube to V. Stello 'concerning RMS codes
6 for Browns Ferry. •

39. May 13, 1975 Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Status of RefuelinC Equipment

Preliminary Seport.,

0. Working Papers developed at Browns Ferry Trip (5/2-5/75).

41. Hay 15, 1975 memorandum from T. R. Wilson to L. V. Gossick entitled,
*Browns Ferry Fire, Plans and Schedules."

42. May 15, 1975 Revision 4 to report entitled, "Plan for Evaluation, Repair,
a and Return to Service of Browns Ferry. 1 & 2.0
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43. Nay 16, 1975 memorandum from J. KniCht to T. Ipoolito entitled,*Summary
of May 15, 1975 Meeting on Defueling Program Plan for Browns Ferry.*

M. May 19, 1975 meeting notice with TVA.

45. May 19, 1975 letter from D. Knuth to TVA asking for clarification,
a information and schedule for submitting material to NRC on fire.

46. May 20, 1975 TVA iafety Analysis of Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Units 1 & 2 During Operations Related to Fuel Removal, Fuel Storage,
and Plant Restoration.

47. May 20, 1975 memorandum from F. Rosa to T. Ippolito entiled, "Sunmary
of Site Visit Made on May 5-9, 1975 to Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
(In regard to Cable Fire Incident ofa arch 22, 1975).

18. Mmy 21, 1975 memorandum from V. Stello to B. Rusche thru R. 4einecman
entitled "Summary of SAR Audit of Fire Stop Requireents.0

49. Hay 22, 1975 Recommendations Related to the Browns Ferry Fire of
March 22, 1975 (Outline by Special Study Group).

50. May 23, 1975 memorandum from V. Stello to T. Ippolito entitled,
'Browns Ferry."

51. May 23, 1975 letter from J. E. Gilleland te B. ltusche entitled,
a "Startup Report - Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 2 - Docket No. 50-260

Operating License DPR-52.'

52. thy 24, 1975 Final Draft TVA Safety Analysis of Browns Ferry Plant
Units 1 & 2 During Operations Related to Fuel Removal, Fuel Storage,
and Plant Restoration.

53. May 27, 1975 memorandum from T. R. Wilson to L. V. Gossick entitled,
*Schedule NRC Actions Regarding Browns Ferry Station."

54. thy 27, 1975 ROvision 5 to report entitled, "Plan for Evaluation, Repair,
a and Return to Service of Browns Ferry.'

55. May 27, 1975 Revision 6 to report entitled, 'Plan for Evaluaticn, e:epair,
0 and Return to Service of Browns Ferry.'
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56. May 29, 1975 nemorandum from R. Boyd to B. Rusche repardin& TVA press
release.

57. May 30, 1975 nemorandun with enclosures from T. Ippolito to V. Stello
entitled, "Suz.ary of Field Trip Made on 5///2-5/75 to Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant."

58. Mby 30, 1975 Revision 7 to report entitled, "Plan for Evaluation, Repair,
9 and Return to Service of Browns Ferry."

59. May 30, 1975 letter from E. F. Thonas to B. Rusche entitled, "Ternessee
* Valley Authority - Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit I - Docket No. 50-259 -

Facility Operating License DFR-33 - Abnor-al Occurrence Report BFAO-50-
259/758W."

60. May 30, 1975 letter rrca E. F. Thomas tc B. Rusche entitled, "Tennezsee
a Valley Authority - Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 2 - Docket No. 50-250 -

Facility Operatimig License DPP-52 - Aonormal Occurrence Report BFAO-50-
260/7571."

61. June 2, 1975 nemorandun from E. Case to S. Hanauer entitled, "Protection
of Fire Evidence in Reztoration of Prouns Ferry Staticn."

62. June 2, 1975 amend-%ent to Facility Operating Licenses DPP-33 and 52
I Interim Technical Specifications and 3ases for Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant Units I & 2.

63. June 3, 1975 letter from J. Gilleland to B. Rusche requesting a delay in
a auboission of ECCS infor-.ation.

60. June , 1975 press release from TVA.

65. June 5, 1975 letter rron J. Gilleland to B: Rusche requestinG an extension
. on completion oa construction date due to fire at Units 1 & 2.

66. June 5, 1975 package, from R. Scholl to T. Ippolito rejarding Best EstiMate
oa Sequence of Events.

"67. June 6, 1975 Revision 9 to report entitled, 'Plan for Evaluation, Repair,
0 and Return to Service oa Browns Ferry."

63, June 6, 1975 TVA Technical Specifications input from C. Long and L. Riani.

69. June 6, 1975 menorandun frc T. R. Wilson to D. Knuth. S. Rutche, and

S. Hanauer entitled, "Pert Network (or Activities Related to Browns Ferry."
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70. June 6, 1975 letter from E. F. Thomas to B. Rusche entitled, "TVA-
* BFNP Unit 1 - Docket No. 50-259 -Facility Operating License DPR-33 -

Abnormal Occurrence Report BFAO-50-259/75911."

71. June 9, 1975 Abnormal Occurrence Report BFAO-259/7561i (Final)
* concerning a fire in the cable tray room.

-72. June 9, 1975 letter from J. E. Gilleland to R. A. Purple entitled,
I "In the Matter of' TVA" regarding revision of procedures for obtaining

and preserving evidence.

-73. June 11, 1975 NRC Review Effort (slides).

74. June 12, 1975 memorandum from F. Rosa to H. Sullivan regarding CPB
input to Browns Ferry Fire SER.

.- 5. June 12, 1975 memorandum from R. Vollmer to R. Purple entitled, "QA
Branch Evaluation on TVAs QA Plan (Part XIII, Section A, dated
May 28, 2975) for the Restoration of Browns Ferry Units I & 2."

76. June 13, 1975 memorandum from T. R. Wilson to T. A. Ippolito entitled,
"Comments on Draft Document Entitled, NRC Evaluation of the Browns
Ferry Fire."

-77. June 16, 1975 memorandum from F. Schroeder to T. R. Wilson entitled,
"Comments-Preliminary Draft of Schedule of Investigation and Evaluation
of Fire at Browns Ferry Station."

78. June 17, 1975 letter from R. Purple to TVA requesting Operating License
SNo. DPR-33 and 52 for BF be amended.

79. June 18, 1975 letter from E. F. Thomas TVA to B. Rusche entitled, "Tennessee
k Valley Authority - Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Unit 2 - Docket No. 50-260 -

Facility Operating License DPR-52 - Abnormal Occurrence Report BFAO-50-
260/758W.

80. June 24, 1975 report from J. Gilleland to B. Rusche entitled, "12th
Revision to Plan for Evaluation, Repair and Return to Service of Brotins
Ferry Units 1 & 2."
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81. June 24, 1975 report entitled, "Browns Ferry Flre-Status-I1RR Evaluation.0

82. June 24, 1975 report entitled, "Browns Ferry Fire-Status-HRR Evaluation."

83. June 25. 1975 memorandum from L. Gossick to all DiLrectors entitled,
'Browns Ferry Review Group."

81. June 26, 1975 nemorandum from F. Schroeder to Martin Bile3 entitled,
'Inter-Agency Loan -- Andrew J. Pryor.*

85. June 27, 1975 memorandum from B. Ru3che to L. Gossick entitled, "NPR
Evaluation Plan - Browns Ferry Fire.*

86. August 4, 1975, Letter to David Comey from E. C. Case, in response to
Mr. Comey's ltr of June 16, 1975 re: Indian Pt and Dresden 1.

87. June 30, 1975 letter from J. E. Gilleland to A. Gianbusso entitled,
0 "In the Hlatter of the Tennessee Valley Authority Docket No0. 50-259

and 50-260.0

88. June 30, 1975 letter from J. E. Gilleland to A. Gianbusso entitled,
* IZn the Patter of the Tennessee Valley Authority Docket N;o. 50-296."

89. July 1, 1975 report entitled, "Protection Against Fire- Objective:
One DiTvsion of Shutdoin Cooling Available."

90. July 2, 1975 oenorandum from S. It. Hansuer to F. Schroeder, V. Stello,
and A. Tedesco entitled, "Conflicting DesCSn Requirements.*

91. July 3, 1975 memorandum frcn P. Collins to F. J. WIl1IaMs entitled,
"Respon3e to Review of tht Browns Ferry Fire Report."

92. July 3; 1975 memorandum frca B. H. Grier to K. Goller entitlod.
*Fire Protection Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants."

93. June 27, 1975 memorandum from A. Schwe•Ler to distribution entitled,
"Comey Letter on Browns Ferry Fire."

r



94. July 9, 1975 letter from J. E. Gilleland to B. Rusche entitled,
a 61n the Matter of Tennessee•Valley Authority Docket 1los. 50-259

and 50-260. Enclosure: OPlan for Evaluation, Repair, and Return
to Service ot browns Ferry Units I & 2.0

95. July 9, 1975 letter trith enclosure from J. E. Gilleland to A. Giambusso
* entitled, *In the Matter ot the Tennessee Valley Authority Docket Kos.

50-259 and 50-260.0.

96. July 10, 1975 oeaorandum from S. Hanauer to Drowns Ferry File entitled,
Meeting with Nelpia, June 26, 1975.*

97. July 15, 1975 letter from R. Purple to TVA with corrected paCes 54 and
* 108 of Cha.re No. 11 to Technical Specifications Appendix A or

Facility Operating Licenses.

98. July 16, 1975 sWirnary oa meeting held on July 1, 1975 at N•RC to discuss
* design modifications at BF1P.

99. July 18. 1975 letter trom E. F. Thonas 3to B. Rusche with report on broken
* second stage steM in main steam relief valves.

l00. July 21, 1975 suL-ary ot meetirtgs held on flay 20 and flay 21, 1975 at UIRC
offices to discuss TVA3s Safety Analysis Report and Technical Specifications
for unl~adir;g fuel from Units I and 2 prior to restoration work.

101. July 21, 1975 trom T. Wambach to FACILITY: BFNP Units 1 & 2 summary oa
* meeting held on July 11, 1975.

102. July 22, 1975 letter trom J. E. Gilleland to B. Rusche entitled, 'In
* the Matter or Tenr.ezsee Valley Authority Docket N0s. 50-259 and 50-260

enclosure:. "Plan for Evaluation, Repair and Return to Serviee oa Browns
Ferry Units 1 and 2... regarding the 3-22-75 t~re...

103. July 22, 1975 memorand= from T. Wambach to Files entitled, -URC Approvals
ot Restoration and Return to Operation oa Browns Ferry Units I and 2.'

104 July 22, 1975 TELEX from TVA entitled OCriteria for Splicing Cables Recovery
Plan for Browns Ferry Units 1 and 2.0

105. July 24, 1975 copy oa *Questions Developed during Development Mini Draft
for Browns Ferry Review Group Report.*
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106. July 25, 1975 letter from J. Gilleland to B. Rusche concerninc,
a 015th Rev1sion to Plan for Evaluation, Repair, and Return to Service

of Browns Ferry Units I & 2 (March 22, 1975 Fire).

107. July 29, 1975 note from V. Moore to T. Ippolito entitled *Questions
on the BroWns Ferry Fire.*

108. July 30, 1975 memcrandum from V. Moore to T. Ippolito entitled, "Questions
on the Browns Ferry Fire.'

109. July 31, 1975 final draft entitled, "TVA - Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Preoperational Retest Program for Units 1 and 2 - Part XI Section C
Recovery Plan.*

110. AuCust 4, 1975 letter from F. J. Williams to V. Stello entitled,*Status
Report - Browns Ferry Fire Task Force.'

111. Auruzt 15, 1975 from J. E. Gilleland to B. Ruache with enclosure of 16th
* Revision of document entitled PPlan for Evaluation, Repair, and Return to

Service of HroWns Ferry Units I and 2.'

112. August 15, 1975 letter from R. Purple to TVA with enclosure of Amendments
* No. 13 and 10 to Facility Licenses No. DPR-33 and 52 for BFNP.

113. AuSust 18. 1975 menorandum from T. Ippolito to R. Vollmer entitled, 'Browns
Ferry Recovery Plan Final Draft Part XI Sects.n C.'

114. August 21, 1975 information report entitled, 'The National Observer Article
on Browns Ferry Fire."

115. August 20, 1975 letter from J. Gilleland to B. Rusche with enclosure of
* 18th Revision to document entitled, "Plan for Evaluation, Repair and Return

to Service of Browns Ferry Units I and 2.'

116. AuGust 20, 1975 memorandun" fror F. J. Williams to File entitled, 'Browns
Ferry Fire - Alternate Cooling Methods During Incident.'

117. August 21, 1975 remorandun from F. J. Williams to S. Hanauer entitled, *Bro%;ns
Ferry Restoration - One Hour Divisional Separation."

118. AuZust 25, 1975 memorandum from V. Stello to R. 0accary entitled, 'Browns
Ferry Restoration.
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119. Aucus¶ 25, 1175 tecranel= from R. Ii&gins to facility entitled,

a 'Suzmary of Meetin, on 8/19 - 20."

120. Aucist 27, 1975 letter fro J. CGlleland to B. Rusche tran.•ittine

a Revision 19 to Plan for Evaluation and Repalr.

121. AuCuat 2e, 1975 letter free B. Ruache to W'A regardine: Restoration

* work.

M&. August 28, 1975 venorandum from C. Lone to F. Will1.is transmitting

Fire Protection Enrineering Consultant Peport.

123. Sept.,-er 2, 1;7 (riiinally 8/1?) letter from. J. Gilleland to

.9 B. Rus:he, *TA Pe:ponses to NRC Questions of Aueust 13, 1975."

124. Sv;tep-ter 2, 1975 letter fron J. Gilleland to B. Pusche reCardinC:

a Pev3iion I to TVA De3lin Criteria.

125-. Septe-:ber 2, 1975 letter froa J. Gilleland to B. Pu3the reeardlnC:

* 20th Povision to Plan for Evaluation, fiepa!r an4 Return to Service.
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APPENDIX C

DOCtEhEN RELATING TO BROWN'S FERRY FIRE AND

ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR OTILER PLANTS

I. Undated. Memorandum from John Davis to Steve Hanauer, "Interim
]lam for Browns Perry Investigation."

2. Undated, Nemora•dum from T. R. Wilson to John Davis, "Preparations
for the JCAS HeariSn 2n Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Fire."

3. Undated, Chart - NRC Investigation of the Browns Ferry (BF) Fire

Objectives.

4. Undated, Journal Article (Chemical Engineering Dept - Washington
State Univ.) "Fireproof Insulating Material from Cenospheres"
it. A. V. Raftf H. F. Austin, and W. Long.

3. oarch 24, 1975, Notes on Trip to Browns Ferry to Investigate Fire
In Cable Trays - Steve Hanauer

6. harch 24, 1975, Memo to Licensees from J. P. O'Reilly, "Cable
Fire at Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Station.'

7. March 24. 1975, Press Release (Contact Frank Ingram) re Note
to Editors and Correspondents: Information on Fire at Browns
Ferry

B. March 26. 1975, Notification of Incident or Occurrence (ILE)
Fire In Electrical Control Cables (Tennessee Valley Authority -

Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Plant)

9. March 27, 1975. Memorandum from Harry Thornburg to Regional (1, I11, IV, V)
Directors, "Cable Fire at Browns Ferry on March 22. 1975."

10. March 27, 1975, Press Release (Contact 'Joseph Fouchard) re NRC
Statement on Browns Perry Fire

1U. March 28, 1975, Note from W. M. Morrison zo Steve Hanauer
"Sandia - Cable Tray Fire Tests."

12. March 28, 1975, Reviev Croup for Browns Ferry Fire - lnterim Work
Outline.

1s2a. March 28, 1975, Levine, Relationship of Browns Ferry to Rasmussen
Study Results and Methodology.

13. March 31, 1975, Memorandum from Aubrey Godvin, Director. Div. of
Radiological Health, State of Alabama Dept. of Public Health. to
Radiation Advisory Board of Health, Subject: March 22, 1975, Fire
at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant.

.14. April 1, 1975, Newspaper Article, Kalamazoo Cazette, Tom Stersic,
"Palisades' Safeguards Unlike TVA's N-Plant."
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13. April 1, 1975, Letter from E. F. Thomas, TVA, to E. Case
"INA - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 - DOCKET No. 250-259 -

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-33 - ABNORMAL OCCURRENCE REPORT
BFAO-50-259/756W

-16. April 3. 1975. Press Release "NRC Staff Directs Broadened Review
of Nuclear Power Plants Following Fire at Browns Ferry" (Contact

Frank Ingram.

17. April 7, 1975, Memo Routing Slip from V. Panciera to Browns Ferry
Special Reviev Group - Information Related to Sandia Testing of
Cable Tray Fires.

18. April 15, 1975, Letter from H. C. Parris, TVA. to A. Ciambusso,
"Requested Amendment to Licenses DPR-33 and DPR-52 to change
Technical Speclfications on Brovns Ferry." -

19. April 15, 1975, Pemorandum from Harold Collins to Stephen Hanauer
"ZEergency Preparedness Interest Areas (Browns Ferry Fire)."

20. April 15, 1975, Letter from J. Gilleland to A. Ciambusso,
"50-259 and 50-260 - Changes to Tech Specs - TVA - Browns Ferry."

21. April 16. 1975, Report, Review Group for Drowns Ferry Work Plat -

Draft

22. April 16, 1975, Memorandum from Frank Schroeder to W. Cornelius
Mall, Chemtree Corp., "Fire at Browns Ferry and Control of
Combustible Material in nuclear power plants."

23. April 21, 1975, Note from Voss Moore to S. Hanauer "Work Plan
for Browns Ferry Review Group."

24. April 17, 1975, Memorandum (TVA) from 3. R. Calhoun to Work
Croup - Nuclear Regulatory Commission - Commitments - Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant Fire Restoration.

25. April 23, 1975, Memorandum from S. Hanauer to E. C. Case, J. C.
Davis, "Protection of Fire Evidence in Restoration of Browns
Ferry Station."

26. April 24, 1975, Memorandum from Harold Collins to John Harris
thru J. D. Lafleur "Your Note to Herbert H. Brown, DR:ISP Dated
April 22, 1975 Concerning the Browns Ferry Fire."

27. April 28, 1975, Memo Routing Slip from V. Minners to Browns
Ferry Review Group, transmitting Letter from F. Schroeder to
Ralph Harding, Pres.. The Society of Plastics Induqtry, Inc.
(2/28/75).

2
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28. April 29, 1975. Testimoney of Norman Rasmussen before the
House Committee on Ipterior and Insular Affairs Subcommittee
On Energy and the Environment.

29. May 5. 1975, Memorandum L. V. Gossick to T. R. Wilson,
"Temporary Assignment."

30. Hay 6, 1975, Memorandum from John Davis to S. Hanauer,
E. C. Case and F. Schroeder, "Browns Ferry Units 1 and 2 -
Status of Systems as of April 30, 1975."

31. Hay 12, 1975, Memorandum from John Davis to Boyce Crier,
"Generic Concern and Utilities' Electrical Fire Fighting
Capabilities"

32. May 15, 1975. Memo Routing Slip from S. Hanauer to Browns
Ferry Review Group "Meeting with T. R. Wilson"

33. May 19, 1975, Federal Register Notice "TVA - Issuance of

Amendments to Facility Operating License.

34. Hay 23, 1975, Browns Ferry - Major Milestone Dates.

35. Hay 30, 1975, Memorandum from S. Hanauer to Browns Ferry
Review Group - Notification of PRESS RELEASE BY TVA.

36. May 30, 1975, Letter from J. E. Gilleland to A. Ciambusso
"Proposed Changes to Browns Ferry Tech Specs."

37. June 3, 1975, Note from L. V. Cossick to B. C. Rusche and
S. Hanauer, "Schedule for Review and Evaluation of the Browns
Ferry Fire."

38. June 5, 1975, Memorandum from J. C. Davis to S. Hanauer,
E. Case, F. Schroeder. T. R. Wilson, and K. Seyfrit, "Request
for Comments on Draft Information Relative to the Fire at
Browns Ferry."

39. June 6, 1975, Note from S. Hanauer to Browns Ferry Review
Group "Schedule Revisions"

40. June 6, 1975, Memorandum from B. Crimes to C. Long, "Browns
Ferry Recovery Plan Safety Evaluation."

41. June 16. 1975, Note from E. Case to L. V. Cossick. "Redundancy
Available for Shit Down and Cool Down of Browns Ferry Unit 1
During Fire."

42. June 18, 1975, Memorandum from Harold Collins to Stephen
Hanauer "AJditional Information Request: Browns Ferry Fire
Incident."

3
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43. July 1, 1975, Note to Files from S. Hanauer. "Telephone Discussion
with Hr. W. A. Rlehl, Marshall Space Flight Center, March 26. 1975.

64. July 15, 1975. Note from Karl Goller to 5. Rusche Thru A. Ciambusso,
"Electrical Cable Fire Stops."

45. July 15. 1975, Note from Sheldon Schwartz Thru Herbert Brown to
L. V. Gossick, "Contact with State of Alabama on Browns Ferry
Investigation."

46. July 18, 1975, Part of Press Release on browns Ferry.

47. July 19, 1975. S. Hansuer Handwritten notes on Browns Ferry
Separation

48. July 21, 1975, Meeting Summary from Thomas Wacbach on
Meeting Held on July 11, 1975, at NRC Offices to Discuss The
Changes to Administrative Controls and Procedures Resulting
From TVA's Evaluation of March 22nd Fire.

49. July 30, 1975, Statement by TVA General Panager Lynn Seeber in
Response to the NRC Field Investigation Report on the Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant Fire on March 22, 1975.

50. August 1, 1975, MIemo Routing Slip from T. Ippollto to S. Hanauer,
Information on Fires at Beaver Valley 1; Nine Mile Point.I and
Salem Nuclear Generating Station.

51. August 5. 1975. Menorandum from T. Ippolito to S. Hanauer
"Electrical Fires Aboard the Naval Aircraft Carrier, LISS
Saratoga."

52. August 8. 1975. Note from S. Hanauer to Mike Williams
"Splicing in Browns Ferry and Elsewhere."

53. August 8, 1975, MeD.randum from Paul Collins to D. J. Skovholt,
"OLD Report of Browns Ferry Fire."

54. August 13, 1975. Lettei from Ralph .Nader to Chairman Anders,
transmitting NELPIA Investigation of browns Ferry Fire.

55. August 14., 1975. Letter from W. J. Dircks to J. Gilleland (TVA)

transmitting SELPIA Investigation and Nader Letter to Gilleland.

56. August 26, 1975, browns Ferry Review Group Meeting - August 21, 1975.

4
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Appendix D

Documents Relating to Cable Tray Fires

a. weoa,-. '. 1965, TeletYio to AEC from-Philadelphia Electric Co., re: a
fire at Peach Bottom Atomic hator Paver Plant.

2. February 5, 1965, Report to Director of s.egulation from Director of Compliance
Report to Commission re Peach Bottom Fire of 213/65.

3. February 11, 1965, Note to S. Crier from j. P. O'Reilly tcansmltting two uevclips
concerning the Peach Bottom fire.

4. February 18, 1965, Hemo to L. Kornblith from J. R. Sears - "Inspection of
Philadelphia Electric Company (Peach bottom Reactor)," Inspection Report.

5. February 18. 1965. Copy of Inspection Report transmitted by 4. above.

6. March 17, 1965, Ltr from H. L. Price to John T. Conway'- Information on
Peach Bottom Fire.

7. March 1. 1965, Letter to Honorable Nulman Craley, Jr. from Harold L. Price.
Summary of Info on Peach Bottom Fire.

8. February 24, 1975, Information on Peach Bottom Fire.

9. April 9, 1965. Memo to L. Kornblith from J. R. Sears "Inspection of Philadelphia
Electric Company (Peach Bottom Reactor)" inspection Report.

10. Hay 7, 1965. Memo to E. C. Case from L. Kornblith - Report from Field Inspector
on recent visits to Peach Bottom Reactor.

11. Novenyber 24, 1965. Memo to D. N. Cardiner from D. F. Hayes "Fire at Peach Bottom
Reactor on February 3, 1965"

12. July 26. 1965. .Nte to N. J. Palladino, W. D. Manly. Completion Date Extension

13. Novenber 24, 1965, Memo P. M. Gardiner from D. Fe Hayes Provides Information
to J. licNamara on Peach Bottom Fire.

14. April 17, 1967 , Teletype to AEC from Philadelphia Electric Co. transmitting
report to Director of Regulation.

15. February 9, 1968. Memo to D. J. Skovholt from J. P. O'Reilly, INQUfRY KMEM -
Fire in Cable Penetration - San Onofre.

16. February 9, 1968, Memo, to J P O'Reilly from C. S. Spencer, Compliance Inquiry
Memorandum - San Onofre fire.

17. February 21. 1968. Memo to J. P. O'Reilly from C. S. Spencer, Inspection Report
of San Onofre fire. "
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206. March 8, 1975, Memo to Multiple addressees from J. P. O'Reilly - Investigation

- Report - San Onofre Fire.

19. March 13. 1968. Teletype to J. P. O'Reilly from C. S. Spencer re: Fire in
Svitchgear Room No. 2, San Onofre.

20. March 13, 1968, Memo to D. Skovholt from J. P. O'Reilly, transmits copy of

teletype on San Onofre fire.

21. March 15, 1968, Note to Dave Low, from R. Engelken. Report of telecon with

Captain Bauser re San Ohofre !ire.

22. MLarch 15, 1968, Memo to the Commission from J. A. Harris - "Licensee's Announcement
of San Onofre Shutdown.

23. March 19, 1968, Note to the Comission from W. S. McCool, transmitting Report

to the Director of Regulation on San Onofre Fise.

24. Mlarch 21, 1968, Memo to Files, from Marvin H. Mann - re: telecon with

J. B. Moore, So. California Edison Co.

25. ?larch 22, 1968, Memo to J. P. O'Reilly from G. S. Spencer, Field Report from

visit on March 12-13.

26. March 28,1968, Memo to F. A. Gifford, Report to ACRS on San Onofre Fire.

27. April 4, 1968, Letter to John T. Conway from Harold Price, re: San Onofre

Fire.

28. April 15, 1968, Memo to Multiple Addressees from J. P. O'Reilly, Handouts

from April ACRS meeting re: San Onofre Fire.

29. April 22, 1968, Memo to J. P. O'Reilly, from G. S. Spencer - Field Report on

Site Visit March 28-29, 1968.

30. April 29. 1968, Memo to J. P. O'Reilly from G. S Spencer - Field Report on
visit April 11-12, 1968.

31. May 3, 1963. Memo to Multiple Addressees from 1. P. O'Reilly, transmits a copy

of field report on inspection visit of March 28-29.

12. Hay 10, 1968, Note to Dr. Mann from R. H. Engelken, "Questions Raised Concerning

the San Onofre Investigation Report (Compliance Report No. 50-206/68-3).

33. Hay 15, 1968. Memo to D. J. Skovholt from R. H. Engelken, Report of Inspection
Visit April 11-12 on San Onofre.

34. May 24, 1968. Memo 3. P. O'Reilly from G. S. Spencer - "Meeting with San Francisco

Office Bechtel Personnel"

35. May 24, 1968, Ilemo to J. P. O'Reilly from G. S.Spencer - Report of Investigation

from visit on May 2-3, 1968.

36. June 3, 1968, Vote to Commission from W. B. McCool, Supplement to Secretary's

report of March 19. 1968 on San Onofre Fire.
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37. June 3, 1968. Letter to John T. Conway from Harold L. Price, Supplemental

Inforotation to letter of April 4, 1968 re San Onofre Fire.

38. June 5, 1968, Memo to D. J. Skovholt from R. H. Engelken "Meeting with San

Francisco Office Bechtel Personnel"

39. June 12. 1968, Memo to D. J. Skovholt from R. H. Engelken, Inspection Report

on visit Hay 2-3, 1968.

40. June 28. 1968, Memo to D. J. Skovholt from R.H. Engelken, Results of a Meeting

vith the regulatory staff and So. California Edison on June 20, 1968.

41. July 16, 1968, Memo to R. H. Engelken from Marvin M. Mann - "Return of San Onofre

Plant to Operation"

42. July 16, 1968, Memo to J. P. O'Reilly from C. S. Spencer - Inspector's Report

of June 11, 12 and 13 visit to San Onofre. "

43. July 26, 1968, Memo to D. Skovholt from J. P. O'Reilly- Inspector's leport

of June 11 - 13, 1968 visit to San Onofre.
44. August 1, 1968, Memo to Marvin M. Mann from R. H. Engelken. Clarification

of several phrases used in memo to Dr. Mann from Mr. Engelken dated 6/28/68.

45. August 5, 1968, Npte transmitting two letters to G. S. Spencer from J. P. O'Reilly.

46. August 6, 1968, Letter to Robert N. Coe from Peter A. Morris, Results of

June 20, 1968 meeting.

47. August 6, 1968, Memo to D. J. Skovholt from R. H. Engelken - "Special Inspection

of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station"

48. August 13, 1968, Letter to Peter A. Morris from Robert M. Coe - Request for

Inspection date.

49. August 16, 1968, Memo to F. A. Gifford - Report to ACRS on San Onofre Fire.

50. August 16. 1968, Hemo to D. Skovholt from R. H. Cngelken - "Inspection Schedule -

Southern California Edison Company.

51. August 16, 1968, Letter to Robert Coe from R. H. Engelken, "Inspection Schedule"

52. A.:.ust 23, 1968, Note to H.L. Price from Peter A. Morris - "Resumption of

Operations at San Onofre"

53. August 30. 1968, Memo to I. P. O'Reilly from G.S. Spencer, Inspector's Report

on visit, August 14-15, 1968.

54. September 10, 1968, Memo to files from D. J. Skovholt, Summary of Telecon

with J. B. Moore.

55. September 10, 1968, Memo to J. P. O'Reilly from G. S. Spencer. Inspector's Report

of August 27 - 29, 1968 visit.
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56. September 17, 1968. Itemo to V. J. Skovholt from R. H. Engelken - Report of

Second Preoperational Inspection of San Onofre - August 27 - 29, 1968.

57. September 19, 1968, Hemo to The Commission from IH. L. Price "Resumption of

Operations at San Onofre"

58. September 24, 1968, Letter to John T. Conway from Harold L. Price, Supplemental

Information to letters of April 4, and June 3, 1968 re San Onofre Fire.

59. September 30, 1968, Letter to Harold L. Price from Edward Bauser, JCAE.

Requests additional Information on San Onofre Fire.

60. November 18, 196R, Letter to H. C. IMangelsdorf, Report to ACRS of San Onofre

Fires

61. November 22, 1968, Letter to Edvard Beuser from Harold Price, Response to

itr. Bauser's ietter to Mr. Price dated September 3G, 1968.

62. March 13, 1969, Letter to H. G. Mangelsdorf, Report to ACRS - San Onofre

Semi Annual Operating Report No. 3.
63. August 21. 1970, Memo to J. ?. O'Reilly from W. C. Seldle - Report of Fire at

Oconee Unit 1.

64. April 30, 1971, Special Report on the Operation of the San Onofre Plant.

65. November 5. 1971, Telegram to J. P. O'Reilly from William E. Caldwell

Fire in DPR-26. Indian Point 2.

66. November 11, 1971, Memo to R. H. Engelken from J. P. O'Reilly - Indian Point 2

Fire.

67. November 14, 1971, Letter to Peter A. Morris from William E. Caldwell - Report

of Indian Point 2 Fire.

68. November 15. 1971, Note to L. M. Muntzing from Lavrence D. Lov - Con Ed Fire

69. November 15, 1971, Teletype to J. Fouchard from R. T. Carlson - Report of

Indian Point 2 Fire.

70. November 16. 1971, Memo to R. C. DeYoung from R. H. Engelken - Preliminary Report

of Indian Point Fire.

71. November 17, 1971, Note to L. M. Huntzing from Lavrence D. Low - Con Ed Fire.

72. November 17, 1971, Teletype transmitting previous teletype dated November 5, 1971

to Multiple Addressees from R. T. Carlson.

73. November 18, 1971, Memo to J. B. Henderson from E. M. Howard - Indian Point 2 Fire.

74. November 26, 1971, Memo to Files from J.B. Henderson, Documentation of Telecon
vith D.R, Huller on November 18 reRecovery from Recent Fire At Indian Point 2.
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75. December 1, 1971, Hemo to J..B. Henderson from E. K. Howard, Inspection Report

76. December 9, 1971. Memo to R. T. Carlson froe E. J. Brunner - Inspection Report

77. December 15, 1971, Mem to D. R. N-jiler from J. B. Henderson, Inspection

Report.

78. January 14, 1972, Memo to R. C. DeYoung from R. H. Engelken, Inspection Report

of November 4, 1971 fire at Indian Point.

79. January 24, 1972, Memo to J. B. Henderson from 2. M. Howard - Inspection Report

80. January 25, 1972, Inquiry.Report prepared by A. F. Ryan re: A recent development

Ualieved to be In connection with IP-2 Fire of 11/4/71.

81. January 25, 1972, Memo to R. W. Carlson from E. J. Bruuner - Iquiry Report

82. January 26, 1972, Memo to D. R. Muller from J. B. Henderson - Inspection Report

-conducted on December 29-30, 1971.

83. February 7. 1972. Memo to J. G. Keppler from E. J.. Brunner - Inspection Report

84. March 13, 1972, Co Inquiry Report prepared by C. E. Murphy - Electrical Fire

At Oconee Unit 1.

85. March 17, 1972, Memo to J. C. Keppler from E. J. Brunner - Indian Point 2 -

Arson Indictment

66. March 17, 1972, CO Inquiry Report prepared by A. F. Ryan - Fire - Arson Indictment

87. July 24, 1972, Letter to J. F. O'Leary from F. A. Palmer. Details of Quad Cities

Unit 2 fire in electrical cable trays.

88. August 4, 1972,.Supplement No. lSb to ACKS Report on Quad Cities Fire

89. August 17, 1972, Memo to J. C. Keppler from D. X. Hunnicutt - Report of Inspectiois

at Quad Cities Unit 2.
S

90. August 21, 1972, Supplement to ACRS Report - Quad Cities Unit I and 2

91. September 26, 1972, inquiry Report prepared by F. S. Cantrell - re: Fire

In Nine Mile Point 1.

92. October 18, 1972. Nemo to D. J. Skovbolt from i. H. Engeiken - July 12 - 21. 1972

Report of InsFection.

93. October 31, 1972, Letter to Lawrence D. Low from William A. Convell - Incident

Report describing a Fire at Beaver Valley Unit I.

94. December 30, 1972, Sumary of Fire - Ocoeee Nuclear Station Unit 1
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95. March 1973 - Report of Fire-at Muhleberg Nuclear Power Plant

96. March 12, 1973, Mc-no to J. G. Keppler from C. E. Murphy re Oil Fire at
Oconee Unit 1.

97. May 4, 1973, Letter to Angelo Ciambusso from A. C. Thies - Incident Report of
Fire at Oconee 1.

98. February 1974, International Guidelines for the Fire Protection of Nuclear Power
Plants.

99. May 14, 1974, Letter to Donald F. Knuth from John F. Betz . Cable Tray Fire -

Salem Nuclear Generating Station.

100. November 19,1974, Letter to Donald F. Knuth from E. N. Echwalje - Report of
Fire - Hatch Containment No. 2.

101. April 1, 1975, Letter to E. C. Case from E. F. Thomas, Report of Details of
Fire at Browns Ferry Unit 1.

102. April 4, 1975, - Multiple Addressees - memo transmitting IE Bulletins 75-04 andS 75-04A.

3. April 23, 1975, Memo to ACRS Members from M1. W. Libarkin - Detailed Sequence
of Events during Cable Fire at Browns Ferry on Marcy 22, 1975.

104. April 25, 1975, Memo to ACRS Members from H. W. Libarkin - Report of Tour at
Browns Ferry.

105. July, 1975, Ar:icle from Nuclear News on Miscellaneous fires in Nuclear Power

Plants.

106. Article, "Peach Bcttam Fire Spurs Improved Cable Design".

107. Listing of Fires in Nuclear Power Plants.

108. March 28, 1975, Memorandum to ACRS Members - Fire at Browns Ferry Unit 1.
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APPENDIX E

Documents Relating to Regulatory Guide 1.75

1. July 5, 1972 Safety Gulde "Physical Independence of Safety Related
Eleatric Systems."

2. Nay 31, 1973 letter from L. Rogers to John C. Russ, Chairman,
IEEE Nuclear Power Engineering Committee, General Electric Company.

3. September 7, 1973 letter from L. Rogers to John C. Russ, Chairman,
IEEE Nuclear Power Engineering Committee, General Electric Company.

4. September 11, 1973 letter from John C. Russ to L. Rogers -"IEEE
Standard on Separation."

5. October 12, 1973 memorandum from Guy A. Arlotto to S. Hanauer,
J. Hendrie, R. Boyd, B. Crier, C. Kuhlm-an - "Regulatory Guide Review
Request."

6. October 19, 1973 memorandum from Victor Stello to Guy A. Arlotto -
';Response to Regulatory Guide Review Request on 'Physical Independence
of Electrical Systems' (TAR-664)."

7. October 23, 1973 memorandum from R. B. Hinogue to Thomas A. Nemzek -
"Regulatory Cuides."

8. October 26, 1973 Draft 1 - Regulatory Guide 1.XX "Physical Independence
of Electric Systems."

9. October 26, 1973 memorandum from R. B. Minogue to Raymond F. Fraley -
"Regulatory Guides."

10. November 8, 1973 memorandum from Voss A. Moore to R. B. Minogue - "Draft
Regulatory Guide on 'Physical independence of Electrical Systems':'

11. November 30, 1973 memorandum from R. B. Minogue to Raymond F. Fraley -
"Regulatory Guide."

12. December 5, 1973 Draft 3 - Regulatory Guide 1.XX "Physical Independence
of Electric Systems."

13. December 6, 1973 memorandum from L. Rogers to Frank Karas - "Regulatory
Guides."
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14. December 6, 1973 memorandum Orom L. Rogers to Raymond F. Fraley -
"Regulatory Guides."

15. February 25, 1974 letter from Romano Salvatori, Manager, Nuclear
Safety Department, Westinghouse Electric Corporation to Secretary of
the Commission, U.S. Atumic Energy Comission.

16. April 4, 1974 letter from James F. Mallay, Manager, Licensing,
Babcock & Wilcox to Secretary of the -ommission, U.S. Atomic Energy
CO ission.

17. April 12, 1974 letter from J. S. Loomis, Head, Nuclear Safeguards &
Licensing Division, Sargent & Lundy Engineers - "AEC Regulatory Guide
1.75 - Physical Independence of Electric Systems!'to Secretary of the
Comission, U.S. Atomic Energy Cormission.

18. April 26, 1974 letter from Charles J. Maynard, Director of Project
Engineering Services, Consumers Power Company to Secretary of the
Commission, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

19. April 26, 1974 Draft A - "Draft Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 1 -
Physical Independence of Electric Systems."

20. Hay 1, 1974 memorandum from Guy A. Arlotto to S. Hanauer, J. Hendrle,
R. Boyd, B. Crier, C. Kuhlman - "Regulatory Guide Reviev Request."

21. Hay 8, 1974 memorandum from B. Crier to Guy A. Arlotto - "Draft
Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 1, Physical Independence of Electric
Systems."

22. May 9, 1974 letter from Guy A. Arlotto to L. H. Johnson, Secretary,
IEEE - NEC, Combustion Engineering, Inc. -

23. Hay 17, 1974 memorandum from R. Boyd to Guy A. Arlotto - "Guide Title:
Draft Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 1, Physical Independence of
Electric Systems."

24. May 21, 1974 memorandum from Victor Stello to Guy A. Arlotto - "Comments
on Draft Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 1, Physical Independence of
Electric Systems (TAR 930)."

25. June 5, 1974 Draft b - " Draft Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 1,
Physical Independence of Electric Systems."
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26. June 6, 1974 letter from Guy A. Arlotto to J. S. Loomis, Head,
Nuclear Safeguards and Licensing Division, Sargent and Lundy Engineers.

27. July 10, 1974 letter from John A. Hinds, ýIanager, Safety and Licensing,
General Electric Company to Secretary of the Com..ission, U.S. Atoric
Energy Con.nission - "Regulatory Guide 1.75, 'Physical Independence of
Electric Systems'."

28. July 15, 1974 "Draft Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 1, Physical
Independence of Electric Systems." /

29. August 20, 1974 memorandum from Victor Stello to Guy A. Arlotto -
"Revision (July 15, 1974) to Regulator) Guide 1.75."

30. August 21, 19/4 letter from R. I. Hayford, Chairman, Ad Hoc Co=ittee 6,
IEEE/PES/NPEC.

31. August 22, 1974 Working Paper A - "Draft Regulatory Guide 1.75, Revision 1,
Physical Independcnce of Electric Systens."

32. October 22, 1974 letter f'c', R. F. h",", t. l.n A. !mids, ,
Safety and Licensing, General Electric Ccmpany.

33. October 23, 1974 letter from R. B. Minogie tr R. I. Hayford, Chair an,
IEEE/NPEC AH6, Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

34. March 26, 1975 lette: from W. R. Corcoran, Licensing !!anager,
Combustion Engineering, Inc. to Secretary of the Commission, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

35. ?larch 27, 1975 letter from Ivan F. Stuart, Manager, Safety and Liccnsing,
General Electric Company to Secretary of the Commission, U.S. N'"Clear
Regulatory Coziission - "Regulatory Guide 1.75, "Revision 1, 'Physical
Independence..of iElecttrIc Systems'."

36. March 31, 1975 letter from C. Eicheldinper, Manager, Nuclear Safety
Department, Westinghouse Electric Corpcation to focretary of the
Commission, U.S. NJuclear Regulatory Corrunission.

37. Mar~ch 31, 1975 letter from Douglas E. Sahlln, Supervising Engineer -
Nuclear Licensing to the Secretary of "he Con.ission, U.S. Nuclear
kegulatory Cotmnission - "Regulatory Guide 1.75, Rev. 1 (January 1975)
'Physical Independence of Electric Systems'."
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38. April 2, 1975 letter from= William J. Cahill to Secretary of the
Comission,,U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

39. April 2, 1975 letter from James F. Hallay, tianager, Licensing, Babcock &
Wilcox to Secretary of the Commission, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cor.mission.

40. April 17, 1975 letter from A. E. Schubert to Secretary of the Co-nission,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

41. May 4 1975 letter from Sol Burstein, Executive Vice President, Wisconsin
Electric Power Company to Secretary of the Commission, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Com-.ission- "Regulatory Guide 1.75, Physical Independence
oZ Electric Systems."

42. May 21, 1975 nemorandun frcm Guy Arlotto to 11. J. Kouts, et al., -

"Regulatory Guide Review ?,equcst - Physical Independence of Electric
Systems."

43. June 2, 1975 mernorandun from Stephen Panauer to D. F. Sullivan,
$ "Com.ments on Proposed Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.75, 'Physical
Independence uf Electric Systems,', Dated May 12, 1975."

44. June 6, 1975 memorandum frcm Roger Boyd to Guy Arlotto, "Guide Title:
Physical Independence of Electric Systems."

45. June 6, 1975 memorandum from J-. F. Pearson to Guy Arlotto, "Regulatorv
Guide 1.75, Working Paper "A", Proposed Revlslon 2, Physical Independence
of Electrical Systems, Dated May 12, 1975."

46. June 11, 1975 memorandum from Boyce Crier - Guy Arlotto,"Re~ulatory
Guide 1.75 - Physical Independence of Electiic Systems, Revision 2,
Hay 5, 1975."

47. June 16, 1975 memorandum from V. Stello to Guy Arlotto, 'Repuiatory
Guide 1.75 - Physical Independence of Electric Systems - Request
for Postponement (TAR-1623)."

48. September 18, 1973, Draft C, Draft Regulatory Guide l.XX "Physical
Independence of Electrical Systems."
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Representative 1ToirroN. The other thing which is kind of related
to that is this. I asume from the fact that there is a great amount of
public attention on this particular subject and because of the contro-
versv that we find nuclear ener-" and licensing procedures involved
in today in America. that you have had to spend extra time.

I assume from your statistics it probably would not have been a type
of accident that Vyou would have expected'to happen. and yet probably
it is a good thinjg it did happen bweause it does give you an oppor-
tunity to review the procedures and the safeguards and the defenses
that are involved in these nuclear plants.

Are you looking at this as a general investigation not only of what
happeiied here. but. also pointing toward the possibilities of fire and
the attempt to eliminate fire as a hazard in these nuclear plants?

In other words. is there a bigger motive behind this than just the
investigation of the Trowns Ferry?

Mr. A.,-Dr.Rs. We tended today to" focus on the accident investigation
report. which I said earlier was really focussed on what went wrong
down at Browns Ferry. Tn my view. the main value to be ,ained from
this very realistic "fire drill" is what flows back up and speaks to in-
adequacies in our licensing system. Correcting problems found here
would have a general impact on all nuclear powerplants. not just the
Browns Ferry plant.

So the short answer is yes. it is the generic or broad implications
which are the most important.

Dr. Hanauer has briefly ione over these in his oral summary, and
his testimony which he s*ubmitted for the record goes into th'ose in
considerably more detail.

Represeniative HTrnr7,-o. Thank you.
Representative Yoi',-.. Thank you. Mr. Horton.
I want to say in connection with the fun I was having with my

friend from New York. there is no more able member of this House
than the gentleman from 'New York and. if anybody can do anything
about the paperwork. Mr. Horton can.

Representative Ho-rm,%-. I have 1.1 other Commissioners, and we are
going to do something.

FL.MMA.ILITY OF rOLYVRETrIIAN,-T.

Representative Yor-.-o. I want to ask one more question. Mr. Chair-
man. before we get off this. about the polyurethane.

It is undoubtedly highly inflammable.AI don't. know of anything
more impractical than to have that type of material around "a heat
source such as a nuclear reactor.

With all the emphasis that. we are putting on fire-retardent clothing
and fire-resistant materials of all kinds, surely .here must be some
major effort made in trying to have a material that is not flammable,
or fire-resistant at least. Are you engaged in that?

Mr. A.-DFJrns. Yes. May we have Dr. Hanauer comment.?
Representative Yor.o. Yes.
Dr. HA.AMr'.R. The use of polyurethane in Browns Ferry was

approved, as Mr. Rusche pointed out, as a result. of some testing that

* . . . B* , 4% -* "
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TVA did. They built a model of it, and they, in effect, set fire to it,
and showed that that resisted fire in a satisfactory way.

There are several kinds of polyurethane. The kinid that was tested
and the kind that was originally installed in these seals is flammable,
but not extremely so, and, as I'say. passed the test and behaved in a-
satisfactory way when it was tested.

The material'that was being used and caught fire and started this
fire was not the same material that was tested. The material that was
tested is the kind that you mix together and it foams up, and you put
it in where you want that to go, and it then hardens up and makes a
rather hard material which then, as you recall, was covered with the
fireproofing material.

The material that caught fire was a soft polyurethane form, it has
the same name, but it is not the same substance, and it does not have
the same flammability characteristics. It is more like the seat cushion
material which you s~t in and it gives as you sit.

It now turns out we have had some flammability tests done in the
-NASA testing labs.

Representative YoU'xG. You might just talk to some of these Metro-
bus people about that. too.

Dr. If.N-ArEa. Yes: this is the same problem.
So what caught fire was not the material which was tested and

which was shown to have at least at the time satisfactory character-
istics.

Now. Browns Ferry was designed before 1967. Today it is 1975, and
we have some materials today which we didn't have in 1967. which
have. as usual,.some improved characteristics and some characteristics
which are not as favorable as polyurethane.

I would like to address one more part of your question, and that is
that these particular sealswere not located in a hot area at all.

The building wall. the wall between the two rooms where these
seals were placed. was subject just to the ordinary room temperatures
and not to any heat.

Representative Yotr'.,';.. Apparently eventually they got exposed to
considerable heat.

Dr. HA-.-ArFi. Yes. If you use this seat cushion material and then
light it with a candle, it burms.

Representative Yor-.x'. I agree with you. the most exact science
in the world is the science of hindsight, and I hope that we will draw
on that large body of scientific knowledge to see that this does not
happen again, if we possiblv can. at least to the point of not letting
people test one material and putting another one in the plant.

Are there any other questionsI
That is all.
I believe that is all from the NRC gr-oup. I (in thank you. Mr. Chair-

man. and your very able staff. for being here today before us.
Mr. AXx, YDEaS. Thank you very much.
Representative Yor-o.. Is Dr. Ilan:,-er still here?

* Doctor. just one more question.
Have vou and your group now banned that polyurethane that is

burnable?
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l)r. I [A.NAu-:. 'ThIII st .tdv group doe.s not bma anything, MIr. C'hair-
))NID. We are :I stidy groui) aHid we make re'omnmelldiatioll.. We havie'
nd i:,,d g:gaiist its it'tire use. 7

Mir. li,-srli:. NIt'. ('airmian. we htave-advis.id lih4'sees to look tit the
u.9e of si'lt materiail or look tit Phwes where they may have used it
and reimove it. if it is ill ali unprolected 'ondit ion,. and not to use it ill
the future.

l4'pe.•nt1s4bitative *'xr;. Well. the answer to that is no. then.
Mr. lur-sr:. "Ban" has the connotation of going lback and using it

to apply to all tihe things. in the past.
In thle flit Iwe' 1 We• plan to hai its usIe.
RIepresentative Ye;',o. That is yes, then.
'%r. Rustrin:. Yes.
I.Additiomal jItilmtions asked of NI'(" ill writing. : imd their answers,

are provided in app)endix 9.]
Rep)resentative Yi, xfi. We will now hear from3 Mr. Aubrey J.

Waugner. (Olirnma n. Boar1d( of 1)1 I'tos. T''VA.
I believe you have with y.on 31r. G;illeland, Assistant Maanager of

Power.
All ri-ht. Mr. ('11:1irnin. if vou will just l)ro.eed.

STATEMENTS OF AUBREY J. WAGNER, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DI-
RECTORS. TVA, AND JACK E. GILLELAND. ASSISTANT MANAGER
OF POWER, TVA, ACCOMPANIED BY E. G. BEASLEY, HEAD OF THE
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING GROUP, DIVISION OF ENGINEERING
DESIGN: JACK R. CALHOUN. CHIEF, NUCLEAR GENERATION
BRANCH. NUCLEAR PLANT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE;
AND HARRY J. GREEN. NUCLEAR PLANT SUPERINTENDENT,
BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT

Mfr. Wma;?,:n. Thank voll.
I have with nw. a. 6ou indic'atedl. Mr. •Jack (;illeland who is our

.Assistant Manager of *Power in TVA and also it the witness table
are N1r'. E. G. Beasley, l)ivision of Engineering ])esign: %fr. Jack
(Calhoun. ('hief of th e( N tlear Ge nerat ion Branh which is responsible
for nuclear plant Olperatf in and maintenal,'ee in TA and 31r. Harry .T.
(;reen. the nudesa plant suplerintenhent of the Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant.

In addition to that we have other pe-ople backing its up and it.might
he that depending on the nature of your questions we would like some
of themn to helpi us with tit(e r-sl•lnts.s.

Mr. ('haairiaut. I haive it very brief statenitent which I woul like
to make and then ask Mr. (Gilleland to l)erhap)S sunmarize his state-
utient since n1ti10h of what lie las in it has alreatdy lteeu siaiti, but we ale
at your pleasure in that resipect.

Mr. ('hairman. we are Plea.sted to have this opportunitv to (liseiss
with voi and tile other colmmittee members the fire that oceurred at
TVA s Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant on March 22. 1975.

TVA*s major objectives in any incident ass.ociated with its nuelpar
powerplants :re to protect the'health and .safety of tile public and
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plant personnel, and prevent damage to the reactor core and other
major hillt st ruct ires.

I think it is significant that tOwse obji-ctive, were arhieved in the
]rowns Ferrv incident. This has bicei recogniized in the recent NR("
inspxection anmi enforcement report on the fire and I believe it was
related this morning and several times this afternoon.

The reactors.-were shut down .a felv and maintained ill a safe condi-
tion. There was no radioa.tivitv relea.sed froiti the plant above tile
normal fluetuations in the envi ronnental backgr.und radiation. In
fact. the radialtion releases were only small fractions of that permitted
by the operating license. No member of tihte )iblic or plant employee
was injured, with the exception of minor smoke inhalation sustained
by a few em I dovees who fou..,ht tiht. fire.

It should x- emlphasized that the Browns Ferry in.ident has (lemon-
strated the s•undness of the underlyi:nug defen.lse-in-depth designi
philosophy. The cooling equ inlent availale k.prnmitt4.d adequate core
cooling. and nuclear fNel ill t te reactors remnianed covered by water at
all times. even though several systems for cooling were lost dlue to the
electrical fire.

The importance of having highly trained operators thoroughly
familiar with the plant was illustrated in the initiative exercised in
quickly shutting down and stabilizing the' units.

The' fact that the plant wits safely shut down) and stabilized during
the fire shows that such unlusual evenits can 6e copwd with. That is the
essence of the concern and( care that go into a licenisee s design and
construction effort and the review given that effort by the NRC
regulatory staff and licensing boards.

In effect the Browns Ferry fire was at tvst-although a most un-
welcome one--of the ability of ai nuclear powerplant to shut down
safely tinder very difliuult anid extreme conditions. Tile plant and TVA
personnel met that challenge successfully. but it was a costly test.
Thus. the concept of defense in depth. Ita.sed on sound design. engi-
neering. const ruit ion. and opleration dox.s provide the necessary assur-
ance that tfhe lmblic health and safety will be protected.

We nulst learn as much as possihfe fronm each incident which occurs,
in order to improve these plants as the indulstry evolves. In the case
of Browns Ferry mitch of the design, criteria. (design and construction
involved in the fire was completed several years ago and D)r. Hanauer
just stated that.

Improvements have since been made and incorporated into later
plants. Nevertheless,. as much must Ibe learned as possible from Browns
Ferry in order to benefit from thile incident if possible. Both TVA and
NRC are exerting extra efforts to do so.

TVA does not seek to minimize tile seriousness of the Browns Ferry
fire. Obviously. Mr. Chairman. we made mistakes or the fire would
not. have occurred. By the same token, it is a mistake to make the inci-
dent appear far more serious than it was by a.sstming. for example.
that a radiological disas-ter was narrowly averted because a major
pipe rupture could have coincided with the fire. Actually. a loss of
coolant accident would he unlikely to occur in the full lifetime of such
a plant--much less in the brief period during the fire that was re-
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quired for cohlowii afic the reaetors were qui'kly and safely shut
(IOWln.

As a result of the fire at Brown.s Ferry. we are making chan essolle pa s f tle pant( eign

sovmie of our work procedures -:ad in .soe phases of the plant (esign
at Browns Ferry. auutl I want to say they have l•'eIt Iitost helpful.

With your permi.ssion now. Mr. ('haii'man, I would ask *Jack Gille-
landolour A,\sistant Manager of Power. to give you a little fuller report
on the fire and what is lpeing done to avoid the repe-tition of it.

[('hainnan Wapner's prepared statement follows:]

STATEIMENT BY .AtR'E:Y J. WAGNE.L CHAIRMAN. [Y?.iSREE VALLEY AI'TIIORITY

Mr. Chairman. we aret pleased to have this (bipprtunity to di.,uss with yo01
and the other coinmflittee inemlt.rs the fire that .wcurred at TVA's Browns Ferry
Suelear Plant on March "2•. 1975.

TV.Vs major iobjectives in any incident a.ssoiated with its nuclear popwer
plants art to proilect the health ant safety of the puiblic and plant persomnel. and
prevent damage to the r#'m.tfer core and other ninjor plant ,,trutures'.

It is significant that these objectives were aehlevei in the Briwns Ferry
incident. This has ben reco.nized in the recent NRC Inspectilon and Enforce-
inent report on the fire. The reactors were shut down safely and maintained in a
safe. ecndition. There was no rndioactivity released fromin lhe ilant abthve the
nor17al fluctuations in thie envirtmmnental 1iuekgr•und radiatlim. In fact. the
radiation releases were only smnall fractions of that permitted by the operating
lile-e. No nmemblwr of the public or plant employee was injured, with the excep-
tion of uainor smoke inhalation sustained by a few employees who fought the fire.

It shomuld le emphasized that tile Browns Ferry Incident has demonstrated the
sotundness of the underlying defense-in-depth design philboophy. The cooling
equipment available permitted adequate core rooling, and nuclear fuel in the
reactors remained covered ley water at all thimes. even though several systems
for copwling were lost ilue to the Imos of electrical jipwer.

The importance of having highly-trained eqwrntors' thoroughly fam!liar with
the plant was illustrated in the initiative exertis.eI in quickly shutting down and
stabilizing the units.

The fact that the plant wts safely shut down and stabilized during the fire
shoows that sucth unusual events can Ie eopeil with. That is the essence of the
.cncern and care that go Into a licensee's design and construction effort and the

review given that effort by the NRC regulatory staff and licensdng Imards.
In effect the Browns Ferry fire vats a test-although a inwast unwelcome one--

of the ability of a nuclear Inuwer plant to sint down safely under very diflkfult
and extreme eonditions. Time plant ant TVA personnel wet that challenge success-
fully. but it was a ctstly "test." Thus& the (mi.nceh of defense-in-depth. hsased on
sound design, engineering, construction, and operatiom dames provide the necessary
a.tsturance that the public health and safety will he protected.

We must learn as much as psfilble fronm each ineident which ti'vurs. in order
to Inmprove these plants a, the industry evolves. In the Case of Browns Ferry
much of the design criteria. design. antl construction involved In the fire was
comnipleted several years ago. Inmprovements have since teen made and incorpo-
rated into later plants. Nevertheless. as much amust be learned as potsiole from
Browns Ferry in order to boenefit from tfie incident If lie. Both TVA and
.NRC are exerting extra efforts to do po.

TVA do*e not seek to inhnimi7.e the seriousness of tihe Browns Ferry Ore. We
made mistakes or the fire would not have 'ccurred. By time same token, it is a
mistake to make the incident appear far more serious than It was lay amumlng
for example. that a radiological disaster was narrowly averted because a major
pipe rupture could have voincided with tfie fire. Actually. a ltoss of eooant acci-
dent would be unlikely ta- occur in the full lifetime of urich a plant-muehl less
in the brief period during the fire that wais required for cWtldopwn after the
reactors were qui-kly and safely shut down.

As a resull ...* the fire at Browns Ferry. we are making changes in snne of
our work procedures anti In teome phases of the plant design at Browns Ferry.
We are of emrse coordlinating these changes and fair repair work at Browns
Ferry with the Nuclear Rexulat-sry Cmunamision.

Mr. Gilleland. TVA's Assistant Manager of Power. will describe in greater
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detail tbe events surrounding the fire u- well as the. .ts-ip.• We are taking to
preVent any recurrence of the accidenit.

Representative YoU'.NG. Before we go into that, Mr. Chairman, I
would want to ask one or two qcestions of you and perhaps Mr. Ander-
son might have a question to ask.

What monetary loss will TVA sustain as a result of the fire?
Mr. W1'AGXER. Well. the figures I have seen would indicate we have

had about a $3.5 million repair problem and the los,,;es of going to more
expensive sources of power in the absence of this plant are perhaps in
the neighborhood of..80 million to $100 million.

Representative Yot•.o. The next. question following that is, did
this bring about any loss of electrical service to your customers?

Mr. W.AGNER. No. sir. it did not. We have 1*een able to maintain
service although. as I have indi'ated, it is rather expensive.

Representative Yoi.xo. Here is another question. and it may be that
,-ou might want to defer it to sulsequent witnesses. Was there anything
in the Browns Ferry license or technical specifications or any other
regulatory requirement which contributed to the problem associated
with the fire?

Mr. ,W.n'IF.R. I would like to defer to Mr. Gilleland on that.
Representative Yor.,,. Mr. Anld.rson. do you have any questions?
Representative A.NDFRSO.,,. I just have one qluestion that it might be

alprolpriate to ask this witness.
Some of the opponents of nuclear power have made the statement

that after the fire both TVA and the Commission clamped a very
tight 11d on any news about the fire and issued what they described as
a bland release. That is obviously intended. I think, to inter that maybe
there was less than the kind of full disclOsure that there should have
been. What would be your response. Mr. Wagner. to that allegation?

Mr. WAGNE•.R. I would say it is false. As I recall it. as quickly as we
could, we opened the plant up to newsmen and they were in and could
see what had happened and we had our staff there'to answer questions
as well as we were able to at the time. News releases were made as
factual as we could make them. There were no bland releases. We did
not underplay the fire.

At the same time. as I indicated in my testimony. I think the real
concern in a case like this should be the safety of'the plant and the
.afet' y of the public. There was no radioactive'release. no one was in-
jured. the plant was shut down and put in a "fe condition and main-
tained that way. If any member of the press felt like he was shut out or
denied information. I don't know what the basis for it would have
been.

Representative AN'DERSON. I appreciate your response because realiz-
in. your concern for the avoidance of panic by the public-and that is
a justifiable concern-T think those of us who'believe in nuclear power
and see that it is a necessary alternative source of energy also feel that
this whole question of public information is one that has to be handled
not in the sense that we try to screen even the bad news from the public
but that we fully communicate what does happen in a situation of this
kind. I ant very pleased to have you reply that there was no effort.
made then to stop the flow of any news that should have been made
av-ailable about what happened.

Mr. W,,or..nr. Quite the contrary. We felt the public should know
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what was going, oil. auiwt. I Wei IlQh e'erv 4,4r41t that we. ,o.,ldl~ to see that
they coild.

1R4',)Ir4.l. uit I VP' .N ,'•ER.,,.N. "i'ha k Y011.
7 11inllk \'oilM r. ("}lirllllll

Repre.t-wlltative Do1NG. o 1Vonl hay-. :lly iloiSt ioluis. Se.liltlor"
Senator BA.KE.R. No. tiank Vou.
Represe-ntative Ybt.N;. Wr. Wagner. think %'on very iiueh.
Mr. Gillelaud(l. would voeil r(eed.. sire
Mr. , u.1:z..~ ). Thantk you. sir.
Mr. Chairman. I am .Ja.k E. (;ilhi-and. Assist ant Mantangeltxr of Power

for the Tennessee Valley Authority. We are pleased to appear and
make a statelelnt oln the fire that .'luurrefl alt our lrowsis Ferry N'll-
clear Plant oin March 212. 197"5. 1 will dis.'.ss how thee fire was ignmited
and extinguished. shutdown of the reactors, the availability of c'ooling
equipment during the oceurren-e. and changes in designl and adnulin-
istrati4-, controls as a result of the fire.

Events Ih-adilag, uip to an1d iiieldihig the firle a-r disw'uz.sed in the
final report of TVA); Preliminary Investigatin, (Comlmittee. th-,ted
May 7. 1975.1 The report. a ropy of which has Ix-en provided for your
use. is included its section III A in our om'erall "Plall for Evalullltion.
Repair. midn4 Returni to Service of Blrowlns Ferry I'n;ts I Sn(]d 2-
March "-22. 1975. Fire." The NR( Offic(e of Inslect ion and Enforveelmrnt
has issued a rep)ort. TV.A filed ii respoil.u to that relmnrl on Septem-
ber 2 pointing out where we agrree and( disagree.: Additiona.l 'RC
reports remain to be completeid.

110W TIME FIRE. WAS IGNITED) AND) FXTINGUISIIE)

The fire started when an emplowee ushin, i' candle to ch'eck for air
leaks aroind electrical cables iMpnetrating tli. wall Ixetw..n tile eable
srard.:illdng roomNi ali(] the I'liit I reactor luutiliiiu iahi-ul-ertently ignited
soime material being uitisu to seal t le hak. Candlles weir it a longaccepted
and highly eftective metlhod of detet iug nid iil t at 'ilLr leaks. The seal-
ing operation Uinder way wits necessary sice additionwil electrical
cables ald(hd to the penetration had birokeli tlhe- previous e•atl.

The fire began to propagate tite. in part. to the differenee in air
iri-ssure between the two areas. The abl-e spreadin• roo00m1i has a J)OSi-
!ivpresire with respect to thie reactor bIilding. The imen were work-
ing! in thle respreading roomni. Thuus, when the fire started. the flow of air
into tile reactor huilding caus.d ithe fire to spilvad throilgh thle pene-
tration to the cableh on the reactor buildlint side of the wall.

The men working in the eal)he spreading room |iegani immediately to
fight the fire. using portable fire extinguishers. and some of the men
vent to the reactor building to fight the fire.

At 12:.35 p.m., the plant fire alarm was sounded. At 12:51 p.m.. an
interval of If; iinluts. the I'nit I reactor was trilj ipd: itt I p.huu. the
Unit 2 reactor was tripped. At about 1:10 p.m. in accordance with pre-
viouisl" established arrangemenlts and pro.edures the Athens. Ala.
Fire bepartment was called to a.ssist. if nlee(led. They arrived at the site
at about 1:45 p.m. The fire in the spreading room wias successfully ex-
tinguished by 4:30 p.m. using dry chemical fire extinguishers and the

St"% appondlx 7.
Sep apiwndilx 14.
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installed ('(). fie. protection system. Ext'essive smoke in the Unit 1
reactor building required the use of emergency breathing apparatus.
The fire in the reactor building was controlled to some extent by using
portable CO2 and dry chemical extinguishers, but eventually it was
necessar, to spray water on the burning cables to extinguish the fire,
using an installed in-plant fire hose. The fire was out by 7:30 p.m. Most
of the fire damage was to cables on the reactor building side of the wall
and was confined to a small area of the plant approximately 20 by 40
feet.

Once the fire was extinguished, an orderly approach to verifying ac-
tual conditions was undertaken and temporary power was reestablished
to necessary equipment. The Plant Operations Review Committee met
at 8:45 p.m. on March 22, to discuss plant conditions and reexamine and
set priorities for restoration activities to be taken during the night.

The TVA radiological emergency plan was activated on March 22
as a precautionary measure, although no radiological emergency ex-
isted. A l)ivision of Power Product ion Emergency Control ('enter in
Chattanooga was establishe, sit 3:14) p.m. This ianagement team
partivipatted in aill major dev'isimai. as.m.,iat,.d with plant operation and
tirefighting aetivities. The (-,.iitral Em-erermev (Control ('enter-
(l( ('--was stall'ed 3|11d dire'.leei frolia ( liittalloogma. r•lln., beginning
at 3:25 pl.m. The ( 'E('( ' prformed valuable comnmuniations with the
NR('C- tlantsi--tlie .\ alanbama Departnment of Public Health. and the
Tennessee Dbepartnwnt of Public H[eahh. The ('E('C was closed at
10:30 p.mn. o'n Ma'rh 22: howevwr. surveillanee in the environment
around the plant continued until 2 .an.. March 23. and the Environs
Emergemnv Staff terminated its aetivitieis it 4:15 a.m.. Mar-ch -23. fol-
lowing the restoration of nevessary ('(ilipient. The Division of Power
Production Emerge'ncy Center was terminated at "2:45 p.m. on
March 2:n. 1975.

Appendix A describes the sequence of events, describes the fire and
equipi)ment used in: sirt,.ghting. and gives the tisie of various events for
both the cable spreading room and the reactor building.

AVAII.,IIILITT IOF, ('4)4 1.%' . SYSTE.MS

NIr. Chairman. the next portion of my statement deals with the
reactor cooling system whieh I think has been well covered by the NRC
with maybe one exception. I would like to refer to figure*4. I think
there inay have been a misunderstanding of the inforinat ion presented
on figuWre 4.

Representative Yov.x. Without objec.tion. Mr. Gilleland. proceed
along the lines You have mentioned and we will just have your whole
statement ummade a part of the record.

Mr. GiLLL,,,.D. Thank you. sir.
If you will note on figure 4. we show several high pressure systems

that were available to insert cooling water into the reactor and this
shows that some of the systems were available all of the time. These
imnlude the control rod drive svstelim. which consists of three pumps.
any one of which could have done the job adequate-ly by itself: and was
available for the full time. The reactor core isolati;)n cooling could

'Sr powe 14A for fig. 4.
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have been made available by nonstandard operation. and tile standby
liquid control systeuu also could have been made available.

Senator BAKER. Mr. Chairman. could I interrupt just for a second.
'How could they have been made available?
Mr. GJIL.LE.LAD. The reactor core isolation cooling system is operated

by a steam turbine. During the fire this turbine became isolated from
the source of steanii from the reactor to drive that turbine.

Now this svstem is one of the key systems for cooling and prelimi-
nary to issuing an operating license. it must be tested. There is an
auxiliary steam line from an auxiliary boiler to allow the system to
be testel. Becans,- o.f safety aspects. ihis line then has a section re-
moved during plant operati'on. This section of line. which is provided
for the purpose, is kept close by and it could have been installed. As a
matter of fact. the station auxiliary boiler had already been fired in
anticipation of the need to do this.

Senator BAKER. It could have been (lone by the operator or somebody
else getting instructions to install the joint pipe?

Mr. Gija:i,,~n. Yes, sir. it was not needed.
Senator BAKER. The first thing that woeld happen is somebody

would give the order and have the crew available to (1o it ?
Mr. GILLEL4N.1D. Yes; sir.
Senator BAKER. Whose responsibility would it be to perceive the

problem and to give the instruction?
Mr. GCJ.ErI.NxiD. That would be the plant superintendent. The

auxiliary boiler had been fired.
Senator B.,KER. So then the operator knew that or the plant superin-

tendent knew what the lproblem was early enou gh to have given the
instruction to have made that system available?

Mr. GILLF.j.A,%.ND. Yes: sir.
Senator BAKER. Iow nmuch time are we talking about ?
Mr. GiELAA.-.X'n. Probably an hour.
Senator BAKER. What about the other svstem. the standbyv liquid

control system ?
Mr. GILLELAN,1'. Those systems would have been made available by

operating valves.
Senator BAKER. From the controi room?
Mr. GiLLAND... No. sir. manually.
Senator BAKERJ. NoW. just to visualize in my mind what you would

have been up against, you would have had to have had the plant super-
intendent, an operator. someone able to perceive the problem. be aware
of it and appreciate that systems were available to cope with it.

Mr. GILLELA.ND'. Yes.
Senator B.cER. Was there any failure of that perception?
Mr. GI.LF.LAN-D. No: sir.
Senator BAKER. Was there any proof that he was aware of the avail-

ability of that system-either the superintendent or the operator?
Mr. GJt.L.EAnD. The fact that the auxiliary boiler had been fired

is proof that he was aware of it and making plans to use it if he had
needed it.

Senator BAKER. Maybe I am asking for too much but in debriefing
afterward did the operator or the plant superintendent say: "I thought
at the moment that this could have been done and if it %'ere necessary
I could have taken those steps"?
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Mr. Gmuz.:.iLx. Mr. Green.
Mr. W A R.,The plant superintendewt is here.
Mr. GRFF.EN. Senator Baker. the only documentation I .oiild show

that we thought of it was that evening about S o'clock we had a meet-
ing of our Plant Operation Review Committee and the minutes oi" that
nw1ettiln will reflect that at that time we were goinjg to put this spool

piece in.
Senator BALKE:R. I anl! not asking for proof: I am asking for your as-

surance to Rie that the level of cotimpetene'e of your olprator was such
that that systein was not only perceived to ibe available but all you need
to do is tell me yes. that is true.

Mr. GaR:EN. Y7es: that we knew it was there.
Senator BAK.R. That is not just an afte-thoug,.ht that your engineers

thought up later. that had we been quick enouigh we e.ouhld have (1one
that. Yon: or your operator were aware of that at the time.

Mr. GREx.'Yes: sir.
Representative Y+,rN.• Did I understand that the missing joint had

been put in or was just available to be put into place ?
Mr. GRFF.,!. It was not put in. it is stored in a loration adjacent to

where it fits.
Representat ive Yo",rw•.. A ny fu rt her quest ions ?
Re wesentat ive A XDER..ON. I have one quest ion.
I (Ion't want to plow the same groudl again either but to my lay

eve it still seems like it took an awfully long time to conie to this
niltiniate managemuer~t decision to use waiter on this fire. I am wonder-
ing sin'e we have t'ae plant superintendent here. and lie is the man
that apparently had to give that OK. why it took all of these hours
of time before you came to the decision that this was a way to extinguish
the fire.

'Mr. GRFF...N'. Mr. Anderson. it was a matter of priorities and concern.
Now. initially and not by accident the operator took positive steps
to trip the re-actor. The priorities then went towards cooldown and
fire fightin,. We foubht the fire in the spreading room continuou4lv
an(i I would like to describe the fire s that perhaps you can under-
stand better.

Thiii" was not a conflagration that would fill this room. it was in the
cable tn-avs and it progressed at tOie rate of perhaps 1 inch per minute.
By usin,. dry chemical, we were able to keep the fire suppres".ed. Be.
Vause of the'heat in the cailes when this was stopped. the fire would
flame back. So we protected the control room by fightinr the fire in the
spreading, room and we kept the spreadi.•g room from burning. How-
ever. when we stoppedl our efforts it would come hack.

Now, one of the things that we were short of was air-hreathinz
equipment. In the plant we had 24 air-breathing units and our people
can get between 10 and 15 minzates out of a unit under strDes. Now.
these were used primarily to aline valves in an attempt to get into, a
shutdown cooling mode of the reactor. putting the priority there.
After perhaps the first 30 or 40 minutes. the equipment loss was almost
over'and the jeopardy to the Plant and to nuclear safety was not
incteasin,, mnuch. The fire didn't spread clear throtigh tile plant. it
staved confined in one concrete room and many times it was reported
out by using (Irv chemical and then it would flart back again.
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Afte-r we ''oR tilte plant depressurizedwill I . 1t loshit ie somtive of
water going Inlto, the reactor. thlien we turned oul littention tt o lighting
tit(' fire ill thi reactor I. hi1 g.

Now. as ilts l.en ibrolglt out. I dilI not alithourize th lie ust f wat er
and it was l:cwau.. w,. had loist .o nuch conttrol eqiUpinetnt awil wt'
,lillnit tiittle .'stal at tli e tiltit. t i el- I lchallisill whereby we hat.I lost
so it11ie01. 'W'e ha1l lost reellaui/41t c'wt/lh)OIletnts that we dtldn't think you
cOuhld lse andi I was afraid that if we puIit water on we would short-
ollt additiontal controls that wt- needed.

In retrospect 4inie of tilte circuitry we uised in shutting down the
reactor did voi'e thro/gh tilht iire zotne. After we had thi' reactor ill
what I felt was a stable slhutdowni condition. theuin I ailt horize•e tile
I1.S' of water.

Rlepresentat i ve A . 1)rR:R• -x. Thank you.
Representative Yor'f;. Mr. Gillel'and. would you prot'ceed. plea.se
M•N1r. (iiLFI-INI. YeS: I wouhl like to continue ny explanation of fig-

tire 4.1 The point I. wanted to milake ill conlliection with figntre 4 is that
there are a nunmber of low pressure svstemns. and( the chart shows that
the low pressu/re systenms were not availablte part of the time due to
high pre.sure in the reactor. This does not inean that tho ' systenas
were inoperable. It only neians that their piul)inigI head] -is lower
thatn the pressurte ill the vessel :iand. therefore, in order to put those
systems back into oleration the only thing required wi.s to depressurize
the- reactor which was done as von will note in tilhe bottom line of the
chart. The manual operation of the safety relief valves wits reeffected
at aibollt 2130) and there was a 't'riM of "2 hours front 19311 to 2130)
when there were no low pressure systems available. bit not ])ecau.s
they were inoperable. I felt that from the questions this morning it
might have a)pIeared that they were inoperrable.

.AT ili duTY F 'Ft1 RHE.A#TII IR iIbl M'T .

Senator BAKFR. 'Mr. Chairman. let me ask one other quest ion.
When I was ait Browlns Ferry shortly after the accident I had a

-ool briefing then. I also asked'who hadi to understand the situation
*and take the initial action. At that time I talked to Vou. the plant
superintendent and to the operator. I have forgotten'the olprator s
1l1am"le.

Mr. G(R•Ex. (;:;It Nh.-Christ ian. sir.
Senator BAKYR. Is he here?
'Mr. GC4ir:x. No. he is not.
Senator B.AKER. Was it his first responsibility or your first respon-

sibility to issue the orders that were necessary for thle reactor to shut-
down and for shutdown cooling to commence?

Mr. (RFEx. After miy arrival at the plant I am the senior member.
The individual operator has authority and responsibility to c.ar for
his reactor and to shut it down when his judgment "warrants it.
Ilis supervisors were also in the,,station and in fact when 11w' siht it
down our plant shift engineer was sit his side.

T ant not sure t ani answering your question.

Rs-v fir. 4. p. 141.
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Senator B.•AKR. I am not sure I put it ver" well. What I am asking
for. is who, if a single person. or names if there was a group. made the
tle'ision to do whatever was done f Was it a siu.,hle oplerator f Was it thie
plant ,• •perintendent e Who watsit ?

Mr-. GiU:F.X. If I may take vou through some of the key steps in
sequen.e. When the tiiu;e came to trip the reactor, the unit operator
and his Supervisor jointly agreed it needed to be tripped. The next
what I would vali a significant de.ision was to depressurize the reactors.
I Iila1de that decision. In the control room at that time was our opera-
tion supervisor, the assistant operations supervisor and the shift en-
gineer. The%- also agreed with that decision because it was a mutual
di-cission of what avenues were open to us.

Now. none of the actions of the afternoon occurred haphazardly.
We plotted our course and we went there and it just didn't happen that.
tile reactors got depres:urized. This was the mode of shutdown we
picked and I will say it worked. We shut down the reactor successfully
without injuring a pilrSon and without endangering the public.

Stenator BAK.R. Or without damaging the reactor.
Mr. GREF..-. Yes.
Senator BAIK:n. What I Aam reaching, for re, ally is a statement by

voll that it was normal and ordinary perception of the situation as it.
was presented to the operator and the management.

Mr. Gnrax. Yes. sir.
Senator B.%KFR. And it took no particular intuition or lucky guess

to take the action that was taken and that the shutdown was done in
an orderly way.

%fr. GC:E.. I think you will find that the shutdown, even though
it was a partial mamnul operation. paralleled the normal shutdown
method of the plant. There is much specilation why didn't you do this
and why didn t you do that. I can tell you why w.'e went the way we
did because it par-alhlled a normal shutdown method.

Svnator BAKYR. I personally think you did a good job but I just
wanted to establish the sequence.

Thank you.
Thank 'oun. Mr. Chairman.
Representative Yo'xc.. Proceed. Mr. Gilleland.
Mr. G'J.r.E •n. Mr. Chairman. I will make a final comment on this

review of the core cooling system. I just make the statement that we
think this demonstrates that there was indeed no near nuclear disaster.

I would like to go to the portion of my statement on improvements
in design and in administrative controls, to show what we are doing to
see that this ,ort of thing does not happen again.

The foregoing di.sussion illustrates that the Browns Ferry plant
uitilized an in-depth design philosophy with the flexihility andl versa-
tility which permitted plant operators to aceonimnodate even the unique
eirimaistanees of this fire. Thus. the publie health and safety was fully
protected.

N.ev-'rtheless. our studies of the incident show that improvements
can be miade to substantially reduce the likelihood of such a fire in the
future and to mitigate. further the consequences of any fire that occurs.
These measures consist of changes in administrative controls. design
and fire protection.
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CHIANGES TO \DM I.N ISTR-TIVE CE N'1R('I•s AND PR(KtED.RES

The changes in admninistrative, controls and procedures can be sum-
nut rized as follows:

L. We have made _procedural changes requiring greater in-depth
review of all significant activities prior to their authorization. This
procedure will ensure that all items of safety significance arc recog-
nized and provided for. In addition we require that all significant ac-
tivities be reviewed by the plant Quality Assurance staff to verify that
the activities are supported by appro•ved instructions necessary for
their performance.

2. Procedures have been written establishing controls over cutting.
welding. and the use of any open flame in operating plants. This pro-
cedure requires a physical survey of the aireas where the work is to be
l)erformed and the establishlmenit of safeuards inr] ding additional
firefighting equipment and a fire watch prior to any work involving
open flame or welding.

3. TVA's general fire traini.ig program is bein, given increased
emphasis. This includes fire re'vor'ti g and fihvfilit ing,, teeldiiqii's. ill-
chilfing the use of water.4. Procedures have been issued In require surveillance by en,,gineering

personnel of all peneti-ations under empair or construction. These pro-
cedures also prnvi'h. for instr,.tiumi of craft personnel engaged in
penetration sealing and flameproofing. and provide for inspection by
trained engineers'_. 1,st rIltions III'I 1 ,,ing issued to nqimi. :hditional
surveillance by firefightin, per.onnel at open penet rat ionss ll operat ing
areas.

Reanalvsis of the overall plant fire detection and protection has
resulted in design changes in three areas:

1. Browns Ferry has two separate redundant groups. called divi-
sions, of electric pow,,r and control circuits for shutdown cooling sys-
tenls. Increased cabl,, separation of these reduidant safety system
cables will reduce the prolabilitv of fires involving both the iiivi-sions.
Trhis has involved a redh.sign of'circuits. rerouting of cables and( con-
duits. and installation of additional fire barriers between divisions of
cables.

2. Rerouting of selected cables will reduc,, the probal ility of events
initiated within one unit adversely affecting any other unit.

3. Additional requirements fo: the cont rol of c,4mblstible materials.
fire detection, and fire prevention will give early warning of a fire and
provide for rapid extinguishing, of a fire. This objective will he. nccom-
plished by changes of three ty)Pes changes to tll- fire detection ,v+stem.
changes to the fire protect ion facilities and changes to cable tray pene-
tration materials.

Additional fire detectors will Im. l,'ovithEd thrmighowt the p1lant and
a long cable t rays. ie,.s hdetectors will consist of t h11rnaal--leal--ldetec-
tors and prod(cts-o f-conl Ibust iOil-ioni.it ilon-4-letectors. A.nutilhia-
tion of these detectors in the control rooum will allow plant operators
tip know the location of any detectors that have )eeta activated.

The fire protection facilities will be :umnughled by the addit ion of fixed
water spray extinguishers along specific cable trays. provisions for
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portable access ladders and platforms for nianual firefighting..addi-
tionls of adal)ters to as-tire that hose and nozzle connections will be
compatible with the equipinent used by the local fire depnartment. addi-
tional hose eonnections and racks. aind automatie initiation of the fixed
water sprav .ystem and of the ( '( . ;-ysteni in the calh.le ;is',adin-" rooml.

TVA will install new :niateri:1l in future penetration seals and in
penetration seals that are breached during the restoration activities.

Vi N('i.VSIOXS

Implementation of the safety objective of safety shutting down the
nuclear reactors in the unlikely event of another fire falls naturally
into two major areas of endeaivor. First. administrative procedures
have a dual rule of eliminating sources of igrnition that eould arise
front personnel actions and theun of efliciently fighting any fire that
ecurred. Second. modificiutios i- ,he ldesign of thw e.e•.trrc..ql systems

and in the fire protection sv.s-en, will further redu.e tha. effects of a
fire on neees.-•arv shutdown .systemns. Both the administrative proce-
dures and design are mutually' upportive in this effort.

We believe that a desirable 'l,dat:'ie hiis been achieved between design
features and htqmonntel act ions i-quired to protect the plant against the
effects of a fire. For a plant already constructed, the design to which we
have committed has been opt imizedi. We reaffirm that the Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plan!, as inodified by the design changes stunmnarized above.
is safe.

Mr. ('huirinan. in closing I would like to say that the regulatory
staff has conducted a rigorous review of the Browns Ferry recovery
plan. They have worked lon,, and hard to conoplete the reviews and
issue reviews on a timely basis. In no ca e has the restoration schedule
been held up.) by the re anie- d 111approv'al p)r(w•'.s. We want to express
our appreciation for the extra effort which the staff has contributed.

[Prepared statement of Jack E. (illeland follows:]

STATEMENT OF JACK E. ;ILLELAND. ASSISTANT MANAGER OF POWER,
TEN•EssEE VALLEY ALTIIORITY

Mr. Chairman. .1 am Jack E. Gilleland. Assistant Manager of Power for the
Tennessee Valley Authority. We are pleased to appear and make a statement on
the fire that occurred at ,,ur Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant on March 22. 1975. 1
will dim-uss blow the tire was i.-ruated an(d extin.rzished. shutd-wn rof the reactors.
the availability of cooling equipment during the occurrence, anl changes in design
and administrative controls as a result of the fire.

Events leading up to and including the fire are discussed In the final report of
TVA's Preliminary Investigating Committee, dated May 7. 1975. The report, a
copy of which has been pr, vided for your use. is included as Section III A in our
overall -Plan for Evaluation. Repair. and Return to Servv•- rif Brownt Ferry
Units 1 and 2 (March 22. 1975. Fire). The NRC Office of Inspection and Enforce.
ment has issued a report. T'VA filed a response to that report on September 2
pointing out where we agree and disagree. Additional NRV reports remain to bIe
completed.

flOW THE FIftE WAS IGOITEI AND EXTINGrISHEM

The fire started when an employee using a candle to cheek for air leaks around
electrical cables penetrating the wall between the cable spreading room and the
unit 2 reactor building Inadvertently Ignited some material being used to seal the
leak. Candles were a long accepted and highly effective method of detecting and
locating leaks. The sealing operation undrway was necessary since additional
electrical cables added to the penetration had broken the previous seal.

59-165 0 - 7 -- 1to
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The fire began to propagate due. in part. to the difference in air pressure be-
tween the two areas. The cable spreading rea 11a has a lN-sitive pressure with

resloect too tle reactor building. The men were working iii the spreading room.

Thus when the fire started. the flow of air intef tile reacltir building c.a.sed the
fire to spread through the penetration to the cables on the reactor building side

of the wall.
The Imeni working in the cable spreading r-otu began immediately to fight tile

fire. using portable fire extinguishers. and t.uonse of the men went to the reactor
bu1ihling to, fight the fire.

At 12:35 p.m. the plant fire alarm wits sounded. At 12:51 p.m. an interval of
16 minutes the unit 1 reactor was tripped and ait 1:00 p.m. the unit 2 reactor Was
tripped. At almot 1 :10 p.m. in accordance with lorevi,,us.ly established arrange-
ments anild procedunres the Athens. Alalnam. Fire. D)epartnment was called ti assist.
if needed. They arrived at the site sit a.lont 1 .45 p.mn. The fire in tile spreading
rootm was sn(.cessfully extinguished ly 4:30) I.m. using dry chemical fire ex-
tinguishers and thie Installed COs fire proteelln ,ystem. Excessive smoke in the
mnit I reactor building required the use of emergency lore'athing aliparatlts. The
fire lit the reactor building was eontr-Illed fit somie extent by using portable COz
and dry chemical extinguishers. but eventually It was necessary to spray water
on thie burnIrng cables to extingui.h the fire. using an installed li-plant fire hose.
The fire was out by 7 :30 p.m. A14pt of the fire damage wits to cahles on tile reactor
bldhhting side of the wall and was confiled too a small area of the plant upproxi-
naittely 204) x 40 feet.

Once the fire was extiiguiished, an orderly alppr-ach t-a verifying actual condi-
tiois was undertaken and temniporary IMawer wats ree.stablimhled too necess.try eiqJuip-
mIent. The Plant Operations Review Conminttpe met ait i' .:45 1u.n. on March 22.
to (Iisw.1ms plant eonditions and reexamnine anid se.t priorities itor restoration ac-
tivities to loe taken during the night.

Tile TVA Radiological Emergency Phln was activated on March 22 as a pre-
cautionary measure, although no radiological emergency existed. o Division of
Power Prodluct in emergency "ntrol c'enter iln Chattan'i4:ga was establisshed at
3:10 p.m. This management team partiellotled in all major de.isloits associated
With plant i)laeratlmn and flretlihthina act ivities. The Ceatral Eu•ier.rgency ,nat roal
Center (CECC was. staffed and directed from Chattanotga. Tennessee. begin-
ning at 3:25 p.m. The CECC perfrrmed valnable eonaimnneati',s with the NRC
(Atlanta). the Alabama Departranent of Pullic Health. and the Tennessee De-
partinent of Puble llcealth. The CF.CC wits el-osed at 10:30 p.m. on March 22:
however, surveillance hi the envirionment striouni the plant continued until 2:00
n.m.. March 23. and the Environs Emergen'y Staff terminated its activities at
4 :15 a.m.. March 23. following the restearation of necessary equipment. Tile Dl-
vision eaf Power Prodtuction E.mergency Center wais terminatetl at 2:45 p.m. on
March M. .1975.

Appendix A describes the seciucc• eaf events. de.ýsrlws the fire and equipment
sted its firetfihtins. amnl ad vt.li time oimlie. eat v-ariils events for ooth htme -ailde

slpreading roormon and the reactor lanildimag.

R.AC'TOR Sfl'IaOWV.

At the tiau of ti- fire. nits .1 aund "2 were eaelh produ.hisu alsir-xhiaistely .1)-
IXX) kW. The first indication oof the affpc-t @af tfle fire ,n mnit 1 ,oleration came
ilemlt 2- nminuites after the fire started, atnlmd rsistedl ,f latanalous iannnciatlions

cof various events and auteamatie, starting @of S-omtle (luimpmenat. Somon after this the
unit aolpratear trippel tlme unit I reaetor. This results in fill insertion of the
cotntrclt remds and shitts d-own tile nuelear reactioin.

. Shortly after unit I was trilm-.f, the unit 2 ,,lo.rator elabserve(l def.reasing re-
actor power. alarms. aind i the boss (if .msoim iJdivatilag lights. Unit 2 wits then
trilppld.

Thus heaoth unit.. 1 44nd 2. reat-tors were shlutolown .th, rtly after anoaiiaalaulbs

events boegan too oct'ur.

AVAILABILITY OF ('COOLI.E FQI'IPMENT

It Wihld help to plance. the events in lersloeetive if we Imoak at the c.oling equip-
mnent that was avaihalle during the ,x'mlrreni'e. along xwith that which was lost.

This will denuounstrate that the plant wits not ('l]se to, it nuelear disaster.
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A.A yon know. following tile sllUtdlwn opf a reti' .,r. radi,,ius'tive nutterial still
ipresent ill the reacw-t r flel *o•.l l .ies it)o&o ei'rate ia sig:i1ifi,' t :a1 ,1t 'of heait.
eailfe decay heat. whaich muslt. loo. re-inovel to0 ipre',.ln! fllel (i nallt g.. There iI re
.severaal niiet(Nlats ivailalole fo or remoi}vinlg fl.0liiv heait.

1. By passing steallll tpo tilet Ilili coo•nleisers. and returning water to the re-
actor too keep the fuel covered alt till tliies.

2. By cloosing the mnain ste•tni line iso•liitifion valves ard ildlnl'ing the rea.tortr
temperature and pressure to inivreaow. calushin relief vailves too oos-ila and elo.se
automatically to mnaintain :i safe.. relatively co'n.lalnt retctor pressure. Trhe steami
iliseharge fromn the relief valves Io.isse. through lpie.s tf, it large ptool of water
called a suppression l;ooml. Foor this type oof opotritimli. the reai(topr water level is
automatically maintained aloive the fuel loy mneans. f ogone or more high pressure
resmetior water makeup systeis.

3. By opening one or more relief valves b0y remote control to discharge steam
to the sulipression pool to reduce roactor pressure to a relatively low value. This
Iperiilts tile use of low pressuire real.tor Waiter makeup systenis to .maintnin the
reactoor water level above the fuel.

4. It is also possible to remove the decay heat from the reactor when It Is at
l,,w pressure boy pumping the reactn r water directly through heat exchangers.
With this nnole tof oiwratioin the rea(t'ir water temperature can be lowered and
maintained lbelow the boiling lmonlt indefinitely.

After the reactors were shutdown and the control rods fully inserted, decay
heat removal was compliceted because the fire in the electrical cables caused a
number (of Ilieces of equipment to lose somne or all ,of their capabilities.

The fire damaixigii I the voi otiroil alrraigellent s foor tile anallill stea ill lille isolaition
valves inll Unlli I 41f the 1.lali illt d the valves 4'loosed and could wit Ibe re"plpened. The
decay heiat wias rei'ooved ftor si fil usii ig sIIltolpliati" fploration of thle relief valves
%%itli tiht re!o.tor reziaining alt high p ressulroe. llfwever. lhe fire also• affected the

woo lprinmary high lires•ure resii o or watl k-r llia;;okll systemis provided foor innlintain-
ing wvatr level in till eilergeney. Tlierefore. the olpratoor ehiise lop •tepsirsri?.P
the reatcopr Ioy reuaiootet rontrool oif the re-lief valve- anid lisp the lopw ilressure reactoor
wilater lmaaikeuii syste•-i. which were still availallole for saife shutdoiwn opt unit 1.

HIGH PR.SI*KV UA.(TOR WATER MAKFUP SOURCEMS FOR UNIT I

Th', Brows,, Ferry desigi liit'il tesa nitiumber opt provisioons for supplying axake-
ulp wa-ter tIo the relnetoor whets it i, lit high lri'ssire. (S•e figure 1.i

The realetoir t•.ore, istolattiopi c.iopnlng R('!' H- systelil started autoniatieally at tlhe
blegilliling #of tile fire- alid was limnuailly shutdoiwn 1y the olperaltoir icellioase the
ext ra waiter wits slot needied.-Tlit. systehli soplon lo•caimne unavaiilalole: Ilhwever. the
JI("" systeli ceould hiave been niade availalalle for iainual olp-,r:ltioia tiirolighoiut
tlie fire by instlnling it shoirt iole't oef ooilte aillowing steiin froona lit iilail'•s
auxiliary Iboliler to drive the R'IC turbine. A special poile for that ourtmposr waas
coinvoWneiltly stored cloose by.

A high iiresure oioldant injecetilon i11' I 1 v. stelln call .zlipply albout 5.(100
gallons ipr mniutte tIo tlhe ro'actlir at lainxixiilau Ipressure. The systelax soon lecamie
Illtavailable due tIo exte•l•Ive electrical disruptionils.

The ontrool rood drive pInilns foor uiits 1 till(] 2 renainled ill se.rvie throughout
the fire. The puimnp fnl ulilnit I Wils ,loteraltiiig and delivering albout 1311 gsillotins oif
Inaikeupi wlater lwr nilinite ait full realtoor loressu.re during the fire. fly tolioenislg a

ovallass valve, the nealoality tof fopse pliloii for delivery oof iliatke01o wateir c.4l9lt1 lix've
lbeen increasel too al to alostt gallons Iter iniinute which wouald hatve blooi sufoficient
to keel the ficore' roovered Inlefinitely. With lIl., unilt I and unit 2 puiiols dioeraiting
In piarallel lhe tootll lilakeili tow tI i lnil 1 itu1 l t Ilil hae Ieeln int.re:lse.l too sIt leastsl
301 galloins per niiiute.

The standlby liquid tolntrol gy.-eOil foor ealch !unit cn .uliloly high piressure re-
actor watier naiakeup. Puliplis could haive bloeen aligniid toi provide walter too the
reaictoir at alploroxlnittely 100 gill•onus Ier millUte. Trhis syste.•- ovliilld have boeen
niade available at anlly Mnle during the fire. by tihe olper•itror oorformling i31 1i n 1ianall1
valve alignmenit. att•.tllnillng two valves. illn mainually restoiring l00tower to the
poumps.

The reactor fe"wIvater systenm was aivailaltble at the Ioegiaining of t-ae fire and
coixtiuitienl tio operate tit miiaintain reactoir wlater level until til. illail steasill Isola-
Illlu valves closed. Tile soy•tem wits not aivailable for high iiressure Iiukeulj there-
after lout was available foor low plrets•ure fed titl tithe reactoor.
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RF.AvTOR tEPIRF.SStRIZATION ('APAHILITY ")R UI'•T I

Eleven relief vah'ves II] Iantwo safety valves tire providedl tfi protect the reactor
against 4werpres.sure. In addlitionn. the relief valves serve the funtction of de-
Ipres.s'urizing thle reatoler s•, as top aillow liow presiure se4urntre to inject makeup
water into the reaenter. All of the relief valves can he operated by remote control
from the main control roomn. Any eone of the relief valves can so deprexsurize tile
reacteor. Remote ceontrirl of each valve requires that (compressed air be available
which li supplied by the drywell control air system. Early in the fire, damage
tap electrical wiring dlisabled the remote ceintrols for seven of the relief valves.
Remote control of the remaining four valves was lost for about three hours at a
later time due tet fire auss'ilated lo.*.m of electrical Iatwer tat the drywell co•trol
air system.

A Inain Westean lue drain pilpe connectionii t. the fl nsip n ticondenser Is alse) provided
which was rlrnened ter hellp reduee reactor ipressure and remiove a irnnrtion 41f the
decany heat from the reactor. The flow cajparity e$f this pipe eoninnection is small
V0rnirnipare! to a relief valve. but it couhld have ieen utilized during the latter
inrrtiain of the fire in ctiuijunctiorn with available high pressure reactor water
makeup soure". The steanm line drain was not available for almut the first four
hours duee to a fire as.sciated loss of electrical xn~wer tat ine rof the drain valve.q
which waR3e ileted inside if thie primary crintainineit.

AVAI.AIBILITY OF LOW PuRns;RIA CICkt"ToR WATIR MAKIC:rP 5•"tiW' S FOR 'NIT I

The Browns Ferry design nhsli includes it ntumnler of lrovrsions fair supplying
snakeup water to, tile reactoer it liow ipressure. i see figure 21.

The residulial heat renioprval systell t.ionsists of fntitr hlrge electric imotor-driven
ulinmus and as.ewiated heast exchangers. )turing the fire. daniige ter valve and

jrnnp wiring disal.hled twet of file reshihual heat renletrval rintlllln on unit I fair an
Indefinite iwrnlihl. 'se ef it the other twit lninlits wits tillprirlriy lost until plwer
was restored ter the valve. whic'h were required ter line till the systeli fer
ow"ration.

Four large electric. ni-tor driven 'ore spray primplns are provided. During the
fire. damage to valve and p1i)n1n wiring disabled twoe of fil- core Spray Ilmps on
unit I fair an indefinite perild. Use orf tile otiher twit inuapsi was tellipoorarily lust
until power was restoered teo the valves which were retuired tep line tilu tile sylitelln
fair orpratirn.

Cerndlen"sate anti colndensate ImNoster Ipnils eai supply ltpw pIresure miakeup
fromin the nanin co'ndenser.s tet the reactor. The arrangement ce.rsists of three con-
(lenstate lUlitips nnd three ceondensate lrnorster plnilns•. Each condensate booster
IPnhil IJ ca'apable of delivering ailumnt 10.4M)0 galllrns Iper ininute of low puressure
hniakenaln and each prntimp was available thrornughornut the fire..A c londensate punitnl
(can deliver manketip water ter the realctor If the reasctor pressure dues not ex*eed
ipptrnxintately V:A) imrunds per square inc'h. For higher reactior pressurest, it 1ie

ne(essary to oerrate at v'ondensate ipnullit( anat (icondensate bhooter punnp in series.
This series arrangement ran provide ntakeulr flow far reacteor pressures up to
abotut 435 pIonuds Irnr silnlire inich and was the nuethee! s.ed by the Brown.sl Ferry
olwratorns during the fire.

One other .Pturce (if loew pressure reactoir water niskeup could have Ieen called
Ilponl by uning a nonsrandard system ctlnfigulration and manual valve alignmient.
Twit residual heat retiioval plillis in unit 2 tenuhld have been aligned to supply
reat-terr water uaketip tethe uiunit I reactor through a er.oistie ppipe Ibetween the
units. Thils tethol! tnf low Ipressuire Imakeulp was not needed during the fire.

As an additional Iaekui. safety feature. river water can be punilld directly
into the rea'toir front an inplace service water unitsnp (ernnectihn. A flow fit up ter
4500 gallons pwr ainiute is pos.sible if the reactor pressure is low. The flow cannot
be sustained If the reacteir pressure exceeds alrnrut Mlsr Imilnds per soluare Inch.
During the fire. availability of this methord of reactor water makeup was limited
19y the lass of electrical wiring ter certain valves. Manual operation of the valves
c'ould have been perfornmed if the need had developed.

The availability of the core cooling systems Is summarized in Figure 4 and
clearly demonstrates that there was indeed no "near nuclear disaster."

AVAILABILITY OV REACTOR WATER MAAKEUP aOURCEA FOR UNIT 2

Alternate sources of reactor makeup water, similar to those available for
unit 1. were also available on unit 2; however, the unit was shut down using the
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normal system alignments which were designed for use folloeilig a "Will. steaHI'
line valve closure.

Adequate high pressure reactor water makeup was available at all times to
keep the fuel covered during the unit 2 shutdown.

AVAILABILITY OF SUPPRESSION POOL COOLING FOR UNITS I AND 2

In addition to its ability to supply water at low pressure to the reactor. the
residual beat removal (RI1R) system is used as the primary means of extract-
Ing heat from the suppression pool. The RIIR pumps circulate the suppression
pool water through heat exchangers where it is cooled by river water. One of
the four RHR pumps per unit and its associated heat exchanger can maintain
suppression pool water temperature well below the lolling point. On unit 1. two
RUR pumps could have been manually aligned throughout the fire for supres-
sion pool cooling. Similarly, two pumps were available for remote alignment gn
unit 2. RHR suppression pool cooling was established before excessive temi*ra-
ture was reached in the suppression pool.

RMPROVZMENTS IN DESIGN AND ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

The foregoing discussion illustrates that the Browns Ferry ilant utilized an
in-depth design philosophy with the flexibility and versatility which permitted
plant operators to accommodate even the unique circumstances of this fire. Thus
the public health and safety was fully protected.

Nevertheless, our studies of the incident show that improvements can be
made to substantially reduce the likelihood of such a fire in the future and to
mitigate further the consequences of any fire that occurs. These measures con-
sist of changes in administrative controls. design, and fire protection.

CHTANGES TO ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES

The changes in administrative controls and procedures can be summarized
as follows.

1. We have made procedural changes requiring greater in-depth review of all
significant activities prior to their authorization. This procedure will ensure that
all items of safety significance are recognizttil and provided for. In addition we
require that all significant activities be reviewed by the plant Quality Assurance
staff to verify that the activities are supported by approved instructions neces-
sary for their performance.

2. Procedures have been written establishing controls over cutting. welding.
and the use of any open flame in operating plants. This procedure reiluires; a
physical survey of the areas where the work is to be performed and the establish-
ment of safeguards including additional fire fighting equipment and a fire prior
to any work involving open flame or welding.

& TVA's general fire training program Is being given Increased emphasis.
This Includes fire reporting and fire fighting techniques. including the usre of
water.

4. Procedures have been issued to require surveillance by engineering per-
sonnel of all penetrations under repair or construction. These procedures alse
provide for instruction of craft personnel engaged in penetration sealing and
fiameproofing. and provide for Inspection by trained enginee.rs. Instru.tions are
being issued to require additional surveillance by fire fighting Ie*,ynnel at open
penetrations In operating areas.

CHANOES IN DZTIGIW

Reanalysis of the overall plant fire detection and protection has resulted
In design changes in three areas:

1. Browns Ferry has two separate redundant groups, called divisions. ot
electric power and control circuits for shutdown cooling systems. Increased
cable separation and these redundant safety system cables will reduce the prolb-
ability of fires involving both the divisions. This has involved a redesign of
cireults, rerouting of cables and conduits, and Installation of additional fire
barriers between divisions of cables.

2. Rerouting of selected cables will reduce the probability of events Initiated
within one unit adversely affecting any other unit.
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3. Additional requirements for tile control of combustible materials. fire
detection. and tire prevention will give early warning of a tire and provide for
rapid extinguishing uof it fire.

This objective will be autc, ipll.hed by changes of three types: changes to the
fire detet'tion system. changes to the tire lprotectlion fa'ilities and changes to
cable tray penetration niaterials.

Additional fire detectors will be provided throughout the plant and along cable
trays. These detectors will consist of thermal (beat) detectors and products-of-
colnbusthon (Ionization ! detectors. Annunciation of these detectors in the control
roomn will allow ilant operaturs to know the l'catioin of any detectors that have
Ieen activated.

The fire protection facilities will be upgraded by the addition of fixed water
spray. extinguishers along specific talble trays. provisions for portable access
ladders and platforms for manual tire fighting. additions of adapters to assure
that hose and nozzle connections will be c.ompatible with the equipment used
by the local tire department, additional hose connections and racks, and auto-
Wmatle initiation of the fixed water spray system and of the CO: system in the
vahible spreading room.

TVA will install new material in future penetration seals and In penetration
seals that. are breached during the restoration activities.

'oyV(Lt'5Oso.

I naPlellnentation s~f the safety objective of safely shutting down tile nuclear
reactors lit the unlikely event of another tire falls naturally into two major
areas of endeavor. First. administratire procudureiv have a dual rule of eliminat-
ilaw sourve% of ignition that could atrise front piersonnliel actioins aind then of
efitclently fighting any fire that occunrred. S.econd. modifications in the dcxif/n
pf ftle electrical systen.s and in the fire protettimn systenis. will further reduce

file effects of a fire oin necessary .shutdowtn systsi-.s. Bo.th the administrative
Ior, 'oclures asial design are mutually suploortive in this effort.

We believe that a desirable hialanh e has been achieved between design features
and personnel actions required to prootect the plant aagainst the effects of a fire.
For a plant already cunstructesl. the design to which we have camasnuitteil lias
beetn optimlized. We reaffirm that the lBrovwns Ferry Nuclear Plant. as modified
by tile design changes summarized above. I.4 sa1fe.

£001:

NATUI

lGCtURE l.--lfigh pressure reactor water makeup sources.
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APPE.DIx A

jFroin the Final Report of Preliminary Investigating Committee. May 7, 1975]

D. FIRE
1. Spreading Room Area

a. $equcnce of Erentt.-Six men were working in the units I and 2 cable
spreading room, checking conduit and cable penetrations for air leaks and
sealing leaks.

An engineering aide and an electrician were checking cable penetrations
through the wall between the spreading room and the unit I reactor building,
in a window containing 10 cable trays in 2 vertical rows of 5 trays.

The engineering aide was using a candle flame to detect air leaks.
A differential air pressure existed between the spreading room and the reactor

building, with the reactor building having a %ilightly negative pressure and thus
eausing air to flow from the spreading room through leaks into the reactor
building.

The aide detected a strong air leak in the penetration for the second tray from
the bottom on the west row.

The leak was caused when additional cables were pulled through the pene-
tration, which resulted in breaching the originally installed air pressure seal
and fire stop.

The electrician could not rest'h the penetration since it was recessed into the
wall farther than he could reach.

The aide volunteered to seal the leak for the electrician. The electrician handed
the aide two pieces (about 2 inches by 2 inches by 4 inches) of resilient poly-
urethane foatia which the aide inserted into the hole.

After inserting the resilient polyurethane foam into the leak. the aide placed
the candle about 1 inch from the resilient polyurethane foam.

The airflow through the leak pulled the candle flame Into the resilient polyu-
rethane foam. which sizzled and began to burn.

The aide immediately told the electrician that the candle had started a fire.
The electrician handed the aide a flashlight, which was used to try to beat

out the fire with no success.
Another construction worker heard the aide state that there was a fire and

gave the aide some rags to use to smother the fire. which was also unsuccessful.
The electrician called for fire extinguishers.
When the rags were pulled away from the penetration, they were smoldering.
Meanwhile. the other worker brought a CO, fire extinguisher to the aide.
The fire burned for about 11 minutes before the first extinguisber arrived.
The entire contents of this CO, extinguisher was emptied on the fire. The fire

appeared to be out.
Alsout I. to 1 minute later, the fire started up again.
The aide stated that the fire was now on the reactor building side of the wall.
Two construction workers left the spreading room for the reactor building to

fight the fire.
The electrician took two fire extinguishers to the aide who remained in the

spreading room. Each extinguisher gave only one good puff.When the aide received the third extinguisher, he heard a fire extinguisher
Weing discharged on the reactor building side of the wall

As the aide prepared to discharge the fourth extinguisher, the spreading room
('V), system alarm was sounded; and all workers evacuated the spreading room.

A plant operator, assistant shift engineer (ASE). after ensuring that no work-
ers were in the spreading room, attempted to initiate the spreading room fixed
V('0 system from outside the west door to the rowm but was unable to do so
bweause it had been deenergized while workmen were in the spreading room.

The A-4E then ran to the east door of the spreading room. where he restored
the electrical power and initiated the ('Ov system, which then operated properly.

Another ANE later operated the CO) system a second time.
After the CO, system had been operated the second time. the first ASE checked

the spreading room and found that the fire had restarted.
lie then directed the fire brigade in fighting the fire in the spreading room.
At 1310 hours, the ASE in charge of the reactor building fire requested the

Athens Fire Department to come to the plant.
Employees from the Athens Fire Department assisted In fighting the spreading

room fire.
The spreading room COa system was operated one additional time.
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An ,iff-duty shift engineer (SE) arrived abmut i4Mx) hours and tuok charge of
firefighting in the spreading room and relieved the ASE.
. Tile spreading roonm fire was extinguished between 1600 hours and 1630 hours.
primarily by using dry chemicals.

Is. IDcaeription tI Fire in the Spreading Rootn.-The material ignited by the
candle flame wwas resilient polyurethane foam.

once the foalm was ignited, the flame spread very rapidly.
After the first application of the COs. the fire had spread through to the reactor

building aide of the penetration.
Once ignited .the resilient Imilyurethane foam splattered as it burned.
After the second extinguisher was applied, there was a roaring sound from

the fire and as lloawtorcb effect due to the airflow through the penetration.
Tile airfolw throigh the lornetratlimi pulled the -material from di.w.harging tire

extinguiisherst thriough the penetnationi ,it.i the reactor building.
IPry ehienileuls woulhd extinguish flames. but tie flante would start back up.
v. Eifluipm'ent.--',ortable Co,12 and dry-chiemihal fire extinguisheris were used iii

the spreading rtfMn) tire.
The spreading rmoln fixed (CO,• system wa.s atetivatled three fillies.
Breathing alparatus a air packs) received limited use in the spreading ro-.
The dsimrs to thle preading roomu were kept open amtst off the time to assist in

keeping tnmooke out 4of the mnltrol rimoom.
Aln hiplant fire hoselo was run fron tiln omitlet in the turbitie building to tile

spreading rMani. This was not used.
The Athens Fire lhcpartinent insade available hi tie slreadimag rsiain 1i11111t

5 gallons of an agent which. when comabinted with water. fornis "llght water.'"
1Th1s was n14t used.

Athens Fire l1epirtinent *mmmpliiyees discu.lmsel with ihe si-M the lsssilbility of
using waiter on the fire iln the spreading r,`1n1.

NSo water was used in thle spreading r mpin since there was nio assuraii(*e thlit
the cables were deenergized.

d. Tione v of Errnt alproxhiuate times showil with ,• )
-122•0)--Fire started in penetration.

1.lzI..-Two construction w~orkers leave spreading rpoomi for react.ir building.
123."5--Plant fire alarm sounded. Fire logged in SE*s bog.
-- 12.37-First fire extinguisher discharged in reaetor building.
-- 1240---)s alarin s, unded in spreading roman: ('CO, system ,operateil.
?--S;.reading room C'Os systemU operated second time.
?--A assuines directtio•n of fire brigade iii fighting tire.
"-.8jreading eroni (CO, systeut olperated third tieP.
-I-ri fr"84 • lib!Ierts vluarge of slpreading roomn firelightting.
.. |--atveadinig room fire extinguished.

p. Reporting the Fire.-Two ,.oustruct ion workers left the spreading rom.ll lit
iathllt 123O hours to gio to tile renatfor building tio fight lhe fire.

fine worker stoplled at Im't XDi. a cvonstructieon Istirtail injuntied ty thelt Publi•
Safety Servi(. I 'SsM. and ihformed the puhlle iosfety odffier mon duty that there
was a fire in rea(.teir building nutinbir 1 and Wilk the fire extinguisher with him
to use lit fighting the fire.

The o0fficr innuedlitely c-alled the SE and relorted ai fire in itnit 1 reactor
building.

Thie A•RE who received the fire report hinmediately gave tfhl mless-age to the
SE and the unit I ,qorat-or and then proleeded to tile control rooma and switched
the fire alarmi to assxure rontinuous sounding.

The unit operalor (TPO) immediately began to annonne over the PA system
that there was a fire it the unit 1 reattr building.

At this time. operators in time control room did not know the exact l-eatiiion
of the fire.

An ASE located the fire in the unit 1 reactor building shortly after the .on-
sltruction workers had begrln to fight it there. lie telephlon(ed the exact hoacatitn
to the colheratorsi Ith ti an trol room.

Shortly thereafter another ASE in the reactor buidiing reported the spreading
ripsmn fire to the operators in the control room.

2. Reactor Building Area
a. Requester ol Errcnt.--When workers in the spreading ronm saw that the fire

bad spread Intto the reactor building, two construction workers left the spreading
room and proceeded to the reactor building to fight the fire.

One worker told the public s.afety officer at post AD that there was a fire
In the reactor bWilding and took a fire extinguisher with him. The other coua-
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struction worker proceedl.! ,, thie reactor building where he nb,.t a third worker:
each of thie thre" ir.:;kers toimk at tire extinguisher to tile fir..

All three workers arrived at the fire at about the same time. It was burning In
the trays whih' were 20 feet above the see'aizd flwr of the reaet-ir buildinaa. 0 m.
moved a ladder, already at the scene. next to the fire. Another worker climbed thle
ladder and discharged a dry-hemlical extinguisher on the fire. This &application
knocked down the flames, but the fire flared up again.

One of the workers alerted other workers an the .,ei--nd level of the unit I
reactor building of the fire.

The worker who applied the first extinguisher was affected by the smoke and
fumes around the cable trays at the top of the ladder.

The unit I control room operator was Informed by telephone of the precise loca-
tion of the fire by a plant 1perator on the soene.

An ASE then arrived and. along with another operator. dlisharged a CO and
a dry-chenmcal extinguisher simultatiefously on the fire. The ASE a.sunted charge
of firefighting activities. Construction workers were instructed to leave the
operating units.

Smoke was Iecoming so dense that breathing apparatus was required: ap-
proximately 5 zuinu'es after it was requested. it was available. Until it arrived,
CO* was applied to the cable trays from the floor.

After the breathing apparatus (air iacks) arrived, it was utilized in fighting
the fire until visibility iecame so bad that the workers could not get near the fire.
The smoke backed them up to the area of the reactor building closed cooling
water system heat exchangers.

The ASE left the fire to assist in unit shutdown. An a.wistant unit operator
(AUO) assumed charge of firefighting activities. The first floor of the reactor
building was also evacuated. The A'O went to the cntr,! room due t some ill

effects of the smoke. Another ASE assumed charge of fireflIghting, activities.
Power to the elevator was lost. The second floor of the reactor building was

then evacuated. Some time was utilized to check 5 floors of the reactor building
for the elevator to ensure that no one was trapped on the elevator. A head count
was made. and from that lssint oil a count was kept (of all persoinnel leaving and
entering the reactor imuilding.

About 1330 hours, lighting was lost in the reactor building.
Limited firefighting was resumed In the reactor building for a period between

1430 hours and 1500 hours. A wire was tased to rig a guldeline. At this time the
tire was still confined to the area in the cable trays near the north wall and had
not proceeded very far on the south trays.

At this time. thle doors between units I and 2 were olened, which improvted
visibility on I lie second level of unit 1 to albot 5 feet.

At about 1630 hours. the SE who had been directing activities in the spreading
room took charge of firefighting In the reuactotr i ilhling tin order to con4*ntraite
activities there. The SE consulted the plant sulterintendent frequently during
fighting of the reactor building fire.

On ins.lection of the tire at 163.) hours, the major fire was in the ('able trays
running south from the pIenetraiti-on. with at smaller tire in the cable trays running
west front the penetration.

The SE established a routine of sending 2 to 3 litmple in at a time to fight the
fire. using dry chemicals primarily.

Shortly after 1630 hours. temolrary d.c. lighting wa" strung on the second
level of unit 1.

A rope wtas utilized as am guideline, which assisted employees f:.ea the Athelns
Fire lDepartnment in aipprotewhing the fire to inspect it. The SE went into the
vicinity of the fire between 17"10 hours an'ed I1SM hours.

On one of his trips Into thle second level, the SE laid out the fire hose installed
there anld checked to ensure that water wait available. The plant supterintend, nt
authorized the use of water as an emergency backup. for example, in care a
worker's clothing caught fire. Otherwise., there was a decision not to ise water
on the fire due to the electrical shoek hazard. The Athens fire chief suggested
that water would be tfie best thing to use on the fire if it could le used.

The SE suggested to thle plant suplerintendent that water Ie used on thle fire.
The superintendent made the decision to allow the Athens Fire Department
eraployees to use water on the fire.

Water was Initially applied to the trays running west: however, from the
floor leyel. the water would effectively reach only the Imttomn tray. Athens Fire
Iiepartment employees attempted to utiliz one of their nozzles on the hose. but
thle thread did not match: and the nozzlo came off when pressure was apliled.
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Water was also applied to the fire in the cable trays along the north wall and
successfully extinguished it.

Firefighters began using Chemox resipirators as the supplY of c'mulxtlre.-'ed air
for the air packs ran low.

The SE and two other operations workers entered the area of the fire to
utilize water to fight the fire. The SE took the hose and climbed within four
feet of the fire with assistance of the other two men. lie sprayed water on the
fire in the south cable trays for approximately 10 seconds. which extingguished
the fire.

The fire hose was left stuck in a position so that it continued to apply water
to the south cable trays.

The second level was entered again and water reapplied. It was then deter-
mined that the fire was out. There were subsequently some reports of sparks.
but lnvret'gation failed to reveal any further fire.

During the course of the fire, it was noticed, that a small diameter station
control air line under about 90 pounds of pressure. running along the north wall.
had parted. The line was later isolated.

Several fire extinguishers were discharged early in the fire from the third
floor through an opening in the floor but all missed the fire in the cable trays
since te opening was not directly over the fire.

b. Description of Fire in Reactor Building.-The fire was initially observed in
the lower cable trays, extending out from the penetration a distance of 2 to 4
feet. Height of the flames varied from a few inches to a few feet. dying down as
extinguishing materials were applied and flaring uip between applications. The
flames were coming straight up.

Some polyurethane foam was flowing from the penetrations into the trays, and
bright yellow flames were coming from the penetrations.

The fire did not advance significantly Into the south trays until after 1500
hours.

Scaffold Ioards hail been previously placed below the trays in the unit I
reactor building, near the cable tray penetration where the fire started. These
boards were used to work from in pulling cables through the penetration. These
boards were charred by the fire. The charring did not extend to the side away
from the fire. indicating little influence as fuel for the fire.

c. EqUipment.-Portahle COs and dry-chewical fire extinguishers were used
In the reactor building fire.

MSA air packs were used that had a rating of 30 minutes for moderately
heavy activity of the user. A cascade system of large air cylinders was available
for charging the packs. but the supply was eventually depleted. There are no air
compressor facilities at the plant to fully recharge the air packs. The charges in
some air packs did not last 30 minutes. Air packs from Athens Fire Department
were also used along with their recharging facilities on their truck and at their
station in Athens.

MSA Chemox respirators were used. Several users experienced difficulty when
using these for very strenuous activity.

The fire hose and nozzle provided in the second level of the reactor building
functioned properly and succesfully extinguished the fire.

A nozzle from the Athens fire truck did not fit the threads on the hose on the
second floor of the reactor building.

Ladders present on the second level of the reactor building were utilized.
Temporary d.c. lighting was utilized.
A wire and a rope were utilized as guidelines.
A fire hose was laid out on the third floor of the reactor building but was not

utilized.

d. Time of Event,.-
,1230-Two construction workers leave spreading room for reactor building.
-,1237-First fire extinguiher discharged in rfactor building.
-1240-Unit operator informed of exact loe'.ti.bn of fire in reactor building.
?-Air packs requested and received.
-. 1310-ASE requested that Athens Fire lepartment ceime to the plant.
-,.430-Lighting lost In reactor building.
-1645--Temporary d.c. lighting installed.
.1835--Water applied to fire.
-,1930-Fire determined extinguished.

Representative Yorxo. Thank you. Mr. Gilleland.
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I would like to come back to the question I had asked Mr. Wagner
and lie deferred to you about. the flexibility of the regulatory program.
I believe that the question that I asked'you earlier had to do with
regulatory technicalities and specifications, and whether that caused
you any problems in connection with this fire?

Mr. tiILLm.LA.ND. I believe the question you asked was whether we
saw any deficiency in the regulations or the procedures.

Representative You'xo. I will read the question to you again, Mr.
Gilleland.

Was there anything in the Browns Ferry license or the technical
specifications or any other regulatory requirement which contributed
to the problems associated with the fire?

Mr. GiLLu.A'iiD. No, sir.
Representative YouNG. The answer is noI
Mr. GxLLrL',.%D. The answer is no.
Representative Yorx.'o. I have several questions here but I am only

going to ask two of them.

A(-nv.%TION OF TilE M').. SYSTEM

Mr. Gilleland, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission people found
that the metal plates installed on the manual switch for the CO2
stations during t(he plant construction had never been removed which
resulted in some delay '.n providing the CO2 to the fire. The question
is, how could the TVA fire inspectors have possibly overlooked such
an obvious deficiency?

Mr. GILLELAN.D. Mr. Chairman. I think there is some misunder-
standing about how the system operates. The manual system is a
backup system only and it is much. much slower to activate tha:i the
method that was used. The method that was used is a manual ei,',
trical system, and that was the fastest system and the use of it did
not slow down or impair in any way the activation of the CO2 system.
Now, the existence of the metal plates was documented and was known
by all of our operating personnel.

Representative YoUN.G-o. Your answer then is that the plates were
in place and were supposed to be there?

Mr. (•G, L,.D. Yes. sir. they were there to protect against inad-
vertent operation because we still had work going on in the cable
spreading room. CO2. of course. is very dangerous to personnel and
we were concerned that we could have an inadvertent activation of
that in the spreading room. So the plates were installed as a safety
device.

Representative Yovo. NELPIA's internal r.,port I of the fire made
some rather severe comments regarding TVA's performance, and
outstanding among these was that the CO2 system prevented a
catastrophic occurrence.

W-ould you comment on that ? In other words, did we nearly have
a catastrophe there? Did CO, prevent it or not?

Mr. GILLEx.A,.N-D. I think the question that was answered a while ago
was that we did not feel that we were near nuclear disaster in any
way. Of course, the CO2 system was installed to control fire in the
cable spreading room and that is its job. It performed and did the job.

Representative Yor.UNG. Mr. Gilleland, I heard the answer given by
Mr. WVagner. This question is being put to you. I take it then that

I On Appendhi 8.
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yon concur in the answer of 'Mr. Wagner that there was no near
catastrophe involved in this matter?

Mr. GILYL.1.,'IA . Yes, sir.
Representative Yo'.;. "The congestion in tile cable spreading

roo~m was inexcusable." That is another observation of the insurance
report.

Mr. GILLELAxD. The cable spreadingtr 1,oom was designed to route
cables to the control room for two iuits. It is the coninion control
room for two units and this. of course. is j,,st a matter of plant design.
I do not think we consider that charge to be justified.

Representative YOUNG. ' tou don't thiuk that was inexciisaLly
congested ?

Mr. GILLJ.\XXI). NO. sir. we do not.
Representative YouNG. The last point rai-ed by the report that was

prepared worthy of mentioning here is that mininumal consideration
was given to thle obvious burning chracteristics of the Cable. If von
remenlber the testimony. it was that the cable insidation was tested
but a different type of material was uused thain the type tested. What
is your view on that ?

.Mr!'. (GIILEAN, . May I make a comment ?
Representative You:,;(;. Indeed.
Mr. GuoLF4L.-,i. The comment that was made I believe earlier by

Dr. llanauer was that the sealing material that was ised in the
penetration was different from some of the sealin,,g, materials that had

en tested. I think the design of the-
Representative You'xn. Exeuse me. Mr. Gilleland. I think the testi-

mony was that it was different than the sealin- material that was
tested.

Mr. GILIr..I.x,). Yes. that is what I meant to say.
The penetration was designed to have the pol*vurethane to bel used

as the sealant and then outside the sealant there was put a fire re-
tardant material called flaewniastie. The flameina.-tic was the fire stop.
not. the sealant itself. There are a llnuni- of difl,'rent kinds of poly-
urethane. I think it is true that in this partivulhir penetration there
was some polyurethane used that was different 1 han we had tested.

Representative Yov'xc. And more inflanmmnble apparently than
you had tested.

Mr. GrLLFxn.,'D. Apparently so. yes.
Representative YOUNG. Ob'iousl"v usin, hindsiht again it would

be important.. as I see it. that von not only test thc- material for its
fire resistant characteristics )iit yon in fact use it if it proves satis-
factory in that. respect. I think it is obvious that testing does not (10
much good unless yon use pwhat yon have tested.

Mr. Gtluiyt..xxl). YPes. except the point I was ,mnkin• is that the fire
-stop material was the flamemastii which we did USe and the poly-
urethane was nlot intended to he the fire stop but was intended to lxb
the sealant. What happened. of counr!-e. was we tested the penetration
before the flamemastic was used to cover the polyu,'ethaiw and the
polyurethane did catch fire and that was a mistake.

Mr. WAGNER. I think the answer is we made a mistake uising this
material. anti we will not. do it again.

Representat.ive Y T-'c.. Which would be con-ect.
Mr. AVAGN.ER. Yes.
Representative YouxNc.. Any further qiuestions?
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Senator Baker.
Senator lR1. u:ii. Mr. Chairman. I thank you for letting me interrupt.

a minuilte ago. I have been to another he;iring and I have got to go back
to tfhat hearing. I just woul(l like to make oie, general remark that.
will take 30 .voilds.

Rel)present:ative YOUNG. Please do.
Senator RKy:t Shortly after this fire I had the opportunity to go

downl tlere a'ndI exalih Ie the Browns Ferry pIlatnt. I have had an oc-
casion to read ald tr"v to it(herstnind the oAservations 11iade iy NRC.
I know tile TVA will have trouble thinking of it this wa because it
costs It lot of nlOlley. I sulpp)ose a lot of einblrrassment. an(I certainly a
lot of trouble,. l1t1 really I in a way we have learned a lot from this
accident. and(1 1 am plea.,ed with the way TVA has "bellied up to the
bar.*'

There were admitted desi!ln error's or nii!,takes and now they pro-
po.4, to (c'hage thenm in the fuliture. Now. they have dealt honestly and
1 I lieve• candidly with the situation as it. presented itself to the
operators andIO the niinagenieit. We are mortal and we hope to be
mortal for some time. You are going to have mistakes and unantici-
pated events. I think the rather extraordinarv event. is that the. system
worked and it worked in a regime and under circumstances that really
it was not (hesigmed to work under. I think there is lots to be learned
from it. but. I think that it will he extraordinarily useful to us in the
design and advocation of future nuclear plants. I want to commend
mana geui nnt and NR(' for treating this realistically.

Mr. C(hairnman. with that I have to leave. I thank you for letting me
interrupt. I thank the TVA witnesses for answering the questions.

Representative Y"YoU'c. Senator, we are most happy to have you here
and we appreciate your contribution.

I would not argiie with my friend and colleague at. all but of course
the problem that. we have fere is that we have a rather substantial
segment. of our citizenry that expects us not to make any mistakes at.any ti( ill a'Ily respect. with anything nuclear, and indeed we should

have that as our goal. But when we do have a mistake-and I com-
mend these gentlemen for admitting_ to any errors that they might
have made-we just have to delve deeply into these things in the hope.
that again we will be able to employ that infallible science of hind-
sight and certainly not have anything happen such as we have had
ha pen here with imaterials and so forth.

genator BA,1KR. I make just an interesting commentart that the
folks at the TVA service area are sure hoping they will get that plant
back in service ii a hurry because it has had a (lirect impact on the
cost. of electricity.

Representativ:e Yotu.xc.. In that connection I might ask how long
will it take to get the plant back into operation?

Mr. WAGNER. We hope it will be in service next January.
RepresAntative YorNGc,. We had some testimony that it has not

affected the service in the area.
Mr. V,•M;.GER. Not. the service. the cost of the service. We are

providing the needs from other sources and we have had to purchase
considerable amounts of power from outside but it has been at a cost
considerably above the cost of generating in those plants. IWhen the
plants come back on, the rates will come down in the Tennessee Valley.

Representative You-N.. I think that would have some effect on the
service.
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Mr. WAG..ER. I misunderstood your question, Mr. Chairman.
Representat ive YOUNG. I am glad that was clarified.
Thank you.
Any furtlier questions?
Mr. Murphy has a question here, please.
Mr. Mr1LiPnY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Gilleland had nmentioned that the. metal plate %-as put on for

safety reasons and it seems a little bit at variance with the NRC. All I
wanted to do was read a very short two sentences and something from
NRC and then ask a question.

In referring to what happened at the precise time at the beginning
of tie fire the statement. is made on page 1-6 of the NRC report that
an assistant shift engineer attempted to initiate the system at the
Unit 1 spreading room control station without success. He found that
the power had been shut. off at the disabling switch at the Unit 2 en-
trance so he then went around to the Unit 2 door and turned the power
on at this station. The automatic initiation did not appear to be suc-
cessful and he next attempted to use the manual crank system but
found that a metal plate had been installed under the break-out glass.
lie stated that. hel later determined the metal plate had been installed
on the manual station during the plant construction and that almost
all were still installed during the day after the fire.

Continuing on with the same report under the heading of other
important factors not directly contributing to the cause of the fire.
with regard to its severity or'its consequences. the statement, is made
that manual operation of the installed carbon dioxide system in the
cable spreading room was precluded because metal plates installed
behind the breakout glass during construction had not been removed.
The same statement is made by NRC in a press release dated July 30
which I just read.

My question really is this: NRC seems to feel that thbe presence. of
the metal plates had some implications and you feel just the other way.
What is your comment ?

Mr. G.LEIAxn. I think the explanation came out, in further investi-
gations to determine exactly what. happ,-ened. The storage system for
the CO2 is some distance from the sprea.iing room becau.e it serves
several areas of the plant. It is true that. there are two push buttons
to activate the system electrically and on one side of the spreading
room at one door is the switch. The switch and push button are right
there side by side.

Now, the first attempt was at the push button which was not at the
same location as the switch, but it was a very Short. distance to run
around to the other side, turn on the switch and push the button. Now,
there was a travel time from the central storage of the carbon dioxide
to the spreading room. The first impression of the operator was that
the system had not operated and before the CO2 arrived he noticed
the metal plate which covered the manual back-up control. Before he
could have taken any further actions the carbon dioxide arrived in the
spreading room.

So what. I am saving is that. this system was actually operated
electrically. While ihe operator's first. impression was it. had not
operated, in fact it had and the manual system would have been much,
much slower because lie has to open two valves, one at the spreading
room, and then he would have to travel about. I guess, 10 to 15 minutes
to open the other valve which is at the central storage spot in the CO2.
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Mr. 'MURPHY. So your contention is that in this crucial time it took
about 3 minutes to do this; is that it ?

Mr. GILL•LA.ND. Yes.
Mr. 'MuRPny. Instead of the 10 to 15?
Mr. GILLELAND. Yes.
Mr. IMURPny. And what you are essentially saying is that the NRC

report in this case is in error?
Mr. GILLIEL.ND. Well, it was because-
Mr. MNURPHY. Because the supervisor-
Mr. GILLELXN.D. Yes.

USE OF WATER IN_ FIREFIGHTING

Mr. Muu'jiRP1. Mr. Chairman, one other question to this plant
supervisor.

You very ably described your decision not to use water. You men-
tioned that equipment cut out that you didn't expect to cut out as you
indicate.

The question is. what was it that you were concerned about? What
was it you thought might happen if you used water right at that time
before the situation softened up a little? What did you think was the
worse consequence?

Mr. GRFE:.-. I don't know that but at that time I had put it in a
reference that a specific thing could happen if we used water. We had
had several functions disappear and then come back which it was not
clear why and which of the corrective actions we had taken were the
ones thai had restored that.

I want to put it in the context of knowing where the fire was. I
can't at all say it was out. It was controllable and this weighed against
just this unknown that might happen if you started shorting the whole
mess of wires out with water.

Mr.'MURPHY. With water?
Mr. GRExEN. Yes.
Mr. MrRPHY. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative YOrUNG. I would presume that the basic instinct is

not to use water on an electric fire.
Mr. GREEN,-. TVA permits the use of water. Our procedures put it

in the second place. It says on electrical fires it may be used if other
attempts fail. It is true that the fire hoses, for example, which we
install in the plants have a nozzle on them of a type that is used on
electrical fires. It is not an insulated type, it is a spray or fog type
that can be used on higher voltage circuits, and for the most part our
first was in very low voltage circuits.

Representative YOUNG. Thank you very much.
Any further questions?
That is all then from the TVA Chairman and staff. We appreciate

very much you gentlemen being here today and we appreciate your
testimony.

Mr. WAGNER. Mr. Chairman, we appreciate your questioning. I want
you to know we have learned something from this. My colleagues
remind me that there were questions about fire drills. We have learned
to conduct more fire drills.We have been conducting them regularly.
I think Mr. Green might like to answer as to fire drills.

Mr. GRE.EN. The fire drill previous was conducted on August 14, sir.

59.165 0 - 75 -- 1i
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Representative Yorxuo. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. WAGNE.i:R. Thank you.
(Additional questions asked of TVA in writing and their answers

are provided in Appendix 10.) Li

Representative YouoG. We will now hear from our last witness for
the afternoon, Mr. Aubrey V. Godwin. Director of the Division of
Radiological Health, Alabama Department of Public Health.

STATEMENT OF AUBREY V. GODWIN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH, ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC

HEALTH

Representative YoUG-o. If you will follow the suggestion I made
previously. Because of the obvious limitation of time.. I wonder if you
could not summarize your statement and allow us without objection
to put the whole statement in the record in this proceeding.

Mr. GoDwi.%N. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
Before I do that there is one correction to be made to the statement.

On page 4, the top line, after the period it should read "This also sup-
ports our philosophy that. the licensee should initially call the"-and
it picks up with 'most expert in the problem at hand."

Representative YouNoG. Yes, sir. That will be reflected in the record.
Mr. GODWIN-. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I thank

you for giving me this opportunity to participate in this hearing on
the Browns Ferry nuclear plant A~re. Because of the concern of the
Alabama Department of Public Health for matters affecting the health
of our people, we feel that we should meet with this committee and
provide information regarding our response to this fire so as to aid
the committee in its deliberations.
. I would like to express the philosophy used in developing the Ala-

bama radiation emergency plan. First, the operator/licensee is to con-
tact the group with the most expertise in the immediate problem. In
other words, in case of fire. call the fire department.; if radiation is the
problem, call the division of radiological health.

Second, the plan sets up an organization which can respond to the
emergency as it develops. The organization is flexible and redundant.
It goes without saving that inability to contact one individual or
organization shoula not prevent the taking of proper protective
actions.

Third, we have provided by memorandum of understanding a
mechanism whereby the various agencies that expend monies during
the emergency in aiding the public may be reimbursed for those ex-
penditures. This covers only evacuation associated costs, animal feed
costs and agency costs above normal operation expenses. We leave to
each individual affected to determine and collect monies for losses of
property, and use thereof, and such associated costs.

As I ave indicated in my prepared remarks, I have included a copy
of our Division of Radiological Health's Report to the Alabama
Radiation Advisory Board of Health. With your -permission, Mr.
Chairman, I would like that also included.

Representative YoU.G. Without objection, it will be made a part
of the record.

[Material referred to follows.]
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ATTACHMENT A

State tf Alabama

Department of Public Health
Suitt Offie Itswiu

Uetmer. Alabama wtw

March 31, 1975

MEMORANIDUM

TO: Radiation Advisory Board of Health

FROM: Aubrey V. Godwin, Director NYI.V

Division of Radiological Health

SUBJECT: March 22. 1975. Fire at Browns Ferry Nuclear Piant

At approximately 12:35p.m., March 22. 1975, a worker using a candle to
check for air leakage into the reactor building ignited some polyurethane
foam in the Unit 1 spreader roo. Over the next 7 hours, this fire burned
at least 6 cable trays primarily in Unit 1 reactor building. As these
cables were burning, the control room lost the ability to operate several
safety functions. Attached is a summary of the incident and a log of my
actions. This incident is the first that actually activated the Radiation.
Emergency Plan involving other state agencies and including notification of
Governor Wallace. We did not activate the Southern Radiological Emergency
Plan.

The fire did cause the loss of some safety systems, but at all times
there was adequate core cooling. In fact, there was at least one backup
also available. There has been some speculation about a core meltdown.
The core was properly cooled at all times, and even if all the core cooling
makeup had been lost we understand it would have taken some 20 hours for
melting to occur due to decay heat. There was no breach of the vessel or
main steamline.

Some continuous radiation monitoring was lost. The available data
did not indicate a significant release; however, we did start our air
sampling network around the plant. As you review the attached information, you
will note that the downwind sampler was broken. The Division has no standby
samplers and when the sampler broke some 3 months ago, there was no
replacement. Each air simpler costs approximately $1000.00. We are reevaluating
our program in hopes of finding a cheaper type which would be within our
budget.

In retrosp'ct we would have liked to have had a continuous readout monitor
in operation.. I .aally. we could have received reports every 15 minutes from the
unit and confirmed the situation immediately instead of having to wait some 3 weeks
to get the data as we are now having to do. The equipment which will do this ideal
costs 125,000.00 per station.
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The same equipment may be set up so It does not provide for readout in
Montgomery, but could be read by someone at the statton. Cost for this is
approximately $10.000.00 per station. Our current budget does not provide
for any of this equipment. The proposed fee bill would allow the purchase of
this equipment in time. This would be from the fees derived from the reactor
ooerators.

Also enclosed is a copy of the March 24, 1975 Press Conference.

AVG/dm

Enclosure
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Brown's Ferry Nuclear Plant Fire of

March 2z,. 1975

The following is a reconstruction of the events occuring during and after the
fire. Many of the times are approximate and the entire reconstruction is based on
information available on March 28, 1975. For actual times and scope of events, the
individual logs should be consulted. All time are Central Daylight Time. 24 hour
clock.

Approximate
Time

1230 BFNP Unit 1, base load 1100 Mw(e).
BFNP Unit 2, base load 1104 W(e).

1235 Worker using a candle to check for air leakage ignites polyurethane
sealant in Unit 1 spreader room below control room. Worker attempted
to put out fire.

1247 Fire alarm sounded.

1251 Unit 1 scramed on operator Initiated signal in control room. Scram was
norms l.

1300 Unit 2 scramed on operator initiated signal in control room. Scram normal
Athens Fire Departent called.

1303 Initial loss of ability to operate motor operated valves, otherwise both
units were being brought to a cold shutdown condition normally.

During the next 6.5 hours, the control room lost the ability to operate
or monitor at least the following systems of Unit 1:

1. Residual Heat Removal.
2. High Pressure Injection.
3. Low Pressure Injection.
4. Relief valves (note the overpressure portion of the system still worked).
5. Reactor building radiation continuous air monitors.
6. Reactor building radiation vent monitors.
7. Dry well radiation monitor-.

Unit 1 was being cooled by one of three condenser booster pumps. An additional
method of Cooling was the river water from the raw water supply.

The control room lost the ability to monitor Unit 2 reactor building and its
vents. Manual monitoring was instituted to determine radiation levels and
potential. Additionally, some redundant cooling capacity was lost.

1500 An emerget. , possibility involving radiation was declared and the TVA Central
Emergency Control Center, CECC, was activated.

1520 State of Alabama informed of this incident by Mr. Belvin. (See log of
A.V. Godwin).

NRC answering service notified of the incident.
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1700 State of Alabama started air samplers.

1735 EPA Laboratory notified of possible request for assistance.

1945 Fire out.

2020 State of Tennessee notified.

2030 Relief valve of Unit 1 opened from control room.

2100 Unit I now being cooled through the control rod makeup system.

2120 Governor Wallace notified by Dr. Myers.

2400 NRC investigating team arrived on site.

March 23, 1975

0400 Unit 1 RHR system reestablished,

March 24, 1975

..Arranged for water sample collection.

March 25, 1975

Arranged for milk sample collection and the changing and reading of
TLD's. Received air s&ples.

March 26. 1975

Picked up the water samples.

March 27, 1975

Tried to pick up milk samples. The Dairyman did rot keep the sample
as requested. He will mall in a March 27, 1975 sample.
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Personal Log Aubrey V. Godwin
,•ro,.n'S :er.y liuclear Plant Fire

March 22, 1975 Prepared March 28, 1975

This log has been prepared from notes taken during and after the incident. The
times are Central Daylight unless otherwise indicated and are within 5 minutes of actual
time.

Time Action or Event
T•-Hour Clock)

15,O ReLeived ti'lepliune ,mcssage from Mr. L. UeIvi i, IVA. MuA.e ',huval
He informed me that Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant had a fire in the
spreader room, both units had been scramed and that " nitoring was
available for water release. A reading of 1.03 X 10"9 uCi/cc un-
identified activity in air was given; however I did not record the
location of the sample. In Mr. Belvin's opinion, there were no unusual
levels of radioactivity outside the plant. Mr. Belvin did indicate
that rtactor building monitoring was out, and some vent monitoring
was out. I then asked Mr. Belvin a question which would confirm
that this was a valid call.

My conclusion was that a serious situation existed at Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant and the State Emergency Plan should be activated
even though radiation did not appear to be a problem. Also, we
should consider starting our air samplers.

1530 1 informed Mr. W.T. Willis of the above and he asked me to inform
Dr. Myers.

!540 Dr. Myers not available according to Mrs. Myers.

1543 So informed Mr. Willis. He concurred in my conclusion and asked I
follow through.

1545 Notified Mr. Sam Maple, State Civil Defense Office of this incident
and our conclusions.

1555 Notified Dr. Betty Vaughn, Trn-County Health Officer, of this incident
and our conclusions.

1558 Notified Dr. John Regnier, Environmental Health Laboratory Director,
of this incident and our conclusions. He suggested we reconsider
the situation prior to the actual start of the air samplers.

1605 Recor icted Mr. Belvin who suggested that more up to date information
%ffes .1iilable from Dr. J.Oppold at TVA, CECC. (Central Emergency ControlLeter .

1610 Contacted Dr. Oppold who indicated:

1. Both reactors scramed 13:00 COT.
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2. Reactor radiation monitors out.
3. Vent monitors operating. me qualified this by saying he could

not confirm this.
4. Fire was st-11 burning.
5. CO2 had been Lsed.

6. Core cooling wis continuing but not on primary system.
7. Fire was below control room in spreader room.
8. Athens Fire Deparoent on site.
9. NRC answering service notified. Call terminated to allow Dr.

Oppold to perform duties.

My conclusions were that the situation was more serious than first
evaluation, and it was imperative to start air monitoring.

1620 Mr. S. Maple called and reported that he had notified the Morgan
Civil Defense Deputy Director. When informed that the Athens
Fire Department was at the plant. Mr. Maple c, ented that that
was where the Limestone people must be. Mr. Maple indicated that
he had gone to the State Civil Defense Office zo make his calls.
I indicated this was a serious incident, but radiation levels at
that time did not warrant any Civil Defense action. We agreed if
the movement of people was necessary, then law enforcement personnel
would be contacted.

1630 Recontacted Dr. J. Regnier. indicated my conclusions, and he agreed
to start all air samplers.

1645 Recontacted Mr. Willis and advised of the current status. He agreed
with my conclusions and agreed we should notify Governor Wallace. Mr.
Willis suggested that since no action would be required by the Governor.
we should not call directly, but contact Mr. W.A. Jackson or J. Karrh
of the Governor's Staff.

Note Mr. Jackson and Karrh were not available and attempts were made

to contact them until 2115.

1715 Recontacted Dr. Oppold who indicated:

1. Unit 2 in normal shut-down process.
2. Unit 1 has the fire problem.
3. Fire still burning but under control. Still using powder chemicals

and trying not to use water to put out the fire.
4. No injuries reported.
5. No entrance had been made into spreader room.
6. Five engine in building.
7. Stack monitors low (normal).
8. Reactor building vent monitors no reading, probably out.
9. Unit 1, 200 psi gauge.

10. Mr. Murphy, NRC had been informed.
11. They were having trouble contacting me.

On qu( ;tioning of ability to maintain cooling, Dr. Oppold referred me
to a ",r. Coffee. Mr. Coffee indicated for Unit 1:

1. Cooling was being maintained by the condenser booster punmps.
2. The relief valves from the control room was lost.
3. The ability to operate the motor operated valves from the control

room was lost.
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4. HPCI system was lost. (High Pressure CoolenL. Injection).
S. RHR system was lost, (Residual Hedt Remvval).
6. Parts of ECCS lost, (Emergency Cor, tooling System).
7. Another sourcS of cooling was available; i.e., river water.
8. Torus was 126 F with no leakage Indicated.

My conclusions after reviewing notes were:

1. Cooling systems degraded and must be watched.
2. Some leakage may be urmonitored.
3. Reconfirmed serious situation. -
4. Reed more radiation data, confirm monitoring ability.
5. Need to confirm scram closed MSLVs, (Main Streamline Valves).
6. There was no need to activate the Southern Radiological Emergency

Plan.
1745 Dr. Regnier reported that air samplers had been started at Athens

WTP. Athens STP, Hillsboro. and Rogersville. Further, the sampler
in Decatur was broken, perhaps in the wind controller section.
He had asked them to remove the wind controller and start sampling.

Note: Attempted to contact NRC twice after 1715 and before 2130.

1850 Dr. (,,old contacted me and indicated:

1. Environmental radiation measurements around the plant were
essentially background.

2. Measurements at the gate-house were essentially background.
3. Measurement at the site boundary was essentially background.
4. Wind was from the northwest at 5 m.p.h. under Pasqual class A

mixing.
S. Fire condition had not changed. -7
6. Gross activity in Unit 2 building was above MPC at 3.56 X 10 uC1/cc.

UJnit 1 was 7.5 X 10 uCi/cc.

I suggested that the State of Tennessee should be informed.

Mr. Coffee indicated:

1. MSLV closed on both units.
2. At time of scram, Unit 1 was at 1100 MW(e) and Unit 2, 1104 MW(e).
3. Unit 1 scramed 1254.

1900 Updated Hr. Willis. Conclusions were situation still serious, but
raolatlon was not a significant problem.

1915 Updated Dr. Ragnier. Discussed possibility of using Air Pollution
Control Commission air sampling equipment.

1925 Called Mr. J. Cooper. Director, Air Pollution Control Commission, about
the possibility of using air sampling equipment.

1930 ContArted Dr. Betty Vaughn to inform of latest information.

1940 Contacted Mr. R.L. Woodruff of the Division of Radiological Health.
Informed him of status of incident.

1950 Dr. kegnier called and reported that there was no air sampler in
Decatur.
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1955 Contacted Mr. J. Cooper and asked if an air sampler could be
started in Decatur. Mr. Cooper indicated he would attempt
to start a sampler that night, but could start one on Sunday
in any case.

2045 Mr. B. Graham, Tennessee Department of Public Health, called.
We compared notes. The only deviation was that the fire was out.
General conclusion situation serious.

2105 Or. Ira L. Myers, State Health Officer, was informea of the
incident with Mr. Willis' and my -onclusions and with the sa.ýific
recommendation that Governor Wallace be informed of this Incident.

2115 Called CECC. Talked to Hodges. He indicated:

I. The fire was out at 1945.
2. Water fog was used to put it out.

Dr. Oopold came on the phone and reportr.d that 6 more environmental
monitoring samples (air) had i been collected and analyzed. The
highest result was 8.5 X 10- uCi/cc. Dr.Uppuld did not know the
location. Dr. Oppold further reported:

I. Continuous air monitoring equipment that was operational was
indicating a continuous dropping of radioactivity.

2. Vent monitoring was out, but was being done manually, preliminary
results indicated no abnormal levels.

Mr. Coffee came on phone and indicated:

1. That Unit 1 relief valve was operating again and pressure was
dropping. The unit I relief valve lost operating air and vessel
pressure built up to $00 psi.

2. Weeks would be required for decay heat rmcval.
3. Cooling now utilized the control rod makeup water system.
4. Six trays were involved in the fire.

My conclusion was that the situation was still serious, but improving.
An additional cooling system was available.

2145 Adviseo Dr. Myers of the current status including the time cooling
would be required. Dr. Myers indicated he had talked to Governor
Wallace, who had expressed three areas of concern.

i. Was additional state resources, particularly the National Guard?
2. Was electrical power available in north Alabama?
3. Was sabotage involved?

Dr. .1 trs apparently indicated In reply:

1. No
2. Yes
3. We had no indication of the cause of the fire.
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After Mr. N. Mostley NRC Regional Director, called and indicated:
Last
Entry 1. An investigation team would be on site around midnight.

2. The situation was serious, but seemed to be improving.
3. Possibility as many as 10 cable trays involved.
4. Long repair time.
S. Problem mostly in Unit 1.

March 23. 1975

1040 Dr. uppold called and gave status report:4.

1. Unit 1 0 psi with respect to Torus, Torus 280° F., 60- water in
reactor.

2. Unit 2 0 psi with respect to Torus, Torus 1700 F., 60' water in
reactor.

3. Unit 1 on normal RHE shutdown cooling.
4. TWA vent monitoring for 3-Z2-75 results were::

1645 3.2 X l0.4 ii/cc Gross Activity
or *C 4  uci/sec.

-51810 1.7 x 10 uCI/cc Gross

1.7 X I03 uCi/sec. Activity

1920 S.8 x05 uV /cc Gross
5.8 x10• uI/sec. Activity

1940 1. x 10-4 uCi/cc Gross
3 or Activity

7 x 10 uCI/sec.
a8

Only identified isotope kb

Calculated fenceline dose 1.8 mR3m total.

Total estimated dose assuming highest discharge rate and highest

concentration.all as Gross activity

17,2 om or 8.6 ERm/unit.. This Dose was .not actually received.

Technical specification gas 1.3 X 10 uCi/se.
Technical specification particulate 3.3 X 10 uCi/sec.

5. Unit 2 building air now<10- 9 uCi/cc.
Unit I building air ok.

6. Major problem at one time (2300) was 500 ppm CO.
7. Probable cause worker using a flame to test leakage ignited

polyurethane.

Afternoon Informed Mr. Willis of current status.
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March 24, 1975

0755 Called Mr. Long, NRC Atlanta. to review general status. Mr.
Long indicated an investigation team from Washington wuld jo
to BFXP today. Basically, we agreed on seriousness of incident.

0830 Mr. J. Lyon. TVA, called and rndicated that a press conference
would be held at 1300.

0835 Called Mr. James, Tri-County Health Department, and informed him
of press conference. Mr. James 4'dicated that Mr. P.E. Saywell
would attend.

0920 Briefed Dr. Myers; Mr.:Willis; Mr. Joe Downey, Water Division; Mr.
G.R. Wight. Inspection Division; and Mr. H. Henderson. Assistant
to Dr. Myers. Agreed-to follow situation and to collect a Mkuscle
Shoals raw water saple, a Wheeler dam water sample, and a milk
sample.

1030 Mr. R. Woole, Tennessee Department of Health was called. Informed
him of press conference and current status. Mr. Wolle offered any
resources that they could make available.

Note: Tennessee is a mmber of the Southern Radiological Emergency
Council.

Morning Requested Dr. Regnier arrange for me to collect a milk sample of
3-24-75 milk. I would pick up 3-26 or 3-27.

1330 Attempted to contact Mr. E. Belvin. Mr. Hodges only available.

1530 Mr. P.E. Saywell called and indicated that the press conference was
.rough-. More than expected attended. Prime impression Athens
Fire Departent provided needed manpower.

1545 Mr. E. Belvin called and indicated:

1. Fire discovered or started 1235.
2. Fire alarm given 1247.
3. Unit I scram 1251.
4. Unit 2 scram 1300.
5. Athens F .0. Notified 1300.
6. CECC activated 1500.

March 25, 1975

0905 Cont.; ted by Ms. M. Riley. Penn. Wanted to know if:

I. ECC.S needed.
2. ECCS failed.
3. What happened.
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Korning

1000

1505

1640

I gave details.

I asked Dr. Regnier to arrange for me to pick up a milk sample.

Called J. Sutherland. NRC. Reviewed our evaluation, also pointed
out AEC's publication "Serious Accidents" *336 issued September
19, 1974. Referred to foam fires.

Mr. J.W. Hufham. NRC . called asked for an item by item review
of our actions during the Incident. Also asked for long range
plans.

1. Gave orally =y r.ates.
2. Indicated which samples we would run. (milk, air, and water).

Called Hr. Hufham at home informed him we will also going to have
Eberline read our enviromental TLD's as soon as replacement units
are in.
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LuMi STATIS

NUCLIAR REGULATORY COW ON

XW. SU15T ** MAR 31 1975

No. 75-13 FOR DNEDIATE RELFASE
Contact: Xen Clark (TUURSDA¥, MARCH 27, 1975)

Telephone: 404/526-4503

URC STATDUDI ON BROWNS FERRY FIRE

The Nuclear Regulatory Cointssion hao received preliminary
information from its inspectors who are investigating the cause
and implications of the March 22 fire in electrical cabling at
Tennessee Valley Authority's Brovns Ferry Nuclear Station in Alabama.

The WRC's Executive Director for Operations has reported to
the Comission that:

-Thus far, the investigation indiýates that the fire resulted
in considerable local damage to electrical cables. The reactor core,
coolant piping and important structures were not damaged.

-There was no rele&" of radioactivity and there were no
Injuries.

-The functioning of some in-plant operating and safety systm,
including emergency core cooling systans, ma impaired due to damage
to the cables.

-The two reactors were safely shut down and cooled during
the fire. IC inspectors report that there was redundant cooling
equipment available during the reactor cooldown.

-The staff has issued an advisory bulletin relating to
construction and safety practices at other nuclear power plants.
At present there are no indications that additional immediate
action is required for other plants.

XRC inspectors arrived at the Browns Ferry site about 1 a.u.
Sunday, March 23, to assure that the two reactors, shut down when
the fire started, are maintained in a safe condition and to begin
the R Investigation. In addition, the Commssion's inspectors
are closely following TVA's own investigation Into the fire.
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Concurrently, a special group of Comission technical experts,
named last Sunday and headed by Dr. Stephen Hanauer of the NRC
staff, already has begun a review of the circumstances and implications
of the fire. This group Is charged vith reviewing the circumstances
of the incident, and evaluating its origins and consequences. This
group.vill examine technical considerations such as the design criteria
of the affected equipment, its materials, and hoy it was installed
and maintained, and whether any modifications of NRC policies, procedures
or technical require-ments are indicated.

The WRC teams are being assisted by fire experts from the Factory
Mutual Research Corporation and the Natio,.Al Aeronautics and Spot-t.
Administration.

On March 24 the NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement
advised licensees building nuclear power plants at sites where
there also are operating plants to review their overall systems for
control of construction activities.

In the advisory bulletin, plant operators were instructed to
specifically review the design, installation and testing of seals
used vhere cables penetrate walls between compartments, and to
evaluate procedures for the control of Ignition sources In areas
containing flamable materials.

The licensees are Instructed to report to the XRC the results
of the review and evaluation. Other licensees operating nuclear
power plants also were provided with the information in the bulletin.

TVA reported that the fire was started by a candle which was
being used to check for possible air flow through a seal where the
cables pass from one compartmet to another.

Detailed information on the cause of the fire and the operability
of the various reactor systems during the fire is being developed
by NRC inspectors. However, information developed thus far indicates:

(1) Although some instrumentation was lost, certain critical
instrumentation such as reactor water level, temperature and pressure
indicators continued to function and both plants were safely shut
down.

(2) The nuclear fuel remaned covered by cooling water at all
times.
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(3) Control of some systems normally used for cooling down the'
reactors was impaired or lost due to the fire, and alternate
methods of cooling, principally the control rod drive pumps and the
redundant condensate booster pumps vere used. The reactors were
depressurized.

(4) On Unit 1, although a loss-of-coolant accident had not occurred,
the mmergency core cooling system was activated and supplied additional
water to the reactor. It was manually shut down to prevent overfilling.
Later, during cooldown, when ECCS was called for manually as one of
several alternate means of supplying cooling water, it did not activate;
the alternate methods had more than sufficient capability to cool
the core. The ECCS behavior is under specific Investigation.

(5) On Unit.2, although four pumps in the low-pressure emergency
core cooling system were inoperable, adequate cooling from ECCS was
available since redundant pumps were functional. Emergency core cooling
water was provided initially as in Unit 1, but emergency core cooling
systems were not called back into operation in order to cool down the
reactor. The core was cooled during the first several hours by a high
capacity pump. After several hours the high capacity pump was shut off,
and Unit 2 was cooled down essentially as was Unit 1.

The investigation Is being structured to develop a full and
detailed understanding of the exact sequence of events associated
with the fire. In addition to the action already takan, the URC
will take such other action as may be indicated as the investigation
progresses, and it will make public a complete report when its In-
veatigation is completed.

(EDITORS: This information has also been relnased by
the N&C in Washington, D.C.).

59-10l 0 - 75 -- 12
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MO-W C. SO"
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for immediate role&" X .";-

Fire at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant t4LAOM?.4* .
Takes Two Generating Units Out of SarvI- WM ,

TVA said Sunday it is investigating a fire anet control cables which

caused both units at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant in northern Alabama to

shut down Saturday afternoon.

The agency said the loss of the cables made inoperative the automatic

operation of several safety systemn, but plant personnel were able to shut

down both units so that control of the reactors v-a maintalned. Unit 1 was

shut down manually, while Unit 2 shut down automatically.

No one was injured by the fire, and TVA's environmental monitoring

program showed that all levels of radioactivity in the surrounding area were

normal and ban remained well within allowable limits.

The fire started when workmen were checking for air leaks in a room

where the cables converge. and which is located beneath the plant's control

room. A preliminary investigation indicates that a small candle flame normally

uscd to check for any air flow apparently ignited a sealant being used to plug

a hole. The resulting fire spread to cables outside the room and was mostly

confined to that area.

The workmen responded immdiately by spraying carbon dioxide extinguishers

on the fire and by trying to smother the flames with material. Shortly, the

insulation on the cables caught fire and the room's CO2 extinguishing system

automs-ically activated. The workmen had to evacuate the area at this point.

other plan. persomnel domned masks mal air supply tanks and entered the

area with additional extinguishers, but the fire was difficult to put out because
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of the intense heat and smoke buildup. The heat and inaccessible cable loca-

tions caused fltreups over several hours.

Tlant emergency procedures were activated as previously designed. TVA

staffs that deal with emergency situations were called into action In Chattanooga

and Knoxville. Also, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. the states of Alabama

and Tennessee. the Athens. Alabama. fire department and other involved agencies

were notified.

TVA said the Athens fire department assisted in controlling the blaze and

In putting it out.

The plant's operators remained at their stations in the control room

throughout the firefighting operation.

TVA vii1 make a detailed investigation of the fire, assess the damage to

the plant, and determine when the uaits might return to service, but the agency

said these determinations would not likely be made for several days.

Unit I at the plant. located south of Athens, Alabama, began commrcial

operation on August 1. 1974. and Unit 2 vent into comerciAl operation on

Karch 1 of this year. A third unit Is under construction and is -expected to

begin Comercial operation by the first of next year.

'DI

(Kailed Karch 23, 1975)
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Representative YorINo. Thank you. Mr. Godwin.
Mr. GODWIzN. A few other comments, particularly in light of the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Office of Inspection and En-
forcement report. of July 25,1975.

First, our communications with the Central Emergency Control
Center (CECC) TVA, did focus on the plant status. At all times we
were informed of the known information regarding the release rates of
radioactive materials. We feel that it was imperative to know the
plant status in order to protect environmental problems; therefore, we
closely followed the plant status during the incident.

Seeond. we feel that. the efforts to contact local officials were ade-
quate. I would point out that no action was require(] of local officials.
The basic question is how long do you attempt to contact someone and
tell him he does not have to do anything. In my log at 1620 you will
note that Mr. Maple and I discussed and agreed that law enforcement
personnel were available if we needed to move people. In fact, subse-
quent to preparing the report to the Alabama Radiation Advisory
Board of Health. I have been informed that the State police on their
own went to Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant to offer their assistance.

Third, our environmental data, air samples, milk analysis, and
thermoluminescent dosimeters confirmed our original estimate of min-
imal radiological impact.

Things we learned:
1. We will have to update the telephone directory more often.
2. We will have to document who has a copy of the plan ,and its

revisions.
3. External to the plan we need to establish a rapid information-

transfer system for nonradiological incidents.
4. Environmental monitoring is a must during an incident.
5. A clearer definition of State versus local responsibilities for train-

ing should be included.
Action3 to implement these items have been initiated.
I believe that concludes my short summary. Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Aubrey V. Godwin follows.]

STATEMENT By AUBREY V. GoowIN, DIRECTOR. Drvisio. OF RADIOLOGICAL HEAL'H,
E[nWIRONMENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION. ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
HEALTH

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: Thank you for giving me this
opportunity to participate in this hearing on the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
Fire. Because of the concern of the Alabama Department of Public Health for
matters affecting the health of our people, we feel that we should meet with this
Committee and provide information regarding our response to this fire so as to
aid the Committee in its deliberations.

To fully understand our actions. I would like to express the philosophy used in
developing the Alabama Radiation Emergency Plan. First, the operator/licensee
is to contact the group with the most expertise in the immediate problem. In other
words, in case of fire, call the fire department; if radiation is the problem, call the
Division of Radiological Health. We feel that this is vital to any plan because it
allows another review of the problem and aids in preventing unwarranted re-
sponses, either too great or too small.

We feel that this adds to the public confidence in that we are not-crying wolf,
nor are we hiding a problem. This independent evaluation is Important. It does
allow us to review in detail the situation and arrive at independent conclusions.
We are then in a position to take the protective action we feel necessary to pro-
tect the public health and safety.
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I should also add that our plan does include guidelines for protective actions
not only for airborne exposures but for other routes of exposure also. Further, we
have established reentry or release guidelines to aid us in our decislon-making
processes. But in spite of the availability of such guidance, we cannot over-
emphasize the great need for a full-time qualified professional in health physics to
make a review of the information available before initiating a major response to
an incident.

Second, the plan sets up an organization which can respond to the emergency
as it develops. The organization is flexible and redundant. It goes without saying
that inability to contact one Individual or organization should not prevent the
taking of proper protective actions. This requires a careful review of the over-
lapping and concurrent jurisdictions of all state and local agencies.

This overlap in jurisdictions may be worked to tremendous advantage in that
if there is a clear emergency and one organization cannot take actions, another
organization is available to do so. One further word, state agency to local agency
or even to another state agency does not, in general, have a line commnd relation-
ship as in the military; but rather a mutual trust, repect. and concurrent recog-
nition of each others abilities. The recognition of this fact by emergency plan
writers together with the recognition that most incidents are not disasters but
require only a limited response by federal, state, and local agencies is vital. What
I am saying is that an emergency plan should not address itself to the disaster
only; but recognize that, by far, most incidents will require an active response by
only one or two agencies.

Third, we have provided by memorandum of understanding, a mechanism
whereby the various agencies that expend monies during the emergetTy in aiding
the public may be reimbursed for those expenditures. This covers only evacuation
assoclated costs, animal feed costs and agency costs above normal operation ex-
penses. We leave to each individual affected to determine and collect moneys for
losses of property, and use thereof, and such associated costs.

As Attachment A of this statement. I have included a copy of the DIvisho" uf
Radiological Health's report to the Alabama Radiation Advisory Board of Health.
With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I would like for this Attachment to be in-
cluded in the record as though I had read it. I think this will give the Committee
a clear picture of our response to the fire.

I feel that some comments should be made about our response, particularly in
light of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Ottice of Inspection and En-
forcement report of July 25, 1975.

First, our communications with the Central Emergency Control Center,
(CECC) TVA, did focus on the plant status. At all times we were informed of
the known information 'regarding the release rates of radioactive materials. We
feel that it was imperative to know the plant status in order to predict environ-
mental problems, therefore, we closely followed the plant status during the
incident.

Second, we feel that the efforts to contact local officials were adequate. I would
point out that no action was required of local officials. The basic question is how
long do you attempt to contact someone and tell him he does not have to do any-
thing. In my log at 16290 you will note that Mr. Maple and I discussed and
agreed that law enforcement personnel were available if we needed to move
people. In fact, subsequent to preparing the report to the Alabama Radiation
Advvoryv IBoard of Health, I have been informed that the State Police on their
own went to Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant to offier their assistance.

Third, our environmental data, air samples, milk analysis, and thermolumines-
cent dosimeters confirmed our original estimate of minimal radiological impact.
Indeed, our data show no unusual changes in the background levels. This also
supports our philosophy that the licensee should initially call the most expert in
the problem at hand. There may be some who criticize our sampling plan, location,
etc.; but we have very limited funds and are only trying to assure that between
the licensee and our program that the environmental effects are properly meas-
ured. We are not able to duplicate the licensee's monitoring program.

Things we learned:
1. We will have to update the telephone directory more often.
2. We will have to document who has a copy of the plan and its revisions.
3. External to the plan we need to establish a rapid information-transfer

system for non-radiological incidents.
4. Environmental monitoring is a must during an incident.
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5. A clearer definition of state vs local responsibilities for training should
be included.

Actions to implement these items have been initiated.
We would point out to the Committee that as an Agreement State our Division

has other responsibilities, and that responding to this incident was just one of
the three incidents we Investigated that same week. The others were: 1. A
reported .,00 REM exposure by x-ray. The invei-tigation later proved this to be
false. 2. A possible excessive tritiuin leakage from a gas chromatograph. This
investigation is still in progress.

The Committee should be aware that upproxiLuately one man-year was ex-
pended by. the Division of Radiological Health in developing this plan. The total
effort by state and local agencies of Alabama probably reaches four man-years
in development. The Committee should be aware thut the time expended was in
additimn to that or in lieu of that required by the normal mission of the respec-
tive agencies.

Thank you again for this opportunity to present our ideas and conmunlnts to
the Committee. I aiu hopeful that they will he of value in your delibwraticns.

I will be pleased to answer any questions you :-a. have.

Representative YotuNc. Thank you, 31r. Godwin.

RADIOLODICAL MONITORING,

Mr. Godwin, I have a list of questions here; however, there seems
to be one that I think I would like to put t.) you at this time. The
others for the most pait you have answered .-. your summary.

The Nuclear Regulatory ('ommission investigation report indicates
on pages 10 and 11 of section IV that environmental air sampling
equtpment at D)ecatur. Ala., the major station of importance. was un-
available for operation, and also indicates on pagres 15 and 16 that
the State emergency plan was out of (late or inoperative.

Would you comment on this situation ?
Mr. GODWIN. Taking the first pofint. the station at Decatur was

broken. I)ue to our funding we do not have sufficient funds to have a
sp)are around so when it broke it is broken until we can get it repaired.
It is just that simple.

Regarding the latter. this is the telephone directory information I
was referring to. Basically we have had some changes of officials
around February and we had not placed theni into an updated tele-
phone directory revision. I might point out that the agencies who con-
tacted these officials did have the proper telephone numbers. It. just was
not in the plan.

Representative Yout.N,. Mr. Godwin. this question has been suggested
here. If there had been a radiological release of sudden magniude'.
what countermeasures or other actions would you have taken ? I thillk
you stated earlier the police were there ready to evacuate and so forth.

M3r. GODWIN. Yes, sir. Dependin-r on the levels being released, we
could evacuate. We could put restrictions on milk consumption. If it
was a liquid release, we could put restrictions on water intakes. We
could also rest rit the usage of certain crops that might become
contaminated.

So we have all of these available in our plan and have guidelines to
make the decision on.

Representative YouN.,. I believe you stated that you had asked the
dairy to save samples of the milk and when you went back to get it
vou found out they had foriyotten and sold it.

Mr. Gonwix. The dairy just has milk for sale and it sells it. We
called him up and said. "How about holdine some milk." I didn't. get
there before. the other guy come around buying milk so they sold it to
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somebody else. He lives rather close to the reactor and I take it that he
was not too concerned.

Representative Yorxo. At any rate, you have already stated, and it
is your testimony, that there were no unusual or dangerous radiolog-
ical releases on that occasion.

M r". GODWIN. We. did not detect it.
Representative YouNG. And if there were any, then you were un-

aware of it?Mr. GODWix. That is righL

Representative YoUNo. Are there any further questions?
Representative ANDFRSON. I have just one question.
Mr. Godwin, you make the statement that "In my log at 1620 you

will note that Mr. Maple and I discussed and agreed that law enforce,-
ment personnel were available." That was, in other words, the moment
of your initial contact with the people at the Browns Ferry plant?

Mr. GODWix,. No; sir. I believe I was contacted at 1520.

Representative A.NLDERsoN. An hour earlier?
Mr. GODWIN. An hour earlier.
Representative ANDERSON. Which would be about 3 hours after the

fire legan or 3 hours and 20 minutes?
Mr. GoDwix. Something in that neighborhoodyes, sir. Then we

contacted the State Civil Defense Office, Mr. Maple, and he started
contacting the local civil defense coordinator and the local sheriffs.

In addition, I contacted the local health department which is one
health department for three countries. Now, we got the local health
department which does include three counties. However, in one
county you will notice in our report the sheriff apparently does not
maintain the 24-hour on-call system and the civil defense.

Representative AX-DERSON. Maybe there is not as much crime there
as in the District.

[Laughter.]
Mr. (;onwiwl-. I would not express an opinion.
Representative YouNG. Mr. Godwin, we appreciate very much your

statement and your sunmnary and it will be entered in the record along
with the other material.

[Letter subsequently received from 'Mr. Godwin follows:]
STATE OF ALABAMA,

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH,
Montgomery, Ala., September 26,1975.

Mr. GEORGE F. MURPHY, Jr.,
Ezveutive Director, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, Congress of the United

Statca, Washington, D.C.
DEAR Ma. MURPHiy: In the morning session of the Joint Committee on Atomic

Energy's hearing on the Brown's Ferry Nuclear Plant Fire, Senator Case indi-
cated some concern over the notification of the Sheriff in Limestone County. Al-
though it is not as clear as may be possible, I believe that a close review of the
evidence will show that attempts were made to contact the Sheriff and the Civil
Defense Director in this County. These officials were unavailable; their unavail-
ability would not have prevented the taking of protective actions. You will al-4o
note the one Limestone County Official was aware of the situation.

I hope this removes any cc. 1usion that may exist on this point.
Sincerely,

A'lnazy V. Goowzi,
Director, Division of Radiological Health.
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[Additional questions asked of the State of Alabama in writing and
their replies are provided in Appendix 11.]

Mr. YouNc. This concludes today's hearings.
I want to thank all the witnesses who gave testimony.
As we have indicated, the committee intends to print and distribute

the record of today's session along with supporting materials as rap-
idly as possible. Soon after the printed record becomes available,
additional hearings will be scheduled wbn- an opportunity will be
provided to the public and other interested parties to either present
an oral argument or a written statement for the record.

The hearings are recessed subject to the call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 3:47 p.m., the hearing was recessed, subject to the

call of the Chair.]

[NOTE. The following information was provided by NRC subsequent
to the hearing with respect to cable inspections as discussed on pages
17-18:]

We are enclosing 37 reports' of inspections at Browns Ferry that relate to cable
installation. NRC inspections determine whether or not the licensee has and is
implementing his quality assurance program. In making this determination, the
NRC inspection program audits, on a sampling basis, the inspection of systems and
components installed and accepted under the licensee's QA program. This sam-
pling is aimed at inspection of plant systems rather than specific plant locations
and we have not maintained records of visits to specific plant locations. In our
program, the inspection of cable installations systems would take inspectors -into
the plant areas affected by this fire. We estimate a minimum of about 10 visits
to theweareas.

It should be noted that at the time of the Browns Ferry construction, there were
no specific criteria which established requirements for fire stops, and; accordingly,
the existing inspection program had no specific provisions for such inspection
activity. Our then existing inspection program, as indicated in material submitted
In answer to question 4 of the supplemental JCAE staff questions, placed emphasis
on separation of redundant cables and cable tray spacing. These are the areas dis-
cussed in the inspection reports provided. Our search of the IE files revealed only
one IE memorandum (V. D. Thomas to F. J. Long dated December 22, 1972) re-
lating to fire stops resulting from the inspections of cable Installation at Browns
Ferry. This memorandum which is included with the related inspection report.
discussed the results of a meeting between NRC inspection personnel and TVA.
and noted that at the time of the meeting. TVA bad not yet determined the areas
In the plant that required fire barriers. The memorandum states that TVA indi-
cated orally that plans would Immediately be Implemented to make this deter-
mination. No further NRC action was taken on this matter since, as stated this
area was not at that time a part of formalized inspection program. Specific rec-
ommendations to, or requirements on. licensees resulting from those inspections
are discussed in the inspection reports and associated transmittal correspondence
with TVA.

I Retained in Committee filem.
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APPENDIX 1

JCAE PRESS RELEASES ON BROWNS FERRY FIRE

JOINT COMMITTEE PRESS RELEASE DATED MARCH 26, 1975, ANNOUNCINo INTENTION
To HOLD HEARING•B oN BRowNs FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT FIRE.

JOINT COMMITTEE PRESS RELEASE DATED JULY 31, 1975. ANNOUN.CING HEARING
To RECEIVE TESTIMONY ON BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT FIRE.

JOINT COMMITTEE PRESS RELEASE DATED SEPTEMBER 4, 1975, ANNOUNCING SCHED-
ULE OF WITNE8SES FOR HEARINGS ON BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT FIRE

Press Release No. 801
For Immediate Release
March 26, 1975

From the Office of the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMITTEE ANNOUNCES INTENTION To HOLD HEARINGS ON
BROWNS FERRY NvcxLEAm PLANT FIRE

Senator John 0. Pastore. Chairman of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,
announced today the intention of the Joint Committee to hold hearings on the
circumstances and the implications, iarticularly from the standpoint of nuclear
safety, of a fire on March 22, 1975. at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Browns
Ferry nuclear plant site near Athens, Alabama.

The hearings will be held as soon as the lnvestiga'ory phase of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's (N`RC) review of the fire is completed. In thc mean-
time, NRC will keep the JCAE "fully and currently" informed on all significant
developments In the investigation, pending the completion of the final report.

The hearings will be conducted by the full Committee.

Press Release No. 8"22
For Release
July 31, 1975

From the Office of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy

JOINT COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY ANNOUNCE8 H1EARING To RECEIvE TESTIMONT

ON BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT FIRE

Senator John 0. Pastore, Chairman of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy.
announced today that the Joint Committee will hold hearings commencing at
10 a.m. on Tuesday, September 16. 197.5, in the Committee's public hearing room
(S-407) to receive testimony on the circumstances and implications, particularly
from the standpoint of nuclear safety, of a fire which occurred on March 22. 1975,
at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant located near
Athens, Alabama.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission today issued a report on the fire which
covers the field investigation phase of its review. The Joint Committee had earlier
announced that it would conduct public bearings on the fire as soon as the inves-
tigatory phase of the Nuclear Regula'ory Commission's review is completed. The
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Committee notes that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is carrying out two
other separate reviews relating to the occurrence of the flre-a review by a special
technk'al group directed towards identifying whether improvements in NRC
policies, procedures or technical requirements are indicated and a specific review
of the plans for repair and modification of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power
Station. In view of the investigatory information which is now available, the
Committee has decided to commence the hearings on Septeiiber 16. At that hear-
lng testimony will be received from NRC, State, and licensee witnesses. Either
on that date or at a later date, interested members of the public will be given
an opportunity to be heard or to submit statements. Members of the nuclear in-
dustry and Interested members of the public who would like to testify or submit
statements on the subject matter of this hearing, are requested to inform the
Executive Director of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in writing by
August '-2, 1975. Hearing dates in addition to the scheduled September 16 date
and the witness list for such future dates will be published at the earliest prac-
tical opportunity.

Press Release No. 823
For Immediate Release
September 4, 1975

From the Office of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy

JOI'T COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC EI•oy ANNouNrcEs SCHEDULz OF WITNESSES FOR
HARIGos oN BRowNas FERY NucLrAs PLANT FIRE

Senator John 0. Pastore, Chairman of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,
today announced a tentative list of witnesses who will present oral testimony on
September 16, 1975, at the Committee's Initial day of public hearings on the
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant fire.

The Committee will first receive testimony from William A. Anders, Chairman
of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and senior staff of NRC. This will be fol-
lowed by testimony from Aubrey J. Wagner, Chairman of the Board of Directors,
Tennessee Valley Authority, and senior staff of TVA. Finally, the Committee will
hear from Aubrey Godwin, representing the Alabama State Health Department.
The detailed list of witnesses is set forth below.

The hearing is scheduled for morning and afternoon sessions beginning at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. on September 16. It will be held in the Joint Committee's public
hearing room I-SAW) ir the U.S. Capitol. The hearings were announced earlier
by Senator Pastore in press releases issued on March 26, 1975 (No. 801) and on
July 31, 1975 (No. 822).

The Committee Wans to publish the record of the September 16th hearing,
along with other pertinent supporting materials, as rapidly as possible. After
the record becomes publicly available, the Committee intends to schedule addi-
tional hearing sessions on the Browns Ferry fire at which time opportunity will
le given to interested members of the public to be heard or to submit statements.

It is also antth-iliated that the Committee will receive further testimony from
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on two other reviews on the fire that are not
yet completed-a review by a special technical group directed towards identify-
ing whether Improvements in NRC policies, procedures or technical require-
inents are indicated and a specific review of the plans for repair, modification
and restart of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Power Station. Hearing dates and wit-
ness lists for future sessions on the Browns Ferry fire will be published at the
earliest practical opportunity.

SCHEDULE OF WITNESSES

Tucoday, Scptember 16, 1975-10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
William A. Anders, Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Dr. Dohald F. Knuth, Director of Office of Inspection and Enforcement, NRC.
Benjamin Rusche, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC.
Dr. Stephen, -?'uer, Technical Advisor to Executive Director. for Operations,

NRC.
Aubrey J. Wagner, Chairman, Board of Directors, Tennessee Valley Authority.
Jack Gilleland, Assistant to the Man-iger of Power, Tennessee Valley Authority.
Aubrey Godwin, Division of Bad; ",Dgical Health, State Health Department of

Alabama
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APPENDIX 2

NRC PRESS RELEASES ON BROWNS FERRY FIRE

NRC PRESS REL-ASE DATED MAIRCH 24. 1975 ANoENLcui I NRC'8 APPOINTMENT
OF A SPCAL. Gaoup OF TECHNICAL ExPwrs To REvIEW THE CIRCUMSTANCE8 OF
THE BROWNs FERRy FIRz

NRC PRESs REyEA8E DATED MARCH 27. 19775 ANNOv'NCING NRC's STATEMENT ON
BROW.NS FERY FxRz

NRC PRaEs RuzyAsE DAJTEr APRIL 3. 1975 A..NoUlNCINo THAT THE NRC STAFF
DICTE BROADENED REmIEW OF NuCLEAR PbOWEg PLANTS FoLuWNGo FiPME AT
BRow.xs FERRY
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON9 D. C. .20555"

No. 75-59 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Frank L. Ingram (Monday, March 24, 1975)
Tel. 301/492-7715

NOTE TO EDITORS & CORRESPONDENTS: The frilowing was issued
to the wire services yesterday afternoon. garch 23:

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has organized a special
group of technical experts to review the circumstances--and
the implications of--a fire yesterday that damaged electrical
cables at the Tennessee Valley-Authority's Browms Ferry site
near Athens, Alabama. The fire resulted in theashutdown of the
two operating nuclear power power plants there. A third is
under construction.

NRC Chairman William A. Anders said the group will be
headed by Dr. Stephen Hanauer, technical advisor to the NRC's
Executive Director for Operations. and will include represen-
tation from other organizations within the Commission. The
group will be assisted by consultants as needed.

TVA reported to the NRC yesterday afternoon that a fire
in cable "trays" in an area beneath the control room for
Browns Ferry Units I and 2 had damaged electrical cables.
One reactor was shut down automatically, and the other man-
ually.

A team of inspectors from NRC's Atlanta office is onsite
conducting an investigation. TVA reported there were no
injuries and no radioactivity wa- detected offsite.
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, UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

No. 75-69 FOR I1MEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Joseph Fouchard (Thursday, March 27, 1975)
Tel. 301/492-7715

NRC STATEMENT ON BROWNS FERRY FIRE

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has received preliminary
information from its inspectors who are investigating the causes
and implications of the March 22 fire in electrical cabling
at Tennessee Valley Authority's Browns Ferry Nuclear St4tion
in Alabama.

The NRC's Executive Director for Operations has reported
to the Coumission that:

-- Thus far, the investigation indicates that the fire
resulted in considerable local damage to electrical cables.
The reactor core, coolant piping and important structures were
not damaged.

-- There was no release of radioactivity and there were no
injuries.

-- The functioning of some in-plant operating and safety
systems, including emergency core cooling systems, was impaired
due to damage to the cables.

-- The two reactors were safely shut down and cooled during
the fire. NiC inspectors report that there was redundant cool-
ing equipment available during the reactor cooldown.

-- The staff has issued an advisory bulletin relating to
construction and safety practices at other nuclear power plants.
At present there are no indications that additional immediate
action is required for other plants.

NRC inspectors arrived at the Browns Ferry site about I a.m.
Sunday, March 23, to assure that the two reactors, shut down when
the fire started, are maintained in a safe condition and to be-
in the NRC investigation. In addition, the Commission's
nspectors are closely following TVA's own investigation into

the fire.
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Concurrently, a special group of Commission technical
experts, named last Sunday and headed by Dr. Stephen Hanauer
of the NRC staff already has begun a review of the circum-
stances and implications of the fire. This group is charged
with reviewing the circumstances of the incident, and evaluat-
ing its origins and consequences. This group will examine
technical considerations such as the design criteria of the
affected equipment, its materials, and how it was installed
and maintained, and whether any modifications of NRC policies,
procedures or technical requirements are indicated.

The NRC teams are being assisted by fire experts from the
Factory Mutual Research Corporation and the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration.

On March 24 the NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement
advised licensees building nuclear power plants at sites where
there also are operating plants to review their overall systems
for control of construction activities.

In the advisory bulletin, plant operators were instructed
to specifically review the design, installation and testing of
seals used where cables penetrate walls between compartments,
and to evaluate procedures for the control of ignition sources
in areas containing flammable materials.

The licensees are instructed to report to the NRC the
results of the review and evaluation. Other licensees operating
nuclear power plants also were provided with the information
in the bulletin.

TVA reported that the fire was started by a candle which
was being used to check for possible air flow through a seal
where the cables pass from one compartment to another.

Detailed information on the cause of the fire and the
operability of the various reactor systems during the fire is
being developed by NRC inspectors. However, information
-eveloped thus far indicates:

(1) Although -some instrumentation was lost, certain criti-
cal instrumentation such as reactor water level, temperature
and pressure indicators continued to function and both plants
were safely shut down.
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(2) The nuclear fuel remained covered by cooling water
at all times.

(3) Control of some systems normally used for cooling down
the reactors was impaired or lost due to the fire, and alternate
methods of cooling, principally the control rod drive pumps
and the redundant condensate booster pumps were used. The
reactor* were depressurized.

(4) On Unit 1, although a loss-of-coolant accident had
not occurred, the emergency core cooling system was activated
and supplied additional water to the reactor. It was manually
shut down to prevent overfilling. Later, during cooldown,
when ECCS was called for manually as one of several alternate
means of supplying cooling water, it did not activate; ihe
alternate methods had more than sufficient capability to cool
the core. The ECCS behavior is under specific investigation.

(5) On Unit 2, although four pumps in the low-pressure
emergency core cooling system were inoperable, adequate cooling
from ECCS was available since redundant pumps were functional.
Emergency core cooling water was provided initially as in
Unit 1, but emergency core cooling systems were not called back
into operation in order to cool down the reactor. The core
was cooled during the first several hours by a high capacity
pump. After several hours the high capacity pump was shut off,
and Unit 2 was cooled down essentially as was Unit 1.

The investigation is being structured to develop a full
and detailed understanding of the exact sequence of events
associated with the fire. In addition to the action already
taken, the NRC will take such other action as may be indicated
as the investigation progresses, and it will make public a
complete report when its investigation is completed.
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UNITED STATES
NCERREGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTONs B. C. 20555

No. 75-79 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Frank L. Ingram (Thursday, April 3, 1975)
Tel. 301/492-7715

NRC STAY? DIRECTS BROADENED REVIEW OF NUCLEAR POagER PLANTS
FOLLOWING FIRE AT BROWNS FERRY

The Nuclear Regulatory Coamission's staff today issued a
broadened directive to operators of all nuclear power plants
to review procedures for orderly shutdown and cooldown of the
reactor should normal and preferred alternative systems be
inoperative.

In addition, the plant operators must review and, if
necessary, revise procedures and policies for use and control
of combustible materials, ignition sources, and fire fighting
equipment during construction, plant modification or main-
tenance.

Each licensee mut report to NRC within 20 days the
schedule for conducting the review, with results to be reported
later.

The NRC's Office of Inspection and Znforoement issued the
advisory on the basis of information indicating that the
March 22 fire at Tennessee Valley Authority's browns Ferry
Nuclear Station near Athens, Alabama. involved a design mod-
ification to existing facilities. Two nuclear units were shut
down because of the fire.

Today's directive Lupplements one issued March 24. The
earlier advisory applied to nine plants with operating units
adjacent to units under construction. This latest advisory'
covers all operating units and broadens the licensees' review.

Information developed by NRC inspectors confirms that
there were no offsito effects from the fire, other than the
loss of generating capacity. Although some safety systems
had failed, redundant pumps and cooling system were available
to cool the reactors during and after the fire.

The fire started in the cable spreading room under the
control room of Units 1 and 2, both of which were operating.
A third unit is ander construction.
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workers were resealing a cable penetration through a
wall separating the cable spreading room from the building
which houses the reactor for Unit 1 following a design mod-
ification. They were checking the airflow through a temorary
seal with a candle when the material caught fire.

As a result of lower atmoT-heric pressure in the building
housing Unit 1, the fire progressed through the penetration
into the cable trays causing significant damage to electrical
cabling. Damage to cables in the cable spreading room was
limited to a few feet from the penetration. No mechanical
equipment was damaged.

An NRC investigation of the causes and circumstances of
the fire is continuing.

NOTE TO EDITORS: Attached is information, obtained from
TVA personnel, on equipment and systems which did and did not
perform during the fire, and a preliminary description of the
method of cooling each of the two units. This information was
provided to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards today.
The NRC will issue a full public report when its investigation
is complete.

ft-145 0 - 75 - 13
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SYrMMS PERRY FIRE 3/22/75

A. The Unit 1 reactor was cooled during the incident as
follows s

12:51 p.m. -

1:03 p.m. -

The reactor was scramed (shutdown)
manually. The high pressure coolant in-
je6ction system (IfPCI) and the reactor core
isolation cooling system (RCIC) started
automatically. The normal water sources,
which include 3 fee*dater pumpe and the
control rod drive pumps, were operating.
Since the flow of all the normal water
sources was more than necessary, all of the
above were shutdown except one feedvater
pump and the control rod drive pumps.

The main stea&m isolation valves closed and
could not be reopened. These valves shut
off steam flow to the feedvater pumps, which
are turbine driven, leaving the control rod
drive pumps operable. By this time control
of the HPCI and RIC systems had been lost
and they could not be restarted. It was
necessary to depressurize the reactor in
order to use the condensate booster pumps
(350 psi output pressure) for core cooling
and to maintain reactor level. This was
done manually using the safety relief
valves, 4 of which were controllable. Dur-
ing the depressurization, the reactor water
level dropped from the normal level of about
200 inches above the fuel to 46 inches above
the fuel. (The large drop in level was due
to the steam released through the relief
valves while bringing the system down from
operating temperature to the saturation
temperature at 350 psi.) When the conden-
sate booster pumps were started the water
level was restored to 200 inches above the
fuel.

1:30 am. - Suppression pool cooling by the residual
hoet removal system was established.

4l10 a.m. - Normal shutdown cooling of the reactor was
established using the residual heat re-
moval system. Part of the residual heat
removal system continued to be used to
cool the suppression prol as necessary.
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B. The Unit 2 reactor was cooled during the incident as
fol loaws

1:00 p.m. - A reactor scram (shutdown) and main steam
isolation valve closure occurred simul-
taneously. Since this shuts off steam to
the feedwater turbines, the reactor core
isolation cooling (RCIC) system and the
high pressure coolant injection system
(HPCI) were started manually. (Note: The
RCIC system alone can provide the neces-
sary water to maintain the normal level.
The KPCI system, which is driven by reactor
steam, was used, in this instance, only as
a means of venting steam.) There was no
difficulty controlling water level in this
reactor at any time.

2:00 p.m. - The reactor was depressurized to 350 psi
through safety relief valves to the sup-
pression pool. (One of the relief valves
was suspected to be stuck open during part
of this time.

3:00 p.m. - Suppression pool cooling was started using
the residual heat removal system.

4:00 p.m. A condensate and condensate booster pump
was put into use supplying required makeup
water to the reactor. Shortly after this,
cooling of the reactor using the residual
heat removal system was started.

C. Additional means of cooling both reactors were available
(if cooling described in A and a above had failed) as
follows:

1. TwO additional condensate booster pumps were available.
If the one was lost, the other two were available for
reactor makeup.

2. The operators could have dropped reactor pressure to
- under 150 psig and used one or more of three low

pressure condensate p ,s.

3. River water is available by use of two service
water pumps. A-.thouqh control power was lost,
the two valves in this system are located in the
reactor building in a place where manual operation
is possible if needed.

If offsite power had been lost, the condensate
booster pump would be momentarily lost (less than
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a minute) while manual transfer switches were
thrown to the emergency diesel generatoe". 0
Three emergency diesel gelerators Were availablet
and were kept an running standby.

0. The following safety features and critical instrumen-
tation functioned initially and throughout the fire,
including the cooldown period for Unit 1.

SAF$TI MEATURES

1. All Safety Valves
2. Safety Relief Valves (all operable on automatic,

only 4 on manual)
3. Reactor Protection System. (prevents any rod with-

drawal)
4. Control Rod Drive Pumps. (Piup water into the

reactor vessel)
5. Emergency Electrical Power (3 of 4 diesel generators,

on manual control only)
6. Reactor (Primary) Containment
7. Reactor Building Vent System (Exhausts filtered

air from reactor building, to the stack.)
8. Two of the 8 Reactor Containment (Drywell) Coolers.
9. Liquid Poison reactor shutdown system.

INSTRUMENTATION

1. Reactor Vessel Pressure
2. Reactor Water Level
3. Radiation monitoring system (Partial)
4. Stack effluent radiation monitor and radwaste

effluent radiation monitor.
5. One Half of Rod Position Indication System

Z. The following safety features and critical instrumentation
function initially and throughout the fire, including
the cooldown period for Uir.t 2.

SAFETY rZATURZS

1. All Safety Valves
2. All Safety Relief Valves (auto controls)
3. Reactor Protection System
4. Control Rod Drive Pumps
S. Emergency Electrical Power (3 of 4 dieeel generators,

on manual control only, these are same as ones listed
above)

6. High Pressure Coolant Injection Systam
7. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
S. One of the Two Core Spray System (ther• are 2 pumps

in each system)
9. Low Pressure Coolant injection System (2 of 4 pumps)

mE
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10. Reactor (Primary) Containment
11. Reactor Building Vent Systrm
12. 2 of the 4 pumps in the Residual Beat

Removal System (one needed for shutdown cooling)
13. Reactor Containment (Drywell) Coolers
14. Liquid Poison Reactor Shutdown System

INSTRUMENTATION

1. Reactor Vessel Pressure
2. Reactor Water Level
3. Rod monitoring System.
4. Stack effluent radiation monitcr and radvaste

eftluent radiation monitor.
S. Rod Position Indication System
6. Nuclear Instrumentation
7. Suppression Chamber level and temperature
8. Drywall pressure and temperature

i. The following features and control instrumentation were
inoperative all or part time during the incident for
Unit 1.

SAFETY FEATURES

1. All automatic and remote control of the Emergency
Core Cooling System

2. Manual control of all except 4 relief valves

INSTRUMENTATION

1. All nuclear instrumentation
2. Suppression chamber level and temperature
3. Drywell pressure
4. One Half of the rod position indication system.

(Lost after it had been verified that all rods were
in'following the scram)

5. Area radiation monitors in the vicinity of the fire
6. Reactor building continuous air monitor and area

monitor.
7. Turbine building continuous air monitor.

G. The following safety features were inoperative all or
part time during the incident for Unit 2.

1. Two of the four pumps in the residual heat ramoval
system. (The system was functional)

2. One of the two core spray systems (there are two
3umps in each system)

3. fual Control on all relief valves during part
of the time.
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APPENDI)IX 3

INSPJCTION BI'LLETINS

NRC INSPECTION B'LI.ETIN 75--4 MARC!! 24. 1975

NRC INsPEc'TION BULI.ETIN 75-4)-A APRIL 3. 1975

I E Bulletin No. 75-04.
MARC'!t 24. 1975.

CABLE FIRE AT .]HOWNS FEXY N?(ttLFAR 1't'OWER STATION

DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUMSTANCE.S

Preliminary information from TenneSSee Valley Authority regarding a fire
which occurred on March .22. 1975. st their Browns Ferry site near Athens.
Alabamna. indlicates that the fire was started ais a result of construlction activitles.
The fire resulted in the shutdown taf two peerating nuclear plants and made sev-
eral safety systeims inoperative. including systems naaramally used for diecay heat
removal dutring shutdoawn. The we-rkmen were engagedl in ciastruet bicn activities
fin a third unit not yet licenw-d foer oleration by .R4'.

Initial information illlEiates that during the install:atio and testing o0 cable
through-wall pwnetrations an olien finlae ignited at flaanlable material n..ed in tile
peletration seals.

ACTION TV) BE TAKEN BY UI.ENSEE:S

The following actions are reuested of selected Licensees with opwrating imower
reactor fueilities and maJaJr cotistruction activities at aI cfollinitn site:

1. Review your overall provedure. an(d system for colntrolling eamstruetion
aetivities that interfade with reactor repemtinlg m.tivities. with losrticutlar atten-
tioan to the installation anl testing of seals for electrical cable letween compart-
ml.ll-ts of the re~actor buildihg. e.g.. control riata to (' cabule spreading crloen.

2. Review the design Eif floor and wall jaenetratiom seals. with particular attenl-
tibn to the flammablility of materials.

3. Evahlate y*pnr procediures for the control of ignition moul'reps which may ibe
used for leak testing Eor other iarlooses iha areas caontaaning tianuniumble materi.Als.

4. Report to tills office, fit writing within 20 days of (ile date of thls Bulletin.
the results of your reviewm or evaluatioans regarding itenms I throueauh 3 alaove.

ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN BY LIiENSEM MAY BE RvIFISPFD

The wtionis refluested af i.ieensees alaeve may lie revised as -'ldltilonal details
eat the Browns Ferry otalerreueae are availiale and evaluated lay the NltC.

IF. Bulletin No. 75-04A.
APRIL 3. 197U.

('ABLE FIRE AT BR)WN1t" FEtRRY .NIrLEAR PLANT

The following material stlilenallts ani imlladifies IFE Bulletin 7.5-44.

DESCRIPTION OF CIRCt'M TANCES

Additional. though lstill preliminary. imaforniaition huas lateome available trelahted
tia the fire which tocrurred ast the Birownis Ferry Site on March I" 175. The fire
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started in the table spreading room at a cable pefietratIon through the wall be-
tween the cable spreading room and the reactor building for Unit 1. A slight
differential pressure is maintained (by design) aaeros this wall, with the higher
pressure being on the cable spreading rn)m side. The penetration seal originally
present had been breached to install additional cables required by a design modi-
fication. Site personnel were resealing the penetration after cable installation
and were checking the airflow through a temporary seal with a candle flame
prior to installing the permanent sealing material. The temporary sealing mate-
rial was highly combustible, and caught fire. Efforts were made by the workers
to extinguish the fire at its origin, but they apparently did not recognize that the
tire, under the influence of the draft through the penetration, was spreading on
the reactor building side of the wall. The extent of the fire in the cable spreading
room was limited to a few feet from the penetration: however, the presence of
the fire on the other side of the wall from the Ipint of ignition was not recog-
nized until significant damage to calies related to the control of Units 1 and 2
had occurred.

Although control circuits for many of the systems which could be used for
Unit 1 were ultimately disabled by the fire, the station operating personnel were
able to institute alternative measures by which the primary system could be de-
pressurized and adequate cooling water supplied to the reactor vessel. Unit 1
was shut down manually and cooled using remote manual relief valve operation
and condensate bIoster pump. and control rod drive system pumps. Unit 2 was
shut down and cooled for the first hour by the RCIC. After depressurization,
I'nit 2 was placed in the RIIR shutdown cooling mode with makeup water
available from the condensate booster pump and control rod drive system pump.

ADDITIONAL. ACTION8 TO BE TAKEN BY LICENSEES

1. Because the occurrence appears to have resulted from modifications being
made to an operating unit. all pMwer reartors witb operating licenses should
address the actions requested In Bulletin 73-W4 as well as the actions described
below.

2. Review your Iali'cles Mand lrfx*durnes relating to construction or mainten-
ance and modification work to as.ssure that activities which might affect the
safety of a unit In operation, Including the ability to shutdown and cool the
unit are ptroperly controlled. Your review should c-insider particularly your
policy on deferring construction. maintenance or moldification work on a unit
until a shutdown Ieriflo except for ensergency maintenancm vital to continued safe
operations or safe shutdown of the unit.

3. Review your Iolli.ies anid pr, Pihlur".s to assure thit fr censtructtien eir
modification auni maintenatace activities during plait operatif-n. particular atten-
tion is given to the following areas:

Ia i The (legrt-e of safety signifi'an(c (of affected and nearby cabling and
piping.

i b Tihe use- and COrtrol of combustille materials.
(ri Tile use and .ontrol of, eqjuiplslent Ihat waiy le all Ignition siutrce.
4dj The assignment of personnel, kniowledgeatle oif plant arrangement

and plant operations. whose wile temporary respoonsilility is monitoring the
safe perfornincee of coanstruction or natilntelaninve and mildificfltion work.
including attention too otherwise unattended areas adjacent to the work
stream.

f ri Provision of Installed or Iortahle qtuillinient to provide the monitoring
personnel with prompt 41osnnunleatlion with the operating su.ff in the con-
trol rooin.

if) Preavision of adequate fire prevention and fire s-uppression eolulinlesnt.
installed or iprtable, for the following locations:

(1) Areas where work is beWig perfiormed.
(2) Areas where occurrence of a fire has higl satfety signiflcance.

even though the probability of occurrence is relatively sinall.
fio Recognition that a fire. even cone involving electrical equipment. may

if of sufficient intensity require water as the ultimate suiplres.ion medium.
4. Review your emergency 3.rEMedures to ass;ure tha? consideration for alter-

nitre methods for accomplishing an orderly plant shutdown and tooldown are
provided in case of loss (if normal and preferred alternative shutdown and cool-
down systems for any reason 4e.g. a fire). In this connection. assure that the
minimum information necessary to assist the operators in ,uch shutdown actions,
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the inininmum protection system actions required (e.g. scram) and the spectrum
of alternative paths available to the operators to supply cooling water and re-
move decay heat dependent on plant conditions are included in your emergency
procedures.

5. Report to thil: office, in writing, within 20 days of the date of. this Bulletin,
your schedule for review in each of the above areas.

.6. Upon completion of your reviews, provide this office with the results of
these reviews and the schedule for accomplishnent of any revisions to your
Iolicies and procedures. and any propo,sed changes to the facility, and the date
by which the changes are scheduled to be completed. If this latter (late is more
than 30 days after the date of the initial report. provide a monthly summary
report detailing your progress in the review an(l/or proposed procedure or facil-
ity mnodifications. Rel)orts requested by Bulletin 75-04 may be incorporated with
the Initial response to this Bulletin.

S
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APPENDIX 4

CORRESPONDENCE

kXCHANGE OF CORRESi'ONDENCE AMONG THE JOINT COMMITTEE, THE UNION OF
CONCERNED SCIENTISTS, AND NRC FROM MARCH 26, 1975 THROUGm APRIL 14, 1975

APRIL 2, 1975.
Mr. I.xE V'. Gots.si('K.

E.rcu ti're Dircetor for Operativn,. .\ i'lcar Regulatory Conam i~aion,
Wash ington, D.C.

DEAR MR. GossicK: It would lIe appreciated if NRC would provide the Joint
('ommittee with a respionse to the allegations made in the enclosed letter Ai March
)6. IK95M to Senator Pastore from the Union of ('oncerned Scientists.

Please reply by no. later than April 11. 1975.
Sincerely ypurs.

4;EORGE F. MRPt'jiy, Jr.
Exrv'utirc Dirvector.

Enclosurv.

UNION OF CO.NC'ER.NF0 %-CIF:.NTI8TS.
C'ambridge. Mo.m.. March 26. 1975.

Senutor JOwN (). I'AtoToRE:.
Chairman. .oint V'ommittllu' )n .4 tPni Energy.
Was'ipyingtts, I).('.

DE)AR SENATOR PASTORKE : We wallt to apporise yfou of '*rtaiua liratet ices that have
lpeen undertaken by the Nuclear Regulatory Comnmission INRt'i relating to dis-
seminittiotn if informaiationi albout the Br,,wns Ferry accident of March 22.

NRC sent a bulletin. fronm its JnsilSeetion and Einforceieltt D livision, on March
'-4. to selected utilities. The bulletin efonfirmied certain illi'iirtant details aollt
the IBrowns Ferry accident and direlrted folloiw up investigations at certain other
nu.lear plants ilvewlvilg the polssille reo,-currenve of the Browns Ferry type of
accident at these other fatilities. IDespite the s-igniticaince of this NRC bulletin,
there wasi no itlliic aniouncemnel of it. That is. the co(nventioinal ijres.s relea.e
fir note to ed4itors alerting them top the biulletin was noit made.

Thei co..lujsions reached in the bulletin. moreorver. imlnlifd that there wasq nirth
nlfire firnm infirmnatioil aloulit the, ae.ident thain N'R(" uind TVA were mnakinag

VCS learned of this loulletin. I should add. Ieteause we sjieclflcally investigated
what NRC regional offices were doing to follw up at other plants u-n oluestloins
raised boy the Browns Ferry accident.

The jalolior ifiornat iom pIralctl'es oif NRC might pirijoerly le reviewed in the
salin1e context :I% the NR" aidlvertlisenment that we sent ylu last week. That Im. it
fought Ito eI determ.ined whether the NRV information lract io-,reflect goals other
than regulaat ion of I'el r energy.

Sincerely yours.

I)AN .L F. FoRit.
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VT.S. NUCLE.AR REGI•tATORY (COMUISSION.
Washington, D.C.. April 14. 1975.

Mr. Gmoait F. MuarPY. Jr..
E.recutite Director. Joint Committee oan A totml Energy.
Copriose of the United Sta tea.

DrAx Mm. Mutvirn: This replies to your April 2 letter concerning Dan Ford's
questions concerning how the NRC advisory bulletin of March 24 was publicized.
L'ommIauloner Mason received a similar letter from Mr. Ford. and a copy of his
rely to Mr. Ford is enclosed.

As Commisionpr Maxon points out. the Commistdon did in fact consider an
announcement on March 24. but felt it was netveary to obtain firmer informa-
tion before Issuing an announcement provhldingl more details on the fire. The
advisory was dlmbussed itn a press release of Marrh 27. The advisory was. how-
ever, placed in tihe Public ikocument Romm. and also was called to the attention
of newsmen inquiring about the fire. The wcond advi.sory of April 3 was the
subject of an announezement that same day.

I hole thix Information is helpful.
Sincerely,

LEE V. G(W8scK.
E.rcrutlir Director for Oprrat ona.

Enclosure:
V.S. NU'Lr.Ait ltvt-I.ATRtY ('oMMIssiz4oN.

Wa'hingt,,-i. D.C.. April 8, 1975.
Mr. I)A.%I::L F. Font.
IUnion of C'oncerned Rticntialtt.
Cambridge, Ma a'.

)r.•A M,. Fomo: This replies t, r Mar .h-e 241 lett.r hiuiring as to, why tihe
first NR" advisory bulletin #o the Browns Ferry fire was not Imuldi'ly announced
at the time It was issued.

Actually. such ani announcement was considered on ,iMarrh 24. but we belleved
it was teicessary to obtain firmer information front our inspector• at tile Browns
Fcrry site bWfore Issuing an announteement psroviding store details on the fire.

Our announcement of March 627 discussed both the advisory bulletin and other
preliminary information on the fire. The initial bulletin was placed in four Pnblic
Dhocument Rooii and was called to the attention of niews media inquiring about
the fire. The second bulletin tons the fire was the subject of an %*R(" public an-
nouncement April 3. the stame day it was sent to licenses~.

I trust this information will be helpful in understanding our desire to provide
the public w'th as miu-h information as Ipssilmle on thie Browns Ferry fire. while
at the same tite assuring that the information we provide is Imsed upion sund
data developed during our investigation.

Sincerely.
EIiWARIn A. MASO.N. t'Cfpitnifiner.
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APPENDIX 5

('OR RES!'( )N1EN( E

LL'TIEk DATED MAkell 27, l's5,. (;Eo•rE F. •IV'PIY, JI., TO WILLIAM A. A.NDiER
ON TIlE IEmRGEtYCY C0k: C.M),.L'NG SYSTEM AT loR1OWNS FERRY. RESPONSE DATED

MAY 1, 1975, LEE V. GosSvICK TO G;UGKE F. M eIRPHY, JR.

.\i114.1i 27. 1975.
IMo. WILLIAm A. AND t3s.
Chairman, XNuchar Regulatory C'ommixsion.

'astkingtoa, D.(C.

DEAA 31R. ANv~ns: The "-Wall Street Journal" of Marih 25.. 197-3. cNonataiijs
an article on the tire fit tile Browns Ferry niclear xiower Ilant. Included Ihi the
m'uount of the fire i:a Sta statlemit to the 'ftett that the e-mergeney (.fre (colinlg
systema failed *im Unit Nip. 1.

I understand. #of coutrse. th!t y, u halve senit your experts to Blrownis Ferry
asid are awaithig their reljrt. Iln this v"Hileitm!io'Ji. it wuitil( be amppjreciated If
you would advise the .J1lint 1 'anlili*.* if the emierg0enl' v*.pre esifilg systemia di(d
fall und further. wipuld y..l jor,,vide nil aiN.'NSiaeIlit $f thu ti'lrstry of tloe -Wall
Street .Joutlrnial' artic'le.

S4inrerely yeours.
(4:IE1.44: F. .M:'XPHY. Jr..

b.f l, iui', e. Direeftor.

At th,-haieilt.

1 Ia-vhin!/ton, D.C'., .lifl 1. 19715.

Mr. (;OKUom: F. .Mrumiiv. Jr..
Exi:'utir'( Ilir'ctfor. Joint uomntiettr o, . tt,,smic Encryll. ('ong,.-xx ,, thc I'nitrd

iDEAR .MI. %1'tkriiY: Th.is is in rejily to your inquiry dated Mareh 27. 1975.
regarding the l.hlinviorr it tlop eCilrgem l ey re e,-Uobling systena dtirlig the fire
at the Broweis Ferry Nuclear J',ower Slatiein em1 Mari.h 22. The .Joobit C,,unnittee
and your staff have h1wle advised as ilftoraitioa Oill tis inviolvin l•vealie avail-
able. anid the ('Colmmnission will of ,.ourse elplntine thk l,•j|raiie''. Olulr nlfist re•ent
communication on this subject was miiy letter tt' Senator Pastore dated April 9.
1975, with four enclosures. [Follows this letter.)

Intformation regarding oiperaillity ,,f varitous •ore (cooling fiitlli,'tifI.. ,lotained
from TVA Iwrsonnel. was attatched to our April 3 lpress release whli(ch wNs pre-
Vif11ily Senlt to yVotI. a111ld fil ttddlt joiln copy Of whilha i.s euielsed This infornat-

tieot incltudes imoth lisrmitil siff]d elliergelley eqiliiuellnt 'aluifble $,f sulplying cooling
water to the core.'

The enlergelncy .ore .e,,liag system ii.mlud.s tiat hi. lgi lor.smlre 1a4140]i1t injeht'fin
system, the low pressure comlaint injectio system, the core sliray systems, and
the antflelpressulrizaition syStelli. As call he seen from thme enclosure. there were
failures in theme systems coinvurrent with the fire. The rea-trs were etwEltfl toy
systelmls not considered tie lw lIart of the emerxency c.ore .oolng .y'tems. olil
addltitional IieallS of uismiliii l|otis reactors were availaile if they lhad lbeeni needetl.

Anl emergency core oolinlg systeml is Iorovided in eaChi light-water reafct'r tit
.ool the core In tile unlikely event the nlormial ot'olaint is iost vin a leak or break

in fhte prih ury systema piping. No sullh break o'ccurred ill thP Browuil Ferry fire.
which Involved electrical cables. There was not loss of e,,ilhit acident .%alnd see
the function which was needed and lwrformed was not emergencv (efore -ooliug.

' See p. ! % for prmsi releare referred to.
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The coolant was never lost. However. as in all shutdowns, it was necessary to
supply make-up watf#r to the reactors and to remove the decay heat from the
cores. The condensate booster pumps. portions of the normal feed water system,
were used for this purpose.

You also asked in your inquiry for an aassessment of the aevura,.y of the article
in the Wall Street Journal dated March 25. 1975. The statement attributed to
TVA comports with our state of knowledge at that timte and we see no significant
inaccuracy ill it today. The .sttezlelllS ittrihuted t' 31r. Cpizney and to the AIF
presumably represent their inijts ,sf view. Mr. Comney's relutests to the Con)-
mission for actions Ike believes should Ihe taken us a ceonseijuence 'if tile lire at
Browns Ferry are under coinideration.

We will continue to advise the Committee and staff as further information
bIecomes available.

Sincerely.
LU:t V. GossicK.

n ir lif. Dire-ctor for Opcra t ionv.

[Correspondence referred to in above letter follows:]
*..N. NUCILEALR REHG'L.TORY CEtOMMISSION.

Ilt'ahingtopi. D.C.. April P. 175.;.
Mon1. JOn.N 0. I*ASTORE.
C'hairman. Join t Cormi itt ce , :Atomti" Energy.
Congrsa of the Ut'itcd $Mat, x.

DEAR SENATOR PASTORE: This is to inform you of the current status ,,f the'
Comnmissions investigation hintl the electrical ':ilole tire at the Tennessee Valley
Authority's Browns Ferry site wt March 22. and lof sultsequeu it NRC actionis.

The NRC investigations were started shortly after thie fire'.s oecurreuaee and
are prxx'eding rigorously. The -.ct'pe of these Investigations include: i at review
of the origin of the fire and related nuatters. tlo ildentificaation of events sub-
.;equent to the fire, (c) causes of interactions between reactor units, and (d)
respo)nse by the various organizations involved. The itvestigations will focus
ulmlit implications for other opwrating plants and any required improvements ill
procedures or equipment. Since all phuses (if these investigations inust l'e conl-
pleted before a full assessment ('all we made. it Is currently estimated that we
wvill be able to make a detailel report lby the end of .litte.

As the Committee was prervi#usly advised, two advisory bulletins have lWeen
issued to all nuclear Iower plant oiwrateirs a.%. z result 4,f the fire. The first. on
March 24. specifically instru'ttel the iine utilities engaged in on.struction activ-
ity at sites where there are oijeratilng reactors tii review certain tire prevention
procedures. The second advisory oil April 3 was substantially broader and di-
rected all nuclear power plant .,i,-rators to review prI.'tdures for shutdown and
tviohing should norrmal systems. and preferred alternatives. Ibe InIoprative, and
priwedures for the ctondnct of ua ilntenance work during plmnt operations.

On April 3. we issued a public antitlnttcemetit. which waas provided to tile ('owma-
mlittee. reporting tin the latest advi.eiry and includinig as all attachltAent detailed
information submitted by TVA with res*t-et to the functioning of major systems.
It is significanl. I lelieve. that althfotugla entrol 4of somue systems normally used
for cooling down the reacters was impaired or lost due to tile fire, redundant
ineans were available fir cewdimag dawit eiotla of the Brrwns Ferry reactors.

We will make public our investigation relmirt as .•s'au uis it is available.
Sincerely.

W[I..IAuM A. eleNheEmeS. t'hqiruen.[ Enclosures printed elsewhere in this volumne. ]
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APPENDIX 6

NUICLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION REPORTS

NRC PRESS RELEASE OF JULY 30, 1975

ILETTE8 OF Jt'ly 28. 1975 TRANSMITTING N'OTICE OF VIOLATION AND RFXULATORY
INVESTIGATION REPORT

REGULATORY INVESTIGATION REPORT
a
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IF"- UMIITED S LATES
P NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONI
ji. WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

No. 75-180 ADVANCE FOR USE AT 6:30 PM ECT
Contact: Frank L. Ingram WEDNESDAY, JULY 30, 1975
Tel. 301/492-7771

NRC ISSUES REPORT ON MARCH 22 FIRE
AT BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission today made public results
of the field investigation phase of its review of the March 22,
1975, fire at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant near Decatur, Alabama. The field investigation
was conducted by the NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement
and covers in detail the facts surrounding the fire and its
aftermath. Two additional aspects of the fire are being
addressed by other organizations within the Commission.

As a result of the fire, Units I and 2 remain shut down.
Unit 3 is still under construction.

NRC Chairman William A. Anders said of the report being
released today:

'The field investigation by the Office of Inspection and
Enforcement--the first of three interrelated NRC reviews--
presents the facts leading to, during and following the fire.
Additionally a special technical group is looking in detail at
the circumstances and implications of the fire and will deter-
mine where improvements in NRC policies, procedures and technical
requirements are indicated. Also, an evaluation of the safety
of the units during repair and restoration and'of proposed
modifications to the units is being conducted by our Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

'Thus, all three of the separate but related endeavors will,
when completed later this year, constitute a comprehensive review
of the incident. It was the desire of the Cpmmission to release
the I&E report promptly in order to make as much information as
possible available to interested parties."
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Dr. Donald F. Knuth, Director-of the Office of Inspection
and Enforcement, said the report of the field invesvigation--
performed by the Atlanta regional office and involving 280
man-days of work--notes that the radiological consequences
to the public and to the environment resulting from this fire
were no more than those which woluld result from the normal
shutdown of these reactors and were well within limits
established by the NRC.

Dr. Knuth said that the investigation showed that a basic
cause of the fire was a failure to recognize the significance
of the flammability of the materials involved in the fire.
The immediate cause of the fire was ignition of polyurethane
foam sheeting used by construction workers during the sealing
of penetrations. The men were using a candle to detect air
leakage in a cable penetration between the Unit 1 and Unit 2
cable spreading room and the reactor building. The candle
ignited the polyurethane foam sheeting.

The investigation report cites alleged infractions of NRC
requirements by the utility. These involve failure to meet
quality assurance requirements in the areas of taking corrective
actions, inspection and audit performance,ad rCview of 4=•i:,yn
changes; noncompliance with the regulations regarding performance
of an evaluation relating to a change in the facility design; and
failure to follow the utility's own procedures and requirements.

An enforcement letter has been sent by the NRC Atlanta
regional office to TVA. The utility has an opportunity to reply
to these alleged items of noncompliance, before any final en-
forcement action is taken.

In addition to the items of noncompliance, the letter lists
a number of areas of concern. Dr. Knuth said, "These items deal
principally with matters concerning the utility's actions during
the fire and its state of readiness to cope with the fire
situation." As with the items of alleged noncompliance, an oppor-
tunity is afforded for reply to these matters. It should be
noted that NRC review and evaluation of this incident has not
yet been concluded and other NRC actions may be taken.

The introduction and conclusions of the field investigation
report are attached. Copies of the full invdstigation report
are available for inspection at the NRC Public Document Room,
1717 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20555, and at the Athens
Public Library, Athens, Alabama.

Attachment
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IE Rpt. Nos. 50-259/75-1
and 50-260/75-1 -1-

Introduction

On March 22, 1975, a fire occurred at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant,
located near Decatur, Alabama. The Browns Ferry Plant is a three-unit
electric generating station owned by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA).
At the time of the fire, Units 1 and 2 were in operation, each producing
approximately 1000 megawatts of electrical power. Unit 3 was still in
the'construction phase. The fire originated from a candle flame used
to check for air leakage in an electrical cable penetration between the
cable spreading room, located beneath the control room for Units 1 and 2,
and the reactor building. The fire, which burned for several hours,
spread horizontally and vertically from its point of origin to all ten
cable trays within the penetration, into the cable spreading room for
several feet, and along the cables through the penetration for about
40 feet into the reactor building. About 2000 cables were damaged
causing the shutdown of both Units 1 and 2. Some components normally
relied upon for shutdown cooling of the reactors by design are also part
of the emergency core cooling systems (ECCS). Because of the fire all
normally used shutdown cooling systems and other co-ponents which comprise
the ECCS for Unit 1 were inoperable for several hours. TVA, however, used
other installed equipment and maintained sufficient cooling capability to
protect the nuclear fuel. While in this case there was no pipe breaK

.accident which the ECCS are designed to acco=-sodate, ECCS can be used
to provide shutdown cooling when normal shutdown cooling systems are
inoperable. There were no significant problems associated with the
shutdown cooling of the Unit 2 reactor. The nuclear fuel from both units
has been placed in storage on site.

At approximately 4:00 p.m. (CDT), Tennessee Valley Authority representatives
notified the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ('RC) as required by
the Technical Specifications for the plant. The Office of Inspection
and Enforcement, NRC, promptly initiated an investigation of the fire
from its Atlanta Regional Office under the provisions of 1.124 of
Part 1, Title 10, Code of Federal Reaulations. The investigation

.performEd by IE of TVA was to ascertain compliance with license
provisions and regulations relating to health and safety and to determine
the facts associated with the fire. The investigation covered the
events under the control of TVA leading to the fire and the subsequent

"fire fLighting efforts, the sequence of operational events, the
interactions between the two operating units, and the reaction of
TVA and loc-.1 and state agencies to the fire.
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1E Rpt. Nos. 50-259/75-1
and 50-260/75-1 -2-

The IE Investigation, the results of vhich are reported herein,
emphasized those conditions and licensee actions vhich may have
caused or contributed to the severity of the fire. In addition to
this IE investigation, tvo other specific efforts are underway by XRC:

The office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (MR-) has undertaken
a review of the safety of the plant under the post-incident
conditions and an assessrent of the changes in Technical
Specifications required to maintain the units in a safe
shutdown condition during repair activities and to return
the plant to operation.

A Special Review Croup, appointed on March 26, 1975, is
reviewing the circumstances of the incident and evaluating
Its origin and consequences from both the technical and proce-dural
vievpcintz. As a consequence of its review, the Special Reilev
Group will reca-end appropriate i-provezents in Y-C policies,
procedurea, and technical requirements.

The 1E investigation report does not contain the results of the M
zor c! the Special Review Croup studies. These viii be reported
separately. For a'more co=plete understanding of the fire and its
consequences, reference should be made to the reports of all three
,ef forts - I&, ',R amd Ld" 4c" !view Grouip.

Scope of Investigation

The scoptc of this investigation included: (a) Events leadlng to the
fire at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Brovns Fer-y Nuclear Plant on
March 22, 1975, and the subsequent fire fighting efforts; (b) tze
sequence of operational events and the problems experienced vitn the
Units 1 and 2 nuclear steam supply systems; (c) the interactions
betveen the two operating units; and (d) the response of the TVA groups and
the various state and local gover-ental bodies following receipt of
notification of the fire. The investigation consisted of private
Intervievs of personnel, reviews of documentation anJ observations
by the investigators and NRC consultants. Copies of signed statcents
resulting from the interviews conducted by the investigators are included
as Exhibit 1. In addition, flamability tests were made of the
penetration sealants and cable insulatien by NRC consultants.
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IE Rpt. Nos. 50-259/75-1
and 50-260/75-1 -3-

Conclusions "

A. General

1. The radiolorical im-pact on the public, plant personnel or the
enviror-nent resultinz frc= tfs fire was no .ore significanc
than fro= the routine shutdown of the reactors.

2. Both Unit 1 and Unit 2 cores remained adequately cooled throughout
this occurrence. Although so-e syste.s were rendered inoperable,
plant operators were successful in bringing into opezation
alternate means to cool the reactors.

3. Some uinor injuries occurred as a result of the fire.

B. Direct Cause of the Fire, i:s Severity or its Consecences

1. The following factors contributed directly to the cause or
severity of the fire:

(a) Failure to evaluate the hazards Involved in the sealing
operation and to prepare and implen-ent controlling procedures.

(b) Failure of workers to report na-erous small fires experienced
.previously during the sealing operations, and the fa.llue of
supervisory personnel to recognize the significance of thcse
fires which were reported, and to take appropriate corrective
actions.

(c) Use of an open flane without fire precautions specific to this activit

(d) Ineffectual leadership by TVA in fire fi&hting activities.

(a) Inadequa:e training of TVA personnel in fire fighting
procedures and equip=ent.

(f) Delay in application of water in fighting the fire.

(g) Dificulties en:ountered in use of self-contained breathing
apparatus, caused by inadequate training of personnel in its
use, inadequate =aint-enAce and inability to recharge air
bottles fully. U
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(h) Inaccessibility of the initial ignition location due to
the position of the penetration and testing of seals
prior to fla=eprooiing.

(M) Lack of familiarity with the performanice characteristics
cf the fire nozzle provided for such fires and ult-i~ately
used successfully to fight the fire.

2. The following factors contributed to difficulties experienced
during the post-shutdovn cooling of the reactors:

(a) For Unit 1, fire rendered inoperable for a significant
period of time portions of the control and power circuit
for components use in the normal cooldown of the reactor
and in eiergency core cooling systems.

(b) Lack of initiative on the part of onsite supervisory personnel
to coordinate shutdown ac:ivities until after the firs:
manual initiation of depressurization of Unit 1.

(c) Lack of knowledge of location and severity of the fire
on-th.e part of control too= personnel dnd delay in rapid
shutdown of the reactor when there were ano-a!ous
Instrumentation incications.

(d) Reduction of the options for cooling available during
the period of repressurization ot the Unit 1 reactor
cooling system.

(e) Failure to establish priorities for restoration of equ!pment.
This resulted in uncoordinated and, in some cases, counter-
productive or duplicative atte=pts to restore key equip.ent
to service.

3. The following factors contributed to the adverse icteraction
between safety-related systems of Unit 1 and Unit 2:

(a) Two identified cases of failure to follow the T-VA cable
separation criteria described in the FSAR.

(b) Some Unit 1 and Unit 2 ECCS equipment Is sup;:-ed fro=
co=on A KV boards in accordance with the FSAR. The
failure of any of these boards causes a lpss of powe.
to the connected equipment in both units.
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C. Other Ir•.ortant Factors not Directly Contribut•irg to the Cause
of the Fire, its Severity or its Consequences

1. Rapid ranual operation of the Installed carbon dioxide syste=
In the cable spreading room was precluded because metal plates
Installed behind break-out glass during construction had rot
been removed.

2. Operation of TVA's Central Emergency Control Center (CEEC)
was not well coordinated; information so=etimes was not
exchanged internally. CECC co=mmincations with personnel
at the Browns Ferry site were not cffective In keeping the
CECC currently informed concerning the status of the plant
or of recovery activities. Consequently, communications with
other agencies led to misunderstanding >f plant status by
those agencies.
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGONO II0

2" MPEACH4TREE9 STR EIU. N. W. SUITE m1s

ATLANTA. GEORGIA 30)03

In Reply Refer To: JUL 2 8 1975
IE:11 :CEM
50-259/75-1
50-260/75-1

Tennessee Valley Authority
ATTN: Mr. J. E. Watson

Manager of Power
818 Power Building
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401

Gentlemen:

This refers to the investigation conducted by a tean supervised by
Mr. C. E. Murphy of this office on March 22 to June 10, 1975, of the
activities authorized by NRC Operating License Nos. DPR-33 and DPR-52
for Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, as they relate to the fire
of March 22, 1975, and to the discussion of our findings held by Mr. Murphy
and myself on May 1 and July 8, 1975, with you and members of your staff. 4

The areas examined during this investigation and our findings are discu.'sed
in the enclosed investigation reporL. Within these areas, the investigation
consisted of selective examinations of procedures and representative records,
private interviews with personnel, and observations by the investigators.

From information developed during this investigation, it appears that certain
of your activities were not conducted in full compliance with NRC requirements
as set forth in the Notice of Violation, enclosed herewith as Appendix A.
These ite=s of noncompliance have been categorized into the levels as
described in our correspondence to you dated December 31, 1974.

This notice is sent to you pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.201 of the
NRC's "Rulen of Practice," Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations.
Section 2.201 requirei you to submit to this office, within 20 days of your
receipt of this notice, a written statement or explanation in reply including:
(1) corrective steps which have been taken by you, and the results achieved;
(2) corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further noncompliance; and
(3) the date when full compliance will be achieved.

In addition to the the need for corrective action to r.void further noncompliances
of the types identified in the enclosed report, we are concerned about certain
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other items idantifled in Appendix I that also raise questions as to the
effectiveness of your management control system. Consequently, in your
reply to this letter, you should describe those actions taken or planned
to improve the effectiveness of your management control system to assure
that activities affecting quality and safety are properly implemented.

As you are ware from the "Criteria for Determining Enforcement Action"
which was provided to you by letter dated December 31, 1974, the enforce-
ment actions available to the Commission in the exercise of its reguatory
responsibilities include a'finistrative actions in the form of written
notices of violation, civil monetary penalties and orders pertaining to
the modification, suspension of revocation of a license. We wish to
reiterate the necessity for taking prompt management action to assure
full compliance witbh NC requirements in the future and to correct items
of noncompliance identified during the recent investigation. We plan to
continue to conduct unannounced inspections to ascertain whether ade'quate
corrective action has be-en taken. Our inspection findings and your reply
to this letter will provide bases for us to determine whether any further
enforcement action is called for, such as civil monetary penalties, or
suspensiou, or revocation of your license.

It should be noted that NRC review and evaluation of this incide!nt has
not yet been concluded. Consequently, In addition to this letter, further
NRC action may be forthcoming.

Very truly yours,

Norman C. Hoseley
Director

Enclosures:
Appendix A, Notice of Violation
Appendix B, Areas of Concern
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Docket No. 50-259 (DPR-33)
Docket No. 50-260 (DPR-52)

APPENDIX A
NOTICE OF VIOLATION

Based on the results of the NRC investigation conducted on March 22 -

June 10, 1975, it appears that certain of your activities were not
conducted In full compliance with conditions of your NRC Facility
License Nos. DPR-33 and DPR-52 as indicated below:

1. Failure to CoMly with 10 CYR 50.59

Itum appearing to be in noncomplianca with 10 CYR 50.59, "Changes.,
Tests and Experiments," as indicated below:

a. 10 CPR 50.59, requires, in part, that records be maintained
of changes to the facility to the extent that such changes
constitute cbanges to the facility as described in the Safety
Analysis Raport. It further requires that the"e records
shall include a written safety evaluation which provides the
bases for the determination that the change does not involve
an unreviewed safety question. The Browns Perry PSAR
Section 5.3.3.5 specifies, in part, that all electrical
penetrations are sealed with sealant around conductors.

Contrary to this requiremnt, a safety evaluation was not
made of the "change to tha facility as described in the
Safety Analysis Report" which was constituted by operation of
the reactor with contaiment penetrations umsealed while
concurrently sealing and testing the penetrations.

This infraction had the potential for causing or contributing

to an occurrence related to health and safety.

2. Failure to Comply with Technical Specifications

Itms appearing to be in noncompliance with the facility Technical
Specifications, as indicated below:

a. The Technical Specifications, Sections 6.3.A and 6.3.B state,
in part:

"A. Detailed written procedures, including applicable
check-off lists covering itams listed below shall
be prepared, approved and adhered to.

"4. Emergency conditions involving potential or
actual release of radioactivity ..
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"5. Preventive or corrective maintenance operations which
could have an effect on the safety of the reactor.'

"6. Surveillance and testing requirements .

"B. Written procedures pertaining to those items listed above
shall be reviewed by PORC and approved by the plant
superintendent prior to implementation. . Such changes
shall be documented and subsequently reviewed by PORC
and approved by the plant superintendent."

(1) Contrary to these requirements, the leak testing, sealing
and inspection of the penetrations ware being accomplished;
but detailed written procedures approved by the plant
superintendent and reviewed by PORC had not been developed
for the control of this work.

(2) Contrary to these requirements, persons discovering the
fires on March 20 and March 22, 1975, did not adhere to
the provisions of the Esergency Procedure in that they did
not initiate the fire alarm.

(3) Contrary to these requirements, the Browns Ferry Emergency
Procedure was not adhered to in that the Shift Engineer did
not delegate onscene responsibility for fire fighting to an
assistant shift engineer when he departed the fire area.

(4) Contrary to these requirements and the requirements of
Browns Ferry Standard Practices Manual which specify, in
part, in Standard Practice BFS3 that:

"Plant fire protection systems shall be fully
operational at all times. Removal of a plant
fire protection system from service for any reason
other than as required in a test procedure requires
the approval of the plant superintendent. Removal
of a system from service for mre than seven days
requires a review of PGRC."

The fire protection system for the cable spreading room
was not fully ope.ational in that metal plates had been
installed under the glass in the manual stations during
the construction of the plant and had not been removed.
The approval of the installation of the plates had not
been documented prior to or subsequent to the issuance
of the operating license and the Installation had not
been reviewed by PORC. Additionally, the C02 manual-
automatic initiation system had been electrically
disabled by the construction workers without documented
approval of the Plant Superintendent.
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This infraction had the potential for causing or contributing to an

occurrence related to safety.

3. Failure to Comply with Appendix B to 10 CFR 50

Itms appearing to be in noncompliance with Appendix B to 10 CYR
50, "Quality Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants and
Fuel Reprocasaing Plants," as indicated below:

a. Criteriou XII of Appendix 5 to 10 CR 50 ad the related
commitnts in the TSAR, Appendix D.4, 'Operational Quality
Assuranc FProgrms Plan," Section D.4.2.4.7 specifies, in part,
that measures be establiahed to assure that conditions
adverse to quality are promptly identified and corrected;
that measures assure that causes of conditions be determined
and action takn to preclude repetition; and that the corrective
actions are documented and reported to appropriate levels of
wmaugmant.

Contrary to these requirments, during the penetratiou
seAling operations, the conditions adverse to quality were
not promptly identified and corrected; the causes of
conditions were not deternined and actions taken to
preclude repetition; and the required docsentmation
was not supplied in the two instances that fires were
reported to -onagm nt.

This infraction had the potential for causing or contributing
to an occurrence related to safety.

b. Criterio• X of Appen1 B to 10 01 50, requir•s, in part,
that & program for inspection of activities affecting
quality be established to verify conformance with documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings; and that persons
asigoed the responsibilities for such inspections sh-ll
be independent of individuals directly responsible for
work performnce. Related comi•mints are spelled out

in the FSAR, Appendix D.4., Sections D.4.2.3.1. and
D.4.2.1.1., respectively.

Contrazy to these requir•ments, inspections of the
sealing of cable penetrations were not conducted so

as to assure conformance with drawings; and inspectors
were involved in the work activities for which they had
inspection responsibilities.
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This infraction had the potential for causing or

contributing to an occurrence related to safety.

C. Criterion XVIII of Appendix B to 10 CFK 50, and the related
comwitlmnts set forth in the FSAR. Appendix D.4, "Operational
Quality Assurance Program Plan," pecififs * in part, that
a comprehenive syst-m of planned audits be carried out
to assure coManc with all aspects of the quality
assurance program.

Contrary to these requirements, a review of the records

of the audits cooducted at Browns Ferry and discussions
with responsible Individuals indicated that no audits bad
been conducted of the penetration installation;

This infraction had the potential for causing or contributing
to an occurrence related to safety.

d. Criterion III of Appendix D to 10 CFR 50, and the related
corttments set forth in the FSAR, Appendix D.2, "ITA
Quality Amsurance Plan for Design and Construction,"
Section D.2.4.3.4., specifies, in part, that certain
basic design dratings, such as single 1ne diagrams,
are revieved to deteruine that they moet the design bases,
design criteria and other design input requirements.

The FSAR, Anmndutnt 25, 'Response to AEC Question 7.5,"

states, in part, that cables for the Engineered Safeguards

System are separated into two redundant divisions
(Division I or Divisioe II) such that no single credible
event could damige the cables of redundant coumterparts.
This sAction further statvs that powr cables from the
4160-Volt Shutdwn Boards are installed in separate
conduits. It further states that the electric circu•ts
of one of the two loops of the Core Spray System Including
the pnp motors and electrically operated valve, are in
Division 1; and the circuits of the otber loop are in

Division II. Additionally, it states that the electric
circuits associated with pumps A and C, and their valves,

of the LPCI syste are in Division 1; and the electrical
circuits of pumps B and D, and their valves are in
Division 11.

(1) Contrary to this requirement, the power cable
supplying 480 Volt Shutdown Board 13 from 4KV
Shutdown Board C (Division 11) is routed in the
same tray as the power cable supplying 480 Volt
Shutdown Board 2A from 4KV Shutdown Board 5

(Division I).
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(2) Contrary to this requLremnt, RH Pump iC and Core
Spray Pump IC are supplied from 4KV Shutdown Board B,
and theLr associated valves are supplied from 4KV
Shutdowm Board C. Shutdovn Board B is in Division I
and Shutdown Boara C is in Division II.

ThILs infraction had the potential for causing or
contributing to an occurrence related to safety.
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APPENDIX B
Areas of Concern

1. Construction personnel were involved in work using open flame but had
not been given fire fighting training nor did they have personnel
with this training assigned to their area.

2. Construction personnel working in the plant were not familiar
with the plant wmargency procedures, and sous were not familiar
with the plant layout.

3. Operations personnel on shift were not fully aware of the ongoing
construction activities.

4. Plant operationsi parwounl and Public Safety Services persoomal
at the plant were not familiar with the reactor building fire
extinguishing *quilpmt in that they did not kow that the nozale
on the hose was specifically designed for fighting alAw.trical fires.

5. Emrgency breathing apparatus appears not to have beau properly
maintained.

6. Certain of the operations personnel as well as the construction
personnel were not familiar with use of the breathing apparatus.

7. There was apparently no attempt by MCC managmnt to obtain ert
advice on methods for fighting the fire.

8. A design review subsequent to the fire revealed two cable trays with
cables installed in &=ass of the design criteria. The practice of
the construction forces of abandoning cable in-plcae could result in
additional table tra7s being overfi•led.

9. The Browns Ferry Eergency Procedures and Standard Practice Manual
contain errors and inconsistencies relating to mrgency response.
The Stan-rd Practice Manual, BA-3.4, permits the DP? Coordinator
to review work plans for safety significance and does not require
further .view of his evaluations. This could result in a Technical
SpecificAt ion violation.

10. There was apparently no attempt by the CECC director to direct the
operations of the center. The plant superintendent was involved in
extensive coummications with the center rather than In directing
the plant fire fighting and recovery operations. As a consequence,
the efforts at both locations were not coordinated, mnag n:t per-
sonnel were not provided with accurate information and their actions
were relatively ineffective.

11. Although plant procedures specify that the Unit operator has the
authority to shut down the reactor in the event of an emrgency,
his responsibility to effect a shutdown promptly hbs not been
defined by sanageont.
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Introduction

On March 22, 1975, a fire occurred at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant,
located near Decatur, Alabama. The Browrs Ferry Plant is a three-unit
electric generating station owned by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA).
At the time of the fire, Units 1 and 2 were in operation, each producing
approximately 1000 megawatts of electrical power. Unit 3 was still in
the construction phase. The fire originated from a candle flame used
to check for air leakage in an electrical cable penetration between the
cable spreading room, located beneath the control room for Units 1 and 2,
and the reactor building. The fire, which burned for several hours,
spread horizontally and vertically from its point of origin to all ten
cable trays within the penetration, into the cable spreading room for
several feet, and along the cables through the penetration for about
40 feet into the reactor building. About 2000 cables were damaged
causing the shutdown of both Units 1 and 2. Some components normally
relied upon for shutdown cooling of the reactors by design are also part
of the emergency core cooling systems (ECCS). Because of the fire all
normally used shutdown cooling systems and other components which comprise. the ECCS for Unit 1 were inoperable for several hours. -VA, however, used
other Installed equipment and maintained sufficient cooling capability to
protect the nuclear fuel. 'hile in this case there was no pipe break
-accident which the ECCS are designed to accommodate, ECCS can be used
to provide shutdown cooling when normal shutdown cooling systems are
inoperable. There were no significant problems associated with the
shutdown cooling of the Unit 2 reactor. The nu:lear fuel from both units
has been placed in storage on site.

At approximately 4:0C p.m. (CI•T), Tennessee Valley.Authority representatives
notified the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) as required by
tha Technical Specifications for the plant. The Office of Inspection
and Enforcement, NRC, promptly initiated an investigation of the fire
from its Atlanta Regional Office under the provisions of 1.124 of
Part 1, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations. The investigation
performed by 1E of TVA was to ascertain compliance with license
provisions and regulations relating to health and safety and to determine
the facts associated with the fire. The investigation covered the
events under the control of TVA leading to the fire and the subsequent
fire fighting efforts, the sequence of operational events, the
interactions between the two operating units, and the reaction of
IVA and local and state agencies to the fire.
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The IE investigation, the results of which are reported herein,
emphasized those conditions and licensee actions which =ay have
caused or contributed to the severity of the fire. In addition to
this IE investigation, two other specific efforts are under-ay by NRC:

The office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (N?.R) has unde:taken
a review of the safety of the plant under the post-incident
conditions and an assessment of the changes in Technical
Specifications required to maintain the units in a safe
shutdown condition during repair activities and to return
the plant to operation.

A Special Review Group, appointed on !'arch 26, 1975, is
reviewing the circumstances of the incident and evaluating
its origin and consequences from both the technical and procedural
viewpointz. As a consequence of its review, the Special Review
Group will recoend appropriate improvements in NRC policies,
procedures, and technical require=ents.

The IE investigation report does "ot contain the results of the .LR_
zor of the Special Review Group studies. These will be reported
separately. For a =ore complete understanding of the fire and its
consequences, reference should be made to the reports of all three
efforts - IE, ,-AR, and the SpecI&i Review Groip.

Scope of investigation

The scope of this investigation included: (a) Events leading to the
fire at the Tennessee Valley Authority's Bro-w.ns Ferry Nuclear Plant on
March 22, 1975, and the subsequent fire fighting efforts; (b) tze
sequence of operational events and the probl--s experienced with the
Units 1 and 2 nuclear steam supply eyste-s; (c) the interactions
between the two operating units; and (d) the response of the TVA groups and
the various state and local governmental bodies following receipt of
notification of the fire. The investigation consisted of private
interviews of personnel, reviews of documentation and observations
by the investigators and XRC consultants. Copies of signed stateents
resulting from the interviews conducted by the investigators are included
as Exhibit 1. In addition, fla1ability tests were made of the
penetration sealants and cable insulation by NRC consultants.
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Conclusions

A. General

1. The radiological !--pact on the public, plant personn .-r the
environ=ent resulting frc= this fire was no nore significant
than from the routine shutdoun cf the reactors.

2. Both Unit 1 and Unit 2 cores re.ained adequately cooled throughout
this occurrence. Although soze syst-.s were rendered inoperable,
plant operators were successful in bringing into operation
alternate =eans to cool the reactors.

3. Some =inor injuries occurred as a result of the fire.

B. Direct Cause of the Fire, its Severity or i:s Consecuences

1. The following factors contributed directly to the cause or
severity of the fire:

(a) failure to evaluate the hazards involved in the sealing
operation and to prepare and iz-ple=ent controlling procedures.

(b) Failur- of workers to report umierous small fires experienced
previously during the sealing operations, and the failure of
super;isory personnel to recognize the significance of those
fires which were reported, and to take appropriate corrective
actions.

(c) 'Use of an open flame without fire precautions specific to this actIvity.

(d) Ineffectual leadership by TVA in fire fighting activities.

(e) Inadequate training of TVA personnel in fire fighting
procedures and equipment.

(f) Delay in application of water in fighting the fire.

(g) Dificulties encountered in use of self-contained breathing
apparatus, caused by inadequate training of personne: in its
use, inadequate zaintenance and inability to recharge air
bottles fully.
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(h) Inaccessibility of the initial ignition location due to
the position of the penetration and testing of seals
prior to flazeproofing.

(1) Lack of !amiliarity with the performance characteristics
of the fire nozzle provided for such fire* and ultimately
used successfully to fight the fire.

2. The folloving factors contributed to difficulties experienced
during the post-shutdown cooling of the reactors:

(a) For Unit 1, fire rendered inoperable for a significant
period of time portions of the control and power circuit
for components use in the normal cooldovn of the reactor
and in emergency core cooling systems.

(b) Lack of initiative on the part of onsite supervisory personnel
to coordinate shutdown activities until after the first
manual initiation of depressurization of Unit 1.

(c) Lack of knowledge of location and severity of the fire
on the part of control room personnel and delay in rapid
shutdown of the reactor when there were anomalous
Instrumentation lndications.

(d) Reduction of the options for cooling available during
the period of repressurization of the Unit 1 reactor
cooling syste.

(e) Failure to establish priorities for restoration of equipment.
This resulted in uncoordinated and, in some cases, counter-
productive or duplicative attempts to restore key equipment
to service.

3. The following factors contributed to the adverse interaction
between safety-related systems of Unit 1 and Unit 2:

(a) Two identified cases of failure to follow the TVA cable
separation criteria described in the FSA!.

Wl) Some Unit 1 and Unit 2 ECCS equipment is supplied from
cowen 4 XV boards in accordance with the FSAR. The
failure cf any of these boards causes a loss of power
to the connected equipment in both units.

a
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C. Other Important Factors not Directly Contributing to the Cause
of the Fire, its Severity or its Consequences

1. Rapid manual operation of the installed carbon dioxide system
in the cable spreading room vas precluded because metal plates
installed behind break-out glass during construction had not
been removed.

2. Operation of TVA's Central Emrgency Control Center (CEEC)
was not wall coordinated; Inforuetion sometimes was not
exchanged internally. CZCC cominlcations with personnel
at the Brown& Ferry site were not effective In k"pIng the
C~-currently informed concerning the status of the plant --

or of recovery activities. 'Consequently, conmicatlons Vitt
other agencies led to maiswderstanding of plant status by
those agencies.
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S,'i.arv of Findings of Facts

A. Events Leading to the Fire and Fire Fighting Efforts

During the investigation of events leading to the fire and the fire
fighting efforts, the following facts were disclosed:

1. The lr-mediate cause of the fire was the ignition of polyurethane
which is used at BFYP as a cable penetration sealing material.
Construction workers were checking for leaks in a penetration
connecting the cable spreading room with the reactor building.
Personnel performing the checks utilized a candle flame to detect
air flow from the cable spre3ding room to the reactor building.
The candle flame ignited the polyurethane. (Details I. page 3)

2. There was no approved written procedure provided to control the
Inspecting, sealing, and testing of cable penetrations.
(Details I, page 11)

3. Personnel responsible for inspecting the penetration seals were
also Involved in making the sea! repairs. (Details I, page 11)

4. Some penetration seals were not properly completed prior to
operation of Units 1 and 2, nor were they properly maintained
subsequent to operation. (Details I, page 9)

5. The location of the fire barrier in the penetration did not
conform to the approved design drawings. (Details I. page 9)

6. The electrical design specified the installation of cable in
trays in excess of that permitted by the TVA design criteria
in at least two cases. Other trays could contain excess cable
in that cable was abandoned in place when designs were
changed. (Details I, page 12)

7. Although not required by license conditions, laboratory tests
had been performed by TVA to verify tht ability of the penetration
seals to perform as a fire barrier. These tests, however, did
not slmula.e the conditions existing at the time of this fire.
For example, the tes:s were not conducted with a pressure
differential across the seal, the polyurethane was not exposed
to the flame nor was a leakage path established through the
seal. Additionally, the test did not include the sheet type
POlyurethane in use in the cable penetrations. The use of this
sheet type foam had not been approved by the TVA design depa:-oent.
(Detatis I. page 10)
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8. Construction personnel were utilizing an open flame in an area
which is vulnerable to fire, but specific precautions and trained
fire fighters were not present at the time. (Details I, page 12)

9. Previous fires in the polyurethane foam materials had not
always been reported to the appropriate levels of =ar-age=ent,
and, on the occasions when reported, no action was taken to
prevent recurrence. (Details I, page 11)

10. The various procedures for responding to fires contained
conflicting information. For example, the bU: Emergency
Procedure liets two different telephone nu-ibers to be used In
reporting a fire, one in a table of er.ergency numbers and the
second in the test of the procedure. The appropriate nu=ber
is the one in the test; dialing this nu.ber automatically
sounds the fire alarm and rings the Unit 1 operator's
telephone. (Details 1, page 4)

11. The BFZP E.=ergency Procedure was not followed by those involved
when reporting the fire. The construction workers first attempted
to extinguish the fire, whereas the procedure specifies that the
fire alarm be sounded first. The guard reporting the fire
telephoned the Shift Engineer's office rather than calling either
of the numbers listed in the procedure. (Details I, page 4)

12. During construction, metal plates were installed under the
breakout glass in the C02 system manual crank atations located
at the entrances to the cable spreading room. These metal plates

zwere not removed prior to plant cperation, thus preventing manual
initiation of the C02 system had it been necessary. The C02
system was successfully initiated automatically. (Details I.
page 3)

13. TVA does not have outside agencies inspect their fire protection
equipment and systems. Internal inspections of fire ;rotection
equii;pent had not revealed the presence of the =etal plates.
(Details I, page 6)

14. -".trary to good safety practices, the plant procedures do not
restrict the use of elevators during fires; both operat:ons and
construction personnel used the plant elevators while the fire
was in progress. (Exhibit 1, Elect.-D, ALO-Q et al.)
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15. The practice at TVA's facilities has been that manual applicatloi
of water on electrical fires be avoided for personal safety
reasons. CO2 and .ry chemical equipment is provided for use by
personnel fighting such fires. TVA's Fire Safety Manual permits
the use of water on electrical fires and a nozzle designed for manual
application of water on electrical fires had been provided at the
hose station in the vicinity of the fire area. (Details I. page 13)

16. The Br"N fire hoses and nozzles wre not interchangeable with the
Athens Fire Department equipment because different types of threads
were used. (Details 1, pages 8 and 13)

17. Some TVA personnel experienced difficulty in using the self-contained
breathing apparatus. (Details 1, pages 6, 9 and 13)

18. There ve:e no organized efforts to extinguish the fire In the
reactor building for about three and one half hours. Sporadic
Individual efforts may have been made during this period.
(Details I. page 7)

19. Although the responsibility for handling this occurrence rested 4
with the Plant Superintendent, he was hesitant in authorizing the
use of water on the.fire; during discussions with his supervisor
he requested permission to use water on the fire. (Details 1,
page 8 and Details IV, page 1)

20. OCnly minor Injuries to personnel were sustained during the fire.
(Details I. page 18)

21. The fire fighting and the shutdown of Units 1 and 2 were sccomplished
vithc-.at overexposure of personnel to radiation and without the
release of radioactive effluents from the plant in ucese of
license liaits. (Details 1. pages 13-18)

B. Operational Events and Problems Experienced During Fire and Until
Shutdown Cooling Established

During Investigation of operational events and problems experienced
during the fire and until- shutdown cooling was established. the
following facts were disclosed:

1. The nuclear cores for both units were adequately cooled during
and subsequent to the fire. The minimm water level (Unit 1) was
about forty-eight inches above the top of the active fuel.
Palntaining reactor water level was never a problem In Unit 2.
(Details II, page 7) I
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2. The control room was manned at all times although some smke and
fumes entered the room for a brief period. (Details II, page 5)1_/

3. The ability to use the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) as
backup to normal cooling was lost for Unit 1. The capability to
operate the Unit 1 Standby Liquid Control System was lost for at
least three hours. (Details II, pages 4 and 8)

4. loss of the air supply system for relief valve control resulted
from the loss of electrical power to a solenoid valve in the air
supply to a diaphran type isolation valve. This led to the
repressurization of the Unit 1 reactor from about 6:40 p.m. to
10:20 p.m.- (Details II. page 9)

5. The dry-well vent valves for Unit 1 were wired open to prevent
dryvell pressure buildup. (Details II. page 9)

6. The spare control rod drivt (CR.D) pump was inoperable from
approximately 1:30 p.m. on. The Unit 2 CRD pump could have
been valved to supply Unit 1 if required. (Details Ii, page 4)

C. Effects on Each Unit and Interactlona Between Units

During the Investigation of the effects on each unit and Interactions
between units, the following facts were disclosed:

1. The failure of a single A [V Shutdown Board results In the loss
of'power to the ECCS equipment supplied from the board for both
Units 1 and 2. This feature is inherent in the design of
the electrical systems for Units 1 and 2 and conform to the
TSAR camitments. Unit 3 electrical systemm are not shared with
Units 1 and 2. (Details III, page 4)

2. The coordination of the power a,-ipplies for the ECCS Is such that
motors for the systems pumps are not In every case supplied from
the a&= power source as their associated valves. In six cases
the pumps and valves are supplied from power sources in the same
division, but In two cases the valves are supplied -from one
division and the pumps from another, in violation of the
separations criteria defined In the TSAR. (Details III, page 8)

11 The ECCS consists of the Automatic Depressurization System, the High
Pressure Injection System, the Core Spray System, and the Low Pressure
Coolant Injection Node .of the Residuai Heat R val System.
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3. The pover cable supplying 480 Volt Shutdovn Board 1B from 4 IV
Shutdown Board C and the power cable supplying 480 Volt Shutdown
Board 2A from 4 KV Shutdown Board B were both routed in the same

tray. In that 4 KV Shutdown Board B Is in Division I and 4 KV

Shutdown Board i is in Division I1. this routing constitutes a
violation of the TVA separations criteria as defined in the FSAR.
(Details III, page 9)

4. Power was lost to the common inlet valve for the core standby
coolant (raw water) supply for Units I and 2. This valve could
have been operated manually. (Details 111. page 5)

5. Power from the tinit 2 preferred power bus was lost for a period
of time because an operator.connected it to the Unit I preferred
bus which sustained faults. A second operator subsequently opened
the tie breaker and restored power to the Unit 2 bus. (Details III,
page 5)

D. The Response of TVA Groups and Various Governmental Bodies

During the investigation the following facts were established concerning
the response of TVA groups and various staze and local governmental
bodies:

1. The Athens Fire Department (AMD) responded promptly to the
-notification of the fire and was prepared to assist within
approximately 35 minutes of receiving the alarm. Athens is
about ten miles from the site and, upon arrival, the firemen
had to be issued personnel radiation monitoring devices prior
to entry. (Details IV, page 1)

2. The AFD fire chief initially made the reco-endation to use water
on the fire at about 2:00 p.m.; however, permission to use water
was not given by the Plant Superintendent to the fire fl.ters uw.til
approximately 6:40 p.m. and it was about 7:00 p.m. to 7:20 p.m.
when water was actually used. (Details IV, page 1)

3. The individual who would norrially function as TVA Director, Central
Emergency Control Center (CECC). was not Immediately located.
The first alternate was not aware of this and had been at the
CECC approximately thirty =Inutes before realizing that he should
have been functioning as Director. (Details IV, page 2)
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4. Logs kept by individuals at the CECC did not always indicate the
times of the events.

5. Information provided by the CECC to others was not always accurate
or current. For example, at about 5:00 p.m. an individual at CECC
advised NRC that the fire was confined to the spreading room.
(Details IV, pages 2 and 3)

6. The Director of the CECC was not aware that the fire had been
extinguished unti" approxl-ately 8:45 p.c. when In fact the
fire was extingufshed prior to 7:45 p.a. (Details IV. page 4)

7. Cotzmunications by the CECC with state and local agencies focused on
plant operating status rather than offsite radiological releases
which is the prime responsibility of these agencies. (Details IV,
page 8)

8. The Alabama equip=ent for the downwind air sampling was
not available for servicc. Sampling was initiated at Decatur
station at approximately 9:00 p.m. on M.arch 22 using a sampler
obtained from the Alabama Pollution Control Co~ission.
(Details IV, page 10)

9. The State of Alabama emergency plan was out of date, not available
to certain responsible officials and some officials were not
cognizant of their Inlividual responsibilities. (Details IV,
pages 15. 16 and 19)

10. Attempts to contact some lccal officials by state organizations
was cinimal. (Details IV, pages 15 and 16)
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Enforcement Items

The following apparent items of noncompliance were identified during
the irvestigation:

1. Failure to Comply with 10 CYR 50.59

Items appearing to be in noncompliance with 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes,
Tests and Experiments," as indicated below:

a. 10 CFR 50.59, requires, in part, that records be maintained
of changes to the facility to the extent that such changes
constitute changes to the facility as described in the Safety
Analysis Report. It further requires that these records
shall include a written safety evaluation which provides tte
bases for the determination that the change does not involve
an unreviewed safety question. The Browns Ferry FSAR
Section 5.3.3.5 specifies, in part, that all electrical
penetrations are sealed with sealant around conductors.

Contrary to this requirement, a safety evaluation was not
made of the "change to the facility as described in the
Safety Analysis Report" which was constituted by operation of
the reactor with containment penetrations unsealed while
concurrently sealing and testing the penetrations.

This infraction had the potential for causing or contributing

to an occurrence related to health and safety.

2. Failure to Comply with Technical Specifications

Items appearing to be in noncompliance with the facility Technical
Specifications, as indicated below:

a. The Technical Specifications, Sections 6.3.A and 6.3.B state,
in part:

"A. Detailed written procedures, including applicable
check-otz lists covering items listed below shall
be prepared, approved and adhered to ..

"4. Emergency conditions involving potential or
actual release of radioactivity. .... 1
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"5. Preventive or corrective maintenance operations which

could have an effect on the safety of the reactor.'

"6. Surveillance and testing requirements. ...

"B.. Written procedures pertaining to those Items listed above
shall be reviewed by PORC and approved by the plant
superintendent prior to Implementation. . . Such changes.
shall be documented and subsequently reviewed by PORC
and approved by the plant superintendent."

(1) Contrary to these requirements, the leak testing, sealing
and inspection of the penetrations were being accomplished;
but detailed written procedures approved by the plant
superintendent and reviewed by PO•C had not been developed
for the control of this work.

(2) Contrary to these requirements, personm discovering the
fires on March 20 and March 22, 1975, did not adhere to
the provisions of the Emergency Procedure in that they did
not initiate the fire alazu.

(3) Contrary to these requirements, the Droanm Ferry Emergency
Procedure yes not adhered to in that the Shift Engineer did
not delegate onscene responsibility for fire fighting to an
assistant shift engineer when he departed the fire area.

(4) Contrary to these requirements and the requirements of
Browns Ferry Standard Practices Manual which specify, in
part,-In Standard Practice 17S3 that:

"Plant fire protection systems shall be fully
operational at all tines. Removal of a plant
fire protection system from service for may reason
other than as required In a test procedure requires
the approval of the plant superintendent. Removal
of a system from service for more than seven days
requires a review of PORC."

The fire protection system for the cable spreading room
was not fully operational in that metal plates had been
Installed under the glass in the manual stations during
the construction of the plant and had not been reoved.
The approval of the Installation of the plates had not
been documented prior to or subsequent to the issuance
of the operating license and the installation had not
been reviewed by PORC. Additionanly, the CO manual-
automatic Initiation system had been electri~aLly
disabled by the construction workers without documented
approval of the Plant Superintendent.
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This infraction had the potential for causing or contributing to an

occurrence related to safety.

3. Failure to Comply with Appendix B to 10 CFR 50

Items appearing to be in noncompliance with Appendix B to 10 CFR
50, "Quality Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants and
Fuel Reprocessing Plants," as indicated below:

a. Criterion XVI of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 and the related
co:itments in the FSAR, Appendix D.4, "Operational Quallty
Assurance Program Plan," Section D.4.2.4.7 specifies, in part,
that measuren be established to assure that conditions
adverse to quality are promptly identified and corrected;
that measures assure that causes of conditions be determined
and action taken to preclude repetition; and that the corrective
actions are documented and reported to appropriate levels of
management.

Contrary to these requirements, during the penetration
sealing operations, the conditions adverse to quality were
not promptly identified and corrected; the causes of
conditions were not determined and actions taken to
preclude repetition; and the required documentation
was not supplied in the two instances that fires were
reported to management.

This infraction had the potential for causing or contributing
to an occurrence related to safety.

b. Criterion X of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, requires, in part,
that a program for inspection of activities affecting
quality be established to verify conformance with documented
instructions, procedures, and drawings; and that persons
assigned the responsibilities for such inspections shall
be independent of individuals directly responsible for
work performance. Related comitments are spelled out
in the FSAR, Appendix D.4., Sections D.4.2.3.1. and
D.4.2.1.1., respectively.

Contrary to these requirements, inspections of the
sealing of cable penetrations were not conducted so
as to assure conformance with drawings; and inspectors
were involved in the work activities for which they had
inspection responsibilities.
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This infraction had the potential for causing or
contributing to an occurrence related to safety.

c. Criterion XVIII of Appendix B to 10 CTR 50, and the related
commitments set forth in the FSAR, Appendix D.4, "Operational
Quality Assurance Program Plan," specifies, In part, that
a comprehensive system of planned audits be carried out
to assure compliance with all aspects of the quality
assorance program.

Contrary to these requirements, a review of the-records
of the audits conducted at Browns Ferry and discussions
with responsible individuals indicated that no audits had
been conducted of the penetration Installation.

This infraction had the potential for causing or contributing
to an occurrence related to safety.

d. Criterion III of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, and the related
commitments set forth in the FSAR, Appendix D.2, "*VA
Quality Assurance Plan for Design and Construction,"
Section D.2.4.3.4., specifies, in part, that certain
basic design drawings, such as single line diagrams,
are reviewed to determine that they meet the design bases,
design criteria and other design input requirements.

The FSAR, Amendment 25, "Response to AEC Question 7.5,"
states, in part, that cables for the Engineered Safeguards
Systems are separated into two redundant divisions
(Division I or Division II) such that no single credible
event could damage the cables of redundant counterparts.
This section further states that power cables from the
4160-Volt Shutdown Boards are installed In separate
conduits. It turther states that the electric circuits
of one of the two loops cf the Core Spray System including
the pump motors and electrically operated valve, are in
Division 1; and the circuits of the other loop are In
Division II. Additionally, It states that the electric
circuits associated with pumps A and C, and their valves,
of the LPCI system are in Division 1; and the electrical
circuits of pumps B and D, and their valves are in
Division II.

(1) Contrary to this requirement, the power cable
supplying 480 Volt Shutdown Board lB from 4KV
Shutdown Board C (Division 11) is routed in the
same tray as the power cable supplying 480 Volt
Shutdown Board 2A from 4KV Shutdown Board B
(Division I).
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(2) Contrary to this requiremaet, RE Pump IC and Core
Spray Pump IC are supplied from 4KV Shutdwn Board 3,
and their associated valves are supplied from 4KV
Shutdown Board C. Shutdwn Board B is in Division I
and Shutdown Board C is in Division II.

This infraction had the potential for causing or
contributing to an occurrence related to safety.
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DETAILS I

Events Leading to the Fire and Fire Fightln. Efforts

A. Introduction

The fire began in the cable spreading room, elevation 606, in a bank of
cable trays where the trays pass through a penetration in the comon wall
between the cable spreading room and the reactor building. The bank of
trays on the spreading room, or north, side of the wall consists of two
stacks of five trays each. The trays are approximately four inches deep
and are spaced vertically on nine Inch centers. On the reactor building
*ide-of the wall the trays connect with a complex system of trays, some
of which continue southward, others extend vertically, and others are
oriented in an east-west direction (Exhibit Al, page 1 indicates the
general plant arrangement. Page 2 of this exhibit provides greater detail
of the fire area). On the reactor building side there are approximately
110 conduits in the area of the penetration. Although the fire originated
in the cable spreading room, it spread into the reactor building and most,
of the damaged cables were located in this area. The fire extended in
the trays and conduit approximately thirty feet lo forty feet from the
penetration on the reactor building side of the vail; but only two or
three feet on the spreading room side. This %,as primarily due to the
fact that the reactor building is maintained at a negative pressure of
0.25 inch of 12 0 with respect to the spreading room and the air flow
tended to sweep the fire May from the spreading room. The installed
CO system probably aided in restricting the area of fire damage in the
ca51e spreading room but the fire was. extinguished in the cable spreading
room with portable CO2 and dry chemical extinguishers, and in the reactor
building by water. Approximately twenty-six sections of cible tray were
involved and some 2000 cables were damaged.

The immediate cause of the fire was ignition of polyurethane which was
used as a cable penetration sealing material. At the time the fire
started construction workers were checking for leaks in a cable pene-
tration connecting the cable spreading room with the reactor building.
The personnel performing the checks were utilizing a can4le flame to
detect the flow of air from the cable spreading room to the reactor
building. Heat from the candle ignited the polyurethare. Several
independent, but interrelated fictors, contributed to :he cause of
the fire and increased the s'.verity of the damage.

B. Activities PrecedInt Fire an- Fire Fighting Effr.ts

Construction actlvltle' related t% Bro%..4 Ferry Unit 3 had progressed
to the point where a temporary barrier wall separating Units 2 and 3
at the refueling floor elevation of the reactor building required
removal. In that this wall served as a part of the boundary of the
secondary containment for Units 1 and 2, its removal would have increased
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thu number of poetetial leakage paths as well as the total volume of 4
the secondary coniijinment. The secondary containment integrity could
have been violated if the air leakage through the penetrations into the
reactor building was not minimized prior to the removal of the wall.

On March 7, 1975, a secondary containment leak rate test was conducted
to determine the actual leak rate. The measured rate was 7000 cfm at 0.25
to 0.27 inch of water negative pressure. The Technical Specifications
require that a negative pressure of 0.25 inch of water be maintained
in the secondary containment with an air flow through the Standby Gas

Treatnent System (SBCTS) not exceeding 9000 cfm.

The installation of the cable tray penetration sealant and fire retardant
coating specified on the design drawings had not been completed in either
the Unit 1 or Unit 2 area prior to the operation of the units. In addition,
Division of Engineering Construction (DEC) personnel had removed sealant
and fire retardant coating from conduit and cable trays over a period of
months to permit installation of Unit 3 cables and cables required by
design modifications to Units 1 and 2. (Operating the facility with the
penetrations unsealed is in noncompliance with the requirements of the
Technical Specifications, Section 5.4.B.). Subsequently, DEC implemented
Work Plan No. 2892 (Exhibit A2) on March 7, 1975, to test the individual
penetrations entering the reactor building and to seal those penetrations
identified as leaking. This work plan did not provide detailed written
procedures and it had not received Plant Operations Review Commi4ttee
review nor had it been approved by the Plant Superintendent as is
required for corrc-tive maintenance operations by Technical Specifica-
tion Sections 6.3.A.5 and 6.3.B.

The work under Work Plan No. 2892 had continued on a priority basis until
March 22, 1975. On that day, Electrical Engineering Supervisor A directed
Engineer B to coordinate the efforts of three teams, each consisting of
an engineering aide and an electrician, in this work. WYk proceeded
that day without incident until approximately 12:15 p.m.- Engineering Aide
C, was leak testing, from the spreading room side, a tray penetration con-
necting the spreading room and the Unit 1 reactor building (Exhibit A3). He
observed a hole which he estinated to be two inches by four inches and which
contained three cables. Engineering Aide C stated that he passed a lighted

1/ Exact tines could not be deternmined for many of the events described in
this report. Estir.ated times are based upon the statements obtained
from the Individuals involved, and, when available, the recorded times
of concurrent or related events. All times are CDT.
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candle by the hole and the cable flame blew horizontally into the
hole, indicating to him a significant leakage path into the containment.
The hole was approximately twenty inches back into the penetration from
the face of the concrete wall. The entire penetration was congested
with cable trays and the location of the hole was difficult to reach.
Engineering Aide C stated that Electrician D, handed him two pieces of
sheet polyurethane foam. lie then stuffed the foan into the hole. At
approximately 12:15 to 12:25 p.=., Engineering Aide C relit the three to
four Inch candle and checked the opening to determine if it were now sealed.
Engineering Aide C emphasized the difficulty he had reaching into the
penetration, (even with his relatively long arms). Engineering Aide C
stated that the flame again went horizontal, indicating a large air flow
and leakage path. He saw that the foam had caught fire and there was
a low red glow. Engineering Aide C yelled "fire."

Electrician D stated that he handed Engineering Aide C his flashlight
and told him to beat the fire out. Engineering Aide C stated that he
used the flashligl. and that the lens was burned trying to put the
fire out.

Electrician E, who was also working in the cable spreading room, stated
that he heard so-ecne call for a fire extinguisher and passed them some
rags. Engineering Aide C stated that he stuffed three or four rags in
the hole trying to snuff the fire out. He then removed the rags, but
the fire continued to glow. Individual F, a third electrician iorking
in the cable spreading room, stated that the rags were s=oldering when
removed.

Electrician E stated that he crawled out of the cable spreading roo= to
get a fire extinguisher. He then returned with a CO2 fire extinguisher.
Electrician E gave the extinguisher nozzle to Engineering Aide C and
discharged the extinguisher twice. Engineering Aide C stated that
the CO blew right through the hole without putting the fire out. The
fire, ?y this ti=e, had gotten further back into the wall penetration.
Engineering Aide C stated that he then discharged twc dry chemical fire
extinguishers into the hole, but the fire continued. Electrician D
stated that he called for someone to notify the shift engineer that
there was a fire in the cable spreading room. Engineering Aide C stated
that after approximately 15 minutes of fighting the fire, there was very
little heat and no smoke on the cable spreading room side of the penetra-
tion. He could still put his hand close to the fire and the draft was
moving the fire further into the hole, away from him. Engineering Aide
C stated that he heard someone discharge a fire extinguisher on the other
side of the penetration. Someone handed Engineering Aide C another fire
extinguisher (CO2 ), but before he could discharge this extinguisher, the
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cable spreading room evacuation siren alarmed. Engineering Aide C
and Elcctrician D crawled to the exit door at the Unit 1 end of the
cable spreading room. Prior to this time the other two teams had also
evacuated the cable spreading room. These teams consisted of Engineering
Aide H, and Electricians J, E and F. Assistant Shift Engineer G then
shut the cable spreading room Unit 1 door in preparation for triggering
the permanently installed CO Cardox ffre extinguishing system. (The
system may be actuated only ?rom the control stations at the Unit 1 and
Unit 2 doors to the cable spreading room).

Electrician E stated that upon exiting the cable spreading room prior to
the triggering of the Cardox system he proceeded to the reactor building
to fight the fire In that area (See Exhibit Al, page 1).

C. Instructions for Reporting a Fire

The BFNP Emer !ncy Procedure, a one page document dated February 11, 1972,
specifies, in part, that the person discovering the fire will:

"I. Sound fire alarm and report condition to control room operator.
(Dial 299 and wait for an operator to take information.)'

"2. Take immediate corrective action (use fire extinguisher, etc.) If
not sure of correct action, wait for Instructions."

Dialing 299 activates the plant fire alarm and rings the telephone in
the Unit I control room.

The listing of emergency numbers in a table at the bottom of the emergency4
procedure does not list 299 as the fire number, but rather gives 235, the
Public Safety Service number. The emergency procedure, however, defines
the role of the Public Safety Service as a support function to the
operations personnel. The emergency -rocedure is posted in various areas
of the plant.

The Brovns Ferry Standard Practice Manual, in Standard Practice BFS3, dated
February 24, 1975, specifies that fires be reported immediately to the con-
struction fire department telephone 235, whether in the construction area
or an area for which the Division of Power Produc ton (DPP) is responsible.
This procedure contains no mention of the plant fire alarm number (299)
or the need to notify operations personnel.

D. Reporting This Fire

The BFNP Emergency Procedure was not followed in reporting the fire by either
the construction personnel or the Public Safety Service. According to the
construction personnel involved In the sealing operations and the project
construction manager, the construction workers were not familiar with the
plant emergency procedures. Some, in fact, did not recognize the fire
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alarm. TI.. ,1lant operations personnel first became aware of the fire after
Electrician; F went to the guard post in the turbine building at the entrance
portal on th.. El. 565 level near the temporary wall between Units 2 and 3.
Accerding tr Electrician F and the Guard K, Electrician F took a fire ex-
tinguisher from the post back to the fire and the guard called telephone
number 21J and reported the fire to the operations man (Assistant Shift
Engineer L) who answered his telephone call. Assistant Shift Engineer L
activated the fire alarm by dialing 299 and advised Operator H and Shift
Engineer R of the fire. Assistant Shift Engineer L then sealed in the
fire alarm. operator H and Shift Engineer R were advised of the fire at
12:34 p.m. CDT.

Operator M then announced the fire over the public address system stating,
"Fire In reactor building, location unknown." Electrician F met Apprentice
N while on ,iis way to the fire area in the reactor building. Apprentice N
ran to get another fire extinguisher and met two other construction workers,
Pipefitter 0 and Steamficter P. All three returned to'the reactor building.
Electrician F and Apprentice N located the fire in a cable tray on the
northeast side of the reactor building where they met Electrician E. A
ladder was placed against some temporary wood scaffolding which was ad-
jacent to the cable trays. Apprentice N went to the top of the ladder
with a dry chemical fire extinguisher. He stated that at this time the
flames were about eight inches high and the fire was about two feet from
the wall in the bottom tray. There was a general red glow and yellow flame.
The cables appeared to be burning and there was white smoke curling off the
cable but there was no swelling. There were no cracking or popping sounds.
He had some difficulty discharging the extinguisher and was forced to
leave when he could not breathe. The people on the floor thought the fire
was out. Electrician F had climbed the ladder behind Apprentice N and he
stated the packing in the penetration appeared to flow out as it melted.

Pipefitter 0 stated that when he arrived at the fire he called the shift
engineer and notified him of the fire. (This call would have been sub-
sequent to the call made by Guard K.) He also assisted Apprentice N to
get fresh air when he came off the ladder. Electrician E stated that he
dialed the fire number to get some respirators and to make sure the fire
was out. (At that time, he thought that it was out.) Electrician E
stated that someone arrived wearing a mask or respirator and emptied a
CO 2 extinguisher on the burned cables. Operators then arrived at the
fire. Electrician E then went to the 565 level and told the guard that
the fire might feed back Into the spreading zoom.

After activating the fire alarm at about 12:34 p.m., Assistant Shift
Engineer L went to the reactor building fire area with a dry chemical
fLire extinguisher and discharged It on the fire and the fire appeared
to go out. He then took a CO2 fire extinguisher up the ladder and
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discharged it on the fire. Assistant Shift Engineer C had arrived at
the .fire by this time and he and Assistant Shift Engineer L called the
control room to request breathing apparatus. (The dense smoke and the
lack of satisfactory breathing apparatus were considered by those inter-
viewed by the investigators to be the major deterrents to the fire
fighting efforts.) Operator M advised Assistant Shift Engineer L that
he was having trouble with erratic operation of Unit 1 pumps and the
indicating lights on panel 9-3. This information was relayed by Assistant
Shift Engineer L to Shift Engineer R who was at the fire and Shift Engineer
R and Assistant Shift Engineer C left at approxima:ely the same time for
the control room to assist Operator M. (The estimated time of Assistant
Shift Engineer L's call was 12:40 p.m. to 12:43 p.m.)

Assistant Shift Engineer L stated that lie then observed that the fire
was coning out of the botto: tray close to the wall and was extending
up about four trays. Assistant Shift Engineer L did not know that the
fire was initiated in the spreading room and he called Operator M to
initiate the spreading room evacuation alarm and have Assistant Shift
Engineer G initiate the spreading room CO2 (Cardox) system. Assistant
Shift Engineer L stated thiat after talking to the Unit 1 eperator, the
lights went out, he ordered all bystanders in the fire area to go to
the reactor building first floor because of the smoke and he returned
to the control room. Assistant Shift Engineer L called the Athens Fire
Department (AYD) at 1:09 p.m. The AFD fire chief stated that their truck
arrived at BFN? at approximately 1:30 p.m. and that by 1:45 p.m: the A-D
firemen had been admitted to the plant ana were prepared to assist in the
fire fighting efforts.

Assistant Shift Engineer C stated that he initiated the evacuation alarm
and went to the Unit 1 door of the spreading room. He saw Engineering
Aide C and Electrician D leaving the room and decer-mined from them
that to their knowledge, no one else was in the room. He also called
out loudly and looked under the trays. He stated that he then attempted
to initiate the Cardox system at the Unit 1 spreading room control station
without success. He found that the power had been shut off at the Disable
Switch at the Unit 2 entrance so he then went around to the Unit 2 door
and turned the power on at this station. The automatic initiation did not
appear zo be successful and he next attempted to use the manual crank
system but found that a metal plate had been installed under the breakout
glass. (He stated that he later determined that metal plates had:been
installed on the manual stations during plant cons uction and that almost
all were still installed the day after the fire.) - About three minutes

l/ TVA does not have outside agency inspection of their fire protection equipment.
Annual inspection 's provided by TVA's Public Safety Service, Chattanoega
office. An inspection had been conducted in June 1974, and another had been
scheduled for the week following the fire.
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after initiating the automatic controls the CO2 system began discharging
into the cable spreading room from the automatic initiation. Other fire
fighting efforts apper to have been temporarily suspended at approximate
1:00 to 1:10 p.m., at the time Assistant Shift Engineer L departed from t
reactor building.

E. Further Fire Fiphtiný Efforts

According to Shift Engineer R he had not delegated anyone to take over
direction of the fire fighting activities when he returned t3 the control
room but had assumed that Assistant Shift Engineer L would take charge
since Assistant Shift Engineer L was the senior person remaining at the
fire. The emergency procedures specify that the shift engineer.
Individual R in this case, has the responsibility for directing fire
fighting efforts; but, that this responsibility may be delegated to other;
Shift Engineer R further stated that he was not in the control room
when the Plant Superintendent arrived, but assumed that the Plant
Superintendent had assumed responsiblity for all activities. Shift
Engineer R could not remember whether or not he had ,iscussed the
status of the plant with the Plant Superintendent when he saw him.

Although individual operations personnel may have entered the reactor
building subsequent to the withdrawal of personnel by order of Assistant
Shift Engineer L. at approximately 1:00 p.m.. there appears to have been
no central organized direction of the fire fighting efforts In this area
until approximately 4:30 p.m. Shift Engineer U, who arrived at the site*
at 3:00 p.m., stated that he discussed the need to fight the fire with
Shift Engineer V and then with the Plant Superintendent, Shift Engineer
R and Assistant Operations Supervisor W. He first went to the cable
spreading roo= and found that Assistant Unit Operator X and scnme public
safety people were putting dry chemicals on the f're. Individual G had
also returned .to the spreading room during the period from approximately
2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. to aid in fighting the fire. An Athens fireman
was in the group fighting the fire. Shift Engineer 1 stated that the
CO flooding system had previously been st off thro-e different times,
an3 at approximately 4:00 p.m. the fire seemed to be contained and was
reported extinguished at 4:20 p.=.

Shift Engineer U stated that he then went to the reactor building and.
after some discussions with Athens Fire Department personnel, entered
the reactor building through the air lock behind the "B" 4KV shutdown
room at about 4:3U p.m. He and Assistant Shift Engineer C directed the
setting up of direct current lights both inside .and outside the reactor
building. He and two others entered the reactor building and found the
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fire goinj- strong in two places and smoldering in several other places.
He stated tnat the hottest fire was in the trays thirty feet stra'ght
out frU:n Ll'e penetration. He directed several people including Assistant
Shift Engineer L and Y, and Assistant Unit Operators, Z, AA and BB in
fighting the fire with dry chemicals. Some of the people strung a life
line into the area. Public Safety Officer CC and members of the Athens
Fire Departnent assisted in these operations but did not actually use the
extinguishers.

During this time (approximately 4:30 p.m.) it was necessary to use breathing
apparatus even though the ventilation system was operating. Fire fighters
operated in groups of three using the life line strung into the area. The
AFD fire chief at one point went to the area of the fire with Shift Engineer
U. Shif: Engineer U also made periodic reports to Operations Supervisor DD
and to the Plant Superintendent. The Plant Superintendent also came down
to the area of the shutdown room. The A.FD chief had recommended the use
of water on the fire and Shift Engineer U discussed it with the Plant
Superintendent.

At approximately 5:30 p.m., the Plant Superintendent received permission
from his management in Chattanooga to use water on the fire, but to use
extreme caution. Shift Engineer U stated that at about 5:00 p.m., they
still considered the use of water as being too risky. Breathing was still
a problem at this time since the Scott Air Packs only had from ten to
fifteen minutes service because there was no way to fully charge them.
The AFD Fire Chief advised the investigators, that he again recommended d
the use of water at about 6:00 p.m. According to the AFD Fire Chief,
the Plant Superirntendent agreed to the use of water on the fire at
approximately 7:00 p.m. The use of water was contrary to the recommenda-
tions of Public Safety Officer CC. The initial effort to use water was
made by Shift Engineer U, the Athens Fire Chief and another operator. The
investigators were advised that first attempts were unsuccessful since the
nozzle was a cascade type and would only reach the bottom tray. It i:
also probable that at this time the hose had not been completely removed
from the hose rack and that full water pressure did not reach the nozzle.
Manufacturer's literature Indicates that the nozzle has a reach much in
excess of this distance. A nozzle supplied by the Athens Fire Department
was tried but it had incorrect type threads and would not stay on the hose.
Shift Engineer V stated that at approximately 6:30 p.m. he obtained sets
of Chem-O. breathing apparatus from the chlorine building and the health
physics office. Shift Engineer V stated that at about 7:00 p.m., he
decided to use water on the fire. He, Shift Enginec, U and Assistant Unit
Operator AA then went to the area of the fire. ShiLt Engineer V had put
the original nozzle back on the hose. He climbed up the scaffolding with
Assistant Unit Operator AA feeding the hose to him. According to both
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Shift Engineer U and Assistant Unit Operator AA, when the water was used
on the fire, it steamed but there was no indication of electrical shorts.
Because of difficulty with breathing, Shift Engineer V Jamed the nozzle
in the tray so that it would continue putting water on the fire area,
climbed off the ladder, and left the reactor building. Shift Engineer J
and Assistant Unlit Opera:t:AA also left the building but returned at
about 7:15 p.m., and found the fire to be out. Shift Engineers V and U
and Assistant Unit Operator AA then sprayed the area additionally. The
Chem-Ox was considered by some who used it to be highly effective and
permitted them to remain in the fire area for the time necessary to get
the fire under control. Others, however, experienced problems with the
air demand limitations of these units.

The fire was declared to be out at 7:45 p.m.

F. Design, Construction and Testing of Penetrations

The reactor building (RB) at Bra?.;:$ Ferry functions as the secondary
containment for the three nuclear steam supply systems. The building
is required to be maintained at a negative pressure in relation to
the remainder of the plant and to the outside environment in order to
preclude uncontrolled and unmonitored releases of airborne radioactivity.
The Ventilation and the Standby Gas Treatment Systems are designed to
maintain the negative pressure. Conduit connecting the reactor building
with the remainder of the plant is sealed to minimize inleakage of air.
Cable trays are routed through wall penetrations and these penetrations
are also required to be sealed after installation of the cable so as to
minimize inleakage.

The penetrations where the fire occurred were located in the cable
spreading room, elevation 606, in the Unit 1 area immediately east of
the Unit 2 area. The cable spreading room and the reactor building in
this area is approximately twenty-six inches thick (See Fxhibit A3).
The penetration is four feet by four feet and contains ten horizontal
trays arranged in two parallel stacks of five trays. The trays in each
stack are spaced on nine inch centers vertically. The trays pass through
openings in a vertical steel plate bulkhead located approximately
twenty-three inches from the face of the spreading room wall. This is
contrary to the design drawings which specify that the plate location
was to be midway between the faces of the wall. The licensee committed
in Amendment 24 to the FSAR to sealing the penetrations to minimize the
inleakage of air to the reactor building. Failure to construct the
penetration barrier according to the design drawings Is contrary to
c.-- itments made in the FSAR. The failure to complete the penetration
seals prior to licensing Units 1 and 2 and to maintain the seals during
operation is contrary to the FSAR co•itment and the requirements of
Technical Specification, Section 5.4.B.
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The design drawings for the conduit and cable tray system show polyurethane
tcý be the sealing material but do not otherwise provide sufficient details
of thi method of sealing these openings to assure proper sealing. The
intent of the design, however, was that after the installation of the
cable in the conduit, the penetrations wpre to be sealed with polyurethane
fcam applied by pouring or as a spray. The pourable foam was Pittsburgh
Chemnical Selectrofoam (or similar type) and the sprayable foam was Instafoam.
(The spray version is reported by the manufacturer as self-extinguishing
according to ASTM-1692-59T.) After completing the sealing operations,
the penetrations were to have been coated with a fLire retardant, Flamastic
71.

Tests were conducted of flammability of the foam with Flamastic fire
retardant by the TVA Electrical Engineering Design Section and the results
were reported in a memorandum dated June 4, 1973 (Exhibit A4). This test
did not duplicate the conditions existirg at Browns Ferry at the time
of the fire in that the test was perfoi..ed with a complete coverage of
the polyurethane by the fire retardant, a leakage path did not exist
through the foam, and a differential pressure did not exist as it did
in the actual conditions at the time cf the fire as discussed below.

An cxamination made of the penetrations by the investigators and construc-
tion personnel in Units 1 and 2 after the fire indicated that for the most
part, the Flanastic coating either had not been applied or that its integrit
had been violated by modifications made after the installation of the W
Flamastic coating (Exhibit A5). The work in progress at the time of the
fire was directed toward identifying those penetrations that had net been
properly sealed to minimize air flow and those whose Integrity had been
violated after their seals had been completed.

Electrical Engineer FF stated that he had conducted a test of RTV-102
silicone rubber used in sealing penetrations. He had authorized the use
of sheet polyurethane foam that had been used by DEC as a dam to retain
the spray and pourable types of foam. The zheet foam had not been tested
to his knowledge. Eýectrical Engineer FF further stated that the spray
and pourable foams had been tested and these test- had demonstrated that
this foam was not fla•r•able when coated with Flan.astic. Tests conducted
by the NRC consultant subsequent to the fire (Exhibit A6) demonstrated
that the sheet foam, identified as Aire-Lux in the report, is extremely
flarmablc and that the other two types of foam are also flawmable under
the conditions existing at the time of the fire. The tests conducted
by the consultant demonstrate that the foam is relatively nonflammable
when completely coated with Flamastic.
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Interviews conducted by the investigators with the personnel inspecting
and testing the penetrations at the time of the fire indicate that the
personnel performing the installation of sealing materials were also
responsible for the tests and inspections. Inspections by personnel
independent from those doing the work, therefore, had not been perforred.
Reviews of the reports of the QA audits conducted by the auditors from
the Office of Engineering Design and Construction and discussions by
the investigators with responsible individuals, revealed that the
penetration installations had not been the subject of any audits con-
ducted by that group.

The inspectors also questioned DEC personnel with regard to the use of
procedures in installing the penetration seals. None of those questioned
were aware of the existence of procedures, but advised the investigators
that they had been previously told or shown how to do the work and
conduct the tests. A LEC craft supervisor, JJ, advised the investiga-
tors that a procedure had been Ceveloped for this work and supplied the
investigators with a copy of this docu=ent (Exhibit A7). This documcrnt
had not received the reviews and approvals required of procedures by
TVA; the construc:ion management and the individuals doing the work
were unaware of its existence and it did not include the essential
elements of a prccedure; e.g., precauticns. prerequisites, acceptince
criteria, test details, and approvals, prescci:e• by TVA Adminis:,ati':e
Procedures. Electrical Engineer FF stated that there was no procedure
that describes the air leak test.

Interviews with DLC personnel also revealed that it was not unusual
for the sheet foam material to ignite. The usual =ethod of extinguishing
the fire was for the personnel to pinch it ouL with their fingers or
smother it with cloth. Electrical Engineer FF was aware of these fires
and it was reported to the investigators that Electrical Engineering
Supervisor A was also aware of then i. the spray and pour type foams.
He said that he was aware of one fire in the sheet foam which occurred
on March 20, 1975, but was not aware that the sheet foam was used
in the permanent installation. 7wo fires had occurred on Thursday,
March 20, 1975, in the spreading room, one of which required the use
of dry chemicals to extinguish it. This latter fire was reported in
the Shift Engineer's 1zg on %arch 20, 1975 (Exhibit AB) and was discussed
in the operators' neeting on March 21, 1975. Assistant Superintendent CC
stated he was awzre of this occurrence. Assistant Operaticns Supervisor W
had directed that the maintenance electricians rxanine the cables in these
trays for damage and this was done. No other action was taken relative
to either of these fires.

No action to prevent recurrence of fires could be identified by the
in~estlgators.
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G. Cable Tray, Conduit and Cable Tnstallation 6
The investigators reviewed the installation of the conduit and tray
systems located in the fire zone. This review did not detect any
deviations from the FSAR commitments for separation in the installation
of these systems.

Subsequent to the fire, TVA calculated the cable fill at eight checkpoints
in the zone of influence. Two trays were determined to exceed the allowabl4
fill requirements. Tray MD at checkpoint 131 had a calculated design
fill of 55.693 square inches a: opposed to the design critiera of 43.2
square inches maximum. Tray KT has a fill of 50.104 square inches as
opposed to the maximum allowable fill of 43.2 square inches. Since TVA
construction did not remove cables once installed in the trays, design
changes issued subsequent to the start of cable installation resulted
in cables being abandoned in place. These abandoned cables are not
included in the design fill calculations and it is possible that other
trays were also physically overloaded. The actual fill will be determined
at t~e time that the damaged cables are removed from the trays.

H. Training of Personnel in Fire Fighting

The DEC personnel involved in the fire fighting efforts had not received
tr.ining in fire fighting. Three of the Division of Power Production
(DPP) shift engineers had received training to varying degrees, One had
extensive navy training and a one day refresher course. Two had receiv•
short state directed courses. Two of the assistant shift engineers had•
received training including refresher courses at Browns Ferry. One uni "
operator had received approximately seven weeks training. Very few of the
operations personnel had participated in fire drills. The public safety
officers receive formal training and fourteen were engaged in a fire drill
at the time of the fire. These officers provide both guard and primary
fire fighting services for DEC and guard service for operations. They
also provide backup fire fighting service for operations, but have no
direct responsibility and were not utilized in a coordinated manner in
this instance. (See Exhibit A9 for the NRC consultant's report of the
fire fighting and related activities.)

I. Conduct of Fire Fighting Activities and Hazards Involved

The Initial fire fighting efforts were by the DEC personnel who had been
leak testing and sealing the penetrations. These individuals had not
received training in fire fighting and few, if any, had participated In
fire drills. In addition, the work plan did not require that there be
anyone assigned to standby with equipment In the event of a fire.
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Shift Engineer R, who had received training in fire fighting, participated
in the fire fighting during the first short period following the reporting'
of the fire. He returned to the control room because of the difficulties
being experienced with the cool down of Unit 1. The senior operations
man remaining, Assistant Shift Engineer L, had not had previous experience
in fire fighting. Assistant Shift Engineer L did much to coordinate the
fire fighting efforts until the smoke became too dense. According to
those fighting the fire, this smoke, coupled with the lack of effective
breathing apparatus, forced a cessation of fire fighting activities.
Assistant Shift Engineer L, did not receive direction from his svpervisor
and his activities In the reactor building were not successful since
neither CO2 nor dry chemicals were effective. The Public Safety Fire
Brigade Leader was not utilized in the capacity of brigade leader but as a
member. He recommended against the use of water on the fire, although the
TVA Fire Protection Manual, Section XI, establishes water as an acceptable
agent to be used for electrical fires and the nozzle installed on the fire
hose in the reactor building was specifically designed for electrical fires
(Exhibit AM0).

The investigators were advised by some individuals that breathing apparatus
was in short supply and not all of the Scott packs were servicable. Some
did not have facemasks and others were not fully charged at the time of
the start of the fire. The breathing apparatus was recharged from pre-
charged bulk cylinders by pressure equalization. As the pressure in
the bulk cylinders decreased, the resulting pressure decrease in the Scott
packs limited the length of the time that the personnel could remain at
the scene of the fire. The air demand limitations of the Chem-Ox units
posed a problem with some of the personnel. In addition, the breathing
apparatus interferred with vision and prevented voice communication. The
bulkiness of the Scott packs hindered fire fighting activities in confined
spaces, such as the cable spreading room, and on the ladder. The exact
number available to the firefighters was not determined.

Only after Shift Engineer U assumed direction of the fire fighting in
the reactor building was a coordinated effect achieved, and it was
not until water was used that the fire was extinguished.

J. Plant and Personnel Radiological Surveys

1. General Discussion

As a result of the fire at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, the
reactor building ventilation system was inoperable from approxi-
mately 12:45 p.m. until 4:00 p.m.; however, there was flow through
the vents induced by natural drafts. The Unit 1 reactor building
ventilation duct monitor was incpe;:able during the entire period.
The Unit 2 reactor building vent monitor was inoperable from
approxinately 2:00 p.m. until It was restored to service at
approximately 9:00 p.m. During the fire and the time the building
duct monitors were out of service, grab samples were collected
approximately every hour to determine concentrations of radio-
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activity being released from the reactor building. -All other
building ventilation monitors except Unit 1 and Unit 2 reactor
building monitors were operable. Gama spectrum analyses of samples
collected both inside the plant and in the reactor building ventila-
tion ducts indicated that the only isotope present was rubidiu.n-88,
a daughter product of krypton-38 with a half-life of 17 minutes.
No surface contamination was found in smear samples taken in the Unit
1 Reactor Building. The Health PhysIcs Supervisor r stated that
the airborne activity level for Rubidiv7 reached a maximum level. of
352 ITC but after ventilation was reestab4:shed the activity began
to decrease and by 9:00 p.m. on March 22, 1175. it was less than 5Z
MPC. This was the only activity detected. Tht3- spectra were
provided by the radiochemistry laboratory at the Br\'. Utilizing
the reactor building ventilation grab sample results, !ata from the
other operable building vent monitors, and the stack monx=L-ring data,
dose estimates were calculated. Meterological data collected from
the BFNP meterological tower during the period were also utilized.
Calculations perfor.ed utilizing these combined data indicated the
maximum estimated dose in any one sector to be 1.8 millirem at the
site boundary.. These calculations are conservative since factors
such as radioactive decay of the isotope during travel eownwind were
not censidered. Based on actual measurements and collected data,
calculations indicated that during the fire at the BPT the amount
of radionuclides released to the environment was below the plant
Technical Specification limits.

Health Physics Supervisor F stated that no radiological overexposurA
to personnel occurred as a result of the fire.

Following the BFIP fire the health physics technicians com;pleted a
list of individuals who would have been the most likely individuals
to receive an internal exposure. This list was based on the assumption
that the individuals had been in the Unit 1 reactor building during
the fire and had a considerable amount of soot on their clothing and
body. Whole body counts were performed on all individuals cn the list.
Rezults of the whole body counts were received on 'March 24. 1975, and
they showed no indication of the deposition of radioactive material.
In addition to the plant personnel, two construction personnel had
been it Urit 3 during the evening shift on the day of the fire, and
the results of the whole body counts on these men indicated no internal
deposition.

On the day of the fire, the plant personnel were provided with personne.
monitoring using the monthly film badges and a pair of indirect reading
dosimeters. Ea:h of the Athens Fire Department personnel were issued
visitor film badges and a pair of indirect reading dosimeters when
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they arrived onsite. The film badges and dosimeter results indicated
that no plant personnel exceeded the Browns Ferry daily radiation
limit of 50 millirems and the Athens Fire Department personnel received
no detectable radiation exposure (10 millir.-m is the minimum detectable
exposure for film.badges.) The film badges recorded the exposure of
the plant personnel for the entire month and although two readings
exceeded 50 millirem for the month" these were attributed to other work
assignments. The number of film badge readings that exceeded 10 millirems
for the month of March was essentially the same as the previous month.

Radiation surveys performed during the period of the fire revealed no
unusual dose rates. No plant personnel entered any high radiation
areas and a study of the situation indicated no reason for any entry.

2. Health Physics Log

The Health Physics Log provided information as follows: Fire was
reported in the cable spreading room at 12:40 p.m. on March 22, 1975.
Several area monitors alarmed. Radiation surveys revealed no
abnormal levels. The area monitors had apparently malfunctioned
due to loss of jower. An air sample at the Unit 1 control room
corridor at 2:30 p.m. showed 1.03 X 10 microcuries per milliliter
gross beta-gamma. All personnel fighting the fire were in self-
contained respirators. An air sample j the Unit 1 and Unit 2 con-
trol room at 3:25 p.m. showed 1.5 X 10 uCi/ml beta-gamma. Unit 2
constant air monitors at the 617 ft. elevation showed 8000 counts
per m~nute during the period 1:45 to 2:00 p.m. decreasing to 2000
to 4000 c/m at 4:00 p.m.. Thirteen (13) air samples taken from
2:53 to 6:30 p.m.. in various areas including thj area of the fire,
showed levels of 1.34 X 10 uCi/ml to 7.5 X 10- uCi/ml. Later
counts of these bamples after decay showed decreased by a factor
of 600 to a 1000 indicating the presence predominantly of rubidiu.2-88.
This was proven to be true by isotopic identification. An air sample
on March 26, 1975, at the j13 ft. elevation in Unit 1, location of
the fire, ;hoy~d 8.1 X 10 uCi/ml beta-gamma on a particulate filter
and 2.5 X 10 uCI/ml on a charcoal gaseous fil er. (12,000 c/m on
the constant air monitors corresponds to 3 X 10 uCi/ml. The
maxi~mum 'crmissible concentration for rubidium-88 in 10 CFR 20 is
I X 10 uCi/ml.)

3. Radlntioi and ContaminatIon Surveys

Records of radiation and contamination surveys showed no abnormal
radiation readings and no abnormal cgntamination levels. Recorded
levels were less than 100 d/m/100 cm in areas of conccrn. The
maximum air sample result for samples collected during the entire
incident was 3.56 X 10 uCi/ml and this was identified as
rubidium-88.
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4. Whole &ody Counts

Whole body counts vere performed an fourteen Individuals. Reviev
of records of these counts revealed no evidence of any radioactivity

uptake.

5. Reactor Zone Stack Samples

(a) The continuous gas monitor and the fan for this stack became
Imoperative during the fire and hourly manual gas sampling
was commenced. The results vwere documented In plant survey
records as follows:

M)arch 22, 1975

Time uCilsec

1.00 p.m. 86

2.00 p.m. 33
3:00 p.m. 24.5
.4:00 p.m. 2833
5:00 p.m. 2814
6:00 p.m. 2195
7:00 p.m. 4352
8:00 p.m. 9019
9:00 p.m. 8044
10:00 p.M. 4971
11:00 p.m. 4982
12:00 p.m. 7175

March 23. 1975

1:00 a.m. 8536
2:00 am. 9640
3:00 .m. 6401
4:00 a.m. 2700

5:00 a.u. 2054
6:00 a.m. 154
7:00 a.m. 263
8:00 a.m. 245
9:00 a.m. 607

10:00 a.m. 358
11:00 a.m. 411
12:00 Noon 624

1:00 p.m. 301
2:00 p.m. 558
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3:00 p.m. 3554 -

4:00 p.m. 6708
5:00 p.m. 3183
6:00 p.m. 62

These values may be compared to the Technical Specification
limit of 130,000 uCi/sec. At 4:00 p.m. on March 22, 1975,
the fan for the reactor zone stack was returned to service.
At 11:00 a.m. on March 23, 1975, the monitor for the stack
was returned to service.

(b) Particulate and charcoal samples were also analysed from the
reactor zone stack. The results were as follows:

March 22,1973 (1 sampling)

Particulate - 1.8 X P0-8 uCi/ml, bete-gaama
Charcoal - 3.7 X 106 uCi/ml, iodine

March 23. 1975 (4 samplings)

Particulates - range of 2.1 X 10-8 to 5.46 X 10-8

uCi/ml beta-gara
Charcoal - range of 3.7 X 10 to 5.09 X 1079 uCi/ml iodine

6. Stack Monitor

The control room chart for the stack gas monitor was reviewed. Between
12:45 and 4:30 p.m. on March 22, 1975, the reading dropped from 700
counts per second down to 10 counts per second. There was no input
to the stack during this period. The reading remained at 10 counts/sec
from 4:30 to 6:20 p.m. At 6:30 p.m. the reading increased to 1000
counts/sec and remained at this reading until 10:00 p.m. This increase
occurred because input to the stack had been resumed and in effect the
holdup pipe was now being purged to the stack. During the period
from 10:00 to 10:30 p.m. the reading dropped to 100 counts/sec
and thereafter continued a gradual decrease on bach down to 10 counts/
sec ambient. The 700 counts/sec would be a normal reading during
reactor operations and the 10 counts/sec a normal reading while not
operating.

7. Stack Particulate and Charcoal Samples

The stack particulate and charcoal samples in operation from midnight
on March 22, 1975, to 2:50 p.m. on March 26, 1975, gave results as
follows:
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Particulate Charcoal

1.8 X 10 -5 uCi/sec bets 1-131 3.8 X 10-2 uC/sec
7.5 X 10-6 uCi/sec gamoa

The values are below the Technical.Specification release 1imits.

6. Environmental Samples

Special environmental air particulate samples were started by the
licensee In the environs around BF" at 5:02 p.m. on March 22, 1975,
and continued until 11:50 p.m. Twenty-one particulate air samples
were taken in the sectors surrounding the plant site with at least
two sam•-Zes in the prevailing wind directigg frtm the site. The
sample results showed a. range of 1.5 X 107" uCi/ml to 8.5 X 10l
uCi/ml gross beta. Four additional particulate air samples, which
were collected from permanent envirrpental samples operaling from
March 17-24, 1975, !Towed 1.1 X 10 uCi*l/ to 1.3 X 10 uCi/ml
bet& and 0.;7 X 10 uCi/m1 to 0.60 X 10-" uCi/ml iodine. Two of
the four samples were being collected during and after the fire at
BFNP in the predominant wind direction at 0.98 and 1.7 miles, respec-
tively, from the plant stack. These values do not differ greatly
from routine environmental sample results and approximate background
levels.

9. Reactor Water Isotopic Analysis •4

Licensee records of the results of reactor water isotoplc'analysis
were revieved. Exhibit All provides results for samples collected
on millipore filter paper, cation filter paper and anion filter paper,
respectively. The eighteen isotopes identified and quantified from
the anion filter paper did not show changes that would indicate
increased or excessive fuel leakage. The ten isotopes identified
and quantified from the anion filter paper similarly shoved increases
that would not indicate major fuel damage. Reactor water iodines
showed increases not too different from the last previous scram
shutdown.

K. lnluries Resulting from Fire

Only minor injuries were sustained during the fire. One person received
a possible hairline fracture of the vrist and ten people were treated
for smoke inhalation by the plant and construction medical services and
*Pere released. Other injuries were minor and required no treatments.
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Details 11

Operational Events and Problems Experienced Until Shutdown Cooling Established

A. Yffect of Fire on Unit I Operation

At 12:00 noon March 22, 1975, Unit 1 was generating 1098 Nwe. Shift
Engineer R was in charge of Units 1, 2 and 3, Assistant Shift Engineer
C and Operator M were assigned to the Unit 1 control room. Shift Engineer
R and Assistant Shift Engineer G have, senior reactor operator (SRO) licenses
and Operator H has a reactor operator license.

Operator H received the telephine call on the fire telephone from Assistant
Shift Engineer L and Operator At began announcinp. over the public address
(PA) system that a fire existed in the reactor building at an unknown
location.

Operator M stated to the investigators that as he was making the fire
announcement bver the PA system, he thought that the fire might affect
Unit 1 so he began "walking" the control console looking for abnormalities.
Several minutes (possibly 5 to 6) after 12:35 p.m., the first alarm vas
received on Panel 9-3 which contains th!Icontrols and associate instruments
for the Emergency Core Cooling Systems.-- This alarm indicated "Reactor
Low Level Auto Blowdown Pernissive." Operator H checked Panel 9-5 which
contains Instruments Indicating vital reactor parameters (water level,
pressure, steamflov, feedwater flow, power level, neutron monitors, etc.-)
and found all parameters normal.

The second alarm received was "Core Spray (CS), Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
Pumps Running." Operator M stated that he then scanned Panel 9-3, the
panel containing controls for the ZCCS, and found that there was no indi-
cation that the CS orRHIR pumps were running.

The third alarm received was "Core Cooling System Diesel Cenerator Initiate."
Operator H called an operator assigned to Unit 2, Operator KX, and
asked him to determine if the diesels were running. Assistant Shift
Engineer L called Operator M asking for fire fighting help and Operator
M sent Operator LL to help fight the fire. Operator M asked Assistant

- The ECCS consists of the Automatic Depressurization'System, The High
Pressure Injection System, the Core Spray System, an, the Low Pressure
Coolant Injection mode of the Residual Reat Removal System.
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Shift Eng.ineer L for help in the Unit I control room. Assistant Shift
Engineer L passed this information to Shift Engineer R and Assistant Shift I
Engineer C who were in the reactor building and Assistant Shift Engineer G
Immediately went to help. Operator M also called Unit 3 and asked Operator K4
to come to Unit I control room to help him.

Operator M stated that alarms from shutdown panels came in indicating that
WR, CS, hig, pressure coolant injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation
cooling (RCIC) pumps were all running. Operator H, observing that Panel
9-5 still shoved normal reactor parameters, tripped these pumps.

Assistant Shift Engineer C arrived in the Unit 1 Control room and observed
that RCIC, VPCI, LPCI and CS were automatically initiated, automatic
depressurization system (ADS) alarms were annunciating and the ADS timers
were running.

Both Operator H and Assistant Shift Engineer C then observed that the
Tecirculating pumps were "running back" causing a reactor power decrease•
as indicated by the average power range monitors (APRH's) decreasing.

Shift Engineer R arrived in the Unit 1 control room at about this time.
At approximately 12:48 p.m., RER, CS and RPCI initiated again and random
lights on Panel 9-3 began getting abnormally bright and then going dim or
out. Assistant Shift Engineer C and Operator M then tried to shut down
the RHR and CS pumps. Operator H decided to scram Unit 1 and this was
discussed briefly with Shift Engineer R and Assistant Shift Engineer C.
Operator H zeroed the master manual control for the recirculation pumps
and had begun to zero the individual controllers when the recirculating 4p~umps tripped.

Operator H immediately manually scrammed the reactor at 12:51 p.m. from
a power level of 704 1Hve.

At approximately 12:53 p.m., Assistant Shift Engineer G tripped the turbine
and Operator H tripped two feedwater pumps and ran the level setpoint back
to zero. Operator H confirmed that all control rods had inserted and
stareed driving in the Intermediate range monitors (IM.'s) and source range
monitors (SRH's).

Operator H stated that the reactor water level dropped to +5 inches and
returned to +47 inches at which time he adjusted the level setpoint to
the normal +33 inches. One feedvater pump was kept running to control
reactor water level and a turbine bypass valve was opened to provide a
path to the cordenser for a heat sink.
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The WPCI and UCIC had started automatically on low reactor vater level
Imediately after the scram. Since reactor water lewl subsequenCly
increased and was high (447 inches) both HPCI and RCIC vere manually
tripped. Operator M had arrived in the control room at approximately
12:51 p.m. and tripped RCIC at Operator N'a request. Assistant Shift
Engineer C tripped HPCI. Operator M91 checked the diesels, and found "C"
and "D" running and tied to the shutdown boards and "A" and "B" Idling
and ready to tie in. At 1:00 p.m., Unit 2 was scrammed and Operator MO
left Unit I to assist on Unit 2.

Assistant Shift Engineer C stated that the 250 Volt DC control boards and
NOV boards, unit preferred system, and both reactor protection buses tripped.

At 1:03 p.m., the main steam isolation valves (MSXV's) closed. Operator M
informed the investigators that he thought the reactor feed pump was running
until the MSIV's closed, but the Sequence of Events Recorder Printout shaos
the feed pump tripped at 12:56 p.m.

Prior to the NSIV's closing, power to the following electrical boards had
been lost:

IA and 13 250 V MOV Boards

IA, 13, and 1E 480 V Reactor NOV Boards

IA and 1B 480 V Shutdown Boards

120 V Unit Preferred Pover

Shutdown Bus No. 1

The TVA "Sequence of Significant Operational Events Report," (Exhibit 31)
contains an entry Indicating that at 22:56 a.m., the only energized board
remaining was the IC 250 V Reactor NOV board which provides control power
to four relief valves (RV's).

Assistant Shift Engineer C stated that the RCIC lights on Panel 9-3 (FZCS
control panel) were still "on" when the NSIV's closed but the valves
would not function and RCIC could not be started. Lasps on Panel 9-3
indicated that HPCI was not operable.
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When the HSIV's closed, reactor pressure increased and RV9s opened auto-
matically to control reactor pressure. (The lowest pressure at vhich a
valve is set to open is approximately 1080 psig.) The recorder chart
Indicates that a pressure of 1060 psig was reached. Each nuclear steam
supply system is provided vith two safety valves and eleven relief valves
which are self actuated on high steam pressure. The eleven relief valves
are also pneumatically actuated and may be umnually controlled from the
control room. Six of the eleven valves form the ADS and may be automa-
tically controlled as a part of the ECCS. system. These six valves are
provided with an air accumulator to assure that they can be operated
and held open on the loss of the air.supply. The accumulators are sized
for a minimum of five valve operations.

The reactor coolant system had one remaining source of high pressure water,
the control rod drive (CRD) system. Operator M increased the CRD pump
output to its maximum by adjusting the flow controller. Although the con-
trol room instruvent has a maximum scale reading of 100 gpm, Operator M
stated that he knew that the CRD pump was pumping greater than 100 gpm
but he does not know how much was being pumped. Operator H advised the
investigators that he did not think that starting the spare CRD pump would
have resulted in significantly greater injection flow, and he recalls that
the spare CRD pump was not always operable during the shutdown. (Tests
of the motor of the spare pump later indicated low resistance.) Operator M
considered using the srtndby liquid control system (SLCS) as a method of
reactor shutdown but did not since he had indication that the rods were
driven in and did not require the'use of poison for shutdown. He did not
consider the system as a source of high pressure water to aid in cooldown.
(Information developed by the investigators reveals that power was lost
to the SLCS pumps and to the explosive actuated valves for a period of
approximately three hours.)

Prior to 1:00 p.m., Assistant Shift Engineer L.called and stated that the
fire was in the cable spreading room. Assist&&t Shift Engineer G initiated
the "Cardox" alarm to clear personnel from the cable spreading room and
left the Unit 1 control room to initiate the "Cardox" system.

Between approximately 12:55 and 1:15 p.m. Operator M observed that the
nuclear instrumentation and approximately one-half of the CRD position
indications were inoperable. At this time, remote manual control was
effective for only four RV's.. He recalls observing that the condensate and

.condensate booster pumps were operable at this time.
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The Plant Superintendent stated that the first steps of the Browns Ferry
Emergency Plan were Implemented at approximately 12:55 p.m. when he was
called. He stated that he made the calls to fully implement the plan. The
Plant Superintendent notified the Director, Division of Power Production
(DPP) of the plant situation at approximately 2:40 p.m. The Nuclear
Operations Coordinator, DPP, called and-he and the Plant Superintendent agreed
that the TVA Emergency Plan should be fully activated. At 3:10 p.m. the TVA
Central Emergency Control Center in Chattanooga, Tennessee, was manned and
U.S.N.R.C. and the State of Alabama were subsequently notified.

Operations Supervisor DD arrived at the plant at approximately 1:20 p.m.
The Plant Superintendent arrived between approximately 1:20 p.m. and 1:35 p.m.
Assistant Operptions Supervisor W arrived at approximately 1:35 p.m.
Operations Supervisor DD, Assistant Operations Supervisor W and the Plant
Superintendent each went immediately to the Unit I control room upon arrival.

The control room is on the floor above the cable spreading room and when the
"Cardox" system dumped CO2 Into the cable spreading room, fumes and smoke
were forced into the control room through unsealed penetrations in the floor
between the two rooms. Operators M and Ki put on Scott air packs for about
five minutes during' this period. Other personnel went through this period
in the control room without using breathing apparatus. An air hose was later
brought into the control room and discharged into the room to help provide
fresh air.

Numerous attempts were made to restore electrical boards so as to restore
the normal capability for providing reactor and t~rus cooling:.

(1) Assistant Shift Engineer G states that after initiating the "Cardox" he
vent to the 480 V shutdown boards in' the control room where he reset
the breakers and heard them humm.ing from a heivy load, but the breakers
did not trip.

(2) Assistant Shift Engineer G stated that he went. to the 1B reactor MOV board
with electrician foreman to try to get power to a needed RCIC valve
FCV 71-2,but the valve had a "dead fault" and could not be operated
electrically. (They were unaware that Shift Engineer R had previously tried
to do the same thing.)

(3) Assistant Shift Engineer 00 stated that at approximately 2:00 p.m.,
Unit 2 lost preferred power and he found that someone had tied Units 1
and 2 preferred power boards together. He separated the two buses
and tied the Unit 2 bus to the transformer.
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(4) Assistant Shift Engineer 00 stated that at approxiwately 2:00 p.m.,
the "C" 4160 V shutdown bus was dead. lie tried to tie the "C eiesel
to the bus but could not. The problem appeared to be in transformer
TS-IB which serves 480 volt Shutdown Board 1B.

Operator M stated that at approximately 1:30 p.m. he knew that reactor
water level could not be maintained with the CRD pump and was convinced
that he must blowdown (reduce pressure) to approximately 350 psig in order
to pump water into the reactor using the condensate booster pumps. Operator
M discussed this briefly with Assistant Shift Engineer L (who was assigned
to Unit 2). Assistant Shift Engineer. L concurred that Unit 1 should be
blown down. Assistant Operations Supervisor stated that he conferred with
Operations Supervisor DD and the Plant Superintendent and that they agreed
thLt blow down to 350 psig should be initiated and to use the condensate
booster pumps to keep the core covered.

The Pla:.t Superintendent stated that the decision to blowdown was his and
was concurred in by Operations Supervisor DD. Operations Supervisor DD
stated that he ordered the operator to blowdown. (He advised the inves-
tigators; however, that the order was actually given to Assistant Operations
Supervisor W and not Operator M.) Assistant Operations Supervisor 14 stated
that Operations Supervisor DD had told him in Operator M's presence to
continue to blou reactor pressure down.

In addition, Assistant Operations Supervisor W, Operations Supervisor DD, and
the Plant Superintendent discussed the use of river water as a back up
water source in the event that the condensate pumps failed. Operations
Supervisor DD stated that the RHR service water system could provide water
to the reactor at a pressure of approximately 150 psig, and that two valves
would have to be manually opened. These two valves are in the reactor
building near the elevator shaft in an area where the smoke was not so
dense as to prevent access.

Operator M stated that in order to pump from the condensate system into the
reacLor he had to open feedwater heater isolation valves which he could do
from the control room (Later at 2:15 p.m., Operator NK opened the breakers
to these valves to make certain that the valves would not close). The
condensate and condensate booster pumps were operable from the control room.
Operator M had an operator open the bypass line around the condensate
demineralizers and Operator M opened the bypass around the feedwater heaters.
Operator M determined that two condensate pumps (out of three) and one
condensate booster pump (out of three) were running. After discussing the
desirability of blowing down with Assistant Shift Engineer L, Operator M at
approximately 1:40 p.m., initiated blowdown u•ing the four RV's that could be
manually actuated from the control room.
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Although Operator M did not receive direction from his supervisors to
Initiate blowdown nor 'dd he rcquest their concurrence, the Plant Super-
intendent as well as Assistant Operations Supervisor W and Operations
Supervisor DD were present when blowdown was initiated and, consistent
with their discussion, permitted the blowdown.

Operator H watched the indicated reactor water level on Yarvay Instrument
LI-3-46AlB and Operator M operated the RV's. Operations Supervisor DD
as well as others stated that they were observing the reactor water level
during this period since there was much concern about the possibility
of the water dropping below the top of active fuel (TAF). Operator H
recalled that when blowdown began the reactor water level was at -20 to
-30 inches (approximately lq8 inches-above TAF). Operator H recalled
that he was encouraged when only five inches decrease in indicated level
was seen after depressurizing approximately 200 psig. Depressurization
to approximately 260 psig took about 20 minutes. The minimum indicated
reactor water level observed was -100 to -120 inches (about 48 inches
above TAF). Operations Supervisor DD and Assistant Operations Supervisor W
recalled the water level responding such that it appeared that water was
being added to the vessel when pressure reached approximately 350 psig.
The water level increased to normal (+33 inches as Indicated on the level
Instrumentation or about 200 inches above TAF), but during this tine control
of the feedwater pump bypass valve, FCV-3-53, was lost and water level
increased to greater than +60 inches. According to Assistant Operations
Supervisor W the water temperature entering the vessel was 70 to 80'F. It is
not known how high the level rose in the vessel during the period between
approximately 2:00 and 3:15 p.m. since full scale on LI-3-46A is +60 inches,
and this recorder chart indicates that at approximately 3:15 p.m. level was

.back "on scale." Operator NN was sent to the turbine, building to partially
close FCV-3-53 manually in order to control the addition of the water. An
Assistant Unit Operator was stationed at FCV-3-53 to make valve adjustments
as directed by Operator H in the control room. The relief valves were kept
open and the reactor water level waa controlled above the normal setpoint of
+33 Inches.

After condensate flow to the reactor was established the major concern
was to establish torus cooling and shutdown cooling using the RHR as quickly
as possible.

Operator H stated that he made a list of RHR valves needed to obtain torus
cooling. He further stated that at approximately 3:15 p.m. all torus
teperature and level instrumentation was inoperable. A sE.&vey by GE
representatives (Exhibit B2) at 2:45 p.m. indicated the !ollowing:
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Re-etor Pressure: 300 psig

Reactor Water Level: +60 inches (full scale instrument reading)

Equipment Inoperable: All ECCS; HSIV's; Seven RV's; Reactor Building
Closed Cooling Water (RBCCW); Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU); Standby Gas
Treatment (SBGTý Train "B"; Eight of Ten Dry Well Blowers; Diesel "C."

Instruments Inoperable: torus temperature and level; dryvell temperature;
'Jet pump flow; reactor flange temperature; all neutron instruments;
reactor protection instrument system, one of two buses; GE/M.C level, one
of three; CRD instrument panel; computer; main ste3mline radiation monitors.

From about 2:00 p.m. until the fire was extinguished several a.tempts
were made to enter the reactor building and manually align the RHR for
torus cooling and shut down cooling modes:

(1) Between approximately 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m., Assistant Shift
Engineer G directed several efforts resulting in opening P.HR valves
74-73 and 74-71, required for torus cooling.

(2) Operator M* and Assistant Operator AM worked to line up the RHR drain
pumps to pump from the torus to the condenser hotwell. They had dis-
charge valve 74-62 open at approximately 6:30 p.m.

(3) Between approximately 2:30 and 3:30 p.m., Assistant Shift Engineer EE
sent two operators to open a suction valve on an RHR puwp. Three
entries were made without success.

(4) At about 4:00 p.m., Assistant Shift Engineer EE got MOV Board IA restored
to service and restored RPS MG Set 1A to service between 4:30 p.m. and
6:30 p.m.

(5) At approximately 4:30 p.m., Assistant Unit Operator Z and another
operator made three entries before partially opening a RHR service
water valve supplying coolant to a RHR heat exchanger. Power was
restored to the valve at about this time.

None of these attempts resulted In establishing torus or reactor shut-
down cooling. The attempts were severely limited by dense smoke and
inadequate breathing apparatus.
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Until about 6:00 p.m. reactor water level was being controlled at about
+50 inches using the condensate and condensate booster pumps with a
RV open to bleed steam from the reactor. Reactor pressure was 150-300
psig. At this time remote manual control of the last four RV's was lost.
The inveatigators were advised that with the reactor water cleanup system
Inoperable there were no other means tf manually bleeding steam or water
from the reactor vessel. (The main stean line drain valves were not
operable from the control room and, because of the dense smoke, were
inaccessible for manual operation.) Reactor pressure increased as follows:

6:40 pm - Pressure - 300 psig
6:55 pm - Pressure - 400 psig
7:00 pm - Pressure - 420 psig
7:30 pm - Pressure - 460 psig
8:20 pm - Pressure - 540 psig
9:30 pm - Pressure - 600 psig

As pressure increased above 350 psig the condensate booster p=.-ps could
not inject water into the vessel and only the CRD pump was adding water.
(In the event that the Unit I CRD pump became inoperable the Unit 2 CRD
pump could have been valved to supply Unit 1, but the operators were
unaware of this fact.) Reactor vessel !eve remained at about +50 inches
during the pressure buildup. Assistant Unit Operator Q and an electrician
checked to determine if control power to the RV's had been lost but found
that It had not been. At about 7:00 p.m. Assistant Shift Engineer QQ,
Operator NN and Assistant Unit Operator RR were sent to open the valve to
vent the drywell to the gas treatment system so as to relieve drywell
pressure. They wired the valves open. Assistant Ope&.oions Supervisor W
stated that the 2" valve was opened at 8:40 p.m.

Shift Engineer PP was sent to check the air supply to the TV's. He found
that a solenoid valve had failed closed due to the fire davage to the
electrical cables. This solenoid closure cut off control air supply to
the drywell air compressor flow control valve TCV-32-27 (F!AR identification)
causing the valve to close and in turn cutting off the air supply to the
relief valves. (An alternate source of air to the relief valves could not
be utilized since it feeds through the same control valve as the norral supply.)
With the aid of an electrician, Shift Engineer PP bypassed the solenoid by
connecting the control air directly to the flow control valve and opened it
so that air could be supplied to the RV's.

Assistant Operations Supervisor W reported that at about 9:50 p.m. control
of the relief valves was restored. The reactor was then depressurized
slowly frcm about 600 psig to less than 350 psig in about 30 minutes at
which time the condensate booster pumps again pumped water into the reactor.
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During depressurization the reactor voter level as indicated by LI-3-46
dropped below 0 Inches (approximately 168 inches above TAF) for about
10 minutes after which it was raised to +30 inches in about 4 minutes.
Due to the lover decoy heat and resulting boiloff rate at this time
it is concluded that the reactor water level did not drop as far as it
did during the initial depressurization.

The fire was declared "out" at 7:45 p.m. As the smoke cleared and the
reliance on breathing apparatus lessened, a more orderly approach to

.obtaining RHR torus and reactor shutdown cooling was taken: actual
valve conditions (opened or closed) were deternined and control power
to motor operators, pump controls, etc.. vas established using temporary
Jumpers. The Electrical Maintenance Supervisor stated that as wires
were lifted or contacts jumpered the steps were written down and later
put in a log as required by the plant Standard Practice BFA-25 Operator
M stated that control of the reactor water cleanup system valves was
restored at about 8:00 p.m. Torus cooling was established at 1:30 a.m.
and shutdown cooling established at 4:10 a.m. on March 23, 1975.

At 1:00 a.m. on March 23, 1975, source range nuclear instrument indications
were established locally in the reactor building. These were calibrated by
an instrument engineer and indicated 10 counts per second. An operator was
stationed at the local readout in telephone contact with the control room
with Instructions to notify the control room of any Increase in counts.

What was known about drywell temperature and pressures and torus tempera-
tures and pressures is described in Exhibits B1 and B2. The drywell had
been vented to the SCTS at 8:30 p.m. on March 22, 1975.

B. Effect of Fire on Unit,2 Operation

At 12:00 noon on March 22. 1975, Unit 2 was generating 1098 Mie
Assistant Shift Engineer L and Operator X0 were assigned to Unit 2.
Assistant Shift Engineer L has a SRO license and Operator KO has a
reactor operators license.

Operator • heard the fire alarm at 12:35 p.m. and the fire announcements
on the PA system that followed. Unit I and 2 control panels are in the
same room and throughout the period he could see and hear the activities
at the Unit 1 control panels.
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At approximately 12:50 p.m. two annunciations were received on the 9-7
(Turbine Control) panel: "Steav Jet Gas Ejector-Offgas Filter delta-P
High" and "Offgas Dilution Air Flow Low." Operator M• believed these alarm.s
to be erroneous. Operator KX knew wVhen Unit 1 was scrammed.

At approximately 1:00 p.m. Operator KX observed numerous annunciators
associated vith DC power failure and that a one-half scram existed on the
reactor protection system (RPS) due to an M-C set failure. Operator KK
walked over to scram the reactor, but he Is not certain. uhether it
scrammed automatically or if it scramed when he pushed the scram button
and turned the mode switch to shutdown.

An instrument engineer arrived at the Unit 2 control panels a few minutes
before it scrammed and recalled noticing malfunctions on ECCS Panel 9-3 and
the feedwatcr panels. Iumediately before the scram, operator MX asked him
to switch the reactor building fans to "low" which he did and returned to
the control panels about the time Unit 2 scrammed.

Operator KK stated that he Immediately confirmed that all rods inserted
and the control rod indicators appeared normal for the scrammed condition.
Assistant Shift Engineer G came from Unit 1 and tripped the turbine at
approximately 1:01 p.m. The reactor water level behaved normally: dropping
to about 0 inches (about 160 inches above TAF) on the GE/HAC instrument.
Yam'by w..L' indicator LI-3-52 was inoperable, but Yarway Ll-3-62 appeared
no-mal before and after the scram. The sequence of events recorded indicates
that HPCI and RCIC may have initiated automatically on low level and
tripped at 1:03 p.m. by high water level.

At approximately 1:03 p.m. the reactor water level increased to +40 inches
(about 200 inches above TAF) and Operator XX tripped all three feedwater
pumps. Operator Mt came to Unit 2 from Unit 1 and offered his assistance.
After the scram the instrument engineer observed that RPS was not operating.

At 1:03 p.m. the HSIV's closed. The instrument engineer thought the
Isolation was initiated by a high steamline tunnel temperature but the
Sequence of Events Recorder printout indicates the isolation occurred
when the other one-half of the RPS ralfunctioned.

At approximately 1:10 p.m. RCIC was initiated manually "and HPCI was initiated
manually In the recirculation mode (no injection into the reactor). HPCI
was initiated In this mode to relieve steam from the reactor. There was
no problem In controlling water level with RCIC. The CRD pump was operating.
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At this time the RV's were operating automatically and could be actuated
manually. At approximately 1:20 p.m. manual actuation capability of the
RV's was lost, but automatic operation continued at approxinately 1020 psig.
ICIC and the CRD pump continued to pump water into the reactor to control
water level.

At approximately 1:20 p.m. diesel generator "D" tripped. This coupled
with the loss of power to a 480 V shutdown board resulted in the loss of
power to all 480 V shutdown and reactor MOV boards for approximately
45 minutes. Diesel Generator D could not be operated from the control room.
At approximately 10:30 p.m. Assistant Shift Engineer EE got the diesel
started and loaded from 4KV shutdown Board D.

Assistant Shift Engineer Y and others worked on restoration of RV manual
actuation capability. It was found that Isolation valves in the drywell
control air supply line had isolated due to the loss of instrument air
control bus "A." Shift Engineer V arrived onsite at approximately 1:40 p.m.
and directed his full attention to Unit 2 problems. The air supply to the
RV's was restored by approximately 2:15 p.m.

At approximately '-10 p.m., the reactor began to depressurize, apparently
because a RV had btuck open. Wihen manual actuation of the RV's was
restored at approximately 2:15 p.m. Shift En-Ineer V told Operator KK to
continue to depressurize while they still had RCIC, and before Unit 2
systems degraded further. Shift Engineer V stated that the Plant Superln-
tendent asked him several times if he had the unit under control.

At approximately 2:30 p.m., all reactor level indication except LI-3-62
was lost for approximately ten minutes.

At approximately 2:30 p.m. RR pump "D" was placed in the torus cooling mode.

At approximately 3:00 p.m. the MHR drain pump was initiated to control
torus water level.

After approximately 3:00 p.m. the reactor pressure was less than 200 psig.
The condensate booster pump was used prior to 4:10 p.m. to pump water
into the reactor with the same system alignment as used Unit 1. At
approximately 4:00 p.m. a main steam drain line was opened to the main
condenser. Difficulties were encountered getting the mechanical vacuum
pumps on, but this was accomplished by about 7:00 p.m.
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DMTAILS II!

If fcts on Each Unit and Interactions Between Units

A. Itsroduction

Prior to the fire Units I and 2 were each generating 1098 MUe. The
electrical systems were normal with the unit comm power buses for
each uni belag fed from their respective station service transformers.
There were no known problems with any of the electrical systems at the time.

Althwuh the fire began In a cable tray penetration coanecting the cable
spreadlag room with the aUit I area of the reactor building and was coo-
flire to the penetratioe area and the Unit I reactor building* cables
associated vith both Units 1 and 2 In the conduit and trays located in the
fire ore were destroyed. The fire caused the loss of tlh ability to
operate all UCit I Emergency Core Cooling System (ZC=S)-- and the
parwtal lose of Unit 2 residual beat remoal (MM) and core spray (CS)
systems. Other systems were available for Unit 1 cooldova and were used.

xiblt Cl describes the extent of the damage to the electrical cables in
the fire. Pour hendred eighty-tw safety related cables for Volt 1. 22
safety related cables for Mnit 2. Dad 114 safety related cables comn to
both "tits were damaged. a
lEibit C2 Is a tabulation of the electrical boards sad their lods for 0nits 1

FigureI of Etibit C2 Is a single Jlin schematic diagram of the electrical
systems required for a unit shutdove. The pavr to the 4XV umit boards is
OWplsd from the Uiits I and 2 main turbine generators through the Lnit
Statics Service Transformers TUSS I and TMSS 2, respectLvely, or fro the

1XZV of faits p r sources tkhouoh Commo Station Service Transf •rmers
TC9SA and TCSSS. Tmere is automatic high speed transfer from the Unit
Station Service Trassformers to the Coms Scati-o Service Transformers
ubam the maim turbine &s*&rator tripe or wimm the safety system logic cir-
cuitry eouput •Adlcata. a accidest codition.

mbe OnWSeered Safeguards System (lSl) -we supplied from four 4•V Shut-
dm Beards threugh two sbutd.ae buses. SPsrADM bwS I normally receives
pe-my f rem Uit board IA; Shutdom 3. 2 normally receives powr from
lit eoard 2A.

Use Inglored Safeuards System (UIS) are separated into two divisions,
1 80 I1. frellow*:

1.I.% Asttic Depressurization System CAS) electrical circuits are
2S iv•islcs I %Ala the •I system circuits Ma In Diviso It.

2. mhe "'A"' and ' " p e and associsted walving in the CS and MM1 syste~
Controls are in Division I and the o3 sod o"r oits are Is tDvisison 1.

I%* The lclwdas Chthe tematic Depressurisatim System (A)S). the Nigh pressure
coslaft Injectiom System Cap1), the La ressure Cools.t Zajectios (CLCI) nade W
sf the lesidmal soeat val System Cow.) aMW the Coce Spra Syst$m (CS).
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3. The "A" MOV Board loads are in Division I and the "B" NOV Board loads
are supplied from Division II. The "C" MOV Boards have automatic
transfcrs so they may be fed from either Division.

This manner of separation and load assignments results in 4KV Shutdown
Boards A and " supplying powcr to Division I and 4KV Shutdown Boards C
and D to Division 11 of the Engineered Safeguards Systems. Each of the
4KV Shutdown Boards supply power to equipment for both Units 1 and 2.
The loss-of a single board, thercfore, affects both units and the partial
loss of Unit 2 RHR and CS systems is attributed to this fact.

The distribution of the various loads on the 4KV Shutdown Boards, the
480 Volt Shutdown Boards, and the 480 volt Reactor Building Motor Operated
Valve (HOV) boards are given in Tables I through III of Exhibit C2. Table
IV of Exhibit C2 is a listing of the 250 VDC boards. Table V of this
exhibit is a summary of the auxiliary power supplies and bus transfer
schemes.

The interaction of the cable fire on the operation of Units 1 and 2 is
summarized based on reports by TVA personnel, the Electrical Sequence
Events printout, the operations logs for March 22 and discussions with
TVA personnel. The descriptions of certain of the conditions are repeated
in the evaluations of both Units 1 and 2 because there were effects on
both units from single events or conditions.

B. Effects of Cable Fire on Unit 1 Operation

The reactor was manually scrammed at 12:51 p.m. (Details II). Power
from the Unit 1 preferred bus was lost at 12:55 p.m. due to fire damage.'/
The unit preferred bus provides a source of power to instrumentation and
controls that require a transient-free source of power. Transient-free
power is accomplished through the use of a motor-motor-generator (XCG)
set with a flywheel. The generator is a 240 VAC single phase unit and Is
normally driven by a 480 VAC motor. When the AC power source is lost,
the flywheel inertia is used to maintain the generator speed until the
backup motor, a 250 VDC unit, is automatically energized and drives the
generator. Typical loads on the unit preferred system are the plant computer,
rodworth minimizer, feedwater control, and rod position indication. At approxi-
mately 12:55 p.m., power from Instrumentation and Control (I&C; bus IB was
also lost due to fire damage. (Although cables to the computer were
destroyed, the computer apparently escaped damage.) One consequence of
the failure of the preferred power buses was a false high reactor water
level signal to the Reactor Feed Pump (RF7) control. RFP "A" was tripped
from this false high level signal. RFP "B" and "C" had been manually
tripped at the time the reactor was scrammed. The HPCI system was not
operable because of fire damage to 250 VDC NOV Board IA which supplies
power to HPCI valve controls. Reactor Core Injection Cooling (RCIC)

1/ A tabulation of the major Unit 1 systems lost, together with the
probable cause, is contained in Exhibit C3.
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system was not operable because of power failures on 480 Volt Reactor 0
HOV Board 1B which supplies power to the RCIC valves. When RFP "A" tripped,
the Control Rod Drive (CRD) system was the only remaining operable sv-tcr,
capablc of delivering water to the reactor pressure vessel at a prcssure
-reater than 350 psig; therefore, ijr was necessary to reduce reactcr system.
pressure to permit coolant to be delivered by other systems.

At approximately 1:13 p.m., a cable fault occurred in the power feed
from 4 kV Shutdown Board C to transformers for 480 Volt Shutdown Board
1B and 2A. This cable was in Tray AX which was in the fire area. The
conse-6uence of this power failure on Unit 1 was a loss of power to the
following equipment and systems:

1. Loads on 480 V Reactor MOV Board 1B (See Table III, Exhibit C2)

2. Standby Liquid Control (SLC) Pump lB

3. I&C Bus B transformer (There 'had been earlier individual failures
on this I&C Bus)

4. Unit preferred transformer

5. Other loads on 480 V Shutdown Board 1B as shown in Table II,
Exhibit C2

At 1:22 p.m., 480 V Shutdown Board 1A lost power because the trip
circuit red light cable was damaged in the f.re. A short in this
cable energized the breaker trip coil. All Unit 1 480 V Reactor MOV
Boards were tticn without a power source. With the power lost to the
MOV boards, the power to the valves in both divisions of ESS for Unit-1
was lost. The Unit 1 Core Spray, the RHR, the HPCI, and the RCIC
systems were not operable from the control room. The Standby Liquid
Contro" ýSLC) System did not have power to the pumps or squib valves,
and bot'i MG sets for the RPS were tripped. Only the 250 VDC Reactor MOV
board 1C remained energized and this power was used to operate four main
steam relief valves to decrease the reactor pressure and thereby permit an
increased core cooling capability using the condensate booster pumps.

At approximately 1:55 p.m., the unit operator determined that he could
not control the reactor feed pump air operated bypass valve from the
control room. The valve was found to be wide open and an assistant
unit operator was stationed at the valve to open or close it as required
to maintain the reactor vessel water level.

Information contained on the electrical sequence printout does not show the
restoration-of power to any of Unit 1 480 Volt Shutdown Boards prior to 4:30 p.m.
(The electric sequence printer tape terminated at this time and it appartntly
not replaced until approximately 2:00 p.m. on March 23.) However, the 6
assistant shift engineer's log reports that 480 Volt Reactor MOV Board
IA was re-energized at about 4:30 p.m. and RPS M-G set 1A was returned"
to service. The restoration of HOV Board 1-A would require power to
480 Volt Shutdown Board IA or to 480 Volt Shutdown Board 1B plus a
manual transfer of ?1OV Board 1A to 480 Volt Shutdown Board lB.
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At 6:00 p.m., the manual control of the four available relief valves
was lost because there was no control air supply to the relief valves.
(Automatic operation at 1080 psig was still possible.) The control air
was lost because a solenoid valve that controls the air supply to the
drywell flow control valve (FCV 32-27) closed due to cable damage. The
closure of the solenoid valve caused a closure of FCV 32-27 which in turn
cut off the air supply to the relief valves. FCV 32-27 was made operable
by bypassing the solenoid valve and control air was restored to the relief
valves at 9:30 p.m. The reactor pressure was then reduced using the four
operable relief valves.

C. Effects of Cable Fire on Unit 2 Operations

4KV Shutdown Bus No. 2 was de-energized at approximately 1:00 p.m. by
the action of the bus differential relaying which sustained fire damage
in the control wiring. The normal feed breaker was tripped open and
the closure of the alternate breaker was blocked because the trip had been
initiated by the differential relays. The effect of the loss of power on
Bus No. 2 was to de-energize 4 KV Shutdown Boards C and D and 480 Volt Shut-
down Boards IB and 2B. The normal transfer of the power source to Shutdown
Boards C and D from Shutdown Bus No. 2 to No. 1 was blocYed because fire
damage to Unit 1 Selection logic circuitry was such that an accident
condition was indicated. (See Table V, Exhibit C2).

Diesel Generators C and D picked up the loads of 4KV Shutdown Boards C
and D respectively. The pickup of Shutdown Board D by Diesel Generator D
was not fast enough to prevent the automatic shutdown of Safety System M-G
Set 2B which receives power from 480 Volt MOV Board 2B. The unavailibility
of M-G set 2B resulted in a 1/2 scram on the reactor. The momentary power
interruption from Shutdown Board 2B also caused an interruption to the I&C
Bus B, the power source for the Feedwater Control, and initiated a recircu-
lation pump runback. The unit was manually scranmmed and a normal shutdown
initiate%.

At about. 1:08 p.m., fire damage caused a cable failure in the normal
power feed from 4 KV Shutdown Board B to 480 Volt Shutdown Board 2A.
This r-ower feed is in Tray AX which was in the fire area. The loss of
powet fror. 480 Volt Shutdown Board 2A resulted in the trip of Reactor
Protection System M-G set 2A. The 6inavailability of H-C set 2A completed
the requirements for the isolation action of the IMain Steam Isolation Valves
(MSIV's) and the main steam lines could not be used to dump steam to the
Unit 2 condenser.

At approximately 1:12 p.m., a cable fault occurred in the power feed from
4 KV Shutdown Board C to 480 Volt Shutdown Board lB and 480 Volt Shutdown
Board 2A. This feed is also located in Tray AX. The consequences of this
cable fault on Unit 2 was a loss of power for the units and systems itemized
below:

1. Loads on 480 Volt Reactor MOV Board 2A (See Table III, Exhibit C2)
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2. Standby Liquid Control Pump 2A

3. AC Feed to Unit preferred MC Set 2

4. Instrument and Control Bus 2A Transformer

5. Other loads on 480 Volt Shutdown Board 2A as shown in Table II,
Exhibit C2

At this point, the "B" and "D" systems of CS. RHR and RHR Service Water
for Unit 2 were still functional as well as Standby Liquid Control System
2B and RCIC. There was an additional impact on the ECCS systems for
Unit 2 since the valve in the common raw water supply to the Unit 1 and 2
Core Standby Coolant System receives power from 480 Volt Reactor HOV
Board 1B; and without Unit 3 HOV Board 3B in service, there would have
been no means of introducing Service Water to Unit 2 vessel without manually
operating this valce. The deenergization of the I&C Bus 2A caused an
isolation of the drywell control air supply and the manual operation
of the relief valves on Unit 2 was achieved by the air stored ir. the
accumulators of six of the relief valves. At approximately 1:40 p.m.,
the relief valves could no longer be operated from the control room;
but they could and did relieve pressure when they reached the relief 4
setpoints of approximately 1080 psi.

At approximately 1:20 p.m., 4 KV Shutdown Bus I was de-energized but this
had no significant effect on Unit 2 since all the 4 KV Shutdow-n Boards
had diesel generator power available at this time. 4 KV Shutdown Bus 2
was reenergized at 1:35 p.m. and D. C.'s were not needed since all 4 KV
Shutdown Boards except "C" were supplied from Shutdown Bus 2 through
either normal or alternate feeds. The supply from Shutdown Bus 2 to
4 KV Shutdown Board C was not restored for reasons unknown at this time.
Diesel Generator C was still supplying power to the board.

Frou approximately 1:35 until 4:36 p.m. 4 KV Shutdown Board C was energized
and de-energized several times, therefore, power was not always available for CS
Pump 2B, RHR Pump 2B, and a;:R SW Pump 2B. Since control of the valves
for the "A" and "C"-systems of CS and RHR hAd been lost earlier, only
the "D" systems of Unit 2 CS and MHR wtre available during portions of
the cooldown.

The DC power for Unit 2 valves was reported to be available at all times.
There had been earlier indications that 4 KV Shutdown Board D had been
de-energized but this was later determined to be a failure of indicating'
lights in the control room and not a loss of power.

At approximately 2:00 p.m., the unit preferred Bus No. 2 output po%.er was
lost after Assistant Shift Engineer L tied the Unit 1 and 2 buses tojether
in an attempt to restore preferred power to Unit 1. Anothcr ,embe: of the
operating staff found that the unit preferred power bus from Unit 1 had
been tied to Unit 2. He separated the two buses and tied Unit 2 bus to
the transformer that Is powered from 4Oft Volt Shutdown Board 2B.
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O D. Instrumentation

1. Unit 1

The following is the sequence of failures of the instrumentation for
Unit 1 as a consequence of the fire. The times given are estim.ates
and are presented only to indicate the order of events.

At 12:55 p.m. all rod position indication was inoperable apparently
because Unit 1 preferred power source was lost. The operator confirmed
that all rods were inserted by putting the reactor mode switch in
"Refueling" and observing the white permissive light for one rod withdrawal.
This white light is illuminated only when all rods are in. The total
unavailability of Unit 1 preferred power would have caused the process
computer to be inoperable, however, the computer continued to function.

BetweeA approximately 12:55 p.m. and 1:15 p.m. all nuclear monitoring systems
(NIMS) were observed to be inoperative. These systems included the Average
Power Range Monitors (APRM), the Intermediate Range Monitors (IRM) and the
Source Range Monitors (SRM). (At 1:00 a.m. on March 23, two of the SR1 indi-
catcrs were relocated to the reactor building and connected by temporary
cable to their chambers).

Shortly after 2:00 p.m. on March 22, the indication of the torus temperature
and torus level became inoperative. At 11:00 p.m., torus temperature readings
were taken locally. (At about 2:00 a.m. on March 23, the torus level instru-
mentation was returned to service).

At 2:15 p.m. on March 22, the drywell temperature recorder indication
went full scale (300 0 F) and remained there until about 4:30 p.m. when
the recorded temperature started decreasing to reach 85oF at midnight.
Subsequent investigation by TVA indicates that the thermocouples
were damaged in the fire and were measuring temperatures in the fire
zone rather than dryvell temperatures. (At 5:30 *.m. on March 23,
the drywell temperature instrumentation was still out of service but
readings were being taken with temporary instruments in the reactor
building).

The radiation monitors that measure the effluent from the reactor tuild-
Ing vent were foued to be inoperable at about 3:30 p.m. on March 22.
(They were restored to service at approximately 4:00 p.m. on
March 23). Hourly 'grab" samples were taken starting at 4:45 p.m.
on March 22 to sonitor the radioactivity of the building exhaust.
These monitors receive their power from the reactor protection
system bus.

A one-inch copper line in the fire zone separated at a svea ted
joint because of heat from the fire. This line supplied control
air to valves in the Unit I Reactor Water Cleanup (RW'CU) Deinera-
lizcr system, to valves on the closed cooling water side of the
Pon Regenerative heat Exchangers of the RWCJ and to valves in the
suction line from the refueling floor to the Standby Qos Treatment
System.
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2. Unit 2

The portion of the instrumentation that was confirmed to be inoperable
on Unit 2 is listed below:

a. LI-3-46A Reactor Level Yarway on panel 9-5

b. LI-3-46B Reactor Level Yarway on panel 9-5

c. LI-3-52A Reactor Level Yarway on panel 9-3

d. FR-3-32A Reactor Feedwater Flow

The above instruments failed or were erratic due to interruptions

to I&C Bus A.

e. FR-1-81 Turbine Steam Flow

f. PR-3-59 Reactor Pressure Narrow Range

The above instruments were erratic due to interruptions to I&C
Bus 2B.

g. LR-3-53 Reactor Water Level

h. PR-64-50 Torus and Drywell Pressures

i. LI-64-54A Torus Water Level

The above instruments failed due to the loss of the Unit 2
preferred bus.

In addition to the instruments listed above, the vent monitor for
Unit 2.was inoperable from about 3:30 p.m. until 7:00 p.m. Hourly
"grab" samples of the exhaust gases were taken just as they were
in Unit 1.

E. Restoration of Systems

Several attempts were made to restore systems during the early hours of
the incident. (Some of these are documented in Details II of this report).
Information received by the investigators from the plant superintendent
indicates that a detailed record of breaker operations and fuse replace-
ments was not maintained. in addition, individual operators attempted
to operate components and to restore systems. In that there was no central
coordination, on occasion multiple attempts were made to perform the same
tasks. On at least one occasion, an operator opened a valve manually only
to find that others had restored power to the valve.
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Immediately after the fire, a program was started to make temporary
repairs to restore pover to selected systems. Individual o;erators
could and did request temporary changes to systems and these changes were.
mde. (Since no priorities were established and there was no central
Lc-rdinatlon, there vas.no assurance that systems were restored In
accordance with their significance to safety of the facility). This program
is outlined In the attached Temporary Cable Log (Exhibit C4). Since the
restoration work was not well coordinated, exact times were not maintained
of this work, and the listing of the cables does not represent the sequence
In which they were installed. The time of the restoration of many of the
Individual components has-not been determined.

F. Adherence to Design Criteria

1. Separation of Power Sources

The BFNP FSAR contains the following commitments In Sections
6.4.3 and 6.4.4:

"The core spray pumps for each unit receives power from the plant
4160 V shutdown boards. Each core spray pump motor and the
associated automatic motor valves for one unit receive a-c pover
from differcnt buses. Similarly, control power for each loop of
the Core Spray System for one unit comes from different d-c buses.
This arrangement satisfies design basis 5."

"LPCIS operation includes using associated valves, controls, in-
strumentation, and pump accessories. The LPCIS Pumps for each
unit receive power from the plant 4160 volt shutdown boards.
Each LPCIS pump motor and the associated automatic motor valves
for each unit receive a-c power from different buses. This
arrangemevt satisfies safety design basis 5."

The investigators compared the actual installation vith these commit-
ments. The comparison of the normal power supply for the pump motors
and the associated valves is given below:

System Motor Power Supply Normal Valve Power Supply

C.S. IA 4 XV Shutdown (S.D.) Board A 4 XV S.D. Board A thru NOV Board 1A
EIR A 4 Y.V S.D. Board A A iV S.D. Board A thru NOV Board 1A
*C.S. 2, 4 KV S.D. Board A 4 XV S.D. Board B thru NOV Board 2A
*RMR 2A 4 XV S.D. Board A 4 XV S.D. Board B thru NOV Board 2A
* *.S. IC 4 KV S.D. Board B 4 XV S.D. Board C thru NOV Board lB
*RIHR IC 4 XV S.D. Board B 4 KV S.D. Board C thru NOV Board lB
C.S. 2C 4 KV S.D. Board B 4 KV S.D. Board 3 thru NOV Board 2A
RHR 2C 4 KV S.D. Board B 4 KV S.D. Board B thru NOV Board 2A
C.S. 1B 4 XV S.D. Board C 4 XV S.D. Boord C thru NOV Board 1B
RHR 1B 4 XV S.D. Board C 4 XV S.D. Board C thru NOV Board 1B
*C.S. 2B 4 XV S.D. Board C 4 KV S.D. Board D thru NOV Board 2B
RHUR 2B 4 XV S.D. Board C 4 KV S.D. Board D thru NOV Board 2B

*C.S.ID X KV S.D. Board D 4 KV S.D. Board C thru MOV Board lB*RHiR ID 4 XV S.D. Board D 4 XV S.D. Board C thru NOV Board lB

C.S. 2D 4 KV S.D. Board D 4 XV S.D. Board D thru MOV Board 2B
RHR 2D 4 KV S.D. Board D 4 KV S.D. Board D thru NOV Board 2B
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In eight cases, the CS and RHR pump motors were not supplied from the
same boards which powered their associated valves. (These are Indi-
cated by an asterisk.) In six of these cases, the design was in com-
pliance with the separation criteria in that-the boards are in the
same safety division. In two cases, the design does not comply with
the separation criteria. Specifically RHR Pump iC and Core Spray
Pump IC are supplied from 4 KV Shutdown Board B and their associated
valves are supplied from 4 KV Shutdown Board C. Shutdown Board B is
in Division I and Board C is in Division II.

2. Routing of Cable

The investigators determined that the power cable supplying 480 Volt
Shutdown Board lB from 4 KV Shutdown Board C tnd the power cable,
supplying 480 Volt Shutdown Board 2A from 4 KV ShuLdown Board B were
both routed in Cable Tray AX. In that 4 KV Shutdown Board B is in
Division I and 4 KV Shutdown Board C is in Division I1, this routing
constitutes a violation of the separation criteria.
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rETAILS IV

Response of TVA Croups and Various Governmental Bodie's

A. Administrative ManaZcmrent of Incident Response
Notification and Response of Individuals and Agencies

1. Notification and Response by the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Individuals

Assistant Shift Engineer L vas given permission by Shift Engineer R
...... to contact the Athens Fire Department at 1:09 p.m. The Plant

Superintendent was notified at about the same time and arrived at
the site at ahout 1:30 p.m. He instructed others to start calling
supervisors to the plant. At this time the plant emergency plan
had not been fully implemented as there was no release of radio-
activity but zome portions of the plan, such as the recall of
personnel, werL used. The Plant Superintendent notified the
Director, Division of Power Production, about the situation at
approximately 2 p.m.

The Athens Fire Department persor-nel had arrived on the plant site at
about 1:30 p.m. They were issued film badges and dosimeters and admitted
to the plant. They were ready to assist by about 1:45 p.m. The Athens
Fire Chit7 examined the fire area and about 2 p.m. he initially recom-
mended the use of water. The Plant Superintendent stated that upon the
advice of Public Safety Officer CC, and as instructed by the TVA Fire
Safety Manual, he decided not to use water, because, in his judgment
this would be too dangerous. Furthermore, he stated that his main
attention was focused on the core cooling problems and not on the fire.

At about 2:40 p.m., the Chief Nuclear Generation Branch (NCB) notified
the Plant Superintendent that he was at the TVA CECC and that the center
would be activated. The Plant Superintendent contacted the CECC at
about 5:30 p.m. and was advised by the Chief, NGB, that water could be
used; however, he was cautioned not to use an excessive amount. At
approximately 6 p.m. the Athens Fire Chief again recoummended the use
of water and offered the services of his own men and equipment. He
stated at this time in his opinion, that if water were not used, the
fire would continue to burn unLil it reached the end of the cables.
The Plant Superintendent stated that the permission to use water had
been given reluctantly and he did not direct that water be used until
approximately 6:40 p.m. Some time was required in preparation, but
about 7 p.m. to 7:20 p.m. plant personnel, using protective gloves,
started using water and the fire in the reactor room was declared
extinguished at about 7:45 p.m. The Athens Fire Department cleaned
their equipment and departed the plant at about 9:50 p.n.
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2. Notification and Response by TVA Central Emergency Control
Center (CECC)

a. The TVA Load Dispatchc•. at Chattanooga was notified of the
Browns Ferry Nucica: Plant fire at 12:54 p.m. March 22, 1975.
The Load Dispat,::er notified the Assistant Chief, Nuclear
Generation "Aanch after receiving information from BFNP that
both units had been scrammed. The Assistant Chief. NCB, tried
to con:act the Chief, NCB, at 1:23 p.m. but was not able to
locsce him at home. The Chief, NGB, returned the Assistant
CVief's call at 2:450"'m. and stated that the radiation
emergency plan (REP) should be activated. The Assistant Chief,
NGB, notified several key people, among them individual AC,
who arrived at the CECC at 3:35 p.m. Individual AC, according
to the REP, is the first alternate director of the CECC in the
event that the person normally assigned this position is not
available. Individual AC stated that he was not advised that
the person designated as the director had not been located and
that he, Individual AC, was the director. He advised the
investigators that at about 4:05 p.m. be realized that he was
in charge of the CECC.

The Chief, NGB, had contacted the BFNT Plant Superintendent
at about 2:40 p.m. and advised the Plant Superintendent that
the CECC would be activated. The Chief, NGB, arrived at the
CECC at 3:40 p.m. and headed the Division of Power Production
(DPP) effort.

b. The TVA-BFNP Emergency Plan provides that the CECC be decen-
tralized into the Division of Power Production (DPP) Emergency
Section in Chattanooga, Tennessee; the Environs Emergency
Section at Muscle Shoals, Alabama; and the Site Emergency
Section at BFNP. During an emergency each of these sections
are responsible for providing the Di:ector of !he CECC in
Chattanooga, with up-to-date and accurate infoLmation. The
investigators determined that during the fire incident, the
director was not always aware of the exact status of the
reactors because he was not periodically briefed by the DPP.
t dditionally, it appears that the DPP emergency section was
not always abreast of the latest plant status. Consequently,
incorrect interpretations and information were forwarded by
the Director to principal support groups. An example of this
Incorrect information was apparent in the director's notifica-
tion to the State of Tennessee at 8:15 p.m. He informed the
Tennessee officials that "Unit 1 and Unit 2 had been wiped out"
and the plant had only one alternate core cooling system available
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and that was the river water. After receiving this information,
the Tennessee officials became quite alarmed and notified
primary support agencies and staff personnel. Also, they sub-
sequently questioned the NRC investigators about the possibility
of a "meltdown" at BFP. This information to the State of
Tennessee was especially confusing because it was presented
thirty-five minutes after the fire had been extinguished, thus,
indicating that the CECC Director did not have access to the
most current information concerning the fire.

.. C. Although the DPP section of the CECC was apparently kept
advised of the status of the nuclear steam supply systems,
a review of the transcripts of the CECC conversations
indicates that information relating to the fire and fire
fighting activities was inaccurate and Incomplete. As late
as approximately 5 p.m. DPP was advising others that the fire
was confined to the cable spreading room and was apparently
unaware that the major fire damage was in the reactor building
and that the fire in the cable spreading room had been reported
extinguished at 4:20 p.m. Members of the DPP section were also
advising other groups dur..ing this same :ime period that prepara-
tions were being made to put foam on the fire and apparently were
not aware that the use of foam had been rejected since it would
readily con4uct electricity.

d. The Chief, NGB, talked to the Plant Superintendent at 3:40 p.m.
and issued instructions that all communications with the plant
be taped. Later, a review of the tapes revealed mechanical
problems with the tape recorders and only partial transcripts
were obtained. (See Exhibits Dl and D2). At about 5:00 p.m.
the Plant Superintendent contacted the Chief, NGB, 'and requested
permission to use water on the fire. At 5:20 p..., the Chief,
NGB, approved the use of water under "controlled conditions."
According to the Plant Superintendent, this approval was given
reluctantly. At 6:09 p.m. the BFNP Superintendent notified
the Chief, NGB, that the fire kept re-igniting from the heat
an4 he had been advised by the Athens Fire Chief to use water
to cool the wiring but that he was still reluctant and wanted
to hold off for another 30 m..nutes. According to information
given the investigators, the decision to delay using water was
made primarily because the Plant Superintendent wanted to keep
the cables functional as long as possible and, although the
Chief, NGB, had the authority to order the use of water, he did
not do so because he felt that the plant supervisory, staff should
have the final judgment. The investigators were told by the
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Plant Superintendent that the main concern, throughout, was

the safe shutdown of both reactors and the provIding of core
cooling. During this time (about 6:10 p-m.) CECC also
received the first indication that a candle, used to check
leaks in the reactor building cable penetrations, had caused

the fire. At 7:47 p.m. the Chief, NGB, received information
that the fire was out. The Director, of CECC, Individual AC,
apparrently was not made aware of that fact until sometime
after 8:45 p.m. At 10:15 p.m. the Chief, I.GB, again contacted

the U. S. NRC, Region I1, and furnished a status report. The
Director, CECC, at about this time secured the CECC until
7:30 a.m., March 23, 1975, but two DPP personnel were in-
structed to remain on duty during the night. The BFNP

personnel reported the plant status at regular intervals
throughout the night. The CECC was reactivated at 8:10 a.m.,

March 23, and the log, kept by the Chief. NGB, is attached as
Exhibit D3. (As evidenced by the Summary of CECC Activities

(Exhibit DO) there was no centralized direction of the overall
effort. The role of the CECC was, in fact, minimal during the

whole period).

3. Notification and Respense by the TVA-Environs Emergency Center (EEC)

At 3:05 p.m. on March 22, 1975, Individual AD was notified by the
Director, CECC, that a fire had been reported at the Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant at 12:35 p.m. Following the receipt of this notifi-
cation, Individual AD with himself as Director, established the
EEC, in Muscle Shoals, Alabama, at 3:15 p.m. Immediately upon
establishing the center, he began efforts to determine if any
envirornental release had occurred. All of the information that
was available to the EEC at this time indicated that no release
had occurred btt that a5 tivIty in the reactor building had
increased to 1.03 X 10 microcurles/cc. Since the EEC had
worked with the State of Alabama on all emergency planning, the

Director, EEC, notified the State at 3:22 p.m. and informed the
Director of Radiological Health (DRH) on all of the pertinent
Information concerning the fire. The Director, EEC, recontacted
the CECC at 3:25 p.m. and received the following status report:

(1) Both units had been tripped

(2) Circuitry was lost to the Unit 2 relief valves

(3) The fire was limited to the Unit 1 cable spreading room.
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Under the direction of the EEC, the Site Emergency Center (SEC)
was activated at the meterological tower at 4:15 p.m. Constant
coummunications were established between the SEC and the EEC. The
EEC received information from the SEC at 4:15 p.m. that all area,
air particulate, and effluent monitors at the plant were inoperable.
Due to the losl of this monitoring capability, the Director, EEC,
questioned the status of the reactor vent system and requested that
air samples be collected as close to the exclusion area as possible.
At this time, the instrumentation in the meteorological tower
indicated that the wind speed was five mph from the northwest at
300 degrees.

The first air sample results that were taken from within the plant
were completed at 4:46 p.m. and the activity levels in the reactor
plant were verified as follows:

(1) Unit I (Control Room) - 1 X 10-9 microcuries/ce

(2) Unit 2 (565 Level - 3 X 10-7 nicrocuries/cc
(3) Unit 3 (565 Level) - 1 X 10-9 microcuries/cc

(4) Unit 3 (refueling floor) - 9 X 10 microcuries/cc

At 5:05 p.m., the Director, EEC, directed that additional environmental
air samples be obtained from stations located at the gatehouse and the
southeast fence. At this time individuals in the SEC observed smoke
emanating from the reactor building and the decision was made to
evacuate the meterological tower.

Enviror:mental air sample results receive4 at 5:15 p.m. indicated
the following concentrations:

(1) Catehouse - 5-X 10-10 microcuries/cc

(2) Southeast fence - 9 X 10710 microcuries/cc

(3) Met Tower - 8 X 10710 microcuries/cc

After receiving the environmental air sample data, the decision was
made at 5:34 p.m. to man the meterological tower again. Upon
reoccupying the tower, the meterological instrumentation indicated

that the wind speed was approximately three mph and still from
the northwest direction between 240 degrees and 300 degrees.
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At 5:25 p.m. the EEC received information that carbon monoxide (CO)
levels were increasing inside the reactor building and assistance
was requested. The Director, EEC, notified four industrial
hygienists, who were dispatched to the plant. At 5:45 p.m. the
EEC was informed that the reactor building ventilation system was
inoperable.

More environmental air sample results were received at 6 p.m. which
indicated relatively little change in radiation levels surrounding
the plant. The samples indicated the following results:

(1) Site boundary - 9 X 10-10 microcuries/cc

(2) Catehouse - 5.62 X 10-10 microcuries/cc

(3) Met tower - 8 X 10710 microcuries/ec

Based on these results, the Director, EEC, requested addi..ional
environmental air sampling further from the site boundary.

At 6:15 p.m. the EEC received an updated report on the radiation
levels within the plant indicating the following:

(1) Unit 1 (reactor building) - 7.5 X 10-8 uCi/cc

(2) Unit 1 (control room) - 6.9 X 10-8 uCi/ec

(3) Unit 2 (reactor building) - 3.56 X 10-7 uCi/cc

(4) 'Uit 2 (refueling floor) - 2.9 X 10-9 uCi/cc

At 6:35 p.m. Health Physicist AG reported to the EEC that the
radiation levels in the Unit 1 control room were increasing and
that some of the individuals in the room did not have respirators.
Health Physicist AG requested that the EEC record the conditions
that existed at this time in the control room and that whole body
counting be performed at a later date. He also related that all
personnel had been checked for external contamination and that none
had been found. The Director, EEC was recontacted at 6:50 p.m. and
advised that the turbine building activity levels were increasing.
He was informed that the results from the analyses of air samples
that had been collected in the turbine building area were as
follows:

0
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(1) TB deck (617 level) - 2.5 X 10-7 uCt/cc
(2) TB deck (586 level) - 4.8 X 10-3 uCi/cc

(3) OG monitor (565 level) - 6.6 X 10-9 uCi/cc

(4) TB deck (565 level) - 2.7 X 1078 uCi/cc

Air sample results frgm the health physics laboratory indicated an
activity of 9.9 X 10 uCi/cc.

The EEC was informed at 7:35 p.m. that the reactor building ventila-
tion system was reactivated but that the Unit 2 fan would not operate.
At 8 p.m. the EEC made a site boundary dose rate calculation based
on a 2000 uCi/sec release rate and the calculations indicated a dose
of 1.16 millirem/hour in the northwest section.

At 8:37 p.m. a member of the environment staff made an attempt to
telephone the gatehouse by using a public telephone to inform the
security guards that the warning lights on the plant stack were
not operating. Since the gatehouse could not be reached, the
environmental representative telephoned the EEC and explained the
condition. The Director, EEC, directed the information to the plant
because of the need to contact FAA authorities immediately.

The CECC informed the EEC that the fire had been extinguished at
7:45 p.m. but that entry into the reactor building still required
respiratory equipment. The CECC related that the radiation levels
had dropped below mask requirements 'ut that carbon monoxide levels
were in excess of safe limits.

At 9:30 p.m. Health Physicist AG reported from the plant that the
Unit 2 radiation monitors were operable and were indicating essentially
no release from Unit 2. He also related that "grab" samples were
being taken from Unit 1 but that no results were ayailab!e. The
results of the "grab" samples were made available at 1:45 a.m. on
March 23, 1975. They indicated the following concentrations from
the Unit 1 reactor building ventilation duct between 4:45 p.m. -

7:40 p.m. CDT on March 23, 1975:

(1) 4:45 p.m. - 3.2 X 10-4 uCi/cc

(2) 6:10 p.m. - 1.7 X 10-5 uCi/cc

(3) 7:20 p.m. - 5.8 X 10-5 uCi/cc

(4) 7:40 p.m. - 1 X 10-4 uC1/Cc
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The CECC requested that both the EEC and the site boundary station
be manned throughout the night of March 22, 1975, because the CECC
would do the same. At 10:30 p.m. the EEC received a final updating
of the incident from the CECC that elaborated on the following areas:

(1) All cooling (RHR, HPCI, Core Spray) to the reactor was inoperable

(2) Feedwater was being provided through the control rod drive
mechanism

(3) Relief Valves were being used to reduce pressure in the reactor

The EEC continued to review air sample results throughout the night,
The meteorological tower was secured at 3 a.m. on March 23, 1975, and
the EEC was closed at 5:15 a.m.

4. Notification and Responses by States and Local Support Agencies

(a) Notification and Response By The State of Alabama Department of
Public Health

On March 22, 1975, at 3:20 p.m. the Director of Radiological
Health (DRI) for the State of Alabaoa Department of Public Health
was notified by the Director, EEC, Muscle Shoals, Alabama, that
the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant had a fire in the cable spreading
room and both reactor units had been scrammed. DRH immediately
notified the Director of Environmental Health Administration
who requested that the State of Alabama Health Officer be informed.
An attempt was made to notify the health officer at 3:40 p.m.
but this attempt was not successful.

At 3:45, DRH informed the State of Alabama Civil Defense Department
that a fire had occurred at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant but that
there had been no radiation release. After notifying the Civil"
Defense, the Tri-County Health Officer was informed of the fire.
(The trn-counties, consist of Lawrence, Limestone and Morgan
Counties). At 3:58 p.m. the State of Alabama Environmental Health
Laboratory was notified, and the laboratory director suggested that
the situation be carefully reviewed prior to actually initiating
environmental air sampling around the site.

DR)H recontacted the Director, EEC, at 4 p.m. to obtain more informa-
tion concerning the status of the reactor. At this time the Director,
EEC, requested that the State obtain all future information from the
CECC in Chattanooga, Tennessee. DRH contacted the Director, CECC,
at 4:05 p.m. and received the followin. information:
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(1) Both reactors were scranmed at approximately 1 p.m.

(2) Reactor radiation monitors were out

(3) Vent monitors were thought to be operating but this situation
had not been confirmed.

(4) The fire was still burning.

(5) CO2 fire extinguishers had been used.

(6) Core cooling was continuing but not on the primary system.

(7) The fire was below the control room in the cable spreading
room.

(8) Athens (Alabama) Fire Department was on site.

(9) The U. S. KRC - Region II answering service had been notified.

The DRH advised the Investigators that after receiving this information
he concluded that the situation was more serious than the initial
evaluation and it was imperative to start environmental air sampling
at this time.

The Director of Environmental Health Administration was recontacted
at 4:45 p.m. and he agreed with DRH that the Governor of the State
of Alabama should be notified. Since the directors determined that
no immediate action would be required by the Governor, an attempt
was made to notify the Governor's staff. This attempt was not
successful.

The Director, CECC, was recontacted at 5:15 p.m. and the following
information from the CECC was received by DRH:

(1) Unit 2 was in normal shutdown process.

(2) Unit 1 had the fire problem.

(3) The fire was still burning but was under control.

(4) Powder chemicals were still being used to extinguish the
fire. No water had been used to put out the fire.

(5) No injuries had been reported.
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(6) No entrance had been made into the spreading room.

(7) Fire engine was in the building.

(8) Stack monitor indications were low (normal).

(9) Unit 1 was at a pressure of 200 psi.

(10) The U. S. •ic - Region II had been Informed of the fire.

(11) The CECC was having trouble contacting the State of Alabama.

At this point, DRH questioned the ability to maintain core cooling,
and for confirmation to the question the director was referred to

the Assistant Chief, NGB, who gave the following information:

(1) Core cooling was being maintained by the condensate booster

pumps.

(2) Control of the relief valves from the control room had been lost.

(3) The ability to operate the motor operated valves from the

control room had been lost-

(4) The high pressure crolAnt injection (HPCI) system was inoperable.

(5) The residual heat removal (RHR) system was inoperable.

(6) Part of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) lost.

(7) Core cooling using liver water was available.

(8) The torus temperature was 126 0 F with no leakage indicated.

DRH stated that after receiving the above information he concluded
that the core cooling system was degraded and must be watched. He
also concluded that the situation was serious, the monitoring
capability of leakage was questionable, and confirmation was

fdeedcd to verify that scrAu closed main steam isolation valves

(KSlV's)

The health laboratory director reported at 5:45 p.m. that environ-
mental air sampling had been started at the Athens Water Treatment
Plant, the Athens Sewage Treatment Plant, Hiflsboro, and Rogersville,
Alabama. The sampler &C Decatur, Alabama, V,,s. thought to be inoperable
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possibly du., to the wind directional control system but the laboratory
director vas asked to investigate the problem. The laboratory director
reported to DrTl at 7:50 p.m. that no air sampler was available at Decatur.
This station would have been the major air station of importance because
Decatur, Alabama, is located in the southeast direction from the site
and the wind dircction at the time of the fire was from the northwest
section. Arrangements were made With the State of Alabama Air
Pollution Control Commission for using one of their samplers at the V
Decatur station. Air sampling was initiated at this station at
approximately 9 p.m.. CDT, on March 22, 1975.

The Director, CECC, recontacted DRH at 6:50 p.m. and stated the following:

(1) Environmental radiation measurements around the plant were
essentially background.

(2) Radiation measurements at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant gate-
house were essentially background.

(3) Radiation measurements at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Pfant site
boundary were essentially background.

(4) The wind direction was from the Northwest at 5 mph under the
Pasqual Class A condition.

(5) The fire condition had not changed.

(6) Cross radioactivity in the Unit 2 reactor building was abo\.e
.the restricted area maximum permissible concentration (nPC)
of 3.56 X 20-7 uCi/cc.

(7) Gross radicactivity in the Unit 1 reactor building was
7.5 X lO-8-uCi/cc.

During this conversation it was recomnended by DRH that the State
of Tennessee be notified.

At 9:15 p.m. the DRH recontacted the CECC and received the following
information:

(1) The fire was out at approximately 7:45 p.m.

(2) Water fog had been used to extinguish the fire.
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(3) Six environmental air samples had been collecj 6 d and
analyzed and the highest result was 8.5 X 10 uCi/cc.
The exact location that the sample had been collected
was not known by the CECC.

(4) Continuous air monitoring equipment that was operational
at this time indicated a continuous drop in radioactivity.

(5) Vent monitoring was "out" but monitoring was being done
manually and preliminary results indicated no abnormal
radioactivity levels.

(6) Unit I relief valves were operating again and pressure
was dropping. Me Unit 1 relief valve lost operating air
and vessel pressure increased to 500 psi.

(7) Weeks would be required for decay heat rAeoval.

(8) Core cooling now utilized the control rod makeup water system.

(9) Six cable trays were involved in the fire.

At 9:45 p.r. DRHi notified the State Health Officer of the current
status of the fire. In this conversation the State Health Officer
confirmed that he had talked to the Governor of Alabama. He
advised DRH that the Governor wanted to know the following facts:

(1) Were additional State resources required, especially the
National Guard?

(2) Was adequate electrical power available in North Alabama?

(3) Was sabotage possibly invo'*,ed?

The State HIalth Officer assured the Governor that no additional
resources were required, therewas adequate electrical power
and there was no indication as to the cause of the fire at this
time.

DRI! received the following information from the CECC at 10:45 a.m.
CDT on March 23, 1975:

(1) Units 1 and 2 had established shutdown cooling.

(2) TVA vent monitoring results were provided with the only
identifiable isotope as rubidium-88.
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(3) The calculated fenceline dose was total of 1.8 milliren.
The total estimated dose, assuming the hignest di :harge
concentration and rate as gross radioactivity, was 17.2
milllirem.

(4) The major problem at one time during the fire was 500 ppm carbon
monoxide.

(5) The probable cause of the fire was attributed to a worker
using an open flame to test leakage and igniting
polyurethane.

On March 24, 1975, DRH continued to review the situation with
the U. S. NBC Regior II, State of Alabama personnel, and the
State of Tennessee. On this date the State eade the decision
to take "grab" water samples below the site at Wheeler Dan and
Muscle Shoals, Alabama, and collect milk samples from designated
milk sampling stations around the site. TLD environ=ental
monitors from the TLD monitoring stations would be collected.
The results of the BFNP TLD's would be conpared to other TLD
stations from throughout the State.

DRI stated that after considering all aspects of the fire the
following future plans were considered:

(1) No news release would be issued concerning the activities-
of the State of Alab-Aa relative to the BFNP fire.

(2) Environmental surveillance activities around all existing
nuclear reactor sites would be carefully reviewed.

(3) Additional appropriations from the State legislature would
be requested for surveillance activities around reactor
sites.

(4) Members of the Governor's cabinet would be briefed on the
issues concerning the fire.

(5) Emergency notification procedures from TVA to the State of
Alabama wouI4 be reviewed.

(6) The State of Alabama Radl.aLo'r. Advisory Board and' possibly
the State of Alabama Board of Healt! would be briefed on
the Browns Ferry situation.
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(b) Notification and Response by the State of Alabama Civil Defense
Department

On March 22, 1975, the DRH telephoned, a "duty" representative
for the State of Alabama, Civil Defense Department. The CD
representative was inforned that a fire had been reported at
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant but radiation levels were not
above permissible limits at this time. He was advised that
notification procedures should be carried out. The CD
representative proceeded to the Civil Defense office for
Comu•nicat, n facilities.

At 4:04 p.m. the CD representative telephoned the Morgan
County Civil Defense office but no answer was received.

He then contacted the Morgan County Sheriff's Office at
4:05 p.m. but requested no action. The representative
continued to attempt to notify the Civil Defense Directors
and the county sheriffs of Limestone and Lawrence Counties.
He was only successful in contacting the Civil Defense Director
of Lawrence County and the Morgan County Civil Defense
Coordinator, who at this time was at BFNP. The CD represen-
tative made attempts to notify the State of Alabama Civil
Defense Director dnd his assistant but could not locate
them. The representative discontinued all notifications
at 4:40 p.m. CDT and returned to his home.

The State of Alabama Civil Defense Coordinator and the notifi-
cation representative advised the investigators that all
aspects of emergency notification between the State of Alabama
Health Department and che State of Alabama Civil Defense
Department should be reviewed. They also confirmed that the
notification procedures within the State of Alabama Civil
Defense structure would be evaluated.

(c) Notification and Responses by the Morgan County Civil Defense

The Morgan County Civil Defense Coordinator advised the investi-
gators that he received official notification of the Browns
Ferry fire from the State of Alabama Civil Defense Department
in Montgomery, Alabama, at 4:05 p.m. on March 22, 1975. The
coordinator was at BFNP when he received the official notification
because he had learned of the fire approximately thirty minutes
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after it started from a local police radio system. No action
was taken by the coordinator upon receipt of the unofficial
notification to contact the State of Alabama Civil Defense
Department or the State of Alabama Department of Public Health.

(d) Notificaton and Responses by the Morgan County Sheriff

,The Morgan County Sheriff's Office was officially notified
by the State of Alabama Civil Defense Departnent at 4:05 p.m.
on March 22, 1975. No specific action was requested of the
Sheriff's Office except that he not inform the public in order
to avoid alarming the population. The Sheriff advised the
investigators that he had begun his first term as Sheriff
of Morgan County on January 20, 1975, and since assuming the
responsibilities of Sheriff he had not been briefed in the
State of Alabama Emergency Plan for BFNP and that he did not
have a copy of the plan. He further stated that the principal
support zgencies in Morgan County should meet with the State
of Alabama Department of Public Health and define the emergency
responsiblities of each agency and update the plan.

(e) Notification and Responses by the Limestone County Civil Defense

The State of Alabama Civ:! Defense Duty officer could not
locate the Limestone County Civil Defense Coordinator on
the day of the fire. The coordinator indicated that he
received the information of the fire on the morning of
March 24, 1975. He related that he would personally inves-
tigate the notification procedures of the State of Alabama
Civil Defense Department and determine who was responsible
for his cergency notification. The coordinator indicated
that his copy of the State of Alabama Emergency Plan for the
BFNP was not updated and that he had not received any

.information concerning the plan in several years.

(f) No ification and Responses by the Limestone County Sheriff

The Limestone County Sheriff stated that he was never officially
notiftcd of the BFNP fire but that he did receive some infor-
mation after it was extinguished. The State of Alabama Civil
Defense Department has responsibility for notifying the
Limestone County Sheriff and their notification records verify
that an attempt was made to contact the Sheriff at 4:08 p.m.
on March 22, 1975, but that no answer was received. The
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Sheriff related that he did not have a copy of the State of
Alabama Emergency Plan for BFN? and that he had received very
little information concerning his emergency responsibilities
in the past two years.

(g) Notification and Responses by the Lawrence County Civil Defense

The Lawrence County Civil Defense Coordinator was officially
notified of the fire by the State of Alabama Civil Defense
Department at 4:10 p.m. Pertinent information concerning the
fire was forwarded to the coordinator brt no specific action
was requested.

(h) Notification and Responses by the Lawrence Coun:y Sheriff

State of Alabama Civil Defense Department notification records
for March 22, 1975, verify' that an attempt was made to notify
the Lawrence County Sheriff at 4:08 p.m. but no ansv.er was
received. Only one attempt was made to locate the Sheriff.

(I) Notification and Responses by Other Support Agencies

(1) Tnr-County Health Department

The Tri-County Health Officer advised the Investigators
that she was notified by DRH on March 22, 1975, at 3:55 p.m.
DRH informed the officer of the status of the reactor and
the conclusions that had been determined by the State. No
action was required of the Trn-County Health Department.

(2) State of Alabama Highway Patrol

No official notification was made to the State of Alabama
Highway Patrol by the State of Alabama Department of Public
Health or by TVA. However, a representative of the high-
way patrol who was assigned to the Limestone County
District on the day of the fire received information
of the conditions at the plant from the local police
radio system. The representative drove to the site and
offered his assistance to the security guards. No action
was requested of the highway patrol representative at
anytime during the fire.
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(3) Colonial Manor Hospital

The Colonial Manor Hospital located In Athens, Alabama,
is designated by the BMNP Emergency Plan as the offsite
medical treatment facility. The facility is designed to
provide decontamination and minor treatment of individuals
involved in a radiation accIdent at the plnt. Since no one
vas contaminated or seriously injured, the medical facility
was not notified during the fire.

(j) Notification and Responses by the State of Tennessee Departeent
of Public Health

The Tennessee Assistant Director of Radiological Health advised
the investigators that he received a call from the CECC at 8:15
p.m. on March 22, 1975, reporting a fire at BFNP. He stated
that he was informed that Unit 1 and Unit 2 were scrammned and
that most of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) was In-
operable due to the fire and the tvo units were being cooled by
booster pumps. He was also advised that radiation monitors
located around the site had detected no increase in radioactivity.
Purther conversation revealed that there was a fire In the cable
tray room which had "wiped-out Units 1 and 2" and that the first
and second alternates for the core cooling were gone and the third
alternate was considered. He advised the investigators that
the individual from CECC stated that the one alternate for the
core cooling system left was to pump river water through the
reactors and circulate it to and from some ditches for cooling.
He further advised the investigators that he was told that
smoke was everywhere. During the Interview he asked the Inves-
tigators about the possibility of "meltdown" occurring at BFWP.
The following additional details were provided to the State of
Tennessee:

(1) Unit 1 was operating at a power level of 1000 megawatts

(electric) at the time of the scram.

(2) both units have their Initial fuel loading.

(3) The radioactivity arn pressure In the containment structures
was unknown due to radiation monitors not being functional.

(4) Stack releases were normal.
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(5) Radioactivity levels were related as:

turbine room - 2.5 X 10-7 uCi/cc

control (Unit 1) room - 7.5 X 10-8 uCi/cc

control room (Unit 2) - 3.56 X 10-7 uCi/cc

The Tennessee Assistant Director of Radiological Health also
advised the investigators that at 8:35 p.m. he contacted the
Alabazma Director of Radiological Health. The latter stated
that, to his knowledge, the fire vas not out as of the last
coummunication with the CECC. He also informed the Tennessee
Director of his conclusions and exchanged technical information.

The Tennessee Assistant Director of Radiological Health contacted
his staff anJ the Tennessee Civil Defense Department. These
individuals were alerted to standby in the event that the
fire became worse or that radioactivity was released.

B. Implementation of Existing Emergency Plans and the Akequacy of Prior
Emergency Drills

As a result of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant fire on March 22, 1975,
portions of both the TVA-Browns Ferry Radiation Emcrgency Plan and the
State of Alabama Emergency Plan for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
were inplemented. Both emergency plans specifically clarify classifi-
cations, emergency actions by support- agencies, and evacuation procedures
for plant persontiel and members of the general public. Additionally,
both plans have been reviewed and approved by various federal and
state agencies, and have been used as references for other radiation
emergency plans.

On the day of the fire, the entire TVA-Brovns Ferry Radiation Emergency
Plan was impl'-ented at approximately 2:40 p.m. and portions of the
plan remained implemented until the following day (Sunday, March 23,
1975). The implementation of the plan activated the Central Emergency
Control Center (CECC) In Chattanooga, Tennessee, a site boundary station
at the plant, and an Environs Emergency Center (EEC) In Muscle Shoals
Alabama. TVA individuals who participated in the implementation of
the plan expressed satisfaction with tOe prompt notification procedures
and the ability of everyone to quickly assemble at prescribed emergency
stations.
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The State of Alabnma Emergency Plan for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
was implemented at 3:20 p.m. to the extent that notifications were made

to designated State personnel and principal support agencies. No action
was required by anyone contacted except for the initiation of environ-
mental air sampling around the site by the State of Alabama Environmental
Health Laboratory. Since no radiation emergcncy existed at the time

that the State made notifications, only one attempt was made to contact
principal support agencies that were located in counties surrounding
the site regardless of whether the agency was contacted or not. The

notification process was discontinued at 4:40 p.m. The investigators
coamented to the DRJI that, due tc the unce:tainty relating to the
status of the reactors from 12:30 p.m. - 7:45 p.m., the implementation
of the State plan indicated that a "standby" classification was necessary
that would have required continuous notifiý.atlons and recomendations to
be made to support agencies until the reac!or was verified to be in a
safe condition. Additionally, some agency officials related that they
did not have a copy of the State plan or the plan that they had needed
updating. Other officials indicated that they had reciived very little
information concerning their defined responsibilities relating to an
emergency at the plant. Almost all of the support agencies expressed
a desire for additional training, annual briefings, and a contin,.ous
updating of the State plan.

The State of Alabama and BFNP personnel have participated in emergency
drills to test the effectiveness of their emergency plans for the past

several years. Participation in the drills by the State has involved
the verification of notification procedures and the time required to
travel to the site to perform environmental sampling. Browns Ferry
personnel have participated in the drills to the extent that all

notifications systems have been tested and an environmental sampling
p'rogram has been employed.
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BROWNS FrRRY FIRE INVESTMCATIO,

KEY TO JOB TITLES OF TVA AND OTHER A(,ENCY rERSO.NEL

Key Title

ZES-A Electrical Engineering Supervisor

EE-B Electrical Engineer

EA-C Engineering Aide

Zlec.-D Electrician

Elec.-E Electrician

Elec.-F Electrician

ASE-C Assistant Shift Engineer

EA-H Engineering Aide

Elec.-. Electrician

PSO-K Public Safety Officer

ASE-L Assistant Shift Engineer

0-H Operator

AP-N Apprentice Pipefitter

P-0 Pipefitter

SF-P Steamfitter-Welder

AUO-Q Assistant Unit Operator

SE-R Shift Engineer

CE-S Cbemical Engineer

HPS-T Health Physics Supervisor

SE-U Shift Engineer.

SE-V Shift Engineer

ADS-1I Assistant Operations Supervisor

AUO-X Assistant Unit Operator
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tKey to Job Title% of-TVA hind Other Agencv Porsonnel

Browns Ferry Fire Investigation -2-

Key Title

ASE-Y Assistant Shift Engineer

AUO-Z Assistant Unit Operator

AUO-AA Assistant Unit Operator

AUO-BB Assistant Unit Operator

?SO-CC Public Safety Officer

OS-DD Operations Supervisor

-ASE-EE Assistant Shift Engineer

EE-FF Electrical Engineer.

AS-GG Assistant Superintendent

AES-JJ Assistant Electrical Superintendent

O-KK Operator

O-LL Operator

0-?I1 Operator

0-NN Operator

ASE-O0 Assistant Shift Engineer

SE-PP Shift Engineer

ASE--QQ Assistant Shift Engineer

AUO-RR Assistant Unit Operator

AUO-SS Assistant Unit Operator

AUO-TT Assistant Unit Operator

EE-UU Electrical Engineer

ASE-VV Assistant Shift Engineer
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Browns Terry Fire Tnvestig3tion -3-

Key Title

ACCS-W Assistant General Construction
Superintendent

O-xx

ASE-YY

0-zz
O--A.AA

AUO-BBB

EE-CCC

EF-DDD

PRS-E..E

ASE-FFF

,oMF-GGG

Elec. -HHH

I2-JJJ

CEP-KKK

ZA-LLL

Elec. -?M

E.lec. -NNN

EA-O00

MS-PPP

AUO-QQQ

?eiS-SRR

AUO-SSS

Operator

Assistant Shift Engineer

Operator

Operator

Assistant Unit Operator

Electrical Engineer

Electrician Foreman

Plant Results Supervisor

Assistant Shift Engineer

Maintenance Mashinist Foreman

Electrician

Instrument Engineer

General Electrician Foreman

Electrician Aide

Electrician

Electrician

Electrical Engineering Aide

Maintenance Supervisor

Assistant Unit Operator

Maintenance Mechanical Engineer

Assistant Unit Operator
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Key to Job Titles of TVA and Other Anency Pcrsonnel

Browns Ferry Fire Investigation -4-

Key
O-TI"•

EE-UU`

Elec. -VV;

AUO-wW,

EE-XXX

Elec. -YYY

AUO-ZZZ

AUO-AAAA

AUO-BBBB

AUO-CCCC

QASS-DDDD

Elec. -EE-EE

,APMS-FFFY

ME-=GC

AUO-R-M

IE-JJJJ

O--cuXX

EA-LLLL-

AUO-MOQO1

ASE-NNN

ASE-000Q

ASE-PPPP

EF-QQM

Title

Operator

Electrical Enrineer

Elect;ician

Assistant Unit Operator

Electrical Engineer'

Electrician

Assistant Unit Operator

Assistant Unit Operator

Assistant Unit Operator

Assistant Unit Operator

QA Staff Supervisor

Electrician

Assistant Plant Maintenance Supervisot

Mechanical Engineer

Assistant Unit Operator

Instrument Engineer

Operator

Engineering Aide

Assistant Unit Operator

Assistant Shift Engineer

Assistant Shift Engineer

Assistant Shift Engineer

Electrician Foreman
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Browns Ferry Fire Investiration -3-

ASE-RRRR

SE-SSSS

EE-ITTrT

AUO-UUUU

CNGB-AB

DCECC-AC

DEEC-AD

ACNGB-AE

CECC-AF

UP-AG

CDC-AH

AFC-AJ

SLC-AK

CDC-AL

SMC-AM

DRH-AN

ADDRH-AO

M0-AP

ASR-At

Title

Assistant Shift Engineer

Shift Engineer

Electricial Engineer

Assistant Unit Operator.

Chief, Nuclear Generation Branch

Director, Central Emergency Control Center

Director, Environs Emergency Center

Assistant Chief, Nuclear Generation Branch

Central Emergency Control Center Representative

Health Physicist

Civil Defense Coordinator

Athens FIre Chief

Sheriff of Limestone County

Civil Defense Coordinator

Sheriff of Morgan County

Director, Radiological Health (Alabama)

Assistant Director, Division of Radiological
Health (Tennessee)

Assistant Administration Officer

Answering Service Representative
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Key to Job Tltlcs, of TVA and Otlhcr.Agency Pcrsonnel

Browns Ferry Fire Investigation -6- 0

HP-AR

IH-AS

PHY-AT

L:,S-AU

IE-AV

IE-AW

IM-AX

IH-AY

1I-AZ

IM-BA

AUO-BC

ACS-BD

ADDPP-BE

EF-BF

FM-BC

HDB-BH

I'HP-BJ

NE-BK

PSO-BL

DPPC-BH

FM-BN

EE-BO

PHY-BP

Elec.-BQ

Title

Health Physicist

Industrial Hygienist

Physicist

Director of Medical Services

Instrument Engineer.

Instrument Engineer

Instrument Mechanic

Instrument Mechanic

Instrument Mechanic

Instrument Mechanic

Auxiliary Unit Operator

Assistant Construction Engineer

Assistant to the Director
Division of Power Production

Electrician Foreman

Foreman

Hydraulic Data Branch

Health Physicist

Nuclear Engineer

Public Safety Officer

DPP Coordinator

Foredn

Electrical Engineer

Physicist

Electrician
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PFH-BR

DEH-BS

CDDD-BT

MD-BU

DEH-BV

DPP-BU

DRH-BX

DCD-BY

PHY-BZ

h'HY-CA

PHY-CB

PHY-CD

SHO-CE

PHY-CF

Elec. -CG

CDHC-CH

FM-CJ

DPPP-CK

Hp-CL

Elec. -CM

Elec. -CN

EA-CO

305

er Agcncy Personnel

Title

Pipefitter Foreman

Director, Environmental Health (Alabama)

Civil Defense Duty Officer (Alahama)

Health Officer

Director, Environmental Health Laboratory

Director, Division Power Production

Director, Division of Radiological
Health (Tennessee)

Director, CLvil Defense (Tennessee)

Physicist

Physicist

Physicist

Physicist

State Health Officer

Physicist

Electrician

Chief Deputy of Morgan County

Foreman

DPP Painter

Health Physicist

Electrician

Electrician

Engineering Aide
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Key to Job Titles of TVA and Other Agencv Personnel

Browns Ferry Firc Investigation -8-

Title

PSO-CP Public Safety Officer

PSO-CQ Public Safety Officer

PSO-CR Public Safety Officer

ACS-CS Assistant Construction Superintendent

PSO-CT Public Safety Officer

PSO-CU Public Safety Officer

FH-CV Foreman

TK-CW Timekeeper

GCS- CX General Construction Superintendent

CE-CY Construction Engineer

GEIE-CZ GE Instrument Engineer

GE--DA GE Representative

ASR-DB Answering Service Representative

PSO-DC Public Safety Officer

CPM Construction Project Manager

P-Supt. Plant Superintendent
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1, !ES-A. iolut*afly pJve Lke folloWin* Infornation to Howard A. Vilber,
Tolbert You•n.r. D. CaphtoD and J. Devils who have identified themselves

to ae as repruscntatives of thm U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coinission.

I am eu•loy.J by the Tennoasce Valley zAuthority as the Electrical

Ing•Lnoering Un!t, Supervira:. I have been wployed by TVA since
2951 and at Brown* Ferry since 1968.

I we working on Saturday w.en the fire occurred and I heard the
savO.ntertont of the fire over the paging system. As the ranking

engineering member of' KC on site I responded for DEC to DPP
Concerning enlincerlng personnel. It was approximately 1:00 1P
when I beard the anmounceuent and &laIw

The next hour was consumed superv'.sing the mustering of all DEC
engineering people working for DF.C that were on site. There were
approximately 50-55 DEC engineering personnel working.. On Friday
)March 2l, 1975, ! was advised by EE-B that he had been checking a
peaetration in Unit I reactor building on slev. 565 when a ssmfl flame
up occurred which he quickly extinguished by rubbing out with his hand.
This occurred on March 20, 1975. This penetratism coptained poly-foam
that bad Initially been coated with flamestic. This is not the incident
In which a fire extinguisher was used to extinguish the flame. I did not
know of that incident until after March 22. 1975.

I do not know of any tests of the poly-foam. Originally I understood
the poly-foan was a temporary measure that was used by electricians
to se•a penetrations until they could apply selasnt and flamesSic.
But I no1 know it is used as permanent fix.

The urethane is purchased frou the sawe manufacturer, It is therefore
aesumd that it ts always the same material. It is not batch tested.

The use of candles to check air leaks has been am acceptable method.
It has been regularly used in Units I and 2. Other methods of checking
air leaks were considered before any checking was done on Unit 1. 1 do
not believe any other method was considered at the time the leak checks
wer started concerning Unit 3 in early March, 1975.

Later at the request of DEC management and VP I started to line up
C electrical engineering personnel to assist-DPI in'recovering or

stabilizing temporary back up systeme that could be used if required.
Ilectrical engineers and electric~lae were assigned to work witb, DP
under authorized work plan to lift eables and instal jumpers, fhere
required.

At about 3:00 PH I directed EE-B to have IA-H. and EA-C. EngItneering Aids
document chronologically the events of the fire. CPE-CY requested this,
the statements were sent to his.

OIPF1VAILABE
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The penetrations that were bein6 sealed were the result of cable pulls,
work done under other work plant. These cables installations were not
considered design changes, alterations or rodifications and did not
require design review. These -"cre considered and included under original
designs at outset as future needs not initially completed.

10% or mcre of all critical cables are traced by engineering personnel
when installed. Several audits have been rade by Site Quality Assurance
Audit Group. The installations are subject to audits by the OEDC -

Quality Assurance Group in Knoxville.

Browns Ferry procedures are coordinated and processed through the
Engineering Planning and Coordinating Unit. The procedures must
then be approved by the construction engineer and the project manager.
The procedures must also be approved by the OEDC quality assurance
manager in Knoxville.

Frost Pak is a spray on material that is also used. I am not sure
who originally ordered the poly-foam. Froth-Pax spray on material
was also approved by Design (DED).

/a/ C. £. Murphy /s/ EES-A April 17, 1975
Witnessed Signature Date
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1. -xf, ',ske the following free and voluntary statement to
John J. ar.:, who has identified himself to me as a representative of
the U. S. *-:tzlcr regulatory Cowlssion.

I am an ulectrical engineer for IVA at the Browns Terry plant. On March 22.
1975, I hid four engineering aides working under me who vere checking for
air 1eaKs %riund cable penetrations in the vail between the cable spreading
ron= and the reactor building, at 606' elev. and other reactor elevations.
As thea*c oak& were found, two aides (EA-C and EA-H), working with
electricil-), -,ere sealing up the leaks from tue cable spreading room side.
One other aide was on the third floor and another (LA-LLLL) was on the fourth
floor" of the reactor building.

Shortly after noon I had just checked EA-C's work and was on the reactor
side to check with EA-LLLL when I heard all the fire alarms So off. There
was no fire U:, ..y area. I went back around the reactor and met a security
guard wiho vtnt on around the reactor and up to SLC level, we than back down
with me. V:i then saw two DPP men on the 621 level who could see fire thrbugh
a floor orentin. One of them discharged a C02 extinguisher at this fire
which arp.arwd :o be in a cable tray about five feet below this opening.
An annout%.reen. was made for all personnel to evacuate from the reactor.
I went back tu tell EA-LLLLto get out. I went down to 565 back to the
spreader r~cm side at the 02 stairs. I saw ASE-C q an operator,
outside 'ha spreader room at the 02 door trying to set off the C02 (Cardox)
system. I abked If all persons were out of the spreader room, opened door,
called into the darkened room, and receiving no answer and since the 01
door was closed assumed that my men were ou:. The operator then
successfully activated the Cardox system by using the emergency switch. I
than went to the Unit 1 stairs at the spreader room, saw EA-C and told him
get out. I then returned to the reactor building to look for EA-N. I
found hiU on the stairway in the reactor building. He was leaving the
reactor building. He had gone to the reactor side, attempting to put out
the fire, after he had first brought a fire extinguisher over to EA-C to
use. We bath then went to the assembly area.

I understand that the fire started in some polyurethane foam rubber packing.
that LA-C had inserted in the space around one of the cable penetrations.
The flame from the candle EA-C had used to check for the air flow
through the leak had apparently ingited the foam rubber packing. I had had
a similar thing happen on March 20 when I was checking a leak with a candle.

The urethane foam had caught fire. I had put the fire-out with my hands
and reported the matter to LE-FF. Also on March 20, on a later
shift, I understand another such fire occurred when no engineers were
present. Two electricians who had been using the candle had put out the
fire and the incident had been reported in the shift log.

I have read the statement sumarized above, which is true and correct.

/as/ John J. Ward /s/ EE-B 4-2-75
Witness Signature Date

F.sT-GOY -AVAILABLE
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1, EA-C, make the following free and voluntary statement to
John J. Ward, who has Identified hiwself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cormission:

I am an engineering aide, SE-2, for T"VA at the browns Terry plant. On
March 22, 1975, LA-H and I, with electricians Elec.-D, Elec.-J,
and Elec.-E, were checking seals for air leaks in the cable

spreader room. after lunch, Elec.-D and I had started checking the
vail on the Unit tl side. We found a 2 x 4" opening in a penetration
vindow in a VE tray with three or four cables going through it. The

candle flame was pulled out horizontal showIng a strong draft.

Elc.-D tore off two pieces of foam sheet for packing into the hole, but
he could not reach the opening. I inserted them as far as I could into the

hole. I rechecked the hole with the candle.. The draft sucked the

flame into the hole and ignited the foam which started to smolder and
glov. Elec.-D handed me his flashlight with which I tried to knock
out the fire. This did not work and then 1 tried to smother the fire

vith rags stuffed in the hole. This also did not work and we removed
the rags. Someone passed me a CO extinghiher with a horn which
blev right through the hole without putting out the fire, which had gotten
back into the wall. I then used a dry chemical extinguisher, and then
another, neither of which put out the fire. At about the time I started
to use the second dry chemical extinguisher, I believe I heard another
extinguisher on the other side of the wall. I was about to use another

C02 extinguisher, but before I released it, the alarms went off for the
C02 release. As I went to the door at the Unit 1 end the operator was

shutting the door. Someone hollered at the other end. I ran outside
into the hall. Elec.-D had come out with me.

In the past on three or four occasions I have had fires started by the
candle, but this has been only a little blaze of the RTV or silicone
coating, which is readily extinguished. EE-P was the one who
instructed me in the use of a candle to detect air leaks. The foam
rubber used for packing Is obtained by the electricians from the
warehouse.

I have read the statement summarized above, which is true and
correct.

Is/ John J. Ward /1s/ A-C 4-2-75
VWITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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1, Elec.-D, voluntarily give the following information to
Hovard A. Wilber, Tolbert Young, and James Devlin, who have identified
themselves to me is representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission:

I am a Journeyman Electrician, employed L:' the Tennessee Valley Authority,
Division of Engineering Construction. I have been working at Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant for pa~it five years. I have worked on Units 1, 2, and 3,

On Saturday, March 22, 1975, I %-:s working in Units l'and2 under a Work
Plan, number unknown, that covers the sealing of air leaks In penetrations
around cable trays and conduits in the walls and floorp around the reactor
containment Units I and 2. The job started on the previous Thursday
morning.

I was working with L%-C, Engineering Aid, in the cable spreader room.
After lunch we were compleging a second group of 10 trays, two wide
and five deep. We were in among the trays, a difficult place to work
and a difficult place to get to because of the configuration of the
trays amd lack of room. To get to the cable tray window, that we were
working on, we had to stand on an air duct and squeeze in between the
trays. EA-C was on the right side and I was on the left. In the
middle tray, left side, was a hole maybe 2" x 40".

Because the wall is about 30 inches thick and the opening deep,
I could not reach in far enough, so LA-C asked me for the styrafoam
(I call the spongy material, styrafoam) and he stuffed it into the
hole. The styrafoam is in sheet form, it is a plastic about 2" thick,
that we use as a backing material before th RTV is put into the penetration.

Before putting in the RTV, EA-C checked for an air leak using the
lighted candle. He reached into the cable tray window and the styrafoam
was ignited. He said he had a fire and trLied to reach in to knock It
out. He couldn't reach it, so I gave him my flashlight to use to knock
down the fire but this also didn't work.

I believe the blown foam material, and styrafoam was producing its
own OX.

I yelled that we have a fire and. to notify the Shift Engineer that we
got a fire. We then used two dry chemical extinguishers but they
didn't do any good. We tried to use another CO2 extinguisher but then
the 20-second siren went off. This siren sounds before the CO2 is
released that floods the room. I knew that we had to get out of the r6om
in a hurry, before the CO2 is released.
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As we were coming out of the room, we met an employee-of DPP who asked
me if everybody was out fo the room. I told him I was.the last one.

I met TX-CJ, Forenan, who ordered us out of the plant. We left by
the elevator in the control bay and the lights were still on there.

I thought that everybody knew that the material we were using to seal
our leaks in penetrations would burn. -We have been using it and
using a candle as a detector sirce Unit 1. It works good, but I never
did like it. I do not remember using any other method. I personally
had not used the candle before on this day. The inspectors used
the candle on this day. I had used the candles previously.

I have seen the RTV ignite several times but it was easy to rub out.
I heard that a fire occurred on Thursday in a penetration and the
same type of material burned. I don't know what group was involved
but they were doing the same type work, under the same Work Plan.

I have often thought about the flammable properties of this material.
I felt It could be trouble not during installation, but at a future
time. I questioned whether a fire would start if the insulation on
the cable deteriorated and the cable sparked and heated up, would the
plastic material burn from within?

I knew the bell is used as the fire alarm, it is used everywhere
by TVA. I have not been in any fire drills but I have been
Involved in two emergency evacuation drills.

/s/ C. E. Murphy /s/ Elec.-D 16 April 75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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Srowns Ferry .'uclear ta.nt March 22, 1975

I. Elec.-E, al clectrician employed by TVA will give the following account

of how. saw the evcent', before and during the fire which occurred on this
da te.

At 7:AY. we reported to -ork at Elec.-CH's meeting place in unit 03. W:e

were assil"ed to the Electrical £ngineer E£-B for checkout work in unit 1.
We checked In by the ruard desk to unit 1. EE-B sent to the tool room foi
about 6 caulki-n gurs a:,d a carton or two of PTV caulking compound and a
box of candles. These w'ere to be used for testing and caulking air leaks
In the reactor building. This was the method of checking air leaks we
were Instructed to use. This rethod had been used for testing air
leaks for at least a year at this plant. EE-B called the group
together and w:.rned -s hc-' hazardous this method was. V'hy just

the other day. EE-B s.id, (in effect) I caught some of that foam on fire
and put it out with ey bare hands, burning them in the process.

E£-E. the elc:trica] e-g:.eer, said, wait here while I take these two men
and shou the- vhere tc cteck. Later he assigned Elec.-F and Elec.-D to
the spreadcr room to assist EA-CO an engineer aid and Elec.-D an electrician
in checking :he air leaks and stopping the holes in the spreader room.
Elec.-F and I w'ent to 6tart work where Elec.-Cý and his partner were working,
as they were being ass',gned to another area.

We checked along this wall an6 ceiling for some distance finding visible
leaks in the ceiling of this corridor on the south wall of the spreader
room. We stopped these small visible leaks with RTV caulking. We came

upon one hole in the ceiling about 12"x12". This I stopped with sponge
as a te=porary measure to improve the air seal. The pressure was much
greater in the control room above, for the air was blowing down like a fan.

I noticed two workers coming east along the wall with a lit candle
checking leaks in the wall. A little later I heard one of them call for
soueone to get a fire extinguisher as they had a fire. I, Elec.-E, who
was about 20 ft. east of those workers crawled under the trays and handed
them some rags to s..other out the tiny flare while I crawled under the trays
and out of the spreader room where I found a CO extinguisher just outs•je.
I rushed back sliding the extinguisher ahead ofrme and crawled to the spot
and handed them the nozzle and told them to remove the rags. The rags were
saoldering but not aflame. I gave the extinguisher a couple of puffs and
the fire was out on this side. He said I think it has gone through. I
gave the extinguisher a few more puffs in that direction. On close
examination I could see a gleam cf fire through a hole about the size of
a pencil eraser. I gave the pair the extinguisher trigger at their
request as Elec.-F and I headed for the interlock. Elec.-F and I decided
he would go ahead as I alerted the guard about tehe fire and told him where
it was. I grabbed a CO2 near the desk and headed for Elev 593. 1 first
ran up the mezzanine steps in search of the fire on the north wall of the
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reactor. Someone hollered its back the other way as I turned I looked
back 1 could see a tray on fire. I ran back down the mezzanine stairs and

noticed a ladder .aainst the last wall of the reactor. I rar up the ladder
and cut the tic wires and moved it to the tray that was on fire. Just as I
placed the ladder in place AP-N, a pipe fitter apprcntice, ran uF with a
chemical fire extinguisher and opened it on the fire. (which at this time
appeared to be 2 or 3 feet along the tray) The fire blaze was Immediately
snuffed out it appeared. The resulting fog enveloped the tray and the
upper part of the ladder I was holding. The fire extinguisher was
dropped and AP-N made it dow'n the ladder and ran a few feet out of the fog
and fell to the floor gasping for breath. Two pipefitters helped him furzher
out of the area.

Seeing the chemical and smoke was too heavy to get near the tray I
went back to the phone near the elevator and called the fire No. 299

and asked if the fire (location) had been reported and requested air
line respirators.

AES-JJ came up and asked where the fire was. I directed him to the ladder.
The smoke was pretty heavy and AES-JJ said lets get out of this smoke.

One operator arrived with an a'r tank respirator. He was helped into
the respirator and it was adjusted for breathing. Then he went back
and directed A CO2 extinguisher toward the trays. I not having an air
respirator had to move back from the chemical fog and smoke. I went
toward the stairs and directed other operators to the fire.

We looked for more fire extinguishers on 2nd floor someone must have
already carried them to the 3rd floor. I took the stairs down to
565 el. I met 2 wagon loads of air tank respirators and several
operators with fire extinguishers. They did not wait for the elevator
but ran up the stairs with them. One operator came up a few seconds
behind them with a firt extinguisher. I said they have plenty help on
2nd lets go to third on elevator and see if the fire is under control
there. We found several extinguishers laying around and lots of smoke
but no fire had broken through to third. The operator asked if I h.d
a flash light. I said no. Neither have I he said. He said, we better
get out of here before tht lights go off. See.•ng everything on 3rd was
o.k. I agreed and we left immediately.

Seeing there were many trained operators and air-tank respirators on
2nd' I figured everything was under control and went to the guard desk.

There all construction personnel was ordered out of the building which
is routine in case of an alarm. I start,'d out and happened to think of
the spreader room where the fire had begun. I turned to go back about
10 ft. They were waving me back out but I said I must tell the guard
to have some operator check on the spreader room in case the fire back
feed into that area.
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We vent outside and grouped in craft to account for all construction
personnel. Some were missing, so was Elec.-J. I thought the last time
I remevber seeing him was in the spreader room. *When the alarm is
sounded you have 20 seconds to clear the spreader room. They sent
someone (M1aybe AF.S-JJ) to look for Elec.-J. After a long wait they
found him and he came to the assembly area just outside Unit 3 on the
east side of the building.

After a while one of the men got up on the stairs and ennov'.iced it
was 2:15 PH and that we would knock off at 2:30 PH this Sat. and Sun.
They said they would announce on radio about Mon.

We were not permitted to go back in the building to get our lunch
kits. The foremen were told not to go back in for their time cards,
that they could make them out Hon.

/a/ C. E. Hurphy /s/ Elec.-E April 17, 1975
Witnessed Signed Date
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1, Elec-F, make the following free and voluntary statement
to C. E. Hurphy, who has Idcntified himself to me as a representative

of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an electrician. On March 22, I was working along the south wall

of the cable spreader room, using RTV, when I heard the other crew say
there was a burning back in the 'place where they were workir:ig.
Elec.-E handed thcn some rags and Elec.-F pass:ed up a broom handle so

that they could wedge them in tight. After that try, the rags were
jerked out and a rag was on fire. Elec.-E got a fire extinguisher.
After it was used the fire was still going. Elec.-E said he would
turn in the alarm. I then went around to the reactor side dnd met

a pipe fitter who went with me (AP-N). A ladder was moved over to where

the fire was. AP-N went up the ladder with a fire extinguisher with me
right behind him on the ladder. AP-N had trouble getting the
extinguisher started as he did not realize he had to first pull the pin.-

I have read the statement sutmarized above, which is true and correct.

/8/ C. E. Murphy /s/ Elec-F 5/6/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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2:55 pm
4/7/75

1, ASE-G make the following free and voluntary statement
to Michael V. Annast, who has identified himself to me'as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I a. an Assistant Shift Engineer at the Browns Ferry Plant. I was working
inspecting the Turbine Building of Unit 01 when I heard the fire alarm at
around 12:30 pm. I was by condensate pumps and did not hear the paging
system. I called the control room and was told the fire was in the Reactor
Building. I went through the "A" Shutdown Board Room Entrance on third floor
of Unit 01. There was no fire or smoke so I went to the second floor. A
couple of electricians were running and I followed them. Thn fire was in
the cable trays. ASE-L and O-LL were already there.

.ASE-L went up the ladder and set off an extinguisher. I went to
"B" Shutdown Board Room door and got a CO, and a dry chemical extinguisher.
I went back and gave one to ASE-L who set'it off. I called the control
room for breathing apparatus. ASE-L came down the ladder covered with
CO2 and also requested breathing apparatus. The operator requested halp
so ASE-L and I dccided that I would go up to help out. When I got to
the control room, I saw that RCIC, HPCI, LPCI and core spray was automntically
initiated because of cable shorting. ADS anituciators were in and ADS timers
,ere running. The recirc pump stazted ramping back. 0-4 the operator,
and I tried to shutdown RHR and core spray pumps. The ECCS was out. We
talked to SE-R snd we all agreed to scram tl:e reactor. I assisted the
operator in shutting down the turbine and trip exciter field breaker. I
disconnected the motor operatored disconnects and opened the turbine drains.
I shut down the HPCI. We were in pretty good shape when we lost the 250 volt
-DC boards and the RX NOV boards and 480 shutdoun boards. Also lost the
unit preferrcd and both reactor protection systams we had isolated. The
only thing left was the RCIC lights but one valvt FCV 71-2 was rut. I went
to B RX 11V board and both sources were dead so went back through control
room. ASE-L called and stated that the fire was in the cable spreading
room. He suggested setting off the cardox. I set off the alarm siren to
clear the room and went down to make sure that everyone was out of the
spreader room. I went inside and cleared two electricians out then I
tried to set off the Cardox and discovered the power was off. I ran over
to the Unit D2 side and put the power on. There was no noise of discharge,
so I thought that power had failed. I tried to uze the manual crank system
and discovered that it had a metal construction plate on under the glass and
I tried to remove it. This was difficult aithout a screwdriver. About this
time I heard the CO2 come down the pipes. I did not realize that it would
take several minutes to arrive. The next day, I checked other manual
Cardox initiators and found that almost all of them had these construction
plates attached.
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After initiating the Cardox, I came up by Unit 02 side. Just then Unit 02 also
scrammed and I hclpcd the operator, O-KK, to shutdown the turbine. I went
to the 480 volt shutdown boards. I reset the feeder breakers and hotted up

the boards and heard thcm humming under heavy load but they did not trip.
I then went to "B" MOV board where I met EF-BF and together we tried
to hot up board to get the single RCIC valve 71-2 - It was a dead fault. I

told EF-BF to do anything to restore power to that valve. I want
back to Unit 01 where the operator had started to depressurize using the
4 ADS valvea. AUO-Q and I put on air packs to go to the top of
the torus to open valves manually to get in torus cooling mode. We opened
valve 74-73 and then had to leave because we ran out of air. AUO-Q passed
out at the turbine building door. After I got my breath back, I went back
to the control room and told AOS-W about the one open valve.

I drew a map of the route to the valve on top of the torus for AUO--u1VU
and AUO-!-ND1 who were going in next to open Lhe other valve. I went
back to the cable spreading room and saw that the fire wAs still going.
I got some AUOS and an Athens fireman with an airpack to fight the fire
and we passed CO2 and dry chemicals to him, then other people with air
packs fought fire. The fire was finally driven back to the reactor side.
I believe that during this effort on the spreader room side there was no
one fighting the fire on the reactor side. There was frill a lot of
shorting and sparking in the cable trays. We left two men to watch the
situation and I went back to the control room; was relieved by ASE-EE
and went with SE-U to try and restore DC boards. We also ran some
lights into the fire area and tried to get a lifeline in, but ran out of
air. I worked with SE-R and restored one (1) RX protecting MG set, but
went back periodically, to check on the cable spreading room. I was
asked to tape my recollections of the day's activities and then; about
10:30 pm, I went home.

I have received some fire fighting instructions, but was not very familiar
with the Scott Air Pack.

Is/ Michael V. Annast Isf ASE-G 6-25-75

Witness Signature Date
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'I, EA-I1, voluntarily Cive the following inforration to and answered

questions for h1oward A. W•ilbcr, Tolbert Young and James Devlin, who

have identificd themselves to me as representatives of the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Cormi;sion.

I am employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority as an Engineering Aide, SE-2

assigned to the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. I an in the 1)ivision of Engineer-

Ing and Construction, Conduit and Grounding Group. I have been so employed

since 12/3/74.

On Saturday, Xarch 22, 1975, I was working in Units I and II checking air

leaks around penetrations in the walls. FE-B, Electrical Engineer was my

supervisor. Three other Engineering Aids and four or five tlectricians

were also assigned to this task. The job consists of checking for air leaks

using a lighted candle held close to the penetration that had been sealed by

the electricians using foa- packing as a backing aA.d RTV (silicon sealant).

The material is pressed into the hole by the elctrician, poly foam, RTV

or urethane, and we check for drafts with a candle.

I was working with Elec.-J, electrician. In the morning we did tno winuows

in the Unit 11 side and then went to lunch. After lunch at 11:30 AM or

11:45 AM EE-B brought us up to the cable spreader room, 593 elevation.

EA-C, Engineering Aid and Elec.-D. electrJcian were working in the cable

spreader room.

A little after twelve thir~y while I was on top of a sta..k of cable trays

ten to fifteen feet away from EA-C and Elec.-D I heard one of the two,

say that something was on fire. I kept workin6 but when I heard someone

hollering for a fire extinguisher I started to clit.b down. By the time I

•got a CO fire extinguisher was being used. Another extinguisher was

brought in, 1 brought in a dry chemical extinguisher.

It sounded like they couldn't put the fire out and EA-C said it was burning

in the other side of the wall.

I only worked in Unit I & II on one occ3sion so I didn't know my way around.

I asked Elec.-J if he knew how to get to the other side of the wall.

Elec.-J did know, we took off.

We saw a person from DPP with a detector and two other persons who had

extinguishers. We saw the fire coming through the wall. The smoke

was beginning to get heavy, we could hardly see. After the CO was put

on the fire we thought the fire was out. Because of the snoke 2 the group

began backing away from the fire area. One fellow with a Scott Air Pack

walked into the fire area and soon came running out and went to the phone.

He said the fire was still burning.
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Elec.-J and I went to the first floor. Wc were told by a person from

D)PP to leave the Dry Powder extinguishers on the 593 level at the site

of the fire and carry the CO2 extinguishers to the 621 levcl. On the

621 level we met a person wearing an air pack. Heavy smoke was coming

thirough the floor but we could nto see any firc or flames.

Elec.-J and I went back tQ the near stairwell
Ve tried the elevator but it was not running.
the elevator the smoke was not too bad. When

level the lights went out, about then we were
to go outside.

but the smoke was too heavy,
In the stairwell next to

we reached the second
met by EE-B and told

The first
a candle,
I inspect
occasions

time I used this procedure, that is, testing for air leaks with
was Tuesday of that week. I never tested with the foam exposed.-

after the electrician seals the leak. On at least two

the RTV fused but it was easily pinched out.

This procedure was taught to me on Tuesday, March
Elec.-CG. The candle has to be held close, right
EE-B told us that the sealing material would burn
not to set it on fire. I did not report that the
fused on me because everyone knew that it would.

18, 1975, by
next to the material.
and to be careful
silicon (RTV) had

I never saw a fire drill at Browns Ferry. The electricians knew that
the bell was the fire alarm, but I did not know this.

I estimate that it was approximately eight (8) minutes from the time I
heard Lhere was a fire to the time I got to the reactor side, at the fire.

There were no emergency lights on the stairwells. In other parts of
the plant, the lights were on.

At 12:30 p.m., I noticed the time, the fire was shortly after.

I have read the above statement, consisting of
correct to the best of.my knowledge.

six pages. It is

/s/ EA-H
SIGNED

1s/ C. E. Murphy
WITNESS

April 16, 1975
DATE
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R1, £A-II, make the following free and voluntary statement to W. S. Little
who has identified hl1r.self to me as a representative of.the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission: "!

I am an engineering at trade SE-2, employed by TVA. On Tuesday,.
Mlarch 18, 1 was show:n ki, first time how to test conduit and cable
tray windows for air leaks • J how electricians seal them. by
Elec.-CG. On Tuesday I worked on this with two electricians. The
electricianis would seal any leaks I would find.

On Saturday after.oor., March 22, I started working in the cable
spreading rcom ch2cking for leaks with an electrician, Elec.-J.
We were working on checking cr.ndults which cane through the wall and
dropped into the rows of cable trays about 10 to 15 feet back from
the Reactor Building wall. Where. I was at, I was not able to see
EA-C and Elec.-D where they were working. I was at the top of a stack
of trays and was checkling the condiits coming into a junction box,
when I heard somebody say something about "Fire." Then I heard
sonebody ask for a fire extinguisher. I started climbing down from
the trays. .1hen I got down, I ' s passed aa ext~nguisher by somebody
at the door and I passed it on. Jist before the alarm went off I
heard someone say "smother it with rags". Then I heard someone say
"It's burning in the wall."

I had only been in the Unit 2 area one time prior to Saturday and I
ask the electrician with me if he knew how to get to the other side
of the wall. We took an elevator to elevation 565 and then took
another elevator to the second floor of the Reactor Building and got
over to the area of the fire. There were r-wo guys there - I don't
know who they were. One was up high spraying a fire extinguisher,
and the other was doun- low. I could see flares coming out of an overhead
cable tray. We backed out of the area because the smoke was starting to
fill the area. The guys came down and said nobody else was back in there.

As I started to leave, I met a man putting on a mask and air tank and
being helped by another. He went to check the fire. He quickly came
back and said the fire was burning. He called somebody on the phone.
The electrician and I started hunting for other extingulshers, and 4 or 5
other guys showed up. We took a few extinguishers to the third floor
(smoke was starting to get heavy up there) we looked around for fire but
I didn't see any. We went to go down the stairs but the smoke was coming
up heavy. We went to the alternate stairway because the elevator shut off

by now. The lights went out at about the second floor, and I decided to go
all the way down. Then I ran into EE-B on the stairs and he told me to go
outside.

/1/ William S. Little 1s6 EA-H April 16, 1975
Witness . Signature Date
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1, Elec.-J, mke the following free and voluntary statement to
C. E. Hurphy who has Identified himself to me as a representative of the
U. S. N:uclear Regulatory Commission.

I am an electrician ecployed by TVA. On March 22, I was working with
EA-11 in the cable spreading room checking leakage from conduit and
Junction boxes. I was about 25 feet from the area where the fire started.
Somebody yelled that there was a fire. I tbink they thought they put it
out but then it started again. Some other electricians and I started to
go around to the other side of the wall. Elec.-F was the first one to get
to the Reactor Building side. We were all carrying fire extinguishers.
Some of the others went up the ladder to put out the fire I thought It was
out 2 or 3 times but it kept flaming back up again.

It got so smokey in the area, I couldn't take it anymore so I left. On
cry way out, I passed the cable spreading room on the way to the control
room. I looked into the room - it was dark and the C02 had been set off.
When I got to the control room, one of the foreman that was there told
me to go to the assembly area. I did not return to the plant until 11onday.

1sf C. E. ýIurphy /sf Elec.-J 7-16-75
Witness Signature Date
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I, PSO-K, make the following free and voluntary statemcnt to
C. E. Murphy, who has identified himself to me as a representative of
the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am a Public Safety Officer.

I was stationed on post at the construction portal to the turbine
building when a construction man care by and took my fire extinguisher
eff the wall. I asked him what he was doing and the man said there was

a fire In No. 1. I picked up the pax phone and called the shift engineer

to tell him there was a possible fire in No. 1. The time was 12:20 or
12:30. I heard the fire alarm go off. I pullee the cards on the persons
whothad come through the post--to account for them as they came out. I

stayed at my post until 2:55 p.m. No equipment was brought in prior to
that time. I let the DF? back in. I was relieved by PSO-DC. I reported
to PSO-CC and was assigned to help tote fire extinguishers.
I worked until 5:30 or 5:45. I took, in all, about 15 extinguishers up

to the cable spreader room. There was one Athens fireman in the room to

whom they had to slide the extinguishers under the trays.

I have read the statement summarized above, which is true and correct.

1sf C. E. Murphy 1s/ PSO-K 4-30-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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1, ASI:-1., trade the following free statcicnt to representatives of the
U. S. Nuclear Regul.-,tury Commission:

I was an assistant shift engineer norr.ally assigned to Unit 2.

On Karch 22 while I was in the shift engineer's office I received a call from
Officer rSO-K. A construction man had just passed him (PSO-K) at the con-
struction entrance portal between Units 2 and 3, and said there was a fire in
the Unit I Reactor building cn the north side. I then dialed 299 (which
autonatically sets off the fire alarm) which rings the shift engineer's office.
Units 1 and 2 and electrical control desk. The operator on Unit 1 answered
on the first ring. I identified myself and told him that a fire had been re-
ported on the north side of Unit 1 reactor building. I then told the Shift
engineer, and upon leaving the shift engineer's office I went to the electrical
control d.sk and "scaled in" the fire alarm system. From here I went through
the 4 KV Thutdoirn Loard room "A" and !nto the reactor building via the emergency
entrance e)ev. 621. I checked out t'.e nOrth side of elev. 621, (3rd floor) and
found sT.iok.e in the noith east corner. There was no smoke present at the SLC
level.

I then went down to the second floor. As 1 was passing the reactor building
closed cooling water hear excha'ngers a ran passe: me carrying a fire extin-
guisher. He was coning from behind the reactor. Two other men went arourd
with me, one was AUO-Q, the other a construction worker.

I went around to where the fire was. There was a ladder already in place at
the fire area. I went up the ladder. At this time the fire was coming
through the reactor building wall and was around the four cable trays nearest
me. I used a dry che;:.ical extinguisher which appeared to knock down the
fire. I went down the ladoer and someone gave me a CO2 extinguiý' er. I
went up and used it. The fire appeared to go out but after a few seconds
it would flare back up. I then went down and called the control room for
breathing apparatus. With the help of other personnel I went back up the
ladder a few more times. Then some of them started going up as I went back
to call the unit one operator, O-M. When I talked to O-M he told me that
he was having problems with Panel 9-3 with shorts, lights burning brightly
and going out, and dif•erent alarms, cor.ng in. I told the Shift Engineer,
SE-R, and Unit 1 Assistant Shift Engineer, A'=-G, about the problems and
they returned to the control room. By this time the air packs had been
brought in so we put them on and went back to fighting the fire. The fire
was then 6" to 8" out into the cable trays.

The-smoke turned from light to black almost instantly. There was not ruch
air movement in the area. I called 0-4 and instructed him to have ASE-C
set off the CO2 system in the spreading room. At this time I was told
that Unit 2 operator O-KK was having problers and had scrammed Unit 2.
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By now it was very difficult to see; so I asked all personnel not fighting
the fire to go do.-n to the 1st floor and wait there. It was mostly
Instrunent Tcchanics and 8 to .0 construction workers. About this
tiTe the light went out. I went back to the Shift Engineer's office and
told himjof the problems we were having and called the Athens Fire
Department to come out and be on stand-by which is part of the
emergency procedure. It was a little past 1310 at this time.

I checked with 0-KK on Unit 2 and he was not having any problems
so I went to Unit 1 and worked with O-X for a few minutes then
I checked out the 161 KV and 500 KV electrical systems. Both were
normal. I then checked the 4 KV shutdown beards and found all four
Diesel generators running and tied onto the S.D. board. I reenergized
4 KV shutdown bus 2 from Unit 2. I then transferred the shutdown board
from the Diesel Generator back to the #2 shutdown bus, except "C"
which would not stay cn the nor-r.l feed. So it was left on the
D/G feed.

I went back to Unit 1 and worked %.-ith O-M again on the RHR
system. I tried to start "A" RF.R pump from the shutdown board, but it
tripped out. I then started "B" RHIR from shutdown board "C". It ran for
a few minutes and was taken off because there was no minimum flow.

I talked to O-M about the condition of Unit 1. So between us
we decided to blow down the unit. I instructed 0-M to open
the four ADS valves which were operable and to leave them open. The
water level at this time was > -40". It dropped to > -120" before the
condensate booster pumps started putting water into the vessel.

I returned to Unit 2 and conditions were deteriorating so I told O-KK
to start depressurizing Unit 2. It was at this time we lost control"
of the ADS valves.

I called the electricans and instrument mechanics for assistance and then
went to the back-up control panel to try to operate the ADS valves
but they would not operate from here either.

The drywell control air system was checked and was normal.

I then went to 1-C elevation to check the 120V Pref. system. I got Unit
2 restored to its normal feed then fed Unit 1 from Unit 2. While I was
working on Unit 2 Reactor Protection System, SE-R and ASE-G were
working on Unit 1, ASE-Y was working with me. The fire in the
spreading room had begun to start back so I set off the CO2 system for
about 1 minute. I went back to. the Unit 2 control room and the operator
informed me that he was now able to depressurize. I again went to the
electrical control panel and had to realign part of the 4 KV shutdown boards.

At about 1500 SE-V was in Unit 2'control room so I went back to

the reactor building via shutdown board room "B", accompanied by
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ASE-Y to start fighting the fire. We strung life lines and lights
then started organizing groups to fight the fire as well as going in
ourselves. I took a 1503 dry chemical extinguisher to .the fire and used
It. We ran out of air for the Air Packs about 1830 and started using
Chem-ox units.

Water was used about 1900 and the fire was extinguished.

Two days later I heard of the fire which had occurred on the 20th of Htarch.

The su.-uarized statement above is true and correct to the best of my
recollection of the incidents which.occurred on March 26, 1975.

Is/ BA Is/ ASE-L May 17, 1975
WITNESS SIGNATURE
NOTARY PUBLIC
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Summ-iry of Interview with 0-H

I.O-H, voluntarily give the following information to Don Caphton,
Tolbert Young, Jr. and Jares Devlin, who have identified themselves
to ne as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
I am a Unit Operator and I have been employed in the Division of Power
Production, TVA since June 1972 at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant.

On Saturday M!arch 22, 1975, I was assigned as Unit Operator (UO) of Unit 1
on the day shift. At 12:35 1 receivedl a call on the fire phone from
ASE-L, Assistant Shift Enginear (ASE) (a call on this phone automatically
Initiates the fire alarm through out the plant) who stated that "there was
a fire in Unit 1 reactor buildinp., backside." I made an announcement over
the PA system "Fire in rea:tor building, unknown location." ASE-L then
went to the reactor building to locate the fire. Assistant Unit operator
(ASU) AUO-CQ called and stated the exact location to the second floor of the
reactor building in a cable tray. This announcement was made over the
PA system.

The first alarm came in "Reactor low level auto blowdown permissive" on
panel 9-3. I checked panel 9-5 to confirm but everything on panel 9-5 was
ok. The second alarm was Core Spray (CS), Reactor Heat Removal (RHR) pumps
running" I checked but the pumps were not running. A 3rd alarm came in
"Core Cooling system diesel generator initiate. I called O-KK told
him to check and see if the diesels were running.

ASE-L then called for additional help and
fire. I sent O-LL to help. I told ASE-L
control room as conditions were unstable.
called O-I.-L in Unit III to come to Unit I

Alarms from the shutdoc.n panels then came
running. More alarrs came in. I checked
panel 9-5 were that everything was normal.
pumps.

some Scott Air Paks to fight
that help was needed in Unit
ASE-G v~as sent to help me.

and help.

the

I

in, "RHR, CS, HPCI and RCIC" all
panel 9-5, indications from

I then tripped all emergency

I then noticed that
a slight increase.
ASE-G and SE-R came

the APRM's were decreasing, reactor water level showed
The recirc pumps started running back. About this time
into the control room to help.

At 12:48 the RHR, CS and HPCI initiated again and I realized that the unit
was too unstable. The lights on panel 9-3 began getting bright and then.
getting dim. These were more unknown conditions.

I told SE-R "lets scram the unit." SE-R said ok.

I then zeroed the master manual controller for the recirc. pumps and then
began to zero the individual controllers but the recirc. pumps tripped. I
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immediately tripped the reactor and put the mode switch in shutdown. I
noted the time was 12:51 and that the Mwe meter read 704 Mwe.

At about 12:53 the turbine was tripped by ASE-G. I then tripped
two of the feedwater (Fu.) purmps and ran the level stepoint back to zero.

Selected and started driving in the IRM's and SRM's. Checked that all
rods were in and that I had the single rod permissive light.

Reactor water level caught at 5 inches and returned to 47 inches. I then
adjusted the level setpoint to 33 inches. The steam durp bypass valve
was open with normal control.

At about 1:10 the outboard MSIV's closed. Reactor pressure started increas-
ing and the relief valves began opening.

I checked and found that the only water supply to the reactor at this time
was the control rod drive (CRD) )urps so I increased its output to rmax.
I then manually opened one relief valve and blewdo'-n to about 850 psi.
About this time we lost AC lighting and the DC li'hts came on. The pressure
started right back up. At least five relief valves started popping again.

At a~ouc 1:15 1 lcsc my nuclear instru,.entation. I only had control of
four teller v•isves. I noticed tnat the condensate and the booster purps
were ok.

*At about 1:30 the Operations and the Assistant Operations Supervisor arrived,
shortly thereafter the Plant Superintendent arrived.

At this time I knew that the reactor water level could not be maintained
and I was concerned about uncovering the core.

ASE-L came back to the control room and I told him that I needed to blowdown.
ASE-L said "do it."

I started blowing down with four relief valves. The pressure was down to
300 psi in about 20 rin. and the mim. water level was - 120 in. on the
Yarway when water started entering the vessel from, the booster pumps. The
level increased to normnal but I lost auto signal to the FW pumps bypass
valve. Level increases aoove 50 in. I then sent an AUO to ma.anually isolate
the bypass line. W'nen Lne levei cai;e back on scale, I had the AUO manually
adjusc ctie floa until level w.s maintained.

During this time I made a list of RHR valves needed In order to obtain
torus cooling.
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About 7 p.m. we finally got lined up to discharge from the torus to
radwaste.

The reactor cleanup system was isolated until about 8 p.m.

At about 5 p.m. I lost air to the four relief vplves t.hat I had control
of r-aiually. Pressure rose to 6i00 psi beforc I rot control of Ohe ,alves
again.

About 2 p.m. I put on a scott air pak for about 10 min.

The r.ax. nurtber of people in the Unit I end of the control room at any
one tire was about 20 people.

I was relieved at 8 p.m. The conditions of the plant at that time were#
relief valve open, booster purp on, one CRD pu-p on, reactor water level
stable. REPR pu-ps still out. No torus temperature or level indication
and no torus cooling.

/s/ O-M 4/13/75

Witnessedt /s/ Willaim S. Little
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I, AJ-N, mikc the following free and voluntary statement to

Kichael V. Annist who has identified himself to. me as a representative

of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an apprentice-pipefitter, welder for TVA at the Bro-ns

Ferry plant. On March 22, 1975, shortly after noon, I was coming

down in the elevator from the second floor of the reactor

building. As I came out of the elevptor on the first floor

I met a construction rmn (who was later identified to me as

Elec.-F) who had a fire extinguisher in his hand and who

was very nervous. I asked him what was the trouble and he

said, "There is a fire on the second floor". Elec.-F

entered the elevator to go to the second floor. I ran up the

stairs back up to the second floor and met Elec.-F as he was

coming out of the elevator there. I ran to the south wall

and got a dry chemical fire extinguisher from there. As I

did th'As, I passed by the welding crew I had been working

with, SW-P and P-O, who asked me what was

happening. I told then there was a fire at the opposite side

of the reactor. I then went around back of the reactor with

Elec.-F, and P-O and SW-P followed. Elec.-F did not

know exactly where the fire was and we went up on the grating

(or mezzanine) looking for it. I saw the fire then on the

bottom cable tray on the east side away from the mezzanine.

Elec.-E was moving a ladder ove to within about five feet

from the tray. I could see the flames which extended about

8 inches above the tray and extending out from the wall

about two feet into a semi-circle in the tray. There was no

material dripping from the tray and no other trays were on

fire. Elec.-F and I got down from the mezzanine. I went up

to the top of the ladder and Elec.-F was behind me at bottom of

ladder. There was a scaffolding between me and the tray, but

I was able to reach out with the extinguisher and discharge

the dry chemical directly on the fire. The fire went out,

the flames were gone and the glow was gone. Elec.-F and

the others said the fire was out. I was in a cloud of smoke

from the fire and the extinguisher, and I had difficulty

breathing so I came down from the ladder fast as I was about

to pass out. As I came down 0-KX and SW-P carried me

around to the other side of reactor so I could recover. I

did not go back to the fire area. I did not know that the fire

had started up again after I had put it out, until later.

The smoke that I observed as coming from the flames was white

in color and it was rolling up from the tray. Thcr'e was no

(continued)
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Page 2 - Interview of AP-N

crackling or popping. I
insulation was on fire.
tray which appeared to be
from the hole through the

could not tell whether the cable
I did not observe anything in the
melting or flowing into the tray
wall.

I have read the statement summarized above, which is true
and correct.

Is/ Michael V. Annast
Witness

1sf AP-N

4-25-75
Date
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I, P-O, make the following free ana voluntary statement to
C. E. Murphy, who has identified himself to me as a reprcsentative of
the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission:

I am a pipefitter. On harch 22 when the fire occurred I was working on
the second floor of the reactor building with SW-P and AP-N. My first
knowledge of the fire was when I saw AP-N come by with a fire extinguisher
in his hai.d. I could then see smoke and I called the shift engineer to
report the fire. I watched as AP-N went up the ladder to fight the fire
7he smoke coming from the cable tray was rust colored. AP-N fell as he was
coming down off the ladder. The flames were gone, but the tray was still
smoking %hen AP-N came down. It was five minutes before the operations
people got there. SW4-P and I carried AP-N to the south side of the
reactor when he dropped down again. We tken went outside for several minutes--
this was about 1:20. The elevator was not working. The radiation monitor
went off. The air monitor went off. A tank of CO2 Vas brought in on wheels
by meun wearing m.asks and I heard it go off.

I have read the statement surn.-arlzea above, .-hich is true and correct.

/s/ c. E. Murphy /s/ P-O 5-6-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE

V
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!, SW-P, voluntarily give the following information to If. Wilbcr,
T. Young and J. Devlin, who have identified themselves to me as represen-
tatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission. I am a steamfitter-welder.
I have been hired for work by the TVA - DEC at Browns Ferry off and on

for pact two years. I reside at Athens, Ala.

On Saturday I was working in Unit I on the 593 elevation, second floor,
-elding in the southwest corner of the reactor building, is on the

opposite side of the reactor from where the fl.e occurred. P-O stcamfitter

told us there vas a fire on the other side of the reactor.

We went around the reactor and loca:.-d the fire. It was high up in the

cable trays. We needed a ladder which we brought over. AP-N climbed
the ladder with an extinguisher and tried to put out the fire with the CO2 .

P-0 went to the phone and called the Shift Engineer and reported the fire.

As far as I know this was the first report.

AP-N was told of the fire by an electrician, believe his name is Elcc.-F.

The smoke was getting heavy, soon some DPP people arrived, two then three

at a time. AP-N came down off the ladder and could hardly breathe because

of the smoke. We had to take him outside.

Wh.en we first arrived at the fire the flames were not big, It was just
getting started.

Shortly after we moved out the DPP people also had to leave because of

smoke. They got Scott Air Paks. The smoke at first was white but it soon
turned black.

I guess it wis about 30 minutes from the time we saw the fire to the time
we left the r.actor building.

AP-N told us he thought he got the fire out but after taking AP-N outside

I returned and the DPP people told me it was really going. We went in

to gather up our equipment but the smoke was getting too thick, particularly
along the floor.

We did not know that the bells we heard was the fire alarm. We did not

pay any attention to it because we are aiways hearing this ccde call.
We did not hear a siren which we associate with an evacuation.

).P-N had discharged one C02 extinguisher, another was available that the

electricians brought in, but I do not know if it was used.
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There were about 15 people at the fire. some were members of the fire

brigade, I don't know who the others were.

The lights did not go out, the elevator was not working.

It did not appear to me that DPP was organized for this type of thing.

The work we were doing c- the EECWI (Emergency Cooling Water).

When outside we reported to our Foretnan F-CV Steamfitters Welders. TK-CW

checked us off and sent us home.

sI/ C. E. V.urpi'_ 1s/ Sw-P 4-16-75
Witness Signature Date
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7:05 a.m.
4/11/75

1. AUO-Q, mikz the following statement freely and

voluntarily tu Michacl V. Annast, who has identified himself to me as

a representative of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an assistant unit operator and was working in the radwaste building

on the day shift, on 'March 22, 1975, at the Browns Ferry plant. At about

12:40 p.m., I licard the fire alarm and called the unit operator who told

me that the fire was in the reactoi building I got a C02 aný a dry chemical

extinguisher a•d wont to the reactor bjilding. (in the way, I met two others

and we decided that each of us would chcck one floor. When I got off the

elevator on the second floor, I smelled smoke. I went behind the reactor

and saw 3-4 others there. One man was on the ladder putting C02 on a

relatively small fire - maybe a foot-high flame. The flame looked like

a torch because of the draft from the other side and it was difficult to

put chemical on. At this time I called the unit operator and told him the

exact locatlcn of the fire. Then there was an electrical arc and the man

on the ladder fell dovn. ASE-L, who had gotten there at the sane time

as I did, told me to go and get some Scott air-packs because the smoke
was getting very bad. The cables were arcing and the insula~ion seemed

to be bubbling. I believe that at this point, we could have put the fire
out, had we been able to get at it and had there been no draft caused

by the negative pressure. I went to the HP Lab and got some airpacks. I

asked maintenance people, who were standing around, to help me carry them

to the fire area. About half of the airpacks were unusable because they
were marked "not charped" or "no mask." (*See Not-e Vl) I put or, an air
pack and went up he ladder. Something that looked like tar was melting

and running down e wall.. The smoke wzs very heavy. I used two more

extinguishers ana ran uut of air. We fell back to the far end of the heat
exchangers. ASE-L told me they were bringing both units down and he
left for a few minutes to help with the shutdown. We all withdrew to
the first floor. I put on a fresh airpack and went back to make sure
that no one else remained behind. On the way back, I had to use the stairs

because the elevator had stopped. I then called the control room for

another ASE to direct the fire fighting. ASE-00 arrived and about this time

one of the units scrammed. I went to the control and talked to O-42, who

was trying to get cooldown. He asked if I knew where the exact location of

valves 74-71 and 74-73 on top of the torus was. I told him that I was

familiar with the valves and he asked me to get them open. I went back to

the reactor building and noticed that the smoke was on the first floor.

Everyone had fallen back behind the double doors on the Unit 02 side. I

put on an air pack and went down the ladder on top of the torus. I got

174-71 partially open and ran out of air. I then changed air packs and,

together with ASE-G , got 74-71. fully open. We started on 74-73

when we heard the safeties lifting. AS--G indicated that we should go.

*Note 01: In the statement marked 01 "About half of the airpacks were

unusable, because they were marked "Not charged" or "No mask." "This is
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very misleading. The air packs that were brought to the fire sight by
some of the maintenance people were unusable due to marking. They simply
failed to notice the marking. We had enough air packs at the sight but a
lot of the air packs brought to the fire sight were not charged or hid
the mask in them.

-2-

I hit my mask against something and got a leak. We were also out of air.
I got quite a bit of smoke and passed out just outside the watertight
doors. I remember reviving on top of a table in the lunchroom. I don't
know how I got there. I rested a bit and, since the first aid room was
locked, (I heard that it was opened at 4:30) went back to the control room.
At this time I saw the Athens Fire Department enter the plant. SE-R
and SE-PP asked me what the conditions were in the fire area. We decided
to try to pull some smoke from the reactor building. I went with
EF-BF , an electrician foreman, to the top of the reactor building where
we jumpered a fan. When we first tried -it, there was no smoke, so I
went to the refueling floor and manually opened the dampers which had
isolated. I ran the fan for 5 minutes and was told on the radio to shut-it
off. SE-PP then told me to turn it back on for 15 minutes and turn it
off. I continued operating the fan 4-5 times on directioni by radio from
the control room. At about 10:30 p.m., SE-PP told me to come back to
the control room. Things seemed quite normal by then and I was told to
go home.

1sf Michael V. Annast /s/ AUO-Q 4-25-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, 'SE-R , make the following free and voluntary
statement to C. E. Murphy who has identified himself to-me as

a representative of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am a shift engineer at BrNP. On March 22. I was on the 7-3
shift with ASE ASE-G on Unit 1, ASE-L on Unit 2, ASE-O0
on Unit 3. At 12:35 a call came in on the S.E. office phone.
ASE-L answered the call, which was from Public Safety Officer
PSO-K who reported that a construction worker had said that
there was a fire on the back side ef Unit I reactor. ASE-L
relayed or repeated the messige to me and then initiated the
fire alarm (Pax 299) which was answered by the Unit 1 control
room operator ( O-M ) who.was given the information we

had received and then continued with the fire alarm procedure.
I told ASE-L to locate the fire and call me back, however,
before receiving a report on the fire I proceeded to the Unit 1
reactor building. I met ASE-L on the second floor and be
described the fire and its location as being a cable tray
penetration to the spreading room. We returned to the fire and
ASE-L made a second attempt to control the flames with a
(20 lb.) dry chemical unit while standing on a ladder that was
already in place, however, the effect on the fire was very
slight, and the dense smoke in the area made further efforts
without breathing equipment near impossible.

Maintenance personnel and other operators were reporting to the
fire area wvith additional portable dry and CO2 units. ASE-L
called Unit 1 control room for an operator to bring breathing
equipment. At this time the control room operator reported
receiving some false alarms apparently reizted to the fire.
I returned to the control room while ASE-L remained at the
fire. The additional personnel were sent after breathing gear
and to return to the fire. When I arrived in the control room
the Unit 1 had shortly before experienced an initiation of the
ECCS. The operator, assisted by ( ASE-G ) Unit 1 ASE secured
the HPCl, RCIC, RHR, CS pumps as they were not required, however,
the D/G's (4) which had started were left running and available.
In conjunction with the ECCS starts were indications of electri-
cal faults occuring in the ECCS motor oper. valve controls.
I asked the operator to drop the core flow and manual scram the
reactor, which he did. The turbine was tripped, RPV pressure
remained near normal with some spill thru the bypass valves to
the condenser. The operator reduced the one (1) feed pump with
RPC level near +47". All control rods were indicated full in.
This condition existed for only a few minutes, due to losses of
both 4800 shutdown bds., 4800 and 250V DC Rx M.iOV bds., we lost
RPS, unit preferred and I&C 120V sources as well, which prevented
further operation of the feed pump, and reduced the number of
manually operable relief valves to four (4) which were powered
from the 250V DC Rx P.10V bd. 1C that apparently was not being
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affected by the fire. The operator controlled the pressure
below the safety relief valve settings (1080-1100 psi) by
manual operation of these valves.

At approximately 1300 hrs we scra=..ed Unit 2 due to upset 480V
shutdown bds., resulting from fire damage to the 4 KV feed to
a 4800 transformer. Unit 2 ECCS required after the scram
operated normally. A loss of control air to the relief valves
later prevented manual control until air was restored.

The continuing loss of level in Unit 1 reactor and the difficulty
and indefinite delays in restoring the RCIC to an operable
condition made the choice of depressurizing by manual. operation
of relief valves available to approximately 350 psi to enable
restoring level with the running condensate and condensate
booster pumps, the only choice available at the time.

Both Unit 1 and Unit 2 were depressurized to the suppression
pool following NISIV closure. Operators and electricians continued
to restore needed power supplies where possible.

The fire in the reactor building was finally controlled by the
use of a large cart type dry chemical unit and water hose from
the RP fire system.

The CO deluge system for the cable spreading room was used *on
three f3) occasions following the reactor scrams in an attempt
to help control the fire, however, the fire spread most rapidly
from the penetration into the reactor building with the air
flow.

Concerning the '!arch 20 fire I reported of similar origin, it
vas first reported to me by the foreman of the crew doing the
work. I told ASE-EE" to make a visual check, and I made
a journal entry giving some details, including location and
identification of the tray involved. Elec. Dept. was reminded
of the occurrence as is routine in such cases.

Plant management personnel and the Athens Fire Department were
notified between 1310 and 1330 hours following our determination
of the critical nature of the fire and its potential effects
to plant safety systems and the maintaining of safe -eactor
conditions, etc.
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I received my most recent fire training at the training station
located at Murfreesboro, Tennessee. This training included
fundamentals of.fire prevention, firefighting with dry chemical,
C02, and some use of water.

Concerning fire drills, I am not sure when the last one was
held or if Athens Fire Department responded. The use of air-
pacs is primarily related to HP drills and used in airborne
areas. During and following the fire, operators and electricians
were the most needed skills for reestablishing safe reactor
conditions. According to ASE-L statement to me there was
a period of about two hours during which very little was being
done to control the fire. This was primarily due to a shortage
of airpacks, Chem-Cx units, lack of lights in the reactor
building and lack of large cart type dry chemical units on the
second elevation. The use of raw water was considered a
personnel risk during the earlier phase of the fire due to
energized circuits in the area of the burn.

As all areas of the Unit 1 reactor building required breathing
equipment to enter, the demand for this equipment eventually
exceeded the supply available.

I have read the statement above, which is true and correct..

-/s/ C. E. Murphy /s/ SE-R . 5-S-75
Witness Signature Date
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I, CE-S, make the following free and voluntary statement

to Howard A. Wilber who has identified himself to me as a representative

of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am a chlemical engineer at BV-NP. On March 22 I was at ho,.c when I was

called about 1:30 or 2:00 pm and notified of the fire. I called =nd

notified PRS-EEE, my supervisor, and stood by until aboiut 3:00 p.m. when

I received a call to come out to the plant. I arrived at the plant at

appro:ir-ately 3:30 p.m. and reported to P-Supt. and PRS-EEE. PRS-EEE

asked me to evaluate the plant cffluent releases, particularly gaseous,

and take any eppropriate actions deemed necessary by the circumstances.

By obscrv:ing the recorders associated with the continuous air monitors

located in the control room I noted that the following monitors were out

of service: 1-R.M-90-250 and 2-RM-90-250. These instruments measure and

record the airborne activity released from the plant via the turbine and

reactor building ventilation systems for Units 1 and 2 respectively. Since

there was no power available in the reactor building the normal backup

sampling progran utilizing a vacuum pump and Marinelli containers could not

be used. Therefore, gaseous samples were taken by filling one liter

polyethylene bottles with water and then inverting them in the airstream

being sampled. The water would pour out of the bottle and uould be

displaced by air. The bottles containing the air samples would then be

sealed and taken to the radio chemical laboratory for analysis. Each

air sample was quantitatively analyzed for its concentrations of gamma-emitting
isotopes. This sample program was started - 1645 hours 3/22 and continued

until ' 1600 hours on 3/23 when lI-R-90-250 was returned to service. Grab
sample frequency was 1 1 per hour. Upon analysis, all values determined
by this method were found to be below technical specification limits.

A small gasoline driven sample pump was used to saMpLe periodically for

iodine and particulates.

The Unit 1 reactor building exhaust fan was returned to service at - 1645 hours
3/22 coincidental with the start of the grab sampling program. The standby

gas treatment systcm was in service during the incident. The stack monitor

remained operable throughout the incident.

The primary coolant is monitored routinely for conductivity, chloride
concentration, and isotopic content in compliance with the technical

specification requirements. The continuous conductivity monitors on

Units 1 and 2 were lost as a result of the fire. A grab sampling
program was begun to monitor the primary coolant for conductivity and
chlorides. Normal backup sample point and techniques were used for this

program. Grab samples were taken - once every 4 hours. I am not aware

of any instance when technical specification limits for primary coolant
parameters were exceeded.
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There were no detectable chlorides (less than 50 pph) in Units 1 or 2's
primary coolant and the conductivities have stabilized well below 1.0
umho/cm at 25oC.

I have read the statement sur=--rized above, which is true & correct.

/s/ CE-S
/s/ Howord A. Wilber

WiLZL&CS 4/24/75
Date
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I, HPS-T, voluntarily give the following Information to Floyd Cantrell,
Tolbert Young, and Jamcs Devlin, who have idcntiflcd themse.lves to
me as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cormiission.

I am the Health Physics Supervisor and have been employed at BFNP

since October 1974.

I learned of the fire at about 1:30 p.m. At the tire of the fire

there was one health physics technician on duty. At 2:30 p.m.,
two more health physics teclhician personnel arrived cnsite and
one of them called me, told me of the seriousness of the fire

and passed on the plant superintendent's need for three more hcalth

physics personnel. I arranged for these three personnel to repcrt

to the site by 3:30 p.0 I and IL'-CL, a health physicist, arrived •

onsite at 4:00 p.m. HP-BJ, the former BFNP HP supervisor arrived
onsite at 4:15 p.m.

The airborne activity in the reactor building at the tine of my arrival
was 35% of '.C of Rb-58. ',o otl.cg isotopcs were identified. At about

5 PM the same isotope at about 25% of KC was identified in the turbine

building.

The ventilation in Unit 2 reactor building was out during the incident
until 2 A.M, 3-23-75, and .U:'it 1 ventilation was out for about three

hours between 2 and 5 PM. After the ventilation for Unit I reactor
building was turned back on, the activity began to clear up. A downward
trend was noted on the air monitor at about 7:30 p.m.

We took samples in the reactor building, the turbine building, and also

in Unit 3. There were no significant problems with radiation or
contamination throughout the incident. There were about 35 air sampies

taken between the time of the fire and 4 AM the next morning.

All personnel and their clothing were checked before they left the plant.

Between 12 and 15 men were whole body counted on 3/24/75, with negative

results.

/s/ C. E. Murphy 1sf HPS-T May 6, 1975
WITNESS SIGNATU.E DATE
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I, SE-U, voluntarily give the followlng information to
Donald Caphton, Tolbert Young and Jame!; Devlln, who have identified
themselves to me as members of the Nuclear ec~ulatory rommission.

I am a Shift Engineer and have been employed by the Division of Power
Production, TVA since 1971 at the Browrns Ferry Nuclear Plant.

I was called at 2 pm on 3/22/75 and told about the fire. I arrivcd on
site at 3 pm, went to the control room and talked to SE-V. We agreed
that I should go and fight the fire. I talked to AOS-W, OS-DD,
and P-Supt. then went to the cable spreading room. The CO" flooding
system had been sLt off three different times. ALO-X and some public safety
people were in the .1preader room putting dry chemicals on the fire. The
fire in the spreader zoom seemed to be contained.

Shortly after 4 pm I went to the reactor b'uilding. I had some discussions
with the Athens FD personnel.

At about 4:30 we opened the air lock behind the "B" 41KV Shutdown roon.
To my knoiwledge this was the first entry after the evacuation. The reza:tor
building was cormpletely filled with smoke. Vc generally went. in in tK-c-es.
There was no tracks on the floor. When the air lock was opened there •as.
a negative pressure in the reactor building because the air flowed in-.:ard.
We set up scre DC lights inside and outside of the reactor building t:.:
three men went in.

We found the fire going strong in two places and smoldering in two otEr
places (2). The hottest fire was in the cable trays straight out of :-,e
penetration about 30 ft. Flames were coming out of each of five trays.
In the tray to the west was. a lesser fire and there was smoldering in ý2)
other trays. We concentrated on the hottest fire at time of fighting.

I sent in several men with dry chemicals. However we weren't making
much headway.

I then took the Athens Fire Chief in and reported back to P-Supt. on
the fire while men were stringing in a rope life line.

We discussed situation with P-Supt. I had already pulled the standpipe
waler hose out of the rack and tested it for water pressure.

It was around 5 pm and we still considered the use of water too risky.
So we continued to fight the fire with dry chemicals. P-'up?. authorizcd
the use of water if I thought it nccessary. Also at this tire we
discussed the conditions of both reactors. Both were shutdo.n, both
cores covered with water and as good shape as could be expected. All
of this was discussed in preparation of using water.
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P-Supt. suggested taking in the Athens fireiren and letting them man the hoscs.

Tha fire chief, maybe one other nan and I went in to try the water. The

nozzle would give spray but ,not ruch force. We uere able to hit the bottom

of the bottom tray. We went out and the fire chief st.'ted that we needed

a different type of nozzle. He obtained one fron his truck but we found

Jlat it would not fit the hose threads. We put the old ;:zzzle back on

and went out to hold discussions. SE-V cane down, then he, AUO-AA, and

I vent in.

SE-V took hose up a scaffold and put sone water on the fire knocking

down the fire pretty good. He thcn got in-o sone trouble •i:h his air.

He came do,-n pretty fast, drcpping the hcs; .hicn hung c:;to sore 5caffolding.
We came down checkit.g on SE-V n,- looKeu all the way back to Lhe door

and found him in the shutdo.w pa.nel roon. AUO-kA- and I went back in, the

hose was still on and we sprayed water on the fire and wet the whole area

down. Some other people went in and put out the other fires and wet the
area down again.

I got back in about 6:15 and all of the fires were out. We put wore water

on wetting and cooling down. At about 6:35 I reported the fires out.

Smoke never came out of air lock.

I had one man on the door counting heads in and out of the reactor building.

I made reports and assigned fire watches. T had construction install sone

scaffolding and went home about 3 am 3/23/75.

I had three days of fire training last year and I had a fire drill on my

shift last year.

/s/ Kichael V. Annast /s/ SE-U 4-23-75

WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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1, SEV, voluntarily gtive the folluwing infornation to Don Capthon,
Tolbert Younr, Jr., and James Dcvlin, wio have identified
themselves to me as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. I am a Shift rnglnecr (SE) and I have been
employed in the Division of Power Production, TVA since 1953,

I was called at 12:55 p.m. on 3/22/75 and told about the fire. I arr~ved
on site about 1:40 p.m., and I went to Unit 1 control room. I noted that
Panels 9-3 and 9-4 were out and part of Panel 9-5 was out. The pressure was
low and the condensate booster punp was making up water to the reactor. I
talked to the operator and he told me that hc' had things under control.
I chen went to Unit 2.

Reactor pressure 1000 psi and having trcuble getting relief valves
open. Then Uivit 2 isolated from the steam tunnel, hi temperature.
About five minutes later we got two relief valves open. We had
CRD pumps and KCIC with normal water level. One relief valve was
popping and closing.

After the valves were open, I told the operators to keep on this
path depressurizing.

I think one valve stuck open because after pressure fell to below

600 psi, we didn't have to open relief valves any more.

We could not gct out of the isolated condition.

We had no more problems with level and temperature in the reactor.
We then worked on getting the condensate and booster pumps in
operation. Shortly after 3 PM, both were running. We later
got the main steam drain valve open so we could use the main
condenser as a heat sink. Stayed with Unit 2 until about 6:30
stabilizing conditions.

I then went to "B" 4160 shutdown panel and met with SE-U, obtain
three Chem-ox masks. Then, SE-U, AUO-AA, and I signed into the
reactor building.

At about 7 PM, I decided to use water on the fire. The hose was out
of the rack on the floor (some water was on the floor). The fire
was still going pretty good.
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I then tested the nozzle against the vail, went up the ladder with
the hose under my arm, and clinbed up on a wooden scaffold underneath
fire and sprayed water on the fire. Smoke was getting to me so I hooked
the nozzle in the tray with the water spraying and left the room. At
about 7:20, we went back in and sprayed the whole area down with water
and the fire was declared out.

I knew of the fire on Thursday night, 3/20/75, discussed it with
my ASE's and SE-PP (S.E.) vho said it had been reported. P-Supt.
asked me if I had control of Unit 2 and if everything was O.K.
almost continuously after about 20 nliputes of r-y arrival in the
control room.

/s/ C. E. Murpr.v /s/ SE-V 5-7-75
WIThTSS SIGNATURE DATE

0
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I, AOS-W, make the following free and voluntary statcement to C. E. Murphy,

who has identified himsclf to in- is a representative of th"I U. S. Nuclear

Pegulatory Com.aission:

I am the Assistant Opcrations Supervisor. I was at home on Sacurday,

March 22, when I was called to the plant by the shift engineer, SE-R,

at approximately 1:00 p.m. I was told there was a fire. I arrived at

the plant at approximately 1:35 and went straight tu the control room.

It was full of smoke and the operators were wearing Scott air packs. I

saw Hessrs. P-Supt. and OS-DD cn Unit 1 (the superintendent and

operations supervisor). Unit 1 had scrammed. The operater said that

.all the control reds had gone in when the reactor scra,..--ed. I looked

over to panel 9-3 and noted no emergency cooling was available (all

the lights were out). The relief valves were lifting. There was no

means to get the water in. P-Supt., OS-DD, and I talked about the
fcllowing actions:

1 .Blowing the pressure down to 350 psi so that they could use the

condensate pumps and condensate booster pumps to bring water in to
keep the core covered.

2. Possibility of the use of river water.

OS-DD told oe in the presence of 0-H, to continue to blow

reactor pr2ssure down to where the condensate booster pump co'ild pump

water into reactor vessel. When Y20 from the condensate booster pump started
entering the vessel, wate: level at this time was minus 120 inches in

the vessel, or about 4 feet above the fuel. Two yarways were on panel

9-5. They left the relief valves open. 7 saw the flow pick up on the

condensate pump--the level recorder started to respond. At about 33"

which is normal water level, 1 told the operator to come up to approximately

45", but at that point, -hey lost control of pneumati, valve operItion.

The unit operator sent the assistant unit operator to close the isolation
valve. We had trouble in the telephone co--unication. As a result, the

level was scopped at 60". The water temperature entering vessel was 70
to 80 degrees. At about 1545 (3:45 p.m.), everyting looked better. The

pressure was at 2000. OS-DD went to unit 2, and reported problems so

I went to Unit 2.

At Unit 2, the relief valves were lifting because of precsure which was

1000 psi. The 11PCI and the RCIC were tripped off by h ater. There

was trouble with the loop 1 MR pump. The A and C core -pray pumps

were not available. We decided to blow the pressure doui, to keep the

core covered. We tried to open the relief valves electrically, but could

not get them open. The level had started coming down because of the lifting

of relief valves. I told the operator to try to get the IlPCI on - no luck -

I told the operator to put the RCIC on. The water level was approximately
uormal.
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We could not get (RCIC) to operate on m.nual, but got it on automatic.
About this time, the assistant unit operator got the relief valves to
open and unit operator got the RCIC on. The level on Unit 2 reactor
never got below normal. The extra shift engineer, SE-V, came in
I told him to continue to blow dov.e Unit 2, to where he could get water
in through the condensate booster pump.

At 1545, the status of the two units was as follows:

Unit 1.: (SE-PP, Shift Engineer, assigned to unit)

The pressure in the reactor was 2000 - level normal.
There was no reactor protectiv6 system.
There was no neutron monitoring system.
There was no PSCI or RCIC.
The energency core cooling valves were a.operable.
The turbine was off of the turning gear.
The torus level was unknown.
The drywell pressure was at about 2.2 lbs.
The drywel: temperpture was erratic.
Two drywell blowers were on.

Unit 2: (SE-V, Shift Engineer, assigned to unit)

The main turbine was on turning gear
Reactor water level normal
Reactor pressure at about 100# psi
RCIC available and running
H{PCI was out

Torus level at minus 2
Torus temperature 132 0 F.
(Torus cooling was on when I first got there)
Drywell temperature 140 degrees
Drywell pressure normal (atmospheric)
Both drywells (units 1 and 2) inerted
No A or C RHR or core spray pumps

Sometime earlier SE-U, another shift engineer,.had come in. I had put
him to work on the fire. SE-SSSS was also assigned to help SE-U with
the fire.

A t 1630, we got Unit 1 main turbine back on turning gear.

At about 1800, the pressure started coming back up on Unit 1. We decided
that we had either lost voltage or control air to the relief valves. *I
got it checked ard found that we had control voltage. At that time,
SE-PP went to check the air at the drywell - the isolation solenoid
operated valve was disabled, lie got the electricians to bypass it to get
alr. This took until 2150. By this time, the pressure on reactor had
increased to 500-600 psi and level dropped to minus approximately 100
inches.
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At 1930, SE-U and SE-V reported that the fire had been put out.

At 2010, Unit 2 started pumping from the torus to the hotwell. At 2040, they
got the 2" vent from the drywcll to the standby gas treatment system open
on Unit 1. I observed stack monitor radiation level at this time.

At about 2040, they were flushing the RHR on Unit 2. At 2150, they got
air back on pressure relief valves Unit 1. At 2240, Unit 2 was in shutdown
cooling. At 2300 torus temperature on Unit 1 was 145 degrees. The
flange temperature went off scale. They assumed that the thermocouple
wire was shorting. The drywell also showed a sudden increase for possibly
the same reason.

At 2400, the Unit 1 reactor pressure was 1000 psi and 305 degrees. Torus
temperature was 145 degrees. With no torus level indication. Drywell
pressure was unknovn, but was vented through the 2" line through SGTS.
One relief valve was open. Lining up RHR System IT to flush for shutdown
cooling.

At 2400, the Unit 2 reactor pressure was zero, the moderator temperature
was 180 degrees, torus temperature 12.8 degrees, torus level at a minus 4,
in shutdown cooling. Drywell pressure was plus 0.3 psi.

At 0100, two SRM's were temporarily hooked up just outside Unit I drywell
elevation 565 for Unit 1. They registered 10 counts per second on each.
They were being continously monitored and attended by a licensed reactor
operator at all times. I was informed by IE-JJJJ that he had calibrated
them.

0130 - Unit I "C" RHR pump in torus cooling mode. Torus temperature was
•177 degrees.

0220 - There was an indication on Unit 1 that the tcrus level was restored.
The drywell pressure was restored - 2.3 psig. We had restored some MOV
boards. We tested the valves and the A and C core spray pumps on Unit 1.

0410 - Unit 1 put into shutdown cooling using System II of RHR.

0530 - Unit 1 zero reactor pressure
Moderator temperature was 208 degrees
Water level was plus 60
Torus temperature was 153 degrees
Torus level was plus 5
Dryvell temperature (no reading)
Drywell pressure zero
Torus cooling and shutdown cooling was in progress
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0530 - Unit 2 pressure was zero

Modcrator temperature was 165 degrees
Norraal water level
Torus levl plus 1.5"
Torus tenperature 122 degrees
Drywell temperature 100 degrees
Drywell pressure zero
In shutdown cooling

•0630 - I asked an instrument engineer, IE-AV, to check the drywell
temperature on the cable at the drywell. It was 110 degree..

I had not been aware of the use of candles to detect leaks Irior to. the
fire. The only other fire I was aware of was the one logged in shift
engineer March 20, 1975, at 2230 and a previous fire when rags caught on
fire from welding.

I have read the statement summarized above, which is true and correct to the
best of =y recollection. I willingly sign this statement only after r-aking
known in this docu.ent the fact that I was not informed, prior to this
interview, that I would be expected to endorse this statement as a legal
document.

/s/ C. E. Murphy Is/ AOS-W 517/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, ASE-Y, voluntarily give the following information to
Donald Ciphton, Tolbert Young and Jamcs Devlin, who have identified

themselves to me as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. I am an Assistant Shift Engineer and have been employed

by the Division of Power Production, TVA sincc September 1970 at the
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant.

I was called in between 1 and 1:30 the day of the fire. I reported in
between 1:30 and 2 pm. At the time of my arrival both units were scratmed
and since I'm assigned to Unit II, I went to the Unit II console. For
the first hour I worked on getting relief valves open, checked some fuses
then went to put in the aux instrument room the RPS M-C sets.

ASE-L the assigned ASE on Unit T1 was in and out of the control room.
I then ran into PSO-CC in the control room. At this tine I thought
the fire was out in the spreader room since it had been flooded with C02.
PSO-CC wanted someone to enter the spreader rm with him, to check
fire site. I went into the spreader room with PSO-CC and found
the fire still glowing. We put some C02 and dry chemicals on the fire
and got some more people to do the same.

At the time I left the spreader room the fire was not out but was under
control.

ASE-L told me that the fire was still going in the reactor building.
We went in to string some emergency lights. When we got the fire we
sprayed some on C02 and/or dry chemicals.

At about 6 or 6:30 the decision was made to put water on fire. I went with
one man from Athens FD to put water on fire. He got water on one spot
but couldn't get water on largest fire. A different kind of noi-Y.le was
supplied from by the Athens FD but it wouldn't work.

The ventilation system was off a good part of the time and between 4:30
and 5 pm the:e was some smoke in the shutdown board room.

I went home about 9 pm.

I participated in one fire drill about a year ago and had fire training
eight years ago.

The max number of people in the control room any one time I guess to be
about 50-75.

At my first entry into the reactor building, I was with ASE-L, then
SE-U showed up and took charge. The decision to use water seemed to
come fror the control room. When we used the hose the first time, the hose
was already layed out. The spray was more like a shower head rather
than fog.

Is/ C. E. Murphy /s/ ASE-Y *22 April 75
Witness Signature Date
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I, AUO-Z, make the following free and foluntary statement to
H. V. Annast, who has idcntificd himself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear ýcgulatory Commission:

I came in on regular shift at 3:00,p.m. on 3/22. 1 was stopped by
construction wo.rkers at the gate and told of the fire (They were
there to turn co.<struction workers back as they arrived). I

reported to the control room and found out what was happening.
I had been %.orking in the Unit 1 turbine building (on a 10 week
assignment), but on 3/22 I was assigned by ASE-RRRR to do
other duties. I carried empty air pack tanks and extinguishers from
the control bay to the service bay for refill. I did this for about
one hour. I brought the refills back to the control bay. At about
4:00 p.m. they were going to send a man into the spreader room to use
an extinguisher to discharge it on the fire on the reactor side through
the hole in the wall from the spreader room side. O-AAA was going
to do this. I was supposed tP stand by the Cardox push button at the
Unit 2 side door to prevent someone from pushing it. I had been told
that it had been set off before. The glass in the door of the trigger
button box was missing. There vas no sign of breakage. There was no
sign of a metal plate or cover around--or bent metal. I could not
see O-AAA fighting the fire. It took about 30 minutes and I saw
O-AAA core our out of the spreader room.

At about 4:30 p.m. the operator w.anted the RHR service water valve
open, so he sent AUO-BC and I into the Unit I reactor builiniri
to try to open one. We had air packs on and got one valve part-ally
open, had to come out--out of air--we took a*20 minute break because
AUO-BC had nmoke in his mask. We got fresh tanks and made another
entry. After three entries-we had not gotten the valve all the way
open. We returned to the control room and learned that they had
gotten the power back to the valve. There was no need to go back.
I then went down to the shutdown board 'rom where they were making
entry to the reactor (same level as the fire). I was told to bring
up spare cannisters and Chem-ox units. I brought them back and stocked
them in the shutdown board room. Several persons were going to fight
the fire and put water on it. ASE-L told me to stand at the
entrance and take the names of people entering--he did not rejieve
anyone else. SE-V, AUO-AA, and a couple of Athens firemen
and SE-U were all fighting the fire. The had fire hose and were
using water. They were there about an hour and all came out about
7:30 p.m. when the fire was put out. At about 8:30 AUO-AA and I
started an hourly patrol of the reactor building, reporting to
ASE-PPPP. I was through about 11:30 and wen: home.

I have read the statement summarized above, which is true and correct.

1sf Michael V. Annast 1sf AITO-Z, 4-23-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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FI. AUO-AA, voluntarily pivc the following Information to Houard Wilber,

Tolbert Young and Jai,•cs Devlin, who have identlfied thenselves to me as

representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cornission. I am employed
by the TVA as an Assistant Unit Operator. I have been employed by the TVA
for four years and assigned to Browns Ferry for the past 3ý years.

On March 22, 1975 I was assigned to the third shift, Unit III. Upon arriving
I was told to go to Unit I for assignment. ASE-OO told me to go to
Unit 2 condensate booster pump and check the auxiliary oil pumps to
determine if it was running and if not, get it running. The condensate

booster pump is located belcw elevation 565 turbine building on a sub-level.
I called back to Unit 2 and told the UO that the pumps were OK. This
vas about 3:10 PMI. Unit II had already scrarmed. I returned to the Control
Room.

ASE-L ASE, told me to go to the air lock at elevation 565 and bring
back Scott Air Paks. I met another AUO who was also gathering air paks.
I helped him for a while and returned to the control room.

O-11K, U.O., asked me to help him line up the RHR drain pump to pump from
torus to hot well on Unit 1. We entered Unit I through Unit 2 on elevation
519, we could not see anything because of smoke. My air ran out and I had
to leave. Shortly, O-KI came out and in a few minutes we went back in.
This time we got the system lined up. O-Zi manually started the pumps.

We then went to the torus to open 74-62 discharge valve. This took quite
a while because we had to come out for recharged air tanks three times.
This job took ,,ntil approximately 6:30 PM.

ASE-L told me to bring air pacs to the 1-C air lock. SE-V, SE,
SE-U, SE, and me went into the Rx, the fire was still burning. SE-V
went in and climbed the ladder with the hose and he went down the trays
again. I left at about 7:15 - 7:30 PH after the fire was considered out.

I was then assigned to the Rx Building fire watch. We checked each floor
once an hour and made a report to the ASE after each round.

I left the plant at about 11:30 PM and returned for =y regular shift at
7:30 AV Sunday.

At the times I was in the control room their were from 12 to 15 people
there.

/s/ Michael V. Annast /6/ AUO-AA 4/23/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, AUO-BL, rnke the following free and voluntary statcecn, to

Charles E. Nurphy who has identific-d hiMsClf Lo -e as a

represcntativc of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an Assistant Unit Opcrator at the Bro.rns Ferry Plant.
On 'larch 22, 1975, 1 was assiZned to thc turbine building. When
I heard the fire alarm. I called the control room and was told that

the fire was in the reactor building. I grabbed a fire extinguisher
and 'ent on to the elevator to the second floor of the reactor
building. Some people were leaving when I got there. I then went

to the fire area. A ladder was in place and people were fighting

the fire in the trays at the p'netration. I then went to the third
floor of the reactor building with a DPP painter (His name is DPPP-CK.)

I did not know his last name then. I heard the reactor scram and saw

that it was 12:55 p.m. by my watch! There are about four pipe

penetrations in the floor above the fire area. We discharged
about six bottles down onto the fire. Smoke finally ran us out
and I returned to the control room. The Unit Operator sent

me to cpen up the minimum valves on the feed-ater Pumps. I then
went bacIk to the ccntrei r(orm ancd n-yr :r' , •ack t(: the third floor
of the reactor Ljiidirig to retrieve two gocdi extinguishers. Then, I
went to the spreading room to confirm that the CO2 system was
still operat'ng and the room ,.as still full of C02 and/or status
of room. The CO2 had already been operated. I returned to the

control room bay area. Then I tried to go to the second floor of
the reactor building by going down the stairs from the third floor,

AUO-ZZZ was with me and we had a life line. AUO-ZZZ's bell went
off signalling his Scott Air Pack was low. my diaphram on my air pack

came off about then. (It was probably knocked off by my air l-ine.)

I went to the nurses station for smoke inhalation and was there
about thirty minutes. It was then about 5:00 p.m. When I left the

nurses station I went to get a rain suit and entered the reactor

building through the second floor. I helped fight the fire with water
for about fifteen minutes. Then I got an OBS and returned to the fire

and fought it for about 30 minutes. I was with SE-U both times
that I was fighting with water. The Athens Fire Department people
asssisted us. I used their lamp and one aided me in putting on a

breathing apparatus during the period of the fire.

/s/ C. E. Murphy /s/ AUO-BB 4/29/75

WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, PSO-CC mike the following free and voluntary statement to C. E. Murphy
who has identified him-sclf to me as a representative of the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Cov.rission:

On the :Mrch 22, 1975, at about 12:45 p.m., Officer PS0-K called
PSO-CP at headquarters about a fire reported in Unit No. 1. PSO-CP
notified me on the project at the fire hall. PSO-CR called me also
and said that maybe I should come down and check it out. I was the Public
Safety Service Supervisor on duty. PSO-CQ was called and reported to
Browns Ferry shortly thereafter. We were having a fire drill with 14 Public
Safety Officers at the time. I immediately went to the plant in a
Public Safety Service car and had the Public Safety Service fire engine
follow. I went to the Units 1 and 2 control room to check with the shift
engineer. Ile told me that the fire was in the spreader room and that they
had released the CO2 system. I asked what I and Public Safety Service
could do. He did not respond to my request. The control room was filling
with thick smoke and fumes. The shift engineer and others were choking
and coughing on the stoke. It was obvious the control room would have
to be evacuated in a very short time unless ventilation was provided.
I contacted ACS-CS, Assistant Construction Superihtendent, Lo ake c-:c
of this matter. I checked back with the shift engineer to see if the power
could be cut off in the fire area. He did not know. I then went to the
spreader room.

The C02 in the spreader room may have slowed down the fire but did not put
it out. After the CO2 cleared up, we opened the doors for air, as the
smoke in the whole area had become dense and sickening. A DPP employee
and I etch donned a breathing apparatus and went into the spreader room
to locate the fire. The spreader room is filled with trays of energized
cables to within 30 or so inches of the floor. We used hand lamps for
illunAnation, but they penetrated the smoke only a few inches. We
crawled under the trays searching for the fire, and finally found it
in cable trays in the wall between the spreader room and Unit No. 1
reactor. The neoprene covers on the cables were burning giving off dense
black smoke and sickening fumes. Air was forcing much of the fire outward
through the portal in the wall toward the No. 1 reactor room. There was
a lot of blue arcing and popping of electricity, and the fire was slowly
backing down the cable tray into the spreader room. We cane out, and
I went to the control room and asked the shift engineer and another
DPP employee there if they knew the exact point at which the cable
trays came out into the Unit No. 1 reactor from the spreader room.
Neither of them knew.

I gave Public Safety Officers instructions to begin bringing CO2
and dry chemical extinguishers to the fire areas and to back up
DPP employees and fire brigade members in fire fighting. I went
back into the spreader room wearing a Scott Air Pak'and mask
and carrying a fire estinugisher. I had to crawl under the
trays. The air pak cylinder was too cunbersome to wear on my
back so I took it off and slid it and the fire extinguisher under the
trays about 30 feet to the fire which was continuing to inch back into

•* i " •o *I° " -• a S Ii O
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the spreader room. AnMunidenti'ied employee, DPr, I believe, went in with
me. I do not know ho.! many trips I made into the spreadcr roon, but there
were several. We usec a number of extinguishers and masks. I swapped
the Scott for an HSA with a front mounted cannister because it was easier
to crawl with.

After a while, the fire area in the No. I reactor room was located in the
trays along the ceiling. While I was taking a breathing spell from the
spreader room I helped get Construction to put cmergency lighting and
ventilation, and a life line ii, the reactor room area.

It was impossible to not swallow seme smoke. I got sick several
times. On one trip into the spreader room, I was fighting the fire at
the portal to the reactor room when the building trerbled and concrete
chunks or something fell from the ceiling. An air pak cylinder fell
off a cable tray, struck my head, and kno-ked my mask loose. I got the
mask back on, however, for a time afterwards I think I was addled.
I do not recall the exact passage of time, but I worked between the
spreader room and the reactor room. I sent Officers rSO-CT and PSO-CU
into the spreader room to corntinue fire fighting efforts as needed.

I went to the control room. There I found a DPP employee talking
with P-Supt. about setting up a fire brigade. I suggested to F-Supt.
and the other er'.ployeee since we now knew where the fire was located
in Unit No. 1 reactor room, that we use a 125-pound Purple K dry chemical
extinguisher on the cable trays to put a coating of d;y pow:er Es insulation
on the cables and then bank water fog off the ceiling onto the trays.
I then left the area for a few minutes because I was sick from smoke
inhalation. When I returned, the fire brigade had used the 125-pound
dry chemical and also some water fot to cool down the cable trays.

I went back into the Unit No. 1 reactor fire area with Shift
Engineer XE-V and another Power employee; We finished putting
the fire out with water fog. I talked with Shift Engineer SE-U about
getting a tall ladder so that we could reach the ceiling trays and have
someone finish cooling them down.

I left the fire area of the reactor roor and reLurned to the control room.
I talked with General Construction Superintendent GCS-CX and Power Plant
Superintendent P-Supt. to tell them the fire was out. Then I left the DPP
area and returned to Public Safety Headquarters at about 8:30 p.m.
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During the fire I conferred several times with PSO-CQ
to assist in any way I could. I made a suggestion or
regarding fire suppression methods which he accepted.
any instructions by anyone in Power;

and P-Supt. I tried
two to P-Supt.

I was not given

To my personal knowledge, several officers were involved and all
officers carried out my instructions. I particularly recall PSO-CT
and PSO-CU working in the cable spreader wzoom. The did a good, if
not heroic, job.

1sf C. E. 1Murphy
WITNESS

/s/ PSO-CC
SIGNATURE

5-5-75
DATE
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I, AES-JJ, roke the following frce and voluntary statcment to
Michael V. Annast, who has identified hinr:elf to nc as a representative
of the U. S. Nluclcar Rcgulatory Cormission:

I am an Assistant Electrical Superintcndcnt at the Browns Ferry
plant. At approxim.itely 12:40 p.m., Karch 22, 1975, I was laying
out a job to two of my foremen in our print room when we got the report
of a fire in Cl reactor building. I immediately went to 565' elevation.

There were several used CO 2 extinguishers around and DPP personnel were
trying to get into the area and were putting on air masks. Prior to about
1:00 p.m., I met Elec.-D and EA-C coming from the 606' elevation to the
Unit 02 control bay and told me they were checking the containment scaling
in that area with a candle when the fire started in a cable tray opening
from 606' to 593' elevation. The CO system had been set off the cable
spreading room and we could nto get in that area. I met my forer~an,
FM-CJ, and helped him to locate and account for his men. It was stiil
impossible to get into the reactor building because of the smoke so
I started helping account for all of our people who had been in the
reactor area.

/s/ C. E. Murphy /s/ AES-JJ 5/6/175
WITNESS SIGNATUPE DATE
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I do not know of any requirement to make written reports of small fires.

I was not aware that the poly foam (polyurethane) was combustible. I
understood that tests had been run on the polyurethane and it was determined
that It was a fire retardant. This influenced my thinking regarding my
level of concern.

I also have significant concern regarding the lapse of time between the
start of the fire, the time the construction people spent fighting it and
the delay in reporting it to the Shift Engineer.

/a/ AS-GG 4/12/75

/a/ Witnessed: William S. Little
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I, EE-FF, voluntarily give the following information to Howard Wilber,
Tolbert Young and James Devlin, who lave idcntified themselves to me as

representatives of tlhe U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

I am employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority and have been so employed
for 19Wi years and at Brow.ns Ferry since August 1968. I am an Electrical
Engineer, Group Leader, Conduit and Grounding, Division of Engineering

and Construction.

I was not working on Saturday March 22, 1975 when the fire occurred. I was
called in at 6:15 PM. I worked with EE-B and DPP analyzing damage and

coordinating work. We worked until Sunday morning. EE-B left the
Project about 11 p.m., 3/22 and returned about 11 a.m. Sunday 3/23.

The practice of using RTV-102 and sheet foan to seal air leaks has been

the practice for two or three years. We believed that the urethane would
not sustain a fire. Urethane samples had been tested several years ago
and it needed a flame for 20 min. to sustain fire. I have a file note

from Knoxville on urethane test.

On Friday afternoon March 21, EE-B and I tested the RTV-ln2 and

found that it was self extinguishing.

I did not know about the fire that occurred on Thursday March 20, 1975 until

after the fire on Saturday, Harch 22, 1975.

The sheet foam that we were using was not fire rested or given a safety
evaluation. The use of sheet foam for this application was a "field fix"

that I approved. It is purchased by DEC as an off the shelf item. I

do not know of any specification covering this material.

I am not aware of any instructions issued to Browns Ferry DEC debcribing

the bell fire alarm or fire evacuation procedures. DEC standard fire
alarm is a constant pulse on the code call system. The BPNP radiation
evacuation alarm is a siren. To my knowledge there has not been any

DPP fire drills.

There is no written procedure that describes the air leak tests as performed
by the Engineering Aids. The Engineering Aids should perform the test
after the electrician has completely sealed the penetration.

lsl EE-FF

Witnessed: /s/ William S. Little 4/161/75
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1. AS-GG, voluntarily give the following inforrmtion to II. Wilber,
T. V.sung, D. Caprton and J. Devlin, who have identified themselves
to me as repre-entatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
I am employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority as Ass't. Superintendent
of the Browns Ferry Nuclcar Plant and have a SRO license.

I learned of the fire and resultant events from ASF--QQ at 1:45 a.m.
Sunday when he called me. I arrived at the plant at 3:00 a.m. Sunday
morning.

I vent to the control room to check the status of the plant. I found that
both units had zero pressure and both had cooling water. I spoke with the
Assistant Operations Supervisors, reed all the 'ey logs anu surveyed the
fire areas. There was no smoke but a strong sinell of smoke was prevalent.

I was most concerned iiith the capability and continued reliability of the
ECCS, the three operating and one dourn diesel ýenerators and any possib(Le
health hazards. I wanted assurance that there was no question of the
reliability of the station diesel generators to supply power as a dependable
backup to cff site power. The decision was that the primary recovery exfort
early Sunday morning should be made toward making the diesels a reliable
source of emaergency power.

At this ti-e analysis showed about 20 Mwt decay heat and 1;`e one RHR pump
and one RM.R service water purrp could carry away the heat.

I later reviet'ed tecbnical specifications since chan.:s may be required.

On Sunday or Monday directed that the in-out power to control.rods be
disconrected, disarmed *irivers.-

I had no direct involvement on Sunday with lifting leads F d installing
jumpers, the Ass't. Operating Supervisor was providing overall operational
direction early Sunday morning. I directed that SE be assigned to the
JLW`R log.

I was aware of the fire that occurred on March 20, 1975 on elevation 565
but not in the proper perspective. I read it in the log after the fire
of March 22, 1975 and it was mentioned on Friday morning by OS-DD
in my presence. It was light and casual it wrt considered to be of no
consequences. The lop stated that it was--put out with one extinguisher.
I understood that construction ignited insulation and mention was made of
the seal,.r but not specifi:ally described as Involved with the Work Plaa,
sealing air leaks.

I was not aware of the procedure employed to check air leaks, i.e. using
lighted candles. There have been greater than 2892 work plans issued,
can't know details of each.
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I, ASE-EE, miake the following statement frecly and voluntarily
to Michael V. Annast, who has identified himself to me as
a representative of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Conission:

I am an assistant shift engineer assigned to Unit 1 at the Browns
Ferry plant. 1 came to work about 3:00 p.m. on Harch 22, 1975. As
I passed by the lunchroom, 1 saw AUO-O lying on one of the tables
People informed me that a fire was in progress in the cable spreader
room. I went to the control room where ASE-G briefly told me
what had happened. AOS-W was in charge and was sending people
to try to open the shutdourn cooling valves manually. I went to MOV
board 1A, which was dead, after SE-PP came in. I got the board
reenergized L,:ut 4:00 p.m. and operated sone valves. At about
4:30 p.m. I assisted in getting the turbine back on turning gear and
thereafter restored RPS MG set IA. Shortly after 6:00 AOS-W
told me that the relief valves had quit. The reactor pressure was
rising. The phones were out, so I worked ot, them and got them working
about 7:00 p.m. After the fire was put out at around 7:30, we were
still sweating out the relief valves. I was asked tD go and secure
the reactor building doors where I posted a man. "D" diesel could not
be operated from the control room and I was asked to go and get it
going. I got the diesel started and loaded at about 10:30 p.m. from
"D" 4 kP shutdown board.

I was working Thursday, March 20, 1975, when a fire report was received
from the cable spreading room. I had not been aware that workmen were
using candles to check for leaks until this time. SE-R told me that
a construction electrician's foreman had called and reported a fire in
the sealing around the cabl-e penetrations and that they had extinguished
it. I should get a fire extinguisher they used and get it refilled.
When I got there, the construction people had left and there was no
fire or indications of damage. I reported this to the shift engineer.

/s/ Michael V. Annast Is! ASE-EE 4/23/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, OS-DD, make the following frce o;id voluntary statement to
C. E. Murphy, who has identitied himself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am the Operations Supervisor. On March 22, 1975, I was at home when
I was telephoned about 1250 at home and told by the shift engineer
a fire was in Unit 1. P-Supt. also called me at home. I arrived at
the plant at 1:20 p.m., and went to the shift engineer's office and
asked him to call AOS-W and others. The Athens Fire Department had been
retified. Both units scrammed at thai time. All core spray and
safeguard equipment was wiped out. The HPCI and RCIC were both out. The
MSIV was closed. There were no feeri pumps available. The water level
was high (above normal). The safety relief valves were being opened
because of pressure.

We discussed the level situation and the operator was ordered to blow
down the reactor prersure to all,'w water introduction by the condensate
booster pumps.

There was no information on core reactivity.

P-Supt. and the Athens fire chief, and I went into the cable spreader
room, and looked at the hole whzre the fire started, to establish
whether the fire was out. The fire had moved back in the cable tray.
We discussed the use of water.

The March 20 fire was discussed in the 8:30 meeting on .the 21st.
I was told that it had been started by a propane torch.

I have read the statement summarized above, which is true and
correct to the best of my recollection. I sign this statement
only after making known in this document the fact that I was
not informed, prior to this interview, that I would be expected
to endorse this statement as a legal document.

/s/ C. E. Murphy /s/ OS-DD 5/7/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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4/3/75

1, O-KX, voluntarily give the folloraing information to II. A. Wilber,

Tolbert Young, and J. Dcvlin, who have identified themsleves to me as
representative of th2 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissipn.

I am employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority as a Unit Operator. I
have been employed by TVA for seven years and assigned to Browns Ferry
for four years. I hold an RO license issued in January 1974.

On Saturday, March 22, 1975, I was the duty operator on Unit II whcn the
fire occurred.

At approximately 12:35 p.m.,-I heard- the fire alarm, Unit I and the paging,
announcing a fire in the Unit I Rx building.

At approximately 12:50 p.m., two annunications showed up on 9-7 panel
indicating 1. steam jet gas ejector - off gas filter DELTA, p high and
2. off-gas dilution air flow low. I felt that the,.. annunciators h-d to
be erroneous. Unit I was also getting annunciations that were strange
and unexplainable.

At 1300 I saw that on both "A" and "B" channels, there appeared to be an
annunciator DC power failure, the megawatt meters dropped and I lost Rx
protection power in at least 1/2 Rx protection systems (scrams). I went
over to scram the Rx but I believe it scranm.ed automatically. I put the
mode switch to "shutdown" and pushed both scram buttons.

A few seconds later I checked all rods. All were in, all indications were
green. All of these things occurred aluiost simultaneously.

At about 1301 the turbine was tropped by ASE-C. I was at 9-5 panel and
saw that the Rx H20 level dropped to approximately zero level on GE/MAC,
which is in the lower mid range, appeared normal before and after scram.

At 1303 water level increased to 40". I tripped all three Rx feedwater
pumps. About 4 to 5 minutes later the main steam isolation valves isolated
(closed.) The steam pressure was about 930 psi. RCIC manually started to
inject H20 to the Rx, HPCI. also started manually in the rccirc mode.

I started blowdown through relief valves. I initiated four non-ADS valves
in sequence for next 45 minutes to one hour, all valves manually lifted.

Sometime between 1320 - 1400, lost ability to lift the relief valves manually.
The Rx pressure began to rise and some of the relief valve bumped open at
1020 psi. The instrumentation indicated no water level rise or pressuTre
drop. One relief valve appeared to have stuck open. The Rx did~n't depressurize
over the cool down rate.
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At 1415 1 thought we had relief valve power back. The water level appeared
to change when valves actuated. ASF-L and AUO-QQQ, AUO, vcrificd water
level from the 24-32 panel. These appeared acc,:rate. Lost all Rx water
level indications except LI-362. At this time power wap lost to several
charts and Indicators.

At 1430 torus level indication went down scale. Several times when running
HPCI and RCIC lost power to controller for manual mode, left it in automatic
mode. Also at approximately this time I lined up RJIR "D" shutdown cooling
mode to cool torus. I also lost A & C,-RHR pumps and A&C core spray pumps
and 1B and 2B RI1R service water -,umps.

No record of these events are in the computer because the computer was out
of service for re-programming.

I went ahead depressurizing with the stuck open relief valves while making
up water with the RCIC system.

I left the board at 2000.

Some time prior to 3:00 p.m. smoke and CO2 was blown into the control room.
It was not bad at Unit II board, worse at Unit I.

Isf Howard A. Wilber /s/ O-KK May 2, 1975"
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, O-LL, voluntarily give the following information to
H. A. Wilber, T. Younr and J. Devlin, who have identified themselves
to me as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
I am employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority and have been employed
since 1951. I am a Unit Operator but I cannot obtain a RO license
because of health reasons. I have been working at Browns Ferry since

January 1971.

On Saturday, March 22, 1975, I was working on Unit 1, O-M was

the RO licensed Unit Operator. I was assigned to logs and keys.

I was originally assigned to Unit 3 but*I was transferred to Unit 1 for this
shift because the work scheduled at Unit 3, was too strenuous, core spray

pump checks which require manually aligning valves.

I first knew of the fire when I heard the fire bell at about 12:30 pm. 1

was in the control room. I heard the Unit Operator, O-X, try on
two or three times to get the information regarding the exact location of
the fire. All he could learn was, it was behind the reactor but did not
know what floor.

As soon as everybody realized it was a fire alarm the phone began to ring.
Other DPP personnel at other stations were calling the control room,
according to procedures. I answered the phone, 0-4 used the paging

system. He was announcing, "fire in the Unit 1 reactor building unknown

location."

I was in the control room for two or three minutes. I asked O-M if
I was needed or should I go to find the fire. He told me to stay by the
Shift Engineer's office and pick-up a "cutie pie" and go to the fire. khile
in the Shift Engineer's office the SE was talking to soncone by phone and was
told that the fire was on the second floor in the reactor building. I took
the "cutie pie" and went to the second floor by stairs.

There was no smoke except at the fire. When I got back of the reactor I saw
the flames in the cable tray about 20' above the floor. Someone was on
a ladder or scaffold using a fire extinguisher. Several people were

standing around.

The man on the ladder came down and we all backed out of the area because

the smoke began to get very heavy. I heard equipment running behind me
and from the sounds I realized or believed that the Unit 1 had tripped.
I met SE-R , SE and told him I thought the Unit 1 had tripped.
He had come into the Rx building through the A Kv shutdown and battery

board rooms. These doors are kept locked but as the SE on duty he had

the control keys. He told some of the people that were there to get
Scott Air Paks.

Also there, at this time, were ASE -L and ASE-C. I

called OM by phone and asked if he needed help. lie said he did
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and I returned to the control room. Wien I arrived, O-MM, RO licensed
Unit 3, Unit Operator, and ASE-OO, Unit 3 unlicensed SRO ASE were in
the Unit I control room assisting. O-H was on Panel 9-5 and the others
were moving bet.een the other panels. In a few minutes ASE-C, ASE
returned to the control room. About five people were in the control
room at the Unit 1 side. On the Unit 2 side was only the Unit Operator.
SE-R was at the scene of the fire.

I answered the phone, it was ASE-L. I gave the phone to ASE-G. ASE-L
told ASE-C to flood the spreader iable room with CO2 . ASE-G hit the
siren button and went to the spreader room to manually set off the
Cardox System. lie told me, as he left, to announce over the paging
system, "'to clear the cable spreader room." I announced this several
times and went to the cable spreader room. The door was closed al,d the
room flooded with CO2 .

I returned to the control room and noticed that Unit 2 had scrammed.
The scram lights on the rod drive display panel were blue.

I answered the phone and the chem lab wanted to give a report of the
water chemistry. I told them to disregard since Unit 1 had scrammed
and we had a fire. I do not believe that the chem lab people on duty
knew that the reactors had scrammed or that there was a serious fire.
(This may have occurred before going to the spreader room.)

The personnel in the control room were about evenly divided between
Units I and 2.

I spent the remaining time in the control room doing what I could. I
noticed H2 0 level in Rx low on recorder paper strip, 0-60 scale, but the
Yarways showed OK. RCIC was on so someone said the water will come back.
I do not know what condition existed with HPCI.

Panel lights were changing color, going on and off. I noticed the
annunciators on the Diesel Generator Control Circuit. It showed Diesel
Generator "C" start failure alarm and on all four showed control circuit
ground alarm. I notified the*SE of this condition and said I didn't
think they would start.

I was sent to bring back flashlights, the AC power failed and the DC
lights were on. When I returned there was smoke in the control room..
The Public Safety Officers were in the control room wearing Scott Air
Pacs. They were told to give the breathing equiprent to the Unit
Operators. The Athens fire department people were in the hall outside
the control room.

About this time the next shift took over. It was about 3:00 PH. There
were about eight people in the control room and a largcr crowd outside of
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the gate. Smoke was coming through conduit in the filoor.

I believe the regular ventilation system was shut down but the control room
ventilation system was running. This was about 3:20 Pfl.

I was sent to the Turbine Bldg., number one turbine had stopped. I
zttempted to start the turning gear but the motor was out. The oil
pumps were on but the lift pumps were not running. I returned to the
SE office to get additional help. Another AUO was sent with me. We
started the lift pumps but could not manually turn the shaft. I talked
to the General Electric representative and then remembered the procedure.
Number 2 turbine ran longer than Unit 1 but was stopped' by this time.
We called the control room and No. 2 was put on the turning gear from the
control room. Aftei assistance from an elcctrician No. 1 turbine was put
on turning gear.

I do not know exactly what time the fire was extinguished. I left at
about 8:40 PM.

Witnessed: /s/ C. E. Murphy /s/ O-LL Signed

April 14, 1975 Date
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I, O-?!M. make the following frec aiid voluntary statement to Michael V. Annast,
who has identified hims.elf to me as a representative of the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

I was the Unit 13 operator when the fire alarm went off. I called Unit 0l
operator who told me that they needed CO breathing apparatus. I sent two
AUO's with the equipment and went to Unii 01 control room. At this time
Unit #1 scrammed and I assisted O-H with RCIC shutdown at his request. I
placed RCIC controls on manual. "C" and "D" diesels were running tied to
their respective boards. "A" and "B" diesels were idling, ready to tie in.
At this time, about 12:45, Unit #2 scrammcd. I went to assist Unit #2
operator with shutdown. Pressure on the vessel rose to max of 1100 psi.
The relief valves were popping. Outboard HSIV's closed. Lost the ECCS.
All relief valves, except four, were lost. I tripped the "B" RHR pump
which I had started earlier in the torus cooling mode at about 12:55.

ASE-G, the ASE, tried to get the board room to restore power to the valves
that isolaxted but it wp too smokey. OS-DD arrived at the control room at
about 1:10 p.m. He and O-M decided to blow down Unit 01. O-H watched the
water level and I operated the four operable relief valves at his direction.
When the pressure reached about 350 psi, the condensate booster pump was
started to restore reactor water level. I believe the water level never
went below -100 inches on safeguard Yarway. During this time, the CO 2
from the spreader room caused fumes in the control room. O-H and I put
on air packs for about 5 toinutes. An air hose w.; brought in from Unit C3
to clear the air. The turbine was off turning gear and I sent some people
to get it back on, but there was no power. I went out and checked at 3:10
p.m. and found both turbines off turning gear. ASE-G and AUO-Q opened the
test valve for torus cooling mode on top of the torus. AUO-AA and I then
got valves lined up and finally got the "B" RHR pump running (pumping to
the hotwell). We made four trips to open valves on top of the torus. This
took some time because we kept running out of air. The torus temperature
was not uncomfortably hot to the touch but the air supply only lasted 12-15
minutes.

The shift engineer told me to go home at 8:30 p.m.

Is/ C. E. Murphy /s/ 0-MH .4-29-75
WITHESS SIGNATURE DATE
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IO-Nh, voluntarily rivc the following information to
Floyd Cantrell, Tolbert Young and James Devlin, who have
themselves to me as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear
Commission. I am a Unit Operator and have been employed
of Power Production, TVA since May 1970.

idcntIf ied
Regulatory
by the Divisicn

I was called at 1:15 on 3/22/75 and arrived on site at 1:35. 1 went,
to the Unit I control room and found'the Unit I operator with a Scott Air
Pak on. O-H told me to open the breakers on a string of feedwater
heaters. I finished this about 2:15 and went back to the control room.

The turbine turning Sear motor was out and I was sent to try and turn the
tu'bine shaft manually. We could not and about 4 pm power was restored
and we got both Units I and II turbines on their turning gears.

I was then sent to manually open and close the feedwater pump bypass valve
on Unit I until about 7 pm.

SE-PP then sent me into the reactor building to line up some valves
on the standby gis treatnent system. I .ras not familiar with this system
so I went along with O-AAA and ASE-QQ but we could not find the valves
for some time.

I have had some fire training but never participated in a fire drill.

The avg. number of people in the control room at any one time was about 20.

I went home about
logs on Unit II.

9:30. Came back on Sunday and was assigned to keeping

There was quite a bit of confusion but didn't notice anyone overly excited.

/a/ C. E. Murphy
Witness

/sI/ O-NN
Signature

4/22/75
Date
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1, ASE-OO, voluntarily give the followlnr, information to Tolbcrt Young ind

James Devlin, who have identified thcmsclvcs to me as reprcecntative.s of the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I am an Assistant Shift Engineer and have

been employed-in the Division of Power Production, IVA since 1971 at Browns

Ferry Nuclear Plant.

I was on duty in Unit III at the time-of the fire. I heard the fire alarm
about 1 PH and went to Unit II control room. I started assisting the Unit II

operator and stayed there for 15 or 20 minutes. We had a group I isolation

and could not reset it. I then went down to check RPS generator. The

generator was running so I got the instrument department to work on the
problem. Some fuses were blown.

About 2 PM we lost Unit II 120V preferred power. I found that UI 120V unit

preferred was tied to U-Il •/C set and the U-II H/G set had a loss of power.

I then tied U-II to its transformer supply, at that time U-I was without

120V unit preferred. During this time we lost Shutdown 4KV Board No. C.
The diesels were running but found a fault on TS-lB transformer. I tied
MOV 2A on to its alternRte supply and got some electricians to work on the
fault so we could get the shutdown board back.

About 3 PM started having problems with the torus level. I started the
2-B RHR drain pump and pumped the excess water to the U-2 hotwell.

Sometime after 4 PH I did some work to get air supply back to the U-2
relief valves. I got some electricians on this problem.

About 6 PH the electricians had removed the fault from shutdown bus C.
I got the board on to its alternate power supply. I was relieved by

ASE-VV sometime between 6 and 7 PM. I made a tape recording of my
participation about 8 PM and went home about 10:15.

Sunday I worked on Unit I with crew making out J1WR log and tags.

The max no. of people I saw in the control room at any one time was about 15.

The smoke was very bad in the control room around 3 PH. At one point
we discussed going to Unit II backup control board.

I never participated in a fire drill at Browns Ferry.

/s/ C. E. Murphy Is/ ASE-0O 4/15/75

WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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1, SE-PP', make the .following free 41nd voluntary statement to
Michael V. Anna!.t, who has identified himself to mc as a representative
of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am a shift engineer at the Brow'ns Ferry Plant. I was called at home
about the fire and arrived-at the plant at 2:00 p.m. I reported to the
control room where I noticed the DC lights on and the ECCS 9-3 panel out.
AOS-1; told r-e to take over responsibility for Unit 01 which had been blown
down. Normal reactor water level was reestablished, reactor pressure was
about 200 psi and water wa's being added by a condensate booster pump.
Drywall temperature was indicating 375 0 F.' Three drywell-blouw'ers were on
with cooling water to the coolers. Dry well temperature dropped to
indicated 90°F on panel 9-3. Drywell pressure indicated 2.2 psi. Drywall
pressure was lost for a short time and when it came back on it indicated
2.7 psi.

About 5:00 I noticed reactor pressure increase from 150 to 200 psi. At
that time we had 4 relief valves indicating open. I put on a Scott
airpack and went in the reactor building to check the drywell air supply
to cut the plant control air supply into the drywell relief valve air
supply. I started the second drywell air compressor but the suction valve
to both compressors was closed. Also, the discharge valve to the dry well
air supply was closed. 2  With an electrician, we bypassed the isolation valve
solenoid in the air supply to the dry•'ell. This reestablished air to
operate relief valves. Durirg this period, reactor pressure reached 600 psi.
V:ater level was normal. Pressure returned to 50 psi when relief v.lves opened.

I started working on torus cooling and RFR shutdow.n cooling to establish
nor=al conditions. I sent men to the reactor building to mranually verify
the positions of valves in the cooling systems. These valves were not
operable from the control room or the back-up control center. Had some
problems in detern.ining the exact of valves and their position-due to
heavy smoke. AOS-1; directed me to flush the loop prior to establishing shutdown
cooling. Torus cooling was established at about 9:30 p.m. Xaximu-n torus
temperature was reached at about 10:00 - 11:00 p.m. indicating +75°F.
Shutdown cooling was established at about 11:00 p.m. I remained on the
11:00 pim. to 7:00 a.m. shift and tried reestablish the reactor clean-up
system.

The main problems encountered were inadequate respiratory equipment for fire-
fighting and the loss of air supply to operate the relief valves. The latter
appears to be a design problem.

/a/ Michael V. Annast /a/ SE-PP 4/15/75
Witness Signature Date

1. There was also a concentrat.ed effort to establish neutron monitoring
which was accomplished early on the midnight shift at a local
temporary monitor in the Reactor building.

2. This statement is misleading in that only the suction valves
operate on isolation signal. The drywell supply valve closed
on loss of power.

3. All times are very rough estimates (+2 hours accuracy) not being
the duty shift engineer I was not keeping a log.
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I, ASE-QQ, make the following free and voluntary statement to
Michael V. Annast, who has identified himself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an assistant shift engineer at the Browns Ferry plant. I was
called at home by ASE-RRRR at 2:35 p.m. and told that they had a fire.
arrived at the plant at 3:15 p.m. and went to the Control Room.
SE-V told me to help ASE-L fight the fire. I had to wait for
an air pack. All of the air packs were.short of air. The RPS for
Unit 1 was dead and the turbine could not be put back on turning
gear. For a while I assisted with carrying fire extinguishers and air
bottles. I suggested to AOS-W to get a fan going on top of the
reactor building. As I got there at.about 5:00 p.m. someone had
already started one fan. At about 7:00 p.m. I was asked to go into the
re;.ctor building to try to open valves which would vent drywell into
gas treatcncn system, to relieve drywell pressure. O-AAA and I put
on air packs and located the valves. We used pipe wrenches and tied
them off with wire to keep the valves open. I reported back to the
control room at 8:25 p.m. I assisted with various tasks until 11:00 p.m.

I have not received fire training.

/s/ C. E. Murphy /a/ ASE-QQ 4-22-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, AUO-R.R, voluntarily give the followine liformation
to II. Wilber, T. Young, and J. Devlin, who have identified themselves
to me as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority as an Assistant Unit
Operator. I have beer. employed by TVA for four years and I have been at
at the Brouns Ferry site for three years.

On Saturday I was assigned to work the'second shift. I arrived at
2:40 pm. I went directly to Rad Waste.* The second shift operator
wab not there and the filters were shut out. Rad Waste was my
regular assignment.

I went to the control room and was told to put on a Scott Air Pac and go
with AUO-CCCC to help open the suction valves to RHR cooling pumps located on
the 519 elevation. We made three tries but could not get to the valves.
Our breathing equipment could only supply 18 minutes of air per tank,
which was nor sufficient to enable us to get to the valves and back
out of the area. The air tanks were being recharged but the pressure
In the main tanks was not strong enough to fill the tanks to the
normal 30 pounds air supply. After the third attempt we went back to the
control room and told the ASE of the problem and that we needed different
equipment or fully charged tanks to succeed.

ASE-L told us to disregard this assignment and go to the cable
spreader room and relieve the men that were there. This was about
3:30 pm.

AUO-X and O-AAA were in the cable spreader room. They were worn out we.
took their place on top of the ventilator duct in the middle of the
room adjacent to the burning cable trays. There was smoke around the
ceiling but we did not need breathing equipment. We used CO2 and dry
chemical extinguishers on the cable tray.

Negative pressure was still being maintained; therefore the smol-e was
being pulled into the Rx building. At this time nobody was fighting
be fire on the other side of the penetration. On the spreader room
side the fire was considered to be out.

ASE-NNNN, ASE, came in and I went back to Rad Waste. O-AAA stayed and
also a public safety man was helping us.
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ASE-L sent me and O-ZZ, another AUO, with a couple of other

employees to get Cheiox breathing equipment and bring them to 1-C. This

was sometin aftcr 4:00 p.m. I did not 'o into the Rx building; the

fire was still burning.

ASE-EE, ASE and my regular supervisor o- the Rad Waste assignment,
sent me to the 1-C rotor .,perated valve (MtOV) board to reset two breakers
on the R. i120 clean up system (RWCU). The breakers Oidn't reset,
one sparked ro I left it alone. I reported back to ASE-EE and then
went back to 1-C level of control butiding. SE-U was in charge at
the entrance to ti'e reactor through the control .'oom bu~lding.

Sometime after 5:00 p.n. I helped SE-U another AUO, an SE and a
me~ier of the Athens Fire Department, all of who were wearing Chemox
breathing apparatus. They were ready to spray the cable trays with
water.

No Health Physicists were in this area.

Afttr the change of shift at 11:00 pm I was assigned to fire watch
in the Rx building. Every hour we checked the Rx building, each
level. Wc wre allowed to he inside for only 20 minutes tut of each
bour. I was relieved and went home at 6:45 am.

Is_ C. E. Murphy Is/ ALYO-RR 5/6/75
WILTNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, AUO-SS, voluntarily give the following inform.ation to
Floyd Cantrell, Tolbert Young. and James Delvin, who have Idcntificd
themselves to me as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission:

I am employed by the Division of Power Production, TVA as an Assistant
Unit Operator and have been at the Browns Ferry plant since January 1971.

I was assigned Unit 1 of the fire IT'as at the stack running a routine
instrument check. At about I received a report from the control room
of the fire in the reactor building. I went back to the control room
and the SE gave me some battey power lights and told me to take them
to the shutdown panel room. After this UO instructed me to open
the bypass ealve around the full flow deminerilizers.

I was then sent to stand by the nuxiliary boiler and I stayed there
the rest of the shift.

I got off at 11 p.m. that night.

The Mxi~m number of people at any one time in the control room was about
10 people.

I have participated in a couple fire drills since 1971.

Is/ Michael Annast /s/'AVC-SS 4/25/75
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I, AUO-TT, make the following free and voluntary statement to
Howard A. Wilber, who has identified himself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

I am an AUO. I work in the Unit 3 building. On March 22 I was in
Unit 3-Cond Dcmin Area talking by phone to the Unit 3 operator at
about 12:30 when I learned from him there was a fir2 on the second
floor of the reactor building. I went back to the 3rd floor of Unit 3,
picked up my film badge and dosimeter. I was asked to get Scott Air
Packs to the people who were fighting the fire. When I got there the
smoke was so bad everybody was backing out. About this time lit.•its
went out. I wtnt back to the control room and later went back ro the
reactor building 3rd floor with AUO-BB. I was with ASE-L when
the latter released the Cardox in the spreader room. I also made another
Reactor building entry with ASE-L at which time we took in a safety
line and tried to pinpo~.nt the fire. I also zade an entry on ]st floor
of Rx bldg. to retrieve breathing apparatus in vicinity of CRD modules.
This was taken to IC and hooked to service air.

-I have read the statement sua.arized above, which is true and correct.

1sf Howard A. Wilber /s/ AUO-TT 4-22-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, EE-t'd, voluntarily give the following information to Howard A. Wilber,
Tolbert Young, and James Devlin, who have identified themselves
to me as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission;

I am an Electrical Engineer and one of the Division of Engineering and

Construction Coordinators, I have been employed with the TVA for three

years.

When the fire occurred I was working in Unit 3. I was not imvolved
with the fire therefore I do not have any first-hand knowledge of events.
I was sent home at 2:30 p.m.

EES-A called me back to work Saturday at 6:00 p.m. I was
working on cable lists of the cables in the damaged trays. Later
ACS-DD gave us a list of equipment that DPP wante,' back in service.
Work Plan 2920 was issued.

I again returned to work on Sunday at 11:00 a.m. We started to plan and
identify where temporary cables would be needed when we received an order
from DPP to DEC to stop this task because it was to be handled by Design.
We went back to Work Plan 2920.

/s/ C. E. Murphy _lsl EE-UU 4/16/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE b
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I, ASE-VV, make the following free and voluntary statement to
C. E. Murphy, who has identified himself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an assistant shift engineer. I normally work in Unit 2. On 3/22
I did not know of the fire when I came to work on my regular shift at
3:00 p.m. As I came In I saw construction people at the gate and a
public safety cruiser out in the roadway. I thought at first that
there might be a strike or something. I saw in the switchyard that
the HOD's for each unit was up in the air. As I came into the parking
lot I saw the fire engine. I went directly to the control bay where
I was told about the fire and was directed to chezk diesel shutdown
boards in the control room. I saw there was no power on the A shut-
down board from Shutdown Bux 2. I checked Unit 2 in the control room
and it locked O.K. On Uni: 1, they had lost power on the 480 volt
HOV board B--I started working with electricians to clear this up.

At about 7:00 p.m., I went to Unit 2 for extended work. I needed the
mechanical vacuum pumps on so I could get the bypass valves open.
So I started working with the electricains again--this took a couple of
hours. At about 9:00 to 9:30 they got the vacuum pumps going. They
had also had valve malfunctions on Unit 2. The RHR minimal flow valve
was cycling on and off. The RHR exchangers (on the service water side)
A and C loop outlet valves were also cycling (as determined by lights
on the control board). I did not fight the fire. I stayed at
Unit 2 until 11:00, end of shift, and went home. I came back in at
7:00 a.m. for a 16-hour shift. On Sunday I was on Unit 1 from
7 to 3 hanging tags on leads as they were disconnected by the
electricians (according to JIWR proced re). I went back to Unit 2
at 3:00 p.m. for routine work on cold shutdown.

I have had fire fighting and refresher.

I knew of the 3/20 fire at the time it occurred. The 3/20 fire had
already been put out before I knew about it. It occurred on my shift
and was reported to ASE-EE who made an entry in the log and reported
ft to the shift engineer. As a result of this incident, ASE-EE had
to go down and get the extinguisher which was used to refill it. 1 had
heard about the use of a candle, but I did not know what they did with
it. I did not know anything about the sealant.

I have read the statement above, which is true and correct.

Isf C. E. Murphv Is/ ASE-VV 4-22-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, ACCS-I'J, voluntarily give the following information to
H. Wilber, T. Young, and J. Delvin who havc identified thcmselves to
me as represcntntives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority as an Assistant General
Construction Superintendent, Second Shift. I have been employed by
TVA for about 20 years and I have been working at Browns Ferry since
September 12, 1966.

I arrived on the site at 2:00 p.m. and learned of the fire. I wenC out
to the gate and turned around second shift employes except a truck
driver, four pump operators, one crane eperator, and four pipe fitters.
I reported back to GCS-CS and then met with DEC ahd DPP personnel
to analyze damage and formulate a course of action.

I went into the fire area at about 5:30 p.m. The area was smokey and
small particles of fire were falling. I stayed on a few minutes. I
advised PSO-CC of this and showed him where the sparks came
from. The fireman returned and wet down the area.

I returned a second time with PSO-CC and the trays were wet dcurn
again.

GEF-KKK , General Electrical Foreman, ran temporary lighting, after
the fire was out Saturday night.

I know about the fire that occurred on Thursday, it was reported to
the Shift Engineer and placed in his log. The fire was reported
to me by GEF-KKK.

The fire and the reactor shutdown was controlled by the DPP supervisors
located in the Control Room. Everything was orderly and under control.
Everybody knew what they were doing.

/.a C.E. Murphy /sf k•GCS-WW 4/22/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, O-XX, make the following free and voluntary statement to C. E. Murphy,
who has Identified himself to mie as a representative of the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Cormission:

I an a unit operator. At 3:00 p.m. I came out to the plant without knowing
there was a fire. I did not realize until I got to r!;c control room and
saw people* in air packs there that there was a fire. They Lad already
organized fire fighters. I went to Unit 2 and got a lot of flashlights.
I was told then that the fire was in the cable spreader room. I found out
from the Unit 2 operator that fire was in the reactor building. In a few
minutes the unit operator sent me to check the condensate booster pumps.
The oil lines had air in them and a fitter was going to bleed them. When
I got down there the ASE was there with the fitter. After a few minutes,
I came back up by the condensate demineralizers to the control room. I
Worked in the control room for a while. SE-V sent me out to check on a
breaker on the clean up system. The breaker had not tripped, it had not
thermaled--the fuses were O.K. (visual). I reported back that the breaker
was O.K. I was then sent to check the flush valve for loop 2 RHR. I went
into the reactor b',ilding Unit 2 to the 3rd floor down to the Unit 1 second
floor and rcportcd this. Later they decided to use the 3rd floor vailve.
I checked on the auxiliary boiler systerm. I sent back down there and put
the demineralizers in. I took a break at about 4:30 p.m. The AUO's were
fighting the fire. I helped the assistant engineer to roll an extinguisher
up to them on the Unit 1 side. I then wenc back to the contrel room and
was sent back to the 3rd floor. I then went back to the control room to
answer phones, reset alarms, etc. The smoke was getting bad. The flush
water was on then or the Unit 2 valve. At about 6:00 I went back to the
control room when some meals were brought in. The fire chief, and AOS-1W
were talking together in the control room. The fire was put out betweei
7'and 8 p.m. They sent me down to work with the lab and get a sample of
water from the RHR system. Although the fire was out I was trying to
find out it airpacks were needed. I waited for an hour to about 9:00 p.m.
The lab wanted water samples from both units and a RHR water sample. We
L1 put Scott air packs on. I waited dawn there while the lab people got
the sample and returned. I went back to the HP and left the air pack. At
about 10:30 I talked to ASE-RRRR and asked if I was needed or if I could go
home. At 10:55 I left for home. I was sick on Sunday and did not come in.

I received fire fighting training for one week early '72 at Colbert steam
plant. About 2 months ago, I observed smoke and fire at the Unit 1 condensatr
pump pit and turned in the alarm. The fire was in some rags in the pit set
on fire by welder's sparks.

I have read the statement summarized above, which is true and correct.

Is/ C. E. Murphy /s/ O-XX 4/22/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, ASE-YY, voluntarily give the following information to D. Caphton,
T. Young, and J. Devlin, who have identified themselves to me as
representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority as an Assistant
Shift Engineer. I hold an SRO license issued in 1974. I have been
employed by the TVA since 1966.

I was called into work on Saturday March 22, 1975, anjd arrived at
4:00 p.m.

I reported to the control room and AOS-W told me to assist SE-V %ho
was on Unit 2. SE-V told me to check fuses on RHR pumps. The f"ses
for the three pumps I checked were good; 2-C pump had a ground on the
normal control circuit, I suspect. I returned to the control room.
I then went to I-C elevation behind "B" shutdown board which was
the controlled entry into the Rx Buildirg. I helped to change breathing
air bottles. The fire fighters had to frequently done out of the Rx.
Building because the tanks could only be charged to 1200 psi which
lasted for only about 10 minutes. The low p;essure was due to low
pressure in the tanks at the charging station.

At approximately 5:30 p.m. I helped to set an air lne that permitted
the men to stay longer in the Rx building. About this time, the
ventilation system was started and a lot of smoke was removed.

SE-SSSS, SE was, or appeared to be, in charge of this operation.
He told me to rig the life line. SE-U and SE-V were making entries
to the Rx building fighting the fire. At about 7:00 p.m., I heard
that the decision was made to use water on the fire. Shortly
thereafter I returned to the control room. AOS-W told me to check
out and try to open relief valves. I worked on this for some time
checking the electrical contiol circuits. Some of the valves had no
power due to the board being deenergized or the ACB for the control
circuit being open. The valves that I checked were good electrically
as far as I could tell because the indicating lights changed
normally, both on the normal and alternate controls.

I got EF-BF, an electrician, with a meter and we checked several
valves. The meter checks were good from the backup control center.

At approximately 8:30 p.m., the drywell air compressors were restored.
They were needed for the relief valves. SE-PP got these back on and told
AOS-W that the air pressure was O.K. SE-PP was working on the drywell
control air isolation valve. When the air was restored to the
drywell, two of the valves opened.
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-2-

Between 8:30 - 9:00 p.m. the pressure in the vessel was brought down to
approxiimtely 400 psi. O-ZZ and O-iKK were there during the blowdown.

The second blowdown brought the pressure down so that H20 could be
added now with feedwater system. SE-V and n-ZZ were in Unit 1
control room, GE-DA was also there.

AOS-W told me to write up a procedure for flushing RHR with
equipment that was out. The procedure v.,s checked by AUO-SSS and AOS-W.

I heard of the fire that occurred on Thursday night when I came in on
the first shift Friday. I met ASE-EE ASE with an empty fire
extinguisher and he told me about the fire. He had looked at it and •
said thre was no damage, the only evidence of a fire was the dry chemical
residue. lie requested that the electrical department check it the next
day. On this same evening, we discussed among the group, SE-R, ASE-EE,
AUO-SS, and myself, the procedure of using lighted candles to check
for air leaks. Our conclusion was that the procedure should be stopped.
The log entry in the Shift Engineer's log was noted.

/8/ ASE-YY

4116/75

Witnessed: /s/ William S. Little
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9:00 am
4/9/75 4

I, O-ZZ, maku the following free and voluntary statement to Michael V. Annast,
who has identified himself to me as a representative of the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission:

I dm a licensed reactor operator assigned to Unit #1 at the Browns Ferry
plant. I arrived at the plant about 2:30 p.m., March 22, 1975 to start work
on the 3-11 shift. A PSS officer told me about the fire. I reported to
O-H, the Unit #I operator, who was watching the water level. He told me
the fire was in the cable spreading room and or the second floor of the
reactor building. I noticed that many of the lights were out on the 9-3
panel. The reactor pressure was about 200 psi. Four relic' valves were
working. My main objective was to get shutdown cooling going. I got a,
.crew of AUOs (AUO-CCCC, AUO-RR, AUO-Z, BC and others) and gave them a hist
of valves, which were needed. Teams of two men each went out to the reactor
building to try to get the valves aligned. The men reported they could :not
get any of the valves open due the short time the air packs had on them. ind
the lack of visibility in trying to get to the valves. SE-PP, AOS-W and
others were told about the air problem. I suggested a life-line since
ropes were available I told the men to use a small chain, which was riggec
up. The men finally got a cooling valve FCV 23-40 open but then lack of
air cased a suspension of work at about 4:30 p.m. I went and opened the 4
doors between the reactor buildings for more ventilation and it helped some-
what. I was coughing badly at this time, due to smoke inhalation and got
some cough syr-.p, which seemed to help. I assisted in hooking up an air line"
and breathing appacatus for entry into the Reactor Bldg. on the second floor
from the diesel gen. bldg. The whole firefighting effort was hindered due
to lack of air. The smoke was vt:ry dense from 3:00 p.m. to about 6:00 p.m.
They got the exhaust fan turned on and density was down to about 50% at
6:30 p.m. They had started using water by this time to fight the fire.
At about 7:00 p.m. one of the fires was out and the smoke density was about-
10%. The visibility was reasonably good because the overhead cable trays
could be reen with flashlights. At about 7:40 p.m. the visibility was
normal and the fire was out with the exception of occasional wisps of Emoke.
I requested a break at about 8:30 p.m., took a shower and went back to the
control room. I stayed until 7:00 a.m., assisting with the establishment of
torus cooling and getting shutdown cooling lined up.

In my opinion, the priority was the fire in the cable spreading room. The
rain problems in the reactor building were visibility and lack of air.

/s/ C. F. Murphy /s/ O-ZZ 4/17/75
Witness Signature Date
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I, O-AAA, make the following free and voluntary statement to Michacl V. Annast,
who has identifi,:d himself to me as a representative of the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commiý:sion:

I am a unit operator who is not yet licensed. I came in at the regular time,
3:00. 1 had called in to the plant ahead of time to my buddy in Unit 3 to
tell him I would be a few minutes late because I wanted to see the end of the
Kentucky basketball ganmc on TV. ASE-RRRR answered and said they had a fire
and had lost beth units.

After coming in as scheduled I saw 0-4M (who I wa3 supposed to reliev) on
the 1st floor turbine building. 0-11"I said Unit 3 was •Iut down and all
AUO's were to report to the control room. I did this and ASE-G asked me
to go to the spreader room with him. We both had air packs and went into
the spreader room. I could see the fire. All the smoke was boing toward
Unit 2 and the visibility was good. The flames were -- out 8" high and
extended, in the cable tray, to about one foot into the cable spreader
room. They were mostly in the top 2 or 3 trays. All the insulation which
had been stuffed in the opening had been burned away. We took two fire ex-
tinguishcrs apiece with us and diccharged all four. Because if the air packs
and restricted clearance we had to discharge at a distance of about 4 feet
which was not too effective. We pulled a cart in with a C02 tank and used
this to better advantage. I found I could do without the air pack and took
it off. I then was able to lay it right on the fire. AUO-CCCC and AUO-RR
also used extinguishers in a continuous succession and thus we got the fire
out. However, you could tell it was still burning on the reactor side. We
could heat the crackling of the fire on the other side (not electrical
sparking). We left AUO-X and AUO-BB at about 5:00 p.m., to stay behind and
watch to make sure the fire would not flare up again. We went back to the
control room. P-Supt. was there. I am not sure who instructed AYE-QQ to
get the exhaust fans on. ASE-QQ and I went up there and found that AUO-Q
was already there--had already taken the dampers off and had got the fans
going. This took up about 30 to 35 rinutes. We went back to the control
room again. ASE-QQ and I and O-N1 were assigned to open the valves at the
third floor (top cf torus). PFM-BR took the actuator off and used the
wrench to open the valve. We go it open about 8:00 or 8:30. 1 then
finished the shift and went home.

I have had the fire fighting training and refresher.

I have read the statement summarized above, which is true and correct.

/s/ Michael V. Annast
WITNESS

1sf O-AAA
SIGNATURE

4-23-75
DATE
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I,AUO-BLB, voluntarily give tlhe following information to II. Wilber,
T, Young, and J. Devlin, who have identified themselves to me as

representatives of LaJc U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cormnission:

I am cmployed by the Tennessee Valley Authority as an Assistant Unit

Operator. I have been employed by TVA for 3 1/2 years and assigned
to Browns Ferry for the past 2 years.

On Saturday I was assigned to the third shift. I arrived at the plant

at about 3:00 p.m. My assignnent was keys and logs, Unit 1. and I was
supposed to relieve AUO-TT. Because I have a broken arm that is in a

cast, I was not able to do too much.

I spent a few minutes in the control room. Later I was sent to the turbine

building to put seal water into the mechanical vacuum pump. The rest of.

the day I gathered empty fire extinguishers and Scott Air Pacs.

Sometime about 5:00 - 5:30 p.m. AUO-X was sent with me to the cable spreader
room as fire watch. We stayed there for the next six hours.

We saw that there might still be a fire among the cables because we saw

wisps of smoke. We found a short wooden handle that ýas part of a mop.
We used it to spread apart the cables. When we saw a spark or a glow

we hit it with dry chemical. The sparks indicated that some of the
cables were still energized. At one time the cables began to flame up.
We put it out with the dry chemical. We had available a large 150 lb. or
125 lb. bottle of dry chemical..

I reported back to work on Sunday 3rd shift and was assigned to keys and logs.

Is/ Michael V. Annast /,/ AUO-BBB 4-23-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE



I, EE-CCC,. make the following free and voluntary statement to C. E. Murphy
who has identified himself to me as a representative of tile U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission:

I am an electrical engineer with TVA. On March 22, I was 1.n Unit 3 at the
4 KV shutdown boards wiien I was notified of the fire. I was told to leave
the building. I left the building via the Unit 3 diesel generators exit
and reported to warehouse 14A. I left the site at 2:30 p.m. I was called
at approximately 6:00 p.m. by EE-XXOC and asked to come in at midnight. I
did this and worked with EE-TTT and EA-000. EE-XXX had been given a list
of approximately 22 valves for which we were to find out how they could be
hooked up and put i'ack in service. We were to do this by means of lifting
wires and adding Jumper cables to bypass the burned cot circuitry. We
began by tagging each wire and tcrminal with its identity as we disconnected
them. We were not able to complete '-he tas;. (work plan) on that shift.

Isi C. E. Murphy Is/ EE-CCC April 16, 1975
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, EF-DDD, make the following free and voluntary statement to
C.E. Murphy who has identified hlmslcf to me as a representative of
the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coc.mission:

I am an electrical foreman with TVA at Browns Ferry. I was in Unit 3
when the fire occured and was not involved in fighting the fire. On
Saturday night I was called at home and asked to come in on Sunday
morning to direct a crew in recabling some water clean-up valves
(system 69). I directed this work as requested. I did not enter
the fire area that day but did at a later time. I otbserved that the
fire damage appeared to be confined to the cable trays on the Unit 1
reactor side of the spreader room about 8 to 10 feet from the ceiling.

/s/ C. E. Murphy Isf EF-DDD 4-16-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, PRS-EEE, mike the following frec 3nd voluntary statement to W. S. Little,

who has idvntificd himsclf to ine as a represcntative of the U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Cornission:

I am the power plant results supervisor.

I was at home on Saturday, March 22, 1975, when about 1315 hours I received

a phone call from the plant chemical engineer, CE-S, who infor-med me that

a fire had occurred at the plant. I immediately called the shift engineer's

office and ASE-RRMR relayed the plant supcrintendent's instructions to report

to the plant. I arrived at the plant about 1345 hours and reported to P-Supt.,

who briefly descritad the incident and acquainted me with tha current status.

Initial observations indicated that all SRI monitors and most of the CAM

units were inoperable, as well as the reactor building fans. I requested

the plan: instrument engineer, IE-JJJ, to get at least two out of the four

SRM's operating as soon as possible. I called the rhift chemical laboratory

an-31y: t and Lac- hiL call the plant chemical cngii:,er to have him come out

to the plant to assist in evaluating plant effluents. According to CE-S,

the rcactcr hu•]ding fans were restarted during the collection of the i;,itial

grab san-ple. Analytical results reported by the chemical engineer indicated

plant gaseous effluents were well below technical specification limits. I

initiated and coordinated the delivery of SP, cable from TVA Construction

to facilitate pulling temporary SRM wiring.

I did not fight the fire directly, since this appeared tc be adequately

covered by others. I noted that Athens Fire Department personnel were also

present, assisting in the fire fighting effort.

I continued my surveillance on both units, reporting key observations to

both the plant superirntendent and the operating supervisor. In general,

my observations involved the reactor wateL level, neutron monitoring,

relief valves and dry-well temperatures and plant effluents.

When P-Supt. initiated the Radiological Emergency Plan (RLP), I took

the necessary steps to determine how many results section people were on

cite and had this information passed on to the Assistant Administration

Officer, AAO-AP. P-Supt. requested that I maintain the REP director's

log book and exercise access control to the plant while he made some phone

calls. I attended a rPTC meeting from 2045 hours to about 2330 hours and

left the plant at abouL. 24iC hours.

I have read the statement sunarized above, which is true and correct.

/s/ William S. Little /s/ PRS-EEE 4/25/75

WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, ASC-FFF, voluntarily give the following Information to
Floyd Cantrell, Tolbert Young, and James Devlln, who have identified
thcr-selves to me as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

I am an Assistant Shift Enginec: and have been emplcyed by the Division
of Power Production, TVA, since 1969.

I am assigned to Unit 3.

I arrived on site about 3 p.m. the day of the fire and was sent to
work in the control room Unit 2; relieved UO so he could fill out his
log. At the time I arrived in the control room, the reactor was shut
down, the MSIV's were closed, pressure was being blown down and
reactor water was normal and being maintained by the RCIC.

At abpjt 4:30 I helped trying to get the vacuum pump on the line but we
could not get !t on at this time.

We were having trouble with the feedwater pump bypass valve and I went
out to check on it. The reactor pressure was at 90 psi; the FW pump
bypass valve could not be opened. We could not use the condensate pumps
to feed the vessel. However, by turning on the booster' pump we found
that the added pressure caused enough leakage through the FW purp bypass
valve to maintain the vessel level.

About 7 p.m. AOS-1; told me that there was a CAM alarm on Unit 3
and to check it out along with the exhaust dampers on the reactor
buildihg and the turbine building of Unit 3. The alarm was clear when
I arrived and I finished the other checks about 9 p.m.

SE-R sent me to work with the electricans on diesel generator
No. "C." The generator was tagged out by me. The electricans lifted
the ground straps and meggared the generator, found no problems. The
ground straps were replaced and when the logic power switch was closed the
diesel generator automatically sta'.ed. We shut it back down.

I went home at 11 p.m.

I came in on my regular shift on Sunday and worked 16 hours hanging
JIW` tags and cards.

I have had fire training but never participated in a fire drill at
Browns Ferry.

The maximum number of people I saw In the control room at any time
was about 8.

AOS-W seemed to be in charge.

/s/ Jamcs W. Hufham Is/ ASE-FFF 4/23/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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1, ?•W-CCC, make the following free and voluntary statement to
C. E. Murphy, who has identified himself to me as a representative of
the U. S. Nuclcar Regulatory Comnision:

I am a maintenance machinisc foreman.

On Iarch*22, I was in the shop when the alarm went off. I was in the
boiler shop and went out into the assembly area. (This was specified in the
Browns Ferry procedures.) I also saw some instrument mechanics come in.
About the same time an operator was coming in with a couple of Scott
Air Packs. Another man and I went to the second floor reactor building
north side. We saw smoke. We started getting fire extinquishers into
that area. We brought all that we could. We stayed in the .'icinity 10

or 15 minutes. We sent back and got air packs in the machine shop. By

then people had moved to the first floor of the reactor. After we got
downstairs we refilled Scott Air Packs uith air in the service building.
I left the plant at 11:00 p.m.

I have read the statement suri=arized above, which is true and correct.

/s/ C. E. Mur~hv /s/ KIfF-GGG 4-22-75
WIThNSS SIGN;ATURE DATE
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1, Elcc.-illiil, make the following free and voluntary statement to C. F. Murphy

who had identified himself to me as a representative of the U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission:

I am an electrician employed by TVA. On March 22, I was working in Unit 3

getting some brackets weldcd to a junction box when the power went off and

the welding machine stopped operating. My foreman came by and said that

there was a fire in Unit 1. I was on the 621 ]evel at that time. I con-

tinued to work for about 10 minutes until my working buddy returned to get

me to leave the area.

I never heard the fire alarm until I got near the Unit 3 control room area.

I left the building at about 1:45 p.m. and went home about 2:30 p.m.

I returred Sunday norning at 11:00 a.m. to work with EF-DDD to get three

valves ojerating. We continued to work until 2:30 a.m. Monday morning. I

returned :o work on Tucsday morning at my regular hours and worked on the

565 level ;f Unit 1 putting coaxial connectors on cables. I noticed some

soot in thiF work area but it was not as extensive as on the 593 level.

I have perforned cable sealing operations using RTV, mixed foam (two part

solution), and pressurized foam. I have had some experience with RTV igniting

before the RT1 nas cured. I was always able to put it out with my hand.

Is/ C. E. Murphy /s/ Elec.-HHH 4-16-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, IE-JJJ, make the following free and voluntary strt,mcnt to Michael V. Mnnast,

who has identified himzclf to me as a representative of the U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Co.•-ission:

I am an Instrument Engineer.

I was at home on March 22 when I received a call from IE-JJJJ at about 1:30

and was advised a fire was in progress. I picked up IE-AV and came to the

plant. I arrived at 1400 and was met by IE-JJJJ. First, I went to the

assembly area to head count all iastrument mechanics-then, I went to the

control room. IE-AV went to the control roo= with a walkie-talkie. I

suitid up with another individual and entered the reaýtor-through the 621

emergency access hatch. Hard to see and enter there, so I decided to enter

at 586. Found it inipossible to proceed to instrument panel 25-5. The smoke

was too thick; so we left the reactor building and returned to the control

room. The reactor water level was still good. Then we went do.n to Unit 2

and helped the operator reset the scrai3. IE-AV, IE-JJJJ, and IE-AW were

looking at various problems. I helped clear the main steam isolation system

on Unit 2. Several ins~rumcnt mechanics were in the plant taking te.peratrcs--

getting air to the control room. At about 1800 I sat do'.,n to decide future

coverage--use of IM's for the weekend. Engineers were assigned two on each

shift. The first priority was neutron monitoring, so I'took two drawers

from the control panel to see if operational--and to hook up the SPŽ's.

This was done at 2300 on 3/22. The SRX's were in local servIce at 0100

on 3/23. I went home at midnight. According to the log at 0220 on 3/23,
the water level was within 1" of normal and the dryaell pressure was ncr-_al

(2.3 psi). These were readouts in main control room. Temporary power was

run over from Unit 2.

At 0615 we got a drywell temperature reading by cutting the thermocouple
wire just outside the drywell to obtain the local reading. Again, we got

local readings off the thermocouples for the vessel temperature (at 1730

on 3/23).

At 2100 3/23 again, by cutting thermocouple cable, we got the local

temperature reading of the moderator.

At 0030 on 3/24, we pulled te-porary cable for the vessel moderator

(hooked up to recorder in the control room).

We performed a functional test on the recorders; the torus temperature

was taken locally.

IM's who participated in fire fighting were IM-AZ, IM-BA, and 124-AX. IM-AY

pulled the air hose into the control room.
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I have read the statement sura.arizcd above, which is true and correct.

/g/ Michael V. Annast
WITNESS

/s1 IE-.IJJ
S IGNATURE

4-23-75
DATE
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I. CLF-KKK, make the followIng free and voluntary statement to Michael V. Annast
who has identified hinself to me as a representative of the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Cormisslon:

I am an electrical supervisor with TVA. I was called in and reported to the
pl..nt at 2:30 p.m. on the 22nd. I assigned my foreman and four electricians
to pull cable to get power on some temporary fans and to provide temporary
lighting. The fars were needed to pull smoke out of the cable spreader room.
I remained at the plant until 6:00 a.m. Sunday morning, and returned to the
plant at 2:00 p.m. Sunday afternoon. I then had 20 electricians available
under my supervisiin. A major activity at that time was to replace damaged
cable to establish a feed from Unit 2 to the Unit I lighting board in order
to get the permanent lights back on. These crews returned to normal working
hours on Monday.

I am aware of the fire that occurred on March 20. I understand that it had
been written up in the shift log and that it involved an electrician checking
for leaks with a candle. I understand that either the RTV or the packing
material ignited and the electrician had put it out.

I also understand that the shift engineer had been notified.

/s/ Michael V. Annast /s/ CEF-KKK 4-21-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, EA-LLL, voluntarily givc the following informition to
Donald C aphton, Tolbert Young, and Jones Devlin, who have identified
themselves to me as represcntatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory,

Commission:

I am employed as an Electrician Aid in the Conduit and Grounding Group,

Tennessee Valley Authority. I have been employed by TVA for one year.

ten months in mail room and two months assigned to the Conduit and

Grounding Group.

On Saturday March 22, 1975, I was working on Units 1 and 2 on the
second shift, 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. checking for air leaks around

conduits. In the morning I worked two hours on elevation 593, below
the shutdown Board Room. Later I went to elevation 621 to help EA-LLL.
I stayed with him for approximately 15 minutes, and then went to the

opposite side of the wall directly opposite the conduit that EA-LLL was

working on. This was on the Unit 2 side. I was there for possibly one
half hour when the fire alarm went off. I did not know it was a

fire alarm until the electrician working with me told me it was the

fire alarm.

With me on the 621 elevation were three electricians. We continued to
work after the fire alarm sounded. An employee of DPP came in and
tovk a fire extinquisher. He told us it was a fire in Unit 1 and
not to worry about it.

I then climbed up to the top of a cable concrete house to check a

conduit. Some 30 to 45 minutes later another person from DPP told us to

leave the building. We did not hear the fire announced over the PA.

When we got to the stairwell the lights were out and the air heavy

with amoke. The elevator was out, everybody was using the stairs.

I check for air leaks with a candle. The candle is held close to the

conduit that had been packed with foam and sealed with RTV. I do not

normally check for air leaks in a conduit that has only the foam, I

check after the sealant is ploced on the penetration. The RTV has
ignited on at least three to five times, the slender strings or runs
catch on fire. I have been told by EE-B that the foam and RTV are

flaumable. The candles are supplied by the electricians.

I have been working on this site for twelve months and have never been

given any instructions in emergency procpdures.

/a/ C. E. Murphy /a/ EA-LLL 4/16/76
MN•ESS SIGNATUR.E DATE
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1, £lec.-?VE4, make the following free and voluntary statement to Michael V. Annast,
who has idcntified himself to me as a representative of the U. S. Nuclear
Regulziory Commission:

I am an electrician.

I was not at the plant on Saturday, March 22, 1975, when the fire
started. I came in on Sunday morning to work with the electrical
efgineers at getting the valves operating. Ga March 20, when I was
sealing penetration leaks in Ready Room I and checking the draft
with a candle, I set fire to the RTV sealant, but I was able to snuff
it out with my gloved hand. I reported to my foreman FR-BN I have had
fires occur before from the RTV catching fire from the candle flame.

I have read the statement summarized above, which is true and correct.

/a/ Michael V. Annast /s! Elec.-t.M 4/23/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I. Elec.-NNN, mike the following free and voluntary'stai.-ment to
C. E. Hurphy, who h:,s identified himself to me as a representative of the
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coammission:

I am an electrician with TVA. I was in the warehouse getting material
when the fire alarn sounded. I went to tI.? assemibly point near the
general foremin' s office and later went hom . I was called back at
1:30 a.m. on Sunday and reported back to the plant at 1:00 p.m. I worked
with EF-DDD in Unit 1, hooking up three valves. I had to suit out
in protective clothing at least four times when going in to work.

/a/ C. E. Murphy /s/ Elec-NY, 4-16-75
VInIESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, EA-O(X, voluntarily give the following information to II. Wilber, T. Young

and J. Dcvlin, who have idcntified thcmselvcs to me as representatives of the

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission: They showed me cards which stated that

they were USAEC employees.

I am employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority as an Electrical
Engineering Aid, assigned to the Reactor Wiring Group. I have been
employed by TVA for three years.

On Saturday March 22, 1975 I was working in Unit 3. I heard over the PA
system "Fire behind Unit 1, reactor," and also heard the code call fire

alarm.

I evacuated on the code call and on the way out heard a siren but I do not
know where it came from. Only about 20 people evacuated with me; later
all the construction employees came out of Unit 3.

The only emergency drill I remember was one where the siren was used, I

do not know if it was a fire or radiation drill.

I know about the fire alarm bell but 1 do not remember who told me.

I vas called back to work Sunday at 1:00 a.m. to help finish writing Work
Plan 2920.

Shortly thereafter I worked with a crew and'we began to lift cables per
the approved Work Plant 2920.

/a/ C. E. Murphy /s/ EEA-000 4-16-75

WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, xS-PPP, make the following free and voluntary statement to C. E. Murphy,
identifying himisclf to me as a representarive of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Cotmission:

I am a maintenance supervisor. I was at home when an aide called me about
noon on %arch 22, 1975. Upon arrival at the plant I immediately reported
to the shift engineer's office and to the plant superintendent. I supervised
maintenance personnel transporting extinguishers and breathing air to the
fire fighting team. I supervised the establishment of a locale for empty
cylinders separate from full for both breathing air and extinguishers. I
established a breathing cylinder filling operation using 255 cu. ft. cylinders
on site; and a shuttle service with the Athens Firc Department for refilling
of cylinders. I requested TVA-Chattanooga personnel to obtain full 255 cu.
ft. breathing air cylinders and arranged receipt actions. I am not aware of
any period in which breathing air wasn't available. I arranged with the
plant storeroom for a CO2 truck to stand by to refill the Cardox system.
I issued instructions to the maintenance supervisor (electrical) to pursue
some problems during the fire. At 8:50 p.m. on March 22, 1975, I attended a
Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC) meeting. I lined up crews for
Sunday work. Cleanup operations were started as soon as possible.

I have read the statement summarized above, which is true and correct.

9/s C. E. Murphy /s/ MS-PPP 5-8-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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1, AUO-QQQ, make the following free and voluntary statement
to Michael V. Annast, who has identified himself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I was on duty as an assistant unit operator at the Browns Ferry plant
on 3/22/75. I heard the alarm In the NO. 2 turbine building. I called
O-KK and was told that the fire was on the second floor of the reactor
building. I went there and saw smoke. ASE-L and SE-R were dumping
CC) on the fire. The flames were about a foot high-three feet from the
wail. ASE-C had come in and he and SE-R went back to the control
room. I continued fighting the fire with ASE-L. We put on breathing
apparatus. The fire went out and kept relighting. The visibility got worse.
ASE-L ordered me to take all the people to the first floor. The lights
went out and the elevator was stuck. I told IE-JJJJ to clear the building.
I needed additional air packs and flashlights. I found two air packs from
the shift engineer's office. ASE-L askcd me to come to the control room.
I went there with AUO-TT and AUO-Q. I was sent to assist O-KK on Unit 2.
Equipment was malfunctioning. Releif valves were inope-rable even from the
backup ccA6frol panel. There was intermittent loss of instrumentation. RCIC
operated in the automatic mode. HPCI was not operating. I assisted in the
turbine building 9:30-10:00 p.m.

/a/ C. E. Murphy- 1s1 AUO-QQQ '4/29/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DAT



I, *IS-RRR, make the folloving free and voluntary statement to C. 2. Murphy,
who has Identified himself to me as A representative of the U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission:

I an a maintenance mechanical engineer. I was in the mechanical maintenance
office In the service building working on paperwork aftbr lunch at about 12:30
om March 22 when I heard the auto-call alarm. I called the shift engineer
(SE-R) who said the fire was on the first or second floor of reactor building,
Unit 1. I went up to the second floor and saw ASE-L and several operators.
They all bad fire extinguishers. I walked around to about the middle of the
containment and could not go further because of black, toxic smoke. I saw
11K-BR, the pipe fitter foreman. The operators then said that they couldn't
go In without air breathing apparatus. PFN-BER and I helped put Scott Air

lacks on the operators. Five or ten minutes went by-eventually the smoke
began to engulf the whole second flooK. Then ASE-L said all who did not
have breathing apparatus should leave the floor which they did. Just as I
reached the first floor I heard all the noises of scramming. The lights
flickered and then went out. I go~t out of the reactor building. I tried
to get extinguishers and extra bottles of air to the entrance of the service
building. I called HS-FP my supervisor, at home, but KS-PFP had already
gone to the plant. When KS-PP? arrived he had ne stay in the office and

accept calls and continue to aid In keeping a supply of air and fire
extinguishers. There were two or three large air bottles that were shuttled
back and forth to an air compressor for filling at the Athens Fire Department.
This continued all afternoon. 135 to 30 bottles of air arrived from Chattanooga
about 8 or 9 o'clock that night. I knew of no period when nobody was fighting
the fire. I stayed on the Job until 11 p.m.

I have read the statement sumarised above, vhich is true and correct.

/a/ C. L 2Hurph
WITNIESS

/a/ "OqS-RR,•
SIGNATURE

4-22-75
DATE

t
I

"A i VBLE
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I, AUO-SSS, voluntarily give the following information to
Tolbert Young and Jones Devlin, who have identified themselves to me
as representat'ves cr the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I am
an Assistant Unit Operator and have been employcd in the Division of
Power Production, 71,A, since 1971 at Bro.ns Ferry Nuclear Plant.

I was on duty at the time of the fire. My duty station was AUO at
tlhe intake structure. I heard the fire alarm and the fire pumps start.
I called Unit 3 control room and was told that the fire was in Unit I
reactor building. I remained on my duty station and was relieved at
3 p.m.

/a/ roward A. Wilber /8/ AUO-SS 4-27-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, 0-TTT, make the following free and voluntary statement
to C. E. Murphy, who has identified himself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am a unit operator who normally is on Unit 2. On March 22 1 carme
on duty at the regular time 3:00 p.m. I knew both units were down
from my observation of the switchyard gear and 1 saw a fire truck at
the gate. I reported directly to the control room. I was sent to unit 2
to relieve O-KK who was bringing it down to shutdown cooling. I stayed
there the rest of the shift and for another 8 hours until 7:00 a.m.
Sunday. SE-V was the shift engineer.

I have had the fire training and refresher.

I have read the statement sumiarized above, which is true and correct.

/8/ C. E. Murphy Is/ 0-TTT 4-22475

WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, E7-UUU, voluntarily give the following information to
Howard A. Vilber, Tolbert Young, and James Devlin, who have identified
therselves to me as rcpresentativcs of the U. S. Nuclear Rcgulatory
Commission:

I am an Electrical Engineer and I ihave been employed
in the Division of Engincering and Construction, TVA, for the past
two and one half (2-1/2) years at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant.

On Saturday I was working in the diesel generator building, Unit 3
when I received a telephone call and told of the fire. After
assembling in warehouse No. 14 we were told to go home. This was 2:30
p.m. I did not go into Unit 1 and do not have any knowledge of the fire.

I was called back to work at 6:00 p.m. Saturday, I was assigned to
formulate a plan for DPP to get certain valves and a pump back into
service, Unit 1. Work Plan 2920 was written.

On Sunday I cane into work at 11:30 a.m. I supervised the lifting of
cables and installation of juiper cables ASE-QQ and.two
electricians, Elec.-BQ, and the other I do not know. EE-XX.
was the se- ir Electrical Engineer or Group Leader supervising the job.
No power lines were lifted. The cables were deenergized probibly
because the fuses were blown. The fuses were removed and rcp~aced by
the ASE.

I have particpated in one or more fire drills at Browns Ferry. and
I have been in one or =ore radiation evacuation drills over the past
two and ore-half years.

/s/ Willlam S. Little 1sf Eh-ULrU April 16, 1975
WITNESS SIGbNATURE DATE
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I, Elec. -VVV, mike the following free and voluntary statement to
C. E. Hurphy who h13 identified hir-self to me as a representative of
the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cormission:

I am an electrician with TVA and I was in the warehouse getting some
junction boxes when I heard the fire alarm. I finished getting my
material and went to the tool room outside at the assembly point.
My supervisor told me and another man to stand at the east end of the
turbine building and to take a head count to make sure everybody got
out. Then, when this was finished I was sent home.

On Sunday March 23, I reported back to the plant at 3:30 p.m. and worked
on removing the generator bus ties for about twL hours. Then I worked
with EF-DDD pulling cable from the shutdown board to valves
69-02, 69-12, and 69-16. When I was working on the 593 foot level
during this job, all the smoke had cleared out but we still wore face
masks because of the odor.

/s/ C. E. Murphy
WITNESS

Isi Elect.-VVV
SIGNATURE

4-16-75
DATE
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I,AUO-www, make the folloving free and voluntary statement
to Michael V. Annast, who has Identified himself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comiission:

I am an AUO. On March 22 I came on duty on the 3 to 11 shift. I
arrived at the plant and went directly to my normal work location at
the permanent Intake building at about 2:40. The guard Informed me
there was a fire on Unit 1. I spent about 10 minutes in the intake
structure and then received a call from O-ZZ, the Unit 1 operator, who
said for me to go to the control room. O-ZZ told me on arrival that I
should join three other AUO's already a: work on the RHR valves. As I got
there they were coming out and said the. work was finished. I went back
to control. ASE-NNNN told me to go to Unit 3 - get extinguishers and
bring them back. I did this for about an hour. Then I checked out the
Unit 2 feed pumps to insure valves in proper (closed) position. After
I had reported to Unit 2, SE-V told me to go back to the intake
structure. I spent the rest of the shift there till 11:00 p.m.

I have had the fire training and refresher.

I have read the statement su.arized above, which is true and correct.

/a/ Michael V. Annast /s/AUO-.r^W 4/23/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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b EE-XXX ,rvoluntarily give the following information to
Howard A. Wilber, Tolbert Young and James Dcvlin, who have
identified thcr-selves to me as representatives of the U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an Electrical Engineer, Group Leader, Division of Engineering
and Construction, Tennessee Valley Cormission. I have been employc-l by
the TVA since October 1971. On Saturday March-22, 1975, I was working
in the Unit 3 Diesel Generator Building.* At about 1:00 p.m. I
was told by EE-BO, Electrical Engineer, by telephone of the
fire and to evacuate Unit 3. At this time I returned to Warehouse
14A. I left the site at 2:30 pm and was 1nter called by EES-A
and told to return to the plant at 6:00 pm.

I was placed in charge of a group to analyze cable tray damage, to
analyze cables involved to determine what was necessary to get
equipment back or. line. Sometime between 6:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. we
were told that the Division of Engineering Design (DED) was working
on the same project and it was thought that they could identify the
cables much quicker. Up to this tire no work was being done by
DEC personnel to get equipment back on line. We continued to prepare
Work Plan 2920. The tasks identified on Work Plan 2920 were initiated
on March 23, 1975.

Isf C. E. Murphy Isf EE-XXX 4/16/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, Elec.-YYY, voluntarily give the following information to
Howard Wilbcr, Tolbert Young, and J. Dcvlin, who have identified
themselves to me as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Comission:

I am an Electrician and I reside at . I
have been hired and have worked for the Tennessee Valley authority
for about five years, at different times.

On Saturday I was working in Unit 3 when the fire started. I was
working on the 621 elevation with Elec.-HHH. I just heard of
the fire from a person hurrying through the area who said there was
a fire. Shortly thereafter I heard thd paging system "Fire in Unit 1,

elevation unknown." I went to the Auxiliary Instrument Room Unit 3 593
elevation for a piece of equipment. About this time I heard the
code call and a siren. It was rather faint and I did not know where
it was coming from. I went out the diesel generator building to
the east side. Nobody was there. I asked about the fire when
outside and was told it was in Unit 1, cable spreader room.

I then went back inside Unit 3 to get E!ec.-HHE, who was still
on the 621 elevation.

On Sunday, Foreman EF-DDD called me and I went in to work on
Work Plan 2920. Worked on valves 69-2, 69-12, 69-16 (RWCU-Unit l•
from prints that I obtained from our print rack in Unit 3. The
electrician's shop in Unit 3 have a completp set of prints for
Units 1, 2, and 3. I identified the cables and located terminations
from the prints.

I was later assigned to pull temporary cables to the above valves,
both power and control lines fro= motor control to valve. I worked
with Elec.-EEEE and Elec.-NN. We did not have an ASE or SE with us,
we worked from the prints.

Temporary cables were run whenever possible or convenient. We used
waterpipe chases, accessible conduits or whatever. We kept a record
of the work we done but the new temporary cables were not tagged
by us. DPP later checked and tagged before the power put on them.

1sf C. E. Murphy Is/ Elec.-YYY 4-16-75
WIThTSS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, AUO-Z7Z, m.kc the following free and voluntary statcecnt

to Hichael V. Annast, who has identified himself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an assistant unit operator at the Browns Ferry plant. I was

near the air compressors when the fire alarm sounded. I Called
the operator and was told the fire was in the reactor building. I
went there with AUO-QQQ and assisted ASE-L by passing
extinguishers up the ladder.

ASE-L requested breathing appartus. I went back to SE-R's office
and got two Scott Air Packs. I gave one to ASE-L and kept the
other. ASE-L went up the ladder. The smoke was extremely thick
and ASE-L fell off the ladder on his way down. I went to the third
floor and ran out of air. I cane down and the smoke kept building
up. ASE-L told everyone, not directly involved with fire fighting,
to go to t't Lirst floor. I went to the first floor elevator landing
and the lights went out. I waited for 20 .inutes and no one went up

during this time. I changed out air pack bottles and then went up
to the control room. ASE-G told me to get Unit 1 turbine on
turning gear. There was no notor power and I returned to the control
room. I was handling and refilling air bottles. I was involved in
trying to free various valves in the RHR system, with 0-OI and
AUO-AA but we kept running out of air. I was involved with the
RHR drain pump for a couple of hours and Lot it running by 7:30 p.m.
I went home at approximately 8:30.

/s/ Howard A. Wilber /s/ AUO-7ZZ 4-22-75
WITKESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I. AUO-MAA, voluntzrily give the following Inforrmation to Tolbert
Young and James Devlin, who have idcntified themselves to me as
representatives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I an an Assistant Unit Operator and have ben employed in the Division
of Power Production, TVA since 1972 at Brownr Ferry Nuclear Plant.

I came in to work on Sunday 3/23/75 at 11 a.m. Worked under the
direction of Unit 2 operator in the reactor building.

We were Informed that the level in the torus was Increasing. I found
that someone had left the condensate transfer system lined up to
Unit 2 torus. We corrected problem and pumped down torus.

Reactor water cleanup system was out of service. We worked on this
until 3 p.m. and got "B" system 1n service. I then went to my regular
routine shift duties until 21 p.m;

At 11 p.m. I was held over on overtime to work on Unit l's reactor
water cleanup system. I went home at 4 a.m.

I have never participated in a fire drill at bro.-ns Ferry.

There was a rag fire in the condensate pump pit about three weeks
ago. The fire alarm was set off on the day shift. ASE-NNNN put
out the fire.

/s/ Michael V. Annast /s/ AUO-AAAA 4/22/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I , AUO-BýI;B, voluntarily givc the followivng information to

Donald Cnphton, Tolbert Young, and Jares Devlin, who have identified
themselvet, to me as representatives of the U. S. NL.Iear Regulatory
Commission.

I am an Assist ant Unit Operator and have been enployed by the Division
of Power Production, TVA, since 1970 at the Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant.

I was called at l:.1S and arrived on site at 2:30, 3/22/75. 1 worked
with other operatorm for an hour trying to close a valve on top of
the torus.

I then worked on getting service air to the Reactor building entry.

I helped at reactor building entry with air packs, etc., I went hoee
at 4:30 a.m. 3/23/75.

/su AUO-BBBB 4/12/75
SIGNATURE DATE

/a/ C. E. Murphy
WITNESS

1s/ SE-PP
WITNESS

4/12/75
DATE

• . . .o.., ....
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I, AUO-CCCC, voluntarily give the following informition to

H~oward A. Wilbcr, Tolbert Young, and James W. Devlin, who have

identified thenselves to me as representatives of the U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission.

I am employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority as an Assistant
Unit Operator. I have been employed by TVA for over five years
and at Browns Ferry since Novcmber 1971

On Saturday, flarch 22, 1975, I was assigned to the second shift,
Unit 1. I arrived at 2:35 p.m. and was told of the fire.

ASE-EE sent me with AUO-RR, another AUO to elevation 565
to manually open the suction side valve, RHR pumps to establish

shutdown cooling. We tried three times but did not hawe enough
air in the breathing apparatus tanks.

We reportcd back to ASE-EE. We thought we could get to the valves
by going through the shutdown board room. We would have tried
but ASE-L stopped us and told us to go to the cable spreader
room.

We relieved AUO-X and 0-AAA. Two public safety officers, one was
wearing a Scott Air Pac, were moving fire extinguishers into the room.

This was approximately 3:30 p.m. The cables inside the penetration
window were still glowing and everytime we stopped spraying the CO
the cables would immediately start to glow again. Somewhere around
4:15 to 4:30 p.m. the cables stopped glowing and the fire appeared out.

I then went to the roof with ASE-QQ to open up the ven:ilation
dampers. A wrench was needed. One exhaust fan was running. I did
not know if the supply fans were running. I left ASE-QQ, AUO-Q,
and an electrician on the roof. They had a walkie-talkie and were
communicating with the control room. The electrician had jumped
the power lines on the other fan. This was about 5:20p.m.

I returned to the control room. There were about eight people there,
AOS-W and SE-R were directing the activity.

I was sent with AUO-RR to check the breakers on two valves in the
IKW=U that were needed to dump water. We tried the breakers, one
didn't work, the oLher sparked. We didn't try any further.

The smoke was heavy when we went to the MOV room but by the time
we were returning the smoke had cleared enough to enable us to

see several feet. We left by the lower level air lock. I

reported back to ASE--EE. At about 11 p.m. Sunday these valves
were put into service.
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At approxirmately 6:30 p.m. ASE-EE sent me to the Rx building
level to assist at the scene of the fire. ASE-Y.
SE-V, SE-U, and the Athens Fire Departm~ent Chief and I
believe another fire-..n were there. The decision was r-ade to use
water on the fire. SE-U put the fire out with water. At about
7:30 p.m. after again spraying the fire with water, it was declared out.

AUO-RR and me were assigned to fire watch the rest of the night.
I went home at about 6:15 a.m. Sunday.

Is/ C. E. Murphy Is! AUO-CCCC 4/16/75
WITNESS SIGNATU.RE DATE
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1, QASS-DDDD, make the following free and voluntary statement
to Ho'ard A. Wilbcr who has identified himself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclcar Regulatory Commission:

I am the QA staff supervisor for the 31P1, operations. On larch 22,
1975, at approxitately 1:00 p.m. I received a telephone call from
AOS-V. AOS-W said that there was a fire in the cable trays at
the plant and that a safety system may be involved. I arrived at the site
at approximately 2:00 p.m. A fire truck (assumed it to be the Athens
lire Department) was outside the fence at the gate house. Upon entering
the lobby, I saw XE-JJJJ, who briefed me about the fire. Re
advised me not to go to the control room because of smoke. Shortly
I saw two Instrument mechanics who said that the instrument shop area
iaS fairly free of smoke. So I vent up to that area where I saw
SE-R trying to restore equipment. I decided to stay and
work with an operator in an effort to restore equipment. Shortly,
P-Supt. came in. I asked him if I was needed r'sewhere, he said
no. Shortly after additional personnel came in, particularly
instrument mechanics. I left and vent to the control room. There I
saw several people including AOS-W, OS-DD, PRS-EE, 0-1H, APMS.FFF,
and P-Supt. (Some of these were in end out of the control).
Specifically, I noticed that AOS-W appeared to be in direct charge of
Unit I reactor operation, OS-DD moving from unit to unit, and P-Supt.
in general being the focal point of control.

While in the control room, T observed the condition of both reactors.
Later I decided to go to the spreader room area. There I assisted in
bringing dry chemical fire extinquishers to the spreader room area.
After many extinguishers were brought and manpower appeared adequate to
fight the fire, I left for the control room. The extent of the fire
in the spreader room appeared only to be a glow in the penetration.
It would extinquish after dry-chemical was used and then about a
minute later apparently reignite. A glow Is all I would see. I
returned to the control room and was instructed to go uIth ACS-BD
to start identifying the affected cables. This was in an effort.
get rebuild started as soon as possible. (The magnitude of the
fire damage was not know at this time) After I returned to the
plant, approximately about 6 p.m. I went to the spreader room. The
fire Vas out. 1 visually looked at the penetration that was
affected. Some time later, probably about midnight, I, ADDPP-BE,
and P-Supt. went into the reactor building to look at the damage.
Prior to entering, we were advised of the industrial and radiological
hazards associated and dressed accordingly. Damage to the cable
and cable trays was observed. Sometime later I met with Bill Little
and Bob Sullivan and with P-Supt. About 3:00 a.m. on March 23, 2;75,
1 left the plant.

On March 20, 1975, at the daily coordination meeting, someone, I
think OS-DD, stated that there was a fire last night or
yesterday. It was associated with the sealing material used for

010 C AV!
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cables. A little discussion was held about the fire, but no
specific details such as how it started and where it was, was discussed.
I assumcd it to be in Unit 3 while construction was sealing cables
that passed through the floor. I was not aware prior to this time
of the process to seal fire barriers in penetration. The next day
more detail, such as the sealant ias sprayed in and was flammable
while drying, was discussed. Again here I don't think the location,
or if it were in a tray, was discussed.

I dismissed the occurrence as minor because of the nature of the
discussion concerning the fire. Again I assume It to be in Unit 3
during construction activities, not in Unit 1 spreader room.

I have read the statement su=arized above, which is true and correct.

Is/ Howard A. Wilber /sf QASS-DDDD April 25, 1975
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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.i Elec-EEEE, make the following free and voluntary .tatemtnt to
C. E. Hurphy, who has identificd hitrself to me as a representative .f

the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an e1i-tririan employed by TVA. On March 22, 1975, I was working
on the second floor of the control bay in the Unit 3 area. I was
working with another electrician installing an inverter. I heard
t" alarm followed by a P.A. announcement which identified the fire
and alarm. I continued to work for app-oxinLately 15 minutes but I
kept hearing the P.A. announcements. I really was not sure whether
or rot I should evacuate. I walked to the far end of the Unit 3
area where I saw a foreman who said I should leave. I left the area
about 1:00 or 1:15. In the areas I was in I saw no smoke, no fire,
nor did I smell any odor.

I was called back to work on Sunday March 23, 1975, to work ,'ith Sub-
foreman EF-DDD in hooking up power to 3 valves; 2 of these >eing
in the heat exchanger room (69 series valves), in doing this work
we had to follow all necessary clothing requirenents. We did our
work with flashlights becauseý no temporary 2ights had been installed
in the heat exchanger room. When I finished, my dosimeter almost
read 100.

WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE

Elec-EEEE rLefused to sign or to provide signed statement.

/a/ C. E. Murphy
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I, AP:;S-FFFF, mcoke the following free and voluntary statement to
C. E. Murphy, •K~o has Identified himself to me as a representative of
the U. S. Nuclear Rcgulatory Commission:-

I am the Assistcnt Plant Maintenance Supervisor, Electrical. I was
at home on --arch 22 when I was called to zone to the plant at about
1:00 p.m. I arrived at the plant at about 1:30 or 1:40. I was not
involved in the fire fighting. I found numerous boards were out,
and I worked with operations to restore poteer to the equipment. In
clearing the trouble to restore power, as anything was lifted or
jumpered it was written down, and later put in BFA-25 (JI!,R). I
worked all over the plant supervising electricians doing this work.
I was relieved by FI-BG at 11:00 that night. On Saturday
afternoon the power (lighting) was off in the reactor building.
On Sundoy, temrporary lights had been installed. 'ork was done on
verbal request on Saturday and the JIoR, was backfit by FM.-BG on
Sunday. I was back in the plant at 0700 on Sunday.

Concerning the incident of March 20, AOS-W had asked me on
March 20 to look at the cable tray where the fire had occurred to
determine if any damage to the cable. AOS-W supplied a man
to point out the location. My forerman, EF-BF, locked at
the cable and reported back to me that there was no dar.age to the
cable. I did not make any report about this inspection. I have
been at Browns Ferry since 9/20/69. This is the first fire I have
been involved with here. 4y personnel have received local fire
training, and indoctrination in various types of alarm.s. Procedures
are periodically reviewed in -andom safety talks or safety newsletters.

I have read the statement sumiarized above, which is true and correct.

/a/ C. E. Murphy /a/ APMS-FFFF 5/6/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE

I-
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I,'a-CGCc, voluntarily give the following inforration to
Hcward A. Wilber, Tolbcrt Young, Donald Caphton, and James W. Devlin,
who have idcntificd thcmsclvcs to me as representatives of the U. S.
K~clear Regulatory Cor.,ission:

I am employed by the Tennessee Valley Authority as a Mechanical Engineer
Coordinator, Division of Engineering and Constructior. I have been

employed by TVA since January 1965 and was transferred from DP? to DEC
on July 25, 1971.

The work being performed by the electricians and engineering aides a!t

the time the fire occurred was under :ork Pi'.n 2892. This plan covered
the sealing of air leaks in penetrations in .he secondary containment
and was issued as a result of a test of the Standby Gas Treatment System.
Technical Specifications were met in this test. The leak rate test was
performed in anticipation of the removal of a barrier between Units 2
and 3 on the fuel storage floor and refueling floor.

This Work Plan did hot spell out procedures to follow, only the
prescribed work tc be perfc7=ed. I did not know the r.ethod used to
detect air leaks, i.e., using a lighted candle; these are details and
procedures, not part of a Work Plan. The job was in progress for two
weeks.

A number of cables were pulled through the penetrations in conjunction
with previous rodifications and/or alterations under other Work Plans.
The penetrations should have been sealed when the cables were pulled
and were specified on each Work Plan to pull cable.

In 1973 and 1974 the same type of work was done using the same type
materials, polyurethane and liquid rubber and transite boards.

The Work Plans go to the DPP Coordinator, DPPC-B'i, and are issued
to the Shift Supervisor and filed with the Shift Engineer.

Following tompletion of Work Plan 2892 it would be normal to conduct
another leak rate test of the Standby Gas Treatment System under another
Work Plan (Work Plan No. 2837).

On Sunday I was called back in to work on a Work Plan for emergency

repairs and stabilizing air lines, vessel thermocouples RIM

instrumentation, drywell temperature instrumentation and SR.N and

other equipme.it not yet running.

I t was determined by both DPPC-BM and myself that 10 CFR Part 50.59

review was not necessary on the Work Plan for sealing of penetrations
since it was a followup to the leak test work plan.
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Is/ C. E. Murphy
WITNLS S

Is/ nr-c.CC,
S ICMAItRE

April 16, 1975
DATE
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I, AUO-)IIttIII, nutke the following free and voluntary statcemcnt

to C. E. Murphv, who has identified him.self to me as a-representative
of thc U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an assistant unit operator.

I live nearby and was at home. My wife heard the fire sirens when I
was asleep. I called in and was told to come back to the plant. I
went in about 2:45 p.m. and reported to the ASE in the shift engineer's
office. AUO-ý!V and I were trying to open valves on the torus. Our
attempts were unsuccessful since the visibility was so bad. I was
assigned to keeping track of people and how much time they had on
their air packs at the first floor reactor building entrance. Between
6:00 and 6:30, 1 took the Athens fire chief to the spreader room. We
could see the glow of the fire on the other side through the opening.
We "id not go to the fire on the reactor side.

I had no knowledge of a prior fire.
Friday.

I have had fire fighting training--1
since then.

I had been off on Thursday and

week at a coal plant and a refresher

I have read the statement summ-arized above, which is true and correct.

/s/ C. E. Murphy
WITNESS

/s/ A'JO-HHIfl
SIGNATURE DATE
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I, IE-JJJJ, make the following statement, freely and voluntarily, U
to Michael V. Annast who has identified himself to me as a representative

of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coi=ission:

I am an Instrument Engineer and was working in my office at the Browns

Ferry plant on March 22, 1975.

The fire alarm came in at 12:35 p.m. After I was sure the fire alarm. was

serious, I went up to the control room. When I entered the control room,

I noticed that the FW{, and core spray pumps started by observing annunci-

cation on panel 9-3. 1 discussed this enomaly with 0-4 and suggested

he back off on the load. By using RECIRC, he initiated it with the concurrence

of the ASE. We were getting nu=erous alarms on panel 9-3 and at about 12:50 p.m.

0-H manually scran.ned Unit 1. I then walked over to Unit 2

to see if it was being influenced by the abnormal occurrences observed

on Unit #1. At that tine, I noted none of the phenomena occurring.

O-IK, the Unit #2 operator, told me to stay on Unit 02 side to help

if necessary. He then asked me to put the Unit 02 reactor building fans

from high to low speed. When I returned, I saw Unit 02 scra=rmed; I

think manually but I an not sure. O-KK enabled the Cardox and I

heard it go off below in the spreading room. I noticed that one half

of the RPS power was lost on Unit 02. I went back to Unit 01 and noticed

several instrumentation problems, specifically on panel 9-3. SE-R

asked me to call P-Supt., IE-JJJ, and AS-GG at about 1:10 p.m.

I stayed in the Control Room. At about 3:00 p.m., I was alerted to I
smoke emanating from the back of panel 9-5, Unit 01. We used CO2 on this

and removed the leads from the smoking transfcrmer. I felt very concerned

at this time because the control room was getting quite siokey. Service

air was brought in from Unit #3 by an instrument mechanic. GEIE-CZ

GE Instrument Engineer, arrived it about 3:30 p.m. I was called to

Unit #2 to help investigate a PCIS isolation on the Unit 02 MSIV's.

Two temperature switches in the rain steam tunnel were tripped, One

switch reset while I was investigating, one remained tripped. These

switches had caused problems prior to the fire, due to conservatism

in trip set points. Steam tunnel temperature was 150-160°F at 2:30 - 3:00

p.m. I want to state that I jun=pered the tripped switch on order of the

Unit #2 ASE and registered the jumper wire record on the SE's blackboard.

I found GEIE-CZ and together we suggested that 4io Unit 01 SL.'s be

removed from the control board of Unit 01 and be made ready for local

installation at the prea=p since the cables appeared damaged. Unit 02

was having HPCI problem-s. The suction valve from the torus kept opening

and the suction valve from the condensate storage tank kept closing.

The Unit #2 operator stated he had plenty of water in the storage tank

and wanted to take HPCI suction from it. He had me hold the valve

handswitch in the storage tank suction mode while IiPCI continued to

automatically start and then trip on low suction pressure. The pump

would speed up and pump about 2000 gpm and trip after about 5 seconds.

Water level was being maintained manually using what appeared to be

a FW pump. I was told that some feed level indication was lost so

that the recorder could not be used on Unit #1. I found the "B"
column inverter fuse blown and replaced It.
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I left the plant at 6:00 p.m. and returned at 11:30 p.m.

I feel that the fire ffghting effort was inadequate due to improper
equipment and confusion. The hand-held C02 extinguishers were not
adequate as they are not designed for high ceilings. The fire fighting
organization was poor; there seened to be a lack of leadership and no
one knew exactly what was burning. I heard that the air supplies were
hard to find and did not fit well together.

During the test and startup period of Unit fl, I demonstrated the
flam;ability of the sealing material to P-Supt., the plant superintendent.
In the presence of IE-JJJ, I burned the material in P-Supt. office.
P-Supt. immediately called someone with Construction, apparently
CPH and they discussed the situation. I was later (the next
day) told by PRS-EEE, Results Supervisor, that a flameproofing material
was to be sprayed over the flar.able material. I feel P-Supt. did all
that was immediately possible to investigate the situation as it appeared
DED was not going to change the material. GEIE-CZ, GE, also sent a
sample of the above material to his office in San Jose,.Califorr.ia. I
have heard that the GE people tested the material and sent a report to
TVA.

/s/ Michael Annast /s/ IE-JJJJ 4/28/75
WITNESS SIGCATURE DATE

• . .... .. % -.. . . ..... • .. °
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I, O-KO'U:, -kc the following free and voluntary statement
to MIichael V. Annas:, who has dcntilfied h.-self to me as a
representative of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Co.-mission:

I am a Unit Oper.ator at the Browns Ferry plant. I was called at about
1:00 p.=. because they had lost both units and had a fire at a
hard-to-get to locaticn. I arrived at 3:00 p.m. and went to
Unit 2 where O-;a was the Operator. AOS-W assigned
me the personnel access hatch to the reactor buildinC on the first
floor. I was posted to insure the integrity of the interlock since the
red light was out. After one hour I asked AUO-SS, who was at the
auxiliary boilers, to watch the door and went up to Unit 1 Control
Room. I assisted with operation of relief valves to lower Rx press
to get water into the reactor with condensate booster pumps. The
control room was hot and, at tir~es, smokey. Air packs had insufficient
supply of air and it was difficult to get valves open manually. I
saw some white smoke e.-anating from the back of the 9-5 panel.
Someone put CO2 on it and it stopped. Electricians were working
around the floor penetrations to keep the CO2 in the spreader room
below. I went off rhift at 11:00 p.m.

/s/ C. E. .urphy /sf O-D:}:. 5/6/75
WITNESS SIGNATU•E. DATE
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I, EA-LLLL, rmake the following free and voluntary statement to
C.E. lIurphy, who has !dentified hinsclf to me as a representative

. of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am engineering aide, Grade SE-2, employed by TVA. Afternoon on
March 22, I was working on the 639 level in the. Rcactor Building
(Unit 2). Thcre were four big punps in the room which were making
a lot of noise and I did not hear any fire alarn bel. I was checking
conduit and cable tray seals and working with scye electricians.
We were using RTV sealant with foam material as a backing. I became
aware of the fire when I saw a rpp man looking for a fire extinguisher
who told me there was a fire In Unit 1.

I started to leave the building and on the way down the stairs I
ran into EE-B and EA-H (on the second floor). We were going
down the stairs because the elevator was cut of service. EE-B was
in the building, he said, to check that his people were getting out.

When I left the building, I went to the asser-bly area and then went to
tht Conduit and Grounding Offices and stayed there until about 2:30 p.m.
when I was told to go home.

The first time I worked on sealing And checking cable seals was on
Thursday night when I was shown how to do it by EE-B. On Thursday
night, I worked on the reactor sid of the cable spreading room;
on Friday night I worked with E.A-C in the Cable Spreading room;
and on Saturday I worked mainly on the Reactor Side. On both Thursday
and Friday I had experienced fire starting with the RTV from the candle
flame used for checking the seals. The flames were always easy for me to
extinguish with my gloved hand.

When I first saw the DPP man on March 22, when he told me of the fire, I
quickly went back to the area where I had been working to check and make
sure that I had not caused any fires.

/1/ C.E. Murphy /1/ EA-LLLL 4-16-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, AUO-!KZ'!, rake the following free and voluntary statement to
hichael V. Annast, who has identified himself to me as a reprcsentative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an AUO and I rotate between units every 10 weeks. I was at hzoe
on 3/22 when I was called to come back to the plant at about 1:45 p.m.
I arrived at the plant at about 2:15 p.m. ASE-RRRR had telephoned
me to say that they had lost both units and had a fire. I went
directly to the control room. I saw the situation was bad. AUO-tt"JU
and I worked to do the shutdoun cooling for Unit 1. There were
few lights in the control room and it was smokey. I talked to
ASE-G who had been on thr torus with an air pack, and who said they
lacked one valve of getting shurdown cooling on Unit 1. AUO-U`LTL"
and I Lot air packs on and went down on top of the torus. We could
not operate the valve easily without a "cheater". We used one but
it still took an hour or more for both of us to get the valve open.
We went to shutdoun cooling shortly after that. This vas about 4:30.
ASE-G had been trying to open this same valve somet•.e before
we got there. After we had informed the unit opera:or the valve
was open, AOS-W told us (^J0-L7_17 and me) to work wi:h SE-U at
fighting the fire. SE-U was in the control rco= hail--shift
engineer's office talking to the Athens fire chief and P-Aupt. We
went down to the spreader room. We then went to fire area in reactor
bvilding. At first, I kept check at the door (whi:e SE-U was inside
using water. I then went in with O-ZZ and fc-nd that the hcse
was lined up with the fire but the hose was hung up on the rack. We
got the hose off the rack and O-ZZ started putting water on the fire.
The fire was on only one tray which I believe was the top one. Shortly
after this O-ZZ ran out of air and came out. I had 10 minutes left and
continued with the water hose. I was working alone for about 5 minutes
when an Athens fireman came in and said he did not want me to work by
uyself. I came out with him. I had spent about 10 minutes fighting
the fire. It was a smolder type fire with some flames. After my exit
about 3 or 4 people put on Chem-ox units and went in to fight the fire.

AUO-UUUU and I went to eat at about 6:30. When we got back upstairs
after 7:00, we learned that the fire had been put out.

ASE-PPFP told me and AUO-LlUU that he wanted us to go with him on a
reactor inspection every hour. We did this until 5:30 Sunday morning.
I went home then.

The only fire I had known of before was a welding machine fire a couple
of months ago.

I had one week training at a coal fired plant in fire fighting, and we
had one day refresher here.
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During the Afternoon of Mirch 22, I knew of no time when the fire was
not being fought. We were told that day to use water as a last resort.
When doing the hourly reactor inspections, I reported then to ASE-PPPP
who logged them. During our tours which began about 9:00 p.m. the
smoke gradually diminished. There was no evidence of any fire glow
or embers during these tours. We had never lost the lights in Unit 2,
but he-d lost them in Unit 1. Norr•1 lighting got back in use after
our inspection tours. Every hour we went over to where the fire had
been to verify no fire. We noticed burned insulation.

I have read the statement sumvarized above, which is true and correct.

1s/ Michael V. Annast /s/ AUO-MT{'t1 April 28, 1975
W1'rNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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K, ASE-;N, -~.3ke the following free and voluntary statement to
tflCHAEL V. A;"'.AST, who has idcnti.fied himself to ne as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Con-ission. Some of this statement is
-in response to direct questions of the NRC investigators. I have tried
to show where things that I saw and heard were an expression of my opinion
and not necessarily the facts as they occurred. This state=ent is correct

to the best of my memory.

I am an Assistant Shift Engineer at the Browns Ferry Plant. I received
a phone call from the plant at approximately 1315 and was told by ASE-
RRRR that Units 1 and 2 had been lost (tripped) due to a fire and
they were in danger of losing the plant. I arrived at the plant at
approxim.ately 1325, saw the Athens fire truck at the gate and I could
still hear the fire alarm sounding. There was no visible outward signs

of the fire coring from the plant.

I entered the plant via the office -..ing, first floor, stopped in the
lunchroom and called tYe Unit 1 Control Room. I talked with (SE)
SE-R and asked the loc.tcion of the fire and where . was needed.
SE-R instructed me to rome directly to the control roon. When I
arrived at the 3C control bay elevation, the AC lighting was off and
only DC lighting on. I saw .ASE-R?,_R and AAO-A- in the.Shift Engineer's
office on the telephones. In the Control Room I saw the
operator, O-M, at panel 9-5 and Unit I panel 9-3 was dead. I saw
SE-R and ASE-L at panel 9-23 and went dOrectly to the= and asked

what was needed at approximately 1330.

I saw that shutdown Bus I was dead, "A" D/G was on "A" shutdown board,
"B" shutdown board and "C" shutdown board were both on Shutdowrn Bus 2,
"D" D/G was on "D" shutdown board.

ASE-L said he could not get any indication on B&C D/G's and directed
we to check out the diesels. I proceeded via the stairwell, which was
very heavy with the smell of burnt insulation, and "B" shutdown board
room to the diesel building. I went first to "B" D/G which was running at
half speed. I checked all relays and switches and could find nothing
wrong, so I tried to take manual control and increase to normal speed
in an effort to place in service. The "B" D/G would not respond and I
returned the diesel to its normal operational mode. The only alarm was

that of low air pressure.

I then went to "C" D/G which was running at rated speed with 4.1 or 4.2 KV.
As I left the diesel building I saw Electrician EF-BF working at
480V Reactor NOV board IB and he asked if I could help him. I cleared
all tripped breakers with EF-BF's help and -tried to rec!ose the normal
and alternate feeders with no success. I told EF-BF that I had -' go and
would return or send help and to do what he could to get the board back.
As I left the board room ASE-C was coming in and said he was going
to work with EF-BF.
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I then vent to the "C" shutdown board vith a Sync. switch and tried to
gain control of the diesel but all diesel instruments and controls vere
dead.

I returned to the Control Room and reported to the SE-K what I
had found.

ASE-Y and I left the Control Room to try and restore
the RPS MG sets on Units 1 and 2. We tried first Unit 1 RPS HG sets,
but they had no power. Then we got Unit 2 RPS MG sets started but they
tripped. Then they were restarted and placed in service. I called
Unit 2 Control Room to tell them they had the RPS HG back and was told
they vere unable to control the relief valves. AP.%Z-FFFF came up Just
then and ASE-Y, APS.-FFF, and I vent to "C" shutdown board room to the
backup control center to try and operate the Unit 2 R.V.s, but could
not. We checked 2A 250V DC Reactor MOY board but found no trouble.
Then we entered Unit 2 Reactor Building via the shutdown board room.
Unit 2 Reactor Building was clear of smoke and all lights were on.
ASE-? checked the drywall air compressors and said they looked
normal. We re-entered the control bay via "D" shutdon board room to
check out 23 250V DC Reactor MDV board, which was hot.

We left the shutdown board room and vent to the 2C elevation hallvay
where we met ASE-L and discussed the problem briefly. It
appeared to me that the drywell control sir isolation valves must be
closed but I had not seen this. Someone In this group (I don't remember
who) said he would check on it. ASE-V and I left the group.

I returned to the control room. When I arrived on the 3C elevation I
heard an air line blowing. The control room was hazy and the air
diffIcult to breathe. The operatcrs on the units were In air packs.
I saw SE-V directing operations on Unit 2 and ADS-W directing
operations on Unit 1. P-Supt. was consulting with different
people and directing the overall effort It appeared. I saw people
forcing rags in holes under the electrical operator's desk. CO2 was
coming through them.

I went to the hallway to try and find an air pack, which I had seen
earlier in the day. There were two Chem-ox masks in their cases on the
floor and ASE-Y and ISO-CC were trying to get then ready to
use. I saw they were having problems and tried to help. The unit that
ISO-CC had would hot puncture the cannister and I don't remember
the problem with the other unit. but the Chei-ox mask units did look
to be in sad shape in my opinion. ?SO-CC got one of the Chem-ox
masks working and ASE-Y and ISO-CC entered the west end of the
Spreader Room. I followed then to the door and saw a Slow against the
south wall. ASE-Y and ?SO-CC returned to the doorway and I handed
ISO-CC a fire entinguisher that was at hand and then I left to find
more extinguishers.

59165 0- 71 - 28
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I found 6 dry chenical extinguishers outside the SE office and had -
an AUO help me carry them back to the Spreader Roo= door and instructed
him to stay and help other men who were arriving to fight the fire.

I went back to the 3C elevation to get some help in locating fire
extinguishers. 1 saw an air pack and a cart of air bottles. I went
into the control room and saw P-Supt. and told him the fire was not
out in the Spreader Roon, but we were fighting it. P-Supt. asked
me if I knew which cable trays were involved. I told him I did not
knowt, but would find out. I went back to the air mask, put on a
fresh bottle and returned to the Spreader Room. PSO-CC was coming
out as I arrived and said he was out of air and was going for more
help. An AUO and I entered the Spreader Room with dry chemical and

C02 which we used on the fire.

We used the C02 to rool the fire and knock down a stall flame. Then we
dumped the dry chemical in the tray around the burned ends.

A member of the plant PSO group and 2 more people crawled up with more
dry chemical and I instructed then to build a fire block in the cable
tray with the dry chemical. I made a mental note of all the cable
tray identity letters and left the Spreader Room and reported to
P-Supt. and a group of Construction and DPP people with him what

I had found.

I returned to the Spreader Room to direct the fire fighting effort.
A wheeled dry chemical cart had been brought to the Spreader Room,
but its nozzle was broken off at the bottle and I told som.e of the
men to get it out of there and find another unit. I stopped 2 AUO's
who were coming by with air packs and asked if they were assigned.
They said no. They had just finished a job. I told them to go into
the Spreader Room and relieve the men in there who were low on air.

A large number of empty CO2 and dry chemical bottles had accu-mulated
and I instructed some men to carry them to the Machine Shop where they
could be refilled when chemicals were available. I re-entered the
Spreader Room to check the progress that was being made. The fire was
not staying out, but could be knocked down each time it flared up.
After some period of time the other people present and I were able
to contain the fire in the Spreader Room and confine it to the Reactor
Building wall. I instructed the AUO's and PSO people present to stay on
top of this fire area and keep using C02 and dry chemical to keep the
fire'confined to the penetration in the Reictor Building wall.

I went back to the Control Room and told P-Supt. that the fire in the
Spreader Room had been contained but was still burning in the wall
penetration and Reactor Building and that I had people staying with it.
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I was instructed by P-Supt. to show the Athens Fire Chief the Spreader
Room, which I did. The Athens Fire Chief said he had some ABC Class
exting•ishers which we could use and I went with him to get them. I
returned to the Spreader Room with the extinguishers and the Chief. A
new dry chemical wheeled cart had arrived at the Srreader Room and was
being used to contain the fire at the uall.

ASE-L came by and said he and ASE-Y needed help in the Reactor
Butiding fire. I replaced my exhausted air bottle an,; went to the
"B" shutdown board room where I saw an electrician sý.anding in the
doorway to the Reactor Building and asked him what he was doing. He
said that ASE-L and ASE-Y had gone into the Reactor Building to
carry a light and cord in so we could see. The Reactor Building lighting
wa3 out and the smoke was extremely heavy and black in color. I tried t6
see into the Reactor Building but could not see beyond the west end of the
drywell air compressor.

Presently, ASE-Y and ASE-L returned and I asked the situation. Then
I picked up a dry chemical and CO2 extinguisher and entered the Reactor
bul.lding behind ASE-L. I could not see around me, but had to walk
on ASE-L heels just to see the glow from his flashlight. When we
arrived in the fire area, tl'e extension light looked like a white dot on
a black field. I could see the flame from the fire and found a ladder
leaning against the North wall. I climbed the ladder to the fire area.
Using the C02, I put out the flame and cooled off the cabling, then went back
down for the dry chemical extinguisher. When I attempted to set the dry
chemical down on a pipe to activate it, I received a shock and had to
=move it off the pipe. When the dry chemical was put on the fire it looked
like it was out, but in a few seconds it would erupt again. ASE-L and
I left the Reactcr Building to get more extinguishers and returned and
used them on the fire.

We found a wheeled dry chemica_ extinguisher ip the Reactor Building
and took it into the fire area and used it on the fire. We saw a new
location on the fire. It was burning south toward the North wall of
the Reactor WCU Regen and Non-regen heat exchanger room. We put dry
chemical on it until we ran low on air. We left the Reactor Building
again to find more air.

When we reached the "B" shutdown board room we met (SE) SE-U
and told him what the situation was and we were going for more aIr
and extinguishers. When I got to the Service Building, I saw a large
number of new fire extinguishers and members of the !aintenance
Department filling air bottles. I instructed an AUO to help replace
the empty air cylinders with filled ones and bring some to "B" shutdown
board room. i then replaced my air tank, loaded a cart with about a dozen
CO2 and dry chemical extinguishers and returned to "B" shutdown board
room. SE-SSSS was present along with other men. I asked who was
in the Reactor Bulldlng and was told SE-U and someone else was in
there. I heard an alarm bell from one of their air packs, so I started
In and met SE-U and an AUO coming out. I proceeded to the fire area
ard put dry chemical on some burning cables, then returned to the board
room when the extinguisher was empty.
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(SE) SE-V, SI:-:, and SE-SSSS were present and talking with ASE4L.
I &av used eqw.-Yrent nylynr around and instructei an AUO to rerove it
from the board :eeo and I helped an Athens Firerin gct into a Chem-ox
mask. I sIay,..! In the board room and assiALa various people with
fire fightin;,- ;uiFprnt until the fire was out. I then vent back into
the Reactor £:ua.ldJnS to check the fire out and set a fire watch with
2 AUOs.

I returned to 3C elevation and met SE-PP and he said he wanted
someone to w :ith him into '.o. 1 Reactor Building to check on the air
supply isolation valves to Unit 1 relief valves. We put on air packs and
vent into Unit 1 Reactor Building via 565 elevation. -We could see the
power was off or at least the position indicating lights were out on
the isolation valves. Then we went around to the west side of the Reactor
Building to check 250V DC Reactor MOV Board IC. It was hot. We then
looked around for general conditions and saw nothing further except
the heavy coating of soot. Then we left the Reactor Building ind met
AUO's on their way in.

I returned to the control bay and checked the Spreader. Room.

I was feeling sick because of the fumes and was exhausted. I talked with
SE-V and told him I was sick and would like to leave, but that
I would return if needed at any time. SE-V agreed and I departed
the plant at approximately 2030.

Is/ William S. Little
WITNESS

As/ ASE-N•.N
SIGNATURE

51Y/75
DATE

BESI COPT~ AVAILABLE
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I, ASE-0000, make the following free and voluntary statement to

C. E. Murphy, who has idcntified hiself to me as a representative
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Com.mission:

I am an ASE and senior licensed. On •arch 22, 1 was at hone and received

a call to come in at 2:30 p.m. I arrived at the plant at about 4:00

p.m., reported in, and went to the reactor side. I was at the shutdown

board at the 1C elevation. People were going Into the reactor by the

drywell compressors. I went in one time using an air pack. I also put

on an air pack to go into the fire area. SE-U was in there using
water from a fire hose. Later, O-ZZ replaced him. O-ZZ and

ASE-OOO0 came out together when their alarms went off. SE-U was
getting the hose ready to start using water when ASE-0000 first got there.
SE-U and ASE-OO00 used it. O-ZZ and ASE-OOO0 used it. At about 6:00

or 6:30 they closed down the hose and came out and saw a team putting
on Chem-ox units tc go back in with--the Scotts were not lasting long
enough. There was dense smoke. There was a faint glow that looked

like it was confined to the trays. Initially, SE-U had told me

".,at direction the fire was. Just after 6:30 when the Chem-ox units
were use" the fir.e was put out. Meals were brought in at 6:30. After-

wards, I worked in the control room verifying positions of valves on the

RHR system for Unit 1 until I left at 11:00. During the tice I was

fighting the fire, AOS-W was at tie control desk. ASE-L and
ASE-Y were fighting the fire when I arrived. SE-U and SE-V were
both fighting the fire.

I had training in the fire fighting in a training program about 11 years
ago. I have had retraining in two separate weeks in fire fighting since
comiing to Brc,.-ns Ferry. I had not known about the fire which occurred

on 3/20. I had never seen the sealing operation or knew about the use
of candles.

I have read the statement su-arized above, which is true and correct.

Is/ C. E. Murphy /s/ ASE-O000 A-28-75

WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, ASE-PPPP, make the following free and voluntary statement

to C. E. Murphy, who has identified himself to -e as a representative

of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Corr-dssion:

I am an assistant shift engineer. On 3/22 I was at home when I received

a call at 1:15 p.m. saying there was an emergency fire and to come in.

I arrived at 1:50 and reported to SE-R who told mne to help the

boys get the turbine on the turning gear. I met O-LL arl O-NY

at tho turbine buildinC, who told me there was no power on the motor

to turn the turbine. I then contacted APMS-FFFF to get the power back on.

I stayed with the electricians until whey go the boards energized

on Unit 1. At about 3 to 5 p.m. SE-V needed mechanical vaccum pumps

on Unit 2. I again worked vith w'tch the electricians until about 8:00 p.m.

on this. One leg of the 250 volt DC was out (which furnished pr-wer to the

board). When this was fixed theT. ASC'-V had me get two people et.ch

for an hourly fire watch patrol on Units 1 and 2. 1 for.c.ed the patrols

(one was ALUO-"LUU and AUO-:-Z'Xi the t her was AUO-AA and AUO-Z) and had them

report to me after each patrol at the electrician's control desk. I

logged each report and turned log into the shift engineer. At -'bout

9:30 p.m. I entered the fire area with air pack to check on smoke

presence.

I have had the fire training and refresher.

I have read the statement su--narlzed above, which is true and correct.

/s/ C. E. Murphy /e/ ASE-PPPP April 22, 1975

W1TNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I , E'-QQQ), mike the following free and voluntary statement to

C. E. iihrpliy who ha; identified himself to me as a representative of

the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am an Electrician Foreman with TVA. I was in the warehouse when the
fire alarn sodndnd on "arch 22. hcn the alarm went off I went to the
Reactor Building. U'nit 3, to cLeck on my other men. When I got there,
they had already assenbled at the east side of the building. I got

Elect.-NXN and Elect.-INV from the warehouse and then I went home.

On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, I supervised a crew working on Work

Plan 2063. We were involved in inventorying grounds or, various battery
boards for Unit I and 2. All grounds that were found were related to
Unit 1. Even when grounded clrcuits were found, we reconnected the cable
leads to the battery board. On March 25th (Tuesday) we also worked on
Work Plan 2920 which was related to removing cables from the IB and IC
480 volt Boards.

The battery boards are located on the 593' level of the Control Bay. ýhile

I was in those rooms I saw little evidence of smoke. The roons had nor..al

ventilation and nornal lighting. I saw nothing to lead re to believe t.6at

the battery rooms or the equipment inside had sustained any dam-age.

I returned to my normal duties on Thursday.

/s/ C. E. Murvhv /s/ EF-QQQQ 4/16/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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1, ASE-RPRR, mike the folluwing free and voluntary statement to

C. E. ?Iurphv, who has identified iuimself to me as a represcntaive of

the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comumission:

I am an Assistant Shift Engineer and am presently In charge of Rad-Waste

operations.

On March 22 I was in the tower cooling equipment when I called the Unit P2

operator who told ne they had lost Unit #1 and had a fire in the control
cables. I returned to the plant to see if I could help and reported to

the shift engineer. I was assigned to call in, by phone, all supervisors

and other plant personnel. It took me more than two hours to conplete

this. The-e were a lot of people in the control roor--maybe up to 50
but they weren't in the way. There was a smokey haze in the room and

office area. I left the plant then and came back on regular shift

Honday. On ýIonday, we starhed with real short runs on the filters which

I assuce had been loaded up with soot. We back washed the filters. We
received clean up water from the reactor building in 55 gallon drums.

One or two of the drums registered above background.

I have read the statement su-.Larized above, which is true and correct.

/s/ C. E. Murphy /a/ ASE-P.RRRR 4/22/75
WITNESS. SIGNATLUE DATE
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1 SE-SSSS, make the following free and voluntary statement to

Howard A. Wilher, who has identified himself to me as a representative

of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am a Shift Engineer, but, my current duty is training coordinator. !
first learned of the fire at home when the maintenance supervisor's wife
called to ask what was going on - at about 3:30 p.m. on 3/22!75. I got to the
plant about 4:00 p.m. and went to the control bay. SE-R was or. shift.

SE-V was on Unit 2, SE-PP was on Unit 1 and SE-U was fighting
the fire. I attempted to assist in checking status of unit which was
at %200 psig at that time and blowing dt.'n to hold pressure. Unit
appeared to be under control at that time. I left the control room and
went to the area where fire was being fought to see if I could help
SE-U, ASE-L and ASE-Y. On talking with SE-U and others
we decided to get fresh air face units and Chem-ox units brought up

to use in fighting fire.

I returned to control room and became aware of loss of air to relief
valves and that they had closed. I went with £-PP (in air packs)
to look at Unit 1 drywell control air contain .:•t valve to see if
we could get plant control air to valves. Containment valve prevented
this. We went back up to control bay to electrical boards to get
control bay air compressors on, but due to valve this didn't do any
good. We then went to SE office and SE-PP got electrical print out to
find containment valve power supply. AP14S-FFFF came in and we requested

his assistance in getting air to relief valves. Told him if necessary,

run air line to diaphram to open valve.

I returned to control room and my supervisor asked me to go to Unit. 2 to
get it into shutdown cooling mode, which was accomplished at 10:45 p.m.

I left plant at 11:00 p.m. and returned Sunday morning at 7:00-a.m. I
worked all day Sunday on lifting wires on RHR and CS systems MOV's which
removed control from the control rocm bench board and also prevented any
inadvertent operation. We used the approved JWIR procedure.

I left plant at 3:00 p.m. Sunday and returned at 7:00 a.m. Monday. On
Monday and the rest of the week myself with two ASE's and two unit
operators wrote procedures for each loop of RHR, C.S., DC's, and
water level control and incorporated changes made by temporary

connections, etc.

We also worked up a status book on Unit 1 systems.
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I heard of a small fire in spreader room 3/20/75 on 3/21/75
but didn't know the details.

I know the leak test procedure used on penetrations but did not know
until later that the sealing m-aterial was flar=-.able.

I have read the statement sur-marized above, which is true and correct.

/s/ leo.:ard A. W:ilber /s/ SE-SSSS 4/24/75
WITNESS SIGNATU'RE DATE

V
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I,EE-TTTT, voluntarily give the following information to
Howard A. Wilber, Tolbert Young, and James Devlin, who
have identified themselves to me as representativcs of the U. S.
Nuclear Regulatory Cormission:

I am an Electrical Engineer. I have been employed by the Tennessee
Valley Authority since July 1972, assigned to the Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant, Division of Engineering Construction (DEC).

On Saturday 3/22/75, when the fire occurred, I was not working. At
approximately 8:00 p.m. I was called at my home and told to report to work
on the next shift. I was told that there was a fire in the cable trays
which caused a lot of damage.

At 11:40 p.m. I came on the job and under the direction of EE-XXX
Group Leader, began working up a "Work Plan". This 'Work Plan,"
numbered 2920, is a list of the damaged cables, by identification
number and valve number that would have to be lifted or by-passed
with jumpers. Working on this job were EE-CCC, Electrical
Engineer and EEA-O00, Engineering Aide. After completing the
Work Plan, we started to work the Work Plan.

Our purpose was to give local control and stablize systems, particularly
to critical valves, RHR, core spray that the Shift Engineers decided
they needed. Jumpers were also installed to give local control to

motor operated valves without a backup control system on the
)OV board. The work was in the 480 VAC MOV board l-B, 1-C and the
25 VDC MOV board I-B.

Work was started on four core spray valves 75-39, 75-30, 75-51 and
-75-53. I worked until 12 noon Sunday.

The work was done according to a DPP procedure and the cables lifted
were recorded by an ASE into the JIWR log. We tagged each terminal and
lifted wire and the ASE also tagged the lifted wires and terminal points
associated with each lifted wire with JIWR tags.

We had three crews out but only one (1) ASE, Assistant Shift Supervisor,
and the work was going too slow. Later another ASE was assigned.

On Tuesday we completed lifting cables; the last items were completed
between 3:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

/s/ William S. Little 1s/ EE-TTT= 4/16/75
Il WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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1, AUO--tUUU. voluntarily give the followIng inforr.irlon: to
Donald C,'phton, Tolbert Young, and James Delvin, who h3vc identified
thenselvcs to re as representatives of the N'uclcar Regulatory

Commil ssi on:

I am an Assistant Unit Operator and have been enmployed by TVA since May
1970. Since October 1970 I have been employed by DPP, and have been at
Browns Ferry since 4/29/75.

I was called to work the evening shift at 12 noon. I arrived on site at
2:30 p. m. and went to the control roon. I was given a num~ber of R}IR
valves to be opened or closed. I worked on this about 4 hours.

AOS-W-' sent me to work for SE-U at the reactor building entry.
Worked there for an hour helping with air bottles, etc. Worked on fire
watch the rest of the night with other AUO.

The maximum number of people I saw in the control room was about 20 to
30.

Is/ William S, Little /s/ AUO-M'I'U 4/12/75
WITNESS SIGNAT URFE DATE
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I, CNGB-AB, make the following statement frecly and voluntarily

for Him flufham who has identified himself to me as a representative of

the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory .Cormission:

I im Chief, Nuclear Generation Branch, for the Tennessee Valley Authority.

At about 2:40 p.m. (CDT) on March 22, 1975, I arrived at my house and

received a message about a fire at the Bro'-ns Ferry Nuclear Plant (BFNP).

I immediately called P-Supt., Plant Superintendent at BfP, and was

briefed on the status and shutdoun cooling problem inwolving both reactors.

At 2:45 p.m. (CDT) I called n" assistant, ACNGB-AE, at the Edney
Building and inforred him that I had decided to establish the Central
Emergency Control Center (CECC) and to activitate the Fadiclogical
Emergency Plan (REP). I also asked ACNGB-AE to begin notifying
certain key individuals to report to the CECC. I departed my house at
2:50 p.m. (CDT) and arrived at the CECC at 3:10 p.m. Several people
started arriving at the CECD and among them, DCECC-AC who reported
at 3:35 p.m. (Cr,) and became the Director of the CECC. At 3:40 p.m. (CDT)
P-Supt. reportec that the fire was out on the cable spreading room
building had no area monitoring. He also related that the breathing air
was in short supply; therefore, I ordered 50 cylinders from the Selax
Company in Chattanooga to be delivered to the sire. At 4:33 p.m. (CDT),
P-Supt. reported that the fire was out on the cable spreading room
side and gave some indication that the natural draft, caused by the negative
pressure in the reactor building, was aggravating the fire. I made
initial report of plant conditions to Long (NRC) at 4:45 p.m. At 5:10 p.m.
(CDT), P-Supt. called and asked permission to use water on the fire.
He stated that the fire had been determine- to be an "A" type and the
fire chief from Athens, Alabama, had advised him to use water. I called
P-Supt. back at 5:20 p.m. (CDT) an.* informed him that it was okay to
use water but under controlled conditions. At 6:06 p.m. (CDT)l talked
with SE-V, a shift engineer at BFNP, who told me that enough
heat had been generated in the cable trays to cause recombustion of the
fire even though it could be put out temporarily with CO and dry chemicals.
At 6:09 p.m. (CDT), P-Supt. reported that he had not uses water as yet
and stated that he wanted to hold off another thirty minutes before using
water. At this time, he also indicated that "construction had candled
the penetration and it flashed". I could have ordered the BFNP personnel
to use water but I felt that the Plant Superintendent and his people on
site were in a better position to evaluate the situation. The plant
considered the cables extremely important, and the use of water might
short circuit wiring in the fire zone and deprive the reactor of even
more controls that would be required for shutdown cooling. Additionally,
the Plant Superintendent did not wish to use the services of the Athens
Fire Department because he was afraid that injuries might occur. At
6:50 p.m. (CDT), P-Supt. notified me that he had created a task
force to determine the cables involved and a course of action to be taken.
He also stated that he was now using water to fight the fire (6:50 p.m.
CDT). At 7:47 p.m. (CDT), P-Supt. informed me that the fire was out.
At 8:27 p.m. (CDT), P-Supt. informed me that they were quite sure that
a candle, used to check penetration leaks, had ignited the polyurethane
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sealant and started the fire. At 9:00 p.m. (CDT), I again called F. Long,
(h'RC) and inforned hir of the plant status. Tmc conditions at the plant
Improved as necessary systens were reactivated. I reported th:ese im-
proved conditions to F. Long (:TC) at 10:15 p.m. (CDT). At 11:00 p.m.
(CDT), I left the CECC for the night. %,-•o IP? cronnle were Instructed
to remain in the DP E-ergency Center fcr the rest of the night and to
notify me if anything serious or unusual occurred. The CECC was re-
activated at approxina:ely 8:00 a.m., March 23, 1975, and renained
manned ccntinuously fro= abo,-t 3:10 p.r. Yarch 22, 1975, to about
5:00 p.m. on March 23, 1975.

Signature /s/ C!CB-AB

Witness /a/ BM

Date 5/19/75
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I, DCECC-AC, make the following statement freely and voluntarily to
James W. Iufharm who has identified himself to me as a representativc
of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am the Assistant to the Director of the Division of Fq,.,fr'..ntal Planning
for the Tennessee Valley Authority. I was nTtilicd at my home on March 22,
1975, at 4:05 p.m. (EDT) that a fire had been reported at the Browns Ferry
Nuclear Plant. AC:;CB-AE was the individual who initially informed me of
the fire and of the activation of the Central Emergency Control Center (CECC).
From my home I immediately called DEEC-AD and instructed him to call the
State of Alabama Department of Public I1ealth. I arrived at the CECC at
4:25 p.m. (EDT), and upon my arrival I was briefed on the status of the
reactors by CNCB-AB. At this time there was no indication of a release
and the main problem was controlling the reactors and putting the fire
out. I recontacted the Environs Emergency Center at 4:44 p.m. (EDT) and
related the general information to HP-AG. In this conversation I repeated
again to alert the State of Alabama but to indicate there had'been no release.
At 5:03 p.m. (EDT) I called the U. S. NRC, Region II, and informed the an-
swering service about the fire problem. I stated my name and the name of
CNGB-AB to ASR-AQ the answering service representative, who stated that the
U. S. NRC would return a call in ten minutes. I provided ASR-AQ with the
number (615) 755-2495 for the return call. After completing the attempt to
notify the U. S. NRC, I realized that I was the Director of CECC and Assuzed
the responsibilities of the position. I talked with DRH-AN at 5:12 p.m. (EDT)
and reported the general information to him. In this conversation with DR.P.-AN,
he informred me that he had notified the State of Alabama Civil Defense Depart-
ment at 3:45 p.m. (CDT) and requested that the agency stand alert. DRH-AN
also indicated that the State may initiate environmental air monitoring
around the site. At 5:25 p.m. (EDT) I made another attempt to notify the
U. S. NRC, Regioi II, and in this attempt I talked with ASR-DB of the NRC
answering service. I related the fire problem again to the answering service
representative, who stated that she would call Mr. Charles E. Murphy, NRC,
Region II, Atlanta, At 6:30 p.m. ( recontacted DEEC-AD and requested that
an industrial hygienist be dispatched to the plant. DEEC-AD also reported
air concentrations at the gatehouse and elaborated that levels were approxi-
mately equal to background. DEEC-AD continued the conversation and stated
that the environmental staff decided to evacuate the environmental station
and proceed to the gatehouse because of an odor. The environmental staff
manned the environm.ental station again after an evacuation period of
approximately thirty minutes. I returned a call to the Environs Emergency
Center at 6:55 p.m. (EDT) and received the information from HP-AR that the
meterorological conditions were Class A (stable) and any release should come
down. DEEC-AD reported the results of air samples that had been collected
and analyzed from inside the plant, and confirmed that the reactor ventilation
system was off. I continued the conversation by instructing IE-AS, Industrial
Hygienist, of my concern for workers breathing toxic vapors and fumes. AT
7:07 p.m. (EDT) DEEC-AD informed me that no suspected employee was contaminated
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-,ith radioactiv'ity and respirators were being used. lie also elaborated
that the environmental staff was dispatchcd to monitor sites fart!hcr away
from the plaAt. At 7:55 p.m. (EDT) I received a call from DRJ{-AL to whom
I reported the latest environmental conditions. DFJI-A.N qucstioncd why lie

was not inforned for two, hours after the fire. I related to hir that he
would not bc notified for just any fire but only when activating the REP.
AT 8:30 p.m. (EDT) DEEC-AD informed me that the ventilation system for
Unit 1 and possibly Unit 2 was on and that manual/random checks would be
made to determine any release. At a time that was not recorded, I was
informed that the fire was out. SomcwhAt after 8:45 p.m. I received a
call from 1E-AS who confirmed there was no phosgene gas in the control
room and the level of carbon monoxide was not hazardous. I reported the
fire incident to ADDRH-AO. Dircc~or of Radiological licalth for the State
of Tennessee, at 9:05 g.m. (ED:) At 10:30 p.m. (EDT) DEEC-AD reported to
me that all constant air monitors for Unit 2 were operable but the ones
for Unit 1 were not. At 11:20 p.m. (EDT) IE-AS reported from the plant
that carbon monoxide in reactor buildings 1 and 2 was 500 p'm and I
directed him to remain until carbon monoxide dropped to a safe level.
At 11:30 p.m. (EDT) I secured the CECC for the night. Two representatives
of the Divison of Power Production took charge of their Emergency Center.
All CECC participants left with these two individuals their telephone
numbers where each could be reached during the night.

On March 23, 1975, I returned to the CECC at 8:10 a.m. (EDT) and was
briefed by C[;GB-AB and AC::GB-AE on the activities that had occurred at
the plant during the night. At 9:05 a.m. DEEC-AD reported the maximun
release concentration that had becn reported during the fire and provided
me with a sur=ary of dose calculations. From 9:11 a.m. until approxI-ately
10:50 e.m. (EDT) I continued to receive chemical, radiological, and enviro7i-
mental data from the Environs Emergency Center. At 10:53 a.m. (EDT) I
contacted DMS-AU. Director of Medical Services, about the construction
workers who participated in fire fighting but -ere not examined by the
medical staff on March 22. At 11:34 a.m. (EDT) I talked with DRH-AN

who related that the Governor of Alabama had questioned any sabotage
indications. There were communications between the CECC and TVA
personnel for the remaining afternoon. I departed the CECC at 4:15 p.m.
(EDT).

TVA's Radiological Emergency Plan and the activation of the CECC were
effectively implemented on March 22 and 23.

Is/ James W. Hufham Is/ CECC-AC May 22, 1975
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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1, DEEC-AD, cake the following statement freely and voluntarily to

James W. Hufhlm, who has identified hinself to me as

a representative of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission:

l am Supervisor, Health Physics Staff for the Tennessee Valley

Authority. I was notified by DCECC-Ar. at 3:00 p.m. (CDT on

Mlarch 22, 19;5, that a fire had been re•z!Lcd at 12:35 p.m. (CDT) at -

the Browns Ferr- Nuclear Platat and an emergency had beer. declared. I

notified CECC-AF at 3:05 p.m. (CDT, and at 3:15 p.m. (CDT) as

Environs Emergency Director I manned the Environs Emergency Control

Center in the River Oaks Building at Mluscle Shoals, Alabama. I called

DRu-AŽN at 3:22 p.m. (CDT) and informed him of the current status

of tnhe ;owns rerry Nuclear Plant. After notifying the State, I

recontacted the Central Emergency Control Center and talked with

AC.IGB-AE and informed hbi that the State had been notified. He

related that both reactors had been scrammed, the fire was limited

to the Unit I cable spreading room, and circuitry was lost to Unit 2

relief valves. I telephoned HIDB-BH Hydraulic Data Branch, at

3:45 p.m. (CDT) who later manned the meterological tower (environmental

station) at 4:15 p.m. (CDT). I contacted HPS-T at 4-20 p.m.

(CDT) who related to me that all area, air particulate, and effluent

munitors for the Unit 1 and Unit 2 reactor buildings had bi..n lost.

At 4:35 p.m. (CDT) Z requested that air samples be taken as close to

the exclusion area fence as possible in the do-wind direction. Also

at this time the met trwer instrumentation indicated wind conditions of

5 mph at 3000 vv. I was informed at 5:05 p.m. (CDT) that a visible

smoke release was coming from the reactor building. It was indicated

that the smoke was moving directly toward the met tower and the met tower

facitity was being ev-acuated until such time that it could be determined

vbwther a problem e-dsted. The met tower facility remained unmanned

until 5:34 p.m. (CT?). At 5:25 p.m. (CDT) I telephoned four industrial

hygienists to assist with the carbon monoxide problem that had developed

i•- the plant. I received the information at 5:45 p.m. (CDT) that the

Units I and 2 reactor building ventilation systems were lost. At 6:05 p.m.

(CDT) I requested that the environmental monitoring team move away from

the plant and collect air samples at distances further downwind. At

6:30 p.m. (CDT) I received a call from CECC-AF that informed me

that the wind direction at this time was 2 mph, east of north. Soon

after 6:30 p.m. (CDT) I received a call from HP-IJ who indicated

that the radioactivity In the control room was increasing and some of

the Individuals in the control room did not have respirators. UP-li

also stated that no one workin& in the Units 1 and 2 reactor buildings

appeared to be externally contaminated but that everyone was eivered

in soot. In this conversation, HP-BJ requested that whole body

counting be performed on individuals after the fire was over. At

6:50 p.m. (CDT) I received a call from HF-li who related that the

turbine building air activity was increasing and provided me with a

sumary of results from air samples taken in the turbine building.

in this conversation, HP-BJ related that the release rate from

the reactor building roof vent from Unit I was less than 2000 microcuries/

second and that the equivalent concentration was less than the
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sensltivlt7 of the analytical instrumentation in the chemical laboratory.
vAt 7:35 p.m. (CDT) HP-BJ Informed &-- that the reactor building
ventilation systems for Unit 1 and Unit 2 were to be activated at
7:40 p.o (CDT), but he later reported that Lnit 2 vent fans would
not run. At 8:00 p.m. (CDT) NE-BK calculated a site boundary
dos* of 1.16 millirem/hour in the Wi sector using the maximized
release rate of 2000 microcuries/second as the release rate. At
8:20 p.n. (CDT) HP-BJ reported that all building CA.%'s were
beginning to go down. ISO-BL contacted me at 8:39 p.m.
(CDT) and reported that he could not contact the gatehouse to Inform
the security guards that the warning lights vere out op the plant stack
and that FM.should be notified. I Informed him that I would forward
this Information to the plant and request that it be submitted to the
CECC. At 9:52 p.m. (CDT) I reported to the environmental staff at
the plant that the fire had been extinguished at 8:45 p.m. (CDT). At
9:30 p.m. (CDT) IRP-B3 contacted me and stated that the Unit 2 vent
monitor had indicated a 6000 cps spike when the monitor was returned
to service but later returned to 600 cpu which was essentially the
ba-:kgroun.d count before the fire. I talked with CECC-AF at
10:20 ?.m. (CDT) and informed him that Unit 2 reactor vent vas
operating and Indicating essentially no release. I also Informed
CECC-AF that grab samples were being taken from Unit 1 vent,
but I did not have any results at this time. At 10:35 p.m. (CDT)
I recontacted CECC-AF and informed him that the CECC had requested that
the met tover be manned throughout the night. At 10:58 p.m.
(CDT) I telephoned CECC-AF and provided information on the present status
of the reactor that I had received frou the CECC. I informed him that all
cooling to the reactor was losa because the RHR, HPCI, and core spray
were Inoperable; however, this had not been confirmed. I also informed
hbi that feedwater was being provided through the control rod drive
mechanism and the relief valves were being used to relieve pressure.
AT 3:00 a.m. (CDT) on March 23, 1975, the met tower was secured, and
at 4:10 a.m. (CDT) I was lnformed that the RHR system was in operation.
At 4:15 &.a. (COT) I secured the Environs Emergency Center and left the
center at 5:15 a.m. (CDT). The Environs Emergency Center was manned
again at 8:05 a.m. (CDT) on March 23 and contact made with the CECC
staff. It was decided that the Environs Emergency Staff was no longer
needed, and the Environs Emergency Center was secured at 10:00 .am (CDT)
on March 23.

/of James W. Hufhan /*I DEEC-AD

A

WITNESS SI•NATURE DATZ
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I, CDC-AlI, make the following free and voluntary statement to
Kichael V. Annast, who has identificd himself to me as a
representative of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am the Civil Defense Coordinator for Limestone County, Alabama,
and was acting in that capacity on March 2%, 1975.

I heard about the fire at Browns Ferry on the morning of Monday,
March 24, 1975. To the best of my knowledge, no one in the Civil
Defense system notified me or attenpted to do so. I feel that
our county should have been the first to be notified since we
are the closest to the plant and it is located In our county, about
10 miles from Athens, Alabama. In my opinion, the emergency plan
needs updating and revision.

/a/ Michael V. Annast /s/ CDC-AH 4-29-75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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1, AFC-AJ. make the following free and voluntary statement to

Michael V. Annast, who has Identificd himself to me as a representative of the

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I an the Fire Chief of Athens, Alabama, and was acting "In this capacity
on March 22, 1975. At 1:09 p.m., the Athens Fire Department received a call
from the Browns Ferry plant requesting assistance to put out a fire inside
the plant. I received a call at my house at about the same time and proceeded
immediately to the plant site in ny car. I arrived there at about 1:25 and
observed the fire truck arriving from Ashens, right behind me. We were
promptly processed In and were ready to fight the fire shortly after 1:30 p.m.

My department has 14 paid firemen. During the fire, I.had six men and one
fully-equipped 1,000-gallo~t pumper truck on the plant site at all times.
I was aware that my effort was in support of, and under the direction of
Browns Ferry personnel, but I did recommend, after I saw the fire in the cable
spreading room, to put water on it. P-Supt., Plant Superintendent, was not
receptive to my ideas because he felt that water should not be used on
electrical wires and they could not determIne which wires carried current.
I Informed them that this was not an electrical fire and that water could
and should be used because the CO2 and dry chemical were not proper for this
type of fire. The problen was to cool the hot wires to prevent recurring
combustion. C02 and dry chemical were not capable of providing the required
cooling. Throughout the afternoon, I continued to recommend the use of water
to P-Supt. He consulted with people over the phone, but apparently, was told
to continue to use CO2 and dry chemical. Around 6:00 p.m., I again suggested
the use of water and offered the services of my department to Include special
gloves used for high voltage and rubber boots. P-Supt. finally agreed
and his men put out the fire in about 20 minutes. As I recall, the fire was
completely out by 7::;j p.m. My men and equipment cleared the plant site at
9:51 p.M.

During the fire, my department furnished five 11SA masks and shuttled
air supplies in cascade tanks, which were continuously being filled
at our air compressor. Ue did this-because the plant had a shortage
of air supplies for their air packs. We also furnished one A-B-C
portable extinguisher to plant fire fighting personnel.

I wish to state that the men fighting the fire worked very hard, they
were calm and orderly and were following proper procedures. The only

thing that wes wrong, in my opinion,-was the fact that they were using
type 3 and C extinguishers on a type-A fire and that the use of water
would have imediately put the firemout.

/of Michael V. Annast

L/a/ 1 AC-AJ 4-28-75

WITNESS SIGcATURE Dlm
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1, SLC-IAK make the following free and voluntary statement

to t ~i~hiei V. Annast, who has identified himself to me as a
representative of the U. S. Nluclear Regulatory Comnmission:

I am the Sheriff of Limestone County and X was acting in that
capacity on March 22, 1975.

1 heard about the fire at the Browns Ferry plant after it was
over. We did not receive a call for assistance, although, I
understand that the Athens Fire Department was called. I am
aware of my responsibilities in the case that evacuation would
be required. My department has outside speakers on the patrol
cars and is familiar with the evacuation area and procedures.
I have not had any updating of procedures proposed to me since
the initial plan was outlined in 1972. I do not have a copy
of the emergency plan, however, the Civil Defense Coordinator
does have a copy available.

Isl Michael V. Annast _s/ SLC-AK" 4-29-7S
Witness gaature late

r
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I, CDC-AL, -ke the following free and voluntary statement to
Michael V. .\rnast -..ho has identified himself to me as a
representative of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I am the Civil Defense Cocrdinator for Morgan County, Alabama,
and was acting In tihat capacity on March 22, 1975. 1 heard about the
fire at the Broaas Ferry plant at about 1:00 p.m. over the police
radio. I ascertained that there was no release of radioactive
materials and stayed in contact to keep abreast of the events.
At about 4:05 p.m.. CDDO-LT, State Civil Defense Duty Officer,
called r* and asked me what was going on. I told him that there
vas no radiation and he gave mie his home phone number, should
he need to be notified.

It is apparent from the times reported that the notification
did not work as outlined in the plan. The plan requires
revision and updating of phone numbers. I feel that the
State Health Department could be more Lctive in this area. The
State Civil Defense people hae been invited to the Tri-County area
for the purpose of coordination and updating the response capability.

The people of Morgan County are concerned about the fire and possible
future incidents. I feel that a planning session is necessary to
insure that pro-,,t notification is received and that the efforts of
all agencies are coordinated as required by the plan.

/a/ Hichael V. Annast /a/ CDC-AL 4/29/75.
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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I, S•C-AM, make the following statement freely and voluntarily to Michael
V. Annast, who has identified hinself to me as a reprcsentative of the
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coimmssion:

I am the Sheriff of Morgan County, Alabama, and was acting in that
capacity on March 22. 1975.

I heard about the fire at about 4:50 p.m. from CDMCCH. I was asked to
keep quiet about the incident to avoid any panic. I was elected to my
present office in January 1975. I do not have a copy of the emergency
plan and I have had no contact with any agency for coordination. I wish
to state that I stand ready to assist any evacuation efforts with all
available men and vehicles. I feel that any notification should come
directly to me and not through other local agencies.

/s/ Michael V. Annast /8/ SIC-AM 4/29/75
WITNESS SICGATURE DATE
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I, DRII-A':, r'.kc the following free and voluntary statement to

James W. liufha77, who hns identified hinself to-e as a representative

of the U. S. ::uclear Regulatory Conmission:

I am the Director of the Division of Radiological Health for the State of

Alabama Departr.cnt of rublic Health. I received a telephone Lall at

3:20 p.m. I'arch 22, 1975, DEEC-AD, who at the time, was at the
TVA Environs Emergency Center in Muscle Shoals, Alabama. DEEC-AD told me
that there was a fire at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant (BrnP) and provided

me with reactor status and existing monitoring capabilities. I concluded

that the situation was serious and felt that the State of Alabama Emergency
Plan should be activated. Although there was no im.,ediate radiation problem,
I felt that air sampling in the vicinity of the plant should be started. I

imuediately notified DEH-BS, Director of Environmental Health Admtini-

stration, State of Alabama Depart-~ent of Public Health, who asked me to

inform the State Health Officer, SHO-CE. I tried to contact SHO-CE
at 3:40 p.m., but he was not available. At 3:45 p.m., I telephoned
CDDO-ET, State of Alabaa Civil Defense Duty Officer, and informed
him of the fire with t!.c conclusion that there would be no action required
at this tine. I then nctified HO-BU, the Tri-Counties Health
Officer in Decatur, Alabama, and DEH-BV, Environmental Health
Laboratory Director for State of Alabama. During my discussion with
DEH-BV, we consideration activation of air samplers around the plant site
but he suggested that we reconsider the situation prior to actual start of
the samplers. At 4:10 p.m., I contacted CECC-AC, Director of the
Central Emergency Control Center for TVA in Chattanooga, Tennessee, who
told me that both reactors had been scramm.ed, rany reactor indication nonitors
were out and the status of the vent monitors was uncertain. He also related
that the fire was still burning, CO2 extinghishers were being used and core
cooling was being provided by alternate means. The location of the fire was
below the control room in the cable spreading room; and the Athens (Alabama)
Fire Department was on site. Based on this information, I concluded that the
situation was more serious than I had initially believed and that air sampling
was imperative. CPPO-BT, Civil Defense, reported to me at 4:20 p.m. that
he had notified the Morgan County Civil Defense Coordinator. I informed AUO-BBB
that the situation was serious but that radiation levels did not warrant Civil
Defense action at this time. We agreed that, should evacuation become necessary,
the law enforcement personnel would be contacted. I called the Laboratory
Director at 4:30 p.m. and he agreed to start air sampling around the site.
I also called DEH-BS back and advised him of the current status. He
agreed with my conclusion and decided to notify the Governor of Alabama, by
contacting his staff. Attempts were made to contact two staff members at
4:45 p.m. and additional attempts until 9:15 p.r. however, all were in vain.

I called DCECC-AC at 5:15 p.m., and he told ne. that Unit 2 reactor was
in normal shutdown process but Unit I had fire problems. He also stated that
the fire was burning but was under control and water had not been used. No
injuries had been reported, the cable spreading room had not been entered
and no reading was available from the reactor vent monitors. I questioned

the ability of the remaining systers to provide adequate core cooling and

DCECC-AC frferred me to ACNGB-AE who explained that core cooling for
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Unit I was being maintr.incd by the condensate boester pumps but the ability.
to operate relief valves from the control roon was lost. Further, the I!PCI,
RHR and sore of the ECCS was lost, t-he torus terpcrature was 126 0 F with no
leakage indicated. I concluded that the cooling syntem required attention,
more indication data was needed to confirm monitoring ability and main
steam line valves condition. I felt that, although serious, the situation
did not warrant activation of the Southern Radiological Emergency Plan. At
5:45 p.m., the laboratory director reported that all air samplers, except
in Decatur, had started. The latter was inoperable, possibly due to a defec-
tive wind directional control system. I requested that the control system be
removed and the sampler started. I attempted to contact NRC, Region II at.
approximately 5:15 p.m. and later prior to 9:30 p.m. but on each occasion
talked with the answering service. At 6:50 p.m., DCECC-AC called me and
stated that the environmental indication measurements around the plant, at
the gate house and the site boundary were essentially background. The wind
direction was from the northeast at 5 MH. The fire condition had not changed.
I recommended to DCECC-AC that the State of Tennesý.ve be notified of the situation.
At 7:50 p.m., the laboratory director reported that no nuclear air sampler
was available in Decatur. I immediately contacted the State Air Pollution
Control Commission who activated an air pollution sampler in Decatur at
approximately 9:00 p.m. I called the TVA CECC at 9:15 p.m. and was informed
that the fire had been extinguished at approximately 7:45 p.m. using water
fog. The air monitoring equipment was operational And was indicating a de-
crease in radioactivity. The vent monitoring was being done manually.
Unit 1 relief valves were operating again and pressure was dropping but weeks
would be required for decay heat removal. I felt at this time that the
situation had improved somewhat and talked to the State Health Officer at
9:45 p.m. He told me that the Govcrnor had been informed of the situation.
N. C. Moseley, Director, Region II, U. S. NRC called me and also indicated
that the situation seemed to be improving. On March 23, 1975, I continued
receiving air sampling results from DCECC-AC. On March 24, 1975, I
remained on contact with Alabama, Tennessee, and TVA personnel and kept them
informed. On this date, I also made the decision to collect water samples
below the BFNP site and milk samples from selected dairies. I also requested
that TLD's be collected from around the site and their results be compared with
those stationed throughout the State. Since the fire, I have briefed members
of the Governor's staff, the State Radiation Advisory Board, and the State
Board of Health.

Signature: Is DRH-AN

Witness: /8/ James W. Hufham

Date: May 1975
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I,AO, make the folle.ing statert nt, freely and voluntarily, to
Janes W. Ilufhin, who has ldcntificd hirself to rve as a representative of

the U. S. Nuclcar Regulatory Con.aission:

I am Assistnnt Director, Division of Occupational and Radiogloica] Health

for the State of Tennessee Departrent of PLJlIC Health. At 8:15 p.m.
Saturday nirht, 'arch 22, I received a call from C[CC-AF, Central
Emergency Center, TVA Edney Building, Chattanooga, reporting a fire at the

Browns Ferry N:uclear Plant in Alabama. He reported that Units 1 and 2 were

scrarzmed and that most of the ECCS was lost due to the fire and that the
units were being cooled by booster pumps. Also that monitors located

around the site had detected no loss of radioactivity. DCECC-AC
came on the phone shortly and said that there was a fire in the cable tray
room, which had "wiped out Units I and 2." Also that the first and second

alternates to core cooling were gone and they were presently on the third
alternate. There is one alternate left which is to bring in river water
and circulate it to and from some ditches for cooling. He related that
smoke was everywhere. The following details were also provided:

(1) Reactor number one was operating at a power "evel of 1100 IWe at the
time of the scram.

(2) Both reactors have their initial fuel loading.

(3) The U. S. NRC and State of Alabama had been notified of the fire which
had begun around 1:30 p.m. CDT on March 22.

(4) When questioned about radioactivity and pressure in the containment struc-
tures, he said that this was unknown due to monitors not being functional.

(5) Wind at the time of his call was blowing from N" to SE and was of stable
Class A condition.

(6) Stack releases were normal.

(7) Radioactivity levels were quoted as follows: Turbine room 2.5 x 10"7

mLicrocurie per cc. Control room number one 7.5 x 10-8 microcurie per

cc; Control room number two 3.56 x 10-7 microcurle per cc.

At 8:35 p.m., I placed a call to the home of DRH-AN, Director of
Radiological Health in Alabama, phone r.umber . He related
that the fire was not out, at least 40 minutes ago, and that he had al-rted

his staff and other governmental officials in Alabama. He provided the

following additional information:

(1) Unit 1 went critical August 1973 and into commercial product:r. in
January 1974.

(2) Unit 2 has been critical since October 1974 and is still being tested.
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(3) The a.iin problem at present time is toxic fumes.

(4) That the situation was condition D as far as radiation is concec'-cd.

After talking to DRH-AN and securing all the facts available, I-called
DRII-BX at 8:50 p.m. and briefed him on the situation. Also, our staff
and State Civil Defense were contacted with ouit staff alerted to stand by for
possible action in case the situation worsen.d by the rclcase of radioactive
material to off-site areas; 9:15 p.m. contacted DCD-BY, State
Director of Civil Defense; 9:25 p.m. PiIY-BZ of Chattanooga; 9:30 p.m.
PlY-B?, Oak Ridge, instructing him to inform PHY-CA; 9:35 p.m.
PKY-CF instructing him to inform his staff; 9:4. p.m., DRH-BX
called me saying he had been in contact with DCECC-AC, TVA, and that
we were to continue to stand by until further notice; 9:55 p.m. PHY-CB
was not at home; 10:15 p.m. PHY-CD; 10:20 p.m. AT.

S ignature:

Witness:

/s/ AO

/s/ DVv

June 2, 1975Date:
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I, P-Supt., voluntarily give the following information to
D. Caphton, T. Young, and J. Dcvlin, who have identificd themselves

to mc as represenratives of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Co-nissfý..

I have been ermployed by the Tennessee Valley Authority since 1961 and
assigned to Brouns Ferry Nuclear Plant as Plant Superintendent for
over five years.

On Saturday, March 22, 1975, at approximately 12:51 to 12:55 p.m., I
was notified by phone of the fire and that Unit 1 had been tripped.
By the time I arrived, Unit 2 had also been tripped. As senior member
of managecent on site, I assumed overall direction and control. This
does not mean that I directed each specific action on each.unit,
although the decision to blow down the reactors was mine and had the
concurrence of the Operations Supervisor, OS-DD. Administrative
Officer, AP, and two female clerical employees were in the
plant. They assisted initially by calling in additional personnel; later
in the day, they assisted in conducting a personnel accountability check.

Being unable to reach my supervisor, CN'GB-AB, Chief, Nuclear
Generation Branch, I called DPP-Bl:, Division Director, and
advised him of the situation shortly after my arrival in the plant. At
approximately 2:40 p.m., CNGB-AB called the plant and we determined
that the TVA Emergency Plan should be activated. At 3:10 p.m., the
emergency center was manned; and, subsequently, radiation monitors
dispatched, NRC and the State of Alabama notified.

Initial efforts to extinguish the fire relied entirely on the use of dry
chemical and CO2 fire extinguishing equipment. This is consistent uith the
TVA training and practice concerning fire in or near energized electrical
equipment. Primary considerations were safe reactor shutdown anid
personnel safety. It must be remembered that we did not know exactly
the power or control circuits involved in the fire; and, as it turned out,
several of the circuits we used in the shutdown came through the fire zone.
Sometime during the afternoon, AFC-AJ, Athens Fire Department,
recommended to me the use of water. I called the CECC and discussed this
recommendation and was reluctantly told that it was my decision if I
considered it necessary. I reviewed this with SE-U, Shift
Engineer, who was in charge of the fire fighting effort at that time.
He advised that water was not necessary since the fire had been put out.
Together, we crawled into the spreading room and looking through the
penetration could see that the fire stili burned. At that time, we
determined to try dry chemical and CO2 one more time. If the efforts
were not successful, we would use water.

The control room was never abandoned. Following use of CO2 in the
spreader room, smoke entered the control room, but it was never severe
enough to cause discomfort to me. 'Although there was a haze, visibility
was such that I could see the length of the control room quite clearly.
Someone brought an air hose into the control room. I concurred with
AGCS-UW (TVA Construction) suggestion to set up a fan in the
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control bay entrance. I do not know if it was used, and I do not
specifically know if the control room ventilation system was on;

PSO-CC came to the control room several times and talked
with me and others. He is the Public Safety Officer Fire Marshall and
was assisting in fighting the fire. I do not know his specific actions
at all times. When the decision was made to use water on the fire, it
was contrary to his recommendations.

At the time of the Saturday fire, I was not aware of a fire involving
the same or a similar material which occurred on the previous Thursday.
The event had been logged by the shift engineer, and I understand it had
been brought to the attention of the Assistant Plant Superintendent,
AS-CC. I am aware of the practice of using candles to test for
air leaks such as around condensers, but it never occurred to me that
these penetrations were being tested in this manner. I was aware that
polyurethane was flarmable but was under the impression that neither
completed penetrations nor cables in trays would propagate a fire. At
no time was I concerned that we would have a criticality accident or
that there was loose radiation which, if released, would endanger the
public.

There were no reported injuries to personnel except a few cases of
minor smoke inhalation.

The work plan under which ewployees were working at this time had been
approved by DPPC-BM, a Senior Reactor Operator, who serves as
coordinator with construction activitites. He is authorized to make
the decision and approve non-safety-related work plans. The work plan
itself was misleading in that it required checking a number of penetrations
for leaks and did not appear to be of safety significance.

The fire was reported out in the spreading room at 4:20 p.m., and all
fires were reported out at 7:45 p.m.

Isf C. E. Murphy /s/ P-Supt. 5/6/75
WITNESS SIGNATURE DATE
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Electrical De1in Files

ceorge Doubletay, Principal Electrical Engineer, 102 D3-X

June ho 1973

WM'MS FZM.1 M JC~t3 PLALI - CABLE PEV MTR O FIPX STOWS
ZVALWT=0• OF T= UITM

Peerence memorand•a to .. N, Sprpae fron Zee Parmer dated May 24, 1973,
subject, Trows Ferry ucloar Plan - Cableiaetration Fire Stop3
PerFor---nle Testing.

the PWpOs0 of the test w•a to GXfMIze' the effectiveness of cable penetration
MSre atSt•? comACed vith tvo types of urethane pressure seals. See rigure X

tar details or test rUapl. .

2b. firct three b•-ns of 5 ninutes each, recorded in the test data, were
made to sL-eulte a cable tray fire In uhich the cable in.zlation supported
cachbutlon. Teperstures of W, 1190, and 1320 F, rcpeectively, yore
applied for the:e burns; the vper T/C's 7, 9, and 11 recorded a con"ant
8o F. Tis Indicated there vas no beat transfer fr= the lower part of the
fire stop to the upper. The fire stop and pressure seal both maintained
their Integrity.

The fourth burn consisted of the propane-ory.en fleon being applied for
) minutes Vith a recorded Veak Clone temperature of 1610 F. The burner
was elevated to botten of cables* This burn vas cade to ci=lzte an oil
fi.e enveloping the l erp2rt of the fire stop. I.rin; this burn lar;e
crac)s developed in lor.er Flameastic coated cables and zce =&U voids
were noted in the FYl•.-e.Atia Sremnd the edge: of the metal sleeve top a•d
bottom. She postulation thAt heating the urethane fem€z contained by the
11aze~ztic would generate bet Gases caudng rupture of the coating and
opv flaing. gas out the top nad bottoe .of the fire stop did not mzterialize.

She fire step Itself remained intact, althou.*:It is asrnked the pressure
seal falsed. The qpper T/C'S 7, 9, and 31 registered & peak tezperature
of 320 F; this was Only a 40 rise.

A final bUrn to failure required 20 minutes of adet" toal flare with a Peak
temperature of 17.0 P. Duwing this burn athe insulation and Fnrr.enstio
on the loer end of the fire stop was Ctosui=ne-the urper part rc-ained
Intact. Sooki and -te= or Was cae thinouhSt top and around the edges
or the seal. The Fleeca tie cracked acrossu sleeve and separatedfrom
tbe foan. Thl vhito urethane foam ahboed superior beat-resistant
ebaracteristlca.

•I

* D S•
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2

ilectrical Design Miles
• . °Junas 1973

immts mwUI 1U!CEm PiAUT - CABLE rEJ=TIO.T3~ MIE S70PS
EVALUMA1IOU OF TEST DATA

It I. zW opinion from these test results that the fire stop bein- Installed
at Browns Ferry Muclear Plant •rill provide a Good fire barrier betveen
valls and floors. %

%he rlazeAastic n-nufacturer's reco--endation that the cables should ba
coated for 6 to 8 feet on both sides of the penetration is not valid.
The one-foot coating on each side of the sleeve used in the test proved
satisfactory.

It Is recaended that pressure and fire test be mode on two other type
penetrations. Zoe first concisting of filling voids ronwd cable: Pn.
Its sleeve writh inorganic thcr-%l in-rulating wiool end then coted with
FllaezAstte. The second usin; 1/2-inch-thic% Marinite board cut to fit
over the tcbles end then coating the ccbles and slceve on both sides
with Flyee--tic. These t'p.s 'Of seals vould elininate the requirement2
tor the urethane fomw as a pressure barrier.

'" Geo'rge Doubleday

OD:U
Attacha~eat

* CC: F. W. Chandler, 303 UEX

CC (Attachment):
R. N4. Hodes
J." E. Follzay
D. R. Patterson, 20I4 UB-K

124165 0-75 - •1
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no C. Ru--se*l Drovmw Faory cud X17420 Duatint, lroJocLo W'r,
423 • a•. rAn vlleo- vre

A. T. OrthLeto. Projoct Wtna3cr, *Drowns orry Mucioa 1n4, DPcawr

opriL .9, 197.0

3Z0afi kmy )w=2, fuT - cD.ZTZiu 07 F~zRSP mm: WJZu 1m-

This Is In response to .a totlphona conversation beitoan X1. M. Price
&i. D1roes lPerry and CLint Valkar, ltrry Weber, and Bob tradLcy at
•an L.le on ApriL 7, 197;. Aa LuvcbtigCtLa of evi -ance oa tho
&ppcI.CLioU of MLmemmnntic In uunt I to vrll ponatristLons .'nd
unit 2 w1l ponetvtsoar. proaducd the fo)lowIng obmservatLoa

*On Lhe peantratl oat abo-.r. elevation ýU'o bocvvon the turjiuc
and reactor bol diagn, .. he turbine CLdo showcd no evid.-ace
*t; oveir havisk ad W 1na.i appiiad. YlawonsnatIc bae
been oppsied to the reactor side. PLatnmaosic had not t~n
V.3pplIod at am cabse% wo added in the pe•wtrctLoue and
as re•saliLe was coapletca.

3. On the penetrationv boetvee the reactor and diersl Crcnerator
buidiengs, the dicak g-ina•.atoe cid,: showvd .no evidence of
Its== ttiC COLanZ. Via rcac.or butllling si had an
iLnisil ZISnM=motLC ppicto.ioA- Wvcr. 6 9;b0C.€ WC-:a
Odded and resoelina occurred. most of thb flao•-&.-lc vab
covered or ramoved. No addi. localI fLanatic troatwants
were made.

C. T2U penetrations botweon ths reactor building and the
sproading room Aho'iod "v" :-.ce of flaewanzi€c coadLnr oc
both &idea of the pcnetration*. Zn inait lartances this
f:1a0ecwtic awtrtal hoc ben covered or removed av n"
cables were pulled cd an roseanna occurred.

Zn addition, the ponctrat ona in the ipreadina room ietir
hsC boon fl "mastic trated. klb. of these had cables
edded and sealant applied. Theos a8ditioes were not 13rca-
W&Lic treated.

1P A
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On 'c'arrh 22, 1975, a fire occurred at the Broxzns Ferry
Nuclr-.r Powjcr ' oC the Tennessee Vallcy Authority. Pursuant
to direction fron NASA mnagcmnent, the writer is provi-ding
teclhical cxpertise and support in the area of materials co.m-
buscion phenomenca to th,c Nuclear Regulatory Cor.nission on this

incident.

It was reported orally to the writer that the fire originated
when a construction vorker .was checking for leaks with a candle and
ignited a "plastic foa rmaterial" in an electrical cable tray.

The fire location and results were toured on Xarch 24 and 26.
Preliminary szn.plcs 'were obtained on Narch 24 and tested on !larch 25.
Additional material samples were obtained March 28 and tested by
AST71 procedures.

Test results, evaluation, and a sum.nary of preliminary findings

are described herein.

II. DESCRI PTION C•- "'Tri.LS AND US'.GZS

Based upon discussions with TVA and NRC personnel, and inspact.•:.
of both the burn site and an adjacent similar area which was not
involved in the fire, the following configuration and materials usages
are assumed in this report.

Figure 1 shows an overall simplified depiction of the cable
trays which penetrate the concrete wall. Foam rubber apparently
was being used to initially stuff the large openings b'etween the
cables, tray, and walls, and thus prevent the subsequent pour foaL
from be'ng sucked through the wall. Either pour or spray foam was
then used to provide a thorough and permancnt seal. A fire retardanL
coating was then applied over the pour or spray foam.

In order to check for adequacy of sealing with the stuffing,
a candle was used to determine leakage points by the flicker of the
flame in.the draft. A negative pressure was maintained on the
downstream (reactor) side of the wall for safety considerations.

During this leak checking, the candle ignited the stuffing
material (a foam rubber) which initiated the ensuing conflagration.
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Inspectio:n of thc closc.t similar cable tray pifntCtrition
through the wall which was not involved in the fire discluscd
use of cotton -as as stuffin- matcrial, rathcr than foam rubber,
and only sparse covcra-c of the foam with the fire rctardant
coating. Other miscellaneous materials of interest includc the .-.
nylon cable ties, silicone caulking compounds, and a firewall
board material.

In auoth:er location, the cavity %;as completely filled with
foam, shavcd off and thcn capped with the iircwall board, and
sealed at cable interfaces with flame retardant coating.

Observation of the cable trays in the cable spreader room
also disclosed p-per, polystyrene foam plastic pieces, pour foam,
cotton and lace slip rags in between the cables in the trays.

It is important to note that three types of polyurethana
foam are involved: a ioea rubber stuafing, "Aire L..:;" & pourable
version (Pittsburgh Chemicals "Selec.:rofeam"); and a spray-zpplied
version ("Instafo=a"). T.- spray version is reported in the
manufacturer's literature as "Self-ExtinguishinZ (according to
ASI-1692-59T)." (Appendix 1, page 4)

111. CA•NDE ICGTION Or rOaM Rt3IrFR

A sample of foa= rubber w3as obc.ainod froi the iprzzdar room
on N1arch 24 which, accordinZ to a worker therein, was the same
type material used for stuffing for initial scaling. A cursozy
match test on a piece of this disclosed almost instantaneous
ignition, very rapid burning, and release of molten flaming arippints.

Subsequently, the sample was cut into two pieces approximately
10" x 2" x 1". A candle was also picked up in the spreader room,
by the writer, approximately 15 to 20 feet from the fire initiation
site on March 24. This czndle was lit and applied to the" bottom
of the samples, and motion pictures made of both tests. The film
was provided to KRC (C. E. Hurphy) on March 28. The entire sample
was consumed in a few seconds, with flaming drippings.

Subsequently, further tests were done to obtain some indication
of ease of ignition and proximities required. Figure 2 shows the
test set-up. The candle to sample distance was measured. Th.a flamt
height varied slightly due to natural flicker, but was roughly up
to 2.5 cm from the candle to top of the tip.

Table I shows that ignition occurred almost insc-antaneously
0.5 c= from the flamc tip, and in 2-1/2 seconds at 2.5 cn (approxi-
mately 1 inch) away. At greater distances the sample did not ignite,
but melted through.

3
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TAf1W. I

CANDLE IGNITION CILJACTERISTIMS

DI STANCE TIME TO IC.NITIOON CO.0I-T$
CM€) (scc.)

CANDLF EST, FIIAHE,

3 0.5 Instantaneous

5 2.5 2.5

5.5 3.0 None Melted throu.h In 45 sec.

6 3.5 None Melced throujh in 50 sec.

%.A

FACE C
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Thus, actual contact v:ita) the flamc was not rcquircd, and
ignition readily could occur up to 2.5 cm (1 inch) away.

IV. ?!\TTR7A1.S FLT- !•\,T.7TY 77STIT:C

A. Initim1 Cursory Tentine - 1:arch 25. 1975

At the initial site inspection tour, reveral material
aamplum were Collcetud on s1t•, most oi which iwre from the
cloirst cable tray penetration through the wall not involved
ir the fire, but reportedly silarInr. These included random
available samples of the .tuffing, pour foam, fire retardant
caulkina cy•Dound, cable ties, fire board, end rags, as listed

in Table 2.

In order to obtain a "quick look" as-essmcnt of materials
fla=aability characteristic: %Yith then available samples, simple
match tests were made by holdinZ a Lomall lit match to the bottom
of the samples. Results confirmed that most of the materials
were readily flammable, and disclosed drip burning of both the
polyurethane foam rubber and nylon ties. In these tests, the
pour foam was completely consumed (no self-extinguishing).

At first impressioa, one might be alarmed at the use
of cotton rags as stuffinZ,. ltover, the tests showed that this
is a far better choice than the foam rubber; not only was burning
much slower, but of lower intensity and without burning droplets

being released.

For simple comparative purposes, thetwriter took a
sample of foam rubber from a pillow at his residence and obtained
the szme results as-with that-of the stuffing from the cable

spreader room.

I. ASTX Tests

The latest available cdition (1973) of the Test Methods
of the American Society of Teiting Materials lists two rypes of
flammability tests for "cellular plastics" such as polyurethane
foam materials, i.e., ASTM D-1692 and D-3014.

The most appropriate method for evaluation of the flammua.
bility of wiring appears to be a vertical flame test as specified
In paragraph 30 of Method D-2633.

Upon obtaining better identified and adequate materials
from %Yhich the specified samples could be prepared, AST"H tests
were initiated on three polyurethane foams, four other construction

PAlt C
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C¶fllSOTtY* MAThT1TATS 'RItMMNG TESTS - MARIIC 25. 1975
CUR ORY .. . .. . .-- "T -.. .. ".. .. .. .--. . .. S

VSA(Gi SOURCE Dr SCr.I PT I ON SAMPT.l' SMr-- r rSU!.TS

Stuffing Worker in Cable Polyurethaie 1" x I/ A" x 1"I Vry rapid flash burning
Spreader Room Foam Rubber with dripping fiery drop-

.___ lets -- sootin,.

Pour Foam Adjacent Cable Pittsburgh 1/4" x 3/4" x I" Rapid co.-plete burn with
Tray Selectrafoam heavy soot - no droplets

Fire Cable Spreader Flamemastic 114" x 1/16" x 1" No ignition or burning
Retardant Room
Coating

Caulking Adjacent Cable RTV-102 1/4" x 1/2" x 1/4" Very slotr but intense
Tray Silicone burning - ns1 extJn.!ý.us!ýcd

Cable Ties Cable Spreader Nylon 1/8" x 1/32" x 2" No upw'ard propagation but
Room drips burnin- drop!ets

Cotton Rag Stuffing in Red Denim 1/2" x 1" Rcey burning - no droplets
Adjacent Cable
Tray

Pillot:, Home Residence Polyurethane 1/2" x I" x 2" Flash burning - burninS
Foam Rubber droplets

Firciall Wall Pcnetration Inorganic 1/P." x 1/2" x I" No ignition or burnin,
in Stairway Board

Oa.,

*Bottom ignition vith match in air.

PAS. /0 O .
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matcr1als, and thirty inrc znd cable -,anplc.'. Thoýc .!.atcrials found
most fl.-.z:blc were then coated with the fire retardant coatinfg
and retestcd.

1. P'!,.rrrh~nc For•x Intcerials

As r.cnt-ior.cd previously, thrce polyurethanc ..oorm
m.iter-aln worn n::noc.nLcd wi~hthi LsL•j 1ticiJct, O&t ul Itli, w&j

reported in the. r=nufzcturcr':; litcraturL as "SclZ-Extir.n:;ishing
(accoi-ding to ASi-11-D-1692-5ýT)." That material was the spray
foam version (Instafoam) and the most expecnsive.

AST.-: D-1692-597 has been cupersedcd by D-16',2-6-5
(reapproved in 1973). This is essentially a horizontal "...
test in which a 6" %: 2" x 1/2" sample is ignited and reported
as "self-extinguishing" if the samples do not burn past a 5-inch
gage mark in a 6-inch length after exposure to a wingtip bunsen
burner flame (Figure 3).

Another AST: test for "Flarm..-bility of Rigid
Cellular Plastics" is D-3014. This is essentially a v:ertical
burning test in which tha saer.ples are ignited at the bottom.
Prior cxperience v'ith flammability tcsting of spacecraft materials
has shotmn that this type of tcst (vertical with bottom ignition)
is far more severe than horizontal burning tests. In this test
3/4" x 3/4" :ý 10" specincns are ignited with a gas burner in a
2,1/2 inch dia..cter chi...ncy (Figure 4). Materials are not reported
as "self-cxting;.uishing" by this test, but burning time, extent of
burning and other characteristics are reported.

In these tests, the chi=-ey was eliminated in order
to allow motion picture filr-ing. It would be expected that the
chicz.ncy could provide slightly more severe test conditions
(upward draft). at* rial identifications and test results are
listed in Table 111.

All three of these natcrials readily burned; thus,
sarmples of all were coated with "Flamcmastic 71" and retested in
the vertical position (D-3014). Those which did not ignite therein
were not tested by D-1692 (the less severe test).

2. Other Con.strt'ction -:3tcrials

ASTM tests on ozher construction matcrials were run
in the same manner as those for cellular plastics in order to
provide a basis f rclztive comparison (i.e., AST1!-D-1592 - hori-
zontal, and ASIt-D-3014 - vertical, burning tests). Results are
provided in Table IV. Notion picture coverage also was made on
these tests.,

8

U.,lrr , '•
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*,,..1,' ~

ll*&ltA wING TOP

Figure 3 - ASTM D-1692 - Horizontal Test Setup

Ia,.

Figure 4 - AST! D-3014 - Vertical Test Setup

9
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TABIXT. I T.

POymmTrt'lNE rOF\M TESTS

RESULTS
ASTh 1692 ASr.-t 3014,

MLATEfRIAL SOURCE j i0;'i Ft"/.L K VEITr C.'T,
TrEST N•. T'EST A..

Foam Rubber "Aire-Lux" 592 1 Sample burned 604 Sample burned entirely
South Aire Co. (2) entirely In 30 (2) in 10 sec. -

1116 So. Canal St. sec. - drip drip burning
Tupelo, Miss. burtm ing

Pour Foam "Selcctra[oam - Code 6409" 590 Burncd to 5", 598 Flach burning - 20 - 3C
Urethane, Pourable Type (3) 3", 5" in 40-52 (3) sec. - 8 - 10", then

(Part A-0293, B-67010) sec., twen self self extinguishinS
Pittsburgph Paint Co. extinguishing

Spray Foaa" "Instafeam 120" 591 Burned to 5", 597 Flash burning -

Insta-Foamn Products, Inc. (3) 4-1/2". 5" in 20 sec - 9", then
Joliet, Illinois 64 - G3 scc. then self ext.

self ext.

Foam Rubber Prepared by NASA/HSFC Not necessary to 603 Iso iCnition first try;
Flamemastic test (2) rapid solf-e.::ti ." .,
Coated on 2%id try (both s-:-ple

C.n

Pour Foam
Flamenaastic
Coated

Prepared by NASAAISFC Not necessary to
test

599
(2)

No igniLiion

Spray Foam Prepared by NASA/;SFC
Flarema st i c
Coated

Not necessary to 600 No gnition
test (2)

PACC L •



TAJILJ. IV

0T1I1FR CON1STRlUCTION MlTERMAS TESTS

II r~E S UI.TS

Itoh: 1 L7.0::.'
As1;.- 3014t
VI:I(TI (r,.MATERIAL SOURCE

I -

TEST Nit.
&. TRIAL.S

TCST IIiZ.
&. TRY1.1,S

I. - I I

Fire Retardant
, CoatLing

(on Fiberglass
cloth)

2" x 6"

'Tlame Mastic 71A"
Dynatherm Corp.
598 W2cst Ave.
26 Los Angeles, Calif.

594
(:)

No ignition .5'M
(2)

C~o irnition

I. .- I.

Fire Board '14nrinite #36 - Type B"
Johms-flanville Corp.

Ntot r-quired 601
(3)

No ignition

- *. 4 4

Nylon Ties "TY-RAP" Cable Ties
TY-525H
Thomis & Bells Co.

602
(3)

Drip burning
Self-cxtinZuishin;
above flamc

Cx

'9 .9 I I

Caulking
Silicowe Ruber
li/C" thick-cured

RTV -102
General Electric Co.
Waterford, N. Y.

593
(2) (Samupl es burned

wdith flcusc) I
596

i elf *cxc fn-ished
in 2 - 3"

91MINIr (I
PACC
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3. Viri- .'

In the ASl^:* T..st (D-2633, p_. - 30) o.. ""r,
and cable, ap.roxi.atcly a 56 cm (22 in.) lor,. e is vertically
positioned and a gas test flane applicd four times for IS second
intervals.

Thirty w:ircs and cablcs wcrc provided by TVA as
reprcsennttivc of thc type involved in thc incident. Test results
arc shown in Tablfc V.

Only two wires burned coMplCeely and crip burned
by this proccdure: 12..A C12 ernd 1Z. (l4-AU.-VeA. Only enou:h of
the lattcr %:zs supplied to test after coztin; with rlamcmastic
(Test Nr. 31). (Additional materials have bccn requested &or
further tests.)

Over half (12) of the ,ires did not ignite in this
test. The rc-,anii.-. third (10) supportCd combustion, including
flames, clh.rrin-, and/or scverc s.zok(irZ, but self-extinguished
prior to consuL.ption of thc entire length of the wire.

V. P7,ELIi:1.%R'.' OV.r!..TIc:: O- S:LTS

Experimental tests clearly verified the case of ignition of the
foam rubber stulfi:-.; by the car.dlc. (In fact, actu1 contact with
the flzme is not required.) The rc:ulting vcry rapid, almcst flash,
burninZ combined with release of Lurning droplets constitutes not
only an intense local sourcz o: inition, but also a means of
propg•ation of fire over a mu:h larger area, leadin: easily to a
gneraerl conflagration with other local com.bustible materials,
especially in an air draft as actually occurred.

Initial cursory tests on'eaterials collected in the cable spreader
room confirned that readily combustible materials were in the vicinity:
rags, pour foam, an. cable ties.

Interpretation of the AS7.i test results must be done wi:h caution.
These are intended as relative tests only and done in a draft-free
environment in a strictly empirical test procedure.

For example, the manufacturer's claim that the "Instafoa," is
"sClf-extin;uishing" was experimentally substantiated by testing
in accordar.ce w.ith the referenced AST." sracification (D-1692).
However, the data on both the spray ant ptur foam sz.mples show that
the materials do very barely meet the rcquircmcnts to be rated as
"self-extinguishin= by this test." Specifically, the requirement
is thet in this horizontal test no spccimens burn pzst a 5-inch gage
mark from the ignited en4. Inspection of the data shows burn lengths

12
IEN3 fl' .4"
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TAI;TY V

-IT UNC TESTS

PER AS-t. D-2633, PA.".Am.rlt 30

PASS

1"O-54753-"TVA

I-Z'!B - 2 / 0 -. ' .!Z3 -TV'AA

GDD--S -.WS -V A

IMA - 16 -A/ 3 -TVA

,L'Ul-in -l5 A -

.N-#I1 -AI.j-V

IAi -4.l -.%1Z -TVA
I,'¢A -1 -V" 1S -;•- 'IA'

Ilu'B-1 -#i 6 -A'-:G -TVA
V.V B -Vi 16 -.',.!'Z

-' 1 - l- -AUG -TVA
i I.. -C -#16 -.'.1 *3 -TVA

V1 -;2-8 .. -TVA
!:.D - 0 12 -A" " -:c.
.VP3-!-2 0-.!:Z -At 'VA

1J•0-41 0 -At.G
W G -V 16 -A:.UG -77V A
PJJ-VI 2-AiZ-8 -TVA V

j.)l " .},•"6 14 -A VG
PJJ -#I0-A V.C
V-V•A - 1 -#` i3 -;% VI
VV I1 - V16 -A I.:Z
VV¢J -# .26 -AI-Z-8 384 9 -TVA

-WVJ3-16 -,\ -AI. "-74910-TVA
1-A:-#14-AIG-Flamemastic coated

TEST 'Y7.

1
3
4
5
6
7

8
10
11
i2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
ks
29
30
31

Supportcd cbibur:io'
Suppurt%.d .
Supported co:.;Dzio:.
Supporicce =:.3u=:ior.
No igni:ion

Supported combustion
Spcrks and smoke
Supportud combustion
No ignition
No ignition
Slow combustion (50-56 sec. -)
No ignition

No i~nition
No ignition
No ignition
No ignition

No ioni:ion
No ignition
No .gnition
Smoked (23-31 sec. @)
No ignition
No ignition
No ignition
N0 ignition
No ignition
No ignition
No ignition
Char burned and smoked - 2 min.
Smoked - 20 sec.@
No ignition on 3 tries,
self extinguished on 4th try

FA! LED

uI.v:k #12
V:-IA # 1 -,%&G-`IVA

2
9

Drip burned
')rip burned

13

g1l"1911AL.
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of 5", 3", and 5" fot" thc pour foan and 5", 4-1/2", anC 5" :or the
spray foan. One could inrcr from thcsc dcta that the 5-inch limit
c=y have becn derived from these type matcrials, and thus the test
was dcsisncd to accent such natctials. The same in~crence could
be draun, from the AST:.. vcrtical burning test (D-3014) in tihich a
10-inch lon- spccimen is specified. The data show burn lengths
of S to 10 inches.

l•wevcr, the Icad para:raph of both AST.11 spccl."ications
states: "This rn.thod should not be u.ed solely to estabiish relative
burning ch:rlac:eristics and should not be considered or used as a
fire hazard, classification" and further therein, "Correlation with
flzacbility under use conditions is not implied."

Clearly, both rterials are readily i:nited, support combuscton
and exposed surfaces would contribute significantly in a general
conflagration.

The data do sho': that the polyurc.h-..C foam rublbcr burns much
faster than the pour or spray fcams, and relcascs burring droplets.
Further, these samples of pour foam burn considcrably faztcr than
the spray foam. In addition, coating exposcd surfaces -ith Flamre-
mastic was extrcmely bo-neficiai. In tact, coated pour and spray
foam sam.ples did not burn under the test conditions.

The data on thc. oihc: co..truCtiaO :.atc't.1als indicate that
these are a considerably less fla.-.nability hazard than the poly-
urethane foams. The fire preventive type r'aterials, fire board an,
fire resistant coating, are inherently adecuate (did not burn'.
The silicone caulking burned slowly and self extinruishcd in ri.ch
less than 5 inches. Foiucver, the nylon ties, as characteris:ic of
this material, do dr-ip-burn, and thus would contribute to spread of
a fire.

Only two of the 30 wires and cables tested failed A!T;1 Test
D-2633, paragraph 30. The effectiveness o: the Flamic;.stic coating
Was again iiell verificd on one of these (other not yet tested).
Hatever, another third o0 the wires supported combustion, and thus
would contribute in a general coniflagratiot%.

Extrapolation o, this ASTH test data on wiring shoulc p'-obably
be takcn with more caution than discussed prcviously x~han attcnpting
to Zply to fire hazards in use confi:u'ations. In parzicular,
operational t.se (carrying electric.ty) would drastically affect
flar-.mability characteristics. Furthcr, the ignition source effect
may be more pronounced here, i.e., some plastic in5ulations, once
ignited, could serve as more intense initiators than open gas flames.

14.4
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Orientalton Qfcct. i.lso Lovld be expected to be morv significant
vith 'ir i: and c.ablcs thaa with construction nmterials. Thus,
a use €onfi;u:::ion type of flcr.u•bility test is con:uiderd of
considcrzbly =::czr merit for electrical wiring than for general
construction rztcr;als.

Inspection o: the fire sitc and an cdjacent sicilr area
and flac=~bility tcstino, of materials collected in the vicinity
and providad susequoctly by TVA appears to support the following
findings:

1. A candl, or match flame easily ignites the foam rubber
stuff ins material.

2. Ignition of the foru rubber results in very rapid
combustion with release of burnina droplets, thus constitutin, an
intonse local sourco and neans of rapid propagation to other local
C€nbUstible materials.

3. Other readily combustible materials present in the
n.eneral area (cable spreader room) included paper, r.:;S, poly-
urethane foams (spray and pour), and polystyrene foea pieces.

4. Three types of polyuret.ane m=erials are of concern:
the foam rubber, pour foam, and spray foam. The foLm rubber is
a considerably grcater fire hazard than the other two.

5. 3oth the pour foam and spray foam would barely pass
the ASMI (D-1692) flammability test requirement on these type
materials.

6. The pour foam burns more rapidly than the spray foam.

7. The fire retardant coating (Flamemastic) is effective
in drastically reducing the flammability of materials.

8. The fire board material 0•arinite) also appears adequate
for intended purposes.

9. Thirty wire and cable samples were tested by exposure of
vertical specimen to a cs flame in accordance with ASTr. D-2633,

parsaraph 30. Two of the wires (V'1 012 and IDA tl-AI-2YVA)
burned completely after removal of the flamw, and drip burnad.

10. Ton additional wires supported coubustion to varying
extents.

11. Eighteen wires did not ioniti under these conditions.

& "° t *
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3/20/75 SHIFT INCTNEERF LOG

2230 Const. elect- foreman Kimbrough over crew sealing conduits
and cable trays U-1 Rx Bldg. reported that a small fire
occurred U-1 Rx. Bldg. NW D 565 elev. When test flame ignited
some of scaler being used on a cable tray. The fire was
extinguished with dry chem Unit RI-14 and no damage was done
to cables or other equip in tray (ATESI)

McCrary

S

EXHIBIT AS
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"1 Introduction

On March 22, 1975 at approximately 12:30 PH a fire was initiated in a

wall opening between Lhc "Spreader Room" in the Control Building and the

Reactor Building by construction personnel testing for air leaks at a point

where cable trays penetrate a wall opening. Materials initially involved were

polyurethane foams used as sealants around the cable trays. The ignition source

was a lighted candle. Fire spread in grouped cables and grouped cable trays

from the point of higher static air pressure in the "Spreader Room" to the

point of lower static pressure in the Reactor Building.

No fire watchers nor ready means of extinguishment were available to

construction personnel. The work permit system was oriented to job control

and security rather than loss prevention.

No adequate previous investigation had been made of the hazards of

materials used for sealants. Fire hazardsbf grouped electrical cables were

not adequately understood.

Firefighting activities took place concurrently with a successful nuclear

power reactor shutdown.. The time from fire initiation to extinguishment was

approximately 6 hours with only portable firefighting equipment being used in

an atmosphere obscured by smoke and rendered unsafe by toxic an' irritating

fumes from burning cable insulation. Loss of breathing air supplies during

the course of the fire resulted in a hiatus of approximately two hours during

which no effective action was taken. Final extinguishment was accomplishe' by

the use of portable hose from hose stations which were available but not

initially used because of a management decision not to use water on a fire

involving electrical wiring.

PA.,,GE
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Primary damage wuis to grouped cables in cable trays, cable trays and

conduit. Consequential damage occurred in adjoining areas due to release of

corrosive products of combustion from chlorine bearing plastic insulating cable

coverings.

I1 Scope of the Investigation

This investigation and the report are limited to:

1. Firefighting and protection techniques, equipment and materials.

2. Recognition of limitations and response of emergency support groups.

3. Adequacy of training of site personnel in responding to emergencies.

III Firefighting and Protection Techniques, Equipment and Materials

Overall, the plant is protected with manual firefighting equipment con-

sisting of hand extinguishers of the carbon dioxide and dry chemical types,

wheeled carbon dioxide and dry chemical extinguishers and small hose connections

equipped with nozzles chosen for the variety of hazards. There are no hose

standpipes in the Control Building.

There are automatic deluge systems protecting main yard transformers,

shunt reactors, hydrogen trailers, carpenter shop in the Service Building,

compressed gas cylinder storage rooms and oil storage room. In the Turbine

Building, the main turbine oil tanks, reactor feed pump turbine oil tanks, high

pressure coolant injection pump turbine oil tanks, turbine head ends and hydrogen

oil seal units are protected with fixed systems. Deluge valves not standard to

industrial fire protection practice, are utilized and involve systems of three-

way solenoid valves, 2-port plug valves and piston operated valves. Since these

were not involved in the fire, no investigation was made. Deluge systems inside

FACE AL&
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are arranrjed so thait two of three ient actuattnr. dcvice sijgnals must be

transmitted before the deluge valve opens and fire pumps start.

Water supply for the combination fire and mill-use system is derived

from raw water service pumps at the Tennessee River water intake backed by

three electrically driven vertical automatic starting, 2500 gpm at 300 ft.

head fire pumps using strained raw water as a suction supply. Electrical

supply to the fire pumps are redundant through Individual circuits connected

to the unit station service, the common station service and to the diesel

emergency generators. Automatic starting for Pump No. I is interlocked with

a signal from any deluge valve. Pump Nos. 2 and 3 are started on pressure drop

to 120 psi with time delays of 15 and 30 seconds respectively. The fire pumps

discharge through a single 14 in. main to yard loops. Underground mains are

not yet complete but will consist of a double looped system of 10 in., 12 In.,

and 14 in. pipe with adequate hydrants. Three plant service water pumps

rated at 375 gpm at 200 ft. head with tw 10,000 gallon surge tanks located

on the roof of the Reactor Building pressurize the deluge valve headers.

Service water pumps, surge 'tank valves and raw water pumps are automatically

deactivated on actuation of the fire pumps.

There are push-button stations for remote manual fire pump starting

at hose connections, siamese connections, deluge systems and the Unit No. 1

control room. Fire pump operation is monitored at the control room where

pressure is also indicated.

There Is a central fixed low pressure carbon dloxide system rated at

17 tons. It is located in the Diesel Cenerator Building. System e.02 discharge

is automatically actuated at the lubricating oil purification unit, paint shop

PACK
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and spray booth, in the four diesel generator rooms and the control board

rooms. The automatic systems are actuated by interlocks with rate-of-rise

detection devices. Actuation is annunciated at the Unit No. I control panel.

System discharge is manually actuated in the "spreader rooms", the auxiliary

Instruments rooms and computer rooms. The manual systems are actuated locally

after fire annunciation detected by means of fixed product of combustion

detectors. All discharge systems are equipped with time delay relays for safe

evacuation of personnel. Conformance with design criteria for carbon dioxide-

air concentration was not investigated. All systens are provided with multiple

shot capability. The manual systems must be manually reset before they can

be actuated again.

IV Support Croups

Emergency support facilities have not yex been fully implemented at this

plant which is still under construction. Plant safety responsibility has been

assigned to a plant engineering aide in safety with back-up by maintenance

personnel in craft areas. A central engineering headquarters staff group

provides technical support in fire protectiun and performs periodic safety

audits at all TVA Facilities. No such inspections had yet been made at the

operating portions of this plant and their capabilities were not reviewed

as part of this investigation.

Fire protective equipment is inspected on a regular basis with written

records but with divided responsibility and no management overview. Monthl/

inspections of fire extinguishers and yard hydrants are made by the engineering

aide in safety and by maintenance personnel. There are no inspections of

M a t o .I t.o -°
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underground main valves, deluge valves, small hose connections or general

plant conditions. Extinguishers receive full annual maintenance.

Hydrants are flushed and maintained semi-annually with follow-up by

the Maintenance Department.

Fire pumps are operated weekly with records of operating deficiencies

and discharge pressure. A trl-annual performance test has been scheduled,

but there is no program for flowing the individual yard loop systems.

Annual tests are conducted of interlocks and alarms of the carbon

dioxide fixed systems.

Outdoor water spray systems are scheduled for flushing and trip testing

on an annual basis by both manual' and automatic actuation. Indoor deluge

systems are scheduled for tests of the tripping devices and for flushing

by bypassing the normal discharge outlet.

Impairments of fire protective equIpoent are under the direct control

of the shift engineer in the Operating Department with follow-up by =o.ns

of a "log-in" procedure. Impairments must be approved by the plant super-

Intendezt or his assistant. Long-term impairments in excess of 7 days must

be reviewed by a senior operating committee. Important impairments are

treated as plant emergencies subject to overtime work as necessary to restore

protection. A work clearance procedure which must be signed by company

personnel is used to follow the work to completion. There is no formal

tag-out procedure nor written instructions regarding provision of emergency

alternate protection or establishment of extra personnel precautions.

Changes and modifications in the operating area and major maintenance

operations are controlled by a work permit system, copies of which are

furnished to tim shift engineer and security force. The permits are

rn__.
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prepared by the group involved and outline the nature, of the work. personnel

involved, clearances needed, and in some cases precautions to be taken.

Support groups including quality assurance, operating department and plant

superintendent are required to sign the work permits and the Security

Department provides necessary entry supervision. The forms are supervised

by a work coordinator who follow-up progress in completion of all issued

permits. There appears to be no supplemental lock-out system, welding

permit system, hot work permit system or other required safety supervision

of potentially hazardous operations. One work permit may cover more than

one area and may include long time periods. Operating personnel may be

aware of the presence of m~aintenance or construction personnel in the area

but are not required to be notified of each day's work plan. A new permit

or extension of the existing permit is required if work exceeds the estimated

time.

There is a plant operating review committee composed of the plant

superintendent and senior department heads. This is a senior staff advisory

group. It also functions as an Investigatory group reporting to a safety

review board. It meets monthly with special meetings to investigate

incidents involving safety quest•ons or violations of technical specifications.

Among its duties are the review of standard and emergency proceduresI review

of changes of technical specifications equipment or systems, review of

abnormal occurrences, surveillance of plant activities to detect safety

hazards, etc. The- group makes no regularly scheduled review or audits

of the plant from a loss prevention viewpoint, but may make specific visits

PAaqL
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as required. Major preplanning fnr emergencies is the re:.ponsibility of

the plant superintendenL vith the ndvice and consultation of this group.-

V Nergency Training of Site Personnel

There is an organized plant emergency organization made up wholly of

Operating Department personnel. Individual duties of plant organization

members are not defined other than to report to the scene of emergencies

equipped vith extinguishers and under the control of the shift e'gineer or

assistant shift engineer in charge. Support assistance Is provided by

security forces, all supervisors and their assistants and in special cases,

all foremen, dual rate foremen and job stevards. Crafts in maintenance or

construction are not mesbers of the plant emergency organization, but stand

by for instructions from their foremen.

The shift engineer is designated as the`"man-in-charge" with one of

two assistant shift engineers as back-up in the event that the shift

engineer's presence is needed in the control room. The unit operators vho

can be relieved of duties at the control room and all assistant unit operators

are members of the organization.

The alarm is sounded locally and reported to the unit operator by

special telephone code. The unit operator verifies and locks in the plant

fire alarm announcing over the plant public address system the nature and

location of the emergency. In the event of failure In the public address

system, brigade members call a designated number to obtain information.

Plant security forces man necessary entrance points and the security officer

in charge reports to the scene of the emergency.

PAM~4L
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Operation of fire pwips avd .,atomatlc protection systems Js monitored

from the control panel. There is no special assignment to check fire pump

operation, but craft personnel are available on all shifts for assignment by

the man-in-charge.

A call-out list of off-duty personnel is available to the shift

engineer. The plant superintendent and departmental supervisors are called

as necessary. The Athens Fire Department, part paid and part volunteer, is

called If in the Judgment of the shift engineer, assistance is needed. The

nearest fire station is approximately 10 miles from the plant.

All shift engineers receive a special leadership course in fire control

at the Tennessee State Fire School as soon as possible after being appointed

to the position, vith a refresher training course at five year intervals

thereafter. Plant emergency organization members are trained at the Tennessee

State Fire School and bi-annually thereafter receive refresher training at

the plant site from members of the Security Department, the health physics

technician and the radiological analyst. Therelis no established on-site

training or drilling in emergenci procedures. Weekly safety meetings are

provided for craft people but operators (plant emergency organization

members) do not attend.

PAUIP15
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V1 Conclusions and Rccoumen•nlatinns'

The original plant design did not adequatcly evaluate the fire hazards

of grouped electrical cables in trays, grouped cable trays and materials of

construction (wall sealants) in accordance with recognized Industrial

"highly protected risk" criteria.

Preplanning for recognition and control of potentially hazardous

operations and for subsequent control of plant cmergencies were not fully

established by operating management.

Although not specifically a part of this investigation, It is obvious

that vital electrical circuitry controlling critical safe shutdown functions

and control of more than one production unit were located in an area where

normal and redundant controls were susceptible to a single localized accideait.

1. Crouped cables in the "spreader rooms", in cable trays, between

trays, or between trays and terminal points, and in other areas

where electrical cables have combustible insulation and are

grouped (i.e. more than one full tray 12 in. wide or wider) should

be coated with a Factory Mutual approved cable protecting coating.

In areas where there are other combustible materials, automatic

sprinkler protection on a wet pipe or pre-action systea using

closed head sprinklers should be Installed. In critical .ieas

such as the "spreader rooms", If the cabling is not coated, the

manual carbon dioxide room flooding system should be made automatic

in operation with actuation by the products of combustion detectors

and should be backed up with a pre-action or multl-cycle automatic

sprinkler system.

[X1Ac.PT .
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Comment: The fire hazards and subsequent serious interruptions to

production following fire in grouped combustible electrical wiring

is well documented in industrial experience. Control of the hazard

has been effectively accomplished by use of non-combustible coverings

to minimize fuel available to support a spreading fire or by use of

automatic extinguishing systems, primarily automatic sprinklers, tc

control fire.

There are available Factory Mutual approved water base coatings

bearing the trade names of "Flamastic 71A" and "Vimasco Cable Coating

No. 1" which achieve acceptable levels of fire spread while not

requiring deracing of the current carrying capacity of the wiring due

to heat build-up. The treatment is relatively simple to apply and can

be readily replaced when it is necessar.y to remove it for installation E
or removal of wiring.

2. A hazard analysis of materials to be used, in unprotected and/or

critical areas should be made by competent fire protection personnel

with hazards tests as needed by approved laboratories before such

materials are introduced.

Comment: The unauthorized use of a highly combustible flexible poly-

urethane foam and the planned use of an allegedly "self extinguishing"

material (rigid urethane foam) indicates a serious deficiency in hazard

evaluation. The use of such materials in areas of high value, critical

istportance or where there are no other combustible materials introduces

an unnecessary exposure.

PAU V
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3. vh1str,. c.lIce pass through wall openings or through floors, the

opvnings should be packed with noncombustible materials such as

mineral or unimpregnated glass wool and the cables should be coated

for.flame retardancy.

Com•eent: See Comment Nos. 1 and 2 above.

4. Before work permits are issued for areas of high value or having

critical or combustible occupancies, a hazard evaluatiL. 4 should

be made and necessary precautions such as fire watchers with

suitable extinguishment equipment, use of lock-out tags, welding

permits, etc., arranged .or. Operating supervision should be kept

aware of areas in which cra't personnel are working. Permits should

cover each Job and should be tenewable on a daily basis with re-

evaluation as needed.

Comment: A permit system which does not incorporate a hazard evaluation

by operating, construction and safety or fire protection personnel and

which does not require regular renewal and reinspection has little

vzlue in controlling introduction of sources of ignition. Occupancies

may change over a period of time and require different precautionary

measures to be taken. Permits covering more than one area complicate

the establishment of adequate control procedures.

5. a.Plant emergency organization training should be conducted on a

regular basis Including classroom lectures and actual field drill

in various hazard areas and under a variety of conditions including

problems relating to the use of alternate means for extinguishment.

VAU..13 S
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b.Pe'rsonnel shovLId be assi;ned to specific duties based on thl

hazards of individu-l areas and should include personnel amr-ignd

to check fire protecLive equipment including fire pump opertLiOfn

sprinkler operation, sprinkler and other water control valves

throughout the emergency.

c.Maintenance personnel including pipe fitters and electricians

should be included in the plant emergency organization with

specific duties assigned.

Comment: While plant personnel functioned well as individuals under

difficult conditions, the failure to use available water hose for

extinguishment and the exhaustion of the supply of breathing air

indicates a lack of adequate training of the emergency organization

and a lack of adequate preplanning for (:nergencies. A t:l.1 trained

organ:ization with understanding of safe methods of fire conurol would

result in prompt control and extinguishment of fire.

6. Management should initiate a Property Conservation Program. A

management team should be established to this end. The duties

of this group should include evaluation of potentis! disaster

conditions, methods of coping with tLeM, and plans for recovery

followilg a mishap.

Comment: A properly organized program of preplanning for emergencies

will not only uncover hazard areas where improvements can be made but

will uncover the "incredible" situation in which major incidents can

be evaluated and corrective measures planned.
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7. The following improvements should be made in the plant self-

Inspection program.

a.A single person should be charged w~ith the responsibility of

supervising all self-inspection procedures and the forms submitted

to management for review and initialing prior to being filed.

b.IWeekly recorded inspections should be made of all valves con-

trolling water supplies to sprinklers in deluge systems and in

the yard loop and throughout the entire plant to uncover deficiencies

In housekeeping, electrical equipment, arrangement of occupancy and

other matters relating to loss prevention.

c.The existing monthly inspection should be enlarged to Include all

fire hose racks.

Conmment: Although some inspection programs were established and others

were planned, responsibility Is not well defined and there Is no direct

management overview anid supervision. The inspection procedures do not

Include some vital factors relating to loss prevention. An adequate

self-inspection program will detect and provide information to correct

plant deficiencies as well as to establish that all fire protective

equipment is In an operating and ready condition.

8. A tag-out system for control and prompt restoration of in-plant

protection should be initiated. This should Include those factors

now In effect as well as notification to plant personnel of Impaired

protection, provision of temporary alternate protection including

fire watchers and extra guard assignments and the possible cessation

of operations of a hazardous nature in the Impaired area.
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Comment: Control of impairments of major fire protective equipment is

esscntial to continued safe plant operation. The existing program does

not adequately provide all plant personnel itth the knowledge of areas

where protection is impaired nor does it include established procedures

for providing temporary protection.

9. A re-evaloaton should be made of the arrangement of important

electrical circuitry and control systems, to establish that safe

shutdovn controls in the normal and redundant systems are routed

in separated and adequately protected areas.

Coment: IC is seldom possible to toally eliminate all "bottlenecks"

in a production scheme. It is important, however, that such situations

be recognized. The scope of the recommended re-evaluation is intended

to apply only to those critical functions which could affect maximum

shutdown safety.

.... . ..
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Reactor water isotopic 3/25/75

Hillipore filter papcr

Isotopes Unit 11 Act. line Unit 02 Act. line

(uci/ml) (uci/ml)

Cr-51

Zn-69m

La-140

Ba-140

Sb-122

Lb-9 7

W-187

Zr-95

Zr-97

Nb-95

Co-58

.n-54

Mn-56

Zn-65

Co-60

Fe-59

8.69

<2.37

<5.46

2.16

1.83

2.03

1.02

3.86

<2.01

6.37

2.45

1.00

<2.93

<1.83

<8.74

<1. 31

<4.43

E-04

E-05

E-05

E-04

E-04

E-04

E-04

E-o03

E-05

E-04

E-04

E-04

E-05

E-05

E-06

E-05

E-03

6.48

(1.15

<2.75

<5.69

5.03

1.51

6.36

9.90.

<9.33

6.90

2.05

2.70

<9.87

<1.33

<4.80

<6.61

7.99

E-04

E-05

E-05

E-05

E-05

E-05

E-05

E-04

E-06

E-04

E-04

E-05

E-06

E-05

E-06

E-06

E-04

EPHIIA iL -L
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Reactor Wnter isotopic 3125/75

Cation filter paper

Isotopes Unit fl Act. line Unit 12 Act. line

(uci/ml) (uci/ml).

Co-57

Cr-51

Zn-69m

Ba-140

Ce-134

Ca-137

Co- 58

Mn-54

Mn-56

Sr-91

Zn-65

Co-60

Cu-64

Ha-24

Sr-92

<1.04

<2.03

<2.70

<1.18

<3.37

<2.78

<2.22

<1.77

<3.79

<7.62

2.06

3.91

1.93

2.42

<1.36

E-03

E-02

E-03

E-02

E-03

F.-03

E-03

E-03

L-03

E-03

E-02

E-02

E-01

E-0 3

E-03

<1.12

7.04

(3.19

<1.17

2.16

4.31

5.43

1.96

<4.56

<6.53

<1.70

<1.23

<1.29

<7.17

3.05

E-05

E-04

E-05

E-04

E-03

E-03

E-04

E-.04

E-05

E-05

E-05

E-O5

E-03

E-06

E-05

,rwi, 1,-. L " -
FAIE 3
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Reactor w.ater isoatopic 3/25/75

Anion filter paper

Isotopes Unit P1 Act. Cont. Unit #2 Act. Conc.

(uci/ml) (uci/ml)

MoITe-99

Cr-51

1-131

F-18

1-133

1-132

1-134

Br-84

1-135

C1-38

3.77

5.41

1.07

6.05

1.62

<1.70

2.86

<2.91

<7.54

<1.95

E-02

E-03

E-01

E-04

E-02

E-04

E-03

E-04

E-05

E-03

5.63

8.30

1.14

1.31

1.35

4.04

4.89

<9.15ý

<2.33

<1.10

E-03

E-04

E-02

E-04

E-03

E-04

E-04

E-05

E-05

E-03

91"la_/• [
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•t• Iwat Actio Response or !Iearesposs

Prior to 2t35 Mtl.1 Conditic. NxtZie Operation UVat LOG& 11'0 "Yde

23S Peport of fire received by &lstsat shit As:ictant s.-" engineer set oft fire alra Operating per-emel tiro briTese retp:rte to
engineer fret public safety officer. and procured to ftire. nir. eaura sealed ix fire ana bem.• fire.t.t.g &:ttivaittes Cs:i:r'it.

by unit operator vna thee "4 so gIng systes elsewhare in Investigatlon t•€c.t).
to in•.a p*aLt pe:son.•el of 'Ire location.

% 22.0 Aecc¢vtd the sllovinG &JUrmi in isdLt I UnLt, oer~vro olserved control board aK-dI Aa ecel geserstors IUv/'ls .stc.e' t.
control roans Utera-ined r.onal rector water lev eland 1CM logic 81gral which Startes th•e co-* array

stecu pressre, .- ji*U pressure noroal at .uprs.
1. ")t or teo" spray P=mps rwi•a0. Oh5 rsig, nd eeroency core cooling syston

auto blMvdovn peridesive (.CO) equiment aligned In normal staneby
oL'stuw. (Reactor water level inst•uwentatloa

1. eactor leve% low/auto blovdm activates the rergency core cooling systems,
perutssive this being normo, Irdlcsted a lack of need

for these systes.) (11ormal drywU pressure
3.. Core cooelng systeddlesel listlatA indicated that piping was Intact Inidte Uts

,rlmary coats i•ent.)

-. 1212. Fesidual hcaL. recmval JPJU4) and core @;Me Unit operatot observed pwrop running and ?JOM J%2q stopped. Alare we-.Lld not reset v.Lb
(CS) S-mp running sla.e received. KI .- aligned to reactor In low-pressure coolant reactor preosu" and level sormAl.
pressure coolant injection jnrp (l , n(e reactor Injecto (Lrater
core Isolation coolant pmp (PCIC) started, level nosal and ltopped puhpo. Operator

attem.ted to reset clarm. (All four of these
systews are . a• cr4 with normal level were
act requred.)

1244A Nil2 and core spray pus.o restarted with no Owerator observed reactor level normaL and operator d14 Stop puApo at %, lk.
epparent reason. alte2pted to stop 109t and oare spray pips. irt besebboard.

PUMPs could $lt be stopped free beocbboard.

2214 J leaccor trecirculation pumps ran back for me (,perator obaervoi reactor power decreasing a Unit r d.er,..e a t.e.. r Iv I.
apparent reason.

egsn losing electrical beards.

Ts14icalins lights over valve and pmp control
twilcles on panel 9-3 were g•ievng brJghtly,
dLuring, and coin$ ou.. (Panel 9-3 is the
ecAtrol board locatir for all tC= equImeat.)
The lights beWng lost on control circuits for
TCC5 iwrs aWd valves precluded reliable
"eieration frox tVat control board.

average pover range monitors (API,4) respond-
ir.8. Also ctej reactor level 2 to 3 inches
high.

Operators ohoerved smohe from control wiring
under panel 9-3.

700 We.

owh
WO * I* T,xhlbit 11
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1245 Lost 1/2 of reactor protuetton syste. (.M).
(Coatd.)

Lost ro.ote 2m&aal control of a •=ber of
reliet valveo.

pu.erous alea.r occurred on all control
ponels w4 unit Is unstable eying.

, 12l " Sl:t en*ineer instructed operator to Operator reduces loading signal to recircu•1lting Feclrculating pWUp2 triF.ci Dy uzAW CS..'Z
tero recirculating pip lo-a.ing a.&I ecra pum-ps an.d wnually scracred the reactor and at appraxi•tely 20 percent lo-'g. R.cuor
the reac:or. placed :eacto. rode switch in the sbut~own s:re.r--e r.d all -.N i.3.:ere'.

position.

Chift engineer reported plant eorditions to
supervisors by phone.

1 253 Confirmed that all control rods vwre Operator trapped 3 and C reactor teed puaps Acrps responded to trip sigeal a.l rvz.:cr
fully inserted. (UP1'), D ard C condensate booster pups, level %os .Laitair.ed by reactor fovi pr--? A

and C conderoate p]z.i. Reduced leading o and PMIC.
reactor leed pia? suba&ne to prevent "over
shoot" on reactor level return. RCIC started
manually as bacaup.

%1254 Unit conditions Intlicated need ror A:1sttnt shirt enejncer _(C) initiated turbine bypass Valves OWnCd to C---T- T ate **r
trilpVpi turbogcnerator. turbine trip upon oteerving generator load turbing valve elosure and erA.LtALz ;re:.'.Lre

at 100 MW. kAoo opened generator field seor-L. The tnzaisteaa isolat'o valv• s (Mv,*
breaker and motor-operated disconnects (OsDes). remain open allowing reactor presssr-e e-.tra

thro%4h the turione bya:s valves Is -5:
.•.,,lo. is,.lll' r o' a:|IaPh.

Unit operator inserted source range and Neutron monitoring responded nor.zAl1"y.
intermediate range neutron rznitors and
observed reactor power decrease.

IGCI started. )YCI autcmaticeally .ami~ed Ln aor-al LJecti.e
bWOe to reactor vessel.

Reactor water level restored to Operators shut dovw HFci a" RCIC. (T' u'id IlCIC shutdovn. Problems Lac€red upM
Lpprozixratol~y normal range. shutdown vith valve eprotton as3o*Cited vith

,.U25 .ost 120-V unit preferred power. One of Operator placed reactor mode Mvltch 1A .. ecceiveaw hite permit lignt.
thes fe.A .0- ------------- a.

c~n
t~n

central rod position Indication on panel
9.5 (reactor control panel).

N C%

Lost all neutron monitoring.

Iuei =Me W 0 r r[7 one rod VZLDdrIV
permit. (A•U rode vust be NUy inserted or
the Indicating light for one rod vitbdrow

.in roe N rode vill not I uU.1nnte.)

Operator observed no indication on avertee
power range, intermediate range, or source
range monitor.

Capability to monitor core was lost.

Exhibit 31
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• L256 By this time the foliowing electrical. boa•ds Lidicatio, no01 the umit contr room as to This caused the lose or vital eqtaulr.t
were lostr electrical sources feeding the varjous being fed freo these electrical boards.

eqiuiwet and 0l veritied by ASE as he checked Loss or rower to P.Ic ' caused %!ra Lb
IA 250-V D.C. Peactor MOY boards the individu.i boards, g0o losed (all % outbosrd wives),
IA Z50.V D.C. reactor HNol board placLr4 the unit in Isolatim trfa tbg
18A .80-V A.C. reactor HO/ board siAs condenter beat sick a:J cutii4
IB O.0-v A.C. reactor 10IO bcardi err the etean supply to the reacto.r
2 180-V A.C. Iheactor (5D) ba-rd rfeed pump turbihers.
UJ I~.•3V A.C. nutdorun (m•) boa_"d
15 -80-Y A.C. Shutd'vn borJd All eaerger.cy core cooling sys*.es were
120-V A.C. unit prererred lost with the exccpticn or I. rel'e;

valves which could tc c•s;erateJ frm "e
unit control board.

S12528 -Reactor pressuie rapidtly Increued to ASE was unsuccesoagl in opening K3MV' trm Relief valves opening anJ closita t3
1Ig00 pSlg. backup control center. maintain pres:uro bctwtee. l.,OP a::! 1.1= Ts30.

Rcl!evinC t* the BiPMpr3s310a lC3 tC.-u).

Operator manully opened main-steam relief Pressure. decreased to 81,0 p-ig; tUn ra;!
valves; then closed as pressure came back to increased to 1,030 psug.
desired range.

Attcuts to place SCIC In service vere Valve 71-2 (steoz surply to turbLetel vis
unsuccessf'ul tra control room or backup apparcntly the only valve lo:s om reIC t..
control panel. rendered It Inoperable... This valie via later

opened by uze of temporary power.

The JKC! was previously rend..-re4 Loc;c:stle ty
loss of valve controls.

1259 aeactor water level decreasLng due to The onLy water Lnput left with the
alost Constant bloving down to the torus. capabllity to overcome a pressure above

350 pug was the control rod drive
puip; It was increased to the rAuian.

Torus cooling becmne essential. AS5 was unsucceso•ul in placing energency RiM system was unavaiilble for tofr'U wc.r.32
r r on PUm valves at local HOY board, as a teoult of electrical board l•s:es.
Thoso valves required for torus cooling.)

Shift engineer and tvo electricians making
attcvpto to restore 4.00-V 1A and 'I reactor
MOV boards and 250-V D.C. boards.

1300 . -kV 50 board C unMervoltage s1butdoova .... .... .. .-------

bus 2 undervaltag~e. (Ase noted an
electrical printer.)

*WN .yMoLor operated vlve

boards A and B by shutdown bus 1. Sb:tri:-
boards C and V transferred to D/^'a C a-4 D.

q P
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YtLs Iv-ut AtActin Meomse er .on.rmee,. •
1320 b boa3. ia~zval~p. AeM 5 /00 tUed onto tUeir resa~octlw bo&r".

Mae A &nA diesel generators wre r=rzg 031

-~u %a W Ospeed prior to thsi but taA not rectivelan Wdervoltad* signl. to close tbW acte t.*!;
boards ur.tnL this evert.

This pleced a11 the 4-kV sbudom board *CeqA
sent upon the iesel generaetors.

1321 Process c-;Mtr ,st. 3It tfrther printout UAtM 1600 bows.

1% M.30 Dectclon cade to deproesurits reactor I&Msliy opened Ismain-&taeml lIt relief valves. Me-cCtOM pressure d&ccflazldi Water levrel eceza-
by bleving dovn to torus. Chocked conasate boo€ter pmca rung. Inactor wter level Stopped frm ee aor-l M

ices above top o active Al to I• •bna a

%e&Ctor feed PJ bWPie valve 3-53 top or active fuel.
checked ouined re-dy to alt vater tnem
eondensate systes.

• 133% Mhutdowm Iba 2 transferred. e.iu.uily Initiated by ASE by normal procteur ha t energiased frm unit 2.
(in manatainiag a normal ec"algaratln ot synchrontsing the D/0's with the SD bus;
an the plant electrical systes, the then drrcppin off D/0 teed to the SD board. All, amd D 83 boards tranfaerred t2 S2 Vas 2.
%*XV shutdovw boards will be nm4 my D3/0's V noed an running staety.
to teed from the unit or offitte source
feed. ThJs allovs the diesel generator.
(D/C's) to be a hir)%ly reliable backvp.
gIvrIng two sources or voltage should the

€4ed arise.)

Shutdown but I. continued to be deenergised. An was unasucesefu is on amsttet to
aalyeneriese.

Shutdown board C remains enargised from An was unsuceessful In am attempt to Breeker stayed cloeed fer 5 to 10 second.s
C D11/0. mnanually chame C ED bard read from 3/0 than opened. Feed transfermd bak to D/0.

to bAtdown bus 2.

P shutdown board deenergIsed far % 5. mlutea. ASS reenerissed D board. D board remaiiLe t etdis tram sbutdove bus 2.

l. 333 J"storc' unit preferred Fima unit 2. AZ manually transfered." Unit preferred back on 6o4h ualts.

leactor steam pressure decreased to From continued mamal operating of relief Eector Water lIvel increasing as a'# reult
350 psat. evae. of condensate booster pu=p inp-it.

Wa35• ater level epproachinS noara.' Attempted to tburottle the teedvater bypass go response an teedvater bypess valve 3-53.valve 5-53.

R
p. q~
n
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line trent Action Itespaneo or yonrespo.-je

tima Zvmt Act!.. 3esponee or Pocreero:Js

U3S? Water leve going bO).

o0 t•ing (TAX) pbeos Ma .- Imoperame fer
do" tim.

AIW 4Ispat-h, to bypass valee. MMnuallY
Closed down canVla

All operations requiring cotral rem
multorifn set up m S periodic LaocejL
basis.

hetordl level to syprcxl.Ateu ley eAl.

% IWO Reactor steam pressure a 0t pa•l,

MOO-V beer"4a A m4 D roeutesd.

výersaor naLati•1tng reactor steam presau
throuh four rellef velvet and level
cartral thro&uh RF? byasa and CiW putpa.
Tate kAa to 14o on.trolled via phone

smumicatLz Adci the USLping systas
was inaperttlve.

A&I btauatly initorated.

AS& tried to restore reactor UMa MV boards
A arM 3 and reactor 250 MN boards A and D.

Ztectrciian and operators working to
restore these electrical boards by Isolating
faulted circuits.

hada apere d he alty loaded au t .Leae4 .

by lU" whmming.- kaurds remAn in~dL servie

!astiall•y Unasuccessful.

Rkstored epproxizately two hors later.e! Off.duty IAtJWence persooeil began
reporting.

% IVA Vol"t"t lost to ".-Tv shmtm board C. There was mo contral rmm lndlcatiftn tof se
condition.

B.D/O found tripped with ftild breaker An closed field breaker on I D/0 and
Open. breAht back to rwosming standby.

W -- OO Attempt ,Aae to algn one MR system up Your AU0's vorkLng in pitIrs using breathing
for torus cooUng and the other for SD sir packs. Hade two entries, but Insufficient
cooli.g, slr Supply aborted attepts.

- 1527 Voltage teatorea to sCutdown 'board. AM; found C D/C running at approzxistery C sbutvw MoR vwa deucrp•... C sb.-.
1/2 speed. Drousht 0/0 to syncihronous speed board was also lost fr¢a 151.5 to 1557. Scmi
and closed breaker to board. at % 1630 C 3/0 was tied onto *-%e zmed., Lt

breaker tripped, Wnd prevented C D/Z fr
bein used.

4 lWO MRi swats. I aA..U i *,

torus tooling. Decision made not to start in this condition
Since It could not be eetabllsbmd that systen
was charged with water.

Umas sysate waa a a:eqentl~y €tec.kt .-.-
a1lVment and charge and placed i! serv.c*
later,.

IN
0 Exhib Si f
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ActionTina Itreot Response or Nonrerponse
lam ventActo,~ espo~e r No~reeone

.. ID30 sw-V reactor OVy boa~rd 1A reenergi!~d. ecsiut o;. eleccii. R z operatLor acti~on. Ener sled el icarcl boaerd iJ~cvc cr~l.t.
'to be placed on turning tear and resctor
protection aysteL M.G set A to te placel La
service which es.er~iaed trip ctr.-.el A.

Pestored poier to 1/2 of the pro:est DcontortMZ.

Restored power to those EC:. valves feell.=.
from t~hit boar6, etc.

valve restoration to XOCS eauisent. By operstor Interview, it has been established
that the foUawing proce~u.e was used in valve
o-praticn vhere valves vere not operable tram
the coqtrol room.

Meted select "wltch In emrdency position at
the electricat board, ran valve to desired
position, reopened breaker, Inimediately
returred to easitrol room and establiched fact
that level %ne not affected by possible
electr!cal fault ctealigruent. Taeged valve
cortrol switch on unit control board show•Lg
valve position. This van a safeeuard
against dralning the vessel down.

ABE cbse-vstion or conditions as appeared on
Wne1 9-3 in control room.

Lev-l rea-ed normal.

Core efray loop I A and C p--p aiear orr.b3.a
t•rcs tuit control board. All valves and .'oth
7=,pa bad indIcstOg lights. Core cpr'.y loop
11 baS a feV valVs that v.-e Lr.op•ralle. Pl
loop 71 had a fcW valves available. F.13 imp
I-*ea.-..€

01

1614 lRequest to start sActor building exhaust Started locsaly Cro i.O.V reactor building ran retpor.ded nor'Ally. .-.;er: controulc
tan• to. iMovq xoke am• fumes. vent ?oard. Annually at the dw.--rer.

% 1700 Requett to stop reactor building exahat Stoped-allb y by operator. I'an stoppcd.
fin as alrflow appeared to aide fire.

% IW.O Roellef valves Lnoperable by remote manual V1,cratur observed lihta Ir-A.lIcOed relifc" Icactor pressure Increasir.' :.-: ) ;cl.
Control Cron benchboard due to lose of
Irstrument and control (1&C) voltage to
solenoid to air supply to dtarhraos valve
In air header to privary ceetalmnent.

valves open. .Othr indicatlio.Js eum.eteS
that valves vere cloned. neINI-I.Cd erywl.
air ecmpreasor.

CrAftsren lyascea oolenoid v-.- 'a provide
control air supply to primary . t
equllicnt.

The compressor started tut disg-r.e * o Is-
tion prevented airflor to prl:ary ConIALa-
went and relief vntve eo..trcl.

Allow relief valve rente r.,. :-
at 150 hurS.

0 r3r~ 6 A 9
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TIM twins Actiom Pispomee or Uurespoast

1900 - ¢Decisioa Cade to 10 Srt$ the reactor YAmaU"t 11L:•attt. 30caLa I& service.
bUlhItal e*3stM tWa.

P.X totephots tored to Uit eeortel WoM!. . el*Led wobtIe on ph1o2es. Go" estrul m tr cW eaatilit to U . me-..

4 20 MUgh torjs level Itca earlier blowd.3. A.4LLaj eLFAA.t ••d started NM1 dzA* Toe" Jntel dacrceac. Hovwer. Lev'& l:MnI.S
p to awas ecedaeser betueU1.

E104 Vmatia yloalf Via Standby Cas treatment Steaowitters inwnaly oHncd 2-ih vet Drqwol pre•sure &ecrcaslng.
systt55 to 1tant Stack. pressure was to ataneby gas trzetnent system.
about 2.5 poll.

2 • 1)0 Rellef valves operable by remote manuaL switch lets to open position Ar.ticipating leanter pressure drcreasing tirCS 53 5;s1g Z=Z.=
oatreol. voltsa return. Han-ally operated relief

wiwi&s to reduce reactor Pressue.

% am Secoonary .OMtaJt reestabllshsd. Operator stationed &, rasctor builiLin Shift engineer approval tele. oaterLr4 V,.eT.A
entrance. breathing apparatus requtred.

SU23O AL .ade atteapt U prow D D/G operable Could not be opcratcd from control r%-.
from electrical centrol board to the
control room.

#0 synchronized to D b-tW shutdown board. Could be tued It needed by operato"-S rr= .
Slocally. picked ig load, placed on staf.. abutdown board.

W0 Need for fl2hng N system U1 prior to Z3tsttne procedures could not be used under System fltased aM placed 1. servicet 0a,.43.
placig In shutdow cooIng, present etrcmntance. Two senior reactor

oerstors approved tesporasy flushing
procedure.

U ?a 7w 8oaree 155rw monttors placed in toLe rary Licenzed reactor operator stationed at Established capability to =omitar core.
service located on the reactor side ot the these monitors in the area or unit 1 10 counts per second rcadint cn to.n.rdors.
tire. drjrell contintous air monitor unit.

4 0130 Torus Cooling continues to be a necessity Valves aligned enwa" by operators and Deer.ssl.ng torus te.-erature.
as blowdown contmuss. system placed In service.

%. c€JJ ZorM.S level nstDntation in service. "Levl indicated #1". *1eor-l le-t is
lndcatid as 0 with a de-viation of 0. or

k, M16) e:toration or equl;.ont had proretssed Operator action from iit, control room. Al5s Lad Injection Y'%v cs c;ersble, t.s
to the point teAt A Gno C Cotr sprey pWpS giving pert of the tCCS equ•.•.•nt ava,%'.e
could be tosted trotr-6el 9-3 in vnit if rneedcd.
control rocs.

043 61a.tdovn coollng achieved b7y nor-sil NAu l4 i.gned Sycten. Allo1ed operator control of" ve" el te=;crrs-...
flow Path.

I"14
64.4 Exhibit 31
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UmWM IMI WUIT 2

Stumpet 07

SIONIFrIyCA OPI.EATnAL V• S I
AT TDC Or F70

Action

I

TIM 2'ast Pllopoles or Nowllt•O2JIi

Prior to 1300 ZaItial Condition toutice Operation Unit Lend 1,100 We

% 1300 uk-ky ShbVwda bus 2 deerargitte4 (relay LoWt reactor rrots•te.3c1a-.ec (%-,)
acttio). ger-arat3r (•') ;it Z.; 1/2 :- I

giving red 1lr,:s on jw.el 9.-; r;a:t
rtecrculatloa F---7~~:.A etc:
reactor pqoer.

lost voltage to tnltr%=ent aM e•ezrc

Lost Indtcatirz, lithts 0o syS-e2 I we
beat renoval (FUR) an.d syztez I core
alarsw on AJIR and core e,:Ta 'Star.',
overcurrent," "puvp trtl."

Operator obeerved decreasing reactor Operator placed "actor mode oviteb I& osbut- Reactor scra.ned iruerttig al coSnre
power indication WWd mW scrat alars dom" and inserted nuelter £autruioatttio
on control Pia l .(source end Intorumedist. range).

C.71
00

1 L301 Resctor wter level dropped and returved
to nor••l (oorcal, reaction tram trip).

Tripped reactor feed Pimps A. 3, and C -
Trip•ed tubir.e. Tripped exciter fild
brene.- and opened generator -otor-operated
dleconn!,ctl (i'ms).

Zquipment reepoase sorral.

M l

SI3N$ ?ltm-ateo& tsolAtioa valves (VVIv) losed. Operator Initiated reactor core Isolation
coolins (PCIC) for level control; initiated
htgh Precugre cooling injection (KFxI) for
beat slink. Mnually Initiated relief volvos
for Fressure control.

Equipment respoase normal.

After L,,ts start and before - ILI.5
and ICI tripped severa tL.ss frnm
reactor voter level. eite~r cf t-e
could be restarted with 0e eoatrolt
aaoual. Ogerator was =%blt to te

sitgAl frTC tk.e Sutpael cco.ro01 in
PN-ps vould Start vit'h cec."•U:r L%WautoAtitC." At U 6315 U" &ss r
and broug'it to % 3/% t7.¶:d. It ite
about I nin.te. Tlie seed t=.en 'crc;
vtth no further rc-zon:t frn •P•ZI;
after it W63 unavailable.

£xhibit 31
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-l212. twnt Antio.i e0•.4e5 or. Anre,-nS*-

' 1=320 Lost reaoto manual Operability of relief Unit 2 assistant shift engineer made an nalier valws continLed to lift1 on*. tressure.
valves depriving operator of ability to attempt to operate relief valves from backup lotintaining reactor pressure at lc.o3 Isic
reduce reactor pressure below met point, control panel but %as unsuccessful. and below.

Torus teep-ratwe Increasing due to relief Placed the following peeps In service to Torus cooling established at % -1.20. Toru.
valve discharge Into torus. estatlish torus cooling: D RIU V pip, D2 temperature did not exceed 1350 F.

.001 t zrvtce vater n=p, a&M Dl emerge€cy
equipme.nt coalne witer pit=.

% 1LO0 Peactor depressurizing apparently from Ve indication of coolant leak, and pressure Reactor pressure decreast.•g at cetilre rate:

a relief valve that Wa lifted c€ decreSlh.i4 Lt destr=d rate. 1O psis at 15C3
presuwe rOn stuck oT43. 65 ;:Ip at 190

10 azli at 'CI0

11,5 Press ure starttJLa to decrease. Placing the conde.:ate system in service. Anticiratia t;.e pres:z-e level o.at reactor

vessel coad be sqj;; ed from v-.nt s..---c*

Renote manual operability of relief vave )bk~tonance and 4rperations personnel working Cave .operazor dtscretto3 o0 relief .Valve
restored, during this period of non.operation checking operation.

the Instrumen% and control (MrC) volta•e to
seolenoes, dryvell air courressor for profcr
o•pratton aMd cutting in the backup con.t:-l
air suprly. It to uncr-a•in which of these

operations reestabltshoij remote tperability
of relief valves.

S11430 Loss of as reactor water level Deternined that level indicator 362 appeared Reactor water level nover dect .•-. :elr
Instrumentation. to be reliable and that 2 Tarway level 160' above the top of the .ttlT t .Al.

Indicators in backup control center corresponded Other level indication began to -vsc,.-d st
vit's this Iradcatlon. % 11050--

. 11450 Torus level increa•ing due to relief valve ftnually aliecd PC0tdrainpuyp to transfer Torus level never Increasse4 adk-- + 5".
dtscheri-e. torus •,nter to condenser hotvell.

% le. Voltage restored to C sbutdown (SD) board. Restored pover to .80-V 3D board 2A by manual The:e power supplies alloyed t%-.-tla to t•
operator action. placed on T.G. Lad I PM1 p=; tz be tv:%ei.
Started D2 PJ.n service water pump on.
Started 8 M20R pw on.
Plnced turbine on trntnig rear (T.G.)

• 2010 Condenser heat sink available. Allowed use Cleared up electrical trouble with nechanicel Vacuum above.7" Mg a.•loire ocrJL.z at
of turbLie bypass valves to reduce prbssure. vacuum pumps and etablilshed vacum In rtei turbine bypass valves for stezi a-9si•ci3.

condenser.

A-2020 Torus teeperature within lhalts; shut Aligned valves and flushed system II priot to
down torus cooling to allow flushing placing system It in reactor shutdown cooling
of lines for reactor shutdown cooling. %ogle.

% 201,5 Peactor prels:uLre at If pr:., Otwned reactor healvents.

% Z21.0 Reactor in shutdown cooling using FM system II. YInaiuA~y alipied eystea. Shutdown cooling achtevcý by normal flow
path.

t
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GEN:ERAL ELECTRIC PERSO:N:NEL COMI:?'TS 4
A. I"'Il;luIC:TIl:1

A fire bro'he out nt :i cnibc tray peietration bct%..ccl the Unit I c.'11C
si~e.aidslhr. r(o'.; and Unit I rcactor Nuilding at 1235 hours on .larch 22, 1975.
• - "l3ant persvmicl and the Athens Fire Depnrtr.'cnt were used to. fight the
f -rv. The fire wns co.;pIctely extinr.uishcd by 1850 thc same cay. There
wyc7 no injuries to pcrsonnel and no radiation releases from the plant
site boundary.

The rnjority of the Unit I reactor systems were inoperable during the
f:.-c: Unit I1 u.as uneffectcd with a fcw minor exceptions. Most of -he
eci1.•nt outL.cs verc cauccd by indirect effcc:s of the fire e.g., loss of
elc.,irl'al buccs due to overloads caused by electrical shorts and lozd shedding.
Doth units t:crc ta•en to cold shutdown and were in shutdotn cooling by 0400 heurs
on Jar',ah 23. T"e lowcs: repo:ted reactor water level was -120" on Unit I, which
is :c. :;-'-tc!" 'V, above the active fuel. Reactor pressure ncvcr cxcecdcd re-
lief valve levc] i.e., about 1100 psi-. Primary containment was no: breached.

At this tine, the extent of the equipnent dz-age and' the political r.ni-
ficaiticns are uknrn:n. TVA has asscw.blied a high levcl t2sk force at the site
on )'zrch 24, 1975. NZC held a meeting at their headqt:urtcrs on March 23 and
has . '.Jrue ian tisk: force at the site on March 24, 2975. See zttachent IV 4

13. DW.SCUSS1 01,

i Cause

An elcctrician was sealing a cable tray penetration between the
Unit ! cable spreading room and the Unit I reactor building. A foam
t)l)e p.ly-ure-thane is used for the original se..n:; when cabli s are
added, a hole is drilled in the poly-ureathpne, the cable is pulled
and sealed %ith RTV. A comm.on practice has been to use a candle for
leaks, i. . to look for drafts. ' 11hile checking for leaks, the sealnnt
started 1. .:ning and spread out of control. A detailed list of sealant
m.aterials are given in attachr.cnt I1I. Both RTV and the poly-ureathane
will sustain an opcn flane when ignited; this was confirmed in-a test
at the site, after the fire.

2. Extent

Thm fire burned in the. folloidng cable trays in the pcnetration
"din,. fro:i the cable spreading roon and j.. the Unit I reactor building:

FS, 1X-b2, fiX, .ID, -E, TE, FL, QQESII, K%'. LY, VK, TK, KT, and 'S. The
lcngth of hlanac'd cable roaned up to about forty feet and wns confined to
the area adjacent to the penetration. Ten trays Co through the wall at
tha:t location. . 1

-3
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'11 ". • I I•,' '

I1ollr E Eenlt

1235 Fire in Unit I reactor buildirg reported

1390'Jl !anrual rer.ctor scran. Offgas filter pres:;urc high and
steclk of f*.;., dilution air flaw; low. No other .sy•tc:-
n!iciCtior.s received (cc.-lutcr out of service) prier to

scram. I-ISIV's closed, all rods in, RCIC and ilI'CI on
manually.

1310 Usin; relicf valves

1320 Unable to reset RPS - Loss of pot-.'cr - Loss relief valve
ability to blow down reactor - opcning *on pressure caly.

1320 Running IIPCI CST to CST for prcss•re relief

1330 Turbine lift pumps on manually

1400 Relief valve hanging open rr.enicntarily

1415 Relief valve power back. Using TMCIC for level control.

1430 Lost all reactor level indication except LI 3-62.

1440 Level indications back. Turbine on turning gear. No
power on A & C core spray pumps or B2 RIIR S11 pump.
Reactor 550 psig

I500 'A' condensate pump on. 'D' MlIR pump in torus cooling.
Reactor 250 psig

1600 Reactor lvecl holding. IIPCI and MC1C is off. 'C'
condensate booster on. Reactor 125. psig

2230 Unit in shutdoum cooling

uAr_ 13_-
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kIll i I

Cmlan.i lt iotl or Optrratcrn. Log: and inpo1t fro-v Cencral lcc'tric personiel
on .nitc - .D.l). Ma.rtin, .1.11. Cox, ind R.T. Thoma.;.

Hour Event

1235 ASE received report of fire in Unit I reactor tnuildii:., and
called in the fire alarm. Al-Irm was scaled in and announcing
started over plant P.A.

1242 ASE wcnt to rear or building via S.D. Pd. Rn. and rct con-
struction worker with CO2 bottle. Small fire on 2nd floor,
north side of rcactor buildfiqc 6 feet froir 3rd floor ccilirg.
Effective visibility in area of fire w:as lost.

1245 In control room following alarms rcccived on panel 9-3:

1. "Auto Ltloi:dovn Pernissive"
2. "IUIRl/Core Spr-ny Valve Opening Permissive"
3. "Standby Diesel Generator Initiate"

Verified all four diesels running at this time. 4

PlJR System vas aligned in Lrci n.ode with four purmps runninc.
All four core spray also aligned and running. Cere 5pr•.y
and JUIR punps stopped. n'orfal reactor prcssure and water
level noticed at this time.

N oticed reactor pow~er decreasine on panel 9-5 due to re-
Oe circulation rurp runback. A1iUl.'s went doinscale as recirc

flow decreased.

ASE called and rcqucsted assistance for Unit I fire. Unit I
ASE and SE arrived in control room shortly thereafter.

Lights and indications on panel 9-3 glov.-ing brightly or
going out in randon manner (RI3R. CS., III'CI, RCIC).

Reactor water level slirhtly hi.her (2" - 3") than nornal.
Reactor pre.4sure observed to 1b.c.normal.

Raw Service Water, MJIl and Core Spray Pumps starting and
stopping intermittently. No injection valves opened.

NOTE: JII'CI and RCIC had jutoniatically initiated earlier
but not iiijectcd to the reactor vessel.

1253 The retirc flew was mauiually baclcd all the way down
(Recirculation la,•p• trippcd autumitically) and the 8.2.
rcacor manually scrammed.

PAG13 02L1_
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I'vrnt

ASK" trippr-d turbine IhC) lo.id dccic.,..cd

Reactor watcr level decre:scd nnd c:a:u.cd iInCi and! RCIC to
nut lOntically .tart. hlicn lcvcl was restored shutdown IlrCJ.
HS11"'s did not isolate.

T•.To 1F1I"n wcre tripped .nd reactor watcr level was contrnllcd
with reraiuirr. 'ur.'p. Tripped ]ICIC. One b)ypass valve was
kept 50% open to prov\ide a licat sink.

Problems dc*elopcd with R1CJC steam supply p valve 71-2 and

other valves associated with this system.

Lost the following boards at this tine:

IA 250V MOV Board
IE 2SOV MOV Board
IA & 113 4SOV Rcnctor ,0V Boards
1A & ID 460V S.D. Boards
120V Unit Preferred
S.D. Bus 9 1

AS[ attempted to cnergiz.- lB reactor MOV board, but no
powcr supplies availablc.

ASE called C.R. and rcqtc-tcd CO2 be initiatcd in spreader
room. Accorplislicd by J SE tcho then w•t'e .rnd energi:c:! 1A
and IB S.D. boards. Wa! unsucccssful in encr-i:in- IB 4SOV
reactor MOV board even .iftcr opcnin- all outgoing brcakcrs.

As conditions in the pln-t dctcriorated, the outbcard r.'SIVls
closed and reactor prcssi.rc incrcascd and relief valves
started opening. Reactoz pressure held at approxinately
1100 psig and opcrator op.'ned a relief valve to brin;& pressure
doWn to $S0 psig.. Contintred to use relicf valves to rmaintain
reactor pressure.

Lost all ECCS at this point.

NOTE: No miethod of mal.ing %:p to the reactor vcssc .1except
"A" CRD pump, was available -it this -iimc:

RFlP lost due to NISIV closure

ASE wcnt to back up control panel and was unsuccessful in
opcning ?:SIV's.

1258 With the relief valves in opciation, the need for torus
coolis.q, b c-C'ir..c vita:l. IMIR systcl W Wd 1s1:1M':.ilahIc for tortis
coolin, lue to Ios. of 4SOV reactor M.X)V boards (no valve
control or indication).

PA".
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1258 Control poa,',r to W11u ".pu . u'.:; lo'.t m;Io:iciit ti ))'. ASE

wt-.M In S.I1. ':c,;rd m:.d ý.:irtcd a MIRitl purtp hut it trillpeJ
off inS .;econds.

Only 4 relier v,:lvek i.c're nvail:ilhl (from "C"' 250V DC
board) at this tine diu to pocr loss. As hian) as three
va'.Ics 'ce u.-.ed ir.,un toiiotIsl) to malintailn presrure.

Torus ':atcr tc-1l,'rntatrcs increascd to 9961: before in-
dic.-tion lt'st. Dryw;ell pressure increased sli:}htly) aftcr
scr.n,. (one hu.',r aftcr scrama, drywell presr-urc hId increascd
to 2.25 psir).

Attcpt w'ns •;ide to put cm.crrgency pow:cr on PJfM valve at- Icc2l
r1ector .OV bo:ard but was unmtccrs.-•t'!I. Also, three scpcratc
attcpts %;crc rr'de to n-.m.uwl lopen the L.':.% di !cLErg.e valvcs,
but %;e-.c i f.i:ccc'.sfui ctuc to r.olzc conditions. Latcr it
was discovere that the r IR punp suction valve was -also
closed (?1.0. Valve).

ASE discove.:-r Unit rrcfcrred on 1:oth units i:as out. After
rc..tor~n:: Un:i Prefer-cd on Unit II, he was able to feed
Unit I and 11 fro.. Unit II 11C Set.

1330 Dcpressuri:atior contin;ucd w.ith no r:a.:c up cnpnbilit)" until
rcactor presrurc raclh,.c. 350 psi. At 350 psi,-, the con-
dcnsate boostcr rump ias used to feed through the RFP bY-
pass valve (rc' 3-53). Because .ater level was so low
(^ -120") on safe guartis Yarwa) (L13-46 A & B), the byTass
valve was fuilly opened. 1/hcn water level rcached -30"
as sho.':n on panel 9-5, an attempt was made to close dof:i on
FCV 3-53. BIecause of ri:. invertcr signal failure which is
fed to the fecdwntcr flow: controllcr, the valve failed full

open and could not be rccloscd.

Me to lack of phone co:.:rmnication i'ith AUO, level reached
460" before r'CV 3-S3 could be throttl.cd.

From this tii,:e on until 200 psig, re.ctor level was con-
trolled by the Aia1 :it the mamnual inolation valve (condensitc
voo:.tcr purall). Communication betuecn the AUO and UO was

viai PV;x telcplonc i ,k-

1445 Prrest|ire 300 pri, level 66"./ The following were in-op.
j'fT All ICC'S; ;4g1!\"s; 7 P.\"s; I;WCC'; Clc.mup; recirc; SDCT -

A traiJn; HIIC; IV) cool In;: S Of 10 WOlo.'*0's lost; diCsCErxHDT--.-•.-v'-.-

IV.; diesel 1.'..:..nd Q 1 local control only. ;AcC

lTh, foil owi npi nlt'1nrumeuts uere in-op. Torus t..craipL'tt.-
nd I, vuv l, d)'wr.l te¢:'|wr; tu' :gRid level. * et -pin)p flot.

10 of 20, rC•aLcor fllang'e teljlerutilre. AI'JI' s, IMIc:.'s, SRd1's .
~ I s"~ AttrtiL, IA~
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1445 MSl':,, IAI:! 1/2, (It/I\,.C I vv 1 1 f 3, r. cctor jire•..ure I
of 3, :WIV a.ll, .crari di :ch.i~rj.e volu:.in, ;o::,]qutcr, t1';L rad
MOMtor . " .",

F IFire .till out of control, Lv'cl SO", presurc 300 p:,i.
Iloldjn;: level with condcn~nte boostcr pl:p. Tryin. to
line up shutico:. cooling but fmoro;c in reactor building
hampering cffort s.

1600 Level .o", pressure iso psi. rirc still out of control.

F.8i0 Fre still burning. Lost comrol air, RV's in-op.
Rcactor st-rting to pressurize. Started using copious
Lmounts of water on the r( .:tor buildin4 fire.

1850 Fire rcliortied out.

1 J55 400 psig

1900 420 psig /

L930 460 p:;i v holding ]cvel %:ith 80 gpm CRD flow: (is only water
availIblc to the reactor).

2020 540 psig

2130 600 psi'g - got control air back n.d opened 2 RV's.

2200 340 ps.ig - have to dcprcssurizc slowly, cnly have 80 gpr.
going to-reactor vcsrcl.

2220 220 psig - holding level with the condcnsatc booster pu:'p,

22 SO 200 psi, lcvcl 36" .-.1

2330 130 psig

0010 90 l)sig

0100 i Two SIV'I's in operation outside the dr•,well - 10 cps,
I looks okay.

n,, ;V RJIR loop opcrablc - setting flow by p)ump a.ils,

0204 Tortis lcvcl bach - show:; +1".

0230 DW prestsure bich: - sho,:; 16.5 pia.

0.10 Shutdown ca 1 on Oil

0930 Cold :.h-to.4101.i, C'l, Io'i coolinr. on. DI? t er:ilraturci 12e0i;
TurtI' level 44*.', I* . njic rattirc 130°F.
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4. Proc(.... \'.ri .t,)e,: .and lZ:I :itic:t n ..ItC-.

ObtainIc~ from. :a prelininnry TVA report

Unit I

Dry)we 11 "cr,..turc

3-22

Time

1600

SotTrce

GE Log

TR-80-1

T,-64-S2

Valuc

330"F

at least 300"F

Stopped inking at 570"F

3-- rr-2urc

J-22 1600

1615

1600

0230

GE Log

GE (PR-76-14)

PR-76-14

GE (PR-64-SO)

2.3 psi

2.3 psi
(wqcnt dounscale at
that value)

2.6 psi

1.8 psi3-23

q'q.•

PACE -Q4
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':.,'Jv,'.. t ;, .• t,1 -120" om LI -3-46 A f, It (.16" abovc TAU) ditrinr, t ine rcactor
: 1...a- !i . c.~:.-n fro..i "-10-i0 psi to -- 3(,0 psi. All othcr tincs was in the

rap):s"e , 0 t) ,*,)".

Tin, u

1545

1745

1750

2400

0204

0212

0530

0940

Sourcc

GE

GE

(LI-64-5.IA)

(Lr-64-S4A)

Value

Unknown

Do.isca Ie

* 3"f

Unknown

* 1"o
+ Is'

* Set

* 400

3 -.23 GE (LI-64-S4A)

Tor1,:. rc:-l.ei)..tilre

Datc

3-22

3-23

Tinec

1545

1745

1750

2300

2400

0130

0530

0940

Source

From 25-32

GE (TIS-64-SS)

GE (TIS-64-SS)

Valuc

126"F

Unknown

1000 F

110"F

145SF

14S*F

177*F

153"F

125"F

("C" li IR on)

PAClE__•
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axiver,, C.,t," nf Ih-.on- or Cue.l':m ii l . cd (11 l'rc,•'.ure)

Stead)" Ali'ac' Cuidlil n.ls 1000 p:.ij: - 5'41"I:

L3C0 1060 psi.
26 rnin

360 psiP

1UO0 450 psig
15 rin

190 psig

2130 SCO psig
I hour

250 psig

Maxir.Jr. R.'rdiation lve'l

Airbcarn.c lb'ý (App.ars to be a

Unit 11 I'cnrtnr F.iildir.Z,
Unit I 1e...:*or lluildinZ
Coant rol N~oo:-n

551*F
•434OF~

117

456°F

377

-79""
4820rF

Cooldni.n , :Ite

l7r*°/hr

791}'/hr

401
81

81"F/hr

:tcan lcak in Unit

3.5 X 10
7.5 X I0
7.0 X 10

II
-7

-S
-3

after the scrar)
-ciizý

ci/cc
t6ci/cc

4. Eju ii'-ent Parn .- c

At thc prcncct tire, there is no .li.:n cquipricnt dnarilc beyond thc-c.ble
tray) dinnnr.c. lHowevecr, there nay be so:,,c evident as the s)stvns are rctu:.:cd to
service. There h:-s not )et becn a dry'.c1l entry. Thc follow:inr arc itc:s which
may be indicativc of potcntial equirx:cvt' damage:

1. Dr)-wcll t-renperature v:as > 300oF fjir sc%,cril hours.

2. PUICCW was off approxinatcly threc hours.

3. The main turbine was stopped and off turning gcear approxi,.3tc!y one hour.

4. CRD tcripcraures continuc to read irratic ind arc trending *up an' do.n.

S. SBC-T systc:n D has melted indicator lights in the control room.

6. The naaj'rity of the ECCS pumrps -nd turbines and thc H/G set - rccirc
pu.mips havc not yet been Started.

Grllt-•-

0

0
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C. CU::.I.tI:;!Ux,

A r:.hl1 tray firr w::ir cx].eri cnccd at Irow¢ns I|c)r')" for a period of six (6)
hotir: .ml IS iintitt.'; oat N:orch 2?. 1975. There ,:erc no injurics to pcrsomnwlv
and in r.adiattion rc-lclrwvs from.i the plant site boiul.ary.

Unit I win. cff.ctcd the frnt. All of tih r.C5s and thc ajorit)" of the
other rcacior .yf-tcs. tec rendercd in-operabic by the fire. Ilou,'vcr, prir.iy
contfai:.tvnl w'as ntivcr ITrc;Iched ,and thc core w:an ncvcr micomcrted. At this c.irly
sta.eC of thc recover)y thcre is no know;n cquip:vcnt da.m-c. Unit II was essvnti.:Ily
undar.ancd.

TVA and K!:C have as.-cr~blicd tas): forces at the site to invcetigate the
fire and cnr.-cqumnces of it.

This, report is t:rittcn ti:o days after the firc; as a result, the facts
rcrortcd .are the bcst ).no%.n at this tine and should be assumed prelir.inary.

I . ,AGC 1. /3
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ATACI r.n::r I

Unit I

In-op equipiient. (Iring thle fire:

0

0

0

0

S

0

0

S

S

0

S
0

ilP1R -

CsJI -
CS -

sItCl -

RBCOW -
Cleantip -
Rccirc -
hain Turbine
E IC -

SBGT -

Compi ete
Both loops - all valves, puqip~s A, P, and 1..
Both lonpS - all valves and pumps
Vn.h•ard stcan isolation valve and flow controller
All a valves
Lost 7 valves - lost control air af:cr approxin.ntrel• five
(5) hours anid all 11 valves in-op for ý 1/2 hours.
Punp and valves
All valves
All A loop valves, all lub oil fumps, both field bre:kcrs
Turning Cear
Co.rplcte system
B train

. Drywell Ventilation - Lost eight of 10 blot:crs
Diesels - 'C' inop; I & D local control only

Inop Instruments dur~n, the fire:

(Not a complete list)
0

0

0

S

0

S

0

Torus Ter.'?raturc
Torus Lcvce
DryweIl "fTeniper attire
Dr)ni:ell Pressurc
Jet Pu.ip Floa - lost 10 of 20
Reactor flange telpcrature
All neutron r.onitor systems

APR11 r•
SRI1

S

0.

0

0

0

0

0

0

ARM ' s
RPIS - 1/2
B - CG/tb\C le-'cl
B - Rcactor pressure
CtI - Z11
Scra"i disch..-c volu.a
Computer
HSL rad moni:crs

.. Unit II

In-op equipmcnt during the fire:

0

0

0

S

0

S

lIPCI
*RIIR (R2)

ADS

1S IV
":"' (II)

Cs (11)
Diesels

Torms suction valves closed
SDC valve
no lights on rV 1-34
TE on RV 1-31 open
Valve ISA, no lights
Purlps A G C, no I .*nel 9-3 control - ok backup p1i.lcl
Miops A & C, no panel 9-3 control - ok backup pancl
'C' in-op; 0 & D local control only

;Azc 1I6i3
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A3"rAuIr;i:Jr 11I

11i ti I

In-op eqpj,- i,.t nn, no ;'ich 2.. 10)75, 1-130 binor!;

* AIA APW.I, l1•,1 ,,,/

* Si14's in: crntrol rorn 00S(2 OSI'•'s conncctu.• locally .1nd bcing

cent imiou.'-y ! "mnned)
* Area RiA, :conitors .n'*. 005, 5oie others arc erratic.

* Area Rad !:nnitors - ReIfuel fl,,r.!.
* Scram din.ch:ir'c vol vent and drain 'alvcs - no power

* Diesel 'C' L,.Z'I
* RPIS S0",

* lccirc a)ternate po.-er control, I of 6 lubc oil pur.ps have no power.

* RWJCU (p'srps h.ivc powcr bt.t not valves) tcmpcr."ture indicator
* DI'tDS, IJt.iWPS

V EJIC system entirely lo:tjturbirc is on turnjti, ccar.

* •tSIV's (u:ýccpt for so'vcrnl drain valves)

* Torus tc-muicrature rcaouvt - 3 points ok, 1 point failed

* ADS - All e,.ccpt onc have power. One is in nanual open to maintain atmo.sphcric

pressure.
iirci
CS II - (1,D pups havc power)

* RHR II - In shutdoi.-i coolinu (pu.,') B) but have no flow or pressure indication.

Wist valves are only c-crablc locally.
M IOR I - Puv.ip C in torus cooling with no sy-tcn pressurc or flow indication.

A pump OOS
* All RJIR and CS a-.:a tcnperiturcs
* CS I - AppcaLs to hc opcrablc.
* RCIC - Flow indicator controller and dryweil steam valve.

* Fire pump C operable from SDN board only.

* SBGTS 2

IPA&J_ i?
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A' I'AC; :-!,N I II

T•p t] :;,':::I:;' .it C.,i T'.'I {•ertntr:tiC'ir,

S) -I'oA y
A.

1B.
"Froth,:!)."; Ii;...t:-F'o:i,,- Co., Udi -one Ill.; ASTh 1692-59T

.'Se1vct;-lox:"; Pittsburgi Co. 6409/F'5C66-LC

2) Si 2 i con. hiubbcr

A. "RTV-102" Gcncr.l Elcctric Co.:paniy

ATTACIDIEN'r IIV

1. J:r.c

Nor.. !r-'n Kcyt
Dr Don Knuth

of *.!.rch 2.1, 1975

- Chai.-mraan

- Director Region II Compliancc, NRC

- Director of Inslpcction and Enforcc-mcnt, NPIC

2. W\'A

Ilarry' Fox - Cha irrnTn

M.N. Sprouse

F.A. S:c..-.cp.,iki, Jr.

Charlc.-toiinc, Jv.

,,w013
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nEU=S VALZZ AUfLRIXTY

Division of Erineezri•a Des1n

Report DRoer DF-EED(WU'-1)

ftsical, toamp to Elect ricu1 Cakble a m Race~mys

Involved In the Broms Ferry bu.lear Plant

Fire on IMrch 22, 1973

4*il 17& 197"

H. C. Ruacul
Brwn Ferry Design Project .nagur

KAdibigt C1
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.1.0 "StaRTy

Wds report describes the extent of the physlcal damage to the

cables and the raceway systems Involved in the fire at Droswn

FerYo Nuclear Plant on March 22 197M. It includes a description

of the zone of Influence of the fire and a detail listinC 'of all

cables, conduits, and cable trays located in this zone. These

cables are tabulated with pertinent information and marked off

wiring diarams which clearly define the actual function of each

cable. 2M capositi" of each type cable is Included and the

rquisitions used to purchase this cable are referenced. These

requisitions and other contractual data are not Included but are

arlable in permanent contract files maintained by the Electrical

Enwineering Breanch. The design of the secondary containment elec-

trical penetration and the actual materials used in the penetration

is deflned. Representative cross sections of cable tray tiers are

shown with the actual loading and the number of each type cables

On each tray Is defined. Other detail inforaation, such as

applicable portions of co.duit and cable tray drvdings, definitions

a&d.quantities of safety related cables Involved, and a listing of

all materials feeding the fire is included.

2.0 Ptp=E AND zcOFE

7he purpose of this report is to Identify the extent of physical

dame to the cable tray tystts4 conduit and Gounding systemp and

all cables routed tluouch thete raceway systems. This report further

ahoun where damaced cables Van be found on electrical wirine difamea

thus IdentiryinZ their electrical function, IhM= Information will be
•Exhibit Cl
Page 3 of 69
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2

shown by portionz of dczlgn stravinW, -ketchez, and listings of

pertinent cable and raceway data. Excluded from this report are

the effects of taults in these cables to mechanical and electrical

systCe, damige to other equipment resultiC from smoke or. the

chmicals and water used in eOtinAuishiM the fire# possible

Structwaul dasge (other than raceway supports), and possible

dsine to anW equipant located outside the defined zone of

influence.

3.0 MCRIPTMC

3.1 Zone of Influence

It has been determined that the fire started when an open flame

came into contact with material used in the penetration sealant

around the cables where they penetrated through the control bay

.spreading room wall tward the reactor building of unit 1.

Attachment 9, sheet 1, shows a cross section of trays near the

point where fire started. The fire danaWd cables and raecways

approximately fle feet north of the wall penetration insidc

the spreading room# and propocated along all trays in the

reactor buildirg on floor elevation 593 as marked on

Attachr-nt 1, sheets l-4. (Attachwent 2 shows affected

trays and their Intersections in single line representation.)

Visible damage in reactot buildina was observed east alona the

double stack of 3 trays to the wal bctveen unit I and 2. south

along the 4 trap to a fire stop approximately 28 feet tram wall

between the reactor buildine and control bay, and west aleo the

hiebit Co
Page A of 69
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3

double stack of 5 trayL, for.a diuLance or approxiiatcly 38 feet

from the •all betwcen units 1 and 2. Cables were also damaaed

on 4 vertical trays from the top about 10 feet down.

Attachment 3, sheets 1-4, shows the zor.e of influence for all

damaged or asswned dairaced conduits and Grounding systems.

3.2 Identification of -a.i3..•cd Conduit.s, Cable Trayz, and Cables

Routed 'Trowth Each Raceway

DED has identified and tabulated _l( conduits, 8 conduit boxes,

26 cable trays, and 1611 cable: routed in these raceways that

were darnaged or a&sumed damaced. It is assumed that all

supports for the raceway systems were also da.-a~ed. Addendum A

has an index of damaged or asui•ed daL-aacd cables and racevays.

Blank columns will be coapleted only for damzabcd cables at a

later date. Attachments 4 and 5 define key letters, prefixes,

and suffixes used in the designation of cables listed on

Addendu= A index. The Index ccntains an alphanumeric listing

of cables shown on 204 cable t bulation sheets (Addendum A).

These tabulation sheets list pertinent infoi-ztion uwed by

DEC in writing their procedure for the actual verification

and removal of dajnscd :ables, Including the mcasured dar.a¶cd

length.

Their procedure trill alnc require that each section of burned

cable b- Identified by Itu cable numbcr and stored for future

examinaLion. r-%ch section of burned cable will include scveral

fct of unbu.rnd in:ulaticza containinI; all manufacturer' s data

ctusped on Ute ot,:t.r Jacket. Exhdibit C1
Pace 5 of 69
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Of the total cable: idcn£ified and listed in Attachment 4, there

were 2169 cables for unit 1, 75 for unit 2, 27 for unit 3, aOn

340 coon to plant. It was e.termincd that a total of 628

safety related cables were da•maed. These are Grouped into

categories shown on Attachment 6. Each can be referenced

back to tabulation sheets through the index to Addendu A.

The bare Ground cable used for grounding the cable tray system

was also damaged by the fire. It was routed along the 480V

power trays IP, IX, and FO-ESIi through the zone of influence.

3.3 Material Feeding the Fire

There were various size conduits (see Attachment 3) made of

aluninun and galvanized steel, and only two sizes of ladder

type cable trays (18 inches wide by 4 Liches deep and 12 inches

wide try 4 inches deep). The conduits were purchased per standard

TVA speciflications (Att. 1.1 & 12), but the trays were ordered on

numerous individual co.*racts maintained by the Electrical.

Engineering Branch. *However, all trays used in zone of

influence were Calvanized uzinrg a hot dipped process.

Of the 1611 cables, there were 65 different type cables involved

in the fire as listed on Attachment 7. Attachment 9, sheets 1, 2

and 3, shows a cross section of the cable trays where the fire

started and lists each tray and the type and ntubcr of cables

found there. Attachmcnt 9, sheets 11-12, lists the number and

type of cables at other points along trays as identified by

checkpoints. on Attachment 2. 7ýpes (WVA kark number) WDB
Exhibit CI

Page 6 of 69
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5

thr-ouWh WI:F arel poawr and control cable: '•.nufacturcd per TVA

standard spccifications (Attaclhmcntz 13 & 14) and are compozed of

inrulatine material footnoted in Attaclwzcnt 7. Te reraining

types are signal cables which are specified and documented on

rnterouz individual contracts (see Attachment 8) which are in

files raintain2d by the Electrical EnGinecrinr Branch. These

are cozposed of inzulatink-, ratcrial also footnoted in Attach-

ment 7. In all cases, the actual types used will be verificd

in the removal of cables. The filler materials in these cables

and cable ties are included in the listing at the conclusion

of this section.

Another "fuel" was Vie wall penetration prezss-e sealants

between the spreading room end reactor building. A typical

penetration is shamn in Attachment 10. The sealant material

was polyur-thane expandable foam, a pressure seal, which is

covered with Flaonatic 71A fire retardant compound.

The types of urethane foar, used at EFYrP are as follows. One

type is Insta-foam, an aerosol manufactured by Insta-foam

Products; there are two pourable types manufactured by North

Brothers, one consisting of part number 6403 and 6504, and

the other consistirq of part .numbers 0293A and 67010; and

another type is Aire-ALx Foam Rubber =Lnufactured by South-

Air Company. Wc arc attempting to secure from appropriatc

ven•orz the physical properties and characteristicc of the

material ued c-. a prcssure seal and it will be avallable

at a later date. Exhibit Ci
Page 7 of 69
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6

Another 'vu.lant mttcrlal which 1h a pozrIble fuel source would

be the silicone rubbcr co~ound L-'ed in telinC conduit: through

1he listing belov cencra~ly suw.zrizes raterialz acting as

fuel sources.

1. Candle

2. Urethane cxpandable foam

3. Polyethelene (hiei molecular weight or high density)

4. Uylon

5. Cross-liked polyethelene

6. Polyvinyl-6chloride

7. 1-blnr

8. A1=inum foil zLu ricid alminum conduit

9. Polyolefins

10. Chlorosulfonated polyothelene

11. Neoprene

12. Fiberglass

13. Silicone rubber

14. Galvanizing.material on racevays

15. Carbon

16. fordiy•ios-copic catle filler material

17. Foam rulber

18. Cable ties

Exhibit Cl

Page 8 of 69
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7

4..0 .. mmr

h.1 Attacir.enti.

AttachcnL 1.

Attachz._.nt 2.

Attachment 3.

Attachnrnt 4.

Sheetz 1-11 arc porLionm of TVA drc:uinrz 1151:830-6,

-16, and -18 s uor;ca:; area of dw.'.ae alorn trays.

I'ortion of 45';1833-2 nha.lnsj trays and intercon-

nections in single line represcntation. Cable

checkpoints used for logging cables as they are

routed are also :;hewn (refer to.Attaczrment 9).

Portions of I1;5I2.-8, -9, ani -19 showing

conduits in zone of influence.

Electrical Design Ncrmorandtum 226.01 defining

conduit and cable key letters and prefixes.

Sheets 1-2 define: cable suffixes.

Li-.tin of safety related cablcs assumed dmneged.

Sheets 1-2 list cable types and insulating material

Attachmzent

Attach&_,"nt

Attacl~nt

5.

6.

7.

madc fran.

Attachment 8.

Attv:Iru.-nt 9.

Attacim.-it 10.

Attuchecnt n1.

L-ist of requisiticni ai.I vcnlors of cables

which were not 'urchased c-r a standmad TVA

specification.

Shetz 1-12 zh.dw cross zection where fire started,

tray loading aL that checkp~oinL, and tray loading

at other checkceint.n within zone of influence.

:Sheutz 1-2 arc lortionz of 115".3J30-17 and -27

cho'#lii' a tjpicul amU femictrution.

IVA Utarz'4 l ;jKcificaion 21.000 for rigid

0mialtjion condu.it.
Exhibit Ci

Page 9 of 69
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8

AttacIrcnt 12. TVA Standird .pecification 21.001 for rigid

steel conduit.

Attachment 13. TVA Standard Spccification 25.013 for poly-

ethblcne-insulated wire and cable.

Attachment 14. TVA Standard Specification 25.016 for cro~sc-

linked polyethelene-inzulated wire and cable.

I..2 Addendu.Jt

Addendum A. Inclules 201 cable tabulation sheb.ts and an index

listiim; each cable., its purpose, terminationz,

type (TVA mark number), raceway located in, and

electrical dra!*ings used for locating cables a&

to function.

Adcdndum B. Includes 315 electrical drawrings by vendors and

TVA shoiag where each cable is found per its

function.

Addendu= C. TVA cable routing checkpoint sheets. See

Attachment 2 for location of c&eckpoints along

trays.

Exhibit CI
Page 10 of 69
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ATTACHVXNT I SHEET 2

ONE Of 1'F/M'LL&ENCE

/S FIT

yfV/ý6FS// /A-X1.X )5(/ For - we// oqoeninxs
AZ F4 AM ree' 4/A'035

Section viev looking vestnear colu" PRl

5/f
11%
II-...

SW"

@1
.- ~.
NJ .9

0th
.~ 5-

8
d

1-1-ontorl'y M {Q-ESII (NS)

P>ZO jzpQ ) ii $4. iAoc r ..-zn F- (n.s5.) p

AIM _____f(P 5 zr

-01 rtj,. L..SF -I,-

tMUN __

.,.arr~:Zet &r E Xdr-,'Spesin Io

1.adcd areas indicate
a:!-. -,t trays A.F -AF

t



A?1IAC1(ENT I. SHUET 3

0,.* .~
U.

t~d

or~
,~ t-

Shad~ed areas Indicate
damag~ed trays

AY-AY(..5,'6.30.6)
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ATMACMEW I. GIEET h

* ~F~E$ffj

iMA~FS7f I

Cross-section of damaged
trays near column q116

IS VI(ON I " .

SECT/ON B6-B%

Exhibit Cl
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AA~o;CW-:.•; 4

Elec trical
tDczirn 1'c:ýoran'h4,
February 7, 19712

Tenncsscc Valley A~ithcority
Knoxvillec, Tenncznee

Subject: CO::uIT r1/D CU.ILLE SCIrEDU1¥S
KEY IrE-173 AND ZVATERIAJ. DMSIC':ATIO;S

Coiduits and c-blc. as listed on tle schedule are rrouped under service
heeAdins an- .siSrned nu.b'rs for Identification cn electrical dravingn.
Each nubt-r con:!sts of a key letter (or letter:) for the service Croup,

prefixed by a n,-:eral (or oti-:r desirnation cs n!ir.ncd) to denote the un!t

or particular piece of equir.ent and follo.-.I b'" - -.-b-r to shc- the circuit.

Thus, IC23 indicates circ-ilt 23 for generator 1. T•e followIng key letters
are used:

Key Letters Service

A
AG

B
BBr, WCT, 13--r, etc.

C
CC
CL
CR

D
DA
DE

E
ES

FTwr, FCT,
FE

G
GR

J
K
L

LL
LS
LT

H
IL:C
)t.

Annun: lator
Auxiliary generator
Battery
Bus ticn, bus sect!ennl1z!n., bLs PT's, etc.

belaw; fcr excertior.;, see INote 1)
Co.-rlr.tcr (d-!Sital Inputn)

Control-- Coal-handlir• lcgic
Clock. system
Computer recordlrn (analog Inputs)
Data 1093er
Data -quis1tion
Decontic
Exc Iter
ErZir.eerinG safeGuards
Feeders (see below)
Fire extinrulshers
Gencrator
Grourding
Jumper between svltchboards
Cole-call sy:tcm
Lirhtinr, cabinet tr4 boatrd feeders
Loclz ltghttn3

Lord shzciding lo.•1e
LotdUealker (Inter-o-n-.u~icati on stystem)
11tIcell:rneou. s.rvice
Conduit for r.rolip of no,.:ocil.ed circuits.
rover IsOV, nnin IOoV .. vitchboard
Vlcrovave s)'.tMte

(See

Exhibit Cl
Page.20 of 69
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226. o0 RI
Page 2
Electrical

Tenne-sce. Vallcy Authority Design l-morcnduw
Knoxville, Tennessee February 7, 1972

Key 1*-tters

NL

P
PC!
P11
PL
PLA
PLB
PWg
PLL
PLP
PLR
PLS
PLU
,PLW'P1,1

PM
rp

PPC

PS
PV
RN

'RP

RR
RT

S
SB
SF
SG

SP
SS

T
TBT, TCT, etc.

TV
V
W

Service

V~a,-i at ion lighto
Neutron conitori ng
Power 24OV, auxiliary
Primary co.tair..ent
Power 24ONe, auxiliary
Power
Pover
Pover
Power
Power
Power
Power
Power
Fower
Power

1480V,
J18OV,

188OV,
1&8ov,1480V,

e8ov,14Bov,
14 8ov,
4 8ov,

auxilIary
cor•-on board 1
co-.on bcoard 2
coal bandling
lighting boards
ash pump boards
radiation waste.
service and office buildin~s
utility building
water supply

Process mi~cellareous
Power aboiv 23C0V, auxiliary.
Power above 2300V, auxiliary coal handlirg
Protection - safcgu-rds
Power 120V a-c, vital instru..ent
Recorder
Radiation monitoring
Reactor protection
Reactor contri.! ro•.s
RPadio telephone
Signal system
Soot blovers
Fly-ash .cojlcctlon system
Steam gencrator
Spare conAult
Station service transfor.ers
Tclephone system
Transforr•rs (see below')
Closed circuit television
Valve co.ntrol
Carrier currcnt system

Vote 1: Mhen a job requires only a few circuits for bus equ!p.-c-t, ssch
circuits may c.-ury the key letter or the an.in transformer which
feeds th-at bun, I.e., T!,TO TCT, TFT, etc.

Exhibit C1
Page 21 of 69
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P25. OIV1l

P'((ce 3
Electrical

Tennc.see V;alley Authority Dcsarn.n f.'cmor,'ndum
Knoxville, Tennessee February 7, 1972

The hey letters for bus ties, feeders, ar M transfor-,!r circuits arc based
on identifying tte various volt.ares. The follo'Jini letters when prefixed
by a B (bus tie), F (feeder), and T (tra.nsforv-'r), shall be uscd for voltages
as shown below. In the case of transforrsrs, the letter desicnitirg the
voltage of the secondary shall always be used:

-D - 500 kv - I- 69 kv LT- 11 kv
CT - 161 kv GT - 66 kv r.rt - 6.9 kv
DT - 115 kv KT- 13.2 kv ST - 230 kv

Ur - 345 kv

Sheet ;u.-1-rir.-. The Conduit and Cable Schedule is nunbered h45C8CO and
Is made up of a set of sheets each of which is nwibered with the key letter
(or letters) of the condult listed thereon followed by the serial nu;-ber.
Example: Annunciator, first sheet A-1; Annunziator, second sheet A-2, etc.

The index sheets are part of this set and are numbered thus: Ind-1, Ind-2, etc

Conduit 'zteric!l P-slination. For describir.G the nature of the material
for all cc.-ruit except that used for branch itChtinZ circuits, Mad the
following designation letters irnediately f!llo-'irng the nu.rirl irdicating
the size of the conduit:

A - Altninum
B- Bhrass
F - Fiber

FL - Flexible steel
I - Iron (riCid steel)

•. - )etallic tubinr (thin wall steel)
T - Transite standard wall
K - Transite thin wall
P - Plastic

Thus, 3I-IC3 indicates 3" iron conduit with dce.Cnation 1C23 as described
above under Key Letters.

This vre.orandun surerscdes Electrical Dcsi~n 'c.orarxium 1125.01 da.t.d July 17,
1937.

(1) JU
(=) cr.
(3) i•1I Exhibit Cl
(h) I':I-I Page 22 of 69
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ATTAC1M-t:!:T 5 SM"Y I

1. Cables in the 1'1' scrics with an A or 1 r.rri:; are to he -.cp3rated from
each other. They are not eni:ineeritit, .aregianrd ,-ablec, but a neparate
routing is dezirable. They involve orr-site power.

2. The rollowing sufrixes apply to all cable series:

I - Division I enrineerinr,. safeguiard or Iri'.tary Containment Isolation
cables

II - Division II enj;ineerLnr sn•'eguard or Prim-'ry Contairm.rent Isolstion
cables

IA - Diesel rcfnerator A shutdown logic cables (rmy be routed in cable

tray with Division I cables)

7B - Diesel generator B shutdown logic (routed in conduit)

IIC - Diesel. Generator C sh'zti•on loCic (,may he routed in cable tray
with Division II cables)

lID - Diesel 6cnerator D shutdown loCi= cables (routed in conduit)

3. The followine suftixes apply to IS scries:

Al - 480V load shcdlinC lozi: channel AI: (roz'uted =with IA-Diesel A)

A2 - V10V load shedding: loCic channel A2: (routed vith IB-Die..l B)

B1 - I1V lond shedding loCic channel Dl: (routed *"iith IIC-Diesel C)

B2 - 480V load shedding log'ic channel B2: (routed with IID-Diesel D)

.L. The tollowing su!-ixes apply to RP (Reactor Protection) or 11. (1'eatron
Monitoriar[) series:

IA - RPS logic channel A1

IIA - RPS logic chaamel A2

ED - M 1W*-: 06 . i

IID - RP3 logi' channel B,?

5. The rollouin.' surrixcs ,.p)ly to IP.(Rrea-tor P'A.t.t-tion) series:

IIIA - RPS manual .and ba-:k-lip srra.m solemoid ihaanel A

IIID - J1PZ manual and ba,:k-up seram solenoid channel D

A - 13V a-c: i1PZ chanriel.r. Al, A2, aild A• -upply ( ITa ,h set A)

11 - V20V isa-, |RM ,:ham,,iicln Dl, •2, ani 113 :;vply (hlP".; We seL D) Exhibit Cl
rage 23 of 6'
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IAT C I LA:!IT 5 SI;IL-T 2

G2 - RMI'' scram solenoid Group 2

G3 - IPS scram solcnoid Group 3

Gil - ITS r !ram colenoid Group h

6. Su;r.ix I2 - Applies to supporting. a'txiliaric. niCwllc. -or zare r.hLutlown
of plant.

Exhibit CI
Page 24 of 69
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ATT'w:.i,-r 6

:ýivcr otf C-lh i'la::s or ::-tt' r%!'lnL.I e:als1:; rrjil.roI i; rit r . .

I'lanL U:::t,,' r:Mtnhcr J o t o1.:t.:r i m'i, i,,ht',,,u ' 1 ,.' l)i V. t:o-

Cocimon 20 Enr',inccred Sarcr.uars1-IC:
20 Enrincercd Sa•rcrutrd - FCC3 C1
13 Engineered SýtcCuar.] - Diesel A IA
33 Eneineered Saferu;ar:l -" Diesel C IIC
5 Eneineered S.-ectuar. - Diesel D, Ifd
7 Load Shedding - Diesel A Al
9 load ShcJdinp. - Diesel C Dl
7 SupportinZ A.uxilinries - Ele'.trl':al IE

Subtotal 1 11

Unit 1 6 Enineercd snrer.usrd - FCC:; 1
182 Enpgineered Sarepi-ard - ECCS 11

Lond Sheddine. - Diesel A Al
5 Load Sheddin. - Diesel U Bl

Load Shedding - Diesel D B2
52 lfeutron Mionitorinh (also activatcs LA
52 Neutron Monitorln' Rps) i3
52 N~eutron .i.b.-:itorin | IhA
52 Neutron ronitoring I IEB
1. Primary Containnent lI.ol.stion I
39 Primry Contitinment Isolation II
2 Reactor Protection (control rod M\
2 Reactor Protection scram) Th
2 Reactor Protection hIA
2 Reactor Protection lIB
3 Reactor Protection IIIB
12 Supportine Aaxiliaries - Flectrical IE

Subtotal 482

Unit 2 15 En-ineered Sa icpiar, - .r I
3 EnCincered S.areguard - KCS II

Supporting Auxiliaries - Eleetricat rE

S•ubtot~tl 22

Unit 3 Is Ekn.lneerci .,onfera..~il. - EC.Z 1
3 Engineered Sarcr.uards - W-C.3 1
3 Supporting Auxtliaries - Electrical 12

Subtotal 10

TOTAL W..I

*am Attaciment 5 for 46MIJIl or

Exhibit C1
Page 25 of 69
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ATTACIw-Nr 7 SiE'r 3

Su.=m•ry or cablc types involved in firc.

CADIZ
T Y I

(1-anx)
14O. & SxIZE

OF CON:,XICT/O!" l*.UTATZD

110. CADLE
ChDi.sAC TY(M.KDN-AGM)( -VU

I;0. & L;7zl
OF CO;,M;C'TG.'s IMIUIATIOU*

I-W
CAWl

W.V 1/c # 32 1 1+ WLB/c # c 2
WCA 2/c #l 14 2. WLC 3/c #12
WDD 1/c # 8 2 4+. WM 7/c #12
%ME i/c #. 6 2 1+. WU; 2/c # 10
WDF 1/cl# 4 2 7, wLO 3/c010
WDG /c # 2 2 13+ WLs 7/c # 10
WDH l/C #1/0 2 2+ WIB l/c 92/0
WDI 1/c #2/0 2 2.+. ,1/c j'64/0
wDK 1/c #e/0 2 2+ WN7 1/c #500
W11 -1/c #300 2 6. :'M 50 pr #19
WDO 1/c #40o 2 1+ VD 12 pr #19
lFB 2/c # 1o 3 16 COAX
W 31c 10 3 1 'WTK Co0p
W4 4/c # io 3 6 wrK-i COAX
wFE 5/c # 10 3 1 WTK-2 COAX
16,• 2/c # 12 3 157 WTO 2 pr #18

urc 3/c# 22 3 18 16TR 2 pr ;w14
WGD 4/c # 12 3 37 WUB Thermocouple
UGE 5/c # 32 3 13 WUB-1 Threnocou~le
W4, 7/c # 12 3 14 WUA 2/c A 16
WGI 9/c # 12 3 45 WVA-I 2/c / 18
V.GK 12/c # 12 3 18 W" 3/c #16
Vn14 16/c # 12 3 2 WVC 11/c i~16
WGN 19/c # 12 3 2 WcE 7/c # 16
W"M 2/c # l 3 -62 wVG /c # 16
TWHC 3/c # 1 3 15 WI 27,c # 16

4/c # 14 3 ,18 WVJ 37/c 9 16
5/c # V4  3 13 WV3 29/c W "

VM;G 7/c # 14 3 10 WVU 5/c 181
W)I 9/c # 14 3 8 wvu-1 8/c #18
WILT 9/c # I); 3 7 BELUOUI 8213 COAX
WHTJ 16/c # 14 3 1 I-r'S TV CA, LE COAX
vir 7/c # 16 3 8 (IwcOi 8212)
• No. of individual cable desi•-ations. TotMl no. of conductiirs for

appear on Attachment 9 show-iin cross sections of cables on trays.

9io

'4

I'

15

14

15

5
5
6
6

16

7
8
9
10

12l

13
14
15
15
15

15
15
15
15
16

16
16

2L. [
I
I

* 16'

5:

15'
2C

10
10'

1;'
Ia

7 2
7 3

each designation

Wzu,:brs listed correspond to Insulation of cable type as shown below. Refer to
standard TVA :pecificatious(Att..13 & 14 )and list of requisitions for signal cabic
(Attachm-ent. 8).

1. Sin•,lc conductor power or control cable with polyethc.lcne insulation nnd a nylon
jacket over the pol-ethelene. (Termed "N." per IVA Specification).

2. Sinrle conductor power or control cable with cro:c-linkcd polyethelene in:ultaion
and a pol)yvinyl-chloride lnsulation jacket over the cross-linked polyethelene.
(Termed "CPJ" per TVA "Arwcillcation).

Exhib2t C1?age 26 of 69
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ATrfCi:'Z. 7 ME~LT 2

3. Daltiple-reon~hutor c€blu with, a core of th- •p-cif-icd n-l-ter of .. r.;-le conductor.-
as in 1 abovc covered by a polyvinyl-c*.1oridc outer jacket. (Tcrr-d "DJJ" per
TVA Syecification).

4. Xu-tip1,.-conductcr cable with a core of the zptciritd n;mo-er or zir.:e conductorz
as In 2 above covered by a pclyvizrjl-chloride cuter jacket. (Termed "CPJJ" ;er
IVA Specification).

5. Sirn3le conductor hi.-.h-volt.ae (5WOc volts) r.-r cable v-ith c:.truded stand and
cross-lirked polyethene inmulation with =etal-lic electrczta.tic shieidir3 and
polyvinyl chloride Jacket overall. (Termcd "CPSJ" per TVA Spez ifi cation).

6. Teleicone cabs• with Udgh density r.o1'ethel,.ne over cach conductor, .-lazr
backed rubber cable tap--,, .lumintra sýield, and hiGh densit- polycthelene
jacket overall. Sme of these had polyvimyl jacket overall.

7. Coaxial signal cable with both conductor and overall Jacket insulated with
polyethelene.

8. CoaxiaJl signal cable with conductor insulated with polyetbelene and poly%-VJ1
chloride jacket overall.

9. Coc.xial. siGnal cable with conductor and overa..U Jacect insulated with irradiated
blend of polyolefinz and ;o1ycthelene and noise free. Son= of these types bad
crocs-linked polyethelene over both.

10. Sa=e a3 ! but nade noise free by a carbon zu.pension.

U2. Sane as 6 except without shield.

12. Tvsted pair c6ble vith polyethelene over each conductor %.nd poly%_ril chloride
jacket overaLU.

.13. Thermocouple cable with high density polyethelere over ca:h conductor, aluminum
foil/c"l=r type Iminated shield, and high density polyethelene overall.

14. Ther=ocouple cable with heat arAd lISht stabili:ed cross-linked p.-lethelene ov.-r
each conductor, aluminum foil/ rlar tape shield, and chlorosulfor.ated polyctrel:
jacket overall.

15. Sirnal cable with heat and li-,it stabilizemd crosn-linked polyethelene over each
conductor, alw-i.m:urn foil/qr/ar tape x.mirnated :hiclth, fibercla•z reinforced
silicone tape asse~bly wrap, and chlorozulfonattud pAy•.cthelene jacket overall.

16. Multiple-conductor cable with core o(f zpecified nu.mber of -inan!e conductor
cablc3 insulated with crosz-linked polycLthelcne and a neoprene jacket overall.

Exhibit C1
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AT-S,:f-:,tlT 8S"::r 1

IL , ;j . LII) 'l,' :% .:.. .. .. .

CABLE PEQUISITIM~
1.(0.OK) , O. I1_!4 v__M__S

WTA 83451 1 PNr, Telephone & Supply Company
91972 1 Anacorda

WD75166 2 Anixter
83451 P Nr, Telcrhone & Supply Co'pa.y
852o2 3 Pla~tic Wire & Cable
86712 1 Phalo Corporation

WTJ 61988 3 aconite
831470 2 Bo:. turant Eros. Company
84375 1 Dearborn
84423 1 Alpha Wire
85488 1 Belden

WTK 61737 4 Continental Wire & Cable
61958 2 Alpha Wire
84375 2 Dearborn Wire & Cable
84453 1 Delco
85488 2 Pe-lden

WTK-1 61737 1 Dran.-2l-Stc;h.n: Cc-?pa.ny

75321 1 Boston Wi'e & Ceble

WTK-2 75321 2 Boston Wire & Cable

WTO 83451 7 P'r, Telephone & SuppJ4 , to.'panfy
91972 5 Sumitc.mo Shoji

W7R 64863 12 Jefferson lire & Cable
83451 8 Plastic Wire & Cable

WVU 61959 1 Continental Wire & Cable

WUB-l 5)1336 -1 Coiti::ental Wire & Cable
83427 1 Contin-ntal W.'ire & Cable
851464 1 Continental Wire & Cable

VVA 51,335 1 Doston Inn. Wire & Cable
610863 1 Qray't'ar Electric
71;910 13 Continental Wire & Cable
83941 1 Continentul Wire & Cable

WVA-1 54335 1 Piosten In:. Wire & Cable
61986 1 Continwntal Wire & Cable
710910 2 Cositinentul Wire & Cable
83944 1 Continental Wire & Cable

Exdhlbit Cl
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AT~rci ";: P, St-r' 2

CABI!KTY F-, :I X, I-). IIL! 11 VL;rDonlS

*WVD 51,335
6a%63
714910
838'49

3
2
3
1

14
3
4
2

WvC

WVI

WVJ

WYR

wvU

54335
64863
74910
83849

54335
6•4863
74910

54335
64663
74910
83&49

85529

61985
75C25
83426

61985
75025
831,26
85551

6
9

10

7
10
11
7

Bostc:n In:. Wire & Cable
L•-ayL, ar t"-'.!ctrie
azonitc Wire & Cable
Doston Inr. Wire & Cable

Boz-tcn Inm. Wire & Cablc
CGý aybzr 1Icctric
Cionite W:ire & Cable
Bozton Ins. Wire & Cable

Bostcn , Bi. 1!ire & Cable
Qaybx- Clectric
Ckonitc Wire & Cable

Boatcn.*Ins. WIire & Cable
-aybar Elcctric

G:onite
Boston Inm. Wire & Cable

Sies Electric Supply Co--ar.y
IT7 Suyprer:ant

1

2
2
2
1

hWU-1

Ccr.-r•_!GL r --:-2.1
Gencraal
Coencr &I

G.-.- al

Ger.--Ial
Gewr.c an

Elcctric
Electric
rlcctric

£lcctric

21cctric
Tlcctric

Exhibit CI
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FO; TYPICAL
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CABLE

1 ,. FL, j i FM I

IvMW-ESl I i'MX-ES I1

L LY MD J"

VK I VE I

WJTK ! TEi1

-- FIP. STARTED M",
W,&S7 STACK OF
TRAYS

EL 611.0

8~~*

TRAYS TO REACTOR BLDG.
(LOOKING SOUTH)

4f".

SAJ.-7 AS C)HCKP3ITIT 131 E.CEPr OPPOSITE HAD

SPREADING ROOM FLOOR ELGOG.0

0



(43.k I.; ::ouLh )

ArT2ACI: : I ) :iLL'"

CAI:!!U"* CAUI_•: TOJ'.L CAD!ŽC., O-! -- A (71rA INAL'Y V:7ý c; [ r 7i.

VTF
WDG
VWo

11M

wir

X-:S II

WDE
WTp
1' P-.

WGB
w cc
WrD

WGI

WGK
Wa:4

WMl
WIlE

WHI
WIEL

WWU

2 .h~9 .29o0
12 .U5 2.220

3 .7/69 1.395
3 .950 2.0.52
1 1. .29 3.332
1 .539 .229 TOYAJ,

25 9.573 Mv-'SII

2 .3)10 .182
2 .379 .226
1 .429 .1)5
2 .659 C6458 .L25 8.2-6

I ld; 4 .155
3 .148!- .552
4 .559 .934
4 .66o i.o26

37 .710 14.652
3 .789 .147
1 .87h .6OO

26 .3564 3.016
io .4o05 1.2C9 TOTAL
4 .439 .60
7 . 1 o80 1.267
I4 .519 .848
4 .640 .128'3
I, .710 1.584 Lh
1 .761 .479
2 .1,39 .30'4
1 .1118 .0172

h:!5 .11h2

1 .559 .246
.1 .38), .116
2 .1,39 .3o"
1 .1180 .a1f
I o3110. .091
1 .360 .1e
1 .461 .167 TOT'AL

9

WDI:
WLB

WLO

WGB"
wc~c
WGDWCD

WGI
WGK
vnmB

I-fl lJ
WLB
WTA
De3lden
8213

WDD
WFB
W1D
WCB

woc
WCD

wcx
WGG
WGKvmm
WIIXI

WVA-1

9 .1i50 1.701
1 .60O .283

23 .425 3.266
6 .4 4 4 .930
3 .484 .552
2 .559 .492
3 .710 1.183
3 .789 1.47

14 .384 1.6214
5 .480 .905
1 .710 .396
1 .509 .204
1 1.139 1.o20

1 .4o5 .-i9
73 11.919

2 .31;0 .1I2
1 .490 .169
3 .6O0 .e5.
8 .1425 1.136
2 .444 .310
2 .. 84 .
5 .559 1.230
5 .660 1.710
1 .789 .490
6 .3814 .696
1 .405 .129
3 .640 .9,6
2 .333 .17h

CAML5 TO:TL

6 .94o 4. 1E
1 .509 .2e.;
1 .559 .245
1 .627 .3c9

,mAL

m
W1E
WIM
WIL

WTO
wvE hi 5.783

EKI£ibit CI
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.,'k- .Cfl: 1.T1' 9 SfI..T 3
Checklpoin1t 131
J Iocklw' South)
cont ilu.-d)

MTAY r::;; CC

(Continued)

TOALv

VE

TOTAL

CABLE

WVG
1%'VI
wvJ
WVR
WVU-1

WVA
WVA-1
WVB
wvc

WUB

WVA

CABLE TOTAL
q7-Y Ou tPEAt V"AY T'1G

ChLM.C
T7f 2:

1
11
16

3

1241

52
61
15
10
1

139

.587.8334
i.C12

.650

.439

.353

.333

.371

.4-cl

.242

.231
.339
.353

.271
7.205

12.8C-o
33.532

.456

55.693

5.0oL)6
5.307
1.620
1.260

.046

13.329

1.9714
4.230

.2940

VK WV
UVA- 1

TOTAL

41
46

87

34
25

2

61

.353 3.332

.333 4.,02

7.334

TX W'fl

VVA

. 231
.339
.353

1. 42:'
2.25C

.71s

3.87L-

cQ.T.D TO-;-.QTY m_2_ AR__-_

TOTAL

37
L7
3

87TOTAL

Exhiilbit Cl
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ATTACID.2IrT 9 SLEET 14
Checkpoint 102
(Look-inc North)

[ Y-.I IL~J

L~LJ

TRAY DESIG

YE

TOTAL

TE

TOTAL

CABLE

WVA
WVA-1
WYV
W'YC
HIw'

CAIITL TOTAL
H2 co AflLA TRY r0 .TG

CTUI.E
70i IF

67
38
3

14
1

123

.353

.333
•371

.242

OTY COA'

6.566
3.306

.321
1.764

.046

I-2•00C6

YS-ESII WFB
WFE
WGB
Woc
WGD
WCE
WGC
WGI
WGK
WýIr
Wlic
WHI
WHG
WiHI
WHJ
WLB

1
2

4o
3
2
1
3
1
1
6
2
1
1
3

1

72

.hgo

.659

.425

.559

.660

.710

.789

.284

.405

.1480

.519

.610

.710

.509

.It,

5.69

.36"
1.2(

* 39'

."0'
.21:
.96-

.2C

WUB 317 .231 4.914
WLB-i 25 .339 2.250

142 7.164

TOTAL

KT

TOTAL

12.(

WGB
WGG

WIHD

WlG
WTO
WTR
WVE
WVG
WVI
wVJ
WVR
WVU-1

1
1

2
7

8

1
1
1
1

118
101

2

138

.425

.660

.384

.439

.519

.3140

.360

.461

.587
• 8314

1.012
.65o
.439

.23'* 31..

i .o6*
.2]2
.091'

.27r

7.20'
6.4ý

33.53
.30!

50.10'
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ATTNCI':,17 9 Z:;1:T 5

I 7I-~ IC LEI

Checkpoint 127
(Lookirc North)

V.IY !;:',RIG
CABLE CABKE TOT.11

QTY C's) I w * flAY .'.:zI
CADIZ

WVA
WVA-1
WVB

Q~I.Y Ov Iii

FO-ESII WDD
WDF
WDG

WDI
VLB
WLC

WLH
WLO

3
4
7
3
3
1
4
1
14

.340

.429

.L85

.6i9

.66o

.50)

.539

.559

.627

TOTAL

ME-ESII WDE
WDD
WFD
WGB
WGD
WGE
WGG
WGI
WCK

WIB
W I

WHE
WhoGw~IIG

WI IJ
WiLl
WL13
WTO
WTnI
W'VU-1
,WN

30

2
4
1

27
3
4

35
5
1
6
9

5
14
14
7
8
1
8
1

2
2

137

.379

.340
.LW,
.L25
.4&.
.559

.710

.769* 674•

.384
.40ý5
•439
-. 5 &-
..519
.640
.710
.781
.509.31,0
.360
.1439
.0172

.273

.580
1.295

.903
1. 026

.204

.916
.2145

1.236

6.678

.226

.364

.189
3.834

.552

13.86o
2.L50

.6co

.696
1.16i

.608

.905

.848
1.288
2.772

.479

.2014
.728
. 102
.301
.03,44

VK

TOTAL

8
20
9

37

.353

.333

.371

TL-ESIIC YIFD
WFD
WGB
woc:
W=E

WH D

WGI
WGK
WHB3
W~M

WTO
WT•

Belden
8213

T0'AL

TL-LSIIL iWu•
w'n3- 1
WVA

TCMAL

8 .49o
1 .Coo

21 .425
5 .444

1 .484
2 .559
2 .710
3 .789
6 .384
1 .1439
1 .480
4 .519
9 .340
1 .360

1 .4o5

.76'1.7Lf

.9-1.
3.49'

.51"

.2.

.77

. it
.6.r

.c.,

.7.

.1(

7.3,,

1.67t
.3;.

.lt

70

40
4
8

52

.231

.339

.353

2. E

TOM~h

Exhibit C1
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ATfTACI:I::,T 9 -IU-1TT6

wV

w j

Chcc)kpoint 128
( L.kinc Ea,;• t)

I -.. I

Id.

CALME
Ts7EF•

CADIZE
OTY CD

TOTAL
AllrA

CAJILE
VITll-

CABLE TOTAL
QTY CI) AREATI'AY L:"3TG TTIAY I'2'TG

WB 6 .915 3.9142 AY-ESII

FK

.F71

TOTAL

KE-ESTI

TOTAL

WIC
WLS
WDG
WDI

WGD

WI.

I'HJ

W'DD
WFE
WCD
WGG

WIID
WW#II

1
1

3212

13
5

32

2
3

1
4
1

2)
1

36

.539

.817

.4185

.94o

. 480

.710

.3140

.659

.425

.660
• 364
.148

.229
- 52) 4

2.220
9.022
.920

0

WDF
WDG
WDH
WDI

WDI:
WFIO
WFB

12.915

.362
l.1ps

.162

.568

.34.2
2.552

.0172

TOTAL

LX-LSII Mic

WTO
WOC
WGD

WGG

WCK

TOTAL

8
10

5
3
1
8

2

1.1
41

7
1
1
2
1
1
2

17

I
24

2
1

1.

2
1
4
5

56

.L29

.1.65

.619

.660

.769

.940
1.029

.490.

WID
WlI ll
whol
won

WVA-1
WV'

wVJ
wvu-1

7
1

9
I

1
2
2
1
8
1

.4.3.1,80

.519

.h.25

.559

.660

.01,

.333

.8314
1.012

.439

5.708

.181

.212
1.278

.31,2

.232

.655
5.240

.152

9.716

.4c5.1.So

.4 8.4

.559

.660

.710

.789

.638

.360

.3140

.1490

.C.00

.1425

.44141

.484.
.559
.660

1.160
1.850
1.505
1.c26

.465
5.552
3.332

.378

15.268

.129
.181
.637
.i55
.181.
.4.92
.34,2
.396
.980

3.496

.320
2.181

.204

.182
.189

1.132
1.1:20

.310

.184

1.710

L¥ WTID
w~ro
WTO

wnr
WFD

wil)
WGD

WOCTOTAL 31,

TOTAl. 8.819
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ATrAC' .*It:.::r 9 ':E 7 z t)
(Continr.ucl)

:AY I3!G

VE

CALT'-

WV'A6"VA-1

wrvc

C..... T•70'VJ
OAll ft

CM r
II

. CD

94
85
12

'4

TOTfAL
,qCA

.353

.333

.317
AmO1

TCTAL

TE
WUB-1
WVA

195

80
23
3

.o6

9.:12
7. 95
1.29 6

.50o4

18. 407

3.360
2.070

.294

5.724

rcO*AL

LY
wimL

1
6

7

.231

.339
.353

WVA-1
WVB

TOITAL

TIC VILT
iWVA

29
91

9

.35•3

.333

.371

.231

.353

.7C9 .4,0O

.34 .696

1.186

129

16
6

2.842
7.917

.972

U1.731

.672
.588

1.26022
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AITAC4-I-I:T 9 •I•U:T 8

LJL~J
I t¶-1~T1 I
L±~LJw
w

CheckxpozIt 129(LOyn k:aU•z' t)

I FK-1'T I
I ,.
I vx I
L- . -

CAM-l CAMSL TO'AL
OTY (j 11EA

CABLE
7IRkY DE$SIG Y{'"!:E:.%- [f,

C;-_31.E T0WAL
(I T _. C.1 KEA

AX

FN

0 0

0 0

0 AY-ESII 0 0 0

KE-ESII VIDD
WFL
WFE
WGB
WGC

WGD
WGE
WG G
WGI

WO'CWIEB

Wllc
WILT
WLB
wwN

2
1

1
13
3
6
1

1
26
2

2
2

1
1

•3b0

.659

.425

.559

.660

.710.3,4

.1105

. 519
.64o

.710

.509
-0172

0 FIK-ESII VTDF
"IDG

W1DK•.182 W,,DU

.189 1O0

.31.2 %IFB
6.106 Vild

.465 WLB
1.1040 WLV

.246 WLO
1.363 WVA

.396
3.016 TOZAL

.258

.7214 I.X-E II VDD

.• 24 DE

.6-14 WFU
1.5814 WOB

.20, WGD

.0172 V

.8.c214 WOI
WGK

WIIB
0 wilC

WIIG

WILY

WIM.
WLJI
V TA
WVU-1
W'Nl

10
7
2
4

8
2
2
1
1
1
2
2

414

34

251
25
3
5
2

36

6
9
14
5
3
14
7
1
1
1

2
2

L.29.1,85
.619
.769
.94o0

1.029

•364
.509
.559
.627.353

1'r(AL

lID

VE

11.

1014

0 0

O 0

.425

.484.

.559

.660

.710

.769

.874

.384

.W05

.139

.480

.519

.640

.710

.781

.509
1.139

.439

.0172

1.45
1.259

.60o

5.552
3.332

.371

.2C'.

.2!.

.1i

114.5-':-

36'.
.226

3.550
.552.

).230
.6a-

14 •256
2.1150

. 69-3

.6-96
1.i61

.608

.905

.636
1.2ni
2.872

.479

.204
1.•0c

.3014

.031,

0 0

Exhibit Cl
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610

AT-7ACI-:i)r 9 siiE.i 9
SClccl-oint 129

(Continued)

*j ;:j.~ ~

(';JJL, CA.'!E TO'IYL
01¢i'7 i) 1:7 ImtAY M,::.':1c U.1Y11LE

CA!.!IX TOTA.L
Qrr M ARECA

TK-ESIIC WFB
WFM
WGCB
WaD

WC)

WIX

WTO

Be den

8213

TOTAL

TK-ESIIL J..:
VU3B

WVA

TOTAL

8
1

16
6
2
2
2
4
4
1
1
2
4
1
1

.1,90

.600
•.425• ;.44

L.•
.4 e4
.559
.710
.789
.384• 4•05

.439

.•480

.519

.340

.360

1.512
.283

2.272
.930
.36-
.492
.7c2

1.960
* 46,4.129
.252
.262
.8 48
.091
.102

.129

10.886

.116
1.428

.360

.392

2.296

1 .405

56

1
31,

4
4

4.3

.384

.231

.339

.353

Exhibit Cl
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(Lo..ing4 .L.)V(LookinG 11LIt)

ATTA¢v:*M.r 9 'I*E:1.T 10

L~~J
I it-~.;i7 I

LA -r:-', Ij
I ~-i

71MY !I;'.,;V;
CAV! X CAM1• TO'YL

'it CO. . ACP._ A I'It•{ VY:,*:;!G
CAPEE TOTAL

cr._y . ARFA

)II

TOTAL

KE-ESII

VWDN'

WLB

0

4

AY-LSII

.94o 2.576

.817 .521

3.100

.509 .2o4

.204

1

TOTAL 1

FK-ESII WDF
WDG
WDII
%fDK
WDN
WFB
WLO

TOTAL

LX-ESi" O'GB.
WGD
WGG
WGK

fniB

TOTAL

0

8
8
2
1
8
2
1

A-29
.485
.619
.769

5.552
.Ago
.627

1.160
1.480

.602.465
.1;0
.378
.309

5.33430

4 .14
1 .14.
1 .6
2 .7
2 .3

10

Exhibit
Page 39
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.568

.1814
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.232
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Check uI1nt 1145

(Iooking North)

CAM ItJ.
""iv.. ):*::;G TYI 1"

AIIAC'*::I" 9 :;!t-.ET 11

I ; x-.v T I I

Vlt l~ l .r rU;d CAI. Y CL' f.

3 .34o .273 VK W'VA 10 .353 .990

2 .429 .293 WVA-1 22 .333 1.91!;

6 .1485 1.110 WVD 9 .371 .972
1 .619 .301
1 .660 .3142 TOTAL 41 3.866

FO-ESII

TOTAL

I-M-ESII

TOTAL

WDD
VWI)F

WDI

WL!;
WLO

1 .509 .20:4
1 .539 .229 TL-ESIIC
. .559 .245
4 .627 1.236

20 4.230

WDD

WOFD

WGD
WGZ

WGI

WVK
WGI-l

WHB
WilD
V1IMW11. CWI ID

W)Q
WiHL
WuII
WTA
WTO
WTR

WV"
WUN

2 .379 .226
4 .3 110 .364
I .6oo .263

27 .h25 3.834
3 .104 .552
14 .559 .994
1 .66o .3142

35 .710 13.860
3 .789 .147
1 .874 .6oo
5 .3814 .580 TOTAL
8 .1105 1.032
4 .1139 .608
5 .1;8-0 .935 TL-ESIIL
1, .519 .64B
11 .64o 1.288
7 .710 2.772
1 .781 .479 TOTAl.
1 .509 .2014
1 1.139 1.020
8 .3140 .728
1 .360 .102
2 .376 .222
2 .01'2 .0345

%,.-r-3 8 . 4*l0 1.512
WED 1 .603 .283
W:B 29 .425 4.118
WGC 5 .141 .775
I., 1 .464 .164

14E 4 .559 .9814
WGI 2 .710 .792
VICK 3 .789 .147
V-113 6 .384 .6c-6
wu1 c 1 .405 .129
1D1 .Li39 .152
ME 2 .1480 .362

143 4 .519 .8,84
VIIo 8 .340 .728

.TIR 1 .360 .102
PELDUD 8213 1 .405 .129

77 11.941

VIB 50 .231 2.100
%-v.trh1 4 .339 .360
WVA 8 .353 .784

ý 62 3.244

134 32.014

0
Exh ib
Paei Ct6
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ATTACI-i:.'T.r 9 .:I!I.ET 12

L JI-% ! J

C!JILE
7T.FE

CABLE TOIAL
Qrv O0 A J.:A

CArLE
Ili I 'r

CAJ!L.C 'AC
crry (9) A.-.AMIAY DYRIG

SAI-ESII WFB
WFD
WGB
WGC

WGE
WGI
WGK
WIM•
WHB

Belden
8213

8
1

19
4
2
2
2
3
6

1
2
4

.490

.600
.425

.484

.559

.710

.789

.364

.405

.439

.A8O

.519

1.512
.283

2.698
.69o
.368
.ASP
.792

1.470
.696
.129
.152
.362
.848

..129

10.551

1 .405

TOTAL 56
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614

25.013
A~fA!•..::: I•TUI•TATIVE M7110SION

OCTofl'!t J 19T3
T~:E•ZS-E VALILY AtTrMODiITY

6TAiD?.RD SMPCI FICtMI ON

FOR

POLYEirjm;'t-.-1I:SUL;TED WIIE tf'D CAULZ

A. SCOPE

*1. This speeification covers sinle- e.,d r.lti'.le-ccndu:tor -wire and
cable Insulatcd %-..th polycthylene, for in:tallation in %:ct or dry
location: with conductor tc.-.,crtturec not exceeding 75 C a-nd for
use in aut:i2.iary po'er, control, and lir.htin; circuits at v0oltages
ranglne from 600 to 0000 volts, 60 Rz AC, between conductors.

e2. All cob~e will he installed in condititc, in undergro-.Lnd ducts, or

on cable trays.

D. APMLICABI SPECIFICATIO:s

*1. The current revisicn to the follo-,inr, z:cc1fic..A'o:ns of the issue
in effect cn date of the invitation to bid shall form a prt of
this Specification:

*a. IPCEA-112:A StE_.Jixd S-l- O2--tA':/ "C5, IPE.-:•_A Stand.rds
Publiention, Thcrroplastic-Insul.ted '4,rc end Cable. S5,c:1flc
references herein arc from the Second Edition dated Jannuary 1968.

eb. 1nEA-!:.A Standard 5-19-81--ltA I'C3, IPCEA-10E.% Stzndards
Publication, hubtcr-Insultted ',Sirc t.r.d Cable. Specific
references herein are frc- the Fifth Edition dated Jul 1 l569.

*c. All references herein are to IPCEA S-61-402 unless S-19-51 is
mentioned specifically%

C. GCER'tAL REQUIRZ17i,'s

*1. TYA type desirnn.tion, voltn:re ratin-, conductor siz., ftrir2nins
if other than cl.tss B, special ('.,ality A:sturance 1roced:rcz if
required, ,and any other spceific requir.c:.nt: or exception, to
this specification are stated in the Schedule o!" Prices.

B. Type designations arc TVA designatijoss Ad are described as follovs:

4a. Type rs, sinle-conduictor vire or cable, with polyethylene
inculation a-nd a nylon insulation jacket over the polyethylene.

Exhibit Cl
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615

TVA :; :; ' #I'.D :C1F1CAT1C;J 25 . 01.
TE'%TATIVI: E fI!

,C1oi'*r:1 710, 1973
PACE 2

C. GL'rbs.L rir r' , continued
C 2, continued

*b. Type PJ, :ing'l--conductor wire or cable, with polyethylene
InsulaLion and a polyvinyl-chloride insulr.tion jacket over the
Polyet hylene.

c. Ty'pe r1:J, nultiple-conductor cable with a core of the spccified
n.-.bcr of typ-p 11l -inGle conductors covered by a polyvinyl-
chloride outer jacket.

d. Type rJJ, nultiple-cond'ictor cr.ble with P. core of the srccified
numibr of type PJ sinrle condu:tors covered by a polyvi.nyl-
chlorid. outer ýac^et.

5e. Tyc Pe 1J, sirr.1e-cor.ductor hirh-voltctý; cable with cxtr;:•i strand
end insulation shielding rnd with i-ctallic clcctrostatic shielding.

*3. All outer co'.-crinC of sinnle-cc::..luctor vire or cable Vo. 8 A*3 and
lar;cr u-:d the outer jacket of all r.altivlcl-conductor cable :r.-ll
have legible indc:nt rrintinG or !c,.ible perr-.2alcnt sur-face r-.:..ing
to aho'w the follo-;ins identification on approxir.ately each foot of
cable:

a. Itanufr.cttrer.

*b. The TVA contract nt.iber.

*c. TVA type desination (see section C.2. above) c.nd voltc~e rating.

d. Size and number or conductors.

*4, Scq•:cntia1 fcotc-c rcr::in- on sii.,lc-cond'ctor cable, N.o. 8 AI.• and
larrer, rmd on all r-.ulticc:.'-:tor cable zhll be -uri'licd. The
nz.-.ericrl marhiprs shall be lcCuible indent printin.' or 1c:ible
pcrmanent surface r..,v.-inz on the ouitside Zxtrface of the cable at
2-foot intervals end conzist of 5-di::it nunhers increasing
sequentirlly in incrc.-..cts of 2 fcct (CýOZ20, 00022, 00024,, etc.).
The sequcntial rm:akin.zs r.y be,-in %nd end at any tw:o nL.Lubers within
the ra•n,:c of 00.^00 to 99,9.3. Scqtacatial footN1 ,e mark'in-s shall be
to a tolerance of ý2 percent.

'05 If inden.t T.rintiii. in us-ed fcr :cction C.3. or C.4. above, the depth
of the indentations shall mot be creater than 0.007 inch.
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TVA • 1T1A.11') CiDc:CjFICATIO:N 25.013
TflrrATIV1: IUZI lot;
0-70),'.:R 2?.1, 19T3

MAGE 3

C. GCRAL . :E;, • coziLinucd

6. Each b.iddcr .-hall :s'ft: with each copy of hic bid cc..p~fte.
lnfor-:ttivn rcoardin.: the cable he propose: to furnish, including
the followirng:

*a. Ty.. dc:iCnatic-n and trade narn of in-ulation, insulation
Jacket, and outer jacket tratcrials.

b. Makeup of multiple-conductor cables.

*c. Perfor.-Znce reccre. of rc.re-entti-' Inr.stall.ttions of the
sa-e ta'e eand construction of wirc r.nl cable offered. If
perfor--'.ce record: hv-e teen submitted in a prcviouS bid or
are on file with TVA, an idcntifyin-?, rcfcrc:;cc Chaa be
acceptable in lieu of a repetition of the data.

7. Color codi.,.; of .ti~ie-co.-:tor cable shall be furnizhcd in
accordance "'!th 'ectA ie:tlon 5.6.3.1.1., l 1thof 1, Table 5-1.
AU Zinr;le-co:,.uctor wire or cable shaLl 'e blach.

D. = ILED fEQL-.:•S

1. Conductors shall te r-.de of toft or a-.-aled ccp,:cr in conforrdty
vith 1r•'", Part 2. A•I conductor size. :- .1 h-ve concentric
class Bl Strcr.d.r.n and zay be coated or -uncoated.

*2. The inmulation over ench co::nzctor shall consist of e::tr.dz.d
heat-statilizcd pclycthylcnc, except rit ±n'-,wion not hriving a
PVC Jacket shall c..so be-lirht--tcbili:c., nr.-.licý csc.cC-utr!ca1ly

bomit the conductor L;,d shall r.e.t tihc test requirc-cnts of section
E.2.d. In-plant rceairs of the in:ultion on zhiclded czrle are
prohibited tnlc:s steclfical]y aýrccd to 'y 77A. All nc:.in.l
polycthylcne t).ic u:ss . hall ccnfcrrm to IF:A Tr.ntlc :-,Ci.. B or
Un4rvundcd .utrzal as applieablc and c'xcvpt as notea in -ecCtion D.5.

*3. The nylon insulation jac.et covCrir.n t;c in:-ultion on sirce-
conductor cable or sinr!c co:nductor.-: of multiple-conductor cable
shall conzitt of cxtrudcd nylon :,r-.licd concentrically ovcr the
polyctlhylcnc. The nylon shr.!l havc r, c:cltinC feint ,u,,-..:.tir.lly
hiChCr th:-n that of ]'o).yct)hylcnc. Avcrare thickncss of the nylon
Jacl',ct shlll be not lct.;. thrln 14 rils r-! the ninin.1m thicl'ness
shall not be les than 3 ,nil-. flo ::uWtitutinn o!" nylon for an
cqual thicliicss of ol'Oycthylcnc insulaLion -h.all uc permitted.

04.. The polyvinyl chloridc insulation jacket coverin.w the inzulation on
cin1Cc-conductor cable or sir.7,1c conductor: of nultiple-conductor
cable Shn2l consint of a !)laztici:cd, nonconta-:inating,, poly-inyl-
chloride ce.!:o-oun! r.ipli,:4i concc:ttric:..ly over the polyethylene.
The In..ult'.on jOcket cormound :h~dl .eet. the test

Exhibit Cl
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D. D.TAILED r•.qUI.X-:'.aT, continued
D 1., continued

requirc-.,, of section E.2.e. of this :rccification. The Insulation
jacket thickncss shall mcct the requircmcnts of IMCEA Section 4.3.4.
as applicable except as noted in section D.5.

*5. Single eonluctors of m'ultiple-conductor cable with polyeti-yler.e
insulation and polyvinyl chloride insulation jacket in sizes N!o. 114
through No. 9 A'.G shall conform t- irzCA Scction 7.4.3.2.2. The
20-mil polyethylene insulation and the 1O-mil polyvinyl chloride
insulation jacket shall have minin.-r thiics.-nssof not le-: than
18 mils cnd 8 mils respectively and the total thiclness shall not be
less thin 27 mil:.

*6. Shieldinr zl.all inc!ude conductor shieldinZ,, inrulation zticldinG,
r.nd reta•llic tape -hieldinS, and shall be in ccnfor.riancc with IPCEA
Sections 2.4. and 4.1., including test requi.ereents, and the
following specific requirements:

*a. ConL-ctor shi'cPlinC shall be extruded and shall consist of
virGin black :cmiconductir'G thcr-..onastic r..terial. The
extruded shield shall have an averarc thickness of not less
than 15 mil., when rcasured ever top of the strands, and a
mini,,.u:r. thickucss of not lc-. than 12 mils. The outer surface
of the conductor shield zhall be cy'li::drical and thall be
firmly bonded to the insulation. A scniconl/uctirng tape may be
used between the conductor anr the extruded semiconducting
material if necessary to facilitate separation of shielding from
conductor.

*b. Insulation sj-ieldir.a shall be extrudel oni -hall consist of one
lnyer of virgin, black, sericon'Iuctir.G ther..opla.stic :a.atcrial
applied dircetly over the insulation. The ao.'cra3e thickness of
the insulation shield shall not be less than 30 mils.

*c. Metallic shielding tape shall be applied over the insulation
shield. The metallic tape shall be lapped with minimum lap
of 10 percent of tape width.

*7. Asscnbly of sinCle conductors into multirle-conductor cables shall

conform to IM'EA Section 5.2. or 5.3. and the following:

fa. Two-conductor cables may be assembled either parallel or helical

b. Cables with more than two conductors shall be assembled helical.

Exhlb1t Cl
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D. DTAILED •E;'r continued
D '1 continued

9c. Therrrnilastic nonhyro:copic fillers r.:y be used on parnllcl
as:crlics rr.d shnll be ured on heli~cl az:e.blic:.to provide
a cu"-:tnttall: circuilar cro.": ccticn. If r.ez:r~v, a
nonyz, rorcopic tindiz; tn.te Zh.l1 bc provided to f-.cilitate

the re:oval.of the outer jacket..

.8. An outer jacket of plasticized, nrn:or.t.n:.:i:.atin-:, polyVIn:.l-chloride
eompound shall be applicd-oncentrically -nd c'vcny ovcr the core
assembly of .. 'tip2c-ccnii:tor calc or o',cr the shicld of =hicldcd
cable. Th. outside surface sh-ll be re:zonably :rcoth ,_il free of
irregLlerities. Tl2e jac:!et r.aterial sh:ll reet the tcst requirements
of secticn E.2.e. of this SD cific-.tion. The outer jiae:ct thiclnezs
&hall r-.xct the ren-.tirer-nts of IF2A Section 4.3.4. as

applic-blc. The norn.al calculatlad c-ere diareter rhail co.:crn vi:en
nanufct".ýrinC tolcranccs create a :onflict about the prcoer dic-.eter
to follo't. The color of the outer jacket shall be black.

E. INS1'ECTION /:,D TESTS

1. Fectory T7:n-:..i on

*s. No -. :tcrial coo:rred ty th.s c'f1tin shall be from
it- point of :::.nuf r- becrc it has been ins::cctci by .: 17VA
Inspector, xn~c:s TVA O:tL:rize: i.::=:cticn to be madc e n;.:here
or waived. The TVA inspc:tor s.all have the necessary access
and facilities et the Contra:tor'S f.ctory for =.restricted
inspection of the )vor6. A schedul-e of production of -'.'A's
material shall be furnished to the 7'A inspector on his re;,:est.

Ob. Whethcr vitne:scd or rot t:: , thz n.anfactre" hhall raoke
the inspcuctlon and e:tet spe,.fcd. hcrcin and shall suf.-it the
results in his certified test reports.

c. The rclca:e of rny raterial by a TVA Insprctor shill in no way
relieve the Centre.ctor of r.n. of his rc,:;zxn-.sbility for r.cetina
all of the re.ire::ets of this specification, and :hall not
prevent sutscq-cnt rcjccticn if such r.atcrial is later found to
be defective.

2. Factory Tents of 5r..le >cn-th:

*a. Unlic: notified by TVA in %.irtin-n before factory tests are to
bcGin that a TA rcprcr.ntttivc will dceir.nn:e the tnpi'. recl:.
or coils fro-. which zl-%plcs- :hall be t31cn, the rnanufnaturcr
shnll tWi:c the nece-,c.zry 5•-n~ez for 1icaz;,rir.C and te:;tinr at
randc-i fron the zhippinj reels or coil: of each lot of each iten
of cable he is offering for inspection. Exhibit Cl
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E. It:-r.CTIC:1 trD T-TS, contliued
E 2, continued

*b. Test =sx-.plcs for each of the follr.:inv. reqii.red tests -hal'. be

selected from at Icast 10 percent of the shipping lenrth: of

each lot of each iten offered for inr:.ction. For nomanal

lenr.th: less thin 160J feet, th~e nm.ber of s,.ples shall be
based on 10 percent of the equivalent Icnnt.:a, as deterr.rned
by dividin3 the total rootace offered by 18C-D feet; hever,

at least one zc.:ple per itch zsmll be selected. ,here a

fraction results from the use of tho 10 percent factor, a
fraction less th-n 0.5 shall be dro;•pcd v]hrems a fraction
0.5 end Greater shall require scle•tin,• an additional test

sarple.

*e. Dir.ensior.s shall be reasured on 6-inch -v-Diles nt a point free

fran any distortion or dmn.•e. For multip)le-conductor cables,
the sarples shall be t.!.cn fro-. the completely esserbled :tbles

and all the zinale condtictors r-oasured. Dirensions .-. ea.-.cd

tre to be sh-zi' in r.,auf.ct'Uer's certified test reports and

chall include di.-eter of condoctor; thic;:-.css of insulation,
thicluicss of c,:trudcd and mctallic a-hieldin-, insulotion jacket,

and outer .ac'.ct; and overall dianeter.

(1) Condictors shall be r.er.sured 1ith a r.icrc--cter c:aliper
readin- to 0.031 inch, or cqui.'alent. Acccpt•ncc or

rejection shall be based on c=plirx.ce w-ith IM-N
Section 2.5.

*(2) Insulation, instulation 3a:: et:, rctallic shicld:.--,
extruded ser~icc.d-cctin,- :hicldirZ, an- o'tcr a:c: c zs :hall
be mcasured 'ith an Undernrritcrs Lal:or'.torics, In:srporated,
pin C.u.e, or equivalent, when fitted vith a pin r':.n-inZ
in dia.0eter fron 0.025 to 0.O0 inch. Acccn.t.%.nce or

rejection Chall be based on cotipliancc with section D.

of this specification.

(3) In case of doubt as to the accuracy of .'.ny ncnrurce:nt,
the optic.il rethod -hall be e:.:p)oyed u:tili:in.-, a n'croecter

microscope that is accurate to at least 0.0005 inch.

Od. Insulation chall be tested in accordance %rith IPCEA ">ection 3.9. 1.

except as follows:

*C) Cold Dend Test at -35 C tl C in accord.%nce with IICEA
Section 6.4.-15. is required on all cubles rated nt 2001 voltc
and above.

Exhibit CI
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E. I?.-T--T1,.,D TI.ZTS, continued -

E 2 d, conLinutd

*(2) For rult ple-cond'i.tor cnrlc zan.Ic, s-lect one :ingle
conductor for tcrtifnl -I:cn th- srp.lc contains 5 conductors
or les: ar.d rnnad.itional :inr:c conductor for each
10 conductors or fraction thereof in exces: o' 5.

*e. Polyvinyl-chloride insui-tlion jac'ets Lnd outer Joackets :hall be
* te3ted in conformance vith IPZ.A\ Section 4.3.1. except as

*(I) Vo tezts ot):-.r thnn Unaced Tcnzile and Elo-zation in
accordt.nue -.ith 1P:I.'% Ccetions 6.,.11.3. and 6.4.11.4.
and (2) below are required on je:kets less than 30 :dils
(0.76 m) in thickness.

0.2) rnyzlcal - IPrCA Section 14.3.1., except the naterial shall
meet the follouini; ninirm'- requlrc-.ents:

Phy•sicl,. Pr•.-cncr +.ic. of U'ni-e! S .- .nl) e

Kinim=. tensile stre: Ath, psi - 1500

tinimun e1cngation at rupture, -ercent - 250

Phvslcf.l Pr-?..trtcs "I*t- ;=cccloratcd, Ain'

After Air Oven Te:s at 119-121 C for - 7 d:ys

Ten~ilc strength, r-inir.'zi

percent of unzecd strerth - 90

Elongation, niln!.num

percent of unaGed st.cple - 80

*(3) Flre tests - '11 co-.pleted r.ultiple-conductor cnb-lc: c.d
cnlnle-co:.luctor cable: j;o. 8 A.,3 and lareer shall nacs
the VerLicd kl.v.-e cTest, IRi'.,- ':-19-81, Section 6.19.6.
Both sirgle co:ndictorZ of r.ultirle-conductor c€blc. and
singIc-coni:ctor ctbleC Nko. 9 /,'.Z and zr.aller -hall pass
the loriz.:,tal Fl.-re Te-t, IN72.- S-19-31, Section 6.13.2.
No flarw tc:t iz required on nylon-jachctcd single-co:aductor
cable or on: aylon-jackcted =isiVle-conductorz of multiplc-
conductor cables.

*(l) For multipl,-conductor crtble, the'outer Jacket and the jncl~et
of only one conductor from tUc --elected aa.ple crhaLl bc tcete

Exhibit CI
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E. nvic*::'IC AI;D ETZ, continued

43. Factoetry T.rt- on Shirnlnr Rccl and Coil Y t

*a. Altcrn.t'inv-currcnt hiCh-voltace tests shall be r.ade on each
lenCth of each lot of each itcm in conforr.ance with IPCEA
Section 6.11. and the followinZ requircments:

'(1) A test in water of all co':plcted nonshieldcd, ninGle-
conductor cable shall be made in accordancc with :P'A
Sections 6.11.3. and 6.1!.I1. ard Table 3-2, cxcc.pt that
for cable rated at 600 volts the nini.-m AC test volt,-e
chall not be less than 5030 volts for any size conductor.

*(2) On r.ultiple-ccnductor cable a prcl.ninnary test of each
sir7,le conductor shall be - ade in accordance with
pararraph (1) above. Aftr. asse-bly and final coveri:in,
each conductor shall be tested in acccrdance with IICEA
Section 6.1-.1 4.

*(3) Shielded cable shall be tcnted in a:ccrd=cc with IrEA
Sections 6.11.3. and 6.11.5. The ten't volteco shall be
applied bct-wecn condoctor and shield "n.d shall be that
specified in IPCE\ Table 3-2 for cable w:ithi un:;ro-.nded
neutral.

*(4) Shielded cable sh.ll be tested for corona level, in
accordance with IPZE.% Sections 3.9.2.4. and 6.13.
The nini--x- corona extinction level shall be that required
for cable with unGroundcd neutral.

*b. Insulation resistance tests shall be rn2e on each shippiný;
reel or coil lcn,-th in conformity ":ith IPL\ Scction 6.12.
Any cable lcngth vhich fails to neet the specified insulation
resistance shall be rejected.

*c. Direct-current hih-%oltGCC tests shall be rule on each shipping
length of each lot of each itch rated at 2001 volts and hiher
in confornmncc with ITCEA Sections 3.9.2.3.and 6.11.2. The
direct-current test voltage :hall be applied between the
condhuctor and the shield. Tle VC test voltaj;c :.hall be
3.0 tinez the AC test voltn-c as required by I:EA Tah-le 3-2
for cal)e with urtrounicd neutral.

Exhibit Cl
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E. I,:Sr-CTIO': A:.D TSTS, continued
E 3, contInued

Vd. Condittor rezi,.tance te.•ts sh.ll be r:vle on 10 pereent of the
shipplr.: lenrgths of each lot of etch iten. rensly at tl-h tU-c of
Inmp.ction ani the results p:rxrc'scd on ohris per ]C30 fect at

eithcr 20 or 25 C. If the resistance of any )ej-th tested
exceeds the sp-.cified resistance allo*.,cd by ITCEA Se:ticn 2.6.,
that ler.th nay be retested. I1 tht resi~stn:e Is still found
to be in emcess, the lertth shall te reeeted; eacc lenCth of
that lot shall be tested, and any length found to be in excess
shall also be relccted.

'Re. Shield resistar:e shall be reasu.red on ech shippinz ler.:th of
each lot of each itc= of shieldcd cable and exFressed ir. ohms.
per 1000 feet.

4. Factory Test ?c.orts

*a. The Contraztor shall furnish se.tn certified copies of ea.ch
factory test report to TVA rro-'tly after co:-lusion of t :sts.
Each test rerort sW.ll - ia1cntifIed by TVA contract r.
item nu-.2r(s), rar. n,.er(s), shiF.'.'!r reel(s) u.-.-brs),

date of test, TVA cable t.- and ,olt:.:c ratirý, and th-
nunber and size of con-uz:to.r-. The rc--crt shall !nc2u.c ".he
results of all the tests and Masurements srecificd herein.

F. PACKII:G AX.D I'Axrxi:o

'1. The trrtcrial shall be e scal 1, and ihi'--el .n azcorirr:e vith
AIZI ?!'L5.2.2-1072, Level D cl)tsift.ticn. *:Ire or cable s!:all be
shipTed on reels or in co:ls In c t:o'.t-uo: *c..th. as calle! for in
the Scheditle of Frtccs. T"hle reels, if voc:',..n, shall btc rair.Td or
treated in suah a way as to resist da-na•c fren prolot:,cd ex~o:ure
to an outdoor environ.nent.

'2. Reels ,nd coils shall be plainly r.ar':cd 'ith t2- contract r.'.K:cr,
Item niL'rber, reel nu:*ber, )er.-th shipe:1 en reel or coil, r.::-ler and
size of eondu.:tors,. 'VA insulntion dec.:!.nt~cn arnd vo]t.'..-e r.tinC,
yenr of r.nnuf:-ture, ard *!.-.:.c of -'anu.-Vrt.vrrcr. All albe]s zt'l tacs
ahall be watcrrroofed and fastcned secui,,ly to t!he reel or coll.

Exhibit Cl
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MlSS2 VALLUX AUMIOntIT

SZALAR SPECIFICATIC.U

FOR

RIGID AlU)RM CONDUIT

A. SCOPE

*I. This specification covers rigid aluminum conduit and
accessories such as couplings, elbows, and fittings for use as
metal raceways for wires and cables.

X. APMICANM SPECIFICATIONS

f1. The current revision to the following specifications of the issue
In effect on date of the invitation to bid shall form a part of
this specification:

Underwriters Laboratories, Incorporated
tmndaard UL6 - Rigid Mletallic Conduit

AMI C8O.5 - iid Alsmira Conduit

OAM! B2.1 - Standard Pipe Threads

1. Size, quantity, special Quality Assurance Procedures If required,
and any other specific requirements or erccptiona to this specifi-
cation are stated in the Schedule of Prices.

D. Dwnlm r4UfltDoZT

01. The conduit and acceccory Items shall be manuract red froa
6C"3 alwInm 'alloy, T-l tcaper with ranxii-t -oper content not
exceeding tour-tenth: of I percent. Co.imuit shall be furniched
In nminal 10-foot lcngths. Each lctn-th thall be threaded on
both ends with k.ierican Haticral Stard•Jrds Inotitute tapered pipe
thread, AXMI D.2.1. (Cn end of each er-.~th or cordult ohall be
fitted with a coupling and the end oprosltc the coupling shall be
fitted vith a plastic color-coded thread protector.

*2. Llbous shall be furnished In 6r63 alumlnis alloy, T-1 temper, and*
shall be thrc#dAtd on both endz with American Nationlr Standards
Institute tapered pipe thrcad, ANSI B2010 Exhibit Cl
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D. DETAILED LQUflREMJf, continued

03. Couplincz shall be furnished in 6063 aluminum alloy, T-1 temper,
and shall be internally thrended with Amzrican National Standards
Institute straight pipe thread, ANMI 12.1.

04. Color-coded thread protectors furnished with a-linum conduit
Mhall be color-coded as follows:

Red - Quarter-inch sizes
Black - Half-mnwt. sizes
Blue - Inch sizes

*5. Specificntion Complianee

fa. Conduit, elbows, and couplinG: furnished under this specifi-
cation shall conform to the requirements of Underwriters
laboratories, Incorporated, Standard UL6; and American
National Standards Institute C80.5'

Ob. In addition to the innufacturer's nfzic or trademark, as
required by Underwriters Laborator-cs, Incorporated,
Standard UL6, euch length of conduit and elbaa shall have
the Und•2vritcrs Laboratories) Incorporated, label or an
acceptuble equivalent. firmly attached.

06. Conformance labels shall be attached to the conduit vith pressure-
sensitive adhesive or similar means to provide easy removal v*thout
scarring the conduit, or shall be attached to the thread protectors.
Stencilirn or permanent imprint in the metal, with natural finish,
will be accepted.

E. ThSPECTI0n AM) TESTS

1. Factory In.ncction

Ia. No material covered by this :pecificatioh shall be shipped
from it= point of manufacture before it has been inspected
by a TVA Inspector, %snic:: TVA authori:e: inspection to be
made elsewhere or waivcJ. The TVA; n:pector shall have the
necessary acce:;n on1 facilities at tli•c Cout.ractor= factory
for unrestrictcd inp.ection or the !work. A scheattle of
production of TVA's z.atcria.3 zhall:be furnished to the TVA
Inspector on his request.

Exhibit Cl
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E. 1ISSPECTIC11 A.D TESTS, continued
ZE 1, continued

*b. Whether vitncscd or not by TVA, the -er.ufecturer -hall m:ake
the in:pcction and tests syccified herein and shall submrit the
results in his certified test reports.

*c. The release of any m~aterial by a TVA !n:pector shall in no vay
relieve the Contractor of any of his responsibility for rectira
all or the requiremrents of this crecification, and shall not
prevent subsequent reection i&' such r-aterial Is later found to
be defective.

2. Factor= Tests e.1-..nle Teniths

fa. Unless notified by TVA in vrlti-nL before fectory tests are to
bein that a TVA representative'v.ll desiGnate the shipping
bundles or pacz:naes frc- which sc:.-pl's shall be taken, the
manufacturer slall tanle the necessary sc.iple(s) for r easurinrk
and testinC at rar.da fra. the shippin- bundles or pac!.=:Ccs of
each itcn of cordult, elbov, or couplirG. At least one sa.aple
per itr-= shall be ta'cen.

Sb. Conduit rhall be tested for d'ictil.ty at a te-pcrature of
72 F 4I, F i. accordance uith A::SI C'.0.5, Part 5.

*€. Dimensions cf conduit. (Inside dic-'cter, cr-tside dia-.eter, and
wall thickness) shall be nea:ured ulth a -icrc.-cter cal/.per
readinG 0.001 inth or equivalent and shall ccnfor-. to N:SI
C80.5, Table 2.

4d. Conduit shall be measured for lc.th, w'thouo couplinZ, -r4
for ullcht o: ten units with cne cc'.lirCt attahacd to cach
length and s~hall confom to AJSI C-0.5, Table 2.

*e. Couplin•s shall be r.csured for cutside do--1•t-r arnd mininun
lencth and shall ccnafo.-n to /MSI C-.`35, Table 3.

f. Elbcx.s shall be r.casurcd for ral~lus to center of conduit and
lert-h of str-i,;,at section at each cnd anwJ shall confom to
=3I CO. 5, Tablc •4.

3. Factory Trst R.•oits

4a. The Curtructor L!::ll furnish five certified coPics of each
factory test rerort to TVA pro .ptly -ftcr conclusion or tests.
Each test report shull be id-utifIc.I by TVA cu:;Lract nrnbcr,
iten nut-cr, rar% nuiber, anl dnte of test. The retPrt shall
include the rc;ults of all the tests and mcasurr.ents specified
herein. Exhibit Cl
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E. I:iSPECTICII AIM TE••S., continued

•0 TVA, ct its discretion, moy v•lve nny or all of the provisionz
for Irlpectlon, tests, and test rcports, either in the invitatien
for bids, at tire of award of ccntract, or at Aiy time thereafter.

F. FAC,"2C G AND tILC•NGIf

1. The ýondult end eccessorle: chall be pac):aCcd, or bundled, and
vrapped to prevent dcmr.Ce cr4 ns.ed In ncco.-dence vith standard
ca=mercial practice so as to ensure Occcptance by ccorion carrier
for tLae transportation at the lowest rate to the point of
delivery.

*2. Shi- in$ bundles or packa;cs sh3ll be plainly mark:ed vith the
contract number, item n.-ber, nr-.e cf riterial, nr.t'jer end size
of Items contained t':crcin, end thc r.'-e of the Contrectcr. All
labels and teCs shall be waterproofed and fastened securely to
the bundles cr pack.r~es.

Exhibit Cl
Page 56 of 69
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RIGID SIE. CO.NIJIT (Zr1iC CcOArM)

A. SCOPE

01. Ibis spccific~at~ioii cover:- rit:id ::tcel cconluit (zin:- Coated) and
accczsor~cs such ar cotiplii.;%, clbown, andI fittinGs for use ar,
metsal racewaiys. for wires arv., cables.

B. APP1LICABI3X %UITCIFXCATIONS

*1. 7het cut .-nt revision to the fdllcAwiz!L; :;ccrificationz of the issue
in effect on date of the invitation to bid shall form~ a p~rt of
this specification:

Underwriters laiboratories, Incorporatcd, Standard - tTL6 Rigid Meta!
Conduit

ANSI C80.1 -RiCid Steel Conduit (Zinc Coated)
AflSI D2.1 -Standard Pipe Thrtads

C.* GENERALL REQU1R-F.E S

'1. Size, quantity, spccirAl C.ualilty Ansurance Procedures if required,
and aiV other specific rcquirc-%=.t: or exceptions to this specificat!.
are stated in this Scliedule of P'rices.

41. The-conduit andi acceessory itc:;ý: Fh-111I to r---iiLraeturcd fro- mill steel
tube with a zinc conttnr, havitu; a ,mlni~mu:ni thic1.ncss or O.O.)OP inck:
on both in.*-ide unit ot-uLide surf;%cis. Ccna'iuit. shall be furn~shei !n
nominal 10-foot !cne:ths. 1ac~s ILvn-th sh-,1 be thr~eadc: onm 1ýoth er.as
with Americani N!tiot!*il Standa.%. 1aAiu:. ape.red ;'ipc ~red.A1,
MM.11 111-.1. , 'it I shall har.Le 2 um i ;01-a~tn- ar Ztitnc a-., i Z 2 to th~e
thread;z. *n. enda oe ecca jenrtu or c':nZIittaal be fj~ttv' with a
couplior aiul the! end oprio-Ate Vi.e couaP]1- inha:ll: be fittei witih a
plastLic co).or-co.Ied Lt-rea-- pro'tector.

02. Elbews szmal1 be fin-,lszhed .jn M~10. :t'te Liar,: wuith P. zinc co:tir.ý, or
both Jnsidv and oit-.ide r~!ac n .hasli be thre:.1e;Id cn - b~t ed

Afril 112. 1. A 1117. li=Le.d rj':- r~v c n sh.l1 be zpplied
,to Use traz

'Exhibit C1
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,D. DETAID1~:)Iz~!::vr:,enii

*3. Couj:1ir--:.; rh .W1I. toe fAirnk:)id in ni ld --tc:L tube U * ithi-znc cj)at.Lne
anl sThall be int-c~roa'lly tIhreal-kni with I--%I-.ric~n IL.4tional St-Lnia~ri.
Institute Z;1.Aih1!.-pipe thircad, AIIX1 .,.!.1 A uniformi zinc cor~ting
shall be applied to the internal thread~c.

44o Color-co~ced th~reatd prcotecctrs f'UrniszheLI wi Ith rigid -steecl conduit
shall be color co-,Jcd as follo-.z::

Recd - Quarter-inch ::izc-e:
Diuck - 1)klf-inch SiZCs
B~lue - Inch size:;

*5, Specificationi Comptia~nce

ft. Conuiut, clbcwv;, and couplnZ~s ntrni*-hcd under this srecification
shal~l conrc'rn to the rcquircnent: of Undcr-rriters L-iboratories,
Incorporatet', :itandtard ULI6, and &k-ericazi n"ational Standards

*Institute C30.1.

*b. In addition~ Wo the ranufaxcturcr': nl:: or tr cd..xzk, as required
by Unden-riter-o Laibora~tories, Incorporated, Standard UI.6, each
len.~th cr conduit and clbowi shall ha-e the UlJzcr-.rritcr:ý LzLora-
tories, Irkor-porat~cd, label or an acccptablc equivulen., fi-.Mly
attaciitd.

*6. Confor.=ne Thbiclu shall be attached t-3: the conmt-it with p~reC.:'Lre-
sensitive uJhesivt- or zi~irjar r.cans to provi-de easy rcm*rov-- without
scarrins the cnttai~t, or thall be att~tched to th-- thremd protectcrs.
Stencilitir or permanent imprint in the =eta1, with naturel finish,
vill be acccepted,

11. 1 L~itcri'n. cbvcre.I Vy. thips :;cOcificatior. civ-'l be -hippecI from
its p~oint or -inufa~ctli:-z '"orc It hri:; been i..z3pectcd Ly a V:.A
Insp~ect.)r, tznles-' 7VA i~?.ie n:j-":Ctitpn to be r.vt ldczer
or WýLiivl. Th1C ;%VA Irzipetz.- sh.A1 I 1L:ve thc ntccz-sary- accezzs
and facilitie::. at the Cu.t:tct-.r'3 facto:-y for Uwire~trictc-d
Insrcction oV' the work. A sc::z.*!Lc or production of A'
watcrial n~c..l be iUrnizhcei to the W-A Inzpect~or on his requzst-

Exhibit C1.
Page 58 of 69
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E. iIlSIV.T1OII AJ-1 " continue-..
E 1, continucd

4b. Whether witn.)c..ed or net 1-y TiA,. t!i:,: rnuracttunrer --hall make
the inspcction osid .est.s zpccifs',d hvrein and :hall :ubmit the
results In hiz ceri.ificd test rep,-'ts.

ft. .The releate of any material by a ".';A i'-pector thall in no u:y
relieve the Contractor of any of hi: reDonsibility for mectin-
all of the requirements of tLis sc'itfica•tion, anI "ha~l not
prevent s3bequcnt rejection if such iraLeriul is later found to
be defective.

2. Factory Testx or S,-mn]e I,:.rths

fa. Unless notified by TVA in vTiti:n before factory tests are to be.
that a TVA reprcsentative will .Ies'.,nate the shippir; bundles or
packag•es from which se.T.p~es rr,_Il be taken, tlie manufacturer shal
take the necessary s.-.pies(s) for r.easuring and testir.C at r-_nc-.
fro:: thc shippinG bundle!.: or ckg~z of each item of conduit,
elbow, or couplin3. At least one sample per itc shall be taken.

*b. Conduit shall be Lested for du:tility at a temperature of 72 F
±4 F in accordance with A:NSI L.331.

*c. Conduit and accessory £te~ns stall be tested for thickness of -!i.."
coating in accordance "lth AN;I C-O.1, Paragraph 5.2, M!ethod 3
(Preece test). The material shall "uithestand four l-ninute
immersions.

*d. Dimcnsion.i of conduit (I.si.tc ii'.ctr, outside di-..-.eter, ar.d
wall thick:n'ss) shall be z-ca ..-r.i W:ith a "qticro.e.:ter caliper
reading 0.OD1 inch or cquiv1lCnt znd shall ccnform to ALNSI
C00.1, Table 2.

Oc. ConduiL -Orill be mea:.:-rc- . for..ti.0 ":Ithout couplin.-., and for
weir.ht of 10 tulitst 1tW.j c:i cI•;,i:. .ttiche.: to cach 1crigt. z--i'
shall conforr, to ANS3 I .1, .'•c 2.

*f. Couplir,:: s.h'all be r...-a:urc, for: c diti', ,i-,nter and -CinL•.'- le-.
and v:,t1 t'floorc to,' C':Z.1, T;aIule 3.

*. S -ha'll . au•.:-I &'or r'-.:. tj --nter of cn,:!Jit an-! le-.
of :traig)ht :.,c:Lion at czch vr-r. a::i :.!.ill c'c:n'urw: t,)::.I CL'O.l,
Table 4.

Exhibit Cl
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ea. Thec Co:itrt-.ctnr ;;hall fuirn'-h I1*i*.- 'ertifitd cor-;c ef each
factory tent report tn r;,% r)?C*:.Uy!'. Ift,-r ron:-L;.:-*Q of teýsts.%

Item n-.-.~hcr, tmz:rk nu.ibcr, ar.1 dc.'.t of test. 1rc report ::hall
Imclude the results of all the ttets ernd vazurcr~tnts :pecified
bere in.

i.TV/%, at it. - ii1.crt-t*tun, may w.aive a-1 all of the privicion: for.
inspe~ction, tc:-tz, a±nd test rcoarts., t.rin t?ýc invxita~tion for bids,-
at time of ianaard of contra~ct or a'. Lny tin.2 thereafter.

1. The condhiit aiv! accces~orjcs shall LTk~f or b-..Lniled, an-d 1.Tapp2d
to prcvcr.t e-- a.nd ir-irked inr-. -CrZSaLc2 w'ith stc~r~ard cv7%.-rcial
practlcc so as to cnmurc acceptar.ce by c.-%zor car:icr for safe trans-
portation at t)hc lowest rate to the -o.:nt of delivery.

'2. Shippir.; btýndlc. or pack.%Ccs Shall ýt pk)Iiny ras}'.cl with tr.c contract
nwlu. cr, itý.r nr~her, nan-c of rmas.cri'~i, r.,-her and :-ize of ite-.s
containcl tic-cin, ownd V-.cý of '..c C:.-.tra.ctor. al l kbt-Is and
taes shall bc iwatci-proofcJ a,-,! fastcr-ca; 'ccu-rely to the bundles or
packader.

Exhibit Cl
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STANDARlD sGMC1Y'CATION

F'OR

CRO3-LIfl2aD FOLYZT•YL.Z-IZVZU:JJED 1IfRE M•ZD CAILE

A. SCOPE

*1. This specification covers sir..le- a.c multiplc-conductor wire and
cable insulated w.ith cross-linked polyethylene, for instal-lation
in wet or dry locations with conductor teur.eratures not excceding
90 C and for use in au:<iliary por.fer, control, and lightinG circuits
at voltages ranging from 600 to 15,030 volts, 60 Hz AC, between
conductors.

*2. All cable will be installed in conduits, In underground ducts, or

on cable trays.

D. APPLICABLE SM.CIFICAIIO•S

'1. The current revision to the follow.nr; sr-'cifications of thc issue
in effect on date of the inxitation to bid shall form a pert of
this specification:

*a. IPCE.A-Irr-:'A Sta•ndard S-66-52L--tU.tA 'r-7, IMCEA-:7ML. Stni.-d-Irds
Publication, Cross -Lincd-Thzrn.sctting-Polycthylcne.!nsulated
Wire and Cable. Specific rcferences herein arc from the First
Edition dated 1-Say 1971.

*b. IrCFA-I.Z:1A Standard S-l9-8l--N:!A . I•ZA-?.:A Standards
Publication, Rubbcr-Insulatcd '-ire 2nd Cable. Specific
references herein arc from the Fifth Edition dated July 1969.

4c. All refcren-es herein are to IiE.. 5-66-524 unles- S-19-31 is

mentioned specifically.

MO. RtiflAL ;1SUiEan P:T7..

*1. TVA tyne dccimnation, voltngc rating, cond':tor size, ntranding if
other than c143s ;1, sp.-clnl Qu.:aliLy A.-:,ran:c Procedure. if req.tired,
and Pjiy other specific req:Iircmc.nts or c:'cptions to this zp-cifica-
tion cre stated in th- Schedule of Prices.

2. Type dc.iCnations are TVA designations and are dcacribed az follo-5:

a. Typ- CP, zingle-rondtictor wire or cable, with cro:z-.inled
polyethylene iusulation. Exhibit Cl
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C. GrML.L REMRM09IS, continued
C 2, continued

b. Type CrJ, single-conductor wire or cable, with cro2s-lin!:ed
polyethylene insulation and a polyvinyl-chloride Insulation
Sacket over the cross-linrted p*ljethylcne.

e. Type CPJJ, multiple-conductor cable vith a core of the specified
am~ber of type CPJ single conductors covered by a polyvinyl-
chloride outer Sacket.

4. Type CRU4, nultiple-conductor cable with a core of the specified
nu--ber of type CP single condu:tors covered by a polyvinyl-
chloride outer jacket*

*e. Type CPSJ, single-conductor h6gh.voltaWe cable with extruded
strand and Insulation shielding and vith metallic electrostatic
Shielding.

*3. All outer coverirg of single-co.du:tor wire or cable Wo. 8 AX and
larger and ths outer Sachet of .11 rultiple-conductor cable shall
have legible indent printing, or le!ible permanent surrs-e nrting
to show the following identification on approximat•ly each toot of
cable:

aM I4anufacturer.

b. Year of manufacture.

Oc. TVA type designation (see section C.2. above) and voltage rating.

d. Size and number of cond.ctors.

*h. Sequential footaCe mrking on zirsle-conductor cable, No. 8 AW and
larer, and on all amlticondjictor cable shall be supplied. The
numerical rzarkingz hall be legible indent printing or legible
pernanent surface markinr on the outside surface of the cable at
2-toot interval: and consist of 5-diCit nisbers Increasing sequen-
tially in increments of 2 feet (00020, 00022, 000243, et*$.. The
sequential narkings n•a benin and end at wty two nu.mber: within the
rane of 000 to 99J93. Sequentia. footage a~r.ing, shall be to a
tolerance of 22 percent.

05. If indent printing iz used for section C.3. or C.h. above, the depth
of the IndentLtionZ thall not be Greater than 0.007 inch.

e6. At the option of the manufacturer, on l5-kv clb.%' cable .-. mr'.er
tape under the outer Jacket cont.inist: inormation required in
sections C.3. and C.1s. may be substituted.

•aibih t C1
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C. CaAL REQtf MM, eCotimed

7. Inch bidder shall submit with etch copy of his bid eoc.lete
inforgation regarding the cable he proposes to furnish, includinG
the ol2lo••ng:

ft. T designstion and trade none of insulation, InsulatIon
jaockts and outer Jacket materials.

b. NOW" of miltipe-.oodWctor cables.

%. NPeforrAne records of representative insta'.lations of the
samt type and construction of wire and cable offered. If
performance records have bc.n subrltted in a previous bid or
ewe on file with TVA, an Identifying reference shall be
acceptable in lieu of a repetition of the data.

* 68, Color coding of multiple-conductor cable shall be furnished in
accordance with IPCZA S-19-81, Section M.6.3.1.1., l4ethod 1,
Table 5.-2. AUl single-conductor wire or cable shall be black.

D. WrAIJZD 3EQWUtRWSS

1. Conductors shall be made of soft or annealed copper in conformity
with IPCEA Part 2. All conductor sizes shall have .concentric
class 3 stranding and may be coated or uncoated.

'2. The insulation over each conductor shall consist of extruded heat-
stabilized cross-linked polyethylenes, except that insul.tion not
having a Jacket shall also be light-stabil~ized, applied concentricall;"
about the conductor and shall meet the test requirenents of section2.2.d. In-plant repairs of the insulation on shielded cable are
prohibited unless specifically arreed to by TVA. All ncminal
cross-linked polyetbylene thickness shall conform to IFCEJ Table 3-1as noted below:

f. Type CP single-conductor cable and individual conductors of
type CfTlJ multiple-conductor cable shall conforn to Column A.

ft. Type CPJ sinTle-conductor cable and individual conductors of
type CPJJ multlple-conductor cable thall conform to Column D).

4%. Tyjio CFSJ sine.le-conductor shielded cable a sX s ema to the
ealumn marked Ungrounded Neutral (Shielded).

03. The insulation Jacket coverinS the Insulation on single-conductor
cable or nln~le condsetor= of cultiplc-dondu:Ctor cable :hall coni.st
of a plasticized, noncontacinatin., polyilnyl-chloride conpound

Eihibit Cl
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D. DETILD PVULREP.1rA, continued
D 3, Continued

applied coneuntrically over the cro:r-linked polye'hylene. The
Insulation jacket €e.pound :hill meet the test requirementz of
section E.2.e. of this specification. Th1 iau.lation jacket
thicknv-s :hall rztet the requircrents of IIM£A Section 1.3-3.
as applicable.

04. Shieldina shall incl"'.4 conductor shieldinC, insulation zhieldin$,
and metallic tape shielding and shall be in confor=ance with IPCEA
Section: 2.4. and 4.L., incluilin; test requirements, and the
following specific requirements:

ft. Conductor shielding shall be extruded and shall consist of
virgin black semiconiuctinr ther osetting material. The
extruded shield shall have an average thickness of not less
than 15 nils when measur-ed over top of the strands, and a
ai,'.'s thickr.ezs of not less than 12 mils. The outer surface
of the conductor shield shall be cylindrical and shall be
firtly bondei to the inzulation. A semiconductire tape may
be used betveen the conductor anJ the extruded scoiconducting
material if necessary to facilitate separation of shielding frc:
conductor.

Ob. Insulation shielding shall be extru•cd and shall consist of or.'-
layer of virein, black, se=iconductin, therxosettink material
applied directly over the insulation. I.e average thiec"ness of
the insulation shield shall not be less than 30 oils.

*c. Metallic shieldini, tape shall be applied over the inzulation
shield. The metallic tape shall be lapped with ninimum lap
of 10 percent of tape width.

05. Assembly of single conducor: into multiple-conductor cables shall
conform to IJCEA Section 5.2. or 5.3. and the followinG:

*a. Two-conductor cables may be assenblcd either parallel or

helical.

b. Cahles with sore than two conductors shall be assembled helica.

*c. 71wrnoplastic nenhyeroscopic fillers nay be used on parallel
assemblies anai shall be used on helical assemblies to provide
a substantially circular croez scction. If necesnary, a

.nonhyr.roscopic binding tape shall be provided to facilitate
the removal of the outer jackct.

-xhlbit Cl
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D. MT.iILED REtqUU-ICfv. , continued

6. An outer jacket of plasticized, noncontamir.atinCs polyvinyl-chloride
compound shall be applied concentricarlly and evenly over the core
assembly of rultiple-condrctor cable or over the ahield of shielded
cable. The outside surface zha1l be rceaon3bly sr-coth and &frce of

.-rereularitie-. The jacket natcr.al -hall neet the test reqcuirenents
of section E.2.e. o. this specification. The otter jachet thichnes:
shall ;eet the require-entz.of IMr- Section 4.3.3. as applicable.
The normal calculated Cora dio=eter shall govern %:hen mznuracturin 3
tolertnces create a con.lict about the proper diameter. to follar..
The color of the outer jacket shall be block.

3. S h1 WC~0 AIJD TESTS

1. Faeto•r. Irspection

ft. No waterial covered b7 this tpecification shall be shipped froo
its point of r-nufacture before it his been Inspected by a TVA
Inspector, Unless TVA cuthorize: inspection to be nade elzewhere
or valved. The TVA Inspector shall hzve the necessary access
and facilities at the Contractor's factory for tnrestricted
inspection of the work. A screduie of proluction of TVA's
material shall be furnished to the TVA Inspector on his request.

'b. Whether vitnezzed or not by TVA, the .-.nufa-cturcr sha2.•u ue
the inzpection Pand tests •pecified herein and shall submit the
results in his certified test reports.

c. The release of any =aterial by a TVA Inspector shall in no way
-L-Veleve the Contractor c: any of his rcsponsibility fo. r.ecting

all of the required-ents of this specification, and shall not
prevent subsequent rejection if such material is later found to
be defective.

2. I.'etory Tests- of Smle Lenqgths

ft. Unless notified by TJVA in witin: before factory tests are to
begin that A TVA representative v.*iU dczirnatc the -hip ,ins
reels or coil: fron which =.plcs sh.ill he ta'.cn, the ,-anufacture:
shall tk.e the necessary sanTles for .ea:uring and testinf, at
randon from t.e :hippinC reel= or coils o," each lot of each item
of cable he is offcrin. for inzpection.

Ob. Test "n.pie: for each of the follo-AinV required test: shall be
selected frcn at les-=t io percent of tht .hippinLn lentsth of
each lot of e.ch it". offered for inspection. For nominal
lcnGths less thmn 1800 fect, the number of -. nplcs shall be
based cat 10 percent of the c€qui'.aile.t lcna,-th=, as dcterrnincd by
dlvidinC the total footkge offered by I800 feet; however, at

Exhibit Cl
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least one :a.ple per item rhall b-e selected. Where a traction
rezults from the u-e of the 10 pc-cent factor, a fraction less
than 0.5 shall be Uropped :rhereas a fra-ction 0.5 and treater
shall require selectinc an additional test sanple.

fct DMensions shall be rtisured on 6-Inch cacples at a point free
from any distortion or iear.e. For nultiple-conductor cables,
the sam-ples shall be tal en from the ccrxpletelj, assenbled cables
and all the single condvctors reasured. Dimenzions measured
are to be shorn in ..c.sufacturcr's certified test reports and
ahall include diameter of conductor; thic)ness of insulation,
tbic)jness of extruded and Letallic shielding, insulation jacket,
and outer Jacket; And oveall, diaeter.

(1) Conductors shall be measured with a nicro=eter caliper
reading to 0.001 inch, or equivalent. Acceptance or
rejection shall be based on cozpliance vith d.CEA
Section 2.5.

*(2) Insulation, insulation Jac!:etzs, ete.1lic shielding, extrudc:'
smiconducting shieldtn;, and outer jackets shall be reasu:
with an Underwriters Laboratories, Incorporated, pin cauge,
or equivalent, when fitted rlth a pin ranging in diaceter

)row 0.025 to 0.020 inch. Acceptance or rejection shall b%.
based on conpliance with section D. of this specification.

(3) In case of doubt as to the accuracy of any ,.easurw.ent, the
optical rnethod shall be c-ployed utilizing a micrometer
microseope that is accurate to at least 0.0005 inch.

*d. Insulation shall be tested In accordance with IPCEA Sections 3.6.
and 1.7.1. except as follows:

*(I) Cold Dc-'A Test at -35 C ti C in accordance with IPCEA
Section 6.10.3 is required on all Cables rated at 2001 volt:
and above.

0(2) For nultiple-conductor cable canples, select one zinale
conductor for testing when the sarple contain: 5 conductors
or less and an additional sincle conductor for each
10 conductorz or traction thereof in excess of 5.

Exhibit Cl
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Z. 11zMF= 0 AND TETS,, continued
Z 22 continued

**. Polyvinyl-chloride Insulation Jackets and outer Jackets shall be
tested in* conforoance with IPCZA Section 4.3.1. except as follcs::

*(I) Nio tests other than Unased Tensile and Elo.-.ation in
accordance with IPCEA Sections 6.h.1l.3. and 6.U.5... and
(2) beloa are required on Jackets less than 30 rdls
(0.76 m) in thickness.

*(2) Physical - IPCEA Section 9.3.1., except the material shall
cmet the folladng ninim= requirements:

Physieal Properties or Unared Samole

Minin= tensile strength, psi - 1500

34inlmo elongation at rupture, percent - 250

Physical Propnerties After Aecelerated 5ing

After Air Oven Test at 119-121 C for - 7 days

Tensile strencth, nininw
percent of unaced atre.nrth - 90

Elongation, minim,-
percent of umaced cample - 80

4(3) Flare tests - All completed rcltiple-co€ductor cables and
single-conductor cables 11o. 8 -Z and larcer shall pass
the Vertical Flarie Test, IPCEA S-19-61, Section 6.19.6.
both sirlc conductors of multiple-conductor cables and
single-conductor cables Vo. 9 AUG and zscaller shall pass
the Horizontal Fleme Test, ICEA S-19-81, Section 6.13.2.

*(I.) For multiple-conductor cable, the outer Jacket and the Jackel
of only one conductor fren the aelected sample shall be testy-

*3. Factory Tests on Shi~ning Reel azrd Call Lenr.ths

ft. Alternati.V,-Lurrent hich-voltaCe tests shzll be =%de on each
leng~th of each lot of -ach iten in conforrance with ICFLZA
Section 6.114. and the following requirc.cnts:

*(I) A test in wrater of all cor.pleted nonshielded, single-
conductor cable shill be mnde in accordance with IMCEA
Sections 6.1lh.3. and 6.1h... -nd Table 3-1, except that for
cable rated at 600 volts the ninicrn AC test voltage -hall
not be Ic:: than 500 volts for vW si:e conductor. ExhIbit C
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& M. 1IPFECTIO: *D TESTS, continued
E 3 as continued

*(2) On wtltiple-conductor cable a prelininary test of each
siDlGC conductor :hall be nade in accordance trith
paraktraph (1) above. After aszeably and final covering,
each conductor shall be tested in accordance u-ith IPCEL
Section 6.14.4.

*(3) Shielded cable sha.l be ttsted In accordance with 1FCEA
Sections 6.14.3. and 6.li1.5. Tine test voltare shall be
applied between conductor r.nd shield and shall be that
specified in IPCZA Table 3-1 for cable with ungrounded
neutral.

*(Q) Shielded cable shall be tested for corona lceel in
accordence with IPMA, Sections 3.7.2.4. and 6.16.
The ninitm= corona cxtinctirin level shall be that required
for cable with ungrounded neutral.

*b. Insu,.tion resistance t•zts shall be vade on each shipping reel
or coil leng-th in con,.--ity %rith IPMrA Section 6.15. Any cable
length which fails to meet the specified insulation resistance
shall be reJeci d.

*c. Direct-current hih-voltae tests %halU be nade on cach zhiploin
length of each lot of each itec rated at 2031 volts and higher
In co.nfornance with IPCEA Sections 3.7.2.3. and 6.14.2. 'he
direct-current test voltafe shall be applied between the
conductor and the shield. The DC test %oltace shall be
3.0 times the AC test voltane as reqUired by IPCEA Tabic 3-1
for cable with unerounded neutral.

*d. Conductor resistance tests shall be ""1 c cn 10 percent of the
shipping lencths of each lot of each itcm ready at the time of
inspection ,nd the results expressed in onr= per 10C0 feet at
either 20 or 25 C. if the resistance of any len-th tented exceods
the specified resistance allu.ed by IFVEr Section 2.6., that
lenZth nay be retested. If the resista-nce is still found to be
in excess, the lercth slall be rejected; ench lenrth oC that lot
shall be tested, and any length found to be in excess ,hall also
be rejected.

*e. Sbhield resistance zhU be m-easured on e.'h zhippin.% length of
each lot of each itch of shielded cable and expres sed in ot--s
per 1000 feet.

Exhibit Cl
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E. IuPECTIo0i M~ID TESTS, continued

r. Factory Tent fcoo.-t=

*a. The Contractor shall furnish five certificd copies of each
factory test report to V!A r.n-ptly aftcr roncluzion of tcztz.
Each test rerort :h),. be idnntified by TVA contract nur.ber,
item nuaber(z), narl, nu.ber(s), zhirrping ree1(s) number(s), date
of test, TVA cable ty.pe and volta.e ratin.,, -,'d the r.'.iber and
size of conductors. The report shall include the results of al

the tests and r-casurem.ents specified herein.

F. PACIZIIZ AND W.

1. The -naterial shaU. be pacl.ed, sealed, and shipped in accordance %rith
recoZnized standard practice. Wire or cable shall be shipped on
reels or in coils in continuo'.s lcngths as called for in the Schedule
of Prices.

*2. Reels and coils- nhalU be pla•nly r~ar.:ed irith the contract nra~bcr,
item n-.abcr, rec nurn*er, lcr.e-th :hipped on reel or c *l, nur.ber and

.size of conductors, TVA insulation dzsienation and voltage rating,
year of -nanufactu-c, end N':--e of I'anufr-ctutror. All labels and taes
shal be vaterproofed mnd fastened securely to the reel or coil.

£xhibit Ci
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Table I

4 KV Shutdown Boards and Loads-

4 KV Shutdown Board A Loads

1. Core Spray (CS) Pump Motors IA and 2A

2. Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump Motors IA and 2A

3. RHR Service Water Pumps Motors A2 and A3

4. Raw Cooling Water Pump 1D

5. Control Rod Drive (CRD) Pump 1B

6. 480 Volt Shutdown Board IA Transformer (Normal)

7. 480 Volt Diesel Auxiliary Board A and B Transformer

8. Fire Pump A

4 KV Shutdown Board B Loads

1. CS Pump Motors IC and 2C

2. RHR Pump Motors IC and 2C

3. RMR Service Water Pumps Mlotors C3 and C2

4. 480 Volt Shutdown Board 1A and 1B Transformer (Backup)

5. 480 Volr Diesel Auxiliary Board B Transformer

6. 480 Volt Shutdown Board 2A Transformer (Normal)

7. Fire Pump B

4 KV Shutdown Board C Loads

1. CS Pump Motors 1B and 2B

2. RIR Pump Motors 1B and 2B

3. RHR Service Water Pump Motors Bl and B2

4. 480 Volt Shutdown Board 2A and 2B Transformer (Backup)

5. 480 "Volt Shutdown Board 1B Transformer (Normal)

6. Fire Pump C

Exhibit C2
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4 KV Shutdou-n Board D Loads

1. CS Pump Motors 1D and 2D

2. RHR Pump Motors 1D and 2D

3. MIR Service Water Pump Motors DI and D2

4. 480 Volt Diesel Auxiliary Board ATransformer

5. 480 Volt Shutdown Board 2B Transformer (Normal)

Exhibit C2
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Table II

480 Volt Shutdown Boards Loads

480 Volt

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

480 Volt

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Shutdown Board 1,1 Loads

Unit Preferred M-G S.'t 1

Instrumentation and Cont:ol (I&C) Bus A Transfr-

Control Bay Vent Board A (Emergency)

480 Volt Motor Operated Valve (MOV) Board 1A (Normal)

480 Volt MOV Board lB (Emergency)

480 Volt M0V Board 1C (Auto throwover) (Emergency)

250 Volt Battery Charger

Control and Service Air Compresser 1A

Control Bay Water Chiller A

Closed Cooling Water (CCW) Pump 1A

Reactor Wlatcr Cleanup (R•*CU) Recirculating Pump IA

Recirculating Pumps M-G Set Oil Pumps

Standby Liquid Control (SLC) Pump IA

Fuel Pool Cou'" - (FPC) Pump 1A

Drywell Blowers IA-l and IB-l

Shutdown Board 1B Loads

I&C Bus B Transformer

Unit Preferred Transfor..er TL? 1

480 Volt Condensate Demincralizer Board (Emergency)

480 Volt RcactorXOV Board IA (Emergency)

480 Volt Reactor MOV Boards lB and IC (Normal)

Turning Gear Oil Pump

Exhibit C2
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7. Control Bay Water Chillcr B

S. CCW Pumps 1H and 1C

9. RWCU Recirculating Pump 1B

10. Recirculating Pump M-G Set Oil Pumps

11. SLC Pump 1B

12. FPC Pump lB

13. Drywell Blowers lA-2 and 1B-2

480 Volt Shutdown Board 2A Loads

1. Unit Preferred M-G set 2

2. I&C Bus 2A Transformer

3. 480 Volt Diesel Auxiliary Board 3EA (Norma]

4. Control Bay Vent Board B (Emergency)

5. 480 Volt Reactor HOV Board 2A (Normal)

6. 480 Volt Reactor MOV Boards 2B and Board 2C (Emergency)

7. 250 Volt Battery Charger 2A

8. Control and. Service Air Compressor D

9. CC1 Pump 2A

10. RWCU Pump 2A

11. Recirculating Pump M-G Set Oil Pumps

12. SLC Pump 2A

13. FPC Pump 2A

14. Drywell Blowers 2A-1 and 2B-I

480 Volt Shutdovii Board 2B Loads

1. I&C Bus B Transformer

2. Unit Preferred Transformer

3. 480 Volt Condensate Demineralizer Board 2 (Emergency)

Exhibit C2
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

646

480 Volt Reactor MOV Board 2A (EmerCency)

480 Volt Reactor 11OV Board 2B and 2C (Normal)

250 Volt Dattery Charter 2B

Turning Gear Oil Pump

Raw Cooling Water Booster Pump 2A

CCU' Pump 2B

RWCU Recirculating Pump 2B

Recirculating Pump H-G set oil. pumps 2A-2 and 2B-2

SLC Pump 2B

FPC Pump 2B

Dvywell Blowers 2A-2 and 2B-2

Exhibit C2
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480 Volt

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

480 Volt.

1.

480 Volt

1.

2.'

3.

4.

5.

6.

Table III

Reactor HOV Board Loads

Reactor MOV Board IA

Turbine Building Emergency Lighting Transformer

Reactor Building Emergency Lighting Transformer

"A" and "C" CS Systems Valves

"A" and "C" RHR Systems Valves

Drywell Control Air System 1A

Reactor Protection System (RPS) H-G set IA

RWCU Isolation Valve FCV 69-1

High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) Steam Isolation Valve 73-2

SLC Trace Heating (Normal)

Drywell Equipment and Floor Drain Sump Pumps IA

Dryvell Blowers lA-3 and 1B-3

Turbine Turning Gear Motor

Exhaust Fans 1A Shutdown Board Room

Reactor NOV Board 2A

Loads for Unit 2 that are comparable to those above.

Reactor NOV Board lB

Annunciator Battery Chargers

Reactor Building Emergency Lighting Transformer

RPS N-C Set 1B

CS System Valves B and D

PHR System Valves B and D

Drywell Control Air System 1B

Exhibit C2
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7. CCU Sectionalizing Valve YC70-48

8. CCI Isolation Valve FC70-47

9. RWCU Isolation Valve FC69-12

10. Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) Systc Steam Isolation Valve

FCV71-2

11. Units 1 and 2 Standby Coolant Valve

12. RWCU Holding Pump 1B

13. Dryvell Equipment and Floor Drain Sump Pumps 1B

14. Dryvell blovers IA-4 and 1B-4

15. Turbine Bearing Lift Pumps

16. SLC'Trace Heating (alternate supply)

17. All cross tie valves in RHR System

18. Various fans and sump pumps

480 Volt Reactor MOV Board 2B

1. Loads for Unit 2 that are comparable to those above.

480 Volt Reactor mOV Board 1C

1. CRD System Valves

2. RWCU System Valves-

3. DryTell Blowers lA-5 and 1B-5

4. Iliscellaneous drain valves

5. Miscellaneous sump pumps

6. Cooling water valves for turbine equipment

7. Recirculating System Valves

8. RJIR Inboard Valve RCV75-53

480 Volt Reactor MOV Board 2C

I. Loads for Unit 2 that are comparable with those above.

Exh~bit C2
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Tabla, IV" (FromS,, o .rt it, a (if the FSAR)

nn.Vii I 1t. cowr'Il cIrD LUAUS

I. fleacluf ":.O•F. P lOated Val-'e toards (3 pl. unit. A.

P1. and C)
2. Turbine C;.,:.-tmn DiMstribul otc IIord (I per unit)

3. Circuit C•ae*:,' Coard 9-9 (I per unit)

4. 4'O.Vo:: S.:dclo-.n Board Controls

S. Cmerr'..rcy d-c Lightin3
361 ft Unit Pec.lecre a-c Motor Generator •

7. 41)-Volt SvhuIOJwn Uowrd Controls (unit 3)

4S I o Busttie Covo:d
9. Cooling To.,er Switchgear

Station Battery Board

1. Main Turbir-e Emergency Ccar;i.) Oil Puwnps
2. Main Genrc:tor Emervency Seiti Oil Pumps

3. Plant Pi c,:rtcd a-€c motor Gertcltor

4. D.c Em.,rncy Lighting at Diesel Generator
Buildin.3

5. Disltibu:ic-i Board 9-24
6. Diewl Cen-.rvlor Air Compressors

45 1 7. Cooling Tz:tre SwitchgeJr

Reactor MhOV E;:id Loads

I. Autod iel,.jrization Reliuf Vaives (MOV Coaads

A. nl and C)
2. Pressure P, P1.0 Valves (t.'OV r.oards A. n and C)

3. Main Stv,:-. Isolation Valves SoWenoids (POV

Boards A ard B)

4. Recircu:~o.•n L.G Set Emergrency Oil Pumps
IMOV 8o3ros A and B)

S. Backup Scramn Valves (•.OV Boards A. B and C)

6. RHR Shut1•oo.,n Isolation Valves (?AOV Board B)

7. Divis'on I Erng;rteered Safe;uards Logic Power

Supply (i:.'OV Board 0)
8. Reactor Be.iling Emergency d-c Lightirg (i',OV

Board B)
9. HPCI Turbine Controls and Autxil;-ries p..OV

Bo.rd A)
10. HPCI Val:es(MOV Board A)

11. RCIC Tubrne. Controls St Auta:iaries (.'.OV

Board C)
12. PCIC Val.,es (MOV Boaed C)

13. Diviseon It En3islcred Salegoxords Logic Po.ver

SupP3y (PtOV roard A)

3SI25O.Volt d-c Cc.iterolP.er Supplies

451 1. 41Wionll Shutdown Boa.d Controls (units I&' 2)

Exhibit C2
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Auxiliary Power Supplies and Bus Tran~tcr Sciiorcs Table V (From Section 8 of Lhc FSAR) X
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Table V (From Section 8 of the FSAR)

Auxilixry Power Suppliet and Bus Transfer Schemes.
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Auxifilry Pow-I: Su1!-Nia- anid Bus Transfer Schvolii: Tal po etin8o h SRTable. V .(rrom Sect Ion 8 of the rSATO

Powecr Sou-rcfs

Norm.at Altcrnatc
Rnmarks

DflorJ 3ndlor Main Bus

"50-OV Siluirlown

Boards

Unit 1. -120-V Shut-
d~o-.-n Edl1A

Unit .'3OV Siut.

do.-rs Ed 133

Unit 2. .130 V Shut-
ectvr. !3d 2Aý

Ur);' 2. 430-V shut-
dovil Ed 20

Urt; 3. '.OV Shiut.
du-j'r i 2A

01,,' 1. 430O.V Rc-,c

S.Ov *, A

U'*.t 1 I$?C.0'I Ocac

0

4 kV shut- 4 kV shut--

down Ld A down bd B

4 kV shut- 4 kV zhut-

do-.vn bd C down bd B

4 kV shut- 4 kV shut-

dowvn lid 5 down bd C

4 kV shut- 4 kV shut-'

down bd 0 down bd C

4 kV shu;- 4 kV shut

c:ow" bd C down bd 0

>Transfer from the cnormal to the alternate sourca is mahual. Interlocking is provided In

prevent tiuaty 1,i 'itetrlilg to .1t ftaled baumo mnd tu prevent paralleling two sources.

4 kV shut- 4 kV shut-

dowi btd A down bd D

C7;'

430-V Shut-

down Bd IA

420 V Shut-

Pf! 10

430-V Shut-
down Cd 1B

430.V Shut-

down 1d 1I0

480-V Shut.

down Gd IA

o x

Ur.. 1,eOyV Iteac

P.:dv l3j. IC

U-nit 2. 'ýO V Ret:o

',OV 13J 2A

0 ... 2. *It).V fleas

-',UVtZEdt2C

4C.0V Shut- 400-V Shut.
dow~n Bd 2A dow-n Gd 20
i - ld 2ATranler ham ton1 the rornal to thc allernate iOt;rcc is rauaju.t h¢lloc.s pIeverit

0 V -4 h0 V hI'ft , .1 i;fIl I irs.. Se ri nit olhtr , a l .5 r t i ,1'lss1 C'.

down FVd 21 down Gd 2A

4 0S -V Shut - 4 80V Shut. A .itonu.1;c tra nsfcr from the norm .! to ttle altltrnatc Source is in itia:ed by 6im e.

do-, Cd 29 down Gd 2A UlrutFcvott.ir:e oir the rlornmil ýourcc, Return to lh, normal source ;" au:om3;;c upon

4C0-V Shut. Automatic transfer from the normal tu the alternat, sourer- is iniliated by time.

dJown Gd IA uundervoltae on the: normal source. ulturtn to the normal source is a-jtorloatic upon

retu;u of So!!35C to the nornual sourc¢.
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Unit 1 Sv'.;tems Lost During Fire

AUTONraTIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS

7 of 11 Relief Valves Inoperable From
Control Room

Manual Control of 4 Remaining Valves

PROBABLE CAUSE OF LOSS

Loss of 250 VDC Boards IA and lB

Lost in Supply to the Valves

Therefore, manual operation of relief valves lost on Unit 1. Automatic
pressure relief still available. Air stored in the valve accumulators
provide a discrete number oi operations after the loss of the normal air
supply.

HIGH PRESSURF COOLANT INJECTION
SYSTE! PROBABLE CAUSE OF LOSS

HPCI Lost because power to valves lost
on 25OVDC HOV Board 1A and Power
to steam isolation valve lost on
480V HOV Board IA.

RESIDUAL HEAT REIOVAL SYSTEMS PROBABLE CAUSE OF LOSS

MHR System IA

RHR System IB

Lost because power to valves lost on
480V Board 1A.

Lost becouse power to valves lost
on 480V MOV Board lB and loss of
power to punip motors on 4KV Shutdown
Board C.

Lost because power to valves lost
on 480V MOV Board 1A.

Lost because power to valves lost
on 400V HOV Board lb.

RHR System 1C

RH? System 1D

Therefore, all RRR systems lost bn Unit No. 1.

Exhibit C3
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CORE SPRAY SYSTEMS

Core Spray System L%

Core Spray System lB

Core Spray System 1C

Core Spray System 1D

PROBABIL CAI'US OF LOSS

Lost because power to valves lost
on 480V MOV Board IA.

Lost because power to valves lost
on 480V MOV Board IB and power to
pump motors lost on 4KV Shutdown
Board C.

Lost because power to valves lost
on 480V NOV Board IA.

Lost because power to valves lost
on 480V NOV Board lB.

Therefore, all core spray syioems lost on Unit 1.

STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

SLC Pump IA plus squibb valves.

PROBABLE CAUSE OF LOSS

Lost because power to pump moto.
and valves lost on 480 V Shutdunn
1A.

Lost because power to pump motor
and valves lost on 480V Shutdown
Board lB.

SLC Pump IB plus squibb valves.

Therefore, SLC lost on Unit 1.

REACTOR CORE ISOLATION
COOLING SYSTEM PROBABLE CAUSE OF LOSS

RCIC Power to the steam isolation valve
lost on 480V NOV Board lB.

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM PROBABLE CAUSE OF LOSS

RPS HG Set IA

RPS MG Set 1B

Units I znd 2
Valve

Lost because power to motor lost
or. '80V NOV Board 1A.

Lost be:ause p-wer to motor lost
on 480V HOV Board lB.

Lost because power test valve
lost un 480V NOV Board lB.

Standby Coolant

Exhibit C3
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TEMIPCMARY CABI.F LOC.

Cable/Wire
Number

I PL992

1 PL1002

1 PL1187

ES 1607-IA

ES 4107-IIC

ES 4393-IIC

ES 4457-IIC

ES 4285-IIC

lES 4382-11

IES 4385-Il

IES 4375-11

lES 4330-Il

1ES 4368-Il

AES 4353-lI

1B76

From

480V R. Vent
Board IA

480V R. Vent
Board 1A

480V R. Vent

Pnl 25-45A

Pnl 25-45A

Pnl 25-47C

Pnl 25-47C

Pnl 25-47C

Pnl 9-36
Unit 1

Pnl 9-36
Unit 1

Pnl 9-36
Unit 1

Pnl 9-36
Unit I

Pnl 9-36
Unit 1

Pnl 9-36

250;' R. MOV
Board 1A

To

480V T. Vent
Board IA

480V T. Vent
Board .IA

480V T. Vent

Pnl 25-45C

Pnl 25-45C

4KV SD Bd C

4KV SD Bd C

4KV SD Bd C

Pnl 25-219
Unit 1

Pnl 25-221
Unit 1

JB2801

480V Dsl. ý.!jx.
Board B

JB2788

JB2801

Battery Bd. 1
Pnl 2

Function

TB Exhaust Fan 1A Control

TB Exhaust Fan 1B Control

TB Exhaust Fan lB Control

Comnon accident signal
to diesel generator

Co~non accident signal
to diesel generator

Diesel Generator C
Differential Circuit

4KV Breaker 1812
Close Circuit

Diesel Geuzrator C
Protective "elay circuit

Plant refuel zone isolation
signal

Reactor zone isolation
initiation

FSV-64-40 Control Reactor
Zone exhaust

Relay LRB-6 Control

FSV 64-44 Control refuel
zone exhaust

FSV 64-43 Control Reactor
zone exhaust

250 vDC Reactor MOV.
Board IA Normal Feed

EXHIBIT C4
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Cab Ie/l'ire
Number

lB77

1A2318

1A2319

1A2320

1ES4331-2

1R1671

1R1691

1R1578

IR1588

1RlOO0

From

250V R. MOV
Board 1A

Pnl 9-4

Pnf 9-4

Fnl 9-4

Pnl 9-36

Pnl 9-18

Pnl 9-19

Pnl 9-18

Pnl 9-19

Pnl 9-5

Pnl 9-19

Pnl 9-19

JB 1043

JB 1043

JB 1043

JB 1043

Pnl 25-62
Unit 1

Pnl 2562
Unit 1

Pnl 25-59
Unit 1

To

Battery Board 2

JB 3404

JB 3404

JB 3404

JB 2567

Pnl 25-59

Pnl 25-62

Pnl 25-1

Pnl 25-60

Pnl 25-18

Pnl 25-18

Pnl 25-18

Computer

Computer

Computer

Computer

Pnl 9-19
Unit 1

Pnl 9-19
Unit 1

Pnl 9-18
Unit I

Function

250 VDC Reactor NOV

Board 1A Emergency Feed

Seismic Alarm

Seismic Alarm

Seismi¢ Alarm

Reactor building vent

RHR Sys. I Discharge

Press Inst. loop 74-51

RHR Sys. II Discharge

Press Inst. loop 74-65

CS Sys. I Press

Inst. loop 75-20

CS Sys. II Press

Inst. loop 75-48

CRD Cooling 1%ater 4P

Inst. loop 85-18

CRD Cooling ¶ater Hdr.

Flow Inst. lodp 85-25

CRD Cooling Water Hdr.

Flow Inst. loop 85-25

Vessel Temperature TE 56-1

Vessel Temperature TE 56-3

Vessel Temperature TE 56-17

Vessel Temperature TE 56-30

RHR Instrumentation

RHR Instrumentation

RHR Instrumentation

IR1031

1R1032

ICR950

1CR955

1CR960

1CR965

IR1681

1R1686

1R1656

EXHIBIT C4
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Cabie/1-i re
Number

1R1666

1R2740

INM2-IA

NKM3-IA

l•14-IA

1NM18-IB

INMI9-1IB

1NK2OG- I B

INl{O-IIA

1NK11-IIA

1MK12-IIA

1NM27-IIB

LN} 28-1IB

1N-29-IIB

IPC518

1PC517

1PC516

F rom

Pnl 25-59
Unit 1

Pnl 9-3
Unit 1

Pnl 25-27
Unit 1

Pnl 25-27
Unit 1

Pnl 25-27
Unit 1

Pnl 25-27
Unit 1

Pnl 25-27
Unit 1

Pnl 25-27
Unit 1

Pnl 25-61
Unit 1

Pnl 25-61
Unit 1

Pnl 25-61
Unit 1

Pnl 25-61
Unit 1

Pnl 25-61
Unit 1

Pnl 25-61
Unit 1

250V R. MOV
Board 1B

250V R. HsV
Board .1B

250V R. MOV
Board 1B

To

Pnl 9-18
Unit 1

Penet. CB
RS El 565

Pnl 9-12
Unit 1

Pnl 9-12
Unit 1

Pnl 9-12
Unit 1

Pnl 9-12
Unit 1

Pnl 9-12
Unit 1

Prl 9-12
Unit 1

Pnl 9-12
Unit 1

Pnl 9-12
Uni t 1

Pnl 9-12
Unit 1

Pnl 9-12
Unit 1

Pnl 9-12
Unit 1

Pnl 9-12
Unit 1

Pnl 9-43
Unit 1

JB 1088
SR4 B1 593

FCV 69-2
Motor

Function

RHR Instrumentation

Drywell Temp. Recorder

SRM A Signal

SRH A HV

SRMi A -15 VDC

SRM B Signal

SR) B HV

SRMl B -15 VDC

SRX C Signal.

SRII C H V

SRH C -15 VDC

SRM D Signal

SRH D HV

SRX D -15 VDC

F'CV 69-2 Control

FCV 69-2 Control

FCV 69-2 Power

EXl.LBIT C4
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Cable/Wire
Ni -bcr

1PC506

1PC505

1PC504

1V2173

1V2171

1V2170

From

480V R. NOV
Board 1B

480V R. NOV
Board 1B

480V R. NOV
Board 1B

480V R. NOV
Board IC

480V R. NOV
Board IC

480V R. MOV
Board 1C

To

Pnl 9-43
Unit 1

JB 977

FCV 69-12
Hotor

Pnl 9-4
Unit 1

JB 1031

FCV 69-16
Hotor

FCV

FCV

FCV

FCv

FCV

FCV

Function

69-12 Control

69-12 Control

69-12 Power

69-16 Control

69-16 Control

69-16 Power

EXHIBIT C4
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Calhoun caUin, Ljrccn. Frcl Chan.dlcr cailed ani said that soncbody from BF,?, had

asked him to Get scmc people out to do a little chcckinr. on what cables go in

certain cable trays and all.

I,.7bat I have goin., is a kind cf a task group of Construction a~d DPP (mostly

Construction) looUin; toward the repair of this and my ir-7ediate representative is

Jerrold Ze'wease wor;UnL ._ithn Ben Gant and they have lined out a plan of attack

tov-rd rezairin; th-s and Jer.ry Just went over vith r.e the plan and the design

part was to get Design to identify ever-.thinrg in these trays, so they can have

this inrfor--ation ready v'eL we went to tak-ing out circuits to chop the= out to

place in new circuits. So I think what we are ta.LŽing about is not just today's

proolen but tc.ard gettirC these units back.

Okay. Fred's concern was that tney have not gone tt~rou,; you.

But they have gone through -e ard i've got a representative on this task force

just assuding we are going to cal on Construction to help to get the unit back.

Okay.

Here's Jerry's notes. 7t starts out, list all trays that show dae.age. DEC will

co=plete a list of cables cn each tray. DEC *.rLl identify -.here they go and

this sort of thirg and then the power and control cables can be spliced, the

ther-ocounles coax ".ll be replaced. DED should be notified and I understand

they have been. (JRC says yes.) Týhat's what it is--just trying to get together

with Const.ruction and lookin; a i/ttle bit ahead.

Okay, Fred wanted to relay tr.is bac, through here so we woulin't get fouled up,

but I think I can tell h.in on ttis particular problem to work directly with that

task force. Right?

Yes, work with the tack force and I bel.ievc Ben Cant is the construction ::an that is

takin,; the lead. Dut, of cou.=ze, Len ,'uGht have :ou.e othcr c-kinccrz involv&,,, too.
Exhibit D-1
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Ycz. Now hold on, I've Cot. somc other mc;zagc: for you too.

Recford Arnold and Frcd Von flollcn are coming down there to help you.

OMay.

lLr. Thomas has something here. (EM apeaks in background--JRC repeats EFT's

question) Is 1, 1 turbine safely on turninG gear?

Yes, they tell me it sounds- good.

No troubles with bearings as far as they can tell?

No.

Okay, now Frank Long, Atlanta, called and says he is sending Bob Sullivan,

Bill Little, and Bower (electrical man). So they left rmaybe thirty minutes ago

and they will be down there sometime tonight.

Okay.

He asked me did you know whether your control rods were in on unit 1 and I told

him that I didn't know.

I've got indication that they are all in.

Okay, good. Vow what's the situation on the fire?

Jack, we're fiGhting it with water now and our men where breathing air is a big

thing, but they have -one in twice and had it knocked down with water and had to

get out and each time they Go back in and they are in there for

another entry right now and I've Got hopes that the fire is about under control.

So, they are not using too much water apparently.

No, they are not trying to uze too much water.
Exhibit D1
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Do you have arty ind-ication of how much of tL.-t cublc tray outzidc iz involved?

Yes, there is a vertical that runs up and down the wa.l and two places on

horizontal and I din't know just how much, but I got thc thing in my mind

probably about 15 feet horizontal.

Okay, that's the sort of infor-_ation we wanted. Now, has there been any change

in the torus te.-perature cn unit 1?

No, right now unit 1 has . I've lost my unit valves on unit 1, and I

know what it is and I know what to do about it. They have burned through an air line,

so killed the air and we hilled control air while relief valve: went shut and

I'm trying to establish vacuum and going to use the steamline drain stub to

help pull steam off the turbine and I don't know what the absolute torus tem--erature

is. I've been down watching the firefighting efforts, Jack.. Just came up.

But, you've got a way that you'll be able to quit but you're not dix.ping atj'.ir,

in the torus anyrway, are yo-..

Not right now, don't have relief valves. I'll get another rundown here shortly

and get back at you.

Yeh, let us know as soon as possible.

Coiay.

(Later) Okay, I am reportinr that the fire appears to be out. Right now, unit 2 is still

down at about 100 pounds and makeup water is the hotweli pump. Okay, unit I I've

got in a condition where I'm leading steam to the condenser throurh the drain lines

on the steam lines and hold the vacu=r with the hoCers and making up water with Lhe

control rod drives and I seem to be holding pretty steady at about 500 pound-. The

question you asked me: unit 2 torus temperature is 1060 and unit I. torus temperature is

unknown. Exhibit Dl
Page 3 of 9
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Oka;', you don't have any way to Cet down to thc torus, do you?

I haven't attempted it yet, I have too many other problems.

Okay. AlriGht. Jim, I cuess I diln't have anything to talk to you about. Oh,

ve've got 35 more breathing air bottlcs on the way down to you.

Okay, I don't know which came in where, but we got some air in here from some place

that we are using to recharge cylinders and ue are also using Chemox and that's

Vorking pretty we•l. I got a call that Suli~van, Little, and some other

[RC inspector are traveling tonight and will get here some time tonight so

all our problems will be over. (JRC laughs).

They will square you away, I am sure.

We probably have a violation. We've kept very poor logs. (JRC laughs)

No doubt.

I wouldn't say we are out of the woods, but I feel better now that the fire is

out and we should be able to get in the reactor building in a little while

without all this breathing air and mask, you know.

Can you expand a little bit on that air line that burned in two?

Just a minute. Jack, I can't give you the definitive. I'm talking to

Joe I-Mantooth, who was the operator in there, and he says that in that area there

is a 6" riser going up. He doesn't think it was the main riser itself, but

probably a leG off of it, but that there was an air blow in there blowing into the

fire. Keep in mind that it was very poor visibility. With flashlights just a

matter of several feet so he's not definitive of it all.

Exhibit D1
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OUa), t).=". yoj.

Jir. has reported that he has the fire out.

G:kay.

,.-at vas teking him zo long, he fin-ally resorted to water, but he wanted to do

it with the spray and just controlled az.ounts of it and what he would do vas to

put a little bit on it and uait a while and it would flare up and he would put

some more on it. Now apparently týds is in a space of about 15 feet in this

particular cable tray. So he has the fire out. Unit 2 is holding at l100 pressure.

And he is feeding water to u-nit 2 with the hotwell pumps. No problez on unit 2.

Now unit 1 since I called you last ran into another problem. 'hey had an

air line that -as in the ,-ici-4i ty of this fire and they lost air pressure to the

relief valves zo his relief valves went out on him and now they have the heatsink

as the nzin condenser on unit 1 a~-i ta'ir.6 steam throuS-h the main steam d_-ain

lines to the =ain condenser on uait 1. This seems to be ntablizirn the pressure

c unit 1 to 500 psig. Unit 2 torus te-:erature is 1060 F. Unit 1 torus temperature

is .--known.

;ihat hcy-7ened there?

Well, he 1:st his unit 1.

.eazuz.nVg tha. directly before estimatin3?

He indicated -o no at one time that he vas getting some indication in the auxiliary

shutdown room or on the emergency control room that he got a reading there and

that was the one I Cave you at what 1260.

On what ;ijl?

ExhibIt DI
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Ych, 1260 and I'm prctty sure he told mc he was gettinG that from the cmcrL~cncy

control roon but now he :ay. he doesn't know what the tc:-crature iz on

the torus. So, I'm a little bit unclear as to ".hcrc he cot that first rcadln;,-.

Okay, that Just could have been some good educated Guess.

I'm pretty sure that he told me he got it from the control roon. Eut I'm not

absolutely sure.

Okay, what's the statu- of rain control room? Is that 2.U filled with smoke still?

Oh, no. It never had nuc.h smoke in it. The rain control room is perfectly okay.

They had some smoke coring through a hole close to the control deck in the

center of the room. They stuffed sone rags into it and got it stopped. But .he

thinks he will, have the smohae out of the reactor building pretty soon. lie got

a ca.l throu~h some of o-_- people that .'.z. Ed Giller vas ca2Uir.F'. frm= Washýiflton.

Do you know Ed Giller? I probably figured that he was their duty =an.

Yeb, he's probably their duty officer. Several of them were in the offices

up there. Just to see what was going on.

Now, we ended up by askin7 him to cal you. Is that okay?

Yeh. We have some Deo!e uý there in our headquarters offices. T'ne doggone

public news media ty-pe will probably drive you out of you-, .ind. Okay, your

people did put out a news press release?

Yeh, we put one out about 4:30. Somewhere close to 4:30.

What kind of fire fir.tinG--Did you have any problems with your station fire

system?

As far as I know, it worked fine. The CO2 system in that particular room works

okay. rut it ends up w-ith a cable fire like this the CO2 won't put it completely

out. Sort of like a r-attre:z amoldering. Exhibit D1
Page 6 of 9
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Yeh, you can't rca.ly Cct to cool it.

Right? I:o cooling. So it prevents a conflagration but it won't Just finally put

it out. Now the Athens fire dcpartmcnt got there quickly and I Cuese I told you

we locked them right in to the reactor building with fire trucks. So they were there

and acted as advisors and did real well.

Oh, you didn't h&ve to use their equipment?

Yeh, we used some of their equipment too. Principally, this particular (now I'm

guessing here now) but Jim was going to use his spray nozzle for this water and

I assume that he did use the Athens fire department spray nozzles. So.that part

of the plan really worked out well. He had the fire department there before I ever

got here in the =ergency control center here in Chattanooga.

Is that part of your regular fire plan?

That's part of the regular fire plan. See, Jim takes the Athens fire department

into the plant and trains t-he in radiation and also takes the= through the plant

so the:" are fa-miliar with the inside of the plant, too. This -s all a part of the

plan.

Tell me what you know about the cooling thing for un-.it 1. Give me that again -_

How you are keeping that tenperature.

We are taking steam through the drain lines. These are fairly s-all drain lines

that go to the main condenser. And we're passing steam through those drain lines

to the main condenser. And maintalainig a vacuum on the main condenser with the

hoCgi ng pumps.

Do these drain lines have that capacity to take care of that for you?

A 2" drain line off each rain steam line. Yeh. So it's holdina and it will get

better as time Coes on. A. the decay heat drops. Exhibit Dl
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Does L.ach of y'our unit: have two condenser circulatinC cooling pumps?

There's 3 r-ain circulatinr cordcnser pwupz. Ych. Each unit.

Conden:ate ptr-.ps, you've Cot two or three?

Tree, six I guess condensate booster pumps. One for each condenser--Three

coDdensate boosters.

On each unit?

Yeh.

hTrat explains. I was trying to figure whether there was one or two on a plant.

You're relying on them. That handled it pretty well, didn't it?

Oh, yeh, we had plenty of cooling water.

It looks like everything is under control.

Things are lcoking up.

That fire wasn't as extensive as it appeared to be? Pretty localized by 15-foot

area length?

The 15-foot area I am talking about is outside the spreading room. The fire went

through a penetration the 6-y it looks so I don't know what to say about inside the

spreading room.

That was probably pretty extensive in there.

Well, we Just don't know. It must have been to affect two units. But we have a

feelinG now it is nothinS like completely wiping out the spreadine room. We can

say maybe three or four cable trays in there. Just some Guess work.

Really don't know?

Really don't know. Exhibit Dl
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Onl• v.iin: we can zay right now iz th•.h it could have bccn a hell of a lot worze.

Oh, yeh.

You knov, when you talk.about a fire in the Spreading room, you've rea.2ly got

problems.

It would affect just about everythi.g.

Yeh, you know everything for those tun units come through that one room. It's

Co on to both units, just like the control room is co.-on to both units.

That sorta shoots your redu.dancy.

We're got a lot of questions to ask about this.

Well, I hope it turns out that it wasn't reai:, as extensive as it seems to have

been.

Smoke really fools on.e and he just doe.n' t know. !aybet before the night is over,

we will have a pretty good feel for the oxtent and all because he is get ting-the

amoke cleared out now.

Okay. I'll Just Eit bact anJ -;,Lit. I sure do appreciate your calling me, Jack.

Thank you, Frank. Blye.

Exhiblt Dl
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-Firc i= ezzcntLaily out. On the z;read-ir. roon end, every now and1 then you Lcc a

glow ani e Cot a --an ztanii ; by lkXe ccntinuoazly. Nlow we habc set .p routine

patrol in the a-.-e1 and the area ".hcre we have fire, you know. Now, #1 reactor

build.in; is cleared by the heaJ-h physicist, but I haven't got it Uleared b:, tne

industri&l hy~ierist. M.ey are concerned about the CO. S, I am still in a mask.

Unit 2 is In the best shape and rirht now we are attemptinS tc get it on shutdown

cooling. And it looks like we've lo..t the (I tuess it would be the A & B shutdown)

boards because we have lost the A and C pu-ps, this type of thinZ you know. And if

you'll think that one throtuh, it aeans that what we have really lost &'e the

controls beca'w.se where the fire was there were no power cables.

Yeh, okay.

So unit 2 has t¼o RHR pt-s, two core sp:a:' pu-ps, what have you. Unit 1 we just got a

rclief valve open. I think the last time I told you we couldn't get air on a

rei~ef v-.lve and we have jast got in a relief valve so the pressure is coming down.

Okay.

At the present tine I don't n.ave any -Fy to get :ne in uni-t I except the control

a)d drives for when I get down to 15C, # I can get it in through the condensate

system.

Yeh, I urderstaad.

Unit 1: One thinZ, I :-- going to dL is to put in the spool pieces on the RCIC.

I thi.L1k it would be iroperable except the steai isolation valves inside the

containruent is shut •.a if I get spool pieces in, it will give me another way to

put water usiar, zuxiliary stea.

From hicating boiler?

Exhibit D2
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Yeh. Whcn I Cet orcrator: dovn to it, I can open the vulvcs man=uLly.

Yeh.

;•nd we tare startiu.G from nothing to cake a procedure to flush the shutdown cooling

and put in service on unit 1. There will be a manual alignment, you

see. On unit 1 I have most of the CAM's back in service and I have Construction

tere, Vand .hat we plan to do was to take out a component at a time starting with

the well, I'm trying to find a way to get core spray and RHR and this

hbing back in service, you knov. And startin6 with the I'm going to

start lihae a component at a time and say well I need this valve. Ben Gant's

people will work with us and we're going to disconnect the control cables from

that thing and at the breakers I will put in a local pushbutton that I can

operate that valve with and starting a scheme of this nature to try to wind up

to get some of tais safeguards equipment operable for unit 1 for local control.

NIo we have established that fr- here sn- we axe rot &oing to do any of these

bastard thinrs without a work plan.

That's good.

We've done some things out of the extreme. We are tryirn to reestablish control.

And Studdard's people are working with Ben Cant's people to identify each of the

.n-Acponents that we need and I think we have and could operate this core spray and

they are makin. the proposal what they think they can do to get it in service

since the boards hot and apparently rli we have lost are controls for it and then,

we will plan it throug.h. And it looks like most of the night is going to be spent in.

making procedures to get this thing on shutdown coolinG and starting on

reviewing procedures a-id workplanz toward getting some of the safeguards

equilp..ent back in service.
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Ok-ay, ,Ir., do you hnow .. tcr.pcraturc 1r. thI: dr-'wcll or the toruz tcmpcratuorc?

Unit 1 the d.z-wcll te-.pcrat~ux'? I don't know the pressure, I don't know the

coruz tc-perature, I don't }.niow the torus level. And we are Giving a wVor}'.lit

of priorities to the inzt.r.cnt people and one of Lhe (understand several jobs

can r•n sirultaneosly) but one of the top priority jobs is that we are, going into

the dr-ywell and set ulp a local neutron monitoring station (not in the drywell)

in the reactor buildinr set a local neutron nonitorir.Z station and

we've established that when we set that up we will have to keep an operator

in to collect data all the time and then about the Io. 2 job will be torus level.

This is of particular concern because .e don't have any idea where the level

is. The side torus te_7-zerature is a low priority getting the per-.a&nent

instrr-.entation in that will __ the ther-nometer to the slde of the torus.

Sure.

Soe-ewhere down the list appears then drywell temperature and drywell pressure. We

have the swoa 2el vent open on the drywell that is, the 2" vent; so we know that we

are probably not in any overpressure condition or anything like that. And that

does vent out throuZh stazdby gas, you understand that.

Yeh.

Drywell pressure, I feel sure, is probably nothing. But I .n't know temperat.1re.

Okay.

_ A truck with air Just care throurh the Gate.

Okay, good, that should get us out of a bind some on air. I just sent Athens fire

departxcnt ho.e. And I don't how the hel]. we ever pay them or anything like that.

Well, they did a good job.

They did us a good Job. And they left come of their equipwent here that they couldn't

find and what have you and I said vw']fl find it and gct it to you or we'll payLRybjrC)j
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Okay, sure.

And the only other thrinr I've been kind of trcatinG then by buying neals. I've

boufght meal. for Athens fircz-.en and everythi.ng else.

You're in trouble.

Probably am. That's the biggest decision, you know. And blindly

ordered 50 breakfasts.

Jim, unit 1 reactor water level, what's the water level?

I don't know, but there is no problem with it.

Okay. Atlanta asks that ever once in a u.tile.

Well, we haven't had a level prmble. Unit 1 we didn't have any way to get

steam out so you didn't have to put water in.

And it's not that humorous. That situation, unit I right now is

sti-U not good. The only way we are putting water in is control rot' drive. The

bright spot we did get a relief valve open and we still do have a condensate

system to put water in when we get pressure down.

So the biggest problem is getting cocling to the torus. Isn't it?

Right.

The crosstie doesn't help you any in this case, does it?

No, crosstie don't help any in this case.

Okay, Jim, what are you going to do for yourself?

Exhibit D2
Page 4 of 6
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WeL-., .'m Coinz to stay here tonight. I'm going to zlccp here.

Alright.

Either Studdard or Hund:apillar are guing to be here a.ll night.

A!lan Quilts is do'wn there some place if he can help you any. Probably in Athens

at home.

Oh, hell, AlUan Qualls is probably down here visiting his daughter.

Yeh.

It's good to know. If we need him, we will call him. Don't think we are in

too bad a shape at that level in that we got some pretty competent shift engineers,

you know. If we run into any problem, since we had so many out here today, tat it

is going to be a damn long night for them. Mainly, we are going to keep maintenance

crew and all crafts here all night long. And Construction has a good many

engineers and electricians and craftsmen out tonight just sta-iding by to help us.

They have cancelled all construction -work, but they did bring in a crew to stand

by for any support we need.

Is there any-thirn that we need to do for you in the morning that we could get

started tonight?

Jiar±, the m.ain thinr that came to mind that you can do for me and I'm thinKirZ

by April 1 I'm supposed to have t1;s fellow from ABC to take a

film report of the plant, you know, some of these t-'%r guide groups, if we can

get some of those cancelled out.

That was April 1?

Right.

Well, okay.
Exhib't D2
Page 5 of 6
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-"ha-t' a little facetiouz at this timc. We can worry about that Monday. But

right now I don't know of the support I necd from you.

Okaý.

You can cancel the relief valve test on unit 2 for awhile.

Yeh, we'll do that.

Jim, Fred Von Hollen and Peeford Arnold, I don't guess they have arrived yet, but

they are on their way an;. if you need any more people out of us in the morning let

us know.

Fred Von liollen and Reeford Arnold are on the way down for any help they can be.

We will keep sormeone here in the office aUl night.

Somebody is going to be at this number all night.

Right.

I'll call you if I need ycu, brat I don't know of a specific that you can do for us

right now.

Well, I would like to kano wlie-n you get the RHR restored. If it is sometime durxin

the nariht, let them know here in the office

On u.dit 1?

Yeh.

If we get an FLR, I'll le, you know.

When you get cooling ts the tcrus. Yeh.

Okay.

Okay.

g

r~ fl7

Page 6 of 6
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Log of J. h. Cabieou,-, Cnir'f '"i. Icat V ion i '-;Icll, TVA, for March 22, 11575.

M.,CHi 22, 1.9(5

2:4-5

2:40

2:4i

2:50

3:10

3:20

3:15

3:23

3:23

3:25

3:26

3:27

3:35

3:40

3:40

p.m. CDT - JAZ called ,rC

- JFC talked to

- Started calling C-CC (Called J3HoL-es at 2:45 - not ho-e; c=Uel

JAC at 2:45; und called -FT at 2:-7)

- Lef't for CM.C office

- Arrived in C-CC office

- Called CZIodZes

- PCPric'e erri';ed

- RCPrire called -'A Infor!ztion Office

- Called GFStone - no -n=s-wer

- Chris Ec:-2I &oir3 to Iriot.nation Office in Knox-.,iLle

- CCFussell sa-.s he is on way to CECC of-rice

- CMAL'uih;_in and JAZ rcported to Division Eaergenc-, Center

- JAOppo:d rcv-rtcd to tz.::e cllzre of CZZC

- JU.n:atson notifi ed.

- HJGreen renortI foUol.--n.-, inrfo.-ation: PAGE

Urnit 1 - 2)0 DZi7 + 55 "-,ntcrlzwv! in reactor; condcnzate

booztcr p... in uzc -u.. n "tcr to rcr
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Unit 2 - + 35" watcrlcvcl; 150 psia boiler pressure; ICIC

beinC used; backlp feed-watcr system is the hotwell pump

Unit I has no EC;S valve control

Reactor buildina has no area radiation monitorina

Apparentl'i fire is in cable tray (TE) in middle of s-,.radimn:

room walU bet-.een reactor buildinp and spreader room

Scohe so heavy can't see

Unit 1 torus iiater up to 1260 F.

No torus instrunentation

100 ceals ordered for 6 p.m.

Breathin- air may be needc I

LockinZ fire truck into buildirZ

Unit 2 is on tuxninG gear

Unit 1 sittinz - N~o lift pu-ps rnd not on turning= rear

flews release made to Chris Eckl

-HJG

Unit 1 is in worst shape - Pas a reactor water level of + 55 and

200 psie pressure

Condensate booster pu--p in service

Unit 1 does not have torus indication

Torus tc.-perature is 1260 F.

Unit I does not have n.clear ir.str--Lcnt-ation

Unit I does not have core spray, W.R, HPFI, RIC, etc., protably

because I:OV boards are dead

Unit 1 has no turninv near or lirt pumps

UD4I.3

k~~r AGL
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Unit I d-ryýcll tc.-peraturc 3300 F. or 2500 F. - Don't know which

bccatze i,2ication is erratic.

Pressure in dcrywell is 2.2 psig

Only have tim dr-rell coolin- farn out of ten

Unit 2 hLz -ome core spray, some PW, HP1II, ICIC, and torus

coo~in

Unit 2 level in torus is 4"

Unit 2 tor.s temperature is 1300 F. and dropping

Unit 2 e-&-.ell te_--eratre is 1950 F.

Unit 2 turbine is on turning gear

Unit 2 has neutron monitoring

The nursin3 station is manned - INobody hasvbeen hurt.

- Tom FulL-cr, BF7TP storeroom, called

Can't set Selox Co.-%Pny in ChattanooCa - r-.tP needs breathin- air

We vill get in touch with Selox and esk the= to send some

breathing air to .BF7TP

50 cylinders breathirn3 air on TVA Contract No. 70-X53-BPA 58

- HJGreen

Service Shops leavin- with fire extinrviishers and an air con-pressor

Fire is out on spreadin", room side

Foam r was used in bullin-, cables - Wasn't fireproof =nd actirn as

blow torch

Athen" fire depo-rtmcnt can charge our air botticZ at BFIP

At 4:30 both turbines on turninZ Cear

Liquid CO2 truck beinG ordered because Cardox system is #cttinc

low LaIrnmD3

4:33
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4:55 - MZarvin :.athis on vay from Chattanooo- to help inzpcct turbine

for pczzible bcarirZ dvaiaCe

4:58 - Selox Co.=-any, ChattanooGa, is sendin• 15 Lottlcs breathir.4 air

to BYP

-rank
4:59 - Operator says to ca•ll ir./Lorg in Atlanta (404) 633-2426

5:10 - HJGreen wants to decide uhat to use on fire

Determined to be "A",ty.e fire - He is being addvised to use

water on fire

Cable trays ?-.=2, 1.), TE, cnd VE were involved -in fire

Two more i=-ediately near these were also involve'"

5:20 - Told =J~reen oay to use water on fire but use wato:- under

controlled conditions

Norman 11oselc- in Atlanta (40L) 633-h012

5:4o - Fred Von Hollen and .Reeford Arnold goirn. to BF? - Told to do

so by FCPrice

6:06 - JDGlover

Enough heat ha- been generated Li cable trays to cause flare

up of fire after being put oul

Haviriz trouble with reactor buildinZ e-Žhauzt farz on unit 1

6:09 - HJGreen says hasn't used water yet. Fire keeps co-inZ bach frum

heat but he wa-nts to hold out for another 30 -Iinutes before

using water.
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Cable tray: e-tcnd irtto reactor building in a vertical and a

horizontal dirccticn

Jim says construction "candlcd penctrition and it flashed"

vhile sealing a penetration. Price has written statement

from the men.

6:15 - Fitteen breathin;3 air tanks on vay froc Chattanooga

6:22 - Fred Chandler's people say they are getting people in to check

cable ruinn

6:29 - Frank Lon:, Atlanta sending Bob Sullivan and Bill Little and Bower

to the plant

6:50 - HJtreen - Has created a task force to determine the cebles involved

in the fire and a course of action

All control rodz on both reactors

?low fighting fire with water

Lost relief valves on unit 1 because of control air line failure

in vicinity o?' fire

7:00 - Thirty-five =.ore breathing air bottles on my" to BYFP

7:15 - J17;latson called to get more inforrntion on problem

7:25 - Godwin Willians says 'Washington calling him

Ray Sullivan, EM A, Oak Ridge says Zd Giller in Washinrton wants

to know vhat happened. Told hin to tell Giller to call

Frank Lone,, Atlanta. We are keepinr Mr. Long informed

7:47 - ILJGrccn - Fire appears to be out. Unit 2 reactor at 100 psiS.

Feedwater is from hotwell pu.-rop.

Unit 1 bleedinG steam to condenser thru main steri drain lines.

HoldinC at 500 , .,.,ic)3

•/. , .. . . .,
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Unit 1 uzirng control rod drive puswps for feedwater

UWit 2 torus 1060 r.

Unit 1 torus ter-perature is unknown.

- Called Frank Long, Atlanta, and gave him a status report

- JACoffey called ?red Chandler. to tell him that DEED should tal-Z

directly to the cable task force on inforration regarding

cable trays

- Charles lcBride says Bob Duxnnivran "-ýith the F'•nts'%rille Tiýes

heard that a worz.-an was testing a penetration for air

leakage 6.-4tb a candle.

- HJGreen says l1ilton Price is pretty sure that candle stertedc ire.

PleLnin; - PC :-ýeeting to _ ;': ark ;an for tonight.

Gree. s-!ys cable tr:ys outside sprecding romc burned for about 25

feet "expanse raybe in 10 trays. Spreading room looks okay.

Apparently, all-fire outside spreadinZ room. Signs of heat

on floor in control roor.

Pressure on unit 1 has started to cli-_b

:00 - Called Fra-.:. Lon- and told him about the candle possibly .tartirn

%. fire

9:20 - Received folloirint inforn-..ation from Ken.y russell and Fred Ch:ndler

Polyurethene or styrofoam cealant used to seal penetration after

the pol.lrethene set ups, the worz'..-n checks with qondle for

leaks and then zpreys with a fire proofing material. DED soys

workmen were pullinC two new cables thru a penetration when theLXH•I~jI" ".A • _

fire >ccurred PAcgr
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9:30 - Henry Fuc--ell sayz the follov-'ing cable trays were involved:

F., ID, VE, T-,, FL

Only trcy with encineerer :feguarls was 1.9X.

Pulling cable 313143302 fro= panel 9-_.A , unit 3 auxilie.r" instr,-ent

roo= to L80-volt diesel euxilia-y boiler B, panel IIA,

elevation 533, diesel renerator building

9.42 - Operator on unit 2 says relief valves are now open on unit 1

and the reactor pressure is dropping.

9:45 - Z-c-s going hone

9:4f6 - HJGree7 se's routine patrol established in area where fire occurred

React::- building atrosphere prcnounced okay Iry Health 711:Ysiclst

on "--it 1, ALB C&D- shutdc..n boar-s a-parently inopertvve-

con77-os ;robably are Lnoperative

Unit has R3-_-'s and other systez-s in service

Unit .nas relief valves opened. Control rod drives are

auT..,'ir.w-ater to unit 1 - 500 psig reactor pressure

Plan put in spool pieces to cornect the RcIC to use heatir.n

bol.- r steae

Unit " constant air =onitors in service

Unit L water level o.cv

Unit I dr,,-;ell te77-perature unkno--n; torus level unknovn; toris

,te.e raturc un*known
venting

Small vent o-cn on drywell cont'r.--en/:-.r-u standby gas treatment

BreathinC nitr rrived from Chattanoo.,a

Athen: fire departnent left plant

D3
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Geve status to Fraa.-k Long, 'TC, Atlr-nta.

Fran), sas Uazhi.-ton v-nts folloA-wig info-r-ition:

Torus te.-:ýerata.re wrid dryw-ell te.-Žerature P.nd d.yi%:ell. tet.erature

tir-e sequ;ence ,:bcn informantion is w'.ailable

- Gave LTh.czzs latest status

- JRC left control cente. Willie ;:e -. an George Messer will stay

until 8 a.=. CECC =a.eers arld otners left about 10:15 p.=.

Key t---bers will conjr, egate about 7 e.=. 3/23/75

10:L5

1i:00

xI[.J•I IIIJT.• .P 3 .m
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Sum•amrv nr CECC ALt ivItlcs Iat'rh 22-23, 1975

Larry s. fox, Assistant to the Director of rover rroduction, 716 EB,
Chattanoor.a.-

James A. Oppold, Assistant to the Director.of Environmental Planninr,
201 401B, Chattanooga

April 28, 1975

SM24ARY OF CECC ACTIVITIES FOR MiAR•01 22-23, 1975

In response to your request of April 26, I viii provide your inves-
.. i•gatin•• co.ittee with a few brief coeents about the activities

of the Central F-mergency Control Center (CECC) on March 22-23. As
you know, the CECC Director has the responsibility for evaluating,
coordinating, and directing TVA's overall activities involved in
coping with a radiological e=ergency. These responsibilities are
set forth in the Radiological Emergency Plan (REP) which describes
TVA policies, purposes, delecations, standards, and guidelines in
order to protect TVA personnel, plants, and properties, as veil as
the health and welfare of the general public during a radiological
inergency.

J. A. Coffey, Division of Power Production, notified we at 1605 on
March 22, 1975. of the fire at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant and
Informed me that the REP should be activated and the CECC staffed.
I Immediately informed E. A. Belvin. Environs Emergency Staff
Director, and requested him to alert the State of Alabama. I
arrived at the CECC in the Edney Building at about 1625 and learned
that, as first alternate, I was to direct the CECC. The following
division representatives were notified and asked to otand by on
alert: R. C. Moore, Division of Environmental Planning; D. c. Powell,
Division of Law; and W. B. Brown, Water Control Planning. Active
participants were Dr. R. L. Craig, Division of Medical Services;
C. E. Ecki, Information Office; C. F. .1*.B:ide, Power Information
Advisor, Office of Power; and Cocmunication Coovinator, C. J. Hodges.
I have drafts of 'a chronclogical Aoýg by J. A. Oppold, Dr. R. L. Craig,
and C. J. Hodges.

The CECC notified the Nuclear Regulatory Comisaion in Atlanta of
the Brones Ferry fire at 1703, and at 1712 a follovup contact was
made with the Alabama State Department of Public Health. S-veral
telephone conversations were held with each agency throughout the
night in an attempt to keep each apprised of the situation at Brons
Ferry. This was possible since oral communications and frequent
briefings wcro hold with the Division of Power Production Emereency
Center. At 2105 the Tenneosee State Department of Pt'blic Health
was notified as a public relations .move rather than fulfilling a
requirement of the REP.

.1 ~ VAY VAILBL
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Harry S. Fox
April 28, 1975

StI¥ARY OF CECC ACTIVITIES FOR MARCH 22-23, 1975

Five areas of concern prevailed in the CECC on Yarch 22:

1. Getting the fire out;

2. Maintaining control of the reactors 1 and 2;

3. Detecting, measuring, and controlling any possible radioactive
releases into the environment;

4. Recognizing and controlling all potential hazards in the work
environment; and

5. Observing workers involved in fighting the fire and treating and
caring for anyone who became sick or injured during the fire at
Browns Ferry.

Items 1 and 2 were handled by the Division of Power Production's
Emergency Center; item 3 by the Division of Enviro..ental Planning's
Environs Emergency Staff (see memo, Oppold to Fox, dated April 15,
1975); item 4 by health physicists and industrial hygienists of the
Division of Envi.'.onmental Planning (memos from Oppold to Green, dated
April 21, 1975, copy attached, and from Oppold to Thomas, with copy
to you, dated April 3, 1975, provide respective findings); item 5 by the
Browns Ferry nurses and Division of Medical Services physicians.

There was no evidence of any acute severe injuries or illnesses to any
of the employees examined and followup medical evaluations revealed no
remedial health effects. No radioactive materials were detected in the
environment around Browns Ferry above those normally measured, and inplant
worker radiation exposure was no =ore than normally expected. Several
airborne toxic materials were searched for; only carbon monoxide in
unit 1 reactor buildint was measured in significant quantitien. Because
of the carbon monoxide levels and the unknown makeup of the soot/ash dust,
the industrial hygienists were directed to stay inplant urtil carbon
monoxide levels dropped to a safe level and until, in their professio
opinion, workers cotild safely enter areas affected by the fire wi uL
self-contained air supplies.

At about 2330 the CECC secured for the night. T7o representatives
of the Division of Power rroduction took charge of their Emergeucy
Center. All CLCC participants left with these two individuals
telephone numbers where each .ould be reached during the night.

I,,A D[E
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//

Harry S. Fox
April 2C, 1915

SUMART OF CECC ACTIVITIES FOR MARCH 22-23, 1975

At approximately 0800 on Harch 23 I vent to the CECC and remained
until about 1615. The log in available on this time period if
needed.

TVA's Radiological Emergency Plan and the activation of the CECC
were effectively implemented in my opinion. In retrospect, the
role of the CECC may have been nLinimal in this incident, but it
certainly provided a necessary function.

Jaaes A. Oppold

JAO:DV
Attachments
Cc (Attachments):

E. Floyd Thomas, 716 EB, Chattanooga (Attn: J. R. Calhoun)
R. L. Craig, 320 EB, Chattanooga

NC: E. A. Belvin, ROB, MS
Wayne Holley, 150 401B, C
P. A. Krenkel, 268 401B, C
R. S. Rainey, ROB, MS
D. M. Trayer, ROB, MS

tINIDIT P
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APPENDIX 7

FINAL REPORT OF TVA PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION DATED
MAY 7, 1975

FIRE AT BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT

TNES SEE VAILrY AUTHORITY

MARCH 22, 1975

FINAL REPORT

OF

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE

MAY 7, 1975
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I. INTrMDUCTION

A preliminary investigating comittee was established on March 23,

1975, to conduct an early fact-finding investigation of the fire

and related events which occurred at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant

on March 22, 1975. The interdivlsonal committee consists of the

folloving members:

H. S. Fox, Chairman - Division of Power Production

Charles Bonine, Jr. - Division of Construction

Harry S. Collins, Reporter - Manager of Paver's office

David G. Powell - Division of Law

M. N. Sprouse.- Division of Engineering Design

Felix A. Szctepanski - Manager of Payer's office

The committee's charter is included as appendix A. The committee

reported to the plant on March 24, 1975, to initiate its investigation

of the fire. A preliminary assessment of the damage was made,

numerous Interviews were conducted, and a preliminary report of the

committee's findings was transmitted to the Manager of Power on

April 7, 1975.

11. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of this report is to present the committee's findings

of facts on conditions and events relative to the fire and to

provide a point of reference for other evaluations which may be

required.
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This report describes events leading up to, during, and after

the fire until each unit was placed in the cold shutdown condition.

III. FINDINGS

A. Construction and Operational Status of Plant at the Time

of the Fire

Units I and 2 were operating at normal full-load capacity, and

construction work was proceeding on unit 3.

B. Relevant Design and Construction Features

1. Plant

A positive air pressure is maintained In the control bay,

which includes the cable spreading room, with respect to

the reactor building. In order to maintain the pressure

differential, all penetrations between the control bay

and reactor building are designed to provide an air

pressure seal. A vertical cross section of the reactor

building, control room, and spreading room, which is the

area under consideration, is shown as figure 1.

2. Electrical Cable Penetrations

Electrical cable penetrations provide a means of routing

cables through barriers such as floors and walls. They

can be in the form of conduit or special fabricated steel

sleeves.
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a. Wall Penetration as Designed

.The cable penetration where the fire started Is

contained in a 48-inch-square opening through the

concrete wall separating the units 1 and 2 cable

spreading room from the unit 1 reactor building.

Division of Engineering Design (DED) dravings require

the installation of a 1/2-inch-thick steel plate

bulkhead slightly less than 48 inches square in the

center of the opening in the concrete wall. Teo

openings are cut In the bulkhead plate. and two

stacks of five 18-1/2- by 5-1/2-inch steel sleeves

are welded into the openings. The steel sleeves

are 6 inches long and extend 3 inches on each side

of the bulkhead centerline. The vertical clearance

between the sleeves is 4 Inches, and the horizontal

clearance is 5 inches. The steel bulkhead asasmbly

Is framed and attached to the wall inside the

concrete opening by 1-1/2- by 1-1/2- by 1/4-inch

mounting angles. The cable trays abut the wall and

are secured to angle Iron extending horizontally

across the face of the wall. Only the cables extend

through the wall penetration. (Sea figures 2 and 3.)

The design requires that the penetration sleeves, vith

the cables installed. be filled with polyurethane foam

to create an air pressure seal. (See figure 3.) A
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flameproofing compound. Flmemastic 71A, was specified

to be applied 1/8 to 1/4 inch thick over the foam and

the cables cc both sides of the bulkhead for a distance

of 12 inches to form a fire stop.

Field tests were conducted on a typical cable pene-

tration at the site in 1973. Later a test saple was

sent to the TVA Singleton laboratory for fire performance

testing. A DED staff engineer evaluated the test data

and approved the results.

b. Wall Penetration as Originally Constructed

To facilitate sealing of the penetrations and to provide

a practical starting point for filling the space around

the cables withl polyurethane fcan, a nmens of forming

a dam is required to prevent the liquid foam from -

flowing out of the sleeves. A preformed, resilient

polyurethane foam was cut to size for insertion into

the sleeve opening to form a dam. Other materials, such

as styrofoam, were also used In some instances as a back

dam. Pourable polyurethane foam wan applied over and

around the installed cables; after hardening of the

pourable polyurethane foam, sprayable Froth Pak Insta-Foam

polyurethane was used to finish filling the

sleeve. The poural'e foam is used since it more easily

fills the voids between the cables. The sleeve and 12
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inches of cables on both sides of the penetration vera

then coated vith Flamemastic to provide the fire atop.

The steel bulkhead as constructed was mounted in the

opening with the centerline 3 inches from the surface

of the wall on the reactor building side and 23 inches

from the surface of the wall on the spreading room

side, as indicated by dimensiona on figure 4. Materials

in addition to polyurethate foam were used to form the

pressure seal.

3. Materials Used in Penetrations

Materials used for construction of fire stops, atr pressure

seals, and resealing after modifications to penetrations

are described on table 1.

Diligent efforts are being made to secure from the manu-

facturers the phy'sI'8l and chemical properties of the

materials in table 1. items 1-8, and will be made available

If received.

For small leaks in cable penetrations, RTV silicone rubber

was typically used as a sealant. For larger leaks, resilient

polyurethane foam was typically used as a dam or a plug to

contain the RTV silicone rubber or polyurethane foam.

4. Status of Penetration at Time of Fire

The penetration in which the fire started had been originally
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sealed with polyurethane foam. There in evidence that the

penetration had originally been coated with Flamemastic

on the spreading roos side. An examination after the

fire indicates that Flamemastic had been Appli-d to the

umit 1 reactor building side of the penetration at some

time prior to the fire and modifications which made

resealing necessary.

Additional cables had been pulled through the penetration

since Initial installation. In order to make an opening

for additional cables through the penetration, holes were

punched with a wooden stick similar to a broom handle.

This resulted In breaching any flameproofing that had

beez applied. This process usually resulted in pieces

of polyv-rethane and Flamemastic in the penetration being

knocked onto the cables on both sides of the penetration.

This procedure has been generally followed when additional

cables are pulled through completed penetrations. Frag-

ments of these materials were observed on the cables in a

number of other trays adjacent to the penetrations.

C. Activities Preceding the Fire

The areas within the plant are designed such that the air

movement from one plant area to another will always be toward

the area of possible higher radiation. This is controlled by

supply and exhaust fans. The area of the reactor buildtng and
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refueling floor (secondary containment) is the area of lowest

pressure, and any leakage between secondary containment and

other plant areas will be Inleakage into the secondary

containment.

Under certain conditions, the standby gas-treatment system

mst exhaust air from the reactor building to maintain a

negative pressure. In order not to exceed the capacity of

the system, inleakage to the reactor building must be kept at

a minimum.

In the completed plant, -he refueling zone Is common for all

three reactor units. Duriw'g construction an airtight partition

is required between operating units and those under construction;

and one exists between orerating units 1 and 2, and unit 3 vhich is

under construction. Before this partition betwee units 2 and

3 could be removed, It was necessary to ascertaiz the degree

to which the standby gas-treatment system could handle the

added inleakuge from the unit 3 reactor building. The Division

of Power Production (DPP) was requested to run leakage tests

on the units 1 and 2 reactor buildings. The results of those

tests indicated that leakage had to be reduced to a minimun if

the unit 3 reactor building could be included and inleakage

remain within the requirements of the units 1 and 2 t.echnical

specifications.
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In a program to reduce leakage, the Division of Construction

(DEC) wrote workplas 2892. The plan required (1) that all

leaks be identified and listed, (2) that leaks be sealed, and

(3) that work be verified and signed off by an engineer.

The method for detecting air leaks was largely left to the

discretion of the engineer in charge. Several methods have

been employed at Browna Ferry. These include smoke devices,

soap solutions, and candles. The movement of the flame of a

candle was an effective method in locating leaks in dimly

lighted areas and generally was the method used.

A list was made of all leaking penetrations. These were

identified by elevation and wall location, cable tray identi-

fication, and conduit number. The list was given to the

electrical craft supervision with a requirement for the

foreman to sign off for completed items.

Checking the resealed penetrations was basically the sane as

inspecting for leaks. However, experience had shown that as

the number of leaks was reduced, the differential pressure

increased; and other penetrations that originally did not seem

to leak began to show airflow. Therefore, the inspectors

(engineering aide") were instructed to check all penetrations

in their assigned areas. The inspectors were accompanied by

electricians who sealed any leaking penetrations aS they were

discovered. The inspectors often aided the electricians by

checking penetrations as they were being sealed.
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A successful leakage test and Its documented approval were

considered as evidence of the pressure seal's integrity.

For production efficiency, application of the Fl..*mmastic did

not ivmediately follow the sealing activities but was applied

at intervals 4ihen sufficient numbers of seals were made ready.

On March 22, 1975, DEC workers were in the spreading room,

sealing and leak-testing cable penetrations between the cable

spreading room and the reactor building, when (at approximately

1220 hours--all timea are Central Daylight Time) some of the

sealant material in the penetration was unintentionally ignited

at cable tray VE..

D. Fire

1. Spreading Room Area

a. Sequence of Events

Six men were working in the units I and 2 cable spreading

room, checking conduit and cable ;enetrations for air

leaks and sealing leaks.

An engineering aide and an electrician were checking

cable penetrations through the wall between the spreading

room and the u=It 1 reactor building, In a window con-

taining 10 cable trays In 2 vertical rows of 5 trays.

The engineering aide was using a candle flame to detect

air leaks.
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A dilferemtial air pressure existed between the

spreading room and the reactor building, with the

reactor building having a slightly negative pressure

and thus causing air to flow from the spreading room

through leaks into the reactor building.

The aide detected a strong air leak in the penetration

for the second tray from the bottom on the vust row.

The leak was caused when additional cables were pulled

through the penetration, which resulted In breaching

the originally Installed air pressure seal and fire stop.

The electrician could not reach the penetration since

it was recessed into the wall farther than he could

reach.

The aide volunteered to seal the leak for the electrician.

The electrician handed the aide two pieces (about 2

Inches by 2 inches by 4 inches) of resilient polyurethane

foam which the aide inserted into the hole.

After inserting the resilient polyurethane foam into

the leak, the aide placed the candle about 1 inch from

the resilient polyurethane foam.
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The airflov through the leak pulled the candle flme into

the resilient polyurethane for, which sizzled and began

to burs.

The aide immediately told the electrician that the candle

had started a fire.

The electrician handed the aide a flashlight, which was

used to try to beat out the fire with no success.

Another construction worker heard the aide state that

there was a fire and gave the aide some rage to use to

mother the fire, which vas also unsucceasful.

The electrician called fnr fire extinguishers.

When the rap vere pulled way from the penetration,

they were smoldering.

Meanwhile. the other worker brought a CO2 fire extinguisher

to the aide.

The fire burned for about 1-1/2 minutes before the first

extinguisher arrived.
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The entire cotent* of this C02 etinguiher was

emptied on the fire. The fire appeared to be out.

About 1/2 to I misute later, the fire started up

The aide stated that the fire was nov on the reactor

building side of the wall.

Two construction workers left the spreading roo, for

the reactor building to fight the fire.

Tho electrIcian took two fire emtinguisher* to the

aide who remained in the spreading -oon. Zach

extinguisher sare only one good puff.

When the aide received the third extinguisher, he

heard a fire extinguisher being discharged oa the

reactor building side of the vall.

As the aide prepared to discharge the fourth extinguisher,

the spreading rom CD2 system alarm yes sounded; and

a1l workers evacuated the spreading room.

EST CO.R AVAILABLE
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A plant operator, assistant shift engineer (ASE),

after ensuring that no workers were in the spreading

room, attempted to initiate the spreading room fixed

CO2 system from outside the west door to the room

but was unable to do so because it had been deenergized

while workmen were in the spreading room.

The ASE then ran to the east door of the spreading room,

where he restored the electrical power and initiated the

CO2 system, which then operated properly.

Another ASE later operated the CO2 system a second time.

After the CO2 system, had been operated the second time.

the first ASE checked the spreading room and found that

the fire had restarted.

He then directed the fire brigade in fighting the fire

in the spreading room.

At 1310 hours, the ASE in charge of the reactor building

fire requested the Athens Fire Department to come to

the plant.

Employees from the Athens Fire Department assisted in

fighting the spreading room fire.
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The spreading roxm CO2 system was operated one

additional time,

An off-duty shift engineer (SE) arrived about 1500 hours

and took charge of firefighting In the spreading room

and relieved the ASE.

The spreading room fire was extinguished betveen 1600

hours and 1630 hours, primarily by using dry chemicals.

b. Description of Fire in the Sereading Room

The material ignited by the candle flame vas resilient

polyurethane foam.

Once the foam was ignited, the flame spread very rapidly.

After the first application of the CO2 , the fire had

spread through to the reactor building side of the

penetration.

Once ignited, the resilient polyurethane foam splattered

as it burned.

After the second extinguisher vas applied, there was a

roaring sound from the fire and a blovtorch effect due

to the airflow through the penetration.
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The airflow through the penetration pulled the

material from discharging fire extinguishers through

the penetration into the reactor building.

Dry chemicals would extinguish flames, but the flame

would start back up.

c. Equimeat

Portable C0 2 and dry-chemical fire extinguishers were

used in the spreading room fire.

The spreading room fixed C02 systom was activated

three times.

Breathing apparatus (air packs) received limited use

in the spreading room.

The doors to the spreading room were kept open most of

the time to ssist in keeping smoke out of the control

room.

An inpiant fire hose was run from an outlet in the turbine

building to the spreading room. This was not used.
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The Athens Fire Department made available in the

spreading room about 5 gallons of an agent which,

when combined with water, forms "light water."

This was Dot used.

Athens Fire Department employees discussed with

the SE the possibility of using water on the fire

in the spreading room.

No water was used in the spreading room since there

was no assurance that the cables were deenergized.

d. Time of Event

(Approximate times shown with -- )

1220

1230

1235

' 1237

S1240

Fire started in penetration

Two construction workers leave spreading

room fpr reactor building

Plant fire alarm sounded. Fire logged in

SE's log

First fire extinguisher discharged in

reactor building

CO2 alarm sounded In-spreadlig room; CO2

systen operated

Spreading room CO2 system operated second

time
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ASE asstmes direction of fire brigade in

fighting fire

Spreading room CO2 system operated third

time

SE assumes charge of spreading room

firefighting

Spreading room fire extinguished

1500

'~1600-1630

e. Reparting the Fire

Two construction workers left the spreading room at

about 1230 hours to go to the reactor building to fight

the fire.

One worker stopped at post 8D, a construction portal

manned by the Public Safety Service (PSS), and informed

the public safety officer on duty that there was a fire

in reactor building number 1 and took the fire extinguisher

with him to use in fighting the fire.

The officer immediately called the SE and reported a fire

in unit 1 reactor building.

The ASE who received the fire report immediately gave

the westage to the SE and the unit 1 operator and then

proceeded to the control room and switched the fire

alarm to assure continuous sounding.
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The unit operator (1S) inmediately began to announce

over the PA system that there was a fire in the

unit 1 reactor building.

At this time, operators in the control room did not

know the exact location of the fire.

An ASE located the fire in the unit 1 reactor building

shortly after the construction workers had begun to

fight it there. ha telephoned the exact location to

the operators In the control room.

Shortly thereafter another ASE in the reactor building

reported the spreading room fire to the operators in

the control room.

2. Reactor Building Area

a. Sequence of Events

When workers in the spreading room say that the fire had

spread into the reactor building, two construction

workers left the spreading room and proceeded to the

reactor building to fight the fire.

One worker told the public safety officer at post 8D that

there was a fire in the reactor building and took a fire

extinguisher with him. The other construction worker
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proceeded to the reactor building where he met a third

worker; each of the three workers took a fire extinguisher

to the fire.

All three workers arrived at the fire at about the same

time. It was burning in the trays which were 20 feet

above the second floor of the reactor building. One moved

a ladder, already at the scene, next to the fire. Another

worker climbed the ladder and discharged a dry-chemical

extinguisher on the fire. This appliastioD knocked down

the flames, but the fire flared up again.

One of the workers alerted other workers on the second

level of the unit 1 reactor building of the fire.

The worker who applied the first extinguisher was affected

by the smoke and fumes around the cable trays at the top

of the ladder.

The unit 1 control room operator was Informed by telephone

of the precise location of the fire by a plant operator

on the scene.

An ASE then arrived and, along with another operator,

discharged a CO2 and a dry-chemical extinguisher
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simultaneously on the fire. The ASE assumed charge

of firefighting activities. Construction workers

were Instructed to leave the operating uwits.

Smoke was becoming so dense that breathing apparatus

was required; approximately 5 minutes after it was

requested, it was available. Ur-til it arrived, C02

was applied to the cable trays frcm the floor.

Aftor the breathing apparatus (air packs) arrived,

it was utilized In fighting the fire until

visibility became so bad that the workers could not

get near the fire. The smoke backed them up to the

area of the reactor building closed cooling water

system heat exchangers.

The ASE left the fire to assist in unit shutdown. An

assistant unit operator (AVO) assumed charge oi

firefighting activities. The first floor of the

reactor building was also evacuated. The AVO went to

the control room due to some Ill effects of the snoke.

Another ASE assumed charge of firefighting activities.

Power to the elevator was lost. The second floor of

the reactor building was then evacuated. Some time
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was utilif..d to chock 5 floors of the reactor building

for the elevator to ensure that no on* was trapped on

the elevator. A head count was made, and from that

point on a count was kept of all personnel leaving and

entering the reactor building.

About 1330 hours, lighting was lost in the reactor

building.

Limited firefighting was resumed in the reactor building

for a period betveen 1430 hours and 1500 hours. A wire

was used to rig a guideline. At this time the fire was

still confined to the area in the cable trays near the

north wall and had not proceeded very far on the south

trays.

At this time, the doors between units 1 and 2 were

opened, which improved visibility on the second level

of unit 1 to about 5 feet.

At about 1630 hours, the SE who had been directing

activities In the spreading room took charge of fire-

fighting in the reactor building in order to concentrate

activities there. The SE consulted the plant superin-

tendent frequently during fighting of the reactor

building fire.
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On inspection of thc '.-e at 1630 hours, the major fire

was in the cable trayb t .,,ing south from the pene-

tration, with a smaller f:.re In the cable trays running

vest from the penetration.

The SE established a routine of sending 2 to 3 people in

at a time to fight the fire, 'using dry chemicals primarily.

Shortly after 1630 hours, temporary d.c. lighting was

strung on the second level of unit 1.

A rope was utilized as a guideline, which assisted

employees from the Athens Fire Department in approaching

the fire to inspect it. The SE went into the vicinity

of the fire between 1730 hours and 1800 hours.

On one of his trips into the second level, the SE laid

out the fire hose installed there and checked to ensure

that water was available. The plant superintendent

authorized the use of water as an emergency backup, for

example, in case a worker's clothing caught fire.

Otherwise, there was a decision not to use water on the

fire due to the electrical shock hazard. The Athens fire

chief suggested that water would be the best thing to

use on the fire if it could be used.
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The SE suggested to the plant superintendent that

water be used on the fire. The superintendent made

the decision to allow the Athens Fire Department

employees to use water on the fire.

Water was initially applied to the trays running west;

however, from the floor level, the water would

effectively reach only the bottom tray. Athens Fire

Department employees attempted to utilize oev of their

nozzles on the hose, but the thread did not match; and

the nozzle came off when pressure was applied.

Water was also applied to the fire in the cable trays

along the north wall and successfully extinguished it.

Firefighteit besge using Chsex respirators as the

supply of compressed air for the air packs ran low.

The SE and two other operations workers entered the

ar"a of the fire to utilize water to fight the fire.

The SE took the hose and climbed within four feet of

the fire with assistance of the other two men. He

sprayed water on the fire in the south cable trays for

approximately 10 seconds, which extinguished the fire.
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The fire hose was left stuck In a position so that it

continued to apply water to the south cable trays.

The second level was entered again end water reapplied.

It was then determined that the fire was out. There

wer subsequently some reports of sparks, but investi-

gation failed to reveal any further fire.

During the course of the fire, it was noticed that a

small diameter station control air line under about

90 pounds of pressure, running along the north wall,

had parted. The line was later isolated.

Several fire extinguishers vote discharged early in the

the fire from the third floor through an opening in

the floor, but all missed the fire in the cable trays

since the opening was not directly over the fire.

b. Description of Fire in Reactor Building

The fire was initially observed in the lover cable trays,

extending out from the penetration a distance of 2 to 4 feet.

Height of the flames varied from a few inches to a

few feet, dying down as extinguishing materials were

applied end flaring up between applications. The

flames were coming straight up.
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Some polyurethane foam was flowing from the penetrations

into the trays, and bright yellow flames were coming

from the penetrations.

The fire did not advance significantly into the south

trays until after 1500 hours.

Scaffold boards had been previously placed below the

trays in the unit 1 reactor building, near the cable

tray penetration where the fire started. These boards

vwee used to work from in pulling cables through the

penetration. These boards were charred by the fire.

The charring did not extend to the side away from the

fire, indicating little influence an fuel for the fire.

c. Equipment

Portable CO2 and dry-chemical fire extinguishers were

used in the reactor building fire.

HSA air packs were used that had a rating of 30 minutes

for moderately heavy activity of the user. A cascade

system of large air cylinders was available for charginR

the packs, but the supply was eventually depleted.

There are no air compressor facilities at the plant to

fully recharge the air packs. The charges in some
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air packs did not last 30 minutes. Air packs from

Athens Fire Department vere also used along with their

recharging facilities on their truck and at their

station in Athens.

?SA Chemox respirators were used. Several users

experienced difficulty vhen using these for very

strenuous activity.

tThe fire hose and nozzle provided in the second level

of the reactor building functioned properly and

successfully extinguished the fire.

A nozzle from the Athens fire truck did not fit the

threads on the hose on the second floor of the reactor

building.

Ladders present on the second level of the reactor

building were utilized.

Tenporary d.c. lighting was utilized.

A vire and a rope vere utilized as guidelines.

A fire hose was laid out on the third floor of the

reactor building but was not utilized.
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d. Time of Events

1230 Tvo construction workers leave spreading

room for reactor building

% 1237 First fire extinguisheor discharged in

.reactor building

% 1240 Unit operator informed of weact location

of fire in reactor building

? Air packs requested and received

% 1310 ASS requested that Athens Fire Department

come to the plant

% 1330 Lighting lost in reactor building

% 1645 Temporary d.c. lighting installed

% 1835 Water applied to fire

% 1930 Fire determined extinguished

a. Minor Fires on Thrusday, March 20

There were two minor fires on Thusaday. March 20,

arising from the use of candles for leak-testing in

electrical cable penetrations different from the

penetration involved in the March 22, 1975, fire. In

the first fire, the candle flame ignited some RTV

silicone rubber. The construction worker using the

candle extinguished the flareup with his fingers.

In the second fire, the candle flame ignited dust and

debris in the cable troy. The fire lasted about 30 seconds
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and was extinguished vith a discharge from a CO2

extinguisher.

The first fire was reported orally to construction

supervisory workers; the second fire vas entered in

the SE's log and reported in writing to construction

supervisory workers.

There was no dangae from either fire.

E. Effect on Plant System and Operations

1. Status of Plant Operations Prior to Fire

At the time of the fire on March 22, 197S, units 1 and 2

were each producing approximately 1,100 Iio gross. Unit 1

was declared In comercial operation on August 1, 1974, and

unit 2 on March 1, 1975.

2. Unit 1

The ignition of the fire in the cable penetration has been

established a accurately as possible to have occurred at

1220 hours on March 22, 1975. The first Indication of its

effect on unit 1 operation cm 20 ainutes later, at

1240 hours. This was 5 amnutes after the O's were notified

of the fire and the alarm Initiated at 1235 hours.

The first effect on the unit was almost simultaneous

annunciation of several events: residual heat removal (MIR)
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or core spray (CS) automatic blowdown permissive, reactor

water level low-automatic blowdovn permissive, and core

cooling system/diesel initiate.

At this point the UO observed that normal conditions of.

reactor water level, reactor steam pressure, and dryvell

atmosphere pressure existed.

Over the next 7 to 8 minutes, a mounting number of events

occurred, including the automatic starting of RHR and CS

pumps, high-pressure coolant-injection (HPCI) pump, and

reactor core isolation coolant (RClC) pump; control board

indicating lights were randomly glowing brightly, dimming,

and going out; numerous alarms occurring; and smoke coming

from beneath panel 90-3, which is the control panel for

emergency core cooling systems (ECCS). The operator

shut down equipment that he determined was not needed, such

as the RHR and CS pumps, only to have them restart again.

When the reactor power became affected by an unexplained

runback of the reactor recirculating pumps, the SE instructed

the operator to reduce recirculating pump loading and

scram the reactor. While this was being done, the

recirculating pumps tripped off. The reactor was scrammed

by the operator at 1251 hours.
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The turbogenerator was then removed frou service; stem

from the reactor yes bypassed around the turbine to use

the condenser as a heat sink; and unneeded condensate,

condensate booster, and reactor feed pumps were removed

from service. One of each pump was left running to

maintain reactor water level. Beginning at approximately

1255 hours and continuing for about 5 minutes. several

electrical, boards were lost, supplying control voltages

and power voltages of 120, 480, and 4,160 volts a.c. and

250 volts d.c. These mainly affected reactor shutdown

equipment.

As a result of the loss of these electrical boards and

previous effects, many of the systems used in cooling the

reactor after it is shut down became inoperative. This

included the IRH system, core spray system, HPCI, and

RCIC. This is attributed to loss of valve control signals,

valve power voltage, motor control signals, motor power

voltage, or a combination of these. In addition, may of

the instruments and indicating lights were put out of

order. Also, the outboard main-stean isolation valves

(HSIV's) closed. This isolated the steam generated by

reactor decay heat from the condenser heat sink. The

valve closure also isolated the stem supply to the turbine-

driven reactor feed pumps, and consequentl7 this high-

pressure source of water to the reactor was lost. At this
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time the water input to the reactor was limited to the

control rod drive pumps as a high-pressure water source

since the stem pressure built to a pressure of 1,080 psi

and was being relieved by automatic operation of the

relief valves to the suppression pool.

Alternative systems were available and were used effectively

to shut down and cool the reactor. This was accomplished

by manual opening of the relief valves to reduce reactor

pressure below 350 psi where the condensate booster pups

could pump an adequate supply of water to the reactor. The

reactor water level decreased during this operation, but It

did not drop below a point 48 inches above the top of the

active fuel and was returned to normal level by 1345 hours.

Early in the chain of events, the diesel generatore started

and were allowed to run on standby. During a short period

of time the four diesel generators were used to supply

their respective shutdown buses. About 1443 hours one of

the diesel generators became unavailab'le.

Soon after the loes of electrical boards, operating

workers began attempts to restore the electrical supplies.
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Initially, this wes generally unsuccessful. Attempts to

manually position valves and locally operate the equipment

were hampered by darkness and the smoke and fumes from the

fire filling the reactor building, requiring the use of

air-breathing packs. Some smoke and CO 2 came into the

units 1 and 2 control room from firefighting efforts in

the spreading room, but it was not necessary to vacate the

control room at any time. Two of the operators in the

unit 1 control area donned breathing apparatus for a short

period of time because of the smoke and fumes. To

establish the electrical supply boards, maintenance

electricians joined the operators in isolating faulted

circuits in order that the boards could be reenergized.

This was done over several hours, and needed equipment

to provide suppression pool cooling and reactor long-term

shutdown cooling was gradually made available.

With adequate electrical power, along with some manual

valve alignmuent, the operators established suppression

pool cooling at 0130 hours on March 23, 1975, 12 hours

39 minutes after the unit 1 reactor was scramed. Normal

reactor shutdown cca4ing was achieved at 0410 hours on

March 23, 1975, 15 hours 19 minutes after the unit was

scrammed.
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3. Unit 2

Nine minutes after unit 1 was scrammed, abnormal events

began occurring on unit 2. At 1300 hours the 4-kV shutdown

bus 2 deenergized; and the operator observed decreasing

reactor power, many scram alarms, and the loss of some

indicating lights. The operator put the reactor in

shutdown mode, and it scrammed at 1300 hours.

The turbine was immediately tripped, along with the reactor

feed pumps. In" approximately 4 minutes after scram, the

?MTV's closed, isolating the reactor steam from

the condenser beat sink and the reactor feed

pumps steam supply. RCIC was imumediately initiated for

reactor water level control and the iIPCI to aid as a heat

sink for the steam being generated in the reactor by

decay heat. These two systems tripped several times over

the next hour, and at approximately 1345 hours HPCI became

unavailable. RCIC continued to run and supply high-

pressure water to the reactor.

W~hen suppression pool temperature began to increase from

relief valve steam heating, RHR suppression pool cooling was

established at 1320 hours; and the temperature of the water

in the torus did not exceed 135" F.
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When the NSIV's closed, reactor pressure was relieved by

manual operation of the relief valves. Manual operation

of the relief valves was lost at 1320 hours and the

relief valves lifted intermittently on pressure until

1415 hours, when manual operation was restored; and the

reactor was depressurized by use of the relief valves.

At 2010 hours the MS1V's were reopened, making the condenser

heat sink available. At 2020 hours on March 22, 1975,

equipment was made available to establish operation of the

RHR system to be used for reactor long-term shutdown cooling.

This was 7 hours 20 minutes after the unit was scrmed..

4. Detailed Operatinij Events. Operator Action, and Equipment

Response and Nonresponse

Tables 6 and 7 provide the sequence of events, operator

alton, and equipmnt response which occurred during the

fire and until conditions were stabilized (initiation of

shutdown cooling) on both units I and 2% The events

listed on tables 6 and 7 are a&tanged chronologically,

with the best possible establishment of times without

the benefit of complete operator logs.

Most of the time, particularly during the early stages of

the fire, operators vere too busy to log the frequent events

and actions. Some of the times and facts were established

by charts and printers but for the most part by interviews

with operating personnel, both individually and in groups.
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5. Status of Major Plant tqguipm-nt and System and Plant Para-ters

at the Initiation of Raactor Loin-Term Shutdown Coolinjt

a. Unit 1 at 0410 hours on March 23. 1975

Reactor coolant temperatuce 360" T

Rtactor vessel water level normal

Suppression pool water level +5"

Suppression pool water temperature 1530 F

Control rod drive pimp and condensate pumps providing

makeup water to reactor vessel

Standby liquid control system available

Core neutron monitoring provided by two temporary

source range uonitors counected outside primary

containment with the monitors manned by a licensed

reactor operator in comunication with a licensed

reactor operator in the control room

Primary and secondary qontainment integrity being

maintained

All 4-kV shutdovn boards available

Shutdown bus 2 available and supplying offsite power

to the shutdown boards

Remote Indications (imps, watts, and volts) being read

locally at shutdown boards where equipment operation

required

Diesel Senerators A, B, and D available and operable

from shutdown boards--diesel generator C unavailable

because of control cable problem
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iR3 loop I pumps and valves available

RH1R loop 11 pump Z and valves available

Control for 3 RHR pumps ..allable from control room;

control from local stations for most valves

All loop I and loop 1I core spray pumps and valves

available

Four relief valves remotely operable from unit control

board

No automatic initiation of diesel generators, core spray

system, or RHR system in low-pressure coolant-injection

(LWI) node available

Suppression pool cooling in service

Suppression pool water level indication and dryvell pressure

indication operable

Train A of standby gas-treatment system operable

Control rod drive pump in operation-system flow and

pressure Indication unavailable

Process computer in service (40 analog inputs damaged

by fire)

Telephone coemunication out of service for unit 1

reactor building, offgas vent building, and stack;

in service for other areas

Liquid monitor on the effluent from the reactor building

closed cooling vater system, ray cooling water, and

residual heat-removal heat exchangers out of service.

.* '." . , "
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Grab samples of effluent water ta!:en periodically

by chemical laboratory personnel.

b. Unit 2 at 2240 hours on March 22, 1975

Reactor coolant temperature 260 F

Reactor vessel water level normal

Control rod drive and condensate pumps providing

makeup water to reactor vessel

All RHR pumps operable

RPCI pump inoperable

Core spray loop I pumps A and C and RHR loop I pumps

A and C operable only from shutdown boards

Conditions of long-term reactor shutdown cooling were

considered normal

F. Damage Assessment (Cable Tray System, Conduit and Groumaing

System, and all Cables Routed Through These Raceway Systems)

This section summarizes. the extent of the physical damage to

the cables and the raceway systems inrolved in the fire at

Browns Ferry on March 22, 1975, and indicates the detail to be

found in a complete report provided by DED for use in the

restoration program. The complete report is numbered BF-DED(BlnP-1).

Excluded from the damage assessment are the effects of faults

in these cables to mechanical and electrical systems; damage

to other equipment resulting from products of combustion and

the chemicals and water used in extinguishing the fire; possible

structural and concrete damage; and damage outside the zone of

Influence of the fire. These areas are being evalusted in

detail by others within TVA.
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A fire consultant has been retained by DED to perform a thorough

investigation vith the purpose of providing a factually accurate

and professional determination or assessment of the mechanisms

and their Interactions responsible for the initiation, prop&-

gation, magnitude, duration, and extent of damage of the fire.

The consultant's report has not been received at the time of

issuance of this report.

1. Zone of Influence of the Fire

It has been determined that the fire started when an open

flame came into contact with material used as the seal

around the cables where they penetrate the yall between

the units 1 and 2 control bay spreading room and the unit 1

reactor building. Figures 5 and 6 indicate the area being

considered in this description. Figure 6 shows the zone

of influence of the fire. Figure 7 shove a cross section

of trays near the point where the fire started. The cables

and raceways in the spreading room were damaged approxi-

mately 5 feet north of the wall penetration; and the fire

propagated along all trays, as marked on figure 8, in the

reactor building on floor elevation 593. Many photographs

were taken, and 10 key ones are included in this report as

appendix B. Figure 9 shows affected trays and their

intersections In si ngle-line representation. Checkpoints

used for routing cables on each cable tray are also shown.

(See table 2 for loading of cable types onto each tray at

each checkpoint.)
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Visible damage In the reactor building vwa observed east

along the double stack of 3 trays to the vall betveen

units I and 2, south along the 4 'trays to a fire stop

approximately 28 feet from the vwal between the reactor

building amd the control bay, and vest along the double

stack of 5 trays, for a distance ýof approximately 38 feet

from the vail betveen units I and 2. Cables vere also

dmaged on 2 of the A vertical trays from the top about

10 feet down, mad cables in 1 of the other 2 trays were

damaged about 4 feet down. ligures 10-12 show the gone

of influence of the fire for all dmaged or asamd-dmaged

conduits and grounding systems.

2. Identification of Din~aaed Conduits. Cable Trays, and Cables

Routed Through Raceways

A total of 117 conduits and 26 cable trays was damaged by

the fire, and It is assumed that all supports for the

racevay system were also dmsaged. There was a total of

1,611 dmaged cables, and these are tabulated on 204 cable

tablulatlon shoots prepared by DED. Table 3 is a sample

sheet of the 204 cable tabulation sheets vhich shoe the

purpose of each cable and other pertinent Information

needed by DEC to be used in a procedure for identification

and removal of damaged cables.

This procedure is being vritten by DEC to require that

the damaged portion of each cable be identified and measured
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during its removal. This procedure will also require

that a section of the undamaged portion of each cable be

rmoved, identified, and stored for future reference. This

section will be cut to assure that all manufacturer's data

stamped on the outer jacket will be included in the sample.

As of this date there have been 1,169 cables identified as

damged for unit 1, 75 for unit 2, 27,for unit 3, and

340 co-mon to plant. Of the total cables identified and

listed in table 3, it was determined that a total of 628

safety-related cables was damaged. These are grouped

into categories shown on table 4.

The bare ground cable used for grounding the cable tray

system was also damaged by the fire. It was routed

along the 480-volt power trays FM, FK, and FO-ESII

through the zone of influence.

3. Materials Available as Possible Fuel For the Fire

Of the 1,611 cables, there were 65 different-type cables

involved in the fire, as listed on table 5. Figure 7

shows a cross section of the cable trays where the fire

started. (See table 2, sheets 8 and 9, for the type

cables found there.) These types are representative of

each voltage level tray in the ares. Types W•B through

WNF are power and control cables manufactured in accordance

with TVA standard specification and are composed of
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insulating material footnoted on table 5, ?hoots, 2, 3,

and 4. The resaining types are signal cables which are

specified and documented on numerous individual contracts.

These are composed of insulating material footnoted in

table 5, sheets 2. 3, and 4. In all cases, the ctual

types used will be verified in the removal of cables

and will be Included in the final DED report BF-DED(BHP-1).

The filler materials in these cables and cable ties are

Included in the listing at the conclusion of this section.

Another possible "fuel" was the vall penetration pressure

seal materials used between the spreading room and the

reactor building. A typical penetration is shown in

figures 2 and 3. The sealant material was polyurethane

expandable foam, a pressure seal, which is covered with

Flamemastic, a flameproofing compound. Another sealant

material which is a possible fuel source would be the

RTV silicone rubber compound used in sealing conduits

through walls and in some cases to seal around new cables

added through penetrations.

4. General List of Materials Associated With the Fire

a. Candle

b. Polyurethaze foam, Froth Pak Insta-Foam

C. Polyurethane, pourable type

d. Polyethylene
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e. Nylon

f. Cross-linked polyethylene

g. Polyvinyl-chloride

h. Hylar

i. Aluminum foil and rigid aluminum conduit

J. Polyoleflus

k. Chlorosulfonated polyethylene

1. Neoprene

m. Fiberglass

n. RTV silicone rubber

o. Galvaiiznig material on raceO,3ys

p. Carbon

q. Thermoplastic nonhygroscopic cable filler material

r. Preformed, resilient polyurethane foam

a. Marilnite panels

t. Styrofoam

u. Copper

V. Steel

v. Flammastic 71A

C. Radiological Assessment

Based on interviews with the plant health physics supervisor and

the plant chemical engineer, and information provided by the

Plant Results Section and the Divisin of Environmental

Plannzig, the following has been established.
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1. Releases Within the Plant and Personnel Exposures

a. At the time of the fire, one health physics technician

was present at the facility. As requested, off-shift

technicians reported to the plant, with the health

physics supervisor arriving at approximately 1600 hours.

At one time as many as 9 health physics workers were

onsite.

b. Direct radiation surveys conducted within the reactor

building indicated there was no increase in direct

radiation above normal levels.

c. Numerous samples to detect airborne radioactivity present

within the reactor buildings shoved that the only signifi-

cant particulate or halogen isotope present was the

isotope Rubldium 88. a daughter product of the fission

gas Krypton 88, with a half-life of 17 minutes. The

buildup of Rubidium 88 Is attributed to the shutdowns of

the reactor building ventilation systems during the fire.

d. Analyses of the samples shoved the maximum concentration

of this Isotope approximated only 35 percent of the

maximum concentration permitted under N.RC regulations

in 1OCFR20 for a 40-hour workwek.
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e. Folloving the fire, a numbor of individuals, including

operations and construction workers, who were considered

the most likely to have received internal radiation

exposure from being in the unit 1 reactor building, were

whole-body counted (on March 24 and 25). All whole-

body counts shoved no indication of internal deposition

of radioactive material.

f. Based on dosimetry information, no plant Individual is

shown to have exceeded the daily radiation exposure

limit; and the film badge readings for the Athens Fire

Department enployees Indicated they received no

detectable radiation exposure.

2. Releases From the Plant

a. As a result of the fire, the radiation detectors that

monitor the ventilation air exhausted from the unit 1

and the unit 2 reactor buildings were'made Inoperable.

The unit 2 monitor was restored at about 1900 hours on

March 22, 1975, and the unit 1 monitor restored at

1600 hours on March 23, 1975.

b. During the course of the fire and the time the monitors

were out of service, grab samples were taken from the

units I and 2 exhausts on the reactor building roof

starting at' approximately 1645 hours sad each hour
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thereafter and analyzed in the plant radiochmistry

laboratory to determine concentrations of radioactivity.

Charcoal filter and partliculate filter samples were also

taken from these airstreams periodically during the

even t

c. All other required building ve tilation duct monitors

and the plant stack release monitors reained operable.

d. Camsa spectrum analysis of the grab samples Indicated

that the principal isotopes present were Xenon 133,

Xenon 133m, Krypton 85m, and the Rubidium 88 detected In

the inplant air samples. Analysis of the charcoal

samples indicated no detectable amount of iodine.

e. Review of the airborne release rate Information shove

that the total plant release rate was the highest at

2200 hours on March 22 and corresponds to about/8 percent

of the technical specification'allowable limit for gross

activity release.

f. Liquid radwaste is discharged from the plant periodically

and on a batch basis. The last batch released before

the fire occurred was on March 19. While as a direct

result of the fire the liquid radvaste monitor became
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Inoperable, no release from the plant-was being made

at the time; and the vonitor was returned to operation

on March 24 before the next batch was released.

3. Environmental Consequences

a. While not required, the Environs Radiological Emergency

Plan was activated for precautionary purposes at

approximately 1500 hours on March 22, with the Environs

Emergency Staff remaining active until approximately

0500 hours on March 23.

b. A report on the radiological environmental consequences

of the fire, made at the committee's request, is

summarized below:

(1) Analyses of air particulate and charcoal filter

samples collected by monitoring teams in the

downwind direction from the plant, based on continual

evaluatiou of data from the plant's meteorological

station, show that no radioactivity except that due

to naturally occurring radionuclides was detected

in the environment.
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(5) The report states that "Based on actual measurments

and collected data, calculations shbothat during the

incident at the Browns Ferry .NuclearePlant, amounts

of radionuclides released to the envImonment were

well below the plant technical speciftc-tion limits.

Conservative calculations show that the radioactivity

released to the environment had a very minimal and

insignificant environmental Impact."

H. Personnel Injuries

Information provided by the TVA medical director states that 7

TVA employees (6 from DPP and 1 from DEC) reported to the Browns

Ferry construction project medical office and the health station

with complaints associated with smoke inhalation. Under the

direction of a TVA physician, each was evaluated and treated

by the nurses on duty-and released with instructions to report

immediately any delayed effects. ,Shortly after being seen, one

of the enployees reported the onset of generalized chest

discomfort on respiration. He was referred Immediately to a

local hospital, vhere-he vas examined and released by the

physician. None of the employees revealed evidence of severe

effects from their exposure.

Followup medical evaluations revealed no residual effects from

the activities and exposures associated with fighting the fire.
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Ahere has been no medical Indication for lost time from work,

Each employee was medically approved to resume full duties on

the next scheduled work shift.

I. Adm Isitrative Controls

1. DPP-DEC Interface for Work by Construction Forces in an

Opiratlng Unit

a. Under DEC Quality Control Procedure BF-104, Administrative

Procedures to Haintaiw Physical Separation Between

Construction and Operating Units and Control of Work in

Restricted Access Areas, all modifications and completion

work required on a licensed unit by construction employees

are done under a vorkplan. This procedure also specifies

(1) that workplans can be written by either DEC or DPP,

(2) must be approved by the DEC coordinator, and (3) the

DPP coordinator will determine the level of review

required within DPP and finalize approval with hit

signature.

b. BlNp Standard Practice BFA-28, Plant Modifications.

describes how modifications to the plant will be requested,

performed, and documented, Including the approvals

necessary, depending on whether the modification is

categorized as safety related or nonsafety related.
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c. The work being performed at the time the fire started

was approved by the DEC coordinator and authorized by

the DPP plant modification coordinator under BWNP

workplan 2892 which was issued under BF-104 on

March 7, 1975.

d. On workplan 2892, the work to be perforried is described

as folloes: "Check electrical and mechanical sealing

for secondary containment. (1) make a punch list of

sleeves and cable penetrations that require sealing,

(2) complete sealing, (3) ve.-ify and sign off areas

that were found leaking."

A list of identified secondar containment air leaks

is attached to the workplan.

e. The space provided for identification of drawings

associated with the work has the letters N/A (not

applicable) entered.

f. A review of workplan 2892 and applicable administrative

rrocedures indicates the work being performed under this

workplan was not processed as a modification under

BFA-28 but was processed under BF-104 which does not

require that an unreviewed safety question determination

be made according to the provisions of 10CFR50.59.
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2. Construction Work Control

With regard to the control of the work being performed by

construction forces, the cosittee established the following:

a. There were no written procedures or work Instructions

covering the sealing and testing of penetrations for

the original installation or the modifications except

for notations on DED drawings.

b. At the time the fire started, the engineering aide whose

assigned responsibility was to inspect the work (i.e.,

to find the air leaks) was actually doing the work

himself (i.e., plugglng the leaks) instead of the

Journeyman electrician.

3. Fire Reportinl

a. The existence of a fire was not reported immediately by

construction workers discovering the fire. When reported

to the PSS officer manning construction portal post 8D,

the exact location of the fire was not specified.

b. BFNP Standard Practice BFS3, Fire Protection and Prevention,

instructs DPP personnel discovering a fire, whether in a

construction area or an area for which DPP is responsible,

to report the fire to the construction fire department,

telephone 235. BFNP Fire, Explosion, and Natural Disaster
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Plan instructs personnel discovering a fire to dial

299 (PAX). The construction extension cannot be

dialed from the PAX system, and the plant extension

cannot be dialed from the construction phone system.

c. Dialing instructions for reporting fires are located

on telephones and are' also included on the emergency

procedure sheet posted at various locations in the

operating areas.

4. Work Hazards Control

While control requirements exist for certain potentially

hazardous work, e.g., wel ding and burning operations, no

written procedures or instructions have been issued at

Browns Ferry regarding the introduction into and use of

potentially hazardous materials or substances in connection

with construction work in operatft' plant areas such as

ignition sources and flammables.

J. Other Findings

The possibility of sabotage was investigated, and no reason to

suspect sabotage was found.

IV. OTHER CENERAL INFORMATION

A. Central Emergency Control Center (CECC).

1. The CECC was activated on March 22, 1975, during the Browns

Ferry fire as a precautionary measure, although no
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radiological emergency existed. The CECC was directed from

the Edney Building In Chattanooga, beginning at 1525 hours

CDT on March 22, 1975, by the Assistant to the Director of

Environmental Planning. Other available members of the

CECC were notified of the fire.

2. The CECC performed a valuable function-keeping the Nuclear

Regulatory Co-missfon (in Atlanta), the Alabama State

Department of Public Health, and the Tennessee State

Department of Public Health informed rather than fulfilling

a requirenent of the Radiological Emergency Plan (REP).

The CECC was in direct comeunication itch the DPP Emergency

Control Center.

3. The CECC office was secured at 2230 hours on March 22, 1975.

B. DPP Emergency Control Center

1. The DPP Emorgency Control Center in Chattanooga was established

at 1510 hours on March 22, 1975, with the Chief, Nuclear

Generation Branch, in charge. By 1630 hours, approximately

20 DPP staff members had assembled at the control center,

including the division director and other key management

personnel. The branch chief and others were in frequent

conunication with the superinte-nent at Browns Ferry. This

management tem participated in all major decisions associated

with the plant operation and firefighting activities.
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2. The major group of the staff assembled left at 2200 hours

on March 22, 1975. A small group manned the DPP Emergency

Control Center until 1500 hours on March 23, 1975.

C. Other Programs for Repair and Return to Service of Equipment

A number of programs have been initiated to evaluate various

aspects of the fire and its consequence and return to service

of the equipment. A memorandum from E. F. Thomas to R. H. Dunham

and H. H. Mull dated March 28, 1975, subject "Repair of Damase

Caused by the Cable Fire and Return to Service of Brovns Ferry

Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2" has been issued and is being updated

to provide directions for these efforts.
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DESCRIPTION or sFwiALT! I~ Ass'ocrAToDW~ wrrPnm)RATIox9*

Item Description Manufacturer

1. Froth Pak Insta-Foam Insta-Fosm Products Company
Joliet, Illinois

Froth Pak Insta-Fosm is the trade name for a kit using an aerosol dispensing
unit which contains the chemical compnents for making rigid polyurethane
foam. Ain the unit is activated, high-quality troth form is dispensed from
two pressurized containers, forming a rigid cellular polyurethane product
in less than 1 minute.

2. Polyurethane Pourable type Witco Chenical Company
Part A New Castle, Delaware
No. 0293A

Pc'.rable type
Part B
No. 67010

Polyurethane, pourable type, produces a rigid cellular polyurethane product
similar to that produced by the Froth Pak Insta-Foam. The liquids, part A
and part B, are mixed equally by pouring back and forth between two
containers until mixed and reaction starts. Before it expands, it sore
readily flows into small crevices to effect a better seal upon expansion.

3. Fln.astic 71A Dyna-Therm Corporation
598 West Avenue
Los Angeles, California

DYna-Therm Flamemastic coatings are compounded of thermoplastic resinous
binders, flame-retardant chemicals, and inorganic inccrlustible fibers.
They have a grw fibrous appearance when dry.

4. I-rinite panels No. 36, type B Johns-anv•lle

Marinite panels are composed of incombustible asbestos fibers, diatomaceous
silica, and a hydrothermally-produced inorganic binder. They were
originally developed to isolate mnd prevent the spread of shipboard fires.
They are hard, dense boards.

5. Resilient polyurethane foam Hickory Springs Manufacturing
Company

2200 Min Avenue, SR.
Hickory, North Carolina

Resilient Polyurethane foa is a preformed, resilient, cellular polyurethane
foam material which was developed primarily to make furniture cushions.

6. Styrofoa --- Unknown

mStrosl, is a lightweight, preformed thermal-insulating material and packing
mterial It is co nly used for making Ice chests. It is readily found
on construction sites since it is also used as protective packing material
for fragile equipment.

TAIX 1
BMW 1I F 2
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Description

7 . RTlO IM 'it* iliecone rubber Genesal Electric Caezpy
Silicone Products Depspart~mt
Waterford, Now York

RTV (rom tmemrstue vtlcanisinx) silicone rubber is a liquid "rubber" (not
a natual rubber) vhich cuzea at tm terature to a resilient, toug
adhesive. It wus originally devoloped for sealing apee vahlcles. It is
com=ly used in the ber to seal aroumd bathtubs.

8. 1'.-fl cable ties
Klizabeft, Sw Jersey

r- cabl ties are m straps about 1/32 inch thick and 1/8 inch wide,
of Varying l ths, t a loop In one end for blndin cales together.
Tey are general32 made of nylon or similar plastic.

9. Other materials W have been used in construction penetration seals.

*Mss "descriptions" are provided by the comittee to assist the laymen in umdw-
standing the various materials. ?he descriptions sbould not be constrsd as
definitions or presiet technical descriptions.

TABhU I
S20CP2
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Checkpoint 102
(Lookng Nrth)

w
La-i W

CAMLE CABME TOTAL CADL CABL
ZDAY DESIG TYPE CT D AREA n'PY DESIG TYP CD 0

vi WVA 67 .353 6.566 xs-zsn
WA-1 38 .333 3.306
WiB 3 .371 .324
wvc A Am 1.764
)OR 1 .21.2 .046

TOTAL 223 12.0o6

WFBVIrE
WGB
wac
Woo
WCEWGG
WGI

WHB

WHG
WHI
WHJ
ULB

1
2

40
3
2
1
3

1
1

6
2
4
1
3
1
1

.490

.659

.425
A414

.484

.559

.660

.710

.789

.38O

.405

.1480

.519

.640

.710

STAAL
AREA

5.68.463
.368
.246

i.ce6
.396
.490
.696
.258
.608
.212
.966
.396
.2ol4

WTM 3.17 .231 14.91
WUB-1 25 .339 2.250

TOTAL 11.2 7.164

TOTAL

XT

TOTAL

72

WGB
WGG

WED

WTO
WTR
WE•
WVG
WVI
WvJ
WYR
Wvu-I

11
2
7

1Ii

8
101

2

138

2 2.8814

A25 .142
.660 .342
.384 .232
.439 i.o64
.519 .212
.340 .091
•360 .102
.4.61 .167
.587 .271
.834 7.205

1.012 6.4.40
.650 33.532
.439 .3014

5o.2,o

TABU 2
lo 1 or 21
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lInhnL I TrEsnc*

Cckpoint 127
(Loo~ingz N~wth)

CAf._Z CAME TOTAL CAME c'MZ
MWA MESG TY ,,D AR~EA MAY DIMIG TYPE -M

0-ESIX WDD
WD?
WDO
WDH
WDI-
WLB
WLC
WLN
WLO

3 .3140 .273 vI WVA
4 lg9 .580 WVA-1
7 Aft8 1.29 WaD
3 .619 .903
3 .66o 1.c06 TOTAL
1 .509 .204
4 . 539 .9m6 m,-zsnc via
1 .559 .24?5 WD
4 .627. 1.236 WB

VOC
0 6.678 WGD

WGI
TOTAL

HE-ESIX

I

WDn

WGB
WGD
WGE

WGGWGI
wlK
W04
WHB
WHC
WHD
WHIl
WHG
WHI
WHJWHL
WLB
WTO
WHR

WVU-3.

WHO

2 .379 .226
4 .340 .364 WHB
1 .1.90 .18 Vfi

27 .25 3.832 ,,,
3 .481 .552 WHO
14 .559 .984. WTO
1 .660 .31.2 R

35 .710 13.860 Delft
5 .789 2.150 o13
1 .87. .600
6 .331. .696 Tom~l
9 -1.M5 1.61
4 .439. .608
5 .1.80 .905 TL-FSMfl VUB

• 519 .848 HUB-i
4 .64o 1.288 WA
7 .710 2.772
1 .781 .479 TOTAL
1 .509 .204
8 .340 .728
1 .360 .10e
2 .139 .30o
2 .0172 .0344

D

8 .353
20 .333

9 .371

37

8 .1.90
1L .6o0

21. .125

2 .559
2 .710
3 .789
6 .381.
1 .1.39
1 .1480
). .519
9 .31.0
1 .360

1 1o

70

1.0 .231
14 .339
8 .353

TOTAL
AREA

.78'.
1.7140

3.4.96

1.=1
.283
.281.

.152

.181

.84.8

.819

.102

7.396

1.68o
.360
.784.

2.824

TOTAL 137 33.530

*C - indicates c~onto level portio of TL
L - Indicates 1w level prtion of TL

T.4A 2
9M• 2 0 12
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V..mckplnt 128

LhL.J .LA.X A~-jj

WX L AJr

CABLE CAMlE TOTAL CAMLE CABLE TIOTAL

M!AY DESIG TM O AR~EA TRAY DESIG TMP OD AREA

AX WlD 6 .9l5 3.94.2 AY-ESII 0

YX WDF 8 .429 1.160
WDG 10 .485 1.850

WLC 1 .539 .229 WDH 5 .619 1.505
WLS 1 .817 .524 *I 3 .660 i.o26
WDG 12 .485 2.o20 WDX 1 .769 .465
WDN 13 .94o 9.C.o2 WD 8 .940 5.552
wGD 5 .484 .920 WDO 4 10.29 3.332

WFH 2 .190 .378
TOTAL 32 32.915

TOTAL 41  15.268
KE-ESIZ WHE 2 .48o .362

WHJ 3 .710 1.188 LX-ESII WHC 1 .405 .129
WDD 2 .310 .18 wim 1 .48o .181
WFE 1 .659 .342 WTO 7 .340 .637
wHO 4 .425 .568 woc 1 .4" .155
wHG 1 .660 .342 WGD 1 .484 .184
'"m 22 .384 2.552 2 L .559 .492

1 1 .148 .0312 WGO 1 .660 .342
wGI 1 .710 .396

56 5.708 WGK 2 .789 .980

ND WHD 7 .439 1.064 TOTAL 17 3.496
1 .480 .181

WHG 1 .519 .212 LY WT 1 .638 .320
wHO 9 .125 1.278 WTO 24 .34o 2.184
WOE 1 .559 .246 wH 2 .360 .204
WGG 1 .660 .3.2 W-DD 2 .340 .182
WHB 2 .384 .232 wHI 1 .A90 .189
WVA-i 2 .333 .174 WHD 4 .600 1.132
wHY 1 .834 .655 WOE 10 .425 1.42o
wvJ 8 1.O12 5.24o WOC 2 .444 .310
WVU-1 1 .439 .152 WGD 1 .484 .184

wHE 4 .559 .984
TOTAL 34 9.776 WGG 5 .660 1.710

TOTAL 56 8.819

TALE 2
RM3 COP n
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Checkoint 128

~ Lokng ~at)

CABLME CABLE TOTAL CABLE CABLE TOMP
.1IAY DM3G TYPEO AREA 'TIM DESIG TI C AREA

Vw WA 9 .353 9.212 LX w1 .789 .)e90
WVA-1 8 .333 7.395 Un 6 .384 .696
WE 12 .317 1.296
wvc w .4AM .504 TOTAL 7 1.386

TCOAL 195 18.407 vK WVA 29 .353 2.812
WVA- 91 .333 7.937
WEB 9 .371 .972

sUB 80 .231 3.360
WHM-i 23 .339 2.070 TOTAL 129 11.731
WVA 3 .353 .294. 1K HU 1 .231 .672

TOTAL 106 5.72. WVA 6 •353 .588

TOTAL 22 1.260

TrA 2
now 4 oi
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wD
wy

Checkpoint 2.29
(Looking East)

I LY
I w-Esx•. I T-Enc

CAMZ
TM

CAMLE TOTAL
CD W ATAY DESIG

AX

TUY DESIG
CANZ
TYPE

CABLE TOTAL
an ARE

Sam as checkpoint 128

sam as checkpoint 228

Ay-wSn 0 0 0 0

nE-ESWn W'DD
W"'

WGE

WCE
wczWOG

WHEC

WHJ
WLD
WWN

21
1

433
6
1
4
1

26
2
4
2
2
4
1
1

.340

.49o

.659

.425

.4"1

.484

.559

.660

.710

.384

.480
.519
.640
.710
.509
.0172

.0182

.189

.342
6.1o6

.465
1.1o4

.246
1.368

.396
3.016

.258
.724
.124
.644

1.5&
.204
.0172

18.oe4

FK-ESII WDF
WDG
WDH
WDX
WDR
WDO
WY'
WHB
WLB
Ulm
WLO
UVA

10 .142n
7 .W80
2 .619
14 .769
8 .940
4 1.029
2 .490
1 .3814
1 .0
1 .559
2 .627
2 .353

TOTAL

TOTAL

MD

VE

Sam as checkpoint 131

Sam as checkpoint 131

Same as checkpoint 131

IX-ESII WDDVIDE
WFB
WGB,
WGD
WGE

WGG
WGI
WGK

WC24
WRB
hWH

WID
WHH

WHG
Mix
WHJ
WiHL
WLB
WTA
WVU-1
WWN

4
2

1
25
3
5
2

36
5
1
6
9
14
5
3
4
7

2
2

.49o
.1425

.559

.660

.710

.384
.1405
.439
.480
.519
.640
.73.0
.781
.509

1.139
.439
.0172

1.295
.602

1.860
5.552
3.332

.378
.116
.204
.245
.618
.196

.364

.226

.189
3.550

.552
2.230

.684
14.256
2.450

.600

.696
1.161

.608

.905

.636
1.288
2.872

.479

.20o4
1.020

.304

.034

TOTAL .123
C - indicates control level portion of TL
L - indicates low level portion of TL

33.718
TAMAZ 2
asm5 or u
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Checkpoint 129
(Looking mat)
(Con Lirwad) 0

CABLE
TYPE

CABLE TOTAL
sr co AREA

CABLE CABLE TOA
irM ATAY DESIG TRAY DESIG

TK-ESIIC WFB
WFD
WGB
WOC
w~c~WGD
WGE
WGI
WGK
wcz
WHD

WHE
WHG
WTOWTR
Belden8213

TOTAL

TK-ESIIL WHB
WUB
!.UB-1
WVA

8 .49o
1 .600

16 .425
6 .444
2 .484.
2 .559
2 .710
34 .789
14.384
1 .1405
1 .439
2 .480
4 .519
1 .340
1 .360

1 .o05

56

1.512
.283

2.27,,
.930
.368
.49e
.792

1.960
.464
.129
.152
.362
.848
.091
.I02

.329

1o.886

.U6
1.428

.360

.392

2.296

1
34

4
43

.384

.231

.339

.353

TOTAL

LY

vx

Same as checkpoint 128

Sam s checkpoint 128

TABLE 2
&= 6 r0 3-
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LiFM

1 ic~-isii I

Checkpoint 130
(LookWin West)

I AY-ESII

•I X-ESII

CAM
ZU4.Y D:SIG TYF

AX Sao

FR WDN
WLS

TOTAL

CABLE

ae &s checkpoint 229

TOTAL
AREA

1

5

1

1

.940 2.576

.817 .524

3.100

.509 .204

.2o4

MAY DESIG

AY-Esn

FI-ESII

TOMA

Lx-EsII

CAMLE
TYPE

WDF
WDG
WDH
WDK
WDN
WFB
WLO

WGB

WGD
WCOO
WGKWHB

CABLE TOTAL
0U AREA

KE-ESIl

TOTAL

WLB

cm.

0

8
8
2
1
8
2
1

30

4
1
1
2
2

10

.429

.485

.619

.769
5.552

.490

.627

.4-84

.660

.789

.384

1.16o
1.480

.602

.465

.940

.378

.309

5.334

.568
,184
.342
.980
.232

2.306TOTAL

A

TAWIZ 2
S 07 of
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Checkpoint 131
(74ooaý North)

I MX- I

CARLE CABIE
TRAY DESIG TYPE CD

I W-ESII I
I LY I

WE

TOTAL CA.Z
AREA TRAY DESIG TYPE

1)1 WDF
WDG
WDK
WDN
WDO
wLC

TOTAL

MX-ESII

TOTAL

WDD
WDE
WFD
WFE
WGB
w0c
WGWGE
WGG

WQUWGH
WEB
WHC
WHD
WHE

WIL

wvYJ-1MMj-

2 .429
12 .485

3 .769
3 .940
14 1.Cm9
1 .539

25

2 .340
2 .379
1 .429
2 .659

58 .425
1 .44
3 4•*4
4 .559
4 .660

37 .710
3 .789
1 .874

26 .384
10 .4o5

4 439
7 .480
4 .519
4 .640
4 .710
1 .781
2 .439
1 .148

181

1 .1425
1 .559
1 .384
2 .439
1 .480
1 .340
1 .360
1 .461

.290 ---,
2.220
1.395
2.082
3.332

.229 TOTAL 9

9.573 ?M-ESII WFB

.182 WGB

.226 WoC

.145 WGD

.684 WGE
8.236 WGI

.155 WGK
.552 WKB
.984 1wH

1.026 WHJ
3..6,c2 -f- L

1.47 4iTA
.600 Belden

3.016 8213
1.290 TOTAL

.608
1.267

.848
1.288
1.584 LY WDD
.. 479 WFB
.304 w•9
.0172 WGB

9 .490 1.701
1 .600 .283

23 .425 3.266
6 .444 .930
3 .484 .552
2 .559 .49.2
3 .710 1.188
3 .789 1.47

14 .384 1.62'
5 .48o .905
1 .710 .396

.509 .204
1 1.139 1.020

1 .405 .129
73 11.919

2 .340 .182
1 .490 .189
3 .600 .8L9
8 .425 1.136
2 .444 .310
2 .484 .368
5 .559 1.230
5 .66o i.71O
1 .789 .49D
6 .384 .696
1 .405 .329
3 .640 .966
2 .333 .174

41 5.783

TAI 2
s• 8 O1 u

WDII
WLB
WLN
WLO

CANZ TOTAL

6 .940 4.i64
1 .509 .2o4
1 .559 .245
1 .627 .309

14.922

WGB
WGE
WHB
WHD
WHE
WTO
'4"T'R
"I•"r.

38.290

.142

.246

.U6
.304
.181
.09X
.102
.167 TOTAL

WGCWGD
WGE
UGG
WGK
WHB
WHC
WHI
WVA-I
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Chcckpoizt .131

~T~oxking Nor h

CAMZ CAMEI T03ZAL CAMLE AZ TOL
SRAY =~SIG TZPE CD AMA ITRAY V-*31G TYPE CD AREA

NDtv) 1. .587 .271
(Cntmad nI 3 .8311 7.205 vI WVA 41 -353 3-332

wVJ 16 1.O.2 22.88M WA-i 16 .333 w..oo
VrR 101 .650 33.532

wVU-1 3 .439 .4,56 TOTAL 87 7.331.

TOTAL 141 55.693 7K V. 3A .23- 1.128
wuB-. 25 .339 2.250

YE WA 32 .353 5.096 WVA 2 .353 .196
WA-i 61 .333 5.307
WE ,5 .371 1.62o TOmTA 61 3.874
WVC 1o .101 1.26o

1ms 1 .242 .046

TOTAL 139 13.329

72 WIl 37 P231 16W41
WUB-1 17 .339 1.230
WVA 3 .353 .2941o

TOML 87 6.49s

-?ANhB2
Sm9 of u1
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cba kpoint 145

( Nr )

CAME
VJY DESIG 1TrF

70-3311 WDD
NDG

11DB
'WI
WL3
Vic
WIN
NwL

TOTAL

CAML TOTAL CAML CANtE TOTAL
CI AREA TMY DEIG -TMP AME

3 .33 10K WA 10 .353 .980
2 .429 .290 WA-i 22 .333 1.911
6 .. 85 1.3.0o WV 9 -371 .972
1 .619 .301
1 .66o .3.2 TOM 1i 3.866
1 . .201
1 .*539 .229 TL4SII in7 8 Ago9 1.512
1 .559 .2:5 1FD 1 .600 .283
4 .627 1.236 wo 29 .12 .:1182

wOC 5 .. 1 .773
20 It.230 WOD 3. A1&1 .1%2

WE .Mr.9 .981
2 . WGI 2 .720 7
2 079 226WOK 3 .789 1r

11 -340 .361. Wn. 6 .3811 .696
1 .6o0 -.283 w1w 1 .1105 .329

27 .1.25 3.834 .H 1 .1139 .152
3 .1181 .552 WHlE 2 .118 .362
It .559 .981. Wn 1. 0519 .8118
l .66o .3142 WTo 8 .31.0 .728

35- .7-10 13.860 1T .360 .1w
3 .789 .1l&7 MEUM 8M 1 .. 05 .32n
1 .87t. .600
5 -3814 .580 TOTAL 77 11.941.

TOTAL

UDE
WDD
WOD

I•GBWOE
WOO
WGI
WGK

WHEm
WHBuqm

unrivac

WHJ

WLB
WTA

WTO

NWW

8 .o 1.032
• .439 .608

5 .1.m .9D5 TL-.E~flL
it .519 .81.8
11 .61.0 1.288
7 .710 2.772
1 .781. .179 TOTAL
1 .59 .201.
1 1.139 1.oe0
8 .340 .728
1 .360 .=2
2 .376 .222
2 .0172 .03o

NUB 50 .231 2.100
,UB-i 11 .339 .360

WA 8 .353 .784

62 3.24,

32.014

* C - Indicates coantro1 level portIn of nh
L- IndIcates .01 2leie portion of TL

TAN8 2
1s 0 or 11
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Note: Tray 1oading for vertical
tray coanecting trahys W-Il
and 2K-X1 south of
checkpoint 131

ISAI-ESIII

CABLE
TYPETRAY DESIG

SAI-ESII mYB
WFD
WGBWOD
wacWGD
WGE
WGI
WGK
WQCWHD

WHE
WHG
Belden
8213

TOTAL

CABLE
C)

8 .4904 .. 600
.42

2 .484
2 .559
2 .710

1 .405
1 -.439
2 .1480
4 .519

1 .1405

TOIAL
AREA

1.522
.283

2.698
.620
.368
.*79

7.147o
.696
.129
.352
.362
.848

TRAY DESIG
CABLE
TYPE

CAMLE TOTAL
m1 AREA

.129

56 10.551

TADIX 2
~L oru L1
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Vanber vC ow.h class or" auocty relate-t c'ble. routol In fire rone.

'ln-nt Ust~ ftNumber S±,'.tY Clissitrcat•r)n Ch -.--Le. or Divisi•n•*

ComN 20 Engineered Safeguard - EcS I
20 Engineered Safeguard - NCC3 11
13 Engineered Safeguard - Diesel A IA
33 Engi:nered Safeguard - Diesel C ZIC
5 Engineered Safeguard - Diesel D lID
7 Load Shadding - Diesel A Al
9 load Sedding - Diesel C Bl
7 Supporting Auxiliaries - Electrical 13

Subtot&l.-21

unit 1 6 Engineered safeguard - BC3s I
182 Engineered Safeguard - ECCs n

Load Shedding - DiesIl A Al
Load Sbedding - Diesel C B1

r LolA aaedding - Diesel D 32
5eutron NMnitoring (also activates IM

52 Neutron Monitoring RPS) is
52 Neutron Momitoring A
52 Ifeutrai Monitoring XIB
it Prtimary Containment Isolation I

39 Prinary Containment Isolation II
2 •Reactor Protection (control rod IA
2 Reactor Protection scram) ID
2 Reactor Protection |IA
2 Reactor Protection 1T
3 Reactor Protection 1133
12 ua.portin AuxiIiaries - electrical

Subtotal 482

Unit 2 15 Engineered Safeguard - ECC3 I
3 Engi.eered Safeguard - ECS nI
4 Supporting Auxiliaries - Electrical IS

Subtotal 22

Unit 3 4 Engineered Safeguards - ECCS I
3 Engineered Safeguards - ECCS 1I
3 Supporting Auxiliaries - Electrical IZ

Subtotal- 10

TOTAL 623

*See sbeets 2 & 3 for channel or division definitions.

TfAO Ii
am1 UV3
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.s1TW!4•.kY OF CABLES SU: •/r DEFrrITON3

1. Cables in the PP series with an A or B sauffix are to be neparated from.
each other. They are not engineering safeguard cables, but a separate
routing is desirable. They involve off-site power.

2. The folloving suffixes apply to all cable series:

I - Division I engineering safeguard or Primary Containment Isolation
cables

II - Division II engineering sateguard or Primary Containment Isolation
cables

IA - Diesel generator A shutdown logic cables (may be routed in cable
tray with Division I cables)

IB - Diesel generator B shutdown logic (routed in conduit)

IIC - Diesel generator C shutdown logic (may be routed in cable tray
with Division II cables)

ID - Diesel generator D shutdown logic cables (routed in conduit)

3. The following suffixes apply to IS series:

Al - 43OV load shedding logic channel Al: (routed with IA-Diesel A)

A2 - 430V load shedding logic channel A2: (routed with IB-Diesel B)

Bl - 480V load shedding logic channel Bl: (routed with IIC-Diesel C)

B2 - 43oV load shedding logic channel B2: (rrAted with lID-Diesel D)

4. The rollowing suffixes apply to RP (Reactor Protection) or NM (Neutron
Monitoring) series:

IA - IPS logic channel Al

IIA - EPS logic channel A2

33 - RPs logic channel B1

IIB - BPS logic channel B2

5. The following suffixes apply to RP (Reactor Protection) series:

IIIA - BPS manual and back-up scrsm solenoid channel A.

II1 - lPS manual and back-up scram solenoid channel B

A - ,2011 a-c RPS channels Al, A2, and A3 supply (aPs 4G set A)

B - 120V a-c BPS channels Bl, B2, and B3 supply (EPS MG set B)

G1 - .*3 scram solenoid Group I
TABEIB
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C2 - M :;cram :oLenoid Group 2

G3 - RPS scram 3olenoid Group 3

G4 - RPS scram solenoid Group 4

6. Suffix 2E - Applies to supporting auxiliaries needed for safe shutdown
of plant.

TABLE 4
SHET 3 OF 3
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Sutaary of cable types involved in fire.

CABLE DESCRIPTION No.

TYPE NO. & SIZE CABLES
(MARK OF CONDUCTOR IUIATED* DAMAMED

WB, 1/c 32 1 -3+

WCA V/c# 14 1 2+
WDD 1/c #8 2 4+

l/ c# 6 2 1+
WDF 1/c #4 2 7+
WDO 3l/c # 2 2 13+
UDH 1/c #1/0 2 2+
WDI 1/c 2/0 2 2+
WDK 3:/c #40 2 2.
WDN 1i/c 30 2 6+
WDO 1/c AGOo 2 1+
WFB 2/c #10 3 1
WFC 3/c # 1 3 1
WFD I/c #l10 .3 6

WYE/c# 10 3 1
WGE 2/c # 12 3 157
WOC /c # 12 3 18
WGCD Zc #12 3 37
wE Vc # 12 3 13
WGO 7C #12 3 14
WGI 9/c #12 3 4.5
WGK •_/c # 22 3 18
WGQ 6c # 12 3 2
WGN 19/c # 223 2
WHB 2c #l1 4  3 62

*rH 3/c # 2 11 3 15
WHD 4/c#l14 3 18

5/E c # 1 3 13
WHO /c #1 4 , 3 10
WHI 9ý/c # 1 3 8
WIT 9/c # 13 7
WIJ '16/c# 14 3 1
WUT 7/c#1 6  3 8

* Numbers listed correspond to insulation of cable type as shown below.

e Number of individual cable designations. Actual number of conductors
appear on checkpoint sheets showing tray fill.

?lXZ 5
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0 y of cable types involved in fire.

CABLE DESCITOE
TOE NO. & SIZE

(mc O CCINDUCTCRS f~tUATM*

W'LA

we
W-•

WL4
WLW
WLO
WE-
i'S

Wyc
VNY
WTA

WTJ

W2"K-l
VTrK-2.
WTO

VUB

WvE
WYG
WV'
WVR

M4FR'S TV CABLE
(BUM~ 8232)

2/0 #322
3/c #•22

#222

27c # 3.
2/c #10
7/'c # 10
2/c #2/0
V/c #4ý/0
8/c #800

50 pr #19
322pr #19

CORX
COAX
COAX

Cohx

2 pr
2 pr #14.

2/c #
2/c # 18
3i/c # 16
7/c # 16

32/c #i6
2-f/c #* 16
37f/c # 36
29ý/c # 20
5/c # 18

COAX

'4

'4

'4

- 6
6
7
8
9

10
11
32
13
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

.15
16

7
7

NO.
CABILS

2+

8

5

4,2

1
1
51
1
20

33

1
1

22
212

'4

* ambers listed CoZTespond to -insulation of cable

+ Nber of Individual cable desigtions. Actual
appear m checkpoint aheets aboving traY fill.

type as shown below.
mimber of conductors

1. Single conductor poeer or control cable with polyethelene insulation
and a m-lon jlacket over the polysthel ne. (Termed "PN" per TVA

- Specifigation)

S !BAZ3
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2. Single conductor power or control cable with croc.s-linked polyethelene
insulation and a polyvinyl-chloride insulation jacket over the cross-
linked polyethelene. (Termed "CPJ" per TVA Specification)

3. Multiple-conductor cable with a core of the specified nuber of single
conductors as in 1 above covered by a polyvinyl-chloride outer jacket.
(2emed "P213" per TVA Specification)

4. Maltiple-conductor cable with a core of the specified number of single
conductors as in 2 above covered by a polyvinyl-chloride outer Jacket.
(Termed "CTJJ 4 ' per TvA specification)

5. Single conductor high-voltage (5000 volts) power cable with extruded
stand and cross-linked polyethelene insulation with metallic electro-
static shielding and polyvizrl chloride Jacket overall. (Termed
"CPSJ" per TVA Specification)

6. Telephone cable with high density polyethelene over each conductor,
mylar backed rubber cable tape., aluminum shield, and high density
polyethelene jacket overall. Some of these had polyvinyl chloride
jacket overall.

7. Coaxial signal cable with both conductor and overall jacket insulated
with polyethelene.

8. Coaxial signal cable with conductor insulated with polyethelene and
polyvinyl chloride jacket overall.

9. Coaxial signal cable with conductor and overall jacket insulated
with irradiated blend of polyolefins and polyethelene and noise
free. Some of these types had cross-linked polyethelene over both.

10. Same as 8 but made noise free by a rarbon suspension.

11. Same as 6 except without shield.

12. Twisted pair cable with polyethelene over each conductor and polyvinyl
chloride jacket overall.

13. Thermocouple cable with high density polyethelene over each conductor,
aluminum foil/nyrlar type laminated shield, and high density polyethelene
overall.

14. Thermocouple cable with heat and light stabilized cross-linked poly-
ethelene over each conductor, aluminum foil/mrlar tape shield, and
chlorosulfonated polyethelene Jacket overall.

15. Signal cable with heat and light stabilized cross-linked polyethelene
over each conductor, aluminum foil/nYlar tape laminated shield, fiber-
glass reinforced silicone tape assembly wrap, and chlorosulfonated
polyethelene Jacket overall.

TAME 5
MM 3 OF J
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16. MIttiple-conductor cable with core of specified number of single
conductor cables insulated with cross-lned polyethelene and a
neoprene jacket overall.

TAKE 5
4074o~ I
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BIGNMcA~r OXAMUE! MM

a TI or M

Action

Rotine Operation

Tim IV"&l

3/l2/?"
Mror to 1235 J.Mtiel Condition

Response W or ceepossa.

I~it Llam I'm~ we

1335 Report of fire received by asaastent abirt Aasistun. shitt enmemer at off ftin slam Operating personeal fire brigadm reported to
enginmr fron pblic safety officer. and promsdad to fire. Fire slam alad Is ftire mld bSif firn-fi4hting Sctivittes (6sooribe

by nmit sprator uto them used paging syste ela re in investigatios rpwot).
to inforsmplant personeel of fire locatim.

124O Receiv the foliwing QJ.jus In 'nit I Unit opertor observed control board and All diesel genehators tPD/3'} started VEm
control com: deterined norunl reactor voter level md WM lngle signal ebich started the cor spray

stee- pressure, drywall pressu monal at Ia.
1. MM or core spray, pump nraing? 0.1.5 psig and emrgen cor ooln ay•ten

auto blowdaou permissive (LC) ewipamnt aligned in noril standby
st1*us. (actor water Ievel instuimtatioo

2. bactor level low/ to blowdw activatw th emergesy core cooling system,
permissive this being onm•l, indicated a lack of wea

for tbhe messstem.) 0obini drywall pressur
3. Core coolin I ysteu/diesal iniuati andlt~t pipb was Intact Inside the

prlmarpvmtaimnt.

-W IM Reidl-hoeat removal I1J) and coe spray Unit opesator observed pum ruaing•end M Famp stowed. Alom vaild -not reset wth
(0) pump ruming alals reoeivd. 910- allgned to reactor In low-pressure coolast roeator ,Pero ndm level normal.
pressu Coolant IAnJaCti FP (lC0), reactor injecticn (LPCI) nods. Verified reactor Dater
core isolation oolant pump (CIC) started, level naml and stopped raw@. Opertor

atteapteCto reset alan. (All four of these
systaem re ZC and with Donl level were
sot regtred.)

%.32%4 MM aM car spray pVuW restarted with no Operator obasrved reactor level nonal an opeU# or ap atcp pdm-e at U We
apparent roeas. attemted-to stop n d m4cre psy pumps. froim buchosid.Pumps could .nt be stopped frn bmeobboud.

% 32W Reactor recLroilation p m rm back for mo Operator lserve- reactor p r decreasing mal unit power decreased fren 1,100 we to
apparent reason. average power Cig moitors (AiM) rospou& Too Wei,

DOW losing electrical boards.

Indicating lights over Volve and PAP control
svitches an panel 9-3 vcre gloving brightly,
dliming, ad going out. (anel 9-3 Is the
owtvrol board. location Car all.& equiukt..)
?be lights being lost on cotrol circuits for
ZCCS punpe and valves precluded reliable
cyerstion frm that ontrol board.

Ing. Also noted reactor level I to 3 inabes
high.

Operators observed sw4 Iokero control Viring
imlar panel 9-3.
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Evnat Aetita Response ar -, 0spowe

%118 test 1/2 of reactor protection System (u").

lest reate mual eoatrol ot a miber of
relief vlves.

Numers alarm occurred amall control
panels and mlt in Ustable Swiss.

% MIl m•it engine instructed operator to Opsrt•or radon loading 01stil to rcirculatisg Aeirelati• a trie br om a,=*
zero reclrculating p loadin and sere Ve and anully $erone the reactor eM at appadLomately 20 peresat losaifg. Reator
the reactor. placed r tor mode Switch In the sbutdoe Scramd and all rads iWrted.

position.

Shift enginser reported plant ecaditioms to
supervisors by Pbma.

% 1253 CcAftnod that all control rods were Operator tripped I and C reactor teed pmps Paws responded to trip smsal and reacto
ftlly Inserted. (WIP), anrA C andaesate booeter ,re , loval s amintaised by reactor feed A

and C condesate pump. Reduced loItaing a md IEr.
reactor feed pap subpenel to prevent "mr
shooto an reactor level return. SC10 started
annually as backp.

%3254 Unit conditions indic-ated mnd for Assistant shift enginser (ASK) Lgitiated Turtle bypass valves opened to copensate fortrplaitub turboineraet, twrbi trip upoa observing generator lad turbi" valve clo e e4 mantatiB M pressureat 100 NW. Also -- Pne generator il acrual. 0e Nais-stem Isolatioa val•• (M1's

br*Wor and motor-operated dlacnocts (M'•s). reain ope allowing reactor pressm enetrol
through the tesbine byvpss valves to ne~i
egio.ngUM-P bcst 1:18k.

WI groagrJ~frj brerm f outran monitoring Responded noralfly.

Z started. CI antomaticelly alied in nom•al Injectin
sods to reacter vessel.

Reactor water level rstored to Opers t shut 5hw M R ad am WC. NM and 3t0C Shutdo. Probli icuarred m
approximatsey normal rane. as t1M vIth valve operation as•olated with th

.%U5 Lost 120-V =it preferred poer. ' at Operator placed reactor noeo sim in Received *i*t permit ULg•t.
*ýIm Ire awu Mx ..u Mw &a M WUS
control rA positiom imicatioa an pael
9-5 (reactor cntrol panel).

permit. (All rode mst be fUy inertM Or
the indicating ight tor we rod witdrzw
in retul s wll not t.)

operator observed no indication ca average
poar resd., intermediate a or scmnco
ran"e Mnitor.Ii

me.

-a

Lest all neutron mcitcria CaraLllty to Ronitor otre was lost.
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% VI This tim t• e follms leli.tralel bout lUdlmstles tura the wit eostrol sma t as to eae the " o0 18 vital .quist
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Toma .ofllng becom. essential * An Was UWuoesefu, in placing emepleNft"l W utmVse UmaIlable foe toara eacliag
Wur on M valIs at. lal WV boarl. sa o st a eletrri" boal lo8e.

(Toevalves regaired for toaue coaig.
Mft mgtiee am o aloso tiana mlm- il
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"I•V bouts and "0-V D.C. boarsa.

mm~ 5-y3Db na mervoltalls ShAtdh-W *m--

ba 2 de.rvo.tage (AS Dot an
electricmL g-wite-.)

- -- m 000M1 S W ENlFpL~eU to W1
boarse A ad 3 by mttcme bo 1. iaWt.ous
boar" C am D trasefrre4 to D/0's C act D.

-11am - motor oleaeted vaise
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,31MM NEATE CWlUM f?

Memorandumrn EsE VALLEY AXUMOR=TY

10 I Proe seq nWvWetlstif Comttee fot fire t scows Yeom uclear plant

yam -8 James . MZ' sais Manager of omert, U18 PEIC

WM13 i March 31, 1975

8mau t : 3gTjLMM OF C IaT•T'O INVISCTGM = • LIM 22, 19735
rFE A? 31S 1TBM

Stio somrsadmiN will ¢o.fils and formles the establisheet es
1 23. 1975, of a prelilmism cemttle to Invsetlgate the

fi9 at ovomur Ferry as nu"* 22. 1975. Uhe emIttoe repvrted
go the site o Harch 340 1975. It Is c.ow.ed of the following

3. So 1=9, Caitrnu - Divisieo of lPosr iroduetLom
me. so 3prm. - Dlyivsi of Eagineor•8g Deono
Chaules rmuine - DirtoeLe of Comstzectim
bvid G. lowell - Divtiles of Law
Felix A. Scaopmnski - Power Manager' Office,

Safety PavOv Board Staff
Bmoy so Collins - Secretary, Safety aeview bawd

Tow participation as this comittee is psetly appreciate end
%*il. we reognize that it will is all pzobability cause you
peresoul hardships, we believe it to extrealy tmportant to give.
Obe emintsee your full olfort for the ImLdiate future.

Attadchd teon outline of the cemitt.ee's assixoe t. oewy of
the points covered In the outline be" already beon addressed brt
this will ceonirm the assigmet to the aamittee.

AgainS I appreciate- your serving em this cmiLtte end if I rm
help you in any way, please lot m know.

Attacheent
elloland. $31 PIUL-C

Go I. glimmons, 607 VU-K
6 Be. Marquis. 629 NSI-

Vacler Safety Review baords 210 15B-C
No Go Fawrse, 403 115-C
t. ].o Thans, 716 15-c

L DAn VS. Sevinr 8.uds Rriviovly on A Perog. Sevinu Mlen APP= A
8 1 2
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Conduct am early fae:.fiAdLUS inves:tigain late events lendinge orto

uuandao after the Imidems useti plant conditions were stabhilized,

Consider acttions of people Ivlvweid, applicable administrative controls

leroepe an moereposbe of plan: o17ume alternative mssures tab",

stilleata:andm adequacy of pleat fi.refighting oqGelinm.t aaaerns of

extent of damps, stause of pie.t anl plant systom.; lotozone It there

ow a radioactive roelease, radioactive gie""r mid/or Injury to

pie.: personnel, mld Itfe so etomise the extent thereof; an - re eet

Yatiom of adequate incident -= leme tlotmol edProvide a point of toter-

ameo for ether eveiatimasa.

soe committee should:

* .. Its discretion In extending Its scope and Isarr~ying out Its functions

toachieve Its objectives.

* mcommad and cook approval for additional comittee um"er$ (I.e.,

conulantsm or other TWA members); consier qualifications.

* Mahe preimineary report to the Nmoager of liner within tuo weeks (by April 7).

nunw you (Chirman) *3??

IN A. Sincaepeaskl USU
C. Bm~eat" On
36. Spreousae1
Do Poveii 3
3. So Colinis sm Start3f

AMDXA
BM 02 O
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APPENDIX 8

INVESTIGATION REPORT BY THE NUCLEAR ENERGY LIABILITY
AND PROPERTY INSURANCE ASSOCIATION (NELPIA) DATED MAY
1975

TVA's Brown, Ferry Nuclear Plant
Athens, Alain, e
NEL-PIA Polficy (NF - 198)

Ceneral

During April 7-9, 1975, an investigation into the March 22,.1975 cable fire that
occurred at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Station was conducted by J. A. Eisner and
R. Z. Kasper. During this three day period, an analysis was made of the events
that occurred up to, during and after this untimely incident. As a result of this
study, a report has been prepared summarizing what happened and why it happened.
Applicable recoumendations suggesting possible fire protection improvements have
been developed for consideration.

Introduction

TVA's Browns Ferry BWR nuclear power plant is located on the Tennessee River south
of Athens, Alabama. Completed in 1974, its Unit 1 became operational on August
1, 1974. Seven months later (March 1, 1975) its Unit 2 also became commercially
operational. Since each Unit was engineered to produce 1100 megawatts (MW) of
electricity, a total of 2200HW were being cupplied to TVA's power grid when a fire
started in the plant's cable spreading room.

OrIlin of Fire

The fire that started at 12:35 P.M. on March 22 began in the Cable Spreading Room
(CS1) for Units One and Two. This room. at elevation 606 ft.. is located dJrectly
under the Control Room (CR) for Units One and Two. Constructed of reinforced con-
crete the CSR is cut-off from (1) the CR by a floor having a fire resistance rating
of at least 3-hours and (2) the Reactor Building by a 2 foot, 2-inch thick reinforced
concrete wall of at least 8-hours fire resistance rating.

Story of Loss

The night before the loss occurred, workmen wet* pulling cable from the RB Into the
CSR through a 2" x 4" hole in the 26-inch thick concrete wall separating the Reactor
Building from the Control Building. To understand the procedures followed imagine
a 4-ft x 4- ft wall opening containing ten 18-inch wide x 4" hisd galvanized steel
cable trays. Tiered five high. the parallel runs of tray are sealed on the RB
side of the wall to prevent flame propagation from one fire area to another. When-
ever new cable has to be pulled. an opening Is made through the fire stop construction.
Upon completion, the opening io resealed first using a pillow-type foamed polyurethane
for backing. To both sides of this backing material is next applied a 2-3 inch thick
layer of foamed-in-place polyurethane or silicone rubber (currently used) followed
by a 1/4-inch layer of Flamemastic 71A to complete the seal.

At the time of the less workmni were in the CSR checking for air leaks into the RB.
Apparently, the Standby Gas Treatment Systen's capacity (one complete air change/day)
was being overtaxed from excassive air leakage into the RS. Using a 10-inch candle
the cable tray penetrations were being checked. By holding a candle close to the
penetrations, the woromen observed if the candle flame would flicker or not. The
CSR is maintained at a positive pressure with respect to the Rb to insure that air
flow Is towards the RD whenever radiation escapes.

0
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When examIning 3! cable tray penetration, the candle flame was drawn into a hole
mot sealed airtight by the pllow-type foam material and not yet coated with foamed
polyurethame and Flamemastic. It Immediately ignited the plllw-type cushioning
material and chips of rigid polyurethane foam which In turn Igiited plastic insulated
control cables. Without portable fire extinguishers Immediately available nor a
"fire watch" oan te other side of the fire wall, the fire began to burn uncontrolled.

Not able to put out the fire by hand using a flashlight and a bundle of rags, the
workmen hurrisd to find some extinguishers. Having located one dry chemical and
three CO2 extinguishers, they attempted to extinguish the fire but found that the
burning cable would repeatedly reflash once the extinguishers were emptied.

When hunting-down extinguishers to fight this fire, the public security officer was
told of a fire in the CSR. He notified the shift engineer in the Control Room who
called in the station alarm by dialing 299 on the telephone. Firefighting personnel
responded to this alarm and proceded to extinguish the fire in the CSR and the RB.

The difficulties encountered putting out the fire in the CSR prompted the brigade to
activate the Cardox total flooding system. After having experienced numerous prob-
lems with this system, the CD2 system was finally discharged sometime after 1:20 P.M.
Dumped three times during the fire, it controlled the fire at its source In the
CSR and prevented a catastrophe from occurring.

The fire also spread rapidly into the Reactor Building through the opening In the
cable tray seal. Hampered by smoke and the location of the fire, firefighters
wearing breathing apparatus used several dry chemical and carbon dioxide fire ex-
tinguishers. Dis:harging them from scaffolding and ladders, they encountered con-
tinual reflash. The Inaccessibility of the multi-tiered cable irays located 20-23
feet overhead, the occasional dripping of flaming insulation and the failure of the
building's ventilation system compounded the firefighting effort.

At two o'clock firefighting efforts in the Reactor Building were abandoned in favor
of an orderly station shutdown. For the next two hours, the cable fire was allowed
to burn uncontrolled for lack of manpower, lighting and visibility. Once Units One
and Two were shutdown, the firefighters resumed fighting *he stubborn fire with
portable 15-and 20-lb extinguishers.

Up until 6:00 P.M. multiple fires continued to burn in the cable trays. Continually.
extinguishers were discharged onto the fires, often the fires would go out and
repeatedly the fires would reflaah, This phenomenon required a total of 51 fire ex-
tinguishers (20-15 lb..CO2, .1-20 lb. dry powder "purple V"). 2-125 lb. "purple K"
carts and 1-100 lb. CO2 cart!

At 6:00 P.M. a decision was made to we water an the fire. 7he ineffectiveness of the
pnrtable extinguishers and the dust concentrations created by the discharged dry
powders finally prompted firefighters to use a 1 1/2" hose stream. Backed by 3-2500
VMm @150 pSI electric fire pumps, its use by the Athens Fire Department was found to
te extremely effective, at4 within fifteen minutes or so the fire was essentially out.

Aside from corrosion damage and clean-up, the cable tray systeps received the most
damage. Approximately thirty 1B-inch wide cable trays or sections thereof were
damaged by fire. Assuming there were ICA) cables in each of the trays involved in
the fire. it is estimated that 60,000-65.000 feet of control and thermocouple czable
were destroyed.,
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The loss of this amount of cable affected or impaired the operation of numerous

systems. For example, the manner in which tle cable failed simulated a lo&... of

coolant accident. Steam isolation valves closed. motor operated valve control

yes lost and 250 volt D.C. power controllinr, the operation of circulit breakers

failed. Also affected wore nuierous control boarts. core spray primping systems,
exhaust Systems, M-G sets. 4KV bu., and lighting circuits.

The repair, replacement and rearrangement of the cable trays and cable sections viii

require approximately three ronths. If Units One and Two are shut dow'n this long,

the TVA has estimated It will cost an additional $4tH in fuel costs to supply
sufficient power to its grid.

Cable 9preadIng Roon. S:rilar •ooers and Other Area,

The Cable Spreading 'oor. at Browns Ferry was considered to be poorly designed from an
operational and fi-e vrctecticx standpoint. First of all it was enginecred to house
the cable spreading roor-.% of V=Its One and IN.'o. :orr..11y one would expect each uni.t
to have its own cable roD- constructed In such a manner that a fire in one would not
spread to the other. Were such an incidcnt to occur that shutdown both units for
months at A time, the repercussions would be far-reaching.

The congestion it. this C!SR was Inexcusable. Cable trays were situated in every
direction conceivable. The close proximity of horizon-tal and vertical arra::s from
floor to ceiling the length of the room (150 ft.) is not possible to relate in terms
of thd severity of the problem.

Such a wassive array of cable trays in the nbse.ce ef aisles voidn any realistic f.rc-
fighting effort without subjecting firem.en to pcssible injury or even loss cf !ife.
To go into the heart of this CSR full of sroke and acrid fu-.es to put out a fire
even vearing self-contained breathing apparatus would be cons.dzred bo.ond the realm
of heroism. I:C:t firefighters would ultimately resort to a Cannual defense of the
fire outside the roo= using hose streams and high expansion foam.

Unless automatic fixed fire extinguilshrent is provided to rrotect the hazards inberent
in these rooms, a loss be..ond ir-.aination sho'ild be anticiratod. To overcon.e such
a Catastrophe, & first class, designed and approved, auto=atic fire protection system
Is needed.

Of the systems currently ava.lable, it is recosuiended that automatic spr-.l.. k1 ,.
tection be provided. It offers the nost effective and efficient %-ay of putting out
a burning cable fire. Dy vettint-dow-n and cooling the red hot codtiactors, the Class
A fire can be readily extinguished without mucd concern over reflash.

Although total flooding hih expansion foam, halon and carbon dioxide are considered
acceptable extInruishinr, arents by some Arencicu. they do not possess the coolant
properties so necessary to ultimatr1y put O0"t the fire. Without their presence.
continued reflash of the ca€sles Can be expected until the tc"pernture of the con-
ductors sa vell below the auto-imition teperature of the cable insulation and Jacket

IDes irn
1. A CSR for each unit sheuld be provided. Each spreading room

should le cutoff and arranr.ed tntallv Inld't"endent of other
CSR's by a fire barrier wamll of 3-hours fire resistance rating.

2. At least one 3-foot vide N-feOt high aisle should he provided
the leng'th and width of tile CSI to Insure fireftlhtin,: access.
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Class A fire doots shouli be installed at each entrance (at least
two) Into the room.

Fire Protect ion
1. A staniLird Installation of open hie.ad. water sprav sprinklers

controlled bv an automatic deluRe valve and products-of-couustlon
acutated detector% should le provided In each IR. The deluge
valve shoulJ he located outside the room and connected to the
station's annumciator system.

2. Mie-inch hose connections, equipped with 75 ft. of 1 112" woven-
jacket lined fire hose and adjustable spray nozzle should be
provided in the CSR and located at approximately 100 zt. intervals.

3. The concrete floor should be pitched to drain the sprinkler
and hose stream discharge to a suitable drainage facility.

4. Approved smoke and heat ventint of the CSR utilizing a pouered
mechanical exhaust system actuated by products-of-combustion
detectors should be provided.

Note: These recommendations are also pertinent to Cable
Penetration Rooms and other areas where concentrations of
cable exist.

:able Constructions

fle widespread use of combustible nonmetallic cable constructions in nuclear power
stations has introduced a fire hazard that is not sufficently appreciated by
station operators. tInless those in authoritv begin to recognize the seriousness of
this tazard and its consequences, losses Involving millions of dollars can be ex-
pected.

The premise that gre sped nonmetallic cables will not burm or propagate flame has been
a fallaCy often promoted by certain interest groups. I1p until recently users of
electrical cable often believed that their tray cable waq "nonhurning" " nonprupagating
"fire resistant" or "self-extinguishing". Not go: Recent cable fires and cable tray
tests have substantiated that grouped cables do burn and are in fact a recognized
fire hazard.

Often times manufacturers, designers and users will specify the pass-fail criteria
of a cable construction to justify its intended use. W.hen they do, flane resistance
properties are often one of the first sacrificed for Improved ioisture, corrosion,
oil, radiation and ozone resistance. The result is a cable construction that will
burn In almost every conceivable tray configuration.

The corroqlvlty and toxicity of burning cable are also often ignored when selecting
a cable congtruction. wihenever polyvinylchloride, neoprene or'hypalon cables are
burned, hydrogen chloride (IICL) gas is evolved. Combined with the water vapor in
air. the hydrochloric acid produced will contaminate building steel, electrical
equipment and Instrumentation. The result is a major corrosion loss.

At Drowns Ferry an assortment of cable constructions were noted. In Table No. 1
r-ost of the types of cables involved in the fire are listed. All of the cables are
600 v. control cable or thermocouple cable. Typically. the cables are two conductor
(2C) No. 16 and occasionally one conductor (IC) 300MCH and three conductor (3C)

No. 16.
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All of the cables consisted of a polyethylene (FE) or cross-linked polyethylene
(XtP9) Insulation and a polyvlnylchlorlde (PVC), hypalon or nylon overall jacket.

Considered combustible by manufacturers and some users, these constructions have too
often misled people that they do not burn. In fact. they do burn. Certain fire
test and nuaerous fire losses have verified this.

To be more specific .the TVA decided that cable specimens passing Undsrvriters
Laboratories Standard No.83 are acceptable for use in their stations. In the
vertical test, a Tirrill gas burner is applied to a 12-inch specimen for 15 seconds
then removed for a minimum of 15 seconds. 7his procedure is repeated five times.
Cables that flame or glow longer than 60 seconds after any of the flame applications
are Judged not acceptable.

Revieving the flame-retardant requirements of cable at browns Ferry, all single and
multi-conductor cables No.8 and larger were required to pass the misleading vertical
flame test. All cable No.9 and smaller were required to pass the even more misleading
IPCEA horizontal test. Suprisingly, slngleand multi-conductor cable having a.nYlon
Jacket were not required to pass any flame test:

Because these small-scale tests can be very misleading, especially for grouped multi-
conductor control and power cable, users should insist that stringent cable fire tests
Indicative of "real-life" situations be required. Cne test currently being used by
soft utilities is the IEEE No.383 flame test; cthers, such as NEL-PIA/HAERP. insist
that fully loaded, tiered trays be tested, using more severe ignition sources.

In summary. minimal consideration was given to the obvious burning characteristics
of the cables used at browns Ferry. Were there concern, it would have been evidenced
by more stringent flame tests, better grade. truly fire retardant cable constructions
and fixed fire protection for the cable tray system.

Recommendat ions

1. A re-evaluation of current cable testing requirements should

be made to establish the pass-fail criteria for flame prop-
" agation of "real-life" cable tray system.

2. As a minimum requirement today only those cable constructions that
will pass the cutrent IEEE No.383 flame test should be used. Note:

- This does not infer_ that cables passing this test do not require fire
protection nor that certification of cables passing more realistic
tests are not essential for tomiorrow's cables.

3. Whenever practical, cables that do not liberate copious quantities
of corrosive gases should he used particularly in strategic.
relatively inaccessible and highly susceptible areas.

V..
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Table No. I

Cable Constructions

Manufacturer

1. Boston Insulated Wire

Size

2/C No. 16
7 strand
tinned copper

2. Cerro 3/C No. 16
1969 WIVR

Cable Description

30 ails XLPE insulation. .G01
mylar tape, 46 oils overall
hypalon jacket

20 ails PE Insulation. 10 mils
PVC conductor Jacket or 26 all
PE insulation, A oil nylon
conductor jacket, 80 all overall
PVC jacket

25 adls 90C XLPE insulation, 30
ails overall hypalon jacket

3. Continental Wire

4. General Cable

5. Okonits

6. Platic Wire & Cable

2/C No. 16
1968 WUB

1967 600 ",.
CPJ

2/C. 3/C No. 16
7 strand

1971 600 v. PJJ
2/C No. 12

600 v. 1/C 300MI
PNJ

XLPE Insulation, PVC .overall
jacket

20 oils 90"C XLPE, 40 mile over-!
all hypalon jacket

20 ails PE, 10 ails conductor
Jacket, 60 mile overall jacket

PT insulation, 4 oils nylon
jacket

7. Si.plex

Symbols:

XLPE - crese-linked polyethylene

PE - polyethylene

PVC - polyvinylchlouide

PJJ - PE instlated, PVC Jacketed. single conductor

CPJJ - XLPE " , PVC . multi-conductor

l13 - Pg 0 . nylon - . , single conductor

CSJ - XLPZ " , shlelded.,PC jacketed, single conductor

Cable Tray Protection

The cable trays Involved In the fire were not protected by automatic or manual fixed
fire protection system.. The only fire protection equipment Immediately available
were a I 1/2-inch hose connection and a 20 lb. dry chemical extinguisher vhich vas
ironically never used.
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Having already emphasized the combustibility of the cables involved in the fire, the
configuration and inaccessibility aspects of the cable trays should also be studied.
Consider 18-inch wids. open ladder trays with rungs every six inches stacked vertically
five high with only six inches of vertical separation between trays. Next. imagine
another vertical array of trays similiar to the first six inches away. Finally visual-
.it* this arrangement 20-25 feet above the floor in a windowless area with access from
only one direction.

Such a large and important arrangement of trays filled with plastic Jacketed cable is
one that should have been protected by a system of automatic sprinklers. The pres-
ence of sprinklers would have effected control and extinguibhment of the fire within
minutes. Once discharged, the water would have sufficiently cooled the copper con-
ductors preenting cable reflash. The amount of smoke generated and corrosive gas
liberated would in turn have been considerably less.

Re ommendat ions

1. Cable tray systems should be protected by automatic, zoned, open-head.
water spray sprinkler systems arranged to discharge directly onto the
cables in the trays.

2. An approved fast acting products-of-combustion type detection system
should be provided to actuate the deluge system having sectional con-
trol.

3. Adequate floor drains and curbs should be provided to safely remove
discharged sprinkler water. Drainage water should be monitored for
radioactive materials before being released to the environment.
Curbs should be provided around all floor penetrations.

A. Approved noncombustible fire stop constructions should be located
in each cable tray and spaced at maximum intervals of 10 feet
horizontally and 10 feet vertically. Note: Cable derating should
be given consideration when installing fire steps.

S. Wherever practical, isolate, shield, or relocate water damaeabgle

equipment.

Consequential Corrosion

Whenever PVC, neoprene and hypalon cable constructions are Involved In a fire.
frequently the fire damage Is insignificant compared to the consequential damage
caused by corrosion. The hydrogen chloride gas liberated by these burning materials
readily combines with water from the combustion ,rocess and water vapor in the air
to form hydrochloric acid. When this acid comes into contact with a metal surface.
it will react with it to form conventional rust. When it comes into contact with
building materials having a calcium element, the hydrochloric acid will react with
the calcium constituent causing flaking, tensile strength reduction and steel re-
in forcement corrosion.

The introduction of such acids into a nuclear station is certainly not advtsable.
The damage caused by HCL followed by progressive corrosion is often so devastating
that months and millions of dollars are required to reactivate a unit shutdown by a
fire of relative unimportance.

..~ . 1.
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At Browns Ferry. there was considerable evidence of corrosion damage in the Reactor

building. Throughout elevation 593. stainless steel piping, copper tubing. in-
strumentation, electrical r-lays, conduit, valves , pull chains, sleeves, bolts and
nuts were found rusted or costed with a brown film.

At elevation 620'. there vas also evidence of corrosion damage to equipment. Had
the open steel-grate stairwells and numerous floor openings been enclosed or sealed
air tight, it is doubtful corrosion damage and carbon deposits would have spread to
this floor elevation.

Although the TVA does not Imov how much the cost will be to repair or replace all the
equipment damaged by corrosion, it is conceivable that it will take at least three
months and cost millionsof dollars. Had sufficient consl.it,:.,ton been given to this
possibility when cables were initially selected, it is Joubtful that corrosion would
have been a major factor in this loss.

Measures that should be taken to reduce the risk of corrosion damale have been out-
lined in other sections of this report. Basically, plastic cables having corrosive
by-products should be avoided, floor penetrations should be tightly sealed, autovaotic
fire extinguishing systems should be installed, and ventilation systems should be
arranged to localize the fire and minimize the concentration of corrosive gases.

Appraisal of Firefighting Concept

Three sections in the "International Guidelines for the Fire Protection of Nuclear
Power Plants" should be referenced at this juncture. They are: 1) Appraisal of
firefightli.g concept 2) Mobile firefighting and 3) Equipment of the plant fire
brigade. These sections not only eaphasize the importance of automatic fixed fire
protection installations, they equally stress the importance of a coordinated effort
between the local fire department and station fire brigade.

Unless a previous agreement has been reached amongst station personnel and public
fire authorities. a situation is apt to present Itself that will result in a mis-
guided and costly firefighting approach. For every conceivable loss. a detailed
action plan and firefighting approach should be developed in close cnoperatiun with the
insurance company and other competent authorities.

Although there is some merit to the firefighting procedures used at browns Ferry,
another approach using water as the extinguishment is often considered moreoeffective.
Since plastic electrical cables are Class A materials when'they burn. extinguishing
agents coeqstible with Class A fires should be used. e.g. water or light water.
Extinguishing agents including carbon dioxide, halon. B:C dry powders and foams that
do not have a cooling effect are normally ineffective and should not be used.

For a typical Class C electrical fire. with voltages of 600 volts or less to ground.
there is virtually no danger to firefighters directing hose stream on cables. This
is especially true of cable tray system located 20 feet or more above the floor.

IWere this concept employed.soon after the fire started. it is postulated that the
fire would have been extinguished in a matter of minutes. Cable damage would have
been minimal, corrosion damage would have been insignificant and an orderly station
shutdown would have been possible. In addition, the Reactor Building's ventilation
system would not have been impaired and conceivably redundant circuits would not have
failed.
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indoor Noee Conmeetions

Although a I 1/2" hose connection equipped With 100 It. of vovEn-Jscket fire hose
Was located 66 feet frt. the origin of the fire, its ue yas not as effective a it
could have bees. Firit of .11, the decision not to use water during the first five
hbors of the fin proved costly. Were water used from the fire's inception there
is little doubt that the fire vould have been out without reflsah within minutes and
that able nod equipment damiae would have been dinsial.

When the decision was finally made to use vater on the fire, plant personnel were
reasonably assured that aUl electrical power was off in the fire area. The Athens
Fire Department proceeded to attack a small vertical cable troy fire to see the
water's effect. Noting that it worked fine vithout electrical arcing, they proceeded
to attack the fire in the atacked upper trays located 20-25 teet above the floor.

Adjusting the spray nozzle they cbserved that the water spray wouldn't reach up into
the trays. Firemen decided to use a combint!.on spray-straight streom nozzle on the
fire truck. Removing the adjustable spray nozzle, they quickly learned that the hose
line threads were not compatible with those of the fire department's nozzle. The
nozzle flew off:

Ultlastely the firemen used ladders and scaffolds to Set to the seac of the fire wlth
the hose line. Firemen reported only 2-3 feet visibility, blue flames In the trays
and no electrical arcing. Within minutes the fire was out although such localized
steaming was noted.

Reemmendat ions

1. Fire protection equipment Including hoe*, nozzles, standpipe valves,
and hydrants should have compatible threads with existing equipment
cod the local fire department.

2. Combinatios spray-straight stream nozzles should be provided on
each hose connection to effectively combat Clams A firms normally
inaccessible e.g. cable tray fires.

3. Standpipe risers should be sealed on each floor to preovent smoke and
corrosive gases from penetrating into areas norally cnexused to
the effects of fire.

Smoke and Neat Removal

The effective removal of toxic gases and heavy concentratima of smoke is essential
when combating a fire in a nuclear station. The primary reoan for heat and smoke
venting is that It enables firefighting personnel to galn early access into the fire
area to extinguish the fire, to shutdwn the station in an orderly wmnner and to
perform emergency rescue work. In addition it will help to reduce smoke and acid
vapor contamination.

At Brame Ferry, the amoke cod acrid fumes generated by the burning cable were so
intense that firefighters were required to wear self-contained breathini apparatus.
Without such equipment on*han there was no possible way to manually combat the firs.Fortunately, plant personnel properly eaw the need to acquire a supply of breathing
apparatus Just in case such a situation arose.
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Had the ventilation system for the Reactor Building continued to operate unimpaired.
the fire vould not have burned for seven hours. Instead, vithin fifteen minutes
of the start of the fire, the ventilation system shutdamn. Apparently its power
supply was located in one of the cable trays involved io the fire.

Running temporary vires to bypass the damaged cables, the ventilation system was
turned back on at 4:40 P.M. Allowed to run for twenty minutes, it helped to clear
the ares of smoke and noxious eases and allow firemen to evaluate their next move.
At 5:00 P.M. some.ne ordered the ventilation system shut down reportedly because it
was helping to spread the fire.

Recommndat ions

1. Approved smoke and heat venting facilities independent of the station's
normal ventilation system should be provided throughout areas having
Y combustible occupancy. Each system should be actuated by products-
of-coubustlon detectors and arranged to contain the release of radioactive
materials.

2. The mechanical exhaust system should be powered from electrical feeders
run outside the fire area. If inside wiring is necessary, mineral-
Insulated metal sheathed cable should be used.

3. Additional preventative measures outlined in the "International Guide-
lines for the Fire Protection of Nuclear Power Plants" should be
implemented. Specifically, sections 6.1 (extraction of smoke and heat)
and 6.2 (preventing corrosion) arweapplicable.

Cable Penetrations (Trays. Conduit)

Whenever cable is installed in trey@ or conduit, vail and floor penetrations are
inherently required. To insure the integrity of the walls and floors through which
these systems pass, penetration seals are needed. Normally, approved seals that will
maintain the fire resistance rating of the wall or floor are required by the authority
having jurisdiction.

To Monday - morning quarterback which penetration seal specification should have been
used in the Cable Spreading Room is not tho intent of this report. What is important
Is an awareness that Underwriters' Laboratories and Factory Mutual are currently
listing and approving devices and constructions for wall openings. Subjected to the
ASTH Ell9 fire test, wall assemblies designed to protect electrical cables and/or
conduits against the passage of flame and smoke are being tested.

Assemblies should'be tested in conjunction vith their 2ntended use. If used in a wall
having a 3-hour fire resistance rating, a wall opening protective having a rating of
three hours should be installed. Ukewise. if mounted in a floor opening, a device
listed specifically for floor openings should be used. If a protective seal that is
being considered for mne in walls and floors is not currently listed or approved, the
manufacturer should be requested to have his product tested according to the E119
test procedure by a recognized testing laboratory.

&t is also important that wall and floor opening protectives be installed and tested
without risk of fire or personnel injury. Installation and final test procedures
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should not allow the use of open flames nor should they permit temporary unprotected
openings overnight and over the weekend. Sufficient precautions should always be
taken to insure that all wall and floor openings are sufficiently sealed to prevent
the spread of fire frea one fire area to another.

Recomendations

1. All vall and floor openings through which electrical cables or conduits
penetrate should Le protected against the passage of flame and smoke
by devices and constructions approved or listed by recognized testing
laboratories.

2. Temporary wall and floor openings should be sufficiently sealed with
a. noncottbustible material at the end of each working day to insure
the fire integrity of the wall or floor.

3. Open flames should never be used to check the installation, gas
tightness and integrity of penetration seals. Whenever protected
openings are examined, fire extinguishers should be immediately
available to those checking for openings on both sides of the wall.

Self-contained Breathing Apparatus

Discussions with station personnel that fought the fire uncovered a wealth of in-
formation about the use and effectiveness of self-contained breathing apparatus.
First of all, it was learned their use was imperative to attack the fire, manually
shut down Unit One and continue working in the Control Room. To also emphasize how
invaluable they were. the fire would have burned uncontrolled for several more hours
had they not been used. An orderly station shutdown would have been jeopardized and
personnel would have been subject to possible injury including death.

certain problem concerning their use were noted. Their service life was not adeiuate
e" ;he time they were able to get to the seat of the fire. Continually firefighters

-! to leave the fire to replenish their air supply having been in the fire area only
ten minutes. To shut some valves manually it often required men wearing Scot Air
Paks 2-3 trips. Those with long hair often experienced smoke inside their mask from
a poor fit.

Overall Chie-Ox respiratory protective equipment was considered a better unit than the
Scot Air Paks. They lasted longer and fit better. On the other hand some of the
Oiem-Oz units were found inoperative whereas the others all worked.

Rcommendati ons

1. Self-contained breathing apparatus approved by the United States Bureau
of Mines and described in NFPA No.193 should be provided for all
firefighting and control room personnel. Preferably, their service
or operating life should be one hour.

2. An on-site reserve air supply should be ava.lable and arranged to
expediently replenish the supply of air in each unit so that the
designed service life Is available.
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Physical Independence of Redundant Circuits

The Ist of sow of Unit One's redundant systems Illustrates the importance of physically
Independent redundant circuits. Permitting redundant circuits in trays that adjoin
other trays loaded with highly combustl~la cable is not a sensible nor safe practice.
Ultimately a fire in one tray vill wxpoae and eventually involve cables in the
adjoining trays.

NRC's Regulatory Guide 1. 15 "Physical Independence of Electric Systems" contains spe-
cific separation cr!?riTia for Class IE circuits. Although the specificatlions In
this Guide are t- Improvement over previous guidelines, they do not require that all
redundant circuits be separated by a fire barrier wall. Instead, they permit IF.
circuits to be installed in locations covmesurate with the potential hazard. Such
analysis and Judgment considerations often dilute the specific criteria intended.

In order to insure a safe and expedient station shutdown, redundant circulr.s should
be separated from each other by a minimum three hour fire barrier wall. By arrang-
ing the circuits In this manner, a catastrophe involving one systen should not con-
ceivably interfere with the contintued operation of the other. Such a re;uirewent
should be incorporated into the station's design during the planning.stages.

The use of mineral insulated metal sheathed cable or highly flame retardant cable
should be considered for one of the tvo redundant circuits. These cables will insure
reliance of the electrical continuity of the primary circuit and additional security
that an orderly station shutdown will take place.

Recommendat ions

1. All redundant Class 1[ circuits and the equipmeat served by these
circuits should be separated from the primary Class T£ circuits by
a minimum three hour fire wall. This will require that a redundant
cable spreading room be constructed.

2. Mineral Insulated metal sheathed cable or equivalent fire resistant
cables should be used in one of the two Class I£ electrical circuits.

Cardox Total Flooding System

A 17-ton capacity Cardox System was installed to provide protection for the Cable
Spreading Room. Arranged to operate manually, the carbon dioxide system was designed
to discharge gas into the room for approximately 2 1/2 minutes if actuated electrical-
ly. If operated pneumatically the system was arranged to discharge CO2 continuously
until either the valve was closed or the supply was depleted.

At the time of this loss the workmen in the CSR had turned off the electrical power
supply to each of the two Push-button Stations. By doing so, the system can not be
operated electrically until the toggle switch (located on Unit Two side of the CSR)
is turned back on.

When the decision was ende to discharge the Cardox system into the CSR, the Assistant
Shift Engineer went to the Unit One side of the CSR to operate the Pushbutton Station.
It did not work. Noting that the power supply had been turned off (red light out).
he attempted to trip the system pneumatically from the Electro Manual Pilot Control
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Cabinet. gecause a steel plate used in shipment to protect the glass over this
cabinet had not been removed when Installed, he could not break the glass to open
the manual valve!

Next he hurried to the Unit Two side of the CSR, turned back an the power supply at
the Relay Cabinet mid finally tripped the Pushbutton Station that discharged the
total flooding system.

Although flooding the CSR with CO2 prevented a major fire from occurring inside, it
should be noted that the systeu's capacity was the key to the uinimal damage in-
curred. For some unknaown reason, the ventilation system for the CSR had not been
interlocked to shutdown when the CO2 system discharged. lWhen the gas entered the room
the exhaust system continued to operate dissipating the CO2 concentration. 7his
caused reflash: Were the exhaust system interlocked to shutdown It would not have
bean necessary to discharge the C02 system three times.

According to discussions with station personnel, the Kidde ionization detection sys-
tem in the CSR did not operate during the Incipient stages of the fire. However,
about the time CO2 began discharging into the CSR, the detection system did In fact
actuate, not from the products-of-combuntion but from the C02.

Reccmendatians

1. The ventilation system in the CSR should be arranged to ahutdown
whenever the Cardox system is discharged.

2. The Cardox system should be rearranged to operate automatically
upon actuation of the ionization detection system. Note: A
one minute delay should be incorporated into the system to allow
workers ample time to leave.

3. A written procedure mad permit system should be adopted that would
require employees to obtain written permission to impair fire
protection equipment.

4. An acceptance test of the fire protection system "including a complete
discharge, should be conducted and witnessed by the installer and
authority having Jurisdiction.

5. An Investigation into the compatability of the ionization detectors
with the products-of-combustion generated by the burning cable
should be made to insure that the detectors will in fact operate
during the incipient stages of a fire.

Control Roco

Each time it was necessary to discharge the Cardox total flooding system in the Cable
Spreading Room, CO2 gas and smoke from the fire would enter the Control Reom throug~h
unplugted holes in the floor. Two 4" t 16" and two 6" x 2." unprotected floor open-
ings were found under the'"electrical desk" in the Control Room. To compound this
problem the gas and products of combustion that escaped throurh these openinr.s forced
the operators in the Control Room to wear Scot Air-Paks when shutting down Unit Two.

.................................... . .
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Recomndat ions

1. All floor openings between the CSR and the CR should be sealed air
tight vith a material that will insure the fire resistance
Integrity of the floor. Only penetration seals listed by Underwriters'
Laboratories or approved by the Factory Mutuals should be considered.
Cellular concrete, and inorganic easemblies as described in the
"International Cuidelines" may also be considered.

2. Self-contained breathing apparatus approved by the United States
Bureau of Mines should be located in the CR to insure an orderly
station shutdown and to minimize breathing hazards to personnel.
The supply should be sufficient for the number of operators and
the time it takes to effect a safe shutdown.

Stairwells,* Vertical Openings, Mechanical Penetrations

It was disturbing to note the presence of unprotected steel-grated stairways and floor
openings around steam pipes, etandpipes and mechanical penetrations in the Reactor
building. Althouffi fire did not spread through these openinRs into other areas,
smoke and hydrochlric acid fumes did. An examinetion of the building structure and
equipment on the fl~ors above the fire revealed heavy carbon deposits on walls and
ceilings and substmtial corrosion damage to stainless steel piping, electrical equip-
ment, and Instrusentation.

Were all vertical openings between floors sufficiently sealed to prevent the passage
of smoke and corrosive vapors, corrosion damage and general clean-.p would have been
confined to floor elevation 593. Instead. clean-up and repair operations have to be
expanded to include those areas needlessly exposed to caz on deposits and acid fumes

Recomndat ions

2. All stairwells, elevators, chutes and other vertical openings
should be enclosed in approved masonry towers with air-tigiht
automatic closing Class B fire doors at each opening into the
building.

2. All unprotected vertical openings between floors (hoistwaya s•team

pipes, etc.) should be sealed air-tight.

UL-NEL-PIA Cable Testing Program

A WEL-PfA sponsored cable testing program is being conducted at Underwriters'
Laboratories to determine the relative performance of cables when subjected to the
IEEE Standard No.383 vertical flame test using a 70.000. 210,000 and 400,000 Stu/hour
gas burner. Various control cable constructione will be tested vertically and
horizontally In multl-tiered trays to determine the effects of these Ignition sources
on flami propagation and circuit Integrity.
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It is strongly recomended that the TVA consider including representative samples of
cable involved In the Brouns Ferry fire in thin full scale testing program. Tested
horizontally in multi-tiered tra.ys and vertically, an understanding of the cable's
"renl-life" (not laboratory) huarning characteriatics can bo demonstrated. In
addition, the flame propagation and circuit integrity prOpertiL w UI L 

2
e,;W '.i'-ra

hiZhly flame retardant could be compared with those of the cables destroyed in Unit
One.

* - . '4 -.
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-lot Scedule of Events (Approximate)

Saturday. March 22, 1975

12:35 P.M.

12:40 P.M.

12:50 P.l.

12:51 P.M.

12: 55 P.M.

1:02 P.M.

1:09 P.M.

1:20 - 1:30 F.M.

1:25 P.M.

1:30 P.m.

1:30 - 2:00 P.M.

2:30 - 3:00 P.M.

2:00 - 4:00 P.M.

3:00 - 4:00 P.M.

4:40 P.M.

5:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

6:45 P.M.

Fire started in Cable Spreading Room.

Fire Alarm 299 called in.

Ventilation system In Reactor Building
shutdown.

Unit One reactor scrmned.

Public Safety Service fire truck arrived.

Unit Two reactor scrammed.

Athens Fire Department notified.

Cardox total flooding system discharged.

Athens Fire Department arrived with one
truck (chief plus six men)

Reactor Building lighting lost.

Self-contained breathing apparatus required
in Control Room.

Cardox system discarged the second time.

Cable fire In Reactor Building burning un-
hampered. Firefighting effort abandoned
In order to shutdown Units One and Two.

Cardox system discharged for the third time.

By running temporary wires, the ventilation
system in the Reactor Building was reactivated.

The Reactor Building's ventilation system
was again shutdown.

Hose stream first used on fire in Reactor
Building.

Fire considered out in Reactor Bulldlnl,.
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Fhe fire orlginated in the mihdle tray. Taken Inside the Cable Spreading Room.
this photograph shows the eailie trays passing through tIhe wall into the
Reactor Building.



Aime take'n Ins~ide the Cable Spreading Rooeau. [him phuto sbowti the titl three traYai
lurfel:ved In the fire. OIWerre thle eXIrnuAed conductong In the topo aind haotllow
tntys and tha l~e jTtowpoinifuty of the truy3M to each other. Tile while J)rwder oil
the uaindt!i tray Is frian a dry 1powler extinguis'her.

. . . .~ *.
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This Ix a elow-up view of the top cable tray. This view clearly shows I j the
thliknem of the wall between the Cable Spreading Romn and the Reattor
Bulldln& 2) a portion of the fire stop and 3) the products of imOindustion from
the Ilurning cables In lhe tOli tray.
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1,,aldng us'. thil photo was taken In the Reactor Bulldlng. It shows thle c'lale
traysn comning through the fire wall aselpratring the Cable Sjpreading Room and
thli Racltor Building. Note tlip mulli-tiered trays, the dry chemical extinguish-
input 4 white). the tray corrmson, the eximpsed conduetorx and the wcaffolding.

• ... , .o:
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Thix im another cdme-up view of the five high, multi-tiered cable trays IMS."ing
Ihrough the tenettor Bfuihling wall. Observe the calale daanile.-soot on the
veiling and acid marking on the conduit.

* ..
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'•i:.. .." .....

r'azkeza frwaan thie fluor, th|.s 34)0lo Mh,'bWM a four high tray" array nipproxlunatelyv

1.5--.0 feet trouut the enhlde Ienetration. Inaguate the d~fieutk'nles encountered

p)uttinlg out the tires lha these tratys some, .20-2.5 feet overhead.

. .. . . . . .. .. ... '. 1. . . . -, . . I .. ..
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This Is. a close-up view of Photo No. 6. Obserre the troy corrosion (a lbluIsb-green
coloer). the 4-almon dfl ~m$isthi fill the- wnfli; aund reIiing aindlith- exjwis-t-I (.fInfldletors
In all four trays.



Thlis Is another rk'w of tfi cable trrlys In Photum No. 6 and 7 but taken froatip oither side.
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ThI,4 I,!14,?E. shw fh lip ale trays4 InI Ihelotim -No. 6-8 pmoi'Issru through tlip wiilldirectly oppwaiite the Rleactor Ihailding.Cablje tSj'reading toll w.allm. It wasrelonrted the tire lient-trateol this wall und (1)atnht(is jimiother 3-4 fert.
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IA.1k11 ii..:i~ I~a~t ~ki~i~ m~aw*. th h~rz.,taj lihe ray~ ji~rxliaIeltellfee frme te il~ktinyjeewtratlza. flm~ere th exkisd eodtwnis th

IAofljller atil. flrcgheeedutl firetld I iffir.i ofaedi the oionjqin callle trusappoimtl
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Ihirf4-o, jnqle?.Ic. ofOntxi''lX1f1 . I ~xIn
I)J:AfMt .I. I.,Lmmv:i( :u Eieelvhý-eI!.. I- li-iof ael* zaeh lir~~al 4ele-tio,teils rt-larivi* To~ tilt,

Sett-mfituetr 16;. 19)75 MW Hto' : e t111%. fill the It.al-Fverry fire* which flee I* *ial1iIail -
tee. wmitle like %.eail tee jeieai ;dt. ate-werý- to, felrt-he receeerd. We. ailso %\ i-i tea reveijve
*letour riepos~eeels to, so-ve'ral oilwhr matio fer.; r;6S4-ee dursim:. the. lae':v rila, z d tfair whlicls
it "*;is :tgre~el t hatin ealferja wuaitaldI, lee erevidt4eleil. Owe flee fleele. Them~. 014-]m4l.'. loutt
atre moet itliPd tip. I at I a1 listintg air fI# lee t- iledimj.tale Th t uaii istee'je oeiia~iee iif a,, etl t.
lBreaovzs Ferry cabhlv nee-em tlt] : c ja eell air feilc-fm- rowlemit jl -ula.tjea repaeer. fillj
an1 anai~lysis of algreeinvaetfs -.ficl ljz eieft IeaTIVI-4e ie lt- N it(* ilvest il.;lifi'll
relalart wid' thae repeert jerejaIereel 11%, flie -Nu-b'i;l Etvr. l*,e~ liahail T :m141 Preejaerfy
his'tirmirei A.¾.%seoatiolfiel I NI.PIl I. Iu I eee"Ieferjah ;leleirfNjial fille lI.1 tleilk .fa 111il.
B~rownsta~ F~erry iieedelet fraiui flea Itaýlaa-museaa .ais.illsj, vjewlbleeeti .11141 14lt :111-Iiitalysi. e h ~hcr~akr'iir~l:' l'e i r ef II. l otivw w14jlel Vifn, s~lievil4'

re'gardI te file- NlW inviestigi arf are ii-oeat.-. Pleaas-e roe'er tia t he. trai U-4rili 4 if thle
haearinigs fie.lla loteeprawilE.( tip..a il %%it hail l~ist Iflext ol:11 eepar twill fs1tee larillaitll till-
aiddait'aetel reImmsl~l~'e'etir'l

Sintaee wae are' endele'ioeritig tip jaula1lish .111el eli-f f't0eitf4' the- brl-azileiur t'a'e'aui'al os
rai(ly i f-. aBS J ibliel. if vi-wilhd loe' :jlelraoeiaftell if peoll weeia %eevil .firll-W a .ens
fit flip .fe'leatlff-4 illiestieetls :lliel fthe ieflieer rt-slaeil-a'- fill late'r thanll 4le il'tehor 1. 1!175.-

Thlanzk youl tier xyeur ee eeeleelrttiee ill fh- li~talerefi.

2. (Il i1Ipage4 (if D r. Kmth l's tesTitaeeleily. it kis t:eete.4 that tll. f'a hr tat k,'tM.1cexca.'.

Arn tirtl SoitllP dit thte findintgs lIn \*IC's inv'aest igatiojen re~lmirt. tuind that NRC is
eva'aliatiltg thee vahiellity eat TVA's re'letfittl. I ioees NM a1 hav~e' any~ ce eisc'lui .iois Yet tell
whether eer no~t TVA's le-ositieefs atre9 valid?

3. Ont jeilg 15 cif D r. Knutiit lt e'stimoraty. it is infldie'1f aede t hazet th list. co' f 11euait ire
mintfeIifsiinit acidst TVA is weai~t mart-wife-el. e Cimlql yah ehe'se'i le itt furthlen 410':01i theta
basisl fin 'vavelela Nl re'aieie'e t his e' .tel ttisigell. ('e efsilhi'ri la thle many1I qlefbivietweie'
1141t[14 in Wt.; infvaestigt ealtm repo e rt an ld thle' s(11'ie li Nit ttiftjel a t hat t nasel tieel?

4. Appaeirenttly. the atestatllatimee ci tfilt-' e'athle Tma .% hoem-taettatietai seazlanit utah fire
retairdant cote~ating lhad meat lievie'tt eitll elf-i'fl p ricer tee colel r'i t imise Ifr Tts it~ :illeh 2
(Ture',stlgantititl Tlelrt-I * 21 j1is 441' cu Iheis ntaItaa1.ga Ill stil je'ast ele'tete'fil benly heect It
TVA and NRC?

(S43~)
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Ti. he- pirotedlaures tier liiti.yinjcg staties lilld l4uil'l mUloo,-rt agent-ies left s•inm-

thing Ito It. he, ire, . 1l1,w cl..cwly iad NMC rev.ie"ved titse Jur's'tltnre•'
I. lluiw i~es" NRt ret.-mit-ile the livetd for wa'lrr d-Itigte systemUs ill L-able- r,,mt.

i lIage 7 itot I r. llaliaIuvsr'st les.timill ioyP with TV's\ v'olt-lltli, in that the lis- ofl
waiter unight have tell too fuirther liss' elf itlill.-41s ef fitvh ri-at-hsirs

7. The tC'o iitntee ihdersltids that ai p'etition hiis lbeeni filed to chantge the

NUiCt regulati'iiis Ito reilqiire jlalmi sjler'tiors Ito dist.ril:iite einergtl'y llahtis to the
jIallc :alu t'l iduct yearly drills. What i., the statius of N1'R s clisideration of

ihis malter!
Me. tr he yea'rs, the lirimiary iemluphiasis iii nll " s-lear safety has lc hit 1uluced oil

hyi.slihilietal miu&-lh•er asis.•-eirt . si.-li as Ill. is, f t.sla it ait'isi ls- latid react.or
emililsi'•ils. The Ite ;at lii 'Bmlis Ferry anid liher fires giver the years % ,lihld aplplar
If' s.ll.1;g• t hat Tilte avieilhlts I hal jillve tiv'ilr'tll at itch-ar iplanits I-tlv lieen moure
vi'venlitliiilidlill ii at , u i. I hi0- i;eL~aer' :

Itst \Vhalt 'i', sisle' ili-ri l ii,,'v s MIW" _ih ti firt•s :ill(i thier i'-ther c i lvii liial
:l4 i-iilh l- t ill il- -4l il %,. :

lb) 11-, is Nltc 01":i.'Sizi-t Ii- - vl, suclh hlizards arirt rectigized : i.e.,
Ild,,s N10 halve any sti-cial c.1 l ,i.rT is l Iir fire l tde iE ll a i td prevention?

if.) l ,, i NRC" iniifolid 1to l1illa ilt) l ly ; irl aizti.,litial atn'ielliges to lout ill-

creased vi;i 1thasis lil' iaven i ig Ii rlis and tal ''Iu her i i ,V!sit i lla il liazairdls?

t,.Nlr. Iaviiid Co iley hauis inadle t%.41 slieci lic r•cent1i iiiaaisla tit oiin its NUC as a

resuht i4 lit- tire:
tot) Tilt i-rt is iiis it iucleair lilihu ts l15 it hbe 1)rilitted i at slitticains wher-e

aitlil is t ii;tI lilai li't are t' ilter ctlUlt• rIdUtliii.
i bi That :ill react''rs liiot fully 'sionililaig %ith I ]F-E stanidardhs oil separa-

I iti oll" elect rical allellh lihe shilt ihtit It.
W\hat ist lile stat uils N ts act isilions It lithese rec lulujeiiu ndat ions?
10. What is N.lt"s pit iiin re;a rdlilii lie ulit i aithing alqplivlaiiltiy (if te.haii:-al

slieviti lta . jil1 ill tlit- eVlet Stune dtii'llarttre frwi i t liemi is requtir red as liet resur:
lit ai sill-Site ellie -•t- c.li !

11. hli.at4 Jirsvitit la.ckgrouiitll %'Ihy the Imluyurethliillie miiaterial of the type
i'stltd Is t lhe ajijiliva n its liiii th. tylpe used. AIssi. distciss why these tests "ere
r's-is.d 1i1.1i,. wheli it hashit-- I. it-neit-rnled thliht -miial s-lsa le lalmiraltiry tests are
ili:ati.iel:il le If) ilet erniit* lle ihv fire u ilr-,r lies eif i mate ria l ill hlrgte-scale ajiplica-
li-lls. IAICt Sii. .Vidits Buelis Willelin No. 3 Sel ten-iete r 11. 1107-1). Finally,
%iho- was lboi'llretthauie f'csaaii alil'oved for ilse i. suc'hi as iiacies.silie loatioli,
whiiai th i tre ha-zardts •if this liract.ict, haite oing hieeit koi s ia AE-C llealth anid

Saf•sty Bulletini Nol. 17u. datell Sept nliier 110. 11;06 reeoliinieltis that colisidera-

iholi bIe glVeli toait tlllaliilil jiilrttl hi1ethaie sui that it ('111 lit- reIovt d miore easily
ill vase of til'e 1.

iNuiclear lRutinulatorv COlinissionl reSpollnse. •u•bequently received,

fo llo \s\ :1
I'. ,sN• IN .Ai Itm-;."I.ATORy o"ilI Issso.v.

II'flti iatj/tm. I/.P'.. O(t,,borr.1. 1.1#7.
Mr. Uvo.Iitir.; F. Mu'i-'ii. Jr.,

'Jcc'IttirIc Dirct-for. .hpiitf is',inittc' 'i APttii; Ku(,ryy. gsoal. C' t,4 the
1iI "tiEE I .•ttlItrt.

II Mic. Multi!ltY" "ns-Igi-tsed for ilchisi,,n in the reef.ird 4if lithe Selreliber 16.

I !T.' hei-aring lit flit- .1uiiil 4 -Ii iainlnjt. tots lit- ll'mtriis Ferry Niiclear Plait fire

I- t liet° follhiwiliz :
1. Its,•l-osii5s tot reltlu'sts for sl$ h'ileilnutll mi. 'rriilat isl in1.1ilht. duriig the hearing.
2. lhe..ql~lises to flie elevenll 4lie-,t1ii1lis tralistilt -ti tiiltie NRI' with 'iir tloter

elf •Seltle.ilier 1S. 1175. lob thlt- lireitsir. IIttive if C'tiraigressiiiiial Affairs.

Yiour letter callhe-d aittnt ion tooi ftiir liinitters :i havling liecam riised during
fhle hli-arioils win \vit-h rnierial shisuillhl It- sulllilied tier flite ret-ird. tiatlniy. (ip,

list fit ilnslotvelislins sitt lthe caile rsli if wild l . '1tlly ,1i lhit- latest inllsecti-eii relmirt.

Ih al til atuilysis it lheit- Nuclear Eniergi L.ialilit i ind I'rilierty liisulrante Asssi•ia-
tii'.•s rejgui lirt 1 Nd t S littiluleits tlerlil. Ic'p Inallt-rimlu adildressing tie lroluiabilitv
elf t lie B'-riwn-i Ferry fire frii fili- lielsaia.su il ann ly.-i, viewiiint. and (d) anm

ainllysis of the llaliirwiirk resuIlting r-ii tilhe h iect'rrenc-tl.
Items I ita. I bP. ifid (d )s are inclutded iaa the resio•tses contarined ira -nhclosure

I. With r'eslt'vt tit yllour ri-llliSt for aldit hlional nialterial rega rditiug the probability

elf the Browans Ferry tl---itila (.(--flt- testiimsiliy lIresevit!d at the hal-rringK toy

Mr. Saul .s-vilte 4trli-wcriljt jikgoi-s 112-1141 refle cts all flit- ilifanilatiion lirespntly
3avalhalolt-It lotsthis mattier. The iianaly•es thirt finrtiesl ithe liasi fer flie statement
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at the hearing are still iore-lininury,. and are loring finualized in preparatiun for

flee pubhl'atiouu o the lanal relmrt tea [he Rheactor Safety Stud). The iuaterial

rtequle'ril tcncerning ]lr.wns 1k erry is uecli-'ltd top IA de'eitlsed in alaput a luonth,

aiad will ior 1urai.,bed Itn [li t Joini ti tonllaal lt-e %%hten cc-unlpletlt.

BL C. RustrifL,
( For L~et %. Gus~ick ),"

L-raucatiiac Dirt (a. ,r for Uptcrutwpsa.

1 ) Itews tRequested for the Rietvrd.'
j Q u e s ti oil l s t on 1 . C ,t F us t i l l I L "3 .

1. OIl page 4 tof Dr. K uttlh'$s tcstillituly, it is stated that Use of an open tiawe

to test fair air leakage has luten a rel;alively conlaiaci loractice ill the u tility

industry. Wus NRC aware of this practice befiore the fire. and had it lot-en
af I l~roved ?.

Resleo.ise: As stated in Dr. Knauth's testiniony, tile use of all Ulpen flue to

test for air leakage iii dat'ekizg ct.-tade.aser Vacllu'ui has b-een a prautice in the

utility industry. The c.nden.sers art- gteeraliy liwot ,.P'ated iii areia. containing
vital safetty efiuilowent. ltesls'ase:s Ite It -1E iulhetins following the Blrowns Ferry

fire indicate that peran tinales haud lJ.tan used for checking penetration leakage
in areas containing vital safety efiuiPnlent at three other reactor sites.

To the extent that juany people oil the NRC staff have bad experience in
the utility Industry, the practice 41f using all -lwen flawe to check for ctindenser
leaks was kuown to exist. The jIractih was neither exiplicitly aloproved nor dis-

approved toy NRC iii tilh- tondensur ,allilicatiolh. The wore usual practice in

induistry, as indicuted in tile resloonse.-s too four bulletins ftollowing this fire, Is

to aduministratively control tile use Elf opean liaet-.s in areas conitaining vital
safety equilliaent by" ineans tif all "Ellp'n fIanae-" wo*,rk ie'rwit.

.. on page 14 of Dr. Knuth's tI.stiumY.iy, it is nloted that T'VA has taken
eIxcieticon tic somile of tile tindinags ill NIC's itavestlgaticta repuort. and that NRC

is evaluating the validiiy Ef TVA's relmttial. Ikes NRC have any conclusions

yet oin whether or ntct 7"1 i's jIoitioilns are valid !

liesi lanse: Since tilh. J'.E hearing pill the liBrowas Ferry tire. tile l&E Staff

einpletrdI it evaluation aof '1'vA'. re.-lalSe it) till' NRC Notice 4,f Violation. A

c,,py of it% letter to 'T'VA dated s.jltenail'r ::9. 17 ,n thi. aatter is enclosed.

The lavi'idl~iat ainvestigit i'oa relairt. TI' s, and thla- I&E Staff evallnatioiul

i'f tile "rVA reslmanse \vili all 14e reviewed by the Sl.eviall Review Gulruu aind Ivy
the lCaauaizi.-ic. NaIt i.i..•K lCi.ta.t~'.Aliol ('~atilSS1lON,

.1 tlU~ta Ia Ga.. ,¢.%cpcmbi'r 2!'. 197•..

.%ttn. : Mr. J. E. WVatson
TEN N 1t5ti. V£1l.LLY A UT IIOKITY.
.M1at iag.r fif IPoorer.
l'oarcr Building.
C'hattan,rooga, Tct'n.

GENTIUMEN : This refersA tit your Selptetinlier 2, 1975 response to the Notice of
Viphitihln .sentt tai you lty this tiffe• till July 2N. 1975.

ilt the itin# ctf aialerenlt nonlit ulethitice in Alellwtalix _% tf four July 2s. 1975

Letter.r we have til furtlher aluestioas loll JIeM 1. 2a111. 211421. 31a, 31o. and 3c.

.\ilvendix A tea tlhis letter notes that ilPna 3d&421 is withdrawn as ann Itent of

Ill1a14t*ai a lidil ne, 26lad gives tliir ljsiit n file oiler reldly to Itrialn 2:a 4:i . 2aa 4 o. * iand

;Iali I . Allietndlix It of this letter suiples four imolsitl-n on t.ertain of your replies

te, the Anulis ofia enern castatainlel Ia aour letter (if July 28. 14075. We will Iw

evxlitnlniKt these maattersc duriag future insle'ctiolila and no further reply is

rl*l4atecd (of ioul alt this titrse.

Altiendix C too tlai letter lpropvides ouiar eliaatiniett tia certain of y.olr responses lla

the ('onehlupliolfl. anld Saunanuaaary of Finddings of ltaets scetions of our investiga-

ticin report.
If Yaiu have any" glilestiing regrartding thege inatters. jalease contact Mne.

Sincerely. NakMA.C..MOMY.Y.

Reg.ional Director.
A'tite'h Inaelat i:

Aplnlitnif A. B. C.

I Includ,<d at appirolrtlaP mInt in reacrd.
I % ."%ppendli 14 for sept•emiwr 2. 1975 lhtt r.
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F l'POSITZONS RLLATIVE iT- T'A IsPONSE.i TO CERTAIN ITEMS OF NONCOMPLIANCE
IDENTIFIED IN THE I.L"ErR OF SI"rEMTItE 2. 1975. FaOMi J. E. (ILLELAND. TVA.
To NORMAN C. MOSELEY, NRC

APPENLix A

Item 2.a(3o

The Browns Ferry ProcedAre for "'Firr'-ErpI(,Aiflo --. \'lhturtl D-isateru.'" Con-
tailns tile following:

*• Shift Engineer on Duty Will:
1. ProKced to stcene and appraise situation I the Shift Engineer may choose to

remain In the control area and delegate on-scene responsilility to an Assistant
Shift Engineer) ...

5. Remain at the scene and supervise activities..
A normal shift ctnmlplemnett a I lroIwns Ferry is one Slhift ErulineT4.r who is ill

overall charge of the entire plant andi at least one .Assistant Shift Engineer for
each unit. InI the event of a tire the TVA prrimldure requires delegation of on-
scene resix)nsibility when t0w Shift Engineeer is not at the scene to supervise
activities. In this ease the Shift Enginetr departed fruimaa the sTene without making
such delegation. This constituites iionvoinjlianei with TV'A proce'durres, adherence
to which is required by TV.A technical s51 'citications. Althoiugh the Shift Engi-
naeer mnay have thought the Assistant Shift Engineer would assume this resi.ilsi-
bility. the TVA procedure is clear in requiring sleciti.c delegation.

Our position continues that failure to make a specific delegatioln of respon-
sibility constitutes noncompliance.

Item 2.8(4)
The first sentence of the quotation from tile Browns Ferry Standard Praictice,

Manual BIYS3 is "'lhamnt tire protection systems shall Il.o fully operational at all
times." (emplasis added I. At the time (of the fire. the Cable Spreading Room
(1), Installed system was not fuilly opmerational becauise 41) tile metal plates
were installed under tile loreakumt glass used in the. mtechanical valve actuation
inethod and (2) thie manual electric system was disalbled on the Unit I side by
a switch located on Unit 2 side. From tile ['nit 1 side manual electric is the only
actuation method. therefore. at the liamme of tile fire the ('O) system Could not
lie promptly activated at all from that side because the switch oni the Unit 2
side had de-energized the control on the Unit I side. Accordingly. the CO. systeum
could not be considered fully olerational.

(Our position continues that this item represents non(ompliance since the system
was not fully olerational.

Itrn 3.d(1)

In amendment 25 to the FSAR. beginning on page R7.5-11, the following sen-
tence appears: "The power cables from the 4160 volt, shutdown boards to the re-
slective tnrnsformers for tile 480 volt shutdown boards and the 480 volt diesel
auxiliary boa rds are installed In ,eparate conduits."

Whatever the original design classification of the 4 Kv shutdown board cables
wan, It Is clear that the quoted statement fromn Amendment 25 requires that they
be In separate conduits. Accordingly. the as-installed condition is not In comlpli-
ance with the FSAR as amended.

Item 3.d(2)

The table on page 11-8 of our imivestigation report is in error ill that IC Core
Spray and Residual Heat Removal Normal Valve power supply Is 4 KV SI) Board
A through NOV Board lB. Therefore, we concur that Division I and II separation
was not violated In the cases discussed in this Item. This apparent item of non-
compliance is withdrawn.

IE POSITIONs RELATIVE TO TVA RESPONSE TO CERTAIN AREAS OF CONCERN IDEN-
TIXUD IN THE LELrTTE OF SEPrEmBER 2. 1975 FROM J. E. GILLF.LAND. TVA, To
NORMAN C. MOSELEY, NRC

APPENDIX B

Item 4
"Plant operations personnel and Public Safety Services personnel at the

plant were not familiar with the reactor building fire extinguishing equipment
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itn that they did n,,t know that the nozzle on the hose was specifically designed
foor fighting electrical fires."

This conernt is liasel in part on actions by Shift Engineier I" and Assistant
Shift Engineer Y. Bith of these individuals participated in tile first attempt
to use water. The(* attempt wa4 rot successful and led to a deci.-ion to try the
Pozzle from tile Athens Fire Truck. Had these individuals beden knowledgeable
of tile characteristics of the nozzle (nit the hose. It is doubtful that they would
have conti'ldcled that another nozzle would perform better. These individuals
had remeived TVA tire training and have job responsibilities for fire fighting.
These actions led to it conclusion that these key people did riot demonstrate
knowledge of the equipment available. Your September 2. 1975. letter stated
that additional training has ween a.cconaplished. This area will be reviewed
in future insl"'tions.

Item 5
"-mergency breathing apparatus appears not to have been propwrly main-

tained."
This conv'ern was developed front statements made by various personnel who

were intervieweld by the investigat(ors. Excerpts from specific statements included
in the investigatiion relxrt are as follows :

(1 ) A.SE-.-.V-..-"The unit thatt PSO-CC had would riot puncture the canister
land I don't remember the problem with the other unit. But the ('hem-Ox mask
units did looik tot be in sad shape in my opinion.'"

(2) IE--JJJJ.-"I heard that the air supplies were hard to find and did not
fit well together."

4-3) A.O-Q.-"Ahout half the alrpacks were unusable because they were
marked 'not charged' or 'no mniask'." In am explanatory note. AT'O-Q stated.
-This is very nisleading. The aircaeks that were braought tot the tire site toy
soine of tile maintenance people wvere umiuseable due to marking. They simply
failed to notice the markings. We had enough airpacks at the site lut a lot
,,f tile airlpacks brought to the tire site were not charged or had the masks in

These statea~maents coupled with additionl•t statements concernin.g lack of avail-
abh.e air in c.ylinders led to our concern that nmaintenanlce activities may not have
been promnp1tly lxrf'brined onll emergency equipment.

Item '7
"'There was aplanrently no attempt Icy CE('(" management to obtain expert advice

on nit'hods of fighting tile fire."
The plant sulerintendent. Iy his discussions with TVA management, gave evi-

denc''t. c his c'micnern regarding his decisioni not to? use water on the tire at an
early stage. In view of the fact that local expert advice for earlier use of water-
first given Iby thep Athens Fire ('hief at aclc,,t 2 :(X0 p.m. was not heeded-it appears
thait TVA Ilull'nalgenlent should have secured and lprovided expert advice to tile
Iplant sulperinteitdent on nIethods of fighting the fire. The investigation revealed
ntil positiv re(onlmendati-nIor definitive advice-by TVA management concern-
ing use of waiter. It appears that such recolmmendations are an assigned function
of tfleipff-site mlanagement control in all enmergen('y such its this lire.

We continue to believe that earlier use of water ti, extinguish the fire would
have redu.el the ilmpct of tile lire till your plants. The Increasing inoperalsility
of equipmtent as tile lire progressed, in omur view. supports the position that earlier
Positive extilguishing of the fire by water was called for. Tile water nozzle at the
scenei was desgned t- lpermit its use with nilininlll hazard to personnel.

Ite'm 10
"There was aiiloarently no attenlipt by the CE('C Director to direct the opera-

tions of tile center. Tile plant superintendent was involved in extensi've corm-
Inunlcatlons with tlle center rather than directing the fire fighting and recovery
operations. As a consequence the efforts at both locations were not coordinated.
management personnel were not provided with accurate information and their
actions were relatively ineffective."

The Information gained during the IF investigation indicates that the control
centers served more as communication centers than as centers to provide an over-
seeing management control of tile situation. Particularly difficult to identify were
examples where the control centers evaluated and made recommendations con-
cerning the situation and actions taken to assure that support efforts were
adequate.
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•i-N!mINGi oF FACTS..
.1.5

The liitc ,aii r i he. fire barri.er iii the. lo..i trati0,'a did ii,it vinif,irf m to, hle alj-
proveil design drawtwings.

W'"e cmiit-uir with your content ion that tile locationii of the fire fi arrier in the
jienetration would have no bI~earing on the fulc'ti ln (if the. tire harrier if the
ilnstallations hlad been completoed with the flanellero.,f C-'a:iti rig. As dis.cussed. h,,w-
ever. in the conclusion section 'if the relport IE IFlnspect'ii ,i Relrt. S.ummaIII;ry
Section f.ilIh)). the inaccessibility of the initial igniti,,n IIc'ation due to, the
lkosition 'if thet lpenutration contributed tip the ':u.e of the fi re and to) its severity.
If the ipenietration had hibeens li-ated ten inriche.4 clo.ser to) the sp'reading ri•,,' wall
as specified ini the -esign drawirng, the likeliho(d of the fire vi,,lhd have h'.en
decreased and initial efforts at extriguk.him: the fire would have be,.n aided
through improved aceessibIility:
.4.1 .

'(kontrary tip giuil safety pract'ices, the plant lpr,,'cedures d,, nit restrict the
Ilse of elevators duiririg fires: botli operati ins anltrd c'ssli ru.tion iers',l r iIns,.d

the plant elevators while the fire was in ipri'gress.'"

In the event of the failure if an, elevator diuring a tire,. any passengers wouhld
ibe exloised to hazards created iy that fire uitil rescued. Although n', one was
tralped, at least oie elevator u.sed ty Ba-owns Ferry liersormnel failehd duri•g the
fire.
I). I

"'The Athens Fire Dep~artment tAFl)) responded promplitly to the iotifi.atitll
of the fire arnd was prepared to, assist within arlirexihnately 3.1 minutes (if receiv-
ing the alarmi. Athens is about tell wiles from tile site amid,. up' iii a.rrival. the
firemen had to he issued personnel radiationsl ;moniitori tag devices lirior to etntry."

The ilnforimiatlon c(nct'erriing i:-snlaice of radiation, rie1inittiririg devices tii tirý-
merit prior to jplant entry was inrt'uded to explain the 33 minute tilise interval.
not to criticize the practice. We do bel ieve that attention should lte -gi.iven to
mininiizirig delays iti emergency reslporise while maintiaining dulie attention t.,
safety and security concerns.

D.6

"'Thei, i)rrec•.ir 'if thee (CE'(' was riot atware that the fire had lit-en extinguished
unttii alpproximately X :45 p.m. when iii fact the fire- was extinguished prior to
7 :45 ps.m.".

W'e dloi not agree that the Director of the (E('( was aware at aloiit 7:43 A i.mii.
CD'T' that the tire had it eien extinguished as you miaiinta in. The ('E-'('C I irec.tor's
l.ýg and that (if individual CE(C-A". a c,,-wfrker. indicate that at alocut A :05
p.m. (CIT the State of Tennessee was advised of tie fire.. The State ,,f Tennessee
records Indicate that they were advised of the fire at .N:15 p.m. ('lIT. Neither
the DIrector nor C.CC-A_ 1. therefore, were aware that the fire was fiit at alirit
s :05 pl.m. ('IDT.

SulseeJtlueit to the call to Tennessee. an rtiutiled late entry was niade which
stated : -4 sio time) IS :45 pi.m. tire relpirted ) out.*" The next eit ry was niiad,. at
10:30 pi.m. (CIDT. We conicur with you that it Is econceivable that thee tinle ill the
J)ir.ctor's log could lie 8:45 p.m. ElDT rather than cl iT. rhis dties nt estail,-
lish that the DIrector was aware at 7 :45 p.m. ('IDT that the fire was out s.ileit-
the entry was made sui•sequrent to S:03 p.mi1. CDT. We (.,include that the D irec-
tor 1wcitile aware that the fire was o1t hetwie-ei abhout s :l. p.nrs. alnd 10 :311
p.an. CiDT. the time of the neXt log entry. Thee termrinology if the urirtiniopd entry
indicates that It was at 8:45 p.m. when the' event was reported to him.

D.7

"Communications by tihe ('ECC with State and local agencies fope'lsed pols ilaht
ojmerating status rather than offsite radiological releases whi'h is the lirime
resixissihdlllty of these agencies."

The results of the investigation including interviews with lier.sonnel from the
states and reviews of their recrdl. indicate that much (of the infirmatiiir l~ro'
vhledh by TVA directly or in response to questions. was in the nature of "-raw"
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operational details rather than s.'ecitic infornmation which would tfiiilitate eval-
uation boy the states of the probability and naiture of -pi ssible offsite radiological
releases.

We did not intend to imply that only offsite radiological release information is
to be provided to the states. The states do lneed to know plantt -lperatiole.l status
in order to plan their activities in their jurisdiction.

3. On pmge 15 of Dr. Knuth's testimony, it is indicated that the use of puni-
tive sanctions against TVA is not warranted. Could you describe in further
detail the basis on which NRC reached this conclusion, considering ths,- many
deficiencies noted in its investigation report and the seric,us eltuation that
resulted ?

Response: The primary emphatsis of the NRC's enforcemeni progriLm has been
to bring about corrective action on the part of violators. Punitive ac-:in has not
I een a primary objective of the enforcement program. This philosophy is set
forth in a letter dated I)ecember 31, 1974 from Dr. Donald F. Knuth to all
licetnsees transmitting the criteria used by the Staff in deterni.ning the ap-
propriate enforcement for any given situation. Copies of the Decen:ber 31, 1974
letter and the enforcement criteria are enclosed.

NRC formal enforcement actions carried out by the Office of Inspection and
-.nforcement are taken In accordance with IE Manual Chapter identified as

M('-4)8M which is part of the public record. Under the enfor-.-ment criteria.
the action decided upon In a given case depends essentially on three factors:

The significance of each time of noncompliance.
The total number of Items of noncompliance, and
The enforcement history of the licesnee involved.

These factors require the exercise of Judgment in their application to. specific
,ituatlons. To assist in guiding this judgment general criteria have been es-
tablished. These criteria categorize items of noncompliance into three levels of
significance as follows: violations, infractions and deficiencies.

The most significant items of noncompliance are denominated "violations".
Vilations are defined in terms of items of noncompliance which would lead to
o'- result in relatively severe types of incidents or occurrences such as, for ex-
:wnple. a radiation exposure exceeding 50 times the established regulatory
limits.

The next most significant Items of noncompliance are denominated "Infrac-
tions.'" Infractions' are defined in terms of several specific types of incidents
tr occurrences oif a less severe nature than those amounting to "violations.'
For example, a radiation exposure merely exceeding established regulatory
limits would normally be an "inf.-action."

The least significant item of noncompliance is defined as a "deficiency."
Deficiencies are minor matters such as failures to comply with records, post.
inr. or labeling requirements.

In addition to the categnrizztion of items of noncompliance Into levels of
'-gniflance. further guidance in the exercise of the Judgment as to the ap-
jpropriatc enforcement action in any given case is set forth it the Office of In-
sp-ction and Enforcement Manual. There a point system is established to guide
the determination of what enforcement action Is appropriate in a given situation.

Basically. three levels of enforcement action are available to the NRC In the
di.,charge of its enforcement responsiloiliti.4:

Notice of violation.
Civil penalty.
Order modifying, suspending or revoking a license or to cease anad desist

from an unauthorized activity.
The selection of the appropriate enforcement action, as lndihated above, is

made after consideration of both the significance of tle individual items of non-
compliance as wPll as the accumulated numelr of points assigned to the total
noncompliance Items. Thus. for example. wider our criteria, a .Angle serious
item of noncompliance could result in a civil penalty or even an order modify-
ing. suspending, or revoking a license. On the other hand. a whole series of
minor items of noncompliance might not result in a sufficient number of points
ti warrant anything more than a notice of violation under our criteria.
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(Of course, the lxoint system is merely guidance. Similarly, the important deter-

inination a•s to whether an item of noncompliance falls into this category or that

category can never be completely automatic. Judgment is always involved.

Indeed Ini the definition of -violation- there is a catch-all category:
"Other similar Items of noncompliance having actual or potential conse-

quences of the satime mangnitude.'
Each of the items of noncompliance in the Browns Ferry case was evaluated

Under our criteria es to its level of significance. None of the items of noncom-

pliance could be reasonably considered as a "violation" since none of the five
QA items nor the one technical specification item can fairly bI said to have
caused. contributed to or aggravated (o& to have had substantial potential for
so doing) an incident or occurrence of the type set forth in our criteria de-
fining "violations." In view of the efatch-all category -other similar items of non-

compliance having actual or 1otential consequences of the s.ame magnitude,"
the positiozi could to taken that inadequate Q/A contributed to a serious fire
and that a serious fire is a "consequence of the same luag:nitude," as. for example,
radiation levels exceeding 50 times established limits. However, the fire "resulted

in a reduction of preventive capability l.lowv requirements but rt-dundant con-
trols precluded an itew of noncompliance of the violation category"-an ex-

plio'it deflnition of an "infraction.- Consequently, the Individual items of non-
complliance all are categorlized as infraction.s-redundancy was, reduced but still

existed. Evaluating the six "infractions" revealed by the investigation against
our guidance did not result in the niumber of "poilnt-" normally associated ,vlth

a civil penalty.
Based on this evaluation. a civil penalty was vot "onsidered to bp tihe appro-

printe enforcement action because no sing!e item of noncompliance reached the
significanlle of it violation nor did ti,- aggregate of ihe items of noncomlpliance
reach the significance of a violation.

U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY CONMISSION,
Wl',thingtoa, D.C'.. Dteember.r i, 197i.ý.

To: All AEC' licensee..

(KITERIA FOR I10'TrERMININ4; ENFORCEMENT ACTION AND CATEGORIES OF N.ON-
C'OMMPLIIANCE WITH AEC REGULATORY REQU'IRE.MLNTS-M%1ODIF-FATIONS

On Novemler 1. 1972. the Commission issued criteria for enforcement actions
to lIe taken for nioncoilCiance with its rules and with license conditions in

aiecordanct, with r-'ections 161. 1S6, and 234 of the Atomic Energy Act and Sub-

part B of Part 2. 10 CFR. On June 5, 1973. the Commission notified licensees
that categorit.s of violation with AEC regulatary re'i:nirements had heen estab-
lished lice'iise the Commiiiission arid th- niticlear industry recognized that the
.iignificance of violations varies in the potential for affecting the health and

safety of the pl,ulic, the cor,.i''n defense and security, and the environment.
Rased on a review of the exllerience with theie cr.teria for determining enforce-

anent action and the categories of noncomnldianice. modifications of the ,ise of

these criteria and these categories are eiing made. Comments explaining tie
inodifications are enclosed as Attachments A and B.

The changes inn the criteria arid categories are prinnarily adininistrative i.n
nature anid should resiilt in a higher level of understanding of the enforcement

lorograin-id the restlts Of the i)rograi-.,ln the part of tile public and tile
industry. ThIe Iaic purpose of the enforentent program--enhancemnent of tile

health amd safety of :.ie public, the C'onninoai defenlse anid security. arid the en-
vironntrnt--reinadiis the same. The long standing practice of requiring corrective
action for each identified itemil of noncomipliance '.-',latlons) Is inot changed.
The enforoei'entn programn continues to emphasize corrective action where neces-
sary to asstlre that regulated activities meet applicable reiluirem'ent.4 and are
conducted with due regard for public health and s•'tfty, common defeiise anrd
security and protection *of the environnment.

The ino,d'scations clarify the enforcement criteria and categories of nonýo•m-
pliance lia the areas of saf-guards and environmental mAtters arid provide more
explicit definitimns to aill ii a better understanding of the enforcement program.

These deflinti:sin make clear tine applis.alility (of the prograin ill matters of
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qualiLy ussurance. 1nanalmguert control, and sy.stems pierfitrnianc.e. Also, .cause
tlie C.oinutiss.iiiL relie. to a degree on reports frain li-en.sees to assure that
timely c.,rret'tive actimi is takeil and to, assure that the industry is notified
(of important matter% (if generic interest. a reporting requirement is viewed
frow the enfoirceiexit standpoint to lie of the samle level of imloortance as
the matter for which the relport is required. As at part of the correspondence
between a licensee an( the AEC" suilsequent to an inspection. notifications will
lie made to a licensee of apparent failures gin the part of the licensee to meet his
(conmmitlteiltme n . ilitalined ill his al(li'ati:",or ill c,,rrespndence to the AEC and(
of deviations fromn aplpr, l riate co(es. standards 4ir guides.

The levels of enforcement actions avaiilable to the Commission inl the exercise
of its regulatory responsibilities are the same as those set forth ill the letter
of Novenulber 1. 19762. Thes.e inc'lutde written liii.es (if v'iodation. civil mionetary
penralties. !intad o rdhers to 'cea.'e and d.sist" fir flir nali ti'cattio(. sIslpensio(n. or
revotcatio i of a1 liicense.

The criteria for issuance of a **Notice of Violation" are essentially unichanged.
The criteria f in civil penaltie.s hayve Ibut.li mod(litied to eiablrate upoin those

situations fiir which civil pell:tit.es may I t- inlpised. The aniount of civil penalty
in tiny given case. within the c'liifines '.f the all'Pl ints established by the Atonfic
Energy Act. is determin ed by consideratimi of several factors including:

1. Piotential or actual coinsequences associate(l withn the iteam of nonconi( -
piialice. This inclties consi(lera tion fif the rate~rnires of noncompiliance.

2. Type of licensee. This includes the purpose for which licensed and the
qluatntity. form an2)d kind of radioactive material anuthorized.

3. The li censee's recent enforcenment history, if applicfable. This includes the
nature and nniinler tif items oaf Ilnone(npllli11ianlire. tile freqtuency (if noncolmplliance.
whether itemis of no inconl. liant.e were repetitive of the sa Rae or si milar require-
nlents. Ipriulallt• nss of co.rrectivye act;.i1. .lilt) the li.ensee's nmatnagemnent of its
program for assuring coinplaln'ce wit Ih regua I tory reqluirvinents.

The criteria clarify that repetitiveness of noncoiipliatice or history 4f non-
cOnipl-lance is not an essential ingredient for consideration for civil penalty. 1l2
some (ases if a single instance ipf no ic, miianice. a civil penalty may be the
appropriate enforcement sannction.

The criteria for olrders emphasize the implortance (if quality assurance and are
biroadened to include all aspects of the regulatory program. Under these criteria.
aln order to suspend a license (or ii portion thert, f may be issued for authorized
activities of licensees or liernuit holders which are perfornted in stuch a manner
as to constitute alil immediate or potential threat to employees or thie public; or
for construction deficiencies which. if not slislpeit'il:de immnedialely. could eventu-
ally result ill significant r v.::st'iially i rr,.vtrsi filt construction defects which
imnpact on safety or whic(.i increaCse the potential for or the potential severity
of an aecident. If. for example. a quality assurance requirement for a specific
construction activity is not implemented. this activity may lie suspended until
full compliance with tile requirenient is achieved.

Regulatory Operations ulhlhtinstf and Imnmediate Action Letters have loeenl used
not only to disseminate information but also as a means. of accomplishing volun-
tary action (onl the part of licensees. toi inspect. report alnd mnake commitments to
correct probllems ton a timely schedule. These two ('oillnli'nicationis are recognized
in thes;e revisitins. If these method., are ineffective ini achieving the desired action.
all order tiiay lit' promptly issued requiring ilie action.

The enforcement record of a licensee may lie at consideration in selecting the
appriilriate enforcement saniction ill any given ('ese. A Hicen.,we's enforcement
history Is evaluated in terms of distribution of items if noncompliance by
imtportance viid by the degree of repetitiveness of nonceomliliance with the samt-
basic requirement. However. regardless of the history, consideration will he given
tE'the more significant enforcement sanctions its a result ,f any inspection that
reveals Items of particular importance to) s.afety and management.

The fiormner systemn of severity categorization. which was the subject (Ef a letter
to licensees dahted June 5. 1973. has heen revised tip place items (f noncompliance
with regulatory requirements iViohltions i more clearly in perspective with
regard to thiiir relative significance to the public health, safety and interest and
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the common defense and security. As shown in Attachment B to this letter.
the revised system for categorizing violations (items of noncompliance) has three
levels or relative importance which are designated in descending order as
(1)- **violation," (2) "infraction," ard k3) "deficiency," each of which is a legal
violation in the statutory sense.

It should le recognized that the enforcement criteria and the categories of non.
compliance apply only to situatious where there Is an apparent failure on the
part of a licensee to meet regulatory requirements. The licensee may also be noti-
tied of deviations from commitments and appropriate codes, standards, or
guides. The significance of these failures generally is judged against tile actual
or potential consequences resulting front the failures and from tile stanlpoint of
licensee awarenes.s and management of his program. From the viewIxdint of en-
forcement. a licersee failure that results in the potential for coInsequences iN
equally important with the failure that results in the consequences-both repre-
sent instances of failure of the licensee to properly perform. However, from the
impact of health and safety, common defense and security, the protection of the
environment. actual consequences-when the event (lid occtir-and potential
(lonsequences-when the oplprtunity for occurrences exists but the event did not
happen---of a item of noncompliance are quite different. In reporting the more
important items of noncompliance, those items that caused or resulted in actual
consequences will be differentiated from those that merely provided the potential
for tile consequen-es.

The enforcement criteria and tipe categories of noncomplliance aipiply to situn:-
tions where there is fill alprarent failure on the part of a licensee to meet regula-
tory requirements. commitments, and aplpropriate codes, standards or guides.
There do occur event!-;such as some equipment inalfunctions--at licensee facili-
ties which are not founded in the failure of the licensee to ineet requiremnents.
comtnnitnments, an(i app~ropriate codes. standards, and guides. Such events are not
included within the enforcement progra in.

The enforcement criteria and the c-ategories of noncomipliance have been placed
in the Public I)ocunmnt Room. 17 1 7 II Street. NAW.. Washington. I .. l a
notice has been placed iii the Federal Register concerning their availab'ility to
all per.sons iui•onl request.

Sincerely.
D)ONALDI F. KNUTIH.

Dirc'tor of RIcgulator,, Opecr -t ionx.
Enclosures:
A. Criteria for I -ternnining Enforcement Action.
It. Categories of I tellis of Nollcolmlplianlce.

(CRITERIA tot DI)ET.UMINING E NFO(CE'MENT ACTION

IN CONNECTION WITiH i.ICENSING ANtD REGULATORY PROVI.IONS OF T1IE ATOMIC
FNERGY ACT OF 11154. AS AMENVED-.. AND REGULATIONS AND I.ICfNSEs 1S zsUs)

TIIEREP'NDER

In tyiduction

Tile purpose of the AE(" enforcement prograltn is the enhllncelnenlt oif tile
health and safety of tile public. the common defense and security, and the en-
vironinent. The enforcement program emphasizes corrective action, where nec-
essary. to assure that regulated activities meet "aqpplicableh requ iremnents and
atre conducted with (hlie rexgard for public health aind saifety. colnillln defenise and
security and protection of the environmnent. Corrective actioll is rtiluired for
each i'!lntitied itent of nton'oiePiliance.

Result4 of AEC inspections and investiga tions of licensed activities have
s.hown that licensees have not in all case.A complllied with tile regulatory require-
Iments. and it has been nieces.sary to take siet'itic enforcement actions 'oin.-
lllensllrlte with the Items of nonc(ompliance. This do0c~umlelnt sets out the criteria
for elfbr-elml'nt actions to) iw taken with respect to future noncomplianjce with
the Atomic Energy Commission's requirelments lit accordance with Sections
161. I1; and 234 of the Atomic Energy Act and Sulbpmrt B of Part 2. 10 CFR.
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Lcrcl* sf enforrcment a.tions a ai (tihbIc to the ConmtiRbsion
The formal actions available to the Commission In the exercise of its enforce-

ment responsililities are of three basic types (notices of violation, civil penal-
ties, and orders) which may lie applicable to a specific enforcement situation.

1. Written Notices of Violation (10 CFR 2.201).
Notices of Violations are written notices to licensees, citing the apparent

instances of failure to comply with regulatory requiremnents ( Violations) which
for purposes of categorization have heen classified violations, infractions and
deficiencies. Such items of noncompliance are generally observed or identified
during investigations, inspections, or inquiries.

The same letter enclo.ing a Notice of Violation nmay also enclose a notifica-
tion of apparent (leviatimns from licensee commitments and the provisions of
appropriate codes. standards or guides.

2. rivil Monctary Pen ultic, (10 CFR 2.205).
The Commission may levy civil monetary penalties against licensees for viola-

tions, infractions or (leficiencies with resl)ect to requirements in licensing
provisions of the Act or any rule, regulation, order, or license issued there-
under. The Commission is required to issue a "notice of vlolation*" to the person
charged before instituting proceedings to impose a civil penalty.

3. Orders to ('a'c and I)cnist; and Ordcrs for 'uspcmisiofn, Jlodification, or
Rlerocation of a Lirenitc ( 10 ('Fl? 2.202 and 2.204).

The AEC has authority to issue orders to "cease and desist." and orders to
suspend. modify. or revoke licenses. Such orders are ordinarily preceded by
certain procedural requirements. including a written "notice of violation" to the
licensee providing him with an opportunity to respond as to the corrective
measures being taken. In the event the licensee fails to respond to the notice
or to demonstrate that satisfactory corrective action is being taken, an order
to show cause may bIe issued requiring the licensee to show why the particular
order (either of revocation, or modification, or suspension) should not be made
effective. In some instances where the health, safety, or interest of employees
or the public so requires or deliberate noncompliance with the Commission's regu-
hItions is involved, the notice provision may lie dispensed with and. in addition,
the particular order may be made immediately effective pending further order.

In addition to pIrK'e eling by way of ,order. the ('omnlission may also. pur-
suant to Sectiona 2.32 of the Act. request the Attriney G;eneral to obtain an injunc-
tion or oither court order to enjoin licensees from violating the Act or any
regulation or order issuei thereunder.

NOTICE OF VIOLATION-CRITERIA

sec:im:t 22'1,1 elf 10 CFR requires that before any forrmal enforcement action
is taken for :Ail.'-.il nuoncompliance. the AEC will serve on the licensee a written
"'notice of viola tion" except when the Director of Regulation finds that thle
public health. safety. or interest so requires, or that noncompliance is deliberate,
the "notice of violation" may be onmitted and an order to show cause issued.

Generally. a "notice of violation" may be considered sufficient enforcement
action in those cases where:

(a) Items of noncompliance are readily correctable, or
b) Items of noncomllliance are not repetitive or numerous. and do not con-

stitute an immediate or serious threat to the hetilth and safety of tile licensee
employees or the public, to the environment, or to the Common defense and
security, and

(e) There is no Indication that appropriate corrective ,'¶ti.n will not lie
taken.

CIVIL MONETARY PENALTIES---'RITERIA

The onnmmission may levy civil monetary penalties on licensees who do not
comply with the licensing provisions of the Act or any rule. regulation. oarder.
or license issued. Generally. the type of cases that are appriatepr for civil nplae
or license issued. Generally. the type of cases that are appropriate for imposing
civil penalties are those involving significant Items of noncompliance and which
represent a threat (but not necessarily Immediate) to the health. safety, or in-
terest of the public, or to the common defense or security, or the environment.
As a matter of Judgment. civil penalties may ie used in lieu of license suspension
when there is no immediate threat to the health and safety or the common de-
fense and security and* lcense suspension would deprive the licensee or his
employees of their means of livelihood, or the public of essential service.
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Civil penalties may be the appropriate enforcement action in cases or situations
which weet oine or more of the followinr criteria:

I(a) Those cases of noncompliance %% ith the same basik requirements that were
brought to the attention of the licensee in a -notice of violation" following a pre-
vious inspection; or

(b) Those cases of noncompliance in which the licensee fails to carry out in
a timely manner the corrective action the licensee stated would be taken in
response to a previous written notice: or

(c) Those cases Involving the deliberate failure of a person to comply with
regulatory requirements.: I or

I d) Those cases involving items of noncompliance in which (1) the licensee's
hi.story is one of chronic noncompliance, or (2) due to the nature and nunmber of
items of noncompliance. it is apparent rhut management. having been afforded an
opportunity to correct previous items of noncompliance, is ntot tconducting its
licensed activities in conformance with regulatory requirements. or

(e) Those cases where (1) an order for immediate, but temporary. suslien-
siron or to "cte ase and desist- is issued to remove ilrl immediate threat to thlie
health or safety of the licensee's employees or to the public. to the envirnmient
or tip the comninjon defense and s.,ut rity. and (21) ulihtitive .9-gion is deeviled
ileces'salry to assure ftiture vi mjlialivce : fir

ifI Those valses involving activilie.s under cofistrutetion l-ernits where there
are reipeated ilenms of nioncoimlnianhce with regiflatory require-ments : or

ly I Those cases , where iln itemn of loinictinillia nce resulted in or contributted
ito tihe cause oir to tilt' seriousliess of an accident or an incident : or

III 'i'ios, e.ses iil vo•ihi ing iteiis iof n nmc.ipllulal.e Ini the Violation category

I ii Those cases where the natuii re and nuinlber of items of noncompliance
%% iti the regulatory rejuiireninemas idei• t ihified duriing anl insk'lietii mor an investiga-

ionlu demonstra te that launagelnient is iot coniductinig it-i licenised nctiviti•s with
•delllviite conictrn for tlhe health, safety for interest of its enipiloyees or the jilulic
-"i' t 'inllciiion defensei' nd sell urity : fir

I j) Those' cases wlihere licelisees kinuwinugly use, inaterias wihich are not lil-
i' 'rizted !,y the lic.'iv.v or iutilize illit liemized innit elrial , for lisi's which aire no it

atreI lllritf1 or
fI'. 'la) T •ose cases wlhere sigiiticnlit i-. t ters• were not relported to the Comi-

iiii•iis il il tilmely lamililier his retillireldl iib" t he regulathoryv requirelmen.'ts.
ICivil pieialties lu1;i ini . assessed for other (ases lhaviiig coliiltlarille types of

ilteiil of liffncluleiill.(le and sxitiuitious for which the Commission dehtni civil

ivliililiies to li allilnrl-iate lind leetiary.

ORDERS-CRITERIA

The AEC has authority to issume order!, to -'-(east- alid desist" or to suspe•ed,
inlidify, or revoke livenses. The Conmmission ii emlipiwered to enforce these orders

and obtain any other appropriate relief by injuiiction from Federal district courts.
if necessary. Cases involving atn imminediate threat to the Ipublic health and safety.
or the coninion defense and security. reiluire initmedliate steps tip remove the
threat and are handled by this type of action. P'ersons who delibierately violate.
ltteiliplt to violate, or consplire to '-itilate the Commission's regulatioins and orders.
are. tilioln conviction of the violations. subject to flie up toi $5.000 and iniilmrison-
nient for not inmre than two years 4Section 2'23 of the Act).

In the event the licensee fails to respond to a "'notice of violation" or to deimon-
strate that qatisfactory corrective action is being taken. ain order to show cause
may lbe I.ssed refluirillg the licensee to show why the particular order (either of
revocavtion. or niiodliicatlon. or suspension) should inot be made effective. In those
instances where the health. safety. or interest of eniiloyees or the public, or the
coninion defense and security so riltilres. (Pr delileralte noncicmilllance with tlet
Commninsion's regnilations is involved. the ilinti(e provision may Ibe dispensed with
and. Iti addition, the partlicular order niay be made lnimiediately effective liending
further order.

I NoTr:v Se'istin '221 tiI 4i1 flie Atomniic Einergy Act reqiairei thf Fill to Investigate ail
teselllecte]' or lit uli.'.l crllitim l i'lihltilmsu. tit the Aci.

$ Such significant matters may Include. hiit are not limited to. elpomsurp of personnel
to domse in excep"P of limits. relpi•se of radioactive concentrations in effluents in excess of
limits. ineldents innr~iviung jlil attem't t,, (i ncmmit a theft ,r unlawful diversion of S.NM.
or to commit an act of sabotage of certain facilities, failure of safety systems. emer-
r.ency core cooling or other relatel safety systems to perform their design function. or the
.NII'F of RNt In excess of alimjcabie limits. or ximilar matters.
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ia) Orders to cease and desist
An order to cease and desist is ordinarily is.,ued wheti a person is conducting

unauthorized activities and has lioell notified #if heit, ned for authorization lut
fails to terminate the activity amd other sinmilar 'ircunistances as apptropriate.

b) Orders to susperond a liccuxe

An order is ordinarily issued for immediate snlsljlnsion oaf a license, or a por-
tion thereof, as necessary to remove ain immediate threat to the health, safety or
interest of licensee's employees or the pwuilic, ,or to the comimion defense and

security ; for for naaonijaliance with AE( reiiuirements relating to construction
of a facility which. if not corrected immendiately. callldh subsequently result in a

significant threat to the health. safety or interest of eiiiaoyees or the public. or

the comllmlolll defense and security.

(c) Ordcr to modif y a license

An order for the modification of a license. in whole or in part, is ordhinrily
issued as an enforct-elieLt sancti'fli whieli it is determined thlat a lic.nsee's a Jara-

tions or activities must lie limited ar lma (ifie(d to, pra rtectt the health. safety. ar

interest of the licensee's e-mplaJyees or tile ta Illic, ,ar the coininon defense and

security.

(d ) Orders to reroke a license

An order is ordinarily issued to revoke a license When
1. The licensee's performance shows that he is not qualified to perform the ac-

tivities covered by the license: or
2. Civil penalty pro ves to lie ineffective as an enforcement action : or
3. The licensee refuses tit coarrect items of nocallCnlliance ; or
4. A liceliise d(oes not resinatid to a "'*Iiitat . of aViaala tiolf" : or
5. A licensee*s resaonse to a "'IntiCe ,of violatit'"ll inldicates inalbility or unwill-

ilnglnes.a Inn t ilitntaili colinjalialic'e with r-guillataiar.v re-alllirc-int s : Ear

6. Any material false statement is made- in the application or in any statemient

eaf fact required under $ectian 1S2 of the Act.

1 1-i Denial of applivation for lifc'ise rtctwoal

Dlenial of an aplalication for a license renewal is- ordinarily used in lieu of an
oarder for revocation where license renewal is jaending or the expiration of the
license terii is iniuilnilient.

f i Orders for oth .r itcm.s of no, rnvomnpliance

Orders to cease anid desist. 'ar for suslpensioll. m.litication or revocation ,at f
license are ordinarily issued for oather comparalae types of violations. infractials
(or deficiencies whlnl the Commission deenis such slklictiatlS to lhe appropriate and

nlecessary.
In all cases where orders are issued to imloase civil penalties, to require a

licensee toa "cease and desist." or to sUsliend, modify. for revoke a license, the per-
son so ordered may delmand a hearing under 10 CF-i Part 2. The hearing will Ie

granted prior to imapleentation of the order except in cases where the Coammis-
sioln finds that the violation is deliberate for the public health, safety. or interest

requires that the p~roposed action lie templrarily effective laetading the outcome-

of the hearing and/or further order.

REGULATORY OPERATION S BULLETI N s-CRITE:RIA

A Regulatory Operatians BulletinI may lie issued to a class oaf licensees request-
ing specific actions as a result ,af safety related equilaient design inadequacies.
defects, operating inadhquacies. lmalfuinctions. 4ar failures eat a generic nature
that have occurred at a similar facility Ear operation. The Bulletitn will specify
that licensees inspect for and/or correct the inadequlicies described in the Bul-

letin, notify Regulatory Operations (of the corrective action taken - planned.
and the date when action was or will hie completed. An order mnay 1e issued

if tile respIonse to a Bulletin is not prom:npt an/d effective.

IMMEDIATE ACTION LL-rTERS-CRITERIA

A Regulatory Operations Intmediate Action Letter is ordinarily Issued to
solicit for confirm a licensee's conlmitmlent to certain actions for investigating.

reporting. controlling. and correcting situations involvnig defects. deviations.
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failures, or administrative controls, at the licensee\s facility. An order may be
Issued if the response to an Immediate Action Letter is not promlpt and effective.

CATEGORIES OF ITEPMS OF NONCOMPLIANCE

The Commission and representatives of tile nuclear industry have recognized
that the significance of Items of nonconpliance with AEC requirements varies in
the potential ftar affecting the health and safety of tile public, tile common defense
and security. and the environment. The Commission cnsiders that it is desirable
to include ill Notices of Violation an indication of the significance of each item
of noncomnplia awe cited. As a mneans of categorizing tile itenis ,f notnconmipliance
into an order of importance which will express their relative significance, the
Conimission has estalblished three categories of itews of noncompliance as
folIows:

Violation

A violation is ain itell of noncompliance of the type listed Ibelow, or an item
of noncomnplliance (1) which has caused, contributd to or aggravated an in-
cident of tihe type listed below, or (2) which has at suistantial potential for
causing, contributing to or aggravating such an incident or occurrence: e.g..
a situation where the preventive caiability or controls were removed or other-
wise not employed and created a substantial potential for -in Incident oar occur-
renice with actual or potential consequences of the tylpe listed belw :

I a) Exposure of a;ut individual in i-xvess of the radiatiion d.- 'e spn'tified in
10 ('FR 20.403(I)) or exljsure (of a group of individua!ls re.sul ting in each indi-
vidtual redceiving a radirtion (lo.se which exceeds the limits (of 10 ('IFi 20.1(01 and
a total dose for the grotl,, exceedingi 25 mnan-renis.

itb Radiation ler'els it unrestricted a'reas which excet-d 5 in tflit- regg'1 atory
Iliuni!s.

CI( Relea.se. of rzaitIiI -li ttve inn I eriaa. it lan)itsiIs wihich exceed specified liiiis.
or concentrations of ridioactive materials in effluents which exceed 50 tinies th-
reguflattory limits.

I ( I FalFarica-tionii. or cilinsttrllitait. leslinZg. tor ajcrt laiin oaf at S.t-i,.i.ic (Calegory I
systemn or structure iii such a manner thait the safety function or integrity is
I .st.

Iv Failure' to function whell required to perforin the safety fulnction or loss
of integrity of a Seismic Category I systenm, or structure; or orthe .l)Olient,

systenii. or strui(ttire with it safetv or c(onsequiences linlili ng fiun.tionl.

(f) Exceeding a sitfety limit ats defined in techinici, sllocifieatieans ass.aciated
with, facility li'enses.

(g) Industrial 40otitat).ge ,if litilizati-aa oar fuel fat ilifiits.
(hi) IWidiatliolan Er ('allah huhinatitan level.s ill excess oif tinil. tail jaackag,,s ar h5S

Eaf confilleuitlitt illJi•of i'iive mnalerilIs in laaick-ages tffered for shipment on a
coatnattan carrier.

Mi I liversinta tar theft (if lalutonium.n uraniunt 2:13. or uratlimum enriched int
ltie istaolae V*-235.

I j ) A Ibreakdlown in wiinitageinitnt or pr)(1'etliral .ontrt)l, its evidenced bay itemns
Elf notncompliance in .4-veral artc.'.a of thiel QA criteria and license requirements.

AI It lher sinilar i temts taf Iioncoaltinlia i.nce haiving actualltn or potent iial (ctaiise-
iltWlIle.s tf the saine 111agnit.ldt..

Failure toa report tlhe- above items as required constitutes a vieolation of tile
iallit itiC |irtainie hIvel.

I uf rod' i',, x

Ata infract.ioan is site itemll Eof nloniaa lla)iance of tile tyjM listed lit'l.iw. tar an item

of noncompliance (1) which resulted in a reduction of preventive eapalaility
Iailw requinrentents lbat redulnalltnt etalat ri.s plrechithld al na ill'n f liat ont-icainalivn(e

oaf the violation cit egary. for t2l which c(a used. contrihliled ita or aggravated an
intident of file tylpe list11ed IIlow. or 13) which hats at suhstalutial laatential for
au.•ing. contriblutinsg to -Er aggravatisng such asi in.cident asr oacc(urrelnce: e.g..

the Iarevenitire callability tar tamitrols were reniortl or oatherwise not employed
and there was. UhsUtl-nttlil palettiitl foras at ti'tlent or oveui'rrece with actual
er imotentilal Caon.•equlen'.es tf the tYim' listed below :

ta) Exlwsure of all individual dtr group.s of individuals tao radiaat in ii excess
tft Iwerns.llale linkits latt lhss thln tlhe viiahles in 10 il'.o"R 20.40"3.

( b) Release of radioactive tiaterials in concentrtitons or rates- which exceed
leermihssible litmits but itt anitut.ts less thain permnissible |ltits.
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(C) Failure to function or loss of integrity of a Seismic Category I system or
structure, or other component, system or structure with safety or consequences
limiting function during test; or failure to meet surveillance frequencies.

(d) Fabrication, or construction, testing, or operation of a Seismic Category
I system or structure in such a manner that the safety function or integrity is
impaired.

(e) Exceeding limiting conditions for operation (LCO).
(1) Inadequate management or procedural controls.
(M) Safety system settings less conservative than limiting safety system

settings.
(h) *A quantity of SN'M unaccounted for which exceeds permissible limits.
(i) Exceeding limits or limiting conditions for operation in licenses, technical

specifications, guides, codes, or standard9 which are imposed for the purpose of
minimizing adverse environmental impact.

(j) Other similar items of noncompliance having actual or potential conse-
quences of the same magnitude.

Failure to report the above items as required constitutes an item of noncom-
pliance of the same category.

Deficiency
A deficiency is an item of noncompliance in which the threat to the health,

safety, or Interest of the public or the common defense and security is remote;
and no undue expenditure of time or resources to implement corrective action
is required; and deficiencies include such items as noncompliance with records,
posting, or labeling requirements which are not serious enough to amount to
infractions.

Failure to report deficiencies as required constitutes an item of noncompliance
of the same category.

4. Apparently, the installation of the cable tray penetration sealant and fire
retardant coating had not been completed prior to operations of Units 1 and 2
(Investigation Report-I-2). How did this manage to slip past detection by both
TVA and NRC?

Response: Inspections conducted by NRC personnel using the inspection man-
ual in effect prior to the Browns Ferry tire did not include checking of the
cable penetrations or fire stops. The inspection manual has since been revised
to require such inspections. Further, it is understood that TVA did not include
such inspections within iLs quality assurance program.

5. The procedures for notifying States and local support agencies left some-
thing to be desired. How closely had NRC reviewed these procedures?

Response: The TVA Radiological Emergency Plan (REI') states that the
responsibility for the coordination of a nuclear emergency with the appropriate
public agencies is vested in the Central Emergency Control Center (CECC)
Director.' During a nuclear emergency at a plant site the CECC staff will
function to provide assistance as necessary to thet site asnd division emergency
organizations and will provide all information requested by outside agencies.
The chain of notification is shown in Figure 1.:

When a nuclear emergency is detected at a site, the Site Emergency Director
notifies the CECC Director who then notifies the appropriate federal, state,
and local authorities.' The detailed procedures for this notification are found
in Section III of the TVA-REP. These procedures list several conditions of
gas release, liquid release, and abnormal radiation as action levels at which
protective measures would be initiated.' As no action levels ass 'iated with
these conditions were reached during the fire," the CECC was not initially
activated. Some increase in airborne activities did oveur as a result of the
shutdown of the ventilation system but this situation did not constitute a
nuclear emergency, as defined in the REP' (radiological hazard to onsite personnel
or radiation levels in excess of 10 CFR Part Lm values to the public'. The REP
was activated huv%-ver, primarily to expedite communications and the decision
.amaking process.

'tTVA Radiological Emergevu.v Plan for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant. revised
June 5. 1972. page 37.

IIbid. page 19.
I Ihid. page 7.
4 Ibid. page 1I.
6 1E Report No: 50-259/75-11) (preliminary I. page 4.
* IE Re'ort No: 50-259/75-1B (prellminary). page 3.
'TVA Plan for Dvaluation. Repair & Return to Service of Browns Ferry Unit I and

2. Section 111. page 43.
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The NRC staff reviewed these procedures. It was found that:
1. Authorities and responsibilities of key individuals had been delineated;

Figure I

CHAIN OF N.O7!FICATION

E~'Z:~C +...j ENVIRCJS
0IP'E*0T-3R Eh.R-':- DIRECTOR

f

AEC I;JrETR,•',;CY
RA.0DIOLOGICAL
ASSISTA4CE I

h

STATE

I
AGENCIES

LOCAL I
AGENCIES

TVA CONTACTS

..... INTRA-AGENCY CONTACTS

2. Communication links in the form of call lists had been established for
notifying emergency personn e, :

3. Action levels had been chosen for notification of -,fTsite agencies in radiologi-
cal emergency situations; and.

4. Written agreements with offsite emergency organizations had been provided.
We found that the emergency planning program for the Browns Ferry Nuclear

Plant met the requirements of 10 ('FR 50, Appendix E. and was acceptable. This
finding was presented In the Safety Evaluation Repiort of June 26, 1972. In
particular, the TVA-REl' met the requirements of Part IV D of Appendix E, in
that procedures for the notification of local, State. aid Federal agencies were
included in the plan and were found satisfactory.
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Office of Inspection and Enforcement inspectors (11) not review procedures
jirepared by State and local support agencies. They do. however. verify state-
uents iuade by the licensee ill his emergency plan concerning his notificationi
arrangements with Sfate and local authorities 1Y Voit'ctiig tile agencies
identified. lin the case of Browns Ferry. such contacts by inspectors were niiade
on September 30, October 1-4, October 2U-21, and November 1, 1974. These
visits are reported ill publicly availaile Inspection Reports.

Tile fact that the specified action levels contained ill the TVA-REI' were not
reached inay have been at factor in the manner ill which the notification pro-
cedures were implerisented. Apparent deficiencies ill their implementation were
reported to the licensee in tile IE lIspecti,,n Report 50'-259/75-1 dated July 25,
1975. The TVA responded to tile alleged infractions and ureas of concern by
letter dated September 2, 1975.' Th•.e responses were discussed in IE letter
dated September 2-!. v1275.1

6. How does NRC reconcile the need for water deluge systems in cable rooms
(page 7 of Dr. Hanauer's testimonly) with TVA's contention that the use of
water might have led to further loss of control of the reactors?

Response: There is considerable room for judgmienlt and professional disagree-
ment on this issue. Mr. Green of TVA pointed out at the hearing the llptential
for water on the cables disabling electrical circuits that might otherwise
operate successfully in spite of the tire damage. lie stated his preference for
waiting "until the situation had stabilized" and until equipmnent availabde for
service had been evaluated before pouring water on these cables.

Past experience in other situations has indi(ated that it is generally preferable
on a risk-benefit basis, to extinguish the tire as quickly as loossible with whatever
agents are needed. Im this way the spread of danmage caln lie snore quickly and
more surely limited. Delay in the u.se of water would necessarily incur the
risk of additional equipment becoming unavilable due to further spread of
the fire.

This Is not to say that the Indiscriminate use of water is required under
all circumstances for all fires. Or that it is totally clear that the early use of
water will result In less risks to the public for all fires ifivolving nuclear lower
plants. Such decisions during an emergency must be left u11 to qualified persnnmel
on the scene since operating manuals and procedures calnnot detail all possible
situations and events. Hlowever, water hal. often been needed to put out most
electrical cable fires of more than trivial size. This view is also held by the
Fire U'nderwriters and other fire exiprts we have consulted. They have informed
us that current practice is to provide water deluge system's even for such com-
plex systems as large computer installations. They state that this reconinnenda-
tion is based on a balance of the risks and lienefits in fighting fires in electrical
equipment and has Ibeen shown by experience to be preferable.

The course of the Browns Ferry lire (Its shown in Figure 4 of Mr. ;illeland's
testimony) shows a progress.ive onset of unavailalility of various equipment. We
believe that the spnread of the fire made somie contribution to this. For example.
some of the redundant circuits disabled unexpo-etedly were in metal conduits
that were overheated by the fire when it progres.ed to that location. It therefore
appears to its that. ill general. fires should IN. fought promplly and as effectively
as lossible including tile use of water when n.e.essary. Alm). in hindsight.
it is known that the electric shock considerations were Hot significant at Browns
Ferry. The special hose nozzles available. when ulsld. Put out a divided spray
that does not endanger the fireman holding the hose.

It Is noteworthy that TV.A now prolmses to in.stall water deluge systems at
the Browns Ferry plants In regions 4f high concentration of electrical cables.

7. The Committee understands that ia petitiun linss been filed to change the
N*RC regulations to require plant operators to distribute emerx.ency plans to
the public and conduct yearly drills. What is the status of NRC's consideration
of this matter?

- Response: By letter dated August Cl. 1975. the Public Interest Research Group

and thirty other specified citizen grups petitioned the NR(" to require licensees
and applicants to Instruct citizens in plblic evacuation procedures in case of
major nuclear invidents and to test plblic evacualifion plans in realistic drills.

The petition hiss thedocket numblier PR.M-74-14 and was inli:'lished in the Federal

* Letter TVA to NRC Iteilon 11 of 9/2/75-. pages 14. 25. 3R. 39. ond 40.

L.etter NRC Bler'lon II to TVA of 1129/177.
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Register on September 23, 1ju75, with a WiO-day comment period. The NRC will

consider public cominients in its subsequent respln•se to the petition.

&. Over the years, tile priuiarý emphasis in nuclvar satety has been placed

on hypothetical nuclear accidents, such as loss of coolant accidents and reactol

excursions. The tire at Browns Ferry and other fires over the years would appear

to suggest that the accidents that have occurred at nuclear plants have been

more conventional in nature. In this regard,
(a) What consideration does NRC give to fires and other conventional acci-

dents in its safety reviews?
(b) How is NRC organized to assure that such hazards are recognized: i.e.,

does NRC have any special expertise in fire detection and pievention'.?

(c) Does NRC intend to make any organizational chlnges- to put increased

emphasis on preventing fires and (other conventional hazards?

Response (a)--pert ainiig it) tires: The NRLC review and evaluation of the

fire protection of .a p)rolposed nuclear lio(ver plant includes the tire potential as

described in the appliciant's Safety Analysis Report (SAR), and a revietw of

the design layout of the fire protection system (F'S) showing the character-
istics and locations which define the -fire prevention" and "fire protection" por-

tions of the system. The review also includes the description. identification and

types of fire hazards that can exist and fire risk evaluations for each of the
postulated hazards. Examples of subljects reviewed include:

1. the selection of tire fightting miinethlods. manial or autoiatic equiIpnment, and

safety devices. including tile dete.ti(in. suppression. control, and extinguishing
systems as described ill the SAR :

". tile selection of appraisal ainl trend evaluation systems to he used. and the
design of the fire detection and alarii system a llid.

3. the general plans for performing inspection rhecks and The frequency
(if testing to maintain a relial hle detecti, n and alario systenl.

The staff reviews the Ibuiling and facility arranigements and strililral
design feat ures which (ontrr l select".on of tihe mnethiods for fire prevent ion.
control and extinguishme.nt. and conitro (if fire hazards. Fire harriers, egress
routes, fire walls. and the isolation and containment feature. are included in
the review.

The staff determines friii tile i-AR it appreciabile ammunts (if conmi.stiiles
are to ie located (in site. and reviews anialyses of the effects of these hazar(lds on
safety-related Hquipminelt located! nearby. The staff varifies that these anrmalyses
include a conso-rvative selection of (lesigni basis tires. as (leterm'ined from the
types and (Iintuitities (if stored c(inil|lustilde materials.

The functional performance if extingui.hing systelms. as described ini the
'AAR. is reviewed toi verify the adeqlUaciy of the Fl'S to lprlite't electrical equip-
zulent. On 0 nnmltiple sic it a lol il icat ions. thlie additii inll tire prote.tion and control

r)mvisions d(Iring e.mistruetion iof the remaining units are reviewed ti) verify
that the integrity ,if the fire proteetiomn s.y;tel for the safe operation and shut-
down of tile facility is Iilatqiiled.

Information that NRI has requested to lie inc.,rlporated in the aplicant's
SAR is set forth in Regulatory Guide 1.70.4. "Additional Inifornmation Fire Pro-
tectioin Consideratio'ns fur Nuclear Power lPlants". February 1974.

Response (a )-otler (.Eirlvprntion)Ial accidents : The NRC'. the vendors, and ilanlit
operators have always r.cusgrized that nule(air polants are subiject to the same
tY.lles of accidents that car, affect any) industrial facility. However, nuclear
plants are different in tha: these v.ln ventiinal industrial a'ccidents. if uilne' ii-
trolleI. cotull in sonIp 'ses affect the coiling if thlie core and l)ptentially result
in the release of radl.iap'tlwv uimterial.

The staff incluhies in its safety review an evaluation of these conventional tylies
of accidents. A list of the.e accidents and the Standard Review Plan. which
detail the review of each. is attached. These other iiventts include natural pheiomn-
ena such na tornadoes, wind storm.v, floodss, tsunamis. seiches. and earthquakes.

hrile effect of accidents at nearby locations such as waterways, railways and riads
that micht produce explosions, missiles, smoke; or toxic or chemical containing
gase.- are considered. At locations where the potential is significant, the con-
sequenees of aircraft erashes are considered. Accidents within the plant that
might result in these effects are also considered. Radioactive spills are considered
and. although not conventional, the causes of such events are usually
e,,nventional.
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Additionally, a large portion of the safety review consists of evaluating .he
response of the plant to those transients to which every power plant, conventional
or nuclear, is potentially sulbjected. Some of these transienits are well within the
normal operating coniditionis of the plant. tlowever, more attention is direeted
toward abnor'nal anticipated transients, since their effects are more severe.
Abnormal operational transients are thiose events which can be reasonably ex-
pected to occur during the life of the plant. The.se events include turbine trips.
losses of feedwater, inadvertent actuation of equipment such as the ECCS, and
other events which would result from operator errors or equipment nialfunctionu'.

Response (b) : Within the NRC staff. especially in the Offices of Nuclear Reac-
tor Regulation. and Inspection and Enforcenent. personnel are assigned the re-
sponsibility for reviewing reactor applications and for inspecting reactor facilities
to assure that various potential hazards are recognized, reviewed and evaluated.
The purpose of these reviews and inspections is to determine whether plant
design criteria and bases arte adequate to assure safe reactor shutd'own in the
event of the occutrrence of any of the postulated hazards. Some of these "conven-
tional hazards" considered art- fires, both inside and outside the plant, natural
phenomena. aircraft crash and its fire effects (where applicable), arid/or water
surface transportation accidents that could involve fire or explosions and hazards
that may be related to conditions surrounding the reactor site.

The NRC does have expertise in the areas of fire detection and prevention.
However. if an umusual situation is noted by the staff, consultants are available
and used from other federal agencies to assist in the resolution of problems.
Agencies that have been or are being used for this service include ERDA. NASA
and the Coast Guard.

Response (c) : No organizational changes are planned to place increased em-
phasis on preventing fires and other (-onventional hazards. However, increased
attention is being given to fire hazards in already established organizational coni-
ponents that review fire prevenition and protection aid other conventional haz-
ards. The Office of Inspection and Enforcepment has developed guidance for inspec-
tors in the area of fire protection equiplment and procedures. NRC has under con-
Nideration the degree of recognition which can be given to inspections performed
Ily the insurance groups as third party inspeetions.

Task forces to review arid evaluate the Browns Ferry fire have been established
and have been involved since the fire occurred. The work, being done by these
groups, is being fed back into the existing NRC organization. The staff involved
in evaluating the Browns Ferry fire has been augmented by consultants. These
consultants are assisting in the evaluation of the fire. in the development of
criteria and guides for use in evaluation of fire protection programs for nuclear
power plants, and are conducting tests on various aspects of fire conditions that
require more detailed knowledge. and( providing general advice on fire protection.

Listing of I'o.stuhlarI d Ar'cqdcnta

Accident find standard reriew plan
Accidents at nearby locations (smoke.

chemical., gases): 2.2.3--lEvahlution of
potential accidents.

Stormss:
2.3--M eteorology ------------------
3.3-Wind and tornado loadings-._.

Earthquakes:
2.5--Geology and seismology_ ........
3.2-Classifica t ion of structures, con-

ponents and systems.
3.7-Seismic design of structures -.--
&R--Design o? category I structures-
3.10--Seismic design of category I in-

strumentation and electrical equip-
ment.

Floods :
2.4-Hydraulic engineering .........
3.4-Water level (flood)I design -----

Branch trith primary respoftsiblity
Accident Analysis.

Site analysis.

Sr ructutra l engineering.

Site analysis.

Reactor systenis.
Structural engineering.

D)o.
Electrical. instrumentation and (on-

trol systems.

Site analysis.
Auxiliary and lower conversion sys-

teans.
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Listing ofi P6Rtulatcd .4ccident.-Contiriued

Accident and standard rrview plan

Missiles:
3.5.1.1-Internally generated missile.

(outside containment).
3.5.3-Barrier design provedures...
3.5.1.2-Internally generated missiles

(Inside containment).
3.5.1.4-Missiles generated by natural

phenomena.
3.5.1.5--Site proximity missiles (ex-

cept aircraft).
3.5.1.6--Aircraft hazard-ls .....
3.5.2-Structures, systems and compo-

nienits to I, lprotecteil from external-
ly generated missiles.

Anticipated transients:
15.1.1-15.1A-Decrease in feedwater

temperature, increase in feedw"ater
flow, Increase in steani flow, and in-
advertent opening of a steanm gen-
erator relief or saifety value.

15.1.5--Spectrum of steallm system pip-
ing failures inside and outside of
containment (PWR).

15.2.1-15.2.5--Steam pressure regu-
lator failure (closed), loss of exter-
nal load or turbine trip, closure of
main steam isalation valve (B\VR)
and loss of condenser vacuum.

15.2.6--Loss of nonvtimergency A-C
power to the station auxiliaries.

15.2.7-Loss of normal feedwater
flow.

15.2.8--Feedwater system pipe breaks
inside anl outside containment
(PWR).

15.3.1-15.3.2--Loss of forced reactor
coolant flow including trip of pump
and flow controller malfunctions.

15.3.3-15.3.4-Reactor coolant pump
seizure and reactor coolant puimp
shaft break.

15.4.4-15.4.5--Startup of inactive loop
or recirculation loop at an incorrect
temperature, and flow controller
malfunction causing an increase in
BWR core flow rate.

15.4.6--CVCS malfunction tHat results
in a decrease In boron concentration
in the reactor coolant (PWR).

15.6.1-Inadvertent olpening of a PWR
Pressurizer safety/relief valve or
a BWR safety/relief valve.

15.7.3--lostulated radioactive releases
due to liquid-containing tank
failures.

15.5.1-15.5.2-Inadvertent operation
of ECCS and CNCS malfunction
that increases reactor coolant inven-
tory.

15.6.2-Failure of small lines carrying
primary coolant outside contain-
ment.

Branch writh primary rcsponeibility

Auxiliary and lower conversion
systems.

Structural engineering.
Reactor systems.

Accident analysis.

- Do.

I )o.
Auxiliary and power converin,-,

systelns.

R(cactor systemls.

Do.

I)o.

Do.

1)o.

Do.

I Do.

ID)o.

I)o.

Do.

Do.

Effluent treatment systems.

Reactor systems.

Accident analysis.
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I,iietilig (if I'o~ulat'd Ace'idenotx-( ititiriIe(

A(,vidrist and imifundard rict('tc plhn
A\nticipated t ransients--(M-t inuedt

15.6.3-Radioltgical consequences of
steam generator tube failure
i PWR).

15.7.1-Waste gas system failure-...
15.7.5--8pent fuel cask drop acci-

dents.
15.7.2-Radionctive liquid waste sys-

tern leak or failure.
15.4.1-Uncontrolled control rod with-

drawal front a suleritical or low
pIwer startup condition.

15.4.2-Uncontrolled omitrol rod as-
semhly withdrawal at power.

15.4.3-Control rod misoeleration (sys-
tent malfunction or operator error).

15.4.7-Inadvertent load and opera-
tion of a fuel assembly in an in-
proper l).sit ioin.

15.4.$-Sl-e-'trum (if rod ejection acci-
dents ( I'WRI.

15.4.9---Spe.t rumn of rood drop acci(lents
(BWR).

15.6.4--Radioltagical c,,,eia uenees of
ina in stealll line failire outside con-
tainment I BVR).

15.;.rr--le+ss-e f-ctola lit :iccidthnts re-
slulting, fr~mi slK'ctrml: 4, postulated

Pilling Icreaks witllin tfle reactor
c'oolan~t p~re.ssure Imundahry.

]5.--Anti'ilited traii-itnits witho0u
scra in.

jlirlylslt1 with porimary roopinm+ihilitYl

I h).

I O.

I)o.

.e'rl ct or f-t vlliis.

D)O.

Cme lie' rfei ran a1Ce.

DO.

Do.

D)o.

Accident aiialysis.

Reactor .,Sielems.

D)o.

9. Mr. David ( ii('e hii., inasde two sloecitic re-t.,ulinli-ndl i'n- t, NRC as a1
result of the fire:

I'tl "ihit ieru litionl of icl dear iunits not lie jlrrmitli'd at sbitaions where
dld(lititminnl pillits itre unider c(i ii.structitjon.

clif That all reactors rlit fully ('(iiuyilyiig with I EFF stanidards oni s.•laration
fif electri(c-al iables le shut eldown.

What is Thie stat us (if NR(''s actions on th le, rese in ii'iidati'ns'!
Reslil.is" lit : .Mr. David ( ol-ey'. rect. liieii(hmticiion -"that li.-celnsees I•. requireed

fit shut (leavli filierating uiits of niuclear ptivver units ait nultuti-nntli facilities

during periods when work on a unit under construction (couhl comproinise the

inte'grity ,if fhe engineered .safety feaitires tcf alii olo'rating unit er units*'. has

lie--ii treated as a Petitiin fur Ruhemaking since it invilves a poiential chlange

t,, NRC Jeguleti,,niS. The Petiticn was pIlcblishied iil lie Federal Register om
May 9. I1975. with commennlwnts requleSted(l fromi the jIlclic" iy .July ,. 1975. Three
(.,,oitieiit letters were received. NVP eXle'('t toi respmlid too this l*'titioli. which

will i in.lide e.isid'rattii•n nf th le. cciimne'nts. Icy Felirti ry 1. 1976i;.

les.lecrise . Iol: O)n March 24. 1975. Mr. D)avid Oo'IIney. citing the 'March 2.
11175 ,w(-curren.es sit lrwi's Ferry. asked the NRC it identify tho.A, (operating

plants that do not fully comply with IEEE-279 and to sAlow cause why those
la .,nts shIllhld n4t Ihe- shut d\low uintlil they are retrititteel to. ileet that sta nda rdl.

On Mlay • . 19..75. NRC imr, ided Mr. ( ',nieey with the identity 4if these eight

jilant. which, sitnce they were Lssiled operating licenses prior to the issuance
if IEEE-"!79. were evaliate-d againist pre- I EEE--27 crite'ria. In that he'tt-r.

he was in!'irnied elf ,-telt, hatht h lievil andl would lie taiken thalt ii m cr jundgimiiti

plrovide re+a-.,nltle assurance that all operatinig plants ca.n (onitinue to operate
without mndue risk to the health and safety of th le pulic pending emipleticm
oif the emigting NRC inve.•tigatimi (of the Browns Ferry fire.

In resimnse too this information provided Icy tie NRC. tin June 16. 1975. Mr.

C'tii+ev limited his March 24. 1973 request tit a review Iby hlie NR(" staff elf two

See Appendix 13 for em(hange of eorreili.milence between NRC( und Driavih Ceomey.
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plants, Indian Point I atd DresdeL 1. pending completion or the report. by the
NR(I Speo'ial Review Groupj on the invtý..:igation of the fire.

On August 4, 1975, the NRC staff informed Mr. Conley that on June 11, 1973
'lie t'onsollidated E-lison C *oumpany had been dir-ctvd pu c--u nnt to 10 ('FR 50i.1 U
i iita ke cer'thain lesign chlimiges tol Indian I','int 1 lIastqi on a comliarisoej fif tihe

as-.Iuilt plant iprotection sysit-j wvith the (critteria of IEEE-.279. Indian Point 1
has. hbeen Aium dswnu since (0'lter 31. 1974.

Our August 4. 1I174 letter also, stm!ed tha (iln July 31. 1975 ('oniminwealth
Edison had beetn requested to cniPare the as-built design of that plant with
the IEEE-27t1 c-riteria (ltIS;N Edition) : to identify features that (lit not conformn
to that standard; and to determihe whether, based on its evaluation, there are
changes In the facility which could be accomplished that provide Substantial
additional lirtitecti bn which is, required, for public health and safety. ('onmmon-
wealth Edison provided its report on the matter on October 1. 1971-5. The staff
is nldw evaluating tihe report to determine what actions, if fony. are n.cessary
on that plart t,, 1arotdt't the health and safety of the public.

10. Wiat is NRC's position regarding the continuing applicability of Technical
Specification:.a in the event some departure from thein is required as the result
of an on-site emergency ?

Response: Technical Sl.cifications for each facility are required by Coll-
mlissiotn Regulations (Paragraph 50.36). These specifications set forth limitations
and restrictions need.d to nmaintrin a facility in a safe condition during p)lant
operation. They further set f,)rtn requirements on equipment operability for
tile purpose of assuring that tCe requisite number of conmponelnts ite- cperable
in the event of postulated accidents.

Technical Specifications are not expected to corer all conceivable conditions
that inight arise (luring an oin-s:ie emergency. Should an emergency conit.(lion
arise which, in the Interest of public health and safety. required actio. incon-

-i.,.t with a T'echniical SpIeciflcatimn, we would not (.onst rue the Sieeciticatifn
to ;.- ppilicabl!e.

11. Please provide background onl why the i•olyurethure material of tile typie
tested 1by the alllica:nt was not the tylie used. Also. discn;.-s why these tests were
relied upon. whell *t nas been docuenievted fhat smna'N scale laboratory tests are
in:ldequlate to determline the fire properties of i material in large-scal,, appli-
catioinss. 4AC Serimus Accidents Bulletin No. 336, eptenti;.rr 1N. 1974). Finally.
\why was polyirethatie fi im approved for use it, such an inoccessilie location.
wlhen tihe tire hazards (of this Iwit-tice have long Iben known? f,\EC Health and
Safety Bulletin No. 170. dated Seeptember 10. 19fZ' recc.nnenos that consideration
lie given to attaching r ilyurethane so that it can lie removed vwre easily in case
of fire. )

Response : The pit ies of sheet 1lo.3 urethnne used to seal the leaks and provide
a daxi prior rim p llacemnent (if tile polyurethane .o€,an represented material nicot
tested by TVA. Aplprlval to u.t.. the utntested sheet polyurethane in the penetra-
tio.) sealing activity was given by one. TVA entl,;oyee ( NRC Investigation Itcjiort.
p 1-10). This. individual was aware that the sheet polyurethane had not lbeeti
tested I.NJ'R Investigation Report. Statemtient EE-FFi. lie also was aware of

the TVA fiamaunalmllity tests of the sealant material (another fornm of polyure-
thane) covered with the tfla'ne-resistant material.

In reply to the NfRl( No.,ite of Violation concerning the aller d failure (if TVA
to have detrailed written procedures aproved by the plane : ;iperintendemnt 111l(1
revi'wed Iy the TVA 1ih:nt Operation Reviewr comnmittee for Ohis lienertrati'm
sealinig soctivity. TVA replied i... it wjs not recognized that this w-vork on the
Ipenrtratlist iwas of suich a natture as to have an effet-t oil te safety of the reactor.
my, sirvelllanee or testing reqlirements. or had tile ptential for release or radio.

activity: therefore. h4-.k testing seasing. and in.l-'ec.iom of the IM'netrations were
not aevomplished bcy dvtailled, approved, writ~en proeedures as would lIe re-
qihired for safety-related itoni'." ,tp 3. of Enclosed Notic.t of V'olation. to TVA
letter of S%,itteunber 2. 1975.7, fTom J. F. Gilleland. TVA. to Norna•. C. Mwoeley.
NRC).

TVA conducted tests nf cahlp pIenetration fire stops In .May 1973 for the pur-
pose of examining tile effeetiveness of i;rethane pressure .,-. !• A ',inv of the
TVA evestallon memo ('on'erning these tests was provided as Exhibit A.4 In the
J&E rellurt of July 25. 1975. Tile staff (lops nwt onsider these tests to hi, repre-
sentative, of tile actual installation in that a differential pressure was not utilized
to sknulate actual In-plant conditions. TVA is now conducting additional tests
to more closely siutulate the r...-iullt rpanetrationr : appilicetion of prussure will
he included. The purpose of these tests is to determine whether crv,,rly (on-
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structed fire stops of the original design ar'.e effective and whether those fire
stops not required to be replaced due to re",toration work can be left in place.

The inaccessibility of the location was, indeed, a handicap in performing
any work or testing on the seals at this locatiou. This inaccessibility contributed
to the ignition of the fire and to the difficulty in extinguishing it immediately
(as had been done for other similar small fires). However, it should be noted
that a properly constructed seal was shown to have been an effective fire stop
and it should have been possiblej and will be accomplished in the future, to devise
procedures for working on and testing these seals even in relatively inaccessible
locations without any significant Pre hazard.



AIPPENDIX 10

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: JCAE/TVA

L_-rrER DATE., SFPTEMER 17. 1975, MURPHY TO WAGNER, WITH ADDITIONAL
QUESTIONS TO TVA

,JOINT COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY,
U.S. CO.NGKESS,

Washington, D.C., Septembcr 17, 1975.
Mr. AUBREY J. WAGNER,
Chairman, Board of Directors,
Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville. Tenn.

DEAR MR. WAGNER: Enclosed is the transcript of the September 16. 1975 hear-
ing oil the Browns Ferry tire. The TVA witnesses should review and make any
necessary corrections of your testimony in accordance with the instructions
attached to the transcript. Also enclosed is a list of additional questions on the
TVA testimony which the Committee would like you to provide answers to for
the record.

Since we are endeavoring to publish and distribute the hearing as rapidly as

possible, it would be appreciated if you would return the corrected transcript
and your answers to the additional questions by no later than September 29. 1975.

Thank you for your coolieration in this iuatter.
Sincerely yours,

GEORGE F. MN7RPiY, Jr..
Exrcutivc Dircctor.

QUESTIONS FO)R '1'%VA WITNESSES

Bro•ons Ferry Ihcaring-Scpt(einbcr 1If. 1975

1. How close, in TVA's view, was the p)lant to having a seriou. ,, ident-f:uch
as fueir dazijage or -*'ore nheltdown-which might have presented a serious public
health and safety problem? I)escribe briefly and factually the equilnuent remain-
ing in operation or which could bie inade operable within the necessary tinie frame
to prevent core damage. Summarize both the regular amid "emuergency" function
of this equipment. Show whether the availability oif and need for this equipment
was perceived during the time of the accident, and state the degree of (confi(dence
in whether this equipment would actually have been used. if needed.

2. There had been a past history of small fires at the Bro•wns Ferry plant. Why
hadn't preventive actions been takken by 'FVA? Inslpc..tion Reiort. page 1-11)

3. ",lmrently, there was considerable difficulty wit h finding suffic.ient operable
atir breathing equipment (Inspection Report 1-13). Why hadn't TVA fire inslpe.-
tors detected this situatifon in their normal periodic insl"i-timns of fire e(luipment'!

4. Does TVA have an internal safety review committee to assess plant operat-
ing practices? At what level of management was the oien flame inspection pro-
cedure approved ?

5. How often have NRC inspection and enforcement lersomnel vi.xited the plant
.and when was the last such visit? What infractions were reported at that time.
and were any- of these still uncorrected at the time of tMe fire? If so, did any of
these contribute to the accident or its aftermath in any way?

6. Why had the material arounI the penetration in question not been coated
with flameniastic? Why had this penetration not been adequately filled with foam
in the first place? Was operation of the plant under these conditions in violation
of NRC regulations?

(867)
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7. Do you consider that TVA was adequately prepared to fight this fire? Are
you making any changes to fire control plans and procedures as a result of this
fire? Are there any actions that should have been taken by NRC or the State
that might have enabled TVA to better respond to the situation?

8. What Improvements does TVA believe desirable to make In the procedures
used to notify the State of Alabamp health officials and other local and county
civil defense and police officials in the event of incidents like the Browns Ferry
fire?

9. According to the NRC report (11-7), there was considerable concern on the
part of the operators that the water level might drop below the top of active fuel.
Is that an accurate statement, and what would the consequences have been if
the fuel had indeed been uncovered?

10. You note on page 4 that 1oth Units 1 and 2 were shut down shortly after
anomalous events began to occur. Could this fire, or any fire, cause an inability
to scram? What is the basis for your response?

11. What has TVA*% experience been with respect to fires in its fossil fired
units? tHow does this compare with that of its nuclear units?

[Subsequent. TVA response follows:]
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY-
z KNOXVILLE. TENNESSEE 37902

September 24, 1975

The Honorable George F. Murphy, Jr.
Executive Director
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Murphy:

In accordance with your request of September 17, 1975, we have
reviewed the transcript of the September 16, 1975, Joint Committee
hearing on the Browns Ferry fire and prepared answers to your
additional questions. Our comments and responses are enclosed.

Very truly yours,

"Aubr J. Wagner
C,.b&,'rman of the Board

Enclosure
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Enclosure

_Question 1

How close, in TVA's view, was the plant to having a serious accident--such
as fuel damage or core meltdown--which might have presented a serious public
health and safety problem? Describe briefly and factually the equipment re-
maining in operation or which could be made operable within the necessary
time frame to prevent core damage. Summarize both the regular and "emergency"
function of this equipment. Show whether the availability of and need for
this equipment was perceived during the time of the accident, and state the
degree of confidence in whether this equipment would actually have been used,
if needed.

Answer

Because there was always more than one means available to supply water to the

reactor in quantities sufficient to keep the core covered, the likelihood of

fuel damage due to the fire event was, for all practical purposes, nonexistent.

With the ability to keep the reactor fuel covered with water and with primary

and seconda-y containment intact, there was no serious threat to public health

and safety. The following is a summary of equipment remaining in operation

.or which could be made available during the fire event. These evaluations

are restricted to unit I since a review of the events makes it clear that

the adverse effects of the fire on unit 2 were far less than on unit 1 and

at all stages of the incident unit 2 had more capability for maintaining a

safe shutdown condition. In addition, due to a longer operating history,

the decay heat removal requirements were greater for unit 1. The capability

of many of the following components depends on the reactor system pressure.

For reference pressures see figure 5 of the statement of Jack E. Gilleland.

Steam turbine-driven feedwater pumps -3 pumps - capacity l0,800:gpm each

The function of the feedwater pumps is to supply water to the reactor during

power operation and during a per 4i following reactor shutdcwn while steam

pressure above 350 pounds still exists. The feedwater pumps have no emergency

function. These pumps were available at the time the fire occurred and remained
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Question I (continued)

available and in use until approximately five minutes after reactor shutdown

when they became unavailable due to closure of the main steam isolation valves

which cut off their steam supply. The status of the feedwater pumps was

known to the operator at all times. TVA systems analyses undertaken sub-

sequent to the fire event have revealed that there were alternate means

available by which the main steam isolation valves could have been opened,

thus making the steam-driven feedwater pumps available. This was not

considered by the plant operator during the fire event.

Condensate Booster Pumps -- 3 pumps - capacity 10,800 gpm each

Three condensate booster pumps have the normal function of supplying water

to the steam-driven feedwater pumps and supplying water directly to the

reactor at pressures less than 435 potinds per square inch. These pumps

have no assigned emergency function, but were available throughout the

fire event and one of these pumps was in continuous operation and supplied

water to the reactor after its pressure was reduced.

Condensate Hot-Well Pumps - 3 pumps - capacity 10,800 gpm each

The normal purpose of these pumps is to supply water to the condensate

booster pumps during normal operation. They have the capability of supplying

water directly to the reactor at pressures less than 160 pounds per squere

inch. They have no assigned emergency function. These pumps were available

and two were in continuous operation throughout the fire event. The status

of all three pumps was known to the operator.
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Question I (continued)

Control Rod Drive Pumps- one per unit plus one shared spare-
capacity 225 gpm each

Normally, one control rod drive pump is aligned to each reactor and one

spare is available which may be aligned to either reactor. The purpose

of these pumps is to supply operating water under pressure to the control

rod drive units as well as to supply cooling water for the control rod

drives. In normal operation, each of these pumps supplies 100 gpm of water

in the reactor while performing its assigned function. It has no emergency

function. During the fire event, one control rod drive pump was aligned to

each reactor and ran continuously throughout the event. Using controls

located in the control room, the operator increased the unit I pump flow

output to approximately 130 gpm. Had the operator opened an accessible

manual valve in the reactor building, the flow could have been increased

to 225 gpm. The availability of the common spare pump was known but the

pump was not operated. In addition, the unit 2 pump could have been

aligned to unit 1, but the operator did not perceive this mode of operating

at that time.- However, as indicated in our testimony, the unit I pump alone

would have been adequate.

Standby LiquiS Ccntrol Pumps - 2 pumps - capacity 56 gpm each

Standby liquid control pumps had the assigned emergency function of injecting
up to

a boron solution into a reactor at/full pressure should the normal shddown

method fail. Using a test mode, these pumps could have beenused to supply

in excess of 100 gpm of demineralized vacer )n each reactor.. These pumps

were not used but the operator was aware of this capability.
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Reactor Core Isolation Coolant - one pump - capacity 600 gpm

The RCIC system is not considered a part of the nuclear safety systems but

provides high-pressure makeup water to the reactor vessel if the feedwater

system does not operate properly or if the reactor becomes isolated and the

coolant inventory is decreasing. The pump is steam driven. normally using

steam from the reactor vessel but in a test mode may be operated using

steam from an auxiliary boiler. This requires installation of a short

piece of pipe available for that purpose which requires approximately one

hour to install. The RCIC was initially available and was shut down by the

operator since it was not required. Approximately five minutes after reactor

shutdown, the RCIC system became unavailable in its normal configuration due

to closure of a steam supply valve. It appears that this system could have

been made available within an hour had the'operator made the decision to

install the spool piece to establish a steam flow path from the auxiliary

boiler. During the fire event, the operator did place the auxiliary boiler

into operation and bring it to full steam pressure.

High Pressure Coolant Injection - one pump - 5,000 gpm capacity

The high pressure coolant injection system operates using reactor steam as

a driving force. It has no normal function but has the emergency function of

supplying high pressure water to the reactor during a loss of coolant accident.

The HPCT was initially available to the operator but was shut down since it was

not required. The HPCI became unavailable approximately five minutes after

reactor shutdovn and wad unavailable throughout the remainder of the fire event.
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Question I (continued)

Residual Heat Removal - 4 pumps - 10,000 gpm capacity each

The RHR is a multipurpose system. In the low pressure coolant injection mode,

it Is intended to supply water to the reactor at pressur. i less than 300 pounds

during the loss of coolant event. In the torus cooling mode, it has the normal

and emergency purpose of circulating suppression chamber water through heat

Axchangers as a means of controlling suppression chamber temperatures. It

has the capability of spraying water into the drywell during a loss of coolant

accident thereby limiting containment pressure and temperature. In the shut-

down cooling mode, with reactor vessel pressure below 100 psig, it circulates

.reactor vessel water through a heat exchanger and back to the pressure vessel.

The RHR system was initially available in all modes. During the fire, damage

to valve and pump wiring disabled two of the RHR pumps. Use of the other two

pumps was temporarily lost until power was restored to the valves which were

required to line up the system for operation. At approximately 4:30 p.m.,

two RHR pumps were aligned in the torus cocling mode but were not used be-

cause of the possibility that during the valve alignment without position

indication the pump discharge piping may have been drained and to start a

pump on an empty pipe had the potential of system damage. The status of the

system was known to the operator but conditions never were such that use of

the available components under these circumstances was Justified. The RHR

syst-m was placed into service in both the torus cooling and shutdown cooling

modes later in the night after a procedure was prepared to manually align

and check the systema under existing conditions.
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question 1 (continued).

Standby Coolant Supply - 2 pumps - 4,500 gpm capacity each

Browns Ferry has the capability to supply river water directly to the reactor,

at pressures less than 185 pounds using RHR service water pumps. These pumps

.ran continuously throughout the fire event and this capability was known to

the operator. Circumstances did not Justify use of *-'s extreme measure since

use of river water instead of clean dimeralized water might Jeopardize future

operability of the reactor. The piping arrangement of this system is such that

had the RHRSW pumps become inoperable, any other pumping means such as a fire

truck could have been used to pump any available water, including river water,

into the reactor through this system. Although this capability was recognized,

its use was not seriously considered.

Core Spray System - 4 'pumps - 3,100 Rpm capacity each

The core spray system is provided to supply coolant to the reactor at pressures

less than 300 pounds during the loss of coolant accident event. The core spray

system Initially aligned and was shut down by:the operator because it was not

needed. Two of the core spray pumps became unavailable due to the fire damage

and the position of the valves in the core spray system was not known to the

operator because of loss of position indication. After the fire, it was deter-

mined that had the remaining two core spray pumps been operated, water injection

into the reactor would have occurred. Core spray pump operation was not an

avenue pursued by the operator during the fire event, but the operator did

give consideration to trying it in the event other means to supply water to

the reactor were lost.
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Condensate Transfer Pumps -2 Pumps -1,000 gpm each

One of t he normal functions of the two condensate transfer pumps is to

supply charging water to the discharge piping of the core spray and RHR

Pumps. The system could have been used to put water into the reactor

vessel at low pressure, less than 85 psi, by closing a head tank isolation

valve and opening the inboard isolation valve on either core spray or RHR

system. These pumps were not used, but the operator was aware of this

capability.

Question 2

There had been a past history of small fires at the Browns Ferry Plant.
WJhy hadn't preventive actions been taken by TVA? (Inspection Report,
pageI-)

Answer

The plant operators were aware of one small fire which had occurred on

Thursday, March 20, 1975. This fire had been discussed in a meeting of plant

supervisors on Friday, March 21, and investigative 0forts were in progress.

Plant management was not aware of any other minor fires which may have occurred

in this material because they were not reported. TVA has since made procedural

changes controlling the use of open flames, fire reporting, and use of fire

attendants when activities with a fire potential are in progress.

Question 3

Apparently, there was considerable difficulty with finding sufficient operable
air breathing equipment (Inspe~tion Report 1-13). Why hadn't TVA fire inspectors
detected this situation in their normal periodic inspections of fire equipment?

Answer

TVA believes that the emergency breathing apparatus was well maintained. Plant

procedures for the care of this equipment were in effect and were being used,

and the specified quantity of equipment was available.
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Question 3 (continued)

Some air cylinders which were in the shop for reconditioning and were

specifically marked were inadvertently brought to the scene of the fire,

but they were not used and did not endanger personnel safety.

TVA investigations identified some problems with the air masks consisting

of service life limitations, recharging deficiencies, and isolated cases

of improper operator use. TVA has taken action to resolve these difficulties.

TVA investigations did not identify any deficiencies associated with the

plant's inspection and maintenance program for breathing apparatus.

Question 4

Does TVA have an internal safety review committee to assess plant operating
practices? At what level of management was the open flame inspection
procedure approved?

Answer

TVA does have internal committees to review operating practices. At the

time of the fire, procedures required review of construction activities by

a licensed senior reactor operator to determine if safety considerations

were involved. The senior reactor operator was empowered to authorize

activities not having safety significance. Those activities recognized as

having safety significance were reviewed by the Plant Operations Review

Committee to determine if the necessary prerequisites have been met to

authorize their performance. The leak test activities in progress at the

time of the fire initiation had been reviewed and approved by tit senior

reactor operator-who did not recognize the-safety- significance of this activity
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Quebtion 4 (continued)

and did not recognize that an open flame would be used. TVA has made

procedural changes requiring plant supervisory review of all significant

activities and review by the plant quality assurance staff to verify that

all significant activities are supported with adequate instructions necessary

for their performance. These reviews are a prerequisite to activity authorization

by the plant superintendent.

Question 5

How often have NRC inspection and enforcement personnel visited the plant and
when was the last such visit? What infractions were reported at that time,
and were any of these still uncorrected at the time of the fire? If so, did
any of these contribute to the accident or its aftermath in any way?

Answer

The NRC inspection and enforcement personnel ha,, Inspected the operation and

construction activities at Browns Ferry Nucleir Plant 206 times prior to

March 22. 1975. Prior to the fire, the NRC inspectors averaged three inspections

per month. The last visits by the NRC inspectors prior to the fire were on

February 25-28 and March 21, 1975. The su-ary of findings of that inspection

and TVA's responses to those findings are attached. The only unresolved in-

fraction concerned the format and method of approval of certain procedures

relating to the nonradiological monitoring program. None of these items

were related in any manner to the fire event.

,, ,o "
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ATTACHMENT TC QUESTION 5 AND ANSWER

Excerpt from NRC Inspection Report from Visit of February 25-28 and March 20, 1975

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

I. Enforcement Items

A. Infractions

1. Contrary to Appendix B Technical Specification 2.2.3, the total
residual chlorine in the condenser cooling water discharge was
not monitored on a weekly basis when the auxiliary raw cooling
water systems were being chlorinated.

This infraction had the potential for causing or contributing to
an occurrence related to health and safety.

2. Contrary to Appendix B Technical Specifieation 5.5.1 written
•procedures for the in-plant nonradiological monitoring program
had not been prepared by the Dl',ision of Power Production.

This infraction had the potential for causing or contributing
to an occurrence related to health and safety.

B. Deficiencies

I. Contrary to Appendix B Technical Specification 5.3.2 an audit of
the in-plant nonradiological environmental monitoring program
had not been conducted.

2. Contrary to Appendix A Technical Specification 6.3.A.1 the reactor
was twice started up on a period shorter than the period permitted
by the startup operating procedure.

TVA Responses to NRC Inspecticn Report from Visit of FebruaKy 25-28 and
March 21, 197 5

l.A.1 - The technical specifications required that total residual chlorine in
the condenser cooling water dfschp-ýa be determined weekly during periods when
the raw cooling water system v'as being chlorinated. We met this specification
by measuring the ccncentr~tion in the auxiliary r-w cnoling water flows and
computing the concen raticn in the main condenser cooling water discharge to
the river based up)n the relative flow volumes of the two systems. lecausc
of the very low residual chlorine concentration in the condenser cooling
water discharge, dirz'ct measurement with accuracy was impractical using
standard instrumentation and techniques. To avoid future misunderstandings
with the Inspection and Enforcement Branch, the technical specifications have
been revised to speci:.ically authorize the method in use for determining
residual chlorine levels. We deny that the alleged infraction had the potential
for causing or contributing to an occurrence related to health and safety.
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ATTACIHIENT TO QUESTION 5 AND ANSWER

I.A.2 - Written procedures were in effect for the in-plant nonradiological
monitoring program but had been approved by plant section supervisors rather
than the plant superintendent. A system of environmental surveillance instructions
is being assembled to ensure uniformity and to provide a means to document
requirement compliance. These instructions will be approved by the plant
superintendent and will be completed prior to the return of any unit to service.

I.B.1 - TVA was in error in not conducting this audit during calendar year
1974. This was due, in part, to the ever-changing audit requirements. At
the time this deficiency was noted, the audit was scheduled to be conducted
in the second quarter of calendar year 1975. The audit was conducted on
schedule and will be conducted annually hereafter.

I.B.2 - Except for minor details, the facts contained in the NRC report con-
cerning this alleged deficiency are essentially accurate. At the time of
the occurrence, the referenced operating instruction read as follows: "Observe
the period meter when pulling rods, and govern withdrawal rate to avoid having
a period shorter than 60 seconds." The operator was following the procedure in
that he was observing the period meter and power level indication when pulling
rods and was governing rod withdrawal in the most conservative, prudent manner
with a one-notch-at-a-time withdrawal, waiting between notches. The reactivity
change resulting from the smallest incremental movement between notches 12 and
14 was sufficient to give a period shorter than 60 seconds. The operator im-
mediately inserted the rod a sufficient amount to stop che power increase.
Following confirmation of, this high notch worth, the rod program was revised.
At no time was rod worth great enough to be. a significant safety concern.
The operating procedure has been revised tn a less conservative direction to
permit shorter periods without threat of violation.
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Question 6

Why had the material around the penetration in question not been coated with
flamemastic? -Why had this penetration not been adequately filled vith them
in the first place? Was operation of the plant under these conditions in
violation of NRC regulations?

Answer

Flamemastic was not present on all penetrations because it had been necessary

to run additional cable through some penetrations during the accomplishment of

plant improvement modifications. It was work prerequisite to reapplication of

flamemastic material that led to the fire ignition.

The primary purpose of the polyurethane material was to seal around conductors

leading into the secondary containment area. There was no requirement that

individual penetrations be leak tight, but there was a requirement that the

licensee be able to maintain 1/4 inch of water vacuum in the secondary contain-

ment with an in-leakage of less than 9,000 cfm. This requirement was always met.

The design of the penetration seal provided for coating completed penetrations

with a flamemastic material. The fire barrier function of the flamemastic

coated penetration seals is not mentioned in the Final Safety Analysis Report

or other license documents. Because of this, TVA did not consider operation

of the plant, under the conditions which existed, to be in violation of NRC

regulations.

Question 7

Do you consider that TVA was adequately prepared to fight this fire? Are
you making any changes to fire control plans and procedures as a result of
this fire? Are there any actions that should have been taken by NRC or the
state that might have enabled TVA to better respond to the situation?
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Question 7 (continued)

Answer

TVA exhibited adequate preparation for handling a fire emergency situation

by effectively implementing emergency plans and actions zhat ensured reactor

safety and control of the fire. Reactor safety was of paramount importance

and was assured at all times. The fire in the cable spread4ng room was con-

trolled and suppressed at all times until extinguishment occurred. The fire

in the reactor building remained in an extremely slow propagatin'g, controlled

condition until extinguishment occurred. Although preparations were adequate

and effectively implemented, the cable tray fire has resulted in a reappraisal

of TVA's program of fire prevention and protection for Browns Ferry. Immediate

actions taken to improve fire protection at Browns Ferry have included expanding

and improving the fire training of fire brigade members and leaders; establishing

controls for cutting, welding, and open flames; providing trained fire watches

in special areas during restoration work; providing additional portable fire-

fighting equipment; and improving the scope and frequency of fire surveys.

Design studies have been conducted to identify needed improvements in the

fixed fire protection systems, fire water systems and related fire protection

such as sealing penetrations, fire walls, etc.

TVA knows of no action that could have been taken by NRC or the State that would

have improved our response and handling of the fire emergency at Browns Ferry.

Question 8

What improvements does TVA believe desirable to maLe in the procedures used to
notify the State of Alabama health officials and other local and county civil
defense and police officials in the event of incidents like the Browns Ferry
fire?
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Question 8 (continued)

Answer

Notification of State of Alabama health officials and other local officials

of the Browns Ferry fire was carried out in accordance with the provisions

in the Radiological Emergency Plan. These notifications were effective,

and TVA does not plan to make any changes to the notification procedures.

On September 18, 1975, TVA staff met with representatives of all local,

county, and state agencies required to respond to an emergency at Browns

Ferry. The primary discussion involved prompt notification of appropriate

groups. Additionally, periodic reorientation meetings (ac least annually)

will be held with these organizations.

I .Question 9

According to the WRC report (11-7), there was considerable concern on the
part of the operators that the water level might drop below the top of active
fuel. Is that an accurate statement, and what would the consequences have
been if the fuel had indeed been uncovered?

Answer

Maintaining an adequate water level in the reactor at all times is a primary

concern of the operators. However, as indicated in the TVA testimony, the

reactor cores were idequately cooled throughout the event and the water level

remained above the reactor fuel. The reactor fuel can be uncovered for short

periods of time without exceeding fuel cladding temperature of 2200' F. At

this temperature, the core geometry is still amenable to cooling and the

cladding would not fail upon the subsequent quenching by the addition of

cooling water. Studies also show that keeping the water level above 2/3 of the

hacti'e fuel is sufficient to limit the peak temperature to below 900" F.
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Question 10

You note on page 4 that both units 1 and 2 were shut down shortly after
anomalous events began to occir. Could this fire, or any fire, cause
an inability to scram? What is the basis for your response?

Answer

The March 22 fire did not result in the loss of the ability to scram nor

will any other fire result in the loss of the ability to scram. This

response is based on the diversity and separation designed into the

reactor protection system. The reactor protection system is fail-safe

in that the failure modes in any of the logic and control circuits that would

be involved in a fire results in a scram. Loss of electric power to the reactor

protection system results in a scram.

Question 11

What has TVA's experience been with respect to fires in its fossil-fired
units? How does this compare with that of its nuclear units?

Answer

T"JA's overall experience with respect ts fires in its fossil-"ired plants

has been quite favorable. :n cperating 63 fossil-fired units at 12 majcr

stea.m plants, 7;A has experienced only two serious fires, one at -he one-u.nit

Bull .hun Stea& Plant in June of i.e, which resulted in a plant zutage of

eight weeks, and the other at Unit 7 of the Widcws Creek S'e- Plant in

Septe-.ber of i90C, which resulted in an outage of six weeks. Cf course,

as in stIlar major industrial :opera.tions, -here haYe teen o--her - fino frer.

F7or exaz•le, in the fo'ur-year perind fro= 1T! t: ,resent 'here were I- suo-h

small fires, 15 --f which invl'lved :nly !ooal d.*e to eqoiprent .nd tw: :f

which, thug-4h _:re sianificart, did no- result in =zre ona few da._' ota~e.
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These latter included a coal silo fire at Cumberland Steaem Plant in September

of 1973, and a crusher building fire at Shawnee Steam Plant in September of 1974.

The Bull Run fire was ignited when a fuel oil gasket failed allowing the fuel

to spray on hot equipment. The resulting fire burned up through eighit levels

of the boiler bay, causing de..age to several pieces of equipment such as lube

oil pu-pz and ducting, as well as numerous cable trays which were in the bays.

The fire was controlled and extinguishea in % fairly short pericd of time

using water. The Widows Creek fire involved the unit 7 boiler fuel pump-

turbine in that a line flange separated and sprayed fuel oil on hot surfaces,

:ausirg Igniticn. Extensive d4sage resulted to boiler associated equipment

and c:cntrols.

C•r operating experience at nuclear power plants has not been sufficient

to allow us tD say that ex-perien:e with fires at nuclear plants will be

sizilar to that at :'r fossil-fired plants.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: JCAE/STATE OF ALABAMA

lETTrE DATED SEPT. 17, 1975, MuRPHY To GODWIN, WITH ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS
FOR STATE OF ALABAMA

RESPONsE BY ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

JOINT CoMmiTrEE o.N ATOOMIC E WToY,
U!.S. CONGRESS.

Washington, D.C., Sgeptember 17. 1975.
Mr. AUBR.E GoDwiN,
DitjAion of Radiological Health,
,tIrte Health Department, Montgomery,..41a.

DEAR MR. GODWIN: Enclosed is the transcript of the Septemlier 16. 1975. hearing
,im the Browns Ferry fire. You should review and make any neces.sary corrections
tf your testimony in accordance with the instructions attached to the transcript.
Al.o enclosed is a list of additional questions on your testimony which the Com-
nittee would like you to provide answers to for the record..

Since we are endeavoring to publish and distribute the hearing as rapidly as
iwosible. it would be appreciated if you would return the corrected transcript and
yomr answers to the additional questions by no later than September 30. 1975.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.
Sincerely yours.

GEOROE F. MURPHY. Jr..
Rzecutire Director.

Enclosures:

44t'VETTON FOR AU1BREY GODWIN fSTATE OF ALABAMA). BROWNS FERRY HEARING.

SEPTEMBF.R 1C, 1975

1. What are the responsibilities( of the Division of Radiological Health (of the
State Department of Health) with respect to the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant?

2. Do you have any review or approval functions with regard to any aspect
4of nuclear power plant siting, design, constructioin or operation in the State of
Alabama? Do you believe you should have such functions?

3. In your opinion, did the State receive adequate and timely Information from
the TVA regarding the fire so that the State could effectively monitor the situa-
lion and take any corrective action necessa4iry?

4. The NRC report also indicates that. during the course of the fire and upon
loeing informed of the status of events, the Division of Radiological Health con-
cluded that the core cooling system %tas degraded and must he watched. To whom
were these olbservations made. and what actions were taken as a result?

5. Wha.t actions, if any. does the State plan to take as a result of this accident?
Are any changes to emergency planning or radiological monitoring procedures
efontemplated?

6. According to the NRC reliort fTV- 13) some consideration was to be given
to requ-sting additional appiropriations from the State to increase surveillance
activities around reactor sites. Has any action teen taken with respect to this
recommendation?

[Response dated September 25. 1976 subsequently received follows:]
(886)
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Answers to Questions of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy

1. What are the responsibilities of the Division of Radiological .,ealth (of the State
Department of Health) with respect to Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant?

Response:

Alabama Law assigns the State Board of Health (Alabama Department of Public
Health) the following responsibilities:

I. Regulatory control of all sources of ionizing radiation consistent with
Federal Regulatory Control of byproduct, source and special nuclear material.

2. During emergencies the Alabama Department of Public Health shall issue
such orders as necessary to protect the public health and safety from sources
of ionizlng radiation.

3. The Alabama Department of Public Health -hall inform the Governor of all
invasions or threatened invasions of disease.

In sum•ary, control of ionizing radiation sources from the reactors on the
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant site is Federal; control of ionizing radiation sources
off the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant site, including discharges in excess of U.S.
Njuclea.r Pegulatory Cornission limits is by the Alaba-.a Department of Public
Health.

2. DC you have any review or approval functions with regard to ary aspect of nuclear

power plant siting, design, construction, or operation in the State of Alabama?

oesponse:

Our legislative mandate requires- us to review any source of ionizing rad.ation
wnich !ay have a public health or safety inpact, regardless of who licenses the
.se of te source. To carry out this mandate, we regularly participate in all
lif-sing proceedings for nuclear power plants in Alabama. In these proceedings,
1 ..,e !ave reason to believe that inappropriate siting criteria, design, con-

striction or operation is proposed, we will oppose the application. Certain
,:crtions of the plant design, construction and operation not related to radiation
cbr,trol may be under the regulatory ccntrol of other Divisions of the Alabama
ý_,:art-ent of Public Health or other Agencies of the State of A10tama.

:o ,oj 'Lelleve you should have such finctions?

If •u are asking should a prograin similar to the Agree.ent State program be
usalivd for nuclear power plants, -y answer is '4O.

71-e 'ý%c.-ir.; are my reasons:

A. %co state agency presertly has an a~e•ate staff to ýo the necessary multi-
discihline r-eiew of a rclear .ý,er plant. To ac;.ire the necessary staff,
i tlte .o.ld *,ave to tptrd s,,stdntia! si-s of alrt.dy short funds.
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B. A given state will likely have only 2 4 sites and may get "stale" in its
review of the operations of such o small number of facilities.

If you are asking should a state review these functions and take a position,
my answer is YES.

I suggest that the following should be considered by the Joint Committee on
Atomnic Energy:

Those matters adjudicated as a part of a state process should not be
readjudicated by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, but should ac-
cept tne sworn testimony and conclusions of the State Agency. This should
not prevent the U.S. Nuclear Regu'atory Commission from coming to a dif-
efe•ent-conclusion from the State Agency on the overall project. However,
the U.S. NJuclear Regulatory Co.irnission should not be able to overrule a
State Agency denial of a certificate of necessTy or polution discharge
permit. This should shorten the current hearing process, yet permit the
hearing board to make the determinations required by NEPA.

3. In your opinion, did the State receive adequate and timely inforration from the TVA
regarding the fire so that the State could effectively nonitor the situation and
take any corrective action necessary?

Response:

I do not feel that the State of Alabama was inforaied of the fire as protiptly a
•.e desired. Sitsequently, te ha-e clarified our position on notification by
the TVA to include, not only radiation related events, but any event requiring*c-*.eeency assistance by "off site" agehcies. Once notified, the State was properl.
infor.Tn.d of this situation.

4. T7.e '.;C rupert also indicates that, during the coirse of the fire and upon being in-
f=,r-ed of the statis of events, the Division of ladiological Health ,:oncluded that
trie tre tooliry systce ý..is dejra3ded and rust te watched. To ý,hon -..ere these obser-
'.:ti~., r,S .. J(, and v,'ýat actions -.tre taper, as a rt.ult?

*,Cse ,.c' •,s h re jiv,.=n to:

A. :.'r. •w.T. ý;illis, r~ire,.tor
Er., r~r" tal Pealth ,,' .4r,',3t,-ation

6. Ira L. ý-'.yers, M..D.
t te i.:calth fi r

'Le .'ctibns'.-;..en !~ ld d

7A. . e ct wi t 'cn of '.he , I_. Ati~t1n ' ;-r-.>ncy P'i
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B. The activation of air sampling stations near Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant

C. The notification of Governor Geo-ge C. Wallace

D. The close attention given to the current status of the reactors during each
contact with the TVA

5. What actions, if any, does the state plan to take as a result of this accident? Are
any changes to emergency planning or radiological monitoring procedures contemplated?

Response:

The State has taken the following actions as a result of its review of this ac-
cident:

A. Check and update the telephone directory at'least every six months. The
latest amendment to the Alabama Radiation E'ergency Plan containing such
changes is dated Septeber 1. 1975.

B. Require each recipient of the Alabama Radiation E-er~ency Plan to document
filing of changes. This procedure started with the Se;te-'er 1, 1975,
amerJment.

C. Now included in the Alabama Radiation Emergency Plan is a s:a:e7e-nt defining
state and local responsibilities for informing officials of ti-e Plan.

D. Arrangements have been made with the TVA to notify this Agency any tire
e.=ergency assistance is requested of an "off-site" agency. Tnis is rot
a part of the Alaba.-7a Radiation Emergency Plan since these calls wil-ot
be about a'radiological incidnet. Potential radiological incidtnts will
remain a porticn of the Alabama Padiation E7ergency Plan.

6. According to the ';RC (V-13) so-.,e consi-eration 4as to be sircn to , ;..estirg ziti:ral
4ppropriations from the state to increase aurveillar.ce activities a,'ýr:jrd ,'•cr lites.
Has any acLion been taken with respect to this rvcc-.-trdation?

Res;onse:

The Diviion of Padiological iealth's b.jd;et for the iear en3i" )e tcer 23, 175
cunsistcd of the followinrg sources of funds:

Are-eral Fund

TraflnfLrrf-4d to the Division from ftrds
ipprcpriated for -e-reral ublic Iealth
usc--Cigarette Tax

U.S. %rclt ar r.~zr Cnitsi.g
c.,ntract for r• • r.-n t r g,5 .]
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The Alabama Department of Public Health proposed in its 1976 budget the following:

General Fund $159,868.00

To be transferred to-the Division
from funds appropriated for general
public health use--Cigarette Tax

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
contract for reactor monitoring

12,000.00

6,500.00
V78. 368.00Total

The
the

budget bill HB No. 490 in the current substitute proposes for
followbig:

the Division

General Fund

To be transferred to the Division
from funds appropriated for general
public health use--Cigarette Tax

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
contract for reactor monitoring

$35,510.00

36,490.00

6,500.00
"$128,500.00To ta l

The Department of Public Health requested the introduction of a fee bill which
would permit the charging of fees for radioactive material licenses and the
the registration of sources of radiation. This is HB No. 967.

The projected revenue from this bill is $158,000 of which $22,000 would
available to the Divi-`-n. These funds would replace the Cigarette Tax
and would allow for e4- •ment expenditures not proposed in the original
nental Budget.

not be
funds
Depart-

This bill is currently pending before the House of Representatives of the
Legislature.
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HEALTH and SAFETY

United States Atomic Energy Commission

ISSUE NO. 170 September 10, 1963

FOAMED POLYUREThANE FIRE PROVES DIFFICULT TO CONTROL

While the incident described below did not occur at an AEC facility, the lessons
learned are of interest at AEC locations utilizing foamed polyurethane.

The incident occurred in * sphere (diameter 41') containing a 12'x 12'x 10'
room designed to provide a very high degree of sound absorption through the use
of numerous large pieces of foamed polyurethane which were individually shaped
in the form of pyramids and bonded to an external metal framework. Eleven hours
following the conduction of a test, this room was entered and nothing unusual
was reported to have been noted. Approximately five hours later, when the rooml
was next entered, smoke was noted coming from two of the pyramids. These were
removed and work on modifying the ceiling of the room continued. From the de-
tails of the ensuing events given below, it is apptrent that what was initially
thought to be a minor fire problem turned out to be a complex firefighting task
that could not be solved by application of large quantities of inert gas or
thousands of gallons of water.

Work continued with two employees on top of the room walls drilling holes in
angle iron support frames with portable electric drills. Smoke became evident
in the room and fire in another part of the structure. One employee attempted
to remove the burning pyramids while the fire department was being called.
Smoke conditions were such that, without breathing equipment, the efforts to
remove the burn:ng materials had to be abandoned.

Upon arrival at 12:55 i.m., the fire department found light smoke coming out
of the top and bottom %f the sphere. The technician in charge requested that
water be avoided, if possible, because of the possible damage it would do to
electronic test equipment in the setup. An attack on the fire was made with
CO2 extinguishers which had little or no effect. Smoke increased until visi-
bility was less than one foot.

A booster line was taken into the bottom opening of the sphere. Firefighters
donned self-contained breathing apparatus and attacked the fire with water,
which seemed to be controlling the surface fires. Visibility by this time was
zero. A 2h" line was laid from the nearest hydrant (500' distant) and a 750
gpm pumper was placed in operation. This line was wyed into two lI" lines,
which were taken to the top opening of the sphere.
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ISSUE NO. 170 September 13, 1965

A blower was placed in the lower openingoin an effort to force out some of the
smoke and improve visibility. The water applied from the top was able to reach
two sides of the room; however, this knocked down burning insulaticn to provide
a heavy bed of glowing coals in the bottom of the sphere.

For approximately two hours this conditicn existed: a lh" fog nozzle was used at
the top opening discharging 90 gpm: a lI" fog nozzle at the same location wa's used
to protect the plyboard structure; and a 1½" line was operated through the bottom
openirg. Firefighters on top were able to oper3te without breathing equipment,
but no entry through the bottom was posoible without complete respiratory pro-
tecticn. Water was being drained out through plugs that were removed from the
bottom of the sphere and was running out of the access hole where the attack was
being made on the fire. It was evident that the overall temperature of the
structure was being kept to a safe level but the water was doing nothin- to ex-
tinguish fires within the pyramids.

The top hose was shut down and an exhaust fan placed over the opening to reduce
smoke within the structure. Smoke conditions improved and firefighters were able
to pick out hotspots and remove burning panels. A pole was used to break open
the pyramids and improve accessibility to the deep-seated fires. A fire watch
was posted until 9:00 p.m. when security was turned over to the guard force.

During the fire, approximately 75 tanks of breathing air, at leabt 24,000 gal-
lons of water, and considerable quantities of carbon dioxide were used.

This incident pointed out the need for:

(a) A better appreciation of polyurethane fire risks by all personnel in-
volved.

(b) Smoke-ejecting equipment and additional portable breathing equipment.

(c) Prompt notification of the fi.e department in case of any small fire.

(d) Ccnsideration of attaching polyurethane so that it can be removed more

easily in case of fire. (Note: No method is currently known for
effectively controlling deep-seated fires within large pieces of
foamed polyurethane.)

Division of Operational Safety
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington 25, D. C.
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HEALTH and SAFETY
7 _7

United States Atomic Energy Commission

ISSUE NO. 25% July 14, 1967

R1E"T FOAMED POLYURETWANE FIRES ON
IIR-AEC FACILITIES

Incident #1

While cutting off bolts on the outside of an enclosed 20' x 20' x 80' test
facility, two hot bolts and some molten metal fell (illustration 1) and
lodged between the exterior aluminum wall cladding and the interior sprayed-
on polyurethane insulation. Shortly thereafter, a firevatch smelled swmke
and, after picking up an extinguisher, ran into the building but was immedi-
ately driven off by the intense heat and smoke. Smoke coming from the top
of the toyw: attracted attention of fire department personnel who responded
without waiting for receipt cf a fire alarm. Intense smoke and heat prevent oW
entrance through any opening into the building interior. Conduct of effective
firefighting, even by personnel using self-contained respirators, was iqpos-
sible. Hose streams applied to the external top of the building were ineffec-
tive. During the 2 0-minute duration of the blaze, periodic explosive sounds
were beard, followed by puffs of smoke and fire.

Illustration 2 shows the point, 16' above floor level, at which hot bolts
penetrated into the building interior to initiate a "chimey" fire which, as
shown in illustrations 3 and 4, extended upward about 4'. Above this point,
the blaze fanned out both vertically and horizontally to coasum virtually
all of the foamed polyurethane fuel in its path (see illustration 5) while
leaving lower building wall portions unaffected.

We understand that subsequent foamed polyurethane tests demonstrated ability
to ignite test specimens with an acetylene torch but that self-sustaining
combustion of the urethane did not persist after removal of the torch. Red
hot bolts place. ou other test specimens reportedly produced smoke and char-
ring but no flame. These (and other) tests by the company were interpreted
as showing that the polyurethane insulation did possess fire-resistant prop-
erties, but that under particular conditions of flame or sparks, and with the
proper amounts of air, the material was proved capable of supporting and sus-
taining combustion. It was concluded that polyurethane insulation shold not
be used where there is a possibility of an open flame and spark and where 3
limited amount of air is present but that the insulation could be used where

(over)
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ISMU NO. 254 July 14, 196o.'

I

- Illustration I - - Illustration 2 -

Location "A" Indicates the position
of the two one-inch carbon steel
bolts which were burned off the sup-
port walkway.

Location "B" indicates the point of
penetration into the tower.

Location 'C" is a
the area indicated
in illustration 1.

closeup shot of
I as Location "B"

(cont imid)

-2-
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- Illustration 3 - - Illustration 4 -

Indicates the "chimney" where the
fire started within the tower. The
area behind the I-beam is a corner.

Indicates results of the fire behind
the I-beam depicted in Illustration
3. Fire burned int.e "chimney" ap-
proxiaately four or five feet ver-
tically before horizontal siDv-"
occurred.
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ISSUz NO. 254 July 14, 1967 --

- Illustration 5 -

Indicates completeness of burning. Note that only a small amount
of urethane insulation remains after the fire and is charred.

- 4-
(cont inued)
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IssUm Po. 2.54 July 14, 1967

an infinite amount of air, or no air, was present. We understand that this
conclusion will be implemented by applying foamed polyurethane to the build-
ing exterior but that in doing so extensive care w'll be taken to avert void
aream, frequent noncombustible firebreaks vill be provided, and a fire-
resistant coating will be applied to the externally exposed portions of the
insulation. (Note: While the conclusion concerning accentuated polyurethane
combustibility under conditions involving restricted access to air was found
surprising, It Is of interest to note that all reports of polyurethane fire
known to this office have uniformly stressed the profuse generation of dense
smoke, a fact suggesting credibility of combustion under conditions limiting
fire access to oxygen. It is suspecte,. by many that the heat Insulating
properties of the foam may also play " major role in influencing urethane
combust ion.)

Incident #2

This incident occurred within a reactor containment enclosure. Smoke was
noted about three hours after foamed polyurethane insulation had been sprayed
onto some piping. Identification of the fire source was seriously impeded by
the high density of the smoke. Using self-contained respirator equipment, it
was found that the recently applied insulation was smoldering and was the
source of "considerable smoke and soot." Roughly two hours after its detection,
and after applying the contents of a large portable extinguisher, tripping a
built-in CO2 fire extinguishing system, and application of water sprays, the
fire was extinguished. Subsequent investigation revealed fire damage was con-
fined to insulation on a few pipelines, but smoke and soot damage was much
more extensive.

This fire was attributed to spontaneous ignition resulting from the use of
improper techniques in applying polyurethane foamed insulation. One report
on the incident stated:

"The curing process of the sprayed polyurethane insulation is exothermic.
If applied in successive layers without sufficient curing time, its
temperature will increase, breaking down its structure, and eventually
causing ignition."

Following the incident, it is understood that all remaining polyurethane in-
sulation was removed from the'affected facility and replaced with materials
considered to be loes hazardous.

(over).

-5-
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Co.rants

The problem of controlling polyurethane fire was previously emphasized in
HEALT ND SAFETY INFW•sATIGN Issue #170. Information concerning polyurethane
fire risks Is currently being gathered from a variety of sources. Analysis of
this information is complicated by clear disagreement a& to acceptable yard-
sticks for testing and evaluating these risks. Such conflicts are not surpris-
ing when it is recalled that many of the above-referenced tests, made following
incident #1, could individually have been construed as providing evidence
attesting that incident #1 could not occur. It is anticipated that a sumary
of findings resulting from study of urethane fire risks will be published
during the next few months.

Division of Operational Safety
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

Washington, D. C. 20545

GOO *Is 77
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ISENO. 331
W4 September 19, 197

THE UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSIOI

TWO FIRES INVOLVING URETHANE FOAM

The AEC recently experienced two fire losses in which polyurethane foam
plastics played a major role. Following is a brief description of these
fires, some background information on foams, and a summary of the les-
sons learned:

Occurrence Number 1

At a large laboratory, a number of accelerator beam tunnels of corrugated I
steel construction are connected to a 150- by 230-foot-experimental build-
ing. Near the far end of one 430-foot-long tunnel, workers were cutting a
bolt hole with a welding torch from the outside of the structure. The tunnel,
which is approximately 12-feet high, had been lined with a 1-1 /2-inch thick,
sprayed-on, polyurethane foam and during the cutting operation, this foam
was ignited. Although the resulting fire revealed a number of fire protec-
tion deficiencies, only the problem of the foam is discussed here.

It was intended that the foam for this tunnel meet a flame spread rating of
25 and a smoke developed rating of 50 or less in accordance with UL 723
"tunnel test. " The material that was actually installed was described as
"self-extinguishing" by the ASTM 1692-67T test, but it did not have a "tunnel
test" rating. In addition, it had been planned to coat the foam with an intu-
mescent paint, install a 10-foot, glass fiber insulation firebreak at the tunnel
end adjoining the experimental building and install a sprinkler water curtain
at this end. At the time of the fire, the sprinklers were installed but valved
off due to incomplete construction, the 10-foot firebreak was installed, and
150 feet of the foam closest to the experimental building were coated with a
fire-retardant (but non-intumescent) paint.

Despite the above considerations, the fire swept the entire 430-foot length
of the tunnel in less than 8 minutes, filled the laboratory with smoke, and
burned plastic-reinforced fiberglass panels and plastic windows in the ad-
joining wall of the laboratory. The fire progressed rapidly with intense
smoke development, similar to a test in a , ,--- .. " 4

I
4

4
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Research Establishment in the March 1972 issue of the English magazine
Fire. At the peak of the firefighting effort, over 2, 000 gallons of water
per minute were being applied to the fire by several fire departments.

Occurrence Number 2

A second incident occurred in a foundry-type building where urethane foam
panels had been installed in a 5 by 17 by 13-foot-high breakout station to
reduce noise levels. Lead-loaded vinyl curtains and plexiglass windows
constituted the remaining combustibles. Occasionally, a leaking mold al-
lows water to react with the hot metal, producing some pyrophoric residue
and flammable gas which sometimes flashes when the mold is inverted in
the breakout operation, resulting in a small fireball at the mouth of the pot.
In this instance, the vinyl material and urethane ignited and forced evacua-
tion of the building before the operators could take effective firefighting
action. Dense smoke built up so fast that an ionization-type smoke detector
some 260 feet south, in a separate room, alarmed within 5 minutes of the
initial "flash."

Although both the curtain material and the foam were sluppo-edly -elf-
extinguishing," tests showed the curtain material burned readily, pro-
ducing large amounts of smoke, and the foam burned as long as it was
exposed to flame. A test on a piece of older foam material showed that
it ignited and burned freely, indicating an adverse aging effect.

Background on Foams

Small scale laboratory tests have long been recognized as inadequate to
determine the fire properties of a material in large-scale applications.
ASTM D635 and Dl62 tests are used to compare relative flamrnmabilities
of plastic materials on a laboratory scale. Unfortunately, the terms "self-
extinguishing" or "slow burning" as defined by these laboratory scale tests
do not necessarily indicate a low combustibility in large scale wall and roof
covering applications. The unsuitability of this interpretation was best
demonstrated in an article in the NFPA quarterly for October 1962, wherein
J. W. Wilson, Chief Construction Engineer for the Factory Mutual Engine-
ering Division, utilized the tests to compare samples of four woods. Only
balsa wood was classified as "burning" by the D635 test; all other woods
were classified as "self-extinguishing.- The further unsuitability of the
D635 test for extrapolating into large scale applications is apparrnt fror. a
review of 1971-72 Nlodcrn Plastics Encyclopedia where 146 of 14- plastcs
tested in accordance with D635 were listed as "self-extinguishing," slow
burning.' etc.

Ccontinued,'
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The application of the fire retardant paint to the surface of the foam in
Occurrence 1 illustrates another difficulty in accepting test results with-
out a full understanding of the application. While the material used was
UL listed and FM approved, the applications applied to wood, masonry,
plaster, and drywall surfaces. The application instructions did not cover
the coating of foams. In fact, there is no fire retardant paint approved as
a protective coating for foams.

The AEC Health and Safety Information Bulletin number 254 of July 14,
1967, reports two urethane foam fires which demonstrate another problem
with these laboratory scale tests. While fire tests are performed by ex-
posing the source of ignition to the. exposed surface of the foam, fires have
resulted from the ignition source applied to the outside, or protected face,
or by a source, such as hot bolt, dropping between the metal wall and the
insulating foam. This may be a more severe exposure than the normal
test procedure since the heat may be concentrated by the insulating quality
of the foam rather than being dissipated by the open air atmosphere which
surrounds the normal test setup.

A summary of tests reported in the April 1973 issue of Fire concludes that
flame retarded foams may be as easy to ignite as untreated foams when
realistic ignition sources, such as a sheet of newspaper, are used. In
.fact, since the treated foams burned hotter, produced much denser smokeq
and at least as much carbon monoxide and hydrogen cyanide, it appears
that a "fire retardant" type of foam could be a greater hazard in life safety
situations than the untreated type,

The May 1974 issue of Fire Technology notes that the Urethane Safety
Group and the Plastics in Construction Council, both of the Society of the
Plastics Industry. have recently urged that the nation's building codes re-
quire that rigid urethane foam insulation be covered with a "suitable bar-
rier against ignition"' and not be left exposed after installation. The Ure-,
thane Safety Group is now preparing a new set of safety guidelines on appli-
cations which is expected to be available from the Society of the Plastics
Industry, Department U-100, 250 Park Avenue, New York, New York
10017, in the near future. Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Data Sheets
1-57 and 8-29 are useful guides regarding methods of protecting foams. In
the past, tests have been made on specific applications at AEC contractor
sites and various guidelines were developed for specific situations or
applications. In view of the current nationwide interest, the many tests
now being made, and the new test methods under development, AEC
criteria can be expected to change to reflect any new information.

Lessons Learned

While there are few significant new lessons to be learned from these two
occurrences, a number of old lessons are evidently worth relearning.4
Specifically:

(over)
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1. All new installations and modifications need a safety analysis--even
modifications required for safety reasons. This is not the first in-
stance in which a modification that was made to solve one safety
problem created another.

2. The suitability of materials for any application must be based on
the actual installation and its surrounding environment. Acceptance
of fire tests in particular is not valid unless the tests apply to the in-
tended installation. For example, a fire may be an acceptable risk
while the smoke or toxic fumes which are generated may not be
acceptable.

3. Merely citing that a material meets a test is meaningless without
specifying the limits that are acceptable to the user. Claims that
a product "meets a test" may be misleading in that tests merely
standardize how a test is performed, not what results are acceptable.
A statement that a plastic "meets ASTM E-84" (the tunnel test) is no
more a guarantee of fire safety than a statement that a concrete "meeti
ASTM C-143" (the slump test) is a guarantee of quality. In both cases
the user must specify the limit that is acceptable for his application.

4. Control of construction programs should consider sequencing of
hazardous operations. Cutting and welding operations should pref-
eral-y be completed before any necessary combustibles are iyntro-
d,,ced to the building. If this is not practical, it is preferable to
delay the hazardous work until the protection systems are in service.

5. Fire protection systems should be in service before the building or
equipment they protect is in service.

Division of Operational Safety
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545
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APPENDIX 13

COR)RESPO~(NDENCE: NCC ME

Exn~OF: oV ORRESPON DENCE: RflTWrwr.E NRC' AYII 1).%iin CoIET
MARci L1 4. 19175 TintotVGl II .%lI*T 4. 19175

litSz NESS ANDe PROFE.SSIONAL. PF'MPLE FORl
THr 1'tI*R.IC IXvTnF:-rE (1111).

WJILLIAM AYFR4
11. qirtntip. 1'*.S. No ,irtqr Reg~uln te'rpj Cigna , ir*in.

Vi eqy oif maialgramn selit this date toe Bernard C. Rau~ehe. JDire4 leer. E)Mfi* #if
Suelear Reactor Regulation, V.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coninikslon. Washington.
D).C. 20w555.

MIAR DI. Rustlul:: The' Maarvi =1 oeeeurresies lit Ikoekets Zpu-25!*. 50-2191. anud
34.-2mot6 represent at ieriecus fuilure tit meet the intent (if criterion 22.' Appiend~ix A.
IOVFR 50. Thereteere' loursaiuan too lOCFR 2.2006. 2.20W2. and 50.10)0. JI'I1 herebty
feer,:wIly reejuests you take the# feehleewinir ..joet-iflenetif Ins.

I i RevYi#w und ido-tify thos'e eejeeaotting nueleamr jmewt-r elalnts thilt fit) meft
fully Memijely with IEENI-217t eriterina tier nuelfear Iolower jelmiut lorfetectimil systenis1
and1( shoIw eause why the,&- plaiiats shouild fleet lee. reqjui red toe !,buat deewn aaitil they
uarfa retroefitted to meet maid criteria.

o2o Adopt regilastiesia reejaiiriti shmiltelewi est dije*r~ating. mailts at muIlti-imit
fac-ilities during laerilied when %%-@rk fm it unit uinder eeetastruetitan could~ emianjrop-
mzise the Integrity of the enginee~rt- safety finatures on ani opierating uinit fir units.

DAID ).vie IiiNS~tRF: (eMlY.
Wrf ire r *epvfj Epoo-Iirr'.nosa g Rujf i-lfcirch. lPi!.

1*.S. N'tct:t..R REM-1ATORY COM MISSION.

Mr. DVID I.VSIO~rCOMF Tah ingt'en. 1)1.. April A. 1975.

Iaireet'to fof Eti~~rjromeneDtvu r#'e#ir I1eixif .c.v,. lorrefor'x~i'el Pi-o,,Ipc fo~r the
Pie blie inle-reet. 10:# .V'er lb JDour?,#Oru Sire 01. 'a il. P04.e Cl1i'eh','e. Ill.

I )FAIL Nfi. C'OMET *hISa. is Ila ae-kiieewledege. rwe~ili 4 ee ye-tir M.irch 24. 11175 letter
wiciela refers too flhe refelat fire at the* llroowaL Ferry Nw-eaet:r Statimie andie miakes
I%-e reejue-ts foer (4 .enai-assioeiactieiee. Tlae-e. repluests. tivie md uelr 1( Ei t 2.2N;
ZI rf ina1der aetive. eeeiasilerabn tein(]la yeiou maiy lee ;-ms..url thaat within at re suema blel
time. we wrIll take ft-. uictiten uiplrtojriamfe ii: the. 4-i rv1i1iii-t.gnevs.

The first reqjuest Is ieioifli hai3Sluloe :as at letitjeen fior o rder toe shiow Cnitse unfier
lit VFIC 2.02Wr. to. oleajeemirs eel nuclear jwtower pliants -thatr olo. flet fully (eemiaiely
with IEEE.F-2711 eriteria feir tatidear juaswer plabnt lerieteetioin systemuas'% A e..elyw fel a
rt-laited neetlee that Is beling filed with thee 4 iffi.,. #of the Fo-elerzeI Registe~r eer leaileli-
e*Stiiell I.- ePfloo.leNI.

The.- seceenel reeliiemt Is loo-iiag liatadled sfeparatniely w4 n1 wtetito Acl ier ruie'nakinag.
We julain Ito file a nfoleiep em this' maatter with the. 9 itfiep e-f the. Fedlerial 114.u-ister (eer
;eulolivatoien. A ceeply of four' netiee ton yeaur rulemaking: imetitien will lee senit tee veail
ley so-pairzte letter.

S'inorerely.

.leliteil rirceler.-
Offi'o eef .Vuorkar I?'v Me'r Rorgulatiloe.

Enclosuire.
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. U.s. LCLEA R R EVLTOiY c' 1 MMS'o.S,
Waah ington. D.C.. April 8, 1975.

IDdketing and 8crrirc Secrtion. Offcc ol the Secretaryi of the Comnmission.

PETITION" FOR SJIOW CAUSE ORDER

Twit signed ,originals of an Order identified as follows are enclosed for your
transmittal to the (Mffice of th'e Federal Register for filing and pulilcation:
Nuclear Regulatory Conmmission. David 1). Conaey. Petition for Show Cause Order.

Twelve additional conformed copies of the Order are enclosed for your Ilse.

A. SCHIWENCER.
Light 1rntvr Rcectors Blranch 2-3.

11ri.vion tof Rartr, r Livernsing.
Endl,,sure.

N''cl.EAR RIEGiL.TORy CoM.MISSio--J )Av-z 1). C:oMEY

PETITION FOR SHlOW CAUSE ORDER

Notice is hereby given that on March 24. 1.75. David Dinusnore Co;iey niade
a request pursuant to 10 .FR 11 2.206 of the Comm-issiin's Rules of Prictice for
the Issuance eof an Order to Show Cause why operation of nuclear powerplants
should not be suspended pendlng full complliance with JEEE-279 criteria for
nuclear lsjwerhviint iorotection systems. In acc-rdance with the lrocedures
slie.itied in 10 CFR t 2.2010. appropriate action will be tajen on this request
within a reasoamble time.

A colpy oof the Petitiont for the Order to Show Cause is available for Inspection
ill tile Cocltillisbsol.'s 1Public Document Rooms. 1717 1I Street. N.W.. Washingtm-.lD.C. 2(1555..

larted at ltethlesda. Maryland this .-th day of Aloril 1975.
FOR THlE N UCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Ebsox G. CASE.
Arting Dirct,,r.

Offie rof ,]uchtr lit actor I.guilati,,m.

U.S. NXCLEAR REGILA'tTORY CoMIsSIoN.W!ash inytrm•. D.C., .A ugemt 4. 1,'975.
Mr. I DAVI PIN SimORE CO.MEY. -

llirrrt, h,0t'iirt, t, ,1titttl('JE'ttfrh. BuIitt*ati and Prooftsstitnal Pcr,plc for thePublic" Inntr n.t. ItW. Neorth Dia.rb',rn 'tr# ut. •.uitor 191l. ('hictgo. Ill.

lit.ARt 31R. (e.MI:" This Is ill reslnoe tot letter tf June iN. 1.975. which limits
tIle rteltiest ill jara.grnleh , 1 ) of your 31arch 24 letter to a review lby the NRC
Staff f twMoo 1,htts A 4lcnliallt Point 1 and I lrsden I I inending receipt of DIr. alla-
|illf*r's reloctrt oilai. ie v -stigatl..n and review of the Br,,wns Ferr3 fire. We are
sitile too satisfy a plortion #of y.,lar request at this time.

For Indian luafint 1. tile Staff required tlthe licensee in 197.3 to provide infoirnma-
tioan whieh cminared ilt- as-uilait lhlant jIr,,teet'tin system tt IEEFE-279. as puble-
lished in 1!Mos. lHased ion our review ,,f that tinferirnation. we determined that
ei-srtaisi ethuihes in the jhlsint w-ohld preavidle sull,-tatlutial adlditional protectiola
wiich is rimuire•i for ioolllie heailth anon !a-fety. stemordiniiAy. ion Joutw 11. 1973. the
lii'en;.as wass EWrilertel. ,itarslealst to U(s ('R .l(.0A . t(l eaa,,inlete these modifrcatimies
within aont. ande! ,ne-hialf years. AIthucgh these modijficatllos have not yet lieen

a~nlleh.;el.ite tl*ndiialn Polint I fawility has been shut down since ( ictober 31. 1`74.
% ,." 1 ky elf ,,Wr J.une 11. 1)*73. ,arder tee thie Ceetsolidated Eldis•ou Ciouipalay is eisc|,setl

far your itifeermatItiii.
Wfitbl regard to, I)re.den 1. we have w..ently requested .o.ai monwealth '.lisfou

tee ,aiiliref tile as-built design or the plant with the Utns editi;on f I EFE-279.
too identify features of tlie jlant that d1o n,,t comply with this standard. and to
ileterinie whether. lta.sed on this review., there are chalnges in the facility
that sh11u6l i, e an•iiwhiishcd wvilih jlra vide sublstantili additiemal ltrotecttion
which is r.,-luired fear Ipulolie health and safety. A coIey of our letter teo Commsinon.
wealth Nilis-ln elated Juily 31. 1973 is enclose-l. Based on our evaluation of the
lisenmte.s report. the staff will then determine what actions. If any, with regard
to Dresden 1 are rieve"ary te, protect the health and safety of the public.
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We expect that the licensee and Staff review will require several months to

complete, and will provide you with the results of these reviews.
Sincerely,

EDsox G. CASE,
Deputy Director,

O01cc of Nuclear Reactor Regulatlo".
Enclosures:

ENCLOSURE 1

U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION,
Washington, D.C., June 11, 1973.

Attn: Ma. WILLIAM E. CALDWWEL, Vice Preuident,
Consolidatcd Edison Co. of Veto York, Inc.,
4 Irving Place, New York, N.Y.

GENT.EMEN : As you know, we have under review your application for a full-
term operating license for Unit No. 1 at the Indian Point Nuclear Generating
Station. Our review includes consideration of the need for backfitting Unit No. 1
to provide substantial, additional protection which is required for the public
health and safety. Our review of portions of the plant protection system has been
completed, and we find that modifications to the system are necessary.

In the event of an accident Jeopardizing the integrity of the core, Section 6 (Ac-
cident Analysis) of the Safety Analysis Report for Core B ifdicates that the plant
protection system would function to terminate the accident before fuel and fuel
clad melting could rocur In the hottest channel and result in the release of fission
products to the reactor coolant system. Although containment Is provided to re-
tain fission products should they be released from the reactor coolant system.
protection systems for modern nuclear plants are designed to meet the single fail-
ure criterion of IEEE Std. 279-1968. -Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Protec-
tion Systems". and the General Design Criteria of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.
By letters dated March 31, 1972. and April 28. 1972. from your attorneys, you
submitted in support of your application additional information which co-alares
the plant protection system to IEEE 279 as published August 30. 116S. and to
General Design Criterion 20, "'Protection Systems Redundancy and Independence".
and General Design Criterion 21. "Single Failure Definition". as published in the
Federal Register on July 11. 1967. Our review is based on this information and
other information in the public record.

We find that improvements in the plant protection system, including circuits
for isolating containment and for protection against steam line breaks, will pro-
vide substantial, additional protection for the health and safety cf the piulblic. a•in
that such Improvements are required for the health and safety of the. ipblic.
Therefore. pursuant to -Nection 50.109. "Backfitting", of 10 CFR l'art 541. you are
hereby directed to submit. within six months from the date of this letter, the
following:

1. Details of proposed modifications that are necess:ary to make the de-ihm of
protection circuits essential to safety eonfoirm with the requirements of Section
4.2. "'Single Failure Criterion". of IEEE Std. 279-1968.

2. Details of proiM'oedl mnoldfications and analyse-. of such modifications that are
required to assure that de electrict power systems essential to safety meet the
single failure criterion.

3. Your detailed analyses of all portions of the protection system including the
proposed modifications which show that the modified system meets the single
failure criterion.

4. Results of analyses and/or tests which demonstrate thnt all instrumentation
and electric eiulpment essential to safety can function in its environment durings
and following an accident. If satisfactory results are not obtained, describe the
modifications necessary to assure that all instrumentation and electric equipment
.ssential to s•ifety can function in its accident environment.
Further. you are hereby directed to complete within -ne and one-.alf years

from the date of this letter. all such modifications and tests nerissary to ee'iff-rnm

to the re'quiremients of the Aingle failure criterion.
In developing the propo.sed modiflcations necessary to satisfy the requiirenents

specified In 1. and 3. alove, the following concepts should be ajiilied ina y.ur an-aly-
ses of the modifications.

1. The types of single failures to be considered are:
a. failure to any single component or nmodiule or i single circuit finult. (Cir-

cuit faults include short circuits, open circuits. grounds, and the application
of any available ac or de potential.)
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b. multiple component failures and/or circuit faults that. can be predicted

ti occur as a reult of a single event within or external tip the system.
2. Each single failure Is considered to occur coincident with aiai. and all cont-

binatlons of nondetectalile failures. iNondetectalble failures are fililult.e that
Cannot be detected by pertoldic tests. anomalous indications, or alarms.)

3. If all event that results In the need for pr,.tective action can cause failures
hi the protection system or if failures in circuits conai-in to control and protec-
tive functions caza result in tile need for protective actio,, it muIst be shown that
no single! failure. in addition to the event-caused fznilures or tile failures in the
m.inmnon por!ion of the protection .ystem. will prv-vent the protection systenm fromn
performing the required protective action (s)!.

Based on our. review of portions of the protection system. the following s.ug-
gested modifi.ations ar. ex-maijles #if the kind of mclifieatin.ns that miight be
muade to the proitection systenm ii order to satisfy the single fallure criterion:

(aI install ann addlitiomnl scram bus similar to the existing s.ram bus:
i hj e:,lilloct the two s.ra'n blu.Qes. tit tile s.rain solenoidt r'alves in a nauxnmer

whieh ensn;res that either l),Is Is caloabl- ,of deenergizing tile. soilenoid valves re-
gar1le.;s ,if whs.-ther the oither b.s is .plerablee or failed :

let disconnect one of the nuelear instrumnentat,,in le.-dc n:..tw, rks froimi ?lli-
existing s.rilim bus. aind 'ozane.t it to flip additional si•ailar scram lo. :

(d) trans.er either the hl'-h plressurizer poressure or the high primary pres-
sure tr!i relay contacts from the existing s.r:inl tdl.s tit. the .adlltional si.milar
.cra ra bus:

oe) install additional Inotpendlent high prina•ry temnpe.rature. low primary
lbrfs-lure. and low boiler feedwater pressure Jistrumientartian fur utse with the
additi,,nal sinallar scram bus:

oft troillsfer oie flux/flow CelimllIter froml the e.xisting s'r:mlll lIlls to the adflip
ti.aamil similar scram bus and if.s-all addlitihnal flux :iveragint- amplifiers. tone
f'ir nits with the additional shniia, scram blus and ,me f,,r luse with tile niuitoniiatic
remaator e-introl system

Ig p n11,,dify tile e.xisting seram bul.s and ldesign the additional similar scram
h a. i,,r &l-.sign their coinlections to the seram wien,,idl vllves, In a lmian ner that
permits ti.stlng individually tIih. two scral blu.ses during realct, r 1loower (Ijieraition

(I h provide redumlndnrt nflating devrice in thf eriteria fr lorr-tectina against
the effects of a steaunm line break .,nd fir •solating containment.

If we can por,,vide plditiinal •uidalua'. with reasird to your pireparation rif these
rt-quired suhbittals. please d(o not hesitate to eall a Mr. HRger Woodruff is the
Rt.unflatory Project Manager).

YosIt shlthild :ilypret.ia flint. ini addition. there arte uathier techinleal isti..s related
to ymor pending apllication for a full term ,olperating llieeni, for Tindian Point
Unit No. 1 nfa-w under review hky the AI- " staff. In this ,'.nuuea.tin. we are aon-
airnedi with tile fr"ewunt delays that live biceug ,.xlierienred in your rP.,pinnes
tip our requests for additional information oin those Islles. We be'lieve that lhk
llmatter warrants prolmpit llianagelnlqaht attention anld request that yon tnke the
luie.essary steps to remledy this situatian.

Sincerely.
A. 6TAMU.%R'O.

Deputy Dire'trr fopr Reactirr Projeetq.
Dircetorate of Licensmneg.

SAFETT EVALr.%TIO. BY T"E I)MRFCTORAT. OF LICr..ySIxy.--CON4cso.IDATFDn EDnSOX
CO. OF NEW YORK. YNC.

INDIAN POXNT 1: DOCKET NO. SA-3Rackgr',unuf

As part o.f our review of Consol!datev Edi-son Company's npplt-ration for a
full-term c.-erating fllinse for Unit No. 1 at the Indianu Point Nuclear Generating
Statirm. we hare comnple.tel a review to determine the need. if any. for baekflt of
the plant protection system. Our position and the rea.solas for it are dlis.u.sed
In the following sections.

Decaription of the Plapt PrOt'etiolt .S10stem
Principal featares of the U'nit No. 1 plant prnte.ti-n .'•steni are a soram bus.

two logic networks. anal circuits for I•solating containmnent sand for isolatinl steam
lines.
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- When 'altihesqtf lniportantplant parameters exored their limiting safety systemn
settn.•., relays in the serum bus autoinatieaily cause in.ertil#;, of the control
rotd• lay deenergizing at solenoid valve in the hydraulic systeunt fr e.atvh ca-n-

trol rod. Principal rehtys are controlled bay instrunienitatitl, whie.h n,,nonittrs re-
actor coolant temperature and pressure, boiler feedwiter peressure. and the ratio
of neutron flux to reactor coolant flow.

Nentron flux sensors monitor reactor pjower and provide input signtwls to the
logic networks. These networks supply elc.trica.l power to tle seran butis and are
Intended to Interrupt electrical power to the scraim bus if reactor lpower evx.vde
the limit!ng safety system setting.

Multiple input signals to the logic networks are provided by each (of IS nentron
flux sensors. The signals are connected In sets of three to eea.h .. f ninie "two-Out-
of-three" modules in each network. If any two signals tt it "tw,|-,,utf.(f-three"
module exceeds the limiting safety system setting. the inoodhe initinites a seraih,
signal. The outlOnts of the nine "two-t.,af-three- mo-dules are .tnneteeted to, a
"One-ont-of-nine" niodule. Oil receipt of a scrani signal, a ,olid slate swite,. in
this module "opens" Interrulpting power to two trip avi.latir ttlblifierS. A solid
state, switch in each Oaf the parallel trip artitnattr a:njolifie.rs then "]', . dis.
vorineetiua'' : power from til#, sm.raln bus. Because the twit logji ll..twtairks zirf. v.,fn-
nected too the s.eranm bus in loarallel. booth Iagie netwforks noist function ti. de-
entrgize thlle. scram iUS.

Tihr-.e of the 1.1I neutron flux sensors nlfo larotvihle signals to at flMix aver:aiin-
antlaifler. The oittjaut frnii this aminlplifier and signals fr,,in reactoar i.#,,l:ant? 111w
sens,,r, are ,.oainntteatd fit two .oinpitettars whi,.h .al'-uil;ate the ratio, (of f11.%- too flow.
If thi.t valtue oof the ratio Is Pxce~sive'. each eoatntputer dl,.lsads that ea.,h eof twe,
lttir. #of parallel relay colitnfets ,,lmns in the seratta Wias. Other Isairs ,f year:alll.
relay eont-ets. in the s.ran lills arte oipn.ed boy seuasors imijaeuitorinag Wi,,ller feed-
water pratssaare. rea.trr Eea'hittJ systenj pressure. anel re;,'tier ca,,jlnl- system.v

ten I wra t utre..
T.a rerent nvI.r.o(,eling ,ef the r.actor .ore lin the .vrent (of a s.".an-lllie-bro.ak

neeio'.,at "iued te, litint the rae.tivity and looiwQr tratnsient,, whti.h w,,.,ld resilt.
.ire.uitry is iarovide.d tli .loso. the stealin stoop valre in the anfft..etd l,',i, it a ro.acv.ar

s.ranI o',-nr,: in cvelleilenlen' with )low ste-amni pres•ar..A lut re.(siari,, dr.lp na.rros thf
ste•a.ti st(,l valve in o,in.idten.flh with ,,,-rna '.auses el.,sutr. #if the. stilp val V.; in

the asso,'iated reavter ,',-li, l•a],o. These futnetluans airt- iljitted eiy a sin''l,
sw'itc'h or relay.

ront:ainnitent iz parthlily (:r eoalnlo-.tly isolated ant~ron:mt i,'ally in the. evo.rnt orf
high c•.ntat i umment lort.lre. ', h|igh radiatinio. alltd very lew ure.ssnriz-er lev.l. Far
enah e.=iase. i.-elatiin Is. Initilatel fle yi single retlay.

S'ifetyi ErI1uq1tj,tfl
I-"EEE 279 estaohlishe" several criteria fear the design ,tat phlint loreetaiin ,.ys-

tenvs. However. the. funidalntetstal :asle,'ts Of IEEE "7. L is the sinal'h fallitre e'ri-
teriesa whie.h I intendehd ta assnre that the jareetr,- i',on sy.,teit will funa't flin in
tht. **vevit flint any .,ngle f:til'ur.. iar fatil| exists -e4aemwh.ere. in the. lare ts-,.ti~lt syT-

tenm. Our safety evaltalticata is lbaised ,oi this finuual i.nttal wia|sut (ta IJEFF. LM.
With•er•ard to tile s'ram lbuIs. :al-lolie'tien of straiy lmiwer ii, it van ditai:h all

relay.t anid soili starte switlh.es frit the Jfi.,int (af a!,ioliaitini #,f strlay jow.er lenk
to. and Ineluding. the. trilp anetuatiar tn!plifttrt. th•s. l,.fo.atiinz ths. scraal fne-
tions asso.iated withi thp rela'ys and solid state, swr¢.ha.s. Othter kiilslu #tf sing.le
failitres. e.-.. faihllt emalosjwneuts. shart circnits. til.ell .ir,.nits. anti rroundlt. o'an
al.,, d|i;able, relay.z In the sranil hit. anad raingo, lopss of sliereifa* srraii foan,.tiuns.

In the I,•o . networks. randulne failre rot nny taw of Aix solid stnt,. %swltuhf-s
In the "°rl'asrd iposition" will disatlek the. higit neu-ttr•en flit\ s,'raint. In the .ireu'tfs
for isolatinz e,,ntnhmannet alid f,,r isolatina ste.am lines. singllt fnilnre-' #of ilitilat-
ing nieeh'liinnts would .r-awte o•os of jar,,te.tive action.

Alth, in)ih we he.arp nrat reviewett al ,ortirnk.e ref thie' elnnt yerit,,ti,.n y~t,.tn).
It is ele.ar thnt .ingle' failures c.n leb. ex.evte.td ti, inhileit the elztit rloretf.,ti(-n
.sysflem and that ,lekfittlfi thei To.-int jar,,tqtinn systent will i,r,,vidor -iho-tantial.
additional praroetl.tlneI whil, 1.k re.qluire4d ftor the- he.alth and safefty 'of the ;Ileli,'.

* :efla~t m? l ,Inffor#,*wv;n,, R'rp irriietn•

Pursannt to 10 (,Fif Part -A,*. Se-tirni 7.Mfe.if.. we art. retlnirinr that rf',n,,,litlntt.
Edis•on Slanhit. within Si. mllnflths tfritn thte. dalte ,ct fahio, ev:eliiuitin. jeroaj,-ed

mishifi."tJ,,% rto,# to j'latnt lrot.-eti,,n ...s4',lli which will iertvid,. ,,-al:fl..arntly
.mr.autter assura"n,-el that the jelant Tiretot,..i, Ill s1yst.in will ltrferaii It- Intended
fuinctiin sh,,ild any rof the f, hl,,winut kindl ,af tSingl' failn.hres ,-iir" fail],d c',lol-,-

ntnt.'t short 'irtr-it. otN.nt Cireuitm. crTionwids. anti aleeli.nation ora ant a.vdlibhle.
ae , r de pote'ntial. The peropoased na,,difieatiuens nist Inelndi. eavatillity aft po•wer

• . ......~ ~ .... . .o,.-. -............. .-
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for enonduetInc* mrrveilln nee onl thle plant ;.rtitertin-n systemfl t(1 fl-1Tp that It Is
ealmlohle (if jMerftruirnhm Its intenided funalirn. Further. we atre requirinst tha;t Carm.
stiidltp(i Edistin tmauiajiltte alipraml-ed mia'.tlfivntio-itj s. (of tilt. joilint irootKti ton systemu

wvithin sine and~i vie-hinlf Yearrs fruth the dat?.eoif titis evilitiut lionl.
rt. Wa. WafOODRUFF.

TDirptictrati v4f Iir'enxiflg.

Oprq in'i Imrv,tftorm Brancih & I.
fDjrro-ritte arofr Lie~nsing!.

U.S. NtC-TY.AltRVII-V;I.ATAR COMMtISSION.

Attention '.%r. .1. K' Abel.
COVMONVF:ALTJT F.riox Co..

Nureair 1.iee?mi~Iqj. .1 doiifimitratrir. Iroi'DipiJ 7 Woatcr RI rrlr-rrs.
Vi( o.1ft',is 1. ('h icag'. I It.

Y1r..)t Nit. AnEL: As pill mtay know. till 'March '24. 1917M. M.r. I ':viid C'.ny. rep-
ro-senting Itiisinle.ussuen fear tilt- I'::bhir Inlte~rest. requie~stedt. am t'law- uith.*r thi tirs.
that tile XIW identify this.e oplierntitag miettaIr j"' i~ lainto; thamt flat *1iit fully
oromphl3- with TEEE-27?* eriterii foar nn.-lear jwiw..r joimit jorvotEeeliril sy-tetiw. and
shoiw ems*wily such s~~ut hmi.ld ni'.? Ito- refqiiiro-ol too shill diowii uintil they are
re-trifitteal too nivt thesse crite~ria. A -oloy~ oaf Mr. Viome%'ys requIestl Is fet(Ifoused

I E'neia.'.sura I s. f~iled ill :III r#-*'lew tif infoirmaiaticsn in fouir filpi;. theist. pian nt whielh
(l1(1 noit viutiijd withi IFEE-27!P were* ivel.*tjftji4 andie pror'm'isl.* too Mr. Ctoniy In R
le~tte~r dlated. Niny 5. 1977#a 'Fida'sure 21 lIn This le~tto-r. we sn,: -edt~e to 'Mr. CPsmev
that 11111 mtighit %%ish too liwa.'i y its sho~w eans:-. retim-s~t jinenoeiic tagesipletitmi 'rif thef
XJ((-s silaii rV.tLI mia ad review eto tilt. 1?ro-wis Ferry fr.rt. In bis reply
sif .jiuit W. 111-M. 'Mr. fetinev 3twreir-d let oivih ai i 'Iablitirat aiin. ex(t-sitt as hll initinl
reiqates-t related too Inoliani J'.int I siand rire.-Aleii 1. A~ vaopy (if Mr. COpmey~' June 10
lettetr is. ailSai tflcltist- I Eatelcouri. 3 1.ftiiy leN Csaf a .evo~yen

With raegagrd too tilt Indiain I'aoiintI aiiy 1 N Cs ffh : opius cn
oluetuil :t review oaf the le-licn sit thic favility wvithi regard too essnais1litinve with
T:F.E. -2710 andc sorole~red tile liPPaense p'ursuant 'too :"Ol 11111 to. tianIke vertaiti ?inlidfivfl.
tjiimes tit this plan~~t. A violiy 'af our letter too (eiisaahioata-dal ~uisir.n datted June 11.
1973. at'.wnertilimg thk miatte~r j.% 4sstaaewiul foro younr lnfae~rnatio-ij o Eje]Ps~ure 41
With remird tit e~ee 1. the uafairniagtjaio m i~i~a too th~e staff I!. licit Sufficient
ltam aike. a amijariieevatlua~tiaan. .Aeo-cordtinaly. ;airsusnnl tit 7-01(i910 o' f atitle

(ei~g~jssaa~\~r#egialat~ima-;. yamha nro- rae'jim-ster too c'arbinjmare tilt- ns-huilt ulesIry orif thip
Dro.stlen I pl1aint with fipi. VWN -ltilmi 'if I iF..-:-2' 1!. too Idlentify fpaturpz arf thep
Ibdant flint ala. haot cottjily with til- s11 tandard n. andn too dete.rmaine. whether. loisesl
4,n pour evalin:tia~i. Own-r vre~ hn. iii thep fateility thsat slamulal W-e an-oitnphi'hed
whic ar-le itooiale. ,uhistanltial ndlditi'mnu lortiteefl.ia~ %vhmjeb are required fair jouoiemis
haealthk aind "afa-ty. Thlt resuilts at f Yaur .v~aluntiiain shaoula l le iara.'i'h1 toa flhe

staff within Ofs flatys aif tile. al:Ite fif this lo-tto-r.
If yaatll havets oly tipe~io emtifow a-onemti nmert this i~ flttr. .lnelet mue kneaw.

Sitsereply.

TWICAP1wm C. flsnt.tTr.
TDirrefF'.r. #)fluv ire f iirra'r P'nyrew Iir 1?v9 ,,lqfjv.,. T~'.P Yuelsn-r fi'rq,70,71'ror ("m.

Iffihitki,#. iroovelejit'ingu. ).

PDr.%n Pit. flRt.*;ctr: Tlhs. Narsha 22 "e*aranc. in trflket-t -2 A." -2rIA. ,Inr
Sr.*l'ro.so-tit so 'e~rilmii Nhniro. to 1114.*t Me. jinf*ht it ofe~rit'arld.n 22. .~Ayqondix A.

16l CFR :A1. erherafoire. ialtr'ailait too 114"Fl't 2.2(ot. 2. (r2 5tl.( -1 ~PIPJ h'r T
fiomrnill' recivs~l',t. vtalt taike the. ftmllaowim: -;t-ollfit- n'e-tiins..

III no-vio'. 11111i laletitifY thiai.Qp 1611-rwir:,? tmeilva:r pilower I N ri t -; ?hot neiit fifly
'nm~isly witha TrT.I-279 vriepria fair mir.lrar jio%%eor pol~an poror-t-ortioi *;n r-tetn4r

sin'! haiaew 1'awIQ#. why tile'...* lilnnft.; %hiamila! weitl ii riquires? fr, Omfd ratswn until
?lisev an-. re~trriittseal ti. Mueet Psaid Priteriat.

(21 Adnipt rpemiihtiolit reejiiirlttr ochulsd-wt) rat nopriting linit% at niillti-finit
farilitte" during periasls when weitrk #-n a unit tinder eriflstrutetinn cent?. ei'rTh.
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promise the integrity of the engineered safety features on an operating unit or
units.

DAVID Dfl,8MORE COMEY,
Director of Environmnctal Research, BPI.

EXCWOSURE 2
MAY 5, 1975.

Mr. DAViD DxixSOMO COET",
Director of Enrironmcntal Rcecarch, Business and Pr6fcaional People for the

Public Interest, 109 North Dearborn Strect, Suite 1001, Chicago, Ill.
DAR% Ma. ComET: Your March 24 letter asked, among other things, that those.

operating nuclear power plants that do not fully comply with IEEE-279 criteria
for nuclear power plant protection systems be identified. As you know, the
IEEE-279 criteria were Initially published in August 1908 (as "Proposed Cri-
teria"), and have been revised once since that time (in 1971).

Enclosure 1 Is a list of those operating plant-; that have been evaluated by the
XPC staff for compliance with the IEEE-279 criteria and found to be acceptalble,
and the date of issuance of the applicable IEEE criteria. Enclosure 2 lists the
remaining eight operating plants that were evaluhted for compliance against
earlier staff criteria available at the time those plants were reviewed and ap-
proved for operation. These eight plants were all licensed prior to August 1908.
Although some of the earlier criteria used by the staff in its evaluations of the
reactor protection systems for the plants listed in Enclosure 2 were subsequently
Included in what is now IEEE-279, the degree of compliance with the 1908 or
1971 IEEE-279 criteria varies for these idlants.

Your March 24 letter also requested. ili riew of the Browns Ferry fire. that
the NRR review those plants that do not fully comply with the IEEE-279 criteria
for nuclear power plant prote'tive systems. and shuw- .ause why these plants
should not be required to shut down until they are retrofitted to meet these cri-
teria. As I discussed with you by telephone, such a review by NRC would initially
involve a report by the involved licensees dealing with the issue that you have
raised, and a subsequent evaluation and judgment boy tile staff. I would expect
that these stelis would take at least six months to complete and w I'1! involve
considerable staff effort.

Pending completion of the ongoing NRC investigation and review of the cause
and implications of the Prowns Ferry fire. the NRC has taken actions through
Its Office of Inslpection and Enfr(.ement that we belleve provide reasonable as-
suranc• that all operating plants. including those listed in Enclosure 2. can
continue to olierate without undue risk to the health and safety of the plublic.
These .actions are set forth Ill Enclosures 3 and 4 to tis letter, and were taken in
lanto March and early April of this year.

The NRC actions taken to (late as a result of the Browns Ferry fire deal pri-
marily with measures to reduce tfie likelihlod of occurrence of serious hre.s at

(Ioerating nuclear 3lower Ilantls. A related iminprtant issue is whether the criteria
.such as those in -EEN-27!91 relevant to limiting tfle damage, from such a fire.

If fine should 'ocur. should be revised in light of the Browns Ferry occurrence.
For this reasoin, one of the sljw'iflf" objeetives 4.f the isnglnlli, NMR invesdigatitn
and review is .to determine whether or not such criteria should boe modified tir
supplemented and. if so. to which pilants these revised or sulplemnental criteria
should lie al~lied. The resultit of the B1rowns Ferry investigatitn Iiy NRC's Office
of Inspection and Enforcement are presently eXlpected to Ibe publicly available
in July 1975. The schedule for completion of the technical review by the grou p
under the direction of lhe Technical Advisor to the Executive Director for Opera-
tions has not yet been established.

In view of the foregoing. it appears p.issliole that you may wish to modify the
request in paragraph (1) of your letter of March 24. For example, you might

.wish to consider deferral of any further action toy NRC on this portion of your
request until the NRC's investigation and review of the Browns Ferry fire is
(ompleted. limiting this Porirlu-n of your retlqest t,, only soime of thie plan ts listed
in Enclosure 2. or other alternative courste of action.

I would be please-d to discuss this matter with you at y-ur convenience before
we continue action on your request. If you need any further Information. ilea.Vi
let me know.

Sincerely yours.
Enso% 0. CsrE,

Deputy Director. Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.
Enclosures:
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OPERATING NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS THAT.WERE EVALUATED AGAINST THE CRITERIA CONTAINED IN IEEE
STD 279 AND FOUND ACCEPTABLE

Applicable Operating
D Isue of license issu-Docket No. Plant, IEEE-279 once date

50-219 ............................... Oyster Creek ..........................
50-220 .................................... Nine Mile Point I ......................
50-237 .................................... Dresden 2 ............................
50-244 .................................... Ginna ................................
50-245 ................................... Milestone Point I ......................
50-247 .................................... Indian Point 2 ........................
50-249 .................................. Dresden 3 ............................
50-250 .................................. Turkey Point 3 ........................
50-251 .................................... Turkey Point 4 ........................
50-254 .................................... Quad Cities 1 .........................50-255 .................................... Palisades .............................
50-259 .................................... Browns Ferry I .......................
50-260 .................................... Browns Ferry 2 .......................
50-261 .................................... H. B. Robinson 2 ......................
50-263 .................................... Monticello ............................
50-265 ................................... Quad Cities 2 .........................
50-266 ......................... ..... Point Beach 1 .........................
50-267 ......................... ....... Fort SL Vain .........................
50-269 ................................ Oconee I .............................
50-270 ................................... Oconee 2 .............................
50-271 .................................... Vermont Yankee ......................
50-277 .................................... Peach Bottom 2 ......................
50-278 ................................... Peach Bottom ......................
50-280 .............................. .. Surry I ...............................
50-281 ............................. Surry 2 ...............................
50 ............................. Prairie Island 1 .......................
50-285 .................................... Fort Calhoun ..........................
50-287 .................................... Oconee 3 .............................
W0-289 .................................... Three Mile Island 1 ....................

50-293 ......................... Pilgrim I ............................
50-295 ......................... Zion 1 ............................
50-298 ............................ Cooper Station ........................
50-301 ................................ Point Beach 2 .........................
50-304 .................................... Zion 2 .................
50-305 ................................... Kewaunee ............................
50-306 .................................... Prairie Island 2 .......................
50-309 .................................... Maine Yankee ........................
5C-312 .................................... Rancho Seco 1 ........................
50-313 .................................... Arkansas One, Unit ..................
50-315 ................................... D.C. Cook I .................... : ......
50-317 .................................... Calvert Cliffs 1 ........................
50-321 ............................... Match I .............
50-324 .................................... Brunswick 2 .........
50-331 ......................... Duane Arnold .........................
50-333 ........................... Fitzpatrick ............................

1968 Apr. 9,1969
1968 Dec. 26. 1974
1968 Dec. 22.1969
1968 SpL J9.1969
1968 Oct. 7.1970
1908 Oct. 19, 1971
1968 Jan. 12. 1971
1968 July 19. 1972
1968 Apr. 10.1973
1968 Oct. 1,1971
1968 Mar. 24. 1971
1968 June 26. 1973
1968 June 24, 1974
1968 July 31, 1970
1968 Sept 8. 1970
1968 Mar. 21. 1972
1968 OcL 5. 1970
1968 Dec. 21. 1973
1968 Feb. 6,1973
1968 Oct. 6. 1973
1968 Mar. 21, 1973
1968 Aug. 8,1973
1968 July 2t 1974
1968 May 25. 1972
1968 Jan. 29.1973
1968 Aug, 9,1973
1968 May 24. 1973
1968 July 19. 1973
1968 Apr. 19.1974
1968 June 8. 1972
1963 Oct. 19.1973
1968 Jan. I8. 1974
1968 Nov. 16. 1971
1968 Nov. 14, 1973
1968 Dec. 21 1973
1968 Oct. 29, 1974
1968 Sept. 15 1972
1968 Au. 16, 1974

2 1971 May 21. 974
1968 Oct. 25,1974
1968 July 31 1974
1968 Aug. 61974

11971 Dec. 27, 1974
1968 Feb. 22,1974

01971 Oct. 17 1974

OPERATING NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS
THAT WERE EVALUATED AGAINST PRE
IEEE 279 CRITERIA

0-03 .................................... Indian Point ...................................... Mar. 26 1962
50-010 ......................... Dresden 1 ................................. Sept. 28. 195950-029 .................................... Yankee Rowe .............................. Dec. 24.196350-133 .................................... Humboldt Day .............................. Aug. 28. 196250-155 .................................. Big Rock Point .............................. Aug. 30.196250-206 ........................... San Onoire I ................................ Mar. 27. 196750-213 ........................... ...... Connecticut Yankee ................................. June 30. 196750-49 .................................... LaCrosse ........................................... July 3.1967

1 The differences between the 1968 and 1971 versisn of IEE-279 do not appear.

CARLE FIRE AT BaowNS FERRY NUcLcAZ PoWER STATIos-IE Bu'LLETiZn No. 7&-04

DE6SCUofNO OF CIRCUM1STANCES

Preliminary Information from Tennessee Vall.y Authority regarding a fire
which occurred on .Mar.h 22. 1975. at their Br-wns Ferry site near Athens. Ala-
bama. indicates that the fire was starttd as a result of construction activities.
The fire resulted In' the shutdown of two olerating nuclear plants and made
several safety systems Inoperutive, including systems normally used for decay
beat removal during shutdown. The workmen were engaged in construction ac-
tivities on a third unit not yet licens.ed for operation by NRC.

Initial information Indicates that during the installation and testing of cable
through-wall penetrations an open flame Ignited a flammable material used in
the penetration seals.
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ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY LICENSEES:

The following actions are requested of selected Licensees with operating iower
reactor facilities and major construction activities at a eonumon site:. 1. Review your overall procedures and system for controlling coon.truction ac-
tivities that interface with reactor operatinag activities, with particular atten-
tion to the installation and testing of seals fear ele-tricai cables between coumpart-
ments of the reactor building. e.g.. conltrl roomnl ti cable slireatding rooinl.

2. Review the design of floor aind wall penetration seals. with particular atten-
tion to the flammability of materials.

3. Evaluate your pr(Kd•dures for the ceiztrol of ignitin .wur•'•s which
may be used for leak testing or other purposes in arcas containing tflnmmable
materials.

4. Report to this office, In writing within 20 days of the date of this lBulletin,
the results of your reviews or evaluatmions regarding items I through 3 above.

ACTIONS TO DE TAKEN BY LICENSEES MAY iV3 REM'SED:

The actions requested by Licensees alsove may I revised a.s additional details
fif the Browns Ferry occurrence tire available and evalu'tted lay tile NIM.

CABLE FIRE AT Bnowss FERRY NV:L.',%R I'LA".%T-JIE BIrUTi. No. 75-WA

The following material sulpplements and mod!fies IE Bamlhetina 75--4.

IESCRIPTIO. OF CIR(CUMSTANtVES

Additional.. though still pireliminary. infornmation hams bt.e& mianle lvallal.e re-
lated to tile fire which occaurred WIt the lrown.s Ferry Site oIa Marmch '22. 1975.
The fire started in the cabit- slpreading reiens at a 'a.le lulaetr:ntolin tlhroiah tilme
wall between tit. cabhle sjreading reant and the reactor Iauihdlir., fPor niut 1. A
slight differential pressure is nmaintaintel (lay desigan a :er-s.. this, wall. with th.e
higher pressure btilng oin the cablle slpreatding roona side. The ieenetr-'tioin .'.al
originally piresent had liven iareaiehed to install additleanal 'alale. rieluired Ily at
design modifihation. Site laer.mnnel were rexealing the ioenetratiton after eralle
installation and were checking time airflow thrtgimh a tenairanry -. ieal with a
candle flame prior to installing tile loorianenat s.-alhina material. The temloi•r:ary
sealing material was highly coonaihnutible. and cuataght fire. EffMrts we-re numde by
the workers to extin-Llish the fire at its oriatin. but they alpparerntly did not retewg-
imize- that the tire. under tile infltllt•ive of the dramft tihreualh the pInetr:ttian. was
slireading on thit- reactor liuliding side- of tthe wall. Time extent aof time tire in timt
eablte spreading raoim was linmiteod te a few-ftet from the ]oetiemration - hoawever.
the r•e.ssure of the fire on tile ithler .idle uf the wall friina the i:itnt tit ifitl-iin
wax not recognized until signitiz-ant danmage to eaid..s related t-- the e,,nteal of
rnits I and 2 had occurred.

Although cintrol circuits fter nanny of the .systein-s which c-shld l04. uisced far
|'nit I were ultimately disalhled l1y rile fire. the ,,atiim ,looraeitlg l.r-auimnel %%c-e
alile tea institute alternmimm l l Imineasures lby whilim thie irimmnary syte-nm ctuld iie 4li d.-
pres•surizel and ade•et1Dmt.e cmialinig water suljjlie-d tot tim. reactor ve,.sel. I'nit 1 was
-shut dfown mantnally and e'aeat-ld usilmg reminote. maanlau;al relief valve, eoola.raltoin linel
mindenmsuite Iaeaaeter lapnup. and ewammtreol rood drivi, sy-,te.um lalnlaml. m'nmi 2 ww:m 'hilt
down and e'isled fear time- first Imur lay tim 1141C. Aftoer dleisre.surizati,,n. 'Unit 2
was lilact'd In time RIM shutdown cewalina imodle with mnakenis wafter avamlaialole
front the ieimndensate loaeste'r ptimmp. and cotntlre real drive system |0iU1io.

ADDDITIO.AL .MTIONR TO BE TAKEN BY LICEN.SEES

1. Because the on.currenme apiw.ar, to have resulted front nmodifieations laing
made to an olleafling utnit. aill Ionwer rea-ttirs. with ol•.rzmting ie-em,,es 'houbld
addresmi the actions requested1 in ullehtihi 747a-4 as well as the aetlens .e;.serilI)fd

2. Review your ,lit.h''lifl and procedures ro-lnting to e-an-truetian ,ar mnainto-
nanee and moelife•atlen w,,rk tet a.ssure, timhit ti'tivitie, whillh 11il:ht afmo-.t tit.
xafety of a unit in toleration. includine the ability to sihut deawn and cool the
unit are properly controlled. Your review .thould consider particularly your
policy on deferring construction. maintenance or modification work on a unit
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until a shutdown period except for emergency maintenance vital to continued
safe operating or safe shutdown of the unit'

3. Review your policies and procedures to assure that for construction or
modification and maintenance activities during plant operation. particular aften-
tinn b. given to the following areas.:

4 a) The degree of safety significance of affected and nearby cabling and
pliting.

(hI) The use and control of combustible materials.
fc) The use and control of equipment that may be an Ignition source.
(d) The assignment of personnel. knowledgeable of plant arrangement

and plant operations, whose sole tempiorary responsibility is monitoring
the safe performance of construction or maintenance and modification work.
including attention to otherwise unattended areas adjacent to the work
areas.

(e) Provision of installed or portable equipment to provide the monitor-
ing personnel with prompt communication with the operating staff in the
control room.

(f) Provision of adequate fire prevention and fire suppresslon equip-
ment. installed or portable. for the following locations:

(1) Areas where work is being performed.
(2) Areas where occurrence of a fire has high safety significance, even

thou.-h the probability of occurrence is relatively snmall.
tg) Recognition that fire. even one involving electrical equipment. may.

if of sufficient Intensity require water as the ultimate suppression medium.
4. Review your emergency procedures to assure that consideration for alternate

methocls for acc.onaplishing an orderly plant shutdown and cooldown are pro-
viled In (a.,e of lass, of normal and preferred alternative -hutdown and cool-
d-own systems for any reason (e.c. a fire). In this comnen.tion. as•ure that the
nilnininun inf,,rmation necessary to assist the opwrators in such shutdown action,.
the nihaium protection system actions required fe.g. scram) and the spectrum of
alternative lpth, available to the operators to supply cooling water and remove
d(efty heat dependent on itlant conditions are Included in your emergency
isrocedures.

5. Report to this office, in writing, within .20 days of the date of this Bulletin.
your .chedule for review in each of the above areas.

G. p'lon completion of your reviews provide the resultq of the review and
thli schedule for accomplishment of any revisions to your policiel and procedures.
and any propiose chang-es to the facility, ain the dlate by whieh the changes are
sehe.dled to loe comnpleted. If this latter date it more than .30 (lays after the date
Eaf the Initial reloort. providle a mnonthly .unmmary report detailing your progress

fip the review and/or prtlm*ed lirtMedulre or faicility modifications. Reports re-
'iuested by Bulletin 7.-W04 may Ie incorporated with the initial response to this
Bulletin.

BrSI.Ess AND IROFESmOa.AL PEOPLE FOR TInE Pr.BaL INTEREST.
Chicago,. i1,I'is. June 16, 1975.

Enso. G. CAsE.
Deputy Director, office of Suclear Reactor Regulation. U.S. Nuclear Rcguratory

Cro,,nissiro,. Washington. D.C.
DrmAa Ma. CAst.: Thank you for your letter of May 5. 1975. responding to my

March 24. 1975. letter.
We have reviewed Enclosure 2 to your letter, listing those operating nuclear

power reactors that were evaluated against pre-IEEE-279 criteria.
We have no desire to tie up XCRC staff with a review of all the plants listed In

Enclosure 2. and if the actions taken by .*RC pending review of the cause and
implications of the Browns Ferry fire will assure adequate protection of the
public health and safety, and if the results -f the Hananer- review are going to
le forthcoming soon. we are willing to modify the request In paragraph (1) of
my letter of March 24. 197t5.

There are. however. two plants listed in Enclosure 2 which we believe ought to
be treated separately. These are the two oldest plants. Wndian Point I and
Dresden I. the operating license Issue date for which are March 26. 1962. and
September 2R. 19.9. respectively. Because of their early operating license review
dates, it appears likely that these two plants may have the least compliance
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with IEEE-279. Moreover, of the eight reactors listed in your Enclosure 2, these
two reactors are the closest to large metropolitan population centers (New York
and Chicago. respectively).

In addition, both Indian Point 1 and Dresden 1 have rather poor operating
records, both with respect to numbers of abnormal occurrences and also n,,n-
compliance with NRC regulations, and. therefore, we believe that it appears that
there Is a higher probability of a serious accident at these facilities than at the.
others listed in Enclosure 2.

Accordingly, as you suggest in the next to last paragraph of your letter of
May 5, 1975, we will limit our request in paragraph (1) of my March 24 letter
to a review by NRC, Including a report by the involved licensee.s and an evaluation
and Judgment by the staff, of only some of the plants In Enclosure 2. namely.
Indian Point 1 and Dresden 1. As you further suggest, we are willing to consider
deferral of any further action by NRC with respect to other plants on that jiortlin
of our request until we have received the Hanauer investigation and review of
the Browns Ferry fire.

Very truly yours, DAvT Dn•sMOz CoMEY,

Director, Environmental Research.

ENCLOSURE 4

U.S. AToMIc Eimoy COMMiSSIO.-.
Washington, D.C.. June 11, 1973.

Attn: Mr. WILLIAM E. CALDwELL. rice President,
Comsolidated Edison Co. ol New York, Inc.,
4 Irring Place, Xcw York, N.Y.

Gr!vTtzuE1.: As vou know. we have under review your application for a full-
term operating license for Unit No. I at the Indian Point Nuclear Generating
Station. Our review includes consideration of the need for loaekfitting Unit No. I
to provide msbstantial. additional protection which is required for the public
health and safety. Our review ,,f portions of the plant protection system has been
completed, and we finj that modifications to the system are necemary.

In the event of An accident jeopardizing the integrity of the core. Section 6
(Accident Analysis). of the Safety Analysis Report for Core-indicates that
the plant protection system would function to terminate the accident before fuel
and fuel clad melting could occur in the hot-test channel and result in the
release of fission products to the reactor coolant system. Although containment
ix Provided to retain flxsion products should they loe released from the reactor
coolant system. protection systems for modern nuclear plants are designed to
meet the single failure criterion of IEEE Std. 279-1968. "Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plant Protection Systems". and the General Design Criteria of Appen-
dix A to 10 CFR Part X0. By letters dated March 31, 1972. and April 28. 1972,.
from your attorneys, you submitted in sulport of your application additional
information which compares the plant protection system to IEEE 279 as publishel
August 30. 1968. and to General Design Criterion 20. -Protection System'
Redundancy and Independence". and General Design Criterion 21. "Single Failure
Definition". as publlshed in the Federal Register on July 11. 1967. Our review is
based on this Information and other information in the puldle record.

We find that Improvements in the plant protection system. including eircult.
for isolating containment and for protection against steam line breaks, will prop-
ride substantlal, additional Protection for the health and .safety of the public.
and that such Improvements are required for the health and safety of the publlic.
Therefore. pursuant to 14ection 50.100. "Backfitting". of 10 CFR Part 50. you are
hereby directed to submit, within nix months from the date of this letter. the
following:

1. Details of proposed modifications that are necessary to make the design of
protection circuits essential to safety conform with the requirements cof Section
4.2. ".Single Failure Criterion." of IEEE Std. 279-1096t

2. Details of proposed modifications and analyses of such modifications that
are required to assure that de electric power systems essential to safety meet
the single failure criterion.

3. Your detailed analysew tof -'is ;prlns of the protitnon system Including the
proposed modifications which show that the modified system meets the single
failure criterion.
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4. Results of analyses and/or tests which demonstrate that all instrumenta-
tion and electric equipnment essential to safety can function in its environment
during and following an accident. If .s.atisfactory results are not obtained. de-
sPrile, the modifieatio.ni nceiis.ary to as.sure that all instrumentation and electric

.quillanent e.•sentiul to safety ctan function in its accident envir,,nment.
Further. you are hereby directed to comnlete within one and tine-half years

front the date of this letter, all such modifications and tests nee-s.vary to eon-
forn to the requirements of the single failure criterion.

In developing the proposed modifications necessary to satisfy the requirements
speeified in 1. and 3. almove, the following etmlitits should be applied in your
analyses of the moliflcations.

1. The tyles of single failures too be considered are:
a. failure to an1 single component or mnodtle or at single circuit fault.

I ircmit faults Include short circuits. "pen circuits. grounds, and the appli-
natiom of any available ae or de plitentlal.j

It. naultiple comlonent failures and/or circuit faults that can be predlelted
to occur as a result of a single eient within or external to the system.

2. Each single failure is considered to occur coincident with any and all
eontbinatioins of nr,ndetectable failures. (Nondeteetable failures are failures that
cannot be detected Iby ieriotlie tests, anomalous indications. or alarms. I

& If an event that results in the need for protective action can cause failures
In the prorection system or if failures in circuits common to control and protective
functions can result iI the need for protective action, it must be shown that no
single failure. In addition to the event-cauqed failures or the failures in the
common portion of the protection system, will prevent the protection system from
performing the required protective action (s).

Based on our review of portions of the protection system, the following sug-
gested modifications are examples of the kind of modifications that might be
made to the protection system in order to satisfy the single failure criterion:

(a) install an additional scram bus similar to the existing scram bus;
tip) connect the two scram buses to the scram solenoid valves in a manner

which ensures that either bus Is capable of deenergizIng the solenoid valves
regardless of whether the other bus is operable or failed:

c i disconnect one of the nuclear instrumentation logic networks from the
existing seram bus and connect it to the additional similar scram bus;

(d) transfer either the high pressurizer pressure or the high primary pres-
sure trilp relay contacts from the existing scram bus to the additional similar
scram bus;

(e) install additional independent high primary temperature, low primary
pressure, and low boiler feedwater pressure Instrumentation for use with
the additional similar scram bus;

If) transfer one flux/flow computer from the existing scram bus to the
additional similar scram bus and install additional flux averaging amplifiers.
one for use with the additional similar scram bus and one for use with the
automatic reactor montrol system:
' (g) modify the existing scram bus and design the additional similar scram

bus (or design their connections to the scram solenoid valves) In a manner
that permits testing Individually the two scram buses during reactor power
operation : and

(h) provide redundant Initiating devices in the criteria for protecting
against the effects of a steam line break and for Isolating containment.

If we can provide additional guidance with regard to your ipreparation of these
required sulomittuls, please do not hesitate to call (Mr. Roger Woodruff is the
Regulatory Project Manager).

You should appreciate that. in addition, there are other technical Issues related
to your pending apllication for a full term operating license for Indian Point
U'nit No. I now under review by the AEC staff. In this connection. we are con
cerned with the frequent delays that have been experienced In your responses to
our requests for additional information on these issues. We believe that this
matter warrants prompt management attention and requetst that you take the
necessary stelps to remedy this situation.

Sincerely,
A. GrAtMarsso,

Deputy Director for Rractor Projects.
'Directorate of Licensing.

Enclosure:
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SAFr•rT EVALUATIO.I BY THE DIRECTORATE OF LICENSING CONSOLIDATED EDisoNq
COMPACiT Or NEW YoRK, Jl'c.-NlLDn.y PoINT 1: DOCKET No. 50-.3

Background
As part of our review of Consolidated Edison Company's application for it

full-time operating license for Unit N.. 1 at-the Indian Point Nuclear Generating
Station. we hare completed a review to determine the need, if any, for backflt of
the plant protection system. Car position and the reasons for It are discussed in
the following sections.

Description of the Plant Protcction Syatem
Principal features of the Unit No. I plant protection system are a scram bus.

two logic networks, and circuits for isolating c,,ntaInment and for isolating steam
lines.

When values of important plant parameters exceed their limiting safety system
settings, relays In the scram bus automatically cause insertion of the control reds
by deenerglzing a solenoid valve in the hydraulic system for each control red.
Principal relays are controlled by instrumentation which nionitors reactor coolant
temperature and pressure, boller feedwater pressure, and the ratio of neutron
fluX to reactor coolant flow.

Seutron flux sensors monitor reactor power and provide input signals to the
Ingie networks. These networks supply electrical power to the scram bas and
are intended to interr-apt electrical power to the scram bus if reactor power ex-
ceeds the limiting safety system setting.

Multiple input signals to the logic networks are provided by each of 18 neutron
flux sensors. The signals are connected in sets of three to each of nine "two-out-o.e
three" modules in each network. If any two signals to a "two-oit-of.three" module
exceeds the limiting safety system setting, the module Initiates a scram signal.
The outputs of the nine 'two-out-of-three" modules are connected to a "one-out-
of-nine" module. On receipt of a scram signal, a solid state switch in this module
"opens" interrupting lpwer to two trip actuator amplifiers. A solid state switch
in each of the parallel trip actuator amplifiers then "opens". disconnecting power
from the scram bus. mecause the two logic networks are connected to the scram
brus in parallel. both logic networks must function to deenergize the scram bus.

Three of the 1A neutron flnx senqors also provide signals to a flux averaging
amplifier. The output front this amplifier and signals from reactor coolant flow
sensor% are connected to two computers which calculate the ratio of flux to flow.
If the value of the ratio is excessire. each computor demands that each of two
pairs of parallel relay contacts opens in the scram lens. Other pairs of parallel
relay contacts In the scram bus are opened by senqors monitoring boiler feed-
water pressure. reactor cooling system pressure, and reactor cooling system
temperature.

To prevent overeojling of the reactor core in the event of a steam-line-break
accident and to limit the reactivity and power transients which would result.
circuitry is provided to close the steam stop valve in the j.ffeeted loop if a reactor
scram ocunrs In coincidence with low steam pressure. A pressure drop across the
steam stop valve in ioincidenep with scram causes closure of the stop valves in
the associated reactor cooling loop. These functions are initiated by a single
switch or relay.

Containment Is partially or complet.ly Isolated antmnatically in the event of
hich containment pressure. high radilatiron, and very luw prfesurizer level. For
each ease. isolation in initiated by a single relay.

S•afrety Fralmt ion
IEEE 279 establi.shes scveral criteria for the deslon of plant protection s.ystems.

Hlowever, the. fundamental a.liects of IEEE 279 is the single failure criterion
which i% Intended to a.•ure that the prrotection systom will function in the event
that any single failure or fault exists .somewhere in the protection system. Onr
safety evaluation is basked on this fundamental aspe.t of IEEE 279.

With regard to the scram bus. application of stray power to It can disable all
relays and eolid state switches ftom the point of application of .ttrny power back
to. and including, the trip actuator anmplflra. thus•, defeating the .cram func-
tions as.•ciated with the relays and solid state switelies. Other kinds of single
failures. P.g.. failed components. short circuits, open eircult., and rromnds. can
also disable rMlayo in the scram ltus and eaups lone of speciflc scram, functions.
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In the logic networks, random failure of any one of six solid state switches
in the **closed ixssltion'" will di.able the high neutron flux serams. Ili the circuits
for Isolating containment and for isolating steam lines. .ingle failures of initiat-
ing mechalima would cause los. of protectivet atti.m,.

Although we have not reviewed aill portions of the plant lpritection system.
It Is cle'hr that single failures van Ie exlpet-lto, to inhilit tile i1.1a1t pIrftectil.n
system and that backfitting the jolant proitection sys•tl.m will proevide s.ubstantial.
additional protection which is required for the health and safety (of the loublil.

Beckflt and Information Rcquircmealts
Pursuant to 10 CFR Part 50. Section 50.10A., we are requiring that Consolidated

Edison submit, within six msontlhs fretiza the date of this ,.v:aluati,,ia. i~r,,l-,sed
ntmliflcations to the plant plrotectilon system whhih will provide sig~iiti.amatly
greater alsurance that the plant protection systezza will ie.rfuirm its intended
function should any of the following kinds of .ingle failures ovd'ur: falled tii-
imnents, short eircuits. olwn circuits. grounds. and alilli'ati,|n oif any- available
le or de potentlal. Thoe proolmled lloditi.atlois lmuIst il('111(le viiilibility at jIbwer
for etnducting surveillance on the plant llrfiteetion sy-itei t## assure that it Is
caeable of lerforming its intended fuin-tion. Further. we are requiring that
Consolidated Edi1son complete approved nluodifications of the plant protection
system within one and onelhalf years from the date of this evaluation.

R. W. WOODRUMFF,
Operating Reactora Branch No. 1,

Directorate of Licensing.
Ro13ERT J. SCriEMEL.
Chief, Operating Roa rtare Bromeh, No. 1.

Directorate of Lic•ising.

" . .." . ... •" " . "*". "".. . . .'
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APPENDIX 14

CORRESPONDENCE: TVA/.NRC

LLTRm DATxE SEPTEMBsR 2, 1975. TVA TO .RC. RESPONDING TO VZOLATiO. LETTER
OF JrLY 2 1975

TENNESSEE VALLEY AT-rinoRrry.
Chattasaoga, Ten n., Septem ber 2, 1975.

Mr. NORMAN C. MOSE•L•,
Director, Regional Office,
U.S. N.'uclear Rcgulatory Conmiafton. Atlanta, Ga.

DEAR ML Mos•y: We have reviewed the material provided with your letter
to J. E. Watson dated July 28, 1975. (50-259/75-1. 50-260/75-1), related to the
Browns Ferry fire. In accordance with your reque.st, we have prepared responsei
to the alleged infractions In the N'otske of Violation and Items mentioned in Areas
of Concern. Appendix A and Appendix B respectively, to your July 28 letter. In
addition, we have prepared response related to the Conclusions and Summary of
Flndings of Facts Included In your Regulatory Investigation Report. The TVA
responses are enclosed. With reference to Section 2..-01. Items (1). i2). and (3).
in the fourth paragraph of your letter, you will note that except in the ea.ss of
those allegations TVA has denied. the additional administrative procedures have
already been placed Into effect.

In addition to revisions in administrative controls. TIA has. as you know. also
committed to numerous revisions to the Browns Ferry plant design to minimize
the likelihood of a similar fire. These are discussed in great detail In TVA's "Plan
for Evaluation. Repair. and Return to Service of Browns Ferry Units I and 2
(March 22_. 1975. Fire)" dated April 1.3. 1975. Ton have be.n provided copies of
all such documents and correspondence and we asnume I & E is familiar with
the status of the plant.

Much of the controversy among investigators of the Incident hinges on the
timing of the use of water as an extinguishing asent on the burning electrical
cables. The plant operators were concerned that additional cmlponents wovild be
rendered Inoperable If their cables were shorted out by spraying water. TVA has
no general policy prhibiting the uns (of water on eleetrical fires. and we believe
that our proposed design chances to the plant will enable water to be usei in the
future to extinguish cable tray fires without compromising plant safety.

The Browns Ferry 'Nuclear Plant is currently shut down with lboth reactor
cores unloadel. TrA is pursuing as diligently as possible all actions necessary to
put the plant baek into operation as soon as poisible, and this activity is requiring
major effort by TVAwmanapement and staff. Because of these conditions, and be-
cause we believe the seriousne.s of'the alleged infractionq warranted trorp time
for a thorough and measured recspn.,, we asked for additi-,nil time bcyon.d
September 2 (which you did not grar.t) to allow u. tNo reslw.nd more fully. We
hope that any future corrempondence on thi. matter will consider the status of the
plant and the overall recovery plan.
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We believe our overall corrective action program has reduced to an extremely
low level the probability of the occurrence of another fire at Browns Ferry, and
has reduced to- even lower levels the probability that a fire would result in a
significant consequence.

Very truly yours,
T. E. GIMF.zLAND,

Aesiatant Maxager of Power.
Enclosure.

EVCLOSUBE: .N= JULY 28, 1975, DOCKET NOS. 50-259, 50-260

NOTICE OF VIOLATnOx

1. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH 10 CFr 50.59

Items appearing to be In noncompliance with 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes, Tests
and Experiments," as indicated below:

a. 10 CFR 50.59, requires, in part. that records be maintained of changes to the
facility to the extent that such changes constitute changes to the facility as de-
scribed In the Safety Analysis Report. It further requires that these records shall
include a written safety evaluation which provides the bases for the determination
that the change does not involve an unreviewed safety quewti'on. The Browns Ferry
FSAR Section 5.3.3.5 specifies, In part, that all electrical penetrations are sealed
with sealant around conductors.

Contrary to this requirement. &, safety evaluation was not made of the "change
to the facility as descri•ed in the Safety Analysis Report" which was constituted
by operation of the reactor with containment penetrations unsealed while concur-
rently sealing and testing the penetrations.

This infraction had the potential for causing or contributing to an occurrence
related to health and safety.

TVA Responae
The Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) was

written to describe a completed 3 unit plant. To varying degrees, the FSAR de-
scribe" most all plant features re.zardless of their nuclear safety significance.

Before issuance of the operating license for each unit, the NRC (then Regu-
latory Staff of the AECJ made findings that, among other things, the facility
ten.rstruction was substantially complete in conformity with the construction
permit and the rules and regulations of the Commis.ion. The Browns Ferry
units were licensed and permitted to operate one unit at a time while construe-
tion continued on the remaining units. This was not considered to be a violation
of the operating license or a vio-latlon of 10 CFR 50.W9 since it was the basis upon
which the licenses were. issued.

TVA has made written safety evaluations in accordance with 10 CFR 50.50
before making changes to ctmmleted lortionq of the facility but has not been
in the practice of making safety evaluations for work on components where
construction work had never ben complleted extcept where a safety-related Inter-
face was recognized to exist. The section of the FSAR referenced in the allega-
tioin Is& a descrilption of the secondary containment system descrilling not only
the seals around electrical caldles but all other building seals which contribute
to the Integrity of the secondary containment. Unasealing penetrations to add
addlitionl rable and resealing them upon completion was not considered as a
chiillge to the facility desilau nor was it recognized to have safety significance as

lanic as the limiting conditifns for operation of the sQeondary ciontainment de-
scribed in the te,.hnlcal specifitations were maintained.

To redue the potential for this type occurrence in the future. TV'A.. hac made
proedlural change.s to re-fuire additional review biefore activities are authorized.
The changes in prothdures which have been presenitt-d to NRC are discussed in
"Plan for Evaluation. Resilir. and Return to Service of Blrowns Ferry Units 1
and 2 (March 22 1975, Fire)." a copy of which has been provided you.
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.2. FA.LURE TO COMPLY WITH TECTINICAL SPfCIFICATIO.NS

Items appearing to be in noncompliance with the facility Technical Specifica-
tions, as indicated below:

a. The Technical Spelifications, Sections 6.3.A ant 6.3.B state, in part:
'A. Detailed written procedures, including applicable check-off lists cov-

ering -items listed below shall eie p."eiared, approved and adhered to * " ".
"'4. Emergency conditions involving lsptential or actual release of

radioactivity *
5. Preventive or corrective maintenance operations which could

have anl effect (in the safety of the reactor.
• 6. Surveillance and testing requirements - *

-13. Written prpCeedur~es pertaining to those Items listed above shall be
reviewed by PORC and approved by the plant superintendent prior to Im-
llementation * * o Such changes shall be documented and sub.equently re-
viewed by 14)RC and approved by the plant. Superintendent."

41) Contrary to these requirements, the leak testing, sealing and Inspection
of the lwnetrations were being acoimplished: but detailh'! written lprocedure.
approved by the plant superintendent and reviewed by PORC had not Ieen
develolied for the control of this work.
TVA R•pen•,ac

It was not recognized that this work on the penetrations was of such a nature
as to have an effect on the safety of the reactor, on surveillance or testing re-
quirenients, or had the lmtential for release of radioactivity: therefore, leak test-
iug. sealing, and inspection of the i.pnetrations were not accomllished loy detalled,
approved. written procedures as would be required for msfety-related Items. Pro-
cedural changes have been mande which require greater in-delpth review of ail
significant activities prior to their authorization. In addition, prmcedural changes
have been made which require review of plant activities by the plant Quality
Assurante Supervisor to verify. that the activities are sulpported by approved
instructions necessary for their performance.

(2) COntrary to the.se requirements. Iwrscon. dis..vering the fires on March .20
and March 202. ID75. (l1(1 not adhere to the lprovisions of tile E-mergency Pr-oedure
in that they did not initiate the fire alarm.

TIA Rceponse
The coilstruction workers first attempted to extinguish the fire, whereas the

Browns Ferry Nuclear P'lant Eu-mergency Procedure specifies that tile fire alarm
lIa s'.undt-d first. The tffic-er repoirting the fire telephoned the shift engineer's office
rather than calling either of the nunemrs listed in the procedure. To correct this
condition. greater enmlpa,-lis on emergency pritlelures has bteen and is bWing
strmebsl as part of the iBrowns Ferry Nuclear Plant employee orientation pro-
grain and fire drills ac•omln lied loy instructioni over the public address system
are being utilized as a nac-ans of training all eniployees in tile pro per action to
take in case of lire.

(31 Contrary too these require-ments. the nrewens Ferry Emergency Procedure
was n-it adhered tit in that the. Shift Engineter did not delegate onset-ne responsi-
bility for fire fighting to %an assistant shift engineer when hle departed the fire area.

TI'A Respon.se
TVA denies this allegation and believes that the Browns Ferry Emergency Pro-

cedure wa. fibilowe'l. The shift er.giueer and assistant shift engineer both re-
iJmrted to the s•e.ne of tihe fire. Tie shift elSgineer was re'allel ti, the controd room
by thp reactor oqwrator leaving the as',istalit shift engineer in charge of fire-
fiahating activities. Tithe as.sistalice shift engineer was autinistically in c.harge
when tihe shift engineer was called away. the assistaunt shift engineer knew he
waps in charge. anti his actions supiurt that lie assuned thils respiosibillty. The
.RC Investigration report suhastantiatuis that the as.tistastt shift eni ne-er cworili-
inated tire.tgi/hlizag 4tffdort.. evaeuated Iefiqle frin the area. made reports to the
shift engineer. and pine•l tile call for -ffsite assistance.

44) ('entrary tip these reoluirenments aind the re-quire-naevits of Browns Ferry
taimehard l'racticres Manual which sj.eify. in part. In .tandard llrmi(cti BFF3

that:
"Plnnt fire jpret•-tion systetmis shall be fully operational at all times. Re-

movarl of a jhlait fire preateet.iln system from service for any reason other
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than as required in a test procedure requires the approval of the plant super-
intendent. Removal of a system from service for more than seven days re-
quires a review of PORC."

The fire protection system for the cable spreadirig room was not fully opera-
tional in that metal plates had been installed under the glas.s in the jaiaunual
stations during the construction of the plant and had not been removed. The ap-
prow al of the installation of the plates had not been documented prior to or sub-
sequent to the Issuance of the olperating licen.e and the Installation had not been
reviewed by IORC. Additionally. the C02 manual-autmnatic initiation system had
been electrically disa•lded loy the construction workers without documented ap-
proval of the Plant Superintendent.

This infruction had the lImtential for causing or contributing to an occurrence
related to safety.
Tr'A Rc.sonse

TVA denies this allegation: the CO.2 system was not removed from service.
The presence of the metal plates under the breakout glass used in the mechanical
valve method (lid not prevent manual electric actuation nor slow alplivatioa of
the .'1),. The CO, system in the spreading room can be actuated manual electrically
or manual mechanically. The system d(ws rint have anutonastic actuation. Of the
two means avdilable to actuate manually the system. the operator used the
nuanual electricsal method. which is the normal method andol the faster mnethsol.
The method used (in acctordance with established instructions) was significantly
faster than the mechancal valve method)(. As a safety precaution, the metal plates
had been installed to prevent inadvertent operation of the COs system !n the
sloreading roouia while workers were piresent. The e-enditimn of the CO.- system
was given cinsAlderation and determined not •e contrary to ti. standard practice
requirements iha that the COs flt11dinag system was olorational and not removed
fro•m service. It addition, written plaint in4ntrctions were in effect describing the
condition of the system and specifying its mode of operability.

3. FAXLCRE TO COMPLY wrrTH APPE.VDIX n TO 10 CMR 8o

Items appearing to he in noncompliance with Appendix B to 10 CFR 50,
"Quality Assurance Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reproc-
essing Plants." as indicated lWlow:

a. Criterion XVI of Appendix 11 to 10 CFR 50 and the related commitments in
the FS.AR. Aplendix D.4. "'O1eratifnal Quality Assurance Program Plan." See-
tion 1).4.2.4.7 spiecifies. in part. that measures be established to assure that
conditions adverse to quanlty are poromptly ideuatifiedl and ecorreeted: that meas-
ures assure that causes of condilicnms ie determined and action taken to preclude
repetition: and that the corrective actions are documented and reported to ap-
liropriate levels of nanagement.

Contrary to these requirenments. during the guenetration sealing operations, the
conditions adverse to ijuality were ne-t promptly identified and correctede: the
causes cof conditions were not determined and actions taken to preclude repeti-
tion: and the required documentation was not supplied in the two instances that
fires were reported to management.

This infraction land the potential for causing or contributing to ar occurrente.
related to safety.
7'"A Response

The minor fire that ,ecurred In the sealing material on March 20, 1975. had
been dlismsse.l in the plant manangement staff meeting on March 21 and was in the
process of being followed up by mulsrveiwory ,i.rsonnel when the major fire of
March 022 -c.urred. Plattt administrative instructions for reporting conditions
sadverse to ,ljuility have since b•en revised and are also included as a part of
the general employee training program.

h. Criterion X (of Appendix IB t, 1o0 CFR 50. requires, in part. that a program
for Inspection (of activities affecting quality :oe estalelished to verify conformance
with documenuted Instructions, procedures. and drawings: and that persons as-
signed the resplonsiDlit Ies for much iaspectionas shall be independent of individ-
uals directly responsible for work perforniance. Related commitments are spelled
out in the FSAR. Appendix D.4.. Sections D.4.2.3.1 and D.4.2.1.1.. respectively.

Contrary top these requirenmenti. Inspections of the sealing of cable penetra-
tions were not conducted so as to assure conformance with drawings; and In-
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eimiatrhlaia lit tonergentw y prmeteulures. 1w-hiuditig repcorting Of fire~s. Shinc. thet fire.
TiVA hsass ls-iaee written iiitsructi? ieas jsrolailloithiia the us~e (of any fiuhite at Brow'ns
Fe'rry too eliveok tier ;sirh-;ks. lit sidtololtont. it Icrfo-elire hats Iseen written es-taslellslsltag
o-fiatitr'l eive-r tble iiM' 4,f vialitthig, aeld n d :uo sjc(a tlzsaae lits ociserast hg plants. Thias
Isorom-edure requltire's at pay~sit-:I sutrvey3 otp Ihe atre'a., wvhere thet work is to be per-
ooeruseo :a nd the o'ttd~itiitEf sat egimarsro, im-idieh nh adidlta~an~a I tre fighting

e'ipillomsenit and it f irt wuateh lsriior too amyi womrk invovO initi 4oos~ej flamzze tor wve1d'liag.
". 17.saastreiaoti loan--mrmsttat woorkhag, it; the 111I111t weo'r no-o famniliar with the

ohisaat e'aas.rgeaey jerocu'elures. atfl -settlae were nao~t faaaailiar with the plaint layout.

Tha' e~sasu Its ato9(4 ili biud iopat si 2.a.4.2# is nlso, aapcjsiealpe toa this i-oJacern.
3i. fOjooeraatitns jsi'rmoittaeh tell shift were' stee flaly aw-are' of t-he tongoing coroastrute

tiosas acetivitie's.
TVA uiriptotiJv.D

Thisi' shaift engineer o.. duty wwat atwitre osf file' omtiagosng "instruction activities
tibricighi tlt Iiifo'rimnttloni (contaiiUedE lit the wtorkjlibins. % cop~y of eatch imirkycian
is hae'ld by the shift ernagiteer. arnad sill w~ork opik transferred equipmeneut is owhed-
tiled with hatna. lerauisw the arr'a whepre the fire was initiatred is nhormally kept
laceketl. tile shift enagineer%. aiiiJroovaI was required lcrertequlsitt to entry. Simme
the fire. isrm"eeurasl chatng,'s him.' Isen mtado' req~uirnhg woorkjclaans too contain a
Piati're fhetailet) elesrrljcptionm@o ti.4fu woork to. le prti-orzne'd. Its zidolitiocn. alhl wcrkJplanx
ittmw retq-tivt siihs.rvis-ory mido qajlatity zisstraita.e review, itre listed oin a dlaily
auoll'lty slift-t. anid thetir jsertusruinttdiv requires aatath-arizatl.,at eto fleIst' jia
suipssrl uate'liaet.

4. lI"stist E.Iseragtiostts jursostatae' saiold Psilsole S;afely Sernfrev hMt-rsoniiael lit? hthe
101:1111 we're' ntat ruaclflkar wvills thei re':sotoer hsijildiuag firt.' .xtiusgisislair.- tojaiJilaaa'nt ill
thatu theiy 41i41 tilts katopw thaat tis i-ozz ia.~tel file tha' 8%oe Wts.1% Specitii-ily uhegsigt-oi ffor
fightling eleetriaeat fir--.

Plantt osjeratioaatim lit-rs'sptaw iwsos have' retiliocttsllstly fier fire fighting mare In-
striteted lit the use is! tire ..xt lit--tlslhitjig efililicmpent. Fog-type n'1ozzleg are ntilized
Ill ouir firn- trainiuiag -hasis still :ill itiaividuail xroezld s.ally have, too, let'k, lit the
nlozzle tooS.e sth is, 1,;pe it warns. Th@- 4031ly statemenaat We Vali finll tos silihshscrt the cola1-
(4tiploia that joermintiaeI were most faaitlilrI With the fire hoise noazzle btIts, the J&E
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report where an fopcrator in his statement said It worked more like a shower head
than a fog nozzle.

5. Emergeucy breathing apparatus appears not to have been properly
maintained.
T'i'A Rehpoetic

TVA contends the emergency breathing apparatus was well maintained. Plant
rrire ledures for the care of this ecjuipaueit were in effect and were being used.

Some air cylinders which were In the shop for reconditioning and were specifically
marked were inadvertently brought to the scene of the fire, but they were not
used and did not endanger persounnel safety.

6. Certain of the operations personnel as well as the comstruction lprsfinnel
wern moct familiar with use of the Ibreathing alparantus.

Ti'A R)tpoiltc
Plant operating personnel are responsible fur fire fighting lit an olperatihg unit.

Cion.truction per.oAnnsel are not normally tralited li the use of air-lereathing e4qtuip-
ineat. This is a part of the traininhg ier,,.idetl oper-ations ljers.onnel uatn fhe
effectiveness of this training tan be aedjudged Ity the total reliance til air-
boreathilg equipment by employees engaged in fire lighting and ,,ther activities
assioclated with safe reactor shutdown without fatality or significant ljermuennel
Inajury.

7. There was apparently lic attelhllapt Iy (*-;sC zicanugez ntt to ,odtain exlpert
advi. on iinethel's for lighting the fire.

TI'.I Rempronae
Tie CECC Is ntest design:ited tile re.islonsilillity f,,r iilvi.isitg on fire fighlting in

the. lt- Iiadel, gical E-nergetncy 'hlan. The i)E(CC had ass part of their staff c,,ns.iher-
jble expeartise. for Judgi-ng lhp ipripbaltility of shert cire-uitinmg vital 'q4uiltut-wit by
tlsills: witter. Tht. use' of wiater was discussed several thalts thr-utaghout the tinr-
wilh thie i)ivislo- Ezaierge..,ny Comtrmtl Center el)ECol. Thei main elJIjvtJves. of
"r.vA's effecrts on March 2. wetre top evnsure the safety of fi.. rehm.-ctors tal too
iuj;jtiiid " pjers,,ostnel Injury. Tl'he reNimbrt falls toon rmwi'gnitz. lhe.. -J1liits its fill-
re'lamated Ilmjclications that water sltieulel harip l.evn used esof rlte firn at all e-frlier
titise. Tlihe Islatat s.llwritetilel iea t lilti, ('eoo5ll. iis' l e4.• eisiotm ait teto uis. iuater
I tug. foalam. for straight a IN. l'-ase of thi. Imssilaility ,fc slierlting clirn.lits and further

dl'-grillatiell i oif ilhe. plint ter a iefocaletlitirnl thatl utpullh haveP 104.n Ic foitrr liilheit t,,
4-.,lt resl. leac-t..r saif tlty eo-,lapri.s uliatolr tla,. ,'lre-lumastatia•e¶s toernk lortle-itdene e•• or
e..xti•-ia~ashimlg ia loraliztdl fire. E'v-el III re'tlr'e,4Je-I alil lit thI. light off neaorly five
taseantlls off enc'laa'Ieerhaag te.vasltutien. tll-il.•'4-'ieJ still stanld% as i.t eicrrect .iel.isien.
(If .iort. e. wiater wai.i ustidl too o..iuguJlsl tl;e ftire afte'r a moeore. stable .t'ilelitJn
had lsteti. reaeheIl.

.. A de.sigun rneview sul,•st.luent teo the, tire reve'alehd Mwoo .ah. t-frays with eabldes
iuai.llehet lII e 4x1'f. i tha ee'slig eriterhi. The srlie.tihe. osf the ctistru-tielta ftoree's
osf af auidesning cable J-phuee' e-ec"d resuilt in aidditlosial eni trays ing orerllleel,
TVAI Je'erope'ii

TIte' (l.s•,- ihle elh (too tacit iloenstltite viedllattiets off tile eable tray till c-riteria.
Q.iaestlesa 7.7. fit May ='. I9TI. reolnesteel that TVA l,rovlhh. tiac eritt.ria atlail the'ir
Ittlese willil-i estalbllsh the aadiisaaunas relltulre'taaetts for isrese.rvilag t hef tldelwjseade-.
eif redlulndant reaetor lsretee-tiecu systitans. eiualliet'rPc| saifety feature systetin%. andiN
4 .his-. IN Ele-'tri.al Sy--t ens threcuigh Ictysleial arratigealii tail an.dsiaratlfoll. aittel
aiSsitre. 1Isllllmin avcaihlability deuritar ailly ele.sigul ibsis e've*ill lit "ai.awc'riltg tlhis
ela'.iole,,li. We ll'111iet14 is statecasetat I that aslhh, trays c-airryiaa- e-,otrell 1slilill
,;llet.s lre' lcsa4ledt 111 a Illailllill off 60 liroi'alit esf tll- ,'r,,s.-.i'tJ,,llal af f Off- ila.
tray. This aniswer sillpilero teo tha satfety relatedl e-ahla.. refe.re'ne-els i& thfe. ,ul,.J-iec.

Tihe 640 lNrceaall gilihleliae firgre., whicha Is tlhe ratio ,,? tiala ,-re.ss-qs,.tlc.nsl sire.a
eff ftiat ealslel to, the cross.•s".liatal trin-i off tlte tray. is ,htilaltetl frernc Imsst
ex.letrieltl-e wherein It hland Im*.. uleterIarlllI thlt hit a atshh. ray wesalh Ise alProxl-
llaaite'ly level full at tii- looiteit. Physical Monete f,,r railslel. wais the prinuary eton.
sider:,?lion in I leaa t the0 welght tlitltil•ltlen all .l'.tri-at l e'urreit 'ele.ies.ratl.itsi
e-icaitalne'd anlalln. Ianrgrita fior tilling ter tla.' werst came. If the vallt. trity Ihae(lllaP
full Isef, rel the' 60•ere-eat guidelIlle wit n-e-lae-il hIrelle.e off es31'al1le' c atlltiguraatlernn
hiI fIe' rMY iti, addiltloaal cashles we're rotited hit tlhat tray. The samae iewrail
guldellia. (fer ue.aasity-relateql 4-il1i1" was al., ff1lesweel aithsignh it iS nest 010-
etlashlly ahddresvse'l it thV FSAR.
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lkefiii,.. 4a ve'rtaii ruaettors sdem sn li u% iteier car '.3,riesus s'ize'' i valt e 4'1 air S'j3441311
Iinstiilisit~aiip ns li trays. it wzas joots.IiaI.. thant mmirs, t r.i*- weime licit too- fail! wiit-'igftll-
*'la p'en'ema v:iltui' w~ig rt*':-ieii'c. lit seaiii@- va -vs. flt-e OYP po'rai'lit Zi~ibele'imi wasi

e'1311eI j toa fill lae*jeinif eof flit-I fray loaiii-3. 14'v fillf It.* ill-tn llim:i e able*.% in ill ti.--a-
t raiys 'itio isee'iza rstare'. Alt hieolii- twoove ialsit t ray.. a~re r.'ft-e'meivt. ''Ill. I. ;set-ziuly
it e.ithinut actsei efo flt-l father.-

9. The,. hlroowis F~erry Emae'rgo-eyue I rovehire'er and11 St~audaegrd l'rmetive A.11I1i1:iui
voinIlitai e'rreirs and14 ineoimnsstenviie'eN roeis!itim, 14. v'ime'-miaevy riealfisi. The .' $tnndard
Iarmgeif Ma. ~nsamsa. I II.A 14. ;aiermait' fti-e 171'1' 4 *e moralina titer tV@ rev~iew wveark jalat tl
feair sur ety s~ismijliteirte' util lclta.-sliait re'eiluire' fur~liiar rse'-ie. o eat is Q'3Sliaiwt iaail. nhi-s

e'eatjle r.'si:Iiltl it so T'e'inivale' Spowaej heaiiti ja lol % ja a lal l

TIA U.l I? ftEDDav
11115 item lai ajlet-iirs tea e-italtin~i s hral a'lerian f'l eet 33, zatlatrt afie.Ia31ratiop lual ?in~ that fit

sli tI8a111 .JPIS 414 11e line l i saIf$ loat-e rt*Iaal.ed. I it~e4ve' r. %%-a lo-i~e'lev~e*mi eaalaerla jintemiiele'e
1. t hait ielait III at'u'ibire'sc ivatitan iedi twaa eliffi'reiinp ow a iie ine ~~l~iat-r fair use' fis re';aiart-
lit:it fi tre. I Imie joholieeit mmlltmlaa. itiiltes. the' fi re 31 Iaiii ;133. is a1 stglandr niuaiaaier
um"4 II 3111 al TV A ieralt i3I. alilo ala lsjh-e' T.t'il Eli.' eathr li winilooer lots the. etch
sI ruethiee jalcaie' systemug rnius lthe fire' 13 m r~hla I rt'slesaaIiiaioe. fair fire- ficlithian, call
hulis muiilt'r m'ei' u'la a31id iae-taare' t liw eait3 il Iiete4llse' Is mve'ee' d. I ijal iii.
e1ithe'r fell f lit- apoijajereaarnto' tt'l'jleaiie'm -s-le'ii W111tiie ra"st:It fit Ianelnti t re'juaorl in. (of -I
fire'. I hso-ee''r. inst rue't eais e'~isthwrI withlini flie- ja1.ij11 eajeerallim, a n- 3mreaa 11vo 1awtn
Je'VI$Q't teo 11-10e'4. file' 11i1ea1i1. IIUmitlae'r sai Ilii.' fe~sri~ s ire' tharshaai I. Thie 4-oaliverit
relastede too weark jsal rii i t l''Ie' ais dere'sse'eI ill lite- TV'~A re"-Jaealaso. teoa 38lete'ole itlfrae-

ill. TEhe.re wasI, 31l'3I renutly itie. ;iftt'tii la%' tllt- I'E*:' * elil',.atear tea dirjiewt fit-' fatolsern-
tioeam, atir lite- ee'lwle'. Thie' ialaiti siqwaeriiile'lsel.'itl wa'.; iii%'aIlvf'ei ill e'NIO'lasivi. o-41lli'

iiiiuinr~i hu is lI I lie'- e.'Iite'r ratlae-t I miiai jhli la tj ie# Ii,.' jd fit -lIre ahrith ;st. iff

s'iaearelimiiae'g. mllllI3m'iiemeit IoorstimeaIel w-re' italt la3'aevieoiel withI avieinr3Ie ilafaarlinltlatill
awl11 1 hinir acieto. leaia -iere' s taivel ey inae'fewl Ive'.

TV eole.IteJs tios ~'alid.:.niifr.l~~ijl' it 1hl 1ler.f'.iae.- ae i*ils u'

ijalims Iievo1'53iry fair TVA*. too a~~lIre t-r'I'lsaljltI' iit 3~3 raeelieaioifeainl
e'iiio-r'i''levy iii @.-ril'g too E'iajiialy withi IN'noiii e-3t ei ri * leaplie.;li its'C tile' first-

tohe'isi o'tie TVAl atlalie. 1.jlti% i wlte.wilw-fa f

Thae ..ro-iie'raai leh'ate oaf nesjaoptasllai lily mmliaue flit- vI. ain riov- e':ne-rie'aiy %t~itty
sop eaulit hed fIn h fir. trewns Fe.rry Nuv~'lonr JI;,at lmeitaiiopaje*3ui hEiie't'g ivy I'Eaaii

E~issure' Ilesol flt-i, -aririhs s'tlaf itae'iiiaet 1131 nu Ias#ir i' aeitiOalas.

Kfitify and14 infierlil eathimer foooaertmw13i.'3t St3e'
E':taialjsi 'ltnluniaeliehIs with& fi avjsjaa Enjoe'r-viie'-' I ire'elaar :,and Enrvirions

E:,lipe nrye3a' I *Ine'c'toor.

Ga~3thier eatfsite' iiforinsifislleai.

Is,. I peji rix Ps ea ff o~r# -p PreI Ytf too-1ittst at o to~e 10 re~ a 1* VeI *

tevive..ci. ro'Iaaart% freasi Shie- Eitne'nreI may I oir.'v'ter.
Ev.ainalae' 533111 inake' I'ewoomi'e ;*inati.'ile3 is i aa

E:ns~re' that1 slijwaort e'fl'eant re S ali lelpa tt%3 I'

C'. Site. E:hif'ruCenvy u Srft

jm n fsalaij t-at 1troownis Vo'rry tire.. a'.e 'jst..l~i fit'-m wAere c'-arni' aitd mil w dIo5i-A
iialtiol. The're' was.3 avesordei'ehl tee *i,. jeaftg eff ialrielhis stuffs. jinferalhltjaissitle 111 ire;c"
Ijl~i~ 3give'3 ici "e 04.'1 fill. IauhjivelU1as is Iii'elv'e'I.

.AillsoaiWh time' sote'riainle' I f(' lireae'?iar dialilieat re'al~ize 1Inaaiae'eiS~te'1' fall Iil

a1rrivail 11313 hae Wits m-e'itag zam dirire'e'eer sit tii' ''1I his least: re'resil thsit it('. mimenp
neaitl'nieaao 36'1I4 F.INE , e'.animtvie't he1 Etiv'h ireaoa Dirowtootr 31n14 flire'et44 haim. too
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useatify the Alalouua i Departumenteit Paf ille Ileasithi; Thi.e deelay in ree.a•gautiean did
noet s.law deownn tlte Itardioli,:rical Emergentcy Pman froum i.ieag implemented.

Iliesli his arrival at the J('Et' I idU5 E'DT I. Tilat aiternaite C.•V. director was
lrirefed lay the direutetr. D ivisions Emtlerge 'vy Centter. iala pla• stat•sti. The ivlalt"
illtferllatti(mli olffier witls briefed. ilW' was cailled at 1;113 '1 )T. ioereiaxil econlit:le
withh the Alailsainsi DIepsarrtmaenit apf Ihilie helv Hea .h %%as iade, at 112 EDliT. IIn brief.
cooardllilationtl was evident land till divisleonis '•f respioinsibiliity weire baeintg carried
olut. This is evidence of cooardintleation eaf lNsitKie leadershili.

The fis•lis•f acontu ici altlions with othier aigenceite. vettered ons jilt it ailiel a'usvir-

elttieltrliil ('litlitielti.. l't (10o noit INwlleve this (itt lie eii.m.i4hreii at isisdirectieia
siltiee onte directly arffects ithe either. Since daitali paroividced inicllaitedc! alit radiinicl ive

release., the various agell. ies reijll.stel jrinformationiotats t olis statKliis a.dll. used
tllhs linfrratrlitr Kern t a•ste•s tile l•toteltiaii for elivireiliinesrtarl relea'ase.

Tilt- statu, se. t tflis fire at irewnri.s Felrry %%a.t dIim.l-.(.•s stl uiellilsrf.is tims.es lc.iordll-

lug to the i)lvlsioun Etrergenvy (Centter logt unisul Kile plahirt i•og. The'il jifuirstaitiei was-
nit e ilwtiy.ys tily lie.1s1tie tile tire wits rel'.'rte•l (tilt aird tihei wathildl l iare tilt

tganiin. This fac't ursay have caused ,ai• ol e evtitlf.sioli. ulat co-ll tiat tit-il•l .il ripcort-
lll; tihe c•ndit ionus (if the fire were successfult evers I ev enlmiigh ehier planliK jarenl!ti•s
toaok arectedeiace it tinies.

As joitlited (tilt lin prefaie statttetlisits. tire lighting efiiorts were the resl.•i•inslibil.
ity of the Site Elitergetey Dlirectoir with aidvive fruits tilht divisi.ait e'lliergtliscy
veeitter. At ilei timne wars celntrel fat tie- fire 1ieyoild Klite s..lie ot Klite- res.lur.es ail-
reardy uider ilte direction eot Kie hIlujit sUlteriiseliadelit It- c ite t'trgeticy directoart.
Tirere Is no liosis fer stating thiat CEh'((. guidanilte wail iliilelecillaite.

The palant suwierititendent efirlrd trot hive jiersonsailly directed all lire fighttinig
actrKiviKi lnor feios geo!s 5niliargetsseit techniqutejt sulggest thiat lie s•isilld. iHid lie
sittemltedi tia dlo siise ie woulid tiot hirive beentaitle toe carry eari othoer spectified
re.Iinsliibilit ies wvhic'h haive at Ilslrirh srusiuler iliart fill rltar'taor s•afety ai istaid ite
healtsh rid stifety of thie lipublic. Tise sullltariltetrleirt wlar noit eligarged air cxrts nxive
'0itsltstlilii('lalioli with tlh t center. slard this eitlliilic'iatainl did wite impiitjirr the
silieriniitetdents ioerfe niil ect-t, isis d•is i,.hs saird res.ieiussililit"es.

11. Altimua•ulri lilailll lraetelur..s I•i•.ify thraht Kth' Vrrisit eierastor liat• Kilst aitiiiehrity

lK s.iirt l•own tite re'titar Ili flite evel't cat arns ersaa'rge'aliy. hiis re.•.la lusildaty tIt effcti
-a slihilttowni promptly fiats liar• l e*: delllt 1illay b isiialt.hl.

TI'.4 Iapitisc".
TVA detnies tihis aillegattie,!i.
Plainit ta.st•urrti•ias sleocify thiat flite realeit'r e•irirarear is reslpeaisilae fear flite
,rrlit leanm of his uianit jtid give himr autihoisrity tie shill it flawla whei ht e it-deemss its

saifety Is is i jetllmlrdy. Further, his j4011 diescriptioti s 'ecifie.s thiat. ill etmergenieles
where thlere Is relt tlime tei get ael'vi'e fromia lii. sloiacrvis•er. hie lintay teoe.ralte ieas iis.
euWvI ilitiative toa cearrect exlsting eeaianlitiols sar tie savle' life eir property. It is mn-
lori-licatil alund lior'ialtoaly impsiibisslle tIo deitne iit d itaril all cndieistieass fear whliti
lareausahat .hutdeswts is dieslraniale.

('ciN ('!.1" $tio.N S

.4. Gcncral

1. Thie raildiologltril Isinl't copl ctthe lalsldie. iilsit ipran aiitletl far flit- eliVi.ieilttaelit
re.slttig fretlri this fire Wa5 te ii•.la•re slgfligle'iisat thil froamli the ronluite sh.•rite•awn
at tihe retetors.

TVA. itexpompic

Thiis finding is. e•rrert. Pl'riority effoarts it Klit-e llaria we're' direet'eld toawaird.s lite
iprimiary ahjevt-ive. elf einsurinsg sarfety andsel miimitliizinag irse•a•tiel injlry ainldK lthem.
oabjeeti vees were archieved.

"'. Iloth T'nit 1 anirl U'nitl 2 cares remsained arelelellal v em.•,aed thrraire•a•mit tiis
oivuwrre'ueo. A.ltthougrh isome1t1. sy-eltst•m wtere' rendell reel iiriale. lalalt ia('rartears

wier'e mule* s l iuss lrIorhigi raIto eilieaq•,titr atlte'rnaite ' terl i 's tea c•siil the reactotars.

TI'A Rumptonspre
Tiis iantiling is 'correct. P'rioarlty efforts atl the ialliint were, directedl tiawnrds eta-

scurtlig .eirfety tassel miltimatizinig liorscaairis'l injimry.
"3. S•meatsli tltrearo itijries oweieirretl il. It resuit eaf lihe fire'.

TI'. Reap',oi '

4,. few Blroswits Ferry ettnjieakyees %w're' treatoel, fea.r .lisreke ithilslatil•an. No alseisr-
Ier fit the jnlduleWi' wias lijured In ans.y waiY.
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It. Dircrica(ufrcif, the Firc. itl fi'rirrity orr it, C,,nuiqu*c.tte.e

1. The following factors contributed directly too tile c.atum. fr severity of the fire

w) Failure tit eValutmte the hiazards hinvolved in the sealing o.weratioza anld tf)

prepare and Ilmleniat cout ro mliing pirlt.edures.
TV'A -Rcopronme

Prior to olieratimi uf Browns Ferry mnit 1. TVA engineers ioarticipiteil ill and
reviewed reiomrts of fire tests mliade (in Ielaetraiti•ns aund cables similar to those
which were to) lie usedl it Briwns Ferry. Tile test result.- indicated that fire prop-

agation through it conmlleted lenet'ration was lilt unlikely event. On the baisis of

these tests. a penietratiota tnd (c.tble tire was not considered tim be a high degree
risk ; thecrefiore, special design contr-i andl installation proiceduires were lict conl-

side red itecessary.
Since the March 22. 197.). tire. TVA amanagemnent is aware that caille int(il enfhe-

tratlin fires tire a loteintttlly severe hazard. Admiinistrative i.mttr l and ilsliet-
tiotn have been upgraded in cpumsideratiolt uof the hazard.

(b) Failure of workers tit relport nunaerimlis small fires experienc'ed previulsly

during the sealing olceraaluns. and the failure oif sult rvis, ry lfrsmmnltc top recug

naize the significance of those fires whi('h were reltmrted. 1121d tit take appropriate
corrective actions.

TVA Rcxpoposc
Ili the future thie lrK-1'dures toI be f,,llowed in fire repmrting will be stressed to

all eunltloyees at the plant its a itart of te cioverail training pIrogramt. A nninor fire

that occurred In the sealitng mnasterial til March -,4. 1975. lifts been, discussed in it

plant luallagellient staff liteeting fill March 21 and wais in the pmrowess of lwing

fodlowed till pby slipeirvisi.ry io*rsuezaniml whiie the miajoir tire of -Marc.h =" occcurred.
(e) I'se of tin opetn tlhnee without tire, lrecatutitons slpeiific to this activi'y.

TVA. Rc.mponmc

Since the fire, TVA has issueid written istriuctions prohiltitin" the use (if atny

flamie at Birownts Ferry too ,.hec-k foir atir Itlaks. Ilit additiion. it jmr,'edure has been

written establslihing the' 4.iontrll iof tilt. use omf ctlitting. welding. andti olell 11tflan11's
lie hi traiting lilants.

itdt I ileffectua ht.aders•ilm loy TVA ihe fire fighting afetivities.

Since the fire additimnual Iallant suik.rvis.,ry litersi,nnel hatve attended the tire
origadle leader training course sit that now all Browns Fer:r Shift Engineers

and Assistant Shift -ngineers are -ert ifie'd ais havint Imlarticilmted In this training.

tet Inadequate traitning of TVA in-rsamitital in fire- flighting jmrov'edutres and

.tV i'npoont.i

TVA •elieves there w;IS. aedi.ja;ite traitiing ill fire lightinjg priv-edures antd eqltip-
ment. Apparently traiining ree-mrds at Btrowlns Ferry were wit reviewed by the

.NRC even though the re•ord.s were mtuile availalme tip the intvestiga tors. Extensive

training in fire fightinag techttiques itau l h td I mtt coinduted Iefore the fire and the

reco.dris so shiow. In additimon. a slecial briefing filt fire fighting hits heen c'onduct.ted

for omver fifty ltromwns Ferry o.peratimns hiermtotimel since the fire.

Sf I lDelty lit atlplmlli'atiitn oif water in fighting the fire.

TI.A .' cxpor~aa

The mnauin objetitives of TVA\s efforts -mit March -1 were tip ensure tihe' safety

of tihe reactors therelmy insuiring Iathil" health and safety and too nainmntize Ifer.wn-

te| injury. Tihe NIt(" (lice oft hisleiectiin and E-nfamreelmaent rejmimrt fails to recoug-

nize these lJonts in the rehmieated itijii~llimins that water shottuld have livten used

on the- fire at alt earlier tintte. Tile plan!t smlperiniteutdent nitade the i'mttscimus dt•-l.-

sion nott tom use water. fog. fimana. or straight a It-eatuse of the ifssilmility of shomrt

cireuits and further degradation off the ithltit tim a iutnditimitn that womuld have

meen tIore difficult tm comntrmli. Reactor safety (oncerns under tile circtunmstances

tmok Ijrecedetai. firer extinguishing a loo-alized fire. Even in retrospect and in

tihe light otf nearly five mtonifths of engineeritng evahatiton. this decisitn still stands

as thie c•irret def.ision. I)f .•iurse. water was used tit vXtinignish the fire after

a ia,,re stabtle c.ondition lad IWeen reache! ait tite plant.
gi Dlifficulties ene-•mntered in use of self-containeel breathing alimparatus.

Caused by Inadequate training of imersntaelill it Is u.Se. itnadeiltlaate naailtenaaan1e

and inability to, recharge air Imuittles fully.
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Thlse tylS " • l" i ,f-o.' l h-'etmlmAs.I Ir.oallalalig lIllnral. ts It'oviaietal as? Itr,,mi-ia F'eirry
tire-.@'o I w ill. tltl;m illt'l. * ril a .ii 1ail :5l'. its evollmlllaoll list- its Ir' liJIathliilg.

A %ieI' Iraimmil-- c.mtmrse.•' Il;a Ih.',ii e'eolalae'l'd ;r e hie t p tai'llo - il thlime' e. l I"f

lhfe *' ill ll.mit. 1e111' ls ir 'vyliiolor- lm'Ior iLolmtll It Ilia. -e'i'mme* *e" If li Iire. h;ail hIevi'i

.l..•.ili a':l Il Iy irke'el ;is Imi'itl iit Ih he -alae Iler -a-$imwi i iiel miI:. I .- lioVI ei I ro.,e Is ri..iii.

1.elttiliI aml'ill w'ill loe itt-I: 1. l ld t11 1im .' 16.11 tt l r It',oviols' i ;.l ili i lmi:l ,'ii jl elhility , molsi'N.

lfie It; rue' a s I;i r.e-'a. iaiiralmerfl! I:aský- railly' ;l tail aflfairs- rsiIily.

oIsa I forafil.l-'.'iiai lilyt ..r las' iail l jI ll i"oZ ll-'oi oml 4ohio. lie I llt- l -•- j liAoll ora Ilia-

eintrtl'l rail olsla ami;gl I1,t.c lat s.'.a !. lieaor it, llimamior,- etilg.

"i't.ll*- am Io ' isoml ef Ihr t1 lire' leo~l-rio'r iha Ihe. Ij vi' ,'t';ii elm I iIo a 1 ai -ta ho.ora -aIll Ioit im . fitatie-

lions otli lit. lire' hsrt'ie'rt. While. o.'if.lli, 111.• it w,,uis i,.v ;I i'aia ;llJ,,ll f'eIall Il•. oh.-i'-.i

tramivii ;. It "-'aaliiJ il l lteit . re'j i.miol't h1 , *l,'-i ' 'lii,,'i,'1 .

a e I L.ac'k ,et falmnili;iril l withs tili.a i'l'ot'alml;i lau's' i'.hzornet'ieris•t ,fr life- fire. ateozzl'

jore.vidiils ftir tii'ih t ire. atail tlliltjiih'l.3" st%4'1I atsl'aall. tie ligsht leas fitr..

7' *1 I ,q'"simc
Il.1mtm1 efl ,-1 eta- l es'r-ea':1ma"i l |iaem ht Vi° rt'esljles-ility l viar fit-,° liu-Iiihign amre'. ija-

-. I'll' tI I lie' !so* el' lir '.' i4l'lt i t .Ji 1 -s !imtil lIll tlt'. Tmh,. @$Ild) ,i.iiele 'aae I Il;a ;; I1mim :111

%stlelolo, 8 l 1hi- ii .llO'i.:ietll I. lelst metal. lo" i'm'aloor ill Iois :va;'mml tit -:til it iootl:eo'l

mia.ll's' likea ; l e. ; e: t he,.;1,I lhi am 1s lirt'e aseizZli i. ie, lamte? matta le.'-t is tial tli4' 1;1%-i- i'or

Ilia- v t" *11i".looll. -.l"e i i Isezx!i-'s ;late' litiliXoil ii: 4,4la lirt .. t'o iail i-lai--i.% ;lllel aiim

itmoliivihlm .ei %,w:,1 , oliil% la1ale te, |emi6k .ai 0l.a" ha.-Zzf." !,e '-a. ha1 1' I .elee it i'i-.

2. "ri o,.' ' leII, aI mml '; e l's email iri0tat i'il te ili-tli'sellt i.% o'.%l;i's'i'ti,','e , rl n ib -" t lie- Ipom i -

?.Jlllfllo%% l mai f 1oill. eof I al' I e ,'aie

#:I I"eoor I mlif I. firi.' r aioldo'roel j finoo'rh left- loer :a -jita.iei,.t at lo'ti, ,,elf liame' loeor-

Ooavl- ear Ist. mo.ssl ' il siiai .I-m•a'm e- trotlll.• lfear i'm em aillm ae'lt ll- 41 ite Ills- j m l lae m l'ii Ii'm"o!-
ilom 'll oef I lis. re'.;l-I me ll t imil ill ' 'or , 4'ii'i' ill't ' .. l 'ls l ..

i I I. /I:.o M HifD.5,

T"i' II ': lr1l'y:!e'tt I 'm 't'i ' 4 .* . : a*aj S i'I J4 " 'N1 1a i io'.i-aaI'- i lee Il.- jilh' oam llll'os mu t

a re o.,eolilm.a ill Ihlt. ttsliki-l. ' -i.at e.f ;I ij..•s, eel tieeo'tll:al me'"' eei.el.0 L. it Ihvr .i'lt.elimmWll

:a Imoef tl tIII;1 'ml lea6 . :1 le i t l i ; -' L . i I'l.I- o lm sta -it aiI' imfm . %% .l a Ii'a'r I Il a hls t'jaa lt - f ll a i,,o .ra

oileaonl em lima. "i'li %a,'i'el'at. -u" a'eootr-e. elill Iemt NIk.° lel;ie-'. Vhlile. Ihi' ;a a %l& i hhlily etll

aeIait I 'ot' I11 'l4 'll.'.• ,.4l. o-,'Ise e oie ltia % -a i ;; isl' lilauhieesot ! ie ' ' I 'lit % etild liaai - :. ri-'ra. 1.

f -'ili: ale'l a mmJ i t4 I .oq' ° ae',oliisa. Ih. I. ''.:,•tlor % %;o f.vl. •1ia 1t loJm- is i-io.am -ol lh,'r i'im.m.

itml " ait.r .mtllri'.' ill ea',jllsital-loll %% i iaiso ' eel'slt- i isl oaf I fiv reasiteer ,ih.ir,..e-'lrizzi-

Ifo ft .;ll .afire-. sit lilme' :. - ''S. Ao..\l, lomt' 1.:1 "'S fear e m' ailuum "U :- - ; ii !lle%.

I Is I ,'k e.l itsit list j . e.1 Il ls- a- eel oimal ilo" %'&lsal 'oei' i oem lo't's aeol ' Ioi t o. ' 'lit;s,

s.i ttal itaewt ('livilit. ll'* lil ll'her lli- first tlaolaltal isi ititalias oaf ,Itolmre's.•sriv;ltieis ,fo

I lotl I.

.I ,mje'e'tive' t'iou m-°' Iaview ,of till , 'ltlstihm4ae'msll itsi'llah'al ill tits -.'ILE' l.•l ri'l-,r'I

Sill -1il0t-alin6 itl. lh.jt sli*mel 'ii.i i m'Ilm l-ol renmeitimil s'mo.' aole-ilt. .a al ea$il

e'xer'Ji. ' Iw aitlasliv'e' tie ic'mrciimte'. ilh.' ai'!ti'iti,'- Ii'rloo-si lm, tee re':ae-Iar !lllioelopwilt

:llt[l ro.stemrnllieIs :Unit ilia- Io lalltt .stlll..rilhat'lusil'st "*.is ill time' i*'itroleel rilmIlls aslil ..t;stl.'

t i I lie' il't'i-elot tee him eIol,,,lie• Ii m ''e.l'e'. ro.;se'lmoor i'i.'-ti're' a a"w. hli- : asd i law? iemae'1.

IIIh, lire- o .s l ' llill- Isiml :ili ,,rel,.rl.y aOlerlmtieh , e h.-il .3 iaso ma.' iiail, elielt j %%;I %as
!llal'lliktll ;1llo1 It' l- ,l'o lia.y Iso%.a r " :l•. I'Issl~ .• ,a laa i;:il lllllOl .

i,' l.aai'k ,el" kLltl,w.i oea" ael' Ii'aiio h 1 as.tal *v.ri.•" ,fo I la'. Irim'. olil I' let Isc'r eef'

eatout real re mll Iuwersol'f'lI 0 atool ,,ilaiv its ralmial .Iiitlehlwmal .,i' tlse' rni'.s'leor hle.Ii' Ilae'ti'
•%i'm'.'a asll aalemtlasool• tIsII rlsllilliii'taollima ilmelie'iIjiel~asl.
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.• tteot,'l its I',otaelaa''ih- a, Al• \ asmsel .A2 Ieeeh Is aime.t | astail .• •,.'r..' •it''l~ i '..ssat elea~ll

la. sl ,',ummh'el eIlmwII- S.•l'.. ""'.'V rl'i'.lemet"..' li.\ rt.'a m isas"'.'mll'aa e.•o. I i.

eels l(,i,'ulstjeollseO ,o IIse. emlolim,,l.• ,eer e',-oililr- airal~lislleh' esmiahr iii h.' ls.ri,-I ,il r,."

ol't~ .s-tllr'iXl j~lemal' ti." hlo 'lolt i r,'.,':,,r i'ea•N|las .•.'.te'tII.

I t~'lsl-ior~'s...atri je'le'i'l .m-i~al wat.' "ai"nihilaslmi" atll has1te'sP. feint I-lhmt n,'at.'fiors, isg ll 'mmit I

Iht ,-ln'ialeallilily ie, haalel -• lem Iilit.' re'lai'tismti lee , o lere.--stri' •'ai. lessI leer aa I'.'riie eet

lulau'. 1"!1o° NIlE' is rl.''ii'wjii at T\'A-lsmilH@5'i'tl ,hi'•Iasihtt ,'ll~' ea, e'ljisiitllateh"lii-j
Ir%', :l11.1 i lIh" fit tar'%.
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.wro th.eiking fair it'us.iii , In it-iss*trzal imit aeutlreai ing iz , .tl.le sj'reaaditg rmoii
wijth filet reast'iar ittiIlaijiii. I 'trsa Iit.l lierfoiraitihj tlhe viee ks utiilizeel :t 'undl.' Hlit ue

loon dteteet alir tlwx' fruiia lthe vablle spireadtingi ra~imin tilip t1', euavlo Il~tidinij. The
eii tule thiua* Ignited t he.j~ litiyre! lhna*. ii ttal, 1. lig 3

TV.-l .I&alponxfar
S itiat thle tire. TVA hats issited~ written hitstrutiief1411 jlrtililoitigf il e use fit anly

tHatnle ait! ltreimis Ferry too 4ehavik- fai aruir le~aks. lit adilitliciti. at prjireda.ure hats been
written estithl'ishiliis the aetsistre' lf athtle Ilse oaf vtatfiliz. welaiitmt. andiu 4jren tlahimes
ill aijerafting jIlantt'.

21. rhert' was nem approved wvritten lirloveathre l'reiavidd it) eeiitreii tb h~~iis1l'tit :ig.
spilling. aind test ingj oaf valthia jliem ftrtifinsi. 41 Detasils 1. page' 111

TI*.I Icacpimar
Sitlee th tire. jlorntitht-dt..s have-. lrvna't issuedq ta' reiquire .uirv.'ilhaine boy etx~igieer-

itij Irnrsariomiel #if atill jwiietraltitins tiiialtr reajnir elFrea-iistrutie i ul. These ribreduettre-s
atm pstiro~vide fair ifls*rttiieiil sif ertift iw'-rstatitll eii-m-,etl itt 3ieiietriltim~i 54111idi. andtt
flu iiiirriieitlig 11114 hlreuivle fair juasliectialitl Iy enguia'eerS.

3. 1't-r-immel rtesiaecisih'it. fair hiispet'.im: tite livetifratfiamIli seals were ils'i itiirilveil
ill ninking flie( seal reinatirs. 4 1 let-tils L. jximge 111

thait lirecviae ffor hiuitatliatioi In l -ay ttft litrIsiIIIQel andI intii-jatiiaeaW ulsjaectiopil lox
etagintlers. Thep ina-.jrnetars aire lorishiliteit.( from t't egaiging i itthe wairk.

4. Scipmeloo'jinutrtfittch seatls wert. licit hlfolerlliy vaintileted pjrioor too ooij aimflt #or1ci
Viiti. I anol 2. tioir we*re they piraiierly taitistaiiaeol sul.iPespietoo si.. .,ralt 4111. tiIle-
t 1t1 s 1. 1M~ in ge9

TI. Rcxpvfasr
SeeTVA resjurniuse to iten La..
5. The harn-aufioil #of the fire' baarrier inl lthe Pentraliarutua didl leait vetfforinrtn fa the'

aalilirvedi design airatwizigs. 41 lifatik 1. It"14 91S

'rie lest-LI tio ft tile fire' lharrier in the jcen,.etrattie~t bats na benatring til the fime-
fiatti (of the tire hoatrrier. While t.'hiniieallY it wmialal best' dtCevjltficoll f(pein thep doasigi
dIralwing. It wmlildh lic, it. Io t rejicertaille design ah0-t-tiieiteY.

.6. The* elevirieath designl spea-vitlea the' iistaliatitoua of catisle i11 tritys lit exiess5
eaf that? permaittedl ity file TVA dpsiun~ c~riteriat in -it t last two, vases. Other tratys
4-a1111a1 .451it31itl excess eh' ill thtat vaitie wVas .11l540tll kdest inl jslae w~lell tlt'ig-lis

wveri e.Iiauned. , Detatils 1. pa.ge 121

TI*1.-t RceIioppievic

A~ alesigt giuidelinie fair aailsle tray till liaisedl cisi t 6Wr' f tite vrernss st'titonalt area
oal t 311Ftrik catrrying 4-ainfreal andua sigind atlaisles is iticliva-ted in the FSAII. Swe. TV.A
res'ioisfctit4 a Area aif Civelairti S.

a. Altboatuha iwet raequir~ed loy lieviiefl e.iaa11ljf iesns. lalaaaraafeary Iests had14 Ineeua Ist-r-
f'sruaed loy *FVA tas verify thle ablility acfth iii' Mtiotraitiam) in 1 Iwak to lerfetriii as at fire

Irnzrrie'r. Thelase test..;. licowt'vet. adid licit sluitu1late fhile ee.uaahjtfiillea*xis' jg at flthe t ai111
ait this fire. Fall- exazhilloC. tile test.. wereS hlci a-.41idutsiet'l wit hiat har,'ssure ahlimera':i*
fial aicraiss the seail. flat' l~olytire'?itbae wats tic.' 'ximoseo'l ta.fip tialt.tila iiaor wals at

laukag' IthI 4esfahi Isliael thraitigl thle seatl. Aelalitite aally. thle test dIial tact jiltdllitela
fthe Slici'? tylw looly3urefhanii in lise- lin that'-abIle lN'iiet ratfiass. The'#tiuse aif this sihwet
I VM' ea~t had tacit 114.4'f ailopried t' ly lthe TVA delsiogu aia'jaatmena'it. ti Detaijls 1.

TF.4 Ri'.on.ce

Flame teats were Cctn(Inete l befesre the olperatic-n (if Browns Ferry to confirm
flthe coiriildeted pietactrattlain seal desiani roerlitjt. Thle resul1ts oif these tests Iluidjatted,
tha~t at eamlaileltCel fire staop would Ise effective. Shnta'e the fire. TVA~ ha~s carnzatrurefed
at tateihity tarn e.:lifilwt testingi tunder it oliffereitital pressure on a mockup of thle

lisetitratlelit i which thep fire arnccurred.
04 aunsfriietiemia rperSontiel w~ere uitilayiz .fing a l 'lt o laetizip ill an airea which 1. vut-

te'rstirle toon tire. buti slwecific iret-aitioiits sinia fraliheol fire fighters were niot present
-it jilt- titte. i Jiefallm 1. liage 121
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TIA Rbopriusr
Written procedures have laee e-stilallished since the fire to control the use of

-lapen flawes. In addition. instruction.m are taeing issued ta require additional
surveillance lay fire fighting pers.annel at almien Penetratians ill 4,perating areas.

9. Previous fires in the polyurethane f-am materials had not always been
repearted tea the alapropriate levels (if mnanagement, and. on the taccasions when
replorted, no action was taken tot prevenit recurrence. (Details I. page 11)

TV'A Rcsp,,',na
In the future the procedures to lee followed In fire reporting will be stressed

to all empliayees at the plant as a part of the general tra.;inng program. A minor
tire that oCc.urred in the sealing material tin March 29. 1975. had been discussed
in a ijlant management staff meeting *an March 21 and the minor fire was in the
process of being followed up lay supervisory personnel when the major fire of
March 2"2 occeurred.

1i0. The aarlieis proce!ures fear resijtandln to fires contained eanflicting infear-
itation. For example, the BFNIX Emergency Pro4edure lists two different tele-
phonie nuanlters taI lae used in relsarrting at fire. one in a table atf emer;:ency numbers
and the sec.nd in the test of the preactlutre. The apioropriae nuiulter is the one
in the test ; dialing this numler autoauiatically sounds the fire alarm and rings
the Unit I operator's telephone. i Details I, luge 4p

7"1".4 R•cpronor"

At Browns Ferry two different ph-ane numnlaers can be used tea repart a fire.
One jaheane numlber initiales the fire alarm and is a standard nunalaer I-2.99 a used
in all TVA ealerating plant laheane systems. The other numnbler ton the c(anstruction
ploane systemi 1235 rings the fire inars•all reslpansile fear fire fightling during
eon.istruction. PiIalimg either on the appropriate teleph,,ne system wiauld result
ill loreanjt repolrting of a fire.

11. The BFNI' Emergency Prea.ethire was not feallowed Iy the-se inroalved when
repoarting thi. fire. The emnstrutiean wtarkers first attempted t•o extinguish the
fire. whereas the preacedure sopecifies that the fire alarm Ise sautmided first. The
guard reporting the fire telepheaned the Shift Engineer's atfi(' rather thjan caliizig
e.ither fat the numbers listed in the iar-eatdure. 9 Details I. page 4 1
7" 'A lt'slot"nJ'"

The lIrobt'edl1re., toa lo. feallaowed at the -jalatt will lot- .tre.•ed at. itrt f ithe'
aptio'ram empoiayt-' tra inirnag jareagrala.

12. During tcelastruc'tiein. metal plates were installeel under the lareakeaut glass
in the CO" systeln malnual crank stations lt.ated at the entran.es to, the cable
s.are'ading rnoonl. These nmetal plattes we're mact removed pritar tia lalatit 'laeration.
thus pareven(fting Iaaniual initiatiean oaf the ('(Id system had it leeu niiecesary. The
CO' system waits successfully initiated auiteaniatically. 4 Details I. page 3 a

'1.A Ieiqenxte'"
See TVA resloailse lia :tlih,(ed itnfraetiel 2.a14 a.
13. TVA. dews leaot have toatsiah.. wg:elw'ites iZsi'le't their fire lirtee-tion e'qilipnl.*nt

atnid systenms. Internal inslpection.s fat fire laritlltio'I, Eeltuiaima :4t Laid net revealed
the laresenl.e •at the metal plates. I I)etails 1. page Go

71" I' '.' ,,xi e "a E'

TV.' hadl fire lafretectiala inlsruvii'.ais ill ioflo'leat'xalailalaa l ire' Jar0,tt.itiola Ill te.l,
status including jaresenv-. . efa tilt. tal it. to the. ,aie.r;atsr-. The. iar--o.n,'ve oaf thit.
Ialate.- was knawnt la yT%* plant oia,'raltile. le'r.-staizo-1. .4.e' r'•ie,,ase teo Smllzzmaary
#af Findings ato Flaet,, item . 12.

14. IOaltr;ary tit gesooal .af*y lar3'tiv'.s. the' jalant lord(-,.dllr,.,s slia nlta rv.-tri,'r thme
usea of e.levataors dtrine fire's: bet ha oai.rlateia-.. :lwid ltonsfriei.,tt jivrs.illie litao.l

thltlal lltt ,'levatlors while' the fir. was !in larfa-'re.s. e Fxhil.it 1. Elh',.t.-Ji. AI'e-Q
,.t al. ) . ...

Tl'.l I.'fwPofn.vr
We elheotiou tIh*e retlevance- tet aillelsa.a' safety off tllck 4,anlll*.'lt. U'se. ,af lilt-' ,.lva-

tars during the er.rly stages eat toho. fire. e.llhlale.d rialiu luId-ea•.liae.nt efa l;a-n'sealnel toa
li.rf, artla ,ajwratlians relate til • .safely shut liim: flawia the-' re'zae'taors and sasisrel in4
fighting the, fire.
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. uE'.'ts on FDtch Unit and Itteractionff BJkt,'•€f• U'nita
I)uring the investigation of the effects onl each unit and interactions between

nnits, the following facts were dis•losed :
1. The failure of a single 4 KV Shutdown Board resuilts in the loss of j)"wer

tip the EC(S equipment supplied freitnt thei board for both Units 1 and 2. This
feature I.- inhere'it IiI the design of the electrical systems for Units I and 2 and
Cestnf, rini. tip tihte FS.AR ('oninlitlnnts. Unit 3 electrical systems are not shared
with Units I and 2. {Details III. page 4)

It Is imllortnnt to note that there are two divisions of redundant emergenicy
core cooling olIuiI'me.nt for each reactor. Either division calii provide adequate
're' €.cooling ill 'ase' of a designt Ibatsis accident. Failure off at .igle 4 KV board
wibuh( afftiet. alt mloicst, tquipnlt'nt ill o-nP divisio n 'in each unit.

This ist a well known (lesign feiature of tflie Browns Ferry ilant. It was thor-
oughly reviewed by thit- Atomic Energy Cotimmtission and was approved by tilth AEC
as Ilaclng c'-lnjldetely- atceptalrle.

2. The coordination of tfe power sulpliefs for the ECCS is such that tiioto-rs for
the systems lustaps are not in every case supplied from the samne polwer sourve.
as their assiciated valves. Iln six ca.es the pnitips and valves are suptplied from
lpower sources in the .samne (divlsion,. but lit two cases the valves are su.plieei front
tite divisiotn sill] tile l-untl,.s from another, ili violationi of the selparati-sit criteria
letfined in the F-SAR. I Detaills Iii. pa:tge S)

TIA.4 Is, opr,,,i-,
It is not necessary that puimps.s and asso'hlted valves itt tite ECCS be supplied

front the salue lpower s•,ur-t. The ± -Browns Ferry design is divisionalized such titat
)untls alitid IS-ICiated valves il the EcC'CS are powe-red frot sources Itssigned t-
either division I or 11. The lo.ss of hnittlns aitd/tr associated valves iii otn (liVisjial
is It '('I'lpthable' evenlt Sillt.' either divisi.•n (.:it adequately cool the rea.teor in the
unlikely event of a Imistulatted design batsis. a.t'ideitt.

Thetre. is :in tt.i'tr ill tlit- i&E rep'ort witeh atitlplattrent ly has i'atd tip the' e'rrsne'stt.s
v'Joml'ltt.ifinl that flit- c'riteriat were violated.'

3. Thit.' -er c'able suljlolyittg 4-N %'*,,It Shuhltown Blosatrd lit ,'frois 4 KV Shut-
dl-,wit Boiard C midt! tit-" i.,wer vatlhle. st•tlyitng 4.ql Volt Shltdtt, tawn lisatrd :.A frith,
4 KV Shurehewn Board It B we're' Iih t'litt el in tilt- saiiiv tray. It th:.t 4 KV Shmil-
d',wn Bossard It is in iDivision I and 4 KV S.httdowtt uiard C is il I livisifti 1i. thi-
rmt1t jill I ',. s'titilte's a violatitos .of thIe TV. seltratsearataios c'riteria as definte!, in t it,.
FSAIR. (Details III. page 9)

TVA4 ktuxiomnx

'itis tfiidiit- is lit oversit'litia':tiotn of Ia highly Iethlnival hsitit. The original
dli'igti did us,,t at.*-iglt djivisieial ta l t.el.titi':t tip ts 4 KV ca.lulhs Is.'Wtveitu tlt- 4 K\

ihttl slowli Ist rds mt id t-ie' 4 K\'i4s ' V.silt traittsft.'tt'ti.'rs. Tihte ,l'sigit w"t.s atltt:tlyze.dl
ts, agitl it't fits' .dinglh failutre erite'ri,,st. The.refoare.. fite rotein;itg itital s-'ll,.,! Iti flit-
tittehing Wiats niatt at visahlat? ins -sf liet 'Fite'r,.,

4. P'ower was latst tea thte itt-vilttll illiet valve for t-e ca.re standll y coolanit raw

wat t.'r s•utiily for T'nits 1 :iltt! 2. Thlis vailve t'ould hIave itsen ' perattel I mitatul ily.
IlDetails 1II. 113144 !`1

ThIti st atemetntt is irrelevant situe it ignores tilt- fate' that thft ratw watt'.7

sUtlsaly wats neve'r reiuifirtil. As alit addtl ,ttaltI Iete'kttls safety fet.tttre. th.e Htrt iis

Ferry diesigni inu-luhels parovisiosns for iun.jec'tjoln oif rive'r watte'r itti flite reatitu.r

.hetuldl it sitit'te ultimately nieve.ssary itl the' veitl at I itlte'r v',,tpliitgr water supI-"

I lies faitl. As indii'att-id ilt the stattettt.tlit tle itllht valve' 4',t4ld4 hatve' Ie'e'tll ope.r-

ated If it had Im-en n.ee'ssary. lit this inihelnt. htwever. other mutore- Ire'ferath.le

Watiq, !ic rttd','e. were aivati'laIle at1til wet'.' sli-e'I.
5. l'Power from mli th' Unit 2 itreferre'e I,.swer Imus wats lost f,,r a me'ripl utf fints.

bae.ause an operator connected it to it.e Unit 1 preferred bu• whieh snstained

fauilts. A seevsittai! , l't] ratitsl" stllstst. tittly oIe'tttl'd l Iat. ie crr.:ker atil rest.lreti

i sswe'r tuflit*e l'iit 2 Ius. f I etatils 1I1. l'at•la S
Tt'A Is~~lrsi,,f,

Tite Iunit prefte'rred itowe-r 1uses air.' tt requit'ed for safe' ri'act.cor shuldiwn.

Hoewever. lthey do 1oowwer alttunt..tatiosn antd ildie'atittlg cirvutits. The .°Rt re'.10rt
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Indicates. .thzt.t tile a.,l.ove itemm mtaim renily o.curred aind umlit 2 poreferred power
wvs iffe.'tt-d. 11.'we.ver. this was noticed lay pl:ant ipes'rati)rs and the iot.wer suhpply
was restored.
D. ftexponttc ori TI'A4 Grt'mim~ anld l'arfioum (Pirc'rTint('itttl Iffodici

Dlur!ng tilt. investigjiot tifhe- following fact.s were established concerning the
r..-•3atist, tof TVA gr,,lojs anid var.uts state and l 14'isll governmentacl bodies :

1. i'h'll Athens F"ire I heloartllent i A Fl ) reslplondledl Imri.ulptly to tile iliitiiiciltico,
efa the fire anlid was Irepared to assist within atpllrfoxiniltely 35 minutes (if re-
ceiving tlhe alarm. Athens is alouit tell miles fr'ml the site and. 111ion arrival, the
tirepineln hadl to lie -s5iae'(l liersttinel radiatitin iititiitorintg devices prior tot entry.
I Deltails IV. Iptge 1

711.4 ilHow(

In accordance with TVA and NRIC requirements. iersionnei iittst lop' issued radi-
atimi~ imnitol rim,r dlevices upon elntry too the lt-plat.

2. The' AFi) fire (hicif initially nmade the reeiniintendltiin ti, uie water in tilt'
fire sit almiout 2 :n)o lp.m. : htowever, jl.ernissii too use water was niot given by the
Plant Sulaterintendle'nt to the fire fighters 11th il aiiruixiiinately 6:4o I..m. and it
was ablut 7:00 p.m. to 7:20 Iu.ne. wheal water wits actually used. (Details IV,
Ita ge I I

7'UA RIx'spfionkr
Tile expert fire tight itt advice taf the Athtens Finri ('hief wi.as lduly cmlsidert*d.

1I.twever. the pIlant tilm'ratoors" detailed kn,,whledge- of tilt- irirwwns Fý rry design
*ilt] piotentital realct'ir sa fety iinjiliv:ati 0.s aif flat. iioliolivatt i ,f water to Iturtning
q.:;fte'y-related ehlecricial (cailes ('li.-e, theimlti to delay water alpplicatiotn ti, tilt-
fire mIIItil plant c(ntlitii ins were ihade imore srat hle. TVA e'liieves in retror:-jarct.
aifter fimeint Ii.hg oof detaiiled evhluatifan. that ltr.iwmis Ferry pelant mIntaigtllemit
mlidle tile cuirreet dec.isi' in.

.3. The ih'lividuhl who would luirnimally funmiction as TVA Director. Central
Elnergew(.y (Control ('enlter tCECC (. was nlot immnediately loctated. The first
alternhate was nopt aware of tlhis anid had bIeei :at thle CECC alpproxintately thirty
mitinutes b(eftore realizin.- that lie should have beenI fulictiollifl? its Director.

I Details IN%. page 2i

Althoullgh the :l0fer'liate CF-CC dirtetor did nat realize that he was acting
as (lirietf" r ilut. 'i'ttely uiuli arrival aet the t it- (( '. his logst reveal that he.
1Umilal nt.tificatioll. ( .It:ettd lit. i.virimns Ilire•'lir and directeud him to notify thle
.Alabianma Depart. .(lit of lPuhilie lI-alth. Thli delay in reci,=nition did not slow
dcown the Radi1o.-,ical Einer'er.ey l'lahi frolna hiein; inille•inellted. and the alter-
niate ('E('(' director did carry tout the resimmsiliilit.e i fi the CECC director for
I he .(O-minute loriol.

4. Logs keplt lby individuals ait tiel' CECC did n1t 11 w'1ys indicate tile times (of
the events.

TI'.- Rar'prolAc

TVA lieliCves thlat all sigiilificant or liertit 'l Va'II5s we're' IPgrged at the CH'('.
b.'ig uiz tg 4of events is at ImH lt ter tif .iluakiama't.
5. Intiorniatioll liraavilehd lay the (C'E(C , tai t lrS •l:is Iait atlCwys accurate or

eurrent. Fair examiolt.'. 0at abaoilt 5 :00I I1.il1. allt inleividlual it (C'( (" advis.l NRC
that the tire was c'atflimtl to thef spareadinag r.,,,na. I I htails INV. loges 2 and 3)

7'".4t Rrspornsc
The infeirntation :availaih. too (Ci.('C" was e~N'jilitifously e'fiillaiillicated tti 41ilt.

side agencies with the' full knowledge that; in retrosje'ct. soame (of the informa-
SiemI (c'tild have Wseen hlcozl'ldete. There wits tis, delibe'rate Itttempi~t lay TVA to
mislead outside agencies.

6. The O irect.r itf the' ('E ('( was lotl aware' tiht the fire ml ha'Ite: extinguished
m.il aiprioximnmtely A:.1 h~ln. when in fact the fire was extingluished prior to
7::45 ju.n. 4 Uiktanils I"%. alge 4j

7'I*A Rcsponse'
The fire was ext ingtislhed at albout 7 :45 ji.. C'D T I Hirawlns Ferry tite) and

the (ECC director in (Chattanoaagn became aware tof it at that time. Thi:w. of
utourse, is the samlle ias S:45 j.un. 13 ' (Chattatimag;a tille). which wlas the time
logged it tlh.' (E(C log provided tot NRC.
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ATTAf 1MENTS INi 1.I'IJEIWITH .STATE1ENTc;F' IR. HEN; C R I'S( HE,
I)iREI')_R. I4.*'4- E 4. F NI i.EAR R.AT'TiR RE'A I.ATI()N. NR .

ATTACHMENT I

NRR EVAL!JATIUN OF PLANT SAFETY DURING THE BROWN5 FEPRY FIRE

furyo3e

The purpose of this evaluation is to determine whether alternate methodis

could have been used to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition

during the March 22, 1975, fire at the Browns Ferry plant. Such alternate

methods are based on the as-built plant design capability. The plant was,

In fact, brought to a safe shutdown condition by the operators in a satis-

factory canner. At no tLne was the core uncovered. Our evaluation of

the availability of alternate methods of maintaining safe shutdown has

been performed to assess the margin of safe'y that existed throughout

the course of the incident.

A. roach

1. The evaluations were restricted to Unit 1 since a review of the events

made it clear that the effects of the fire on Unit 2 were less, ty

far, than or. Unit 1. At all stages of the incident. Unit 2 had more

capability for maintalning a safe shutdown condition. .n addition,

due to a, longer operatirg history, the decay heat rfr':oval reqairements

were greater for. Unit 1.

2. The incident was divided Into three specific period: as fo2.ows:

a. Initiation of fire up to reactor scram

b. Reactor scram, and

c. Water additiin and heat removal

'-" p. d 7. te'xt. '..•.. . . .. : .. :
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3. The calculations, which are basic to assessing capabilities of

various systems and components in maintaining the core covered

and in removing decay heat, are dependent on initial plant con-

ditions and important parameters such as time and water level.

Starting points as realistic as possible which were determined

by cross checking of facts were used in these calculations.

I. Fire Initiation to Ptactor Scram

Shortly after the fire started, spurious events occurred. .'lse

events were due to open circuits, short circuits and/or grounds cause,?

by the burning of electric cables. In most cases, the events from the

false signals proceeded in the direction of safety. For example,

approximately ten minutes following the announcer.ent of the fire, the

Emergency Safeguards Systems on Unit 1 received a false signal

of a potential loss-of-coolant accident situation. This signal started

all emergency core cooling equipment and all four emergency diesel gen-

erators. The entire systemfunctioned as designed. No water was ad-

mitted to the reactor vessel at this time from low pressure sources since

in the absence of an actual coolant loss the reactor vessel remained pressur-

ized. Some water was injected by operation of the High Pressure Coolant

TnJection (HPCI) and Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (PCIC) systems.

The operator was presented with sufficient information to assure himself

that no loss-of-coolant accident condition existed. Since an adequate

supply of water to the reactor vessel was available using normal equip-

cent, these emergency systems were shut down. There was some difficulty

shutting down these systems initially since the false accident signal

was still present. The operator was able to shut down these systems

on subsequent attempts.
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Other spurious events included various alarms in the control

room and conflicting instrumentation readouts. Later in the day, as

attempts to bring the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System into operation

were made, a normally-open pump suction valve was found to be closed. It

would appear that this valve had been closed by a spurious closure

signal.

We have concluded from our investigation that spurious events

which occurred in this initial period did not play a particularly

important role in shaping the course of subsequent events. However,

they were indicative of progressive loss of equipment operability.

Reactor Scram

The Rea:tor Protection System (RPS) causes automatic reactor

shutdown (scram) when preset values of particular variables are ex-

ceeded. There are also means for scramming the reactor manually.

During the fire, both units were scrammed manually at the judgement

of the operator. Automatic scram did not occur prior to this because

none of the limits for scram were exceeded. Nevertheless, one may

ask whether there was any danger of the scram system being disabled

so that the reactor could not be shut down.

Loss of power to the reactor protection system, such as might

occur during a fire, is a fail-safe condition that would cause scram.

Therefore, the principal question is whether or not the protection

system wiring could have been maintained in an energized condition

by coming into contact with an extraneous power source when fire

damage occurred to cable insulation; All of the reactor protection

system cables are run in rigid conduit. No cables containing power
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from sources other than the RPS motor generator sets are run in these con-

duits. Thus, the BPS cables are fully protected by the grounded conduit

against the possibility of negating scram by becoming powered by external

sources. Heating and loss of insulation on protection system cables

within the conduit could lead to short circuits. The results would be

tl~wn fuses causing associated relays to de-energize. This is a fail-safe

conditiDn leading to reactor shutdown.

We have concluded through detailed examr.ination of the RPS design

that the systm would have snut the reactor down automatically had it

teen required because of any transient condition. We have concluded also

that fire .a.nage wo,.ld have inevitably caused aut.,!atic scram had the reactor

n ý t been shutdown manually.

III. Water Fill and Heat RResval

Starting from an operating condition the normal means of reactor shutdown

and cooldown following contro6 rod insertion would be as follows:

a. Continue steam flow to the main condenser through the turbine

bypass lines until steam pressure is reduced to a point (less than

13C psiZ) where condenser vacuum could not be maintained; and,

t. With reactor vessel pressure below 100 pisg, initiate the reactor

stutdown cooling mode of the RHR system. This system circulates

reactor vessel water through a heat exchanger and back to the

pressure vessel via an RHR pump.

It should be noted that in the normal method- described -above, all heat -

is rejected to outside sources of cooling water, either in the main
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condenser or the RHR heat exchanger. No makeup water is required since

reactor water is circulated to the heat exchanger and returned to the

vessel.

When the Main Stean Isclation Valves [MSIV) closed during the fire, the

r)uting of stea. to the nain condenser was no longer possible. Due to

the loss of uperability of certain cormonents by fire Jamage. the normal

-reinns for cooling and making up water for the isclated condition could

not be acc-.;Iished. The normal means of Water fill and heat rw.oval under

these :r)ndit!ns would have been as fcllows:

Decay heat increases reactor vessel pressure to the setpoints of the

relief valves which open and ;rovile a flow path to tne suppression

;ool. The decay heat is thus transferred for a short time i-•mediately

after shutdown from the fuel to the suppression pool via bAling of the

water surrounding the core. This transfer involves a loss of water from

the ves3el which is automatically made up by operation of either the

RIC or HPCI steam driven turbines which put-p water froa the con-

densate storage tanks or from the suppression pool to the vessel.

Transfer of heat from the su;pression pnol to an outside cooling source

is acconplished by operating the RHR system in the torus cooling mode

during which an RHR pump circulates suppression pool water through a

heat exzhanger cooled by river water. Shortly after shutdown, decay

heat levels are low enough to match the heat removed by steam flow to

the RCIC turoine. The relief valves will then close.

S CoE A-M E
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We will now discuss the methods utilized by the operator and alternate

methods that were available. For reference purposes, Table 3 provides

a listing of all plant pumps normally capable of providing makeup water

to the pressure vessel, including both high pressure and low pressure

capability. The availability of these pumps during the incident is

covered under the remarks section of the Table.

The discussion can be separated in terms of water makeup and heat removal.

Heat removal from the fuel was accomplished automatically through

relief valve operation and steam release to the suppression pool. The

large volume of the suppression pool gives it a very large heat absorption

capacity, and 10 to 12 hours of decay heat can be handled prior to the need

for operator action. Heat removal to an ultimate sink is not as critical a

consideration as water makeup and will, therefore, be discussed later.

At high vessel pressure, the automatic makeup is normally provided by the feed-

water system backed up with either the steam driven HPCI or RCIC systems.

Neither the HPCI or RCIC were automatically available following spurious

operation at the start of the fire.

With the .only source of high-pressure makeup water in operation being a single

control rod drive (CRD) pump, the plant operators decided to reduce the pressure

in the vessel to a point where they would be able to provide makeup water

* low pressure equipment known to be operable. However, other equipment

could have been used to maintain the core covered with water.
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Besides the CRD pump on Unit 1, other installed sources of high pressure

makeup were the CRD pump on Unit 2, a shared spare CRD pump and .standby

liquid control (SLC) pumps. The CRD pumps, while performing their normal

functions associated with the control rod drive systm, also provide water

to the vessel while at any pressure. One CRD pump is normally in operation

per unit and the pump for Unit 1 operated continuously throughout the course of

the incident. In addition the SLC pumps are each capable of providing

approximately 56 gpm at pressures up to reactor coolant system design

pressure. The SLC pumps were not required as a backup reactivity shutdown

system since the control rods functioned normally. However, there was a time

period of up to three hours following the initiation of the fire during which

they were not available due to loss of power. Means of utilizing installed

sources of make up water and an analysis of their effectiveness follows.

The effectiveness of a given component can be illustrated by utilizing

Figures 1 & 2. These figures show the water makeup rate required to keep

the core covered as a function of time after shutdown. Their bases are

detailed with the figures.

Although our calculations are based on the core covered with water It

should be pointed out that this is not necessary to prevent seriou.

core damage or melting. If the core uncovers, steam generated in the

portion of the core that is covered will still provide some cooling to

the upper and uncovered portion of the core.

Fuel rod cladding temperatures could be allowed to reach at least 1800*F

without serious consequences. Therefore, the steam leaving the core could
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be at nearly 1800'F rather than at saturation temperature. The increase in

temperature would increase the enthalpy or heat content for the same mass

flow, and thus a lower flow would be adequate. However, since the core

remained covered no heatup beyond saturation temperature was experienced

•ring or following the fire.

The CFE punp in operation was part of a system for Units 1 and 2 which

,ons:sted of three "hK pumrps. (?ne pm..p normally operates for each unit

and tr.e third pu.np can be used on either unit. Subsequent examination of

the irtua; piping configuration confirmed that it is also possible to align

the b.it 2 pump to provJde water to Unit 1. Mean~s also exist tc

tnrreap tLip output .*f a CPD pump by valving in a pump test bypass line

wi'1. ,rovii'!s -.n ad,'iti-nal flow path. It is entL-ated that by opening

!".is ,iinple valve it woull nave been possible to have provided sufficient

water, 'pproximat.ely 225 gpm, to -maintain the core covered throughout

the course of the Incident. No other systems would have been required

to ;rovide water to maintain an adequate inventory of water in the reactor

vesse: and depressurization would not have been necessary. This flow

(225 £pm) could have been increased to in excess of 300 gpm with an

add.ticnal CRZ pump. Figure 1 shows that a flow rate of approximately

218 gpm would have been adequate to maintain core coverage throughout

the incident.

An additional source of high pressure water mentloned previously as bed.ri

unavailable due to fire damage was the RCIC system. It would have been

capable of providing sufficient flow (600 gpm) for makeup water

requirements throughout the entire course of the incident if the operators'
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have been made available wl-'K'L an h,(.r krng "h'3 decision. The

source-Of steam for the RCIC system would ha:; teen the auxiliary boiler

which was used for-testing the RCIC prior to plant operation. Two

procedures are necessary to provide the steam path. First, the auxiliary

boiler must be put into operation. Full steam pressure from this source

can de O;- ained in less tnan one hour. (The operators actually put

the auxiliary boiler Into operation later in the incident). The second

procedure is the installation of a spool piece to make up the flow path

fr.m the axiliary boiler to the RC.C turbine. This could have been

accomplished in less than one hour. The operation of the RCIC would then

have been possible from the backup control room where there is control

and indication sf zystmrn operation both in terms of water flow to the

vessel and t-Jrtine speed.

Beyond t. iRCIC system, there remains the standby liquid control (SLC)

p,-71-v :t~oned previously. If the decision had been made to make the

•; capacity available as high pressure makeup, the operators have

indicated that these pumps could have also been made available within

an hour. The capacity of these pumps albne would not have been sufliclert
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to provide for complete water requirements. The capacity of-these pumps

along with the flow rate being obtained from the operating CRD pump (total

of approximately 212 gpm) would have provided a sufficient quantity of

water to keep the core adequately cooled. Obviously, the use of one or both of

the SLC pumps in conjunction with other makeup sources already noted would

have provided more than an adequate supply of high pressure water to assure

that the core would have remained covered.

We have discussed above various alternate means of obtaining high pressure

sources of makeup water which were not utilized. Instead, as we noted

previously, a decision was made by the operators to depr3ssurize the reactor.

This was accomplished by using the four relief valves available for remote

manual operation from the control room. Only one would have been required

to perform the function. The remaining seven relief valves with remote

canual capability were not operable because of fire damage to the power

supplies to the solenoids controlling air flow to the'valves. However,

it has been established that should the operators have needed any of

the other valves it would have been practical to supply solenoid opening

power at the appropriate electrical connecting pins at the containment

penetration.
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Once the reactor vessel pressure was reeiced to 350 Ps1g one condensate booster

pump and one condensate pump provided an adequate source of makeup water. In

addition the operators had available two additional condensate booster pumps and

two additional condensate pumps. Any one of the condensate pimps waS capable of

supplying more than enough water to maintain the core covered at reactor pressure

below 160 psig. An additional source of low pressure water for injection into the

reactor vessel was river water. If needed, either of two availdble pumps could have

provided sufficient river water to keep the core covered as long as the reactor

pressure was down to 185 psig or less.

During the stable low pressure operation in which the condensate booster pump

and condensate pump were providing makeup water, operability of the relief valves

being used for maintaining low pressure in the vessel was lost as a result ca.

the loss of control air. At this time the relief valves closed and the

continued production of decay-heat resulted in a pressure Increase in the

vessel. The pressure increased beyond the capability of the available

low pressure in4jection systems, and the capability of providing water

by these systems was lost. The operators established the cause of the loss

of control air and the decision was made to bypass the closed solenoid

valve in the common relief valve air supply line. The air supply in the

accumulators designed to provide for relief valve operation under isolation

conditions had been depleted.
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The bypass action was accomplished in approximately 3-1/2 hours

following which time the reactor vessel pressure was once again

reduced within the capability of the low pressure condensate booster

pump and the condensate pump.

There were other nourses of action which might have been taken by the

operator at the time that remote-manual operability of the relief

valves was lost. No immediate problem existed since the pressure would

have increased up to the setpoints of the relief valves in their over-

pressure protection mode with subsequent steam relief to the suppression

pool. The CRD pump was providing a source of makeup water. With the much

reduced decay heat, considerable time was available for other operator

action. The alternatives discussed under high pressure makeup were

still available if control air to the relief valves could not be

reestablished.

Calculations, however, indicate that no operator action was necessary to

maintain the plant in a safe condition. This is due to the availability

of a depressurization and heat removal path via the main steam line drain

valves to the condenser. Both of these valves were inoperable
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by electri:al means as a result of fire damage. The operators

however, had decided previously to return drainlng capability to the

main steam line and this had been achieved approximately one hour after

control air to the relief valves was lost. It Is calculated that the

quantity of steam being removed from the pressure vessel throuCh the

main steam drainline was great enough that the reactor pressure would

have leveled off at a point prior to reaching the relief valve set-

;cint. An equilitriu! condition would then have been maintainel with

the reduced reactor pressure reducing the head on the operating 7R.

pz=p such that the pump woull provide sufficient nakeup flow to nain-

tain the core covered throughout the remainder of the incilent.

The calculations providing the basis for these stmtements are as

f,.llows:

1. Maximum steam flow rate through the 4 ir.0', drain line during

pressurization of the reactor (Letween 7:30 and 9:30 PM) based

upon an average pressre of 53C psig is 122,30C lb/hr.

a. Adiabatic compressible flow with friction Fanno line with

choking,
fl

b. fran ^bservation of the piping: 4(-) C 0
D

c. inlet mach number a .185, and

d. inlet velocity a 318 ft/s.

However, the loss of 122,000 lbs of water aould cause the reactor

vessel liquid level to decrease 114 inches in one hour,

12a I t,'nr
. !i r X 2.f inhofrac114 inches/hr.5C. lr•,ft X 2(d.9 ft /inch of reactor level
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Since the reactor liquid level remained essentially constant through

the prepressurization period Jt is obvious that the actual steam flow

was considerably less than the calculated as a maximum. However, the

flow would necessarily have been equal to or greater than the makeup

flow provided during that time period by the CRD pump. This is based

on the level not showing a net increase during the time period even

though the CRD pump was continually in operation. We can therefore

cuiservatively state that the drain capacity at the average 530 psig

pressure was 152 gpm corresponding to 76,000 lb/hr. The 152 gpm is

estimated from the CRD pump head and system resistance curves.

2. From the reactor pressure recorder ntripchart it was determined

that had the relief valve not opened, the pressure rise. e.:trapolated

to about 2:00 AM would have reached 700 psig; however, at 700 psig the

steam discharge rate would have increased, i.e.,

T
Steam discharge rate @ 700 Ds31 -. MQ 70 .Abs 70Q
Steam discharge rate @ 530 psig 530 T

Abs 530

X :1.34.64 F934

at 700 psig, steam discharge rate = 102,000 lb/hr X 1200 BTU/lb.

This corresponds to a heat load of 122 X 106 BTU/hr, i.e., 102,000 lb/hr

X '200 BTU/lb. However, at 2:00 AM (about 47,000 seconds after scram)

the reactor deay heat is 0.715% of full power = 23.6 MW which corresponds

to 80 X 1d BTU/hr. Since for the assumed pressure of 700 psig, more

energy leaves the reactor than that which is prQduced, the reacto-

pressure could never get as high as 700 psig.
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Furthermore, the decay heat rate of 23.6 KW corresponds to a makeup rate

of 142 gpm, which is achievable with one CRD pump operating against a

reactor pressure of 660 psig (at 700 psig 1 CRD pump will deliver: 139 gpm).

The operators however did regain use of control air and proceeded to

depressurize the reactor vessel which permitted use of low pressure pumps.

This stable condition continued until normal means became available (which

occurred only following clearing of the smoke sufficiently for the opera-

t.tors to establish the proper valve lineup) such that torus c. kling could

be attained. Thereafter a normal reactor shutdown cooling mode was used.

The means of heat removal available through the course of the incident

was not critical due to the availability of relief valves to transfer

She decay heat to the suppression pool which is of sufticient volume to

preclude the need for any operator action for a time period of 10 to 12 hours

following the start of the incident. The suppression pool coild then

be permitted to boil, if necessary, with the steam vented through the

standby gas treatment svstem to the atmosphere.

There were also other means of heat removal from the reactor. Once the

main steam line drain valves were open, a flow path existed to the con-

denser whereby the decay heat was being transferred to the river water.

This greatly reduced the heat load on the suppression pool within the

torus and eventually would have permitted removal of all of the gener-

ated lenay heat. Means of removing the decay heat from the torus prior

to availability of normal torus cooling existed. There are several
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flow paths by which water could be drained from the torus thereby

removing the heated water and by which cold makeup water woLId be

introduced to the torus. The reactor heat removal drair pumps were

operable and provided flow paths by which water could be transferred

from the torus to the main condenser and also from the condensate

3torage tanks to the torus. Flow rates far in excess of those required

were available. The staff concludes that alternate means of htat re'-.val

werP available throughout the course of the incident. Normal suppression

pool cooling was established 12 hours after scram and normal sh:itdown

ccolinr of the reactor was established 15 hours after scram.

The rore rerained covered throughout the incidcnt. The operators al-

wiys hal a course of action which they were pursuing and in addition

there was always at least one or more redundant means available tn

cool the core.
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TIME AFTER SCRAM TO UNCOVER FUEL AS A FUNCTION
OF MAKEUP WATER FLOW RATE
STARTING POINT 2340 SECONDS AFTER SCRAM
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Figure 2.
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BASES FOR DEVELOPhENT OF FIGURE I

Figure I presents the results of calculations which were made to de-

termine the amounts of coolant which had depressurization not been

accomplished about 40 minutes after scram, would have been necessary

to keep the fuel covered.

The line labeled reactor decay heat represents the amount of decay

heat released by the core starting approximately 2340 seconds after

reactor scram. This curve was obtained by numerical integration of

the ANS decay heat curves (Shure + act!nides + uncertainty), corrected

for finite operation (equivalent of 280 full power days). The values

used for the numerical integration appear in Tables I and 2.

The lines in figure 1 which are labeled 100, 200, 21? gpm show the

amount of heat which could be removed by introduction of coolant (at

100, 200, and 218 gpm), tarting at 2340 seconds. For these calcula-

tions it is assumed that water is introduced at 90"F, and is exhausted

as saturated vapor at 1080 psig. Thus a continuous flow of 100 gpm

can remove 16.6 mw of heat (945,000 BTU/min)--note that the 100 gpm

line is constructed by connectirg e straight line through the points:

x = 2340 seconds, y = 0 BTU, and x = 8340 seconds, y = 94.5 x 106 BTUJ.

The iines of 200 and 218 gpm are constructed simila-ly.

At 2340 seconds, the water level '%hserved in the reactor was 148

inches above the top of the active full (TAF); this corresponds to

3095 ft3 of water. Since the initial condition of the vessel was
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one of saturation at 1080 psig, the density of the water in the

reactor vessel was - "5.5 lb/ft and the latent heat of vaporization

for the water at that prussure was 631 BTU/lb. The amount of decay heat

neceSs3ry necessary to boll off the initial volume of water was:
3 3 6

148 in. above X 20.9 ft X 45.5 lb/ft X 631 BTU/Ib .89 x 10 BTU
TAF in. of

reactor water
level above TAF

Thus, if there were no makeup water provided, the time at which the core

would become uncovered is = 4050 seconds after scram (point on the decay

heat curve where 89 x 106 BTU are liberated from the core).

If, however, makeup water at the rate of 100 gpm were initiated at t LT.-

2320 seconds after scram, at time 4050 seconds after scram the makeup

water would have been able to account for 27.5 x 106 BTU of decay heat

and the rnore would not have been uncovered. The difference between the

integrated decay heat, and the makeup water cooling capacity represents

the net amount of heat used to boil off the initial reactor vessel

inventory.

Proceeding to tine .4750 seconds after scram, the integrated decay

heat is = 127.5 x 106 BTU, and the heat removal capability of the

makeup water introduced at 100 gpm is = 38.5 x 106 BTU. The difference

between these values is 89 x I063TU, enough to uncover the active fuel.

Thus, the dashed line - labeled "Demarcation line for uncovering the

a-tive fuel" was plotted 89 x 106 BTU below the integrated rcactor

decay heat curve. Therefore, introducing 100 gpM of coolant will

assure that the active fuel is covered until 4750 seconds after scram.
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Similarly, Introducing coolant at a rate of 200 gpm will assure that

the active fuel is covered until z7520 seconds after scram (note at

7520 seconds after scram the 200 gpm line is 89 x 106 BTU below the

integrated decay heat curve (7520 seconds, 162.5 x 106 BTU, is the point

of intersection of the 200 gpm line and the dashed "Demarcation" line).

Similarly, examination of figure 1 reveals that the 218 gpm line will

never cross the demarcation line; consequently, introduction of coolant

at 218 gpm will prevent the core frcm ever being uncovered.

Summarizing these findings -- starting at a reactor pressure of 1080

p3ig with a liquid level of 148 In. above TAF, at 2340 seconds after

scram, introduction of cooting water at 90*F will result in the following:

Coolant Rate, Time After Scram To
Gallons/Minute Uncover Fuel, Seconds

0 4050

100 4750

200 7550

218

Figure 1 is a convenient tool for determining the makeup water's

fuel covering capability for the aforementioned event.

Figure 2 is a cross plot of Figure 1 to directly show the time froa

scram to core uncovering as a function of makeup coolant flow rate.

".59-16.5 0 - 75 -- 61.
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DECAY HEAT CALCULATION

From TVA's plan for Evaluation Repair and Return to Service Part VI

Section E page 59 (5/28/75) the reactor had 280 full power days prior

to the fire. This equates to,

280 days x 86,500 = = 24 x 106 seconds
day

which according to the Shure decay heat ourve represents a 0.085% full

power correction tean (to account for the fact that the reactor had

not been in operation for infinite time).

The heat removal capability of cooling water:

ass3ue, Tn1 : 900F, hf : 58 BTU/lb

P out 1080 pslg, hg = 1189 BTU/lb

1 gallon x .1337 ftx3 x 2.l. x (1189 - 58) BTU, or
minute gallon .016 ft 3  lb

1 gpe = 9450 •T.j, which is equivalent to, 0.166 MW.
min
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TABLE 1

REACTOR DECAY HEAT

Time After Scram
(seconds)

40

100

160

220

.300

400

600

660

1OOO

1300

1900

2500

4300

6100

7900

9100

15,000

21,100

27,100

39,100

51 ,100

Decay Heat
% of Full Power

5.015

4.215

3.78

3.53

3.M25

3.06

2.765

2.665

2.5

2.1

1.99

1.76

1.59

1.44

1.3

1.2

1.02

.915

.815

.715

.7

Interval Avg.
% of Full Power

4.615

3.997

3.655

3.398

3.16

2.913

2.715

2.583

2.3

2.045

1.875

1.67

1.515

1.37

1.25

1.11

.965

.865

.765

.707

Total Intjrval
Heat (xlOb RTU)

8.66

7.52

6.86

8.51

9.9

18.2

5.1

27.4

21.6

38.4

35.3

94.5

85.5

77.3

47.0

209.0

181.0

163.0

288.0

265.0

1% fp - sec - 3.13x10 4 BTU
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Table 2 4
Decay Heat Subsequent to Time-of

First Reactor DepressUrizatlon 2340

Seconds After Scram (Water Level 1480 above TAF)

Time Sec Decay Heat per Intr-val Decay Heat Integral
(BTU x 106) (BTU x 106)

2340

2500 8.95 9

4100 94.5 103.5

6100 85.5 189

7900 77.3 266

9100 47 313

15,100 209 522 4
21,100 181 703

27,100 163 866

39,100 288 1154

51.000 265 1419
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TAMLE 3

FLAW SOURCES OF MKZUP VATE

Control rod
drive pumps

Number Provided

1 per unit plus
1 shared spare
Ail 3 could have
been aligned for
1 Unit

Flow rate for each
Pump

Normal operation:
100 gpm at
reactor pressure
of 1080 psi&

182 gpm at
reactor pressure
of 0 psig

With pump test:

bypass line open
225 gpm at reactor
pressure of 1080
paig

56 gpm each at reactor
pressure of 1080 psig
(positive displaceent
pumps)

Comments

Available
.throughout event
(used in normal
operating mode)

Standby liquid
control pumps

Reactor Core
Isolation Cooling
Pump (Steam turbine
driven)

TWo Available for
majority of post
scram conditions
(powerless for
several hours
due to fire
damage. Could
have been ener-
gized in less
than 1 hr. if
needed.

Unavailable due
to damage to
connecting
wiring-however
could have been
made available
in less than 1
hour if needed

One 600 gpm at reactor
pressure of 1080 psig
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Table 3 (continued)

Plant Sources of Makeup Water

Flow Rate for
Number Provided Coment s

High pressure Coolant
Injection Pump (Steam
turbine driven)

Feedwater Pumps
(Steam turbine driven)

Condensate and Condewwte
Booster Pumps

Condensate Pump.

Lov Preseure
Coolant Injection Pumps

Core Spray Pumps

Residual Heat Removal
Service
Water Pumps

one

Three

Three

Three

Four

Four

7;40

5000 gpm at reactor
pressure of 1080 psig

11200 gpo

10800 gpo (.-
pressure - ?,5 peig)

10800 gpm (low
pressure)

10000 gpo (low
pressure)

3125 gps (low
pressure)

4500 gpm (low
pressure)

Unavailable due
to fire damage

Unavailable due
to closure of
main steam
isolation valves,
inadequate
steam supply

Available
throughout
event - could
only be used
in low pressure
mode

Available 4
throughaot
e. t - could
only be used In
low pressure
mode

Two unavailable
due to fire
damage to cables

Two unavailable
due to fire
damage to cables

Both availahle
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ATfACHENT II

LErrZR FROM THE KIC TO THE TVA DATED MAY 9, 1975, WITH ENCLOSURES

AMENDMENT NO. 9 TO LICENSE NO. DPR-33

AXEhMFN NO. 6 TO LICENSE NO. DPR-52

SAFETY EVALUATION

FnMERAL REGIhTER NOTICE
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM?,ISSION

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 205S5

Hay 9, 1975

Docket Nos. 50-259
and 50-260

Tcrnessee Valley Authority
ATTN: Mr. James E. Watson

Manager of Power
818 Power Building
Chattanocga, Tennessee 37201

G',ntiemen:

The Cormission has issued the cnclosed Azcndrent No. 9 to Facility
Liccrisc No. MPR-33 and / Z:;:ýcnt No. 6 •c Facility License No. DPK-S2
for the Browns Ferry Nuc.ar Plant, Units i and 2. These amendments
include Changc No. 10 to the respective Technical Specifications and
are in response to your request dated May 8, 1975.

The amendments revise the Technical Specifications, taking into account
the present condition of plant systems, so as to ensure that the two
units will remain in a safe and stable posture during the shutdown
time interval becwcen now-and our subsequent authorization for the start
of repair and restoration of the facility.

Copies of thc related Safety Evaluation ani the Federal Register Notice
a"c also enclosed.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Purple, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #1
Division of Reactor Licensing

Enclosures:
I. kmendment No. 9 to License No. DPR-33
2. Au.cndment No. 6 to License No. DPR-52
3. Safety Evaluation
4. Federal Register Notice

cc w/enclosures:
See next page
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cc w/enclo-sures:
Robert II. Marquis
G•neralI Counsel
629 New Sprankle Building
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919

Athens Public Library
Sooth and Forrest
Athens, Alabama 3S611

M1r. Thomas Lee Hazrinons
Ciairman, Limestone County Board

of Revenue
Athens, Alabama 35611

Anthony Z. Roisman, Esquire
Berlin, Roisman & Kessler
1712 N Stiect, MV
W'ashington, D.C. 20036

cc w/ enclosures & incoming
Ira L. Myers, M.D.
State Health Officer
State Pcpartmaent of Publi: Health
State Office Building
MIontgoecry, Alabama 36104

Mr. Davc Hopkins
Envirninncntal Protection Agency
1421 Peachtree Street, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 303:)9
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20555

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

DOCKET NO. 50-259

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT I

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Amendment No. 9

License No. DPR-33

1. The Nuclear Regulatory '.ommission (the Commission) has found that:

A. The application for amendxnent by Tennessee Valley Authority
(the licensee) dated May 8, 1975, complies with the standards
and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
(the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations set
forth in 10 CFR Chapter I;

B. The facility will operatc in conformity with the application,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of
the Commission;

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the
health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regula-
tions; and

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the
common defense and security or to the health and safety of
the public.

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by a change to the Technical
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license
amnendmcnt and Paragraph 2.C.(2) of Facility License No. DPR-33
is hereby amended to read as follows:
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"(2) Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A
and B, as revised, are hereby incorporated in the
license. The licensee shall operate the facility
in accordance with the Technical Specifications,
as revised by issued changes thereto through Change
No. 10."

5. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO'.ISSION

Robert A. Purple, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #I
Division of Reactor Licensing

Attachment:
Change No. 10 to Technical

Specifications

Date of Issuance: May 9, 1975
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20655

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

DOCKET NO. 50-260

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Amendment No. 6

License No. DPR-S2

I. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:

A. The application for amendment by Tennessee Valley Authority
(the licensee) dated May 8, 1975, complies with the standards
and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
(the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations set
forth in 10 CFR Chapter 1;

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of
the Commission;

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the
health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regula-
,ions; and

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by a change to the Technical
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license
amendment and Paragraph 2.C.(2) of Facility License No. DPR-52
is hereby amended to read as follows:
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"(2) Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A
and B, as revised, are hereby incorporated in the
license. The licensee shall operate the facility
in accordance with the Technical Specifications, as
revised by issued changes thereto through Change No. 10."

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Robert A. Purple, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch fl.
Division of Reactor Licensing

Attachment:
Change No. 10 to Technical

Specifications

Date of Issuance: May 9, 1975

• • "..'. • ...
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ATTACDMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 9 TO LICENSE NO. DPR-33

AND LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 6 TO LICENSE NO. DPR-52

(CHANGE NO. 10 TO THE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS)

DOCKET NOS. 50-259 AND 50-260

Revise Appendix A as indicated.
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FACILITY OPERATING LICENSES DIR-33 AND DP'R-52

TDEPORARY TECiHICAL SPC.IFICATIONS AND BASES

FOR

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT

UNIT I AND UNIT 2

- -. I~ *
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1TMODWCTION

As a result of equipment damge reaulting from the fire which occurred at the

facility on March 22, 1975. various technical spocificetiona set forth in the tech-

nical specLficat4ons governing operation. are no longer appropriate. for exmple.

certain items are not "operable" as defined in the technical specifications governing

facility operation, but will noctheles, perform the functiona necessary to assure

plant safety. These Temporary Technical Specificationa and their respective bases

wLAA.provide assurance that the plant equLpment ad syetm In their present status

and configuration. are adequate to prvvide for plant safety for the work activities

being carried out at the facility during the period in which theme specifications

are effective.

Certain work is planned for *be period during which these specifications are to be

effective. To assure that certain componeuts, whLch will be required to functiou

during restoration end repair of the facility (which is not cowered by their speci-

fications) are protected during this period. lace :apozents will be

rerouted and reconnected to obtain a Configuration which to protected during repair.

Also, certain instruments or comnpon•e•'s will be changed from automatic operation to

anusl operation or will be locked in a safe contiguration. These modificationa

vi'l he ?erforued during the period in which tL.e temporary specifications are

oftective.

4odver, during the period in which these specificatious are effective, it is intended

t*... no inter.tional action will be taken which would eatireLy remove a safety systea

from se-rvice except for essential mainteqnance. To assure this. no inectional action

wi • •- caken to cause comannts required to achieve the objectives of these

techn•lel specifications to lose their functional capability except for maintenance

tce- technical Specifications governing facility operation" means Facility
(,per. ions Licenses DPR-33 and DPR-52. Technical Specification and Bases for
5:.-wr• erry Nuclear Plant Unit I and Unit 2, Limestone County. Alabama, Tennessee

Authority. Docket Mos. 50-259, 20-260, effective prior to may 5, IS75.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 0
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required to prevent a substantial increase in the risk of failures to the conp@s t

or any other system or compoent presently functional in the facility. Nowever,

automatic features in cofponents ymy be altered when such actieos mble such

cearponents to be operated manually or locked in a safe coafiguration to achieve the

statu$ specifted for such component in the"TVA Safety Analysis of the BFNP Units

1 and 2 During Operations Related to Removal of D=maged Cables, Cable Trays.-and

Conduit." dated May 1, 1975, and included as Part 6. Section E, of the Plan for

Evaluation, Repair, and Return to Service of Browns Ferry Units I and 2

(March 22. 1975, Fire).

These temporary technical specifications wrll be effective imediately upon iseance

and vill remain effective until superseded. During the period in wtich these tech-

nical specifications ore effective, each reactor will be masatain"d in cold sbutdoom.

In this condition, the mode switch shall be locked in obutdom, the reactor coelant

temperature will be equal to or less than 2120 FT acid the reactor vill he maintained

in the vented position.

These temporary specification* do not autborise remwval of the fire-affected

features or restoration ef the facility. before such activities are outborised,

these temporary specifications vill be superseded in the whole or in pert.

These temporary specificatioas may othervise be supplimirated, amended, or modified

from ttme to time.

The temporary specifications set forth in this addendum, are in the form of

specified sections, subsections, or page changes a• Identified on the particular

change. These changes are temporary o0ly.
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This todmicae spetfticaties (pme.. 2-7) remtes unchanged.

SAYM? LIMIT

1.1l2.1 ?Fm CLOD0ING ITEGRITY

Delete prosoot esctito (pass& 6-25) in its entirwty and replace with

the follovwtng:
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SAM~Y LrmrT I TM?? TW~ tAW7? SYS1~ SY*T?1 E
LINTTIM SAV"T SYSTEM Sr"INC

1.1 FUEL. CLADDING DnITFCITTY 2.1 "Mj~ CLADDINC PITECIFI

Appltcability

Applies to the Interrelated

variables associated vith fuel

thermal behavior.

ObJect ive

To establish limits which eosure

the Integrity of the fuel clad-

ding.

SPecificatton

A. Whenever the reactor to in the

cold shutdowm condition with

irradiated fuel in the reactor

vessel, the veter level shall

not be les than 17.7 inches

above the top of the normel

active fuel ame.

Aol icability

Applies to the deices •ich are

prowd d to prevent the reactor

syscem sfcy limits from being

meeeed.d

Objective

To define the level of the process

variables at wbich protective

ection is initiated to prervet the

ftel cladding Integrity safety

limit from being exceeded.

Ssmcification

The limiting sfwety system settings

obsll be as specified below:

A. Mavoal operatios under procedural

controls shall be established

to assure the reactor water level

remains 2375 inches above vessel

sero.
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1 . 042.1 3A31i: LDaTING SA~YM SYSTEM SETTITNGS .R . ATE) . M FUTL CLADDIN .G I V.~EaIT .Y

The objective of this specificaticz is to assure that irradiated fuel !- the

reactor vessel reminl cove d t vater at all ties. We pla equipert

as specified in facility technical specificstion is available, this objective

is accomplished sutomtically. This is no longer possible. Accordingly.

pro.edural control of the water level is required as set forth in the specifi-

cation 3.2.A.1.

With the re•ctor in cold shutdown, rapid makeup of coolant inventory Is not

required. The provisions for manual operation under procedural controls provided

by the "TVA Safety Analysis of the BMIP Units 1 and 2 During Operations Related to

Removal of Damaged Cables, Cable Trays, and Conduit," dated MaN 1. 1975. and

included &a Parrt 6, Section 1, of the Plan for valuation. repair, and Bet-••

to Service of Brovns Ferry Units 1 and 2 (Ma-ch 22. 1975. Fire), vill "sure

timely Isolation of leaks by requiring redundant livel alarns end indicators;

double isolation features, one of which shall be operative fro the control

roo. viii prevent draining of the 7essel as a result of any single active

conpnevat tailure. Also, in the unlikely ewent that coolant Inventory is

required, a core spray pmp, capable of Zelivering rated flow, will be available to

provide the required vessel makeup capeablity.

The limiting safety systma scrJA setpoints are not capable of performing their

intended function since the automatie actions they would initiate are unavailable.

However, the facility has been placed in a condition that pravents the zesd for

tnese actions.

1.2/2.2 CTORL COOLANTr SysTr lnECtTy

Delete present specOication in its entirety (pe3es 27-30) *ad replace

with the following:

-oES.
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SATZT LIMIT

1.2 3cAr coLAunI SYSTEI IVWT.RTY

Applicability

Applies to limits OR reactor coelant

eyst4m presmure.

Objective

To establish a limit belw which

the Intesrity of the reactor coolaft

system is mot threatemed due to a

overpr•weeut cendit ion.

Smifieoat ion

A. Th prreastu at the Im0 t point

of the reactor vossel ehall not

exceed 1.375 psig whenever irra-

diated fuel is in the reactor

vessel.

LITING SAFMT• SYSfl1 SMTI"f C

2.2 •O cOuLAW SYSTEM INTETCIY

Applies to te eWvtces utich Jre

fewid"d to prevest the reactor

gaiety limits free boia4

t, 6elles the protective acti4a to

pe*seat Cho proeear.-safety limit

fe hels b aL aeded.

W. ,e reactor vesel boad vest

ae•l $ehll be kept in the or"

pos it lea.

*. POur safety relief Velves vhich

khae accmulators shell be vact-

josel ao each wimt With two valves

powered from each of two 250Y

DCC WP A"rAA.

B[S PO*YAVAILABLE.
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1..'/2.2 RASES: REACTOR COOIANT SYSTEM IrT7ERITY

With the reactor in the cold shutdown condition and with redundant RHF shut-

down cooling capability, pressurization of the reactor vessel i8 prevented.

In the unlikely event that shutdown cooling capability from the M-. system is

lost. manual operation of any ame of the four available relief valves prevents

pressurization of the reactor pressure vessel above 50 peig preserving the safety

lialt. This keeps the pressure low enough to permit addition of water by

& core spray pURP.

Checks of the reactor bead vent and relief valve position

indicating lights each shift coafim control power available for actuation.

3.1/4.1 BeACT P•Ocncrxo SySTtm

Deleto present spociftcsties (pages 31-49) in Its entirety and replace

with the following:
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Y~ ?~? ~M' ~ Y~Y ~IC Wa #~OVU A q1 f~W v t"vrmrv"
... F& &&L'UJf.JP;P (.~ O.' CWVVA= NO =*

'.1 R.EACTOR PROTECTION SYSTE

A!pp icabi Lity

Applies to the instrumntattio

end associated device* which

initiate a reactor scram.

Object ive

To assure the operability of the

reactor protection wyatm.

Specification

A. The aetpoints and minimum number

of charnels required to be

functionthl are listed in Table

3, I..A14. 1. A.

4.1 UACM"O ?•3O 1OW STM

Applies to the Derwlloee of the

imatrvotatLeo e d aesocieted

device@ whicb initiate reactor

Oblective

To specify the tyO drd froqoeecy

of oereittlance to be applied to

the protection instrumentatioe.

Opecification

A. Instramet channels shall be

fwctionally tested and calibrated

as isdicated it Table 3.l.A/4.l.A.



TABLE 3.1.A/4.1.A

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUPCENTATION

Minimnu Number
of Functional
Channels per
Trip Syltem

I

Trip Function

Manual scram

SM4 hSh-4iSh
count

Trip Level Setting

NIA

Functional
Test

Frequency

oncelorath

oace/.l5ak

Alarm
Level
Set tins Calibration Frequency

N/A N/A

(1)'|
<5 x 10 cps -5 z 103 cps

(upscale htgh
high)

O cpa (up-

Scale high)

)-3 cps (down-
"c*LO)

onc•/3 months

Notes for Table 3.I.A/4.I.A

(1) The SRM'. are presently connected in the no-roincident mode in the UPS, where any I SIX
upscale high high vili initiate a screm. ei the 4 SIX channals, only 2 are required to
be functimoal.
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1.1/4.1 5ASES! m1cma n0=TCTO $aSTm

The reactor protection syste mwill be available for red Ieortiam Is the

unlikely event that a rod boom" wtvtdrin. TbIa ta bildly Improbable

becoaue the reactor mode switch to locked Is the abotdm positieo Oad the.

control rod directtal eolemoids are electrically dtaormed. The reactor

protection systemo if mctional as doocrtbed is Seetiom 7.2 of the FUAR witb

the manual actsm and the M10'a requiLred Iumct Loel. Tbe SIN's bhve beee placed

in the noe-Coincidemce acrm ,ode to provide autmatic Perm from btab-hlgh

count rate,

3.2/4.2 PRTCTIVE TXSjRU'It AT1(W

Delete present epecificatiam (pagesa 0407) is its Sstirety and

replace vwith the following:
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?!4??1~ flWfl7~?ftE~ Ifs flPV5A¶Tt~ SURVKILZJJC RJtBY~tH!WT-TmzTm omino"s rox onuncw

1.2 PROTCTVZ ,!STRUXKDTATIOh 4.2 ?1q!T=IVZ IW1917MMATION

Applicability

Applies to the plait iaatrms-

tati, which imitates ad cm-

trols a pro4octtivo taMtloa.

Obtyct ye

To aseure the opovobility of

protect ive imst rwimetat i.e.

Specification

A. Surveillance Ins rot tation

The limiting co-ditloee for the

tastruwetation that preovde.

surveillance iaformntion required

in tb4 period durtin which tboee

opecificatiose are effective are

give. In Table ).2.A.

1. Reactor vater level shal-l be

maintained at > 555" &boce

vessel zero.

Appliesa to the Puatoilloae re-

quisieme of the lnatru~mtatlee

that Latistee O eoatrols pro-

ObleCt two

To specity the type aod frnquency

of surwtilemest to be applied to

protect ive imetrumoat io..

A, Survelllente Instrvuentatioi

The earvell~aace requiremnets

00414CLaOCd with the eq#Aipvit~

listed In Table 3.2.A shell be

that tmdiceted In Table 4.2.A.

1. The reactor wanter level *ha3ll

bes verified coca eac~h stift.



TABL 3.2.A
SURVEILALCE INSTRUMYNTATION

(POST ACCIDENT INSTRULWNTATION)

Minimum No.
of Operable
Instrument
Channels

2

2

2

Instruiment No.

LI-3-206 or
LR-3-53 or
LT-3-55

PI-3-54
P?-3-53

Pa-64-50 and
?1-6"-67

T1-64"-SZA and
TR-6-52

TI-64-SSA and
TIS-64-55

Inetrusent

Reactor Vater
Level

S

1

2

1

1

SaMctoT Preossure

Drywall Ptresure

Drywell Tamper-
sture

Su~resston
Chamber Water
Temperature

Suppression
Chabr ater
Level

Control Rod
Position

Neutron Nint-
er in&

Type ld icat iot
and RangLe

Indicator 0" to 60"
Recorder 0" to 60"
Indicator 0" to 60"
Indicator 0" to 400"

Indicator 0-1200 peig
Recorder 0-1200 psi&

Recorder 0-80 psis
Indicator 040 psi$

Indicator 0-400*F.
Socorder 0-400 P.

Indicators 0-400VF.

indicator -25" to
*25in

Coettiuity

Indicator and Re-
corder 0.1 to
10+6 cps
-100 to +10 Dec

(period)

11ish - 14.F

Nigh 4 goo?.

Alarm Setting

Low 2 7", High t 39"

Notes

(1)

Nish 4 1040 psi& (1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

to.

Li-44-54A

NA

2 SUN A, I, C,
0

Downecale ) 3 cpe
aetract pe-rit j00 cps
Upscale High - 1V cps
Upscale High-High <5xi0$
Period 2 30 6ec.

(1) 03)

cps
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gOTO FOR TAME? 3.2. A

(1) If con of te Instrument channels m.toinga a paroter abcoul beca

40" Isl of performing Its ixtendmd tunct I@, all opertion web~ ewid

affect the aseociated ayvtm will Ue mawponed unt il the its Is 2Wotuou

to *in''ce..

(2) The control rod poeltice Indicator full-Is rwitchi viill be operable for

evey control rod and viii provide inadication in the central room, or the

control rod poeition viii be verified to be ALUl-la b' a eQmtIMwtY

check of the rull-hi limit switches at the locl panel.

()The following Soures Rafte Noetoring Monmels will be operable n

viii prowide counot rate indication siod &I&~o In the cetral r~ow

SI Chaviel A or C

SRX Otacoel B or D

The alarm. in the control raw will be am fullim:

_=TRIM6

Trip ?imction Trip Action

SRH upscale or in-ope tivo Annunci~ator. amber ligh~t

SN Down Cal* Annunciator, wbtsi 110ajt

In addition, the. 83(s hays bee@ placed in the ace-evincideaee

scram rod to provide for protection aga.inst high otutrac flux.



(F•7;' ACCI-. CAL17,;'•;:"*.' i

1)

,)

3)

I))

6)

9)
8)

9)

Inif mc-ent Chinne OtI t r-.t r nFr 01ntv (=:v

Reactor lWater Level Cnce/6 monthe

Reactor Pressure Once/6 months

Drywell Pressure Once/6 znonthe

tryvtll Tet•per~tuie Once/6 nonths

Luppre sion Ch'uber Water Topemtmr s Omc*6 o•ot

Suppression Cl'ber Water Level Omce/6 woathe

Control Rod Fosition

Neutron Ponitoring (SM4) Oiee•f3 iostuet ).

Drywall Pressur (PS-.64-67) ciac'e/6 notbe

Lach Shift

Laeh Shift

rAch Shift

rach Shift

Each S• Mt

one*/Week (4)

Each Shift~l)Ma ck skirt
Uaeb aift

aI

(1) Control rod pesitlon indicatioe to werify the full-is peeltis will be mintslned en
unit 2. Unit I control rods wich do oat have pesition ldicatine it the ¢ootrol room
will be wheinored at the local penal by use of the full-ti limit witches at luterals'Got to
eoi*@' Onre,1 days.

(2) Tu Sam i will %a functimlliy tooted am "re icy f oen pe • eWA.

(t) Instrument callbratlon viii be verified upon reatomotion, then at the frequency listed.

(4) Instrument check viii be to observe Instru t response as transmitter to removed end returned

tU, ervie. A rde&naant. instruient is not available ffur ecomarison.
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3.2/4.2 BASES: FROTECFIVE ISTRL'tpTATION

Per each perseater in6tiored. a" listed in Table 3.2.A. thee are oqul-

vele0& or redundant chnmnels of iussenmsat*(Lem 8" sated. By conpefri

r"ad41018 bhcuO. twe chemal. a seer eostLnmmo smrveLllace of s'tromeat

perforsmoce is available. Avy devitLoa L a reodiiag will seaoelcate so

early rocalibretiSa9 thereby maistaitatg the qrulity .f the Instrumbnt

fte rTwdeat milteriag of reactor vesel tewel will be sufftcient to

PQWi6o the epOreo8 r with 1ntat.tiom• h 1hk to t o*teiawls the adequacy

at thatoolnt, isvemasey. In additioe, serfilliag of the reactor vesel

wiil be d&tested by verifyi•g that reactor vessel water level is not rislig

to as ,bo||melly high level. The approach of abnomal conditiomn will be

breught to the "porator's attenition by audible slams.

Instrumentation has bean selected to provide control room indication of

Sdeq4ute inforsation regarding status of the drywell pressure and ctomre-

ture and torus water level and toeurature. Monitoring of tiaforuatLon con-

cerning key primary coentaiment parmeters will ensure that sufficient con-

trol of these parameters can be manually initiated in a timely smnnet.

A ainf.a of two channels of the SfM)'a. each on separate power supplies.

vill be operable. Each channel will provide indicatiLon of count rote and

pr-vide &larms as listed in Table 7.5-l of tie FWAt.

An automatic scram from high-high :ount rate of any SR•'a channel as well as

a manual scrap will be available. one control rod drive pu" each for unite

I and 2 will be kept in operation and all the accuulators vill be kept

charged .with nitrogen and water. Vie scram pilot valves and pneumwatically

controlled valves to scram each contro; unlit vil be operable.

-. • -,j . " .. o
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3.2/&.2 BASLS: PROTEET!VI INSTILNeTATIOll (COrTIE )

Control rod position indicatlon to verify the full-is position viii b-0

imntaiaod on unit 2. The continuity of all the full-it liLit aOitchea

On wait I %ill be mositored periodically. Under the ondLtiLons to be

filtalved In Temprary Techmical Specification 3.3, th. probability of a

Control red vfibdrawl is aLnilficantly ler tbo that following a acres

from normal cnoditions.

',ereactor water level will be nominal•y maintained at a level greater

thaun ?ý7" but iess than 39" as indicated on U-3-53. Above or below

• .r..-eve. vi." give an aluam of "Reactor Water Lervel Abnorm a." 27"

,rjýatior -n 1.9-3-5-1 corresponds to 555" above vessel zero.

3.3/4.3 !zACrlIvTy O•1•miL

Delete this speciflcation in its entirety (paege 104-121) aad replace

vith the fol¢gll •
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.IMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION StIRV~1I IANC~ RrouI'D~1rrS
SLTRVEILLkNCE REQUIREMMS

3.3 REACTIVITY COMiROL

!_.policabilltt

Applies to the operational status

of the control rod system.

Objective

To assure the ability of the con-

trol rod system to control reac-

tivity.

Specification

A. All control rods shall be in-

serted in the full-in position.

B. The directional control valves

shall be disarmed electrically

for all control rods.

C. The manual valves in the drive

water supply shall be in the

shut position to prohibit rod

ovement.

D. The control rod accumulators

shall be charged.

E. Two SRll channels shall be

funct ional.

., •c..ntrol] rod drive pump shai1

1,%. in !.ervice.

! 4.3 REACT IV[TY CONTROL

ApplicabilitL

Applies to the surveillance require-

amets of the control rod system.

Objective

To verify the ability of the con-

trol rod system to control reac-

tivity.

Specification

A. Control rod position shall be

verified in accordance with

Table 4.2.A.

B. Each directional control valve shall

be verified to be electrically

disarmed at intervals not to

exceed once every 3 days.

C. Lach control rod insert drive valve

shall be verified closed at intervals

not to exceed once every 3 days.

D. The accumulacor pressure shall be

checked once a day.

E. The count race shail be recorded

once each shift.

F. The :cntrcl rod drite puz.;.

dl.izharge press,.re shasl -e

cn.ecie' once each s..ift.
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3.3,4.3 BASES: REACTIVITY CTRO1L

To prevent an inaeaortent or spurioue withdrawal of a concrol rod the direc-

tional control valvec.of each control rod have been electrically disarmed. As

a further preceution, the valve in the drive water supply to each rod will be

closed. In the unlikely event that a control rod does become withdrawn, teo

channels of the S;RN'o are required to be available for visual indication of neutron

level. Althomah the SR)is mey not Immediatetly respond to a single rod soveient,

they would be adequate to monitor the approach to criticality. Also the SRX'a are

connected in the non-coincideace @cram ode to provide rapid rod insertion from

a high-high count race on either SlM. Additionally, a menual scram will also be

available. To aesure that the control rods con be ermmed. the control rod

accumulators are required to be charged vith nitrogeo anod waer prmsure and A

control rod drive pm*p is required to be It service. To provide additional iwdicat-on

of 8 control rod vlthdrawal. the control rod position indicator full-It uwvlchaa

wiii be functional for every control rod and will provide Ineictaion L the cosated

rone or the control rod positlo will be verified to be fll- i by a ront•auit.y

check of the full-in limit witch at the local panel.

3.1/4.4 &TAIDBY LIQUID COMIRO7r S"ySTDI

Delete present sactio in Iits entirety (pages 122-129) and replace with

the following:

9.-165 0 - 7 .. 63
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1.IMtTtmi : CO"n~ITIONS PON nFERATION etieviti t Lire semit anewrt
SURWILLUKE RRAORMO*TS

1.4 STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEI

Applicability

Applies to the operating statue

of the Standby Liquid Control
System.

Objective

To assure the availability of a

system with the capability to
ahut duwn the reactor and ,ain-

tain the shutdown condition vith-
Out the use of control rods.

Sper ftcatiom

4.' STANDOY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

A. Normal System Availability

1. The standby liauid ent, rnlI

system shell be functional
at all time.

2. The inJection line menial
isolation valve 63-524 will
be closed except when the
syates is required for
ergancv Injection.

Applicability

Applies to the sarveillance recuire-

meats of tl,, Standby Liquid Control

System.

Objective

To verify the -perability of the Standby

Liquid Control System.

Specification

A. Normal System Availability

The operability of the Standby

Liquid Control System shall be veri-

fied by the performance of the

followins tests:

1. Atleast esce per inth zach

samp loop shall be function-

* ally tested.

2. At least once during each

operating cycle:

a. Check that the setting of

the system relief valves

is 1425 + 75 oSIg.

b. Manually initiate the sye-

tem. except explosive valves.

Pump boron solution through
the recirculation path and

back to the Standby Liquid

Control Solution Tank. Mini-

msa pump flow rate of 39 gpm

BEST COPY AVAiLABLE
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LIMITitNG CONIJITIO~iESFog OPERATION
Rl~VUTLtANC *~utfiilinirv

3.4 STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTD(

3. Op•eratton vith Inoperable
Creponents:

L. From and after Eme date
that a redundant compo-
nent Is made or found to
be Inoperable. Specifica-
tion 3.4.A.1 shall be con-
sidered fulfilled. The
I"sperable c€oonent shall
be returned to service vith.In
seven days.

4.' STANIDBY LZQUOb CONTRL SYfSTEM

against a system head

of 1275 psig shail be
verified. After pumping

boron soluttin, the eye-
tem shall be flushed

with deanieralized water.

e. Kenamnlly initiate one of
the Standby Liquid Con-
trol System loops and
pump de-ineralized water
lIto the reactor vessel.

This test checks explo-
ato* of the charge an-
crated vith the testce
loop, proper operatiom of

the valves. and pum.
operability. Replacement
charges shall be selected
such that the age of charge
in service shall not exczed
five years from the manu-
facturers assembly date.

d. both systems. Including
both explosive valves.
shall be tested in the
course of two operatinc
cycles.

A. Surveillance with Inoperable
Components :

I. When a component is :o.,nd to
be inoperable, its redurdant
comenent shall be demon-
strated to be operable
Imedietely and daily there-
after until the inoperable
copponent is repaired.

BEST COPY-AVAILABLE
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LTM!?13 mwflTTInK~ Pt~t flPPUA??t~I SzIIRLLANMC 3•MIWDITSLTKITTOC C1?R1 MOMS FOR OPERATION

3.4 SIANICBY LIQUID WONTROL SYSTEM

C. Sodium Pentaborate Solution

At all times vhen the Stefldb7
Liquid Control System Is re-
quired to be operable the fol-
lovint conditions shall be not:

1. The not volume - ceocentra-
tion of the Liquid Control
Solution in the liquid feo-
trol tank shall be main-
tained as required La
YFiure 3.4.1.

2. The temperature of the
liquid control solution
shall be maintained above
the curve shown in Figure
3.4.2. This Includes the
piping betveen the standby
liquid control tUnk and
the suction inlet to the
pumps.

4.4 STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM

C. Sodiu Pentaborate Solution

The folloving tests shall be
performedl to verify the avail-
ability of the Liquid Control
Solution:

1. Volume: Check at leaat
so"m pee day.

2. Temperature: Check at
Imsat one per day.

3. Concentration: Check at
least once per month.
Also check concentration
a" time water or boron
is Adad to the solution
or solution temperature
is below the temperature
required in Figlrt 3.4.2.
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SASIES: STAKDBY LIQUID CCTOL SYST13 (Continued)

C. (Cost ined)

?be volume conmtnration requirment of the soluti are soch that

ai'uald evaporation occur frm amy point vithin the curve, a low level

alarm viii annunciate before the temperature-coeaeetratLoa

require ts are exceeded.

The quantity of stored boron includes an additional margin (25 percent)

beyond the amont need" to shut doew the reactor to alloy for

possible imperfect mixing of the cboical solution i& the reactor

water.

A minium quantity of 4,160 gallons of solution having a 13.4 percent

eoditum pentaborate concentration or the equivalent is reqtired to

meet this shutdom requirement as defined in Figure 3.4.1.

Experience with p operability indicates that the hmontly test, is-

combination vith the tests during each operating cycle, is sufficient

to maintain pump performance. Various coonents of the system are

individually tested periodically, thus making unnecessryr more

frequent testing of the entire system.

The solution temperature and volume are checked at a frequency to

assure a high reliability of operation of the &sytm should it mr

be required.
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S STANDBY LIQUID CO91TOL SYTSTZ

A. The purpo. of the liquid control oystan Is to provide the capability

of Usmetaanieg thu reactor is a cold sbuhdom condition &*@maio

that eose of the withdraw control rods can he Inserted. To set

tbLa objective, the liquid control system Lt de#LImod to Inject

a quantity of boron that produces a coeentraciam greater tbhe 00 prm

of boare in the reactor core ia lose thas 125 &Lauzee.

The miaLman 1lmtetLoe on the relief valve soettlngIt Lantended to

prevent the lose of liquid control solution via the lifting of a

relief valve at too iow a pressure. The "pper limit on the

relief valve settings provides system protection from overpreseure.

B. Only one of the two tamdby liquid control pimping looV4 is seedeA

for operating the system. One inoperable pimping circuit dose Gt

immediately threaten shutdown capability. Azoarance that the

remaining system viii perform Its intended function -I that the long-

term average availability of the systm is not reooced is obtained

from a one-out-of-tvo systom.

C. LArvel indication std alarm Indicate w*etber the solution velum hao

changed. vwhich night indicote a po"eible oolnrie concentration cabeae.

The test interval has been established in consideration of the"

factors. Temperature and liquid level alara for the system are

annunciated to the control room.

Tha Solutios is kept at least 10 F above the Iaturation tempreatre

to guard against boron preclpitatioc. The margin to inclu•ed in

Figure 3.4.2.

3.5 /'.5 COIUZ A.'; cc,47:•we'z Coc,:.r• S•'.SE•

Delete the presnt specification to-its entirety (pages 0lJO-15Ob) and

Insert the following:
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DqlTINr, CON4DITIONS FOX OPERATOI~

1.5 ODIZ XMD COWTAIMtMWT COOLING

Gr~V If C2U~ 2vntilaMFwY

4.5 CM AIIP COWI-AIWMDFI COOLI~
SYSTEMS

Applicability

Applies to the operational

statue of the core end Conetan-

ment eooling systems.

Objective

To assure the operability of tCa

core nd containment cooling

systems under all conditions for

which this cooling capability is

an essential respons. to plant

sbaormli t Lea.

Sp•cificet ion

A. Core Spray System (CSS)

1. Vhai the reactor vessel

it atmospheric and irra-

diated fuel Is in the

reactor vessel, at least

one core spray loop with

one P- end available

diesel generator shall

be capable of deliverizn

flow.

B. pestdua1 ;feat Re-oval System
(PHRS) C:etalnment and
S. •h n thow-. :ýO o

1. When the reactor vessel

AppleLs to the wmrvilloa.e reqeire-

am of the core and suppression

pool sooltag systms vi& tbe coffee-

pd Iimting conditima• for

WretLo sI is effect.

Of( t iv%

To wrtfy the operability of the

.ewe, and uPpreasio pool cooling

7mnO uer all coMditio"s for

bdch this cooling capability is an

GmOaL6al roopemoe to plant aboormm-

litieas.

AMification

A. ore Spray System SS)

1. Core Spray Systsm Testing

MFrequency

a. pm upon restoration
operability and monthly there-

after

b. Motor opterate4 upo restoration
valve operabili- and monthly there
cy after

1. Ww It is determinsd that

am core spray loop with one

pump and evailable diesel gene-

rater 1s Lncapatle of delivering

I
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.ulrrw COff~iTIONS FMR OfPEATIONf

IS*. CORE AND CowTAIOUNT COOLU~r,

SLIRVYYLLANCE RMUkEIN'TS

SYSTEMS

ts atmospheric and irra-

diated fuel is in the reactor

v0e6el, at least one IN loop

with two jnmps or two loops

with o0e pump per loop shall

be capable of manual opera-

tion. Diesel generators

must also be available to

power the pumps. A service

water supply must be evail-

able.

C. RI• Service water Systen (pyySWS)
Emergency EoAipownt Cooling Water
System (EEC-iS)

1. When the reactor vessel is

atmospheric and irradisted

fuel is in the reactor vessel,

4 (or 3) INd pumps must be

functional and aligned to RHB

header service corresponding

to the 4 selected W pum(pe

(2 of vhich may have corres-

ponding heat exchangers on

one ROSW header thus requiring

on-ly 3 RJRSW p.mps).

2. At all tiem.a 2 RmRSw pimps

which are capable of auto.

macic reatertins shall be

a.5 COC! AND C3rA:•IN'T COOLI14C

SYSTLDS

flow, another core spray pump

With an available diesel gene-

rator shell be selected, and

oil active compooerts in the

flow paths shall be Lmediately

dasonstrated to be capable of

delivering flow.

B. Residual Heat Remval SystCn (•'-RS)

(Cemtsir.mr~rt and Shutdown Cooline i

1. Residual Heat Removal System

Teat 1u4

Item Frequency

a. Pump Upon resto dto 10

operability and monthly there-
after

b. ?otor oper- Upon restorstion
sted valve and monthly there-
operability after

2. Vhen it is.determined that one

Rig pu"p (c€itairment and sup-

pression pool cooling) or asso-

ciated heat exchanger is Incap-

able of delivering flow and

removing heat at a time vhen flaw

capsbilit.y and heat removal is

required, the remaining PJ8

pump and associated heat exchanger

and avae.1blt diesel generator,

erw all active components In the

flow patns shall be demnwstrated
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.lTrrIMC CONDIT IONS FOR OPtRATION

1. 5 COKE AND) CO97A I MINT -24LIWC
3YSTM~

aStigned to Z=3 heed.,

service wLit me rou aaagomd

to each beader and riLa•g

continuously. Fach Pump &hall be

OssIgned to a separate diesel

power supply.

D. %Gtantenance of Filled Discharge

Whinyt: the core spray system or

IM systelm are required to be

RImcttOU8.a the dLscharSe piplnag

f110 the p• discharge of these

srstems to the lost block valve shell

be filled. The condensate head

teak shall be hligned to serve the

discharge piping of the RM and

:S pumps. The pressure indicators

os the discharge piping of the IRU

and CS pumps shall indicate not

less than listed below.

di,5 Ct3Z AND OUNAIlOMWI COOLI"C

to be capable of delivering

flow and heat r~Vsl intnedl-

ately msd weekly thereafter until

the inoperable lit PUN and

asoocsated beat oxchangor Is

returoed to service or as alter-

sate ptoo and heat eachasger

with *a available diesel gSee-

rotor selected and rerified.

C, IM Service Water Syste- '.1•4-'SI'

And Emergency truqlrent C•olinr

Water System (EEC.JS

I. MlM Service iater System

tach of the 4. (or 3) PIJSW

pwe and associated essential

control valves om the RH) hoet

exchanger. headere shall be

demonstrated to be functional

upon restoration and or..e eve-y

three months thereafter if not

in continuous service.

2. EECW System

Each of the 2 RHRLS; pumps assigned

to EZEW service rill be in con-

tinuous service. Associated

essential control valves n .'.-e

EECW headers shall :e der.,:r•a.ed

to fwnction once every three

mont he.

11-75-20

PI-75-48

?1-74L-51

PIZ-74-65

70 psi&

-0 pits

70 psil

70 psi&
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LIM1TII CO4ZDT1O5 701O?'"

3.5 ODt AIAD COMTAtr•W! *.CZSYSTV0

mF

M M _ZO rA n OT COOLT.

30 wb it to 4etermimed that ase
SImm and SaOsecLted ces-

towt elei s as OM beat

MhMIOV header is ineapable

Of deltwe-iag flew at I time

V6 flew delivery capability to

required, the romstaial ROSW

imso aid associated heat echang-

ore ae evalloble d41il Saie-

rateor. 04d all active C"e

Vemasts it the flav patba shall

be demoearted to be capable

of delivering flow Lmmediately

aen weekly thereafter until the

Latoprable ItOSW PiP to returned

te service or an altertnate

pum is selected and verified.

4. Whet it is detevmimed4 that one

3)5Pumw and associated con-

trol valves on an EZCH header

is incapable of delivering flow

at a time vei1 fleVw delivery

capability is required, an

alternate 1.111W pump on a cot-

responding diesel generator shall

be selected and assinted t' the

saw ECWI header.
P
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*i1qTT!NI CONDTIONS 70M O!T•.TlO I LLA,'SCR &MVIRD'W

1.5 CORZ AND CO.fTAI!IM COOLIN 4.5 CORE AND CONTAINET COOLIN

5ip tgtancs of Filled Discharre

Tbe fallowin• SgryelIlan require-

smea schall be adbored to to asawre

tbot the discherge piping of the

core spray system sd JM system

are filled:

I. Prior to the operatioa of the

MiWS and core spray systems, the

discharge piping of these systems

sbell be vented from the high

point ad wter flow determined.

2. Follviag a-y period where the

ILit or core pray systms have

met boe" required to be opera-

hie, the discharge piping of the

mm•mctiemal Systom shall be

vmted from the high point prior

to ths return of the syste. to

seevice.

3. -. the PA3LS and CSS are required

to he functional the pressure

indicatore which monitor the

diacherse lines shall be moni-

tored 4aily amd the preanure

'4j.d
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3.5 M MSS COti AWD C WrAUOPCWT COOLIN SYSTD6

3,S.A Core Spray SySt-- (CSS)

The sore spray loop provides aem of seoemel OWNL of supplyin

water to the reCoveoe l. Te• , y 0.( o core spray pum is

l nce" of 10 tie.6 the unt of water reqeired to cool, the reactor

sore 'a its preent sabtdom comLitLa. Powr operaties of the

reactor will not be permitted , tberefare, the margin available for this

purpoee will Ismcreaas wLth time. -Technical Specification 3.5.A and

3.5.5 require that at least three •pu will be available to '4sure

that adequate coolLun of the fuel is accmpltshed. $aver,

caiderably more *4u-pent is available, including.d; diti•on•l core

spray, PHR. control rod drive, condens&to booster, botwe2l sad rav water

pumps. As noted in the i-troductIon availability of tbese cau-porneots

vill be MaxAlnzed.

Analys•s hae bee= performed to doastrst that Is ercess of 15

hours is available to restore core cooling if for Sme unfores•-E

reason cooling is interrupted. Studies were performed to ohm that a

Core spray loop could be manually placed in operm ios in less than one

hoar. Hence cmaiderable margin is available for manual actuation.
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-3.5 SAM!: CORE CONTAMM~N COOLINGC SYSTEMS

3.5.s Rshidual Heet imoWal System (MMS) (C40tairanat and Shutdovn

The decay Met remval requiremts for one unit is the cold shutd4on

coaodtion cas be caoservatively mt by the operation of one RI pw

d its associated PU beat azchn-anr Ln the abutdwvo cooling mod*.

TIe total beat load for the heat ezchingor is estimated to be less

then me-fourth of the beat exchanger capability under the required

flow and tperature conditions. At least three MM pU and

4sociated heat exchangesr on each unit amr capable of delivering flow

and removing tin decmy beat. The low decay heat sod absence of pressure

Idech could foster an unacceptable lose of coolant allows ple time

for manal operstion in accordance with established operating tastruc-

tios.
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P. SES: Mgt An COWTAINMI'T gO= IT STVM

30.9C M)@ Service water System trxeftey SeuIpmeit Cooling Water
&_$can (EECWS)

Tb. decay beet rm l 00m"6 laer requvrsmte for two units in

the cold sbodom esedtsoe am be omru' tively mc by the operation

o oem a UJI p on em e h auebampo a each wmit. * o U KS pwee

is required foresdc wmit If the emtr are usiLg beat exchangers ubicb

ea not eO the am emte Sm 1beader, Four ISM pumpe are

proooetly available ond Nimble of delivering floe to meet this require-

amt. Lose thema te4f she floe delivery capability of each pump is

needed to ra the p wt desay beat for each unit. The low decay

beat level end amle fU delivery capability allem ample time for

10al operation in aseevime with establiabod operating instructions.

The standby emerecy equ1pnac cooling water (7XJV) requiremets

for two units in the cold abshtdo codition can be adequately met

by the operation of one peep on an EEC header. The UOCW

&Ystem is not required foeeramovl plant shutdowm operation because

the required cooling water is supplied by the plant raw rooling

water system. The principel immete uged for ZW flaw ia in

the event thec a diesel oeSime ahould be started. In this case.

.ECW flow oust be established at once. To meet this requairmnt.

two 1.W Pumps assaigned to Z.M service are runmning continuously

vith each "sign"d to a seperate supply header. Either header

will supply all flOe requirents. In addition, two other RJ.HSW

pumps are available and capable of delivering flow by manual opera-

tions in accordance vith establishad operating instructions. The

two RUMSW pumps which are running continuously are assigned to 4.16

kV shutdown boards which how sa•eociated operable diesel generators

and the pumps are arranged with automatic restart provisions in

the event that board mdeaveltage should occur.
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3.5 USES: CORE A•cD CONTAUOWT COLC SYSTOG

3.5.D Maintenance - -Filled Discharge Pipe

If the discharge piping of the core spray and Ml system -re net

filled, a vwter hasmer can develop in this piping wben the pum and/or

itpus are started. To minfmise damage to the discharge piping and to

enure added margin in the operation of these ryft"Or this Tabcsic8al

Specification requires the discharge lines to be filled thecever the

systin ia in 1 functional condition. If & discharge pipe Is not filled,

the pumps that supply tOt line ="t be semed to be nonfmunctional for

Toclmlcal Specification purposes.

The core spray wd MHR system discharge piping high point went is

visually checked for water flev prior to any puzp operation to ensure

that the lines are filled. The visual checking will avoid starting the

core spray or RKM systen with a discharle line not filled. In addition

to the visual observation and to ensure a filled discharge lie other

than prior to Lasting, a head tank located approximately 100 feet above

the discharge line high point supplies -etup water for these systeas.

System discharge pressure indicators *.:* used to dster•min the water

level above the discharge line high point. The in--Lcators Will reflect

approximately 30 peig for a water level at the higb point and approxi-

mately 70 psig for a voter level gt the bead tank mad are monitored

daily to ensure that the discharge lines are filled.

3.6/4.6 PRD4ARY SYSTI• BOLmDAlY

Delete the present specification in its entirety (pages 151-175) and

substitute the folloving:
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0 %P Fý I r. L llfiolc- -
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3.6 ?RWTIRY LYSTT4 SOUVDAiY

Applicability

Applies to the status of the

reactor coolant systems.

Obiective

To assure the integrity of

the reactor coolant system.

Specification

A. Thermal end Pressurisation
Limit at tons

The reactor vessel head bolting

studs shell not be under tension

unless the temperature of the

vessel head flange and the head

is treater than 100a70

a. Coolant Chemlistry

Reactor water shall be sain-

cained within the following

limits:

Conductivity.
10 unhos/cm@235C
Chloride, 0.5 ppm

C. Safety and Relidf Valves

Four safety relief valves which

have accumulators shall be

functional on each unit vith

tvo valves powered from each

of two 250v DC MOV boards.

D. Reactor Vessel 1ead Vent

The reactor vessel head vents shall

be in the open position.

A.6 f.Doo2 SYSTM SO GcrA3Y

Applicabil ity

Applies to the periodic w~iGAti@Q

SAn testing requitremts for the

reactor coolant system.

Objective

To determine the cmditiou of the

reactor coolant system and the

operation of the safety devices

related to it.

Sp9cif icat ion

A. Thermal and Pressurizatsion Lisitations

We the reactor vessel head bolting

studs are tenaioned and the reactor

is in a cold condition, the reactor

vessel shell temperature iwmedistely

below the bead flange shall be per-

u tly recorded.

1. Coolant Chemistry

1. A samle of reactor coolant

$boll be analysed:

a. at Least every 96 hours

for conductivity and chloride

too content.

b. at least every 8 hours for

conductivity and chloride ion

content when the continuous

conductivity monitor is

inoperable.

0
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1.6 P|IIWY SYSTEK SOUW T -. 6 1 TDWY SYSTrM DOULARY

C. Safety and Relief Valves

The position indicating lights

for the four sfety relief valves

spocifie° in 3.6.C.1 aball be checked

each operating shift to confirm

coutrol power available for actua-

tics.

D. Reactor Vessel Head Vent

The positios indicating lights on

the ,eactor vessel head vents

shall be chocked each operating

shift to confiru the valves are

indicated to be in the open

position.
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C. A/;, A BASEL THEMtAL ANC PRESSUIZATION LIPITATIONS

?Tightening the studs on the reactor vessel head flexes it slightly to

brine together the entire contact surfaces adjacent to the "0" rings

of the head and vessel flange. The reactor vessel bead flange and

head are constructed such that their initial maximum Wiir is 100 F. as

cited in paragraph 14.2.7 of the safety analysis report. Therefore, the

initial minimum temperature at vhich the studs can be placed in tens.on is

established at 1.00 F * 600 F or 1007F.

PA:;ES: COOIANT CFEMIST7Y

Materials in the primary system are primarily 301. stainless steel and

the Zircaloy cladding. The reactor water chemistry limits are estat.ished

to preve,-t damage to these materials. Limits are ;laced on cond,4ctivt'•y

and chloride concentrations. Conductivity is limited becasue it is

ously measured end gives an indication of abnormal condition'. and the

presence of unusual materials in the coolant. Tb- chloride limit is

RPe-ified to prevent stress corrosion cracking of stainless steel anl

is based on established relationships betveen stress corrosion, chloride

concentrations and dissolved oxygen. Zirca6oy does not exhi1it si--ir

stress corrosion failures.

When conductivity is In Its normal range, pF and chloride and other

imp'.rities affecting conductivity must also be vithin tbe.r nor--a•

range. Wý,en conductivity becomes abnormal, then chloride measurements

are made to determine vhether or not they are also out of their norm&a

operating vallues be:aues conductivity could be high due to the prese.-e

of a Leutra. salt vhich vouid not have an effect on pH or chloride. "n

some types of vater-cooled reactors, cornductivities are In fa•t rnig'.

Oue to purposefT. additlon of additives. :n the case of BWF's however;

vhere no additives
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ar.' ý oed end where near neutral p4 is Sairtuisted conducti•ity provides a

very 4ood meacsure of the quality of the reactor water. Significant changes

thprvin .'rovide t.e operator with a warninig mechanism so he can Investigate

andM1e4edy the --adition causing the change before liZmiting conditions. with

resPect to variables affecting the bouralis of the reactor coolant. are

exceeded.

Metho'ds available for correcting the oft-standard conditions. Include using

t'.e :Iean4r demineralizer, r.:.:ing the input rote of impurities. or

ch3hn9itn the supplY O• cooling water. The conductivity of the reactor

C-,,ant is cnotinuously monitored. The sampes of the Coolant which are

taken every .t hours will serve as a reference for calibration of these
monitors and is considered adequate to assure accurate readings of the
monitors. If conductivity is within its normal range, chlcrides and other

is;..rities will also be within their normal ranges. The reactor coolant

n.aa,;es vwil also be '4sed to determine the chlorides. Therefore, the

somplinr frequency Is considered adequate to detect long-term changes In

the chloride jtoeontent' Reactor Coolant smling ts increased to on*e per

shift when the continuous cond,ictivity monitor is unavailable.

* .'/ .(,.' P•AS=: SATF.Y AND R•LIEF VAVS

With the reactor In the cold shutdown condition and with low decay beat,

tour safety relief valves are more than a4equate to ssere the Integrity

of the reactor coolant systems. Control power from different 250V HOV

hoards assures availability •f two valves even in the unlikely event of

loss of a 250V WV board. S'rvoeiilsnce checks each shift assures cortrol

;-Over is available for valve actuation.

... /.••) BASESý PEACýP.. 1=•e-_M FM VEV.-T

ailntai.r.in the reactor vessel h,id vents in t•e Open position with the

RNI. shutdOwn eosiing system In service keeps the reactor vessel at Ltospre-

Pis pressure when in the cold s•-.tdovn condition. Zurvellance checks of %ne

posLtion indicating. lights are made each shift.

BEST OPY AVAILABLE
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3.7/4..7 CMrTAIWS.N.T SYSTM.S

Delete the present specification

LIMIT:NG CONtITIONS FOR OPEILATION

3.7 CWrTAIWNT SYSTEM•

Applicability

Applies to the status of the

primary containment system.

Oblect lye

To monitor pressure and teo-

erature of the primary con-

tainment system.

Speci ficat ion

A. The suppression, chamber water

level and temperature shall be

morLtored (see Table 3.2.A).

B. The dryveli pressure and

temperature shall be monitored

(see Table 3.2.A).

In its entirety (pages 175 throught 216)

SMER11LA.MERE PQU I WEN "Is

4.7 CWrDK. SYST'MS

Mpltciability

Applies to the prissary contaLnment.

Obiectivt

To verify the pressure and temperature

of the prLmary containment.

SI• pe f iioatiton

A. The suppression chamber water level

end temperature shall be checked

*oae per day.

B. The dryvell pressure and temperature

shall be checked once per day.
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3.7 UASES: COKM.AflO'2r SYSTEMS

This specification ensures indication of adequate information regarding

status of the drywell pressure and temperature and suppression chamber

water level and teperature. Monitoring of information concerning

kAy primary containmet parmeters vii. ensure that sufficient control

of these parnmeters can be maually initiated in a timely •anner.

3.8/4.8 3.AIOACTIVz MATERIA3LS

Pages 217-220 are unchanged. Page 221 - replace vith the-ettached

page which retitses specification 3.8.5.6. Page 222 is uanchanged.
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I IN~?¶N~ envnT~TnNe ?fla flPFIAIflN sb"Rvrl LfJ-4Cr rEOU XRATNUMI~~utr L'J.SCI CO"!OUN FOROLWISO
M 8.adiosctiv* 88ses released 'romeach units turbine and reactor
building roof vents, tlie radvasce
building roof vents, and :he muan
stock $hall be continuously mni.-
toreA. To accompltsh this, at
least one reactor building end
one turbine buildin; vent mooo-
taring pystem per ;;it shall beoperating whenever that unItJa
building ventitlabon system Is
LAI service. Also one radvaste
building systen vent ontticoring
channel shall be operating Vhetn-
ever the raduaste building venti-
lition Systas is In service. At
least One gain stack monitoring
channel asialt be operating when.
ever anY units air ejector,
mech=s!;cal vacuum pucp, or a
Star.dby gas treatment system tralri
is in service. if :Orm1l moot-
coring system.s are not available,
ttporary znitors or other systems
shall be used to =-cnitor effluent.1
A monitoring channel may be out
of service for 4 -hours for func-Clonal :estfng and calibration
vwchout providing a temporary
moaitor.

9. The pritmury c,'a•.-', s.hall
be purred thr..e standby gas
tceutnent sy:ten.

1

I

4.8.1 Airborne .ttlueits

C. tsdtolotcail Env tronsent al
Monitoringt Proras

An environmental ,onitertit progta'f
shall be conducted as deecrfbed below
rAd outlined In Table 4.A.F.

1. Atwolh.er I M ovitorinK

a.

I

The atmospheric rnoiterlt
network Is divided 1"It
three subptr,up% o ot12 isottitortnit statono of

wh~ieh 9 atatlo"% shall be
operable at all times. The
monitorifn starlons ate
shown 0 FliRure 4.8-1.
These momitortng locations
are subject to chanpe derctC-
dent upon continued evalu-
tic of the eniVror!jc'1tal

cIitorilng progrtt.. T:e sta-
tlon a! Nj €cle Shoal* w1il 'A
used as background refcietcr.

tEch rwo1tor shall be car-able
of contIntaOusly G•-*lI!" ri,
at regulsted flow of appir..-
mately three cubic feet I'-'
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3.6/4.6 RADZOLOGICAL INVINI'-Z-AL MCN!7ORM6 PROGRAM

Tbhe. is so chmge tc thi specificcatio (pape' 223 239).

3.9A.'9 Delete. the pr-esent specification in its .utlwety (Vege. 240..248) WA
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.DM G0 CONrTIoNS FOR OPERATION 8t

1-9 AUX311ARY E.ECRICAL SYSTE4 M,,

Applicability

Appl.s to the &uzLlejy electrical

]zer system.

ObJective

To asmure an deqmte sipply of

electrical pwer for those systems

reqired for safety.

smeification

A. AuxiliW7 Electrical Equiment

FM the cdition of both units

1 and 2 in cold sbutdma, the

followi4n conditions apply except

as specified in section 3.9.B.

1. Two off-site sources of pows

to the sbuztdown syitem availa-

ble from either the 50 kY

@Ystem (bac~kfeeding) or the

161 kV transmission system.

2. 3 diesel geaerators available And

their associated 4 kV shutdown boards

All . kV shutdown boards energized

unless offeite poer Is lost.

3. 4 kV shutdown bus 1 or 2 energized.

4. &bOV shutdown boards associated vith

each unit are energized.

.5. Under voltage relays oz the three 4 k
shutdown boards associated vith the

functional diesel generators shall be

availale.

V3 XUfANCE RUIRZEM

9 AUXILIARY EZC ICAL SYThU

Applicability

Applis to the periodic testing

requiremeat. of the Madxliary

electrical ervtow.

ObJective

Verity the capability of the

auxiliar electrical system.

eificat ion

A. Auril.ar7 Electrical Equipment

1. Diesel Generators

a. Each diesel generator shall

be NaMely started and loaded

once each month to demonstrate

operational readiness. TTe

test shall coatinue for at

least a =*-hour period at

7% of rated load or greater.

During the monthly generator test

the diesel generator starting air

compressor shall be checked for

operation and its ability to re-

charge air receivers. The opera-

tion of the diesel fuel oil

transfer pumps shall De demonstrated.

and the diesel startini time to

reach rated voltage and speed sha;:

be logged.

I
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4 *.JAT.O- kUP 0?1EP.A71CWI ~ 'V

IL . ARY .. EC7RICAL. SYS-TE4 4.9

4Yr.lp lcabili ty

'pplies o the auzlllary electrical

'av u-wtemo

Tfb asez* an adeCqute esupply of

eleetriceL pqTr for those syutem

ftqI~zt4 fcc @afety.

::",v.t "'cut Ion

A.. Auxz7fi.r:! Liectricas Equipment

For - he condition of both wdlta

I wt 2 In colA abutdovn, the

fcll.w-r% conditions apply except

sP ecifiLed in sectioa 3.9.3.

Two off-site souces of pwer

to the shtdown sysetm availa-

tle trv-. either the 5W kV

system (backfeedi•g) or the

lf,1 kV tsnsmissitn system.

2. _ diesel gmarators available ,.nd

. ctated . kV sbutdo'n boards.!

A &V el~utcov, ,rds eneit1zi-d

lave .,f~qlte _j.er Is lost.

4 i. -O. 8 n bi&bs ,•w riergized.

,ASC.OJ .tdovn 's.,,. -easocialed -lth

!~ ~ - -an thd tt~ep 4 kv

,At ,I P. j" dbAociAtted Vitt"

: tJesci $..v:D#ors 6' le

ALVX IL V M. Z AL 7y .-MM

Applii;,..-1:

;.iPSlies to the periodic teltinn

w"iwz~~e't of the a"IhIwr

electrical systms.

Objectiv -

Verity the capability of the

waillarl clectrical systez.

Specifleation

A. Auz~lary Electrical

1. Diesel Generators

a. Each diesel e-neralor

be manuaally savarted wazo Lowltr'

ow* each month to den-.rstrate

ype tmti•al read4inezi. The

test shell continue fma •

,a.at a aav-'..,'- .&"

7% of rated loa .

D •I•II the J r'hAy it : r.:t

the diese: geneaat-,r -' .. aa:

comprtssor has;2 be ... .,. Sor

operatLio, *r.d it aL.&,.v 0 -e-

chiarge air reLPAver- .: . "

tion of the diese; flci iii

ind The Iie~el -arryns IA,,e t.,

reicL rated v-,)i. v f,31 , i'

tr '.)ged.

te.
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LIMITING CUNDITIONS FOR OPERATION SURVEILLANCE REJIRE£METS

4.9 AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

b. Owe a intb the quantity

o diesel Awl available 0a.ll

be Imged.

e. Zscb diesel generator shall be

given an annual inapectlon In

acceidaee vwith Instructiloo

beaed on the manufacturer's

reenend©ationms.
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~..AUXZWf E.ECýPJCAL SyS-7!N

6. 25V DC shutdown board

batteries and chargers for

the three ftuntlocal boarda

006t be avlalable.

7. The 2%V unit board batteries

and 0.attery cha&tet fot eaen

batter and asso•iate battery

boars must be functional.

8. batteries., chargers, buss.e, =nd

feeds to the four SRI( channels

specified in Table 3.2.A shall be

operable in each unit.

9. There shall be a ainimm of

103,300 a•.Uona Oa diesel fuel

in the standby diesel generator

Tuel tanks.

D. Cold Shutdown on t'nltl 1 And 2 With

Inoperable Equ Ipent

l. * rom and after the date that oft-

site power Is reduced to one source,

another source must be restored

vithin seven days.

2. When one of the three diesel gene.

rators becme Inoperable and a shut.

down bus and 3-4 kV shutdovn boards

are available, 2 days ar allowed

.9 AU.ILIAPY ELE'".CA1. SY'-TM

4. Once a month a sample of

diesel fuel shall be er.ecek4

for quality. .-he qua.lity

shall be vithin t"e acceptable

lmltast specified in .able 1

2. D.C. Power System - %,nit

Batteries (250-Volt) Diesel

Generator Batteries (IZ--;'olt)

And Sbutdovn Board Batteries

(250-volt .

a. Every week the specific

gravity and the voltage of t"e

pilot cell, and tepera:t.re

of an adjacent cell ard over-

an battery voltage shal.: be

measured and logged.

b. •'Very tbree moeths the

meaaurements shall be made o"

voltage of each cell to nearest

0.1 volt, specific gravity t.

each cell, and te-perata.re :f

-very fiflft. cell. . hese

mearu.reents sýha. be llozel.

3. Wndervoltage Felays

a. O•ce every ort-'.5, tr!e
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-LVU`?iM. CUWDITIOIS VIOR CFEP.ATION

AUXILIARY r".ECTICAL SYSTEM

to coplY with 3.9.A.2

3. When one -kV shutdovu board

18 Inoperable, both otf-site

161-kV transmission lines and

both common station transfor-

mers shall be available sand the

remaiing 1,-kV shutdown boarda

and asasciated diesel generators,

and all 48V emergency shutdown

boards shall be f.nctional.

4. From and after the date

that one of the three 250-Volt unilt

batteries and/or its associated

battery board is found to be inopera-

ble for any reason, the WRC shall be

notified within 24 hours of the situm

tion, the precautions to be taken

during this period and the plans to

return the failed component to an

operable state.

5. From and after the date that one of t

three 250-Volt shutdown board batteri

and/or its associated battery board I

found to be inopere':e for any reason

the N'RC shall be notified within 24

hours of the situation, the precautic

to be te-ken during this period and tY4

SURVEILLANCE FOt1I]U>OS

4.9 AUXILIARY ELEMTRICAL SnYZM

conditions under %hich the

utdervoltage relays are re-

quited shall be simulate4

vwith an un•ervoltage or each

shut•down board to denonstrate

that the associated diesel

geweraror will start.

b. The undervoltage relays which

start the diesel generators

from the 4-kV shutdown boards,

sall be calibrated annuaLlY

for trip and reset and the

meeasurments logged.

B. •peration with Inoperable £Fuireet 4
1. Vhen one common station trmns-

former, or one 161 kV line is

found to be Inoperable, all

diesel generators and associated

boards must be demonstrated to be

funoctions• immediately, &rnt,•L

,he thereafter.

'as 2. When one diesel generator is

.s found to be Inoperable, the

remaining diesel generators and

assoclated boards sraal! be

,nI demonstrated to be funct;'r..,.

,e- immedlately and daily there~fter.
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.I1CTNG CzSDITI:rS FOR OFEATION

3.') AMX•IARY ELEC,'RICAL SYSTD4

I9 - I

I..9 AUMfl.APY MECMTICAL SYS-MZ

plans to retuzu the fail"

cNPObm~t tc, an opesable

state.

3. WVen m 'e -kV shutdovn board Is

found to be inoperable, all re-

maainsg 4-kV shutdov-n boards and

two associated diesel generators,

shall be demonstratad to be

fuctionsZ., i=e!.iste.y and daily

thereafter.
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3.9 BASEL A!MnWY POWER SYSTED4

The auxiliary power system consists of 3 fumctionally oareble diesel

generators (A, B, 4 D) capable of automatic start on lose of Ycltode to

their respective 4-kV abutdan boadsm. The C diesel feed is Inoperable

but Its associsted I4-kV shutdown board in available. The MW shutdown

boards IA, IB. 2A, and 23 are operable vith at least one source of powr.

All the 48(N reactor MOV boards 1A, 12, iC, 2A, 23, & ?C are operable with

at least one source of pover.

The requirements of this specification are based on the minim'm complement

of equipment to redundantly maintain the reactor in a sa&' condition. The

capacity requirements of this mode of operation can be adequately addressed

with two diesels. The third diesel is to accodato loss of oft-site

pover and single failures in the diesel generator plant.

All 14-kV and 48MV boards are available and the sbutdovn busses are avail-

able. With a single failure in an of the 4-kV and 48ov board or feeders,

diesel power can be directed to an adequate complement of equliment to

ace•odate the shutdovn mode. This is accomplished by either feeding the

required bow-ds and their associated l-)ds directly or by feeding two boar4s

f one d.esel through the backfeed capability of the Shutdon bus.

There are eight 250-volt d-c battery systmm *ack of which eosists of

a battery, battery charger, and dietribution equipnt. Three of these

systems prvvide power for umit control functions, operative power for

unit motor loads, asd altem ative drive power for a 115-valt a-c unit

preferred motor-generator set. Ine 250-volt d-c system provides power

for clmon plant and transmission sys-tes control functions, drive powr

for a 115-volt a-c plant preferred motor-generator att, and emergency

drive power for certain unit large motor loads. -he four reaining systems

deliver control power to the 4160-volt shutdown boards.
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3.9 RA=.: AUXMLIAPY ROWM SYSTD4 (Continued)

Each 2 50-volt d-c shutdovo board control power supply can receive povsr

fram Its ovn battery, battery charger, or frca a spare charger. The

chargers we povered from normal plant auxiliary power or from the stand.

by d.esel-drlven generator system. Aro resistance short circuite b&tVeM

the control power supply and the ahutdowc board a" cleare by fumes located

in the respective control pover supply. Each power spply is located In the

reactor building near the shutdown board it supples. Each battery Is

located in Its •%u independently ventilated battery roo.

The 250-volt 4.-c syste m Is so arranged, and the batteries sited such,

that the )-oes of any one unit battery will not prevent the safe eooldovn

of both uzitim in the event of the loss of offslte power and single failure

in any one unit. The loss of one 2 50-volt a board battery a&ects

bormal cntrol paver only raor the 4 16 0-volt shutdown board vhich it supplies.

The station battery sL.pplies loads that are Dot essential for safe shutdoun

and co-oldow of the nuclear eysten. This battery vas not considered in the

accident load calculations.
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'*.9 USE

The monhuly tests of the diesel generators are primarily to check for

failures and deterioration in the system since last use. The diesels vili

be loaded to at least 75 percent of rated power while engine and generator

temperatures are stabilized (about one hour). The sinmes 75 percemt load

viii prevent soot formation in the cylinders and injection noosles. Opera-

tion up to an equilibrium teprature ensures that there is no overheat

problem. The tests also provide an engine and generator operating history

to be compared with subsequent enSine-generator test data to identify and

to correct any mechanical or electrical deficiency before it can result in

a system failure.

Battery maintenance vith regard to the floating charge, equtllzing charge,

and electrolyte level rill be based on the. manufacturer's instruction and

sound maintenance practices. In addition, written records will be main-

tained of the battery performance. The plant batteries will deteriorate

with time but precipitous failure is unlikely. The type of surveillance

called for in this specificetion is that vhich has been d ustrated through

experience to provide an indicas.ion of a cell becoming irregular or unser-

viceable long before It becmes a failure.

The equalizing charge, as recoem ded by the manufacturer, is vital to

maintaining the Ampere-hour capac'.ty of the battery, and vii be applied

as recommnded.
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3.10/4.10 COREa TERATIclS

The present technical specificatioa (paes@ 249 * 260) remaLas

unchanSed.

3.1l UNIT 3[L•IT 1 AND 2 WACTIMKS

AMd a DOW Specificatlo as indicated ou thi attached ahlet,* p. 260s.
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LIIICCO"DI1TIOYS FSM OPMATION SUMI&LAMi MUM=V~W

3.11 UN= 3/UNI1T I AnD 2 tUffOACT19@

Applicability

Applies to ocnstruction activities of

unit 3.

Obiect iv.

To assure that unit 3 conatruction

activities do not adversely affect

the safety of either unit I or 2.

Specft icatton

All operationl, tests, aind other

activittes associated with the

cotnitruction of umnt 3 that can

affect the safety Of

either unit I or unit 2 are

prohibited.

0
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3.11 UASES: VWi 31pW1lr. I APIW DnW .Io

Interface docinsttion that presents the reselta of SAulys48 to 6da10"trate

that adverse effects asaociated vith interaction btwom wait 3 and either

unit I or Unit 2 Sre not available. Sim*o the arro.gnt of safety systenm

Is Such that adverse affects are possible, further de*rs4dties to either

unit I or unit 2 Should not be a8lod until the interactimo anlysis Is

completed.
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5.0 Kk.;oR DE•IGN r• .ns

The presOnt technical specificasic;oa rmaia mch ed,

C.I0 AMTD(fISTIATIVE COM S

Thpreszmc speciLfcation rmains unchanged (pa.e. 363 - 2"8) rZcept delter1
pa 285 and mabstitute the following pages vwhch contain a new table 6.8.A
and Its bases.
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TAMZ 6.8.A

Wmnima Shift Crw Requlriesinte

Shift Position

shit D1.0m' (SE) 1

Aistant Shift nineers (AS) 1

Licensed Reactor Operator 1

Wht Operators (uD) 2

Assistant alt Operators (AUD) 6

Health Proles T*chnlclan 1

Other Persomel 2

3dn'± Shift CrwV A

me of License

airo
SW

30

LO.

Notes: 80 - Senior Reactor Operator
70 - Reactor Operator

No" for TNble 6.8.A

7 position 1i U*ruly filled by an assistant shift ewwn'er, but

as a lniama It my be filled by a liensed reactor opsrator. Vben

the Incumbet Is not a senior reactor operator, he shall sot be assig;ed

duties requirLng him to direct licensed activities of reactor operators.

As a result of the daage created by the fire to varlous rmits 1 and 2

cables, a mnmber of safety sysetm camot be operated frm the eoctrol

roo. IquilOPt mnStoring and opertion is now required frran varlos

positions located throughout the ftcllity. Analyses have shown that In

exress of 15 hours are available to perform these varlous task&. In

addition, studies hav * perforumed to uoess the asount of time
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requjr.d to pwfors theeo MMIAl operwatlom in.c•i•g Co 6amratlon oa

6dltlmal equipmet rallupee. Iebult$ of these studios hve abom

that oePatim Oe e410POt for vl1hic the am% degredatlam Is tpoeleced

co~ad be achieved In a time lntorwal of sevmal boes. Thee. studies

Wore peformed Vith the uarampon of a shirt crw at 10 am. The additimal

me.a required pro vida -raig -as well as to a.11w for -coatinued SMaIteain

&WW porfetmace of those mnual aetloom. It is orpected that two of

these ftw m woual be used for that pmpoeo. *vhe the equipmot isa

algmd a descrtbed Ia Appendix A to *W ,ty Analysis of the Dw"

Ferry ftclear nwrts units I and 2 bming Opmrattms PAUteld to ftwva1

of med Cble., mble Trys, and Coults,m dated My 1, 197M, the

odalmum emy isse eoul be rTdu•cd.
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UNITEO SrATIRS
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINOTON. D. c. 2•|5&

SAFETY EVALUATION BY TilE DIVISION OF REACTOR LICENSING

SUPPORIING ANENDMEINT NO. 9 TO FACILITY LICENSE NO. DPR-33

AND AME'DMENT NO. 6 TO FACILITY LICENSE FO. DPR-52

(CHANGE NO. 10 TO TECII1aICAL SPECIFICATIONS)

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PdWER' PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2

DOCKET NOS. 50-259 AND 50-260-.

I NTRODUCTION

On March 22. 1975, a fire at the Browns Ferry facility resulted in

substantial damage to power, control, and instrumentation wiring. 7he
facility is not operational and is in a coleI shut6own condition with

fuel in the core and the vessel vented to the containment atmosphere.
Although many systems were damared, the facility has been maintained
in a safe and stable condition utilizing a substantial number of systems

and components. In fact, the functioning systems exceed the mini.num
number usually required for a facility in cold shutdown condition.

In order to prepare the facility for repair of the fire damage, vital
equipi.ent to protect the core [row damage is being reconnected, or

rerouted or verified to be free from the fire affected wiring or
systems. Many of these vital systems are being modified to manual
control rather than automatic control to isolate them from spurious
operation resulting from interconnection with fire damaged wiring
or systems. Some systems or components are being disconnected or
locked in a safe configuration. The primary system mode switch is,

by administrative control, locked in the "shutdown" mode.

Before any repair and removal of cables and systems from the fire
affected zone can be au-horized, all of the necessary vital systems
must be protected, isolated, or verified as free from interconnection
with any of the systems or cabling which is to be removed. lhese
activities of rerouting, reconnecting, verification, and isolating
systems from potential interaction virh systems or wiring to be
removed are presently in progress.
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The available systems and components to provide plant safety under

present conditions, while the facility is in cold shutdown and the

plant is being configured into a co.idition protected against possible

adverse interaction resulting from repairs and restoration, have been

reviewed and appropriate technical specifications governing this

period have been established through conferences between the staff

and the licensee and submitted for approval by the licensee. This

safety evaluation describes the protection required to provide
adequate safety during present conditions. It does not address or

authorize cable removal, cutting, or repair of the fire affected

zone. Any such authorization will be addressed in a subsequent

safety evaluation.

EVALUATION

I. Nuclear Safety

The control rods are each fully ioisertd in the core. The reactor

mode switch is locked in the shutdown posit'on, the control rod

directional control valves, which provide the drive fluid to with-
,draw the rods, have been electrically disconnected, and the manual

valves in the drive water supply lines have, been closed. In this

condition the core is subcritical and cannot be made critical.

Under the present low pressure, low temperature conditions,
there are no equipment malfunctions or single operator errors
which could cause any control rod to withdraw. Nonetheless, rod

position is to be verified in the fully-in position on a regular

basis. The control rod position indicator full-in switches will

be operable or the control rod position will be verified to be

full-in by a continuity check of the full-in limit switches at

the local panel.

In addition, the electrically disconnected condition of the control

rod directional control valves will be verified by visual observa-
tion, along with visual observation of the closed position of the

manual valve in the drive water supply lines.

In addition to the manual scram, an automatic alarm and scram

function has been added for the operable source range uonitors,

even through this is not ordinarily a function of this system.

This system will detect any approach to criticality and will
both alarm and automatically cause scram action to drive the
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control rods in if for any unforeseen reason they might have
moved outward. The control rod accumulators will be maintained
in a fully charged condition. A standby supply of borated water
is available for injection into the reactor to further ensure
a subcritical core. These systems provide a high degree of assurance
that the facility is protected against the occurrence of criticality
under present conditions.

2. Core Cooling and Water Inventory

Under present conditions, the fuel remains in the core under cold
shutdown conditions (less than 212 F and atmospheric pressure).
Core cooling is presently beýing provided by the operation of one
residual heat removal (RHR) pump and associated heat exchanger.
Decay heat which must be removed to prevent fuel damage is very
small, amounting to less than one-fourth of the heat exchanger
capacity of one RBR system. Nonetheless, two RHR pumps and
heat exchangers are required to be operational by the technical
specifications and at least three RHR pumps and heat exchanRers
are presently available on each unit. The low decay heat level
provides ample time for manual operation of backup equipment.
The RHR pumps take auction from a recirculation loop and puup
water through the RHR heat exchangers in which reactor decay
heat is transferred to a separate RHR service water system. In
the event that the RHR pump providing flow should fail, the second
RHR system for the unit is functioning and can provide ample
cooling. In the event of the failure of the single valve in
the suction line, heat removal can be accomplished by the
generation of steam in the core which is vented to the contain-
sent through the open vent valves or backup relief valves. The
condensed steam returns to the torus which can be cooled by
either of the RHR systems operating in a torus cooling mode which
does not depend on the failed suction valve. Makeup coolant to
the core in this mode of operation could be provided by either of
the RHR pumps or the core spray pump taking suction from the torus.

Analyses have been performed to demonstrate that in excess of 15 hours
is available to restore core cooling if for some uaforeseen reason
cooling is interrupted. Studies were performed to show that backup
systems could be manually placed in operation in less than I hour.
Considerable margin is. therefore, available for manual actuation.
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The decay heat removal cooling water requirements for two units
in the cold shutdown condition can be conservatively met by the
operation of one RHRSW pump or one heat exchanger on each unit.
One RHRSW pump is required for each unit if the units are using
heat exchangers which are not on the same service water header.
Four RHRSW pumps are presently available and capable of delivering
flow to meet this requirement. Less than one-half the flow
delivery capability of each pump is needed to remove the present
decay heat for each unit. The low decay heat level and ample
flow delivery capability allows ample time for manual operation
in accordance with established operating instructions.

The standby emergency equipment coolin, water (EECW) requirements
for two units in the cold shutdown condition can be adequately
met by the operation of one RHRSW pump on an EECW header. The
EECU system is not required for normal plant shutdown operatio.n
because the required cooling water is supplied by the plant raw
cooling water system. The principal inmmediate need for EECW" flow
is in the event that a diesel engine should be started. In this
case, EECW flow must be established at once. To meet this require-
ment, two RHRSW pumps assigned to EECW service are running con-
tinuously with each assigned to a separate supply header. Either
header will supply all EECW requirements. In addition, two other
RHRSW pumps are available and capable of delivering flow by
manual operations in accordance with esLablishad operating
instructions. The two RH1USW pumps which are running continuously
are assigned to 4.16 kV shutdovn boards which have associated
operable diesel generators and the pumps are arranged with
automatic restart provisions in the event that board undervoltage
should occur.

In the present cold shutdown vented condition, with no pressure
and low temperature in the primary system, there is no source to
cause piping damage. Loss of coolant through inadvertent draining
is minimized by locking valve positions so that w.'ater cannot be
drained from the vessel. However, evep in the event of loss of
coolant inventory either of the RHR pumps or the core spray pump
are capable of taking suction on the torus and providing water
to the vessel. Even beyond these pumps there are additiona&' RPR
pumps, core spray pumps, and even hotwell and condensate booster
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pumps capable of supplying coolant to the vessel. Although
the technical specifications do not requirt that these pumps
be kept functioning, the technical specifications !ýdo provide that
the licensee will not deliberately remove any of the pumps or any
other component capable of achieving the objectives of the techni-
cal specifications from service except for maintenance required to
prevent a substantial innrease in the risk of failures to the
component or other functi.,iing system.

3. Electrical Power

"'he electrical energy to operate the systems required to maintain
adequate cooling of the core is provided by redundant offsite and
onsite power supplies. The offsite power is available through
two 161 kV circuits connected from the power grid to redundant
shutdown busec uhich in turn supply power to all four 4.16 kV
emergency buses. To prcvide p:,wer in the event of loss ot the
offsite power supply, three of the fo"r plant diesels are func-
tioning along with their associated emergency buses. Only two
of the three are required to supply a sufficient amount of
electrical energy to power vital equipment. The emergency diesels
are cooled through the emergency coolant water systcm which is
presently continuously operatinC and has been configured to auto-
matically transfer to diesel load in the event of loss of offsite
power to assure that these pumps automatically provide sufficient
coolant to the diesels to protect against overheating. Redundant
250 V batteries and their associated distribution systems are
available-to provide DC control power as ne:essary to the required
system.

4. Minimum Shift Crew Considerations

As a result of the damage created by Lhe fire to various Unit I
and 2 cables, a number of safety systems cannot be operated from
the control room. Equipment monitoring and operation is now
required from various positions located through the facility.
Analyses have shown that in excess of 15 hours are available to
perform various tasks involved in transferring to the various
functioning backup systems. Manual operation of equipment for
whirh the most degradation is experienced could be achieved in
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a time interval of several hours, and the licensee has indicated
that these operations could easily be accomplished by a shift 0
crew of 10 men. We have required a shift crew of 14 men. The
additional four men required provide margin, as well as to allow
for continued monitoring during performance of these manual
actions. it is expected that two of these four men would
be used for that purpose.

5. Quality Assurance

In connection with the work of configuring the plant so various
systems and compor,;nts are free of potential interaction during
fire damage removal and facility restoration, the QA procedures
have recently been clarified to focus on this work to assure that
they conform to the approved QA program. The previously approved
QA program itself has not been modified.

6. Unit 3 Construction Activities

As a result of interfaces between Unit 3 an.' Unit I and 2, the..
technical specifications do not permit operations, testb, and other
activities associated with the construction of Unit 3 that could
affect the safety of either Unit 1 or 2.

7. Summary

In its present cold shutdown cordition, the facility has been
protected from damage to the core by disarming corntrol rods so
that no mechanism is available which could result in core
criticality. The available functioning equipment is adequate
:o provide ample coolarTt flow to keep the core cooled and
exceeds the minimum required for cold shutdown by the technical
specifications governing facility operztion prior to the fire.

The technical specification changes assqociated with this amend-
ment reflect the changes that are necessary to account for .the
present condition of the plant. Certain additional controls and
equipment requirements not required in the pre-fire technical
specifications have been added to provide additional assurance
that the plant will be maintained in a safe and stable shutdown
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condition during the present activities of preparing for the"
restoration program. The technical specifications associated
with this amendment include these- added controls and equipment

requirements.

Except as necessitated by the physical realities that exist due
to fire damage, no safety limit, limiting condition for operation,
or surveillance requirement in the pre-fire technical specifications
that is pertinent to the present cold shutdown condition of the
plant has been modified, relaxed, or deleted by this amendment.
The resulting technical specifications continue to provide
adequate protection to the health and safety of the public and,
by accounting for the actual existing condition of the plant
systems and components, they minimize potentially unsafe conditions
or actions. With the plant locked into a shutdown convdition and
considering the very low amount of decay heat geneLation from
the shutdown core, the probability of any accident involving the

release of radioactivity from the site is very loy and the
potential consequences of any accident are correspondingly
low. In view of the foregoing, we conclude that the issuance
of these amendments does not involve a significant hazards
consideration.

CONCLUSION

The changes in technical specifications authorized in connectioq with
this evaluation result im enhancement of safety under present condi-
tions, as discussed above. based on these considerations, we have
concluded that: (I) because the change does not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of accidents previously
considered and does not involve a significant decrease in a safety
margin, the change does not involve a significant hazards consideration,
(2) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the
public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner,

and (3) such activities will be conducted ;n compliance with the

Commission's regulations and the issuance of these amendments will
not be inimical to the common defense and security or to the healLh

and safety of the public.

Date: Hay 9, 1975
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COflSSION

DOCKET NOS. S0-2S9 AND S0-260

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTLORITY

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENTS TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSES

Notice is hereby given that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(the Commission) has issued Amendment No. 9 to Facility Operating License

No. DPR-33 and Amendment No. 6 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-52

issued to Tennessee Valley Authority which reivsed Technical Specifications

for operation of the Browns Feriy Nuclear Plant, Units I and 2, located

in Limestone County, Alabama. The amendments are effective as of their

date of issuance.

The amendments revise the Technical Specifications, taking into ac:ount

the present condition of plant systems, so as to assure that the two

units will remain in a safe and stable posture during the period of plant

shutdot.-n resulting from damage due to a fire which ýccurred on March 22,

197S. The amendments do not authorize removal of fire damaged components

or systems or restoration of the facility to operable conditions. This

will be subsequently considered.

Tho application for these amendments complies with the standards and

requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amenied (the Act), and

the Commission's rules and regulations. The Commission has made appropriate

findings as required by the Act and the Commission's rules and regulations

in 10 CFR Chapter 1, which are set forth in thc license amendments, Prior

public notice of these amendmentf is not required since the amendments do

not involve a significant hazards consideration.
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For further details with rcspect to this act-ion, sec (1) the*

application for amendment dated May 8 , 1975, (2) Amendment No. 9 to

License No. DPR-33 and Amendment No. 6 to License No. DPR-S2 with

Change No. 10, and (3) the Commission's related Safety Evaluation.

All of these itcms are available for public inspection at the

Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, NV., Washington,

D.C. and at the Athens Public Library, South and Forrest, Athens,

Alabama 35611.

A copy of items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon request addressed

to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comzission, Washington, D.C. 20555,

Attention: Director, Division of Reactor Licensing.

Dated at Bethcsda, Maryland, this 9th day of May, 1975. -

FOR TIE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMDISSION

Robert A. Purple, Chief
Operating Reac'ors Branch #1
Division of Reactor Licensing
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ATTACHXCT III

LETTER FROM THE NRC TO THE TVA DATED JUNE 13, 1975, WITH ENCLOSURES

A)MENDMNT NO. 10 TO LICENSE NO. DPR-33

AXERDKENT NO. 7 TO LICENSE NO. DPR 7 52

SAFEYY EVALUATION

FEERAL REGISIER NOTICE
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASMINOTON. 0. C. .IGS1

Docket Nos. 50-2S9
and S0-260

Tennessee Valley Authority
ATTM: Mr. James E. Watson

Manager of Power
818 Power Building
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37201

Gentlemen:

The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. 10 to Facility
License No. DPR-33 and Amendment No. 7 to Facility License No. DPR-52
for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2. These amendments
include Change No. 11 to the respective Technical Specifications and
are in response to your request dated June 2, 197S. Copies of the
related Safety Evaluation and the Federal Register Notice are also
enclosed.

The amendments revise the Technical Specifications, taking into account
the present condition of plant systems, so as to ensure that the two
units will remain in a safe and stable posture during the period of
defueling and fuel storage in the fuel pools. The plants will be
maintained in this condition until completion of the repairs of damage
resulting from the fire which occurred on M-arch 22, 197S. ;We have
completed our review of your proposed plans for removal of fire-affected
features and find them acceptable. Accordingly, pursuant to Mr. Rusche's
letter to you dated April 17, 1975, these amendments authorize you to
comence removal of fire-affected features upon fulfillment of the require-
ments of Technical Specification 3.10.H.

Our review of your proposed plans related to restoration of Units 1
and 2 is continuing and will be the subject of a subsequent approval
action.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Purple, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #1
Division of Reactor Licensing

Enclosures:
See next page
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Enclosures:
1. Amendment No. 10 to License No. DPR-33
2. Amendment No. 7 to License No. DPR-S2
3. Safety Evaluation
4. Federal RegisterNotice

cc W/enclosures:
Robert If. 'ltrquis
Generanl Ceunsel
629 New Sprankle Building
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919

Athens Public. Library
South and Forrest
Athens, Alabama 35611

Mr. Thomas Lee Hamnons
Chairman, Limestone County Board

of Revenue
Athens, Alabama 3S611

Anthony Z. Roisman, Esquire
Berlin, Roisman 6 Kessler
1712 N Street, N'
Washington, D.C. 20036

cc w/ enclosures & incoiming
Ira L. yeers, M.D.
State Health Officer
State Departm~ent of Public Health
Statc Office Building
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

Mr. Dave Hopkins
Environmental Protection Agency
1421 Peachtree Street, XE
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASkINGTON. 0. C. 6I515

TEWNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

DOCKET NO. S0-2S9

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLAST UNIT 1

AMNDMEN7r TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Amendment No. 10

License No.*DPR-33

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:

A. The application for amendment by Tennessee Valley Authority
(the licensee) dated June 2, 1975, complies with the standards
and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended

(the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations set
forth in 10 CFR Chapter I;

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of
the Commission;

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the
health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities
will be conducted in compliance with the Comission's regulations;
and

•D. The issuance of this' amendment will not be inimical to the
comon defense and security or to the health and safety of.
the public.

2. Accordingly, the license is'amended by a change to the Technical
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license
amendment and Paragraph 2.C.(2) of Facility License No. DPR-33

is hereby amended to read as follows:
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"(2) Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A
and B, as revised, are hereby incorporated in the
license. The licensee shall operate the facility
in accordance with the Technical Specifications, as
revised by issued changes thereto through Change
No. 11."

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO1WISSION

Robert A. Purple, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #1
Division of Reactor Licensing

Attachment:
Change No. 11 to Technical

Specifications

Date of Issuance: 'JU 1 3 W7
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTONi, 0. C. 20555

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

DOCKET NO. S0-260

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Amendment No. 7

License No. DPR-52

I. The Nuclear Regulatory Conmission (the Comission) has found that:

A. The application for amendment by Tennessee Valley Authority
(the licensee) dated June 2, 1975, complies with the standards
and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
(the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations set
forth in 10 CFR Chapter I;

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of
the Conmission;

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the
health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations;
and

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

2. According!y, the license is amended by a change to the. Technical
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license
amendment and Paragraph 2.C.(2) of Facility License No. DPR-52
is hereby amended to read as-follows:
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"(2) Technical Specifications

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A
and B, as revised, are hereby incorporated in the license.
The licensee shall operate the facility in accordance with
the Technical Specifications, as revised by issued changes
thereto through Change No. 11."

3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Robert A. Purple, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #1
Division of Reactor Licensing

Attachment:
Change No. 11 to Technical

Specifications

Date of Issuance: Ax 13 WS
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ATTAOC-E.VT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 10 TO LICENSE NO. DPR-33

AND LICENSE X.IENDMENT NO. 7 TO LICENSE NO. DPR-52

(CHANGE NO. 11 TO THE TECKNICAL SPECIFICATIONS)

DOCKET NOS. 50-259 AND S0-260

Theie page changes refer to pages of the "Technical Specifications and Bases
for Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2, effective prior to May 9, 197.

Revise Appendix A as follows:

Remove Pages

8 through 26

27 through 30

31 through 49

SO through 106

107 through 121

122 through. 129

130 through 150b

Insert New Pages
asis

8, 15

27, 28

31, 33, 42

50, 54, 59, 81, 99, 100

108, 109, 115

122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128

130, 131, 131a, 132, 133, 134, 135,
136, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148,
149

151, 152, 166, 167, 168

175, 176, 176a, 206

221

240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246,
247, 248, 249,'250, 251, -52, 253,
254, 254a, 255, 256, 256a, 257,
258, 259, 260, 261, 262, 263, 264

270A, 270B

28S. 285a

151

175

221

240

through

through

174

216

through 260

285
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FACILITY OPEWT=G LICENSES DPR-33 AKD DP.-52 "

INTERIM TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AN BASES

MROWS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT

UNIT I A•D UNIT 2

)o
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;AYTTY LIMIT Lfq•'CTINC SAFFr' SYS?"- 'ZTTTW,

1.1 FUEL CLADDMN TWT!CRITy

Applle bility

Applies to the interrelated

variables associated with fuel

thermal behavior.

ObJect yve

To establish limits which easure

the integrity of the fuel elcd-

ding.

Specsfication

A. Whenever the reactor is in the

cold shutdown condition with

Irradiated fuel in the reactor

vessel, the water level shall

not be les than 17.7 inche$

above the top of the normal

active fuel gone.

2.1 WU CLADODIN lIrTEZTY

Aselfibility

Applies to the devices wbich are

prrwided to prevent the reactor

syetem safety limits from being

69ee~ded.

OV1*ctive

To define the level of the process

variables at which protective

action as lnitiated to prevent the

fuel cladding integrity safety

limit from being exceeded.

Specifilcat ion

The iLzntLup safety syatem setting.

shall be as specified below:

A* Manual operation under procedural

eantrols shall be established

to samuce the reactor voter level

remains Z378 inches above vessel

neroo
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1.1/2.1 ASES: LDC=T•G SAFETY SYSTDE SUMTIMrS R.IATED TO PVrL CZADD)•IN MITEGRnFY

The objective of this specification is to assure that Irradiated fuel In the -

eactor vessel remains covered with water at ,1a1 tims. When plant equipment

as specified ia facility technical speciflcation is available, this objective

is accomplished automatically. This is no longer possible. Accordingly,-

procedural control of the water level is required as set forth in the specifi-

cation 3.2.A.l.

With the reactor in cold shutdown, rapid mskeup of coolant Inventory is not

required. The provisions for manual operation ucder procedural controls provided

by the TVA Safety AnAlys4.s of the BM units I and 2 Included as PNrt V1, Section E,

of the "Plan for Evaluation, Repair, and Return to Service of Browns Ferry

Units 1 and 2 (March 22, 1975, Fire)" viii assure tirely iso.ation of leak3 by

requiring redundant level alarms and indicators. Double isol.tion features$

one of which shall be operative from the control room, vwil prevent draining of

the vessel as a rtsult of any single active cmponent failure. Also, in the

unlikely event that coolant inventory Is required, a core spray pup, capable of

delivering flow, vill be available to provide the required vessel makeup

capability.

The limiting Safety systems scram setpoints are not capable of performing their

Intended function since the automatic actions they would initiate are unavailable.

However, the facility has been placed in a condition that prevents the need for

these actions.
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AAMM LIN"? LDUlTINC SAFMTY SYSTEM SETTING

1,2 REACTOW COMlANT SYSTEM InTGRIT

Applies to limits on reactor coolant

.yetim pressure.

Oblect lve

To establish a limit below which

the integrity of the reactor coolant

*ysate is not threatened due to an

overpressure condition.

Specifitaet ion

A. The pressure at the lowest point

of the reactor vessel shall not

exceed 1.375 pail whenever irra-

diated fuel is in the reactor

vessel.

2.2 A.ACTOR COoL.'T SYSTEM IT=RITY_

Appl icabil it-,

Applies to the devices which are

provided to prrvent the reactor

system safety linits from being

exceeded.

Objective

To define the protective action to

prevent the pressure safety Uinit

from being exceeded.

Speci ftet ion

A. The reactor vessel head vent

valves shall be kept in the open

position.

B. Four safety relief valves which

have accumulatora shall be funct-

loIal oa each unit With two valves

powered from each of two 250YV

DC HDV boards, whenever the reactor

vessel head is bolted in place.
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L.2/2.2 flASES: REACTCAI COMMITY SYSITD flrr=U

With the reactor in the cold shutdown condition and with redundant M shut-

down cooling capability, preasurization of the reactor vessel ie prevented.

In the unlikely event that shutdown cooling capability from the I=t system is

lost, manual operation of any one of the four available relief valves prevents

pressurization of the reactor preez-re vessel above 50 psug preserving the safety

limit wbhenever the reactor vrssel head Is bolted in place. This keeps the

pressure low enough to permit addition of water by a core spray pump.

Checks of the reactor head vent and relief valve position indicating lights

each shift confirm control power available for actuation.

It
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.ThTT1?C ~rnDTTIe~IS Ff3 41P?3ATION
-MM -O M PC OnU-- - ancT' 5UONComv -w1Y~%~w

1.1 REACTR IPCYt UIOII SYSTEK

ftplicability

Applies to the Instrumetation

and associated devices which

initiate a reactor acres.

'Objective

To assure the operability of the

reactor protection rvjtem wbenever

irradiated fuel .is in the reactor

vessel.

Specification

A. Whenever irradiated fuel is In

the reactor vessel the secpoints

and ainim number of channels

requIred to be functional are

listed In Table 3.1.A/4.1.A.

41 REACTOR IOTECTION SYSTI

Asplicability

Applies to the sumrvillasce of the

Instrumeatation and associated

devices vhlcb initiate reactor

scram,

Objective

To specify the type and frequency

of surveillance to be applied to

the protection Inutrunentation.

Specification

A. Istrument channels shall be

functionally tested and calibrated

as indicated In Table 3.I.A/4.1.A.



TAKEZ 3.I.A/Ia.1.A

REACTOR P"OftCTUIO SYSTMq INSThI.W1ITATUIO

Htniunm Number
of Functional
Channels per
Trip System

1

2 (1) (2)

2 (3)

Trip Function

Manual scram

SRI high-high
count

Trip Level Settint

N/A

£5 x l0 cps

Functionel
Test Frequency

once/month

Alarm Level SettinA
Calibrattio
Frecumncy-

N/A l/A

once/week 4 5 i, 1Ocps (vtscale RI RI) once/3 so@

I 10e cPO (upscale NI)

? 3 cps (downscale)

High Water Level in
Scram Discharge Tank

N/A once/3 months 4 50 Gallons once/3 month

jotes for Table 3.1.A/4.1.A

(l) The SRMt's are presently connected in the non-cotncident mode in the RPS, where any I SAM upscale
RI HI will initiate a scram. Of the 4 SRM channels, only 2 are required to be functional.

(2) It is recognized that SR14 count rate vill diminish and eventually disappear during the process of
revovlng fuel from a reactor at which time there is no required proof of functionabilitty.

(3) Channels A or C and B or D requircd.
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*3.1I& .1 WASES: RFACTOR rwmmo-4 SYSTEM

The reactor protection system vwil be available for rod insertion In the

unlikely event that a rod becomes withdrawn. This is highly improbable

because-the reactor mode *witch io locked in the shutdown position and the

control rod directional solenoids are electrically disarmed. The reactor

protection system it functional as described in Section 7.2 of the FSAR with

the manual scram and the SRM's required functional. The SRM'a have been placed

In the non-coincidence scram mode to provide autoataic scram from high-high

count rate,

The two level switches and their associated alarms provide assurance that

an sdequate volume exists in the scram discharge volue tank to accommodate

a scram.

8 SC~aJE
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* ~ FtMP.?9P~i -f~ fm %A-fIF eflu"If V W%"?2rVIrVW"
2! . = = ilD WlM 5cl a r~ ,.*-

3.2 PIMTCT TVZ INSTWIMPIDTATIOW

A"l.. to the p no'c -

SWIm heh ledtatee Oa am-

Ruhapcst~et iv. smsthem.

Ob ct ive

I* aeusre tive opwability of

protectivye Imst rummetatlion.

Iveci ficat iov

A. Surveillane. lnetrywentation

7%e liniting condition$ for tOn

~Imeruefltat ion thet providwe

so~rveillence informatien relq.(d

In the period during which t~om

mipocificati..s are effective owe

given in Table 3.2.A.

1. becter water lJowl &M11 be usmet-

ts~med at 3 555"1 above vosoel seve

wboever Irradiated fuel In In the

usactor vessel.

4.2 PROT!ICTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

j'etability

A"I60 to the Iw V I us-

q"Vi~ of the bsmaoeot Loa

M initiatie om arel pro-

Object ive

e sopecify the t~le sid terlyou67

PC urvellemse too be applied to

ps et ive last 8 ma ,on.

Specification

A. Surveillence Instrvrttition

The surveillnece requirements

cLated vith the oquLpoent

listed in Table 3.2.A soell be

tbot Sli..e be Vmbbe 4.2.A.

1. 7%e oe su bsml sbell be

wiOlled enos OWNS sft.

w



Table 3.2.A

SURYVEILLANCP. INSTRU ATION

Hfimals f of
Operable Instrument

Channels

2

2

2

2

Instrument *
LI-3-206 or
LR-3-51 or
LI-3-53 or
LI-3-55 and
LI-3-46A or 463
?1-3-54
YR-3-53

PR-64-s0 end
II-64-67

TI-64-52A and
11-64-52

TI-64-SSA and
TIS-64-53

1.1-64-SA or
LI-64-66

%A

SKM A, 3. C, V

Instrument

Reactor Water Level

Reactor Pressure

Drywall Pressure

Prywll Temperature

S sppreaeion Chamber
Uster Te.peraturt

Suppresaio. Chamber
Uster level

Control Rod Position

Neutron •PlitorinR

Type Indication
and Ranr.e Alerm Setting

Indicator 0" to 60" Low 1 27". high 4
Recorder 0" to 60"
Indicator 0" to 60"
Indicotor 0" to 100"
Indicator +60" to -155"
Indicator 0-1200 petS 111gh 1040 ptlp
3ocorder 0-1200 psig

Recorder 0-90 psig
Indicator 0-80 pait

Indicator 0-400" P. Nigh 4 1450 F.
Recorder 0-400' F.

Indicators 0-400" I. RIO 1 90* F

'3,"

Sot..

(1)(4)

C1)(5)

(13(5)

(l)(3)

(1)(4)
0

Indicator -25" to
+25"

Continuity

Indicator and Recorder rvinscale * 3 cps
0.1 to 1046 cps Recract perMit I.
-100 to +10 sec. 100 cps s
(period) Upscale Itt 4 10 cps

11pscale I-HCI.ulO3CPs
Period 1 30 sec.

(1)c4)

(2)(4)

(1)0) (4)

1

1

1

LS-7S-2A

Ls-75-2s

Tit-74-90 ri

Fuel Storage Pool level NA
high
Fuel Storage Pool level NA
low

Vuel pool teisperature Recorder 0-640 a

El. 663' 1 1/2"

.L 662'L 7 1/2"

4 121 F

(6)

(6) (7)

.,
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38FS MR TABLE 3.2.A

(1) If on*e of the instrument channels Monitoring a parameter should become

incapable of performing its intended function, all operations which could

affect the associated system will be suspended until the Item is returned

to service.

(2) The control rod position indicator full-in switches will be operable for every

control rod and will provide indication in the control room, or the control

rod position will be verified to be full-in by a continuity check of the

full-in limit switches at the local panel. Prior to the unbolting of the

reactor vessel head, control rod position indication to verify full-in

position will be established in the control room and maintained thereafter

when fuel is in the vessel.

(3) The following Source Range Monitoring Channels ;wiIl be operable and vill

provide count rate indication and alarms in the control room:

SRM Channel A or C-

SIN Channel B or D

The alarms in the control roon will be as follows:

SM1 TnIps

Trip Function Trip Action

SI4 upscale or inoperative Annunciator, amber light
SR)( Downscale Annunciator, white light

In addition, the SPA's have been placed in the non-coincidence scr6 code

to provide for protection against high neutron flux. It is recognized that

SIRM count rate will diminish and eventually disappear during the process of

removing fuel from the reactor at which timn. there is no required proof of

functionability.

(4) Only required whenever irradiated fuel is in the reactor vessel.

(5) Only required whenever the reactor pressure vessel head Is bolted in place.

(6) Only required when irradiated fuel is in the fuel pool.

(7) If this instrument channel is out of service, alternate nanual means will

be used until it is returned to service.



0.
M(INIM TEST AiM CALIBRATION FRE(QUYNCY FOR SUP.VT.ILLA= CEINSTRUWiATION

(POST ACCI"CENT INSTRUMNTATION)

1)

2)

3)

5)

6)

7)

9)

10)

11)

Instrument Channel

Peactor Water Level

Reactor Pressure

Dlywell Pressure

Dryvell Temperature

Suppression Chamber Water Temperature

Suppression Chamber Water Level

rControl Rod Position

Neutron Monitoring (SRH)

Dryvell Pressure (PS-64-67)

Fuel Pool Level (LS-78-2A, 23)

Fuel Pool Temperature (TR-74-80)

Calibration frequency (3)

Once/6 months

Once/6 months

Once/6 months

Once/6 months

Once/6 months

Once/6 months

NA

Once/3 months(2)

Once/6 months

Once/6 months

Once/6 months

Tnstrument Check

Each Shift

Each Shift

Each Shift

Fach Shift

Each Shift

Oncej•eek (4)

Each Shift(l)

Each Shift

NA

Once/nay

Once/Day

C.,

NiOTES TOP rABLE 4.2.A

(1) Control rod position indication to verify the full-in position v111 be maintained in the control
room on Unit 2. While the reactor vessel head is bolted in place unit 1 control rods which do not
have position indication in the control room will be morittored at the local panel by use of the full-
in limit switches at intervals not to exceed once/3 days. Prior to and subsequent to the unbolting
of the reactor vessel head, control rod position indication to verify the full-in position will be
maintaine4 in the control room. This monitorinn circuitry will be tested ence a week.

(2) The SP-I will be functionally tested on frequency of once per week.

(3) Instrument calibration will be verified upoti restoratfon, then at the frequency listed.

(4) Inntrument check will be to nbncrve Instrumennt response as transmitter is removed and returned to
service.
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3.2/e.2 BASES: POTECTIVE ICTRU, .ATIO,

Fw each parameter monitored, as listed In Table 3.2.A, there are equivalent

or redundant channels of instrumentation as noted. Bry comparIng readings

between two channels, a near continuous survellance of instrument performance

Is avaLlable. Any deviation in readings will necessitate an early recalibration,

thereby maintaining the quality of the instrument readings.

The redundant monitoring of reactor vessel level will be sufficient to provide

the operator with Information with which to determine the adequacy of the coolant

inventory. The approach of abnormal caodltions will be brouWh. to the operatots

attention by audible alarms.

Znstrumentation has been selected to provide contzol room indication of adequate

information regarding status of the drywell pressure and temperature and torus

water level and temperature. Monitoring of infermation concerning key priary

containment parameters will ensure that sufficient control of these parameters 4
can be manually initiated in a timely manner.

A minimhm of two channels of the SR)4's, each on &eparate power supplies, viil be

operable. Ech channel wil provide indication of eant rate and provide alaz-s

as listed in Table 7.5-1 of the FUR.

An automatic scram from high-high count rate of any SYll's channel as vell as

a manual scram will be available. One control rod drive pump each for units 1

and 2 will be kept in operation and all the accualeators will be kept charged

with nit.ogen and water. The scran pilot val.ves pand neumatically controlled

valves to scram each control unit will be operable.
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3.2/h.2 BASES: PRzTo, Ti, I..'MATIO?. (CoMI)AnM)

Costil red position indieation to verit•y the fuLl-in pealtie vill be mnjAta!ned

e* ialt 2. he atismuty of all the full-In hlat r itches Oe uait I vill be

mmultw periodicalyl. .Um"r the conditions to be mintained in Temporazy

Technical Specitficatian 3.3, the prob4bility of a control rod vitbdrawal is

significantly lower than that folloving a scm from normal conditions. Prior

to removing the reactor vessel bead bolts, a monitoring systea villi be provided

in the male control roo to alert the operator if any rod drift sbould occur.

The reactor water level will be nominally maintained at a level greater than

27 bPA leas than 39" as indicated on LR-3-53. Above or belov this level

will give an alarm of "Reactor Water Level Abnormal." 27" indication on

12-3-53 corresporns to 555" above vessel zero.

In the unlikely event that loss of fuel pool level occurs, the low level alarm

is set high enough above the fuel such that opeyetor action can be taken to

establish makeup before the level reaches 8-1/2 feet above the ful. Refer

to the specification 3.10 for. fuel pool water c-diti..s.
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mTMTTIn. COemTmOgS FOR OprnATTOH SVRVvrtiA%.,Cr pV.mijRyXCM

3.3 R.ACTIVTTY CONThOL

Applicability

Applies to the operational status

of the control rod system.

Objective

To assure the ability of the con-

trol rod system to control reac-

tivity while fuel is in the

reactor vessel.

Specification

While fuel is in the reactor vessel

the requireaents of 3.3.A through

3.3.G shall be met.

A. All control rods shall be in-

serted in the full-in position.

a. The directional control valves

shall be disarmed electrically

for all control rods.

C. The manual valves in the drive

water supply shall be in the

shut :.4sition to prohibit rod

movement.

D. The control rod accumulators

shall be charged.

E. Two SRH channels shall be

functional.

F. One control rod drive pump

shall be in service.

4.3 RFACTIVTT, Cn...OL

Applicabililty

Applies to the surveillance require-

m•ets of the control rod system.

Objective

To verify the ability of the con-

trol rod system to control reac-

tivity.

Specification

A. Control rod position shall be

verified In accordance with

Table 4.2.A.

I. Each directional control valve

shall be verified to be

electrically disarmed at

intervals not to exceed once

every 3 days.

C. The drive water supply valve

(85-593) to each hydraulic control

unit shall be verified closed and

the water supply valves (85-612,

85-613) to each shall be verified

open at intervals not to exceed

once every 3 days.

D. The accumulator pressure shall

be checked once a day.

E. The count rate shall be rccordce

once each shift.

F. The control rod drive pu:.p

discharge pressurc shall be

checked once per shift.
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L e e~rnCI'?ITIOs tnR Vn PCP.ATVW

Y .3 :BZArTYVvrf C0ROt

S"eclfIea, on

C. Prior to unbolting the reactor

vasel head, and thereafter while

-fuel is in the reactor when no-.al

control rod position indication

is not available, the'continuity

of the control rod full-in limit

switches shall be monitored

continuously with visual

indication and audible alarm

in the control room to indicate

that any control rod is not fully

insertcd or that the monitoring

circuit is interrupted or

deenergized.

• o .

. ...... CT WgO ... .. . ... ...

.. RACTTVTTY C4',rTRft

Specification

C. The ta"orary circuit provided to

monitor control rods without position

Indication shall be functionally

tested prior to unbolting the

reactor vessel head and at intervals

not to exceed onre per week.
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To Pmrmet ma imedvatent os r slariews vithdrmIl of a control rod the directional

CMtrol ves et ofto Coetwol red he. bom electrically disarmed. As a further

Jmessmones the wore Is the t ive waiter supply to euch hydraulic control unit

Will be cloeod. In the wnlikely evow that & cowtrol red do" become withdrawn. two

ahomels of the SIl's we reuired to be amilable.for visual lndicatioe of oeutron

meol, Althouh th $Me$'s my sec Imdiately respond to a *&sale red moveient,

thep 9o0ld be Sdqoe. to monitor the OPPIODC to criticlity. Alao the SPMia are

osmmetod Is the am seameseeisoe. roum =do to provide rapid rod insertion from

a bltb-high conet rate on oithoe Sar. Additimeelly, a mewatl acrem will oleo be

m4lsie. To aeowe thae the control red can be arem d. the conrol rod

eloommwoae aes re.ireod to be eeoreod with Mtroaeo and eeter pweaeure and a

oemerol rod drive peemp Ia voitrod to be it sorvice. To provide additional indication

Of a Control red wiLt oms, the control red position Ladicator full-in switches

Will be funeti onal for overy control rod and will provide indication in the control

reom e•m 6 C ee the rooctor ooeol hoed li belted in place, the .. ,trol rod

poeitiom a" be voeilod to he Full-in by a ctmeuintty check of the full-in

ftft sewtek at tbe blei paonl. Prior to wolting the reactor vessel head,

eivmeliey will be piw*idd te permit c ietlao moavitoring in the control room

of seoti3ev4ty through the tall-is ieit switches when normal indicatton ts not

merlale. .to ¢irsvtry will to teetaie a id will provide a light and audible

oel tm the am 1 roo to maie operator attention should ay am rod be moved

hom the tally loosesd position. GeT* the fuel it srewed fram the reactor

vsoosel the omntrol of rWeativity le beoeved by the doesig of the spent fuel

a pool as deoeriud to PM, Clhe"•e 10. Subosrtioe 3.

"7COR -A ABLE
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DaTiM CCoITD:OKS 1W OFAT(ICW SURYE!L!AISCE RE!rJIK~fS
- I.

I."
DTAXDBY UJqU CaIMfOL SYSMD

Applicability

Applies to the operating status of
the Standby Liquid Control System.

Objective

To asure the availability of a
system vith the capability to shut
daon the reactor and maintain the
shutdown condition vithout the use
of control rods.

Specification

A. Normal System Availability

1. The standby liquid control
system shall be functional
vhenever fuel is in the
reactor vessel.

2. The Injection line manual
isolation valve 63-524 will
rill be closed except vhen
the system is required for
emergency Injection.

STJDMBY L!~ID C=OfL~O SysTEM

Applicability

Applies to the surveillance require-
mants of the Standby Liquid Ccntrol
System.

Objective

To verify the operability of the
btandby Liquid Control System.

.Secificeation

A. Normal Syst.em Availabi.itv

The operability of the St--ndby
Liquid Control Systez shal :e
verified by the perforr.:;nct cf
the following tests:

1. At least once per month each
pump loop shall be .rncticn-
ally tested.

2. At least once during each.
operating cycle:

a. Check that the -ett-.n c.
the system relief va;.%eT
Is 1425:1 7" ;):4

b. Manually initiate the
system, exce;t cxplosive
valves. Pu.mp boron sc:.;-
tion throuh the recircu-
lation path and back to
the Standby Liquid Control
Solution Tank. Mini.-•'.u
pup flow rate of 39 g;.**

I
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Yu"qTMr, dWflnTIPT.t W INtrn PMwaqr ~?W? t ? A ~ U!V~W I ~U~~M~iM@
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.4 STANDBY UQUID COMMhOL SYS?! BTAE)BY LIQUID CarI"ROL SYSTEM

asainst a system head
of 1275 psig shall be
verified. After pumping
boron solution, the sys-
tem shall be flushed
with demineralized water.

C. }Wnually Initiate one of
the Standby Liqu:- ' Con-
trol System loopr and
pup demineralized waer
into the reactor vessel.

This test checks ex•p2o-
sion of the charee asrc-
ciated vith the tes~ed
loop, proper operation of
the valves, .arn ;--.Lp
operability. Rep..ace=tn;
charges shal: be selected
such that the age of. :n~rge;
In service shall not exceeo
five years frc.= the .- nu-
facturers assenbly date.@

d. Both systems, including
both explosive valves,
shall be tested in the
course of tvo operating
cycles.

B. Surveillance with Ino.erable
Comoonent. S:

1. When a component is founrd tec
be inoperable, its redur.ndan
component shall be dcemon-
strated to be operable
immediately and daily there-
after until the inoperable
component is repaired.

B. Operation vith Inoperable
ComponenLs:

1. From and after the date that
a redundant component is made
or found to be inoperable,
Specification 3.4.A.1 shall
be considered fulfilled if the
inoperable component is
returved to service within
seven days.
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TuyN-w TfWm Trom IY s f rA*VWi
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St 8TA1(DBY LIQUID COrTROL SYSTEM

C. Sodium Pentaborate Solution

At al times when the Standby
Liquid Control System is re-
quired to be operable the fol-
lowing conditions shall be met:

1. The ::at volume - concentra-
tion of the Liquid Control
Solution in the liquid con-
trol tank shall be man-
tained as required in
Figure 3.4.1.

2. The temperature of the
liquie control solution
shall be maintained above
the curve shown in Figure
3.4.2. This includes the
piping betveen the standby
liquid control tank and
the suction inlet to the
pumps.

I.)I •( T. LIQUID CagTOL SYSTIX

C. Sodium Pentaborate Solution

The following tests shall be
performed to verify the avail-
ability of the Liquid Control
solution:

1. Volume: Check at least
once per day.

2. Temperature: C.eck at
least once per day.

3. Concentration: Checi. at
least once per r.oath..
Also check concentration
any time water or boron
is added to the solution
or solution temperature
is below the temperature
required in Figure 3.4.2.
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*
m5 4000 4500 mQ

NET VOLUME OF SOLUTION IN TANK (al)

DROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANTI FIAL'SAFETY ANALYSIS IREPORT
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DROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT
FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

SOIUM PENTADQRA'TE SOLUTION

YIGURE 3.4,-2
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BS-. STANDrY LtQUID CONmOL SYSTEM

A. The purpose Of the liquid control Mystm is to provide the capability

of maintaining the reactor in a cold shutdown condition assuming

that none of the withdrawn control rods can b4 inserted. To meet

this objective, the liquid control system is designed to inject

a quantity of boron that produces a concentration greater than 600 pps

of boron in the reactor core in less than 125 ninutes.

The uiniium limitation on the relief valve setting is intended to

prevent the lose of liquid control solution via ths lifting of a

relief valve at too low a pressure. The upper limit on the

relief valve settings provides system protection from overpressure.

B. Only one of the tvo standby liquid control pumping loops is

needed for operating the system. Assurvnce that the

remaining system will perform its intended function and t;at the long-

term average availability of the system is not reduced is obtained

from a one-out-of-two system.

C. Level indication and alarm indicate whether the solution volu.e has

changed, which might indicate a possible solution concentration change.

The test interval has been established in consideration of these

factors. Temperature and liquid level alarms for the system are

annunciated in the sontrol room.

The solution is kept at least 100 F above the saturation temperature

to guard against boron precipitation. The margin is included in

Figure 3.4.2.

..- 4. 4 ...
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BASES: STANDBY LIQUID CO1N"TOL SYSTDI (Continued)

C. (Continued)

The volume concentration requireMntsof the solution are such that,

should evaporation occur from.any point vwthin the curve, & low level

alarm vill annunciate before the temperature-concentration

requirements are exceeded.

The quantity of stored boron includes an additional margin (25 percent)

beyond the amount needed to shut down the reactor to allow for

possible imperfect mixing of the chemical solution in the reactor

water,

A minimum quantity of 4,160 gallons of solution having a 13.4 percent

sodium pentaborate concentration or the equivalent is required to

meet this shutdown requirement as defined in Figure 3.4.1.

Experience with pump operability indicates that the monthly test. in

combination with the tests during each operatin; cycle, Is sufficient

to maintain pump performance. Various components of the.system are

Individually tested periodically, thus making unnecessary more

frequent testing of the entire system.

The solution temperature and volume are checked at a frequency to

assure a high reliability of operation of the system should it ever

be required.
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1.-.lNC CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION StuRVEILLANCE REQUIPENENTS

.5 COME. COrATAI:OM;;T. &.PM FUjE. POOL.
COOLI:.r. rYSTF_'i5

Applicability

Applies to the operstional

status of the core. suppression pool.

an6 fuel pool coolinj systemas.

ObWective

To assure the operability of the

core and containment cooling

systems under all conditions for

which this cooling capability is

an essential response to plant

abnormalities.

Specification

A. Core Spray Sycter (CSS)

4.5 COPI!, cn'rA !?..rrT, A;Y FUll. POOL
COOI.I,4r. SYSTEMS

Applicability

Applies to the surveillance reqeire-

Monts of the core, suppres1aM pool.

and fuel pool cooling systems when the

correspondin; limiting conditions for

operation are in effe:t.

Obiective

To verify the operability of the

core and suppression pool cooling

systems under all conditions for

which this cooling capability is an

essential response to plant abnorma-

lities.

Specification

A. Core Spray Svstem (CSS1

1. Core Spray System Testing

Item Frequency

a. PUmp upon restora:ion
operability and monthly tzer.

after

b. Motor operated upon restorction
valve operabLli- and monthly the
ty after

2. When it is determined that

one core spray loop with one

pump and available diesel gene-

rator is incapable of deliverini

1.
When Irradiated fuel in in the

reactor vessel, at leAst one core

spray loop with nne pump and

available diesel generator shall

be capable of delivering flow.

B. Residual lHeat -emoval System
(RIMS) Co=o1nn~ont and
Shtstdown Cool&n;j

1. When $rradiated fuel Is in the

reactor vessel at-least two MIR

loops with one pump per loop
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L.sTrTT _i. Cn*:.IaTTiO;S voR nPTRATTIIN

3.5 rn•KI. •Cn:n'TA:..K::,',_A.'. rUFL/

PWOOL CXJL1;;r .%YT.L•.S

shall be capahli of manual

peration. Wlesel Senerators

must aIso be available to

power the pumps. A service

water supply must be avail-

able.

C. Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System

I. Whenever irradiated fuel is

stored in the spent fuel pool,

the cooling system for the

spent fuel pool shall be

capable of maintaining the

temperature of the-fuel pool

coolant <l2SOF.

2. When irradiated fuel is

stored in the spent fuel

pool, except as specified

in 3.5.C.3 two fuel pool

cooling pumps and heat

exchangers shall be capable

of maintaining fuel pool

temperatures as specified in

3.5.C.l. Diesel Generators

must also be available to

power the pumps. The

associatcd RSCCWS loop and

service water system must

also be operating.

4.5 .CnH.'':,COrrA1:,f'-E.'T, M.rD FIT'L PONT.

CUMJLI?*- SYSTET:

flow, another cere spray pum!p

with an available diesel genera-

tot shall be selected, and all.

active components in the flow

paths shall be i=mediately

demonstrated to be capable of

delivering flow.

B. Residual Heat Re-ov..l Sv-:e- ' -

-(Containment and S-LCGez~r .

1. Residual Heat Removal Syste.i
Testin$

Item Frequency

a. Pump Upon restor:.i:n
operability and mon:,ay there-

after

b. Xotor oper- Upon restora:ton
ated valve and monthly there-
operability after

2. When it is determined that one

V iU pump (contain=ent and sup-

pression pool cooling) or assu

elated beat exchanger is incap-

able of delivering flow and

removing heat at a tine when f.ou-

capability and heat removal are

required, the re=aining R•a

pump and associated heat ex-

citanger and available ise.e

generator, and all active cc.--

ponents in the 'lowi.-.

* ...--------.---
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION SURVEILLA.CE REQUIREDE.`TS

3. Whenever the temperature of the

water in the spent fuel pool

exceeds 12SOF or one of the

fuel pool cooling systems is

made or becomes unavailable,

the RHR supplemental fuel

pool cooling mode shall be

operable or operating if

necessary to maintain the fuel

pool temperature less than

12SOF.

4. Whenever irradiated fuel

is stored in the fuel pool,

the gates on the fuel transfer

ranal between Unit I and Unit

2 shall be left in place and

the transfer canal drain valves

1-78-561 and 1-78-562 shall

be shut; except if a Unit fuel

pool cleanup system becomes

unavailable, the transfer

canal between Unit I and Unit

2 may be opened allowing the

other Unit fuel pool cleanup

s: stem to be used for both

units.
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LtITM:IG CO:.-XTT'ot)S FOR OPt:RATIrON SIYRVrIll.A?:Cr R r()t T- •T'•.-F"
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- -

3.5 CORE, CO:rTA1:.T4ENT, AMD FUEL
=

POOL COOLIN;G SYS7L.S

D. RHR Spent Fuel Pool Supplemental
Cooling

1. Whenever irradiated fuel Is

stored In the spent fuel

pool at least one RJIR loop

with one MHR pump capable

of being supplied with diesel

power shall be capable of

sanual operation In the fuel

pool supplemental coolinS

mode. The associated MHRSW

pump, heat exchanger must

also be functional.

E. ,HR Service 1 i.iter Svste% (TIRSN;S)
Emerency Ectipnent Coolir,: Water

4.5 CORE. CO:,TAI:,.'N..•j AND FUEL

?OO1. COOLINC SYSTS

capable of delivering flow

and heat resoval iaaediately

and weekly thereafter until the

inoperable MfLR pump and

associated heat exchanrer is

returned to service or an alter-

nate pump and heat exchanger

vith an available diesel gene-

rator selected ard verified.

C. Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Svstc-.

1. The spent fuel pool water

temperature shall be checked

and recorded at least every

24 hours.

2. Prior to opening the transfer

canal between the Unit 1 and

Unit 2 fuel pools, and daily

thereafter, verify that drain

valves 1-78-S61 and 1-78-S62

are shut.

D. RH. Spent Fuel Pool Simplenental"Coo] ing

I. Routine surveillance for the

RHR pump is specified 4.5.L.

2. When it is determine" that the

selected RMR pump for spent

fuel pool supplmcental cool.".-

is incapable of heat removal,

another RJIR puip capa.ble of

System (Z-LC..S)

1. When irradiated fuel is in the

reactor vessel, 4 RHRSW pumps

smit be functional and aligned

to RMR header service corre- •

sponding to the 4 selected RRR

pumps.

I

I

2. At all tines, at least 2 R1BSW

pumps shall be assigned to
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Lit ITT:;C CO.NVITIO.S FOR OPERATION sI;1rVT .TL*1rW 1'FfitT~DT~r '"T

3.5 CORY, CONTAIMF-IT ArD FUEL

POOL COOLI::G SYSTLMS

ZECW header service with one

pump assigned to each header.

Fach pump must run continuously

with its loss of voltage trip

deactivated, or it shall be

capable of automatic start in

its normal D/G load sequencing

mode of operation. Each pump

shall be assigned to a separate

diesel power supply.

3. Whenever irradiated fuel is

stored in the reactor vessel

one RHRSW pump (D1 or D2)

capable cf being supplied with

diesel power normally or

alternately assigned to the

RHP heat exchanger header

supplying the standby coolant

supply connection must be

available with a flow path

to the reactor vessel.

4. Whenever irradiated fuel is

stored in the spent fuel pool,

two independent flow paths for*

water make up to the spent

fuel pool will be available

from two RHIRSW--lumps, capable of

being. supplicd b., diesel power.

4.5 CRCO'TTAI:1.r;.T * AN-D FUTMi

POOL COOLINC 'PYSTD1S

being supplied with diesel

power shall be selected, and

all active components required

for heat renoval capability.

shall be demonstrate4 to be

capable of delivering floa.

3. TheMiR pump and valves used

for fuel pool supplemental

cooling shall be tested upon

restoration and montthly :here-

after.

4. It requirements 4.5.D.1 and

4.5.D.2 cannot be met, the

requirements of specification

4.S.E.5 shall be net.

2. RRR lervice Watzr Svsten (R1=5;
And _mer~encv Eouinnent Ccol.jn-

Water Systc:m (• E•m:S)

1. JUIR Service Water System •

Each of the four RMISW

pumps and associated essential

control valves on the PJtR heat

exchanger headers shall be

de•mo•strated to be functional

upon restoration and once every

three months thereafter if not

In continuous asrvice.
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3.5 CORE, CONMATIMM, T. D FUEL 4.5 cOnE. CflTAI!'.%E:-,. A.' rJr.

POOL COOLING SYSTmS

F. Maintenance of Filled Dischar=e

pipe

Vhenever the core spray system or

iiHR systems are required to be

functional, the discharge piping

from the pump dischar;e of these

systems to the last block valve

shall be filled. The condensate

head tank shall be aligned to

serve the discharge piping of the

*HA and CS pumps. The pressure

indicators on the diacharRe

piping of the RHR and CS pumps

shall indicate not less than

listed below.

71-75-2a 70 psig

?1-75-48 70 psi&

1I-74-51 70 psi&

P1-74-65 70 poll

POOL COOLlMC SYSTw;S

2. EECW System

Each of the 2 RHPRSW pu:%ps assigned

to EECW service will be in com-

tLnuous service. Associated

essential control valves on the

EECW headers shall be demorn-

strated to function once every

three months.

3. When it is dete-ined that one

PJISW pump and atsocia:ed con-.

trol valves on an RM -ea:

exchanger header is !ca~a',le

of deliverin; flov a: a tite

vhen flow delivery capabili•y

is required, the remaining RiA.SW

pumps and associated heat ex-

changers and available diesel

generators, and all ac:ive coc-

ponents In the flow paaths s-all

be demonstrated to be capable

of delivering flow i-.=.ediately

and weekly thereafter until the

inoperable RHRSW pump Is returned

to service or an alterrtte ?=p

is selected and verilied.

4'. When it is determined-tha: one

r•I!sW pump and assoclatc:
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1.'•nTT:YC CO.,ITIO::S FOR OPATIO. SUTtVFILLA:.t1 TOTREM.?,. ,,S

4.5 CORE, COXTAIV:..NT. A^:,1 FtTE.
POOL COOLTNC SYST'Z2S

control valves on an EECW

header is incapable of deliver-

ing flow at a tine vhen flow

delivery capability is requiree.

an alternate "HRS!J p=;p on a

corresponding diesel generator

&hall be selected ane assilned

to the sane LT.CW hezdcr.

S. At intervals =t to exceed

7 days each independent fuel

pool =akeup flow pa:h froz

its respective E£,CW hezder

to the fire hose outle: cor-

section on the refueling floor

viii be tested to verify nakc-

up water supply -vailabillty.

F. ?LIntenance of -Il-ed D-Dsch2r~e

The following surveillance require-

ments shall be adhered to to assure

that the discharge pipir.g of the

core spray syste= and R:* syste.-

are"filled:
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.10 COA ALTERATIONS

H. Restoration Work

1. Removal of fire damagad equip-

aent shall not be initiated

until all fuel from both cores

is stored in their fuel

storage pools and the fuel

pools and the fuel pool gates

between the fuel pools and the

reactor cavities are installed

vith the canal blocks in-place.

2. After all fuel from both coret is

stored in its respectjvt t.ol

storage pool and the fuel pool

gates are installed with caral

blocks in place, removal of

fire damaged equipzent may be

carried out in accordarnce with/

the "Plan for Evaluation. Repair,

and Return to Service of Browns

Ferry Units I anJ 2" and revisions

thereto up to and incluJxng

Revision 10 as supplemented by

licensee's letter dated June II.

197S (Gilleland to Rusche. NZC)
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3.O/4.1O ww-;is: con;. ALTrj~rA~n',;

A. Kefuelin: Rbeactivity Controls

1% electrical circuit$ to the issert And vithdrav directional

eumael valves of each ceotrol rod drive hpdraulic ceetrol unit

vLI1 be disconmacted at the valves to prevent isadvertent or

spurieos withdrawal of a Icostrol rod during fuel removal. As a

further precaution, the manual valve In the drive water supply

to each hydraulic control unit will be c€eoed.

Each coetrol rod is pechanically latched In the full-in position

and withdrawal would require a prescribed set of operations to

(1) relieve pressure on the latch by a slight Insertion. (2)

release the latch, and (3) withdraw the rod. The likelihood of

the required operations occurri:C asthe result of any spuriois,

Lasdvertent, or accident condition is so small as to be incredible.

TMe control rod drives are seis-vically qualified. 3reakin* or

eutting &my hydraulic line vwil not cause a coatrol rod withdraval.

7b* full-in positions of all the control rods in both units vwil

be lddicated. or ionitored, continuously.

e the comditloas to be maimt&1sed, the probability of a control

rod withdrawal is significantly lower than that followin; a scram

from orml ctaditions.

&Wumdant SRM alarms in the control roon would alert the operator

of significant reactivity increase, and automatically Initl3te a

scram. :Leual scram capability Is malntained wh1le fuel is in

the reActor.

The retuelin• Interlocks are dcsiGncd to back up procedural core

reactivity controls durirn refueling operations. By setsirn•
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1.10/4.10 CA!:i.:': W'kHl ^L.•'RTTaOIN£;

A. Re fuel I"~ I'

the cOnditiOR of the refucling equlPmcnt and the Control rods,

the iaterlocks preent the refueling platfort from. bein: moved

ever the core It a control rod is withdrawn and fuel Is on a

holst. Likewise, if the refueling; platform is over the core

with fuel oa a hoist, control rod motion is blocked hy the

interlock. These ingerlocks are activated by 51AcinM the %.ode

sitch In the refseling position. Wlhen the mode switch is in

the refuel position, one control rod can be vlthdravn.

ily requirivnl. that the m~ode switch remain In the shutJovn position

while ire'ovinn fuel fro% thme reactor vessel. control rod vitr•-

dsrel is prohibited. In addition, the insert anM vlthdrajal

directional :ontrol valves of each control rod drive hydraulic

costrol unit will be disconnected at :lip valves to prevent

inadvertent or spurious withdraw.al of a control rod. and the

valve in the drive water supply to each hydraulic control unit

will be closed. Since the ability to withdrav a control rod

is not present, the need for the refueling interlocks no lonFer

exists.
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L' .1ITTM3. cbmTrTIn:M FOR lPC'ATIOIS SUUVFPLLAlICF RMIU.RM41MW.s

4.5 CORE, CO:MAINM!E!. AND 4UL
POOL M(OLXIJC %YSTLM

1. Prior to the operation of the-

IS and core spray systems, the

discharge piping of these systems

shall be vented from the high

point and water flow determined.

2. Following any period where the

AUM or core spray systems have

not been required to be opera-

ble, the discharge piping of the

nonfunctional system shall be

vented from the high point prior

to the return of the system to

service.

3. When the UULKS and CSS are 4
required to be functional the

pressure indicators whlch modl tor

the discharge lines shalsl be

monitored daily and the pressure

logged.
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5,5.A Core Stray System (CSS)

The core spray loop provides one of several means of supplying

water to the reactor vessel. The capacity of one core spray pump is

to excess of 10 times the a&ount of water required to cool the reactor

core in ite present shutdown condition. Paver operation of the

reactor will not be permitted, therefore, the margin available for this

purpose will increase vith time. Technical SpecifLcatiom 3.5.A and

3.5.1 require that at lesat three pumps will be available to assure

that adequate cooling of the fuel ae accomplished. However. considerably

more equipment is available, including additional core spray, RHR, control

rod drive, condensate booster, hotaeli and raw water pumps.

Analyses have been performed to demonstrate that in excess of : hours

io available to restore core cooling if for some unforeseen reason cooling

ti interrupted. Studies Vere performed to show that a core spray loop

.could be manually placed in operation in less than one hour. hence,'

considerable margin is available for manual actuation.
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3.5 BASES: CORE, CO•TAIWOIIY?. Arm Frum POOm Cofl.T;, wYsT.s

3.5.3 Residual Meat Removal SYstm MRJUS) (Contatnment and Shutdown
coolina)

TIM decay boa rmoval requirements for mse uait ia the Cold shutdo

eCailttio can be censervatively set by the operation of oe fl& pUMP

and Its associated RXR beat exchanger in the sbutdown cooling awde.

The total beat load for the beat exchanger is estimated to be less

thia one-fourth of the beat exchanger capability umder the required

flow and temperature cooditions. At least three MLR pumps and

associated best exchangers on each unit are capable of delivering flow

and removtng the decay heat. The low decay beat a"d absence of pressure

wtich could foster an unacceptable loss of coolant allows ample tice

for manual operation in accordance with established opersaLng Loatruc-

t los~s.

0
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C.s. ýLe Fuel Pnel C.Oe11-;~~P

*A opea fwelI pool Dolln wps asmme of twoP -Meur

oW oft owoose. ft1ma 9-2 of m% 1%-ekty Ama,.tu of the

WW 1d@ and 2 Amebue as Pot VI,Sweeet J6,of the "Plan for

Oflawasom, bunw sm bron to so.~e of bra Porn units 1 an

2 Oftec)h 22. 1971% Fire)" same gba the syto to eadl* of

m~tajejnZ thesoi feel cosinet to.yersow below 123'? b- on a

the ANlS standard 3-yeor "pration decay beet cumve. One pump anid

he.: oachm~zr will Pcrwide oaffeleat ceolis.% capability to prevent

pool boiling.

in repev to isC Q~tuesin 10.1. dated %scch 25. 1M7, TVA' comuitteod

to modify aind wp-.rode the spent fmal pool e..line, systen to qulify

as StigumiC Claws I "oetoo%. The sysongwm w sv'jseqoeeitly analyzed

an desirnod in zetodace with the ureq'uIreami ts of ANSI 3 31.1.0.

1%7. 7W 3o*%: ce"boot1a an allovehle stresses m IL .

anlysis we" ine boeorcc vith AM~ Section 111, Suboottlo,, *:C.

2191 o, w rqvirts. rh analysis ~aw the latet awd wuqulrmnts of

gfrt 39ctIont 111, 19%. All pipleg V'e1vad. end eq"lýt as same

he Flgure, ij&.1-1 of sh Pooeasm, awapt that idestifiod as n~easeimul.

more anlysed.

7%e Sates on the ftol transfer cam] betwefi Unit I and Unhit 2 will

be left in place aind the transfer camel drain line will be valved

ou. This pevvidoes reOmdat soisaically qulified harrieys for the

pr'c've.tion of pool leakage through thoe transfer cziel. The transfer

ounl conecting the two pools mny be opeo t allowing each fuel pool

cleon-up system to precide redund3ncy for the other in* the evert, of

a Wait poel Pool Clea-up Systemn failure pinwided the cmail draiiýs

I!rl 7"ified closed.
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3.5.fl RIIR spent, Fuel Pool $st,,le"ental C.nl'n"

The decay heat removal requirements for a full core stored in the

fuel pool can be conservatively met by the operations of one PJWR

puuP and its associated LMR heat exchanter In the fuel pool coolin,3

mode. The total heat load for this mode is es!:'ated to be less

than 60 per cent of the heat exchan.er capability under the required

(low and teoperaturo conditions.

During the origlnal preoperational test program, each RU'. pu.ip was

operated in the fuel pool coolint node of operation. The test

Includcd opt-atiloe of the -AR syste" (10.M-20') fgp.) In parallel

vith the fuel pool coolin; systet%. Tvo fuel pool coolinj pu---s were

operated with 600 Zn per pu.ip. This tert verifled the -ii:y to

operate the M•IK system In parallel with tO. fuel pool cooli.; syste=

at de~iin flow rates.

One rZIR pu-ap and associated ;RAS1, pu:%t capahle of hemn; supplied vith

diesel power will be functional any ti'•% spent fuel Is stored In the

spent fuel pool.

0
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3.54• RIM Service Water Syatem VRHRSWS) Emergency Equipment Coolin. Water
System (EECUS)

The decay heat rezwval cooling water requirements for two units in

the cold shutdown condition can be conservatively vet by the operation

of one RHRISW pump on one heat exchanger on each unit. One RhItSW p;=p

ti required for each unit if the units are using heat exchangers which

are not on the same service water header. Four RH.SV p.ps are

presently available and capable of delivering flow to meet this reuire-

sent. Less than one-half the flay delivery capability of each p..-.; is

needed to remove the present decay heat for each unit. The low decay

heat level and ample flow delivery capability allow ample time for

manual operation in accordance with established operating instructions.

The standby emergency equipment cooling water (ENC4) require-ents

for two units in the cold shutdown condition can be aoequstely met

by the operation of one RXRSW pump on an ECW header. The rECN

system is not required for normal plant shutdown operation because

the required cooling water is supplied by the plant raw cooling

water system. The principal imediate need for EX. flow is in

the event that a diesel engine should be started. In this case,

EECW flaw mist be established at once. To meet this requirement,

two PJIRSW pumps are assigned to EECW service are runnir.g contin.uously

with each aligned to a separate supply header. Each of these p•.pus

are operating continuously (with loss of voltage trips deactivatcd)

or they must be capable of automatic start in their normal diesel

generator load sequencing mode of operation. Either header %ill

supply all EECW requirements. In addition, two other •,5.-SW .s

are available and capable of dclivering flow by manual operzt:ons

in accordance with established operating instructions. The t-o

RiRSW pumps which are running continuously or have autcr.:.'zic

restarting capability are assigned to 4.16 kV shutdown bczar2s

which have associated operable diesel generators Lna thv ?u'".s are
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3.5.C KiK Servie| "A.ter .t•yfce._l.%J.;) |sn.rnff'n Lulr*mene .qon.inf lnter
System (F.CAJSI (Continued)

arranged vith automatic restart provisions in the event that board

undervoltage should occur.

In the unlikely event that all make up capability is lost, water

can be supplied to the reactor or fuel pool by certain RILRS'v pumps

directly from the river. Tets Dl or D2 )LJIARJ pumps can pump

through the RILS'W header and standby coolant supply line in to

RIM loop II on Unit 1. or RNR loop I on Unit 2. From the RYR

loop the water can be routed to the reactor through the LPCI

injection valves or the fuel pool throuh the fuel pool system

connections on each RIU loop. An alternate path is available which

is independent of the L)IR and fuel pool coollnp. systems. The

alternate path will only reqnire any one of four rJTRSV pumps and

manual valve operation to provide make up coolant directly to the fuel

pool through a hose connected to either the north or south EECW

header hydrant. The RHRSW pump has an on site power source. The

make up capability provided by the JLt RSW pump far exceeds the amount

needed to replace the water lost it the maximt= evaporation rate

possible with the present decay heat.
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.3o.7 Mlintenance of Filled Discharge Pipe

If the discharge piping of the core spray and RHR system are not

filled, a water hammer can develop in this piping when the pump and/oa-

pumps are started. To minimise damage to the discharge piping and to

nsure addeJ margin in the operation of these systems, this Tehcnical

Specification requires the discharge lines to be filled whenever the

system is in a functisnal condition. If a discharge pipe is not filled,

the pumps that supply that line must be assumed to be nonfunctional for

Technical Specification purposes.

The core spray and RHR system discharge v'ping high point vent is

visually checked for water flow prior to any pump operation to ensure

that the lines are filled. The visual checking will avoid starting the

core spray or RHR syst with a discharge line not filled. In addition

to the vijl observation and to ensure a filled discharge iirUe other

than prior to testing, a head tark located approximately 100 feet above

the discharge line high point supplies makeup water for these systems.

System discharge pressure indicators are used to determine the water

level above the discharge line high point. The indicators will reflect

approximately 30 psig for a water levl at the high point anid approxL-

mately 70 psig for a water level at the head tank and are zonitored

daily to ensure that the discharge lines are filled.
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3.6' PRYARY SYSTEM BOMNDARY

Applicability

Applies to the status of the reactor

coolant system.

Oblectyve

To assure the integrity of the

reactor coolant system.

Specification

A. Therm-al and Pressurization
Limitations

The reactor vessel bead bolting

studs shall not be under tension

unless the temperature of the

vessel head flange and the head

is great-r than 1000 F.

B. Coolant Chemistry

Reactor water shall be maintained

vithin the following limits;

Conductivity <10 umhos/cm-f

250 C. and Chloride (O.Sppm.

C. Safety and Relief Valves

Four safety relief valves which

have accumulators shall be

functional on each unit with

two valves powered from each of

two 250V DC HOV boards when the

reactor vessel head is bolted in

place. -

4.6 PRIMARY SYSTEM BOUNDARY

Appltcability

Applies to the periodic examination

and testing requirements for the reactor

coolant system.

Objective

To determine the condition of the

reactor coolant system and the operation

of the safety devices related to it.

Specification

A. Thernal and Pressurization LUait3ca.

When the reactor vessel head bolcine

studs are tensioned and the reactor

is in a cold condition, the reactor

vessel shell temperatu re im media te 4

below the head flange shall be per-

manently recorded.

3. Coolant ChemistrX

1. A sample of reactor coolant

#ball be analyze'd:

a. at least every 96 hours

for conductivity and chloride

ion content.

b. at least every 8 hours for

conductivity and chloride ion

content when the continuous

conductivity monitor is

inoperable.
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LlJnTINM CODDITlIO:S FOR OPEA7TO1

3.6 FRIKARY SYST'r (x.ylDARY

D. Reactor Vessel Head Vent

The reactor vessel head vents

shall be in the open position

when the reactor vessel head

is bolted in place and the head

vent piping is assembled.

4.6 PRIMARY SYSTEM !ECCND;ARY

C.- Safety and Relief Valves

The position indicating lights

for the four safety relief

valves specified in 3.6.C.1

shall be checked each opera:in;

shift to confire control power

a~ilable for actuation when

the reactor vessel head is

bolted in placc.

D. Reactor Vestel Ne.- 7en:

.he position indicating ixh:s

on the reactor vesze head

vents shall be checked each

operating shift to confa:r

the valves are indicate: :o

be in the open position wý.en

the reactor vessel head .•

bolted in place and vr.:

piping is asse--bled.
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3.6,A/4.6.A

3.6.g /4 .6.*

BASES: WErMAL AND PRESSUTR!ZATION LIMqlTATTIOS

Tightening the stude an the reactor vessel head flexes it slightly to

bring together. the entire cOtact surfaces adjacent to the "0 ritns

of the head and vessel flange. The reactor vessel head flange and

head are constructed such that their initial maximm D07T Is 10 F, as

cited In paragrajh 4.2.7 of the safety analysis report. Therefore. the

initial minimum temperature at vhich the studs can be placed in tension is

established at 4007 F 600o F or 1000 F.

BASES: COOLANT Cf•lISTRY

Materials in the primary system are primarily 304 stainless steel and

the Zircaloy cladding. The reactor water chemistry limits are estab-

lished to prevent damage to the*e materials. Limits are placed on

conductivity and chloride concentrations. Conductivity is limited because

It Is continuously measured and gives an indication of abnormal conditions

and the presence of unusual materials in the coolant. The chloride limit

is specified to prevent stress corrosion cracking of stainless steel and

ti based on established relationships betveen stress corrosion, chloride

concentrations and dissolved oxygen. Zircsloy does not exhibit similar

stress corrosion failures.

0

When conductivity is in its normal range. pH and chloride and cther

impurities affecting conductivity must also be within their norlial

range. Chloride reasurements are made to dctermine bhether or nct

they are also out of their normal operating values becauie conductivity

could be high due to the presence of a neutral salt which would not have

an effect on pH or chloride. In soac types of water-cooled reactors.

conductivities are in fact high due to purposeful addition of ad?,tives.

In the case of BWR's, however. where no additives
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BAMý_: COOLANT C1i~t:PojY (Continut.uo)

are used and where near neutral p1i i. maintained, conductivity providez a

very good mea:ure of the quality of the reactor water. Significant changes

therein provide the operator with a warning mechanism so he can investigate

and remedy the condition causing the change before limitine coiditions, vib

respect to variables affecting the boundaries of the reactor ;oolant, are

exceeded.

Methods available for correcting the off-standard conditions include using

the cleanup demineralizer, reducing the input rate of impurities, or

changing the supply of cooling water. The conductivity of the reactor

coolant Is continuously monitored. The sa.mple: of the coolant which are

taken every 96 hours will serve as a reference for calibration cf these

monitors and are considered adequate to assure accurate readings of the

monitors. If conductivity is within its norma ranee, chlorides i..l ct.her

impurities will also be within their normal ranges. The reactor coolant

sa-ples will also oe used to deter.ine the chlorides. Therefore. the

sampling frequency is considered adequate to detect ]ong-term- changes in

the chloride ion content. Reactor coolant samplir.g is increased to once p-er

shift when the continuous conductivity monitor is unavailable.

.6.C/4.6.C BAES=- SAFMY AY7: RELIEF \Y.'YrS

Vith the reactor in the cold shutdown condition and with low decay heat,

four safety relief valves are more than adequate to a:surv the inte~r..y

of the reactor coo:ant systems. Control power frv.. different • 1 ?•.

boards assures availability of two valves even in the unlikely event of

loss of a 250V MV board. Srveillance checks each shift assure control

power is available for valve actuation. When the reactor vessel head is not

t,%tlted in place, the relief valves are not required.
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.J'..l•p, .q..I•.

]rt,,.,'.Grw trrt.&., ,tor vt:;:el heulw vehL:; In th. upen pa; ait'.,n w'Ah the

RHR Lhutdoun cocllnC system in serv-ce x.eps the reactor vessel at ath;r;hcri-

presn-..re vhen. in the cold shutdown cornd-:ton. S•rveD•lance checks of the

position n-'Jicati.n liChts are made ea:h shi"t.

When the rea:ccr yes:e; head i.s nt b,:ttd in ;:&ce or the vessel ýeaz -:

retcvtd cr the head vent pip~ng :s rencve Afroe. the test, adequate •en-;n
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IW? M MM~'r n~,ItIW*A. v,),, nvrv.Avr,!:
e"vvr1LLA'-CF r" llvfwr'-.c

ApplicabiIlItv

Applies to the status of the

primary containzwent systens and

refuel zone ventllat'on.

Object lye

To emritor pre-..Jre A::^: te'-peratur,"

of th." Pt-ar•, r,.t I r;- t • P-i;te.-

and prc.vl- . 1 .. 1 ' - , t : .a

A. }K "

4.7 CIV.TP.P."'r7 $YS'.'."•

Applies to t-,e con.-AT- coit3ln-ent

and refuel zcne vent:':tlon.

To verify t., -res..-7' !CT:":Tj.

,Pssure air cx'.aust fý- :"' rc '-

zore.

A. P ""'. . ." ' . .

1. The su pre-sr-.c-. -- :

water level -: tc-;erz-

ture Oal', Ic cr :-oz .f c!%.:,,

per 24 -hours w-.e. !u I

Iri.the Teacter.

2. r-. dry-ell pres-.re a.'

tC,-,nr a: c .! - ,C L.n - - '.

once per e:LsL re- t C.

re~actor ver.s' 1,ýýI!

bclted !n p~ac('.4 r ''A~:4 :2.)
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LIMITING CO\)ITIOS FOR OPERATTONS SURVETILACE Rrquir~rmF.%Ts

3.7 CON''AI.X,•E.%,T SYSTt-5

B. REFUEL ZOVE VEN.TILATION

When the reactor vessel head

is unbolted, and when the fuel

is stored in the f'uel pool, there

shall be one refueling floor

exhaust fan and one supply fan

in serv:ce per unit.

C. STANSDBY GCS. TR1-A¶.'ET

When the reactor vessel head

is unbolted and when the fuel

is stored in the fuel pool, one

train of the Standby Gas Treatment

System shall be functional and

aligned to the Reactor Building

Zones of Units I and 2.

D. REACTOR PUILN',Z %"E\ILATION

When the reactor vessel head is

unbolted and when fuel is stored

in the fuel pool the reactor

building :znes for Units I and 2

.shall be ventilated such that

a negative pressure is maintained

with respect to the refueling

zone.

4.7 CONTAINMET SYSTEMS

Specification

3. REFUEL ZOT YME ATION

When the reactor vessel head

is unbolted operation of one

refueling floor supp!y fan and.

one exhaust fan shall be

verified and docunerted once

pcr shift.

C. STDSDBY GAS TI"EA-77',T

When the reactor vesse! head

is unbolted the cap::.-i.ty of

one train of the Standby Cas

Treatment Syste- tP :ýa-jst

ai: shall be denonstrater

weekly.

D. RLACTOR BUILZ7\rV!\

When the reactor vesse! head

is unbolted ar.ý ,her fuel is

stored in the fuel --nol the

reactor buildirg :ones for

Units 1 and : shall be ronitor&•

daily to assure a nc~atvý-

pressure is be~ng r. ::.:.d

with resp-ct to t.e refu•e:.t

zone.
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LIMITINZ CO.NDITIOS FOR OPERATIONS

3.7 CMOTATXNMET SYSTMtS

IE. IOPER.ABLE COMPONTNTS

Whenever the requirements of

specifications 3.7.9 and 3.7.C

cannot be met. all fuel handling

accivities or any activity over

irradiated fuel in the vessel or

fuel pool shall not be permitted.
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3.7 Wrr, C'.rAV'",T .Y'ThS

A. PRtTIAPY 4MVJA7!.'7,T

This specification ensures indication of adequate Informateon regarding status

of the dryvell pressure and temperature and suppression chauiber water level

and temperature vhen fuel is in the reactor. When fuel is removed this re-

quirement is no longer necessary. .4onitorint of inforemation concerning these

primary containment parameters will ensure that sufficient control of these

parameters can be manually initiated In a timely manner.

This specification ensures that an air flow is established in the refuel zone.

Refuel zone ventil4tlon ray be accomplished by continuous operation of o-P

refuel floor ex~iaust fan and one sup-ly fan per unit. ran dar•;-, rs trill !e

secured In the open positionto ensure flow continuity.

Pcfuel zone air flow provides a means of exhausting moisture vapor in tVe

unlil-ely event that ssent fuel pool coolant steaming occurs.

C. STAV:DBY C~AS T!ýA79TT

In the event that normal refuel zone ventilation is Inoperable one standby

gas treatment train Is capable of provIdIn: a means of exhaustinE raisture

vapor and air from the Reactor Building Zones of Units 1 and 2 to r.irtain

8 slight negative pressure between the reactor building :ones and the

refueling zone.

D. RFACTC; EP.JTI!'G ZONES - n AND CHLORIDE COVtROL

The no-.al ventilation systems for the reactor building :ones and :'.

refuel :one are separate systems and will be aligned to maintain cc-. tro:

of airborne chloride contamination from the reactor builjirg :ones to the

refuel zone. Using this alignrcnt. the reactor build.ng :ones will be

maintained at a negative pressure with respect to the refuel :one and

thcrcby preclude airborne chloride contamination of the refuel :ont.

In the evcnt of loss of off-site power the standby gas trcatnen' c -

perform thc function of the reactor zone ventilation sys:=. d
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Radioact.ve gases released fro each
units turb.ne and reactcr bu-Uding roof
vents, 'the radvaste oa;l:ding roof vents,
and the --Ain stack sJhall be contilnuously
wonitore. . To acccepii.-h this, at least
one reac.cr tu!2.dine and one turbine
buildirn vent. monitorinig system pelr unit
shall tt cperating whenever that unit's
buildrin, ve..tilation sy:tert is In service.
Also o©t radva:te buildi•ig system vent
monitcria.- cAl.-,nne- shall be operatirtg
whenever %he radvaste bAuildng ventilation
syste-. ýr -n service. At least one mvan
stack ooni'orirZ char..a€c shall be operat*rng
vhenever any units air ejector, mechanical
vacuu p.-p, or a star~by gas treatment
system train is in service. If normal
nonitorir.Z syste-s are not available,
tempora-. nonit.cr=. cr other sys'en5
shall be used to mcniecr etffluent. A
monitor..- channeC -Ay be out oft service
A- 4 ho-rs for .t•r.:;:a. testing ard
calibrat;.cn 'itbcut ;rcvid-rn a te-pcra-ry
monitor.

The pr".-ry c.citalr.nent srall be purged
through the starx-ty gas treatmert systeZ.

4.8.B Airborne Efflueft•

C. Rad:clcr-ca-
Monitcrr.r -c:--

An enviror-.•e-t*. -

p'ogrraJ shal,- be :c.-.:tec
descrite'. :,elcw 6.-;
Table L,.8.F.

1. Atmos•.he.r:c ': : .-.

a. The at.os~n c -nn.-.c-
i•g fe'wcrK .. ':t";

into thrte -~~o. or.-
sistini; Cr "2 .•1C.%.;':.r~

stations ,.-- :e c.:-':

at all ti-e:. ."7." . ::
ing stat.s- - are s.c.r, c".
Figure 4.6-:. t.e:.
ponitor.nC :3za' -. : a-e
Jgubl'.ct to Cn3n.C :
upor.) co.-.*.:r.dte 3_.'::

of the envrr.-etr.

vill Le .;:e: as ,- --
referer.ce.

kach -r. - - .-.. :-
chpath e C-:.-..

flaw cf -; .'-• '-,
ttree c-:.: ;"eL ..
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3.9 AUXIZTAI.Y MW7.1CAL CY-Tfl4

Applicability

Appie~s to the auxili~ary electrical

pover systm.

Wbeetive

TO a~smar an adequaate supply of

electrical power for those syste=

req~uired for safety.

Spoelfcifation

4.9 A~rUXIIY VZCrR:,CAL SYS--4

Applicabillty

Applies to the periodic testing

requirements of the auiliary

electrical systems.

Ob. ective

Verify the capability of the,

aux.iarye.lectrical sytem.

Speci ficati on

A. Auxiliarv Electrical Ecui-z'--.

For the condition of both units

I and 2 in cold shutdown vwith ue

in the reactor, the fol.oving

aditions apply except as spedcl

ried In section 3.9.B.

1. Two off-site sources of power

to the shutdown system avaia.-

able fro either the 500 kV

sysem (backfeeding) or the

161 kV tran•-ission system.

2. Three diesel generators availa-

ble and their associated 4 kV

asutdovn boards. An 4 kV shut.

down boards energized unless

oftsite power Is lost.

1. Diesel Generators

a. Each diesel generator :a.

be anu.ally started and

loaded once each month to@

dmonstrate operational

readiness. The test s!.iL

continue for at least &

Cce-bour period at 754 of

rated load or greater.

During the =xthly generuto

test the diesel generator

starting air cmpresz:or

shall be checked for opera-

ti•n and its ability to

recharge air receivcrs.
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3ý.9 AUXILIARY r-E..zF=ýA :Y77Zt 4.9 ry.=v.

4 3. Is kV abutdown tyus 1 or 2

energizad.

1.. .80V sk~tdown boards asso-

ciated with each uirt are

energized.

5. Under voltg.e relsys c the

three 4 VY s~r:d'= boaxds

assoclatted v-dth the tune-

ti=a& diesel geze.,tors

shall be available.

6. 25C7% DC £t board

bctterles end er- zers for the

fou.r f-:t-I'rl boards -. st be

avmr..able.

7. The 25V =izt bc4aLrd batteries

and & battery chreeer for each

battery =d a~ssociae~e bcettery

bo'rds "at be functional.

8. Betterles, che. gers, busses,

aad feed3s to t-.e four eSR.

chanels s-pec-Ified 4-- .nab-le

3.2.A shall be cperable in

each =it.

9. There shall be a . of

103,300 gal•fs of diesel fluel

In the stazdby diesel generatQr

fuel t-aks.

The operation of the

diesel ftel oil trarsfer

p s shall be den-

strated, =nd the diessel

starti.g ti--te to reach

rated voltaie at! speed

shall be loged.

b. Once a ==:h :he qu•nt;ity

of diesel fý.e2l av&-a±.sble

shall be logjed.

c. Each dicsel e-era•'or

shz.11 be g~ive a= n.a

in.Specti=c -4- Lccr%-.Ccc

with Instrac-,...,zs :z~

= the LanuftLC-Lrer 's

reco=cnda.. iczs.

d. Once a nr-mh a s=.--e of

diesel f•e. 1h-.-Z •e

checked for c-u.!ty. .he

quality shall be wv!.i'--

the acce~t&a-.e i-z-ts

specified in 7tbl. I of

AS2K D975-66 and Ivjzea.

2. D.C. Poer Syst= - L.i:

Batter"es(250-Vol:t) 51ezel

Geerator Battcrie; (?25-Vc:'t

and Sb•,tdovw Bocr: Batteriez

(250-Valt').
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B. Cold Shutdown on Units I end 2

With InoDerable E'ait-.ent

1. )ram and after the date that

off-site power is reduced to

€ne source, another source

must be restored within. seven

days.

2. When one of the three diesel

generators becc=es inoperable

and a shutdown bus and three

4 V shutdown boards are availsa

ble, 2 days are allowed to

ccply with 3.9.A.2.

3. When one L-kV shutdown board

is inoperable, both off-site

161-kV transmission lines and

both eo=== station transfor-

mers shall be available and

the re.aining 4-kV shutdown

boards and associated diesel

generators, and all 48V ener-

gency shutdown boards shall

be functional.

4. FPrt and after the date that

one of the three 250-Volt unit

battcries ar.d/or its associr.te

battery toard is fc-nd to be

srvrLA•ICE P5T:.-.' UT

4.9 Atn•IAM EL=--,RICAL SYSTEM

a*. 2•Vy Veek the specific

gravlty and the voltage of

the pilot cel., and

temperature of an adjacen:

cefl and overall battery

voltage shall be measurea

and logged.

b. Every three months the

melfurenents shall be -de

of voltage of each cell to

nearest 0.1 volt, speci:':

gravity of each cell, a:.--;

temperature of every f:..

cell. These =ea re:z.t -

shall be loggqed.

3. tkdervoltage Relays

a. Once every 6 months, the

C•ditions -inder which thf

=mdervoltage relays are

required shall be si2latt

with an undervoltege cn

each shutdown board to

demonstrate that th-.e asso.

ciated diesel generator w

start.

b. The undervoltage relayZ

which .start the di.ze 0
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Snoperable for any reasu,

the IMC -b-11 be notified

vithin 24 hours of the aitu&-

tion, the precautlons to be

taken during this period and

the plans to retx.n the

failed coponent to an

operable state.

5. ?rm and after the date that

one of the four 250-Volt shut-

down board batteries and/or

Its associated battery board

Is fo,•d to be inoperable for

amy reasenp the .RC chall be

notified vithin 24 hours of

the situation, the precautions

to be taken &.uring this period

and the pleas to return the

failed cConmmet to an operable

state.

C. Auriiarv -2 ecrica ••_s-. + E en÷.

7or the condition of no fuel !n

Units I and 2 reac*or vessels and

trTesated fel In the fuel pools

for both Uknits 1 and 2 the fo)-

loving c•ditions apply except as

specified in 3.9.D.

i4.9

generatOrs from the 4-kV

shutdown bAre-s, shall

be calibrated eanuaUy

for trip and reset and

the measurements lo&,e!.

B. C-reration •*h Ic-erable

1. When one cc.n station trr-,5-

forcer, or one 161-kV line is

found to be inoperable, 4L

diesel generators an&d. azso:ir.

board$ .sst be d~onS-rL:.

functional I-ediatc~y L.-4

daily thereafter.

2. When one of the three Lercl2.

generators is fc'-d te be

Inoperable, ther..

generators and associazcz

sabal be de:==strated ý:-i.

lediately and daily ttbere-

after.

3. When one L-kV zitD-M -_%

found to be ino;era-C, ý

r~nInS C -kv - t'--•, zr--.

and two as-cor.4ist• diese.: -..-

erntors, -hall Lcd- --:: v-e

fnctional, i--cd-ately C,..;

daily therea•ter.

V W',* 0 - 75 .- 70
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3.9 AtrUiLiARY - t=rc CAL mY7I4 16.9 AUX"LIA•Y ELECTRICAL SYST-.

C. Auxiliary Electrical Ecui*.entI. Two off-site sources of power

to the shutdown rystm avaSi-

ble fro either the 500 kW

sy"stem (baceeding) or the

1 kV transmission syste.

2. Two diesel generators available

and their associated 4 kV shut-

down boards ava4lable for use.

3. 4 kV shutdo% bus 1 or 2

enezgized.

4. The 48O-Volt a atdown boards

associated vith the divtsi-sc

of fuel pool crl~zg in ser-

vice are energized.

5. Under voltage relays on the two

46 kV ahutdos= boards associated

vith the flcti• al diesel

generators sbr.11 be fxnct ion-

ally operble.

6. 250-Volt DC sttdo= board

batteries and chargers for the

two f•uction boards must be

available.

7. The 250-Vol-t unit board bat-

teries and a battery charger

1. D)iesel Generators

a. Each diesel generator shall

be manually started and

loaded once each month to

demonstrate operational

readiness. The test s&e..

continue for at least a

one-bhar period at 75% of

rated load or greater.

During the monthly gener.-ao.

test the diesel generator

starting air co=pressor

Whal be checked fcr opera-

tion and its ability to

recharge air receivers.

The operation of the diesel

fuel oil transfer p -p sha.

be dazonotrated, and the

diesel starting time to rea,

rated voltage and speed

shall be logged.

b. Once a month the quantity

of diesel fuel available

shall be locked.

c. Each diesel generator z-.fL

BEST COPY -AVAILABLE
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and associated battery boards

are functional.

8. There shall be a mini==u of

103,300 gallons of diesel fuel

In the standby diesel generator

fuel tanks.

D. Fuel Re-roved rc-" Units I ad 2

Reactors and Stored in Units 1 and

2 Fuel Pools with Inonerable

Equi-=ent

1. From and after the date that

off-site power is reduced to

one source, anot.3er source =St

be restored within seven ozys.

2. When one of the two diesel gene-

rators becomes inoperable and a

shutdown bus and two 34 kV shut-

down boards are available, 2

days are allowed to comply with

3.9.C.2.

3. From and after the date that one

of the three 250-Volt unit bat-

teries and/or its associated

battery board is found to be

inoperable for any reason, the

NhRC shall be notified within

234 hours of the Zituation, the

precautions to be taken during I

i

4.9 AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL SYZ7-,M

be given an annual inspection

in accordance with instructions

based on the manufacturer's

recoendat ions.

b. Once a month asa ple of

diesel fUel shall be checked

for quality. Th•e quality

ahall be within the acce;tr.'e

liw.its specified in Table I

of AS:) D975-68 and logged-.

2. D.C. Power Syste- Unit

Batteries (250-Volt) Z1.esel

Generator Batteries (125-Volt)

and Sbutdown Board Batteries

(250-Volt).

a. Every week the specific grv'it:

and the voltage of tbe ;'ict

cell, and tenperatu~re of an.

adjaent cell e=d overall

battery voltage shall be

measured and logged.

b. Evexry three m t.sthe =eez-.;re

ments shal.l be rz.4e of vo!j.&-e

of each cell to nearest C.1

volt, speciric •ravity of

each celi, and te.--pcrat-.re of

every fifth ce'-'. Th.e.sc

meaLsur ecnt: :.E.r,,l !e lo:.Z::.
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this period and the plans to

return the failed component to

an operable state.

4., Yr and after the date that

one of the two 250-Volt shut-

down board batteries and/or

its associated battery board

is found to be inoperable for

any reason, the ,N.C :hall be

notified with.n 24 hars of

the situation, the precat--;tons

to be taken durL-r7 this period

tnd the pl-.s to return the

failed cc-.7;oent to a&n operable

state.

3. Ud ."et Relay-

a. .- -ery 6 months, the

Condij-_ns under wtich t-c

undervoltaee relays ire

required shall "be si.'-

lated with an un-er.vo*.tI--

cc each shutd.ovr board t=

denztrate Vhat the

associated -1iezel Ze:.-criz:

wiln rtat.'

b. The v_%dci-jvi'a~c relay: --

start the d.ez. 6er.-r.

from the 4-W', h .

shall be ca2ibre~te- -

for trip anddrcet arni '.'.e

Measurements lorCed.

D. Opration v.-t!ýL.-r-•eEu--

1. when one com..non stat icri t-,n•-

former, or one 161 kV line if

found to be i'-o.-era'=le, the t

dliezel Cencratorz 2n a:zoci.:

boazrds "st be cc-onntratcd

functional ir-z.-'ately and

daily thereatcr.

2. Wh'en one of t'.c, two Cec.

pecnerntorz iz to-.: to be

-inoperable, th. r2.-L .
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geerator and &ssociated

board asaL be demonstrated

function1 al -edlately and

AA41 thereafter.
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3.9 BASES: AtTXMIAFY TV*'JE7 SY.-TrD

The suxiliary power system consists of-3 functionally operable diesel

Senerators (A, B, and D) capable of sLutOtiCe start on loss of voltage

to their respective I-kV sbutdo, boards. '.he C diese-l feed is

inoperatle but its associated I-kV shutdown board is available. T.he

8N&Vshutdown boards 1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B are operable vith at least

€ae source of power. All the 480V reactor M4OV boards 1A, 13B, 1C, 2-A,

2B, and 2C are operable with at least one source of paver.

A and B. Cold S..utdown on Units I &nd 2

The require.ents of these specifications are based on the ini.--=

ecc-)lenent of equipnmt to redundantly maintain the facility in a safe

ecmdition.r The capacity requlir-ents of this mode of operation ca&

be adequately addressed with two diesels. The third diesel is W.

accmate loss of o.f-site paver and slngle failures in the d1.e:e2.

generator plant.

All 4-kV and 48,V bcLrds are available and tte shutdon busses are

ava&lable. With a single fallure In any of the 4-kV and 480N board

or feeders, diesel paver can be directed to an adequate co=pl~emt

of equipent to accaodate the shutdo•m ode. This is -ccomplished

by either f.eding the required boards and their associated loads

directly or by feeding two boards fro one diesel through the backseed

capability o." the shutdown bus.

There are eight .'O-volt d-c battery systems each of which consists of

a battery, battery crc-er, and dlstr.bution equipment. Three of these

systes provide pover for %. tt contrcl functions, operative pcver for
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unit motor loads, and alterrative drive pover for a .15-volt ao-C unit

preferred motor-generstor set. One 250-valt d-c system provides power

fb plt and trco-issioo system cotrol functions, drive power

for a 215-volt &-c plant preferred motor-generator set, and emergency

drive power for certain unit large motor loads. The four rrma±ZZ

systems deliver wntroln pover to the 416O-volt shutdown boards.

Each 250-volt d-c sh;tdown board control power supply can receive power

from Its own battery, tatter-y charger, or from a spare charger. The

cha.'rgers are powered from normal plaz: auxiliary power or from the

standby diesel-d-iven generator system. Zero resistance short circuits

between the control power supply and the .sutdown board are cleared by

fuaes located in the respective control power s-pply. Each power supply

Is located in the reartor bu•'•'14 near the shutdown board it jr-,plpiez.

Each battery is loctted in its own indepemdently ventilated battery

The 250-volt d-c system is so arranged, and the batteries sized s%ch,

that the loss of any one unit battery vill not prevent the safe cooldowm

of both =Itis I- the event of the loss of offsite power and single

failu re In any one u=it. The loss of one 250-volt skutdown board

batter7 affects nor-.Al control power only for the 4160-volt shutdown

board which it supplies. The station battery supplies loads that ame

not essent-ial for safe stutdown and cooldown of the nuclear system.

This battery was not cns3idered in the accident load calculations.

C and D. Fuel -ved fromo Un•t-• 1 a.r-.d 2 Reactors and Stored !-n "'.;its

I And 2 Fnel r-ools

The requi.enents of these specifications are based on the mini-u= -orn2cq.Cnt

of equipment to reLnJan-ly ,aint.iin the fuel in the fucl p)cD i..: sr.t:
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condition. The capacity requirttnts of this mode of operation can be

adequately addressed with one diesel. The second diesel is to &ccocdate

loss of oft-s3te power an- si•ae failures in the diesel genersator pla.n.

Tvo 4-kV and two L80-vo't tars -%Ill be available from off-site pover

upplied by o-ve -hC do'd. &v.s or ftm two de jen •eratorz. With a

single fallure in any of tpc 4-kV .- ','. ..- vzlt boards or fueri, jie4e-

p.ower can be =.±rtted to an j.cecpl.. of equ~ta.t to ~ :.

the ,1t.3 po€.ol cool Ln£ Lede.

The loss of any one ,,".t btrery ;.• zt ;_.:e.t Me afe .o.f.i of

both fuel POOIS i.%n '±.e eve.t of the 1cse £f ste power & .L'a

failure in &-.y onie uzit. T..e lu; (of one of the two 250-vo-2.. s"-

board betteries affect~s nrz&lcoztral porver only for the ~L.6C-voz--

shutdown board w-licbh it su;.;lits.
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The monthly tests of the diesel generators are priz.ariy to check for

failures and deterioratlion In the system since last use. The diesels will

b* loaded to at least 75 percent of rated pwier while engrie and generator

tempratures are stabilized (about ore hour). The minumum 75 percent load

vtll prevent soot formation in the cylir.ders and in~ection nozztes. Clpera-

tioar up to an equilibriua temperature ensures that there is no overt.eat

problem. The tests also provide an engine end generator operating .istory

to be Compared with subsequent engine-generator test data to ider.•.tif and

to correct any mechanical or electrical deficiency before it can result in

s system failure.

Battery maintenance with regard to the floating c€.arer, e!g.:..t c'.rge,

and electrolyte aevel v.11 5e based on the m-anu!ac:nrer'$ rst m.v- ar.n

sond maintenance practices. In addition, vritter retcords h'" :e ._n-.

tained of the battery perfor~ance. The plant batteries wi. de:etr.:r&:e

vith tinre but precipito%.s failure is unlikely. type tye of s.r~e..-

called for in this specification is that % .Aic has been dermonstra:e' trc_..•

experience to proviae-an indication of a cell _ecoeine irregu.':r cr tnstr-

viceable long before it becomes a failure.

The equalilint charge, as recowended by the manu!acturer, 1s v.'a.

Manzaln.|ng the Ampere-hour capacity of the bat:ery, and .:!: "t aF;".cd

as recce.-vnded.
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A.pplicability

Applies to the removal of fuel

frof the reactor pressure vessel.

robeetiv.

To prevent criticality during the

removal of fuel from the reactor

pressure vessel.

Specification

A. iRactivity Control

1. The reactor shall be kept

in cold shutdown and all

control rods fully inserted

durln3 fuel resoval.

2. The reactor moae switch

shall be locked In the

"SInrfDOIZ' position during

fuel removal.

U. Core Monitoring

Durint fuel removal two channels

of the Sin's. each on separate

power supplies, shall be operable.

For a SRM to be considered oper-

able, the folluvli.q conditions

must be satisfied:

1. The SR? shall be fully

inserted Into the core.

4
SURVEILLAIC. RFnU7Rrsf..rTS

4.10 CORE ALTIr.ATIO',.

Applicability

Applies to the periodic verification

of rod position and testinz of

instrumentntion used during fuel

removal.

Obiective

To verify full insertion of control

rods and operability of instrumentation

durln.' fuel removal.

Specification

A. RcnctivitX Control

1. Surveillance to verify full

insertion of all control rods

is specified In 4.3.

2. Prior to reriovine, fuel, and

daily thereafter, verify that

the renctor mode switch is

locked in the "S!TMUTDOP"

position.

B. Core Monitoring

Prior to the resoval of fuel fron

the core the Sr.9's shall he

functionally tested and checked

for neutron response. Mieremfter.

vhile required to be operable, the

SMi's will be checked daily for

0
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2. Prior to fuel removal the

SIN shall have a Initial

amnIMun count rate of 3 cps

with all rods 'ully inserted

in the fully loaded core.

The count rate will diminish

durinx fuel removal.

C. Spent Fuel Pool la.•ter Condition%;

1. Whenever irradiated fuel Is

stored in the spent fuel pool.

the pool water level shall, be

maintained at or above 8 1/2

fect aJ)ove the top of the

stored fuel.

2. Whenever irradiated fuel is

in the spent fuel pool. the

pool water temperature shall

be f 12507.

3. Fuel pool water shall be main-

tained within the following

limits:

Conductivity,
10 ,tmho/ca 0 250C
Chloride, 0.5 ppm

D. Reactor Buildin, Crane

1. The reactor buildin,-. crane

shall, be operable.

a. When a spent fuel cask

is handled.

4.10 CORT. ALTEIAtION:S

response until the count rate

diminishes to _ 0.3 cps.

C. Spent Fuel Pool '.'ater Condition s

1. "Uhenever irradiated fuel is

stored in the spent fuel pool.

the water level shall be

recorded daily.

2. "11,enever irradiate-I fuel is

stored In the spent fuel pool.

the water te-zperatire &hall

be recorded daily.

3. A &a-ple of fuel pool water

shall be anAlyz•ed in zecordanc,

with the follovinr, specifica-

tions:

a. At least daily for con-

ductivity and chloride Ion

content.

b. At least once per 3 hour

shift for conductivi:y ane

chloride ion content w"en

the fucl pool cleanup

system is inoperable.

D. Reactor •ulldin- Cr.n-c

1. The follo-in; operational

checks and Inspections shall

be performed on the reactor

building crane prior to
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b. WIhcncver new or spent

fuel is handled with the

5-ton hoist.

2. Whenever there is irradiated

fuel in the spent fuel pool

or in the rea,.tor vessel

with the reactor vessel

head off, crane loads shall

not be transported over the

spent fuel pool or reactor

vessel opening except those

ope-.ations in the spent

fuel pool and reactor

vessel which nrimally require

the serviccs of the overhead

crane.

3. When the crane is used in

the unit 3 area and fuel

is in the spent fuel pools

or in the rcactor vessel

with the reactor vessel

head off of unit I or unit

2, bridge movement to

the unit I or 2 areas shall

be restricted by redundant

key lock electrical limit

switches. Eypassing the

limit switches for required-

activities in the units

I and 2 arcas s'-ill be under -.

,Vr.TTj.A*1rr. Pr~'T~tr: 'TC

~4.ll rr ALTrRATTO'IS

handling of a nwnt fuel cast

and new or spent fuel (these

need not be perforred nore

frequently than quarterly):

a. The cah and pendant con-

trols shall be demonstrated

to be operable on both the

125-ton hoist and the 5-ton

hoist.

b. A visual inspection shall be

made to ensure structural

integrity of the 125-ton

hoiat, the 5-ton hoist and

cask yoke safety wire ropes.

c. The overtravel limit svitch

interlocks, movement speed

control and bralinz opera-

tions for the bridge.

trolley, and hoists, the

pendant'lnterlock%. the

main-auxiliary holit opera-

tion interlock, and the

remote emergency step shall

be functionally tested.

d. The bridge drive linit

Swltchcs sh~ill bc fý::ictioal

tcsted each tine tl;Zy" -rc

placed in servicc bhcfor, the

crane is londcd.
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3.10 CORE XLTERATIONS

strict administrative controls

requiring the signature of a

senior reactor operator.

4. When the crane is used to

handle materials between

units 1, 2 and 3 areas and

irradiated fuel is in the

fuel pools or in the reactor

vessel with the reactor vessel

head off of units I or 2,

rail stops shall be installed to

prevent trolley movement over

the fuel pools or open reactor

vessels. Removal of the rail

stops to permit required

activities specified in

3.10.D.2 shall be governed

by strictiadninistrative

controls requiring the signa-

ture of a senior reactor operator.

S. When the crane is unattended

for a period greater than one

hour. the bridge and trolley

shall be tied down to pr-'.cnt

movement in case of a natural

phenomena.

4.10 CORE ALTERATI0NS
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2. 4t any time when the reactor

%ullding crane is in service

there shall be a person assigned

to the refueling floor who has

authority to control crane

activities and will observe

crane motions and conditions.

He shall docunent at least

once per shift that the require-

neats of Liniting ronditiozns

for operation . .

3.20.D.4 and )..').5 have beer. co

plied withi.

C. Spent ruel C'as

1. Prior to attach-wnt and

lifting of an empty spent

fuel cask from the shippin-

trailer, a visual Inspection

shall he conducted on the

liftinr trunnions And the

fasteners used to connect the

trunnion tr the cask.

2. A visual inspection shall he

omde of the assembled

ttunnion on the empty cask

to ensure proper assembly. -

F. S.ent ,uoc r.at•¶:

1. lpon receipt, an enpt-.

fuel cAsk %hall not Se lifted

until a visual inspection ts

made of t0e cnsl:-liftinr

trunnions and fastening con-

nection

7. Spent ruf.l Cask 11sndlinp -
Refueline Floor

1. Administrative control shall

be exercised to limit the

heimt the spent fuel cask io
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F. Spent ruel C.s Ilandltnp. -
Pefuellnr Floor

1. (otnued)

raised above the refuelinr floor

by the reactor buildinK crane to

6 inches, except for entry Into

the cask decontamination chamber

where height above the floor

vili be a~proxitately 3 feet.

2. The spent fuel cank yoke

afety calIes shall he pro-

perly positioned at all tves,

except *#hen the cask is In

the decolt~aination chamber.

G. Refueling Interlocks

I. The fuel grapple hoist load

switch shall be set at

.11,000 lbs.

2. If the frame-mounted

auxiliary hoist, the mono-

rail-mounted auxiliary hoist,

or the service platform hoist

is to be used for handling fuel

vith the head off the reactor

vessel, the load sensing limit

switch on the hoist to be used

shall be set at '400 lbs.
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3. ln/4.l BN LSIL : MIlT" A1.Tr.'tAT' $2•

It. -C'are "!onltorinZ

7%e 5171's are provided to monitor the core during shutdown and

to monitor core reActivity and %:ulde the operator tAile fuel is

bein:, rex3ved from the reactor pressure vexsel. Ali fuel moves

during t:ib o;eration will reduce reactivity. It is expected

that the SWs will drop below 3 cps buefore all of the fuel is

unloaded. Since there will be no reactivity additior.. durin;

this period, the low nunber of counts will not present a hazard.

WIhen all of the fuel has been re-noved to the spent fuel stora;e

pool, S.•I's will no lon.er be required.

Requirin" the SR11's to be functionally tested prior to fuel

removal assures chnt the Siký' will be operable at -the start of

fuel re-oval. T71e daily responoe check of the SR!'s ensures

their continued operability until the count rate dininis:e$ due

to fuel renoval.
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1. 0lo.10 MS1A 7S: CO011: AT.TI:^ATT(•T;

Te ieruit,- of tise stest rurl stnrn:;e ipool provides .1 stornze

location for approximatcly 14n percent of the full core Inad

of fuel assemblies In the reactor buldine which ensures -deqtiate

thieldin:. coolin:, and reactivity control of irradiated fuel.

An analysis has been performed which siows that a water level at

or in excess of eight and one-half feet over the top of the

stored assemblies will p:•vide shieldin' %tch that the -axi-t

calculated radiological doses do not exceed the linits of 1i r'-K. 2:.

The normai water level provides 14-1/2 feet of additional watrr

shielding. The capacity of the skinner surge tanks is avai:atle

to maintain the water level at Its normal he!rt for three cays

in the absence of additional water input from the condensate

storage tanks. All penetrations of the fuel pool have been

installea at such a height that their presence does no: ;:cv:.e

a possible drainale route that r.:•d lower the nor'.al -ater :eve:

more than one-half foot.

The fuel pool coolinZ and clean up systen can nwnintain th- !.cl

pool water temperature below 125°F when removing mAaxIu-u nor.al

heat load from the pool with the TCC: temperature at its zx1u.

If the pool temperature approaches 125°F the standby •iU loc;

throu;h its fuel pool coolin; connection will provide for coatinuc2

heat removal.

The.fuel pool water chemistry limits are established to prevent

damage to the 304 stainless steel u;ed to fabricate the fuel pool.

Limits are placed on conductivity and chloride concentratins.

Conductivity is l±ited because it is easily measured an.; ;.4ves
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.101/4.10 nflASVS: C,"lI: ALMrrTIO:4S

C. Spent Fuel Pool .atcr Conditions (ronttnu,:d•

am Indication of abnormal conditions and the presence of unusial

materials in the water. The chloride limit is specified to prevent

stress corrosion crackinn t' stainless steel and Is lased on

established relationshi},a u,. an stress corrosion, chloride

coacentrations, and dissolved oxygen.

When conductivity is in its normal range, pH and chloride and

other impurities affecting conductivity must also be within th.:ir

normal range. Chloride measurements are made to determine whether

or not they are also out of their no'mal operating values becja-se

coniuctivity could be high due to the presence of a neutral sa;t

which would not have an effect on pH or chloride.

No addltves are jsr.!4 in tCe fuel po'.l water an.! ne.r neutral p•

is ,•intained. therefore conduct.vlty provides a very good measure

of the quality of the water. Significant ct.anges therein Drovide

the operator with a warning nechanls- so he can investi.rate and

remedy the condition c.nusinr, the chnn;e before l1i-.ti-- co"citions,

with respect to vari.ablcs affecting the bounearies off tile fu'7l

pool, are exceeded.

KethodS .,v.,ilAble for correcting off-stan,.ard conditions include

using the fuel pool filter deiinerallzer. hititing fuel or equip-ient

ovet-'ents, or usiný; th?. condcnstLe Je-.ir.erqlIzers. T•h sa-plcs of

the fuel pool water w;hiCrI are takcn dally .%re considered %dequate

to detect lon--tern .hanies in thc chbo:rid ion content. Fuel

pool aanplin; frequency is iiicrcased to once per eight hour shift

when the fuel pool clean up sysCc= is inoperable.
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3, 10/4.10 A ST.S: CO;u: AI.Tt.ý,A .....

!. . actor .;isildfn'. Crane

The reactor buildin; crane and 12ý-ton hoist are require-l-to be

operable for handlin: of the spent fuel in the reac:or buildinq.

The controls for the 125-ton hoist are located in the crane cab.

The 5-ton hass'both c^5 and pendant controls.

A vIcual inspection of tht load-Learing hoict wire rope assures

detection of sir.•s of distress or wear so that corrections can be

promptly made if needed.

TMe testinZ of the various lfrnts and interlocks astures their

proper operation when the crane is used.

Assignment of a person to monitor crane activities and who has

authority to direct crane operations assures close, safety

monitoring and compliance with crane handling requirements. The

placement of the bridge limit switches in their respective drive

control circuits and the installation of the rail stops on-the

-trolley rails assures xhat crane movements cannot be inadvertently

made over spent fuel pools with fuel in them. Crane bridge and

trolley tie down when the crane is unattended prevents their

motion in the case of a natural event, such as an earthquake.
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3.,wl/c.io I•A.':S: M..K" ALTtLATL,,JN

L. ;%ternt Fel,, (C-i-k

The spent fuel cask deaiL:n Ircorlsorntes removable 1iftin, trunnions.

The visual Inspection of the trunnions and fasteners prior to

attachment to the cask assures that no visual dama,,e has occurred

during prior handling. The trunnions aust be properly attached to

the cask for lifting of the cask and the visual Inspection assures

correct installation.

F. Restoration Work

Requiring completion of fuel storage and installation of gates

and blocks places the fuel in a maximum security condition prior

to the restoration activities.
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).10/6.10 CASr.': CMRL ALTLIAT•ONJS

F. Spent Fuel (-.tk IVandlin; - Kexfurln! Tloor

Although s1ntlc failure protection 1ias been provided in the

design of the 123-ton hoist drum shaft, vire ropes, hook anAlower

Ilock assembly oa the reactor buildin; crare, the liriting of

lift hei;it of a spent fuel cask controls the amount of energy

avallable in a dropped cask accident vhen the cask is over the

refueling floor.

An analysis has been made vhich shows chat the floor and support

members in the area of cask entry into the deconta.'aination

facility can sntisfactorily sustain a dropped cask fron a height

of three feet.

The yoke safety cables provide sin-.le f.ilure protection for the

hook and lower bloci: asse-bly .-in. limit cast: rotation. r.sk

rotation is necessary for decontanitnation and the safety ropcs are

removed durin: decontaminat.ion.
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.iMITT'IC co!TotS r• OrATTOW SIPVEIL CE PZQIIIWENTS

3.11 Uw.TT _ iL' rr I A'.D 2 !•N'T.ACTIOPAS

AppolIcohtitty

Applles to constructioun activities of

unit 3.

Oblect lve

To assure that unit 3 construction

activities do Dot advercely affect

the safety of either unit I or 2.

Specification

All operations, tests. and other

activities associated with' the

construction of unit 3 that car:.

affect any system or component

required to be functional by

these Interim Technical Specifi-

cations are prohibited until (1)

an interation analysis is performed

which shows that an activity

associated with the construction

and testing of unit 3 will not

adversely affect the safety of

units 1 and 2, and (2) the

interaction analysis is approved

by N•C.
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3.11 BASKS: ULNIT 3/UANIT I AND 2 INMTERACTIONS

Since there are shared systems among Units 1, 2, and 3 an interaction analysis

ii performed which shows that an activity associated with construction of

Unit 3 will not adversely affect the safety of unit I or unit 2.
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TADLE A.S.A

MHTjw'U S:IITT CRE' PV11TYTW4MTTS

Shift Position

Shift Engineers

Assistant Shift Trntineers

Licensed Reactor Operator 1

Unit Operators

Assistant Vnit Operators

Health Physics Technician

Other Personnel

"Inimwtm Shift Crew

NInuint CmeUnit Fuel

Present Uno.'ldint

1 1

1 2

1 1

2 2

6 6

1 1

2 2

14 15

%~rinr TWO
Unit Fuel
tn load Inc

1

2

1

2

7

1

2

16

With 7jael in
Storare Pool

1

1

1

2

1

0

10

Type of
License

SID

SIo

904

hOn.

NONE•

NOT S: , SO - Senior "eactor Operator

RO - Reactor nperator

NOTE FDP 7iýBU 6.8.A

IThis position Is nor..ally filled by an assistant shift engineer. but as a r-nit-u

it may be filled by a licensed reactor operator. When the incumbent is not a

senior reactor operator, he shall not he assitned duties requiriln him to dirtct

licensed activities of reactor operators.

SASES

As a result of the dAmare created by the fire to various units 1 and 2 cables, a

number of safety systepm cannot he operated from the control room. Equiprent monItor-

.nA and operation 1i now required from various positions located throughout the

facility. Analyses have shown that In excess of 15 hours are available to perfori9 these

various tasks. In a'dittion, studies have been perforned to assess the amount of time
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TADLE 6.8.A

WASES (Continued)

required to perform these manual operations including consideration of

additional equipment failures. Results of these studies have shown

that operation of equipment for which the most degradation is experienced

could be achieved in a time interval of several hours. These studies

were performed with the assumption of a shift crew of 10 men. We have

required a shift crew of 14 men for the present cold, shutdown condition.

and one additional man per unit during defueling operaticns, i.e., 15 men

if one unit is being defueled and 16 ten if both units are being defueled.

The additional men will perform defucling operations and, since defueiing

vill be suspended in the event a manual transfer to back-up systems is

necessary, will provide r.argin for perfor--ance of the req..:red na.

operations and monitoring..

After dcfueling is completed with all the fuel in the storace pocl. t !e

time available to perform manual transfer to back-up systens is exterec

even further. Therefore, a shift conplement of 10 men is then adequa~e

to provide the same level of safety.
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATIO%

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO. 10 TO THE FACILITY LICENSE DPR-33

AND AMENDMENT NO. 7 TO FACILITY LICENSE NO. DPR-52

(CHANGE NO. 11 TO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS)

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR POW.ER PLANT, UNITS 1 & 2

DOCKET NOS. 50-259 AND 50-260

1.0 INTRODuZTIC?0

On March 22, 1975, a fire at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant (BF:,P)

required the shutdown of Units I and 2. Since shortly after the start

of the fire, both nuclear u,.its have been in the cold Shutdown corovticn

with fuel in the cores and the respective reactor vessels ventea to *.e

containment atmosphere. Shutdon cooling systems are in operation in ta

units.

The fire affected various power, instrumentation and control.caties wnich

caused a number of emergency systems to become inoperable. Altteo-..;*l many

systems were damaged, the facility was placed and is being maintaine' in

a safe and stable condition utilizing a substantial number of syste-s,

and with functional backup systems being available. In fact, tne *oia

number of functional systers Presently available for this purpose exceeds

the number nornlly required for a facility in the cold shutdown cor•c:ion.

The action now under consideration involves first steps toward t.c restorat-.on.

of the facility. This involves the repair and removal of affected cables;

however, before any repair and removal of cables and systems fron te fire

affected zone, could be authorized, it was deemed prudent to requirc "t.-: a;: j" :hc
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necessary vital systems be protected, isolated or verified as free from

interconnection with any of the systems or cables which were damaged by

the fire. Therefore, on May 9, 1975, the Covn.ission issued Aiend..ert 9 to

Facility License No. DPR-33 (Unit 1) and Akendmient 6 to Facility License

No. DPR-52 (Unit 2), Change No. 10 to the respective Tecnnical Specificatý'-s

(designated the Temporary Tecnnical Specifications), and a supporting Safe:y

Evaluation. This safety evaluation assessed the safety of the facility in

its shutdown fire damaged condition, and the Temporary Technical

Specifications set forth the requirements to assure tnat the units c

remain in a safe and stable condition until fire damage removal ane

restoration could be subsequently authorized.

As authorized in the May 9, 197S, A~endnents, the various vatal systecs an&

ccmponents required to assure the safety of the facility have been re-

established as functional by (I1 reconnectinR the= with electriza: •-ner :,n

control cables roited outside of t:e fire damage zone, (2) verifyir- ttat

the original cables were outside of the fire dar-age zone and .. 'fzre •rc

unaffected by the fire, (3) converting so-e systens and co'n;onents t -

control and (4) placing some syste-s and co-nronents in the des-re% safe

configuration and disconnecting poer leads tnus Preventing s ertZ-.

Additionally, the prinary syster, -oje switcn is, by edrinistr':ive c•:n-ol,

locked in v'ie 'Shutdown" Mode.
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The original "Plan for Evaluation, Repair and Return to Service of Browns

Ferry-Units I and 2," hereafter referred to as the "Plan", submitted by the

licensee was based on leaving the cores in their respective vessels and

isolating the required safety systems, to the extent possible, from potential

interaction with fire affected systems during damage removal and restoration

operations.

After discussions with the NRC staff, the licensee has determined that

significartly greater safety would be provided by removing the fuel from both

reactor vfssels and placing it in the respective fuel storage poo:s prior to

start of fire-damage removal and restoration operations. This has týe effect

of (1V virtually eliminating any potential for inadvertent criticality.

(2) providing a substantially greater coolant inventory, and (3) reducirg

the number of systeris required to maintain the facility in a safe condition.

Thus, in the highly unlikely case where all fuel pool. cooling is lost ',eat re-

moval would then be through boiling) and assuming no makeup, conserv3tive arnlyszs

performed by the licensee have shown that a minimum of 160 hours are available

before the pool level reeches the Technical Specification limit. Tne staff

has verified by independent analyses that these estimates are very conservative.

Thus more than adequate time is available for the restoration of pool cooling

and makeup by manual operation of the available alternative systems. By

comparison, approximately 28 hours would be available for tnis purpose before

the core is uncovered if loss of cooling should occur with no makeup if the fuel

were in the reactor vessel.

Accordingly, the licensee has requested autý.oribation for removal of fuel

from the cores and for its storage-in the respective fuel stcrage pools,
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and for removal of fire damage and restoration of the facility. A revised

Safety Analysis (Section E of Part VI dated 5/28/75 and 6/5/75 of the Plan)

has oeen submitted in support of this request. Therefore, -ýis sjfc*j

evaluation addresses the safety considerations involved in the removal of

the fuel from the cores anJ its transfer to the respective fuel storage

pools, and the subsequent storage of the fuel in the pools while fire

damage removal is ir. progress. Change 11 to the Technical Specifications

(designated the Interim Technical Specifications) are being issuec cc;,-

currently with this safety evaluation as part of Am,,encments 10 arn 7 to

Facility Licenses Nos. DPR-33 and DPR-52 respectively. These :nterir

Technical Specifications were prepared and submitted for approval oj :.1e

licensee after extensive discussions with the NRC staff. The :r.teri-

Technical Specifications (Change !I) include all the provisinS `:r

assuring the safety of the facility for the condition with fýe ;rn trE rea:::-

vessels that were included in the Temporary Tecrnical Specifica:*-s C-ar;t

In addition, Change 11 adds the provisions fo- assuring safety c.,r:*- -fe'i-,

fuel storage, and fire damage removal and restoraton.

The safety considerations discussec in this safety evaluation arw the require-

ments of the Interim Technical Specifications w2 assure the safe storage of

fuel while faci'Aity restoration work is in progress. as well as curing fire

damage removal 6ork. However, we nave not yet teen provided wit- a co-n:e
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description of the design changes, criteria, and procedures for the repair

and restoration of the facility. Therefore, this safety evaluation does not

address and these amendments do not authorize the permanent repair and

restoration of fire damage. Specific authorization in this regard will be

issued after the necessary information has been submitted and reviewed and

approved by the staff.

Likewise, this safety evaluation does not address and these amendments do

not authorize the refueling and return to power operation of Browns Ferry

Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2. Any such authorization will be addressed in

a subsequent safety evaluation and change to the Technical Specifications.
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2. EVALUATION

2.1 General

This safety evaluatuion is based on a staff review of (1) the Safety

Analysis (date% 5/28/75 and 6/5/75 included as Part VI, Section E. of

the Plan; (2) Appendices A through G of the Safety Analysis; (3) other

parts of the Plan as referenced in the Safety Analysis; (4) the BFNP FSAR;

and (5) tne information acquired through site inspectionsand extensive

discussions with the licensee.

This safety evaluation addresses the safety considerations involvec in tne

removal of fuel from the cores and its placement in the respective .jel

storage pools (defueling), and the subsequent storage of the fuel in the

Pools while fire danage re.,oval ano r2storation operations are ir pro;ress.

This includes the defueling of Units 1 and 2, or the possible def.eling

of both units sirultaneously. However, no cable cutting or fire ca-.ace 'evc,!'

operations will be permitted by the Interim Technical Specificatcns "

the defueling of both units is completed, i.e., until all the fuel is i-

the respective fuel storage Pool.

Safety is assured throughout the defueling-restoration operatiors )y providing-

the systems and procedures required to accom.plish the follohiiý;:

a. Keep the fuel subcritical and monitor reactivity during f..el re-oval.
b. Remove decay heat from irradiated fuel in the reactcr vesse1 3 i4

fuel storage Pool and to naintain coolant over -he fuel.

c. Assure the physical inteqoity of the fuel during fuel nari.i,; -1, stcra;e.
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d. Monitor and control the release of radioactive effluents to the

envirornsent.

e. Monitor and control the level of chloride contamination in the fuel pool.

Chloride contamination is not an i-rediate safety problem but it could

contribute to a long term safety concern after power operation is resumed

because of possitle chloride stress corrosion effects on stainless steel

components. However, careful control and limits on chloride contanination

of fuel pool reactor coolant will he*p eliminate this long term concern.

An essential requirenent for raintaining facility safety is the availability

of adequate electric power. Tnerefore, the rLquirements for electric power

is that the energency power systet, snall retain delivery capability for the

essential protection systers d,.ring all phases of the defueling-restoration

operation following loss of all offsite power and failure of one diesel

generator. The staff has reviewed tne systems and inspected the facility to

assure that this capability is available and will be provided by the :-teri-

Technical Specifications.

The basic principle for assuring safety is that the rinimum complement of

systens and components be provided throughout the defueling-restoration operation

as required to =a:n:3in BFNP 2nits I and : in a safe condition.

The Interim Techrical Specifications require that this minimum redundancy be

availab½. at all times. However, it is expected that during most of tne

defueling-restoration operation tte available safety systems will in fact exceed

the minimu-n redundancy requireqnent, thus providing additional assurance for

the health and safety of the Pjblic.
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2.2 R eactivity Control

While fuel retains in the core it is essential to assure that control rods

cannot be inadvertently withdrawn. To prevent this the reactor mode switch

will be locked in the shutdown position, the directional control valves

necessary for control rod withdrawal will be electrically disconnected, and

the -manual valve in the drive water supply to each hydraulic control unit

will be closed. The Interim Technical Specifications include provisions to

assure that this configuration is maintained thus making it virtually

impossible to withdraw control rods. Also, before the reactor nead is

unbolted, full-in rod Position indication and alarm must be operable in

the control room. In thi-s configuration the reactor core is subcritica'

and cannot be made critical by single failure or operator errcr.

In the highly unlikely event that a control rod drifts o- beco!-.el withdrawn,

two channels of source range monitoring will be available to indicate an

increase in count rate. The scram pilot valves and pnei.naticallv ccnt-olled

valves to scram each control rod will be operable. The cont-ol rod ac:u-2jatzrs

will be kept in a fully charged condition dfnd a control rod drive :-' will

be in service. Manual scram is available to the operator and ir aýjition, the

source range monitors provide a non-coincidence input to the scrar, systen

This system will detect approach to criticality and will diar- ana cause

automatic scram action to drivE in any control rod that is not ir tne full-in

Position.

..................................................
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The standby liquid control system, which can inject borated water to

shutdown and maintain the core in a suL:ritical state, will be available

while fuel is in the reactor vessel.

Once the fuel has been removed from the cve and placed in the storage

racks in the fuel pool, the physical confi;uration imposed by the racks

prevents the attainment of criticality. In this condition, protection

against inadvertent criticality is totally irdependent of any electrically

operated system or component.

We have reviewed the measures and systems for reactivity control and

monitoring and conclude that they provide a hicn degree of assurance that

the facility will be protected against the occurrence of criticality throughout

the defueling-restoratlon operation.

2.3 Residual Heat Removal Shutdown Cooling (Fuel in 'he Core)

Adequate cooling of any fuel in the core, either prior to or during the

defuelirg operation, is provided by operation of une Residual Heat Renioval

(RHR) pump and associated heat exchanger. The dersy heat (based. on the

entire core) which must be removed to prevent fuel damage is very small

amounting to less than one-fourth of the heat exchaiger capacity of one

RHR system. Nonetheless, both the Temporary Techni(al Specifications (issued

May 9, 1975) and the Interin Technical Specificatior~s being issued with this

safety evaluation require that two RHR loops with one pump per loop be

operati o..al, and three RHR pumps and ýeat-exchangers are presently

available for each unit.

The RHR pumps take suction from a recirculation loop arA pump waten-
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through the RHR heat exchangers in which reactor decay heat is transferred

to a separate RHR service water system. In the event that the RrR pu-:

providing flow should fail, the second RHR system for the unit is ope-ationa:

and can provide ample cooling.

In the event of the failure of the single valve in the suc:'t'n 'ine to :th

recirculation loop through which the RHR systems take s,_tion, heat remova'

can be accomplished by the generation of steam in the core which is vented to

the reactor building from the open reactor vessel (the head is off). Makeup

coolant to the core in this mode of operation could be providej zy e-t-er c-

the RHR pumps operating in the LPCI mode or the core spray pum; ta~ir.

suction from the torus. Operating in these modes the RHR syste-s do rot

rely on the single valve in the suction line to the recirculatVo loo;.

In the cold snutdowrn head-off condition, with no pressure and low ternperature

in the primary system, there is no source to cause piping damage. Loss of

coolant through inadvertent draining is minimized by locking valve positions

so that water cannot be drained from the vessel and by providiv; double

isolation valves in the Operating cooling loop. However, even in the event

of loss of coolant inventory, either of the RHR pumps or the core spray pump

are capable of taking suction from the torus and providing water to the vesýei.

With the reactor well flooded and the transfer canal gate open to the fuel

storage pool the low decay heat level and the very large coolant inventory

provide very ample time for manual switchover to backup equipment 4n the event

of any operating cooling cystem failure. The tire for suCr, switcrover 1.s

estimated in our May 9, 1975 Safety Evaluation Report to z-taij ad:;t , hoir.
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Analyses performed indicate that even if the refueling cavity were to 4
accidentally.drain, the reactor vessel volume is' sufficient so that in

excess of 28 hours would be available to restore coolant to the core before

decay heat could cause sufficient boil off to reduce water level so as to

uncover the top of fuel elements in the core.

We have concluded that sufficient decay heat removal and coolant rakeup

capability will be provided for the fuel in the core throughout the defueling

operation, and that the fuel will thus be adequately protected from cerage

due to overheating.

2.4 Fuel Pool Cooling and Water Purification

Fuel cooling in the fuel storage pools for Units I and 2 is norm.ally

accomplished by the Fuel Pool Cooling and Purification System (FPPCPS>.

Each pool system consists of two fuel pool cooling pumps ard neat eAcr-n9ers

arranged in parallel, two pool skirmer tanks, and the associated pipirg and

valving. Each cooling pump and heat exchanger combination has sufficient

capacity to remove the decay heat from the entire core.

The purification portion of the system is shared between Units 1 anc 2 and

consists of three precoat demineralizer trains arranged in pardllel such

that Unit 1 and Unit 2 use separate demineralizers with the third train

maintained on standby to permit the backwasning and precoating of tne exhaus:ed

demineralizer for either plant unit. Cooling is supplied by the two pumps

and heat exchangers of the fuel pool cooling system.
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When all fuel has been transferred to the fuel storage pool. one RHR syste-

is available to function as a backup system in the event that all fuel pool

cooling systems were lost, even though such loss could not be occas:'.j

by any single event or failure. The Interim Technical Specifications reqý.re

one RHR system to be operable as a backup for the fuel pool cooling systens,

both of which are also required to be operable. One RHR pump an. asso:iate:

heat exchanger can provide ample cooling of the fuel pool, maintaining

temperature below 125*F.

The licensee has upgraded the design of the spent fuel pool cooling -,ter.

to Seismic Category I requirements. It'was common for similar facilt:,es

licensed before Browns Ferry that the fuel pool cooling systers were •:t

seismic Category I. although they were designed to :reven: Pool - "

the event of failure (See Safety GLJe 13). Nevertreless, at t,-e t-c -E

operating license review for Brown- Ferry Unit 2, the iicensee agreeJ to

upgrade the fuel pool cooling system to seismic Category I. This involved

installation of seismic Category I isolation valves and connectiors between

the cooling systems and the purification system. The system is now seis-i;

Category I and is designed to sustain normal loads, anticipated trans-ents,

the Operating Basis Earthquake, and the Safe Shutdown Earthquake witnin design

limits which are consistent with those outlined in AEC Regulatory Guide 1.48,

"Design Limits and Loading Conditions," for ASME Class 2 a-d 3 comporents.

The specified design basis combinations of loading provide reasonable dssiran:e

that in the event (a) an earthquake should occur at the site, or (b) other

upset, effergency or faulted plant transients sbould occur during nor--a plant

operation, the resulting combined stresses Imposed on the spent fuel pool
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cooling system components are not predicted to exceed the allowable design

stress and strain limits for the materials of construction.

Limiting the stresses under such loading combinations provides a conservative

basis for the design of the system components to withstand the most adverse

combinations of loading events without loss of structural integrity. We

conclude that the sytem design is acceptable and will perform as a seismic

Category I system.

The licensee has analyzed various failure modes of the cooling system assuming

a single initiating event followed by a concurrent single active failure. Trhe

failure modes include loss of offsite power, pump failures, valves failing in

the unsafe condition and pipe cracks in the systems. For these failure frodes,

pool cooling will be available from at least one system. In addition, for

highly degraded conditions where all pool cooling was assumed lost, pool

boiling would occur and makeup to the pool would be aailable from

three seismic Category I makeup systems; the standby coolant system connected

to the pool through the RHR piping, and the two separated Emergency Equipment

Cooling Water System (EECWS) headers each provided with a hose hydrant and hose

to reach Unit I or Unit 2 pools.

We have reviewed the results of these analyses and agree with the licensee that

for all postulated failure modes the stored fuel will be maintained at acceptable

temperature levels and would not result in fuel damage.

Maintenance of the reactor coolant and the fuel storage pool water quality will be

accomplis-led by the Reactor Water Cleanup System (when the fuel is in the reactor

vessel) and by the fuel pool purifica-ion system when the reactor well
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is flooded and after the entire core is in storage in the

fuel pool. The licensee has analyzed the use of the purification system

to maintain the Technical Specification limits and the capability of the

radwaste system to procers and store the effluents from the purification

system. The results indicate that on the basis of one backwash and

precoating operation a day per unit the radwaste system has excess capacity.

We have reviewed the radwaste capability using a conservative assumption of

two backwash and precoating operations per unit per day. Under these

conditions, the liquid waste water can be stored, processed and released

to the environment at levels below those permitted for normal power operation

of the plant. The resin sludge storage capaci~y is sufficient to stzre7 39'.

cubic feet of sludge. In adition, storage liners are on hand that can

store 6200 cubic feet of dewatered sludge. Assuming no offsite shipxent of

resin sludge, adequate capacity exists for operation of the purifc'cet';r

systems for approximately 6 months. This finding is based on no ac::-a"

large discharges of radwaste to the system. Based on the above, we concluce

that the fuel pool purification system, in combination with the radwaste

system, can maintain the cooling water quality and not cause an increase

in releases of radioactivity offsite above that already permitted for normal

reactor operation.

2.5 Cooling Water Systems

The cooling water systems provided for Units 1 and 2 consist of tne Residual

Heat Removal Service .Water System (RHRSWS), the Emergency Equipment Cooling

Water System (EECWS), Raw Cooling Water System (RCWS) anq the Reactor

Building Closed Cooling Water System (RBCCWS). Each of these syste-s serves

the function of removing heat from the reactor plant essential syste-.s and
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transferring it to the river (ultimate heat sink).

Since the fire, these systems have been made operational and have been valved

into an arrangement that will assure cooling water to the RHR system, the

spent fuel pool cooling system, the diesel generator cooling system. the

standby coolant system and the manual fuel pool makeup water systems. Additional

essential heat loads can be manually valved into the cooling water systems

as required depending on the failure node that occurs. For example, the EECDS

can be manually valved to provide cooling water to the control room air

conditioning coolers and emergency cooling units should the need arise.

These systems are redundant and separate and supplied with onsite power to

assure a continued supply of cooling water for the essential systems. The

Interim Technical Specifications require a minimum number of pumps that nust

be connected to the separate headers. The flow capacity of any one Pu•np

on any header is more than adequate to provide the cooling for the assigned

essential systems.

The licensee has performed analyses for all potential failure modes and has

demonstrated that a minimum of 8 hours are available to perform any manual

operations to cool the fuel in the reactor vessel prior to boiling. When the

fuel is in the storage pool and the gates are installed, a mininum of 30

hours are available for manual operations prior to pool boiling. The

anaTysis also demonstrates that with one fuel pool pump and heat exchanger

operating, the pool temperature can be maintained well below the boiling

temperature. Two fuel pool cooling pumps or one RHR loop is required Dy the

Interim Technical Specifications.
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P For the highly degraded case where all pool ccoling is lost and the gates are

in place, analyses demonstrate that, assuming no makeup, a-minimum of 160 hours

is available before the minimum pool level reaches the Technical Specification

limit. This provides for more than adequate time for manual operations to

provide makeup water to the pool from the EECW system or to restore pool

cooling.

For the case where the refueling bellows seal were to fail during the fuel

unloading from the reactor vessel, the analysis demonstrates that a minimu..

of 10 hours are available prior to boiling to provide makeup water to tne

fuel pool and assure cooling of the fuel in the reactor vessel.

We have evaluated the licensees analyses and the capability for cooling

water systems to be manually aligned to the appropriate header to supoli

cooling water to the essential systems and to provide makeup water to toe

fuel pool or the reactor vessel in the event of the above 'ailures, arc nave

concluded that these systems-are fully rapable of supplying tne vital coolin;

and makeup water needs of the facility throughcjt the period of def;eli.;

restoration operations.

2.6 Electrical Power

The electrical energy to operate the systems required to maintain the units

in a safe condition is provided by redundant offsite and onsite power s;lie5.

The offsite power is supplied by four 161 kV circuits connected from the

power grid to redundant shutdown buses which in turn supply power t. all

four 4.16 kV emergency buses. Three of the four plant diesels are capable

of supplying emergency power on loss of offsite power. During fuei re7,'al

operations, the three diesels assuie that emergency power is available f:r
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sufficient cooling equipment to maintain a safe condition upon loss of 4
offsite power plus the application of an additional single failure. -During

fuel storage and fire damage removal operations, only two diesels are

required to assure sufficient cooling with the loss of offsite power and an

additional single failure.

The diesels are cooled through the emergency equipment cooling water system

whose pumps automatically start on diesel start to ensure sufficient coolant

to the diesels to protect against overheating.

Redundant 250V batteries and their associated distributiot. systems are

available to provide d-c control power as necessary to tne required systems.

We have concluded that adequate power supplies are available to the systems 4
and equipment required to maintain the facility in a safe condition, and

that the provisions of the Interim Technical Specifications assure that

this capability will be maintained throughout the defueling, fire damage

removal and restoration operations.

2.7 Cable Cutting andDamage Removal

The safety of the facility during cable cutting and damage removal operations

will be maintained by adherence to the following criteria and procedures.

Ine minimum systems required to maintain the facility in a safe condition

have been identified. Prior to the start of any cable cutting or damage

removal operations, the ele,:rical cables serving these systems will be verefied

to be independent of the fire damage zone by careful cheok of the appropriate
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electricalschematics, installation drawinqs, and cable schedulps. In soma- cases,

this required replacement of fire damaged cables. Other measures beii~g

taken to preclude spurious operation of critical components include

physically placing of some components in the required safe position, and the

removal of power by opening breakers, pulling fuses and disconnecting wires.

All disconnected wires will be taped to cover exposed conductors.

Also, prior to start of any cable cutting or fire damage removal, all fire

affected cables will have been identified by careful check of the appropriate

electrical schematics, and installation drawings and cable schedules. These

cables will be disconnected from their terminations on both sides of the

fire affected zone. Before a cable is cut, its disconnected ends will be

checked for Potential; if potential exists, no cutting will proceed until

that cable is rechecked and cleared. Likewise, if potential is found at a

cut end, the cable must be identified and cleared before further cutting.

Furthermore, if any of the critical structures, systems or components which

are required to maintain the facilty in a safe condition becomes inoperable,

during cable cutting or damage removal, these operations will be suspended

until the condition is rectified.

We have concluded that the measures ard procedures governing cable cutting

and fire damage removal operations described in Part VI of the Plan and the pro-

visions of the Interim '2chnical Specifications provide adequate assurance t':t

these operitions can be performed without undue risk to the health and safety of

the public.
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2..8 Fuel Handling Equipment

The fuel handling equipment to be used for preparing for fuel removal

and for transfer of the fuel from the reactor vessel to the fuel

Pool consists of the Reactor Building Crane (125 ton hoist and an

auxiliary 5 ton hoist), the fuel handling bridge, and the normal

complement of fuel handling cools, accessories and special tools that

are required for normal refueling operations.

The reactor building cranz will be used to remove the shield plugs,

drywell head, reactor vessel head 4nd the upper core internal to

prepare for unloading the fuel from the reactor vessel. After the

fuel has been transferred to the fuel pool, the crane will be used to

secure the water tight integrity of the fuel pool, to replace the shield

plugs in the dryer separator storage area and oerform an.% required

functions over the reactor well and empty react' 2ssf.l.

The reactor building crane 125 ton hoist has been conoletely pre-

operationally tested since the fire, including a 125V load test for

the maximum expected -load to be lifted. Thz 5 ton auxiliary hoist

will also receive a similar test before use.

When the crane is not being used for the above described purposes, it

will be placed in the area over the Unit 3 refueling zone and

prevented from moving into the Unit I and 2 area by two functionally

redundant and physically separated limit switches. The trolley movenent will

be similarly restricted from moving over the fuel pool (by rail stops instalii-.

on tte trolley rails) except for the times when the 5 ton'auxiliary hoist is
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reaoired to be used in Unit 1 and 2 for handling small loads in tre f -

to accomplish required fuel handling operations. This exception al~o

applies to performance of in-vessel inspection or work after t-c f.el

is in storage. These exceptions will be under strict adrin:strit~ve

control •iith signed approvai required.

With these restrictions, limit devices ano Aministrative pro:e:.res,

we find there is reasonable assurance that heavy loads will no: tý

carried over th. f,,ol Pool ar,.. thereby preclude dam-age to th6 '.

Structural integrity or the stored fuel assemblies.

The fuel handling bridge, which removes the fuel fro tn e rea:t• t

and places it in the storogc racks in the fuel pool , l re ;E

to be operable prior to use. Testing to be perforr-ed will in:'..'.-

bridge drives, brakes, positioning drives, tne mlast drd tn.& --

grapple. In addition, the lifting devices, including the 1/2 t:cf

hoist, on the bridge will be load tested at 125'. of their rax'-.

expected load.

The only exception to the normal refueling safety features is tle

absence of the refueling interlocks that are associated with con-:tl

rod drives and reactivity control. These interlocks will not ,e

required for the cur.ent operation since the control rods are ;reverie:

from being moved by the deactivation of the drive system, and by t';e

operating mode switch being in the shutdown position whicir ) ,ts

control rod withdrawal.
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Based on our review, we conclude that the fuel handling and transfer

equipment is capable of carrying out its function safely. Any malfunction

of the equipment that could result in the dropping of a fuel assembly

and cause a release of radioactivity has been analyzed in Section 2.10

and shown not to endanger the health and safety of the public.

2.9 Reactor Ruildinr and Control Bay Ventilation

Due to the effects of the fire, the reactor building ventilatio'i system

and the standby gas treatment system-cannot be operated in the.ir norr.al

modes as required for normal power operation or accident conditions. As

a result, the reactor building ventilation system is being a.anually

operated to ventilate the refueling zone and other reactor building zores.

One standby gas treatment system train will be verified to be free of the

fire area and will be capable of being operated by onsite power. Tne

system will be actuated manually at the standby gas treatient buildinr;.

With this arranLement, the reactor buidling will be ventilateo such that

the refueling zorhe will be. at a positive pressure with respect to tVe

fire affected area to control any chloride contamination of the refueling

zone during the cable removal operations.

Since the reactor Luilding ventilation system is not powered by onsite

power it will not be availabsle during a ioss of offsite power condition. For

this condition, the refueling zone will be maintained at essentially atmospheric

pressure through dampers that have been secured in the open position; and

the standby gas treatment train will be operated to provide a slightly

negative pressure in the reactor building zones of Units 1 and 2.
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The cooling of the RBCCW pumps and the spent fuel pool cooling pumps will

normally be performed by the reactor building ventilation system. For the

loss of offsite power condition, these pumps have been analyzed to be capable

of continued operation for at least 24 hours assuming no heat loss from the

building and no standby gas. treatment system flow. In the event of an

extended offsite power loss, these pumps- would approach their design

operating temperature limit and could be lost. In this case, the standby

RHR fuelpool coolinq system would maintain the pool cooling function since tre

RHR pumps have individual room coolers that are operable from onsite Pover and

cooled by the cooling water systems previously evaluated in .'ection 2.5 of this

report.

For the highly degraded condition where fuel pool boiling would occur, the

vapor from the pool surface would be exhausted to the atmosphere through

the dampers that have been secured in the open position, and through the

ventilation tower doors to the roof of the reactor building. Any

condensation on the inside of the reactor building siding will be collected

by the refueling zone floor drain system.

We have reviewed the licensee's method for ventilation of the reactor

building during normal and abnormal conditions. Based on our conclusions

set forth in Section 2.10 of this report that secondary containment and

standby gas treatment are not required to protect the health and safety

of the public, we conclude that the proposed method of operation is

acceptable.

The control bay ventilation and air condi~tioning systems are operable irom
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onsite power and will be available to maintain the habitability of the control

bay and control the temperature of the essential areas, Including the shutdown W

board rooms. The cooling function will be normally provided by the RCWS.

However, as discussed in Section 2.5 Cooling Water Systems, the EECW system

can be manually aligned to provide the cooling function if the RCWS is not

available.

Based on our review, we conclude that adequate control bay ventilation and

cooling can be provided for all postulated failure modes and that the

proposed systems configurations are acceptable.

2.10 Accident Analysis

The principal accident event of :oncern in connection with the defueling

and fuel storage operation is the potential for a fuel handling accident. 0
With low Pressure and temperature and seismically qualified equipment, there is

no potentiil for loss of coolant accidents. The analyses discussed in

Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 above, demonstrate that the fuel will be amply

protected from cladding damage jue to lack of cooling.

The potential release of radioactivity resulting from pool boiling in the

event of temporary loss of cooling has been considered. Even if all gap activity

in the stored core were somehow released under this condition (an extrenely un-

likely event) the resultant offsite doses would be small fractions of the 10 CFR

Part 100 exposure guidelines.

For the fuel handling accident, the licensee has analyzed the radiological

effect of a postulated fuel handling accident (Appendix E of Part VI of
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the Plan). We have evaluated the licensee's analysis and find it

acceptable. However, we also performed an indepencent analysis and conclude

that fuel/handling at the Browns Ferry plant may be conducted without

secondary contairnment and the Standby Gas Treatment System filters in

operation without danger to the public health and safety. Although the

licensee performed his analysis assuming only 46 days decay, the actual

decay time before planned fuel transfer would be nearer 90 days. The

analysis performed at 46 days results in a thyroid dose estimate which .ould

be reduced by a factor of 16 at 88 days decay (32 days later) to a two-hour thyroic

dose at the exclusion area boundary of less than 0.1 rem. These values

are not only far below the siting guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100; they are, in

fact, below the standards for radiation protection Fron a year's exposure

to normal operational releases set forth in 10 CFR.-'Art 20, for the general

public. The whole body exposure is less than 0.1 rem at 46 days decay and

not significantly less at 88 days. Table 2.10 gives the assumptions ar.d

results of the NRC staff analysis that support the conclusion that secondary

containmwent and the standby gas treatment system are not requied during

fuel handling operations.

2.11 Process and Area Radiation Monitoring

Process and radiation monitoring equipment will be in service to monitor

the following release points: (1) reactor turbine ventilatior exhaust,

(2) refueling zone exhaust, (3) radwaste ventilation exhaust, (4) turo'ne

building roof ventilation, (5) liquid radwaste effluent, (6) main stack

and (7) reactor zone exhaust.

In addition, area radiation monitors will be operable in both Urits I
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0TABLE 2.10 - ASSU!1PTIONrS AN.D CON'SEQUENICES FOR A
- FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT AT DROWN1S FERRY

A. Assumptions

Power Level at Shutdown
Operating Time
Decay time from 3/22/75 to 6/17/75)
X/Q
Breathing rate
Number of rods in core
Number of rods breached
Iodine DF in water
Gap Activity

Power Peaking Factor
Puff release of all gap activity in

breached rods assumed.
Isotopes considered.

3300 11A
1000 days

88 days 4
3.4 x 10 .sec/n
3.47 x 10- 4'3/sec
37,346

111
0.01

30Z Kr-85
10s Other ;:oble cases

and iodines
1.5

1-131, Kr-85, Xe-133

B. Consequences

Exclusion Area Boundary

Thyroid dose, rem
Whole Dody dose, rem

0.04
0.04
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and 2 reactor building and refueling floor areas for plant personnel

safety.

This monitoring equipment provides assurance that plant releases are

properly monitored and plant personnel are promptly warned of hazardous

situations.

2.12 Reactor Coolant and Fuel Pool Cooling Water Qualitj

The licensee has described the precautions that will be employed to

preclude the introduction of chloride contamination into the fuel pool

cooling water and the reactor coolant. If chloride should be inadvertently

introduced into the coolant, the licensee has shown that there ere adequate

means to detect and reduce the chloride to acceptable levels. Th ;nterin

Technical Specification limits on conductivity and chloride concentration a.vJ

surveillance requirements ptovide reasonable assurance against conditions

that could lead to significant stress corrosion of materials and loss of

structural integrity of components.

2.13 Minimum Shift Crew Considerations

As a result of the damage created by the fire to various Unit 1 and Unit 2

cables, a number of safety systems cannot be operated from the control

room. Equipment monitoring and operation is now required from various

positions located through the facility. Analyses have shown that in excess

of 28 hours are available before the fuel is uncovered to perform, various

tasks involved in transferring to the various functioning backup systems.

Manual operation of equipment for which the most degradation is experienced

could be achieved in a time interval of several .hours, and the licensee
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has indicated that thtse operations could easily be accomplished by a

shift crew of 10 men.

We have required a shift crýw of 14 men for the present cold shutdown

condition, and one additional man per unit during defueltng operations,

i.e., 15 men if one unit is being defueled and 16 men if both units are

being defueled. The additional men will perform defueling operations, and

since defueling will be suspended in the event a manual transfer to backup

safety systems is necessary, will provide margin for performance of the

required manual operations and monitoring.

After defueling is completed with all the fuel in the storage pool, the

time available to perform manual transfer to backup systems is extended

even further. Therefore, a shift complement of 10 men is then adequate 4
to provide the same level of safety.

These personnel will not be involved in any activities other than those

required to maintain the facility in a safe condition. We have concluled

that these staffing requirements provide a satisfactory level of safety with

sufficient margin for anticipated contingincies and are acceptable.

2.14 Quality Assurance

As a result of our review and evaluation of the licensee's QA plan (Part X1ll,

Section A, dated May 28, 1975) for the restoration of BFNP Units I and 2,

and as amended by letter dated June 11, 1975 from J. E. Gilleland to

B. C. Rusche, we find it acceptable for the control of activities associated
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with the defueling, fuel storage, and cleanup and removal of fire-affected

equipment of BFNP Units I and 2. The QA plan, as amended. commits to

the QA program requirements as described in TVA's Sequoyah Nuclear Plant

FSAR (through Amendment 34), Docket No. 50-327, meets the requirements of

Appendix B to 10 CFR Part %, and meets, with some ninor aid acceptable

exceptions, the requirements of WASH documents 1283, 1309 and 1284.

2.15 Unit 3 Construction Activities

To assure that Unit 3 activities do not adversely affect Unit 1 and 2, the

technical specifications do not permit operations, tests, and other

activities associated with the construction of Unit 3 that could affect the

functioning of any safety system or component required by the Interim

Technical Specifications untilttnterface analyses are performed.
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3.0 SUMMARY

"The Temporary Technical Specifications and Bases for Browns Ferry

Nuclear Plant Unit 1 and 2, Change No. 10 to the Technical Specifications,"

issued May 9, 1975. included the appropriate specifications to provide

assurance that the plant equipment and systems in their present status

and configurations are adequate to provide the plant safety. The present

status is that the reactors are in cold shutdown with the fuel in the

reactor vessels.

In order to isolate the fuel to the maximum extent from possible

adverse effects caused by activities associated with removal of fire

damaged equipment or restoration work, the Unit 1 and Unit 2 fuel will

be rePoied from the reactor vessels and stored in their respective

fuel storage pools.

We have carefully reviewed the safety of the transfer of fuel

to the storage pool and its con'tinued storage there until completion of

restoration work. The equipment and controls needed to perform the

transfcr of fuel (defueling) to the storage pool under the present

conditions have not been affected by the fire (Ref. Sec. 2.8). The

safety of the fuel is ensured by maintaining adequate cooling, with

back-up cooling systems required to be operable, for fuel in the reactor

vessel and in the storage pool during defueling-restoration operations

(Ref. Sec. 2.3 and 2.4).
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Maintaining the fuel in a shutdown condition is ensured in the reactor

vessel and in the storage pool (Ref. Sec. 2.2). Redundant and

diverse sources of make-up water are available in the event of loss

of cooling or loss of coolant both in the reactor vessel and in the

fuel storage pool (Ref. Sec. 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5).

Storing the fuel'in the fuel storage pools provides a very large

margin of safety. The present levels of decay heat and fission

product inventory in the cores after approximately 90 days of decay

are very low. The large coolant inventory provided by the fuel

storage pools increases the time available to respond to the mus

extreme adverse events including the worst case of rupture of the

refueling bellows seal that drains the coolant to within five inches

of the top of the fuel and results in loss of the fuel pool cooling

system (Ref. Sec. 2.5). Even in this case. at least 10 hours are

available to take corrective action prior to the fuel storage pool

water reaching the boiling temperature. This worst case is precluded

after completion of defueling by the installation of the gate between

the fuel pool and the reactor well. This is required by the Interim

Technical Specifications.

The two pool cooling systems and the independent RHR back-up are both

capable of providing ample cooling. These are also backed up by three

independent make-up1 water systems to supply water to the pool to prevent

the fuel from uncovering. Even if all cooling were lost it would

take over seven days for the water level to drop to the Technical

Specification limit, 8 1/2 feet above the fuel, if no make-up water is

... . ... . .1 .. :
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assumed.

The activities and controls for removal of fire-damaged equipment have

been reviewed and found to minimize any adverse effects on safety

of the facility (Ref. Sed. 2.7). This is ensured by strict procedures.

Quality Assurance requirements, and the isolation of the fuel in the

storage pools from the restoration activities.

Therefore, Change No. 11 to the Technical Specifications includes the

requirements for equipment and administrative controls needed in addition

to those contained in the Temporary Technical Specifications, Change

No 10, in order to perform the defueling and maintain the fuel in the

storage pools with the protective systems and administrative controls

described in this evaluation. The resulting Interim Technical Specifications

continue to provide adequate protection to the health and safety of

the public and, by accounting for the actual existing condition of

the plant systems and components, they minimize any potentially unsafe

conditions or actions.

The probability and consequences of any accident involving release

of radioactivity from the site are very low, based on the following

considerations: (1) The plant is locked into a shutdown condition

prior to and during fuel removal from the reactor vessel; '2) The fuel

will be stored in a non-critical geometry in the spent fuel poois that

provide a large, inviolable of coolant with multiple

sources of make-up; (3) The length of decay time since operation
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results in a very low amount of decay heat generaticn from the irradiated

fuel assemblies, as well as a low inventory of flss'on product activity -

for possible release; and (4) Redundant cooling systems and multiple

makeup sources are available and a very long time period is available to

restore cooling in the unlikely event of total loss of cooling systemrs.

In view of the foregoing, we conclude that the issuance of these amendments

does not ir.volve a significant hazards consideration.

4.0 CONCLUSION

The changes in technical specifications authorized in connection with this

evaluation result in enhancement of safety under present conditions, as

discussed above. Based on these considerations, we have concluded tnat:

(1) because the change does not involve a significant increase in the

probability or consequences of accidents previously considered and does not

involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the change does rot

involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) there is reasonable

assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered

by operation in the proposed manner, and (3) such activities will be

conducted in compliance with the Cormnission's regulations and the issuance

of these amendments will not be inimical to the common defense and security

or to the health and safety of the public.

Date: June 13, 1975
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UYTZ•"D STATES !;U.:t.:Z r7G-CL,\'y Co-:-IISSIO.

IDOCIET TOS. 50-259 AM: 50-260

OTICE Or :S"'. '2 . -TS TO F'CILrY

Notice is hereby given that t.e U.S. .uclear Regulatory Co--mission

(th: Cor-issicn) has issued Akeno-..ent No. 10 to Facility Op©.-ati.; L•-ccrý:•

No. DPA-33 Ln.-, %.-xnd t :6o. 7 to Facility Operating Licensc ::o. D?7-52.

issued to Ten.,essee Valley Authori•ty .hic.h revised Tcchnical Sc'.c:.ie..

for opcr..tion of the Browns Ferry .'uclar Plant, Units I and 2, loca:ed

in Li-teszone County. %labaa. T..m wnd-cr.ts are effective as of thcir

date of issuance.

The amcndments rcvise the Technical Lpccificaions. taking irtL accc-.-:

the present .con-tion of plant systcrs. so as to assure O'at the ,.obC

units will rer-ain in a safe and stable pos:u-e during the pc:rod cf'

defuelinr of toth units and stora;o of the fi•l in thcir rcs5,cc:vc fic:

pools. The plant will be r.aintaincd in this cor.dition until c-.-7ct-on

of the rcpa:rs of da:-aae resultin, £roz the fire bhich occuirred on

Birch 22. 197S. •Mcse ;L'ndments$ also aut;o0i:r tne reoovaI

of fire-affected eq.i7tent. • Approval of restoration of the f:-I,:)'y •..l1

be the subject of a separate action.

The appliciaion for these a.mendi-ents cc7D2ies u'-th • It•2/.:

and requi:r!ýcnts Of the A:o•iC E.-rr.y- ' tC ., Of a3..hdeJ (: A,:),

and ,he-Cc-.z.ssen's rules and rc~ula'ions. 7he Co7-ý.';.ssion has ,-.'e

appropriate findings as required b)y :h. A:t 3r,d the Co.-..ssion's rl-es
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amd regulations in 10 CFR Chapter I. which are set forth in the license
(

amendmnts. Prior public notice of these amendments is not required

since the amendments 6a not involve a significant hazards consideration.

"or .n--j.cr details with respect to this action, see (1) the applica-

tion for amendment dated June 2, 1I7S, (2) Amendment No. 10 to License

No. DPR-33 and Amendment No. 7 to License No. DPR-S2 with Change No. 11,

(3) Part VI Section E of'"lan for Evaluation, Repair, and Return to

Service of Browns Ferry Units 1 and 2", Revision 7 dated May 28, 1975,

and Revisiern 10 dated June S, 1975, a.. (4) the Commission's related Safety

Evaluation. All of these items are available for public inspect..on at

the Coinission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, NM., Washizgton,

D.C. and at t0.4 Athens Pablic Library, South and Forrest, Athens,

Alabama 35611.

A copy of items (2), (3), and (4) say be obtained upon requestL

addressed to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C.

20555, Attentiou: Director, Division oi Reactor Licensing.

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 13th day of June 1975.

POR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM4ISSION

Robert A. Purp'-!, "Dýief
Operating Reactors Branch #1
Division of Reactor Licensing
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ArlACMOMNT IV

LETTER FROM THE NRC TO THE TVA DATED.SEPTENBER 2, 1975, WITH ENCLOSURES

AMENDM ENT NO. 14 TO DPR-33

AMENDMENT NO. 11 TO DPR-52

SAFETY EVALUATION

FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE
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ULNIID STATEI

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WA"IE4NGTON. 0. C. 20ISI

Spember 2, 197S
Docket Nos. 50-259

and 50-260

Tennessee Valley Authority
ATTI: Mfr. James E. Watson

Manager of Power
818 Power Building
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37201

Gentlemen:

Your letter dated August 29, 1975, requested approval of certain
restoration activities for Browns Ferry Units 1 and 2 and revised
the Final Safety Analysis Report for Units 1, 2, and 3. The restoration
activities for Browns Ferry Units 1 and 2 and the details of the fire
protection design changes for Unit 3 are described in "Plan for
Evaluation, Repair, and Return to Service of Browns Ferry Units 1 and 2
(March 22, 197S Fire)" dated April 13, 197S, and revisions thereto up
to and including Revision 20 (the Plan). In addition, your letter
dated August 29, 1975, listed TVA's comitments for additional work not
covered by the Plan.

We have reviewed the restoration work and design modifications proposed
in the Plan and have considered the cimmtaents made by TVA. We have
concluded that TVA may proceed with the restoration and design modifi-
cations as proposed in the Plan. We find that implementation of these
items are necessary and will not preclude any further modifications
resulting from our continuing review, including resolution of the
design details for incorporating the coitments made by TVA. Appropriate
Amemisents and Safety Evaluation are enclosed.

Sincerely,

Robert A. Purple, Oief
Opbrating Reactors Branch 01
Division of Reactor Licensing

Enclosures:
1. Amendment No. 14 to DPR-33
2. Amendment No. 11 to DPR-S2
3. Safety Evaluation
4. Federal Register Notice

ccs: See next page.. . ,
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cc w/enclo.ure.:
Robert H. -.%Lrquis
General Counsel
629 New Sprankle Building
Knoxville, Tennessee 37919

Athens Public Library
South and Forrest
Athens, Alabama 35611

Mr. Thomas Lee Hpmons
Chairman, Limestone County Board

of Revenue
Athens, Alabama 35611

Anthony Z. Roisman, Esquire
Berlin, Roisman 6 Kessler
1712 N Street, W •
Washington, D.C. 20036

cc w/ enclosures 6 incoming
Ira L. Dtfers, N.D.
State Health Officer
State Department of Public Health
State Office Building
l4cmtgomery. Alabama 36104

Mr. Dave Hopkins
Environmental Protection Agency
1421 Peachtree Street, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
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i.tuo STATU
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20ts

TVOIE.SSEE VALLEY AUTHOWRITY

DOCKET NO. 5O-259

BtowS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT I

ANOENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Amendment No. 14

License No. DPR-33

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:

A. The application for amendment by Tennessee Valley Authority
(the licensee) dated August 29, 1975, complies with the
standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended (the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations
set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I;

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application, the
provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the
Coli ssion;

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health
and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; and

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

2. Accordingly, add Paragraph 2.C(4) to.Facility License No. DPR-33 to
read as follows:

"(4) The far.lity may be modifi,-d as described in Section X
of "Plan for Evaluation, Repair, and Return to Service
of Browns Ferry Units I and 2 (March 22, 1975 Fire)"
dated April 13, 1975, and revisions thereto up to and
including Revision 20."1
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3. This license amendhent is effective as of the date of its issuance.

FOR TMM NUCLEAR REGUILATORY COM4ISSION

Robert A. Purple, Chief'
Operating Reactors Branch 01
Division of Reactor Licensing

Date of Issuance: September 2, 197S

.......... . ......
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WIT $TAM

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINOTON. o. c. zOS

TENNESEE VALLEY AUTLORITY

DOCKET NO. 50-260

BRt~hS FERRY NtCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2

AENE TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE

Amendment No. 11

License No. DPR-52

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:

A. The application for amendment by Tennessee Valley Authority
(the licensee) dated August 29, 197S, complies with the
standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended (the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations
set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I;

B. The facility will operate in conformity with the application,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of
the Commission;

C. There is reasonable essurance (i) that the activities authorized
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health
and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulation3; and

D. The issuance cfthis amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

2. Accordingly, add Paragraph 2.C(5) to Facility License No. DPR-52
to read as follows:

"(5) The facility may be modified as described in Section X
of "Plan for Evaluation, Repair, and Return to Service
of Browns Ferry Units-1 and 2 (March 2Z, 1975 Fire)"
dated April 13, 1975, and revisions thereto up to and
including Revision 20."
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3. This license amendment is effective, as of the date of its issuance.

FOR TUM NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMIISSION

• K5-iftA. Purple, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #i
Division of Reactor Licensing

Date of Issuance: September 2, 1975
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE DIVISION OF REACTOR LICENSING
SUPPORTING VARIOUS RESTORATION ACTIVITIES FOR THE

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT UNITS 1, 2 AND SUPPLDEENT
7 TO THE SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE DIVISION OF REACTOR LICENlSING

U.S. NUCLEAR REGMLATORY COMMISSION IN THE MATTER OF TENNESSEE VALLEY.
AUTHORITY, BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 WITH

REGARD TO DESIGN CHANGES

1.0 Itouto

On March 22, 1975, a fire at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant required a shut
down of Units 1 and 2. The facility subsequent to the shutdown was found
to have incurred substantial damage to power, control, and instrunentation
wiring. Unit 3 of the Browns Ferry facility did not suffer any damage as a
direct result of the firo. All three units are presently in the shutdown
condition with the fuel removed free the vessels for Units 1 and 2; the

Unit 3 reactor is still under construction with operation for that unit
scheduled for early 1976. An overall program has been developed by the
licensee delineating the necessary activities required to restore damaged
portions of the facility to a level so that operation of Units 1 and 2 can
be resumed. 1

As a result of the fire an NRC review plan was developed consisting of

three major and parallel elements. The first element was the investigation
conducted by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement of events leading
to the fire, fire fighting efforts, sequence of operational events and
problems experienced with the nuclear steam supply system, interaction
between units, and the response of TVA, S~ate and Local authorities. This
phase of the NRC plan has been completed.

The second element of the plan, being performed by the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation has as its objectives (1) to assure that

a safe plant configuration was attained and is being maintained
subsequent to the fire, (2) to assure safety during removal of fuel
from Units 1 and 2, (3) to assure plant safety during fire damage
removal and restoration, and (4) to determine that the design changes

that are required for restoration of these plants to operational

status are acceptable. Thus far there have been two licensing actions taken

to assure that the plant has been placed in a safe configuration following

the fire. First, the plant Technical Specifications were changed to

Temporary Technical Specifications designed to assure that a safe configuration

1

NPlan for Evaluation, Repair and Return to Service of Browns Ferry Units
I and 2 (March 22, 1975, Fire)* and revisions thereafter.

2
OI&E Investigation Report of the March 22, 1975 Fire at the Browns

Nuclear Station, dated Jvly 25, 1975.
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was maintained following the tire while further corrective action plans were
under dovel6pment. 3 Subsequently, the Technical Specification were again
ohanged to provide for the removal of fuel fram both Unit 1 and 2 reactor
vesmls and placment Into the respective storige pools. These changes 8lso

as * that the necessary minimum protective equipment to assure protection
of the fuel in* the storage pools fro damage would be available with
adequate redundancy and would be protected against adverse interaction with
the fire affected wiring and cables, while such fire damage was removed
and when the damaged wiring and cabling was replaced.

Thus tar the restoration work performed at the facility to date has been
limited to various clean-up operations and removal of damaged electrical
wiring and cable trays. Thus, the fourth objective of the NJRR element of
the NRC program rmins to be accoplished. This safety evaluation considers
a portion of that objective, namely, the approval of certain proposed
design features needed to prepare the facility for return to power
operation. Consideration of return to operation including a determination
of whether additional design features are required and an assessent of the
operating procedures to assure safe operation will be discussed in'a
subsequent safety evaluation, prior to authorizing return to power operation.

The third element of the NRC program consists of the review beirg performed
by the Special Browns Ferry Review Group established on March 26, 1975*5
Efforts or this review group will be to prepare for NBC recccmendations to
chage, as required, NRC policies, procedures, and technical requirements.

By letters dated August 25 and 29, 1975 TVA requested the approval of various
restoration activities required to restore the plant to operational status
as a result of the fire. The approval requested by TVA In the August 25

3
See Safety Evaluation issued in connection with Amendment 9 to license
DPR-33 (Unit 1) and Amendment 6 to license DPR 1-52 (Unit 2) issued
May 9, 1975.

See Safety Evaluation issued in connection with Amendment 10 to license
DPR-11 (Unit 1) and Amendment 7 to license DPE-52 (Unit 2) issued.

5
Memorandum L Gossick to all NRP employees, 'Appointment of Special Review
Group,' dated March 26, 1975.
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letter consists of the following major itm:

"I. Approval to proceed with structural work which covers restoration
of concretel, abedments, pipe supports, cable tray supports and
the replacment of pipe and ducting in the fire-affected area. In
general, the plans related to this portion of the restoration effort
are described In Part VIII of the Recovery Plan and in the response tJ
Question 1.0 under the *General9 heading.

2. Approval of electrical design changes including circuit changes
and permission to proceed with the restoration and installation of cable
trays, conduit, and cables, including approval for splicing. The work
and design changes are described in Parts VI and X of the Restoration
Plan.

3. Approval for installation of the fire detection system and for the
Installation of distribution piping of the fixed spray system in all
areas of reactor building except in the fire-affected area. The
installatlo:. in Unit 2 and Unit 3, and in the area outside the fire
zone IS sci,.'duled to proceed simultaneously with structural work in the
fire zone of Unit 1. These syste•J are described in subsection 5.0 of
Part X of the Recovery Plan.

The replacement activities described in Item 1 above were authorized
by letter dated August 28, 1975. The TVA letter dated August 29, 1975
modified Item 3 te some extent discussed below. Our evaluation
of the overall restoration of the fac4_lity and improvement of Ntcility
design from the standpoint of fire protection is still under review.
In its August 29, 1975 letter, the license agreed to provide further
Improvements in fire protect!on, over and above the improvements
reflected in the changes authorized herein. These improvements are
listed as cosmitments in the August 29, 1975 letter. The staff is
still considering whether such further improvements are necessary
prior to authorization of return to operation or whether such further
Improvements may be incorporated at a later shutdown period in the future.
Although further Improvements may be required in the future,
including additional changes that may be required before
return to operation is permitted, the design modifications authorized
herein provide substantial enhanceient of the capability of the facility
to withstand the effects of a fire.
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2.0 DUcCrItiot of Dan"e 'esuP7ltng Crorn the Fire

Substantial detail concerning the cause of the fire and the extent of
damage to structures, systema and cMponents 1s provided in the previously

noted OM&E report. The tolloAwing brief aumary is provided as back-
ground for the discussion of the repair and replacement activities
described In this Safety Evaluation.

After ignition, the fire propagated through the penetration In the wall
between the cable spreading room and the Unit 1 reactor building. As a
result or the pressure differential which is maintained beween the reactor
building and the cable spreading room, and because an installed carbon
dioxide (C02) fire extinguishing system was used in the cable spreading
roo, only a small amount of burning occurred in the cable spreading room.
Damage to the cables in this area was limited to about 2 feet immediately
adjacent to the penetration where the fire started. The major damage
occurred in the reactor building outside the cable spreading room, in an
area roughly 40 feet by 20 feet, where a very high concenration of
electrical cables exists. There was very little other equipment in the

fire aflected area, with the only direct damage other than cables being
the melting of a soldered joint on an air line.

Electrical System Damage

The electrical cables, after insulation had been burned off, shorted

together, and grounded to their supporting trays or to the conduits,
resulting in the loss of control power for much of the installed
equipment such as valves, PUP3s blowers and the iike.

The most significant aspect of the fire damage was that it resulted

In the loss of redundant safety equir- .nt.

Soot and Chloride Damafe

In addition to the cable damage, the burning insulation created a dense
soot which was deposited throughout the Unit I reactor building and in

some small areas in the Unit 2 reactor building. An estimated 4,000 lbs
of polyvinyl chloride insulated cable which burned released an
estimated 1400 lbs of chloride to the reactor building. Chlorides
are very. corrosive to most inaterials. Ccuponents subject to stress

corrosion damage from chloride contamination are limited to those
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constructed of stainless steel and high strength alloy Steel such as
equipment hanger springs. The licensee has prov'-ded a program of
cleaning, cleanliness verification, evaluation, and surveillancei-to
mitigate any harmful consequences of the exposure to chlorides.

TVA's cleaning program consisted of dry cleaning and wet detergent
cleaning using demineralized water and a chloride-free industrial
detergent solution. Cleaning procedures jere repeated until measured
chloride levels were below 0.38 mg per d:. This level of chloride con-
tamination is recognized to be an acceptable level for chloride in contact
with stainless steel and is incorporated as the acceptance level in
RDT Standard E5-1T. After cleanliness was verified, precautions were taken
to prevent recontamination. All sources of contamination were removed and
further surveys were performed to verify acceptable cleanliness levels.

In addition to cleaning efforts, the licensee will undertake an
extensive program, consisting of liquid penetrant examination, metallurgical
sampling and surface replica examination. During the penetrant work, the
stainless steel piping and piping components will be tested by liquid
penetrant in all of the principle piping areas outside of primary
containment In which corrosion damage could have occurred.

Metallurgical samples will be taken from stainless steel piping,
stainless components and high strength alloy steel components. The
samples will be removed in the fire zone and other areas of the Unit I
reactor building where heavy residue from the fire was deposited. In
addition, surface replicas will be taken from Unit 1 piping. Surface
replication is a very sensitive technique with respect to the detection
of cracking due to chloride stress corrosion and was an addition to the

original metallurgical evaluation plan.
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The surveillance program vill be worked out in detail between TWA and XRC
and will be carried out before return to operation is authorized and there-
after during plant operation, and will be aedressed In our subsequent safety
evaluation before return tL operation is authorized. However, the initial
proposed program oonsists of quarterly visual examinations of all stAinless
steel omponents and piping for signs of leakage, cracking or distress.

Ve conclude that based on our evaluation the cleaning procedures were
effective in reducing chloride levels to or below the recognized
acceptance standards. Testing to be carried out during the restoration
period along with the subsequent surveillance program which will be
developed before the plant returns to operation wlii assure that -nny
deleterious corrosion will be detected and corrected in a timely manner.

3.0 Overall Aonroach Provosed by A

The Browns Ferry"Nuclear Facility .on3ists of three boiling water nuclear
reactors each of which are designed to produce 1067 Mw of electric poyee.
Units 1 and 2 of that facility were authorized for operation in June 1973
and June 1974 respectively and were in operation up until the March 22,
1975, fire. Unit 3 is still uuder construction and is expected to go into
service early in 1976.

Units 1 and 2 share a common control roaw with a shared cable 3preading
room located beneath the control room. Wiring carrying signals between
the control room and various piecez of equipment in the plant are routed
into the cable trays In the cable spreading roam. The fire caused
extensive damage to wiring located immediately outside of the cable
spreading rooe.

Some sharing of equipment exists between all three units; the sharing of
electrical systOMs is most extensive in Units 1 and 2. The electrical
design concept employed in the design of the Units 1 and 2 is based on
using a two-divisi'n concept. The purpose of dividing the electrical
system into two divisions %as to a0sure that the facility could be
maintained In a safe configuration even with the postulated loss of one
entire division.

I

0

:1
I

4 ST "----.,.•

. -. :. I .. o..
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- Consideration of a fire as a design basis event, requires that the capability
be maintained during and following the fire to safely shutdown the
reactor and removq the decay heat. . Previous analyses (PSAR and FSAR)
have shown that only one division of eleotrical equipment is required to
assure that the facility is maintained in a safe condition. The control
rod systm in a BWR is designed to be fail safe. That is, a loss of
electrical power results in initiating a scram of the control rods and
shutdown of the reactor.• Therefore, the major objective for protection
of the s~actor from the effects of fire is to assure that necessary
equipment to remove decay heat remains operable in the event of a fire.

Thus, it is important to limit fire induced failures to one division
of the safety related equlpmsn; for shutdown heat removal from each
reactor wh.ch provides, for each reactor at least one core spray system
with two associated Pumps and valves, and one RHR systeM with associated
puWps, heat exchangers, ant valves, together with enou.gh relief valves
for reactor system blowdown to low pressure. (It should be noted that
non-safety grade equipment is normAlly used to perform this function).
In order to assure that a fire would not cause a loss of both IivisiOns,
s3e changes in the.'facility design and equipcent layout are necessary.

Facility modification that would be required to allow cocplete
physical separation of the divisions would be extremely difficult
to achieve in an already designed and existing facility. There are
however, combinations of methods which can be used to accooplish the
same purpose, e.g., 1) fabrication of the electrical distribution
system with fireproof wiring, 2) fire detection and extinrguishirg systems
that protect the critical areas of the plant, 3) eli-ination c: substances
which can be the source of fire would also reduce the potential for fire
damage to both electrical divisions; and 4) relocation n," the divisions as
well as installation of physical barriers to limit the su:4eptibillity of
damage occurring 1n both divisions.

In recognition of the difficulty of achieving ccxplete physical independence
of the two divisions, the licensee proposed an overall program that ccrn-

' The ccntrol rod system in a BWR is a mecn.nical syst- whose operatinrl
power is derived froe a hydraulic system. On . of the electrical
power to the scram circuitry causes a scram wh'ich t tle hydrau'ic
systeD and becomes independent of the electrical syst= and eliminates the
need for .continuous power supply.
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sidered a number of elements. These include design changes, Improved
fire fighting methods, and Improved administrative procedures which
would assure that postulated fires Vithln the facility would not

result in a loss of both electrical divisions. This overall

approach proposed by the licensee is presented in Part X of the

recovery plan. The essential ingredients of that proposal are

to provide changes to the electrical circuits via either sufficient
t~paratlon or by the installation of various fire barriers to

assure that a fire induced failure in one division could not damage

the second division. A one-hour tire protection interval was
selected to assure that a fire in any location in one division

would not damage any portion of Its redundant division even

If the fire should last for one full hour. The licensee analyzed its

systems taking into account the materials pertaining to the particular

arrangement of the division of cabling under consideration to determine

the need for additional protection. Using these analytical techniques,

fire barriers are proposed to be installed such that the stated objective

of a one hour fire protection interval would be available through the

facility. On the basis of a one hour fire protection interval,

procedures were derived to assure that a fire which could threaten
the safe shutdown of the facility, would be extinguished well within one

hour. Reliance is placed on using augmented administrative procedures in

conjunction with hand held fire protection equipment already installed

in the facility and additional hand held extinguishers which will be added

throughout the facility. in those areas for which easy access by personnel
with hand held fire equipment would be difficult, licensee will install

fixed manually operated water sprays. The areas which have been specifically

identified as requiring fixed spray systems are as follows:

a. Along cable tray runs parallel to the north wall of Reactor Building

at elevation 593 feet of units 1, 2, and 3.

b. All penetrations from the cable spreading room into the turbine

building and from the cable spreading room into the Reactor

building contaiaing congested cable trays where several trays

make each inaOcessible.

c. In other Reactor building areas where concentration of cables, as

determined by visual surveys, make it difficult for impediate,

easy access for fire fighting application of extingu'.ihing agents.
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To assure that any fires that may start are promptly. detected, so that

they may be extinguished promptly, the licensee has proposed installing
a substantially extended fire detection systeM which will detect

the start of tires and will promptly alarm in the control room. Operating

procedures under development will result in prompt dispatch of fire

fighting personnel to extinguish the fire.

Two types of detector will be employed to provide the fire detection

function in those areas determined from the plant reanalysis to be critical.
Products of combustion detectors will be installed in general on a 30 ft.

gried basis. These areas will be zoned and no less than two detectors will
be installed in a given zone. All detectors within a given zone will be

wired in 0NR logic. Sensitivity or trip point will be 6 milligrams Of

products Of combustion per cubic foot of air. Heat cable detectors will

be Installed on cable trays in the critical areas. This will provide both

redundancy and diversity oa detectors. The heat cble detectors will

respond when the temperature at any point along the cable reaches 250 F.

All sensors will be tested on a periodic basis. Products of coomustion

detectors within a given zone will provide one alarm for detection and
another alarm for circuit trouble. Heat detectors within a given
zone will provide one alarm for detection of heat or loss of power. And
all detectors will receive power from the plant preferred bus.

Cable Renlace~ent and Repair

The major effort in restoring the facility to a condition In which It
will be able to operate, is the replacement and repair of damaged wiring

and cables. This wmounts to some 9500 conductors to be replaced or spliced.

All cabling of the reactor -rotection system, primary containment isolation

systeM, engineered safeguards (divisional) cables will be replaced from

terminal to terminal (without splicir4). Only non-divisional cables

(that is those not required for providing either power or control to

safety systems) will be spliced and repaired. Of these, the specific
repair requirements providO for protection against high temperature or

interruption of vital circuits that could result from a poor splice.
The procedures proposed call for splicing at unda.aged locations

determined by measurements made on the insulation material, for s3F.Ices

in accordance with applicable codes; for accessibility to facilitate

inspection; and for zeasures that assue no mechan!cal loadirng ex:3!.ss
cn the splices. Appropriate fire stops are provided along the cable

t.ay3 away from the splice.
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Replacment or repair of cabling will be of equivalent quality
or better than the original cabling which was damaged by the fire.

Cfrauitrv Changes

In addition to replacement and repair of damaged wiring and cables, TVA
proposes design changes to enh.ance fire protection and eliminate the
source of the loss of redundant safety equipment which occurred as a
result of the March 22, 1975 fire.

The most significant loss of redundant equipment was associated with
failures or their power sources which were caused by short circv"
to lmp Circuits leading from the control circuits of Reactor Mc r
Operated Valve (MOT) boards. These cables were considered to be non-
divisional because a dropping resistor Was provided in the lamp
circuit for the purpoze of isolating this circuit from the control
circuit. Several of these cables from both divisions were run together
In common trays and were, subseque-tly, all damaged by the fire. TVA
has proposed to remove t~e cables leading from Reactor NOV board contro!
:ircuits to breaker indication imps to eliminate the major problem which

was the loss of ability tc operate the boards in both divisiois. We
agree with this approach ard conclude that these circuit changes will
eliminat, the los of redundant division MOV board controls.

The second most significant c&use for loss of redundant equi;vent was 0
due to the proximity of condui%w containing division I and divison II
cables to cable trays which were the primary source of combustible
material. Although the use of conduit may provide adequate protection
against so.. affects Of fire, the fire which occurred proved that
conduit protection alone was Insufficient for a fire of that magnitude
without additional protection In the form of additional separation or
fire barriers. To reedy this TVA will modify the cabling and wiring
systems to assure that cross divisional affects during fires due to
the proximity of conduits are minimized. To accomplish this the cabling
and wiring is to be modified, wherever dtvisional cables are routed
in conduit near open trays carrying cables of the opposite division.
Separation of divisional conduits will be provided by structures,
distance, barriers, interposing ducts, pipes, etc., or combinations
thereof to provide at least a one hour fire protection interval.
The proposed criteria to be used to effect these changes are
contained in Part X of the plan.
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An analysis of the plant cable tray and conduit netvork has been made
using the proposed criteria and approximately 80 locations have been
identified for which conformance to the above proposed requirements
had to be examined. The supplemental separations requirement involves
the use or barriers and fire stops to inhibit cross divisional effects
duri:.g a fire and to minimize tire propagation within divisions. In
addition, conduits are no longer treated as adequate barriers to fire
and therefore separation or other barriers are required to protect the
conduit circuits. Together these additional requirements will provide
a minimum of one hour fire protection interval against cr0ss divisional
effects.

A third cause for loss of redundant equipent was damase to their
cables sharing the same cable tray contrary to the stated criteria.
This third sgnifi-cant cause for loss of equipment will be remedied
by separating the Involved cables. Selective changes will also be
made in the electric power systm to improve Isolation. These
changes Will provide individual normal feeders to the 4KV/480-V

transformers. One change will eliminate sharing between units of the 4 KV
feeder that was the normal supply to "80 V Shutdown Board 2A and 28 through
TS3E. Other charges will provide individual 4 KV feeds to transforme.rs 1A
and TDB which supply 480-V Diesel Auxiliary Boards A and B, respectively.
The only shared 4KV feeder will be the alternate supply to transformers
TSIE and TDE.

The requirements for replacement and for splicing and repair of cables
damaged by the fire will provide for replacement in which the cab'ing
integrity and performance will be essentially equivalent to that
provided in the original tnstallation. The des31n changes in
circuitry will provide substantially enhanced protection fur the
redundant safety system circuitry by providing increased separation
so as to provide at least a one hour fire protecticn barrier to assure
that fires in one division will not adversely affect another division
even if the fire should last for a full hour.

With the increased and improved fire detection system proposed and the
installation of fixed sprays in areas in which access is restricted
to augment improved fire fighting prdcedures throughout the •lant,
the design changes which TVA proposes will substantially improve
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the ability ot tbe. facility to withptan4 fire.

NRR E•aluation of the TVA ApDroach

Although the fire that occurred caused damage to the electrical system
greater than that which had been considered in our original evaluation
of that facility, our evaluation has shown that even with this extensive
damage considerable flexibility rmined with respect to methods
available to remove the decay heat trom the reactor and assure the reactor
was maintained in a safe condition.

In spite of the capability already Inherent In the facility, the fire
demonstrates that additional emphasis on the protection of the facility
tram a fire 13 needed. In this connection we have considered those
features, actions and design approaches that should be a part of fire
protection capabilit) The three basic considerations in minimizing the
effects of the fire are: administrative actions that can prevent a fire
from occurring; use of separation as a mechanism by which to prevent a
fire from damaging redundant safety equipment; and, incorporation of a
means to detect and extinguish a fire quickly.

The principal difference in our approach from that used by TVA, is that
we would emphasize that each of these elements should be considered by
them~elves t the extent practical. As previously noted, no one of these
three elements can be relied upon to completely eliminate problems ass&c.iated
with fires. TVA's approach instead was based on selection of a one hour
fire protection separation and providing detection and fire protection
equipment and procedures to extinguish fires within one hour. This Is to
be combined with strict adtinistative control to prevent fires from
occ-urrlng.

As indicated above the one hour fire protection separation which the
changes in circuitry will provide, will substantially enhance the ability
of the facility to withstand fire. However, we believe and have indicated
to TVA our position that such separation should be considered as provi.dirg
a base protection standard and that it practicable application or additional
thermal barriers could significantly extend the one hour interval, then
such additional barriers should be installed.
TVA will substantially upgrade Its operating procedures and training for
fire protection to assure that fire3 can be extinguished within one hour
using the hand held fire equipment available in the facility. TVA proposes
to install a fixed manually operated spray system, to supplement the hand
held equipment, only in areas in which access prevents effective use of
hand held fire fighting equipment.
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We believe that an automatically actuated fixed spray system should
be extended throughout all areas in which the potential for inter-
divisional effects exist. The advice we have received from expert
consultants supports this approach. The experience gained as a result
of the Browns Ferry Fire indicates that if a water spray had been used
earlier in the fire, considerably less damage would have resulted and
the fire would have been extinguished sooner than it was. After
discussions between the staff and TVA, the licensee in a letter dated
August 29, 1975, has committed to converting those fixed spray systems
he has presently designed to an automatic system within approximately
one year. He has also committed in that letter to evaluate the

installation of additional fixed spray systems to extend the fire
protection coverage throughout all those areas in which such protection
is required. Such studies will be completed and any areas for whicn
this extended coverage snould be provided will be identified and
discussed in our subsequent evaluation prior to authorization of power
operation of any of these units.

The operation of the installed C02 (Carbon Dioxide) fire extinguishing
system in the cable spreading room was effective in preventing
substantial damage to the cables located In that room. The licensee
did not propose to make any further changes to the fire extinguishing
equipment provided in the cable spreading room. Reliance on the
manual operation of C02 system as is now provided is not adequate. We
have informed TVA of our conclusion and TVA has agreed to make necessary

changes to provide automatic actuation of the CO2 system. We have alsc
informed TVA that we believe that there should he a liberal application of
a flameuastic material to coat the cable trays located within the cat'-e
spreading room. The C02 system when exhausted may not have sufficient
cooling capability to fully extinguish a deep-seated fire. The licensee
has indicated that in such an event the system could be augmentcd to
extinguish any fire by using hand held equipment. Altnough this may be
an appropriate method for augmenting the C02 system, we have indicated
our position to the licensee that he should study further additional
measures, including consideration of Installing fixed water spray systems,
that could be used within the cable spreading room. The licensee has agreed
to provide such a study. The study will be completed and any ch.anges
will be Identifed and discussed in our subsequent safety evaluation
prior to authorization of return to power.
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We have informed the licensee that the design of the penetration which
requires building a fire stop be modified to incorporate a new material
which will be demonstrated by tests to be of a fire resistant nature.
This would include all penetrations that were damaged as a result of the
fire as well as all new penetrations. Those In the Unit 3 cable spreading
ro= are to be constructed using the new design. -We have also informed the
licensee to reexamine the penetration that now exists and assure that
they are placed into the originally deasigned condition. We have further
asked that whenever it Is necessary as a result of the restoration program
to breach a fire stop that the repair of that tire stop to the extent
practical include removal of the original materials with replacement made
of oaterials used for the design of new fire stops. The licensee has agreed
to these provisions.

During our detailed .evaluation we ard our consultants have looked into the
manner in which the ventilation systems throughout the plant should perform.
We have concluded that In the event a fire is detected in the cable spreading
room, its ventilation system should be stopped. We have not been able to
complete our determinations as to whether the ventilation system used
for other rooms should also be stopped in the event of a fire. There
Is a need for venLilatlon to clear and remove the combustion products
thereby providing accessibility into the fire area. On the other hand,
the increased ventilation rate may be undesirable with respect to the
capability for causing the fire to burn with an increased force. We
have informed the licensee that this matter must be studied further
prior to autborizing any power operation. The licensee has co' nitte-A
to perform this further evaluation.

Our evaluatiQn of the facility will continue and our subse.quent
evaluation prior to facility operation will discuss further facility
Improvements still under study as described above. However, authorizaticr.
of the changes and the work activities proposed by TVA will 1.-prove facility
safety as de•zribed in Section 5.0. Moreover, such work is of such a
nature that further changes to effectuate potential improvements discussed
above would not be precluded or hampered by the restoration activities
approved at this time.
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5.0 Reouested Aoproval

There are three major action Itams for which the lice".ee -has requested
approval, namely, structural work, electricl design changes including
installation of cables, and installation of the fire detection and
spray systems. Following are the bases for the approval for each of
these action items.

1. Approval to proceed with structural work which covers
restoration of concrete, embedments, pipe supports, cable
tray supports and the replacement of pipe and ducting in
the fire-affected area. In general, the plans related to
this portion of the restoration effort are described in
Part VIII of the Recovery Plan and in the responses to
Question 1.0 under the 'GeneralO heading.

Basis for NBC Aoproval

The prograMs and procedures for restoration of process piping, HVAC ducts
and supports, hangers, restraints, cable trays and supports of affected
mechanical equipment have been reviewed. The restoration program requires
the evaluation cf all the above mentioned components for the effects of the
cable fire. Thermal sensitivity based on minimum acceptable material
properties and safety function will be determined for these ccomponents
and items and then comparel to the fire temperature zones determined by
Inspection of damage and analyses. Where thermal sensitivity Was lower
than the actual temperature experienced, the component o item imay be
eliminated from further consideration and replaced tc the origiral
specification or an evaluation will be made to justify coiitlawed use of
the component.

Evaluation of all process piping is required regardless of the level of
exposure to temperature effects. In lieu of further evaluation soce piping
may be replaced to the original specifications. If piping is to rerair.
in service the restoration program requires reacval of insulation,
complete cleaning of the pipe surfaces and dye penetrant inspection of
the pipe and pipe fitting surfaces..

The ecope of the dye penetrant Inspection is set in accord with the piping
material strengths and sensitivity to the chemical environment resulti.nig
from the fire.

Carbon steel piping found to have been in a 500 F temperature zone will
receive an initial inspection of twenty percent of the pip. surface and one
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humdred percent of the rittings. The disoovery of fire related

cracks will require inspection of one hundred percent of the pipe

surface in the same temperature zone. The boundary of the temperature

zone will be extended by ten feet if the crack is found within ten feet

of the initially deterinsed boundary.

Stainless steel pipe and fittings will receive a one bundred percent

inspection.

Aluminum piping will receive an inspection similar to that specified for

carbon steel with the exception that the temperature zone is reduced to

below 340 F. Any aluminum pipe found exposed to temperatures above 340 F

will be replaced without further evaluation. In addition, if any fire

related cracks are found within twenty feet of the 340 F zone a one hundred

percent inspection will be performed in that twenty foot length and

inspectJon will continue for another twenty feet of length.

We find that these procedures for restoration of process piping are properly

set i.n accord with the material properties of the piping material and in

recognition of the sensitivities of the various materials to the chemical

enviroment resulting from the fire and that these procedures provide

adequate assurance that the restored process piping will be fully capable

of performing all design basis safety functions.

Safety related heating ventilating and air conditioning ducts will be

evaluated on the basis Of exposure to temperature of 500 F or greater

as gaged by the established temperature zones and visible distortion of the

ducts. All ducts showing visual distortions will be replaced or reworked

to original specifications. All duct work influenced by the fire

will be cleaned regardless of temperature exposure.

Evaluat.on of cable trays, cable tray supports and fixed members of pipe

supports will be based on exposure temperatures and stress analysis

considering material strengths reduced by any possible annealing affects

of higher temperature exposure. Any structural steel found to have been

immersed in a temperature of 1000 F or higher wAll •e replaced without

further evaluation.

In general all cable trays in direct and near contact with cables actually

consumed by the fire will be replaced without further evaluation. The larger

cable tray supports will be re-evaluated based on the actual load to be

sustained. The acceptable stress levels for these analyses will be set at

either seventy five percent of the original design allowable stress or

based on the measurement of actual physical properties from a sa=ple of the

material exposed to the actual fire conditions.
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The requirements specified above for acceptance of cable tray supports awill
also be employed for acceptance of tUe fixed members of pipe supports.
Additional requirements have been established for acceptance of the variable
elements of pipe supports. In the absence of variations in setting from the
effects of-the fire and the absence of actual fire damage the support setting
will be corrected to give a properly aligned Piping system. Setting changes
as a result of the fire with no visible evidence of heat damage will require
evaluation of spring characteristics to assure the necessary range of support
as required by the system design. Visible heat damage will require replacement
of the spring mechaniem and if necessary the entire support.
We find that the procedures set forth for the evaluation and restoration
of the safety related HVAC ducts cable trays, cable tray supports, and the
fixed and variable members of pipe supports provide adequate assurance that
these Items viii be capable of performing as designed throughout the
range of loads and fumotions specified in the design bases for Browns
Ferry Cnit 1.

With respect to the structural steel Components and the reinforced concrete
structures which either support the cables or were in the vicinity of the
burning cables TVA has initiated a restoration program which consists
of:

1. Identification of the affected structures;
2. Establishment of the 2ost probable temperature to which each structure

was subjected during the fire;
3. Evaluation of the extent of damage of each structure;
4. Establishment of criteria for the requirement of replacement or repair

of the damaged structure; and,
5. Development of procedures for detailed repair.

The structural steel components affected consist of miscellaneous structural
steel supports, steel embedment, and portions of the building superstructure
steel. The reinforced concrete structures affected consist of walls, columns,
and floor slabs, which form the permanent building superstructure.

The temperature zones are established on the basis of the color of the
structures of different materials of construction, melting of metals and
burning of other materials. The extent of damage of each structure is
evaluated on the basis of the temperature to which the structure was
subjected. and the physical condition of the structure.

The criteria for the requirement of replacement or repair of damaged
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structur are as follows:

1. Steel Structures

Structural steel components will be replaced or will continue to be
used depending upon whother their thermal sensitivity is lower or
h1gher than the temperature to which the structural component Was
subjeoted during the cable fire. In addition any steel structure
round to have been immersed in a tmperature zone of 1000 F or
more shall be replaced.

2. Concrete Structure

For reinforced concrete structures, the procedures for the evaluation
of the concrete will consist of detailed visual inspection, comparison
of temperature zones and testing of ample-s from core borlngs. For
reinforcing steel, the procedures of evaluation will consist of the
folloving:

(a) Analyzm the adequacy of the structure by neglecting the steel
bars exposed to high tamperatures, and If'found adequate no
further evaluat!on will be done; and,

(b) Conduct sampling and testing of steel bars to determine their
material characteristics. The measured material characteristics
will be evaluated by rechecking the design of the affected
structure. If the reduced characteristics are still adequate
to resist the loads Imposed on the structure, no modificat ions
are necessary.

On the basis of the above criteria, the floor slab at elevation 621.25
in the reactor building which appeared to be Most seriously damaged was
evaluated by TVA. Reinforcing steel bar and concrete core sa3ples were
taken and tested. The results of the'tests shov that the material
characteristics of the reinforcing steel and concrete were not
adversely affected by the fire. On the basis of these findings,
TVA concluded that the fire daume to reinforced concrete Is
structurally minor. Consequently, the repairs to be undertaken
are considered non structural.

We have concluded that the criteria, methods and procedures that are used in
the evaluation of damage of structures and in the replacement of structural
steel components and repair of reinforced concrete structures Will asssure
that all structural components affected by the fire will be returned to
their originally acceptable condition. Accordingly, since no facility
modification is Involved in the repair work, the work Was approved by our
letter dated August 28, 1975.
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2. Approval of electrical design changes including
circuit changes and pemiasion to proceed with the
restoration and installation of cable trays, conduit,
and cables, including approval for splicing. The work
and design changes are described In parts VI and X of
the Restoration.

Basis for NRC ApDroval

The basis. for the approval of this work is provided in Sections 3.0
and 4.0.

3. Approval for installation of the fire detection system
and for the installation of distribution piping of the
fixed spray System. These systems are described in sub-
section of Part X of the Recovery Plan.

.Basis of NRC Approval

The basis for the approval of this work is provided in Sections 3.0 and
4.0. A number of additional modifications were requested regarding tne
installation of the spray system as proposed above. The modifications
include features required to make the fixed spray system capable of
automatic actuation. Additional automatic fixed spray systems may also
be required. The approval and performance of the work Identified above
does not preclude these additional requirements. The approval of the
final disposition of certain of the Commitments made by TVA in their letter
dated August 29, 1975 will be the subJ-ct of a later safety evaluation
prior to the return to operation. Some of the commitments require that
TVA investigate and make proposals regarding certain areas of systeM
Improvement; (i.e., additional fixed water spray coverage, fixed water
spray or alternative in the the cable spreading room, modification of cable
spreading room ventilation system, additional penetration seal material).
The later safety evaluation, prior to authorization for return to operatior.
will address the final resolutuion of these ite6s. There also may arise
during the course of the restoration work additional Items that will
require resolution and these will also be addressed at that time.
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6.0 concions

As discussed in our Safety Evaluation issued In connection with
Amendment 10 to DPR-33 and Amendment 7.to DPR-52,, June 13, 1975t
the requirements of the Technical Specifications issued on that
date provide for protection of the fuel, which has been placed
in the storage pools. These requirements assure ample safety
s3ytema to protect the fuel fre damage. Suoh systems were made
independent of systems involved in the restoration work and
eliminate the potential for adverse Interactions resulting from
removal of fire da-aged systems And restoration of the facility.

The replacement and repair work authorized In connection with
this safety evaluation, will prouide for-replacement of cabling
equivalent to that provided in the original installation. The
d'esgn changes and Improvements in circuit separation and
resulting improved fire protection, along with the design
improvements in fire detection systemsand fire extinguishing
systems proposed by fVA, substantially enhance the capability of
the facility to withs3and fires and will provide reasonable
assurance thet the public health and safety will not be endangered.,
These changes do not involve a signif4cant increase in the probability
cr consequences of accidents previously considered and do not involve
a significant decrease in a safety margin.

Based or. the foregoing considerations, we have concluded that there
is reas"nable assurance that the public health and safety will not
be endangered by the proposed changes and the restoration activities
authorized herein and that such changes do not involve significant
hazard considerations.

Our review of the safety of the facility to return to operation is
still in progress and additional changes may be required as a result
of our continuing review, or as a result of the additional studies
which we have indicated are needed and which TVA has proposed as
discussed above. This safety eyaluation does not address
resumptlon of operation at Browns Ferry Units 1 and 2. Any
authorization to resume operation will be considered in a
subsequent safety evaluation which will also consider necessary
changes to plant operating technical specifications required in
connection with such authorizations.
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY CONISSION

DOCKET NOS. S0-25V AND SQ-260

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENTS T1 FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSES

Notice is hereby given that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(the Commission) has issued Amendment No. 14 to Facility Operating

License No. DPR-33 and Amendment No. 11 to Facility Operating License

No. DPR-52 issued to Tennessee Valley Authority for operation of the

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2' located in Limestone County,

Alabama. The amendments are effective as of their date of issuance.

The amendments modify the licenses to authorize modifications to

Units I and 2 in conformance with "Plan for Evaluation, Repair, and

Return to Service of Browns Ferry Units 1 and 2 (March 22, 1975 Fire)"

in accordance with the licensee's request dated August 29, 1975. These

amendments do not authorize return to operation of Units 1 and 2. That

authorization will be the subject of another action upon completion of

our review of the total restoration work required..

,. i.!'ion~~ for these amendments complies with the standards

and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act •of 1954, as amended (the Act),

and the Commission's rules and regulations. The Commission has made

appropriate findings as required by the Act and the Commission's rules

and regulations in 10 CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in the license

amendments. Prioi public notice of these amendments is not required

-since the amendments do not involve a significant hazards consideration.
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For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the appli-

cation for amendments dated August 29, 1975, () Amendment No. 14 to

License No. DPR-33 and Amendment No. 11 to License No. DPR-52, and (3)

the Commission's related Safety Evaluation. All of these items are

available for public inspection at the Commission's Public Document

Room, 1717 H'Street, NW., Washington, D.C. and at the Athens Public

Library, South and Forrest, Athens, Alabama 35611.

A copy of items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon request addressed

to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555,

Attention: Director, Division of Reactor Licensing.

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 2nd day of September 1975.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY .COt.IISSION

Operating Reactors Branch #1
Division of Reactor Licenlsing
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ATTACHMENT V

FIRES AT U.S. AND FOREIGN NUCLEAR PLANTS
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FIRES AT U.S.

Peach Bottom Unit 1

San Onofre Unit 1

Nine Mile&Point Unit 1

NUCLEAR PLANTS

During construction activities on

February 3, 1965, a cable fire was started

as a result of sparks from a welding opera-

tion. One of the design changes instituted

as a result of the fire was to replace cable

using a polyethylene inner sheath with butyl-

rubber sheathed cable.

A second fire took place on April 13, 1967.

The fire resulted from the ignition of

polyurethane thermal insulation on piping

associated with the low temperature delay

beds and regenerative heat exchangers,

components of the helium purification system.

There were two fires in 1968; both involved

cable trays. The fire on February 7, 1968,

resulted from mechanical and electrical

overloading of power cables for the pressurizer

heaters. The fire on March 12, 1968, resulted

from cable tray loadings in excess of design

specifications.

During the startup testing in 1969 and

1970 a fire occurred which resulted in

the destruction of motor control centers.

Loose terminations on line conductors at

the contactors and breakers caused the fire.
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4. Indian Point Unit 2

5. Quad Cities Unit 2

6. Beaver Valley Unit 1

There Was a construction fire inwlvlng

wood scaffolding which burned the cable

trays and was reported as a personnel error.

The fire occurred on November 4, 1971.

There was a fire In two electrical trays

in the reactor building. The fire was

confined to approximately 5 feet at the

end of two cable tray sections. This event

occurred July 16, 1972.

A fire occurred at a motor control center

on October 4, 1972, apparently resulting

from a short circuit In one of the splices

in the temporary wiring for the heat-light

bulbs in the base of the motor control

center.

A fire took place August 20, 1970, during

construction activity near the reactor

coolant pump auction piping. Oil ftr

machining operations ignited and burned,

killing one man and Injuring three others.

A second fire took place Ir the control rod

drive transfer cabinet on March 9, 1972.

The fire was caused by a loose electrical

connection. Damage was llmited tc a few

components within the cabinet.

7. Oconee Unit 1

.......



8. Oconee Unit 2

9. Salem Unit 1

10. Salem Unit 2
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A third, and fourth took place on

Deceber 30, 1972. These fires were

caused by the ignition of oil spilled

from the reactor coolant-pump oil system

when the oil cae In contact with reactor

coolant systes components.

A fire took place in the turbine building

on June 27, 1975. Oil leaking from the

turbine oil purifier system ignited when

it cme in contact with the purifier

heaters. Cables above the fire were

charred; however, there was no loss of

operational circuits. A report Is being

prepared by the utility.

A construction fire occurred In April. 1974,

In a cable tray located In the 4 KV switch-

gear room of the auxiliary building. The

fire occurred during a welding operation

involving a piece of weld slag which fell

onto a cable tray.

A fire took place on October 18, 1974 during

construction activities. Wood Construction

forms were Ignited and burned cables In the

area of the heavy equipent hatch of the

containment building.
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11. Browns Ferry Unit I & 2 A tire occurred on March 22, 1975 In the

cable spreading rom during a penetration

leak test; a dandle ignited polyurethane

1. Rjhleberg,
Switzerland

foam mterlal used to seal penetration

cable openings'.'

FIAES AT FOREIGN NUCLEAR PLANTS

During power ascension testing a turbine-

generator oil fire occurred. This was

a result ofrtillure-of a screwed pipe

connection of the pressurized oil pipe

leading to a control valve. The oil

ignited and the fire spread to cables

In the immoedi te area. This tire spread

through unprotected cable troy openings

Into adjacent cable ro=s. The fire

occurred near the end of 1971.

Due to failure or a hydraulic relay valve

of a turbine, oil sprayed out and vas

ignited by an adjacent hot stem valve.

The fire at the turbine Was extin.uished

quickly by means of a u-nually controlled

water spray systm as Well as a hose line

from an inside hydrant and portable

2. Hinkley,
England



3. Tokal Mura/Unit 1.
Japan
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extinguishers. Burning oil flowing along

cable trays caused serious damage to the

cables. Thia fire took place in July, 1966.

Due to failure oa a cock In a strainer

ass=bly In the reactor building a major

quantity of oil sprayed out when a strainer

was being changed, and was ignited by a

hot pipe handling 360o C stem. The sprinkler

system put out the fire In four minutes. The

reactor was not dazaged but was shut down while

repairs were made to the strainer assembly.

The tire took place In 1967.
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